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GERMAN
psychology has long been

a byword for absurdity and per-
versity. But the psychology of the Ger-
man reception of the peace terms is

neither absurd nor perverse, but normal
and human. The terms are not so

severe as extremists on either side of the
Atlantic may have desired them to be,
but they are of stunning severity. Nor
can the fact that the Germans have for
several months had abundant notice of
what was awaiting them be regarded as
sufficient reason for expecting them to
view the fateful decree with serenity or

resignation. That is not human nature.
The depression and sadness with which
we await the blow that impends when
all hope has been abandoned is no pro-
tection against the sense of the cruelty
of fate that overcomes us when the
blow has actually fallen. And in the
case of the Germans there is much more
than this. One element of hope had
been with them from the moment they
began their negotiations for an armistice
to the day on which they received the
terms. In making the Fourteen Points
the basis of the peace they looked not

only to the specific content of those

points, but to the influence which they

expected Mr. Wilson and America to

exercise in what they conceived to be the

spirit of the President's utterances in

general. Right or wrong, it would surely
be a harsh judge who would censure
them for indulging in this expectation.
There are plenty of reasons for finding
fault with German conduct since the

armistice as well as before; but in the

sudden access of rage and despair which

they have shown on learning the hard

truth, they have acted only as the people
of any other nation would act in a like

situation.

IN
leaving Japan unconditional tenant

of Kiaochow with much of the

Shantung peninsula, the Peace Treaty
goes far to diminish the authority of

the Covenant of Nations. Kiaochow
was one of the few clear cases before
the Conference. The German lease was
extorted from China on the pretext of

compensation for the slaying of the Ger-

man ambassador by the Boxers. Ger-

many capitalized her affront outrageous-

ly, and, in a region where shaky titles

abound, hers was morally and legally the

worst. Japan drives out Germany and
assumes her "rights." The Peace Con-
ference acquiesces in the iniquity. The
official press murmurs smoothly of the

compromises inevitable in human affairs.

Now Japan's occupancy of Shantung is

not a compromise, but a flagrant breach
of the letter and spirit of the Covenant.
In consenting to it Mr. Wilson has can-

celled one of the fairest pages in Ameri-
can diplomacy. The only apology made
for the surrender is that otherwise

Japan would not have joined the League
of Nations. As it is, she joins having
first shown that she declines to be bound
by one of its constituent principles. An
added chagrin to those who hoped most
from the League is that the united wis-

dom of the present world has been less

able to moderate Japan's aggressiveness
than was John Hay single-handed.

IN
comparison with Kiaochow the

rival claims to Fiume were highly

confusing, with much right on either

side. It is perplexing then to find that

the Conference, which had yielded read-

ily where it should have stood firm, stood

firm where it might well have compro-
mised. A man who is stubborn where
his case is weak and yielding where his

case is strong hardly inspires confidence.

Something of this vacillation at the Con-
ference may be ascribed to the inevitable

weariness of the delegates. They have
tried to do too much in too limited a

time, and thereby they have sacrificed

within the Conference the ordinary de-

cencies of deliberate procedure, and
without the Conference decision and
judgment. The issue of Fiume, being
involved in the treaty with Austria, is

still open. It is to be hoped that the
Conference will give weight to such con-

siderations as these:

(1) Italy has virtually waived the

treaty of London and is willing to have
the entire Adriatic question reopened
and settled on its merits.

(2) Mr. Wilson's major contention
that Fiume is a necessary outlet for

Jugo-Slavia is false. There are plenty
of ports down the Eastern Adriatic need-

ing only development and proper railroad

facilities.

(3) In a matter of grave doubt it is

absurd to give the benefit of that doubt
to an ambiguous congeries of late foes

and present friends such as is Jugo-
slavia. Italy as a real nation and un-

questionably a friend is entitled to the

benefit of such doubt.

(4) The Italian claim to Fiume is

based on the fact that the Istrian penin-
sula is and should be treated as a geo-

graphical unit. To effect this Italy will

make concessions elsewhere.

(5) Italian Irredentism is not solely

imperialistic. It comprises loyalty to

fellow Italians in political adversity; it

has its idealistic side. Fiume is an Ital-

ian city racially.

As we go to press it seems as though the

settlement would be about as we have

suggested above. To save face Italy may
be appointed temporarily as mandatory
over the regions she is later to control.

Mr. Wilson's excessively harsh and high-

ly irregular handling of the Italian ques-
tion is in unpleasing contrast to his

silent acquiescence in the surrender over

Kiaochow.

THE
President's speech before the

International Law Society in Paris

furnishes some indications that Wil-

son the shrewd political leader has for

the time being supplanted Wilson the

idealist. In reminding his audience that

people must not expect "immediate

emancipation from the things that have

hampered and oppressed them," and
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especially in saying that "you cannot
throw off the habits of society immedi-

ately," the President strikes a refresh-

ing note of common sense. If he had not

been preoccupied with a programme
which should settle the whole world
drama once and for all, he might have
heard this same warning sounded in in-

creasing volume even before he left for

Europe on the first of his two visits.

And it is not fanciful to attribute polit-

ical intent to a certain collocation of

ideas in a subsequent passage. In the
course of his remarks on reconstruction

he says: "The spirit of America re-

sponded without stint or limit and

proved that it was ready to do that

thing which I was privileged to call upon
it to do." That our whole-hearted en-

trance into the war should thus be given
the color of an American approval of the

President's peace programme must strike

any one as strange who remembers the

outcome of the Congressional elections

upon which Mr. Wilson in advance placed
so much importance. The moral of all

of which is that Wilson the idealist is

fortunate in having as a counterpart
Wilson the politician. The combination
would be still more effective if the two
moved forward side by side, an arrange-
ment calculated to produce sound states-

manship. If, instead, they often are not
within hailing distance of each other,
that may be charged to single-track
facilities.

THE
Russian Soviet Bureau in New

York is bitterly indignant over the

contrast between what the Peace Con-
ference has done about Russia and the

promise held out to her by the sixth of

President Wilson's fourteen points of
a "welcome into the society of free na-

tions, under institutions of her own
choosing." Instead of such a welcome,
says the Bureau, the Allies seem to have
"one purpose only—to impose upon the

Russian people institutions which are not
of their own choosing." Whatever may
be the plans or purposes of the Allies in

regard to Russia, the one thing that

seems quite certain in the situation is

that the institutions under which the

people of Soviet Russia are now living
are not "of their own choosing." All

the choosing has been done for them by
a small fraction of the people, who seized

power by force at a time of general up-
set and impotence and have held it by
force ever since. The Soviet emissaries

may either deny this or say that, though
true, it has nothing to do with the case ;

but their indignation—and that of their

American sympathizers—might possibly
be mitigated by the consideration of two
other circumstances. One is that there
has thus far not been the slightest in-

dication, on the part of the Allies, of a
desire to interfere with any form of

government which the Russian people

may establish by their free choice. The
other is that no desire has been more
flagrantly shown by the Bolshevist rul-

ers, alike in words and in deeds, than
that of upsetting the established govern-
ment of every civilized country in the
world. But to the Bolshevist mind it is

a poor rule that works both ways.

IN
the passage at arms between Mr.

Peek and Secretary Glass, the Secre-

tary of the Treasury has decidedly the

best of it. The late Chairman of the

Industrial Board of the Department of

Commerce rakes the Administration fore

and aft, and his statement is a spirited
bit of writing. But it is anything but

convincing, and it winds up with a series

of accusations which sound particularly
wild. Nothing could be neater than the

way in which Mr. Peek's query, "Does
the Administration plan for 1920 a plat-
form of State Socialism which it now
finds inconsistent with the results

achieved by the Board?" is disposed of

in the Secretary's reply. He makes no
reference whatever to the charge or to

State Socialism, but he quietly says:

The attempt made to fix minimum prices
for the public seemed to me wholly inde-
fensible and contrary to fundamental prin-
ciples of economics, of public policy and of
the law.

Surely the healthy restoration of indus-
trial life and activity is not to be found in

the perpetuation and exaggeration, months
after the cessation of hostilities, of the arti-

ficial conditions which in war time were
tolerated as necessary evils. The Treasury
has consistently striven since Armistice Day
for the removal of all governmental re-

straints, controls, and interferences.

No more wholesome utterance has come
from Administration quarters in many a

long day. If it can be regarded as rep-

resenting a general policy, we may all

breathe more freely on the subject not

only of State Socialism, but of various
insidious approaches to Socialism, than
we have recently felt warranted in doing.
But the real test will come in the Ad-
ministration's dealings with the railroad
situation.

AMONG
a number of important social

agencies that have been crippled

by the failure of the last Congress to

pass necessary appropriations, are the

employment bureaus. We do not refer

here to the Bureau for Returning Sol-

diers and Sailors, but to local agencies.
These have faced a winter of uncertainty
and discouragement which have ren-

dered impossible the free, confident, and
untrammeled discharge of their func-

tions. Local agents have not known,
from month to month, whether they
could hang on till help came, or whether

they must shut up shop and abandon
an enterprise that met a crying need.

State aid has tided some of the bureaus

over, so that they have a chance of re-

covery if Congress can be persuaded to

grant stimulus at once. It is super-
fluous to point out the exceeding impor-
tance of these bureaus. The whole sit-

uation succeeding the armistice resolved
itself into a need of reabsorption and re-

distribution of labor. Demobilization of

war-industry alone threatened a condi-
tion of unemployment that could not but
make for popular discomfort, complaint,
and unrest. The local agents have acted
as a buffer between discontented and
even resentful men and willing but dis-

traught employers; and their service in

dropping oil upon local areas of friction
and heat can not be overestimated. Their
function has been, like that of the local

draft-boards, of an unostentatious, but
none the less vital character. That they
should be freed from their present and
undeserved impasse is a pressing na-
tional need; we hope that Congress will

be alive to the necessity of immediately
relieving them.

THE agency par excellence for Ameri-
canization is the public school. It

is the formative years that produce the

complex of ideas, ideal habitudes, and
traditions which make the American.
Said a shrewd Roman priest: "Give me
the first six years of a child's life, and
you others can have the rest." It is,

therefore, in the highest degree neces-

sary, if the "melting-pot" is to turn out
a consistent and genuine product, that
the public school shall be kept up to the

highest possible level of excellence. But
a school, like a home, is not a geograph-
ical location—a mere matter of latitude

and longitude—nor yet is it the mass of

inorganic matter which we fashion and
pile up and call an "institution." It is

an atmosphere. And, as the atmosphere
of the home is generated by the guiding
personalities in it, so is the atmosphere
of the school generated by those who
supervise and give instruction. If we
want good schools, the sine qua non is

good teachers. But the good teacher is

a specialist or an artist comparable with
the good doctor or preacher, and cannot
be picked up at any street-corner. He
must also possess character, in addition
to technical equipment. He must have

quality, and quality is something that
must be paid for. The laborer of this

order is certainly worthy of his hire.

Yet the profession of teaching stands a
chance of progressive impoverishment by
reason of the inadequacy of its material
rewards. The teacher may be willing,
and generally is, to take the vow of pov-
erty; but he will not continue always
to take that of penury. He can not give
out the virtue that is in him if he is

never free from petty and sordid harass-
ment. If we are anxious to Americanize—and there is nothing that we should
be more intent on doing, in our own in-

terest, if for no loftier reason—we must
not be blind to this vital method, must
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not neglect it in favor of methods of

more immediate impact but of less fun-

damental and less comprehensive char-

acter.

A HIGH British authority recently

expressed his deliberate convic-

tion that of the social unrest now prev-

alent throughout the world, eighty per

cent, must be ascribed to the fall in the

purchasing power of money. However
this may be in general, it is safe to say

that the dissatisfaction which is taking

shape in the formation of the Middle

Classes Union in England is mainly due

to this cause. When the money unit falls

in value—and the fall which we have
been experiencing in the last few years
is beyond all precedent—the adjustment
which in the course of time restores

normal relations is nowhere so slow as

in a large section of what may be called

the middle classes. In the case of the

wage-earner there is a painful interval,

but on the whole the time of his suffer-

ing from the dislocation of prices is not

apt to be very long. Salaries are far

slower than wages to respond to the pres-

sure; and incomes from interest-bearing
investments do not respond at all. The
government official, the college professor,
the permanent employee of almost any
firm or private corporation, has to pull

through as best he can on his old salary,

or a salary but little increased, while the

prices of everything he needs for him-
self and his family have gone up to un-
heard-of heights. The hardship is truly a

grievous one, and the wonder is that the

complaining is not louder and more in-

sistent than it is. It must be remem-
bered, nevertheless, that the forces of

adjustment, though slow-working in this

domain, are yet constantly operative—
that the grievance, however serious, is

not of a permanent nature. Whether by
any scheme of automatic adjustment,
such as that proposed by Professor Irv-

ing Fisher, relief could be obtained with-
out inviting troubles more serious than
those it removes is one of the interesting
questions of the day.

AS
this goes to press the rival air-

men of two nations are still camped
on the bleak Newfoundland shore wait-

ing on wind and weather. The stage re-

mains set for the greatest sporting event
of modern times. As between Ameri-
can and English contenders, it would
seem that the Americans had the better
chance of achieving a more limited ob-

jective: our naval fliers are using three

multiple-engined seaplanes of great
power and carrying capacity, machines
capable of landing on the water and rid-

ing out anything short of a real storm;
and they will make no attempt at a con-

tinuous, non-stop flight, but will proceed
from Newfoundland to the Azores and
thence to Spain. The preparation of the

Americans has been scientific, deliberate,

without hurry, and with a painstaking
care for the elimination of avoidable

error; they have gone about the great
adventure in a businesslike way, and

they stand a businesslike chance of

being the first human beings to cross the

Atlantic Ocean by air. The British, on
the other hand, are striving for a greater
and more elusive stake; with single-

engined land planes of great speed they
will try to jump the North Atlantic from
Newfoundland to Ireland in one splendid
mad rush; engine trouble means well-

nigh certain disaster. Their venture is

infinitely the more sporting, and measur-

ably less likely to succeed. Should our
naval men be lucky enough to get there

first, there will still be plenty of glory
for the intrepid Britishers if they can

cap the American climax with an English
non-stop flight ; let us hope that this will

be the outcome, and in the meantime let

every Anglo-Saxon sportsman wish them
Godspeed and sweet running engines—
they deserve more and they can't cross

the Atlantic with less.

THEY
say that when Monk Eastman

was examined for the draft the

army surgeons found his body fairly
covered with knife and gun-shot wounds.
Each of these scars was a dishonorable

one, representing not one, but many,
lawless acts—for not even his best en-

emy in the New York Police Department
but would admit that the famous gun-
man commonly gave better than he re-

ceived. Now if you don't know offhand
who Monk Eastman is, this is no time
to sketch his picaresque career. It is

enough to say that he was perhaps the

most notorious gangster and all-round

handy man with gun and knife that New
York has ever known ; bold, crafty, cruel,

brave, unscrupulous and undisciplined.
He served in State's prison, was dis-

charged, caught up by the draft, sent
to France and fought through the war.
The other day he came back to America
with his division, received his discharge
from the army, and returned to private
life—but not to the exercise of that citi-

zenship which he had forfeited with his

prison sentence. So he returned to

private life, but with a couple of

more wounds—honorable scars this time—received in battle, and with his com-

pany commander's rating of "Excel-

lent" on his service-record, which is the

highest rating a soldier may receive.

He had in addition a decoration for

valor, and letters from his platoon and

regimental commanders which recited,

among other things, that Private East-

man had shown himself to be self-con-

trolled, unselfish, hard-working, brave
and well-disciplined; that he had been
a distinct credit to himself, to his regi-

ment and to his country; and that his

country ought to take cognizance of

these facts by restoring him to full citi-

zenship. And the other day Governor
Smith signed certain papers which of-

ficially place Private Eastman where un-

officially and in fact he has been for
these many months—among those who
are pulling their weight in the boat.

Queer, fine, big thing, this army of ours
has been: we haven't seemed to need a
Foreign Legion in which to bury our
scamp fighters; scalawag and parson,
banker and bootblack—but what's the
use of moralizing? The facts have done
that.

NOWHERE
has the millennial circus

more enthusiastic barkers than
among the advertising purveyors of edu-
cational opportunity for the millions.
Would you get what you want,—wealth,
beauty, renown, health, friends? For
five dollars I will send you an exact rep-
lica of Fortunatus's cap, easy to adjust;
may be worn during sleep, thus necessi-

tating no detention from your regular
business. Would you become a convinc-

ing talker and talk your way into the

presidency of your concern within the
week? A postal brings one of Demos-
thenes' pebbles; placed beneath the
tongue it will raise your salary to $7,500
a year; cheaper and quicker than the now
out-of-date Blarney Stone. Are you ef-

ficient? Self-reliance is the basis of ef-

ficiency. Mail this coupon and receive

Emerson's course in self-reliance; the

life-long application of the principles
here laid down brought him an income
of $50,000 to $70,000; you may do even
better. Does your memory fail you?
Follow the simple directions worked out

by "Memory" Thompson (price five dol-

lars) and remember the contents of

every shop window you pass, the tele-

phone number of every man you meet;
you never can tell when this information

may be useful. Thus the chorus; and
a public, avid of self-improvement, pays
its money and passes into the side-shows
in sufficient numbers, apparently, to

keep the cry merry and full. Our mod-
ern sophists will teach anything for a

price. The royal road even is no longer

sought; Socrates sits idly by, and gains
the ear of not a single one of those who
throng the democratic speedway. An-
cient universities anxiously consider

how they may transform themselves

into sightseeing vehicles a little more

sumptuously appointed and doing the cir-

cular tour of the new heaven and the

new earth with even greater despatch
than can be promised by the purveyors
of correspondence courses. Such active

bidding for an opportunity to afford

light must arise from some genuine de-

sire for it among large masses of men;
but if the leaders themselves are dazzled

into something like blindness, the awak-

ening in the inevitable ditch will be
rude indeed.
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The Peace and the Future

ON
the seventh of May, 1919, the cur-

tain rose on the last act -of the

stupendous drama upon which for nearly
five years the interest of a thousand mil-

lion human beings had been absorbingly
directed. The coincidence of the date

with that of the startling crime which,
four years before, had set fire to the

smouldering indignation of America, did

not pass without notice; but in the pres-
ence of an event so fraught with mighty
consequences, and so weighted with grave

problems, even the poetic justice which
linked the spectacle of Germany bound
and helpless with the defiant criminality
of the Lusitania massacre could not

claim more than a fleeting thought. But,
vast and complex as is the mass of con-

siderations which the publication of the

terms of settlement brings forward,
there are two aspects of it which, in the

general mind, hold a dominant place.

These are indicated in two phrases

which, throughout the war, were con-

stantly on men's lips and in their

thoughts—"a peace of justice" and "a

lasting peace." Whatever differences of

opinion there may be among us, we have
all agreed in fervently hoping for a

peace that shall justify both these desig-

nations; and for us all the crucial ques-
tion is whether the actual settlement ful-

fills this hope.
The justice of the settlement presents

on its face little room for doubt or per-

plexity. Germany is to be utterly shorn

of the power of military aggression ; she

must relinquish territory acquired by re-

cent or remote conquest from France,
from Denmark, from Poland, from
China; she must forego her dreams of

expansion in Africa; she will have to

bear the burden of paying many billions

of indemnity in reparation of the ruin

she has wrought; she must accept, from
the standpoint of a Great Power, the sec-

ond of the alternatives which, as one of

the leading spokesmen of her ambition

put it, she deliberately confronted in un-

dertaking the war—world-power or

downfall. But there is to be no crushing

indemnity such as Lloyd George talked

about in his campaign speeches and as

was demanded by many voices in France;
there is to be no such economic boycott
as was apparently planned by the famous
Paris Conference of 1916 ; there is to be
no dismemberment of Germany nor any
interference with her internal organiza-
tion. Her place as a Great Power she

had used to the working of immeasurable

calamity, of wrong beyond precedent, of

evil surpassing the worst that the im-

agination of the civilized world had been
able to conceive as possible; and she has
lost her place as a Great Power. Surely
this is not more than justice; and if it is

less than justice, it is less only as the

meting out of justice must in all the
affairs of mankind be kept in restraint

by the dictates of humanity and good
sense.

But there is another aspect of the

question of justice which we can not al-

together ignore. We can not expect the

German mind to accept the view which,
to the mind of the world at large, is

established beyond dispute. And un-

fortunately there has been more than one

declaration, from the highest sources,

upon which the Germans can fall back
as justification for dissent. The dis-

tinction between the German Govern-
ment and the German people had been

put forward with such solemnity and
such emphasis as unquestionably to raise

hopes which are now seen to be impos-
sible of fulfillment. Sharply faced with
the facts as they are, everyone sees that

no practical application of the distinc-

tion can be made; the terms of peace
are predicated, without disguise or pal-

liation, upon the assumption that no
form of government which Germany may
at the moment have adopted, or may in

the immediate future adopt, can be re-

garded as a guarantee against a resump-
tion of designs of conquest. The peace
bears no trace of the influence of the

catchword coined by British statesmen
that Germany must be "either powerless
or free," or of the distinction so fre-

quently reiterated by President Wilson
between the terms upon which peace
might be granted to the German Im-

perial Government on the one hand, and
the German people on the other. It

would be hard to name a single particular
in which the demands made by the Allies

and the United States upon Imperial
Germany would have been more severe
than those to which the emissaries of

President Ebert and the Weimar Assem-

bly are now asked to submit at Versailles.

If the hope of a lasting peace rested on
the acceptance by the Germans of the

peace as a peace of justice, the outlook

would be dark indeed.

Still darker would be the outlook if

we were to regard as authoritative that

utterance of President Wilson's which,
before the entry of our own country into

the war, attracted attention beyond any
other. In his address to the Senate on

January 22, 1917, he declared that the

first condition of an enduring peace is

"that it must be a peace without vic-

tory." And, proceeding to put his "own

interpretation" upon this dictum, he
said:

Victory would mean peace forced upon
the loser, a victor's terms imposed upon the

vanquished. It would be accepted in hu-

miliation, under duress, at an intolerable

sacrifice, and would leave a sting, a resent-

ment, a bitter memory upon which terms of

peace would rest not permanently but only
as upon quicksand.

Surely if ever there was a "peace
forced upon the loser, a victor's terms

imposed upon the vanquished," we are

witnessing such a peace now. If, as the

President thought two years ago, such
a peace could not be "made to endure,"
the world's hope for freedom from the
horrors of war would have to be dis-

missed. For Mr. Wilson in his address
did not leave open even the refuge which
the League of Nations holds out as an

escape from this conclusion. "If the

peace presently to be made is to en-

dure," he said, "it must be a peace made
secure by the organized major force of
mankind" ; and he declared that the only
kind of "peace for which such a guaran-
tee can be secured" would be one that
conformed to his doctrine of peace with-
out victory.

It is not for the purpose of raking up
dead ashes that we recall these episodes
of what now seems almost a distant past.
We have all traveled far in the eight
and twenty fateful months since Mr. Wil-
son made that address. It boots little,

perhaps, to insist that he was wrong;
but it is not unprofitable to do justice
to the element of truth which lay at the
bottom of his impossible demand. We
cannot admit that the League of Nations
must fail because the peace with which
it is interwoven flies squarely in the face
of that demand ; but we must remember
that if it is to succeed it must do so in

the face of that formidable difficulty

which the President had declared to be

insuperable. Not only the innumerable

complexities of the specific problems with
which in the nature of things the League
will have to grapple, but the central fact

of German humiliation and German re-

sentment must be reckoned with in any
estimate of the League's future. We
may be thankful that extravagant con-

ceptions of Germany's punishment have
been ruled out, and that in the other
features of the settlement imperialist
desires have been kept down to the most
moderate possible limits. We may feel

profound satisfaction that the ideal of

respect for the rights of nationalities,

great and small, has been constantly held

in view and that it has been respected as

closely as the difficulties of the situation

permitted. We may hope that in some
essential respects even the humiliation
to which Germany is now subjected may
in the near future be materially miti-

gated; in particular, it is reasonable to

expect that no very long time will pass
before the disarmament of Germany is

followed by a substantial approach to-

ward disarmament among the other na-
tions. But after all is said and done, it

must be confessed that the League,
fraught though it is with great possibili-
ties for the lasting betterment of the
state of the world, begins its career in
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circumstances that no one can deny
are charged with grave difficulty and
doubt.

Yet after all this has been admitted,
the formation of the League may justly
be regarded as a great step toward the

freeing of mankind from the incubus of

war. That it will be accepted—and that

it ought to be accepted, possibly with
some reservation on the part of the

United States which shall not weaken
its essential character—there is little

reason to doubt. It might have been
made better if its structure had been de-
termined in more tranquil and delibera-
tive fashion after the necessary terms of
immediate settlement had been fixed;
but such as it is, it enlists the govern-
ments and the peoples of the world in an
undertaking to work together for the

prevention of war, and provides perma-
nent machinery for the carrying out of
that undertaking. That it falls far short
of that solid barrier against war which
"the organized major force of mankind"
could conceivably provide, its staunchest
friends can not deny ; but neither can the
most severe of its critics maintain that
it is but a Hague Convention writ large.
It is vastly more than that; whether it

will function well or ill, it is at all events
an organic entity, a thing that will func-
tion.

There is standing ground for the view,
which some intelligent critics honestly
entertain, that the League is more likely
to give rise to wars than to prevent
them; but to think this is to regard
the League not as impotent but as carry-
ing potentialities of evil. We are con-
fident that the view is a mistaken one;
not because the potentialities do not
exist, but because we believe that the
general sense of mankind will prevent
them from developing. For many decades
to come—after the unrest and turmoil of
this time of transition have subsided—
there will be an intense and universal

anxiety that the appalling experiences of
the past four years shall not be repeated;
and whatever threatens the possibility
of such repetition will be instantly con-
demned by the public sentiment of the
world. How the League of Nations will
work depends not so much on the mecha-
nism of its organization as on the forces
of national sentiment that act upon that

mechanism; and if the forces that make
for peace shall suffice to keep the League
safe for a decade or two, it is not too
much to hope that by that time it will
have so developed its best potentialities,
and so submerged those that are bad, as
to become something like what the hopes
of sanguine persons had pictured it as
being from the outset. This may be but
a chastened hope; but better cherish a
cautious hope that is sound than invite
the dangers that attend upon uncritical
and illusory confidence.

Fiume, Kiaochow, and the Pledge to France

THE
enemies of the League of Nations

have some justification in declaring
that it comes into the world lame, halt,
and blind. And its friends can not deny
that as regards the military protection
of France the League has seemed weak;
as regards doing justice to China in

Shantung it has shown itself conven-

iently blind; while in the shifting set-

tlement of the Italian claim to Fiume
the League has displayed a halting atti-

tude. In short, France believes the

League too weak to protect her, and
asks additional assurances from Eng-
land and the United States; the League
believes itself too weak either to do ter-

ritorial justice to China as against
Japan, or racial justice to Japan as

against Australia and our Pacific slope;
and the League has not yet developed
wisdom enough to settle the Fiume ques-
tion. Thus the League comes into the
world with a heavy handicap in the con-
trast of promise and non-performances.
The adjustments, which are relatively

slight blemishes in the Treaty of Peace,
considered as such, are serious depar-
tures from the principles of the Cove-
nant, and tend to diminish confidence in
it. What would have been hailed as a
very good peace in its own right is a
rather poor first exhibit for the League
of Nations.

The Peace should have been made
first. Its general moral and political
character would have been sufficiently
defined by the Fourteen Points. It

would have been just about the peace
we actually have, but it would have
counted differently. Its positive merits
would have won confidence for its nego-
tiators. The Conferees of Versailles, in

subsequently undertaking the more gen-
eral task of a League of Nations, could
have pointed to their record. What they
had done well on the immediate and
pressing issues would seem an earnest
of better things under the general Cove-
nant. Above all, the shortcomings of the
Peace would have appeared less cruelly
against the somewhat nebulous back-
ground of the Fourteen Points than
against the explicit formularies of the
Covenant of Nations. To a Covenant
coming after the Treaty of Peace, the
Treaty, if reasonably good, was a cer-
tain source of strength; coming out
simultaneously, the Treaty plainly em-
phasizes certain weaknesses in the
League.
The decision rather to base the Peace

on the Covenant than let the Covenant
grow out of the Peace, seems to rest

partly on fear and partly on false logic.
It was plainly feared that men's interest
in the Covenant would not brook the de-

lay incident to making peace. Here is

the fallacy of the psychological moment

in its cruder form. It is assumed that
if the energies of the world are not
promptly enlisted in framing the Cove-
nant, it will not be framed at all. Peo-
ple will "carry on" only for so long. The
little truth in this notion implies a cu-
rious lack of faith in humanity. It is

true that interest dwindles, but also true
that if the world is capable of forgetting
the ideal of peace within a few months
of the armistice, or within a few years,
then the world is also incapable of car-

ing for any Covenant of Peace beyond a
brief space. We take no such discour-

aged view of our fellow men. For cen-
turies men have worked towards peace
under all sorts of conditions; it has not
been a spasmodic movement based on
peculiar excitements or distresses, but a
permanent and progressive tendency.
We have no idea that the peculiar exal-
tations and lassitudes of the armistice
were essential to the formation of a
League of Nations. There are, on the

contrary, many reasons for thinking it

was the wrong time, and the wrong emo-
tional conditions. With the background
of successful peace negotiations, their
hands in, and their minds reassured, the
Conference could have proceeded serene-

ly to the greater task, and public interest
would not have failed them.
A graver mistake in choosing the or-

der of business was the assumption that
in any practical negotiation the conclu-
sion can or should conform to the prem-
ises. Such conformity obtains only
in a mathematical or scientific demon-
stration. In a matter of business, theo-
retical premises are only a point of de-

parture, merely serving to start things
going. When the conclusion is reached
the premises are usually well forgotten.
They have served their turn. The Four-
teen Points and the Covenant are funda-
mentally only a basis for the conduct
of international business. It is unhappy
and maladroit to accompany the promul-
gation of these new principles with the
concrete evidence that they do not work.
The right tactics was to make the settle-

ment as well as possible, and somewhat
in the light of the actual settlement
build up the theoretical basis for decid-

ing future issues. Any deductive ap-
proach to political problems, or, for that

matter, to human problems generally, is

hazardous. It impairs and cramps the
delicate processes of common sense and
necessary compromise, offering only
logic where wisdom is wanted.

If the Covenant had been postponed
and separated from the Peace Treaty,
each would have been considered on its

merits, and each would have helped the
other. As things stand, the Covenant
is a moral reproach to the Treaty, while
the Treaty measurably impairs the pres-
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tige of the Covenant. The managers
of the League have not believed enough
either in the people or in the League
itself. They have taxed unnecessarily
the good will of the world. Yet there is

every reason to expect that the world will

confirm the Covenant It will do so rather

in spite of than because of the tactical
activities of the promoters of the League.
It will do so in the hope that future
executors of the Covenant will show
greater hopefulness, breadth, and lucid-

ity than its creators appear to have com-
manded.

The Review

NO
name could be more colorless than

that which has been adopted as the
title of this journal. Many names of

infinitely more savor have been sug-
gested for it; and to a number of these
there was no intrinsic objection. In

particular, there are two names, at once

simple and significant, either of which
would have been strictly appropriate.
The paper might have been called either

The Liberal or The Conservative without
offense to the character which its editors

hope to impress upon it. Between true
liberalism and true conservatism there
exists not only no incompatibility, but
on the contrary a vital bond of connec-
tion. There is a loose-jointed liberalism

which spurns the dear-bought fruits of
the past, as there is an ossified conserva-
tism which is incapable of seeing the in-

spiring possibilities of the future. But
the true liberal views the future in the

light of a genuine appreciation of the

past, and the true conservative prizes
the past without being blind to the de-

mands of the present and the future.

To either of these names, however,
there would have been the objection that,

though correct intrinsically, it would
have been liable, in the present state of

the public mind, to obvious misconstruc-
tion. Indeed, it may almost be said that

the primary endeavor of The Review
will be to restore the words "liberal" and
"conservative" to their rightful place
in the minds of thinking people. The
danger to the country from revolution-

ary agitations springing out of the great
upheaval of the war may prove to be not
a real menace but only a passing cloud;
but there is a more subtle and more per-
vasive danger, of whose reality and
whose gravity there can be no doubt
whatever. This danger is embodied not

so much in any movement, or even in

the spread of any specific set of opinions,
but in an attitude of mind. The ten-

dency to ignore what is good and to

magnify what is evil in existing institu-

tions; the readiness to throw overboard

any conviction or tradition, however

fundamental, which seems to obstruct

the immedate realization of some scheme
of improvement: it is the rapid spread
of these tendencies—not among the poor
and ignorant, but among those who have
enjoyed every advantage of culture and

well-being—that is the most serious, as
it is .ost distinctive, feature of the

situation with which we are confronted.
And there can be no greater error

than to ascribe this phenomenon to the
war. Not only was it with us, and in

great force, a number of years before
the war, but it may be doubted whether
it has in any essential respect been modi-
fied by the war. All that the war has
done is to give it a larger mass of mate-
rial to act upon, an unexpected oppor-
tunity to manifest itself in concrete ways
which, in more settled times, did not

easily present themselves. Minds, for

example, that are not gravely disturbed

by the programme of a Lenin or a Bela
Kun are minds that were so "open" be-
fore Lenin or Bela Kun had been heard
of that nothing which these prophets of
a new day might propose would come as
a real shock to them. That this is so—
if one doubts it—a single consideration
should suffice to show. The curious spec-
tacle has been presented of intense hos-

tility and abhorrence on the part of
veteran socialists like Spargo and Rus-
sell to that which has been looked upon
with philosophical serenity by the "open-
minded" reformers who had been coquet-
ting with socialism while never ranging
themselves under its banner. The ex-

planation of the paradox is not far to
seek. The seasoned socialist has been

fully aware, all along, that it was a grim
business he was dealing with; he was
willing to go thus far and no farther,
because he realized how deep a break
was involved in going even thus far. He
was prepared to sacrifice so much of
what human life and human civilization

has hitherto been built upon, for the
sake of what he conceived to be a higher
civilization; and precisely because he
knew what that sacrifice meant he shrank
with a genuine and instinctive abhor-
rence from the more sweeping sacrifice

which the Bolshevist programme de-

manded. But to the dilettante whose hos-

pitality for socialist ideas was merely
the result of a loss of grip upon the
values of life as it is and has been, there
was only a faint and intellectual differ-

ence between Lenin's Bolshevism and the
more or less misty socialism upon which
he had for years been bestowing his

platonic affection. Bolshevism, like so-

cialism, he said to himself, is probably
not half so black as it is painted; and
since a "bourgeois" civilization is not
worth saving anyhow, who knows but

that Bolshevism may prove to be the
best way to get rid of it?

With the menace that attaches to the
prevalance of this state of mind in a
large and influential element of our so-

ciety, we shall long have to reckon. The
chance of sweeping victories for the
radical or revolutionary forces depends
not only on the strength of those forces,
but quite as much on the degree in which
the forces that resist them are vitalized
by a realizing sense of what is involved
in the contest. The conservative too
often permits the radical to put him
in the position of supporting a vile thing,
a thing to be defended only because what
is proposed may be even worse. The
heir of all the ages, he acts as though a
hundred generations of human striving—of heroes and martyrs, of saints and
sages, of builders and thinkers—had
given him but a paltry inheritance. He
leaves almost unchallenged the tacit as-

sumption of the revolutionist that the
imperfections of the existing order are
the product of wickedness or folly, and
that whatever is good in it is the spon-
taneous gift of nature. Material and
spiritual advantages undreamed of in
former ages, and the privilege of very
few even in the recent past, are now
the possession of multitudes ; but instead
of claiming them as the rich fruit of

civilization, he permits the fact that they
are not universal to pass as damning
proof of hopeless failure. Because there
are blots on the scutcheon, we are asked
to throw away the shield; and some of
us seem to think it a not unreasonable
proposal.

Civilization, as we have thus far
known it, rests upon certain fundamental
institutions and ideas. The family, the
nation, the institution of property, the
idea of individual liberty and individual

responsibility, the idea of liberal culture—these are some of the bases upon which
everything that we regard as worthy
and precious has been built up. There
is not one of them that is without grave
shortcomings; not one in which there is

not room for improvement; not one
upon which our views have not under-
gone notable change in generation after
generation. But in their essentials, and
in the place they hold in the life of the
world, they have thus far remained un-
shaken. They are exposed to-day to
more formidable and more many-sided
attack than at any previous time in
modern history. If the attack is to be
withstood, the defenders must be ani-
mated by a genuine understanding of
the value of that which they are seeking
to save. If they are half ready to grant
that the relation of husband and wife,
of parents and children, is a little mat-
ter that might easily be replaced by
some new device, they will have little

chance against the silver-tongued "re-
former" who depicts the ideal beauties
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of free love. If they do not realize that

the right of property is the chief nurs-

ery of sturdy character and manly self-

assertion for the great mass of human

beings, they will be able to set up but a

feeble resistance to the moves of those

who see in it nothing but an embodiment

of sordid or predatory instincts. In a

word, if we are not to be helpless in the

face of heady innovation, we must re-

member that all that we have and are is

the long result of time; and that though

it may be desirable to prove all things,

it is absolutely essential to hold fast

that which is good.
What so many people fail to realize is

that a man may be tough-minded with-

out being hard-hearted. He may be

keenly desirous to improve the lot of

mankind, and yet refuse to accept that

as an improvement which furnishes an

immediate gain at the cost of permanent

loss, which provides betterment on the

surface but impairs the deep-lying

springs of all betterment. The differ-

ence between the tough-minded man and

the tender-minded man—to use William

James's terms—manifests itself most

sharply, perhaps, in the refusal of the

former to be swept off his feet by catch-

words. If, for instance, he has believed

all his life that those who provide the

capital play a vital and honorable part

in the processes of production, he will

not forget all he ever knew about the

matter merely because incomes derived

from investments have come to be cur-

rently referred to as unearned incomes.

If he has entertained the conviction that

the prizes of conspicuous success in com-

petitive enterprise furnish a legitimate

incitement to energy and ambition, and

are thus part of the great apparatus of

human productivity, the invention of a

handy epithet of opprobrium will not

lead him to assign to the criminal class

every person upon whom it suits the

mood of the moment to put the brand

of "profiteer." But with this firmness

of grip on the essential claims of exist-

ing institutions there can go, and there

ought to go, an honest readiness to rec-

ognize their defects and an eager desire

to remove them. In order to welcome
and promote efforts to improve the con-

ditions of labor, it is not necessary to

begin with a sweeping condemnation of

"capitalism." We may recognize that

there are many channels through which
altruism can be brought into business,

without abandoning the belief that the

desire to advance one's own fortunes has

been, and probably will long continue to

be, the mainspring of productive energy,
the most prolific source of general pros-

perity. Attachment to the fundamentals

of the existing order does not imply
blind adherence to every feature of it

which habit has made familiar. The
true conservative, the true liberal, is he

who instinctively feels this difference,

and intelligently acts upon it. If The
Review can in some measure strengthen

those who take this attitude and increase

their number, it will have done some-

thing to promote the sound thought and

right feeling which must in these critical

times be the greatest reliance of the

country.

The American Legion

DRAW
four million men from every

class and from every square mile

of the United States ; pound them inten-

sively into being as an army ; place upon
all of them the ponderous but wholesome

stamp of army discipline; let some of

them fight together, and all of them

work together with a common purpose,

for a year or so ; let them kick and cuss

—in the manner of all true soldiers—
at the civilian government which is mis-

managing them; then send those four

million back into every class and into

every square mile whence they came and

organize them into a quasi-military-civil-

ian association dedicated to work for the

well-being of their country—and what

will be the outcome?
On the answer to this hangs the fu-

ture of the newly formed American Le-

gion.
The daily press has given much space

to the details of this new organization,

and has emphasized its obviously excel-

lent features of democracy and wide rep-

resentation. General officers and en-

listed men rub elbows in the same dis-

trict delegations and on the same com-

mittees, and those born to the purple

of great American names will work hand

in hand with corporals unknown beyond
their own country villages. So far so

good ; but the real test of the American

Legion will come when it first attempts

to make its influence felt in our national

life.

They are confronted by a great oppor-

tunity, are these young American fight-

ing men who have come back filled with

a new sense of responsibility for the wel-

fare of their country: they have a great

opportunity, and a still greater duty, in

the leadership which is ready to their

hands. They have four million war-

toughened veterans to draw from—men
whose unselfish work and sacrifice has

bound them to their country in a degree

that twenty years of fat-living, benefit-

receiving home-citizenship alone could

never have done.

And now it is as Well—even at the

risk of seeming to howl calamity before

the fact—to point out the grave danger
inherent in any association of war vet-

erans, and shown in the history of most

war-veteran movements in this country.

No matter with what lofty ideals of

public service they may start, the un-

scrupulous and the self-seeking soon ap-

pear to gain control, and the organiza-

tion degenerates into a more or less

powerful and more or less unscrupulous

political machine. Every editor, every
candidate for office, and every politician

knows and fears the deadly mawkish
menace of "the old soldier vote" ; a men-
ace the more sinister in that it deliber-

ately and cynically over-capitalizes the

patriotic gratitude of the public towards

its ex-soldiers, and prostitutes that

gratitude to base political uses.

"But," say the leaders of the new
movement, "no such situation can con-

ceivably arise, for the American Legion
is to be a non-political organization:
We simply want to crystallize the spirit

which made it possible to get into this

war and fight it as we did, and we are

not going to mix into politics." Of the

good faith of these men there can be no

question—they mean to keep out of poli-

tics, in the sense that they will not allow

themselves to engage in political manipu-
lation. But a vast association of soldiers

embarked upon a non-military enterprise

is, on its face at least, an anomaly.
Aside from its avowedly secondary fra-

ternal functions, the Legion can have

little or no excuse for permanent exist-

ence, indeed it can not hope to serve the

country according to the language of

its constitution, unless it does really

make its influence felt in the political

and social life of the country. In

this broader sense, the Legion will en-

ter our political life, first, because they

can't keep out, and second, because the

country needs them there—needs the

clean-thinking, all-American sanity of

its citizen army. Let them go into poli-

tics, but keep away from partisanship

as well as from self-seeking. Their activ-

ity must be confined to the great issues

of our national being, their energies de-

voted to the preservation of the essen-

tials of our national polity. The distinc-

tion between public activity based on

these concepts of service and political

meddling of the traditional kind is dif-

ficult to define by the written phase, but

readily recognizable as each issue arises.

If America is in truth the melting-

pot, then surely the apotheosis of the

melting-pot—the crucible from which

must emerge the essence of to-morrow's

Americanism—is the army of to-day.

The American Legion is the peace-born

offspring of our citizen army; devoted

to honest and unselfish national service

it should accomplish much for the good

of the country; suffered to become the

medium of politicians and the football

of parties, it had better never been or-

ganized.
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The Soviet Fiction

THE political dilettanti have evolved

a delightfully simple theory of the

regime at Moscow. It runs something
like this. The Soviets constitute a form
of democratic government derived from

peasant institutions, in harmony with

Russian political genius, and directly re-

sponsive to popular will. The Bolsheviki

are a political party that has got control

of the soviet machinery of government.

They are extremists, honest to be sure,

but attempting an impracticable eco-

nomic programme. They may be dis-

placed in the Soviets by some other party,

or they may adapt their programme to

the demands of economic fact. Indeed,

their American apologists would have us

believe that they are now following the

latter course and have so far abandoned

their intransigeant attitude that it is

possible for other peoples to have rela-

tions with them. In any case, your Rus-

sian peasant loves his dear soviet and

is ready to die in its defense, and

any Russians who oppose it are reaction-

aries, counter-revolutionaries, imperial-

ists, Black Hundreds, and every other

vile thing in the radical vocabulary.

This glamorous theory of Russian poli-

tics has only one little defect—it is

utterly false and has no foundation in

fact. It rests on the fanciful" interpreta-

tion by unsound minds of data furnished

by a few ignorant and biased observers,

who knew nothing of the Russian people,

their life and history, and who were

singularly susceptible to the revolution-

ary atmosphere in which they found

themselves in Petrograd and Moscow.

The soviet, in the sense in which the

word is now used, is not a natural Rus-

sian institution and it has no connection

whatever with the mir or peasant com-

mune, as alleged by Raymond Robins in

the hodge-podge of misrepresentations

that make up his oratorical fantasies.

The word is good Russian and means

"council." A board of directors is a

soviet; the upper house under the old

regime was called the Gosudarstvenny

Soviet, or Council of the Empire.
As now used, the term had its origin

in 1905. When the revolution of 1905

took place, one phase of it was the at-

tempt of the workingmen to seize power.

For a short time they dominated Petro-

grad and Moscow. The power naturally

fell into the hands of their labor union

councils, or Soviets. This gave the idea

to Trotsky, who later pointed out in his

writings that this afforded a handy in-

strument for imposing the dictatorship

of the proletariat. It was natural, then,

that when the revolution of March, 1917,

took place, as the result of a rising of

the workmen and soldiers of Petrograd,

they should hark back to the precedent
of 1905.

The Soviets of Workmen's and Sol-

diers' Deputies did not, however, at first

consider themselves a governing body.

They accepted the Provisional Govern-
ment and looked upon themselves as

charged with the duty of protecting the

interests of the workingmen and soldiers

in that government. As the days went

by and the Provisional Government
snowed itself incapable of meeting the

situation, the power of the Soviets grew.

They at first contained a majority of

Mensheviks. The Bolsheviks used the

slogan, "All power to the Soviets," effect-

ively, as well as the universal demand
for a cessation of the war, and in No-
vember came into full control, and the

Soviets became the government organiza-
tion of Russia. Meanwhile, the soviet

organization had been extended to the

towns and even to the villages, displac-

ing the zemstvos and peasant institu-

tions of self-government. Theoretically,
it was supposed to be elective; prac-

tically, it was self-chosen and was made
up of the worst elements of the local

population, frequently including released

criminals and thugs imported from other

towns and provinces.
There is no space here to enter into a

discussion of how the peasants were de-

luded by a programme of expropriating
the land which Lenin and Trotsky put

forth, or of how disillusion came only
after these brutal tyrants had consoli-

dated their military power. When it was
too late, the peasants realized that they
had been tricked, and since then they
have struggled everywhere, sometimes

successfully but more frequently in vain,
to throw out the hated Soviets and to

restore their own democratic institutions

of self-government. This is why Bol-

shevik authorities organized the so-called

Committees of the Poor to seize the

property of the well-to-do and indus-

trious peasants. Last summer, in many
instances the peasants sent delegations
into the provincial towns in search of

the local landed proprietors to beg them
to return and take back their estates and

help the peasants in their struggle

against the soviet tyranny, of which they
were now the unhappy victims.

To-day the Bolsheviks and the Soviets

are one and the same thing. The Soviets

could not last a single day without the

support of the mercenary armies. The
soviet government looks pretty on pa-

per. It has a constitution that provides
for the election of local and provincial

Soviets, for the All-Russian Soviet, for

the Executive Committee. Presumably
any Russian who works for his living,

who hires no one, who has no connection

with the church or with trade, and whose

political views are approved by the Bol-

sheviks, may vote for the members of

these Soviets. In practice, they are self-

chosen and self-perpetuating.
The fact is that long ago all the Bol-

shevik leaders, with the possible excep-
tion of five or six fanatics, lost faith

in the Bolshevik formula—if they ever
had any. They now openly scoff at such
deluded followers as take Bolshevism

seriously. They are out for loot and

plunder and to hold their power as long
as they can and to find a safe refuge when
their orgy is over. They are spending
millions of their stolen money in propa-
ganda abroad, propaganda that seeks, on
the one hand, to stir up unrest and
revolution, and, on the other, to con-

vince the world that they are now be-

coming conservative and constructive,
and may safely be taken into the family
of nations. It is the plea of the cornered
thief for immunity and for the retention
of part of his loot on the promise to

reform.

Another phase of the soviet legend de-

serves comment. There are those who
seriously speak of the soviet system as
an ideal form of democracy, while decry-

ing Bolshevik excesses and extremes.

They allege that the soviet means direct

and immediate responsibility of govern-
ment to the people. They prate much
of some vague thing they call "indus-

trial democracy." But the soviet idea

not only is a death-blow to liberty and

democracy, it spells irresponsible tyran-
ny on the part of the ignorant and in-

competent, and brings in its wake eco-

nomic ruin and innumerable petty autoc-

racies.

The result of soviet rule in Russia is

clearly portrayed by the experience of a
Russian who held a responsible position
in the office of the Commissariat of War,
and who has just escaped to Germany.
After describing some of the ridiculous

and tyrannical acts of the local Soviets

which caused great suffering, he says:

The idea of dictatorship, of persecuting
the bourgeoisie and the educated classes,
leads inevitably to irresponsibility on the

part of the petty dictators who are now at
the head of all the local Soviets throughout
the country. Every communist belonging
to one of these local councils believes he is

authorized to do anything, that he cannot
be called to account for his acts, however
arbitrary they may be. This feeling of

irresponsibility, which grows and blossoms
in the atmosphere of dictatorship, is ulti-

mately the cause of all the horrors and
cruelties that now prevail throughout Rus-
sia. The public never learns of these out-

rages, because the press is silenced . . .

A measure is adopted first in the country
districts or the smaller towns, and after it

has become unendurable, the central au-
thorities intervene and try to improve its

administration. The misery and suffering
that this independent action of the local

authorities occasions is indicated by the fact
that even the leaders of the communist
party are now urging the local Soviets to
consult with the central authorities before

taking measures which have not been intro-

duced in other parts of the republic. How-
ever, this course of events was a necessary
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result of the general theories of the com-
munist party, which required that all polit-

ical and economic powers should rest in the

hands of the Workers' and Soldiers' Soviets.

Since the local Soviets are thus entrusted

with complete authority and have been

forced to fight their enemies alone, un-

assisted by aid from without, they have

gradually become little independent repub-

lics, having nothing in common except the

fact that they are governed by communists.

After describing some of the horrors

of which he was a witness, and which he

attempted to relieve, he goes on to say:

Such cruelties can only grow in an atmos-

phere of terror which results from the

proclamation of the dictatorship of the

proletariat. It is an atmosphere of con-

sciousness of complete irresponsibility. The

communist attitude of repudiating all demo-
cratic progress necessarily leads to the idea

of a rule of force, and causes the Workers'
and Soldiers' Soviets irresistibly to adopt a

policy of massacre, misery, and destruction

such as now obtains in Russia. . . . Who
pays any regard to law in a period of dicta-

torship? The people in the country say that
the laws of Petrograd do not concern them.
This is the legitimate result of the principle
that all political power has been transferred
to the Workers' and Soldiers' Soviets.

(Frankfurter Zeitung, March 9.)

Yet this is the system which our bou-

doir Bolshevists think should be seri-

ously considered as a possible substitute

for the orderly processes of Anglo-Saxon
democracy! Jerome Landfield

Thoughts on the New Worlders

CONSIDERING
the high hopes which

sprang from the French Revolu-

tion, it is not surprising that out of the

present upheaval should come the

thought of a New Jerusalem. Stand-

pattism has received a body blow, for

scarcely anyone expects or desires to re-

turn to precisely the ante-bellum condi-

tions. Comfort and faith must be put
into the hearts of plain people such as

they never knew before, and definite lines

for bettering social and economic condi-

tions must be worked out and followed.

On this all right-feeling persons are

agreed. Reform there must be. The ex-

tent and nature of the reform desired is

the significant thing. It serves as a good
test to-day of a man's status as liberal or

radical. Liberals may be described as

those persons who, while desirous of no
uncertain improvements, will be alarmed
if the greater part of the old civilization

is not retained in something like its

present form. The radicals wish to see

the greater part of the old civilization

entirely made over or discarded. Or, put
more roughly still, the radicals are com-
mitted to a new deal; the liberals are
not.

To see the color of present-day radical-

ism, more particularly in this country,
it is only necessary to follow the thought
of certain intellectuals. They are the

self-appointed spokesmen of the poorer
classes, whose programmes, so far as

these are at all definite, like that of the
British Labor Party, have been taken

fully into account. The radicals in ques-
tion are actuated—they would not deny
it—largely by sentiment. A great wrong
must be righted. Assuming that this

has been a capitalist war, they profess
their readiness to overthrow the capital-
ist system root and branch. This might
seem a strange contradiction in persons
who, though acknowledging that Ger-

many at least touched off the great con-

flagration, exerted themselves to make
Germany's payment of damages as small

as possible! But the radicals' outlook is

nothing if not international; and we
suppose they would answer: individual

nations mean nothing in our philosophy,
and if the capitalist class in Germany
brought on the war, why, capitalists the

world over must share the responsibility

and the losses.

Reduced to its simplest form, the

point of departure of the intellectual

radicals is this: the plain people must
rule the world—a glowing sentiment, all

the more potent because vaguely under-

stood. Here, again, the difference be-

tween radical and liberal is largely one

of degree. The liberal, too, admits that

there must be a wider distribution of

responsibility in politics and industry
than that which has existed. But degree
is everything sometimes: the democratic

reaction from Czarism, when pushed
still farther, passed into that autocracy
known as Bolshevism. The radical in

his enthusiasm has all along imagined
that democracy capped by still more

"democracy" must be a still finer thing.
He is as intrepid in making appearances

square with his premise concerning the

plain people, as the Junker was in insist-

ing that Kultur was the only panacea.
In short, the radical, in a world full of

new things, has become the new roman-
ticist—a preacher whom it is hard to

cope with, since in his present stage even

he cannot quite put his finger on himself.

The French Revolution is supposed to

offer the closest parallel in history to the

overturn of the present. It, too, gave to

the spirit of romanticism an enormous

impulse. But there is this contrast to

be noted. The revolutionary dreams
which it prompted, as expressed by poets
and romancers, the group that then
exerted precisely the far-reaching in-

fluence which is now exerted by intel-

lectual radicals, worked themselves out

in individualistic channels. There we.'e

meetings a deux, or vigils tout seul,

which furnished the opportunity for

shedding tears over the ills of society
and for purification of the individual by
such tears. Coleridge, in 1797, in order
to have an understanding of the new
liberty, must be alone on a "sea-cliff's

verge" :

Yes, while I stood and gazed, my templet
bare,

And shot my being through earth, sea, and
air,

Possessing all things with intensest love,
O Liberty! my spirit felt thee there.

The leaders of the movement did not
conceal their condescension towards the
masses. The masses were to be uplifted,
if at all, by the personal aspirations of
the poetic souls who deplored their con-

dition.

Consider the difference to-day. To the
radical mind merit resides chiefly in the

plain people. The snobbery of the old ro-

manticism has become inverted. Hence
the contempt for the aristocrat, as well

as for the bourgeoisie and the middle of

the road.

Like the older romanticism, the inter-

national socialism vaguely fostered by
intellectuals is not an overnight growth;
being but a new aspect of the older prod-
uct. In America, the way was first pre-

pared for it among intellectuals towards
the beginning of the present century.

Oddly enough, so solid a thinker as Miss
Ida Tarbell gave it the initial impetus.
In her inquiry into the methods of the

Standard Oil Company are to be sought
the beginnings of that great volume of

exposure of corruption which brought

hope especially to advocates of revolu-

tionary changes. Our writers and
dramatists joined in the search and their

work has generally passed as realism.

But it is easy now to see that where their

purpose was more than sensationalism it

was a highly romantic endeavor to recon-

struct the world. How many heroines,

contrary to the rules of typical human
conduct, were forced into the mire in

order that gilded youth might be

scourged? How many politicians were

shown to be utterly wicked in order that

the hardships of the poor might be

lessened, and how many capitalists

wrought havoc that we might entertain

a more sympathetic feeling for the hum-
ble working man! Yet how few girls

and socialists and working men were
drawn with weaknesses to which we

might attach any blame? Well-meaning

humanitarians, caught up by the pre-

occupation of the hour, made intensive

studies of social disorders, especially

among the plain people, including the

I. W. W., and found what they went

forth to seek; namely, that in the great

majority of cases selfishness and crime

and suffering were to be laid at the door

of the capitalist system. That no good
came from this attitude of mind I do not

undertake to say. But I am certain that

it resulted in much mischief.
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This decade and more of systematic

exposure, as it was aimed at those in

places of authority, gave the greatest
comfort to the radical's fixed idea; at

length he could prove that the plain peo-

ple were the elect. It mattered little

to him that aspiring young writers, in

the press, in books, and for the stage,
were gathering statistics in much the

same biased spirit in which the Kaiser

card-catalogued the universe and found
it amenable to his love of expansion
and aggrandizement. The preconceived
notion of a world in which capitalists

were always wicked and the poor always
virtuous agreed with the radical's deep-
est convictions and he did not trouble to

check up the statistics.

Thus confirmed in his general outlook,

the radical became possessed of a tre-

mendous field for operations at the be-

ginning of the war. International poli-

tics was simply domestic conditions writ

large. All wars were started by capi-

talists. France and England would have
remained at peace if they had considered

the welfare of the plain people.

Naturally, the intellectual radical, be-

ing obsessed by so general a proposition
as that the plain people must rule the

world, made several strange friendships.
As the champion of the under dog, he
for a while fought the Kaiser's battles,

since to his anti-capitalist mind, why
should the Kaiser merit greater dises-

teem than the King of England ! He was
planning to be a friend of Kerensky and
rebuked the Allies for not keeping him
in power, and immediately thereafter

proclaimed Lenin and Trotsky God-

given agents destined to further the de-

sired brotherhood of man. He has all

along found it difficult to become in-

censed by the direct action of the I. W.
W. Of late Boss Townley, of the Non-
partisan League, has been made a pillar

of his society. Is not Townley's one
aim in life to aid the plain farmer?
Fashionable social-workers of great
wealth are now eagerly welcomed to the
fold. Clergymen and college professors
answer the roll-call.

From such a personnel one might
argue variously. One might conclude
that persons of all classes had become
genuinely moved by the plight of the

down-trodden. And there is much to be
said for this view. Among the great
benefits of the war is a widespread al-

truism which must in large measure be

perpetuated, and directed into practical
channels. But the radical—not unnatu-

rally, since in times of huge upheaval
one can most easily glimpse the possi-

bility of sweeping action—is not content
with such a mild (and solid) ambition.
Like the overzealous Lenin, he must
turn the popular mood into a rush of

feeling. He, himself, has no selfish mo-
tives, but is on that account all the more
dangerous. He is the delighted victim

of the thrills set up by the rapid inno-

vations of the times. Yet it is difficult

to fix the tag of romanticist upon him.
It was different with the old romanti-
cists. They dealt in such luxuries as the

inner life, twilight meadows, sunrise on
a mountain, and blushing posies—all

matters easy to pooh-pooh. The new
worlder deals in such necessities as sta-

tistics, short working-days, easy divorce,
and the overthrow of capital. Is it any
wonder that he readily makes himself

appear the genuine realist of the age?
If this romantic desire for radical in-

novation were the harmless toy it is to

some of its less devout adherents, one

might step aside while it worked itself

out. But with many portions of the

world hospitable to it and with several

of our own political leaders blind to the

mischief which it may produce, there

must be organized opposition, or it will

go too far. True liberals, who wish to

see solid reforms pushed to execution,
should be the first to appreciate the dan-

ger. For the new romanticism, if un-

checked now, may result in one of two
disasters. Either it may win the day;
in which case the complexion of this

country will be entirely changed. Or
through its excesses, it may suffer utter

rout, and thus create a violent reaction-

ary movement which would stop progress
for years.
The way in which liberals can best

cope with all these good impulses run
wild is by inquiring relentlessly into

the meaning of the slogan, the plain

people must rule the world. This will

be found as a tacit assumption in most
of the radicals' pronouncements, however
dressed up they may be with political

and economic analyses. If by it they
mean a wider distribution of responsi-

bility in politics and industry, the lib-

erals, too, have this in their programme.
Does industrial democracy signify state

or international socialism? The liberals,

while welcoming certain features grow-
ing out of the socialist principle, will

fight for the rejection of that principle,

in the belief that individualism, rightly

controlled, is a tradition which this coun-

try will surrender at its peril. Is there to

be no aristocracy of brains? True, the

liberal, himself, can not be entirely ex-

plicit on all heads. He does know that

he will strive eternally to maintain that

principle of individual self-reliance

which has been the corner stone of free

institutions in this country; he is cer-

tain that the rights of property are, to

him, not merely arbitrary relics ; that he
is utterly opposed to wiping out marks
of distinction which have resulted from
real achievements, in whatever field of

endeavor; and that with these and simi-

lar principles safeguarded, he is desir-

ous to see progress along many lines.

Here, at least, is a small body of doctrine

by which he may be guided in moving
towards reform. Can the new worlder
show himself possessed of any such defi-

nite attachments?
The present era, which is already

flooded with feeling, however nobly

prompted, would greatly profit by a stiff

dose of rational criticism. With the

new worlder, reason has been largely

supplanted by an instinctive reliance

upon machinery. If he can raise funds
and can set in motion committees, can

hurry through legislation, he fancies

that his revolutionary dreams will be
realized in orderly fashion, without the

need of first examining them in the

strong light of reason: "The brother-

hood of man"—let us hope that this

overworked phrase may have substantial

meaning when peaceful conditions return

to earth. Along with "Democracy",
"Liberty", and "American", it must be
made to retain the blessings of its re-

cent baptism of fire. Yet meaning can
not be legislated to it. It must find

definition ultimately in a supreme test,

in which the reasonableness of present

institutions, as compared with the rea-

sonableness of the proposed reforms,
should be the determining principle.

And in this study of comparative values,

let us not hastily infer that because self-

ishness and corruption have often dwelt

in high places, therefore the perfect-

ibility of man can be demonstrated by
enthroning the proletariat.

Harold de Wolf Fuller

Wandering between Two Eras

LITERARY
as well as political his-

torians are certain to fix upon 1918

as the end of an old era, the beginning
of a new one; and with increasing as-

surance, as that date recedes into the

past, they will distinguish and insist

upon the differences between the buz-

zing blooming confusion that preceded
it and the buzzing blooming confusion

that followed it. They will give to the

ante-bellum era a significant name and

to the post-bellum era a significant

name ; and by their names we shall know
them; and from their names the way-
faring man will be able to deduce the

characteristics of the authors who lived

in those eras, without the annoyance of

having to read them. This will be a con-

venience to those who wish to find time

for reading Plato or "Clarissa Harlowe."
Professor Cunliffe has recognized the

existence of an ante-bellum era by pub-
lishing in the slow gray dawn of the

new age a retrospective work which,
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evading the responsibilities of a god-

father, he calls "English Literature Dur-

ing the Last Half Century."* He selects

for more or less extensive treatment

these British worthies : Meredith, Hardy,

Butler (by J. B. Fletcher), Stevenson,

Gissing (by Leland Hall), Shaw, Kip-

ling, Conrad, Wells, Galsworthy and

Bennett. In one chapter each he dis-

poses of The Irish Movement, The New

Poets, and The New Novelists. He pro-

fesses to have written "to provide guid-

ance for firsthand study—assistance in

reading the authors themselves, not a

substitute for it." As a first aid to the

explorer, the book presents just what is

needed: biographical sketches, sum-

maries of novels and plays, critical ex-

cerpts, bibliographies, and a temper gen-

erally hospitable and temperately appre-

ciative.

For readers, however, who have in

some fashion gone through the literature

of this half-century, and who are now

ready to have it discussed and classified

and shelved so that they may turn back

to Plato and "Clarissa Harlowe" or press

on to the New Poetry and the New Novel

—for such readers Professor Cunliffe's

treatment is likely to prove a bit dis-

appointing. As an incitement to discus-

sion it is almost too studiously unpro-

vocative. "If the reader's own judg-

ment," he says, "does not fall in with

the criticisms here offered, it is hoped

that no harm will be done, and no offence

taken on either side." Now, that is

not the temper in which one creates the

idea of a new age! As the establisher

of a literary epoch, Professor Cunliffe is

over-wary of generalizations. He gives

us a series of detached essays and notes

on individual authors, which one must

group and concatenate for oneself, if

perchance one wants a vision of mass or

processional movement, or is curious

about the causes and connections of

things, or hankers for a compact state-

ment of the meaning of that interesting

age on which the armistice has rung
down the curtain.

In his introductory chapter he does

sketch the social background of litera-

ture since 1867; or rather, we should

say, he indicates some of the determin-

ing forces in it. But he leaves these

forces in a good deal of a welter. "To

sum up," he says, "the last half century

was a period of extraordinarily rapid

transition, political, social and intel-

lectual." To be sure it was; every half

century is that, if you look at it hard.

"The general sweep of thought," he

continues, "was revolutionary ;
there was

no political principle, no religious dog-

ma, no social tradition, no moral con-

vention that was not called in question.

To some conservative minds it appeared

merely as an era of destruction, but,

*New York: The Macmillan Company.

powerless to resist the flood of change,

they remained baffled and confused amid
the contending currents, which drove
now in one direction, now in another, but
ever onward. Future generations will

doubtless discern more constructive

achievement than is obvious to the con-

temporary spectator, who is himself but
an atom in the whirl of conflicting ten-

dencies." The present generation, he

concludes, must build upon this whirl;
and "though the march of progress was
interrupted by the Great War, the first

task of humanity, when peace is re-

stored, will be to take up the task of re-

construction."

Here is much cheery talk of transi-

tion and progress "ever onward"; but
as Teufelsdrockh would say, "Whence,

God, and whither?" Professor Cun-
liffe supplies hints for an answer which
he hesitates to formulate. He hesitates,

apparently because he is not certain that

all will think the answer consistent with
his description of contemporary change
as "the march of progress." I myself,
less concerned about consistency than

about getting Professor Cunliffe's fifty

years characterized and distinguished
from the years before and after, suggest
that we call the span from 1832 to 1867

The Era of Middle Class Society or The

Age of Gentlemen, that from 1867 to

1918 The Era of Biological Considera-

tions or The Age of Vital Forces, and
the half century for the dawn of which
the cocks are now crowing, The Pro-

letarian Millennium or The Age of Eco-

nomic Units. These epithets have at

least the merit of indicating a whence
and a whither. When I have shown how
the three periods are reflected in their

respective literatures, and how they are

related to one another, and how, finally,

they are related to the deep current

which bears the affairs of men onward
whether they will or no, then the gentle
reader may return to his classics, as-

sured that his house or his houseboat

has been set in order ; or he may propose
an arrangement of his own.
As mirrored in literature and seen

through the soft blue haze of time, that

early Victorian interval which we have
called The Age of Gentlemen lies before

us enveloped in its own atmosphere, se-

rene, changeless, finished, like a classical

landscape, only a little damaged by the

slashing of Mr. Wells and the Militant

Suffragettes. What first catches the

dreaming eye is the towers of the cathe-

dral at Barchester, that Trollope built,

embosomed high in lofty trees, neigh-
bored by Bishop Proudie's palace and the

comfortable dwellings of Archdeacon

Grantly and Dean Arabin. Then at wide
intervals in a countryside tufted with

woodlands one makes out the seats of

great county families like the Luftons

and the Crawleys and the Austin Fev-

erels and odd places like Crotchet Castle

and Gryll Grange. Piercing the green-
ery here and there, rise the ivory towers
of the poets: in one of them Tennyson
is writing with pearl-handled gold pen
his "Idylls of the King," in another Ar-
nold is meditating his "Tristram and
Iseult"; in a third Swinburne is mur-
muring his "Atalanta in Calydon," and
in still another Morris is chanting his

"Earthly Paradise." These towers and
castles are but the accents of the scene.

For look! What populous towns and
villages have emptied all their folk this

pious morn to stream up by twos and
threes to hear the Archdeacon's ser-

mon? Colonel Newcome heads the line,

followed by an endless procession of

clergymen, lawyers, doctors, army of-

ficers, civil servants, journalists, mer-

chants, tradesmen, farmers, and other

representatives of that great class of

bourgeois gentilshomm.es which began in

1832 significantly to displace the old

aristocracy as the centre of English so-

ciety. Some of these people have a long

way to go before they overtake Colonel

Newcome; but they all know where they
are going, and they approve of the ex-

pedition.
The predominance of a respectable

middle class was England's slowly ma-
tured response to the radical challenge of

the French Revolution and to the con-

tention that all men came to the social

compact with equal rights in their hands,
naked from the arms of nature. To the

searching question put afresh in every

age, What is man that he should in-

herit the earth? England replied, still

cherishing fondly in her troubled heart

the traditions of an ancient Christian

chivalry: "Man is a creature of mis-

cellaneous instincts and unpredictable

conduct, as I have freely admitted by
the mouth of Mr. Thackeray; but, as I

have insisted also by the mouth of Mr.

Tennyson, he has the aspirations of a

Galahad, the ideals of an Arthur. Man
is a being of dual personality; one side

is as real as the other; if you would see

him whole, you must take them both to-

gether. In his sentiments, if not always
in his creed and conduct, he is a Chris-

tian, a patriot, and a gentleman. With
that understanding, I admit him to my
society; and I think that I can make
a fairly human and creditable place of

it." While that understanding endured,

a considerable number of the inhabitants

of England of course remained outside in

mine and factory and unregarded cor-

ner, mute or clamoring for a revolution.

In the last fifty years the revolution

took place. It created The Era of Bi-

ological Considerations. Professor Cun-

liffe dates its beginning at 1867, the

year of the Second Reform Bill. But
this is rather to overemphasize politi-

cal influences, and to suggest that in

our second period was accomplished

merely an enlargement of the fold made
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in 1832 for the society of middle class

gentlemen. What we actually discover

there is the destruction—not by the

lower orders but by the intellectuals—
of the bonds which held that earlier so-

ciety together. The Era of Biological

Considerations, for which Darwin and

Huxley prepared the way, is not prop-

erly a society at all. Its characteristic

business is not to establish man's rela-

tions in a human community but to es-

tablish his relations in the animal king-
dom. This business generates a new
type of literary imagination, a new
notion of realism, a new criticism.

Equipped with a fresh conception of

man, the children of The Era of Bi-

ological Considerations re-examine the

professed aspirations of The Age of

Gentlemen and pronounce them hypoc-

risy. What the first age revered as

ideals, the second denounces as shams.

"Talk not to us," cry the Butlers, the

Shaws, the Wells's, the Cannans, the

Mackenzies of this veracious epoch,
"talk not to us of the duality of human
nature, of Tennyson's Arthur and the

Victorian ideality; the grand Victorian

type is Pecksniff. Man is neither a

Christian, a patriot, nor a gentleman; he
is a 'bad monkey.' And we have had
him under the scalpel. We have seen

him under the microscope. He is an

agitated congeries of chemical and phys-
ical forces. He is a bit of passionate proto-

plasm. He is a vital force."

We are all, except the very young and
the very old, acquainted with the reso-

lute and measurably successful efforts

made by writers of the last half century
to prove that men are not destined to be

Christians, patriots, or gentlemen. It

was perhaps Samuel Butler who led off

by demonstrating this truth in the case

of Ernest Pontifex in "The Way of All

Flesh," a novel which I thought rather

dull, till I found all my intelligent con-

temporaries praising it to the skies as a
"brilliant attack upon the institution of

the family, especially the relations be-

tween parents and children." Thomas
Hardy, singular in his sense of the tragic
nature of his task, developed with
sombre and genuine poetic power the

thesis that man is a bit of passionate
protoplasm plastic on the wheel of

Chance, the whimsical Potter, blindly

worshipped by the Age of Gentlemen as

the Divine Providence. George Moore
joined in with a series of novels present-
ing vital forces in full evening dress,

yet not for a moment mistakable for
ladies and gentlemen; and he has re-

cently added what I am assured is a

very brilliant travesty on the life of
Jesus. G. B. Shaw contributed to the

bright bonfire of shams the garments of

clergymen, prize-fighters, duchesses,
and chauffeurs whom he had stripped
down to the naked reality of vital forces

and set speechifying in a parlor; and in

recent years he has launched many a
brilliant attack upon patriotism. Mr.

Wells, eagerly reeking of the laboratory,
has also specialized on heroes and hero-

ines who are emancipated vital forces,

and he has supplemented these repre-
sentations by brilliant attacks upon hu-
manistic education and other institutions

designed to perpetuate The Age of Gen-
tlemen. Mr. Galsworthy has scattered

some brilliant aspersions on the institu-

tion of property; but, since the suc-

cess of "The Dark Flower" has rather

eclipsed his effusions on the Under Dog,
he and his satellites tend to specialize on
exhibitions of man as exquisitely palpi-

tating protoplasm. I have just read, for

example, in a current magazine his bril-

liant beginning of a new story about a
London rector (of The Age of Gentle-

men) and his palpitating cousin and

daughter (of The Age of Vital Forces).
The rector's cousin, having got rid of

two husbands, is now the mistress of

attractive Captain Fort. The daughter,
having given herself to an officer de-

parting for the war, "with the sole

thought of making him hers forever,"
seems on the point of giving herself also

to Captain Fort. While the Captain
waits, says my author, he is "turning the

leaves of an illustrated journal wherein

society beauties, starving Serbians, ac-

tresses with pretty legs, prize dogs, sink-

ing ships, royalties, shells bursting, and

padres reading funeral services testified

to the catholicity of the public taste but
did not assuage his nerves."

One cannot compose the literature of

this period into a picture of society; it

doesn't compose. Like Captain Fort's

journal, it presents us a bewildering
medley of impressions. It is a picture of

disorganization, of a human welter with-

out top or bottom, such as one finds in

the novels of Goncharov, Dostoevsky, and

Artzybashev. The writers who express
the prevailing spirit of the time repre-
sent society as breaking up under bi-

ological criticism into the social anarchy
of a state of nature. The more vigorous

poets have left the ivory towers to go
a-vagabonding and ballad-singing down
the highways of the earth ; others palpi-
tate like exquisite jelly-fish responding
to physical stimuli in a protoplasmic

prose, sometimes called free verse. Only
the novelists are lyrical; and they are

lyrical perforce in the general decadence

of the dramatic imagination and the

confusion of the social scene.

The exceptions—Meredith with his

picture of a coherent prosperous intel-

lectual—aristocracy, Bennett with his

picture of a coherent prosperous canny
bourgeoisie, Gissing with his picture of

a miserable "ignobly decent" one—these

exceptions must be regarded as sur-

vivors, retaining in a hostile environ-

ment the standards, the aspirations of a

former age. Mr. Chesterton is so obvi-

ously Dickensian that Professor Cun-
liffe only once mentions him. De Mor-

gan is not mentioned at all. The "ethi-

cist" Stevenson with his knightly pose is

of course still more out of his setting.

As for Conrad and Kipling, neither of

them is a painter of society. Conrad is

the voice of the vast wistfulness of men
who remember hearth and home and
household gods but are exiles roaming in

African wildernesses, sailing desolate

seas, outcast on solitary islands, mixing
with human derelicts and savages, de-

feated, forgotten. Kipling, on the other

hand, is the celebrant of vital forces ad-

venturous, successful, disciplined to the

level of military and administrative effi-

ciency, better for the barracks than the

parlor, many pegs below the fine wits of

Meredith's world, several pegs above the

palpitating protoplasms of Mr. Gals-

worthy's, good for imperial adventure,

good for deciding in a world-society that

is lapsing into barbarism which forces

are fittest to survive.

On this scene the Great War breaks—
an interruption in the "march of prog-
ress," as Professor Cunliffe regards it?

Surely not as an interruption but as the

completion of the overmastering drift of

the age towards a return to nature. It

was precipitated by Germany, because

she first among the nations worked up
the results of her biological considera-

tions into a clearly defined national

policy. Checking the naturalistic re-

version at Mr. Kipling's level rather

than at Mr. Galsworthy's she sent to the

battle line not exquisite protoplasms but

efficient vital forces. As fast as we could,

we all followed suit. And for four years
human society in the greater part of

the world gave place to a primitive phys-
ical conflict in an ingenious and sophis-
ticated branch of the animal kingdom.
The war is over, and every pleasant

person one meets talks hopefully of a

new age. Those with the faintest idea

of how it is to differ from its pred-
ecessor usually betray the vacancy of

their imaginations by a facile use of the

word "reconstruction." But no hopeful

person wants to reconstruct The Age
of Vital Forces; that has been too thor-

oughly discredited. What considerations

are going to take the place of those bi-

ological reveries which so profoundly
affected the imagination of the preced-

ing generation? Patriotism is still a lit-

tle under the cloud of "vitalistic" nation-

alism. Christianity is not the prime
concern of the reuniting churches, but

the minimum wage. There is nothing

visibly pointing to an immediate restor-

ation of The Age of Gentlemen. In

recognition of certain signs of the times
—notably those great bodies of men who
have discovered a bond strong enough
to hold them together and to make them
feel alike, think alike, act alike, and make
the Government "stand and deliver"—
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I have ventured to call the coming period
The Proletarian Millennium or The Age
of Economic Units. In the new age,

when the searching question is asked,

What is man that he should inherit the

earth? the response will be: "Man is a

paid laborer. He is a wage-earner. Give

the words what breadth and scope you
like." I don't think these definitions

quite satisfy every aspiration of the

heart ; but they are an immense improve-
ment over those which were current in

The Age of Biological Considerations.

They lift man at once out of the animal

kingdom; animals are not wage-earners.

They place him in a society at least rudi-

mentarily human. They suggest rough
elementary forms of individual and social

discipline for other ends than battle.

As we have had only six months of

the Millennium, its literature is not yet
abundant. The front pages of even the

current magazines are still filled with
the naturalistic work of the old school.

But happily the advertising sections,

always written by men of great talent

who understand the latest condition of

the heart of the people, contain many
jewels of the new economic imagination.
I select one which indicates pretty well

the direction which the march of prog-
ress may be expected to take in the next

fifty years under the new social leaders.

It is headed "Free Proof That I Can
Raise Your Pay." It recites a truly in-

spiriting little tale about a young man
who, when he consulted the advertiser,
had nothing : "Today this young man is

worth $200,000. He is building a $25,-

000 home—and paying cash for it. He
has three automobiles. His children go
to private schools. He goes hunting,

fishing, travelling whenever the mood
strikes him. His income is over a thou-

sand dollars a week."
I think that two automobiles might

suffice, unless one can also afford a cook.

But is there an impecunious Economic
Unit that does not thrill responsively to

literature like that? And in that thrill

do we not discern "organic filaments" of
a new order? Man is a worshipper of
clothes—and woman, too, though at pres-
ent she seems to prize them in inverse
ratio to their quantity. Even in the

shaggy "Bolshevik" breast there lurks
a furtive desire for a silk hat and a fur-

trimmed overcoat, and a slumbering but

inextinguishable liking for the manners
that go with the clothes, the sentiments
that go with the manners, and the prin-
ciples that support the sentiments. In
this universal and ineradicable passion
for clothes lies, at present, the reform-
er's chief hope of bringing the whole
body of English society "into one har-
monious and truly humane life," that
far-off goal towards which the current
sets beneath all the whirl of conflicting
tendencies.

Stuart P. Sherman

Correspondence
Strassburg and the

' '

Mar-

seillaise

[Baron de Dietrich, who writes the fol-

lowing letter, is the great grandson of the

Mayor of Strassburg at the time of the
French Revolution, in whose drawing-room
the author of the "Marseillaise" sang his
famous patriotic air for the first time.]

To the Editors of The Review:

There has just been formed at Paris a
National "Marseillaise" Committee, with
President Poincare, M. Clemenceau, M.
Antonin Dubost and M. Paul Deschanel,
the last two Presidents, respectively, of
the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies,
as patrons. The aim of this committee is

to erect at Strassburg, on the very

square where stood until a few weeks

ago a statue of Kaiser William I, a monu-
ment to commemorate the "Marseillaise"

and its author.

It was on April 25—I am writing this

letter on this same date 127 years later—in 1792 that Captain Rouget de l'lsle

composed at Strassburg, my native city,

our national air. Since then the song
has had a glorious history, until now it

has become the paean of peace and war of

all free peoples. This monument, there-

fore, must be beautiful and grand; and
not only will all France, I feel sure, aid

in the realization of our plan, but I know
I am not wrong in adding that America,

too, will wish to participate in our effort.

Albert de Dietrich,
President of the Committee

6 Place de la Bourse, Paris, April 25.

From an Expert in Publicity

To the Editors of The Review :

I have been very much interested in

the patient and steady work you have
done to establish the weekly in which

you are so much interested. You have
a vision which has kept you at this work
in spite of the many difficulties incident

to starting any new venture of this kind.

You have the spirit which I believe will

mean the success of your work, because
I think the-object you have in mind is

sound and important.
We are living in a period which calls

on us to keep our minds alert. Subtle

changes are creeping over our institu-

tions. With wrong leadership a minority
of the public will sometimes adjust itself

to a point of view without a full public
conviction as to the soundness of the

proposed change. A bill is passed. And
the legislature is blamed for its hasty
action.

Very often we see in our politics the

opposite extreme. The public makes up
its mind to the necessity of a certain

course of action. It subtly spreads from
mouth to mouth and from newspaper to

newspaper until everyone wonders why
the legislature has not translated into

law the opinion of the majority. Finally
the legislation comes and the legislature
is blamed for its dilatory action.

Between the two extremes of legisla-

tion rushed through by a minority, and
legislation haltingly put through in spite
of a favorable majority, we have many
varieties of laws, good and bad, all of

them quite secondary in importance to

the fundamental proposition of clear

thinking on the part of leaders of opinion
and the people generally.

If anything has been demonstrated by
the war it certainly is the fact that

leaders of opinion, who are familiar with
the machinery of sound publicity, can
win popular support for almost any
sound measure. There is a great respon-

sibility resting upon the public men of

this country to-day to see to it that the

publicity machinery of the nation, the

most powerful single force in existence

to-day, is not allowed to fall into incom-

petent hands, or worse still into the

hands of the ignorant .and avaricious.

In most of the weekly papers of the

United States at the present time radical-

ism may be said to be the order of the

day. This is only natural because radi-

cal movements are seething all over the

world and people are rightly interested

in those things which are most potent
and vital at any given time. I personally
have not the slightest sympathy with

any group of people who are opposed to

radicalism on principle, because much
of the discussion which comes under the

name of radicalism includes a great deal

of liberalism that is very important for

our people. One of the great safeguards
of American politics has been our readi-

ness to incorporate into the platforms of

one or the other of our great national

parties the best elements of the plat-

forms of our radical parties. Thus the

Democrats took most of the good points

out of the progressive platform and
there was nothing for the Progressives
to do but to go out of business. So, if

we as Republicans or Democrats take the

best ideas that the Socialists have, we
are taking the very best step towards

preventing the socialists from becoming
anarchists. The one guarantee of mak-

ing the radical element of the Socialist

party strong in America is to oppose it

unthinkingly and give it that element

of martyrdom which will rally millions

to their standard.

The net of all this is that we need

clear thinking on the conservative side

of liberalism. We do not want any more

stand-pat papers, but we do want papers
that state the facts clearly and (what is

equally important) interestingly, even

though the facts do not indicate the

necessity of revolutions in every branch
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of our economic or social structure.

Such an undertaking you have started,

and I believe it merits the active support
of all people who are interested in the

steady progress and strengthening of

our democracy. I believe such a paper
under your management is capable of

succeeding in a large way, and I hope
you will have the success you deserve.

Guy Emerson
New York, May 7

Poetry
WE have made provision to refresh our

readers from time to time with a rill

of poetical comment. To this end we shall

traffic with all ages and climes. We shall

endeavor to afford the best in all moods,

lofty and light, and if we occasionally are

willing to abide a laugh it is to be hoped
that it will not be of the heedless kind. The
world, indeed, may be in a way to perish
quite as much from forgetting how to laugh
soundly and reflectively as from failure to

keep footing when it aims to scale the

heights.
The following effusion on the new free-

dom purports to reach us from the land
blessed with the rnle of Bela Kun, for which
mellifluous name we understand him lately
to have exchanged that of Genghis Khan.
Our leading revolutionists, it appears, like

the lesser brethren of the craft, prefer to

work under an alias. Not so, at whatever
risk, ourselves.
These verses come to us without title;

we venture tentatively to describe them as a
sort of

Hungarian Rhapsody

WHEN
all the world's a-tiptoe for

a flight

Out of its age-long, thick, engulfing

night
To glimpse the morning of the perfect

day,
At last to follow Liberty's wild way,
And make of earth a fairer place than

Heaven,
{Citizens must be off the street by
seven)

Who would hold back? Who would not

celebrate

In deep libations man's last happy state?

Come crown the cup, be-garlanded, be-

rosed!

(Committee's order: All the bars are

closed)

Well, never mind. There's stimulant

enough
In the mere prospect; thrills are heady

stuff.

Who could not greet millennium with a

cheer
Without the added urgency of beer?
In such a mood the rural shades invite;
One tastes in solitude the full delight
Such as I've fixed my ardent hope and
wish on.

(None may leave town without express
permission)

Then come my love, upon this barricade,
The flag of Liberty aloft displayed,
Let us together welcome the bright years
With gushings of continual warm tears.

(You say you can't? My dear, I am
surprised,

What's that! O pshaw! Absurd! not

nationalized?)
As well go home, when all's tried home

is best,

There one may take one's ease, and hang
the rest.

There one may sit before a cheering
fire,

Remake the world more near to heart's

desire.

But what's this notice nailed upon the

door?

(This house allotted to deserving poor)
On this machine gun in the pleasant park
I still pursue reflections, not yet dark.

Keep bravely on, I'll make it all come
straight;

One may buy Heaven at too cheap a rate.

One cannot reach perfection at a jump,
A little leaven only in the lump.
What's this? An order? The Commit-

tee .. . So?

Compulsory employment? I must go.

Harry Ayres

Book Reviews

The Cult of Self-Reliance

Richard Cobden — The International
Man. By J. A. Hobson. New York:
Henry Holt & Company.

COBDEN'S
name has never been

one to conjure with in this coun-

try. We have associated it with British

gold for distribution on American elec-

tion days and with laissez faire. To be

sure, it is some years since our high-
tariff politicians decided that there was
no further campaign material in the
absurd notion that a club of eminently
respectable Englishmen was intent on
bringing this country to economic ruin,
and by the most questionable methods.
Yet the fact that Cobden was possessed
of qualities that should have endeared
him long ago to Americans is far from
being grasped on this side of the At-
lantic.

Mr. Hobson's new work is doubly wel-

come; first, because it undertakes a
task so well worth doing, and, secondly,
because it executes it so admirably. It

is nearly forty years since Lord Morley
published his "Life of Richard Cobden,"
which is, and is likely ever to remain, one
of the most finished performances in

English biographial literature. But it

was, as Lord Morley himself pointed out,
a personal biography. Mr. Hobson's
work is of a quite different order, its

aim being to rescue the memory of Cob-

den from the narrow misinterpretations
to which it has of late been subjected,
to emphasize his international work, and
to expound his political and economic

philosophy.
It is a timely performance. In com-

ing months and years the merits of free

trade and protection are likely to be dis-

cussed with vehemence in two hemis-

pheres, as those of "intervention" and

"non-intervention," per se, are certain

to be; and no one has ever had deeper
convictions on these subjects, or convic-

tions more honestly and laboriously

gained by reading, business experience,

travel, and international correspondence,
than Richard Cobden. His name, more
emphatically than any other, is repre-
sentative of the "Manchester School," a
term which of late years has come more
than ever to mean, "hands off" in the
efforts of the bourgeoisie to exploit in-

dustry to their own selfish advantage.
"Self-interest" is to-day construed ig-

nobly, whereas Cobden used it to sig-

nify what he considered best and most
commendable in human nature. No one
has courage enough now to do the slight-
est reverence to laissez faire, though
many have begun to ask where interven-

tion by government in industry is lead-

ing us.

Cobden has been charged, on the one

hand, with a narrow and grovelling com-

mercialism; on the other, with a vague
cosmopolitan idealism. The first view
shows Cobden and his Manchester
School reducing the whole of politics,

including the honor and the vital inter-

ests of his country, to terms of trade
and money making, conducted under the

single principle of buying in the cheap-
est and selling in the dearest market.
Government was simply to stand aside

and keep a ring within which this sordid

struggle of the material interests of in-

dividuals, classes, and nations was to take

place, on the assumption that its out-

come would be the maximum of wealth
and material prosperity. It was the in-

terests of the manufacturers, as against
the "landlord interests," and the inter-

ests of capital, as against labor, in the
manufactures. Even cheap food, the

prime motive for the repeal of the Corn
Laws, was chiefly valued as the neces-

sary means of keeping money, wages,
and costs of production in the new manu-
facturing districts so low as to enable
British cotton and other export goods
to hold and to extend their world mar-
kets.

Even those who are aware that Cob-
den personally neglected a thriving busi-

ness of his own and incurred heavy pe-

cuniary sacrifices in following a political

career, have often stigmatized him as

dominated by the commercial interests

and the aspirations of the new ambitious
business class, the product of the indus-

trial revolution which sought to displace
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the aristocracy and to impose upon
their country a definitely "business

government." Others, or often the

same men in a different mood, fastening

on his enthusiasm for free commerce as

the great pacific and harmonizing in-

fluence in international relations, the

intrinsic logic and morality of which was
destined at no distant time to banish the

fear of war and to liberate the forces of

human brotherhood, derided him as a

dangerous visionary who ignored the

lessons of history, and believed in the

rapid establishment of a millennium,

peace and prosperity for all the peoples
of the world.

Now each of these opposing views, as

Mr. Hobson points out, is a travesty of

the truth, though taken together, they
lead towards a recognition of the truth.

Cobden did strongly believe that the

prosperous middle class business men
were the chief present instruments of

political and social progress, and that

the more power they had the better.

Their prosperity was certain, by the

operation of laws as moral as they were

economic, to redound to the advantage
of their fellowmen; of their own em-

ployees, the nation of which they were a

part, and through the operation of free

commerce and communications, of hu-

manity at large. Capital had no sep-
arate interest from labor: the accumula-
tion of savings for profitable employ-
ment increased the wage fund and im-

proved the condition of labor. If the

political and economic power and privi-

leges of landlordism could be curbed,

by removing taxes on food and making
land more accessible to those who could

use it, if all legal or other obstructions

to the free movement, sale, and employ-
ment of capital and labor could be re-

moved, the enlightened self-interest,

primarily of the manufacturers and
commercial men, would tend to a produc-
tion and a distribution of wealth among
the various classes of the community
which would, by giving a solid basis of

industry and material prosperity, afford

a new leverage to all the forces of civili-

zation.

Cobden was an enthusiast for prin-

ciples and consequently an optimist.

Nearly forty years ago Lord Morley
said: "In his intrepid faith in the per-

fectibility of man and of society, Cob-
den is the only practical statesman that

this country has ever possessed, who con-

stantly breathes the fine spirit of that
French School in which the name of Tur-
got is the most illustrious." Mr. Hobson
shares this view. He says that the cen-
tral principle of Cobden is that of the

harmony of men, irrespective of political,

racial, or linguistic barriers, by means
of organized mutual aid. This is Lord
Welby's estimate too. He writes: "He
[Cobden] believed that the interests of
the individual, the interests of the na-

tion, and the interests of all nations are
identical: and that these several inter-

ests are all in entire and necessary con-

cordance with the highest interests of

morality. With this belief an economic
truth acquired with him the dignity and

vitality of a moral law, and instead of

remaining a barren doctrine of the in-

tellect, became a living force to move
the hearts and consciences of men."
Cobden was, first and last, what Emile

de Girardin called him, "an international

man." The conception of a reign of law,

which, on the one hand, related the phys-
ical and moral structure of man to his

history and environment, on the other,
built up an ordered scheme of human
society, operating by free social inter-

course, and dependent upon the co-opera-
tion of diverse tastes and capacities in

various material surroundings, came as

a captivating revelation to thoughtful
men of the early nineteenth century.
This free human co-operation, transcend-

ing the limits of nationality and race,

was the positive force, intellectual and

emotional, of which non-intervention was
the negative condition.

Non-intervention with Cobden meant
more than abstinence from aggressive
or other unnecessary wars. It meant a
reduction of foreign policy, in its gov-
ernmental, diplomatic sense, to the small-

est possible dimensions. Sound inter-

nationalism could not be brought about

by arrangements between governments.
Such relations were governed by motives
and conducted by methods positively
detrimental to the free pacific intercourse

of individuals. The classes of govern-
ment officials who conducted diplomacy,
and the methods they employed, were

poisoned by obsolete traditions of sus-

picion and hostility, the survivals of a

world in which statecraft expressed the

conflicting interests of rival dynasties
and not the common benefits of the peo-

ple. Cobden knew how perilous a for-

eign policy conducted by such men must
be. So he concluded the less of it the

better. If peoples are to get into sane,

amicable, and mutually profitable rela-

tions with one another, that intercourse

is best promoted by leaving it to them,
with as little interference as possible,
in the way of help or hindrance, by their

respective governments.
Cobden and his friends would apply

the principle of non-intervention to in-

ternal as well as to external affairs. Gov-
ernment was conceived as a bad thing in

itself, always oppressive to individuals,

frequently unjust, nearly always expen-
sive and inefficient. A country had to

bear government for its sins, as a provi-

sion against enemies outside and ene-

mies within. Armaments and police

were the essence of governments. The
more rigorous logic of this laissez-faire

thought and policy dictated an opposition
to the entire body of factory laws and

other state regulations of industry, and
to all public provision or enforcement of
sanitation and education; those bound
by it were honest in believing that un-
restricted freedom of contract and of ex-

change would secure the greatest, surest,
and most rapid growth of industrial

prosperity, and that the natural play of
competition under the pressure of self-

interest would win for all classes their

proper share. In 1836 Cobden said: "I
know it has been found easier to please
people by holding out flattering and de-
lusive prospects of cheap benefits to ba
derived from Parliament rather than by
urging them to a course of self-reliance;
but while I will not be the sycophant of
the great, I cannot become the parasite
of the poor. . . . Again I say to them
'Look not to Parliament; look only to

yourselves.'
"

After all, the most fitting title for
Cobden would be "High Priest of the
Cult of Self-Reliance." His mistake was
in crediting human nature with larger
powers than it has yet demonstrated.
No one, however, can question the nobil-

ity of his aims, or deny that so far as
his tariff policy is concerned he was a
real benefactor of his country. He was
possessed of the logical faculty above
almost any Englishman that can be re-

called, and is perhaps as strong a re-

minder as we could have that logic is

not all of life. When everything is said
of him, he remains one of the sanest and
most vivifying personalities of the nine-
teenth century. He at least reminds us
more forcibly than anyone else has done,
that government exists for man and not
man for government.

The American Family in

Recent Fiction

ALL
American writing of the past

four years must have been, if not

war-blasted or war-inspired, at least war-
conscious. Whether by reaction from a

painful neutrality or from subtler cause,

our novelists have taken a new turning.
Or should they be said to have now for

the first time set foot firmly on an old

path?—a path blazed by Hawthorne,
cleared and widened by Howells and

Cable, but somehow long inaccessible

even to those disciples who sought it

most earnestly? We may see now that

they were too anxious, too self-conscious.

They could not muster that glorious un-

affected handling of the American scene,

could not help playing a little to the

potential British "gallery." They them-

selves were in a way part of that gal-

lery, condemned to cultivate local color

with one hand and to fend off provin-
cialism with the other. Nobody must

fancy they did not see the quaintness of

Yankee or Hoosier or Wild-Western man-
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ners ! Or perhaps they went to the other

extreme and flung at Americanism, as it

were Twainishly, stressing the twang
and the twinkle with a kind of defiance,

hurling them at the world to make the

best of, or be hanged. Self-conscious,
at all events, even the best of our story-
tellers remained in the tens as they had
been in the nineties. Only under the

shadow of war have they seemed to find

themselves, quite suddenly and easily to

"loosen up," and to begin speaking
clearly and naturally of what as a nation

we have been and now are. The devel-

opment was not so abrupt as this sounds.

Here and there, in the years before the

war, certain novels like "Nathan Burke"
and "Mr. Crewe's Career" and "The

Squirrel Cage" had, each in its little cor-

ner, lifted its free note, not in vain.

But the note had still a tentative ring.

Now it may be heard round and sure on
all sides, a true spontaneous utterance

of our national life and character. Local-

ism is its natural basis; fidelity to the

appearances of place and time, and their

interpretation in the light of a creative

realism which focuses, with surprising

unanimity, upon a study of the family
rather than the individual.

This point of view is obviously not an
American novelty, but a novelty in Amer-
ica. In continental fiction the family
is almost helplessly the unit: the indi-

vidual, it may be, a fragment to be phys-

ically broken off or flung off, but not to

be detached in spirit or destiny from his

closest kin. The "Books of the Small
Souls" of the Dutch realist Couperus
make up an extraordinary intensive

study of the bondage of the family rela-

tion, and of any single generation's de-

pendence on its nearest neighbors, be-

fore and after. That surprising "best-

seller" of the hour, "The Four Horses
of Apocalypse," is not least of all a fami-

ly chronicle. Meanwhile the British

novelist shows himself inceasingly aware
of the forces that link one generation to

another. The tendency represents, one

may surmise, a queer reaction of post-
Victorian revolt. Official hater of the

institution of family life, the "new
novel" of England seems to be in the act

of discovering that no single generation,
not even the latest, can either demolish

or properly represent the family in its

larger unity. Even Mr. Wells, who will-

ingly gives the past credit for nothing,

appears of late to have barely eluded this

fact. Mr. Bennett, of course, has always
made much of it; and several of the

"younger school," notably Hugh Walpole
and Gilbert Cannan, have built largely

upon it in their recent work. To us in

America, to our best story-tellers of the

past year or two, this larger conception,
this imaginative realization of the pro-
cession of the generations, seems very
recently to have come home with unique
force. In their story of the American

family, through sheer fidelity to the im-
mediate theme, they have approached an
embodiment of the whole course of our
national life during the past half-cen-

tury.
Two things are especially noticeable

about the series of novels which we find

dealing with this conception. One is

their spontaneous and unforced Ameri-
canism in mood and style as well as in

subject-matter. We find in them noth-

ing, or next to nothing, of the pseudo-
Russian or near-Gallic savor which
have been so marked in our various ex-

periments towards realism, from Frank
Norris to Theodore Dreiser, and which,
even more markedly, give an alien tang
to much recent British fiction. Such
overseas influence as we note goes back
of this continentalism to models but

lately deprecated: to Thackeray more
than to any other. But this, for the

most part, is a matter of method rather

than accent. The confidential manner is

in the ascendant with us, for the time

being, at least, and we may well be rec-

onciled to the novelist's taking his cue
from Thackeray in preference to the god
of the short-story writers, "0. Henry."
The other remarkable thing about the

group of novels we have in mind is the

great variety of their localism. We have
had plenty of out-of-the-way exploiting

by local colorists. These writers quite

simply find themselves concerned with
their own special microcosm : New York
in Ernest Poole's "His Family"; Penn-

sylvania in Joseph Hergesheimer's "The
Three Black Pennys"; Bostonian New
England in Daniel Chase's "Flood Tide";
Chicago in H. B. Fuller's "On the

Stairs," and Henry Kitchell Webster's
"An American Family"; Indiana in

"The Magnificent Ambersons"; Kansas
in William Allen White's "In the Heart
of a Fool"; California in Mary Fisher's

"The Treloars" ; Ohio in "The Boardman
Family" of Mary S. Watts.

All studies, these, of the American
family of the old stock, of the "Anglo-
Saxon" strain, as we seem condemned to

label the special but complex blend which,
however provably in a minority, has so

unmistakably set our national type, for

some time to come, at all events. The
aging central figure of "His Family" is

as typically American in his way as Silas

Lapham; a city man built of country
stuff, through whose eyes, as the years

pass, we watch the transformation of the

Manhattan of the seventies and eighties,

still in essence a native town, to the cos-

mopolitan market-place of to-day. As
for our Midland novels, these Corbetts

and Boardmans and Ambersons are all

kin. With this group our study con-

cerns largely the rapid shifting of social

strata in the Middle West during the

past three generations. The very titles

of Mr. Fuller's "On the Stairs" and
"The Magnificent Ambersons" suggest

the process, but it is quite as dominantly
the theme of "The Boardman Family,"
and of hardly minor importance in "An
American Family" and "In the Heart of
a Fool." Again and again in these nar-
ratives we behold the pioneer of fifty
or sixty years ago entering shirt-sleeved

into his promised land, ranging himself

presently in accordance with the mate-
rial rewards of his superior energy or

ruthlessness, and establishing a social

supremacy which, after holding its own
for a generation, finds itself presently
menaced or overthrown outright by fresh
tides of energy, industrial and social,

welling up from beneath or flowing in

from the crowded East. The third gen-
eration finds no flattering interpreter
among these chroniclers. The feeble

aesthetic of "On the Stairs," the spine-
less elegant parasite of "The Boardman
Family," the pompous snob of "The Mag-
nificent Ambersons," each represent the

early withering of an aristocracy hastily
run up on a foundation of material "suc-
cess." This social flux and displacement
is seen to be bound up with new indus-

trial, social, and political movements the
consideration of which, and of their

place in this new fiction, may well be re-

served for further comment. Its main
virtue, after all, is its fidelity in chron-
icle and portraiture, its unforced and
fruitful impulse to present imaginative-
ly, with the unit of the family as inter-

preter, the development of our national
life and character since the Civil War.
Of all these studies, "An American Fam-
ily" is, on the whole, broadest in treat-

ment and soundest in characterization;
near it, surely, would be ranked "His
Family," and that extraordinary study
in heredity by way of an unfamiliar

localism, "The Three Black Pennys."
H. W. Boynton

Swinburne's Letters

The Letters of Algernon Charles Swin-
burne. Edited by Edmund Gosse and
Thomas James Wise. Two volumes.
New York: John Lane Company.

OWING
to causes not divulged the

publication of Swinburne's letters

has been a thing of shreds and patches.
In 1912 we had the "Letters from A. C.

Swinburne to Sir Henry Taylor and
Other Correspondents" (referred to in a
note to the present work, but not other-

wise known to the reviewer) ; then, in

1917, came "Algernon Charles Swin-

burne," being a volume of letters to his

mother and other members of the fam-

ily; and, a year later, Messrs. Hake and

Compton-Rickett brought out a third

collection of letters, chiefly to Rossetti,
Edwin Harrison (Jowett's protege), and

Watts-Dunton, with an interesting bio-

graphical commentary by the editors.

We name these earlier books, because,
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with the exception of the footnote men-
tioned above, the editors of the work
now under review would leave the reader
to suppose that this, which they call "a
first collection of the poet's letters," had
no predecessors (see Introduction, pp.
v, vi).

As a matter of fact, Swinburne's cor-

respondence with his mother and sisters
is quite the most entertaining of the
volumes we have read. Here, for nat-
ural reasons, the more human side of
the man is shown, especially in the
brilliant, if rather hectic, accounts of
his friendship with Mazzini and others,
in striking descriptions of scenery, and
vivid narrations of his fabulous ex-
ploits as a swimmer. Outside of this

family circle Swinburne was a reluctant

correspondent; the act of penmanship
was physically painful to him (was this

owing to the affliction of St. Vitus dance
under which he suffered?), and his oc-
casional letters are almost always wrung
from him by some particular question
or need. Scribblings of a very different

stamp were indeed thrown off by him in
his meteoric youth; but these, it would
seem, are in part of so unsavory a char-
acter as to preclude general circulation.
We have other quarrels with Messrs.

Gosse and Wise besides their curious
editorial silence. After the excellent

biography by Mr. Gosse we should not
expect a narrative of Swinburne's life
in the present work, although ordinarily
a series of letters loses half its interest
without some such connecting thread;
but we have a right to demand some-
thing better than the haphazard sort of
notes with which these volumes are ac-
tually furnished. A line or two of infor-
mation is sadly needed in many places.
And why, as a specimen of editorial care-
lessness, should we suddenly find on page
139 of the second volume this note:
"Paul Hamilton Hayne (1830-86), the
American poet," when the first letter to
Hayne appeared as far back as page 207
of the first volume (not p. 231, as given
in the Index) ?

But enough of the editors; the letters
themselves are the important thing. The
correspondence embraced in the new
collection is confined almost exclusively
to the narrow circle of Swinburne's co-
workers in poetry and criticism, and
runs incessantly on such questions of
literary craftsmanship and publication as
would naturally arise among such
friends. There is surprisingly little
about Swinburne's life outside of the
"shop." Inevitably letters of this kind
tend to become monotonous, if not
trivial. But Swinburne had the gift of
words, and often his "cataclysmal ver-
bosity" relieves what otherwise, for the
world at large, would be downright dul-
ness. Those interested in the techni-
calities of authorship will find much to
interest them in the poet's appeals to

[17

Watts-Dunton for criticism of some
minute point of versification in English,
or to Mallarme for decision on some deli-
cate question of French usage. Swin-
burne's verse may suffer from a sort of
breathless intrepidity, but one learns
here, if one did not know it before, how
attentive he was to the least niceties of
sound and rhythm. In connection with
this matter of rhythmical motion the
reader may be interested in this bit of
criticism taken from a letter to Kossetti
not included in the present collection:

His [Morris's] Muse is like Homer's
Irojan women; she drags her robes as she
walks. I really think any Muse (when she
is neither resting nor flying) ought to
tighten her girdle, tuck up her skirts, and
step out. It is better than Tennyson's
short-winded and artificial concision—but
there is such a thing as swift and spon-
taneous style. Top's [Morris's] is spon-
taneous and slow; and, especially, my ear
hungers for more force and variety of
sound in the verse.

"Swift and spontaneous" are evi-

dently the epithets Swinburne would ap-
ply to his own style, and they are fit;
we confess we had never thought of
Morris's verse as slow, but on such a
matter a dictum of Swinburne is final.

Apart from this shop-talk, of the nar-
rower sort, these letters are filled with
observations on the Elizabethan dramas
which Bullen and others were then re-

printing, and which Swinburne was crit-

icizing in his remarkable series of es-
says. His enthusiasm here is in itself

sublime, but his constant discovery of
things "incomparable" becomes rather
amusing, or rather boresome, to one
familiar with the lower levels of that
literature.

Philosophy as it is Taught
The Present Conflict of Ideals : A Study

of the Philosophical Background of
the World War. By Ralph Barton
Perry. New York: Longmans, Green
and Company.

THESE
lectures, delivered last year

at the University of California, and
now printed in a sizable volume, are
really two books in one; the first being
a study, by topics, of the various ideals
now dividing the philosophical world, the
second an attempt to distinguish and
contrast the national ideals which are
supposed to underlie the recent, or still

existent, conflict in arms. The intention,
manifestly, was to connect these two dis-
cussions logically, but in fact the nexus
between them is not clearly worked out.

However, considering the present price
of books, no one will quarrel with the
author's generosity.
The first section is avowedly a sequel

to Mr. Perry's "Present Philosophical
Tendencies," the difference being that,
whereas in the earlier work he dealt

mainly with "technicalities and funda-
mentals," he now deals with their "moral,
emotional, political, and religious im-
plications." To this end he follows the
same method of classifying the schools
as naturalistic, idealistic, pragmatic, and
realistic, by the last meaning the move-
ment recently started and much heralded
by the little group of metaphysical rebels
of which he is himself a distinguished
member. In arranging the minor schools
and individuals under these comprehen-
sive heads he shows at times a subtle
sense of affinities, with results that at
first blush may surprise but are really
sound at heart; metaphysics, no less than
politics, makes strange bed-fellows. This
is notably the case in his treatment of
Santayana and Bertrand Russell as natu-
ralists, or rather averted naturalists, if
we may coin a phrase suggested by the
author's language. Thus he depicts San-
tayana as one who regards the realm
of mechanical nature as the only reality,
yet turns away his gaze with a kind of
shuddering distaste from this hard
world, and yearns for some "imaginative
echo of things natural and moral," some
irridescent bubble of religion that floats
before the eye, entrancingly, but shatters
into nothingness if touched by profane
fingers. Though Santayana is truly
aesthetic where Haeckel has only "the
untutored crudeness of the tyro," and is

sensitively averse where Haeckel is com-
placently observant, it is a sound in-
tuition to group them together as trail-

ers, so to speak, in the wake of natural-
ism. Of the German spokesman for the
"religion of the astonished microscopist"
Mr. Perry writes with gusto: "One is

reminded of the Chicago man's apology
to the Easterner: 'We haven't gone in
for culture yet, but when we do we'll
make it hum.' Well, toward the end of
his book on the stockyards of nature,
Professor Haeckel 'goes in' for religion,
for what he calls 'our monistic re-

ligion.'
"

This quotation may serve at once to
illustrate the author's art of classifica-

tion and the occasional vigor of his style.
He has learned from his master, William
James, the argumentative value of the

homely realistic phrase, and employs it

often with telling effect. It must be ad-

mitted, however, that these efforts to
arrest attention, interrupting a style
less uniformly brilliant than James's,
sometimes produce the effect of patch-
work, and sometimes mistake vulgarity
for vivacity (a fault which James him-
self did not always avoid).
Between these averted naturalists and

his own school of neo-realists Mr. Perry
inserts the two major groups of idealists

and pragmatists. As might be expected,
he is particularly clear in exposing the

impossibility of the position into which
the adherents of idealism are finally
drawn. We have not often seen the con-
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tradictions into which the "personal
idealist" falls or the confusion between
the degrees of reality and the degrees
of value in which the "absolute idealist"

is involved, more adequately exposed
than in these chapters. In his effort to

conceive God as the summation of all

reality the absolute realist has never

been able to free himself from this dilem-

ma : either, like the Neo-Platonists, he is

obliged to consider evil as a mere nega-
tion of being, or, like the Calvinist, he is

driven to regard God as the source of

evil. "As for an Absolute God in whom
all evil is contained," Mr. Perry well

says, "and by whose Will or Purpose all

things must be explained, I feel strongly
attracted to the view of Francis Bacon,
who said: 'It were better to have no

opinion of God at all, than such an

opinion as is unworthy of Him. For
the one is unbelief, the other is con-

tumely: and certainly superstition is

the reproach of the Deity.'
"

In discussing pragmatism, Mr. Perry
follows a more devious course. This is

particularly true of his treatment of the

"instrumentalism" of James and Dewey,
the theory, that is, that nature is merely
the instrument of man's thinking and
that truth is to be judged by its success.

In this form of pragmatism he sees a

new justification of faith, "on the basis

not of authority or intellectual proof,
but of that same usefulness and fruit-

fulness which is also held to be the sole

justification of science." Now it ought
to be clear that this pragmatic attempt
to reinstate religion will end in a pure
romantic license to believe what one

pleases. The will to believe asserts that

it is better to believe, not because be-

lief of the right sort will bring us into

contact with objective spiritual facts,

but because by the very act of belief

certain emotions are "let loose." But in

practice it is evident enough that one can

get the veritable emotion only by an
honest belief; it must follow, not pre-
cede belief; it cannot be pumped up by
the desire to believe, or the will to be-

lieve, or belief that it is better to believe.

Without the trust in an objective fact

which imposes itself on the mind, re-

ligion degenerates into a sickly senti-

ment, and is likely to lead to sickly ac-

tions. This is not a proof of the sub-
stance of religious faith, but it is a re-

buff to the whole range of sentimental

religiosity of which James is the master
source. An honest mind would prefer
atheism.

The same criticism applies to the prag-
matic attempt to find a basis for faith in

the scientific observation of the behavior
of men under religious excitement. "We
have repeatedly referred to the fact,"

says Mr. Perry, "that the modern
science of religion has emphasized the
facts of religion." To which one might
reply that "modern science" has demon-

strated the universality of religious

emotions, but it has not emphasized the

"facts," if by facts we understand the

reality of God and immortality lying
behind these emotions. The true out-

come of the pragmatic dallying with re-

ligion is the philosophy of a Sorel and a
kind of spiritual Bolshevism. That is

to say, the will to believe, as James

taught it, may reinforce the immoral
and destructive emotions of the soul just
as well as the moral and constructive,
and in the end, if man's desire is the
measure of all things, will so act. Mr.

Perry quotes an apposite passage (p.

312) in which Santayana penetrates the
hollowness of this effort to bolster up re-

ligious faith by an appeal to the value
of religious emotions with no authority
of divine law behind them.
The truth is, there is a deep-seated

error in Mr. Perry's whole scheme,
which comes to light only when he takes

up his own school of neo-realism. How-
ever shrewd his minor classifications, his

major four-fold division obscures the
real bifurcation which marks the modern
teaching of philosophy. In reality

pragmatism and neo-realism are off-

shoots of naturalism, and should be

grouped under naturalism as opposed to

idealism. It is because pragmatism is

a halfway house between avowed natu-
ralism and neo-realism that Mr. Perry is

tender to its inconsistencies. His ac-

count of neo-realism, for reasons of

modesty perhaps, is so brief as scarcely
to afford material for a full criticism;
but few readers of his book, we think,
will fail to draw just such damaging
conclusions from the premises of neo-

realism as Mr. Perry has drawn against
the more open schools of naturalism.

His obscure account of consciousness as

at once implicated in material nature
and different from it is an indication of

his real position; and his rejection of

Plato's ethical Ideas while retaining the

mathematical Ideas is still more sig-
nificant. Mr. Perry and his fellows have
done yeomen's service in laying bare the

bankruptcy of the various schools of

philosophy which derive from Kant; the

solvency of their own school, or even its

material distinctiveness, they have yet
to demonstrate.

Of the second book included in Mr.

Perry's volume we have left ourselves

no space to speak. It is not without
keen apergus into so-called national psy-

chology, particularly in the chapters

dealing with Germany; but as a whole it

is not so original or so significant as

what precedes. Though interesting it

does not seem to us to add much to the

sum of knowledge or to contribute much
to a solution of the practical questions
now confronting the world. His philo-

sophical chapters, on the contrary, offer

a valuable survey of the present tend-

encies of thought in our schools.

The Run of the Shelves

A GLANCE at the book-shelves re-

veals a world more than ordinarily
full of a number of things, a spectacle to

which one might venture to react with at

least so much happiness as falls to the lot

of kings in these days. The world stands
at a crest, looking before and after, and

extending its view, shall we say, from
Kiaochow to Tacna and Arica. The
war must be reduced to comprehensible
proportions; a safe course for the imme-
diate future must somehow be charted;
the uttermost parts of the earth must be

brought into the reckoning. It is small

wonder, then, that the Spring's books
rival the tulip-beds for riotous contrast.

.
With so much pressing upon its atten-

tion it is a fine compliment to the world
to present it with a uniform and limited

edition of the works of Leonard Merrick,
issued by Dutton. The series opens pros-

perously with "Conrad in Quest of His

Youth," a story of whimsical sentiment,
introduced to us by a master in the same
field, Sir J. M. Barrie. Later volumes
will appear with forewords from simi-

larly distinguished specialists. Mr. W. J.

Locke, for example, will later introduce

us afresh to the eternally crisp humors
of Tricotrin and his friends of the

Paris garrets, gathered under the title

of "The Man Who Knew Women."
Between Locke and Merrick it would be

invidious, in this connection, to draw a
detailed comparison, but in the matter
of his American vogue Merrick has come

sadly short of his due. Merrick took the

trouble to learn how to write before he

began publishing his books, and the ap-

preciation of his quality on the part of

other writers is testified to by the large
number of them who are eager to com-
bine in an effort to recommend him to a

wider public. And the public will do

well, while it is busied with setting a
world to rights, to discover for itself

that the laughter of Paris which is lib-

erated from his pages has in its gayety
and dryness a smack of immortality.
"The Hohenzollerns in America" pub-

lished by John Lane Co., is an extrava-

gant fancy which gives the name to

Stephen Leacock's latest volume. It fel-

lows with other "impossibilities," but

none of them, not even "With the Bol-

sheviks in Berlin," is quite so delightful

as this peep at the diary ostensibly kept

by a faithful niece of the former Ger-

man Emperor. Under the democratic

name of Hohen, Uncle William and Uncle

Henry accompanied by Cousin Willie and
Cousin Ferdinand of Bulgaria, and

joined by Cousin Karl, seek in America,
not exactly a refuge but a new field for

their talents. Cousin Willie, exhibiting
the same passion for souvenirs to which
the chateaux of France sadly testify, is

before long exiled, as his not too grieving
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father puts it, to the fortress of Sing

Sing; Ferdinand discloses a remarkable

ability in borrowing money and making
his way in the clothing trade; Karl be-

comes a waiter, and the princess herself

marries a sensible fellow named Peters

who delivers ice and seems to be capable

of making her quite happy. But it is

the tragedy of William that is set forth

at once amusingly and profoundly. Of
all the fields of opportunity in America
that for which the one-time Kaiser felt

himself most eminently fit was— in-

genious Mr. Leacock, thus to point out

that to which all men will at once delight-

edly assent!—the presidency of a uni-

versity. With characteristically German
foresight and thoroughness he had se-

lected Harvard University in New York.

When he found that the University in

New York was called Columbia, he
seemed to think it would do quite as well.

Armed with his diplomas he presented
himself at its offices and ordered the

Trustees to be brought into his presence.

Apparently he made the wrong sort of

impression. He was sent home in a cab.

It would not be fair baldly to recapitu-
late the further misadventures of the

fallen monarch, ending in a rehabilita-

tion of his self-respect in the peddling
of badges and buttons under the pleasing
delusion that they were decorations

pour le merite. For to leave out the de-

tail is to part company with both the

humor and the pathos, and a just blend-

ing of the two is precisely what Mr. Lea-
cock provides. Whom the gods destroy

they have chosen, since the beginning of

time, to make pathetically ridiculous,

and in Mr. Leacock they have in this in-

stance a most discerning chronicler of

their grim playfulness.
The biological analogy has been made

to do minute-man duty in support of war
as a necessary condition of human ex-

istence. It can be made to serve, ap-

parently with about equal success, as at

least the ground of hope for a universal

pacificism. Mr. Romain Eolland pro-
fesses, in the May Atlantic, to have de-

rived much comfort of this sort from his

reading of Dr. August Forel's studies on
ants. The ant, it appears, is not merely
the type and symbol of industry; he is

an intense nationalist and therefore, of

course, sadly given to fighting. If by a
little experiment, it proves possible to

destroy his sense of nationality, then the

prospect of doing the same for mankind
is highly encouraging. The first impor-
tant fact unearthed in the ant-hill is that

newly hatched ants are not naturally
combative. Just here, one might think

analogy with the young of the human
species shows signs of strain. With the

ants, however, the fighting instinct puts
in an appearance as soon as they are
collected in large numbers. Two ants

belonging to hostile nations and meeting
far from home embrace in a fervor of

good feeling—not at all, they avoid each
other and pass on. Confine two hostile

groups in a restricted space and they will

fight ferociously for a time and then
make it up; distribute them again among
their own kinds and they fall to fight-

ing with renewed fury. So far, ants

seem in some respects remarkably like

folks. But observe this charming pic-

ture:

Forel places a number of ants of enemy
species, sanguinea and pratensis, in a glass
bowl together. After several days of war,
followed by a sullen and suspicious armis-

tice, he introduces among them a tiny, ex-

tremely hungry, new-born pratensis. It runs
to those of its own species, asking for food.
The pratenses repulse it. [Why? Why
should its uncles and its cousins treat it

thus flint-heartedly?] The innocent one then
turns tovard the enemies of its race, the

sanguinex, and according to the custom of
the ants, licks the mouth of two of them.
The two sanguinex are so seized by this ges-
ture, which upsets their instinct, that they
disgorge the honey to the little enemy.
From then on all is said, and forever. An
offensive and defensive alliance is con-
cluded between the little pratenses and the

sanguinex, against those of its race. And
this alliance is irrevocable.

Thus shall a little pratensis, by a delicate

gesture, reduce a whole world to contrite

tears. There are still other marvels
which we refrain from quoting. "Go to

the ant" is very well; but was there not

a sting in the tail of the proverb—"Con-
sider her ways and be wise?"

War Posters

THE
Great War was rather one of

peoples than of governments. To

steady, warn, and hearten the people
was everywhere necessary. They had
to be incited to give to good works, and
to lend for war expenses; to offer their

skill and strength in factories, and their

valor and lives in the trenches. Regions
to most of us vague, Poland, Armenia,
had to be made vivid and appealing.
Women had to be called to unusual trades

and pursuits, as laborers on the land, or

in munition works; as clerks in the

Army and Navy departments. Along-
side of the Government activities, such

auxiliaries as the Red Cross, the Y. M.
C. A., the Salvation Army had to con-

duct vast campaigns both of recruiting

personnel and of raising money. In all

these multiform appeals to the loyalty
and generosity of average people the pic-

ture poster played an extraordinary

part. Never before has graphic art so

definitely stirred and served the masses.

The historian of the future will find in

the war posters the most definite evi-

dence of what moved men's minds during
the Great War.

Fortunately there are many great col-

lections of this art, among which those

of the Library of Congress, of the Bos-

ton Public Library, of Princeton Uni-

versity, and of Clark University, are

perhaps the most important. To explore
in such a collection wakes many mem-
ories, and raises certain problems of art,
of folk psychology, and of nationality.
It is exemplary to find Germany using
that ugly titanism with which she once
celebrated her Imperial ambitions to

impress her bewildered people with the
horror of Bolshevism. These anti-Bol-
shevist posters now merely exploit for

purposes of repulsion a kind of design
which before the war was exploited for

purposes of admiration. German art,
whether intended to astound or appall,

equally lacks style and measure.
On the other hand, nothing could bet-

ter attest the fine balance of the French
temperament than the French war
posters. They are strangely quiet ; ours
shrieked in comparison. There is scarcely
a scene of atrocity; perhaps the fact
was too near and grim. So animated an
apparition as A. Faivre's admirable

charging poilu in "On les aura," is ex-

ceptional. Since there was no problem
of enlistment in France, the posters were
almost wholly for good works and for
Government loans. Ordinarily the artist

made no very overt appeal to emotion.
He merely made visible certain facts

which were supposed to be in themselves

sufficiently appealing. If the appeal is

for the Red Cross, Jonas simply shows
you a first aid post. Everybody is attend-

ing to his business, a slightly wounded
infantryman is loading his Lebel to go
back to the firing line, another badly
wounded on the stretcher awaits the
bearers. Nobody pays any attention to

you on the sidewalk, yet you have learned

unforgettably what first aid implies to

the invisible thin line in the trenches.

It is the same with Steinlen's great

poster "En Belgique les Beiges ont Faim."
The pitiful group of emaciated women
and children ask no aid ; they are simply
there and very needy. Again Willette's

argument for helping the soldier to

come home on leave is simply a little

peasant wife flying into the arms of her

shabby hero husband—"Enfin Seuls" is

the only text. The artist trusts the

average person to supply the background
of the sprawling promiscuity, the piti-

less publicity of life in military service.

There is almost never in a French poster

anybody pointing, or smiling, or beck-

oning outside of the pictures. The ap-

peal is mental and in a way only indi-

rectly emotional. All this is partly due

to the fact that emotion in France

meant danger and had to be limited by
reason and discipline. Moreover, no

pictured emotion could well compete
with that habitually in the French soul.

Whatever the causes, hate, fear, and

vulgarity are not in the French posters.

They evince a national self-respect of

an extraordinarily fine order.

The British and our own posters are
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quite different, partly because our need

was different. England conducted a

colossal recruiting campaign, and we
treated our relatively minor recruiting

for the Regular Army, Marines, Tank

Corps, and Navy as if it were colossal.

A vast enlistment of labor was also

necessary. The French poster gener-

ally called only for sympathy and alms;
the British and American poster often

called for a man's person and contin-

gently for his life. On the whole, the

artists chose to make the most direct

appeal. Uncle Sam or the Sergeant

Major points an authoritative finger

which unmistakably indicates to the

slacker his duty. There are dozens of

such posters. No doubt they were ef-

fective, but I fear the motive had some-

what lost impressiveness through year-

long association with the advertising of

soft drinks. On the whole, England
went very light on atrocities—though

Brangwyn did fine designs of this or-

der—and on fighting. To induce a Brit-

ish slacker to enlist it was enough to

show him that he thereby was getting
into good company. The simplicity of

the British recruiting posters is signifi-

cant. We have just a well-set-up sol-

dier, or a bit of a drill. After all, where
the east wind regularly spread the

drumming of the guns of Flanders over

the eastern counties, there was no need

to emphasize the romance of battle nor

the imminence of danger. England pro-
duced rather few posters of artistic

merit. Notable among these are Spencer-

Pryce's and the illustrator Raven-Hills's

"Watchers of the Seas." For the na-

tional loans England made no especial

pictorial effort, nor needed to do so.

Her poster designers as a class were
more overt and direct in their appeals
than the French, but hardly more emo-
tional. A principle of social good form
and restraint seems to rule, as one of

intellectual and artistic discipline did in

France.
Our case in America was one of

urgency, our needs manifold. More-

over, the actual fighting was far away
and dim. Hence the designers of our

war posters made the most various and

energetic appeals. Because of our mix-
ture of races it was more difficult than in

France and England to find the common
basis of morale. It was natural then

that our artists should cover the case

by seeking the maximum emotional ap-

peal. Here there was possibly some
abuse of the pointing or pleading figure.

A poster, unlike most pictures, is seen

not once but a hundred times. It must
be as effective the last time as it was the

first. The trouble with the peremptory
poster is that its effect wears off. If

it misses you the first time, it probably
misses you entirely; you stiffen against
its implied reproach. On the other hand,
we produced some of the best and most

ingenious posters of the war. Nothing
could seem more martially unavailable

than the pretty girl of the magazine
covers, yet, in Mr. Christy's hands her

possible scorn became a potent argu-
ment for volunteering. Such posters as

merely visualized the magnitude of our
mechanical task— the shipyards of

Joseph Pennell and of Jonas Lie—were
in the French tradition, and most valu-

able. The Navy and the Marines had

merely to continue their tried tradition

of pictorial advertisement. They of-

fered frankly the peril and the joy of

combat. In the hands of Reisenberg and
Reuterdahl the appeal went home.

Unlike a mere work of art, a poster
must evoke will and cause action. From
this point of view the war produced no
better poster than W. A. Roger's stricken

soldier with the legend "His Liberty
Bond is Paid in Full." It is at once an
intensification and a refinement of the

French procedure. Hardly less effec-

tive, and in similar tradition, is Gerrit

A. Beneker's poster for the Fifth Liberty
Loan—"Sure We'll Finish the Job." It

represents the American as he likes to

imagine himself, good-naturedly resolute

and generous. It was consonant with
the ideality with which we undertook the

war that we alone should call symbolism
to our aid. Here the Red Cross poster
"The Greatest Mother" was typical.

Of finer artistic quality in this vein were
the late Kenyon Cox's Columbia and Mr.
Blashfield's charging Victory in "Carry
On." Humor in the war poster was

again largely confined to America. Here
the "Devil Dogs" poster for the marines
was perhaps the best. The note of cheer

was appropriately struck in the posters
for the Y. M. C. A. and the Salvation

Army. Surely the poster of the hel-

meted "Doughnut Girl" brought many
a dollar to the most comforting of pots.

Contrariwise the atrocities played a

telling part in our posters. In that mat-

ter we had to be shaken out of an offi-

cially nourished indifference. Where we
felt ourselves really champions of hu-

manity was much less in future arrange-
ments for peace than in making the

black past impossible, whether in peace
or in war. The artist who silhouetted a

Hun leading off a little girl thoroughly
understood the thinking of the average
American soldier and sailor.

We still lack the material for Russia

(which seems to have shown surprisingly
little resourcefulness), for Italy, and for

our Balkan allies. Germany showed her

peculiar psychology in the notable series

of poster portraits "Our War Chiefs."

It was a kind of appeal that would

hardly have counted in the unmilitary

nations, who barely knew their gen-

erals, and who trusted more in their

righteousness of the cause than in the

professional skill of their war lords.

And the effigies of the great German

generals had the defect of the German
endeavor generally of implying and re-

quiring prompt success in arms. The
war posters of the Allies did their work
equally in success and in adversity,
whereas the Old German God and his

earthly paladins became together a

mockery as the German arms failed.

In general the poster artists rose

handsomely to the greatest of oppor-

tunities, and played an essential part in

winning the war. In the poster files of

our libraries the future historian will

find the most vivid evidence of the hopes,

fears, ambitions, and ideals that searched
men's souls during the War of Nations.

Frank Jewett Mather, Jr.

Barrie Plays in Print

IN
THIS article I had intended to

keep to the newly-printed plays,* in-

cluding the older, but unaging, "Half

Hours," without reference to plays I

know only by sight or only by hearsay.
But in New York at this moment it is

hard to mention Barrie without a side-

glance at "Dear Brutus" and the dexter-

ous performance at the Empire to which
all the actors impart finish, and to which
Mr. William Gillette and Miss Helen

Hayes add something beside which finish

dwindles into coxcombry. The play, in-

deed, shows Barrie at his gravest, not

his best. In these days of inverted sex,

the husband is often a charge upon the

wife; and if in "Dear Brutus" Barrie

profits by an excellent thesis, the thesis

may be said, in a way, to have Barrie

upon its hands. I agree beforehand to

its tart and tonic lesson; but when
Barrie proceeds to expound it, I lend

the faith which I should rightly borrow.

In this play Puck has become senile, and
archness didactic. Barrie has tried to

be at the same time clever in everybody's

way, pouting in his own way, and bit-

terly and ethically trenchant in the

Hardyesque or Dostoevsky way. No
wonder he was overtasked.

The six volumes now before me will

help to clarify the arts or spells by the

aid of which Barrie has nested in the

world's heart, has become, in a quite

special sense, the chum of the public.

That his mind is dramatic nobody, I

think, will contest. Barrie (I call him

Barrie, because the new title is as

troublesome to the mouth as the new
sword to the unhabituated legs) Barrie

sees life vis-a-vis. He is at home in

the clash, or, better, the click, of meet-

ing and reacting personalities. It is

equally clear that his drama is literary.

* Quality Street.
What Every Woman Knows.
The Admirable Crichton.
Alice Sit-By-The-Fire.
Echoes of the War.
Half Hours.
New York: Charles Scribner'« Sons.
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Even in his novels he practised that

unavowed or disavowed form of litera-

ture which is most congenial to drama,
the literature which adds to speech,
not ornament or intricacy, but only

character, which bestows, not the tiara,

but the halo. The dialogue in his

plays can be lightly and pregnantly

straightforward, and it can put winks
and finger-ends into speech. Moreover,
few men in our time who have mastered
the theatre have felt its coercion so little.

Even on the stage Barrie's trump card

has not been dramaturgy but Barrie.

He has bent to the public, no doubt, but

his pliancy has taken all reluctance and
all stiffness from his compliance.
The chief deduction from the worth

of these plays is a waywardness which

strays from its aim and declines from its

standard. I grant plenty of range to

sprightliness, to whimsicality, but even
a pleasure-boat will serve pleasure all

the better for having sobriety at the

helm. The wag or the acrobat in Barrie

is the enemy of the comedian. His in-

equalities confound us. The first, the

truly Scotch, act of "What Every Woman
Knows" abounds in truth and savor.

The wrappage of exaggeration is large,

but the point is that this wrappage, how-
ever large, is detachable, like a nut-husk,
and the kernel is nutritive and saccha-

rine. But the rest of the play is all noise

and splutter, three bustling acts panting
in the vain attempt to overtake the run-

away truth and vigor of the first. The
wifely astuteness which foresees that

the husband's physical passion for an-

other woman can be cured, before con-

summation, by intellectual disgust is an
astuteness valid only in the theatre. In
the disobliging world of fact, results are
less easily controllable.

In "Quality Street" the same incon-

sequence is visible. The play opens with
a demurely arch portrayal of high-bred
spinstership taking its own lightness

very gravely in the childlike dignity of

a provincial town. In Act II the woman
of thirty impersonates a girl in her

teens, the resumption of girlhood by the
heroine marking, naturally enough, the

play's relapse into juvenility. This rift

in the woman's being gives occasion to

some highly dramatic altercation be-

tween the two halves of the parted ego.
The lover, however, has the good taste
to prefer the spinster to the giddypate,
and the reader, with equal discern-

ment, prefers the earlier and soberer
acts. In the last act the play forgets
its object, and trips off in the chase of

puerilities.

"Alice Sit-By-The-Fire" would be rec-
reant to its title if it did not exhale
charm. The parents paying rival court
to their own children after prolonged
absence, and the mother momentarily
worsted by the exultant father—this is

precisely the material that everybody

likes and fears to like. The public is

neither child nor man, but big boy—
immature in its recoil from immaturity.

Really loving simplicity and domesticity,
it is eager to be led back to the hearth

and the cradle by any one clever enough
to impart to this proceeding the smart-

ness of adventure. The first act of

"Alice" is a joy. Equally bright, if less

delicate, material is found in the stage-
fed young girl, turning life into a stage-

play, and proceeding to rescue a flourish-

ing victim from a guileless seducer.

Much of this is little short of captivat-

ing, but the antic in Barrie is so power-
ful that he cannot keep travesty out of

nature even when nature is expressly

pitted against travesty. To Amy's melo-

drama Barrie opposes a farce which he
has the temerity to call life. It is quite
true that he can humanize farce; the

only drawback is that when farce is

humanized, it becomes subject to the re-

straints that fetter humanity. When the

ape becomes a child, the grimace which

yesterday was excusable or delectable

has become an indiscretion and offense.

"Alice Sit-By-The-Fire" is a play with

grave faults, but we forgive grave faults

to those we love.

Worst of all, because best of all, is the

fourth full-length play on our list. The
"Admirable Crichton" is almost a great

play; it would be equally true to declare

that it is almost vaudeville. The story
recounts the casting-away of a peer's

family on a desert island, its self-abase-

ment before the superior manhood of its

own servant, and its self-recovery and

reconquest of that servant when the con-

ventions rejoin and reclaim it on the

deck of the rescuing English ship. Both
transformations are profoundly natural,
and their juxtaposition in opposition is

magnificent. But Barrie, rising like

Crichton in face of the fact, falls with
Crichton's abjectness before puerilities
and forms. The fun of aristocracy on
its head can of course be fully realized

only in an aristocracy which has kept its

erectness inviolable up to the hour of

overturn. Barrie, who sees so much, is

baffled by the obvious. Half of his point
is lost by allowing the aristocracy before

shipwreck to turn somersaults in its

own drawing-room. On the island we
fare no better. Humanity—among the

cocoanuts—reverts to ancestral grim-
aces. But the last act is reckless above
all the others. The bitter and biting
satire of the re-submergence of the reali-

ties by forms and ceremonies—a satire

fit for the land of the Yahoos or the

isle of the Penguins—is shoved aside

for a farcical exhibit of aplomb and

mendacity, for the display of cleverness

in a word at a point where it was brain-

less to be clever. Barrie shows his im-

maturity, not in failing to handle his

tools like a man, but in dropping his tools

like a boy at the sight of playthings.

In the beautiful equality of propor-
tion of the varied yet consecutive inter-

ests of its four acts, "Crichton" is an
artistic wonder. But the form of its

virtuosity proves, as I think, that Barrie
is essentially a writer of one-act plays.
He writes novels in panels like Daudet,
and his longer plays, in a sense, disband
into playlets. "Crichton" itself, the

great exception, is less remarkable for

centrality than for the equal brilliance

of its diverse and related centres—the
whole presenting a tour de force of
which Maeterlinck, another one-act

dramatist, furnished a still more bril-

liant example in his "Monna Vanna."
The two best plays before me are one-
act plays. "A Well-Remembered Voice"
is a nearly perfect example of vibrancy
and poignancy in emotional narrative
couched in dramatic form, and the
"Twelve-Pound Look" is more than that—is an instance of pure drama in which
rancor itself could scarcely surprise a
flaw. It is very noticeable that Barrie's

great danger, the applying of fantasy in

the treatment to realism in the datum,
is avoided in both these pieces, in a
"Well-Remembered Voice" by the exten-

sion of the fantasy to the theme, in the

"Twelve-Pound Look" by the extension

of the realism to the treatment.

The merits of the other one-act plays
are more variable. In the "New Word"
we have the old problem of the two sen-

timentalists (in this case father and son

parting in war-time) struggling with
the dialect of cynicism. They awaken

sympathy, but they manoeuvre too

much. That Englishmen in the supposed
case should burst the meshes of habit is

imaginable enough ; it is hard to imagine
that they would gnaw through them. In

"Barbara's Wedding" the pathos quavers
a little. In "The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals" a woman feigns that she has a
soldier son, the feint appears before her

in flesh, blood, and khaki, and sonship in

the orphan lad rushes to meet mother-
hood in the childless woman. The piece
is hoydenish and saucy, sauciest perhaps
in its demand for tears at the conclusion.

"The Will" in "Half Hours" is a

strong and cruel play. In fifty-six pages
it depicts the ravages of almost as many
years in the lives of a married couple in

whom a tender and generous youth
hardens into an old age starving in its

futile plenty and caught fast in the gripe
of its own greed. "Rosalind" is the

madcap and vertiginous tale of an actress

in whom youth and age are exchangeable
at pleasure, and "Pantaloon" is a dainty

grotesque in which the springs in an old

player's heart are affectionately touched.

The characters in the last two plays

are largely actors, and the fact is a clew.

Barrie's people of all sorts and grades
tend to be masquers. The insides are

wanting, wanting to the aristocrats who
wear aristocracy like a livery, wanting
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to the spinsters of "Quality Street",

wanting even to the Scotch craftsmen in

whom reality might have seemed so in-

expugnable. There has been a replace-

ment in the cradles; the people are all

changelings; or, if you prefer, they are

all gamesters, people in whom zeal for

the game, the love of mettle passing by
gay transition into the love of bluff, is

the animus that vivifies conduct. This
makes John Shand heroically call out

"Gentlemen, the future Mrs. John

Shand;" this prompts Crichton's sub-

lime (or ignominious) "My lady" at the

close of Act III; this makes Roger
refuse to say, and then consent to

say, "Good-night, dear father"; this

heartens Barrie to risk in "A Well-Re-
membered Voice" the supreme anomaly
of the sportsmanlike ghost. Perhaps in

this corelessness of the characters, at

least of the grave characters, we draw
near to the core of Barrie. But I have

only six volumes at hand, and I leave

the generality to confute or confirm it-

self when the completion of the series

shall have widened its foundations.

0. W. Firkins

War Inflation

THE
war has caused an enormous in-

flation of bank loans and currency,
with a corresponding increase of wages
and prices, and now that the business
world faces about to resume normal
trade and industry it is perplexed to

know how to reckon with this situation.

Are these prices and wages permanent,
or, if not, how rapidly will they fall?

To what extent are they related to the

volume of credit currency in use, and
what is the prospect for a reduction of

the monetary circulation to pre-war pro-

portions? Where is the gold standard
in this situation?

A compilation recently made by the

Swiss Central Bank shows that, exclud-

ing Russia, whose paper money issues

are now utterly abnormal and not related

to international affairs, outstanding
issues of paper money had risen from a
total of about $7,000,000,000 at the end
of 1913 to over $30,000,000,000 at the

close of 1918. Besides the expansion of
credit in this form there is also a great

expansion in the form of bank deposits,

particularly in countries like Great
Britain and the United States, where
payments are commonly by checks. In
the United States bank deposits in-

creased from approximately $18,500,000,-
000 in June, 1913, to $30,000,000,000 in

June, 1918, the latest date for which
statements for all classes of banks are
available. The deposit-and-check system
performs practically the same function
as the paper-money circulation.

It is debated whether high prices have
been the cause or result of increased is-

sues of currency. Evidently there is

something to be said on both sides. Cur-

rency in itself is only a medium or facil-

ity; there must be an impulse to use it

before it can be effective upon prices.
The war created an insistent and almost
unlimited demand upon productive ca-

pacity everywhere. Every employer be-
came eager to increase his output, but
after the slack was taken up and indus-
trial expansion had reached the point
where the entire available labor supply
was employed, further efforts to enlarge

production took the form of a competi-
tive struggle between employers for
labor and materials. The available sup-

ply of credit had been increased by the

addition to bank reserves of over a bil-

lion of dollars in gold by importation,
and by the provisions of the Federal Re-
serve Act and amendments. With this

new purchasing power at their command,
employers, each for himself, went into

the markets to struggle for the limited

amount of labor and materials available.

Rising costs did not deter them as long
as prices upon their products could be
increased correspondingly without check-

ing the demand. With wages and prices
forced up by these conditions, every
business required more working capital,

and increased amounts of currency were
absorbed in circulation.

It is evident that after the point was
reached where the output of one estab-

lishment could be increased only by re-

ducing the output of another, this com-

petition spent itself almost wholly in

raising wages and prices. This is the re-

sult properly described as inflation. The
Government finally found it necessary
to interfere with the drawing off of la-

bor from the industries in which it was
especially interested, and by price regu-
lation exerted an influence to stabilize

the situation.

With the war ended and the govern-
ments out of the market, both as em-

ployers and as purchasers, the situation

naturally relaxes. The forces that have
made for inflation are gone, and the

forces which make for a restoration of

normal conditions come into play. Buy-
ers and investors are looking for a fall

of prices. Buying proceeds for imme-
diate consumption only. Merchants want
no larger stocks than are required to

enable them to do business from day to

day, and construction work is postponed.
The fact that the same amount of money
and credit is available does not sustain

prices in view of the changes affecting

production and consumption. It is a

familiar fact that in dull times money
accumulates in the banks. A bank-note

currency, such as our Federal Reserve
notes, will undergo natural contraction
and retirement when the impulse to
trade is wanting. As the governments
cease from borrowing and pay off their

obligations, bank credit in the form of

currency and deposits will shrink in

volume. Bankers who went through the

panic of 1907 will remember how the

clearing house certificates, aggregating
several hundred millions of dollars, dis-

appeared apparently without effort. The
same was true of the currency issued in

1914 under the Aldrich-Vreeland Act.
Bankers who were anxious about the

redemption of these issues were relieved
to find that there was no formal redemp-
tion ; the public paid them into the banks
in the regular order of business and
they were not reissued.

The deflation of loans, deposits and
currency, however, will not carry condi-
tions back to the pre-war status without
bringing opposing influences into play
which will have bearing upon prices.
Bankers will welcome a degree of natural
deflation. They would like to have more
leeway in the loan accounts, and they
would not want to extend credit upon
purely private account as far as they
have extended it under the backing of
Government credit. A considerable re-

duction of loans therefore will be wel-

come, and in this country the ambition
of most of the bankers is to get out of
the Federal Reserve Banks as regular
borrowers. There is no proper objection
to using the Reserve Banks to take care
of seasonal and temporary demands ; that
is what they are for, but their resources
should be normally reserved for that pur-
pose. But when the member banks are
back doing business within their own re-

sources and with a margin to spare, com-
petition for good loans will be resumed.
The desire for earnings will prompt
bankers to keep loans up to the limit of
the new reserves, and business will be
encouraged to that end. Low interest

rates, therefore, will be an influence

against further deflation long before the
volume of loans reaches the pre-war
level.

Whatever may be the price fluctua-

tions, during this period of unsettlement,
when other factors than credit are domi-

nant, the amount of gold in reserves and
the offer of cheap bank credit will be
dominant factors in finally determining
the price level. Cheap money is a
stimulus to enterprise. It first raises

the price of outstanding securities, for
there is a clear profit in borrowing
money at 4 per cent, to buy a 5 per cent,

bond; and then when existing securities

rise in value, there is a direct induce-

ment to create new ones by means of new
enterprises. During a period of transi-

tion and uncertainty money will lie idle,

but money will not be offered at low

(Continued on page 24)
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The Review
THE REVIEW had its origin in

a prospectus issued February I,

19 18, by Fabian Franklin and
Harold de Wolf Fuller. In brief,

the object was to establish a weekly

journal of general culture, devoted

to the preservation of American
ideals and American principles of

government; a journal that should

be animated by a spirit of progress,
should welcome and promote needed

projects of social improvement, but

should insist on the preservation of
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preserved if the nation is to remain
a people of self-reliant freemen.

The need of such a journal, while

clear enough then, was not so mani-

fest as it has since become; and it was
not until March, 19 19, that the capi-
tal requisite to the establishment of

the journal was, by gradual incre-

ments, obtained. This was sub-

scribed in moderate sums by more
than one hundred persons in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Washington, Cleveland, Chi-

cago, and San Francisco.

The subscription-agreement which
was circulated for the purpose of

obtaining this capital provided for

the formation of a stock company
with a capital of $200,000, divided

into 2,000 shares of $100 each.

The agreement contained the follow-

ing clause guaranteeing the independ-
ence of the Editors:

"It is mutually understood and

agreed that the journal is to be abso-

lutely independent and that its con-

duct and policy are to be directed ex-

clusively by its Editors."

The Company was incorporated in

March, 19 19, under the title "The
National Weekly Corporation." The
act of incorporation contains the fol-

lowing provision :

"In the conduct of the said journal
and its editorial policies, the Editors
shall not be responsible or account-

able to the Corporation for any opin-
ion, comment or criticism lawfully
made or expressed by them."
The total number of stockholders

is 126. No stockholder has more
than 100 shares out of the total of

2,000; 12 hold 50 shares each;
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the remaining stockholders have
amounts ranging from 10 shares to
one share.
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(Continued from page 22)
rates indefinitely without takers. Gradu-

ally the public will become accustomed
to any situation, accept it as normal,
and go ahead with business. When that

time comes, the amount of bank reserves

and available credit will be effective upon
prices because the desire to use them will

be present.
The gold reserves of the whole world

have been augmented during the war.

In all countries the gold which was
formerly in circulation has been gath-
ered into the banks of issue, and the

policy will be followed of retaining it

there, using paper in circulation. Gold
remains the standard of value; its pro-
duction is checked by the increase of

mining costs, which in the long run will

be an influence for a lower price level,

but that influence for the present is

overcome by the economies in the use of

gold. The banking community will ac-

custom itself to doing business upon
smaller reserves. The examples of India

and the Philippines show how the gold
standard may be maintained as a meas-
ure of value with comparatively little

gold in circulation or in reserves.

Only a few countries have less gold
in their reserves than before the war,
and the United States, Japan, Argentina,
Spain, Holland, and the Scandinavian
countries have far more than they ever

held before. Eventually there will be a
natural redistribution, but present trade

conditions indicate that the United
States will have more before it has less.

The necessity which will exist for for-

eign purchases in this country, the inter-

est which is accruing upon the foreign
indebtedness held here, and the liquida-
tion of our foreign indebtedness to Eu-

rope, indicate that the balance of pay-
ments will be in our favor and that noth-

ing but liberal investments by America
abroad will prevent importations of gold.

The natural reaction from this would
be a higher price level here than abroad.

Under past conditions this situation

would create an adverse trade balance,

resulting in gold exports, but in our
creditor position it will not easily occur.

The state of domestic bank reserves of

our foreign exchanges and monetary
conditions the world over are favorable,

therefore, to the establishment of a

higher price level than existed before
the war. Furthermore, the adjustment
of wages and prices after any period of

unsettlement is always influenced more
or less by organized effort and will be
more now than ever before. There is a
world-wide effort to maintain present
wages and even to advance them, in face
of conditions which naturally indicate a
decline. The shortage of food and high
cost of living affords a strong argument
against wage reduction, but it presents
the danger that we may have, as they
have in Europe, high nominal wages,

with much unemployment. Thus in the

steel industry no reduction of wage rates

has occurred, but with the mills run-

ning at little above one-half their capac-

ity, a large reduction in actual wage-
payments has occurred. Moreover, thou-

sands of wage-earners are out of em-

ployment in the construction and other

industries because of the high prices of

iron and steel. It can not be considered

that under these conditions wages are

satisfactorily maintained.

These efforts to sustain and advance

wage-rates and reduce working hours, to

the extent that they increase the costs of

production, tend to prevent a return to

lower price levels, and are the strongest
influences to this effect. The uncer-

tainty and disorder in industry, which
serves to discourage enterprise and re-

duce production, have the same effect.

The transfer of industrial functions to

the Government, so far as experience has

shown, has a like effect. These influ-

ences arising from social conditions are

more effective for the maintenance of

high prices than monetary conditions,

although, as we have seen, these are fav-

orable to a higher level eventually than

prevailed before the war.
The whole situation at the moment is

regarded with misgiving, because it is

in part artificial and in part supported

by temporary conditions. The railways,

despite the advances in their charges
are running behind, and public utilities

which have not had the privilege of in-

creasing their charges are threatened

with bankruptcy. Thousands of people

belonging to the salaried class, or those

whose employments are such that they
have not been able to get their pay re-

adjusted, are suffering injustice. Natu-

rally, they are striving to get their pay
up to the new level, but it will be a long
time before a complete readjustment can
be accomplished. Moreover, there is one

class who never could be compensated
for the losses they would suffer by hav-

ing this inflation made permanent, and
that is the class comprising creditors in

fixed terms of money. The holders of

bonds, mortgages, savings bank deposits,

life insurance policies, pensions, etc.,

would endure a permanent shrinkage in

the value of their holdings. On the

other hand, powerful influences eventu-

ally will be enlisted in favor of a return

towards the former level of values.

When order is re-established in Europe
agricultural production there will come
back to the pre-war volume, and, with

the encouragement that will be given to

agriculture everywhere, the prices of

foodstuffs, clothing materials, and other

necessaries may be expected to fall.

Efforts to maintain fixed prices for these

products never have been successful,

and when the farmers are obliged to ac-

cept lower pay for feeding and clothing

the workers in all the other industries,

they certainly will not be content to go
on paying the transportation charges
and prices for manufactures which it is

now sought to stabilize upon the war
level. Nor is it conceivable that the pur-

chasing power of the farm population
can decline without affecting employ-
ment and prosperity in the other indus-

tries. The test of the policy of attempt-

ing to reorganize industry permanently
upon the new level will come then.

George E. Roberts
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all sides as the right book at the right time. The Atlantic Monthly
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produced."
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€]|
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SENATOR
LODGE'S statement, is-

sued after the close of the first day's
session of Congress, has been taken as

an indication that there will be a bitter

fight in the Senate against the accept-
ance of the League Covenant. Never-

theless, it is to be observed that the

emphatic portion of his statement on
this subject is contained in the expres-
sion of his own views; what he says
about the attitude of "a majority of
the Senate" is much more guarded.
Senator Lodge is "satisfied that a ma-
jority of the Senate feel very strongly
that the League, as now presented, must
receive amendment, that in its present
form, without any change, it is unaccept-
able and would not be accepted." When
he goes on to declare that "the new form
is distinctly worse than the old and
more dangerous to the peace of the
world and to American rights and in-

terests," he is speaking only for him-
self. It is true that he is the leader of
his party in the Senate; but there have
been abundant indications that the party
will by no means stand as a unit on this
issue. If the Covenant is so bad as Mr.
Lodge appears to regard it, and if this
view should prevail in a large proportion

of the Senate's membership, there will

certainly be a bitter fight, for no mere
reservation appended to the acceptance
of the Covenant as a whole could remove
the difficulty. Yet it is in that direction

that sober thought must look for a sound
and helpful treatment of the question.

Long before the issue can be sharply
drawn, the country will have been heard
from in many ways, and not until then
can any estimate be formed of the prob-
abilities either of party or of personal
alignment in the Senate.

Another point touched upon by Mr.

Lodge gives occasion for reflections of

wider scope. Speaking of the treaty
with Germany, he says that it is impos-
sible to gather from the summary that

has been sent out "what the terms im-

posed upon Germany in many respects
are." Those of us who wish to be candid
must admit that this is true not merely
on account of any deficiencies there may
be in the summary but because of the
immense complexity of the terms them-
selves. It takes much deeper study than

any that seems thus far to have been

given to it to decide, even approximately,
what the economic condition of Germany
will be if the terms are enforced. That

they are extremely severe it would be
fatuous to deny; but on the other hand,
those who rush into lamentations over
the reduction of the German people to

a state of slavery have yet to show that

anything of the kind is involved in the
conditions. The thing is largely a ques-
tion of arithmetic, and very little in the

way of a sincere and competent arith-

metical estimate has as yet been forth-

coming. Humiliation there doubtless

is in the treaty, and there is grave
economic hardship. But unless it be as-

sumed that the German people, either

through lack of spirit or through revolu-

tionary disorganization, will be pre-
vented from exerting the tremendous

recuperative powers naturally inherent
in such a people, it would take a close

examination of the facts to justify the

assertion that they are debarred from
the possibility of renewed prosperity.

THE
considerable success of the Anti-

Bolshevist campaign in Murmansk
is the best answer to the ill-judged outcry

against the presence of our troops in

Russia. No one has seemed to reflect on

why they were there, or on how they
could be got out. They were there as

a military measure, under the high com-
mand of the Allied armies. The purpose
was to save war stores which were likely
to go to Germany. The opposition of the
Bolsheviki created a situation which had
to be met. In all this we were simply
doing our military duty by our allies. In
honor we had no choice in the matter.

Hence criticism of our sending a con-

tingent is unfair. It was a necessary
incident of our association with the En-
tente. It had no political color, was not

expressly directed against the Bolsheviki

but against Germany. Only those whose
sympathy with the Russian dictatorship
is supersensitive have any ground to

complain, and their complaint again
should be not against President Wilson
but against the Allied high command.
In view of what has actually occurred,
the sound strategy of the move can

scarcely be gainsaid. As our temporary
occupation has lengthened, the Mur-
mansk line has become a Russian line.

The provisional government of the

Archangel region has joined with the

Siberian moderates, and a long step has
been taken towards restoring self-gov-
ernment to tortured Russia. Luck—yes,
but the kind of luck which generally fol-

lows the resolute performance of a plain

duty. As to withdrawing our contingent

instanter, it could neither have honor-

ably been done, nor was it quite easy

physically. There are minds which can

remove a brigade from the Murmansk
bogs as easily as the ivory peg is with-

drawn from a hole on the cribbage board.

Mere army staffs are incapable of these

feats. It takes the imagination of a

Henry Ford to get the boys out of the

trenches by Christmas. The time will

come when the United States will be glad
to have played its modest part in th«

Archangel expedition.

ALTHOUGH
the German settlement

looks difficult for the moment, it

really is simple as compared with the

proposed partition of Austria. German
Austria is reduced to her old geograph-
ical limits. There is nothing to fear

from her except a possible union with

Germany. To such an act of self-deter-

mination Europe must reconcile itself.

It may not come. If it does, it should

not be opposed. No permanent peace
can be made on the basis of enforcing

an artificial weakness in Central Europe.
Our moral and physical guarantees must
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be adequate to deal with a strong Ger-

many. The more urgent danger comes
from the treatment of Hungary in the

Peace Treaty. Unlike Austria, Hungary
is potentially strong and aggressive, and
in her own mind aggrieved. The local

restraint upon her is simply Jugo-Slavia
and Greater Rumania. Hungary is cut

off from the sea, and finds hundreds of

thousands of Magyars scattered through
the surrounding Slavs and Rumans.

Jugo-Slavia is likely to receive a con-

sideration, due naturally to sympathy for

Servia, out of proportion to her power
and racial unity. All this is coming
about logically enough as a dictate of

racial self-determination.

But it is clear that racial self-deter-

mination does not in itself promise either

justice or peace. It gives no safeguards,
for example, to the Moslems and Cath-

olics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, nor to

the commercial needs of Hungary. The
treaty may merely have moved the

Macedonian situation from the Balkans
to Central Europe, as too radical treat-

ment of an ulcer on the extremities may
drive it into the vitals. Many will feel

that in denying Hungary access to the

Adriatic across Croatia, which in re-

ligion is affine to her, the principle of

self-determination has been carried to

an extreme. What is certain is that

peace depends upon an effective political

surveillance of Jugo-Slavia. She is a

European nation only by adoption. Such
is the patent weakness of the adjust-
ment. The strength of the situation is

the strong moral entente between France
and Servia. That it is powerful enough
to dominate the really very desperate
elements of Jugo-Slavia is rather a pious

hope than a reasonable expectation. With
the external controls of Russia, and Im-

perial Russia, removed, the Balkan situ-

ation is by no means simplified. It will

afford a field for all the patience and in-

sight that Geneva can command. To
what extent the United States is willing
to be involved in such problems is one
of the serious questions of the time.

AT
first sight the Chinese Consor-

tium represents no more than a
business man's application of a political

theory—the bankers of America, Eng-
land, France, and Japan vitalizing the

open-door policy—pooling financial re-

sources for the development of Chinese
railroads and mines. There are great

practical benefits which should flow to

China and to the world from the arrange-
ment; uniformity of management and
standardization of equipment over the
whole field, in place of competitive con-

fusion as under the old system of de-

velopment within separate spheres of in-

fluence, will almost certainly render the

enterprise a financial success for the in-

vestors of the four nations interested,
and an economic boon to the country

where it is launched. But the plan has

deeper significance and far greater pos-
sibilities than those merely of material

success. It is the first great experiment
in developing the backward portions of

the world by international cooperation
instead of through the medium of com-

petitive nations. A certain school of

thought has long held that the most
fruitful cause of war between nations

is the economic friction engendered
through over-competition, development
of nationalistic aspirations within, and

among, the so-called spheres of influ-

ence. One need not accept this doctrine

unreservedly to agree at least that in-

ternational friction will be lessened if

there is more cooperation and less com-

petition in any given sphere of world

activity. A hundred-billion-dollar stock

company of the world might not incon-

ceivably prove a more powerful peace
agency than international courts and
fleets.

IT
is gratifying indeed to discover a

ray of sunshine in the otherwise

cloudy record of the Post Office Depart-
ment. The air mail route between New
York and Washington has ended its first

year with a book profit of twenty thou-

sand-odd dollars, with a record of 128,-

000 miles flown and 193,000 pourds of

mail delivered. The service was an ex-

perimental one, and the novelty of the

air mail made it possible to charge al-

most any postage desired, so the financial

balance one way or the other is of sec-

ondary importance in judging the suc-

cess of the venture. What is important,
and what is gratifying, is that the every-

day commercial possibilities of the air-

plane as a means of rapid and dependable
communication received a thoroughly
successful tryout. The same six ma-
chines that started, finished out the year
and are still in use and going strong.
Our machines made as many as one hun-
dred and seventy-nine flights without a
forced landing. There were no crashes

and no fatal accidents, and only one man
was seriously hurt. These gasoline post-
men of the air seem to have flown day
in and day out in all sorts of weather,
and to have adhered to schedule with the

nonchalance of a bored letter-carrier.

Stunt flying is necessary to train com-
bat pilots, but commercial exploitation
of the air will only come through care-

ful, businesslike hack flying over pre-
scribed routes.

WHOEVER
may be preparing to

dance gleefully at the approach-
ing funerals of John Barleycorn, the

doctors are not among them. At a re-

cent meeting of the New York Academy
of Medicine not one but viewed his offi-

cial departure with apprehension, not one
who failed, with all his faults, to do the

"good familiar creature" some sort of

reverence. Who better than the physi-
cians should know the ills that throng
his train? Yet these same careful ob-

servers felt no conviction that drink's

attendant ills would meekly consent, like

widows of Hindustan, to share the grave
of their late master. Fickle pensioners
that they are, these evil ministers of
the great devil may, in the doctor's opin-

ion, enlist under new and more hostile

banners to plague mankind with fresh
virulence. Though the full measure be
known of the harm done by the soon to

be the late king, the extent of the ills

he saves us from is yet to be discovered.

It has yet to be proved that the thing
that makes drunkards may not, if re-

course to drink become impossible, make
many of these unfortunates even more
of a menace to themselves and to society.

Again, how much the world will lose

through the absence to themselves of the

age-long social solvent, how much the

poets will suffer through the lack of an
occasional beaker full of the warm south,
how much the philosophers will regret
that goblet which passed from hand to

hand among the three, while Socrates
discoursed to the other two upon the kin-

ship between comedy and tragedy, we
do not know. The losses may be more
than balanced by the gains, and great
gains there undoubtedly will be; but the

possible losses are large enough to claim
real attention.

IN
writing last week on the purposes

and ideals of the American Legion,
we took occasion to sound a warning
against the danger of its becoming in-

volved in political manipulation and self-

seeking. Since that time, fuller ac-

counts of the doings of the St. Louis cau-

cus have come to hand; all of which in-

dicate that the convention was domi-
nated by an admirable temper of non-

partisan nationalism, and an aggressive
exclusion of self-interest. Several semi-

pernicious resolutions proposed from the
floor were vociferously howled down.
The convention refused overwhelmingly
to take a stand on prohibition; and it

appears that after all no Presidential

straw-ballot—official or otherwise—was
ever taken, this rumor having its origin
in the fact that a local newspaper smug-
gled a few ballots on to the floor, which
were promptly suppressed and destroyed
as soon as discovered from the platform.
But the prettiest incident of all was when
a certain resolution asking more pay for

discharged soldiers was actually reported

favorably from committee only to be
thrown out neck and crop by a thunder-

ing negative voice-vote of the full con-

vention. As one soldier-speaker put it,

"we aren't here to get something out of

the government, but to put something
into it." Shades of the G. A. R. ! What
is this? An association of war veterans

which isn't looking out for itself first
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of all? Only time can tell; but in the

meanwhile they have made a fine, clean

get-away. It doesn't seem as if the coun-

try were precisely headed for the demni-
tion bowwows when our "councils of sol-

diers and sailors" behave in this way,
does it?

ONE great lesson already learned

from the transatlantic attempts is

that the seaplane is the only logical

heavier-than-air vehicle for ocean flight.

Had it not been for the ability of NC 1

and NC 3 to alight on the water and ride

out a small gale, there would have been
ten dead men floating around within a
few hundred miles of the Azores instead

of fifteen very live and very confident

naval aviators at Ponta Delgada. Only
fog, it is true, prevented all these craft

from gaining their objectives : but if not

fog next time, it will be storm, head-

winds, loss of direction or engine trouble—any one of a number of causes to com-

pel a descent; and a forced landing in

mid-ocean means death, unless the ma-
chine can remain afloat to be rescued or

can proceed on the surface to safety.

Read, in the NC 4, achieved a sensational,

epoch-making flight from land to land,

earning the plaudits of the world. But
second only to his exploit is that of Com-
mander Towers; his astonishing feat
of calmly taxiing in to his destination at

Ponta Delgada after being fog-bound at

sea for two days and virtually given up
for lost, is a revelation of the seaworthi-
ness of aircraft amid the most adverse
conditions. In the still little-known ele-

ment of the air, unlooked-for trouble and
unanticipated forms of danger will for
a long time to come be the rule rather
than the exception. The highly success-
ful flight, when all goes well, gives rise

to a false optimism and teaches but lit-

tle: and the highly unsuccessful flight,

which attempts the well-nigh impos-
sible, and ends in tragedy, teaches noth-

ing at all of air navigation—though it

stands to the eternal credit of the hot-

blooded, iron-hearted courage of men
who are willing to venture their lives

on the short end of a glorious thousand
to one bet.

IN
the past week the Metropolitan Mu-

seum has been host to the College
Art Association of America and to the
American Federation of Fine Arts. The
proceedings of both bodies were of more
than usual interest. Both naturally dis-

cussed the living issue of war memorials.
The smaller body of professors might
reasonably claim that their trained stu-
dents scattered throughout the country
were the surest promise of beauty in the
war monuments ; whereas the Federation
might point to its influence in many lo-

calities as yet untouched by the profes-
sors. On the whole matter of war me-
morials the Federation has been prompt

and adroit in making suggestions and

offering advice. More than two hundred
and fifty local committees on war memo-
rials have applied for advice to the cen-

tral office of the Federation at Wash-
ington and doubtless many more have
consulted the various local committees.

The relation of such bodies as the Col-

lege Art Association and the American
Federation to the Metropolitan Museum
and its compeers is worth considering.
For trained directors and curators the
Museum must depend largely on the

young graduates from the college art

courses. The relation will be mutually
advantageous. It will tend to give a

practical and professional scope to stud-

ies that have been pursued somewhat at

random, and it will provide young mu-
seum officials earlier and better trained

than were most of their predecessors.

ANYONE
who reflects upon the past

months and years must be im-

pressed with the economic and political

virtues, not to mention those of per-
sonal character, revealed by the great

exigency. He becomes prouder than be-

fore, not only of his own countrymen,
but of the ordinary people of other na-

tions. He thinks wistfully of what the

world might be if the virtues elicited by
the crisis could be retained as every-

day qualities. Brooding over the events

of the war-period, however, tends to a
certain balance between desire for the

perpetuation of some of its results and

misgiving as to the persistence of cer-

tain compensating follies—compensat-
ing, in that their presence tends to re-

duce the whole picture to lower tones.

The most typical of the war-vices, if

they may be so termed, has been

extravagance. Higher wages have been

spent in suddenly lifting the stand-

ard of living to a level from which de-

scent will be attended with much discom-
fort and perhaps resentment against an
inevitable retrenchment. The girl muni-
tion-worker has purchased two or three

tailor-made suits, a fur coat, a luxurious

outfit of silk stockings—an outfit that

many a daughter of even the wealthy
would not think of owning. The man has

bought an automobile and is now used to

his luxury, as is the human way, so that

it appears to be a necessity, denial of

which is a real hardship. Life becomes
much more complex and the taste for

the simpler satisfactions is on the wane.

Perhaps it is hopeless to think of re-

taining the good and discarding the ill

that have come to us through the war;
but we should use every possible agency
to accomplish just that. In particular
the younger generation should be forti-

fied, if possible, in school and elsewhere,

to realize that it is not necessary, in

order to lead a happy life, that one

should have complex and costly satisfac-

tions; but that personal and national

well-being are equally subserved by the

practice of the simpler virtues of thrift

and contentment.

THE
"nationalization of women" as-

cribed to certain Bolshevik commit-

tees, whatever the facts may prove to

be, gives occasion to remark that if there
is to be an assault upon all forms of

monopoly, that very strict type of mo-

nopoly, the monogamous family, can

hardly hope to emerge scathless. As a
matter of fact, any attack on property
is likely to emerge in the guise of en-

croachment on marriage and the family.
Few realize how intimately marriage
and property have been interlocked from
the beginning of their evolution; and
that the latter has acted consistently,
and still acts, as a sort of stabilizer for

the former. The wife of status—the
real wife as distinguished from the mere
consort—was once the bought wife; and
when women were purchased with a

bride-price, they were proud of what

they brought to their kinsmen and were
endowed with honorable epithets indica-

tive of the number of cattle or amount
of other wealth realized through them.

Later on in the evolution of the mar-

riage institution, the status-wife was
the one who brought dower to her hus-

band; and her position was made the

more stable thereby, for while her hus-

band might meditate divorcing her, he

receded from harboring the thought of

divorcing, at the same time, the cattle

that came with her. He was therefore

more complaisant and forbearing, and
the union was the more likely to endure.

In marriage there is involved the com-

position of the interests of many people,

in addition to those of the protagonists;
one of the chief of these interests

is as to the disposition and inheritance

of property. But only the children of

the status-wife could regularly inherit,

or continue the joint interests of the

family. Also the whole community has

an interest in the disposition of prop-

erty; for if this matter is unregulated,

lawlessness, confusion, and disorder eas-

ily supervene, with consequent menace
to the well-being and integrity of the so-

ciety at large. This correlation of mar-

riage and property could be developed

at length through its historical phases;
but for the present purpose it is enough
to note the interpenetration of the two

institutions, which is so close that they

have varied together, and have stood and

fallen together. If property is to be

nationalized or communalized, the ap-

pearance of the same process in the al-

lied institution is not, at any rate, un-

thinkable. In any case, the further ex-

tremists go in this weird nationalization

of women, the safer an Anglo-Saxon

community, with its traditions of t.b»

sanctity of the family, « f"»n the Bol~

shevik infection.
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The Psychology of Woodrow Wilson
It was Mr. Wilson's achievement to give

to this great yearning of the world's masses
... a winning exposition and a moral
unction which caught the imagination of

peoples everywhere, riveted their attention

upon him as the one man living who
sounded their motives and voiced their

aspirations, and made him their idol as

well as their guide and friend. ... He was
the hope of democracy, and the fear of his

enemies was the confidence of his friends.

How Mr. Wilson has repaid the confidence

which the peoples gave him, all the world
now knows. The one-time idol of democ-

racy stands to-day discredited and con-

demned.—The Nation, May 17.

However much the words of the Four-
teen Points may be invoked to justify this

treaty, one thing is so plain as to seem be-

yond argument. The world which will re-

sult from the document can by no stretch

of language be made to agree with the

picture which the President had in mind
when he went to Paris, or when he spcke
in the days of his glory of what was to be

accomplished. ... By the standards of

which he himself was the most eloquent

spokesman he has failed.—The New Re-

public, May 17.

IN
President Wilson's first annual ad-

dress to Congress, delivered on De-

cember 2, 1913, there occurs this pas-

sage:

I turn to a subject which I hope can be

handled promptly and without serious con-

troversy of any kind. I mean the method
of selecting nominees for the Presidency
of the United States. I feel confident that

I do not misinterpret the wishes or the ex-

pectations of the country when I urge the

prompt enactment of legislation which
will provide for primary elections through-
out the country at which the voters of the

several parties may choose their nominees
for the Presidency without the interven-

tion of nominating conventions.

What possible relation, it will doubtless

be asked, is there between this little

proposal about the mechanism of Presi-

dential nominations and the colossal

phenomena of to-day? What bearing
can it have on the bitter disappointment

expressed by the Nation and the New
Republic over the final outcome of Mr.

Wilson's dealings with the great war
and the problem of peace?
The connection is not fantastic. Let

us try to forget for a moment that we
are living in a time when nothing short

of the remaking of the world is regarded
as matter of real moment, when millions

of deaths are dismissed with little more

thought than were hundreds a few years

ago, when money sums that do not run

up into the billions seem hardly worth

mentioning. In December, 1913, a pro-

posal to introduce a vital change in the

method of conducting our Presidental

elections was a major, not a minor, pro-

posal; and the difficulty of devising a

workable method—not to speak of the

doubt as to the change being in itself

d»sirable—was perfectly evident to

everyboojr who had given the subject
even the most cursory seriouo thought

But to Mr. Wilson the matter was abso-

lutely simple; and not only as to the

merits of the question in the abstract,

but as to the certainty of these being
universally recognized. He hoped the

subject would be "handled promptly and
without serious controversy of any
kind," and he urged "the prompt enact-

ment" of the necessary legislation.

Neither Congress nor the country paid

any attention to the recommendation,
and if it had come up for discussion

nothing is more certain than that the

proposal would have been found to bris-

tle with extraordinary difficulties.

The defect here illustrated is not a

trifling or accidental one. It is charac-

teristic of Mr. Wilson; and it is most
serious. It has been exhibited in his

treatment of a score of issues here at

home. Carried into his dealings with
the gigantic world-problem in whose
solution he has undertaken to play the

commanding part, it has been productive
of consequences which the world is not

yet in a position to estimate, but which,
whatever other aspects they may pre-

sent, give ample ground for the feeling

expressed in the passages we have

quoted from the Nation and the New
Republic. Not once, but twenty times,
Mr. Wilson has declared that the settle-

ment to be made after the war must sat-

isfy certain ideal conditions; not only
that it ought to do so as nearly as pos-

sible, but that it must actually do so. He
has pictured all the peoples of the world
as imperiously demanding such a settle-

ment, and he has prophesied the wrath
to come upon the head of any statesman
who failed to live up to the demand.
Turn the pages of any collection of Mr.
Wilson's speeches, and you come upon
passages like that in which it is most

solemnly declared that for the obtaining
of a secure and lasting peace it is "neces-

sary that all who sit down at the peace
table shall come ready and willing to

pay the price, the only price, that will

procure it" ; that that price includes "not

only impartial justice, but also the satis-

faction of the several peoples whose for-

tunes are dealt with"; that "national

purposes have fallen more and more into

the background, and the common pur-

pose of enlightened mankind has taken

their place"; that in "the counsels of

plain men" everywhere, all this has be-

come perfectly clear; and that "states-

men must follow the common thought or

be broken."
These words were spoken little more

than half a year ago; it is impossible to

imagine them spoken to-day. But it

ought to have been as easy last Septem-
ber as it is to-day to see that when the

time for the settlement came it could
not hp nf such character as to satisfy

all the "peoples whose fortunes are dealt

with"; in particular that any peace
which satisfied France could not by any
possibility satisfy Germany. When Mr.
Wilson came to the peace table he was
compelled to choose between the one and
the other—supposing that he had not

already seen the necessity and complied
with it. And in many another less cru-

cial matter he has been brought sharply
face to face with the fact that "the
common purpose of enlightened man-
kind" is extremely far from having
made "national purposes" a thing of the

past. Whether all this is as it should
be or not, is aside from the point. Mr.
Wilson was not in the pulpit, speaking
of a New Jerusalem to be attained in

some shining future ; he was deliberately

announcing a programme to be present-
ly fulfilled, and to the fulfillment of
which he pledged his own powers as the
head of the greatest nation in the world.
If it was an impossible programme, a
programme which any clear and respon-
sible thinker must have seen to be im-

possible, the good intentions by which
Mr. Wilson's words were undeniably
prompted afford little mitigation for his

offense.

Mr. Wilson's half-playful characteriza-
tion of himself as having a "single track
mind" cuts deeper than he was aware.
The single track that he uses at any
given time is the track that leads, or
seems to lead, to the immediate object of

his desire. The defect which he con-

stantly exhibits is not merely that of

impatience with details; a man may be

impatient of details and yet take due
account of their existence. Nor, indeed,
is the trouble usually one of the relation

of details to generalities; the things to

which Mr. Wilson finds it possible to

be blind are often quite as large and
significant as those to which he gives
exclusive heed. Other famous states-

men have been perhaps as inconsistent

as he, but none that we can think of

has been inconsistent in the same way.
An early warning of his possibilities in

this direction was given when, after a
brief visit to the Pacific Coast while he
was Governor of New Jersey, he de-

clared, without a word of further ex-

planation, that what he had seen in

Oregon convinced him that all that he
had taught for twenty years about the
initiative and referendum was foolish-

ness. If what he had taught was based
on a serious consideration of the in-

herent tendencies of the initiative and
referendum, it was manifestly impos-
sible that any experience Oregon had
gone through could have sufficed to

overthrow his conclusions. Perhaps the
most extraordinary instance of failure

to think responsibly and adequately be-

fore making a decisive pronouncement
is furnished by his sweeping demand for
freedom of the seas in the second of the
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Fourteen Points—the subsequent history

of which makes comment superfluous.

That Mr. Wilson has stimulated, in

multitudes of high-minded men and

women, noble hopes and aspirations is

undeniable. His sincerity in the expres-
sion of his own ideals we have no desire

to question. But it does not follow that

the net result has been good rather than

bad. The practical evil of a mistaken

course may far outweigh the good that

is attained by the excitation of beauti-

ful sentiments; and even that excita-

tion itself may be unwholesome in the

long run. It is pretty sure to be un-

wholesome if after its subsidence there

is left a feeling of hollowness and illu-

sion. During half a century the hearts

and minds of Americans have been up-
lifted and strengthened by the example
of Abraham Lincoln as by no other.

Through all that Lincoln said and did
there runs a clear and high ideal; but
declarations of ideal purpose are almost
as scarce in his utterances as they are
abundant in those of his latest successor.

His eyes were kept steadily upon the
limitations of possible achievement; his

mind grappled unflinchingly with the dif-

ficulties that were inherent in his task.

Let us hope that in confronting the sober
realities with which the country is now
called upon to deal Mr. Wilson may, after

the chastening experiences of the past
few months, come nearer to following
that great example.

The New Congress

THE
Congress which met in special

session this week is confronted with

problems unprecedented in magnitude
and complexity. So fully is this rec-

ognized that the general expectation is

that little or no interval will separate
the present session from the regular ses-

sion beginning next December. Partly
on this account and partly because of

the peculiar circumstances of the situa-

tion, the proceedings will, from the be-

ginning, take on more or less of the char-

acter of a prelude to the Presidential

campaign of next year. Accordingly,
much as it might be desired that the

urgent demands of the country's welfare,
as well as the difficulties of the interna-

tional crisis, should be met by united

and non-partisan effort on the part of

our national legislature, it is idle to

expect that any such counsel of perfec-
tion will be followed; all that can be

hoped, and this it is reasonable to hope,
is that upon those questions which are

not in their nature strongly affected with
a party interest the work of the Con-

gress shall manifest this high and pa-
triotic spirit.

Among these questions are to be
counted all that relate to the readjust-
ment necessary for the obviation of im-

pending economic evils, and for the re-

moval of those which, as a consequence of
the war, are already with us. There ought
to be no difference between Republicans
and Democrats, between Wilson men and
anti-Wilson men, as to the eagerness of

their desire to cure and to prevent un-

employment; to provide opportunities
for our returning soldiers to settle upon
the land; to improve the apparatus of
conciliation between labor and capital;
to aid, at least by adequate investigation
and information if not otherwise, toward
the solution of the housing problem
which the stoppage of building opera-
tions during the war and the extremely
high prices of building materials have

made acute throughout the country.

Upon these and similar questions an

early and concentrated effort should be
directed by Congress.

In the domain of ordinary governmen-
tal activity, there is at least one con-

structive measure which should com-
mand the same degree of harmony. We
are fifty years behind time in our lack

of a budget system, for throughout a

period of somewhat that length its intro-

duction has been urged by a succession

of responsible statesmen. But the colos-

sal expenditures of the war period have
made plain to the general mind what
formerly was acutely recognized only

by persons specially interested in the

subject. Expenditures, to be sure, will

not continue on quite the gigantic scale

which we have been witnessing during
the past two years; but they will still

be large beyond all previous precedent,

and, in any case, the lesson has been
learned. To lay out programmes for na-

tional expenditure which runs into the

billions without coordinating its items,
without concentration of responsibility,

with no assurance that any given part
will bear anything like its due relation

to other parts or to the whole—this is

so preposterously absurd that the pro-

posal of a decent substitute ought to be
tantamount to its adoption. The time is

as ripe now for the creation of a budget
system as it was six years ago for the

creation of the Federal Reserve system;
and, as compared with the latter, the

budget proposal has the advantage of

not being bound up with any conflict

of great interests. The Federal Re-
serve bill, though it had a stormy time

in its various remouldings, was at last

accepted with a gratifying approach to

unanimity; the same result, and with

far less trouble and struggle, should be

attained in the present session of Con-

gress for a budget system.
As to issues on which the parties are

sharply divided, the circumstance that
the Presidency is held by one party and
the control of Congress by the other

ought to operate as a check upon the
diversion toward those issues of energy
which should be applied to the best pos-
sible treatment of the great problems
that are pressing upon us. Upon the

tariff, for example, any legislation dis-

tinctly obnoxious from the Democratic
standpoint would have to expect the
Presidential veto, which the Republican
margin in Congress is too small to over-
ride. But whether this reasonable and
practical view of the situation will ac-

tually prevail depends on the breadth or
the pettiness of the spirit of the party
leaders; for, of course, the very fact
that certain bills could not be enacted
into law might be utilized as an op-
portunity for waving the party flag with-
out assuming the responsibility of ac-

tual legislation. Let us hope at least

that no great amount of the time of

Congress will be expended in manoeuvres
of this kind.

The railroad question belongs in a
different category. No single issue in

our domestic affairs compares with this

one either in difficulty or in the mo-
mentousness of the consequences in-

volved. Public sentiment will approve
the return of the railroads to private
management at as early a date as is

practicable for a proper arrangement,
with a heartiness beyond anything which
a year ago seemed at all likely. It would
be too much to say that government man-
agement has been so fully tested as to

leave no room for doubt; but the pre-

sumption against it was powerful to

begin with, and instead of being weak-
ened has been enormously strengthened
by experience. The pertinacity with
which those who objected to our sliding
unawares into government ownership in-

sisted on the insertion of a definite time-

limit in the railroad-control bill has been

fully vindicated. Were the case other-

wise, all that would be necessary for the

indefinite continuance of the present re-

gime would be the failure to pass any
legislation, a thing which might easily

be accomplished; as it is, the failure of

legislation would mean merely a chaotic

instead of an orderly return of the rail-

roads to private ownership. Even so,

the problem is difficult enough; but it

ought not to be beyond the power of

Congress to effect a good working solu-

tion.

It is upon the subject of the Peace

Treaty and the League of Nations that

the highest test of the quality of Con-

gress will occur. The debates in the

Senate will doubtless be open. No

greater opportunity has ever been pre-

sented to what used to be spoken of as

the most august legislative assembly in

the world. But it will not rise to that

opportunity unless some man be found
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big enough to set the note which must
be struck if the discussion is to be in

any degree worthy of the theme. It is

not impossible for a man to subject the

provisions of the treaty, or the contents

of the League Covenant, to searching
examination and yet keep himself free

from the charge of being either a carp-

ing critic or a partisan advocate. Mr.
Root's remarkable letter to Chairman
Hays might well be turned to as a model
of this kind of examination. From the

point of view of party policy, no greater
mistake could be made by the Republican
leaders than that of factious opposition
either to the treaty or to the league.

They must show plainly that they desire

to make the best of both; that if they
can not give either one or the other

ungrudging assent it is not for specious
or interested reasons but on grounds
that honest men must recognize as

weighty. There must, on the other

hand, be no attempt to stampede the

Senate; discussion should be ample and
fearless. But mere time-consuming de-

bate, debate that makes no real contri-

bution to understanding, would be as in-

excusable as partisan or insincere op-

position would be. If the Senate should
rise to the height of the occasion, it

will not only worthily perform a great

duty but will inestimably raise its own
standing before the country.

Exit Austria

OF the three empires that have
crumbled in the world war only the

Austrian Empire excites in its downfall

anything like sympathy. The end of

Czardom seems merely a personal trag-

edy. Our minds were prepared for Rus-
sian revolution. Again the German
Kaisertum was too recent and spectac-
ular to inspire sentimental regret. Its

grandiosity was too self-conscious to

seem quite real. Austria has sunk on
the whole ignobly, a victim to such wiles

as she herself invented, a sacrifice to her
own incompetence; bankrupt in diplo-

macy and unheroic in war; yet no his-

torically minded person will fail to pay
to the deceased Austrian Empire a trib-

ure of sentiment in which disapproval
and sympathy blend paradoxically. Since
the Peace of Westphalia, 1642, Austria
had maintained a simulacrum of the Holy
Roman Empire. Though her Emperor
waived the empty title in 1806, the Aus-
trian Empire remained, if in reduced

caricature, a still recognizable represent-
ative of the world dominion of the Caes-

ars as of the visionary aspirations of
the Hohenstaufens. For an imaginative
person there is a certain pain in the dis-

memberment of Austria. So if the Coli-

seum fell into ruins, a world that by no
means approves the gladiatorial games
would none the less mourn.

The still potent spell of the Austrian
Empire is the more worth studying that

it rests on nothing more substantial than

memory and a name. Austria did not

even inherit honestly the Roman title and
the Roman notion of universality. Ever
since the peace of Westphalia, she has
lived frugally on a glamour which she

had bought or borrowed two centuries

earlier. As the Middle Ages broke up
and a kind of anarchy preluded coming
nationalism, the name of Roman Em-
peror retained prestige; it had the in-

tangible value of a trade-mark or com-
mercial good will. It meant at least an
ideal and a memory of order and unity
amid distressing disorder and diversity.

A few patient and scheming members of

the Royal House of Hapsburg had the

sense to perceive the value of the Roman
label and the sagacity to pay the price
for it. Thus the Austrian Empire rose

in a very curious fabric of faith, fraud,
and fatigue. Its assets were the unre-

mitting, intelligent machinations of such

Emperors as Frederick III, Maximilian,
and Charles V; next the imperishable
faith of mankind in the name of the

Empire; finally the fatigue of Poland,

Hungary, and Bohemia worn out by the

stern business of stemming the Moslem
invaders.

About fifty years before Columbus
discovered America, a lethargic and des-

picable but thoroughly intelligent mon-
arch, Frederick of Hapsburg, made the

discovery of Europe. Upon that dis-

covery the Austrian Empire was to live

for nearly five hundred years. Fred-
erick saw in the matter of contesting

claims, in the apparent confusion of

statelets throughout Europe, a compli-
cated instrument which a clever man
might learn to play. In his lethargic
fashion he learned to control the stops
and pedals. Of diplomacy, which had
been an unwelcome and occasional re-

source of his heroic rivals of Poland and

Hungary, he made a constant study and

occupation. Racial hatreds, national

jealousies, ecclesiastical feuds, constitu-

ted his diapason. And the dominant of

the harmonies which he contrived to

wring from so unpromising a stave was
the universality of avarice. He never
let self-respect stand in the way of

power. He assumed the crown of Char-

lemagne in 1452, and as he rode away
from St. Peter's to meet his young bride

at the Lateran, on the way he thriftily

peddled in the open street a few noble

titles, not to mention some hundreds of

simple knighthoods.
From him the Austrian Empire re-

ceived a color which it never lost.

Power was to be gained by dynastic

marriages, by capitalizing the weakness
and prejudices of vassal states, by dis-

tribution of honors and patronage, by
money bribes. The plan worked because
it was based on a deep understanding of

human weakness. The Empire was built

chiefly on negation, on keeping out of

the dangerous and heroic realm of states-

manship while advancing unremittingly
on the safe and certain level of politics
and the lower diplomacy. To be sure,
there were heroic interludes. Freder-
ick's successor, the amiable and adroit

Maximilian, not merely profited as hon-
est broker for Middle Europe, but
wheedled a personal military establish-

ment out of his exhausted and loyal
nominal empire. From this foundation
Charles V spread the transient military
glories of the Empire as far as Africa
and the new Americas. The following

Hapsburgs, rather through inertia than

by deliberate choice, ceased to play at

being Hohenstaufens, and gradually the

impatient and unmanaging new nations
of Northern and Western Europe clipped
the Empire about the edges, till the

Hapsburgs were left as tolerated trus-

tees of the uncoveted and refractory
states of Central Europe.
Even in this reduced condition the

Empire retained its capacity for man-
agement, and withal an inexplicable

prestige. Too slack to stem the latest of
Turkish invasions, Sobieski and his Poles
did the work. Frederick the Great soon
did the dirty work of destroying Poland,
and Austria, who had jspent little in

brains or blood, came off with the larger
part of the spoils. Napoleon made a

mockery of the tradition of Austrian

military power, but Austria largely dic-

tated the terms of the Holy Alliance af-

ter Napoleon had been overthrown. Aus-
tria was still to hold together for a

century by practising her traditional

politics. Where she must, as in dealing
with Hungary, she yielded sufficiently to

the new nationalism. She let Hungary
pay for her independence, however, by
assuming the odium of controlling the
Southern Slavs. Geographically and
racially the Empire remained a survival

from the fifteenth century, and the old

arts sufficed to maintain out of the jeal-
ousies of the Czech, Magyar, and Croat
a troubled equilibrium for the Empire.
It was an anachronism, but for internal

purposes it worked.
Where Austria failed was in neglect-

ing to develop a new Frederick III to

rediscover the changed Europe. Her
traditions had passed over to Bismarck
who, however, knew how to capitalize
not merely men's weaknesses but also

their strength. Austria was readily out-
manoeuvred in the Schleswig-Holstein
settlement of 1863, and as easily out-

fought in the brief inglorious war that
ended with Sadowa. She no longer had
a European policy. Italy beat her in

diplomacy and in the field. In compen-
sation Austria indulged expansionist vi-

sions really contrary to her interest.

Germany treated her, as she herself had
treated Hungary, as agent provocateur
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for the Balkans. Austria never ran less

true to form than in those anguished

days after the assassination at Serajevo,

when for an ideal of self-respect and

dynastic vanity she permitted a Euro-

pean war. It was a romantic lapse into

Hohenstaufenism which hastened the fall

of the Hapsburgs. Austria has had the

grace, after five hundred years of op-

portunism, of dying for the imponder-
ables.

With Austria perished the ideal of

domination by intrigue over clashing

races. Her long and fairly successful

experiment in empire had the merit of

demonstrating to the uttermost limit

just how much can be done by a rule

based solely on ruse and shrewdness. In

one sense the crumbling of Austria is

a blow to internationalism everywhere.
It is a blow, however, only to her par-
ticular type of internationalism. We
have the great task of substituting a

new and better sort. The testing ground
of our new ideals will be the old Aus-
trian Empire. It would be foolish to

pretend that the prospect is bright.
Self-determination is no panacea. It

threatens once more the particularism
that was the plague of the Middle Ages.
Yet when Frederick III and Maximilian
found a palliative for the anarchy of the

dying Middle Ages in guile and bribes,
shall we despair of finding a new bond
of nations in the imponderables of jus-
tice and mutual understanding and posi-
tive common interest?

Reflections on Cooked
Food

PEOPLE
always look for the social

revolution in the wrong place—in

red flags, party platforms, Bolshevism,
and world covenants—all transient and
unfundamental phenomena. The other

day we saw the real thing—the Social

Revolution spinning rapidly up our street
and stopping in front of a neighbor's
house. The Social Revolution came in

the shape of a Ford delivery car, deli-

cately paneled with heliotrope and bear-

ing the legend—Cooked Food. The Reds
of the New Revolution turned out to be
two Blacks, one of whom operated the

car, while the other delivered my neigh-
bor's dinner in a shining tin conveyor,
heated from within. Meanwhile the an-
cient sun went down in the old order be-
hind the heliotrope car.

At all times dinners have been taken
out of the American home in a tin con-
veyor. The full dinner pail is legendary.
What was revolutionary was the reversal
of direction—the full dinner pail invad-
ing the home, and all that that implied.
It implied, we assumed, that Mrs. Fi-
nancial Expert had given up the long

fight to keep servants. It signifies, too,

that Mrs. F. E. had reacted against a
future of culinary servitude. It meant
a shift in domestic legend and chroni-

cle—the complete obscuration, for ex-

ample, of the cookies that mother used
to make. The children of the next gen-
eration would no longer indulge these

saccharine phrases, but would imperson-
ally recount to their children the merits
of the heliotrope delivery car vs. the

green, withal the relative advantages of

table d'hote and a la carte. These chil-

dren would begin where we used to end.

As this cheerful reflection took form,
the Social Revolution, with what seemed
an ostentatious rattling and bumping,
backed, executed a quick turn and moved
out of our street into the twilight.
What will be the career of the maid-

less and stoveless housewife of the fu-

ture, the imagination refuses to define.

One likes to think of energies released

for self-improvement and civic activi-

ties, for fuller companionship in the

household; and something of that there

will be. It will mean also the end of

certain individual delectations. To live

on cooked food is one thing, to enter-

tain on it is another. Shall the social

feasting of the new era be merely ex-

change of the freight of some heliotrope
car and of the contents of standardized

glittering cans? Will some joy go out
of feeding socially and being fed? The
loss must be considered with the gain.
Or may even every woman's cooked food
be sufficiently diversified and florified by
every man's private stock illicitly hus-
banded since the going into effect of the

eighteenth amendment? And when the

private stock shall have been exhausted,
as exhausted it some day must be, how
shall we then retain the individual note
in collective gourmandaise? Or does the
advent of the heliotrope van mark the
end of old-time sociability?

So much is certain—that the gentle-
woman of moderate means will soon
have to choose between cooked food and

boarding. Her old position as mistress
in her own house, directing its work,
is as obsolete as chivalry. She will

either have to do its work herself, or

get it done by outsiders who are in no
sense her servants. The old-fashioned

middle-class household becomes a receiv-

ing station for ready-cooked food and
occasional service. This means a new
set of folk-ways. The professor's wife
and the small lawyer's will perhaps gain
in time and tranquillity by substituting

corporate for personal service. At least

they may thereby continue to escape the
domestic servitude which is the lot of
most women. What cooked food and
contract charring are doing is to make a

new social cleavage. In fact the old line

of demarcation between women was
drawn by the presence or absence of the

servant in the house. And in principle

it didn't greatly matter whether the

servant in the house was one or twenty ;

the gentlewoman began where the cook-

ing and dishwashing wife left off. There
were plenty of exceptions to this rule—
gentlewomen who for one reason or an-
other did the household work—but the
condition was admittedly exceptional
and undesirable. Pedantically speaking,

every woman who had and kept at least

one servant was a kind of capitalist and
aristocrat. As Bridget, Nora, Selma,
and Rosika became first intermittent

and then non-existent, the level of cap-
italism and aristocracy moved upwards,
with all kinds of readjustments neces-

sary in a class that wished to preserve
its identity.

Cooked food is one of several social

life-preservers necessary to be worn
against an advancing tide of proletarian-
ism. It marks the creation of a new
class, which is too poor to keep servants

and too proud or too wise to let its wom-
enkind do the housework. But plainly
the housewife who has surrendered the

hope of keeping servants, and necessarily
has assumed a considerable part of the

housework, is living more like the labor-

er's wife than like the millionaire's. Her
social orientation is reversed. Certain-

ly the subscriber to cooked food, and if

not he himself at least his children, will

be more sharply conscious of the differ-

ence between his manner of life and
that of his rich neighbor, while he may
also realize a new solidarity with his

humble neighbors. For the moment
cooked food is the prop of the household—the gastronomic via media between
the old style genteel home and some im-

pending life in family barracks. After

cooked food the deluge.
Such were the musings of one who

was keeping up the struggle for an old-

time home which should be aided but

not maintained by the ministrations of

the heliotrope van. Realizing the diffi-

culty of the struggle, he envied the more
stable estate of his neighbor whose

porte cochere harbored the heliotrope

van twice daily. Our neighbor was in

the movement; where was he? At this

point the Financial Expert appeared on

his front lawn in a state of evident agi-

tation. On questioning, he said that by

way of dessert he had ordered cafi par-

fait for his immediate family, but had

unhappily omitted to order one for the

household assistant, who accordingly had

given notice. Which goes to show that

even cooked food will not work unless

it is taken wholeheartedly and without

mental reservations of any sort. In a

prospect of cooked food the household as-

sistant is out of the picture.

At this moment the Social Revolution

again rattled round our corner and a

neatly liveried black reclaimed the glit-

tering can from which the Financial Ex-

pert's family had dined.
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The Middle West and the Peace

THE
Middle West has read the peace

terms, as they have been cabled to

us in an abstract, and has found them
good. To be sure, there are individual

differences of opinion. An old friend

of mine who long has preached a gospel
of sweetness and light took me aside

the other day and in his uncertainty
referred to the injunction to forgive our
enemies even when they had multiplied
their injuries unto seven times seven.

But even he would not abate one jot the
utter sinfulness of German bloodguilt.
There are some differences of opinion,
but these are inconsiderable and it may
be said that with practical unanimity
the portion of our country between the

Alleghanies and the Rockies, where ag-
riculture is the chief industry, where
differences in race, creed, and wealth are

by a perfectly rational process gradually

being reduced to a minimum, welcomes
the terms of peace as fixing a deserved

penalty upon a member of international

society that had placed its heel upon
the law.

And this unanimity is what one would

expect who has studied the Middle West.
There is a curious pragmatic idealism

here which is quite unknown in the in-

dustrial and more self-critical East and
in the self-assured West. We went into

the war on trust, for we then had not

learned to look far beyond our own busi-

ness and cornfields. We examined the

cause for which we were fighting while

we were exchanging our first blows with
the enemy, and found that the cause was
good. With quite unexpected unanimity
we threw our whole souls into the con-

flict. The record of the spirit of the

States between the Great Lakes and the

Ohio, the Alleghanies and the Rockies,
was not unlike that of the same region

during the Civil War. The cheerful op-
timism with which they obeyed food in-

junctions, bought liberty bonds, fell in

with the draft, was quite consistent

with the spirit of Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
and even Iowa and Wisconsin in 1861.

The people of the Middle West were

pragmatic idealists before the war. It

was for this very reason that they were
a little slow in seeing why they should
enter upon a quarrel in which they had
no obvious interest, especially after hav-

ing been abundantly assured that war
itself was the greatest of evils. They
were pragmatic idealists during the war,
for when convinced that their destiny
was inseparably bound up in the issues

of the war, and that the roots of the

war lay in the old conflict against evil,

they threw every ounce of their energy
into the struggle. And they are now
pragmatic idealists when the issues of

the war have been finally decided, for

they insist that the terms of peace shall

be such that there may be permitted no

shuffling, no ambiguity, no compromise
with evil. The Middle West is not specu-

lating on whether there shall be or there
shall not be wars in the future, in the
abstract. They have a measure of hope
in the League of Nations, for their

pragmatism tempers their idealism. But
they will have no potential dangers from
a Germany that has not shown signs of

repentance—the names of those who
are still in power have unpleasant con-

notations. If there is any complaint
with the peace terms, so far as regards

Germany, if there is any criticism, it

is on the ground that they are not dras-

tic enough.
The real sentiment of the Middle

West is not to be found in megalopolitan
centres like Chicago, St. Louis, or even

Cincinnati. For in these large indus-

trial centres, there lives a people scarce-

ly different from the inhabitants of Man-
hattan or New London. To run true to

type a Middle Westerner should live in

Des Moines, Iowa, Lincoln, Nebraska, or

any of a thousand small cities. And it

is from the editorials of the journals
which these towns read that one should

form one's judgment of what the Mid-
dle West is thinking.

I select at random four. All of these

papers before the war were classed as

pacifistic, one was even blatant in its

refusal to see any cause which could drag
us into a European conflict. All at one

time supported the McLemore Resolu-

tion. On domestic questions they dif-

fered, but on the question of war or

peace, in January and February, 1917,

they spoke for peace. By the end of

June, 1917, they, like their communities,
had had their eyes opened. What they
are now thinking let these editorials in-

dicate:

This is no time to debate with Germany's
representatives her responsibility for the
war. The peace terms offered her fix the

guilt so far as is necessary at this time.

She was the chief offender in the distilla-

tion of the militarism and imperialism that

poisoned the air of Europe for half a cen-

tury, and now she must pay, pay. Her
spokesmen seek to excuse her cruelty and
vengefulness by saying that they were com-
mitted in the heat of struggle and defense
of national existence, but people with con-

sciences do not do that, as evidenced by the

actions of our boys. The one task appar-
ently necessary to-day is to make Germany
impotent for future harm, as in that way
lies the one present assurance of peace.

An arrangement, doubtless containing

many defects but remarkable for its gen-
eral excellence, has been agreed to.

All that remains is for the defeated na-
tion to accept and the United States to

ratify. Here it is decided whether the

world war is to end in world order or in

world chaos. It is hard to believe that any

people or any politicians could be capable
of dashing the world hope now so near to

fulfillment. During the next thirty or

sixty days this is finally to be determined.

They are to be momentous days.

The armistice was signed in November.
That is just six months ago. The peace
conference met in January. Its actual

work covered but four months. In that

period it has reshaped the politics of the
world and wrought out a peace adjustment
remarkable for its justice—stern justice
but yet justice. No group of men in all

history had faced so extensive a task. Yet
the work is done in less time than it usually
takes an American congress to enact a tariff

law.

There are people, some of them Ameri-
cans, who know they could have settled the
whole business by the day after Christmas.

Maybe they could. Perhaps these same
could have created the universe in one day
instead of taking six, as the Creator is re-

puted to have done. Evidently, men of
such miraculous powers have never had
the luck to be on peace commissions. Much
less do they seem to have had places on the

peace commissions of the past than upon
the peace commission of the present.

The corruption of Nietzsche sown in Ger-

many has been reaped in corruption . . .

Nietzsche died in a madhouse. The coun-

try he corrupted is facing a similar fate.

It is the almost Biblical and prophetic
strain of this last that gives a significant

hint. There is a strange consanguinity
between the average citizen of the Mid-
dle West and the Puritan of New Eng-
land and the ancient Crusader. The un-

compromising zest with which the good
business man of Iowa or Kansas launches

himself into some social or economic re-

form because he fancies that in his op-

ponent he has discovered, not an eco-

nomic problem, but a limb of Satan, is

mutatis mutandis not unlike the spirit

of the merchants of Marblehead who
hanged the "pyrat" Quelch for the glory
of God, while they quietly went about

their dealings in the merchandise
fetched home by others who were lucky

enough to steer clear of the law; or of

the Crusader who grimly battled on the

plains of Ascalon to rescue the Holy

Sepulchre, and brought home in sincere

thrift the wealth of the Orient to deck

his homes and churches.

There are idealists in the Middle West,
like the old Puritans, like the ancient

children of Israel, who smote Amalek
and Agag because they worshipped
strange gods. Their creed is usually

simple—the line between good and evil

is always rather sharply drawn. They
live close to the times of the early pio-

neers when, in the simple problem for

existence, things that were untoward,
whether Indians or the processes of na-

ture, must be faced with a simple reso-

luteness which never admitted any wav-

ering or shuffling. Things were good or

bad—the hazy line which to many peo-

ple marks the deliminations of good and
evil was to them unknown. And their
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children have inherited this same sim-

ple statement, and this same simple solu-

tion, of the problem.
So they have attacked the problem of

the saloon, by stating it in such simple
and bold terms as admit of but one an-

swer. The fact that many disagree with

them weighs not a whit in their sense of

responsibility to themselves and to the

country at large. For in many of these

matters their appeal is to the conscience,

whether it agrees with their judgment
or not. Matters are either morally

right or morally wrong; and it is

rather the civic conscience than the pri-

vate conscience by which they judge.

Curiously enough, the Middle West has

gone a long way in the matter of stand-

ardizing conscience. Perhaps that

phrase, as much as any other, will de-

scribe the great Middle West. It has a

fairly well standardized conscience; and

according to its dictates, it idealizes and
condemns. It dislikes eccentricity of any
kind, for any departure from the normal

may involve moral turpitude; it abhors

vagaries which sin on the side of ex-

cess, because these as certainly display
a potential laxity of moral standards.

Hence, the Middle West is no friend

to compromise when a principle seems
at stake. In so purely an economic mat-
ter as that of moving a State capitol or

county courthouse from one town to an-

other, the moral question was raised—
the legislators or county officials in the

one place would be under more moral
influences than at the other. There can

be no compromise with Sunday amuse-

ments, with prohibition. It is a question
of right or wrong. There can be no

middle ground.
But the Middle West is pragmatic as

well in its philosophy. The eternal con-

flict of right and wrong does not keep
it from seeing clearly its own interests,

and it will contrive that the right which
has been chosen shall justify itself by its

fruits. The Middle West is rich, exceed-

ingly rich; once it was so poor that peo-

ple even doubted if it could ever be self-

sustaining; and it has determined that

it shall never see again the lean years
when in a last hope it set up an idol of

Silver and offered the incense of Popu-
lism. Now it has seen that it can feed
a world and profit exceedingly in the

undertaking. It is and has been gener-
ous, it has cast its bread upon the waters,
even where submarines abounded; and
it has seen to it that the venture should
be returned and immediately, bearing
much interest.

The same generous but canny philan-

thropism is seen in the way the Middle
West has taken to prohibition. It res-

cues from the drunkard's grave, and it

counts the dollars the community gains
by barter in articles that make for de-

cency; so much beer and whiskey di-

verted and metamorphosed into shoes,

stockings, and respectable dresses in-

stead of ginghams; and so many more
hours and so many more persons saved
for lucrative labor.

So, now that the peace terms to Ger-

many have been finally dictated, to be

accepted or rejected, the Middle West as

a whole approves. It had come, slowly
to be sure, to recognize Germany to be

the common enemy of mankind. It had
learned to speak respectfully, almost re-

ligiously, of our ideal of democracy—a

thing which before had been taken for

granted. Though we recognized the

worth of our allies and displayed on

every possible occasion their flags, there

was no peculiar warmth of sentiment

for the personal wrongs of France or

Great Britain or Italy. These nations

were too distant to be raised far above
the level of the abstract. We ourselves

had suffered too little to have the war
brought home to our own firesides; and
our sons and brothers who went forth,

went forth, it seemed, on an adventure
to whose deadly nature we had closed our

eyes. It might almost seem as though
we of these Middle States could have had
no great interests in the Peace Confer-

ence, or in the measure of the punish-
ment to be meted out to the offender.

Some even prophesied that in our senti-

mental natures we might have large

room for forgiveness for a defeated and

reorganized and partly democratic enemy.
Had the people of these States of the

Mississippi Valley been wholly idealists,

they might have been tricked by the

German revolution to wish the new Gov-
ernment easier terms. There are some
softer natures who see monstrous

wrongs bound up in any possible pun-
ishment, and who can not reconcile the

spirit that could curse the false leaders

of Jerusalem with the spirit that said to

the repentant sinner, "Go in peace and
sin no more." But these people of the

prairies detect a difference between the

sinner who has harmed only herself and
the one who made Israel to sin. They
see through the mask of the revolution

and catch the lineaments of the chief

offender. They have not seen the spirit

that would bring forth fruits meet for

repentance. And hence they will exact

such punishment as will make a repeti-

tion of the crime impossible. It is the

same people
'

speaking now that ap-

plauded the act of justice in the matter

of Panama Canal tolls and the remission

of the Boxer indemnity.
In the same way, they are ready to

support the League of Nations, or any
alliance with good Powers against the

potentially evil. They are not over-

sanguine, for they realize, what they did

not realize a trifle over two years ago,

the essential instability of all institu-

tions ; but they will welcome any act that

tends to some order in a world which so

recently was reeling over chaos. It will

go hard with any Middle Western Sen-
ator or Representative who deliberately

attempts to make the way hard for the

Treaty by spurning at the League.
They have certain reservations. Per-

haps it is because the whole matter is

not yet presented. They have a real

fear that somehow, somewhere, there
has been juggling in the matter of Ja-

pan. The moral justice which was urged
so inflexibly upon Italy had an orthodox

ring, though the point in dispute might
be obscure ; but why, to another question
which appeared to have so many points
in common, should the answer be so

palpably according to another formula?
This difficulty, which may turn out to

be not so slight after all, has troubled
the Middle West, as doubtless it has the
whole country.

Finally, there is approval of the terms
because there appears in them the prom-
ise of a continuation, on an ever larger

scale, of good business. The chief busi-

ness of peace, they argue, is prosperity,
and in the reconstruction that is to fol-

low upon the signing of the terms they
see a still greater development of this

country's resources. They will feed

Germany with wheat at two-fifty a
bushel while Germany regains her feet

and repairs the ravages in Belgium and
France.

Philo M. Buck, Jr.

Dance of Death
For though my ryme be ragged,
Tattered and jagged,
Rudely rayne-beaten,
Rusty and moth-eaten,
If ye take well therwith,
It hath in it some pith.

Quod Skelton Laureatus.

Proheme
Wherein is set forth the nature and

purpose of the poem called the Dance of

Death.
This book oweth its form to a desire to

set the things of to-day at a remove and
view them, as it were, in a perspective, to

which end they have been transported and
set down in the afar-off time of the early
sixteenth century, that we may see them
the more plainly by reason of the distance.

To help in this the author has employed
some of the old words, though not many,
that were in use in the days of the laureate

Skelton and the Morality plays. The me-

ter, too, may appear harsh and unpleasing
to some by reason of its irregularity, but so

it was used in those days and may not in-

appropriately be used in these for the

mocking or satyric sort of poetry that is

here attempted; which if the reader will

declaim it aloud and rapidly he shall not

miss the effect intended, which is of a tor-

rent now fretted and hindered by the rocks,

now tumbling headlong, but always going
forward with a kind of resistless and exult-

ant energy.
The Dance of Death is pictured on the

walls of many churchly buildings in France

and England, Germany and Switzerland,
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with verses beneath setting forth how
Death summons in turn each and every
sort of man, much as is described in Death's
second speech in this poem. Such verses
were written in English by Dan John Lyd-

fate,
monk of Bury, for the pictures in old

t Paul's of London. But the best pictures
were made by Johannes Holbein and may
be seen in many books to-day.

Mors
Oh, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho!
I am Death!
I dance and all follow,
All come at my hollo.

My mary-bones clank,

My chaps they are lank,
And my eye-sockets hollow.

Oh, ho! O, ho!

Musty, rusty, fusty, dusty,

Charnal, gibbet, and chains!

Oh, ho!

Come, dance! come!
To the dub-a-dub-dub of my maniac
drum!

Afors imperat regibus
Maximis
Minimis

Denique omnibus.

So, stands it thus?
In this field full of folk

Doth none fear my stroke
And tremble at my decree?
Will no one cry out,
Not one of this rout,
"Timor mortis conturbat me?"
Is the world grown so bold

As to flout me? Behold,
I will make ye to shudder at me as of

old!

We shall see!

Quod Death.

Pope and kayser I wont to call,

King eke and cardinal.

My lord the abbot,
The monk in his habit,
The bride at the altar,

The thief in his halter,
The fool and the wise,
The beggar sans eyes,
The rich from his lands

And the child in his hands.
With my glass I pass,
With my drum I come.
With harp and pipe and symphonie
I make my merry minstrelsie.

But the world goes astray;
It is not ordered after the old way.
'Tis true, I am fed:

Man lies him down in his bed,
And lo, daily I am full.

But his thought of me is dull;
He does not gibber and squeak,
And always of Death speak.
He goes about his affairs

And little for Death cares.

He is fat and at ease
And hath learned himself to please.

I, who was once king,
Am now but a sorry thing.

Lo, I will rouse me,
I will carouse me

In a mighty slaughter.
I will wade in blood like water,
Till I am feared once more
And honored as in days of yore.
I will gain awe-strucken praise
As in former days.
I will find a way.

Quod Death.

Mors et Imperator
Death: Wilhelm!
Wilhelm: Wer bist du?
Death: Todt!
Wilhelm: Es helfe mir Gott in meiner

Noth!
Fur mich?

Death: Nein, Wilhelm, noch nicht.

Wilhelm: Was wiUst du? Der Todt
deutsch spricht!

Death : Ja, natiirlich! Thou knowest, if

thou art wise,
That High Deutsch was the speech of

Paradise.*

Lucifer, my good friend,
With it did gain his end
When he tempted thy mother Eve.
He always speaks it, and by your leave,

Merely out of whim,
I learned it of him.

Wilhelm : Ja, kultur is full old.

And if Nimrod had not been bold
To build Babel Tower,
Would not at this hour
Deutsch be the speech
Of all and each
In the wide world?

Death: Thou hast right.
But his tower was down hurl'd.

Wilhelm: Then that work of Nimrod I

rue.

Death: He hath left something for thee
to do.

Wilhelm: So?
Death : Rome, Wilhelm, was a tall town ;

A kayser wore its crown,
(Caesar and kayser in Latin be all

one)
And he had a full fair place in the

sun.

(Here are some few matters omitted for
this present.)
Wilhelm: Nothing I suggest.

Others shall force me, that were best.

Unwillingly I shall be led,

Reluctant the path I shall tread.

I shall weep when I behold
The slaughter of young and of old.

I shall have pity on the ruined town;
Myself in tears shall I drown.
For women raped I shall not sleep.

Death: Ay, marry, I shall not weep.
Quod Death.

Wilhelm: Nor I, long. Short and sharp
That is the tune I harp.
Fear carries the day
In the good German way.
Of the good German sword they shall

have a taste

'Seriously contended by a German pro-
fessor of former days.

And the world will be all German or all

waste.

Death: Will your Germans go through
to the end, I wonder?

Wilhelm: What German would not face
even thee for plunder?

Death: What else?

Wilhelm: I will hold a draught of salt

water to the world's lips;
I will sink some of their tall ships.

Death: Good, I will sell the tickets my-
self!

Quod Death.
Wilhelm: Here for us both is honor

and pelf.

Strike hands, bony claw and mailed
fist!

So, Death and Might have kissed.

If we fail

Death: I fail not;
Nor thou if thou quail not.

But if she prove too strong
Wilhelm: Who?
Death: Fortune, who hurls kings head-

long.

If, I say, she prove our match,
I have a trick, Wilhelm, will snatch

Victory from defeat.

Go we now, I and thou, and drink deep
and full eat.

Quod Death.

Explicit pars prima
Incipit pars secunda

Fortuna
Fortune men me call.

I turn on my ball,

I am never still,

Doing God's will.

I am ever fair;
But let those aloft beware;
For when they are grown too great;
And like a god in their state,
Then I turn my wheel
And my might they feel.

The golden crown
Comes tumbling down;
Low in the dust
It beggeth a crust.

Lucifer I hurled from the skies

And Adam from Paradise.
Nimrod that built so high,
Not a stone on its fellow doth lie.

Samson and Hercules so strong
Withsaid not my power long.
Alexander the Great hath got
But six feet of earth to his lot.

Julius Caesar the emperor
How hath he less or more?
I let them strut their brave hour,
Then is their sweet turned to sour.

Trust me a moment and I turn

Laughing my blind wooers to scorn.

The wretched, too, I will lift up
And fill the measure of their cup.
Let them once taste the pride of rule,

And I will make them eke my fool.

I make a king of the clown
And then as blithely hurl him down.
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At tyrants aim I, all and any,

Have they one head, have they many.

Cantus Fortunae

Turning, turning, ever turning,

Turning, turning, late or soon;

I'll not stay for all thy yearning,

I'll not go for all thy spurning,

Nothing stable here discerning,

Here beneath the journeying moon.

Take thy hour, 'tis all I offer;

Do not hoard my gold in coffer;

Wait not for a fairer proffer.

Once I go there's no returning,

Once I come there's no sojourning;
At my will I grant my boon.

Whither go I? That I know not.

Comes the time when that I go not?

Read my riddle if thou can!

Get thee wisdom, get thee learning,

Get thee beauty of thine earning,

Only thus, ere his inurning,
Comes the answer unto man.

Mors et Imperator
Death: Wilhelm!
Wilhelm: Art thou at last come again?
To see thee I am full fain.

This same Fortune is a jade;
I had my hand laid

On her garment's hem, but she es-

cape made
Quite out of my reach,

And, "Lo, this will thee teach !"

She gave me a shrewd box on the ear.

Behold, I am here!

We have failed. In vain on thee did I

cry.

Death: Thou hast failed, not I.

I have supped full. Much thanks.

Wilhelm: I would none of thy pranks.
Thou hast a promise made
At the last to give me aid.

Death : Ay, once more I will thee be-

friend

Now at the end.

Thou shalt not die in thy bed
But at thine army's head.

That, Wilhelm, were fine

And worthy of thy noble line.

There together we shall make play
Will be remembered many a day.

Wilhelm: Nein, nein, nein, nein! not

yet!
Like a pig for dread I sweat.

Something we may yet save;

Death, thy help I crave.

My counsellors were fools everyone,

My generals have wofully misdone.
But for nothing I greatly care,

So, Death, thou wilt me spare.
Death: Well, Wilhelm, I will not take

thee yet;
From thee little credit could I get.

Thou would'st make both of us,

No doubt, at the last ridiculous.

I will swallow thee when
Thy turn comes amid the common ruck

of men.

I will swallow thee, sword and sheath ;

A bit of grit between my teeth,

(Mayhap the spike of thy helm)
Faugh, that was Wilhelm!

Wilhelm : But, Death, thou hadst yet an-

other device.

Thou couldst change all in a trice.

Destroy me my foes

Who against me rose,

Who sought to overwhelm

My peace-loving realm.

Death: Ay, it had clean gone from my
head.

I am well nigh surfeited.

Still, I will put it in proof,
But it shall not be for thy behoof.

I shall have no need of thee.

Wilhelm: Not me? Then whither shall

I flee?

Death: Whither thee likes thou mayst
depart.

Thou hast worthily done thy part.

Get thee to Holland, Hell, or Spain,
What matters it? Auf wiedersehen!
Booh!
Who-o-o-oh !

Harru!
Be off, ere my dart I cast.

Whither so fast?

Wilhelm: Anywhere! Holland! Safety!
I ask not much !

Death: Wilt learn, Wilhelm, to sing in

Low Dutch?

High, low,

Wilhelm must go,

And nobody cares if he never comes
back!

O, ho, ho, ho, ho!

Explicit pars secunda.

Incipit pars tertia.

Mors et Fortuna
Fortune: A, ha, ha, ha, ha!

I have seen them all.

But this was the sorriest fall

That ever a prince made.

I grow weary of my trade.

Death, what of thy new plan?
Death: I will speak with yon laboring

man.

Come, form all in a row,
And merrily on we shall go.

Heartily take breath

For the new Dance of Death

0, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho!

Yoick, hallaloo!

Who'll begin it? Who?
Here, fellow, wouldst be king?

Quod Death.

Mors et Operarius
Laborer : What have I to do with such a

thing?
I work at my trade,

And for that I am well paid.

House and land I own;
My half-acre is ploughed and sown.

I have books to read

Or a show to see instead.

I have wine and beer
To make me cheer.

My children are in school.

I were worse than a fool

To wish to be king.
Death: Here's one skills not in our reck-

oning.

Here, thou other fellow, wouldst be

king?
Quod Death.

Secundus Operarius
Second Laborer: Ay, that were a fine

thing.
Now it is ill-done:

The knaves have the money, good fel-

lows none.

I shall have all the pretty wenches;
We shall not sit on benches,
But lie soft in a fine house
And there carouse.

Seven loaves will I sell for a penny
And the rich shall not have any.
I will dethrone this old god Mammon ;

Everything shall be in common,
Save what I reserve for myself.
He who hath aught on the shelf

Is rich;
He may lie in a ditch.

And he who can write his name
May do the same.

When I am king the world will be well

bestead.

But first there is a deal of blood to

be shed
And a long account to settle.

Death: This fellow hath some mettle.

Without reason he can rime,

Though it were mouldy in Jack Cade's

time.

But he is too rude,
His thought is crude.

Who'll begin the new Dance of Death?
Hearken to what this peasant saith.

Quod Death.

Rusticus
Peasant : Give me land, give me food !

More it is not good.
The strong rob me of all I get ;

Too long a slave have I sweat.

I will do what I can:

I would no longer be a beast but a

man.
Would any show me the way
I might win to a better day;
Else I would it were all at end.

Death: Meseems he alone of all would

welcome me as a friend.

Yet is he most apt

If it so happed
That he were cunningly led.

Quod Death.

Bolchevicus
Bolshevik: I am a Red.

With consuming love of mankind I

burn;
For universal brotherhood I yearn
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I would destroy the old earth

That a better may have birth,

Without nation, army, or fleet,

And all shall be fair and sweet.

Neither rich nor any poor,
Nor shall a man bar his door.

But those who withstand me I destroy.

Come, moujik, my bully boy,
Burn and spill

To your heart's fill;

Plunder and kill

As ye will.

'Tis a bitter pill

To purge the world of its old ill.

When these throes are o'erpast

There shall be born at last

A world of peace that knows not the

sword,
And I, even I, shall be its lord!

Death: Yoick! this grows to it.

Mark how he goes to it!

I have not been thus entertained

Since my friend Terror reigned
In the days of that dainty queen
My lady Guillotine.

But these things they manage even

better than France.

Gup, rogues, who's next in the Dance?

Quod Death.

Germanus
German : Here is my best chance.

They have broken my lance,

And I have forgiven them all;

A Democrat I myself call.

But if me they mock
And too hard they knock,
If my escape they block,

I will give them a shock

I will threaten to run amok.
I will pull down England and France
And the rest. I say, on with this

Dance !

Death : O ho, ho, ho, ho, ho ! I laugh !

Old Wilhelm gave me half,

But this is the best,

His dear people will give me the rest!

Come, who'll help?

Yelp, ye dogs, yelp!

Quod Death.

Internationalist
*

Internationalist: I am Internationalist

known;
I love all lands but my own.

My country is always wrong,
That is the burden of my song.
Ill said of others I hold to be lies.

I will not believe what is before my
eyes,

I will believe only what is in my heart.

Death : Here's one hath with me lot and

part.
Neither do I know
High nor low,
Nation nor creed,

*Here faileth the author's slender store
of Latin. The Roman tongue liketh not

vague and indefinite terms.

All will not surfeit my greed
For Adam's seed.

Welcome, right welcome to the Dance;
Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Humanitarian
Humanitarian: I am thrilled to my

heart's core!

What could one wish more?
A world remade !

I am blissfully almost afraid!

What matters a little damage by the

way
So the underdog have his day?
Whither we go none may say,
But our joyous feet are set in the

way.
Grant man's noble instinct free play
And the world will keep high holiday.

Death: Here's one needs no spur.
In me he beholds the great Leveller.

My way is plain and flat;

Death is the world's first Democrat.

Welcome, right welcome to the Dance ;

Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Puella

Thoughtful Damsel : I am a gentle maid
;

I will lend my aid.

I will scratch and I will bite

And always for the vote fight.

Kindly and much will I speak
Of the gentle Bolshevik.

Of my wealth will I give
That these beautiful thoughts may

thrive.

Death: Here's one will us grace.
Welcome to a high place.

Since Eve's days
I have admired many of thy pretty

ways.
Welcome, right welcome to the Dance;
Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Corrector Morum
Reformer: Loudly did they bewail

When I said there should be no more
cakes and ale.

Having set our hand to the plough
Who would turn back now?
One demon we have scotched;
To stop now were to leave the business

botched.

Many dragons are there left to fight
For the white-plumed knight.
The world is not worth an old shoe
Till it doth do all as I do.

Death: Here's one will help at a
witch's brew.

Not I alone take my pleasures oddly;
Small choice 'twixt me and some of

the godly.

Welcome, right welcome to the Dance ;

Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Magister
Professor: Youth by me is led.

I stand all things on their head.

We laugh together at them
And I say, Ahem! ahem!
And the facts blink,

With a sly wink,
Till my pupils are quite sure they

think,
And learn to despise
Whom the world thought wise
And hold as naught
What the world thought.
Come, my children, all in a row,
Hippety skippety, over we go!

Death: Here's one comes not alone.

Much fruit from the seed he hath
sown.

Welcome, right welcome to the Dance ;

Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Actorum Editor
Journalist: What I write to-day the

world thinks the next.

I have a care to keep it sadly per-

plexed.
I say that it not knows
Who are its real foes.

I say that we do worse
Than they whom we curse.

I say that it should hear all sides

Or ere it decides

And that the other side

Is not as black as it's cried.

Or else my venom I spew
And make a great to-do

'Gainst all who think not as I do.

I know not what I desire,
But I set the pot on the fire

And keep all in a stir

And a whir
And a blur,

With a "To the Editor: Sir,"
In hope that something may come of it

That will be good—some of it.

Death: Here's one we'd do ill without.

Loud and well shall he tout

For this my folly rout,
For the Dance, ho! of Death
Well shall he spend his breath.

Welcome, right welcome to the Dance;
Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Dives
Profiteer: Well, why not join in?

Heads or tails, lose or win !

A short life and a merry,
One bite of the cherry.
Make hay with the sun,
Harvest's soon done.

Skim the cream as it rises,

Life's full of surprises.
Take the profits in cash,
Soon comes the crash,
And the profits are—well—huge;
After me come the deluge!

Death: Here's one of the best!
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He dances with zest

And whips on the rest.

Welcome, right welcome to the Dance ;

Thou wilt it much advance.

Quod Death.

Civis
Plain citizen: I know not why I am

here;
To me all is not clear.

Mayhap had I taken thought
I would not thus be caught.
But "Had-I-wist" is a poor phrase;
Best dance in these piping days.
It is noyous to think it out.

I will join the rout.

Mors
Death : That fills out the line.

Now are they all mine.

Come, louder music and more!
Is not this a merry dancing-floor?
With good intentions 'tis paved o'er.

Round about,
In and out,

Weave the measure, raise the shout ;

Dance we now a merry bout.

Quod Death.
Goes it not well,

Sooth to tell?

Here are brave playfellows for you, I

vow!
Who art thou?

HATE!
Thou comest not late!

And thou?
GREED!

Good speed, good speed!
Thou?

ENVY!
Hie thee, hie!

Thou?
WRATH !

Work here thy scath!

Thou?
LUST!

Thou comest just!
Thou?

HUNGER!
Wax stronger!

Thou?
WAR!

More and more!
Thou?

IGNORANCE !

Dance! dance!
And I?

DEATH !

Quod Death.

Mors et Fortuna
Fortune: This is as merry a crew
Of Fools as ever I knew.
The Land of Cockayne they think to

have found,
But it is to Narragonia they are

bound.
However they speed
They must reckon with me at need.

'Twill be a merry fall

When down comes all.

Death: Gup, jades, dance,

Merrily prance
With a gay countenance
After thy master Death.
And hearken to what he saith :

"When finished is this work
I am both sexton and clerk;
Good women all and men,
In manus meas, et caetera. Amen!"

Quod Death.

Explicit chorea machabaeorum.

Cy finist la danse macabre.
Here hath ending the dance of death.

Sed nondum erit finis.

Numerus stultorum est infinitus.

By St. Mary Gypsey,
Quod scripsi, scripsi.

Quod Skelton laureatus.

Harry Ayres

Correspondence
Progress Based Upon Reason
To the Editors of The Review:
Ever since seeing, some weeks ago, the

preliminary notice of your proposed pub-
lication, I have been looking forward
with impatience to its appearance. There
never was so great a need for the kind
of thing The Review proposes to under-
take as now, for, with our whole social

and economic order shaken to its very
foundations, there has never been so

broad and so fertile a field for the dema-
gogue and the hawker of poisonous polit-
ical nostrums.
One clear ringing voice urging prog-

ress based upon reason and the lessons

of experience among the maunderings
and shriekings of sentimental or venom-
ous radicalism may reach many who
otherwise might be caught up and car-

ried along in the current of destruction.

Your statement of purposes, together
with the names of those chosen to carry
them out, gives every promise that the

shallow and specious reasonings of vis-

ionaries are to be met with the deep
and sound teachings of men of vision.

William Howard Doughty, Jr.,

Professor in Government,
Williams College

Williamstown, Mass., May 10

The Opportunity for Sane

Journalism
To the Editors of The Review:

My occupation is that of a stenogra-

pher, and most of my associates are

working women, ranging in occupations
from chambermaids to bookkeepers. I

have a good opportunity to know what

they think by what they say. This is

the class of people that is most in need

of wholesome, nourishing, and sustaining
mental food.

For some years I have tried to im-

press upon public-spirited men and
women of my acquaintance the great
need of wholesome journalism; but the
answer to my argument has usually been
that people are given what they want.
Even if that is true, which I doubt, it

is just like saying that a large family of
children should be continuously and ever-

lastingly fed on pickles and candy, sim-

ply because that is what they want.
When people are fed—daily, weekly,

and monthly—on a highly seasoned,
adulterated mental diet, their minds be-
come poisoned and the effect is serious
indeed.

I am watching and waiting for the
fulfillment of my long-cherished hope,
namely, a sane, just, and logical journal-
ism. The work of the Rockefeller medi-
cal research institution pales into almost

insignificance when compared with the

great good that could be accomplish jd

by the wholesome nourishment of the
mind. So much impressed am I by this

fact that gladly would I give a tenth of

my income the rest of my life to be ap-

plied toward the establishment of such
a type of journalism, conducted upon just
as sincere and energetic lines as those

upon which our vast medical research
institutions are conducted.

Frances Cook
Los Angeles, Col., May 9

Universal Brotherhood
To the Editors of The Review:

I am sending you my subscription to

The Review as a patriotic duty on this

anniversary of Patriots' Day. With it

go my devout wishes for success in a

loyal service to our country.
Your reference to the universal

brotherhood that will "somehow emerge"
leads me to hope that you will sometime
set forth the forgotten fact that Chris-

tianity in its representative churches has

never taught universal brotherhood. It

has taught the exact contrary—the

brotherhood of the faithful who have re-

nounced the ways of the sinful and de-

voted themselves to a better life. Its

principle is aristocratic in that sense,

and it will not do to saddle on Christian-

ity the sickly conception of indiscrimi-

nate love for criminals, brutes of vicious

instincts, and all the pathological crew

of degenerates. Admission to citizen-

ship, civil or religious, must be earned,

and must be maintained by discipline,

obedience to law, loyalty to the point of

self-sacrifice. Democratic in that its

appeal is to all, it must be aristocratic in

its selection—its rule the rule of the

best. At least that is the ideal, for it

has an ideal.

A. H. Morton
WUliamstoum, Mass., April 19
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Book Reviews

Germany's Former As-

cendency
Bismabck. By C. Grant Robertson, M.A.,

C.V.O. (Makers of the Nineteenth
Century, edited by Basil Williams.)
New York: Henry Holt and Company.

BEFORE
the war English and Ameri-

can writers never thoroughly un-

derstood Bismarck. They never grasped
the full significance of the forces at work
in his creation of an empire. Even after

1864 and 1866 they remained blind to

his extraordinary achievements in that

decade—the patient manipulation of the
new Bundesrat, the remorseless assim-
ilation of the annexed provinces by
the Prussian civil service, the solid con-

crete of science, research, and political

thought laid by the intellectuals of Na-
tional Liberalism and by the flower of

the professoriate. The apostle of sweet-
ness and light, Matthew Arnold, though
praising Germany, because like the Ital-

ian Renaissance it strove to combine the

humanities with science, believed the
French army in 1870 would smash the
Prussian. Carlyle's "Frederick," which

appeared between 1858 and 1865, was a

noble and brilliant contribution to his-

torical literature, but the connection be-

tween the Frederick portrayed by Car-

lyle and the Prussia of the Age of Bis-

marck was not grasped by the generation
that read Carlyle. Aside from the brief

volumes by Headlam and Munroe Smith,
all the biographies of Bismarck in Eng-
lish are essentially mediocre and entirely

negligible; and Headlam wrote too soon
after 1890 to appreciate Bismarck's later

influence, which indeed he treats but

scantly; while Munroe Smith was con-

tent merely to sketch in the outline with-
out painting in the background and
color.

So there was a fair field of opportunity
open to Mr. Grant Robertson. Bril-

liantly has he embraced it. To be sure,

he takes it for granted that his reader
knows something of German history.
He accordingly allows himself, in inter-

preting Bismarck, a wealth of stimulat-

ing allusions, brilliant metaphors, and
sudden jumps in chronology. For this

reason it was with some misgivings that

the reviewer assigned the early chapters
to a class of khaki-clad college boys just
returned from France. A few days later

one of them stopped after the lecture to

exclaim with genuine and unusual en-

thusiasm: "Robertson doesn't just hand
out the old stuff about Metternich and
the Carlsbad Decrees. He makes Bis-

marck a live wire and makes me realize

the problems he had to face as a young
man." That apparently was the verdict

of the whole class from the sophomores,

who were shaken out of indifference, to

the graduate students, who quarreled for

possession of a single copy.
Bismarck surely played as big a part

in nineteenth century politics as did

Gladstone or Disraeli. Mr. Robertson

might have felt justified in filling three

volumes, as did M. Paul Matter in his

admirable "Bismarck et son Temps." We
are glad he refrained, for fewer people
would have read such an opus. Yet that
there is less thought or less research
in his single volume than in the tomes of

Morley or Monypenny we greatly doubt.
For part of the solid value of Mr.
Robertson's book lies in the very sane
and acute, but condensed, conclusions and
judgments with which it bristles and to

which he has given years of study and
thought. It was virtually completed be-

fore 1914, and is, therefore, free from
the warping effects of the war. His
general attitude is well expressed in his

comment at the conclusion of the Franco-
Prussian War: "We may both detest

and admire the achievement of Germany,
but it is only ignorance that fails to

recognize the solidity of the work on
which German ascendency was based,
and the futility of impeaching it except
by a superiority in toil, in concentrated

purpose, and sacrifice" (p. 302).
Only in one matter of importance does

the author need correction. He gropes
somewhat uncertainly in regard to Bis-

marck's Eastern policy in the '80s, and
is unaware of the very secret "reinsur-

ance treaty" of 1881, the triple alliance

against radicalism and democracy repre-
sented by the autocrats of the German,
Russian, and Austrian Empires. Bis-

marck himself in the spitefulness of re-

tirement at Friedrichsruhe hinted in

1896 at a reinsurance treaty of 1884.

But the original treaty of 1881 remained

entirely unsuspected until the publica-
tion of extracts from Sabourov's papers
in the Nineteenth Century (Dec, 1917)
and until the Bolshevik revelations from
the Russian archives made possible
Goriainov's able article "The End of the

Alliance of the Emperors" in the Ameri-
can Historical Review (Jan., 1918). He
shows in detail how the treaty of 1881

originated and how the headstrong
young Kaiser failed to renew it when
dropping the pilot in 1890. William II

thus removed the corner stone on which
Bismarck's system rested; he caused the

thing which Bismarck had always sought
to prevent: an alliance between Russia
and France.

Mr. Robertson rightly regards Bis-

marck's own statements in the Reich-

stag and especially in his later "Ge-
danken und Erinnerungen" with the

greatest caution. He doubts, for in-

stance, the veracity of the Chancellor's

assertion that the Prussian militarists

alone were responsible for the retention

of Metz after 1870—that he himself

would have been content with Alsace
and a strip of "German" Lorraine. "The
contemporary evidence points to a

wholly different conclusion. Bismarck
was just as remorseless as the most truc-

ulent militarist at Headquarters" (p.

188). Neither will Mr. Robertson ac-

cept Bismarck's later disclaimers of re-

sponsibility for the cruel and unwise leg-

islation in the Kulturkampf : "A scape-

goat had to be found, and Falk, the hero

of the National Liberals and the Radi-

cals, served the convenient purpose of

exculpating the Chancellor and affront-

ing the parties with which Bismarck
broke between 1878 and 1879. ... As
for the May Laws and Falk, as Bismarck
said to Augustenburg in 1864, 'We can

always wring the necks of the chickens

we have ourselves hatched'
"

(pp. 329,

336). Of his dominating personality in

general he writes: "In 1871 men felt

what Goethe said of Napoleon I, 'You

cannot beat him, the man is too strong
for you.' Personal intercourse with the

man heightened the hypnotism that Bis-

marck exercised. His personal diplo-

macy was a marvellous mixture of bru-

tality, arrogance, and geniality, of

patrician grandeur aided by the tricks

of the card-sharper. A stab in the back
came as easily from his vindictive ran-

cour, as the great stroke that achieved

a long-matured ideal" (p. 342).

The Mad English

Eminent Victorians. By Lytton Strachey.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

THE
true principles of portrait paint-

ing were laid down by Cromwell
in his cautions to Lely; and these Mr.

Strachey has adopted in his pen portraits
of four Victorian celebrities, Cardinal

Manning, Florence Nightingale, Arnold
of Rugby, and Chinese Gordon. Some
may think that he has exaggerated the

warts and wrinkles until the true like-

ness is lost, and that the result is sheer

caricature. Others will welcome them
with Teufelsdroeckh's cri de coeur,
"Truth! though the Heavens crush me
for following her : no Falsehood ! though
a whole celestial Lubberland were the

price of apostasy." Four complex, rich,

but vaguely-known personalties are here
dissected with the careful skill of a

demonstrator in spiritual anatomy, with
the astounding result that these three

men and one woman seem not dead but

alive, even undying, and incapable of

death.

Beyond the writer's own interest in

them, no reason can be assigned for

grouping together such a diversity of

creatures as a soldier, a head master, a

woman reformer, and a Roman cardinal.

Yet they have a common term. Accord-

ing to their light, they took Christianity

literally and applied its principles to
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their lives. All have a singular intensity

of character, the driving power of great
convictions. "Allah created the English
mad." The madness of these English
was essentially religious, working itself

out in various ways. Gordon is, of

course, the most striking example; the

others differed in degree, not in kind.

Unrelieved brilliancy is the note of

the method and the style. The authori-

ties in each case have been thoroughly
assimilated. The completed study ex-

isted, one would say, in the author's

brain, before his pen had written a word.

It is all of one piece, poured at one cast-

ing into the predestined mould. Great

pains must have been spent in burnish-

ing, but the labor of the file is nowhere
evident. The writing is distinctly "of
the centre," polished, witty, ironic, lu-

minous. With faith in any shape the

author can have little sympathy; the in-

exhaustible material of Christianity

gives him also scope for the solemn or
covert sneer. His attitude towards his

subjects is scientifically aloof. He is

blind to none of their failings; he will

gloss over none of their weaknesses; he
will see them steadily and see them
whole. It is the attitude of a modern
Puck cynically concerned with the vari-

ous folly of mortal men.

Failings they had in plenty. Manning
was ambitious and intriguing, with an

eye always to the main chance. Florence

Nightingale had a vixenish temper.
Gordon was insubordinate and half mad ;

in the solitudes of the tropics he con-

soled himself with brandy, as well as
with the Bible. Arnold was a snobbish,
limited thinker. There are warts and
wrinkles in every face Mr. Strachey
draws, but the artist well knew that
these give the likeness of life. The
smooth, retouched, conventional pictures
of the impeccable prelate, the saintly

Lady with the Lamp, the inspiring
preacher of righteousness, the Christian
hero dead in the far Soudan give place
to Rembrandt-like portraits of recogniza-
ble, faulty, remarkable human beings.

Sentimental, one imagines, is Mr.
Strachey's extreme of condemnation;
enthusiasm of any sort his pet aversion.
Yet in each of his characters there is

something that compels his reluctant
admiration. Before the stage of their
achievements he sits an interested spec-
tator, once or twice betrayed into mod-
erate kid-gloved applause. Manning in
his last days, swaying the dock laborers
as the wind sways the weeds, Florence
Nightingale bringing some human or-
der out of the unspeakable horrors of

Scutari, Arnold in Rugby Chapel, Gor-
don dying like so many of his clan,
sword in hand in the city he could not
save stir the reader's pulses even if they
left the author cold.

Much more than the lives of these
four comes into the saga. There are

admirable thumbnail sketches of Mr.

Gladstone, Lord Hartington, Sir Evelyn
Baring, John Henry Newman, Hurrell

Froude, Wilfrid Ward, Sidney Herbert,
Arthur Clough, Lord Panmure. Greater
matters are exposed with perfect clear-

ness—the political aspect of the Cath-
olic university for Ireland, the general
course of the Oxford Movement, the con-

flicting currents in the Government
which first sent Gordon to Khartoum,
decided to let him stay there or escape
as best he could, and then determined,
too late, to rescue him. No people are
more unsparing critics of themselves
than the English. It is another mani-
festation of the national "madness," as

it appears to foreigners. When Mr.

Strachey quotes Arthur Rimbaud to the
effect that the British policy in the

Soudan wrought worse ruin than the

Egyptians or the Turks, that Gordon
was an idiot, and Wolseley an ass, he
nowhere suggests disagreement with the
verdict. But calm acceptance of such
criticism suggests infinite reserves of

national strength. It is not a sign of

national weakness.

Guidance, light, truth is what the

world needs. All readers of this fas-

cinating book will hope that Mr. Strachey
will continue his work, and furnish forth

a whole gallery of such historical por-
traits.

The Bull-Fight

Blood and Sand. (Sangre y Arena.) By
Vicente Blasco Ibanez. Translated
from the Spanish by Mrs. W. A. Gil-

lespie, with an Introduction by Isaac

Goldberg. New York: E. P. Dutton
and Company.

oLE los mozos valientes! Viva Es-

pana!

At last the American reading public
has a translation—and a very excellent

one it is—of "Sangre y Arena." Pub-
lished just ten years ago, its almost
reckless courage in striking openly at

the sacrosanct traditions of tauromachy
in its native land at once commanded
general attention at home and abroad,
in almost every civilized country, in-

deed, save ours. Here it required the

stimulus of actuality in the great war
novel, "The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse," to attract our attention to

the extensive production of one who, a

full decade ago, was classed with the

best of that Spanish school of novelists

who were doing for their country in

letters what Sorolla and Zuloaga were

doing on canvas. To be made free of

the company of Galdos, Clarin, Pio

Baroja, Padre Coloma, Valdes, Pardo-

Bazan—not to recall Pereda and Valera

who had died only shortly before—is a

certificate of high merit. How high, it

is regrettable that there has been so lit-

tle opportunity for American readers
to know. When the study of Spanish
with a view to selling adding-machines
and cod liver oil in South America shall

have thoroughly permeated our High
School systems there may be a greater
number of us who will want to turn not

only to Cervantes but also to the group
of which Blasco Ibanez is one.

"Blood and Sand" is a study in the

psychology of the bull-fighter or, more
exactly, of the bull-fight itself. True,
we have considerable minute informa-
tion in regard to the corridas from
classic sources. In George Ticknor's
"Life and Journal" may be found a very
complete account, sent in 1818 to his

parents in Boston, which was afterwards
expanded into an article for the North
American Review of July, 1825. The-

ophile Gautier in his "Voyage en Es-

pagne," 1840, familiar through repeated
translations, has given a characteris-

tically vivid account of the national

sport; who could forget the epic figure
of El picador Sevilla—and of the dying
horse! The realist Prosper Merimee in

his turn left a detailed recital as clear

and cold as any of his tales, while more
recently the late John Hay, in that de-

lightful book, "Castilian Days," has given
us a chapter which well deserves another

reading. On the psychology of the bull-

fight one may consult with satisfaction

the fine essays of Georges Lecompte in

his volume "Espagne" (Paris, 1896).
And they are not all. But all these ac-

counts give the view from without. And
however much one's reason, ethics, and
education may protest, one is neverthe-
less under the spell of one's author;

swayed by his argument and description,
one is apt to palliate what one can not

personally deny. To Gautier "une course

de taureaux est un des plus beaux spec-
tacles que l'homme puisse imaginer," and
so for the majority of foreign writers

it has continued to be—picturesque, bar-

baric, strange as the dance of the Seises

(the altar boys) before the high altar

in the cathedral of Seville on Corpus
Christi, probably the most brilliant and
dramatic spectacle this world has still

to offer. Cosas de Espana!
With some of the toreros, the toreadors

of Spanish as she is spoke, books or

chance visits to the arena have brought
us some sort of acquaintance. Pepe-

Illo, a tauromatistic man of letters

as well as a proficient espada, the friend

of the Duchess of Alba and of Goya who
etched his death, died with his boots—
or rather slippers—on in the last great
battle with a bull as famous as himself.

Then there was Martinche who awaited

the bull's charge seated, with shackled

feet, upon a chair. There was the cele-

brated lady picador, Cereguela, and the

master Montes. Some of us still remem-
ber Bomba and Fuentes in the flesh,

while more still may have seen the youth-
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ful Bombita, the idol of the last genera-
tion. Yet all this, again, is from the

spectators' gallery. "Blood and Sand,"

however, admits us, as it were, behind

the scenes, or, in the vernacular, entre

bastidores.

The story—a sort of pseudo-biography
based, in part at least, upon the career

of a certain Frascuelo—carries the popu-
lar espada Juan Gallardo from the hey-

day of his triumphs, when he "kills

everything they throw out to him," "put-

ting the bulls into his pocket," to the

time when, weakened by wounds and

dissipation, fear has gradually taken

possession of his very soul—a fear as

cold and ghastly as any ever conceived

by Maupassant—making his arm un-

steady and his will "to lean up against
them" weak. But his professional pride,
the verguenza torera, holds him to his

work despite the jeering and cursing
of the crowd. The bull's horn—thus he
dies. The plot is almost negligible. The
action moves rapidly in a series of great
tableaux—a sort of "torero's progress,
a la Goya. The milieu, abounding in

magnificent descriptions, every detail

true to the fact, is sumptuous enough to

have satisfied even Gautier. Yet its

truth needs to be defended against those

who exclaim, "Exaggeration ! caricature !

mentira!" It is but too true. Not

primarily for the faithful were excur-

sions run annually from Paris and the

north for the Holy Week celebrations at

Seville.

The author's serious purpose appears
in the interview between the successful

and dissolute Gallardo and the bandit

Plumitas.

"Everybody knows his own business,
Seno Juan," Plumitas continued as if he

guessed the matador's thoughts. "We both
live by killing: you kill bulls and I kill

men. The only difference is that you are
rich and carry off the palms and beautiful
women while I often rage with hunger.
... I believe that we have come too late

into this world. What things men of valor
and enterprise like ourselves might have
done in former days! You would not have
been killing bulls, neither should I have
been wandering over the country hunted
like a wild beast. We might have been

viceroys, archipampanos or something great
across the seas. Have you ever heard of

Pizarro, Seno Juan? ... I repeat, we
were born too late. The gates are closed

upon poor men; the Spaniard does not
know where to go or what to do. All the

places where he might have spread have
been appropriated by the English or other
countries. I who might have been a king
in America or elsewhere am proclaimed an
outlaw, and they even call me a thief. You,
who are a brave man, kill bulls and carry
off the palms, still I know many who look

upon the torero's profession as a low one."

Gallardo is to appear in his native

town at the great performance of the

year, la corrida de la Resurreccidn. He
is knocked down and trampled by the

bull and only saved from death by the

devoted courage of his friend the bande-

rillero, El Nacional. It is a splendid
passage. Consternation fills the land;

newspapers get out special editions ;

'

guards are hurriedly placed about the
Plaza to keep the crowd, anxious for

news, from storming the infirmary. But
he recovers, slowly. And as he lies upon
his bed of suffering he listens to a long
conversation on the history and ethics

of tauromachy between his doctor, Ruiz,
and El Nacional, who, despite the fact

that he works mechanically at his job,
scorns the calling and sees in it only
another evidence of his country's de-

generacy. This passage has been excised

by the translator, perhaps at the com-
mand of the publishers. It is of prime
importance, however, as showing ex-

actly what Ibanez thinks of the bull-

fight. Not to give it is to refuse to

listen to the author in his most earnest

moments, when in return for the enter-

tainment he offers he asks for a few
minutes of serious thought from his

public.

When it is all over and the chulos bear

away the mangled body, untenanted by
its despairing spirit, we hear the yell-

ing of the crowd demanding that the

sport go on. "It was the roaring of the
wild beast, the true and only one." It

helps, perhaps, in understanding the

courage of Blasco Ibanez in thus attack-

ing the cherished atrocity of his native

land, to look at his almost heroic portrait

by Sorolla in the Hispanic Museum. The
book and the picture complement and ex-

plain each other.

Ole los hombres valientes! Viva Es-

parto!

The Lot of American
Wives

His Wife's Job. By Grace Sartwell Mason.
New York : D. Appleton and Company.

Diverging Roads. By Rose Wilder Lane.
New York: The Century Company.

The See-Saw. By Sophie Kerr. New York :

Doubleday, Page and Company.

OUR
women novelists continue to be

very busy with the lot of American

wives, especially the wives of the hust-

ling young business men, the makers and

spenders. Anne Henderson in "His
Wife's Job" is presented frankly as a

type: "All over the country there were

hundreds, yes, thousands like her, wives

of high-salaried young men who were
neither of the overworked laboring class

nor of the equally overworked moneyed
world. They were born and spent all

their days in the temperate zone of

human endeavor. They went from a

father's providing hand to a husband's

protection, and the winds were tempered
to them from the cradle to the grave."
Sleek parasites, childless and carefully

"groomed" darlings of the matinee and
the bridge-party: one would think they
might have learned to see and despise
themselves in the mirror of current fic-

tion. Alas, the novelists and our own
observation show them to be pretty
numerous still. What shall they do to

be saved? They have been told often

enough. They must make themselves of
some use in the world. As to the means,
authorities differ. We have the old-

fashioned counsel of writers like Kath-
leen Norris, who urge a return to nature,
to motherhood and housewifery, and we
have the fresher and somewhat shriller

exhortations of story-tellers like Ger-
trude Atherton, who are all for "eco-
nomic independence" and the lure of the

job, both as something to do and by way
of hint to the lord of the harem as to

"where he gets off." A favorite solution
of late has been the development of some
sort of partnership in labor between the
married pair. Miss Mason employs it

in "His Wife's Job," the war proving a

godsend, as with most recent stories, in

the working-out of the plot. Anne is the

silly pretty girl-wife, whose husband has
married her with the avowed purpose
of spoiling her and has made a thorough
success of it. She spends as fast as he
earns, so that when after seven years
his chance comes to pass from salaried
man to partner in a thriving business,
the bit of capital necessary is lacking.
This is unpleasant for Roger, and for
once he allows it to be unpleasant for
Anne. He spends a night "walking
around his House of Life." It is in a
sad mess; but what to do?—Ha! There
is a war on, come to think of it. On
with the war! With Roger comforting
his soul at the front, Anne has her prob-
lem still to settle. According to the latest

recipe, to be sure, she would follow

Roger's example, don a Red Cross cos-

tume, and presently find Roger, not too

gravely damaged, in a hospital some-
where "over there." Not so Anne: her

escape is to be by way of another popu-
lar exit, "economic independence." That
is the cause to which, being alone and
bored, she is impelled to devote herself.

After a fiasco as an amateur shop-keeper
(an enterprise financed, not without

precedent, by an elderly rake of a mil-

lionaire), she finds a humble place with
her husband's former employers ; "makes
good" there, and becomes her husband's
business partner in an important after-

the-war enterprise. "His partner! She
felt, as she walked along beside him, as

if they had discovered the secret rhythm
of the world, and were moving joyously
in touch with it." They still have no
children and no thoughts of them unless

as potential intruders, one supposes, who
might well interfere with that newer
source of wedded rhythm, a business

partnership.
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There appear to be three "Diverging

Roads" in the novel of that title, all of

which beckon the Helen Davies of the

tale. They may be called Pleasure, Shel-

ter, and Independence. Helen is the

sufficiently nice girl in the hopelessly

humdrum small town—California hap-

pens to contain it, but any other of our

States might, in so far as it concerns us.

A decent, plodding lad of the town at-

tracts her, in the name of his youth and

sex. But she has no intention of waiting

for his slow fortunes in her poor home.

She aspires to a job, studies telegraphy,

becomes a hotel operator in San Frar-

cisco, falls in with a gay vulgar crowd

which offers her pleasure: meets and is

carried off by a magnetic male, a pro-

moter. They go through the marriage

ceremony, but none the less her position

is that of his mistress. After some

years, he duly deserts her, whereupon she

becomes, in fairly short order, a success-

ful business woman. Meanwhile the

plodding lover of her youth has moved

upward; he is still faithful and, jaded

by her effort and moved by real affection

for him, she promises to be his wife.

Here, according to the standards of the

woman's magazine—a quaint fact for

those who have begun to doubt the

eternal feminine—the story should end.

Home! Home and peace and children

for the woman worn with passion and

with toil. However, our author does not

see it in that way. The third road is

still open. Already to employ her en-

ergies, after her voluntary retirement

from business, she has turned her hand
to journalism and even "made good" at

it, in a preliminary way. She joins a

group of "newspaper girls" and other

skirted bachelors of aggressive independ-
ence. We leave her embarking for the

Far East, as a newspaper correspondent
in war-time. Is she getting her cake at

last? Or leaving it behind? She seems

hardly to know. On the whole, she be-

lieves the plodding one has really loved

not her, but the girl she used to be. He
will find some one to fit that memory,
with herself out of the way: "That's

why it hurt me so!" she thought with

sudden illumination. "Not because I

wanted him, but because I wanted to be

all that I had been, and to have all that

I have missed and never will have.

Marriage and home and children. No,
I can't ever fit into it now. But—there's

all the world, all the world outside, wait-

ing for me!" Her thoughts turned for-

ward to it.

Not for naught is the author of "The
See-Saw" managing editor of the

Woman's Home Companion. She knows
that nothing is so dear to the heart of

the new woman (and her consort) as the
old one; that however fashions may
change, the Amelia Sedleys will never
are strange and brilliant chances to be

be out of date; and that though there

won in "the story-writing game," the

one "sure bet" is the story based upon
sweet woman suffering at the caprice of

masterful man. Marcia Crossey is yet
another modern Griselda who wins to

her final reward by sheer meekness and

waiting. Otherwise the Amelia analogy
is better; for Harleth Crossey is little

more than an Osborne Americanized and

commercialized, while his Leila is a high-

ly colored Becky of the tango period

(and Marcia's absurd faithful Jennings
is nothing if not a Dobbin). Harleth

"goes the pace," a brilliant money-maker,
a feverish hunter for pleasure, the type
of man to be bored with a good and
beautiful wife, and an easy dupe for the

Leilas. Leila happens to be his step-

mother, but a pair of divorces take care of

all that. Harleth soon learns what a fool

he has been and, fortunately for him,
Leila is sufficiently a bad one to take her-

self off his hands presently, for the sake

of a richer man. The rest is easy. All

Harleth has to do is to find Marcia, to tell

her that she is the only woman he has

ever really loved, and to groan, "If

you've changed—then there's nothing

steady in the world." . . . "She could

not deny him. What was there in the

world without her, he had asked. And
what was there in the world for her with-

out him? . . . She leaned toward him
and stretched out her hands to him, ten-

derly, loyally: 'I haven't changed,' she

said. 'I haven't changed. I'm your wife
—always.'

" Let us not affect to laugh
at this. Marcia is a real type and this

is a true situation. The perennial tale

is well if not subtly retold. Harleth is

a stumbling-block to the male reader.

Why does the woman novelist of choice

take a cad for hero? Because she does

not know a cad when she sees one, as we
males allege? Or because all males are

really cads, and only woman is man
enough to admit it?

H. W. BOYNTON

An Object-Lesson for

Socialists

Bolshevism. By John Spargo. New York :

Harper and Brothers.

MR.
SPARGO'S account of Bol-

shevism is a useful book in these

days. It has caused much commotion

among our "little groups of serious

thinkers" who have made "parlor Bol-

shevism" so popular a fad in New York

this year. Mr. Spargo may justly claim

to share with "Babushka" the distinction

of excommunication from the company
of truly "forward looking" and "socially

minded" folk. "Babushka's" age may

perhaps excuse her somewhat, but what

excuse shall Mr. Spargo find?

It is a useful book because it contains

the facts concerning Bolshevist Russia
stated in an orderly way and is reason-

ably well documented. It is doubly use-
ful because it is written by a Socialist of
the orthodox type and therefore will

reach many and convince many who
would not read such a book if it were
written by a "bourgeois" person. It is a

highly significant book in these times,
for it shows how the wind blows and does
it in a manner that leaves no room for
doubt.

Mr. Spargo has shown in his writings
on Socialism a very keen sense for the
weak spots in the Socialist platform. He
has been among the American group of
writers the nearest to a "trimmer" that
Socialist literature reveals. His "Marx-
ian Socialism and Religion" is unique
among Socialist books for its frantic at-

tempts to reconcile the unreconcilable,
and compromise contraries. This makes
the more interesting his vigorous effort

to detach Bolshevism from Socialism and
to clear the skirts of the latter from the
excesses of the former—also to rescue
orthodox Socialism from the fate that he

evidently apprehends for Bolshevism.

The argument is well arranged and
Mr. Spargo has no difficulty in showing
how completely Bolshevism is at war
with "Democracy." But to one who has
read Mr. Spargo's own books on Social-

ism and the books of other orthodox
writers of the party it is easy to see that
between the present condition of things
in Russia and the principles of Marx
there is very little real difference. The
rule of the proletariat, as Lenin and

Trotsky see it, is only necessary in order
to establish the "classless" common-
wealth. As soon as all the people are

proletarian workers, all will vote, and
then the community will be "demo-
cratic." Abolition of class, according
to the Marxian creed, is an indispensable

preliminary to the final stage of human
society; while class persists, there is

class struggle, and the famous Hegelian
process is still short of its final syn-
thesis—the cooperative Commonwealth.
Messrs. Lenin and Trotsky are merely

helping along the Hegelian process ! One
cannot avoid feeling that Mr. Spargo's
concern over Bolshevism—apart, of

course, from a natural and proper aver-

sion on his part to its criminal excesses

and cruelties—is that it is furnishing a

very dangerous object-lesson as to Social-

ism itself and what we might expect So-

cialism to be in action or, at least, in

getting into action!

However, as we have said, it is an in-

teresting book and well worth while,

quite apart from its esoteric significance,

and we are glad to be able to recommend
it to the public. The reactions that it is

exciting among our long-haired intelli-

gentzia are good testimony to its merits

as a statement of facts.
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The Run ofthe Shelves

IN
a book by a college president, which

undertakes among other things to

sketch the outlines of the future Ameri-
can college, we can not forbear to linger

over a little vignette describing past con-

ditions which we are earnestly invited to

abjure.

Thus, the early Middle Ages conceived
education as ability to read and write the

ancient languages, because this power gave
to the clergy their exalted position above
the masses, a tradition which has persisted
in a measure until to-day.

Concerning so pretty a formula, so

commodious a basis on which to found
the educational structure of the future,

it seems amost a pity to remark that

it comes about as near the truth as

some statement to the effect that the

twentieth century American gentleman

habitually wears a full suit of chain mail,

both to protect himself against the ar-

rows of the Indians and to exhibit his

superiority to the proletariat, who are

clothed only in leather jerkins. Any one

to whom the Middle Ages is something
more than a catchword for the dark
backward and abysm of time may amuse
himself with a picture of John of Salis-

bury, to name one of the most en-

lightened of thirteenth century clerics,

solemnly spouting Sophocles to the gap-

ing "lewd". The thing is grotesquely

impossible. If for "ancient languages"
our modern educational authority had
said merely "Latin" he would have been

measurably nearer the truth, for doubt-

less the mediaeval preacher, when he
could be got to preach, did sometimes
saffron his discourse with tags of Latin

to the edification of the vulgar. But the

ordinary arts course in the mediaeval

university, and by no means all the real

scholars were members of a university,
did not consist of the unrelieved study
of Latin texts directed toward the at-

tainment of some superior sort of cul-

ture. The mediaeval clerk learned

enough colloquial Latin in the grammar
school to enable him to move about in

the cosmopolitan society of the uni-

versity where Latin was of necessity the

only common medium. Once at the uni-

versity we may be sure he proceeded to

"drop Latin" as a study and went hard
at what he regarded his proper business,

dialectic, medicine, law, more rarely

theology. How to meet a drift toward
the practical, the immediately remunera-

tive, was as much a problem then as

now.

In a recent series of thoughtful war
essays, "Volleys from a Non-Com-
batant," Mr. William Roscoe Thayer has
inserted two of his war lyrics, "France:
1916" and "Let Foch Decide." The
practice of mixing prose and verse from

the same hand in a single volume seems
natural and blameless. Why is it so

rare? There is Boethius, doubtless,
with his proses and metres, and there

is Dante with his alternations in the

"Vita Nuova." There are Elizabethan

transitions where prose blossoms into

poetry like Aaron's rod or poetry shrivels

into prose like the withering fig-tree.

But, in a broad view, verse and prose
have held aloof from each other almost

as distrustfully as artists and bour-

geois. In complete editions of masters
in both forms, we break chronology, even

in these days when chronology is sacred,

to save prose and verse from the em-
barrassment of propinquity.
But the notion that a volume from one

hand should be wholly prose or wholly
verse has no hold upon our reason at all

proportional to its grip on our habits

and feelings. Is the partition war-
ranted? Would not poetry, in particu-

lar, gain by interspersion with prose?
If, as people say, poems are concentra-

tions, should not these concentrations

be spaced and distributed rather than
massed? Isn't Mr. Thayer sound in his

departure?

Mr. George Pierce Baker, of Har-
vard University, has recently published
a manual of "Dramatic Technique." The
book will be reviewed later; for the mo-
ment it suggests a remark or two on
the duplication of labor in manuals. A
few years ago Mr. William Archer pub-
lished an excellent treatise on "Play-

Making." Let us suppose provisionally
that Mr. Baker's book is quite as good
as Mr. Archer's. Why two books? I

am not blaming Mr. Baker in the least.

Mr. Archer's priority can not invest him
with any rights or impose upon Mr.
Baker any obligations. I speak in the

interest of the world which numbers
both Mr. Archer and Mr. Baker among
its servants. In civic and private life,

when a job has been well done, we wait

for time to undo it before we undertake

to re-do it. A householder who has

slated his roof does not re-slate it till

time has proved the inefficiency or worn
out the efficiency of the first labor.

The principle scarcely applies to sci-

ences like physics or chemistry where
the advance of knowledge outruns and
disables the text-book. There can be no

permanent chart of a shifting frontier.

But dramatic technique belongs to a dif-

ferent class. It is a branch of rhetoric,

and rhetoric is prevalently stationary.

Although no science, in our own time, is

more fickle and volatile in its text-books,

in this point it possibly resembles the

man, who, unable to rebuild his house

like his neighbors, should repaint it

every year to produce the appearance of

novelty. Where is the need of two com-

petent manuals of whist or chess or

arithmetic or fencing or dramatic tech-

nique? There will be differences, of

course, but differences must be subsidi-

ary, since the teaching of a practical art

rests on the assumption that practice is

uniform and ascertainable.

Mr. Francis W. Kelsey, in a fresh edi-

tion of Caesar's "Commentaries," refers

aptly enough to the novel interest which
the world-war confers upon that martial

classic. Schoolboys once fought their

way inch by inch through the barbed-
wire entanglement of its involved and

baffling syntax. Some of them have
learned since what it meant to fight their

way almost foot by foot on Caesar's battle-

fields through difficulties which made the

prowess of Rome seem almost as boyish
as their own wrestlings with the Latin

tongue. The contrasts, like the analo-

gies, are striking. Caesar fought like

America against Germans, but he fought
for empire, for militant and arrogant
organization, the spirit which the mod-
ern Caesar (or Kaiser) embodied no less

clearly in the forms of his policy than
in the syllables of his name. The dif-

ference lay in the fact that Caesar was
greater than his side or his part; the

present Kaiser has been less.

Drama
Peninsular and Oriental—

Benavente and Kalidasa

NEW
YORK, the manifold, becomes a

particle of Cathay in the presenta-
tion of Shakuntala at the Greenwich

Village Theatre. I brought fresh if un-

trained eyes to its succinct auditorium,
and found my pleasure in the warmth
of its curtains a little cooled by the

bleakness of its woodwork. At 8.40 two

stage curtains went up, and from the

solemn folds of a third, in which duns
and purples met like asceticisms and car-

nalities in an Oriental cultus, the first

hermit stepped forth to deliver the in-

itial prayer in tones of unrivaled modu-
lation. The story is enswathed with

prologues almost as effectually as the

stage with curtains. The stage-manager
now appears in person in desultory con-

verse with an actress-cantatrice—a de-

vice which Goethe, who reveled in "Sha-

kuntala," may have distantly repeated
in the Director-Poet prologue of his

"Faust." From this point onward, spec-

tacle, often if not always beautiful,

dominates the play. The points that en-

rich the memory are the forest scene of

Act I, the parable rather than the replica

of a vine-hung Eastern wood, and the

precipice or abyss of sky which supplies
a vivid background to the court scenes

of Act III. The word "spectacle" is too

narrow for the truth. The ear is courted
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by devious and dreamy melodies mostly

off-stage, and even the nostril is prof-
fered the blandishment of incense.

Meanwhile, the story, the drama, be-

comes, in this American representation
at least, a sort of background to the pic-

ture. There are penalties and barters

in these things. When picture, as in

"Shakuntala," becomes half articulate,

speech may become a decorative tracery
or fresco. Tone usurps the place of

words; the words, indeed, in the celer-

ity of packed and eager utterance, were
often hardly distinguishable. "Shakun-
tala" has been described in the adver-
tisements as the "Romeo and Juliet" of
the Hindoos. As read, it partly justifies
this praise, but what we get in the
Greenwich Theatre is not so much the
fire of love as the beautiful, hand-painted
screen which protects our vision from
that fire. The story, at best, is slight.

Shakuntala, informally wedded to King
Dushyanta, sets out to seek her royal
consort with the sign of their wedlock
on her finger and its fruit in her womb.
The monarch is all loyalty and bounty,
but a vindictive priest-enchanter, whom
some one has omitted to welcome, has
blurred his eyesight and darkened his

memory. Shakuntala has lost the ring
which should dispel misunderstanding,
and happiness is for the moment blocked;
but a chain of circumstances, in which a

fish with an appetite for rings, a bread-
winner whose quest is fish, and two po-
lice officers whose prey is fishermen, are
the agreeable, if somewhat improbable,
links, restores memory to Dushyanta and
honor to Shakuntala. The text of the

play is not before me, but I should say
from memory that the acting version re-

jects half of the original. So fearless an
abridgment should straighten out a

meandering plan, but excisions made in

the interest of spectacle can not insure
the solidarity of drama. Reduction may
even bring out disparity, as an uncon-
genial trio is less at ease than an ill-

assorted group of twelve or twenty per-
sons. For example, the beautiful but

absurdly misplaced dance of Miss Grace
Cristie in the second scene of Act IV
would be less glaringly irrelevant in a
larger and more loosely comprehensive
drama in which the jungle of episodes
would as jungle partly justify itself.

The best acting is perhaps that of Mr.
Geoffrey Stein in the part of the jester.
Years ago, in reading "Shakuntala," I

found the same surprise and joy in the

discovery of racy humor in this volup-
tuous Hindoo idyl that I should have
had in cutting an Indian palm and find-

ing that it exuded the tars and pitches
of our northern woods. The other night
I felt the humor less in the text itself

than in the richly tinted burlesque of
Mr. Stein's expertly varied tones. Mr.
Joseph Macaulay makes a very accept-
able King Dushyanta, though he acts

the paragon too evidently, and his sac-

charine facial expression is repeated in

the conserve of his speech. With Miss
Beatrice Prentice as Shakuntala my con-
tentment was not absolute. She crept
and drooped and coiled and clung, as if

she were acting, not a woman, but the

jasmin to which she was so persevering-
ly compared. The other parts were com-
petent; the actors are trained elocution-
ists. Their elocution is good, except
where they have been overtrained, and
their silences are masterly.

The "Bonds of Interest" purports to

tell how a nominal servant, whose rela-

tion to his nominal master is partly that
of Phormio to Antipho in Terence or of

Iago to Roderigo in Shakespeare, secures
a fortune and a beauty for this master
by yoking the self-interest of other per-
sons to his designs. But the fellow, like

Iago, is as much jester and philosopher
as rogue, and the roguery is so close to

sport that neither Benavente nor Crispin
(the servant) has tasked himself to

make the tricks ingenious. Indeed, the

poor Crispin is made a pauper even in

brains by the acceptance of an alms
from fortuity in the form of a previous
acquaintance with the iniquities of Po-
lichinelle. The insouciance of both au-
thor and trickster has its danger; the
farce that becomes its own butt may be-

come its own enemy.
Beneath all these levities is a serious

idea, which may be roughly formulated
thus: Knave and good fellow are not
divisions of mankind, but compartments
in every individual; or, if you please,
a rogue lurks in every gentleman, as a

gentleman hides in every rogue. Such
a dictum is no doubt as demoralizing to

rogues as it is sanative for gentlemen,
but, taken broadly, its truth and mo-
dernity are hardly questionable; it is al-

most the flower of our age's insight.
But Benavente has not dramatized his

theme. The moral is not stirred in, to

borrow a phrase from cookery, but forms
a clot or curd of doctrine, apparent
chiefly in two notable but intruded

speeches, that of Silvia in the conclusion,
and that of Crispin to Columbine in Act
II. In these intrusions the play really

culminates. The situation is peculiar;
a play that culminates in its excrescences

might almost as well culminate between
the acts.

I have still a third quarrel with the

conduct of the drama. Benavente tells

us that his characters are puppets un-

earthed from the fading repertory of the

grotesque "commedia dell'arte." Now
a dramatist may stage puppets, if he

likes, just as a painter may paint shad-

ows. He may even stage puppets and
realities in the same play, as a painter

may include trees and shadows of trees

in the same picture. But I disown the

painter who so paints trees and shadows

that I can not tell where tree ends and
shadow begins, and I reject the dram-
atist in whom the line between pup-
pets and actualities is undiscernible.
That is Benavente's fault. We are in-

troduced to the half-world, the artistic

demi-monde. The whole play is shift-

ing and equivocal. The anomaly extends
to Crispin himself, who figures some-
times as the most agile of the puppets,
sometimes as showman.

I am bound perhaps to try to reconcile
the unfailing and eager acceptance which
this play finds among Spaniards and
their kin with my own sense of its dra-
matic futility. The following may serve
at least as makeshift. The Spaniards
are divided between the romantic ex-

travagance of their dreams or ideals and
the cynicism of their perceptions. The
contrast shows itself in other races; but
in other races the two elements form an

understanding; they confer, they nego-
tiate, they sign a protocol, if not a peace.
In the Spaniard the separation of these
elements is complete; Don Quixote and
Sancho Panza shout helplessly at each
other from opposite sides of an inde-

structible and impenetrable wall. Now I

do not think that Benavente broke down
this partition; he merely hacked at it

with an ax. But that partition has been
for so many centuries a bewilderment
and torment to the race that the sight
of any effort to break it down is an in-

spiration and delight to every Spaniard.
The Theatre Guild in the Garrick

Theatre gave a studious and shapely, if

here and there somewhat overstressed,

performance of the Benavente play. Mr.
Augustine Duncan as Crispin owes his

colleagues an apology for the oblivion

in which they are swept by the vitality
and resourcefulness of his portrayal. I

think his playing better than his part,
better by a wide margin than the play.
Indeed the play is to him what Leander
is to Crispin, a feeble thing transfused
at moments with the glow of an im-

parted vigor. I thought at first that it

was Mr. Duncan's office to give us gusto
in horse-play, and I prepared myself to

savor the gusto while I deprecated the

horse-play. But as the drama went on
and the calls upon Mr. Duncan became
more varied, more delicate, and more

exacting, I rejoiced increasingly in the

versatility and perspicacity of his re-

sponse. His Crispin finally became what
for me, at least, Benavente's Crispin had
never been, the embodiment of Nature

herself, Nature entremetteuse, midwife,
and stewardess, sly, jovial, audacious, un-

scrupulous, humoring man with toy ideal-

ism and gimcrack sentiment while guid-

ing him steadily to those material is-

sues on which her heart is set. Man's

law may be other and higher; I am
speaking now of Nature's.

This review would shirk a duty and
miss a pleasure if it omitted a cordial
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reference to the able if unequal work
of Mr. Rollo Peters as designer of set-

tings. The mushroom landscape of the

first act pleased me less than the slight-

ly cloying charm of the background in

Act II, and far less than the noble in-

terior scene of Act III, satisfying the

eye like the rich sobriety of antique
vellum.

O. W. Firkins

Jazz

THIS
word, so compact in form, yet

with a world of suggestion held

within its four letters, has but recently

been admitted to full membership in our

language. The events of the last two

years have given so great an introduc-

tion and impetus to the little symbol
that it has won its way to almost uni-

versal recognition by the sheer force of

its expressive quality. The special

phenomenon which it so succinctly de-

notes is not new in the world, but new
to us in the United States, and through

us, to at least two of our great allies,

Great Britain and France. I have just

read in the New York Times, in a short

article telling of the death of one of its

most famous exponents, Lieutenant

"Jimmy" Europe, that General Gouraud,

according to rumor, would travel a hun-

dred miles, risking a military defeat by
his absence from headquarters, in order

to hear Europe's "Jazz Band." A new
phenomenon with an appeal so potent as

to produce even this hearsay surely de-

serves analysis.
Just what is jazz? In striving to an-

swer this query, I can not hope to imi-

tate the admirable brevity of the word.

Jazz is ordered and calculated noise. It

is a compound of qualities, both rhyth-
mic and melodic. It seeks, and with ab-

solute success be it said, to sweep from
our minds all simultaneous considera-

tion of other things, and to focus our

attention upon its own mad, whirling,

involved self. Herein lies a large part
of its compelling force and appeal. It

may well be that General Gouraud could

find the hideous load of responsibility

lightened, perhaps even put aside for the

moment, as he listened to Europe's jazz-

ing, and that he felt his pulse respond-

ing to the virile rhythm, and his emo-
tions joining in the rush of the humor-
ous care-free mood. Certain it is that

our doughboys, fresh from the trenches,

with days and weeks of grim endeavor

and physical strain behind them, turned

to the jazz furnished by their bands and
found in it relaxation and solace and
cheer which enabled them to forget what
was past and to abandon themselves

wholeheartedly to the joyous hilarity of

the present moment.
There is not the slightest doubt that

in this maelstrom of rhythm there

abides a powerful tonic effect. Through
the medium of the physical, it reaches

and influences the psychological attitude.

I have been convinced of the truth of

this fact by personal experience, under-

gone not once but many times. Exhibit

A, in my own case, might perhaps be

my Victrola's rendering of the record of

Joseph Smith's Orchestra, playing the

"Havanola" fox-trot. While naturally
of an optimistic temperament, I am not

immune to the raids of mental and phys-
ical exhaustion. Scores of times I have
been reanimated by the "Havanola," even

when I seemed to be going down for the

third time. Now, compared to a jazz

band, my disk is as a violet to a sun-

flower. Its effect is, however, out of all

proportion to its size.

The component elements of jazz are

rhythm, melody, and a certain modicum
of contrapuntal inner voices. But the

greatest of these is rhythm. The right

jazz band starts out to "get you" and
leaves nothing to chance. It is fairly

well established that only an oyster can

resist the appeal of syncopated rhythm
when it is performed with masterful

abandon—abandon which absolutely con-

trols dynamic gradations and vital ac-

cents.

The howitzers of the jazz band's artil-

lery are stationed in the "traps
" Un-

der this heading we find all the instru-

ments of percussion, such as the big

drum, the snare drum, cymbals, triangle,

wooden blocks played upon with drum-

sticks, xylophone, cowbells, rattles, whis-

tles for the production of various weird

noises, and a host of other implements,
often the personal conceptions of indi-

vidual players of the traps. The trom-
bones may represent field guns, while

the clarinets, oboes, saxophones, alto

horns, and cornets furnish the rapid-
fire batteries. The range being point-

blank, it is easy to see why the effect of

the "drum-fire" is complete!
The melody will always be borne by

sufficient instruments to ensure its "get-

ting over." Then, in the inner voices of

the band, will take place a combination
of effects which adds enormously to the

total drive of the number. Here are

certain of the contrapuntal features

which are mentioned above. They con-

sist of a variety of hilarious effects, pro-
duced by trombones or saxophones, at-

tained by a curious sliding from note
to note. This creates an extremely
comical result. This characteristic and
droll portamento has become so well

known and so popular that it has
achieved a specific name—"blues," a

humorously apt designation. A striking
contrast is made by the mournful sough-
ing of the trombones in the midst of the

joyous riot of the rest of the band.

Sharp rhythmic ejaculations arise from
out the welter of sound, and over the
whole tumult the traps-player spreads

his array of dazzling accents, brought
forth with absolute virtuosity from his

motley army of noise producers. It al-

most seems, at times, like a case of

"each for himself and the devil take the

hindmost." But it is not so, and there

is definite purpose and ordered means in

it all.

I feel that I need, perhaps, to justify

my statement that jazz is not new in

the world. In the summer of 1914, I

was visiting at Celigny, on the shore of

Lake Geneva, with Ernest Schelling. On
the night of the 31st of July, a Chinese
festival was held at Morges, at Mr.
Paderewski's chateau, in honor of his

birthday. Mr. Schelling and I had ar-

ranged all the music for the Fete of the

Dragon. He had four records of native

Siamese orchestras taken in Siam by
the European Victor Talking Machine

Company, as I recollect. When I first

heard them played, I was astounded, for

there in this Siamese music, in spite of

the strange Oriental idioms, from an

Occidental's harmonic standpoint, was
the very essence of—jazz! The music
was like nothing that my ears had ever

heard, and uncouth to the point of abso-

lute unintelligibility. But there were
the insistent rhythm, the demoniac en-

ergy, the fantastic riot of accents from
the drums and other percussion instru-

ments, and a humorous mood which made
me laugh long and loud. It seemed
humorous to me. I have often wondered
what that mood really was—in Siamese.

There is no room for doubt when we
hear our own jazz! Wholehearted,
boisterous, rough, but the very soul of

kindly good humor and care-free merri-

ment.

Howard Brockway
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SENATOR
BORAH demands that the

League of Nations be made a party
issue. As he states it, the demand is

a perfectly honest one. It has no taint

of mere manoeuvring for party advan-

tage. But whether the demand is a
sound one is an entirely different ques-
tion. Mr. Borah scores a point when he
declares that whatever be the case as

to the Republicans, the Democrats—de-

spite a few special exceptions—are tak-

ing their stand for the League as a party
and not merely as individuals. But there
is no resemblance between the two cases.

The Democratic party naturally follows
its leader, who is the head of the Govern-
ment and whose whole policy it would
have to repudiate if it did not stand by
him on this issue. Among the Repub-
lican leaders, on the other hand, every
shade of opinion on the League is repre-
sented, from enthusiastic approval to

absolute condemnation. Obviously, the

party can not rightly take a stand
against the League until its merits have
been thoroughly threshed out. When
that process has been completed, Sena-
tor Borah's demand that opposition to
the League be made a party principle
may conceivably be justified. To take
that stand at the present moment would

be wrong, for it would be a rash and

hasty decision on a question of the high-
est possible moment; and it would be as

impolitic as it would be wrong, for it

would be interpreted by the country as

an alignment dictated not by deliberate

conviction, but by the mere desire to

oppose the course for which the Presi-

dent and his party are responsible.

IT
is a dark picture of Europe which
Mr. Vanderlip draws on his return

from an extensive tour of several

months, every moment of which, we may
be sure, was energetically utilized. One
shrinks from accepting the picture even

from such a source, so far does it go

beyond our familiar thoughts on the sub-

ject, grave as these have been. Mr.

Vanderlip lays stress not on the black

ruin of the devastated regions, but on

the disorganization of industry every-
where. This disorganization we have
none of us been unaware of; it was an

inevitable outcome of the war. What
is brought out by Mr. Vanderlip—and
we venture to hope that his view is

somewhat beyond the reality
—is the

tremendous difficulties that intervene be-

tween the disorganization and its pos-

sible cure. Be that as it may, his recom-

mendation as to the part which it is at

once the duty and the privilege of our

own country to play in the situation is

put none too strongly, and we trust will

be effectively heeded. The one instru-

mentality by which the process of recov-

ery for diseased Europe can be promoted
upon a scale somewhat commensurate
with the need is the supply of credit for

the resumption of business enterprise.

Humanity and self-interest alike demand
that we do our utmost in this direction.

If the great financial leaders of the coun-

try place themselves singlemindedly in

the position outlined by Mr. Vanderlip,

they have it in their power to influ-

ence not only the policies, but—what is

even more important—the spirit behind

the policies, of American business and
the American Government. And our

country may once more supply, out of its

unparalleled resources, what is necessary
to save the world from imminent peril.

IN
a dispatch by Karl H. von Wiegand,

the staff correspondent of the Sun
at Berlin, we read:

The report that new documentary evi-

dence has been found in Vienna, throwing a

more favorable light on the action of Beth-

mann-Hollweg and Von Jagow with respect
to Austria's ultimatum to Serbia, proves to
have been without foundation.

If anybody is surprised at this intelli-

gence the nature of his mental constitu-

tion would be an interesting subject for

study. All the evidence, documentary
and other, necessary for conclusive judg-
ment on this subject was in hand in Au-
gust, 1914. There are some questions
in which a minute study of details is es-

sential to the formation of a just con-

clusion; there are others upon which
the essential elements, accessible and
known from the beginning, present a

case that justifies a feeling of moral cer-

tainty. Never was there a clearer in-

stance of this than was furnished by
the character of the Austrian ultimatum
and the subsequent passages between the

European governments which culminated

in the great war and were set forth in

the first British White Book. Skepti-

cism in the face of this evidence was not

the mark of a scrupulous but of a weak
mind. No other explanation than the

deliberate desire of Germany to bring
on the war was possible in August, 1914,

and if the passage of time may be said

to have confirmed the conclusion it is

only in the sense that nothing has hap-

pened to disturb it. Additional evidence

may have been a satisfaction to get, but

has been really superfluous. In Amer-

ica, in particular, nobody whose opinion

is worth counting has at any time been

neutral in thought as to the immediate

responsibility for the war, whatever dif-

ferences there may have been in regard
to the remoter causes.

AN oddity of the peace negotiations is

the suggestion to set up the Sick

Man of the East at Constantinople as

chief of Islam. Details are lacking.

Apparently the Sultan is to exercise

spiritual jurisdiction at Stamboul as the

Pope does at Rome. The plan comes

from England as a concession to Moslem

feeling in India. We can hardly believe

the proposal will be seriously entertained

at Versailles. It is of the essence of the

peace settlement that Islam, whether as

power or religious idea, belongs, and

properly has belonged always, not in Eu-

rope but in Asia. To yield to senti-

mentality at Constantinople as it yielded

to power at Kiaochow would be sad evi-

dence of moral staleness at Versailles.

But we probably have to do with a va-

gary of the discussion exaggerated by
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journalists too long starved of sensa-

tions.

THE
President has been blamed in

some quarters as evading responsi-

bility concerning the enforcement of the

provisions of the war-time prohibition
act which take effect July first. In the

elegant language of the day, he is ac-

cused of "passing the buck." There is

no justice whatever in the charge, for

the act provides that prohibition shall be
effective from July 1, 1919, "until the

conclusion of the present war and there-

after until the termination of demobili-

zation, the date of which shall be deter-

mined and proclaimed by the President
of the United States." No one can pre-
tend that the "termination of demobili-

zation" has taken place, and a proclama-
tion of the President to that effect would
be the proclamation of a falsehood. It

is not the President but Congress that

is lacking in courage, and how notorious-

ly Congress has failed to display that

quality in all its dealings with the pro-
hibition question is too generally under-
stood to require any comment. In view
of the impending regime of national pro-
hibition under the Eighteenth Amend-
ment, interest in the whole matter is of
a secondary character; yet if Congress
wished to be honest it would recognize
that whatever justification for its alleged

purpose there may have been in the war-
time prohibition act when it was passed
exists no longer, and would act accord-

ingly.

THERE
is one and only one way to re-

lieve the housing situation in New,
York, and that is by increasing the sup-
ply of housing. So long as there is a
shortage, no attempt to reduce rents can
be effective on a large scale. If there

are people ready and anxious to get ac-

commodations at a given price, landlords
as a rule will get that price. Moreover,
in so far as any prohibition of "profit-

eering" might actually be effective, it

would tend to remove such stimulus as

does exist for new building. In spite
of high rents the cost of new construc-
tion makes the outlook for profit pre-

carious, and it is for this reason that
more building does not take place. There
is, however, one direction in which re-

lief is practicable, and in that direction

a hopeful beginning has been made. If
a sufficient amount of capital is offered

for the purpose by persons actuated

chiefly by public spirit and ready to take
small profit, or none if necessary, a great
addition to the housing capacity of New
York can be made. There is no assign-
able limit to what can be done in this

way. An interesting development is the

response of the City and Suburban
Homes Company—whose dividends are
limited to five per cent—to the plea of
Governor Smith's reconstruction Com-

mission for the prompt construction of
homes. This company, which was
founded by the late E. R. L. Gould, is

starting a stock-selling campaign which

ought to attract widespread attention.

And there ought to be other enterprises
of the same general nature. In these

days of enormous contributions for pub-
lic objects there is no reason why in-

vestments in such undertakings should
not run high up into the millions.

IT
was to be expected that the War

should rectify some of our national

traditions by correcting certain of our

long-established major premises. For
decades the name "England" has been
a sort of political catchword or "sym-
bol"; it has often been enough to damn
a policy to whisper, with some degree
of plausibility, the suggestion that

"England" was behind it. School texts

have in general taken their fall out of
the British, and irresponsible talkers

have been prating of wars and rumors
of wars. But now the British are our
allies and friends, and we are snuggling
up to them in complacent amity. And
now, at length, also the school texts be-

gin to reflect our more dispassionate
attitude. Mr. C. H. Ward has re-edited

Burke's "Conciliation," with an intro-

duction that lays stress upon the re-

sponsibility of the German king, George
III, for many of the unpleasantnesses
of the Revolutionary period that were
formerly charged forthwith to "Eng-
land." The author makes a very plaus-
ible case, backed by trustworthy authori-
ties. Whether or not his positions may
be accepted in toto, his treatment is re-

freshingly free from the old hackneyed
charges, many of which historians have

long known to be untrue. Naturally this

new angle of approach is a product of
its age, and we may very likely come
to be as unjust to our late enemies as

we have been to the British; but, at all

events, the pendulum is at present,

judged by Mr. Ward's performance,
swinging nearer to the arc of truth than
for many decades past.

IN
the conduct of a war, governments

make so many unavoidable big mis-

takes, that it almost seems as if the irri-

tating little mistakes might be omitted

by way of compensation. One of the
worst of these irritating little mistakes
is the present system of service chevrons
in the army. As things now stand, every
officer and enlisted man wears on his left

sleeve a chevron for every six months of

service since we entered the war. So far

so good; but now comes the discrimina-

tion which has made all the trouble; for

there are two kinds of chevrons—gold
for overseas, and silver for home service.

Right or wrong, reasonable or unreason-

able, the gold overseas chevron is re-

garded as an invariable badge of honor,

while the silver home-service chevron
has come to be looked upon as a more or
less ignoble advertisement of the fact

that a man was out of luck. This is very
bad and very unfair. There were many
thousands of officers and men in the
United States eating their hearts out for
a chance to get overseas, and there were
many thousands in France in the Serv-
ice of Supply, in Depot Divisions and in

other non-combatant jobs: and the offi-

cers and men in those jobs were exposed
to no greater hardship or danger than
their brothers at home. Yet the man
who held down a desk job in Paris or

Tours, and lived on the war equivalent
of the fat of the land, wears gold chev-

rons, while the man who fought influenza

in a pest-rotten camp at home is forced

further to advertise his ill-fortune by
displaying the hated silver stripes. To
make the fact of crossing the Atlantic—
which was the safest place in Europe or
America last summer—a basis of distinc-

tion, is quite silly and wholly artificial.

There is no objection to making distinc-

tions for different kinds of service, but
such distinctions should be based on the
character of service, and not on the place
where the service was rendered. The
whole scheme ought to be changed before
the army is entirely mustered out. There
should be one kind of service stripe for
each six months of service, irrespective
of where that service was rendered.
There should be another kind of stripe
for those who were in action; and a
third kind for those who were wounded.
Those were the only really different

stages of a soldier's career; he served,
or he served and fought, or he served and
fought and was wounded. They are
sound distinctions, and they are based
not on geography but on the degree of

danger to which a soldier was exposed.

IF
ever two men deserved well of Fate,

it is Hawker and Grieve; for once
Fate recognizes the obligation before it

is too late, and hands them back to an
astonished and delighted world. By all

the laws of aviation and of chance, these

splendid fools were dead men ten days
ago. The chances against their reaching
Ireland were a hundred to one, and a
thousand to one against their rescue if

they failed to reach Ireland. But they
seized the one chance in a thousand,
cheated death, confounded the wise-

acres, landed in England—and have
spent the rest of their time dodging
crowds and explaining that a Rolls-

Royce engine will run though it is red
hot. The mechanician rises superior to

the hero ; Hawker shows less human sat-

isfaction at his escape than professional
disgust at a drop of solder in a feed-

pipe. He has proved an uncanny ability
to harness luck to technique in a formi-
dable combination that would make us

chary of betting against him on his next
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venture, no matter how great the appar-
ent odds. America, momentarily obliv-

ious of her own transatlantic achieve-

ment, vies with England in doing honor

to an Englishman and an Australian.

MOST
of the news which one reads

in the papers about airplanes has to

do with accidents or sensational flights ;

flying has become so humdrum that air-

men can break into print only through
the catastrophe route or by attempting
the hitherto impossible. With the dan-

gerous side of air navigation so con-

stantly emphasized, it comes as a sur-

prise to learn how relatively safe ordi-

nary every-day flying has been made.

Airplane insurance is actually being

written, and the experts tell us that in a

year or so it will be as easy and as cheap
to insure your plane as it now is to in-

sure your car. The chief factor in this

reduction of danger is the increased

stability and airworthiness of the ma-
chines themselves. A few years ago
about sixty per cent of the accidents

were due to defects in workmanship, de-

sign or material; to-day that percent-

age has been cut down to three, and the

personal equation—beginners' inexperi-
ence chiefly

—accounts for the largest

number of accidents. Flying will never

be made fool-proof, any more than driv-

ing a racing car, navigating a vessel,

or riding a steeplechase can be made
safe; but the mechanical means of

flying—the machines themselves—will

gradually be made as dependable and

fool-proof as any human contrivance can
be that is designed to operate two or

three miles up in the air.

WHEN the great machine known as

the A. E. F. began to take stock

a few days after the armistice, one of

the first things they decided upon was
the organization of a comprehensive pro-
gramme of sport among the officers and
enlisted personnel. "If the men can't

fight any longer," said G. H. Q., "they
must be allowed to work off their fight-

ing edge in competitive sport." And
forthwith began a series of elimination

contests in every company and regiment—
football, baseball, basketball, boxing,

wrestling, golf, track-athletics, tennis—
almost every known form of outdoor

sport was instituted, culminating in a
series of final tournaments and carnivals

at Paris and Nice. G. H. Q. was right:
the best way to keep an army out of mis-
chief when there is no fighting to do,
is to turn its surplus energies towards

sport ; and the same thing is true, though
in lesser degree, of a country. Now
that the big shindy is over, America,
with healthy Anglo-Saxon instinct, re-

turns to sport. Professional baseball in

full swing again, college crews and nines
on every river and diamond, and the
cinder track again feeling the touch of

the tight-gloved foot : country clubs with
full memberships and waiting lists,

grounds committees busy and happy—
and the good old "Divots must be re-

placed" rule in full force just as before
the war !

Apparently the only form of pre-
war sport which has not got under way
again is yacht-racing; and the reasons

for this omission are just as commend-
able to the spirit of the country as are
the reasons for the return to other sports—for some of the great yacht clubs

have decided that big boat racing is too

elaborate and too costly a game to in-

augurate during the period of recon-

struction. Yes, it is a healthy sign when
a country turns instinctively to sport,
for it indicates a people with steam

enough to fight, and with sanity enough
to let off that steam in peace time. We
used to hear a good deal about the bi-

ological necessity of war—this was be-

fore the Treitchske-von Bernhardi school

of thought was somewhat definitely dis-

credited by Marshal Foch November
11th last—but there is an element of

verity in the idea: war (in the military

sense) is not necessary, but strife—com-

petition—in some form or other, is es-

sential to virile life. The success of the

American as an individual, and of Amer-
ica as a nation, is based on the spirit of

competition. When our T. B. M. relaxes

and picks up his bag of clubs, he merely
substitutes the physical competition of

the game for the intellectual competition
of his office—but he never loses the

spiritual stimulus of competition. That
is where he has it over his father, and
that is where America of to-day has it

over the America of a generation ago
when sport was not universal.

THE
new revenue act imposes a tax of

ten per cent upon "sculpture, paint-

ings, statuary, art porcelains, and
bronzes" sold by any person other than

the artist. Such tax is collected by the

seller, who makes monthly reports of

sales. At first blush nothing could be

simpler than such a luxury tax. When
it comes to actual application difficulties

thicken, and we already have a consid-

erable body of interpretative regulations.

"Art porcelains," for example, seem easy
of definition as "vitrified or semi-vitrified

ware." On the other hand, "that which
is commonly or commercially known as

porcelain" (Art. 14) is rather matter of

opinion than of fact. Let us suppose
the dealer has on his shelves three jars

each worth a thousand dollars. One is

a vase from the Sevres factory ; that un-

questionably is porcelain. The second is

a piece of old Chinese stoneware. Is or

isn't it semi-vitrified? is or isn't it "com-

monly and commercially known as por-
celain"? Delicate questions. The third

is a fine old piece of Italian majolica.

It plainly isn't porcelain but, technically,

pottery. Unless it is "commonly and
commercially" called porcelain, it escapes
the tax. But hold, it may be sculpture.
Article 11 tells ua that whatever is "cut
or carved by hand" out of any material
for purposes of decoration is sculpture,

especially "vases, flower jars or holders,

jardinieres, brackets, fountains, sun-

dials," etc. Apparently the majolica jar,
which certainly was hand-made, pays the
tax for sculpture. Or is an object turned
on the potter's wheel "cut or carved by
hand"? We need more interpretation.
Under the act a painting is taxable

but a drawing is not. That seems clear.

But is the line really easy to draw? We
have side by side a painting by Rem-
brandt and his brush sketch for it in

sepia ; both are very valuable. The paint-
ing is taxed. The drawing—Article 13
comes to the rescue—"the term drawings
as used in this article shall include only
pictures, images, likenesses, scenes, de-

signs, or sketches produced by means of
lines." Are those broad brush strokes
in the Rembrandt sketch lines or masses ?

A ticklish matter to decide offhand. But
the monthly report must be made under
heavy penalties. On the other hand, a

pastel seems to be unconditionally a

drawing, hence free from tax. But is a

drawing touched with pastel a pastel or
not? These are not quibbles but serious

problems for every dealer in works of
art and naturally for every collector.

We bring them forward to show the con-

fusion that results from badly conceived
tax laws. A crude desire to tax luxuries

leads to a sort of impersonation of ob-

jects of art as enemies of the state. Art
porcelain is as odious as a fancy waist-
coat or what is commonly and commer-
cially so called. Only trouble comes
from such a conception of taxation. How
much simpler and more decent the Ital-

ian plan of taxing the art dealer on his

gross returns, leaving the subtler dis-

criminations of his stock where they be-

long; with himself and his patrons.
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Protests, German and Other

THE reply of the allied and associated

Powers to Count von Brockdorff-

Rantzau's note protesting against the

hardness of the peace terms is

vigorous and effective. Some of the

statements in that note are shown
to be extravagant, and some illogical;

and in regard to those which are correct

in themselves it is sternly pointed out

that if the things complained of are hard,

they are no harder than in view of the

facts they naturally must be. The logi-

cal fallacy that is exposed is that of con-

fusing loss of territory with deprivation
of the products derived from that terri-

tory. The note represented the popula-
tion of Germany as threatened with

something like starvation because of the

transfer of large areas of wheat and

potato land to Polish jurisdiction; but
"there is nothing in the peace treaty,"

says the reply, "to prevent the continued

production of those commodities in the

areas in question, or their importation
into Germany," and for a period of three

years the treaty even provides that such

importation shall be free of duty. A
similar remark is made in regard to iron

ore and zinc. The case of coal is some-
what different and more complicated.
Here the German note exaggerates the

hardship to be suffered by actual depriva-
tion of coal-supplies from the transferred

districts, in that it overlooks the prac-

ticability of greatly augmenting the sup-

ply from the non-transferred districts,

which was rapidly increasing before the

war; but apart from this the Germans
are reminded that whatever hardship

they may suffer in this regard is only
the just and necessary consequence of

the savagery with which they deliber-

ately obliterated the entire coal-mining

industry in Northern France. As for

the four million tons of shipping of

which the treaty demands the transfer,

this is less than one-third of the tonnage
of the world's merchant shipping crimi-

nally destroyed by the Germans during
the war.
But the protest of von Brockdorff-

Rantzau is mild in comparison with that

made by those who had looked forward
to a treaty which should usher in a new
era of international good-will, and make
war forever impossible through the sheer

absence of causes of strife. That is a
consummation devoutly to be wished;
but there has never been any ground
for expecting it. Granting that there

is some basis for the claim that the

terms embodied in the armistice have
not been scrupulously fulfilled—that the

Fourteen Points have in some respects
suffered a strained interpretation, in

others actual violation—the difference

between what has been done and what
would have been entirely justified under

the armistice terms is of no vital conse-

quence as regards the appeasement of

Germany. Alsace-Lorraine and Poland
had to be given up; and full reparation
for injury to civilians and their prop-
erty had to be provided. "Restitution,

reparation and guarantees"—this has

been, from the beginning, the demand of

the nations against which Germany
launched her war of frightfulness ; and
if this was to be provided, something
like the terms now imposed upon her
was bound to come. But anything even

distantly approaching these terms would

expose the treaty to just such damnation
as it is now receiving at the hands of

those who had hoped for a settlement

that would leave Germany unburdened
with a heavy load of responsibility for

her unparalleled devastations. If repara-
tion was to be real, it must be enormous ;

and its effective imposition could be ac-

complished only by a combination of

large levies in kind and of a consider-

able measure of administrative control

during the period covered by the pay-
ments, whether in kind or in money.
The protest of the idealists, it must

be clearly understood, is different in

essence, and not merely in degree, from
those being issued by the representa-
tives of the German government. Von
Brockdorff-Rantzau complains of specific
features which might conceivably be
altered while leaving the general char-

acter of the settlement unaffected. The
spokesmen of the idealists do indeed
dwell on the harsher features of the set-

tlement, but this is merely by way of

emphasizing their profound and irre-

movable hostility to the character of the

treaty as a whole. The New Republic
in its issue for May 24 gives eloquent
and voluminous expression to the ideal-

ists' protest. But it is clear that no
modification of the terms of peace which
would leave practical provision for repa-

ration, restitution and guarantees would
in any material degree lessen the in-

tensity of that protest. "The treaty

proposes the exploitation of the German
people," says the New Republic, and "an
international organization whose chief

object it is to profit by the exploitation
of a subject people can survive only

through the exploitation and deception
of its own workers." Let us pass by the

grotesque exaggeration of the assertion

that the exploitation of the German peo-

ple is the "chief object of the interna-

tional organization" which is being
effected ; the point we wish to enforce is

that any conceivable softening of the
terms which still held in view their

avowed object of just and reasonable

reparation would remain exposed to pre-

cisely the same condemnation. Any peace
that measurably satisfied the peoples

that have suffered devastation and agony
at the hands of the Germans would be
denounced as "defying the community of
interest and the feeling of brotherhood
which unites the socially alert workers
of all the European peoples," as "a treaty
of peace which renders peace impossible"—in a word, as being that sum of all

villainies which the New Republic re-

gards the pending treaty as embodying.
Of the sincerity of the New Republic

in thus giving vent to its feelings there
can be no possible doubt. Somewhat
less clear is the question of the action
which it would advise as an outcome of

those feelings. Less clear, because al-

though positive action is in one or two
passages plainly recommended, the note
of the whole is rather that of moral pro-
test than of outright rejection. It ap-

pears to be with some degree of timidity
that such rejection is proposed, since it

is barely mentioned instead of being,
as might naturally be expected, insisted

upon. Yet we find one article closing
with the words: "This above all others
is the time and the occasion to repudiate
the idea of peace at any price, to reject
immediate peace at the price of perma-
nent moral and economic warfare." It

will be interesting to see whether our

contemporary, in the course of the cru-

cial weeks about to come, will squarely
assume the responsibility of urging the

country "to reject immediate peace."
Whether it does so or not, the natural
effect of its utterances will be to pro-
mote any effort that may be made in

that direction. Its position clearly is

that it would be far better for the
world to smash the whole result of the
six months' deliberations and negotia-
tions at Paris than to have the war end
with a peace which it regards as at once

monstrously wicked and utterly incapa-
ble of enduring.
But we see no sign of any attempt to

face the question of what would actually

happen if the peace were rejected—what
France would do, what Germany would

do, what would take place in Russia, by
what means any new settlement might
possibly be effected, what would be the

condition of all the peoples of the world
while the attempt to remake the treaty
was in process. That is the kind of

thing which the idealists habitually

shirk; that is the kind of thing to which

they closed their eyes throughout the war
when they were constantly clamoring
for an exact statement of the terms upon
which the Allies would make peace. They
discussed every possible element of the

issue except the one which was at the

heart of the whole situation. Many
things were doubtful ; one thing was cer-

tain. It was certain that any discus-

sion of the terms of peace which went
into exact particulars would develop seri-

ous divergences between the various

countries engaged in fighting Germany.
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It was certain that these divergences

would weaken the strength of the Allies ;

it was quite possible that that weakening
would be fatal. Whether it resulted in

any overt division between the Allies or

not, it was sure vastly to augment the

danger, which existed in every demo-

cratic country, of the weakening of

morale by the encouragement of dissent-

ing and discontented elements. In the

meanwhile Germany, with its autocratic

and militaristic organization, would have

prosecuted the war with unimpaired

efficiency. Men whose minds were cen-

tered not upon abstractions, but upon
the consequences actually to be expected
from any given line of action, saw that

to attempt to do more than had already

been done in the way of definition would
be to invite not only the possibility but

the probability of a military victory for

Germany; but those who in season and
out of season advocated such definition

seem to have felt no obligation to take

account of this obvious and overshadow-

ing danger.
One and only one possible justification

could be pleaded for the ignoring of

that danger. If it was more desirable

that Germany should win the war than
that the Allies should win it without dis-

tinctly pinning themselves to the exact

terms of peace, then, and only then, the

objection to the clamor for definition

would fall to the ground. It is needless

to say that this justification was never

pleaded. To charge the idealists with

pro-Germanism would be a cheap accusa-

tion; we are far from wishing to make
it. Their fault lay deeper. They were
not pro-Germans ; they did not wish Ger-

many to win. But they were so lacking
in intellectual responsibility that they
never faced the question which to sound-
minded men was the one question that

transcended all others. Because they
wished a certain thing to happen, and
thought doubtless that all good men and
women wished the same, they felt them-
selves justified in insisting that it should

happen. What would come of that in-

sistence if it were actually heeded, what
effect it would have upon the course of

the war, they either did not consider, or

they considered it in the light of an
utterly imaginary computation of the
forces at work. Their mistake, while

infinitely more respectable, and in de-

gree incomparably smaller, was in kind
the same as that which inspired the fatu-

ous expedition of Henry Ford and the

enthusiasts who with him tried to "get
the boys out of the trenches by Christ-

mas." The Ford escapade was from the

beginning rendered innocuous by its

manifest absurdity. The clamor for

terms, because it was infinitely more
rational, constituted throughout the war
a serious danger. But it, too, was ren-

dered innocuous by the verdict which

practical common sense persistently

passed upon it.

The present outcry against the settle-

ment has for its background something
which should serve as a warning of the

danger of unthinking sentimentalism.
A thousand times we were told, while
the war was still in progress, that unless
at its close the world would be found

completely regenerated, the war would
have been fought in vain. Not only must
there no longer be jealousies or enmities
between nations, but within the nations
there must be a sudden idealization of
all the conditions of life. To have said

that we must strive for these things, to

have resolved to strive earnestly for

them, would have been harmless; but a
falsehood is seldom harmless. The war
was fought because it had to be fought,
because the world was menaced by a

thing of which the triumph would have
been unendurable to freemen—destruc-
tive not of hopes of a millennium to

come, but of what had been won for free-

dom and humanity in generations of

progress. To make this fatal result im-

possible was the object of the war; if

more could be accomplished by all means
let more be accomplished, but this must
be accomplished at all hazards. To a
sense of triumph, of rejoicing over our
rescue from unspeakable evil, over the
vindication of right against wrong, the
world is entitled as some solace for its

stupendous sacrifices. That can not be
if we fix our minds on objects which,
besides being unattainable, were not in

fact those that drove nation after nation
into the struggle against the German
peril. This in itself would be a serious

loss; but it becomes a source of grave
danger if, leaving the domain of senti-

mentality, it obtrudes itself into that of

practical action. If the disappointment
of visionary hopes is to be made an
obstacle to the only peace attainable, the

world will be paying a monstrous price
for what might otherwise be dismissed
as a harmless bit of emotional indulgence.

Free Discussion in the Schools

THE
relation of the public school sys-

tem to the burning questions of the

day has recently become an acute issue
in New York and in Washington. As
usual in all such cases, controversy rages
not only over the principles involved but
over almost every allegation of fact that

has been made on either side. The de-

termination of the exact facts must,
for the present at least, be left to those

whose duty it is to investigate them;
and even as to principles no sober

thinker can profess to be able to lay
down any simple and comprehensive

rule. Yet there are some points which,
if they do not settle the question, may
at least serve as guides in its settlement.

In the first place it should be clearly
recognized that the question at issue—
the discussion of controversial subjects
in politics, economics, or morals in the
public schools—whether by the pupils
themselves or by the direct instruction
of the teacher, is wholly different from
two other questions with which it is apt
to be confounded. The general right of
free speech is not involved; for the
question is not whether a person shall

have the right to say what he thinks but
whether the public school is the place
for him to say it. And that special and
highly important prerogative of the
teacher to which the name of "academic
freedom" has been attached, is likewise
not involved; for the teacher in the pub-
lic schools, unlike the university pro-
fessor, is not appointed as a scholar

having special authority in a particular
domain, nor is he addressing students

intensively pursuing studies in that
domain. There are many reasons why
the professor's freedom of teaching
should be guarded with jealous care; and
not the least important of those reasons
is that unless this be done the very foun-
dation of confidence in the judgments he
expresses must be undermined. Of this

relation between the teacher and the con-
troversial themes that he may have to

touch upon, or between the teacher and
his hearers, there is no trace in the pub-
lic school; and not even the most ex-
treme advocates of unrestricted free-

dom in the schools profess any desire
that the teacher should play the part
which in a university professor is not

only permissible but requisite.
What we have to deal with, then, is

neither the maintenance of fundamental
rights nor the upholding of high stand-
ards of teaching. The question is, what
are the limits within which discussion
in the public schools should be confined?

That there are some limits almost every-

body, we fancy, will admit. It is true
that an official pamphlet of the Teach-
ers' Union of New York announces that

"modern psychology teaches that books
in themselves can not be objectionable;
... as the saying goes 'to the pure all

is pure.'
" Yet it is safe to say that

some books could be named which no
member of that Union would find it de-

sirable to place in the hands of children—not even that interesting specimen of

the modern teacher who in a printed

pamphlet recommended for boys' read-

ing a book of Dreiser's bearing as its

sub-title "The Hidden Springs of Sex
and Desire." But as soon as you grant
that there are any limits at all, the ques-
tion of what limits should be observed
becomes a matter of good sense and re-

sponsible judgment. Is it wise to raise

questions which can by no possibility be
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adequately treated, upon which the pupil
has neither the knowledge, the expe-

rience, nor the maturity of mind to think

with effect, and with which there is no

reason to suppose that the teacher him-
self is especially qualified to deal? Into

the general mass of what all are agreed
is necessary to the intellectual equipment
of the child is it desirable to inject a

foreign substance too small in content

to add anything valuable, and yet of such

nature as to be capable of breeding a

great deal of trouble? Surely to these

questions sensible men can make but

one answer.
That the subject whose intrusion has

given rise to the clashes between teach-

ers and school boards is of the character

described is equally evident; and the

same is true of subjects far less charged
with the passions of the day than is that

of Bolshevism or the Bolshevist regime
in Russia. If it be regarded as incum-

bent on the schools to provide a chil-

dren's forum for the debating of "the

controversial questions which naturally

arise" in classes in current events, then,

to be sure, the merits of the Bolshevist

theory and the facts of Bolshevist prac-

tice must unquestionably be brought up
for discussion at this time; but so must
the question of single tax or of free

silver when that is in the limelight. But
neither on Bolshevism, nor on free sil-

ver, nor on the single tax, can the pupil
do any thinking of his own except in the

most superficial way; and to demand of

the teacher that he be both competent
and neutral is to demand an impossi-

bility. It is true that, without being

neutral, he might be impartial in his

exposition and his criticisms; but this,

while not so utterly impossible as the re-

quirement of neutrality, assumes the

possession of qualities far beyond those

to be expected in any large body of men
or women. In exceptional instances a

little good may come of the thing; but

even then only a little, because, grant-

ing that the teacher is all that can be

imagined, there remains the enormous

discrepancy between the profound diffi-

culties of the subject and the limited

capacities of the child.

The wise course, the only sensible

course, is to avoid all subjects of this kind—a kind which it is difficult, perhaps,
to define but which it is necessary to

recognize. A cowardly course, our radi-

cal friends will say; and it would be

idle to quote, for them, so old-fashioned

a maxim as that discretion is the bet-

ter part of valor. If to be open-minded
is the one aim of life, and the pursuit of

that aim is the indefeasible demand of

education from the earliest age, then

they are right in throwing down all bars
and taking all consequences. But ap-

parently they, too, have a certain amount
of discretion. For we have not observed

that any of them demand for the chil-

dren more than the barest modicum of

their just dues. Surely if it is a natural

right of the children to be put into a

position to judge of the questions that

are shaking the world, much more is nec-

cessary for the satisfaction of that right
than the answering of a question or two
which chance may bring before them.

The mere assertion of the abstract rights
of the children may be very interesting
to our little groups of serious thinkers,
but it does not do much for the children

themselves. If our radical friends had
the courage of their convictions they
would insist that the children have a

solid loaf of "new thought" instead of

being put off with a few stray crumbs.

Court-Martial Reform

THERE
is a sharp and perfectly hon-

est difference of opinion in army cir-

cles as to the need of reforming the
court-martial system. Col. Wigmore,
with, we imagine, a strong majority of
the regular officers, believes the code is

good, but has been badly administered.

Col. Ansell, with a considerable follow-

ing among the reserve officers, believes

the code is thoroughly bad and should
be radically revised. In this view he has
won the weighty support of Senator

Chamberlain, who has sponsored a bill

introducing the novelty that enlisted men
may sit on court-martial boards. We
have a modification of the jury system
filtering into military laws. This bill,

which is drawn by Col. Ansell, carries

the weight of his indignation against
gross miscarriages of justice. As head
of the Army Clemency Board, he has
seen remission, complete or partial, of
nine-tenths of the sentences reviewed,
in all nearly 3,000 cases. Sentences

averaging seven years and six months
of imprisonment have been reduced by
the Clemency Board to an average of

one year and eight months. Such facts

speak their own story, and it is with
the weight of complete knowledge of a

shocking situation that the Ansell-

Chamberlain bill comes before Congress.
The abuse of court-martial powers has

been so glaring that there is danger of

treating the situation hurriedly. It is

really not quite easy to locate the fault.

That it lies with the court-martial sys-
tem itself is by no means to be taken for

granted. Let us recall that the code of

court martial was very carefully over-

hauled as recently as 1917. The revision

retained the principles which had held

for over a century, and which had gen-

erally worked for justice and discipline.

It is worth noting, too, that the Navy
Code is virtually identical with that of

the Army, and it has worked admirably
during the war. Nobody is reducing
the Navy sentences by eighty per cent,

and nobody is suggesting that the pec-
cant "gob" ordinarily got less than jus-
tice from his officers sitting as court-

martial. Again the action of the Army
Clemency Board is not to be viewed

mathematically. It doesn't follow be-

cause a deserter's sentence may be right-

fully reduced to two years in time of

peace that he was wrongfully sentenced

to seven years in time of war. There
have been grievous miscarriages of jus-
tice in the Army, but the case is not so

black as it looks on the face of the rec-

ords of the Clemency Board.
The fact seems to be that a good code

was badly administered by anxious and

inexperienced officers. For the humblest

private the present code provides the

amplest safeguards. But these depend
on a commander who knows when a court-

martial is necessary, and on a judge ad-

vocate and counsel who know the laws of

evidence. Let us suppose that all the

police justices and judges of the criminal

courts in New York were suddenly re-

placed by laymen, while the lawyers were
substituted by engineers and bank clerks.

Suppose this improvised judicial organi-
zation had to cope with an epidemic of

crime. What would happen? Precisely
what happened in the Army. Thousands
of ordinary police court cases would go
to the criminal courts, defendants would
be browbeaten, juries would be improp-
erly charged, and the general confusion
and excitement would express itself in

maximum sentences. This is just about
what happened in the Army.
A worried and inexperienced captain

draws court-martial charges for insub-

ordination, having duly consulted first

his nerves and next his manual. The
case is one that an experienced company
commander would settle in the company.
But the new officer has a dozen such
cases in sight and fears his authority is

crumbling. He has probably threatened

the offender with court martial. To fail

to sustain the captain is awkward.
Meantime Private McCarthy, Einstein,
or Brioschi fully expresses his opinion
of his captain and of the court-martial

code in the company street. New speci-

fications are added to the old "In that

Private X did," etc. What was at most
a case for summary court martial with
its strictly limited sentences— a police-

court case—has become matter for the

highest military court, a general court

martial. The G. C. M. itself is run in

a slovenly fashion by young officers who
have been wrestling with the manual. A
green judge advocate with well-meaning
ignorance overbears and irritates the

prisoner, who makes a deplorable impres-
sion on a nervous court. The case is

clearly one of the gravest army offence,

insubordination. Since it is war time
the power of the G. C. M. is unlimited.

Private X gets seven years at hard labor

in military penitentiary with a pros-
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pective dishonorable discharge. This is

about the picture that a discerning mind

will draw of the actual happenings.
It is clear that about ten times too

many General Courts Martial were or-

dered in the Army. Under normal con-

ditions, an enlisted man rarely comes be-

fore this highest tribunal. Even of the

most serious offences the great majority
never get beyond special court martial,

with sentences strictly limited. The

great run of exceptional offences are

normally handled by summary court

martial, consisting of a single officer

with powers approximating those of a

police judge. Ordinary breaches of dis-

cipline should be settled within the com-

pany. A capable officer very rarely needs

to have recourse to court martial of any
sort. He knows how to handle even the

worst men. Such knowledge can be got

only through experience, and can not be

got in a hurry. The lamentable working
of the Army court-martial system was

merely a feature of our general unpre-

paredness. Whoever was responsible for

neglecting to put our military house in

order in the early years of the great
war is quite directly answerable for the

court-martial mess.

The defect was not of methods but

of men. The same code that worked

miserably in the Army worked satisfac-

torily in the Navy. The Navy had a

smaller percentage of raw officers, a

greater initial advantage in the morale

of the enlisted force, and an easier situa-

tion because it comprised no conscripts.

Relatively few General Courts Martial

were ordered, and their verdicts, by and

large, will stand. With the same per-
sons executing it, the proposed new code

would work just as badly as the code of

1917. Indeed it would presumably work
far worse. The delays interposed for

the protection of the enlisted man would
affect the exemplary swiftness of mili-

tary punishment most disastrously, while
not affording much real safeguard to

the enlisted man. If he ultimately falls

into the hands of an inexperienced coun-

sel, of a judge advocate ignorant of his

duties and limitations, and a court

equally unacquainted with the code and
with the common sense of Army dis-

cipline, then that private is in his own
language "out of luck." It won't much
help matters for him that he comes more
gradually to his ill luck, and that he
finally is judged by his peers.
An equally serious defect of the

Chamberlain bill is that the idea of judg-
ment by one's peers is wholly subversive
of real military discipline. The relation

of officer to private is, in the nature of
the case, paternal; no really democratic
relation between the two is conceivable.
A good officer is a reembodiment of the

patriarch of old,
—commander, counselor,

judge. No army morale is possible ex-

cept in the confidence that the officer in

or out of court martial means to do jus-
tice to the private and generally does
it. To include privates on the boards
of General Courts Martial would impair
the authority of all officers and go far to

undermine discipline.

We can only conclude that Col. An-
sell, whose ability and good faith in this

matter are beyond cavil, has never seen
the present court-martial system in or-

derly execution by a proper personnel.
His notion that the court-martial code
can be made "fool proof" is more hope-
ful than convincing. Normally no officer

who has not had years of personal com-
mand should be ordered to sit on a court
martial. This is the prime essential,

but it can't be written into any code.

Chagrin at the unhappy working of the

Army courts will be tempered for veteran
officers by wonder and delight that the
situation is no worse. What actually

happened, we believe, would have hap-
pened under whatever system. The
remedy is not new codes, but more ex-

perienced officers.

Homer on an S. P.

IT
was evening mess on Scout Patrol

X. The captain and the junior watch
officer were facing each other across an

unsteady table, while Paul, the Greek

mess-boy, balanced cautiously near the

companion way. There was a broken
sea running with dashes of November
drizzle, as the little ship wallowed up and
down her patrol station off Sandy Hook.
The captain was rubicund, genial, and
about fifty. Tropical fever had early
taken his top hair. The newest ensign
was of similar port and age. His top
hair had yielded more gradually to

studies in comparative literature. For

forty years the captain had dealt with
all manner of men and craft in all

climes, and for nearly as long the en-

sign had dealt with books. It was one

of those unusual and profitable associa-

tions which the "Trick Navy" furnished

in abundance. By contrast with the

nastiness outside, the talk had worked
over to the smiling Mediterranean. The
ensign had inquired as to the feasibility

of amateur yachting in the Ionian and

Aegean seas. "There was nothing to it,"

said the captain. "There were plenty of

fine harbors, for example, Ithaca."

"Where Ulysses lived," ventured the en-

sign. "Odysseus," corrected the cap-
tain.

Concerning Odysseus the captain had
heard from a Greek foremasthand, at

Ithaca, and particularly concerning his

tragic death. "I always supposed that

was uncertain," said the former delver

in comparative literature. "It was this

way," said the captain, "Odysseus was

long wandering on the sea, when at last

his son— ('Telemachus,' prompted the

ensign)—Yes, Telemachus began hunt-

ing for him through the Levant. At
length Telemachus reached Egypt, where
there was civil war in which he took
sides. In a great battle he drew his

bow against the bravest chief in the

enemy ranks, who was clad in golden
armor. The arrow pierced the golden
armor from front to back, and when
Telemachus raised the helmet he saw
the face of his father." The mess boy's
eyes brightened as the tale was told,

and the ensign asked, "Paul, was it so

Odysseus died?" Paul, in the captain's

presence, was respectfully non-commit-
tal. There were other stories, he inti-

mated. Had he heard anything like

this? and the ensign told the familiar

stern story of Dante and Tennyson—
how Ulysses chafed at the dulness of

Ithaca, set sail with his old shipmates
for a marvellous mountain in the un-
known south, and perished in the mad
adventure. Yes, Paul had heard it at

school.

He knew also of another hero named
Achilleus. Encouraged by the captain,
Paul took up the Homeric theme, in a
mixture of excellent school English and
New Yorkese: "Achilleus was very
brave, but must die young, so his mother
sent him to live with some 'goils' who
were daughters of a king. Then the

Greeks were going to fight Troy. They
knew Achilleus was brave, and wanted

him, so they sent a peddler, a very sly

man, to find Achilleus among the goils.

First the peddler he showed shirtwaists

and ribbons in a box. The goils jumped
at the box; but Achilleus, he paid no at-

tention. Then the peddler opened another

box. In it there was a gun, with am-
munition. Achilleus he grabbed it. So

they knew it was he and took him to

Troy, where he was killed. The sly ped-
dler was Odysseus."

It was time for the junior watch officer

to take the bridge. As he slipped into

his slicker, it occurred to him that his

books were much more alive than he had

supposed. The story of Odysseus' death

which the captain had from a Greek

foremasthand at Ithaca, was the same
that Guido delle Colonne, judge of Mes-

sina, had picked up somewhere about the

year 1280 and put into his famous His-

tory of the Destruction of Troy. Where
Dante got the rival story of the mad
dash for the South Pole, is uncertain.

At least the splendid tale was alive, not

as comparative literature, but among
Greek schoolboys and volunteer mess at-

tendants. Through the whole conference

had run a thin but unmistakable strain

of old Homer himself. As the junior

watch officer hauled himself up the com-

panion way to face two more hours of

blinding drizzle and menacing fog horns,

it cheered him to reflect that after all

the classics are less dead than they are

reputed to be.
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Omsk and Washington
HAD

there been a political seismo-

graph in Washington, it would have

recorded some noteworthy rumblings in

Siberia the week before last; possibly

they were recorded and filed for refer-

ence. In any case the public press has

taken little notice of them.

On May 17, the Associated Press tele-

graphed that Mr. Ivan Sukin, Acting
Minister of Foreign Affairs, had re-

quested Major-General Graves, the

American commander in Siberia, not to

send any troops further into the interior,

and indicated that the object of the re-

quest was to avoid jeopardizing the ex-

isting friendly relations with America,

which, in view of the American Govern-
ment's undefined stand on Bolshevism,

might otherwise be threatened.

In the words of Minister Sukin, "The
attitude of the Washington Government
is being used by certain political groups
to create disorder among the Russian

people and thus weaken the Government.

Up to this time the results of such

efforts have been confined to the Far
East and constitute an entirely local

situation, which, much as we deplore it,

we can not help. We did not wish the

contagion to spread nearer the seat of

the Government and therefore made the

request It ought to be said once more
that every Russian is concerning him-
self with the question of the attitude of

Americans towards Bolshevism, and it is

the democratic element of the people
here that is opposed to the troops ad-

vancing further."

And then Minister Sukin added a

somewhat cryptic remark to the effect

that a certain government was seeking
to convince the Russians that Great
Britain and the United States were so

under the influence of Bolshevism that

the wisest course for the Omsk Govern-
ment would be to ally itself with an im-

perialistic nation, "which stands rock-

like against Bolshevism." He further
declared that his Government was not

influenced by this, in view of the con-

tinued assurances of sympathy and sup-

port from France and Great Britain.

It is quite possible that Minister

Sukin was not quoted quite correctly,

and the word "imperialistic," in the

scarcely veiled reference to Japan, is evi-

dently a misquotation or a mistransla-

tion, but the purport of the announce-
ment is unmistakable. Mr. Sukin is an
able and clever man and does not use his

words lightly. The correspondent states

that the request was made in the most

friendly terms, but the fact that such a

request was made indicates the con-

fidence which the Omsk Government
feels in its own stability, and it also re-

flects the strong feeling of the mass of

Russians who are behind it.

There is no doubt that the feeling

against America among Russians has

developed rapidly and that the tradi-

tional Russian-American friendship is

gravely threatened. It is not a matter
to be regarded carelessly, for its bear-

ing both upon the mutual economic re-

lations of the two countries and upon
international relations generally can

scarcely be overestimated. The first in-

stinctive feeling is that Russia is a long

way off and how Russians feel towards
us matters little. The second reaction

is that the Russians are to blame. But
is this true? Is it not wise to hold up
the mirror and see if the fault does not

lie largely on our side?

We have had no Russian policy, or, if

we have had one, no one has been able

to discover it. Last summer we made a

gesture as if to send to Russia an eco-

nomic mission. Hosts of Americans

sought to be appointed on it, but no one
ever was. We wafted many kind words
across to Russia. The treatment ac-

corded to Russia was to be the acid test

Heaven save us from that test! We
said that we "would stand by Russia,"
and we are still standing.

Finally we were shamed into action.

The Czechoslovaks were carrying on one
of the most gallant struggles of the war,

fighting against our German enemies
and resisting the treacherous attempt
of the German-inspired and German-di-
rected Bolsheviks to exterminate them,
after they had been solemnly guaranteed
safe transport across Siberia. Fifteen

thousand had succeeded in reaching

Vladivostok, but armed German and

Hungarian prisoners-of-war held the

line from Irkutsk to the Manchurian

frontier, and the remaining forty thou-

sand were cut off. Then we sent some
nine thousand troops to Vladivostok to

guard the rear of the Czechoslovaks!
As if to shame our dilatory efforts, the

Czechoslovaks, by their heroic efforts

saved themselves.

But they did more than this. They
gave the terrorized population of Siberia

the opportunity to throw off the hated
Bolshevik yoke and to make patriotic

plans for the recovery and restoration of

their country. The difficulties were
enormous. Out of local provisional

governments was evolved a central au-

thority, which after many vicissitudes

took the form of the present Omsk Gov-
ernment. For a time they held the line

of the Volga against the German-led
forces. A little timely aid, even of rifles,

clothing, and medical supplies, would have
saved the situation there, but we stood

in the way. At least a million lives

would have been spared and untold suf-

fering averted. But instead of giving
assistance where it was so much needed

we let our enemies, Lenin and Trotsky,
work their will on our loyal allies with-
out interference.

Meanwhile, our American troops re-

mained snugly in Vladivostok, and Rus-

sians, seeing that all the work and all

the danger were reserved for the worn-
out Czechoslovaks and a handful of Brit-

ish and French, were forced to the con-

clusion that our only object in sending
troops was to guard the great stores at

Vladivostok, in which we had a financial

interest. Also, we seemed several times
on the point of recognizing the Soviet

Government, an attitude which hampered
the efforts of the patriots at Omsk to

bring order out of chaos. Had we defi-

nitely set out to harass Russia, we could

not have pursued a more consistent

course. To cap the climax the Prinkipo
Conference was proposed, apparently at

the suggestion of George D. Herron.
This was an insult that no loyal Russian
will soon forget or forgive.
When we finally sent troops to Vladi-

vostok, it was only after protracted ne-

gotiations with the Japanese. To the

onlooker, and especially to the Russian

onlooker, it was very evident that we
distrusted the Japanese and that,

whether this distrust was justified or

not, we played the diplomatic game in

a way which could only injure the Rus-
sians without benefiting ourselves. As
Japan was not interested in seeing a

strong government set up in Siberia, at

least not until she should have acquired
economic control over the region east of

Lake Baikal, she made use of her oc-

cupation of the railroad and of the bands
of Semenov and Kalmykov to hamper
the efforts of the government at Omsk.
Still it struggled on, hoping against hope
that the eyes of the Allies and America
would be opened before the cause was
lost.

In the meanwhile, one of the leading
men of Russia, a powerful personality,
had escaped from Bolshevik Russia by
way of Baku and Persia. He was the

bearer of a reasoned project from four

great generals of Russia, true patriots,
devoted to their native land. Foch,

Clemenceau, Lloyd George, all approved
the programme, subject to the accept-
ance of President Wilson. It was sim-

ple and practical, and did not involve

the sending of a single soldier to Russia.
But he was unable to see the President.

So he went on to Siberia and let the au-

thorities at Omsk know that they had
nothing to expect from America, and
that their only hope in their extremity
was to make the best terms they could

with Japan, and pay the price. We do
not know what the price was, but no Rus-
sian begrudges it. Immediately the road
was opened and supplies began to go
through. Semenov and Kalmykov were
called off, and Admiral Kolchak was free
to undertake his western campaign,
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which has progressed so brilliantly.

But all this has resulted in an intense

feeling of bitterness towards America.

After having led the Russians to expect

much, we abandoned them. They felt

that as allies they were entitled to sym-

pathy and assistance in their efforts to

restore Russia, and they saw us flirting

with the alien Bolsheviks, who were

cooperating with the Germans in reduc-

ing their beloved country to ruin and
chaos. To-day they have surmounted

many of their greatest obstacles and
their way lies clear before them. They feel

their strength and they know that noth-

ing can stop Russia from again becoming
a great nation, perhaps the most power-
ful in Europe. They treasure up noth-

ing against Japan, even though the bar-

gain was a hard one, for Japan never

professed any lofty altruistic sentiments

towards them. But from America they

expected much, and were sorely disap-

pointed.
It is high time that we adopted a defi-

nite policy towards Russia, based upon
the plain facts of the situation. We
can not afford to lose the friendship of

the Russian people, nor is it wise to

leave them xenophobe, or in the hands of

Germans. A start has been made by
Senator King, who introduced a resolu-

tion calling for the recognition of the
Omsk Government. If this is followed

by a generous participation of American
capital and brains in the tasks of Rus-
sian reconstruction, a participation mu-
tually advantageous, we may be able to

save intact the threatened bond of Rus-
sian-American friendship.

Jerome Landfield

An Executive Budget

PEOPLE
in this country are not gen-

erally aware of the confusion that

results, on the one hand, from too much
separation of executive and legislative
functions under our Constitution, and,
on the other hand, from too little recog-
nition of this separation by Congress.
For example, nearly every appropriation
bill specifies to the last detail where and
how the work shall be done, and the

money expended ; sites for new buildings,
to take one instance, being selected by
the dictates of some Congressman or
Senator who has been able to bring polit-
ical pressure to bear. The design and
materials to be used, the number and
salary of clerks and assistants are usu-

ally specified in the bill. In other words,
the executive department, whose officers

have studied the problem and who are

responsible for making the necessary
contracts and for seeing that the work is

properly done, are so restricted by the
terms of the appropriation bills that all

initiative and incentive to save is dead-
ened.

Retrenchment is possible by first as-

certaining from accurate estimates the

amount of the annual revenues and ex-

penditures. The responsibility for ob-

taining such estimates rests solely on the

officer exercising executive power—the

President. But to raise and spend some
three billion dollars a year should require
a large amount of careful, precise calcu-

lation. The President personally can not

attend to it. He must therefore dele-

gate the work. This raises the first

question for consideration—to whom
shall he delegate the work of preparing
annual, accurate estimates of the rev-

enue and expenditures of the Govern-
ment?
The bulk of our national expenditures

goes to pay for the light, heat, repairs,
clerical help, salaries and incidentals

connected with administering the regu-
lar current business of the Government.
These matters are purely administrative
in nature, and have nothing in them
that is inherently political. All the rest

of our national expenditures, such as ap-

propriations for maintaining the army,
building of vessels for the navy, the

maintenance of labor exchanges, or the

purchase of wheat from the farmers, in-

volve political issues. In the first in-

stance, it is the function of the Presi-

dent, under the Constitution, to define

the political policy involved in such ex-

penditures. The task of incorporating
such expenditures in the Budget, how-
ever, calls for no political affiliation. The
President should, therefore, delegate the
work of preparing the annual estimates,
and all deficiency and supplementary
estimates, to a permanent, non-partisan
staff, or board, of able and courageous
men.
Retrenchment is based first on knowl-

edge of the facts : knowledge of the facts

can come only through proper system;
and the first step in such system is the
creation by Congress of a Budget Staff,

or board, to enable the President to ful-

fill his Constitutional obligations.
The next step in a scientific Budget

System requires a changed conception
of the functions of Congress in regard
to financial matters, and the adoption of

the necessary changes in its rules of

procedure. Congress has no authority
under the Constitution to exercise execu-

tive power. If the President presents a

consolidated Budget of the financial oper-
ations for the next fiscal year, Congress
should consider it as a whole. If prop-

erly prepared, every item of revenue and

expenditure will have been carefully con-

sidered, and each inserted in relation to

the document as a whole. For Congress
properly to fulfill its functions as critic,

it must ultimately consider the Presi-

dent's Budget as a whole. Whether the

various committees first consider the

portion of the Budget in which they are

particularly interested, or whether the

Budget be considered by one or two
committees, in place of the fourteen now
in the House and the fifteen in the Sen-

ate, is of little moment so long as the
whole Budget is before Congress at the
time revenue and appropriation bills are
voted upon.
The practice in Congress of initiating

appropriation bills, without reference to

the plans and desires of the administra-

tion, is practically a usurpation of the
executive power of the President. Con-
gress must say Yea or Nay to what the
administration has suggested in the

Budget as the governmental policy; but
no money bill should be introduced until

after the Budget has been passed, and
then only as a single and definite item.
In no other way can the people know
whether the responsibility for extrava-

gance is chargeable to the President or
to Congress.
What then are the functions of Con-

gress in financial matters? They are,

first, to determine the question whether
Congress finds itself in agreement with
the public policy expressed in the items
contained in the Budget. Congress
should then satisfy itself on the propri-
ety and necessity of the details contained
m the estimates. It should then weigh
the reports of its committees on the

Budget with the Budget itself, and after
such deliberation pass the revenue and
appropriation bills. If the Budget omits

anything Congress considers necessary,
the matter should be taken up with the

proper executive department. If the
President will not insert such an item
in a supplementary Budget, Congress
should vote on the question in the form
of a single bill.

After the revenue and appropriation
bills are passed, the third step in a

Budget System, and one of the most im-

portant, is yet to be made. Congress
must follow the expenditures of public

money by the Administration. There
are eleven committees on expenditures
now in the House, one for each of the
main departments. These committees,
at present, do practically nothing, save
in a case of open departmental scandal.

They should either be consolidated, or

the committees on accounts and on audit

should be strengthened, so that Con-

gress may have a comprehensive an-

nual statement showing how the Admin-
istration has expended the money that

has been granted.

Nothing less than these three steps
in a complete Budget System can bring
about retrenchment or economy in our
national Government. Possibly the three

steps will not be taken at one time. But
some day, when there has been more re-

flection upon diminishing incomes and

increasing taxes, Congress will adopt
them and will thus instal sound financial

methods.
John T. Pratt
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Walt Whitman
WALT Whitman, born in 1819, dying

in 1892, might be said to have

glided, almost sidled, through life but

for two marked events that gave feature

and color to his days. One of these was
his service for twenty months as volun-

teer nurse in Washington during the

last half of the Civil War. The other

was the publication, in 1855, of "Leaves

of Grass," to the horror of one class, the

mirth of a second, and the rapture of a

third—a book of which it may be sum-

marily declared that neither horror,

mirth, nor rapture is the clue to the un-

ravelment of its perplexities. For the

rest, Whitman's life was unbraced, but

not unbridled, shifting rather than shift-

less, always poor, somewhat idle, fearless

yet pacific, slipshod but respectable, avid

of contacts, but averse to ties, shelving

responsibility, eschewing marriage. His
cleanliness was Dutch ; his soberness was

Quaker-like.
In ethics, take him in the mass, he was—ordinary. He was not a very good man.

He was not a bad man. He was kindly
and unscrupulous. His vanity was res-

tive and imperious, and he could stoop
to meanness in its service. The pleasant-

est things in him, with a single excep-

tion, were not high. One very likable

trait was an aptitude for quiet and
effortless pleasure, a plant-like gift for

the leisurely extraction of the syrups
out of familiar and neighborly things,

features of landscape, labors and sports,

animals, and common men and women.
He liked his kind as other men like dogs
and horses. Their savor and nearness

was refreshing to him. Affections of

this sort are naturally comprehensive,
and the comprehensive is the indiscrimi-

nate. Whitman stroked the race. He
liked anybody, with stress on the "any"
and stress on the "body." In his 508

pages of verse hardly a proper name oc-

curs, except two or three of firmamental

compass like Washington and Lincoln.

Altogether the only best thing in him,
and the only spiritual trait that he pos-

sessed, was an exalted moral courage an-

swering to a high mental independence.
In that particular he touched greatness.
Whitman's vogue among English nota-

bilities, of which his American fame
was partly the rebound, had roots in the

expectations which Englishmen had
formed of our country. They had been

disappointed in America. They had
looked to America for sensations, and
America had responded with proprieties.
This defeat of expectation arose, as I

think, out of a rather foolish and need-

less confusion between America as land

and America as people. To suppose that
an old people in a new land would pro-
duce a literature moulded on its oceans
and mountain-chains was about as sensi-

ble as to imagine that a pigeon which
had moved into an empty hawk's nest

would lay hawk's eggs. Rational or not,

the expectation was there, and Whitman,
rather perhaps as the pledge and symp-
tom of its fulfillment than as the fulfill-

ment itself, became the object of admir-

ing interest to men like Dowden, Steven-

son, and Symonds.
The poet in Whitman naturally first

attracts us, and the first point of inter-

est in the poetry is its extraordinary
vehicle. After a recent and prolonged

exposure to its seductions, I avow my-
self unseduced. To me it is a vehicle

without springs. I admit its possession
of runners, but runners are quite as

prone to grate on sand as to glide
on snow, and a tendency to run into

sand impresses me as a main char-

acteristic of the Whitman sledge. Here
is a chance line, the first line my eye
fell on in opening the book: "The real

or fancied indifference of some man or

woman I love." The reader can quote
better lines, and so can I. I can quote
good lines. "Deep in the forest, in the

piney woods, turpentine and tar drop-

ping from the incisions in the trees."

The trouble is that we have no securi-

ties; we have none, because Whitman
has none. I think his vehicle bears no

comparison in grace or sensitiveness

with the unrhymed verse of Mr. Ford
Madox Hueffer or of Miss Hilda Doo-

little, or with the polyphonic prose of

Miss Amy Lowell's "Can Grande's Cas-
tle." No doubt he blazed a trail, but
that trail has not yet led us to the

Sierras or the Rockies.

I face with perfect tranquillity the

many solecisms of Whitman; they are,

so to speak, in the pact. Grammar in

Whitman would have been meretricious.

I find it harder to excuse the use of

"trottoirs" for "sidewalks" or "libertad"

for "liberty." I do not think a man who
says "duds" for clothes should say
"eleves" for "pupils." That is not in

the pact. It is difficult to respect a man
to whom the admiration of the people
who consume these elegancies was valu-

able. But let us not hasten to condemn;
Whitman can not be measured by par-
ticulars.

Was Whitman, finally, a poet? To this

let me give at once the partial reply that

his possession of what may be called the

poetic throb is undeniable. He is a poet
when he speaks of the "slumbering and

liquid trees," of the "tender and grow-
ing Night," of a "gray, discouraged

sky," of the "crooked, inviting fingers"
of the sea, of "lilac blooming perennial,
and drooping star in the west," of
"words loosed to the eddies of the wind."
These phrases are unmistakably poetic.

Are they the cry of untutored nature?

John Burroughs, for whom Whitman is

superhuman, remarks that "in his poetry
he seems as untouched by our modern
sophistications and the over-refinements

of modern culture as any of the Biblical

writers." I open the text at random,
and my eye is caught by the phrase,

"far-swooping elbowed Earth." Now
the authors of Genesis and Matthew do
not talk about the "far-swooping el-

bowed Earth." That is a studious, even
a studied, phrase. The famous and de-

servedly famous "I loaf and invite my
Soul" is another example of this far-

sought and adeptly found combination.
The "barbaric yawp" is very fine, but
the born yawper would never have de-

fined himself with so imaginative and
felicitous an exactness. So far as mere
language goes, Whitman may blunder
like a backwoodsman, but he succeeds

like a virtuoso.

Whitman, being uncritical, could not
tell his successes from his blunders, and
as he has the diabolic gift of destroying
the faculty of criticism in all who ap-

proach him, admirers and enemies alike,

he is indiscriminately praised. The
"vitreous pour of the full moon just

tinged with blue" has been lauded to

the empyrean, but I confess that to

"vitreous pours" my mind is water-

tight. Even in his veritable sublimities

he is slipshod, as in the moving line,

"Cycles ferried my cradle, rowing and
rowing like cheerful boatmen," where a

ferryman, in his narrow and self-repeat-

ing course, is a most inapt symbol for

the limitless scope and unbroken con-

tinuity of a cycle.

In my examples of poetical quality I

have quoted only phrases. Speaking
broadly, there is nothing else to quote.

Poetry in Whitman is granular, not to

say atomic. He was a carpenter by an-

cestry and intermittent practice, but I

doubt if history can show another man
of letters so destitute of joinery in the

literary sense. He can not dramatize;
he can hardly narrate. He can put the

right touches in, but he can not keep the

wrong touches out; he builds and un-
builds in the same breath. I shall be
reminded of "My Captain," but "My
Captain," which is so unlike Whitman's
other poems that its beauty is almost an
indictment of the rest, is rather picture
than narrative, and is seamed with flaws

forgivable only to its true tenderness
and high solemnity. When we reach the
word "object" in the last stanza, "From
fearful trip, the victor ship, comes in

with object won," the poem seems only
just saved from the fate of its hero, that
of downfall in victory. "Drum-Taps"
consists of taps—mere taps.

This point for me is crucial. Whit-
man felt like a poet. But the mere depo-
sition of feeling will not make poems.
Poems are fabrics; the poet is a fash-

ioner or maker. Verse is not the out-
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come of mere spontaneities any more
than of mere restraints; it is the out-

come of the equipoise between restraints

and spontaneities. It is a mistake to

suppose that delicate and refined effects,

like invalids, require care, whereas bold

and rough effects, like athletes, may be

left to the exercise of their pleasure.

Football men, in fact, are watched like

invalids in the period of training; and

bold and rough effects must be guarded

by care and vigilance from the intrusion

of alien and thwarting forces. Whit-
man could not sustain himself, maintain

the pace, even in ruggedness or inso-

lence.

One last remark may close this topic.

Whitman loved words, gloated on them,
fondled them in the very act of utter-

ance. Nevertheless, he aspired to write,

in some unfathomed way, not words, but

objects. In genuine writing the object
should walk into the reader's mind.

The view has its kernel of truth, but

Whitman hardly penetrated to the

kernel. He sought to impart to words
the robustness of things by delivering
them like things in crates or panniers.
Piles of words, he hoped, might produce
the effect of piles of objects. I need

hardly comment on the success of the

undertaking.
Summing up results in the dictum that

Whitman was poetic, but not a poet, I

pass now to a brief survey of his mes-

sage. His teachings may be presented
under three heads: the equations, the

optimisms, and the selfhoods. The equa-
tions run about as follows:

One man is as good as another. "In
all people I see myself—none more, and
not one a barley corn less."

Woman is as good as man.
The Now is as good as anything in the

Future or the Past.

The lower forms of existence are as

good as the higher forms. The grain of
sand is as perfect as the egg of the
wren.

The body is as good as the soul. "I

have said that the Soul is not more than
the body, and I have said that the body
is not more than the Soul."

("Soul" capitalized, "body" not, in the
affirmation of equality.)
One part of the body is as good as

another. This belief has pungent se-

quels.

Man is as good as God. "Nothing,
not God, is greater to one than one's
self is."

The bad is as good as the good. I

quote word for word: "What is called

good is perfect, and what is called bad
is just as perfect."

Satan is as good as God. This is in-

cidental, but explicit. In "Chanting the

Square Deific," Satan is added to the
triune God of Christianity, making the

Trinity quadrangular. The experiment
of reforming the criminal by adding him

to the police force is tried for the first

time in orthodox theology.
After all this, why not rescind inequal-

ity from the bottom up, and proclaim
difference to be imaginary? I feel that

Whitman benefits mankind in these alle-

gations no less and no more than King
George V would benefit England if he
raised all his subjects to the peerage.
The point of view from which dicta of

this sort are—let us not say demon-
strable—but even imaginable is purely
speculative. Are the bad and good
alike? From the top of Everest or

Cheops, possibly yes. At the base of

Everest or Cheops, no. Did Whitman
find one cook or one physician or one
critic as good as another?
The optimisms are fewer than the

equations, but even more important. I

quote: "There is no imperfection in

male or female, or in the earth, or in the

present—and can be none in the future."

Again: "Each moment, and whatever

happens, thrills me with joy." Again:
"Every inch of space is a miracle." He
tells us that everything is foreseen and
foreordained to good ends. He is secure

of immortality. "No array of terms
can say how much I am at peace about
God and about death."

On this doctrine comment must be
brief. Optimism is respectable in pro-

portion to the extent of sorrow and evil

for which it has found harborage and
warrant in its estimate of man and life.

To the reasoner the optimism of the
blood is as worthless as the pessimism
of the nerves. Neither the pessimism
of seventy-five nor the optimism of

seventeen proves much. I might value

the laugh of a child as a fact, even as

a symptom, but I should not respect it

as a critique of the universe. Whit-
man's optimisms, which are mostly early,

before he had learned as nurse and in-

valid the full poignancies of anguish,
seem to me the prolongation or repercus-
sion of the laugh of the child.

Last of all come the selfhoods. The
self is divine, its impulses are holy, and
the rankness of those impulses, being

merely the excess and projection of its

quality, is delightful like the rankness of

the scent of tropical flowers. Roughness,
fleshliness, turbulence, insolence, disdain—these are nothing but the sportiveness
and agility of its virtue.

I can sum up the Credo of Whitman
in a sentence—perfection with selfhood

as its basis, and equality as the guaran-
tor of its distribution through time, space,

humanity, and the unfolding evolution-

ary types. His historical position may
be put thus: Emerson gave us the op-
timisms and the self-reliances, with a

part at least of the equations; only in

Emerson they had the sky for a back-

ground: Whitman put earth for sky.

The self in Emerson reverences and as-

pires; the self in Whitman embraces,

enjoys, extols, its present actuality.
The success of this gospel, after its

first hardships, was very great; it suited

the time. The equations throve in a demo-
cratic period; the optimisms sunned
themselves in the removal of religious
fears and the hope of evolutionary prog-
ress; the selfhoods came out to bask in

the relaxing tension of the moral and
the social law. Its appeal, especially in

its support of instinct, was strongest to

the most advanced and delicate minds;
the apostle of the plain, untutored man
recruited his following from the intel-

lectual noblesse. There was reason
in the paradox. Civilization, in one

sense, is trestle-work, and, like trestle-

work, is relatively fragile. In a self-

conscious age the masters of arts and
letters have often perhaps the feelings
of a man hanging a picture on tiptoe
on the uppermost step of a reeling step-
ladder. A burly fellow, shaking the lad-

der derisively from the safety of his

station on the floor, might be envied by
a picture-hanger with a love of stability
and a sense of humor.

Gravitation is finally master even of

picture-hangers, and literature and phil-

osophy and religion are largely subject
to the primal instincts. But literature

and philosophy and most of all religion
are scant in the acknowledgment of this

subjection, because they feel the power
to be excessive and dangerous, and they
will not increase the danger by adding
homage to obedience. Hence the dis-

comfort of suppression ; hence the eager-
ness for avowal. After enforced silence,

to say that we want what we want, or

even to hear it said for us by a braver
mouth becomes the most sensible of com-
forts. Whitman did not confute the

argument for silence; he simply spoke.
An age morally and mentally overtasked

drew a long breath. That breath was
Whitman. What does a good workman
do who has drawn a long breath? He
expels the air and resumes his labor.

Whitman stands for a mode of life.

A man may serve a state of life or being
in three ways. He may body it forth;

that is, he may simply be it, like a child

or a bird. He may draw it like an artist.

He may uphold it like a teacher. The
trouble with Whitman is that he has

done no one of these things sharply. The
art-method is excluded from the outset;

there is practically no objective por-
traiture in Whitman. Exposition might
have been timely. If Whitman could

have re-appraised self and sex, giving
them new places and higher ratings in

the equipoise of a system which could

be just and generous to rival values, the

service to his time would have been

large. But the words, "system" and

"equipoise," in relation to Whitman, are

diverting.
There remains the third and final

option. Does Whitman personify, does
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he embody, the instincts he upholds?
That very word, "upholds," is a partial
answer to the question. Every child,

every animal, is a truer incarnation of

Whitmanism than Whitman himself, be-

cause it is less self-conscious. The con-

ations reliance on instinct is the reverse

of instinctive. Egotism is artless, but
not the cult of egotism. Part of Whit-
man's relation to the instincts may be
summed up in the phrase that the in-

stincts are his clients. He can not make
a plea, but he holds a brief. The final

outcome is the most curious and non-

descript mixture of dictum and dithy-

ramb, lyrism and dogmatism, proclama-
tion and exclamation, manifesto and

rhapsody. Either nature or wisdom
might have served us. Nature is sound,
if partial; wisdom is catholic, if austere.

But between nature and wisdom, what
camp, what halting-place? There is the

plight, the infirmity, of Whitman; he is

more than natural, and less than wise.

0. W. Firkins

Correspondence
'The'Psychology of Wood-

row Wilson"

To the Editors of The Review:
Your admirable article, in the issue

of May 24, on "The Psychology of Wood-
row Wilson" leads me to say that further

intensive study of the President's doc-

trines is, I think, desirable. The writer

is inclined to think that some of his

leading doctrines must encourage polit-

ical disintegration. I pass the inviting

inquiry as to whether his views on the

relations of labor and capital do not

tend to undermine the present social

order and our whole industrial system.
The points of Wilson's doctrine which
I have in mind are briefly self-deter-

minism and internationalism.

The right of peoples to self-determina-

tion, stated abstractly and without quali-

fications, is un-American and tends di-

rectly to the splitting up of existing

political units, throughout the world. In

the American Revolution, the doctrine

that governments derived their just

powers from consent of the governed,
was limited by the circumstances of the

time so as to mean that the British Par-

liament might not justly tax the Colo-

nies, which were denied right of repre-
sentation in the Parliament. Before
and during the Civil War self-determina-

tionism took the form in the State where
Woodrow Wilson was born, and through-
out the South, of States rights or State

sovereignty. The victory of the North

destroyed the dogma in America.
In Russia Lenin and Trotsky, prob-

ably at the instigation of Germany,
adopted the doctrine in its broad-

est form with the result that Russia
crumbled into fragments almost over-

night. President Wilson, expressing
definite sympathies with the Russian

point of view, also adopted it, apparently
for two reasons. He wanted, at first,

to arrange a peace without victory, by
encouraging Germany to look for peace
without loss of territory, except Alsace

and Lorraine, and to restrain the desires

of the Allies for conquest. He also used
the doctrine as a war weapon against

Austria-Hungary, with such success that

no sooner was the armistice signed than

the country split up into fragments.

Unhappily the disintegrating effect of

self-determinism did not stop here.

It spread to Korea, India, and Egypt,
where it caused civil war, and to Ire-

land where it threatens war. Who can

be sure that this fire has reached all

combustible materials? What are the

limits which can be set to this splitting-

up process, and when will it stop?
If the President's advocacy of self-

determinism tends to weaken existing

political units, by encouraging particu-
larist and separationist movements, his

internationalism, as set forth in the

League of Nations constitution, does the

same thing in a different way. At first

sight, Article X, with its political and
territorial guarantees, appears likely to

stabilize present arrangements, although
at the expense of involving America in

disputes all over the world. As a mat-
ter of fact, the Covenant appears to me
to have a disintegrating and revolution-

ary effect. If American citizens in some

foreign country should be subjected to

political outrage, or American property
be destroyed or confiscated, through the

acts or omissions of a foreign govern-

ment, our recourse would be an applica-
tion to the council at Geneva. So, too,

if we desired, after agreeing to a limita-

tion of armament, to increase it, for the

purpose even of maintaining domestic

order, when a general strike threatened

our security, or when Bolshevism, dan-

gerously organized, appeared in Amer-
ica, our only recourse would be an ap-

peal to the league council. In either of

these cases, we should be obliged to se-

cure a unanimous vote in order to have
our petition granted. Now, it is not in-

conceivable that at least one vote might
be cast against us. Japan or Italy might
for the time being be cherishing a

grievance against us. Brazil might feel

a dread of our advance towards the

south, if the dispute were with Mexico,
or some Central or South American

country. But an even greater danger
would be the pressure which the British

Labor Party, the French or Italian So-

cialists, acting upon the suggestion of

American I. W. W., might bring to bear

upon the governments of their respective

countries to oppose the increase of our

army for the preservation of domestic
order. The League Covenant, therefore,

places a powerful instrument in the

hands of European Bolshevists and So-

cialists, to interfere in our internal af-

fairs and weaken the authority of our
national Government. It also gives the

power of blackmail to any member state

who might wish us ill, bringing discredit

and inevitable loss of power and prestige

upon a government which had volun-

tarily abdicated some of its powers for
the protection of the life and property
of its citizens in foreign countries.

Thus President Wilson's self-deter-

minism and internationalism are both
directed towards the weakening of our
Government. That this is not unjust is

shown by his recent speech in Paris,

where he said that in a sense national

law is played out. National law is na-

tional authority, nothing more and

nothing less. To say that national

authority is in a sense played out,

and that the relations between states

will be of more importance in the fu-

ture than internal national development
is a clear proclamation in favor of weak-

ening our national Government. If this

be true, a tolerant attitude towards the

League of Nations, in its present form,
is inconsistent with the policy which de-

clares war on Bolshevism.

Augustus Lynch Mason
Indianapolis, Ind., May 24

If Prohibition, Why Not

Socialism ?

To the Editors of The Review:
Men are coming to forbid themselves

all use of the foremost bodily intoxicant,

alcohol. The wine that maketh glad the

heart of man seems a beneficent inven-

tion; but its use proves fearfully malef-

icent to the many. Let us have done
with it, say the Prohibitionists. Much
hardship ensues. Can men well sup-

port the wear and tear of life without
this ancient means of easing it? The
question is not asked by the Teetotalers,

men in the Frankenstein mood. Finally

hopeless of controlling the invention

Drink, they are resolved to destroy it.

For millennia many of the best minds
have doubted man's ability to control a

greater invention, the universal mental
intoxicant wealth. The institution of

private property seems beneficent; but
its use proves fearfully maleficent to the

many. Let us have done with it, say
the Socialists. Much hardship would
ensue. Can Production be active and
well-ordered without it? The new Tee-
totalers do not ask the question. Finally

hopeless of controlling the money power,
they are resolved to destroy it. De-
lendae sunt divitiae.
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Will the Have-nots, the economic

Drys, win against the Haves, the eco-

nomic Wets? Their victory would ac-

complish the most far-reaching over-

turn in human conditions since civiliza-

tion began. Chaos would come, say all

the wise. But if Chaos is not to come,

a New Order must.

Socialism is the arbitration of Ex-

change. For the immemorial duel of

buyer and seller, it substitutes decision

by the public as referee. The common
voice is to determine what every man is

to get by his industry and what he is to

give for what he gets. Expropriation is

to end Extortion. Exit the Trader;
exit "buying for sheep and selling for

deer." Enter the Government farm
and mine and ship and factory and store.

But duelling and decision by a referee

are not the only ways of settling dis-

putes. Agreement between the parties

is the third way and the best way, leav-

ing all just men masters in their own
concerns. Between Drunkenness and
Abstinence stands Temperance. In time

the world will learn how to use alcohol.

So between Extortion and Expropria-
tion stands Fair Dealing. Will the world
in time learn how to use money?
A dream, say the Socialists, as the

Teetotalers have said before them and
won by saying it. Like the passion for

alcohol, the love of money can not be
mastered and must be starved to death.

Is this true? If true, the love of

money assuredly will be starved to death.

The new and greater Prohibition wins.

Neither is true. Abstinence and Ex-

propriation are but rude remedies for

Drunkenness and Extortion. The goals
of civilization are Temperance and Fair

Dealing. Like Teetotalism, Socialism is

a counsel of despair. But the New Or-
der will be built on hope.

Benjamin Ives Gilman
Boston, Mass., May 23

The Danger of Present-Day
Radicalism

To the Editors of The Review:
How gladly I subscribe! Especially

in the last six months, I have become
very apprehensive. The colleges and
even the high schools have in their

teaching force, men and women who,
with the highest ideals, are undermining
the foundations of this Government.
Indiana University allows the Bolshevist
New York Nation to be used as a text-

book in some English classes. I have
no doubt its dangerous doctrines are
couched in its usual excellent English
but what can a university be thinking of
to permit such insidious propaganda
among its younger college students?

Mrs. Lucius B. Swift
Indianapolis, Ind., May 23

Book Reviews

Self-Determination and

Sovereignty

Authority in the Modern State. By
Harold J. Laski. New Haven: Yale
University Press.

The New State: Group Organization the
Solution of Popular Government.
By M. P. Follett New York: Long-
mans, Green and Company.

THE
fountains of the social and po-

litical deep have been stirred by the

Great War. Everywhere the foundations

of authority, industrial as well as po-

litical, are questioned. In the interna-

tional field the right of self-determina-

tion is proclaimed as the complement of

the doctrine of the consent of the gov-
erned in the constitutional field. In the

domain of labor the workmen are as-

serting an inherent and natural right
themselves to control, not only the dis-

tribution of their products, but the man-
ner in which and the persons by whom
industrial establishments are to be oper-
ated. This last demand, which is more

loudly voiced in Europe and Great Bri-

tain than it is in America, marks a defi-

nite break with the older schools of

socialism, which have contented them-
selves with the ideal of a regime under
which the instruments of production
should be owned and operated and their

products distributed by a democratically
controlled state.

In itself, this questioning of existing
industrial and political institutions and
methods can not reasonably be objected
to. If, as at present operated, they ef-

fect a just and efficient distribution of

economic and political power, only good
can result from having the fact made
clear. If they do not, it is all the more

proper that this should be determined,
in order that the needed reforms may
be indicated and entered upon. Yet
there is danger, when questions such

as these become the subject of general

discussion, that ignorance and preju-
dice will usurp the place of intelligent

and unbiased judgment. It is most im-

portant that current social and political

theorizing should be continually exam-
ined in order to determine whether false

premises are assumed or essential dis-

tinctions disregarded. This furnishes

the justification for the paragraphs
which follow, in which it is sought to

point out the respects in which false

or confused reasoning is employed in

dealing with the so-called "right of self-

determination" and with the nature of

political sovereignty.

Self-Determination. Here the error

consists in the ascription of an absolute

ethical character to a doctrine which
contains a large ingredient of pure ex-

pediency or utilitarianism. It is as-

serted that if a given group of individ-

uals can show that it posessses a distinct

unity, especially if it can make good its

claim to a racial or ethnic homogeneity,
its members have an absolute right to

determine what shall be their political

relations to other groups—whether they
shall set up for themselves an independ-
ent government or consent to remain
under the sovereignty of another state,

and, if so, upon what terms.
It is clear that this doctrine, if pushed

to its logical limits, is destructive of all

political authority. For, in itself, no

greater sacredness can be claimed for

nationality than can be claimed for any
other physical or psychical factor that
serves to bind individuals into distinct

groups. If it is held that the doctrine
of self-determination states an absolute
ethical principle, the way is logically

opened to any number of individuals,
however small (who deem themselves
united by a "consciousness of kind"),
to assert the right to set up an inde-

pendent political household. The fallacy
is precisely the one that is committed
when it is asserted that the doctrine of
the consent of the governed implies that
no person may be rightfully constrained

by a political authority to which he has
not given his individual consent.

The doctrine of the consent of the

governed does, indeed, imply the abso-
lute ethical principle that all govern-
ments should seek exclusively the wel-
fare of the governed, and that only upon
this ground can their existence be justi-
fied. It also implies the ethical prin-

ciple that no person should be denied
the enjoyment of either public or pri-
vate rights upon arbitrary grounds.
Further than this the doctrine does not

go. These primary ethical conditions

having been met, practical expediency
then steps in. Exactly so should it be
with reference to the right of self-de-

termination as applied to groups of in-

dividuals.

Sovereignty. The distinction between

legal and ethical right is so clear that

there would seem to be no excuse for

ignoring it. Equally clear is the differ-

ence between ascribing to a sovereign
state a supreme and unlimited legal com-

petence and the assertion that it has
either the moral right or the actual

power to do what it will. Ethical right,

legal competence, and physical power
have no necessary relation to one an-

other. Legal right—or competence—
may be, and often is, exercised in defi-

ance of ethical right. Power may be

possessed and employed without regard
to law or justice. Ethical right may
be present without power to give effect

to the acts or ends which it dictates;
and legal competence may exist although
actual powers of coercion are absent.

It would, perhaps, not be worth while
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to point out these distinctions were it

not that, at the present time, there seems
to be an especial tendency to ignore
them in argument, and, from the van-

tage ground of the confusion thus ob-

tained, to deny that sovereignty is an
essential legal attribute of the inde-

pendent state.

It is necessary in discussing problems
of public law to start with the premise
that all positive law derives its legally

binding force from some ultimate legis-

lative source, from some supreme will

whose commands the law expresses.
This supreme will, or faculty of willing,
is termed sovereignty, and is deemed to

be possessed, not by the government,
but by the state, that is, by the political

entity or person that employs the organs
of government for the expression and
enforcement of its commands. As thus

connoting legal supremacy or omnipo-
tence, sovereignty has no relation to one
form of government different from that

which it has to another; it is as essen-

tial to the constitutional jurisprudence
of the democratically organized and ad-

ministered state as it is to the most au-

tocratically governed community. Nor
does the recognition of its existence

have any bearing upon what commands
the state shall issue or upon its actual

power to enforce them when issued.

Yet we find it asserted that it is the
baneful idea of sovereignty which
stands in the way of an effective League
of Nations and which furnishes support
for national selfishness and arrogance.
In an equally ignorant manner we hear
it declared that to concede sovereignty
to the state is to lay the basis for a

possible oppression of the people by their

own governments.
As regards the first of these indict-

ments, it is of course true that it would
not be possible to bring into existence a

truly sovereign world state so long as

the states now existing were unwilling
to part with their own several sover-

eignties. But there is nothing in the
idea of sovereignty to prevent states

from covenanting with one another in

any way they see fit, or of each of them
vesting the common exercise of the
broadest kind of powers in organs of
their joint creation.

Leaving the matter of sovereignty as
a matter of juristic logic, we enter the
field of practical politics when we come
to consider the governmental machinery
or organs through which the will of

the state is to be formulated and exe-

cuted. In all states of any considera-
ble size, it is necessary to develop sys-
tems of local government under which
more or less autonomous powers are
vested in organs representing smaller

component areas. In Federally organ-
ized States the constitutent Common-
wealths receive wide discretionary pow-
ers, legislative as well as administrative.

And, of course, in imperial systems such

as that of the British Empire, the colo-

nies and dependencies enjoy such free-

dom of political action that in practice
the sentiment of allegiance serves as a

stronger bond of union than does the

formal recognition of the juristic sover-

eignty of the Empire.
In some quarters, however, there ap-

pears to be growing a demand for a di-

vision of functions in the modern state

which is radically different from all this.

The division of powers which is advo-
cated does not rest on a territorial basis.

It is purely, or, at least primarily, one
of interests, and is applied especially in

the field of industry. The laborers in

the mines, factories, railways, etc., are

regarded as a special class or as special
classes which, it is argued, should,

through their organizations rather than

through the ordinary organs of govern-
ment, determine the law and public pol-

icy governing their special interests.

Guilds or unions are to be formed, and
these federated into national organiza-
tions qualified to express the general
will of the producers of the country,
just as, through the ordinary or politi-
cal organs of the government, the pub-
lic, as consumers, expresses its will.

Provision is thus made for two public
wills in the same community, in much
the same way in which it was for cen-

turies attempted to keep distinct the in-

terests of church and state.

As illustrating this type of thought,
take the following statement from the

preface to the last edition of a work
which has found a wide sale since its

first publication in 1913—G. D. H.
Cole's "The World of Labor": "Increas-

ingly the events of the war have led

those who care for freedom, whether in

the Trade Union movement or outside,
to have a clearer understanding of the
need for a division of the supreme power
in Society. They have seen, with fear
and mistrust, the overwhelming claims
advanced on behalf of even a capitalist
State in every sphere of life : and many
of them are looking eagerly for some
form of social organization capable of

holding the State in check. This, under
the conditions of modern industrial so-

ciety, they can find only in the Trade
Union movement."

In a manner considerably more sub-

tile, and possibly more philosophical,
writers like Duguit in France, Figgis
in England, and Laski in America, are

attacking the unity of the state, or at

least of its sovereignty, by persistently

refusing, upon the one hand, to distin-

guish between the ideas of actual power,
legal authority, and ethical right; and,

upon the other hand, by seizing upon the
idea of the "real personality" of ecclesi-

astic and lay corporations or other

groups of individuals to argue that these

should, within the fields of their re-

spective interests, have an authority

equal to that enjoyed by the state.

This doctrine of political pluralism, as

it is called, is being applied especially to

occupational groups, but if its premises
are accepted, it can be applied equally to

all other groups united by special in-

terests. It sets up a principle of self-

determination within the group cells of
the body politic similar to the self-de-

termination that it claimed in the inter-

national field for national units.

In the work of Miss Follett, we have
the emphasis thrown upon social psy-
chology, with a considerable admixture
of ethics. The present state, she says,
is now pretty well discredited. "We have
outgrown our political system." "All

thinking men are demanding a new
State." "Pluralism is the most vital

trend in political thought to-day." "The
unified State is now discredited in many
quarters." "To-day the individual is

submerged, smothered, choked by the
crowd fallacy, the herd theory." These
quotations indicate how serious Miss
Follett conceives the situation to be.

The problem of popular government and
of political liberty she states in terms
similar to those of Rousseau: How to

obtain a true general will which in no
wise destroys or overcomes the wills of
the individuals who yield obedience to
it. This will, she says, can not be ob-

tained when men reach an agreement
by compromise, or by contract, or by
waiving their own points of view. A
unity of willing must be obtained in

which differences are integrated, not
annihilated or absorbed. The one essen-
tial and efficient means by which this

unity—as distinguished from uniform-

ity—may be obtained is through the ac-

tivities of small neighborhood or possi-

bly also occupational groups, in which
true group wills can be found. Then, by
the blending of such group wills, a true

general will can be obtained. This re-

sult can not, Miss Follett declares, be ob-

tained by giving representation to those

groups in the national legislative body,
for then it will be too late: "The ideas
of the groups become too crystallized by
the time their representatives get to

Parliament, in fact they have often
hardened into prejudices. Moreover,
the representatives could not go against
their constituencies, they would be

pledged to specific measures. The differ-

ent groups would come together each to

try to prevail, not to go through the

only genuine democratic process, that of

trying to integrate their ideas and in-

terests."

Miss Follett does not offer any definite

plan as to the actual way in which
the small neighborhood or occupational

groups can be brought into relation with
one another so as to produce the result

she desires, any more than she explains
how a group will is to be obtained which
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will not be a result of compromise or

concession upon the part of its members.
There is not space to dwell further

upon Miss Follett's views, but, despite
the essential unity which is her ideal, it

is plain that, practically, her book is

one that, as the lawyers say, "sounds"
in "pluralism," and, as such, its influ-

ence can not but be politically disruptive.

Only disaster can result from any at-

tempt to divide the supreme authority
of the state—to distribute the exercise

of its powers into functionally tight

compartments. Not only from a logi-
cal or juristic standpoint, but, as a mat-
ter of practical politics, to divide sover-

eignty is to destroy it. If the laboring
classes, or any other classes, of a com-
munity feel that their special interests

do not receive due recognition and pro-
tection from the government as it

exists, it is their right and obligation to

use such influence as they are able to

exert to change the form or personnel of
that government. But to attempt to as-

sume through their own organization
functions that properly belong to the

political organs, and to divide legisla-
tive authority with them, will bring dis-

aster upon themselves as well as upon
the rest of the community.

W. W. WlLLOUGHBY

"The Latest Conrad"
The Arrow of Gold: A Story Between

Two Notes. By Joseph Conrad. New
York: Doubleday, Page and Company.

For the ever-grateful and ever-hope-
ful reader of Conrad, this tale slips

smoothly enough into place beside its

immediate predecessors, "Victory" and
"The Shadow Line." One would not
have "missed" it for a good deal: the

expected virtuosity is there, the stippled
glamour, the famous atmosphere that
can not be inhaled elsewhere at any price.
Yet it is with a rueful as well as a lin-

gering finger that one bestows it in its

appointed place, with a sense, perhaps,
that it is to be so disposed chiefly as
another of the set, as "the latest Con-
rad." What do we lack? Is it that the

virtuosity, more dazzling than ever, is

now constrained to make us oblivious of
a glamour slightly tarnished, an atmos-
phere from which, insensibly, the old

salty magic has departed? Whatever
"Conrads" glitter from the press, it is

to "Nostromo" and "Lord Jim" and "The
Nigger of the Narcissus" that we seem
destined still to return for the authentic
enchantment.

It has been a wistful enchantment, at

best, that of a magician who above all

feels himself alone, among fellow-beings
who are alone, upon a little planet that
whirls and teeters alone somewhere on
the forgotten edge of time and eternity.
He sees no certain help or sympathy

from without, to establish a meaning for
human life. "The ethical view of the

universe," he has said, "involves us in

so many cruel and absurd contradictions,
where the last vestiges of faith, hope,
charity, and even of reason itself, seem
ready to perish, that I have come to sus-

pect that the aim of creation can not be
ethical at all. I would fondly believe
that its object is purely spectacular."

Something worth seeing, to be sure:
"Those visions, delicious or poignant,
are a moral end in themselves. . . .

The unwearied self-forgetful attention
to every phase of the living universe re-

flected in our consciousness may be our
appointed task on earth—a task in

which fate has perhaps engaged nothing
of us except our conscience, gifted with
a voice in order to bear true testimony
to the visible wonder, the haunting ter-

ror, the infinite passion, and the illimit-

able serenity; to the supreme law and
the abiding mystery of the sublime
spectacle." As for human life the ar-
tist's task, he has said elsewhere, is to
snatch up, with faith and tenderness,
some phase or morsel of it, and "to hold

up unquestionably, without choice and
without fear, the rescued fragment be-
fore all eyes and in the light of a sin-

cere mood." That the mood cultivated
and imparted by this artist is sincere
we can not doubt, but why pretend that
it does not grow monotonous, as time
goes on? For it is, after all, a single
mood, and in the later novels it wants
the backing of vivid insight and tense
emotion which lay behind the visions of
the younger Conrad.
There is a characteristic irony in the

motto chosen for the present title-page:
"Celui qui n'a connu que des hommes
polis et raisonnables, ou ne connait pas
l'homme, ou ne le connait qu'a demi." It

is a story of surfaces "polis et raison-

nables," under which primitive and all but
ungovernable forces are at work, egotism,
desire, ambition, jealousy—courage also,
and devotion, and honesty of soul. It is

the story, once again, of certain lonely

beings whose paths meet, seem actually
to merge for a time, and presently part
forever, not on a note of tragic despair,
but with musing recognition of the in-

evitability of both meeting and part-
ing as not unuseful "fragments" of ex-

perience. Henry Allegre is isolated by
his wealth and by his genius also; Mills

by his reticence; Blunt by his "deli-

ciously absurd" egotism; "Monsieur
George" by his boyish sensitiveness:
above all Dona Rita by her past and by
her inborn quality of enchantress,—hers
for good or ill and whether she will or
no. The siren type has been greatly
struggled with by modern novelists;
Dona Rita is not a siren. At worst she
is hapless sister to that Helen of Troy
who would have had no traffic with ships
or towers or men either if the gods had

not so willed. She is a peasant girl
whom at fourteen, the painter, Allegre,
finds in his garden, instructs in books
and love and a learned unfaith, and
cynically leaves on earth as his unpro-
tected heiress. She is known, by no
means dishonorably, to the masculine
half of the polite world, but she is not of
that world. Don Carlos the Spanish pre-
tender, recently intimate in Allegre's
household, succeeds in taking possession
of his bewildered heiress—for a time.
But she is not a wanton, breaks from
him when she finds no real bond of
feeling between them—and thereafter

extraordinarily devotes herself to the
advancement of his cause, both as
heiress and as enchantress.

So "Monsieur George" comes on the
scene, a typical Conradian figure. He
is a young English sea-captain, at a
loose end in Marseilles. His fancy is

readily caught by the legend of Dona
Rita. For her sake rather more than
out of sheer recklessness he becomes
a gun-runner for the Carlists, to whose
cause he is absolutely indifferent. Of
his sea-exploits we hear as little as pos-
sible. We know what our Conrad might
have made of them; but that is not his
business here. Marseilles remains the
scene of an action purery interhuman,
from which at the end we have a glimpse
of Monsieur George escaping to his an-
cient and somehow more homelike bat-

tleground of the sea. Meanwhile he and
Dona Rita have had their unworldly
and, to do them justice, unfleshly epi-
sode of love. Common youth has drawn
them together, a youth of the spirit and
a singleness of mind and heart which
they recognize in each other as a rare
possession in a world of Blunts and
Thereses. The smooth course of their

idyll is broken as a result of Monsieur
George's own gallantry; and Dona Rita
is too wise, too generous, to let him try
to resume and to prolong it. "She may
find something in life," says Mills, that
stalwart sage whose spirit seems to

brood, Marlowe-like, over these pages:
"She may! But it won't be love. She
has sacrificed that chance to the integ-

rity of your life—heroically." "She
was supremely lovable," sighs Monsieur
George, from his bed of convalescence.—
"And elusive," adds the other. "Some
of them are like that. She will never

change. Amid all the shames and
shadows of that life there will always
lie the ray of her perfect honesty. I

don't know about your honesty, but

yours will be the easier lot. You will

always have your . . . other love—
you pig-headed enthusiast of the sea."

. . . "Then let me go to it," cried the

enthusiast. "Let me go to it," And go
he does, as soon as he is strong enough
"to feel the crushing weight of his loss

(or his gain) fully." Years later, the
arrow of gold, which she has left him
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as a token of their love, is lost in a storm
at sea: "and he . . . thought that it

was welL"

Why do we sigh, with Monsieur

George, as we lay aside this episode, so

artfully conceived, so skilfully chron-

icled? Because it violates some stupid
sense of fitness in us, some Victorian

propriety or feeble and vulgar exaction

of the "happy ending"? Or because it

resists deposit in some handy pigeon-
hole of "realism" or "romance." For
neither reason, of necessity; rather be-

cause, with the best will and the nearest

approach to belief, we cannot quite be-

lieve in the whole thing. We have, in

the end, a sense of something marvel-

lously contrived out of relatively flimsy
materials. Monsieur George—are not
his petulance and his stupidity a little

ridiculous, when we let ourselves look

at him? The Carolinian-Parisian Blunt,
who "lives by his sword," and his be-

lated butterfly mother who lives by her
wits—do they really pull up this side of

caricature? Therese, the secretly ama-
tory religieuse—is not she quite reck-

lessly overdrawn? And even Dona Rita

herself, the woman who has in her

"something of the women of all time,"
is she only an amazingly clever imagi-

nary portrait, or do we really know her
in herself and for good, like Beatrix
Esmond or Di Vernon? For one reader

at least, the story leaves an impression
of elaborate and breathless approach to

some infinitely meaning event that never

quite—comes off.

H. W. BOYNTON

From Ripe Experience
Essays and Addresses in War Time. By

Viscount Bryce. New York: The Mac-
millan Company.

LORD
BRYCE almost defies anal-

ysis. His style is neither trench-

ant nor discursive, neither bare nor pic-

turesque, and it displays no peculiarities
of diction; yet such as it is, it makes
him one of the most delightful writers

of modern times, quite apart from what
he may have to say. Nor is there any-
thing exceptional in the views which he
has expressed in a long lifetime on great

variety of subjects; yet we never read

him without feeling that he tells us pre-

cisely what we want to know. Things be-

come real when he talks about them ; they

acquire a new or a quickened interest for

us by the very fact of his talking about

them; here, if anywhere, we have a note

of authority. Lord Bryce's power ob-

viously springs from his personality,
which we easily perceive to be the

product of high scholarship and ripe

experience interpenetrated by a delicate

sense of honor, an unaffected interest in

the things pertaining to the common life

of mankind, and a genuine zeal for the

promotion of human aspirations. Above
all, he has the rare faculty of expressing
the mind of each of us at its best.

All this is attested by the essays and
addresses comprising the volume now
before us. These deal in each instance

with subjects on which every intelligent
mind has dwelt incessantly since 1914,

yet we read them with as much relish

as if the topics were new. They are

likely to prove irresistible even to the
war-weary who have sighed for a refuge
where rumor of oppression and deceit

might never again reach them. For
however ephemeral a situation may be,

or however repellent in its outward char-

acteristics, Lord Bryce is certain to

transmute it into a fit theme for philo-

sophic reflection, and to portray it in a

way to tranquilize rather than harass the
mind.
The work before us contains three

essays written in the first two years of

the war to explain to neutral nations the

aims, and justify the action, of Great
Britain. They are followed by three ad-

dresses of a non-political character,

treating of war in general, its causes
and some of its phenomena, its social

effects, its relations to human progress.
The last two essays appear for the first

time. One of them examines the his-

tory and the meaning of what is called

the principle of nationality, and sets

forth briefly the questions requiring the

application of that principle which will

arise when and after the peace treaty

goes into effect. The last essay deals

with the idea of a League of Nations.

In his first essay Lord Bryce con-

siders the German contentions as voiced

by General Bernhardi and Professor

Treitschke, that war is in itself a good
thing and that the State is above mo-
rality. No notion, he declares, is more
palpably contradicted by history than
that "culture"—literary, scientific and
artistic—flourishes best in great military

states, a cherished theory of the Bern-
hardi school. The decay of art and lit-

erature in the Roman world began just
when Rome's military power had made
that world one great and ordered state.

The opposite view would be much nearer
the truth, Lord Bryce thinks; though
one must admit that no general theory
regarding the relations of art and letters

to governments and political conditions

has ever yet been proved to be sound.

The world is already too uniform,

says Lord Bryce, and is becoming more
uniform every day. A few leading lan-

guages, a few forms of civilization, a few

types of character, are spreading out

from the seven or eight great states

and extinguishing the weaker languages,
forms and types. Although the great
states are stronger and more populous,
their peoples are not necessarily more

gifted, and the extinction of the minor

languages and types would be a misfor-

tune for the world's future development.
It is only vulgar minds that mistake

bigness for greatness, for greatness is

of the soul, and not of the body. In the

judgment which history will hereafter

pass upon the forty centuries of recorded

progress towards civilization that now
lie behind us, what are the tests it will

apply to determine the greatness of a

people? Not population, not territory,
not wealth, not military power. Rather
will history ask: What examples of

lofty character and unselfish devotion to

honor and duty has a people given?
What has it done to increase the volume
of knowledge? What thoughts and
ideals of permanent value and unex-
hausted fertility has it bequeathed to

mankind? What works has it produced
in poetry, music, and the other arts to

be an unfailing source of enjoyment to

posterity ?

The smaller peoples need not fear the

application of such tests. The world ad-
vances not, as the Bernhardi school sup-

posed, only or even mainly by fighting.
It advances mainly by thinking and by
a process of reciprocal teaching and
learning, by a continuous and uncon-
scious co-operation of all its strongest
and finest minds.

This is no more than any of us could

have told himself, no more than many
have probably told themselves hun-
dreds of times already, yet, coming from
Lord Bryce, the words have an inspiring

quality which otherwise they would
lack, for in him we have an exponent
of the strongest and best minds, one
who has himself measurably increased
the volume of knowledge and bestowed

upon mankind thoughts and ideals of

permanent value and unexhausted fer-

tility.

If we had not entertained this view
of him before, it would have been forced

upon us in reading the essay on "War
and Human Progress," where he con-

trasts the two schools of philosophical
thinkers or historians, the one hold-

ing to the power of Reason and of those

higher and gentler altruistic emotions
which Reason or Philosophy tends to

evoke and foster, the other basing itself

on the less rational elements in man—
passion and those self-regarding im-

pulses which attain their ends by physi-
cal violence. We can recall no treatise

that is more sane, more finely discrim-

inating, more completely filled with the

consciousness of the dignity of human
nature, more indicative, indeed, of a
mind fortunate alike in its natural en-

dowment and its acquired wealth.

The theory that the state is power,
that might is right, rests on two main
arguments. One is drawn from the
realm of animated nature, the other

from history. Both lines of argument
are meant to show that all progress is

achieved by strife. Among animals and
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plants it is natural selection and the

struggle for life that have evolved the

higher forms from the lower, destroy-

ing the weaker species and replacing
them by the stronger. Among men it

is the same process of unending conflict

that has enabled the higher races and
the more civilized states to overcome
the lower and less advanced, either ex-

tinguishing them altogether or absorb-

ing them and imposing upon such of

them as remain the more perfect type
of the conquerors. These two lines of

argument may be called the biological
and the historical.

It is the races that know how to think,
not the far more numerous races that
excel in fighting, that have led the world.

Isolation retards progress while inter-

course quickens it. The great creative

epochs have been those in which one peo-

ple of natural vigor received an intellect-

ual impulse from the ideas of another, as

happened when Greek culture began to

penetrate Italy, and, thirteen centuries

later, when the literature of the an-
cients began to work on the nations of
the mediaeval world. Such contact with
the process of learning which follows
from it, may happen in or through war,
but it happens far oftener in peace; and
it is in peace that men have the time
and the taste to profit fully by it. A
study of history will show, says Lord
Bryce, that we may, with an easy
conscience, dismiss the doctrine of
Treitschke—that war is a health-giving
tonic which Providence must be ex-

pected continually to offer to the human
race for its own good.
We obtain a characteristic touch of

Lord Bryce in his presidential address
to the British Academy in 1915, and
particularly in the following:

Sometimes one feels as if modern states
were growing too huge for the men to whom
their fortunes are committed. Mankind
increases in volume, and in accumulated
knowledge, and in a comprehension of the
forces of nature; but the intellects of in-
dividual men do not grow. The power of
grasping and judging in their entirety the
far greater mass of facts to be dealt with,
the far more abundant resources at com-
mand, the far vaster issues involving the
weal or woe of masses of men—this power
fails to follow. The disproportion between
the individual ruling men with their per-
sonal prejudices and proclivities, their self-
ish interests and their vanities, and the
immeasurable consequences which follow
their individual volitions, becomes more
striking and more tragic. As the stage ex-
pands, the figures shrink. There were some
advantages in the small city-states of an-
tiquity. A single city might decline or per-
ish, but the nation remained; and another
city blossomed forth to replace that which
had withered away. But now enormous
nations are concentrated under one govern-
ment and its disasters affect the whole. A
great modern state is like a gigantic ves-
sel built without any water-tight compart-
ments, which, if it be unskilfully steered,
may perish when it strikes a single rock.

Such words as these are an excellent

preparation for Lord Bryce's essay on
"The Principle of Nationality and Its

Applications," which, with the essay on
"A Peace League," deals with the most
vital questions now under discussion.

Who's Who in English

Politics
Uncensored Celebrities. By E. T. Ray-
mond. New York: Henry Holt and Com-
pany.

THE
events of the last four years have

forced all Americans to take a new
interest in foreign politics and foreign
politicians. The nearest to us in speech
and ideas are the English, and perhaps
they are the most puzzling. Some map
of the British political domain, some
chart of the various party currents which
rage about it is greatly to be desired.

Unconsciously the needful guidance has
been furnished by Mr. Raymond in his
sheaf of biographical sketches. The
thirty or more celebrities he censors are
leaders in English politics. Most of the
articles appeared in Everyman; but they
well deserve collection and preservation.
They are not hasty journalistic screeds,
but deliberate biographical studies by
one who knows. If he has distinctly
Liberal leanings and never lets the Tory
dogs get the best of it, the personal
equation can be kept in mind by the
reader and applied when necessary for
the elimination of error. "Uncensored"
is an ambiguous adjective in this title.

It promises no concealment of blunders,
faults, regrettable incidents; but, on the
other hand, it withholds no judgment on
the morals or conduct of the celebrities

selected for exhibition. It does not
mean "uncensured."

Biography is, of course, the most in-

teresting department of literature; and
English literature is particularly rich in

biography. These clear, unsparing,
ironic studies are no inconsiderable addi-
tion to it. How valuable would be such
a series dealing with the political figures
at the time of the Revolution—Burke
and Pitt and Sheridan and also the

Parliamentary go-betweens, intriguers,

place-hunters, wire-pullers, pamphlet-
eers ! Even if delineated from the parti-
san's point of view, such a series would
have great value. How it strikes a contem-
porary is always an important factor in

estimating any historic figure. No bur-

rowing in records can afterwards take
its place. In Mr. Raymond's case, his

judgments are brought home by a singu-
larly concise and pointed style such as
modern journalism demands. He who
runs may read, and read with profit. The
difficulty is to cease reading.

Illumination flashes from every page.
Sir F. E. Smith is not known on this

side of the Atlantic, but a single phrase
does the office of a full-length portrait,—

"the slim, well-tailored, dandyish young
man with the long pale face and arro-
gant lips." His resemblance to young
Osric, the "water-fly" of "Hamlet," is

worked out with cruel skill. It is no
sympathetic hand which has etched the
portrait, but the likeness is undeniable.
Again, when we learn that Mr. Arthur
Henderson, the Labor leader, was called
"Uncle Arthur" by his fellow-trade
Unionists, we feel we have picked up
a clue to his character. A college joke
shows how Lord Curzon was (and is) re-

garded; also how he regards himself.

My name is George Nathaniel Curzon:
I am a most superior purzon.

To learn that Mr. Walter Long comes
of an ancient line of Wiltshire squires,
that Sidney Webb is a "Cockney of the
Cockneys, sharp as the London sparrow,
and mentally as omnivorous," that Mr.
McKenna's house, 36, Smith Square, "is
so like him . . . solid, efficient, advan-
tageously placed . . . irreproachably
British, and a little forbidding in its

aggressive freshness" seems to place
each of them in a well-marked pigeon-
hole.

Americans were puzzled over Lord
Lansdowne's letter, as well they might
be. The spectacle of a British nobleman
trying to persuade his countrymen to
abandon a resolved and honorable war
for a most base and vile-concluded peace
needed much explaining. Mr. Ray-
mond's analysis of his character sup-
plies the key. He is "the unmilitary
aristocrat, who has little emotion and
much interest, who is too big to take the

vulgar view of martial glories, and pos-
sibly too little for the only passions that
make war respectable. ... He has every
quality appertaining to the wise man
except wisdom itself. His moderation
is notable where courage is the only cur-

rency; he is bold where Danton would
step with fear and trembling; outspoken
where secrecy is imperative; secretive

where a frank word might work won-
ders. He does everything the wise
statesman might except at the right time
and in the right place." Unwisdom
based on class selfishness explains the

Lansdowne letter, according to this

critic. But England turned a deaf ear
to the evil counsellor in her dark hour.

Even outsiders, like Hughes the Aus-
tralian and Lord Beaverbrook, otherwise
Max Aikin, are weighed in the journal-
istic scales and found more or less want-

ing. Sir Auckland Geddes, now Presi-

dent of McGill University, is dealt with

faithfully, his career, his character, the

disproportion between his talents and
his renown. The list of literary vivi-

sections, or perhaps they should be
called experiments in vivo, begins with

Lloyd George and ends with Mr. Samuel

Gompers. The American Labor leader

gets off more lightly than the English
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pilot who weathered the storm. One
would think his grateful countrymen
would set up for him a statue of pure
gold. They seem more inclined to cru-

cify him.

The Run ofthe Shelves

DEAN
WEST'S four addresses in

"The War and Education," pub-
lished by the Princeton University Press,
will be welcomed by all prepossessed
against modern innovations in educa-

tion. His sentiments are correct even
where his ideas are least clear. At free

elective systems, purely vocational train-

ing, commercialized science, literature

sophisticated with cheap philosophizing,
the stern old war-god shakes his head.

He stands squarely against the Kaiser and
with the French Minister of Public In-

struction, whose address on "France and
the Classics" is reprinted in the volume,
in pure devotion to the traditional dis-

ciplinary humane studies. A frugal
habit of saying good things several times
makes it unlikely that even a care-

less reader will miss his most telling

phrases directed against exclusively na-

tional or highly technical or merely in-

teresting or loosely disjointed forms of

education.

The world war has evolved out of

French a curious sort of "pidgin" or

jargon which, if not so well adapted as

the pure French of Paris to courts and

salons, appears to be immensely useful

on the humbler levels of international

communication. "Trezz bean" and "toot

sweet" are merely among the more wide-

ly known of the many expressions that

make up this lingua franca. Most mar-
vellous testimony to its vitality, the

French themselves, it is said, will on
occasion resort to it. It may be many
years before these sports of the world's

great seed-time will entirely disappear
from the linguistic garden. Few such

seedlings are more choice than those

contained in Kipling's "The Eyes of

Asia," recently issued in book form by
Doubleday, Page & Company, containing

impressions of the war reported by some
of England's Indian allies with the aid

of the master interpreter of such things.
A young trooper from the Punjaub
writes his mother that he is saluted in

the morning with "Zuur mononfahn";
his chota-hazri, his early breakfast of

coffee, is announced with the formula,
"Wasi lakafeh." He is exhorted to rise

and dress himself as follows: "Abil

towah mononfahn," which, if the reader

misses the first time, he can not fail to

get by accenting the second syllable of

"towah." Finally, he is commended to

sleep and the blessing of a strange god
with with these words: "Dormeh

beeahn mon fiz nublieh pahleh Bondihu."
"Now this," says he, "is the French lan-

guage, Mother."

Hard upon the publication of the
"Life and Letters of Joel Chandler Har-
ris" by his daughter-in-law, Julia Collier

Harris, comes the stout volume by Dr.

Wiggins.* Neither renders the other

unnecessary ; they complement each other

by offering quite different things or the
same things from quite a different angle.
If we had to make literary preparation
for the hypothetical desert island, we
should probably choose Mrs. Harris's
volume in preference to the one before
us. Mrs. Harris has the advantage of

possessing the letters and an intimate

acquaintance with the singularly whole-
some family life in the house in the
north end of Atlanta, now become a

place of affectionate pilgrimage. By
these means she is able to build up a
picture of "Uncle Remus" as he lived,
to admit us to an acquaintance with him
in regions from which he rather jeal-

ously excluded the world or, rather,
which he deeply felt would be ill-lost in

exchange for the uncertain glories of a

literary life spent on the platform and
at public banquets.

In comparison, Dr. Wiggins comes
gleaning here and there. There is very
little that is new to be found out about
Harris and probably nothing that is im-

portant. Dr. Wiggins has not spared
himself in the task, no doubt often a

very pleasant one, of interviewing or

corresponding with everyone who might
be suspected of treasuring a personal
recollection of the man, or, more usually,
the boy. It is well enough that the rec-

ord should be set down in its fullness,

for there is scarcely a corner of the

globe in which someone can not be found
who would like to hear more about the

literary creator of Bre'r Rabbit and his

world. Whether beyond the line where
local pride loses its glow there will be

many who will care to go through the

youthful literary efforts of Harris, re-

prints of which make up by far the bulk
of Dr. Wiggins's volume, is a question.
Harris would himself have vigorously
answered it in the negative. He per-
sisted to the end on regarding himself
as a "cornfield" journalist and always ex-

pressed, and in large part felt, surprise
at his growing fame and no little irrita-

tion against those who insisted on taking
him more seriously than he took him-
self. But he could not of course remain
insensitive to the pleasure he gave
others, and if he could be assured con-

cerning the present book, in the words
of the children inscribed on his memorial

tablet, that "You have made some of us

The Life of Joel Chandler Harris.
By Robert Lemuel Wiggins, Ph.D., Nash-
ville, Tenn.: Publishing House Methodist

Episcopal Church, South.

happy," he would gratefully accept it,

even though by its very existence it pre-
vents his gracious and wholly American
figure from hurrying back into the ob-

scurity which, he thought, fitted him
best.

Why should the certainly ingenious
theories of Freud produce the dullest

of books? Even in a doleful class of
literature it is rare that such a dead
level of commonplace and bad taste is

reached as Albert Mordell maintains in

"The Erotic Motive in Literature," which
is published by Boni and Liveright.
Mr. Mordell's contention is his master's,
that life and literary creation are chiefly

swayed by the "unconscious," which in

turn is largely directed by erotic experi-
ences during babyhood. This comes to

saying that our course is determined be-
fore we can speak or think, which may
be excellent psychoanalysis, but is poor
common sense. To prove the case, all

later experiences are regarded as sym-
bolic of early sex impressions. If one
dreams of flying, it isn't that he has read
of the ocean races, but that in some dim
past he "repressed" a passion in the in-

fant class. This stuff, which rests on
flimsiest hypotheses, is given as so much
proven truth. From this point of view
Mr. Mordell describes or surmises the
erotic life of authors from Homer to

Rudyard Kipling. At least half the in-

terpretations are banal. It's easy going
to prove that Shelley, Byron, and Ernest
Dowson were sex ridden. It requires
more imagination to perceive that

Browning's "Last Ride" is saturated
with sex, but riding is a universal erotic

symbol, "How We Brought the Good News
from Ghent to Aix" is by the same token

fraught with erotic implications; it is

undeniably about riding. Mr. Mordell's

style is as undistinguished, and occa-

sionally as incorrect as his reasoning.
His vocabulary lacks "shalls" and his
mind certain discriminations that go
with a correct use of the future tense.

Psychoanalysis describes a certain type
of erotic named the "voyeur," in plain
English, the peeping Tom. A particu-
larly odious type of "voyeur" is he
who squints through keyholes and sees
inside nasty things which are not
there.

The reader who wishes to be clearly
and cheerfully informed as to the pres-
ent League of Nations and its historic

antecedents can do no better than to

possess himself of Dwight W. Morrow's
"The Society of Free States," published
by Harpers. It treats the various
schemes for a society of nations from
Grotius down. Especially valuable to

the layman are the chapters on interna-
tional organization before the war it-

self. These illustrate the business side
of a League of Nations. The first draft
of the Covenant is printed in full, with
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a perhaps too favorable commentary. In

its temper and arrangement it is a

model handbook.

"Pictures of London by Celebrated

Artists" and "Pictures of Paris," both

issued by John Lane Company, bring us

two thin albums attractively bound in

gray cartridge boards with buckram
back. Apparently we have to do with

the familiar and popular special num-
ber of the Studio in a new guise. The
cuts are mostly from prints, but draw-

ings in monochrome and watercolors are

also represented. The selection has

been limited to contemporary artists,

with England predominant. Doubtless

copyright considerations have imposed
further restrictions. Brangwyn, Plow-

man, Hornby, John Marin, Lepere, are

some of the limners in the Paris volume
and suggest its quality.

Plain "Mr."

LAST
year when the fate of civiliza-

tion hung in the balance, and it

hardly seemed possible that the British

Empire could last another twenty-four
hours, the fierce egalitarians in the Par-
liament of -Canada spent no little time,
not in counselling of peace and war, but
in debating whether any more titles of

honor should be conferred on Canadians.
That patriotic Roman who bought the

field of Cannae when the victorious Car-

thaginians were encamped upon it,

showed not less faith in the future of

his country than these impavid repub-
licans of the new world. Titles and
honors won by military prowess were

exempted, but, in the eyes of these level-

lers, the acceptance of a title seemed a

danger to the State. There was no
discussion of the danger of buying
votes, of bribing whole constituencies, or
of patronage. Such real dangers to

honest government were not even men-
tioned; but the whole fabric of the

State seemed about to collapse because
some jackdaws wanted to decorate them-
selves with peacock's feathers.

The newspapers, one and all, backed
the Parliament. Among other things,
the discussion revealed in the Able Edi-
tors a curious aristocratic .intolerance

for the plebeian origin of some of the
Sir Knights. They poured most un-
democratic contempt upon "the butchers
and bakers and candlestick-makers" who
had acquired handles to their names.

Squire Raby himself could not have
been more scornful of those who "had

gone into trade" than these blue-blooded

critics of the ex-tinsmiths and ex-car-

penters who had become wealthy in busi-

ness and been included in the honors
list.

In Australia, in Great Britain itself,

and, of course, in the United States

there is the same outcry. And yet there

was no outcry against a title far more
offensive, upon analysis, than "Sir," and
that is plain "Mr." Mister is nothing
less than master. In "Uncle Tom's

Cabin," the slave, who escapes to Canada
by the Underground Railway, rejoices
that never more will he have to call any
man "master." American democracy
emancipated itself long ago from the use
of this servile term by adopting the
Dutch word baas (boss), which means
exactly the same thing. Moreover, the
democrat insists on his right to this

handle to his name. If, English fashion,
the customer were to address his butcher
or grocer as "Smith" or "Jones," instead

of "Mr. Smith" or "Mr. Jones," the

worthy tradesmen would be offended.

It is "not done." In England the handle
is dropped by the true democrat. In
"The Witch of Edmonton," old Carter,
a rich yeoman, expressly disclaims the
title. Old Thorney says, intending a

compliment, "You offer, Master Carter,
like a gentleman; I can not find fault

with it, 'tis so fair." But Carter will

not sail under false colors. "No gen-
tleman I, Master Thorney; spare the

mastership, call me by my name, John
Carter."

In unchanging England, the distinc-

tion still holds. When "Stalky" is eman-
cipated from Westward Ho, he becomes
"Mr. Corkoran"; and the soul of the
naval cadets, according to "Bartimeus,"
are lifted up when, on their leaving the

training ship, their old seaman attend-

ant addresses them for the first time
with some honorific title. On the other

hand, a sturdy democrat like Peter

Wright, the Labor Leader, who has been

touring Canada, refuses to be mistered.

Peter is "brother to a Prince and Fel-

low to a beggar, if he be found worthy."
If the world is to be "made safe,"

according to the well-known formula, it

looks as if we could not stop short of

the French sansculottes' logical "citizen"

and "citizeness."

Along with the feudal, mediaeval "Sir"
and the servile, obsequious "Mr.," must
go the entirely snobbish "Esq." And
yet, considered historically, it should be
less offensive to the sensitive democratic
conscience than either of the other titles.

Like the heroine of Bret Harte's poem,
it is harmless enough in its way.
When used lawfully, it merely asserts an
historical fact, that the user's forebears
had the right to bear arms, belonging to

the caste scutarius armiger. It is used,
of course, by those who have not a
shadow of right to the distinction; and
it is intentionally employed in the ad-

dress of letters to flatter the good demo-
cratic recipients thereof.

Yet how inescapable is the dead hand
of the past ! Washington was distinctly

scutarius; and his arms form the basis

of the national flag. Every State in

the Union, every province in the British

Empire has its coat of arms, curious

parodies, in many cases, of the sham
science and "silly business" of the Col-

lege of Heralds. Paradoxically enough,
nowhere is the desire to connect one's

self with the armiger caste more intense
than in democratic America. This

morning's mail brought the catalogue
of a dealer in second-hand books. It

consists of 131 closely printed pages,
and is devoted almost entirely to second-
hand works on genealogy. Here are two
items :

1579 Page genealogy from 1257 to the

present. With brief history and genealogy
of the allied families Nash and Peck. By
C. N. Page. Clo., 143 pp. Privately printed.
Dea Moines (1911) coat of arms in colors.

1580 Page descent. Line of descent from
Nicholas Page of England to Charles L.
Peirson of Boston. Coat of arms. Wrap-
pers, 16 pp. Salem 1915.

This tendency in the leading republic
of the world is like the Greeks' absti-

nence from beer, according to Calverley,

"distinctly curious." Chesterton has
discovered that the only trouble with

democracy is that it is not democratic.

This clinging to the symbol of gen-

tility was ridiculed by Shakespeare.

Apparently his opinion of the English
landed gentry was one of unmitigated
contempt. Mr. Justice Shallow was
admired by Cousin Slender because he
was "a gentleman born . . . who writes

himself armigero; in any bill, warrant,

quittance, or obligation, armigero."
Then follows the learned discussion on
the dozen white louses that become the

old coat well. And yet with true human
inconsistency Shakespeare paid a thump-
ing fee to the College of Heralds for a

fire-new coat of arms backed by a lying

legend of ancestral service in the field.

Still, plain Mr. must be retained for

foreign exchange, so to speak.
Our curious, awkward English anx-

iety to be polite at all costs, without

knowing how, has led us into strange

paths. In order to compliment a French-

man, we refer to him as "Monsieur" ; a

German is "Herr" ; a Spaniard, "Seiior" ;

an Italian, "Signor." So far, so good.

But when we wander off these beaten

tracks and try to give the Hungarian,
the Serbian, the Turk, the Swahili the

correct national term of respectful ad-

dress, we become unintelligible. If we
refer to "Pan Jonescu," the reference

may excite ridicule. What is to be done?

Once more the logical French have

shown us the way out of our impasse.

They reduce all foreigners to the Low-

est Common measure, which = M. Let us

drop our absurd "Monsieurs" and

"Herrs," and "Sefiors" and call all for-

eigners plain "Mr." The title is suffi-

ciently polite, and it has the merit of

simplicity. If weight is needed for the

argument, Sam Johnson's irrefutable

argument for the English pronunciation
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of Latin supplies the analogy. "He who
travels, if he speaks Latin, may so

soon learn the sounds which every native

gives it, that he need make no provi-
sion before his journey ; and if strangers
visit us, it is their business to practise
such conformity to our modes as they

expect from us in their own countries."

Archibald MacMechan

French Art at the

Fogg Museum

ARetrospective Loan Exhibition of
French Art* was held in the Fogg

Art Museum of Harvard University,
from April 9th to 23d, as a testimonial

to the devoted service of French officers

at Harvard during the war. It was ap-

propriately opened with an address by
Captain Andre Morize of the French
Army, a member of the original military
mission from France to the University,
and now serving there as Assistant Pro-
fessor of French Literature. A collec-

tion of Mediaeval, Renaissance, and
Modern French art, mainly of superla-
tive quality, it was most successful in

illustrating something of the greatness
of the civilization for which France,
with her allies, has been fighting. From
many other points of view also the ex-

hibition proved to be unusually instruc-

tive.

Although it included examples dating
from the ninth century to the present
day, there was no attempt to make it

completely representative of all phases
of French art. The aim was rather to

limit the examples to those of fine qual-

ity, of whatever period, and to make the
exhibition sufficiently small so that

everything could be studied in detail and
remembered. Furniture was arranged
with the sculpture and the paintings, to

make an attractive room. There was
almost no regard for chronological order.

That works of so many different periods
of French art could be placed side by
side to make an harmonious ensemble

may be accounted for partly by the com-
mon national spirit underlying the art

of the different ages, and partly by the
fundamental similarity of character em-
bodied in all works of art of the best
*The lenders were Mr. J. P. Morgan, Mr.

Grenville Winthrop, Mr. Harris Whitte-
more, Mr. Adolph Lewisohn, Mr. and Mrs.
George Blumenthal, Major Robert S. Clark,
President and Mrs. A. Lawrence Lowell,
Mrs. John Simpson, Mrs. Alfred A. Pope,
Mr. Michael Dreicer, Mr. Herbert Straus,
Mr. Horatio G. Curtis, Messrs. Duveen
Brothers, The Kleinberger Galleries, Mr.
Durand-Ruel, Messrs. Gimpel and Wilden-
stein, the Maiden Public Library, and the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Many ob-
jects also were lent anonymously. In addi-
tion to the painting, sculpture, and furni-
ture, drawings, engravings, illuminated
manuscripts, and enamels were included in
the exhibition.

quality. Although presenting interest-

ing contrasts from certain points of

view, a small wooden figure from a thir-

teenth century choir stall seemed not out
of place within a few feet of a group of

Nymphs and Satyrs by Clodion; and in

the juxtaposition of a Gothic stone statue

of the Madonna and Child and a portrait
of a lady and her daughter by Nattier,
the similarity was even more striking
than the superficial difference, for, after

all, the late fourteenth century was the
frivolous age of mediaeval art, the med-
iaeval eighteenth century.

This suggests that a museum in striv-

ing too intently for the obvious harmony
to be obtained by an arrangement by
periods may thus sacrifice much that

is suggestive in contrast and comparison,
which is one of the great delights of

fine private collections. At any rate,

in this exhibition, in addition to the
works mentioned above, a fifteenth cen-

tury tapestry, a portrait by David, a

richly colored painting of a girl with a
cat by Renoir, Manet's "Street Singer,"
a clock and two bathing figures in mar-
ble by Falconet, a landscape by Courbet,
small portraits by Corneille de Lyon, a

martyrdom by Simon Marmion, a land-

scape by Corot, a "Rehearsal of the Bal-

let" by Degas, and other varied examples
of painting and sculpture all seemed,
with a little judicious arrangerrent, in

perfect keeping with one another and
with the exquisitely carved tapestry
chairs and the inlaid commodes and table

made in the time of Louis XVI.
One striking lesson to be learned from

the exhibition is the importance of scale,
for which the French masters of all

periods seem to display extraordinary
genius. Almost every object included in

the exhibition is well-nigh perfect from
this point of view, each work perfectly
consistent with regard to the degree of
minuteness with which the details were
treated. The Louis XVI chairs and set-

tees are extraordinarily fine in this re-

spect. A feeling of uniform measure is

preserved over the whole surface. The
carving of the gilded wood and the de-

sign of the tapestry, the tone of which
is of the same value as the gold, har-
monize perfectly in scale of touch. The
same quality and scale is found in the

groups by Clodion. In the wooden saint
of the thirteenth century, an amazingly
subtle bit of expression, the scale is

somewhat larger and the treatment is

more summary, but it is perfectly con-
sistent. The same thing is true of the

paintings. Courbet, starting with one
idea of handling, does not falter, but is

consistently bold and crisp throughout.
Nattier is correspondingly delicate and
minute, and consistently so, even the
flat wall and the pilasters of the back-

ground as minutely finished as the laces.

Renoir's individual handling is again
entirely consistent. The gradation on the

bare floor leading up to the long French

windows, in the "Rehearsal of the Bal-

let," is in true scale with the handling
of the details in tke figures on the other
side of the composition. None of it is

so minutely finished as in the piece by
Nattier. This is in striking contrast to

the work of the "average artist" in this

country at the present day, where one

may find broad handling in one place,
minute in another, soft outlines in one

part, hard as tin in another, all in the

same work.
Another striking feature of the ex-

hibition was the way in which the works
of the later nineteenth century mas-

ters, Courbet, Manet, Degas, Monet, and
Renoir, the men whose productions were
so violently decried and ridiculed in the
sixties and seventies of the last century,

although necessarily inferior in quality
of surface, held their own, in the essen-

tial matters of color, design, and sig-
nificance of expression, with the works
of the earlier epochs. It may well make
us pause to consider how, since the end
of the eighteenth century, the art of

genuine significance has had a hard

struggle in gaining recognition except
from a small circle of cultivated and dis-

criminating people, many of whom, in

modern days, have been too poor to give
the artists any proper financial support
by their patronage.

Arthur Pope

The Phillips Collection

AT
the Century Club, of New York, is

being shown the collection of the fine

critic and amateur, Duncan Phillips. It

is an exhibition delightful out of all pro-

portion to its technical importance. In

a group of some thirty modern paintings

by French and American artists of our

day one senses a common taste. The
show has a rare sort of personality of its

own, is a reflection of its creator. The
approximations are very enlightening.
To see a first-class Twachtman between
a capital Monet and a rare Venetian sub-

ject of Boudin is to learn something.
The Twachtman is the finest picture of

the three, while the Ernest Lawson
across the gallery again makes a really

lovely Monet look unkempt and painty.
In an Alden Weir, of a glacial oncrop of

granite, we have again an extraordi-

narily appealing picture; we have the

authority of Cezanne without his fum-

bling and nervousness. Again the em-

phasis and the focus of Post-Impression-
ists is surpassed by the little Ryder shore

scene, by moonlight. Only the emphasis
is not blatant and momentary, but

thoughtful and permanent. Fanton-La-

tour, Paul Dougherty, Tack, George
Luks, Childe Hassam are some of the

other artists represented in a singularly
rich and satisfying show.
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The Review
THE REVIEW had its origin in

a prospectus issued February I,

19 1 8, by Fabian Franklin and

Harold de Wolf Fuller. In brief,

the object was to establish a weekly

journal of general culture, devoted

to the preservation of American
ideals and American principles of

government; a journal that should

be animated by a spirit of progress,
should welcome and promote needed

projects of social improvement, but

should insist on the preservation of

those fundamentals which must be

preserved if the nation is to remain

a people of self-reliant freemen.

The need of such a journal, while

clear enough then, was not so mani-

fest as it has since become; and it was
not until March, 1919, that the capi-
tal requisite to the establishment of

the journal was, by gradual incre-

ments, obtained. This was sub-

scribed in moderate sums by more
than one hundred persons in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Washington, Cleveland, Chi-

cago, and San Francisco.

The subscription-agreement which
was circulated for the purpose of

obtaining this capital provided for

the formation of a stock company
with a capital of $200,000, divided
into 2,000 shares of $100 each.

The agreement contained the follow-

ing clause guaranteeing the independ-
ence of the Editors:

"It is mutually understood and

agreed that the journal is to be abso-

lutely independent and that its con-

duct and policy are to be directed ex-

clusively by its Editors."

The Company was incorporated in

March, 19 19, under the title "The
National Weekly Corporation." The
act of incorporation contains the fol-

lowing provision:
"In the conduct of the said journal

and its editorial policies, the Editors
shall not be responsible or account-
able to the Corporation for any opin-
ion, comment or criticism lawfully
made or expressed by them."
The total number of stockholders

is 126. No stockholder has more
than 100 shares out of the total of

2,000; 12 hold 50 shares each;
4 between 25 and 50; 12 have 25
shares each; 6 between 10 and 25;
the remaining stockholders have
amounts ranging from 10 shares to

one share.

TlFFANY&C0.

Wedding Invitations

and Marriage Announcements

Fifth Avenue &37-Street

NewYork
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THE
abortive bomb plot of May Day

has been followed by one that has

done some execution. It would be folly

to ignore the necessity for the most

energetic measures of protection against
a danger so clearly proved to be serious.

But it would equally be folly to imagine
that the successful, or partly successful,

planting of a few bombs is evidence of a

powerful revolutionary movement. For

stage effect nothing could be more im-

pressive. But to bring about simultan-

eous explosions in a dozen cities is nowa-

days a feat that can be accomplished by
a very small group of determined men.
The melodramatic broadsides scattered

alongside the bombs breathe all kinds of

threatenings and slaughter, but they con-

tain the interesting admission that "we
are not many, perhaps more than you
dream of though, but are all determined
to fight to the last." There is no more
reason to-day than there was yesterday
to think that any formidable number of

people in this country are bent upon
revolution by violence. There is a vast

amount of dangerous revolutionism, but
it is not of that type. The bomb ex-

plosions may, however, rightfully be
expected to do two things—intensify pre-

cautionary measures against actual out-

rage and awaken our parlor Bolshevists

to a sense of the responsibility they are

shouldering in encouraging what they
like no better than the rest of us. The

^ thing itself, in its physical aspect, is in-

J comparably less serious than what we
have lived through more than once and
have pretty completely forgotten. The
railroad riots of 1877 and the doings con-

nected with the Pullman strike in 1894
were very much more like war than any-
thing we are now witnessing.

There are one or two expressions in

the broadside which deserve the special
attention of our sentimental idealists.

The bombers fling down their challenge
to the "lords of the autocratic republic."
"The great war, waged to replenish your
purses" is the way they speak of the

struggle against German domination
into which the country threw itself with
a unanimity never equalled in any pre-
vious war. Whether our republic is

"autocratic" or not may be a matter of

opinion, but to say that the war was
waged for the purpose of replenishing
the purses of the rich is to say what is

not only false but is the exact opposite
of the truth. It is not true of any of

the countries that entered the war
against Germany; but in our own coun-

try the interest of the rich was so clear-

ly in favor of keeping out of the war
that any person making such an accusa-

tion writes himself down either a fool

or a knave. Yet we have not observed,
on the part of our standard organs of

"idealism," any very strenuous effort to

extirpate this monstrous slander or to

use fitting language in characterizing

persons like Scott Nearing, whose pro-
fessional antecedents make the utterance

of it peculiarly disgraceful. It does not

seem to occur to some people that devo-

tion to truth involves any obligation to

stop the spread of falsehood when the

falsehood is calculated to foment revolu-

tion.

SECESSION
in the Rhineland at least

illustrates the German mentality.
As yet it has no more seriousness than
that. The Rhine folk have small love for

Prussia, which remains powerful if not

predominant in the new Germany. They
have equally little love for paying in-

demnities or enduring Spartacan tyran-

ny. East of the Rhine everything looks

pretty stormy; westward the political

weather is reasonably steady. To wish

to escape from possible anarchy in Ger-

many and obtain protection from the
Entente is a counsel of prudence. In
case Germany should reject the peace
terms, to declare herself independent
would put the Rhineland in a favored

position. There would be no blockade.
Such considerations as these guide the

independence party. They are natural

enough, only it is odd to see them spring-
ing up in that theatre of sentimental

Germanism, the old Rhine Valley. The
separation of the Rhine provinces from
Prussia would make the military situa-

tion easier for France. It would also

further complicate a Central European
situation which already looks about as
brittle and variegated as a candy walk-

ing stick.

ARGUMENT
on the League of Na-

tions has not reached a high level.

If we except the debate between Presi-

dent Lowell and Senator Lodge, it can

hardly be said that the issue has yet
been joined. In general, those for and
those opposed to the League in its pres-
ent form have not learned to talk the
same language. So when the New York
Evening Post, epitomizing the Presi-

dent's Memorial Day address, insists

that an overwhelming American senti-

ment favors a plan "to crown and as-

sure the work of our heroic dead; to

make a just peace that shall be lasting;
to take a bond of fate against the oc-

currence of another ruinous war," it says
what no one will deny. This is not ar-

gument, it is merely exhortation. Ar-

gument would have attempted to show
how the League will accomplish these

ends. President Wilson's speeches in

Boston and at the Metropolitan Opera
House could not be called argument.

They were the warm assertion and earn-

est appeal of a partisan. The difficulty

in all this matter goes as deep as the

difficulty of conflicting temperaments.
For some it is habitually easy to have

faith that good impulses can be rallied

for lasting benefits; others have too of-

ten seen good impulses followed by self-

ishness. The President, relying upon
the growing desire to do away with war,
was convinced that the Covenant, even

before it was revised, was a trustworthy
instrument. On the one side is humani-

tarian optimism; on the other is the

doubting lawyer's eye looking for flaws

in human nature. In a question having
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so much at stake, neither side can afford

to vilify the other. For it is evident

that an honest effort is on foot to safe-

guard the future of the world. In the

interest of sober debate we publish in

this issue a searching criticism of the

Covenant by one well versed in the his-

tory of international agreements.

PRESUMABLY
such newspaper talk

as appears occasionally, to the effect

that the rest of the powers are willing
to let Germany into the League of Na-

tions, but that France holds out against

it, is irresponsible. But it ought not to go
unchallenged. We ought to be immune
by this time from the gullibility that

can not see beneath the sheep's clothing.
In any case, the time for swelling mag-
nanimity is not yet. We are still at war
with Germany and need to be reminded
of the fact. We need also to be re-

minded that we entered the war pretty

late, and that, whatever our services, we
have no right to inject an easygoing
complaisance into the settlement. Now
is the time, when the effort has been
made and the reaction is on, to steel our-

selves, by remembering what Germany
did, into a steady purpose that such

things shall never happen again. It is

no time to talk about letting bygones be

bygones, for we are not at all sure that

there are any real bygones; it is impos-
sible as yet to observe any clear signs
that the German people has experienced
any regrets except the very poignant one
that Gott and his armies did not suc-

ceed. In fact, it is doubtful whether the
Germans will, for some time to come,
realize that they were defeated. Cer-

tainly they have not exhibited such qual-
ities and mood as have been adjudged
requisite in a member of the League.

It is also highly unreasonable to ad-

vert to the implacability of the French.
"The toad beneath the harrow knows
exactly where each tooth-point goes,"
and if we get into a censorious, or even
a regretfully excusatory attitude, we
run the risk of impersonating the "but-

terfly upon the road," who "preaches
contentment to that toad." For decades
we have expressed pious surprise at the

suspicions that lurked in the breast of
France against Germany—Germany, the
land of all the homely virtues and of
Gemuthlichkeit. And then came the rev-

elation, so startling and so ominous that,
it would seem, the present generation
could never forget it. In very self-in-

terest we ought to lend to the present
misgivings of France the weight which
we now see to have been due to her for-

mer forebodings.

THE
fervor and beauty of the Presi-

dent's address on Memorial Day
should blind no one to its romantic fal-

sity. Few of the quiet soldier-dead at

Suresnes would know themselves as cru-

saders and gospellers of perpetual peace.
Not one of them but would have resented

the implication that the poilu who was
fighting immediately, and the Tommy
who was fighting eventually, for his fire-

side, represented a lower order of ideal-

ity than his own. Their thoughts were
his. He knew the Hun to be very pow-
erful and terribly cruel. He sensed cor-

rectly the possibility of German victory
and the chance of there happening on
our soil what had befallen in Belgium
and Northern France. His was no dis-

interested war against war, but plain
war against "Kaiser Bill." He wanted
victory and was willing to die for it.

Had the average American fighter known
surely that death would be his portion
with victory, and that peace would last

only ten years, he would have given his

life just as willingly. To poetize his

simple and natural patriotism, to repre-
sent it as a manner of internationalism,
is to gild gratuitously facts that are in

themselves sufficiently glorious. Few
who have dealt intimately with enlisted

men of the army and navy, sharing their

hardships and admiring their pluck and
clearheadedness, will admit as plausible
this mortuary museum of plaster saints

which President Wilson is at such pains
to erect. For the League of Nations
there should be arguments, without sen-

timentalizing and denaturing that sacri-

fice which our boys made so simply.
From their wide-strewn graves they ask

nothing of us but to honor them for what
they did and for what they were.

MEMORIAL
DAY assumed this year

for the whole country a wider and

deeper significance. There was no town
or village which did not on that day
turn its eyes towards France, ground
rendered to them forever sacred, the af-

fectionate guardian of our American
dead. There was no town or village, East
or West, North or South, that did not
feel the emotion expressed by General

Pershing :

And now, dear comrades, farewell. Here
under the clear skies, on the green hillsides,
and amid the flowering fields of France, in
the quiet hush of peace, we leave you for-
ever in God's keeping.

There were none who did not feel that
the simple services everywhere held
would gain by annual repetition in power
to console and in power to make plain
the ways in which the future is to prove
that these dead did not die in vain. Not
the least happy circumstance attending
the observation of the day was the pres-
ence in many places of fine old men who
had given their youth to insure that

America should be a great nation. The
old breach has long been healed. It

closed over with the withdrawal of

Northern rule in the South after the

Hayes-Tilden election, it was strongly
knit by the election of a Democratic

president in the person of Cleveland and
his appointment to national office of men
who had borne arms for the "lost cause,"
it disappeared altogether when boys
from the North and from the South

fought shoulder to shoulder in the Span-
ish War. But on this Memorial Day the

vanishing remnant on both sides of the
old conflict gave over their splendid tra-

ditions to the keeping of a new genera-
tion of veterans who know nothing of

division, but only America.

PRESSURE
is again being brought to

bear upon President Wilson in the
matter of Ireland's grievances. We have
no doubt he will firmly refuse, as he has

consistently done hitherto, to have any-
thing to do with the matter. The Irish

situation is apparentaly more threaten-

ing to-day than at any previous time,
and there is good reason to believe that

agitation in America, or of American
origin, has had a very considerable share
in aggravating it. That Ireland has real

grievances and that England has mud-
dled horribly in its dealings with them
it is impossible to deny, but it is not our

affair, nor is it the affair of the Paris
Conference. That body has quite enough
to do in undertaking to settle the prob-
lems that were created by the outcome
of the war—the defeat of Germany, the

collapse of Austria-Hungary and Tur-

key, the break-up of Russia, the con-
fusion in the Balkan region. Nor is it

merely a question of the magnitude of

the task. The defeated nations have to

be dealt with, but to open up all the

wrongs and imperfections that may exist

within the victorious nations would be a

monstrous impertinence. We have no
more business with the establishment of

a reign of ideal justice in the British

Empire than the British or French have
with a like undertaking for our coun-

try. There are several million people of

negro race in the United States who are
as effectively deprived of rights guaran-
teed to them by our own Constitution as
if that instrument had disfranchised in-

stead of enfranchising them. But we
have yet to hear of any advocate of
American interference in Ireland pro-
posing that Lloyd George or Clemenceau
should insist upon the South making
negro suffrage a reality.

PREMIER
PADEREWSKI, writing to

Mr. Hoover, says that he considers
it "of vital necessity that these accusa-

tions should be wiped out by the unbi-

ased testimony of just men"—meaning,
of course, the accusations in regard to

pogroms in Poland. Unfortunately,
there is little prospect of the accusations

being "wiped out." Between wiping out
the accusations, however, and reducing
them to a character far less injurious to

the standing of the Polish Government
before the civilized world, there is a
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great difference; and it is to be hoped
that the responsibility of that Govern-

ment for the barbarities of whose perpe-
tration there is hardly any room for

doubt will be shown not to be what many
believe it to have been. The facts them-

selves are of course involved in obscur-

ity, owing to the meagreness of our

sources of information, but even when
the external facts have been established

there remains the question whether the

powers that be in Poland have played
a disgraceful part in connection with
them. We all wish to give the new Po-

land, upon which the hope of Europe so

largely rests, the benefit of any doubt.

Mr. Paderewski has made it perfectly

easy for President Wilson to set on foot

a thorough investigation, and there are

few duties more pressing than this at

the present moment. An immediate in-

stitution of such proceedings should have
the effect of tranquilizing both those

who have been stirred up to fierce in-

dignation and those who have denied
that there is anything to be indignant
about. The mere fact of a genuine in-

quiry being under way may be expected
to prevent further outrages for the time

being. When the report has been made,
it is not too much to hope that it will

result in permanent protection against a

repetition of them.

NOW
that sport is reviving it is a

good time to scrutinize with some
care a form of sport which it had been
better never to call forth from the ob-

scurity of the days before the war.
When Read carries through his carefully
considered flight across the Atlantic, the
world is delighted; when Hawker disap-

pears into the storm and mist of the
North Atlantic to reappear after hope
had been all but extinguished, the world
is thrilled. Besides much else, this is

sport at its best and highest. Whatever
quickening of the pulse one experiences
in contemplation of such feats springs
from an honest emotion that needs no
curb. When a crowd of a hundred and
twenty-five thousand persons assemble at

Indianapolis to see automobiles driven
five hundred miles round a race course
in something over five hours, one may
admit that a race is a race, and even a

six-day bicycle grind seems capable of

attracting the attention, though one
might think the beholders meagrely re-

warded for their time. But when the
automobile race involves three deaths
and a fractured skull, when Arthur
Thurman is crushed to death beneath
the wreckage of his overturned car, when
Lecocq and his mechanician expire in
the flames of their exploded gasoline
tank, when the horror-struck crowd fixes

its fascinated gaze on the surviving ra-

cers, who make no pause, it is time to
ask whether this sort of sport deserves

reviving. It is time, rather, to say that

this thing should be no longer tolerated.

Nothing is proved by it save that to

man's recklessness there is no limit, but
to the care of Providence for fools a

very definite limit, and both these things
we know already. The Roman amphi-
theatre and the Spanish bullring afford

far better sport, and in their effect on
the spectator are not more hardening,
more degrading, more thoroughly dis-

gusting than the recent exhibition at

Indianapolis. The Roman or the Span-
iard, fortified by centuries of national

tradition, might indeed spend a lifetime

at his spectacles with far less harm than
an American audience, with its tempera-
ment unsubdued to such things, would
take from a single repetition of the In-

dianapolis public butchery. In American
life there is no place for it; the noxious

thing should be uprooted before it

spreads further.

CONGRESS
can without difficulty

make a modest, but important and
immediate, contribution to the improve-
ment of the housing situation by carry-
ing out the recommendation made by the

joint committee on housing of the New
York State Legislatures that "mortgages
on homes, and holdings in mortgages up
to, say, $4,000," be exempted from Fed-
eral taxation. This would facilitate

such investments in a perfectly legiti-
mate way, and moreover is in keeping
with similar exemptions already existing
in the case of farm mortgages. On no
similar subject, perhaps, is the attention
of practical men more actively directed
at this moment than on the housing ques-
tion, and in no other direction can relief

be effected by means so simple and di-

rect. Adjustments of most questions
that press upon us as a result of the
war's disturbances involve reconciliation

of conflicting interests ; in the matter of

housing, quiet constructive work can go
forward smoothly, and yet mitigate one
of the severest hardships of the time.

IT
is one of the few kind memories of

the last Congress that, through mere
press of other business, perhaps, it neg-
lected to carry out the threatened repeal
of the daylight saving law. What
the present Congress will do will be
watched with keen interest, for it would
be hard to find an issue on which so

overwhelming a majority of the people,
backed by the judgment and practice of
most European countries, is in agree-
ment against a small but powerful mi-

nority. We are not incapable of sympathy
with the farmer; we will not let the

prices we pay him for his products dis-

tort our view of his rights or comforts.

It is quite true, as he says, that the sun
rises not one moment earlier in defer-

ence to our retarded time-pieces and that

the precious period between his appear-
ance and the departure of the milk-train

or the opening of the markets is lessened

by a whole hour. But it may be ques-
tioned whether the farmer has yet
viewed the matter in its broad aspects.
Some farmers we know are difficult to
reason with on a point like this; one
such refused to set back his watch last

year because he would have no traffic

with "Democratic time;" his own life

was regulated by "God's time"—or Re-

publican, the difference being to him
either not clear or wholly negligible.
But most farmers are not like this ; they
are reasonable beings with a heart under
their waistcoats which can be appealed
to. It should be reached. It should be
made to feel for the light-hungry gen-
eration that fills the land. The farmer
has the sun from his glorious rise to his
often more splendid decline, but the mil-

lions of indoor men, what that one hour
of quiet afternoon light means to them
is past all counting. Put the economic
return of it as low as possible—and it

would still be high—the spiritual value
of it places it in the class of things that
men had better fight for than lose ; fight

for, that is, through their congressmen.

AN influential body of artists and
critics is urging the appointment of

competent painters to commemorate our

part in the war. In this matter we have
let England and our European Allies get
ahead of us. Possibly the movement is

a little tardy. The great opportunity of

bringing the horror and the glory of the
trenches vividly before our best eyes has

passed. There remains the duty of se-

curing adequate portraiture of the great

personalities of the war. And here Ser-

geant York should be included with
General Pershing. Before we despair
too much of our artistic memorials of

the war, we should not forget that John

Sargent has been prowling not merely
in the British but in the American
trenches. He may have the answer to

the desires of us all, if not in his port-
folios at least in the back of his head.
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What Constitutional Prohibition Means

WHEN
it was announced that the

thirty-sixth State had ratified the

Prohibition amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States a singular

thing happened. The leading newspa-
pers of the country seemed suddenly,
and for the first time, to become aware
that a very big thing had been going
on. This state of mind characterized

alike those papers which had favored the

amendment and those which had looked

on in an attitude of more or less benevo-

lent neutrality. The few papers which
had had the courage to oppose the

amendment were not taken by surprise,
for their opposition was based not mere-

ly on dislike of its specific object but on
a clear-eyed appreciation of its enormous

significance from the standpoint of funda-

mental principles of government. The
number of these journals, however, was so

small that the phenomenon which pre-
sented itself to the general mind when
the newspapers of that morning appeared
was that of a people suddenly realizing
what they had done. This did not neces-

sarily imply regret, but it did clearly
show what to serious observers was
already sufficiently plain—that the mo-
mentous departure which was being
made from our political traditions had
received almost no attention at the hands
of those whose duty it was to devote to

any such development their best powers
of intelligence and judgment.
There has been introduced in the pres-

ent Congress by the Chairman of the

Judiciary Committee of the House a bill

which might justly be made the occa-

sion for the devotion of yet another day
of attention to the significance of the
new departure. The bill contains the

following provision:
No person shall, on or after the date

when the Eighteenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States goes into
effect . . . manufacture, sell, barter, give
away, transport, import, export, deliver,
furnish, receive, possess, or use any intoxi-

cating liquor except as authorized in this
act.

If the United States wishes to go in

earnest into the business of extirpating
the drinking of intoxicants this is the

way in which it will naturally go about
it. This was of course in the mind of

the Anti-Saloon League, and of the ac-

tive promoters of Constitutional pro-
hibition in general, all along. Many
who, while the amendment was being put
through, looked on with a half-asleep

complacency may not have realized

that this is what it meant. But there
was never any reason to doubt that
this is what its chief promoters in-

tended to effect. With such a law
on the statute books, search and seizure,

every device and apparatus of inquisitor-
ial control, will be part of the regular
functions of the United States Govern-

ment. Any community, such as that of

New York City for example, regardless
of the opinions or predilections of its

inhabitants, will be subjected to all the

rigors of Federal administration of a
law affecting their daily life and habits.

Nothing even remotely approaching a

condition of this kind has ever been tried

in this country; or, in time of peace, in

any country of the modern world. Yet
if we really want national prohibition,
this is what we must have; and if we
really want national prohibition by Con-
stitutional enactment this is what we
must endure until such time as a move-
ment powerful enough to sweep into its

current a two-thirds majority of each
house of Congress and the Legislatures
of three-fourths of the States has been
set in motion and carried to a triumph-
ant issue. That the possibility of this

is dim and remote needs no argument.
What will actually happen under the

Eighteenth Amendment is nevertheless

still matter for speculation. Much de-

pends upon the spirit in which Congress
may choose to act, and even the Supreme
Court is also to be reckoned with. As
regards the particular bill introduced by
the Chairman of the Judiciary Commit-
tee—a bill prepared, we are told, "with
the assistance of counsel for the Anti-
Saloon League"—its validity under the

Eighteenth Amendment is clearly open
to question. That Amendment reads as
follows :

Section 1. After one year from the rati-
fication of this article the manufacture, sale
or transportation of intoxicating liquors
within, the importation thereof into, or the
exportation thereof from the United States
and all territory subject to the jurisdiction
thereof for beverage purposes is hereby pro-
hibited.

Section 2. The Congress and the several
States shall have concurrent power to en-
force this article by appropriate legislation.

Obviously the bill goes far beyond any-
thing specifically authorized in the
amendment. The amendment forbids
"the manufacture, sale or transportation
of intoxicating liquors," but says noth-

ing whatever about the right to "possess
or use" them. The Federal Government
has no police powers except those ex-

pressly conferred by the Constitution.
The separate States may forbid posses-
sion or use, but it is difficult to see how
Congress, under the Eighteenth Amend-
ment, has any such power. Indeed we
are inclined to think that a strong case

might be made out even for the right to
make liquors for one's own personal con-

sumption, not to speak of the right to

possess or use them. The word "manu-
facture," in the acceptation in which it

has been used within the memory of any
man now living, has reference only to

making for commercial purposes. A man
who makes a corn-cob pipe for his own

use, or a woman who makes an embroid-
ered fire-screen for her living room, does

not manufacture these things, and no

ordinary law relating to manufacture ap-

plies to them.
Nor could a plea to this effect be dis-

missed as a mere quibble or technicality.
The language of the Eighteenth Amend-
ment was carefully chosen by men who
had devoted years to the promotion of

the object they had at heart. There
were in existence State laws, perfectly
familiar to these men, which prohibited
the possession of liquor. If they ab-

stained from putting this prohibition
into the amendment it was not by inad-

vertence. They were presumably aware
that there was still enough left of jeal-

ousy for individual rights and for local

self-government to cause many people to

shy at an edict that made drinking a
crime against the Federal Constitution,
and they were not so sure of their vic-

tory as to feel that they could without
risk arouse this sentiment. The vote

by which the amendment passed the

House was but little above two-thirds of

the members voting, and it is quite pos-
sible that a more bare-faced expression
of its intention would have caused its

defeat. It was part of the whole strat-

egy of the movement to make the con-

test appear to be one solely between the
forces of righteousness on the one hand
and the liquor traffic on the other. The
word "manufacture" carefully conforms
to this notion. The desires of the mil-

lions of people whose interest was in the

drinking and not in the manufacture of

liquor were kept sedulously in the back-

ground. What decision the courts might
might render on the subject we can not

pretend to say, but a perfectly honest

argument can be presented for the in-

terpretation of the word "manufacture"
as not covering the making of liquor for

one's own use.

Whether anything will be done to miti-

gate the rigors of the Eighteenth
Amendment does not, however, at this

moment interest us so keenly as does

the intrinsic character of what was done
when the amendment was adopted. To
those who have any regard for the Con-
stitution of the United States—and we
take it there are still some such per-
sons—the first thought about the

Eighteenth Amendment must be that it

is not merely a departure from the spirit
of the Constitution but a degradation of

the whole instrument. Unlike many of

our State constitutions, the Constitution
of the United States has hitherto been
the embodiment only of those things
which are essential either to the mark-
ing out of the structure of our Govern-
ment or to the preservation of funda-
mental human rights. Such an instru-

ment can command, and throughout our

history has commanded, the loyal devo-
tion of a great people. It is inconceiv-
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able that this feeling could have been

built up for a document which undertook

to impose upon the people in permanency—to withdraw from the operation of the

ordinary processes of majority rule—
specific statutes undertaking to control

the daily lives of a hundred million peo-

ple scattered over the expanse of a con-

tinent. As much as one provision can

do to lower the standing of the Constitu-

tion of the United States, the Eighteenth
Amendment has done. If there were

nothing else to be said against it, this

alone would be an objection whose grav-

ity can hardly be overestimated.

But not only is it a degradation of the

Constitution; it is a gross perversion of

the very idea of Constitutional author-

ity. A degradation it would be even if

its subject matter were merely outside

the natural and proper domain of Con-
stitutional enactment, and otherwise of

no special significance; it is a perver-
sion because it places behind the bul-

warks of the Constitution not a safe-

guard of liberty but a denial of liberty.

Police regulations established by statute,
whether State or national, embody, of

course, many restraints upon liberty ; but

they are repealable by the ordinary proc-
esses of popular government. The pur-
pose of the Constitution is explicitly to

put some things beyond the reach of
those processes. On the one hand there
are things which relate to the distribu-

tion of powers either between the
States and the Federal Government or
between different departments of the
Federal Government itself. On the other
hand there are things which are sup-
posed to be vital to the maintenance of
the essential character of our institu-

tions. Over fundamental rights of mi-
norities or of individuals is thrown the

protection of an instrument which no
mere majority can set aside.

No better example of this can be given
than the First Amendment, providing
that "Congress shall make no laws re-

specting an establishment of religion,

or prohibiting the free exercise there-

of." This has put it beyond the power
of a majority of the people of the United

States, however much they might at a

given moment be carried away by preju-
dice or fear, to proscribe any particular
religion, or to compel individuals to pro-
fess adherence to any religion at all.

The Eighteenth Amendment is in dia-

metrical contrast with the First. The
First Amendment says that not even a

majority of the people shall have power
to deprive men of religious liberty; the

Eighteenth Amendment says that not
even a majority of the people shall have

power to restore to men that liberty in

regard to their personal habits which
they have hitherto enjoyed. Generation
after generation may pass during which
a majority of the people shall wish to

recover this liberty and shall find that

recovery impossible except by nullifica-

tion of the Constitution of the United
States. If, when that instrument was
first adopted, any man had proposed to

embody in it a provision of this kind—
not relating to drink but to anything—
he would have been regarded as imbecile.

The safeguards of the Constitution were
enacted not to impose upon future gen-
erations the particular preferences of the
men who made it, but permanently to

protect against attack by fleeting popu-
lar moods those things that were felt to

be essential to the integrity of our free

institutions. If the First Amendment
had been framed in the spirit of the Eigh-
teenth, instead of establishing religious

liberty it would have established a na-
tional church—and it would have made
the Constitution of the United States a

monstrosity.

Our Relations to Russia

ADMIRAL
KOLCHAK to-day embod-

ies the national effort in Russia.
With entire logic, the conferees at

Versailles, as representing the idea of

nationality, have recommended that Kol-
chak be recognized. President Wilson
has asked for delay and consideration.
Meanwhile the dictatorship of Lenin and
Trotsky finds itself daily diminished in

territory and power. The end of Bol-
shevism seems fairly in sight. A new
government, not merely of the plain peo-
ple but of the whole people, seems im-
minent. It will owe small friendliness to
the United States.

We have no sympathy with those who
regard the Russian situation as simple,
and are ready to say how President Wil-
son should have acted at each step. No
relations with a government in revolu-
tion are ever simple. General principles

rarely work when power is shifting from
day to day. All that can reasonably be

expected in dealing with Russia is as
decent an opportunism as we once ex-

ercised towards a recent ally, during the
French Revolution.

But, whatever may be ambiguous in

the Russian, situation, there never has
been a moment when our moral attitude
towards the Bolshevik dictatorship
should have been in doubt. Lenin's
avowed programme was the overthrow
of all existing governments. The En-
tente was rooted in a common faith in

democracy. Doctrinally the Bolshevists
are as distinctly the enemies of the En-
tente as were the Junker Imperialists.
Mr. Wilson has allowed this plain dis-

tinction to be blurred, and thereby has
done disservice to the cause of democ-

racy everywhere. In emphasizing at all

times the difference between govern-
ments and peoples he has shaken con-
fidence in representative government,
and he has allowed the fault to go not
where it largely belongs, to the indiffer-

ence or ignorance of the voters, but to
the machinations of governments. Thus,
probably unwittingly, he has fostered
the feeling that Bolshevism is a toler-

able substitute for democracy. Possibly
a sense of some wild ideality in the sec-

ond Revolution made him averse from
taking the obvious stand against both its

undemocratic theories and its actual

brutalities. Possibly "neutrality of
soul" dictated complete non-interference
in Russia. Unhappily, however, we did
not even live up to our negative policy;
we did interfere grudgingly and hap-
hazardly, in a way to get all the odium
possible both from the Bolshevists and
from the Moderates.

In the whole transaction there has
been a confusion of two quite different

issues. Evidently we must never be a

party to dictating a particular form of

government for Russia. So far as we
are concerned, Russia is quite free to ex-

periment in any form of anarchy that

may please her. It doesn't follow that

we are bound to entertain friendly feel-

ings towards any kind of misrule that

Russia may choose for herself. Presum-

ably we believe in our own institutions.

We may have to do business with abso-

lute monarchies or tyrannies of the pro-
letariat—that is a question of policy;
but our cordiality is properly reserved

for those who share our own political

and moral ideals. A false relativity and
tolerance have been spread over the gulf
that separates all free nations from Bol-

shevist Russia. Her apologists have

spoken as if intimidation ceased to be

such in Holy Russia, as if the intention

to upset all existing governments were
a matter for amicable negotiation.

Certain radicals have argued that to

keep the way open for an eventual recog-

nition of a Bolshevist regime in Russia

was indispensable. That is true. Any
kind of government that manages to es-

tablish itself must be recognized. But
these radicals really mean that we should

help the Bolshevists along, which is quite

a dfferent affair. As a matter of fact,

our prolonged and indecisive flirtation

with the Lenin dictatorship has merely

got us the reputation of hyprocrisy and

cowardice. The Bolshevists at least have

the merit of knowing what they want.

What this nation wanted and wants in

Russia is some form of constitutional

democracy. Obviously we can not work

for it directly, but as plainly we should

be foolish not to give incidental en-

couragement, as occasion presents it-

self, to any form of democratic organi-

zation in Russia. Admiral Kolchak, who

is provisional military dictator of more

than three-quarters of the territory of
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the Russias, is firmly committed to

the calling of a constituted assembly
and to the legal termination of his own
dictatorship. It may or may not be the
moment for the United States to recog-
nize him. At least all the presumptions
are in his favor, whereas all the pre-

sumptions are against Lenin. Moreover
Admiral Kolchak has taken the pains to

show that he is politically our friend,
while Lenin has omitted no opportunity
to show that he is our foe.

Opportunism is plainly what is called

for in the Russian situation, but an op-

portunism with clear principles behind
it. Decisions based on propitiating revo-

lutionary sentiment at home are false

decisions. The admission that a prole-
tarian distatorship is an acceptable new-
comer in the community of nations is an

abject surrender of the principles for
which we have fought. That the Russian
situation is staggeringly complicated and
our policy necessarily shifting with
events themselves, is no reason for ab-

dicating those faiths and convictions on
which our nation rests. For the pur-
pose of feeding the victims of his

tyranny, we may have to deal with Lenin,
as we had to deal in similar case with
the German Kaiser. Let us not pretend
that what may come as a stern duty is

a pleasure. Let us not stifle through
any tenderness of soul the voice of the
national conscience. What we need to-

wards Russia even more than a diplo-
matic policy, which at best must be grop-
ing, is a moral attitude of the nation.

It exists; it is clear. Has it been fairly

represented at Versailles?

Germany in Africa

SOME
twenty years ago, Alfred Zim-

mermann, a German writer on colo-

nization, recorded a significant observa-

tion about the British system. He
thought that system to be the best one
for the Germans to follow, but admitted
that they did not succeed in so doing.
"The British arrangements," says he,

"when they are transplanted, have al-

ways experienced a complete transfor-

mation, and one that has often destroyed
their inmost essence." The British, by
contrast, have been notably successful in

taking over suggestions from others,

particularly the French, and working
them out; thus, the system of full self-

government in the colonies originated
out of ideas derived from the French of
the Revolutionary period, and has been

applied with astonishing success by the

British during the last fifty years.
Out of the melee of war, with its blunt

revelations of essentials and of insuf-

ficiences, there has emerged an acme of
tribute to the British colonial system.
The Germans were counting with con-

fidence upon disaffection within the

Empire, and were reckoning with India

and South Africa almost as with their

own. Yet the struggle was scarcely be-

gun before that dream was shattered.

The Empire held firmly together, the
colonials rushed to the assistance of the

mother-country, and the rajahs assem-
bled their wealth and their man-power
to defend their alleged oppressors. The
story of Germany's gigantic miscalcula-

tion as to the imminent break-up of the
British Empire does not need to be re-

lated anew. And something the same
thing has occcurred in the case of the

French; for their colonials, too, have
rallied to the defense. Many a black

warrior has laid down his life under the
tricolor in such manner that it could

not have meant to him the banner of

tyranny or of serfdom. But where

have been the German colonial troops?
Except in East Africa, where a force of
natives was maintained under a system
of payment, partly in money and partly
in license to domineer over their fellows,
the natives of the German colonies put
up no resistance to conquest, much less

a devoted championing of their masters.

On the contrary, they welcomed the in-

vaders.

There is no a priori proof of fitness

for the destiny of a great colonizing

power that can stand before a demon-
stration of this kind. Before Germany
entered the colonial field, the Germans
called one another to witness that they
possessed qualities for world-power and
the dissemination of civilization quite
unparalleled, at any rate since Roman
times; and their callings to and fro were
so vociferous and so full of conviction
that other nations, overhearing, were
impressed. A number of English writ-

ers, under the curious mood of self-

depreciation that overtook them some
years ago, conceded the case, got out
their sackcloth and ashes, and stood by
to see the chariots and the glory there-

of. But now, after the Germans have
had their chance for over a generation,
there is current a perfectly rational con-
clusion that they have failed so utterly
that they are not fit to be entrusted
henceforth with colonies at all.

But why, when they entered the com-
petition with such acclaim? What of
the industry, the science, the good in-

tentions, the general Grttndlichkeit? It

is necessary to ask, first of all, as to the
criteria of fitness to be a "colonizing

power." These are not the same in all

periods. Spain was the model once, when
colonization meant exploitation; the rest

envied her her Silver Fleet and the other

grandiose thievings of her Conquistcv-
dores. And then arose, in turn, the

admiring, even though rueful, conviction

that, when it came to commercial exploi-

tation, the Dutch were not to be beaten ;

"they have stolen themselves rich," re-

marked an impressed sightseer as he
gazed upon the mansion of certain East
Indies barons. England herself was ex-
alted once by reason of the successes of
a "colonial system," now long passed
away, whereby, as in the preceding cases,
the colonies were treated as destined to

be no more than contributory to the
economic prosperity of the metropolis.
But it is not so long ago that we "freed"
Cuba and the Philippines from the

Spanish yoke, and thought well of
ourselves for doing it; the Dutch
government has been assailed by a fire

of criticism for concerning itself solely
with the batig slot, or favorable balance ;

and England of not many years since,

having overcome the Boers, instead of

looting and taxing, speedily granted
them freedom—and not only that, but
also a voice in the management of the

Empire. There has evidently been a
shift in the conception of what a suc-

cessful colonizing power is. Fitness to

hold colonies is not any longer adjudged
upon the development of their material
resources or trade; it comes down to the
human element; it focuses upon the
treatment of the native peoples, to which
once the world was indifferent, and upon
that of the settlers.

The trouble with Germany in the colo-

nies has been the trouble with Germany
in Belgium and Poland. "No kaikai

[food], no Sunday," complains the
laborer in Kaiser Wilhelmsland, "plenty
fight, plenty die!" To the native the
British are bluffly fair; they may not be

loved, as the French are said to be, be-

cause they are not suaviter in modo, and
do not let themselves go in a way ap-
preciated by the simple child of nature.

But they are good sports, and especially

good losers, and they are, with all the

grumbling, objects of trust. The Ger-
mans began with the idea of Strenge mit

Gerechtigkeit, of teaching first "a good
lesson"; but the emphasis fell over-

weeningy on the sterness, and the les-

son not infrequently ended in the demise
of the pupil. East African princes were
hoaxed in the matter of "treaties," in

which they later found they had signed

away land and power; they had never
understood the documents, which were,

indeed, of the flimsiest order. Trouble
with the Herero and other tribes has
made of German Southwest Africa what
they themselves called their "Schmerzen-
kind." Atrocities of an unbelievable

nature (Kolonialgreuel) evoked the term

Tropenkoller, or tropical madness, to ex-

plain them.

It is plausible to contend that this was
the result of inexperience, and that all

would be eventually rectified. But if

they were unfortunate in their begin-

nings, they have not lived down that
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early reputation. The war brought out

the fact that their qualities are some-

thing more than transitory and acci-

dental; and now no one would dare to

advocate restoration of their powers on

the ground that they would learn pretty

soon to employ them like other human
beings. The colonial performances are

of a piece, be it reiterated, with those

exhibited in Europe and extenuated, if

not incited, in Turkey. No nation that

will do that sort of thing is fit to be set

in ;t position of authority over peoples
the stage of whose civilization makes
them relatively helpless.

Robert Bacon: A
Reminiscence

IT
was midsummer after the Lusitania,

the scene a meadow near West Platts-

burg, the time sundown, the persons the

fifteen hundred "Tired Business Men"
of the First Training Regiment. We
had completed our hundred miles of

march manoeuvres and were correspond-

ingly exultant. It was the moment of

leavetaking and thanks to our devoted
instruction officers. The memory clings
to that scene. Scores of the khaki-clad

men lolling in the great semicircle now
lie very quiet in France and Flanders.

Hundreds have put in practice in the

Argonne the tactics begun at Perry's
Mills and Altoona. For the moment, we
were just a lot of rather harmless en-

thusiasts, barely tolerated at Washing-
ton, rather suspected as to our judgment,
humorously admired for our cheerful-

ness in "taking our medicine." Our
officers, however, believed in us, and we
in them.

To express this sentiment of the en-

listed men an officer might have been

chosen, for example John Purroy Mit-

chel, who had just won his gold acorns;
or a literary notability like private
Richard Harding Davis of E Company.
Instead a less eminent member of the

regiment took the speaker's place, lifted

the dusty campaign hat from a head

beautifully cut and distinguished by
tightly clustered curls—the head of a
Greek athlete. It was "Top Sergeant"
Bacon of A Company. He spoke very

quietly concerning our gratitude to-

wards our officers. He expressed our
sense of benefit received from the train-

ing and of patriotism strengthened and
confirmed. He urged as an evangel the

duty of waking up the country to pre-

pare a sufficient defence. We read be-

tween the lines a sentiment that ran

through the company streets, that this

this was going to be our war, gloriously
so. He and we knew the nation's duty,
even if the nation didn't as yet.

The quiet, cultured utterance of the
Greek god in khaki naturally impressed

us. We called him over and looked him
up. Most of us knew that Sergeant Ba-
con had been Ambassador to France,
some of us recalled that he had been a

great banker in his day, a few may have
remembered that he resigned his am-
bassadorship to accept the to him prouder
position of an Overseer of Harvard Uni-

versity. We all knew that the com-

pany sergeant of A Company was a

friendly man and that he accepted the

drudgery of the orderly tent with un-
affected zeal and thoroughness. It was
only later that we learned, what he
would never have divulged, how much he
had done to make possible General
Wood's plan of officers' training camps.
He was a man of fifty-five and we sus-

pected—a natural surmise in the case
of the older men—that he had enlisted

as a good example. Yet it was no sur-

prise to us when he volunteered with his

three sons, and undertook the exacting
duties of a liaison officer. Major Bacon
carried into the war a dangerous lesion

which, neglected, became the cause of
his untimely death. Col. Bacon came
back with merited honors and decora-
tions of all sorts. But as he stood be-
fore us at West Plattsburg in an en-
listed man's khaki, he already had won
his "field marshal's baton." It was what
he liked to call his election to the Board
of Harvard Overseers. One likes to re-

member him amid all that relaxation of

good fellowship—serious, friendly; reti-

cently looking forward to the service
that awaited him with so many others
of the Tired Business Men.

Unrest and Distrust

THE publishing business of the coun-

try was revolutionized by the simple
discovery that the average reader is

honest. You can safely put a book into

a man's hand without first taking the

price from him. Upon this sort of con-

fidence the world keeps running, and
when such confidence is shaken the world
runs badly. It has been sorely shaken

through the war, and nothing worth
while can be done until the world is once
more convinced that most men mean well.

We need not credit all the alarmist re-

ports from Europe to realize that social

distrust is everywhere prevalent. Part
of it is mere fretfulness, and need not

be taken too seriously. Millions of men
have been thrust into unfamiliar and
hard duties, have greatly suffered

through their own inexperience and that

of their officers; have been projected into

the duller duties following the armistice,
then suddenly whisked back to a world

that has changed. War heroes must re-

learn how to be elevator men; whilom
officers must drive delivery carts. It is

not an easy readjustment. Unrest is

inevitable, and its best cure is time.

There is, however, a distrust that goes
deeper and needs a more radical cure;
and there is always danger, too, that

temporary agitation of spirit may settle

down into ugly fixed forms of suspicion.
Much has been done to bring this about.

Historically, perhaps, the movement be-

gins with the weak idealist, Alexander
Kerensky, who demanded that the En-
tente struggling for its very life should

purify and clarify its war aims. This
unreasonable demand that a world with
its back to the wall should considerately
analyze its past and lay out its future,
was echoed throughout the radical world.
The refrain swelled until the govern-
ments that were actually fighting for the
freedom of the world were put into the

position of mere tricksters.

President Wilson unfortunately played
into the prevailing mistrust by reiter-

ating his academic distinction between
governments and peoples. His invariable

implication was that governments were
wrong and peoples right. Such a dis-

tinction is destructive of the ideal of

representative government. Plainly if

free people will not take the pains to

elect truly representative governments,
democrary is a failure. It is one of the
ironies of the war that practical democ-

racy has been seriously undermined by
the great champion of democratic theory.

Inevitable inequalities of treatment
within the working classes have fostered

discontent. The ironworker caught in

the draft drew half his normal pay as

a private, while his mate who had an

exemption drew double pay in a muni-
tions factory. Meanwhile both saw in-

ordinate profit taking and greatly exag-

gerated what they saw. Millions of plain
men on foreign soil were rubbed the

wrong way by foreigners and amply
reciprocated the attention. The mixing
process which harmonized the national

melting pot curdled the international

cauldron.

Such are some of the main causes that

have produced the prevailing unrest.

Much of it will be cured by time. Some
of it will be remedied mechanically

through the resumption of normal in-

dustry. But there is danger that we
may trust too much to mechanical treat-

ment to repair what is emphatically a

moral ill. The responsibility for a cure

falls largely upon the prosperous, though
the organizers of labor also have their

important duty of interpretation. Some-

thing would be done toward lessening

distrust if people cbuld simply be made
to grasp the truth that much of the ad-

mittedly unjust distribution of wealth

has come not through anybody's malice

but through general incapacity to cope

with the swiftly growing industri.il

system. Neither capitalists nor work-

ingmen have, until recently, been d'

much careful or solid thinking about the

matter.
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<(Fed Up with the French"

THE transport had cleared the break-
water at Brest and was squared

away for the run to Sandy Hook. I

stood aft on the promenade deck, look-

ing down at the main deck, where the
enlisted men were crowded at the rail

taking a last look at the fast-fading
coast of France. There was a light
breeze astern, and the voices floated

up with perfect distinctness—"Good-bye,
France, damn you!" was a fair sample
of the shouts of derision and scorn
hurled at the defenceless French coast.

A sergeant carrying a message to regi-
mental headquarters came up the com-

panionway two steps at a time: I ac-

costed him. "Sergeant," I asked, "are

you sore on France and the French?"

"Well, sir," he answered, "I'm not sore

to-day on any place or anybody, with
this little old ship headed for the States.

But I guess all the men got pretty tired

of hanging 'round the Le Mans area

waitin' to go home and being robbed by
these here frog shop-keepers. No, sir,

I ain't got nothin' against France—it a
bonn country—but these here civilian

frogs don't want nothin' more offen us

now that the fightin's over—'cept our

money, sir."

Now the sergeant had it about right:
he was an average, intelligent non-com,
and he represents the average opinion of

our enlisted personnel—and of the

junior officers, too, be it said—who are

returning from overseas service. There
is no gainsaying the fact that, in the

estimation of our army as a whole,
France's stock has dropped way below

par in the last six months. I watched
the thing pretty closely in a good many
different parts of France, because I had
been wondering, even before the fighting

ended, how long it would be before there

was a rift in the lute of the Franco-

American entente.

While the war was on, while our men,
our machinery, and our money were pour-

ing into France in comforting streams,
the French received us open-armed. I

don't mean that they were consciously

play-acting about it; they felt emotional

and grateful, and they made love to our

army—they were French, that's all. Our
officers and men were somewhat aston-

ished but rather pleased, and proceeded
about their business of learning to fight

the French way. Our officers—coming
in contact with French officers at special-

ist schools, at the staff college, in liaison

work, and in staff work, learning and

teaching French combat methods—
gained a wholesome respect for the

Frenchman as a professional soldier,

and began to realize that he was far and

away the most scientific fighter in

Europe, despite the fact that he talked

with his hands and feet, and seemed to

go up in the air on the least pretext.
Had the war gone on, good feeling be-

tween the armed forces would have

grown stronger and stronger.
But when the armistice was signed,

two things occurred. France awoke
from a four years' nightmare and found
several million rather strange and sud-

denly superfluous Yankees billeted on

her; and several million Yankees rolled

up their packs, forgot Berlin, and con-

centrated their whole minds on Hoboken.
I remember, the morning after the ar-

mistice, going on inspections with one of

my company commanders and asking
him how his men felt. "Well, sir," he
answered, "they're fed up with the

French, and want to go home." As a
matter of fact, we were in rest billets in

a shell-torn village in the devastated

area; there were not six French people,
soldiers or civilians, within twenty kilo-

meters, and my outfit, which had been
in the thick of the fighting before I

joined them, had scarcely seen a French-
man in three months. Yet they were
"fed up with the French" !

Now I am not trying to prove that the

lessening goodwill between us and the

French is imaginary, or that the grie-

vances which our soldiers are constantly

reiterating are negligible. But I do be-

lieve that nine-tenths of the differences

are superficial and to be expected, and
that the rest is as much our fault as

theirs.

When the war ended France was
numb; also she was "broke." Hundreds
of thousands of our troops were with-

drawn from the firing line and dis-

tributed through the training areas and
the embarkation centre at Le Mans. The
men who had been fighting had had no
chance to spend money, even if they had
been lucky enough to get any ; and many
thousands of our enlisted men, thanks

to one of the crudest pieces of in-

efficiency with which our Government is

chargeable, had received no pay at all

for four, five, and even six months.

Many officers were receiving salaries from
their old employers, as well as the pay
of their grade. With the coming of the

armistice the men were paid up, and
officers and men, their pockets bulging
with good American money, were poured
over the French landscape, filling the

provincial cities and towns, and even the

smallest villages with a sudden surplus
of wealth. Paris was an American of-

ficer's club; prices shot skyward; the

law of supply and demand was in full

swing, with the French merchant on the

boosting end.

Now, if at this point the Americans
had understood Continental methods of

bargaining and buying, or if the French
merchant class had been able to with-

stand the temptation to make a "killing,"
all might still have been well. But the
American isn't accustomed to bargain-
ing; he asks the price of an article and
then takes it or leaves it. I watched a

corporal of marines buying a piece of
lace in a Le Mans shop one day. Madame
showed him the price on the tag—72
francs—which he promptly paid. The
lace was a centerpiece of meretricious

design and coarse workmanship which
was worth about 40 francs and which
he could easily have bought for 55
francs. After this sort of buying had
been going on for a time, the shop-
keepers decided that no price was too

high, and governed themselves accord-

ingly. All merchandise went up, and
souvenirs, especially "German prisoner
souvenirs," were manufactured and un-
loaded on our soldiers. But the greatest
extortion occurred in food and drink.

The American soldier with money in his

pocket hates to appear economical—or

even prudent. If a drink cost fifty

centimes, he would toss down a franc
and scorn the change. He could never
learn to tip in copper.

This overcharging was, naturally, not

universal; in many places wise and suc-

cessful efforts were made to control

prices. When my battalion, for instance,
came down from the advanced zone to

the embarkation centre, we were as-

signed to a little town called SavignS
l'Eveque. The Mayor of this town was
an aristocrat of the old school, eighty-
four years of age, who seemed to hold
office by right of family, and who ruled

the countryside after the manner of a
feudal baron; prices not only did not

rise, but he almost gave us the town and
all that was in it. Our estaminet did
start to raise prices, but the old Mayor
closed the place before word of it

reached our headquarters.
I have emphasized this single matter

of overcharging, because after consider-

able experience both as observer and as

victim, I have come to the conclusion

that it actually forms the basis of all

our irritation against the French. We,
as a nation, are beginning to feel that

the French, as a nation, are grasping.
We think that their shopkeepers rather

imposed on the pocketbooks and good
nature of our army, and that their

statesmen are trying to repeat the pro-
cess on a large scale at the Peace Table :

all of which we are inclined to consider

a little ungenerous and unsportsmanlike.
For myself, I am prepared to admit

all that I have cited against the French—and more, too, if necessary—and yet
to find abundant excuse for them, and
ultimate forgiveness.
For five years France has been ham-

mered, mauled, and bled. While the show
was on, she kept a stiff upper lip, but
now the reaction has set in, and she

hovers on the brink of a nervous break-
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down. Her people and her Government
are suffering from shell shock just as

certainly as men in the field. She suf-

fers from fear after the fact, some of

it normal, some of it exaggerated and

hysterical. She hates and fears Ger-

many, she fears and distrusts England,
and she distrusts Italy. She fears her-

self and her own weaknesses, her eco-

nomic prostration and commercial stag-

nation. Above all, she fears poverty.
America is about the only nation she

doesn't fear; she regards us as an un-

sophisticated, disinterested, fabulously
rich and generous big brother who will

continue to stand for a touch from time
to time and in a pinch will always come
through with a check. She doesn't real-

ize that the petty avariciousness has got
on our nerves—if she did, I believe, she

would put an end to it.

Do the French dislike us? I will an-

swer that by saying that at the moment
I don't think the French like anyone but
the French. As compared with the

British, they love us passionately, but
that is another story. For the present,
they want to get everybody out of the

country: then they want to build a
Chinese Wall against Germany and
spend the rest of their lives poking guns
over the top of it.

Do we dislike the French? If we do,
we should be ashamed of ourselves, for
we should be guilty of an ungenerous
intolerance towards a nation which was
very near death: we should be forget-

ting many heroic virtues in our im-

patience at a few superficial vices. I

don't believe we dislike the French: on
the contrary, I think we really like them.
But I do believe that if the American
Army had been billeted in paradise after

the armistice, it would have got so bored
and homesick that it would have picked
a row with all the cherubim and sera-

phim over the vintage of the nectar and
the freshness of the ambrosia served at

celestial mess.

Major, A. E. F.

An Examination of the Covenant

IT
is frequently asserted that when the

President went abroad he was com-
mitted to no particular plan for a League
of Nations, and this in a sense is true,

for he has at no time gone into very def-

inite details on the subject. But it is

also true that he had repeatedly expressed
ideas which if embodied in any scheme
for a League of Nations must have gone
far to determine its character, and

would, indeed, have given it a character

very different from that of the present

League. Thus, in his famous "Peace
without Victory" speech of January 22,

1917, before the Senate, the President

pictured a League embracing all nations

on equal terms, a League from which the

balance of power and international war
were ejected, a League in which all

states were to rely upon the "common
protection" guaranteed them by "the or-

ganized major force of mankind." Here
is the vision of a super-state within the

bounds of which every nation must con-

fine its programmes of development and

growth. And it is a very similar idea

which underlies the Fourteen Points,
otherwise it is difficult to give any very
coherent interpretation of the demand
there made regarding freedom of the

seas, and the limitation of national arm-
aments to the requirements of "domestic

safety."

The League plan now before us pro-
ceeds for the most part upon quite differ-

ent principles. It organizes an hege-

mony of the principal Entente Powers;
it does not necessarily discountenance

war, provided a certain procedure look-

ing to a peaceable adjustment has first

been gone through with ; it provides for

no organized international force except
what may be comprised in an interna-

tional boycott of limited application; it

does not provide for international dis-

armament further than to promise a
future plan which shall take "account

of the geographical situation and cir-

cumstances of each State," and which
must successfully run the gauntlet of

ratification by every state before it is

binding upon any. Finally, aside from
the matter of colonial mandatories and
one or two other matters to be men-
tioned later, it vests no independent au-

thority in any international organ.
The great value which public senti-

ment, in this country at least, attaches

to the League is as an instrument for

the peaceable adjustment of interna-

tional disputes, and it is from this point
of view, therefore, that we should first

regard it. Article XIII of the revised

Covenant reads as follows:

The members of the League agree that

whenever any dispute shall arise between
them which they recognize to be suitable for

submission to arbitration and which can
not be satisfactorily settled by diplomacy,
they will submit the whole subject matter to

arbitration. Disputes as to the interpreta-
tion of a treaty, as to any question of

international law, as to the existence of any
fact which, if established, would constitute

a breach of any international obligation, or

as to the extent and nature of the repara-
tion to be made for any such breach are

declared to be among those which are gen-

erally suitable for submission to arbitration.

For the consideration of any such dispute
the court of arbitration to which the case is

referred shall be the court agreed upon by
the parties to the dispute or stipulated in

any convention existing between them.
The members of the League agree that

they will carry out in full good faith any

award that may be rendered and that they
will not resort to war against a member
of the League which complies therewith.
In the event of any failure to carry out such
an award the Council shall propose what
steps should be taken to give effect thereto.

In specifying certain kinds of dis-

putes which shall be treated as suscep-
tible of settlement by judicial or quasi-
judicial methods, Article XIII marks a
distinct improvement upon its predeces-
sor in the original draft of the Covenant.
The enumeration remains, for all that,
both incomplete and dangerously vague.
Furthermore, the student of interna-
tional arbitration can not avoid feeling
that the Conference has missed a unique
opportunity in failing to provide at this

juncture a definite constitution for a
permanent court of arbitral justice, in-

stead of merely promising one for some
future date, as is done in Article XVI.
If an international tribunal comparable
to the Supreme Court of the United
States could be created which by the dis-

interested devotion of its members to

the task of building up a system of in-

international justice should eventually
win the confidence of reasonable men
throughout the world, a great step would
be taken towards international peace.
Such an institution has long been dreamt
of. The thing which, more than any-

thing else, has stood in the way of its

establishment has been the insistence of

small states upon equal representation
in its membership. The Peace Confer-

ence, clearly, had an opportunity to im-

pose a different rule, and that opportu-

nity may not recur.

Disputes which are not arbitrated in

accordance with Article XIII are, by Ar-
ticle XV, to be submitted to the Council

of the League. There, if all goes well,

a settlement will be effected through the

conciliatory efforts of the Council; but,

if not, the Council shall then, either

unanimously or by a majority vote, pub-
lish a statement of the facts of the mat-

ter and its recommendations thereon,

and if the latter have been agreed to

unanimously, not counting the repre-
sentatives on the Council of parties to

the dispute, they become binding on the

members of the League in the sense that

no member may take up arms against the

disputant which complies with the rec-

ommendations. There is also another

option open to the Council—it may refer

the dispute to the Assembly of the

League, as, indeed, may either disputant
within a limited period after the first

submission to the Council. The recom-

mendations of the Assembly become

binding in the sense just defined, pro-

vided they are supported by all the mem-
bers of the Council, not counting the

representatives of disputants, and a ma-

jority of the members of the Assembly
with a like exception. The sanction for

this procedure is supplied by Article

XVI, whereby the members of the
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League undertake immediately to sever

intercourse with any member resorting
to war in violation of Articles XII, XIII
and XV; further measures will depend
upon the recommendation of the Council
and the action of the several states.

The success, however, of the League
as a means of maintaining the peace of

the world must depend primarily, not

upon its ability to bring compulsion to

bear, but upon the facilities it offers as

an organ of international conciliation,
and in this respect it is, I submit, far
from being all that might reasonably
have been hoped for. The body to which
will fall, if the League succeeds, the

adjustment of the most important inter-

national differences is the Council, the

make-up of which is provided for by Ar-
ticle IV of the revised Covenant as fol-

lows:

The Council shall consist of representa-
tives of the United States of America, of
the British Empire, of France, of Italy, and
of Japan, together with representatives
of four other members of the League. These
four members of the League shall be se-
lected by the Assembly from time to time in
its discretion. Until the appointment of
the representatives of the four members of
the League first selected by the Assembly,
representatives of (blank) shall be mem-
bers of the Council.
With the approval of the majority of the

Assembly the Council may name additional
members of the League whose representa-
tives shall always be members of the Coun-
cil; the Council with like approval may in-
crease the number of members of the
League to be selected by the Assembly for
representation to the Council.

The provision here made for addition-
al members constitutes an improvement
upon the first draft of the Covenant.
Even so, it is always the existing Coun-
cil which will determine whether there
shall be additional members; and for a
long time to come certainly, the predom-
inant influence in the Council will be
wielded by the "Big Five." But why,
let it be asked, should the adjustment
of international difficulties, from what-
ever quarter or source arising, be in-

variably entrusted to a particular set of
nations ? And, what is more to the point,
is it likely that a stereotyped body of
this character—made up beforehand,
and predominantly if not exclusively po-
litical and governmental in outlook, and
existing primarily to safeguard the in-

terests of the Powers controlling it—
will win and hold the confidence of the
world at large in its capacity for disin-

terested action?
In point of fact, the authors of the

League have confused two very different

problems, with the not unnatural result

of providing an entirely satisfactory so-

lution of neither. These problems were,
first, that of furnishing the peace settle-

ment which was to be imposed by the
victorious Entente upon Germany with

adequate guarantees, and, secondly, the

problem of providing a permanent pro-

cedure for the peaceable settlement of
international controversies. The former

problem was naturally the one which
most interested Lloyd George and Clem-

enceau, while the latter had captured
the imagination of President Wilson,
and the result is a compromise.

Nor are we left speculating in vacuo
how this compromise arrangement will

work. The Council of the League of

Nations is little more than a continu-

ance, under a new name, of the Peace
Conference. It is necessary to suppose,

therefore, that the methods which have
obtained in the Peace Conference will

survive in the newer body, and that the

same points of view, the same necessities

will to a large extent govern there.

Hence the significance of the settlement

of the Shantung question, which has
demonstrated how little chance consid-

erations of justice will have with the

League when they clash with the hard

necessity of maintaining a firm front

against Germany. Further, it has dem-
onstrated that despite Presidential exor-

cism, the old concept—or better, the ugly
fact—of a balance of power still remains
as vital as ever, with the result that

Japan had only to squint in the direc-

tion of Bussia and Germany to extort

from the peacemakers permission to rifle

her and their ally. On the other hand,
when we turn to consider the League as

primarily a machine for guaranteeing
the peace settlement, it again appears
far from satisfactory; and in conse-

quence it must be supplemented, we have

just learned, by defensive understand-

ings between France and the United
States and France and Great Britain.

Article X of the League, so much
criticized by both conservatives and by
liberals, is eloquent of the same moral.

This article, which appears virtually un-

changed in the revised draft of the Cove-

nant, reads as follows :

The members of the League undertake to

respect and preserve, as against external

aggression, the territorial integrity and
existing political independence of all mem-
bers of the League. In case of any such

aggression or in case of any threat or dan-

ger of such aggression the Council shall ad-
vise upon the means by which this obliga-
tion shall be fulfilled.

The criticism passed by liberals upon
this Article is the obvious one that it

stereotypes existing geographical dis-

crepancies, that it prevents healthful na-

tional growth, that it rules out hence-

forth all such enterprises as France's

intervention in behalf of American in-

dependence in 1778, and America's in-

tervention in behalf of Cuban independ-
ence 120 years later. The conservative

critic, on the other hand, raises a more
immediately practical question. Why, he

asks, should the United States pledge
itself to assist in defending the bounda-
ries of all states for all time, and es-

pecially since everybody knows very well
that the pledge will not be kept?

It is clear, I think, that this Article is

quite out of place in the League Cove-

nant, though this is not to say that a
similar provision, to run for a limited
number of years, ought not to appear in

the peace settlement. The settlement will

establish a status quo which ought to be
assured a reasonable period of time with-
in which to prove its viability, and we
Americans are more or less obliged, no
doubt, to lend a hand to this end. But
we ought to be able to look forward to
a period when we shall be relieved of
such obligations. I submit, also, that
there is a substantial contradiction be-
tween Article X and other features of
the League. Let us suppose a dispute
between two members of the League.
The dispute is duly submitted to the

Council, which arrives at a unanimous
recommendation. Thereupon the disad-

vantaged party to the dispute balks.

What is to be done? The successful

party has its award, but how is it to

enforce it? The League is under pledge
to defend the unsuccessful disputant's
territorial integrity from "external ag-
gression," and it is under equal obliga-
tion not to make war upon the success-

ful disputant, which by hypothesis has
followed its recommendations. And the
contradiction is even plainer in case a
unanimous recommendation is not forth-

coming from the Council. In such case,

says Article XV, "the members of the

League reserve to themselves the right
to take such action as they shall con-
sider necessary for the maintenance of

right and justice." But suppose it is

considered "necessary" to send armed
forces into territory of the recalcitrant

state, what then becomes of Article X?
To be sure, it has been contended that
mere invasion is not "external aggres-
sion" upon "the territorial integrity" of
a state. But admitting that, what again
becomes of Article X? By such an in-

terpretation the invasion of Belgium was
not "external aggression" upon Bel-

gium's "territorial integrity."
One obvious defect of the earlier

draft is supplied by Article V of the re-

vised instrument, thus: "Except where
otherwise expressly provided in this

Covenant, decisions at any meeting of
the Assembly of the Council shall re-

quire the agreement of all the members
of the League represented at the meet-

ing." Of a similar tendency is Article

XXVI as redrafted. It reads as follows :

Amendments to this Covenant will take
effect when ratified by the members of the

League whose representatives compose the
Council and by a majority of the members
of the League whose representatives com-

pose the Assembly.
Such amendment shall not bind any mem-

ber of the League which signifies its dissent

therefrom, but in that case it shall cease to
be a member of the League.
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Both these alterations of the original

Covenant in favor of the principle of

national sovereignty are free from ap-

parent ambiguity. Not so much can be

said of other changes. One most re-

markable omission from the earlier Cove-

nant was that of any provision for with-

drawal from the League. Doubtless the

omission was not inadvertent, the cal-

culation of the framers of the instru-

ment probably being that, while solidar-

ity of interest must be relied upon to

keep the "Big Five" in the League, les-

ser states could be kept in by the menace
of coercion. And the same calculation

seems to flicker through the rather

opaque language of the following clause

from Article I of the new Covenant:

Any member of the League may, after

two years' notice of its intention so to do,

withdraw from the League, provided that
all its international obligations and all its

obligations under this Covenant shall have
been fulfilled at the time of its withdrawal.

Who is to decide whether a state has ful-

filled its international obligations? Un-

questionably, the Council of the League,
in other words, the "Big Five."

And the demand of many American
critics that certain "domestic questions"
be specifically excluded from the juris-
diction of the League has been met in

similar fashion. Assuming the validity

of this demand—and that seems hardly

open to question in the case at least of

relatively uninfluential states—it has

hardly been satisfied in the following

provision from Article XV:
If the dispute between the parties is

claimed by one of them, and is found by the
Council to arise out of a matter which by
international law is solely within the do-
mestic jurisdiction of that party, the Coun-
cil shall so report, and shall make no recom-
mendation as to its settlement.

In the first place, international law does

not, so far as I am aware, recognize any
matter which "is solely within the do-

mestic jurisdiction" of a particular state,

provided such matter has in fact given
rise to a dispute with another state. So
far as I can discover, international law

recognizes—impliedly, of course—just
two categories of questions capable of

producing international differences, those
for which it provides a rule of settle-

ment and those for which it does not.

But if we confine the jurisdiction of the

League to the former class, we confine

it to those disputes for which, by Arti-
cle XIII of the Covenant, arbitration is

the suitable remedy; while if we regard
it as extending to the latter class also,

we still have our original problem on our
hands. But this is by no means the
whole of the business. We must remem-
ber, in construing this article, that by
Article V the Council determines all mat-
ters where it is not specifically provided
otherwise by the rule of unanimity; and
in passing upon the question raised by a

plea in abatement of its jurisdiction, it

will therefore proceed by the rule of

unanimity. It follows from the wording
of the provision just quoted that the

League will have jurisdiction of any dis-

pute between member states of which the

Council does not determine by unani-
mous vote that it has not jurisdiction;
nor will such unanimity ever be obtain-

able where the disputant bringing the

matter before the League is itself a mem-
ber of the Council.

The "domestic jurisdiction" clause was
designed to baffle a kind of criticism

which was too formidable to be ignored,
without at the same time altering the

scheme of the League sufficiently to re-

move the real grounds of the criticism;
and the same must be said of Article

XXI of the revised Covenant, which is

intended to spike the guns of those who
have said that the League puts the Mon-
roe Doctrine in jeopardy. This article

reads as follows:

Nothing in this Covenant shall be deemed
to affect the validity of international en-

gagements such as treaties of arbitration or

regional understandings like the Monroe
Doctrine for securing the maintenance of

peace.

The language of this section seems

especially ill-chosen except for the pur-

pose of darkening counsel and confusing
criticism. The Monroe Doctrine is

neither an "international engagement"
nor a "regional understanding," as Mr.
Carranza has recently been at pains to

explain—it is the foreign policy of the

United States, and is based primarily,
albeit not exclusively, upon the security

and self-interest of the United States.

Since it is of some antiquity, several

meanings have, in the process of time,

come to be attached to it, though logic-

ally and historically these constitute a

single fabricated policy. In its broad-

est significance the Doctrine means
"American questions for America, Euro-

pean questions for Europe." In this

sense, obviously, the Doctrine is aban-

doned the moment we enter the League,

for, as Mr. Lodge has pointed out, a

fence is hardly preserved by taking it

down. More narrowly the Doctrine

means that European states (and Asiatic

states, too, for that matter) may not ac-

quire new possessions in the Western

Hemisphere, from which it follows log-

ically that any transference of soil in the

Western Hemisphere involving European

(or Asiatic) states must have the previ-

ous assent of the United States. Finally,

in the Venezuela controversy, President

Cleveland insisted on the right of the

United States to make itself a party to

any dispute between an American and

a European state which might lead to

a loss of territory by the former to the

latter, and upon this precedent Mr.

Roosevelt subsequently developed his

"Big Stick" doctrine. Now, in which of

these senses is the validity of the Mon-

roe Doctrine asserted and safeguarded

by Article XXI? It is impossible to say,
nor would it appear that the United
States has any right to say, since the
vote of disputants is not counted in the
determination of the recommendations of
the Council or the Assembly regarding
controversies before them. If, there-
fore, the Monroe Doctrine is really to
be safeguarded against the League, it

must be either by reserving some spe-
cific interpretation of it from the opera-
tion of the League or by a ratification
of the Covenant on the part of the United
States which is qualified in the same way
that our ratification of the Hague Con-
ventions was qualified, by a general res-
ervation of American policy.
Another type of criticism of the Cove-

nant which deserves some attention is

that based upon Constitutional grounds.
Two principles here come into play.
The first is that the treaty-making
power (the President with two thirds
of a quorum of the Senate advising
and consenting) may validly pledge
the United States to exercise its powers
in a certain way and then if the organ
of government to which any of these
powers belong does not observe the
pledge, the United States has broken
its word. The second principle is that
the United States Government, being a
government of delegated powers, can not
transfer those powers to agencies outside
the United States Government. And
this is not to deny that sovereignty may
be abdicated by a body possessing it,

wherefore the British Parliament may,
if it chooses, transfer all its powers to
the Council of the League. But the
Congress of the United States is not a
sovereign body; the only sovereign body
in the United States, the only body ca-

pable legally of redistributing the pow-
ers of the United States Government or
of taking them away to confer the/n else-

where is that power which amends the
Constitution of the United States.
The section of the League Covenant to

which these remarks are most immedi-
ately pertinent are the provisions of Ar-
ticle XXIII, which reads as follows:

Subject to and in accordance with the
provisions of international conventions ex-
isting or hereafter to be agreed upon, the
members of the League (A) will endeavor
to secure and maintain fair and humane
conditions of labor for men, women, and
children, both in their own countries and
in all countries to which their commercial
and industrial relations extend, and for that
purpose will establish and maintain the
necessary international organizations; (B)
will undertake to secure just treatment of
the native inhabitants of territories under
their control; (C) will entrust the League
with the general supervision over the execu-
tion of agreements with regard to the traffic
in women and children, and the traffic in

opium and other dangerous drugs; (D) will
entrust the League with the general super-
vision of the trade in arms and ammuni-
tion with the countries in which the con-
trol of this traffic is necessary in the com-
mon interest; (E) will make provision to
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secure and maintain freedom of communi-
cation and of transit and equitable treat-

ment for the commerce of all members of

the League. In this connection the special
necessities of the regions devastated dur-

ing the war of 1914-1918 shall be in mind;
(F) will endeavor to take steps in matters
of international concern for the prevention
and control of disease.

By the tests laid down above, the en-

gagements stipulated in clauses (A),

(B), (E) and (F) here are capable of

being carried out by the ordinary organs
of government in the United States. Not

so, however, those stipulated in clauses

(C) and (D). These clauses must be

interpreted as a pledge by the treaty-

making power—provided they are rati-

fied by the Senate—that the people of

the United States will amend their Con-

stitution to entrust the powers men-

tioned therein to the League. It is hard-

ly likely that any such pledge will be

carried out.

But an abdication of sovereignty may
be none the less real because perhaps

technically constitutional, in which con-

nection it is important to weigh the pos-

sibilities of Article VIII of the Cove-

nant. This article provides that the

Council shall formulate plans for the re-

duction of armaments for the considera-

tion of the several states, and then pro-

ceeds thus:

After these plans shall have been adopted

by the several governments, limits of arma-
ments therein fixed shall not be exceeded

without the concurrence of the Council.

The argument is made for this provi-

sion that the United States is already

party to an agreement with Great Bri-

tain not to increase its naval armament
on the Great Lakes. By the same sign

it would be legitimate to treat an act of

charity as tantamount to an offer by its

author to turn over his entire estate

to the public. If sovereignty signifies

anything it signifies freedom of choice

on the part of government in discharg-

ing its principal duties. The unquali-

fied pledge just recited would surrender

this freedom of choice on the part of

our Government in discharging the ele-

mentary duty of defense. Furthermore,
its must be remembered that the League
does not pretend to provide a peaceable

settlement of all disputes, particularly

those of graver character. By Article

VIII, nevertheless, a state must fight

through a war, into which it was pos-

sibly plunged on account of the limited

scope of the League, with the armament
with which it entered such war, unless it

can get the unanimous consent of the

Council to an increase of armament. Nor
is this the only instance in which the

League dangerously blends the contra-

dictory qualities of a "strong" league

with a "weak" one.

The people of the United States are

to-day solicited, in the name of the cause

of international peace, to resign per-

manently that position in the world

which they have hitherto occupied with

benefit both to themselves and to the

rest of mankind. No such sacrifice is

necessary ; on the contrary, there is good
reason for believing that such a sacri-

fice, if accorded in the form in which it

is now required, would prove a serious

detriment to this very cause of interna-

tional peace. If we are to put our trust

in the record of the past, there are many
things which America stands ready to do

in the interest of international peace. She
is ready to cooperate in the establishment

of an international court of justice, she

is ready to cooperate in the clarification

and extension of international law, she

is ready to submit most kinds of dis-

putes to arbitration, and those which she

is unwilling to submit to arbitration she

is willing to submit to investigation by
impartial boards of inquiry. She is ready
to go as far as any state on the path of

disarmament. She is ready to lend coun-

sel and friendly effort, whenever they

may be required, to the work of preserv-

ing and restoring peace. She is ready
to aid in repressing criminal disturbers

of the world's peace and order. All this

the past proves.
But the League of Nations plan ex-

acts that we do much more than this. It

exacts that we remain indefinitely the

member of a coalition having for its pri-

mary purpose the maintenance of a sol-

idarity of interests among its principal
members and so a balance of power
against another potential coalition, and,
for its secondary purpose only, the ad-

justment of international differences. If,

however, we are to judge the future by
the past, America will never consent to

become partner in any such arrange-

ment; and this for three reasons, first,

because she does not choose to be in-

volved in the complications of the world's

balance of power; secondly, because she

does not care to thrust herself forward
as one of a small group of states arro-

gating to themselves the authority to

determine the destinies of other states;

thirdly, because she will not sanction in

the name of international justice ar-

rangements which are grounded solely

on power and selfish interest. The les-

son of Shantung—to mention no other

feature of the peace settlement—will

not be forgotten in a day.
A final word is necessary on an imme-

diately practical question: What action

should the Senate take regarding the

Covenant? The framers of the League
have shown some ingenuity in interweav-

ing the League plan with the Treaty

proper. But the difficulty thus created is

not insuperable. The Senate has the un-

doubted right to qualify its ratification

of the entire Treaty or any part thereof,

whether by limiting it to a term of years
or otherwise. Let it, therefore, while

making other appropriate reservations,
also limit its acceptance of Section I of

the Treaty, embodying the League of

Nations plan, to three years. In this

way the entire Treaty can be put into

operation promptly with a minimum of

risk from the dangers of the present

League plan, and within three years our
Government will have ample opportunity
to reshape the plan to the fundamental
idea of providing a method of adjusting
international differences which can claim

the confidence of great and small states

alike. Despite some appearances to the

contrary, the Senate to-day occupies a

position of great strategic advantage.

May it use it in behalf of two causes

which have not heretofore been found
to be antagonistic—those of interna-

tional peace and American independ-
ence!

Edward S. Corwin

Correspondence
The Left and the League

To the Editors of The Revdsw:
The Covenant of the League of Na-

tions now finds itself threatened from
the left as well as the right. The pub-
lication of the official summary of the

peace treaty with Germany has been fol-

lowed by an unanticipated and paradox-
ical realignment of forces. Numerous
radicals and internationalists, formerly
ardent supporters of the League, and un-

compromising antagonists of the pro-

posal that the United States should re-

turn to its traditional policy of isolation,

are now foremost in denouncing the

Covenant, or in demanding amendments
by the Senate which would reduce our

participation in the responsibilities of

the League to virtual nullity. The New
Republic joins hands with Senator

Lodge; and the Nation is endeavoring

earnestly, if not altogether successfully,
to rival Harvey's Weekly in the vivacity
of its hebdomadal excoriation of Presi-

dent Wilson and his programme. So
sober-minded a representative of ethical

idealism as Dr. Felix Adler lends his

support to the attack; and a group of

distinguished British Liberals are re-

ported to have issued a manifesto de-

claring the treaty offered Germany to be
a breach of faith, and apparently im-

plying, if not explicitly asserting, that

no covenant which would commit the

signers to the enforcement of the pro-
visions of such a treaty should be ac-

cepted by Great Britain or America.

Many of the strictures of these critics

of the peace terms are palpable exag-

gerations, made possible only by a singu-
lar forgetfulness of both the moral and
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the material facts of the situation with

which the Conference had to deal.

It is, however, not my purpose to at-

tempt to defend the treaty against all

criticism. The document, assuredly, is

not that ideal compound of justice, mag-
nanimity, and far-seeing prudence for

which many had hoped. Some of its

provisions, even though not inequitable,

are of very questionable expediency ; and

at least one of them—that relating to

Shantung—appears to make all the sig-

natory powers accomplices in a pecu-

liarly shameless act of spoliation. It is,

therefore, not surprising that many per-

sons of generous minds, and of too

sanguine hopes, should find themselves

in a mood of disappointment and dis-

illusionment over the outcome, thus far,

of the Conference. Are those who are

in this mood justified in joining the

enemies of the League? If a man, be-

fore the publication of the outline of the

treaty, believed the ratification of the

covenant by the United States to be de-

sirable, has he now adequate rea-

son to abandon that belief? It is this

question which I raise here. With
those who have never believed rati-

fication desirable the present discussion

is not concerned.

If this country refuses to participate
as a fully responsible member in the

League, it is obvious that one of two

things must follow: either the entire

project of a Society of Nations will be

abandoned; or else a League consisting

chiefly of the European and Asiatic

Powers will be formed, and will proceed
to function without us. Suppose the

former, which is perhaps the more prob-
able of these possible consequences, to

result. Supporters of the League have
been accustomed to predict that, with-

out a League, Europe would, within half

a century, be plunged into another and

yet more terrible war. Has that con-

tingent prediction lost any of its likeli-

hood, now that the terms of the settle-

ment with Germany are known? Sup-
pose—though the supposition is, I be-

lieve, contrary to fact—that the settle-

ment increases the danger of another
disturbance of the world's peace by Ger-

many. Does the increase of the danger
make it the less necessary to guard
against it? And can any man who has
once realized—as those who formerly
supported the League must have realized—what another great war would mean,
consent to leave aught undone that could

in any measure help to avert such a

debacle of civilization? Shall it be said

that, even after all the horrors and in-

iquities of the past five years, those who
liked to call themselves "idealists" and
lovers of their kind, chose—not blindly,
like others, but with open eyes—to aid
in making that final ruin of humanity
inevitable?

Suppose, on the other hand, that a

League is formed. Is it more likely to

be an effectual safeguard of peace, of

international law, and of international

fair-dealing, if the United States holds

aloof from it ? Will America be in a bet-

ter position to serve those ends outside

the League than in it? Shall we have
a more potent voice in the affairs of the

nations if we refuse to have any part
in their common counsels, or to assume
any real share of the burdens and the
risks which international cooperation,
like every other form of cooperation be-

tween human beings, involves? Can the

very modest beginning of a better inter-

national order, which is all that the

League now proposed is, be expected to

develop more sanely and prosperously, if

the spirit and ideals of our Republic
have no influence upon its development?
It is difficult to see how any man who
has ever urged our entering the League
can be in any doubt as to the proper an-

swers to these questions.
There is, however, one argument

which seems to have greatly impressed
those who once favored but now oppose
American acceptance of the Covenant.
It is the argument from the experience
of the American delegation at the Paris
Conference. That experience shows, it

is said, that in any League the represen-
tatives of the United States could exer-

cise no real influence in favor of reason-

ableness or justice, but would simply
"be so pocketed as to count as a sure

thing in the calculation of the diplo-
mats." "If any one thinks," writes the
New Republic, "that the United States

under these conditions is going to have
a role in readjusting the settlement or
of affecting the war-making propensities
of European governments, let him con-

sider the majestic impotence of Mr. Wil-
son in Paris at a time when the effects

of American military and economic in-

tervention had not entirely worn off."

This argument expresses both a false

conception of what has been going on
at Paris and a false analogy between the

present Conference and a future League
of Nations. "Majestic impotence" is a

pretty phrase, but it can hardly fail,

when applied to Mr. Wilson, to evoke a
rather wry smile in Paris, even in cer-

tain high quarters. The treaty is mani-

festly the outcome of a compromise, in

which Mr." Wilson has yielded some
points upon which he would have wished
to insist—and perhaps some points
which he could have gained by a more
courageous or a better placed insistence.

But nothing can be less in accord with
the facts than to imply, as the New Re-

public does, that there have not been
concessions on both sides, or that the

treaty as finally drawn up is not enor-

mously different from what it would
have been if our Government had from
the first had no hand in the business. If

any one wishes to know what the settle-

ment with Germany would have been
without American participation in the
armistice and the Conference, let him
first read the provisions of the secret
treaties between the Allied Govern-
ments, and then ascertain from some
competent informant what the demands
originally made at the Conference by
some of those governments were.
Nor is there any close analogy be-

tween the conditions under which the
Paris Conference has worked and those
under which a League of Nations might
be expected to work. For, in the first

place, the negotiations at Paris have
been constantly conducted under the
shadow of the secret treaties. It can

hardly be doubted that the reason why
President Wilson felt compelled to yield
on Shantung was the existence of under-

standings between Japan and the other

powers which seemed to them too ex-

plicit and binding to be broken; or that
the reason why he had French and Brit-

ish support in his position with regard
to Fiume was that, on this point, those
Powers were without prior commit-
ments. But, by the very terms of the

League Covenant, no such secret agree-

ments, in conflict with its principles,
would be binding. And, in the second

place, the whole state of mind of the

Conference, and of the European peo-

ples concerned in it, has been abnormal.
Fear has prompted some of the demands
which have seemed to Americans most
unreasonable—the hysterical fear of

people who have just escaped ruin by a
hair's breadth and who snatch hastily at

anything which seems to promise pro-
tection against a recurrence of the dan-

ger. International hatreds, too, are

bound to be at their maximum intensity
at the close of a war—and of such a

war! And beyond all this, the number
and prodigious complexity of the prob-
lems which had to be solved, all at a sin-

gle time and in haste, while the spectre
of Revolution looked in at the window,
created unique temptations and oppor-
tunities for reckless chauvinist groups
who were willing to gamble with the

world's peace in the hope of national ag-

grandizement; while responsible states-

men who felt an early peace and a

prompt return to normal domestic con-

ditions to be all-important were, by the

same situation, tempted to perhaps too

ready compromises. If, then, the set-

tlement is not all that could well have
been wished, it is, fairly considered, a

great deal better than might naturally

have been expected to emerge from such

a situation. And the conditions which

produced it could not conceivably be

duplicated at any future session of the

Executive Council, or the body of dele-

gates, of a League of Nations—unless

there should be another general war.

Arthur 0. Lovejoy

Baltimore, Md., May 29
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Book Reviews
Illusions Concerning Alsace-

Lorraine

Alsace-Lorraine Since 1870. By Barry
Cerf. New York: The Macmillan
Company.

PROFESSOR
Cerf's interesting and

valuable contribution to the problem
of Alsace-Lorraine can hardly be re-

garded as the final treatment of this

long vexed question. The very circum-
stances of its composition, apparently at

high speed, during the short interval be-

tween our entrance into the war and the

author's exchange of his professorial

gown for his country's uniform—Pro-

fessor Cerf has become Captain Cerf—
would seem to preclude any such finality.

It is evident, moreover, that the book
was written before the complete wreck
of German ambitions, and while it was
still thought that in a negotiated peace
Germany might attempt to exchange her
claims on Alsace-Lorraine for wide-

reaching concessions in the East, or

secure an apparent confirmation of these

claims under the specious device of a

plebiscite. It is in the spirit of a frank

partisan rather than an impartial judge
that Professor Cerf attacks these claims

and protests against this device. His

work, it must be said, contrasts unfavor-

ably in clearness of exposition and so-

briety of tone with such a standard piece
of historical composition as Hazen's

"Alsace-Lorraine under German Rule."

On the other hand we are indebted to

Professor Cerf for the inclusion of many
facts not found in the earlier work, in

particular for the revelation of German
military tyranny in the provinces during
the war, for his demolition of the Ger-

man claim that annexation had brought

prosperity to the two provinces, for his

constant reference to sources, and for the

appended bibliography.
There are certain misconceptions, due

originally to German teachings and Ger-

man sympathizers and still prevalent

among too many of our people, concern-

ing the simple act of justice which re-

stores Alsace-Lorraine to France. These

misconceptions may be briefly summar-
ized somewhat in this way. Alsace-

Lorraine originally belonged to Germany
and was wrested from her piecemeal,

through force and fraud, by France, and
in consequence the annexation of the two

provinces in 1871 was merely Germany's
resumption of her own. Further, the

two provinces had flourished exceedingly
under German rule, the first natural re-

sentment at their forcible transference

had died out except in the hearts of a

few intransigeants comparable to our

unreconstructed citizens of the South,
and the demand for their return was

prompted, mainly, if not entirely, by the

spirit of revanche in France. And finally,

admitting the possibility of a wrong and
the necessity of redress, the only proper
solution was to leave the whole matter to

the inhabitants themselves to decide the
future political connection of the prov-
inces by a plebiscite, a solution that not

unnaturally commended itself to the

simple American belief in the rule of

the majority.
That these conceptions are false, and

this solution impossible to the point of

absurdity is a matter of historical fact

and of simple demonstration. And the
value of such books as Hazen's and
Cerf's lies in the proof drawn from past

history and present conditions of their

falsity and absurdity.
In the first place there never was an

entity of Alsace-Lorraine originally
German and wrongfully annexed to

France. In the Middle Ages and dur-

ing the period which saw the formation
of the present nationalities there was
not an Alsace, a Lorraine, nor a Ger-

many in the sense in which we use the

terms to-day. The territory which we
entitle Alsace-Lorraine was in those days
divided into innumerable districts, some

essentially French, some German, all

owing a vague allegiance to the Holy
Roman Empire. French absorption be-

gan as early as 1552, when Metz, Verdun,
and Toul were ceded to France by the

Protestant princes of North Germany in

return for her support against the

Catholic and Spanish Emperor Charles

V. It is a long way back to 1552 and it

is a mere matter of history to say that

from that date till 1871 Metz was as

French as Paris. In somewhat the same
fashion the French entered Alsace at the

invitation of the Protestant Germans to

protect them against Austrian and

Spanish despotism, and at the close of

the Thirty Years' War the Emperor
formally ceded to France all his rights
in Alsace. It was not until 1681, how-

ever, that Strassburg became French,
not until 1798 that the free city of Mul-

house, formerly connected with the Swiss

cantons, petitioned for annexation to the

French Republic. The seizure of Strass-

burg by Louis XIV in a time of profound
peace is one of the greatest blots on his

reign, but it is a crime long since con-

doned by the sufferers. During the

French Revolution Strassburg became,
in her own words, one of the bulwarks of

French liberty. Whatever sympathy for

Germany lingered in the provinces was

wholly effaced by the experiences of this

great age, and since then the inhabitants

of Alsace-Lorraine, whatever might be

their origin, descent, or language, have

known themselves to be politically and

spiritually French.

The German claim to have promoted
the economic prosperity of the two prov-

inces has no foundation in truth. It is

not usual for a prosperous country to

lose a large proportion of its inhabitants

by emigration, but figures based upon
German statistics show that over 40 per
cent, of the original inhabitants have
left Alsace-Lorraine since 1870. The
increase of population in the provinces
since that date has been due, therefore,

wholly to German immigration, to the
hordes of soldiers, officials, and exploit-
ers that have been poured in upon them;
and even this increase has been notably
less than that of all the other states in

the German Empire, less than one-fourth
that of Saxony, less than one-third that
of Prussia. The increase of taxation, on
the other hand, has been stupendous. Be-
tween 1870 and 1914 the budget rose
over 100 per cent, and the public debt,
non-existent in 1870, amounted in 1910
to over 52 million marks. It is eminently
characteristic of German methods that

money wrung by taxes from the Alsa-
tians was used for the erection of monu-
ments to their conquerors. Thus a sum
of 300,000 francs was appropriated to

bolster up a tardy popular subscription
for a monument to Wilhelm I at Strass-

burg. The iron ores of Lorraine have
been exploited solely for the benefit of
Prussian industries; the raw material
has been almost entirely shipped out of
Lorraine to be worked up in the manu-
facturing centres of the Rhineland. As
a result the population of Metz has re-

mained practically stationary since 1870,
while that of Dusseldorf, for example,
has increased five-fold. In French
Lorraine, on the other hand, Nancy, the

manufacturing centre for French fac-

tories, has increased her population over
a hundred per cent. Instead of promot-
ing the prosperity of Alsace-Lorraine,
Germany has treated these provinces ex-

actly as she has treated all other, that is,

she has ruthlessly exploited them for her
own benefit.

If such things were done during the

long peace between Germany and France,
what has happened in Alsace-Lorraine
since the outbreak of the war? As might
have been expected the provinces have
experienced a reign of terror. Long
before 1914 the German police had pre-
pared a blacklist of prominent inhabi-
tants to be promptly expelled or im-

prisoned in case of war. This was to

prevent any possible uprising in support
of France; an interesting refutation of
the German claim that Alsace-Lorraine
was German at heart. When the 40th

regiment of German Landwehr crossed
the border into Alsace, in 1914, Captain
Fischer gave the order to his men,
Geladen, wir sind jetzt in Feindslande!
(Load arms, we are now in the enemy's
country!) The destruction of the little

villages of Boutzwiller and Dalheim is a

pathetic replica in miniature of the sack
of Louvain. Military tribunals composed
of German soldiers and officers were es-

tablished throughout the country for the
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punishment of offences against military-

law; and these tribunals have imposed,
in all, imprisonments amounting to some

8,000 years.
It is not to be wondered at that

Franco-phile Alsatians fled the country to

escape such terrors. It is estimated that

over 15,000 young men who had served

in the German army and would have

been called to the ranks again, escaped
to France during the first few weeks of

the war. Those who were unable to

escape and were forced to serve proved
themselves, in the eyes of their masters,

thoroughly untrustworthy. The names
of three hundred deserters from one

Alsatian brigade were published in a

proclamation of December, 1915. Only
the fact that regiments from the Reichs-

land were sent as a rule to the Eastern

front, or kept in reserve, prevented
desertions en masse. Even so, some

30,000 Alsace-Lorrainers are said to have

deserted during the first three years of

the war.

In view of these facts, a detailed ac-

count of which would fill a whole num-
ber of the Review, the German proposal
for a plebiscite

—a proposal never put
forward until the most blinded Germans
recognized their impending ruin—is

absurd and impossible. Who is to

conduct such a referendum? Harden,
the first German who ventured to sug-

gest it, proposed that it should be held

three years after the war under German
supervision. It does not require any
high degree of intelligence to calculate

the fashion in which Germany would
conduct the preliminary campaign nor

any gift of prophecy to foretell the re-

sult. And who would be the voters in such

a referendum? Would the thousands of

inhabitants who have deserted, been de-

ported, or denationalized during the war
be recalled for such a purpose? What
would be the rights of the still surviving

emigrants? They voted against German
rule in the beginning by preferring vol-

untary exile. Should they be deprived
of the right of voting at the final and
free decision of the provinces? What
would be the status of the German im-

migrants, officials, school-teachers and
others engaged for years in the con-

genial task of Germanizing the prov-
inces? It would seem the height of in-

justice to allow a German immigrant to

vote, while debarring an Alsatian emi-

grant whose post he had usurped. And
how long a period of residence in the

provinces would qualify a true-born

Prussian to express an impartial opinion
in the sacred matter of "self-determina-

tion"? The only fair method, it would

seem, of conducting such a plebiscite

would be to return the provinces to

France for a period as long as that which
German rule enjoyed, allow her to use

her own methods for Gallicizing, as Ger-

many has used hers for Germanizing the

inhabitants, and at the end of the term
hold a plebiscite under neutral super-
vision. But half a century is rather too

long to wait for the final determination
of this question. The open sore of

Europe can not be allowed to fester for

another generation.
And finally, a plebiscite, at any time

and under any form, would be a con-

donation of the wrong done to France
and the provinces in 1871. They were

forcibly and unrighteously wrested from
France at that time. Germany had no

right to them then, and has acquired no

rights by possession, no more than to

the districts of northern France occu-

pied during the war. The possession of

Alsace-Lorraine has been for nearly half

a century the symbol of triumphant
might; at the very beginning of his

reign Wilhelm II declared that Germany
would prefer to leave her eighteen

army corps dead on the field rather than
surrender a stone of the land his father
had conquered. In no other way can
the utter ruin of her ideal of armed force
be so convincingly brought home to Ger-

many as by the prompt and unconditional

return of the provinces to France. This
is a lesson that is needed, possibly not
for Germany alone. The treaty of peace
which returns Alsace-Lorraine to France
is at once an act which redresses a

grievous wrong committed in the past,
and proclaims a warning for the future
that henceforth, to quote the words of

the original protest of Alsace-Lorraine,
"the world can not allow a people to be
seized like a herd of cattle."

Hose Play and a Rill

Blind Alley. By W. L. George. Boston:

Little, Brown and Company.
The Undefeated. By J. C. Snaith. New

York: D. Appleton and Company.

IF
war has not put the Flibbertigibbet

School of British letters out of coun-

tenance, or even greatly modified the na-

ture of its antics, these seem now and

then, as it were, to have been frozen in

mid-air. We get at times the impression
of a professional jauntiness suddenly

rigid in its attitude of arrested humor—
of a figure half-startled, and listening
with ill-concealed irritation to a humor-
less and somewhat menacing din in the

immediate -neighborhood. What if it

were really not a time for antics! Mr.
Shaw chose to pooh-pooh the supposition—and pretty well lost his audience. Mr.
Wells had never gambolled consciously in

his life. He knew a serious rumpus
when he saw it, and this one he had

specifically foretold. What next? was
the exciting question: the answer, or

answers, as always with this inquirer,
followed upon its heels. Swiftly and suc-

cessively he discovered patriotism, and

fatherhood, and God, and guaranteed
them all as excellent. Having thus

reached a sort of climax, he fell rela-

tively silent upon the war, and presently
got back his spirits by the most stupen-
dous bit of anti-Victorian chat thus far

poured forth by him under any (or no)
provocation. "Joan and Peter" has
helped reassure us as to the stability of
our shaken world. It seems there are
still social conventions, and family
shams, and educational systems, and
governments and bureaucracies that
need bombarding. Squibs are still great
fun. The grave of Queen Victoria is

still here for us to dance on. Self and
sex also are yet with us in, so to speak,
the raw state: with them Mr. Bennett,
displaying a kind of cold ardor, has re-

cently sought refuge in "The Pretty
Lady."
And now in "Blind Alley" that

younger Georgian performer, W. L.

George, sums up the whole matter

according to his lights—England in war-
time, her thoughts, her fears, her valor,
her meanness, her dreams, her females.
The last-named in particular; for by a
not uncommon paradox this professed
and talkative feminist has an Oriental

contempt for women. He sees them as

playmates, as parasites, above all as

wantons, whether secretly or in the open—"the sex" in a very humble sense.

There are three women in "Blind Alley,"

Lady Oakley and her daughters, Monica
and Sylvia. The mother is a robust and
independent person, to the eye and ear;
but the only moment when her creator

is thoroughly interested in her is that
in which she vainly signals to her de-

voted but aging mate her desire for the

passion of their youth. That is her
moment of tragedy. Sylvia, the oldest

daughter, inherits her physique and
adds to it much "temperament," if we
use that word in its debased current

meaning. She is a wanton in one syl-

lable, who keeps barely within the letter

of the social law, making her fleshly

gains under cover of the war itself.

Monica, the second girl, represented as

virginal and Diana-like, is quite ready
to become the casual mistress of a mar-
ried man, and only escapes by grace of

the man's own whim. As for the sex in

general, our sensitive Sir Hugh, gentle-

man and scholar and by chance husband
or father of these particular females,

thus sums it up in their presence: "Do

you know? I think you women rather

enjoy this war, and that's why you like

the wounded. You're savage creatures.

The idea of blood excites you." . . .

"Hugh! [cries Lady Oakley, obviously

flattered] how can you be so horrid."

... "I may be horrid, but it's true.

War to you is like a rattling good rail-

way novel, a serial story with a frightful

instalment in every morning's paper.
War gives you all the heroism, and ex-

citement, and color, and horror that you
miss in your ordinary lives. To women
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war is the grand international cinema."

This, to be sure, is only one of the thou-

sand notions that come into Sir Hugh's
handsome head in the course of these

pages. He has the chameleon mind of

your true Wellsian. About the war, and

England's place in it, and the world of

its making, he thinks all possible

thoughts, snatches at all possible foot-

holds. But we leave him groping in his

blind alley. He has no hope of labor, or

trust in socialism, "an alternative tyr-

anny." At best, the vague dream that

comes to him is based on ancient tradi-

tions of class: "His vision was feudal;
he would have liked a country run by
trustee aristocrats, who would live no
more splendidly than their servants, but
would live for them, for the honor of

leading them, for the privilege of help-

ing them, for the joy of seeing rise fac-

tories rich in beauty and schools rich in

culture." . . . Who knows?
It is pleasant for the normal reader to

be aware occasionally, above the soap-
box oratory, and diffuse intellectualism,
and official revolt of these "new novel-

ists" of England, of a voice inviting him
to try a different sort of journey; to

turn from the blind alley of "fact,"

peopled with complacent wandering fig-

ures and echoing with shrill yet muf-
fled Anglo-Russo-Gallic accents, and to

set out upon a straight road in hopeful
company. J. C. Snaith has been a writer
of his time, has set a tentative foot on
various paths. There are odd points of

contrast between "Henry Northcote,"

published in 1906, and his latest story,
"The Undefeated." The elaborate Ste-

vensonian style of the earlier book, its

sardonic mood, its queer blend of alle-

gory and gross naturalism, mark it as

an experiment of its period. Since then
the writer has fallen under later influ-

ences of style. "The Undefeated" is

done in the plain, brisk, pointed, quasi-
vernacular manner which has come to be
a common medium among his contempo-
raries. But in this story, at least, he
has escaped the other current influences

of which we have been speaking—the

tendency to enlarge doubt and denial

and revolt into positive virtues, and to

dissolve all moral and spiritual certi-

tudes under a persistent hose-play of

glistening words. The book is "dedi-

cated respectfully to 'a decent and a

dauntless people.'
"

It pictures an Eng-
land blundering into war, muddling
through, by no means free from false

motives or unworthy methods, yet on
the whole strong and faithful in her

task, and in many ways the better for

its imposition. The war is needed to

make over Josiah Munt, plebeian mag-
nate of Blackhampton, to convert him
from money-beast and political schemer
to valued and honest public servant;
from paternal despot and neighborhood
bully to father and friend. It makes

over Bill Hollis, his feckless son-in-law,
the good-hearted and not ignoble
dreamer drifting in middle age towards
mental and physical sottishness: gives
him self-respect and the will to serve,

and the love, too, of the wife who has

despised him. The gross blood in Munt
is clarified, the good blood in Hollis re-

covers its potency; and the former pot-
man is to be remembered as "Sergeant
Hollis, who had died a soldier and a

gentleman that his faith and his friends

might live." The episode of his un-
forced intimacy and natural kinship
with the great painter, "Stanning, R.

A.," his comrade at the front, is con-

veyed with a delicate sympathy which

keeps unerringly to its hair's breadth
remove from sentimentalism. For sim-

plicity of conception, firmness of touch,
and a certain glowing quality which we
may call idealism, or faith, or optimism,
such a book stands half a world apart
from the faintly exotic commentaries,
the shrugging inquiries and flashing in-

conclusions of the Cannans, the Macken-

zies, and the Georges.
H. W. Boynton

Contemporary Mexico
Mexico: Today and Tomorrow. By E. D.

Trowbridge. New York: The Mac-
millan Company.

AMID
so much that is sensational con-

cerning Mexico it is a relief to turn

to this book. Nowhere are the facts of

contemporary Mexico set forth with

greater fairness, nor are the Mexican
revolutionists characterized with less

prejudice. The author has traveled

widely in Mexico, he has had access to

official sources, and he apparently pos-

sesses that indispensable gift granted to

few Americans—a sympathic under-

standing of the Mexican people. His chief

sources of information, to be sure, have

been members of the party of the revo-

lution, Seiiores Cabrera, Bonillas, Gui-

tierrez, Basave, and Nieto, and in view
of this, one might expect a somewhat

laudatory account of the present Govern-

ment. With a few exceptions and more
noticeable omissions, however, the ac-

count is accurate and unbiassed. It is

the best short account of Mexico's

present problems that has appeared.
The book may be divided roughly into

three parts of approximately ninety

pages each. The first part presents a

brief sketch of Mexican history up to

the revolution against Diaz; the second

part recounts the main facts in connec-

tion with the six revolutionary years
from 1911 to 1916, and the third deals

with the problems and policies of the

present "Constitutionalist" Government.

The expenditure of one-third of the

book upon historical retrospect would

be excessive if it were not so well done.

It is almost as interesting as the best

pages of Prescott, and will bring a thrill

of pleasure even to the seasoned student
of Mexican history. One important
omission is the failure to mention the
name of Limantour. It is difficult to

understand such an omission on the part
of an author who recognizes the very
great importance of finance in Mexican
affairs. No other single name is so in-

delibly stamped upon governmental in-

stitutions, and his work has been so in-

extricably woven into Mexican financial

institutions that even the Revolution has
found it necessary to accept a large part
of his best contributions.

The second part of the book, in addi-

tion to presenting a brief account of the
recent revolution, describes the political
conditions of the old regime, furnish-

ing herewith a brief treatment of some
social and hygienic conditions, and of the

agrarian problem. It is well written
and interesting. It contains little that
is new to the reader of Mexican litera-

ture and the daily newspaper, but it

serves as an excellent summary for those
who wish to refresh their recollections

of recent Mexican history. Incidentally
the writer's presentation of facts sug-
gests some capital conclusions, which
though not new to students of the Mexi-
can problem may be surprising to some
in this country ; the seeds of the Mexican
revolution were not found solely in the
abuses of the Diaz regime, but for the
most part were planted much further
back in history; the land problem, while

acute, arises not simply from the con-

centration of land ownership in the
hands of the few, but largely from the
nature of the land and the climate of
Mexico. The problem of poverty, and
the general low standard of living, sick-

ness and the high death rate are due not

principally to the intervention of foreign

capital or to the type of government es-

tablished by Diaz, but have continued
in spite of these; Madero, the idealist,

was less suited to the task of giving
Mexico a stable government than a

strong man such as Huerta, even though
the ethics of the latter might not accord
with American standards; Madero's dis-

position of the land proved a lamentable

failure, many of the peons to whom the

land was given having sold it at the first

opportunity for a song; and we might
add that however well intended the

ideals of American statesmen may have

been, the American interference that de-

prived Mexico of her only strong man is

believed by many Mexicans to have been

responsible for much of the bloodshed

that followed the expulsion of Huerta.
The third part of the book is devoted

to the problems of the present Govern-

ment, with chapters on the new constitu-

tion, the financial and capital needs, and
the agrarian problem. In many ways
this part of the book is not the most

satisfactory, although it must be admit-
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ted that it deals with some of the most
difficult aspects of the problem. With a

few striking omissions, the author has,

however, considered these problems with

remarkable fairness and lack of preju-
dice. He is sympathetic with the pres-

ent Government and yet not blind to the

weaknesses of its programme. Mexico
has been in sore need of a sympathetic
friend that had the courage to tell her

the whole truth in unmistakable lan-

guage. Mr. Trowbridge is evidently a

sympathetic friend, and he has tried in

a somewhat gentle, too gentle, way to

point out mistakes in policy. The follow-

ing quotation concerning the new con-

stitution is typical:

It is quite true that the constitution is

idealistic, and that in aiming at ideals prac-
tical considerations of application to exist-

ing conditions have been ignored. It is

equally true that some of the Utopian plans
would be difficult to carry through even
under a highly developed social scheme, and
far less likely to succeed under prevailing
conditions in Mexico. However, the num-
ber of these radical provisions is limited.
The work, as a whole, contains much less

matter subject for criticism than first im-

pressions, gained from common hearsay,
would convey.

All of which is true, and yet it is such
a statement as is calculated to sooth the
Mexicans into inaction rather than to

spur them on to the repeal or "interpre-
tation" of the vicious clauses. Could he
not have written with frankness, thus:

Ninety-five per cent, of the constitution

is good and should be retained, but five

per cent, of it is not only Utopian but

vicious; it is clearly inimical to the best

interests of the Mexican people; it com-

plicates domestic problems and impedes
friendly relations with foreign peoples.
The most pressing problem for Mexico
is to repeal these obnoxious clauses, or
if political conditions will not permit
their repeal, to "interpret" them in the

light of reason.

In the same way the author has glided

gently over the petroleum problem, the
forced loans from the banks, and the

repudiation of the Huerta loan. We fail

to find any clear indication of the ex-

tent to which the solution of many of

Mexico's most pressing problems de-

pends upon the introduction of foreign
capital. He presents some interesting

aspects of the agrarian situation, yet he
fails to show that the land, contrary to

popular opinion, is something more than
a problem arising from the concentra-
tion of land in the hands of a few; that
much of the land is of such a nature
that only large capitalistic enterprises
can successfully handle it. He mentions
labor as the greatest of all problems in

Mexico, and yet he fails to point out the
fact that the situation is largely what it

is because of the low productivity of the
laborer himself, and that this low pro-
ductivity is in turn due in large part
to the lack of capital in Mexico. While

he devotes a good chapter to the ques-
tion of foreign capital and points out
the importance of treating foreign in-

vestors with fairness, he appears to be
of the impression that the necessary
capital for the rehabilitation of Mexico
may come from within Mexico herself.

This is a surprising observation from
one who is usually so well informed.
The suggestion of the author that

Mexico might treat her foreign obliga-
tions like a bankrupt corporation is

highly interesting. Such a plan would
doubtless succeed in scaling down her

present obligations and in so far as it

reduced her fixed charges would enable
her to get on her feet at an earlier date.

But how about her future credit? When
Mexico goes into the world's markets for

capital, will she not pay dear for such a

policy? Will not conservative invest-

ment eschew her shores and will not
radical investment, in so far as it is will-

ing to invest at all, amortize the pos-

sibility of future scaling down by in-

creasing the interest rate and by taking
only the most profitable investments?
It is possible, to be sure, that some
scheme for re-organizing the railroads

which shall entail a material reduction

of the amount of the capitalization may
be wise, but to consider the Government
in the aspect of a bankrupt corporation
in view of Mr. Trowbridge's very opti-
mistic picture of the vast resources of

Mexico is, to say the least, unexpected.

Quaker Politicians

Political Leaders op Provincial Penn-
sylvania. By Isaac Sharpless. New
York: The Macmillan Company.

A pugnacious politician from Wales,
named David Lloyd, was the acknowl-

edged leader, not of the British Parlia-

ment in 1919, but of the Pennsylvania
Assembly in 1694 and for a considerable

part of the time following until his

death in 1731. A Quaker, he fought

fiercely against allowing the Province to

be involved in war; a non-resistent, he

vigorously opposed any encroachment

upon the prerogatives of the representa-
tives of the people. Nor did his tem-

perament keep him out of the Chief

Justiceship of the Province, which, like

another Quaker a few years later, he
held simultaneously with the Speaker-

ship. He is perhaps the most "human"
figure of the eight political leaders, be-

ginning with William Penn and ending
with John Dickinson, whom President

Sharpless has grouped.

Despite Penn's benevolent intentions,

the political situation in his Province

bore a certain resemblance to that in

England under the Stuarts. His Deputy
Governors were often ill-chosen, so that

there was usually a contest between

them and the Assembly. At one period
this contest resolved itself into a strug-
gle between adherents and opponents of
Penn. The Assembly, ordinarily united

against the Deputy Governor, was di-

vided, and the next election saw the de-
feat of the opponents of the Proprietor.
When his unworthy sons succeeded to
the inheritance, the Assembly was again
united in opposition until it was pro-
posed to appeal to the Crown to be
placed directly under its control. This
was felt by the shrewder Quakers to be

leaping from the frying pan into the

fire, an attitude that rapidly became
general as the Stamp Act and similar
measures were passed, although Frank-
lin was twice sent to England to urge
the transfer. The spectacle of the un-

mystical philosopher cooperating with
Quakers is not without piquancy.
As President Sharpless remarks, it

would be interesting to have informa-
tion upon the political methods of the

Quakers. How did they choose their
nominees for the Assembly ? There was
no difficulty about electing them, for
even when Friends became a small mi-

nority in parts of the Province, their

nominees received overwhelming ma-
jorities. One may hazard the guess that
what obviously went on in the Assembly
took place in its formation; that is to

say, there was a good deal of "follow my
leader." Most of the Friends were sim-

ple-minded, unambitious, without ex-

perience in affairs. They naturally lis-

tened to the advice of the few well-edu-

cated, conspicuously successful of their

number, particularly as that advice was
plainly directed to the ends that they
all had in view. So aggressive a leader
as David Lloyd may well have had a
"slate" which he gently suggested name
by name in the three counties which
with Philadelphia sent representatives
to the Assembly.
The most eminent of the eight men

considered in this volume was not a

Quaker. John Dickinson had among
his distinctions that of having been Gov-
ernor of two Colonies, Delaware and

Pennsylvania, serving them in turn
while a citizen of the former, although

Philadelphia had been the scene of the

literary and forensic efforts that give
him his chief title to fame. His asso-

ciation with Friends grew closer in his

latter years, and he came to use the

"plain language" in all his intercourse.

President Sharpless's book suffers in

its first part from an intrusion of mat-
ter relating to Friends rather than to

the leaders that are ostensibly being
presented. There is also some unneces-

sary repetition. On the whole, however,
he succeeds in giving not simply a se-

ries of portraits but a picture in which
the several individuals fall into their

places. They were attempting a unique
task: to govern in accordance with prin-
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ciples that most persons would say were
better adapted to a better world. Pres-

ident Sharpless is concerned to show
how far and how they managed to dis-

charge what they conceived to be their

duty, where and why they failed. The

"Holy Experiment" virtually came to an
end in 1756, when most of the Friends

refused to allow themselves to be elected

to the Assembly. This was on account

of the growing tension between the In-

dians and the whites, which they could

not relieve, since they could not control

the attitude or the acts of Pennsylvanians
who knew not Penn.

The Run ofthe Shelves

THRILLING
is not the word that can

ordinarily be applied to archaeolog-

ical discovery. It suits well enough the

unearthing of a great treasure of fourth

century church plate on Mr. Arthur J.

Balfour's Scottish Estate. These broken
and oxidized chalices, bearing such de-

signs as Adam and Eve by the Tree of

Knowledge, The Magi Adoring the

Christ Child, and the Miraculous

Draught of Fishes—are dated by Roman
coins of the end of the fourth century.
The treasure was carefully hidden, pre-

sumably against the forays of the still

pagan Picts and Scots. These venerable

relics are a full century older than St.

Patrick and the Missionaries of Iona.

They represent the gradual infiltration

of Latin Christianity into Britain. What
light the discovery will cast on one of

the obscurest chapters of history must
await the report of the Society of An-

tiquaries of Scotland. It is known that

there was a celtic British church long
before St. Augustine and the Irish mis-

sionaries. It has been surmised that the

Romans, with their usual intolerance of

the more cruel superstitions, put down
the native Druidism by force, and that

Christianity dribbled in, not by organ-
ized effort of the church but incidentally,

with the legionaries from Agricola's day
to that of Constantine. It was in the

name of this old church that Arthur
dux Brythonum made a last stand

against the pagan Saxons. The discov-

ery at Trapain Ale should help clear up
a twilight realm as to which, exception-

ally, legend is nearly as silent as his-

tory itself.

That the small pickings of Walter
Pater would be worth while was the

conviction of Messrs. Boni and Liveright
when they got together the attractive

pocket volume "Sketches and Reviews."

The result fairly justifies the hope.

Stylistically Pater is rarely so much at

his ease as he appears in the review of

Lemaitres' "Serenus and Other Tales."

The review of William Morris's poems
gives some illumination of mediaevalism

in general. Pater writes with singular

justness of observation and as singular

joltings of style: "Of the things of

nature the mediaeval mind had a deep
sense; but its sense of them was not ob-

jective, no real escape to the world with-

out us. The aspects and motions or

nature only reinforced its [the mediaeval

mind's] prevailing mood, and were in

conspiracy with one's brain against one."

Meaty but difficult matter. Two reviews
of Flaubert, one on Coleridge as a The-

ologian, an odd brace on Wordsworth
and Oscar Wilde; a more appropriate
brace on Arthur Symons and George
Moore (as art critic) make up the review
of a somewhat thin but delicate repast.

Max Beerbohm's "A Christmas Gar-

land," of which a new printing comes to

us from Dutton, contrives to keep its

freshness. Of all the parodies launched

against that most tempting of all such

marks, Henry James, is there a better

one than that which opens Mr. Beer-

bohm's volume? "It was with the sense

of a, for him, very memorable some-

thing that he peered"—along with his

little sister at their Christmas stock-

ings! The other parodies are not all so

good as this, that of George Moore dis-

tinctly below it, but the reader who has
not yet thrust his head into this garland
has yet a joy to savor.

Our attention has been called to the

fact that Mrs. W. A. Gillespie's transla-

tion of "Sangre y Arena" ("Blood and

Sand"), by Blasco Ibanez, recently re-

viewed in these columns, is not the first

effort to bring this striking Spanish
novel to the attention of the American

public. On further enquiry we find that

it was given an English dress by
Frances Douglas under the title "Blood

of the Arena" and published by A. C.

McClurg and Company of Chicago, in

November, 1911.

Any book about Boswell and his John-

son is pretty sure to be a good book be-

cause there will be so much Boswell in

it. Mr. S. C. Roberts admits him with

open arms to his "Story of Doctor John-

son," recently issued by the Cambridge
University Press. Supreme as Boswell's

great biography unquestionably is, cumu-
lative and finally overwhelming, its

strong point is not its structure. An
introductory volume, therefore, which
devotes successive chapters to the differ-

ent periods of Johnson's life, to his

household, his clubs, his daily life, and
to each of his principal friends is quite
in place; especially when the form of

the little book exhibits as excellent taste

as the matter. Even he whose pencil has

left a continuous track through the six

volumes of Birckbeck Hill can spend a

pleasant half hour with it. For those

whose knowledge of Johnson is derived

chiefly from Macaulay, which seems to

be the case with most young people, the
invitation here extended to explore more
widely in Boswell should prove irresist-

ible.

"War Verse," edited by Frank Fox-
croft and published by Crowell, has

grown in size and attained to a seventh

printing. Like the Dictionary, it is not
a work to be read through at a sitting
even though it does not often change the

subject. Here in its fullness and at its

highest is the reaction of the English-
speaking world to the ordeal just past.
It is a record to which the future must
continually return and which it will be

grateful to find in such convenient form.

Two little text-books in French which
have alighted on our table have prefaces
over which reflection may momentarily
poise. The first, a French reader, with
the peach-blossom title of "La Belle

France," edited by A. de Monvert (Allyn
and Bacon), propitiates beginners by
offering them a French disencumbered
of idiom. It is not exactly a French with
the French left out, but a French Anglo-
phile in spirit, emphasizing common
traits, a French under the flatiron, a
French without creases, a French stan-

dardized and rationalized to the point
that will make it pervious to the reason

of the world at large. Nothing could

be more obliging. We have been search-

ing for a long time for a foreign lan-

guage that would meet us half way.

Miss Noelia Dubrule, in her "Le Fran-
cais pour tous" (Ginn and Company),
will admit no translations of French into

English, because translation is an arti-

fice. The premise is indisputable ; trans-

lation is an artifice. But the expulsion
of artifice is a large order; it would

virtually apply the torch to civilization.

Miss Dubrule, it appears, is a high-
school teacher. Suppose a hater of arti-

fice in conveyance should abolish the

street-car in which she rides to her

classes, and a hater of artifice in apparel
should appropriate the shoes which made
the walk endurable. Suppose that the

reformers should next abolish that arti-

fice called a high-school, in which Miss

Dubrule's bread is honestly and usefully

earned, and that other artifice known as

a text-book, through which the range of

her helpfulness is presently to broaden.

The dislodgment of artifice will be a

hard task; it will be even more trouble-

some, possibly, than learning French in

the old way.

An instructor in a Western college has

published an edition of Stevenson's

"Inland Voyage" and "Travels with a

Donkey." We presume he is a conscien-

tious teacher, quite sincere in the hope
his preface expresses that the students
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who use the book may absorb by contact

a modicum of the Stevensonian felicity.

Yet the English in which that hope is

voiced is pitiful to a degree which brings
out the recalcitrancy of the human mind
to delicate example with a clearness

which charity itself could not dispute.
To Stevenson's grace and felicity this

man is opaque, yet he has read Steven-

son with something that he calls pleas-

ure, has found qualities in his work
which he is able to describe to himself

as felicity and grace. He belongs to a

type that is none the less curious for

being probably not in the least rare—the

type that is docile to a fault and is

wholly unteachable.

Drama
"John Ferguson" and

"Hamlet"

JOHN
FERGUSON" is a play of

power. Reservations must ensue,
but that is the initial, grateful, and irrev-

ocable word. On the score of dramatic

tendency, its leadership is sane. Its

emphases are soundly based on passion,

crisis, individuality, and its universality
is flavored, not enfeebled, by the localism

of its racy Irish setting. The Ireland

which it depicts is a singular place where
the decencies and pieties, though power-
ful, can adjust themselves to rape and
murder with an assimilative readiness

that reminds one of the book of Genesis.

That book is further recalled in the per-
son of John Ferguson himself, in whom
the patriarchs find a successor and the
Sermon on the Mount a belated cham-
pion. There are a son and daughter
over whom the mortgage on the family
property lowers grimly in the threat of

a loveless marriage for the girl and the
son's enforced renunciation of the min-
istry for farm work. The father's re-

ligion, which is central in the drama, is

subjected to two cruel tests: the viola-

tion of the daughter by the holder of the

mortgage and the son and brother's re-

taliation by murder. The unforgivable
thing both in the father and the play is

that his religion should withstand the
first of these tests and succumb to the
second. A man who warns his daugh-
ter's ravisher of the approach of ven-
geance is pardonable and endurable only
on the understanding that his Chris-

tianity is nature-proof. A fatherhood
that conquers religion beside a guilty
and imperilled son is inexcusable for its

failure to conquer religion in the pres-
ence of an outraged daughter. It is the
weakness and misfortune of St. John
Ervine that, having drawn credible and
likable human beings, he should permit
them to be actuated by motives which

are half unbelievable and half revolting.

Andrew, the son, supplies a second illus-

tration. A man who allows the maunder-

ings of a half-crazed beggar to impel
him to the crime to which he was not

impelled by the discovery of his sister's

shame, in passing from forbearance to

violence, merely substitutes one ig-

nominy for another.

The hand of Mr. Ervine is vigorous,
but inexpert. This comes out in the

fact that between Andrew's deed in the

second act and his confession in the
fourth the Fergusons are almost unem-
ployed, and Jimmie Caesar, the girl's

lover, on whom suspicion first fixes, steps
into the vacant foreground. It is not
Jimmie Caesar's play, and his appropria-
tion of the third act is an impertinence
which reminds us of the depredations of

Clutie John on the larder and house-
room of the remonstrant, but unresist-

ed, Mrs. Ferguson. Mrs. Ferguson, in

whom the modulation is exquisite, Jim-
mie Caesar, in whom truth and comedy
fraternize, and Clutie John are the sa-

lient portraits in the group.
The acting of the Theatre Guild in

the Garrick Theatre must be praised
with some reserve. There were perfect
moments of collective felicity, when the

acutest tension was brought about by
methods of exalted quietness. There
were strong parts, especially those of
Rollo Peters as Andrew, whose voice, ex-

cept in its spates and spasms, was ideal,

and of Dudley Digges as Jimmie Caesar,
whose playing, always vigilant and ver-

satile, was at moments of inspired ver-

acity. The setting was flawless. But
the play offers a difficult problem. Actors
are taught, and rightly taught, to bring
out a play. They are scarcely blamable
for being maladroit in the handling of

a powerful, but amateurish play like

"John Ferguson," which needs to be

kept in as well as brought out. Its

dilatoriness, its shift of centre, were
accentuated, not lightened, in the per-

formance, and the insistence of the play-
ers on all the vehemencies on which the

play itself did not insist gave us drama
in a state of inflammation. Hysteria
would attack two persons at once. I sub-
mit that paroxysm on the stage should
not be endemic; by competing outbreaks
the sympathies are dismembered. Of
Mr. Augustine Duncan in the title role a
rather different criticism must be made.
He struck the right and sound note at

the outset of the play, and the rest of his

performance was mainly a reverberation
of that note. The fact that John Fer-

guson is a self-reverberative character

may absolve Mr. Duncan from blame,
but absolution is not quite identical with
triumph.
New York is truly metropolitan in its

indifference to Shakespeare, if I may
judge by the size of the audience that

greeted Mr. Hampden at the first mati-

nee performance of the return engage-
ment at the Thirty-Ninth Street The-
atre. Hamlets as a class are less dear
to me than to my brothers in criticism;

they draw me too many ways at once;
they tease and balk me with a diversity
of moods for which I can find no explana-
tion but distraction, and for which the

explanation that distraction offers is

much too summary and comprehensive.
To madness anything is natural. I am
not sporting with paradox when I say
that the vice of insanity as an artistic

expedient is that it rationalizes every-
thing at a stroke. Partly for this rea-

son, I have always shrunk from admit-

ting the insanity of Hamlet. His freak-
ishness does not require such an ex-

planation. A nature whose capacities
for anguish have been drained dry by
a usual or slightly unusual misfortune
is confronted in the Ghost's recital with
intensified and anomalous calamity.
What will ensue? A grief that is abys-
mal can not be deepened; the effect will

be a rebellion or rebound of grief against
itself in the form of a mercurial extrava-

gance, a maudlin whimsicality. This
skittishness may be less the result of

insanity than its preventive; it may
be nature's prophylactic, related to de-
mentia as vaccination is related to small-

pox. Hamlet may be fighting insanity,
as he fought Laertes, with its own
weapons.

I thought Mr. Hampden's performance
good. I can not say that I was struck

by its originality. It fell among or be-
tween the other Hamlets, and, without
any meanness in conformity, it kept
within the common circuit or enclosure.
Each Hamlet is highly diverse within it-

self, but for that very reason the Ham-
lets have a strong family likeness, on the
same principle that patchwork quilts,
which are collections of differences, re-

semble each other more than ordinary
quilts. One need not dispute the under-

lying unity. Hamlet, speaking in meta-

phor, wears motley over sables and the
actor's problem is to show the sables

through the motley. Dropping the fig-

ure, which confuses quite as much as it

enlivens, the actor's task is to convey the
effect of seriousness, grace, and dignity
through a jumble of acts in which the

accepted notions of the dignified, the

graceful, and the serious are often

brusquely contravened. In this trying
problem the success of the better Ham-
lets is considerable, and Mr. Hampden's
is among the better Hamlets. I suspect
sometimes that Hamlet is a wilderness
to Mr. Hampden. The reply is that Ham-
let is a wilderness to himself.

The fine profile and chiseled brow pre-

pared me at the outset for something
bronze-like in the portrayal, but the
voice was pliable enough to inhibit this

effect, or at least to subdue it to agree-
able proportions. Hamlet is remarkable
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among all other parts for the number
of passages which the actor may slight

or stress, may enlarge or diminish, at

his pleasure. In the passages which Mr.

Hampden chose not to stress he was
fluidly and pleasingly natural, and the

grace of his transitions was appealing.
In declamatory parts, like the address to

the players and the to-be-or-not-to-be

soliloquy, he was markedly effective for

the impeccable reason that he was not

lavish, but chary, of declamation in his

speech.
The play was staged after the fashion

now in vogue, which makes an interflux

or pudding of the acts. I admit that

even in Shakespeare the acts tend to in-

terflow, but to me this would be a motive
for the maintenance and repair of the

dykes. No part in the support requires

mention, except the Polonius of Mr. Al-

bert Bruning. That gifted actor cut his

Polonius in two, but had no warrant to

throw away the worser part of it. The
sage of the first act was admirable; the

addlepate of the second was well enough ;

but the hiatus between the two was im-

passable.
0. W. Firkins

Manifesto ofthe Social-

ist-Revolutionaries

WHEN the Bolsheviki seized the gov-
ernment authority in Russia in

November, 1917, they were assisted by
the party of the Socialist-Revolution-

aries of the Left, led by the famous
terrorist, Maria Spiridonova. This

party remained with the Bolsheviki only
a few months. After Lenin and Trotsky
signed the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, thus

delivering Russia into the hands of the

Germans, the Socialist-Revolutionaries
of the Left declared against the Soviet
Government and began an open struggle
with the Government and the Germans.
The central committee of this party or-

ganized the assassination of Count von
Mirbach in Moscow and of Field Marshal
von Eichorn in Kief, for which many
members of the party paid with im-

prisonment or their lives. Only a few
weeks ago the leader of the party, Maria
Spiridonova, was tried by a Bolshevik
tribunal for "counter-revolutionary"
propaganda, found guilty and sent to a
sanatorium because of ill health.

At the beginning of last March an up-
rising of workingmen against the Soviet
took place in Petrograd. This uprising
was organized very largely by the
Socialist-Revolutionaries of the Left.

The movement was crushed by the Gov-

ernment, largely through the employ-
ment of Chinese and Lettish detach-
ments of the Red Army. It was in the
course of this uprising that the Petro-

grad Committee of the Party of the

Socialist-Revolutionaries of the Left

published a manifesto, the text of which
has just reached this country. Follow-

ing is a translation of this manifesto,
as it appeared in the New York Russian

newspaper, Russkoye Slovo:

Down with the Soviet Government!
Comrades, workingmen, peasants, sailors,

and soldiers of the Red Army!
Eternal shame rest upon the Bolsheviki,

the violators, the deceivers, the agents-
provocateurs of the Russian people!
The Petrograd Soviet does not express

the will of the workingmen, the sailors and
the soldiers of the Red Army. This Soviet
was never really elected. The elections
were either dishonestly manipulated or else

conducted under the threat of execution and
starvation. By means of the same kind of
terror the Bolsheviki have crushed all lib-

erty of speech, the press, and the assembly
for the working class.

The Petrograd Soviet consists of the
Bolshevist imposters. It is but a blind in-

strument in the hands of that band of pro-
vocateurs, hangmen, and murderers, who
constitute the Bolshevist regime. Let this

self-styled Soviet stand before the working
class of Russia and before the whole world
and answer the following questions:
Where is the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat and of the working peasants?
It does not exist, for its place has been

taken by the dictatorship of the central
committee of the Bolshevist Party, which
rules the country through the instrumen-
tality, of all kinds of extraordinary com-
missions and of punitive expeditions, con-

sisting of foreign mercenaries.
What has become of the authority of the

Soviets?
In the whole of the Soviet Russia there is

nowhere to-day any authoritative govern-
mental power.
Where are the rights of the voters?
In the factories and in the foundries, on

• ships and in railroad trains there are now
only self-appointed Bolshevist commissaries,
men who had served the other regime but
a short time ago, and who now work their
will upon the workingmen and the peasants.
What has become of the freedom of

speech and of the press, especially the labor
and the peasant press?
The workingmen are not permitted to

hold meetings. They are not allowed to

publish their own newspapers. They do
not dare—under the penality of imprison-
ment or execution—to say a word against
the Bolsheviki.
Where is the labor control over the fac-

tories and foundries, which was promised
to the workingmen?

It has been displaced by the self-ap-
pointed Bolshevist agents, for the govern-
ment does not trust the workingmen. The
Bolsheviki have attached the workingmen
to their places of employment, thus creating
a new form of serfdom.
Where is the socialization of the land?
What has become of the promises to

abolish capital punishment?
Capital punishment now rages both at

the front and throughout the country, and
it is directed not only against the bour-
geoisie, but also against the poor.
The party of the Bolsheviki in its strug-

gle against the workingmen and the peas-
ants is supported by the bayonets of the

mercenary Chinese and Lettish troops, com-
manded by traitor officers who find them-
selves in a better situation under the rule
of Lenin and Trotsky than they had ever
found under the regime of the Tsars.

Comrades! At the present time, not a
stone has remained of that edifice of liberty
which was upreared by the October revolu-

tion. The place of that edifice has been
taken by words of deception and by tyranny.

Thus the former allies of the Bolshe-
viki characterize their friends of yester-

day. Coming as it does from such a

source, this manifesto is a veritable in-

dictment against the Bolsheviki, hurled

against them by those who know them
too well.
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There is

A Pioneer
in EVery
Field
"What the name Edison is to

the Phonograph—W e s t i n g
-

house to the Air Brake—
Wright to the Aeroplane or

Marconi to the Wireless Tele-

graph—the name Crocker-

Wheeler is to the Electric

Motor. The first commercial
electric motor was produced
by the men in control of the

Crocker-Wheeler Organization
who were actively associated

in establishing the Pioneer
Motor Industry thirty-four

years ago."

^QA&J-
President

Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Ampere, N. J.

New York
Boston

Syracuse
Chicago
Cleveland
Birmingham

Pittsburgh
Newark
New Haven
Philadelphia
Baltimore
San Francisco
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The Addressing Problems of Industry
The addressing problems of indus-

try are solved by the Belknap Ad-
dressing Machine.

Typewritten Addresses for All Your List*

That is the modern way—the way
of sure, prompt, ioo per cent, mail
deliveries. In every office where a

typewriter is used the Belknap Ad-
dressing Machine can be made to in-

crease sales, double the day's work
and save money.

If you value economy, accuracy
and speed you will not hesitate to

secure a Belknap Addressing Ma-
chine. It gives your literature that

personal appeal which a typewritten
address possesses. You wouldn't
write your business correspondence
in long hand—why write addresses
that way? Banish the wasteful
method.

Treat It Am You Do Your Figure*
Place this important work upon a

basis of minimum expense—elevate
it to its logical importance.
Systematize it with an error-proof

machine that will save you the cost
of twenty helpers, do neater work,
assure prompter deliveries and obtain
a more favorable audience.

No. 4 Rotary, on special
stand. Speed increased to

1800 to 2000 per hour.

When you install a Belknap Ad-
dressing Machine, you get a service

that means efficiency in every detail.

First, we study your requirements.
Then we adapt the Belknap to fit

those needs. We plan the handling
and operating. We stay with you
until the Belknap is actually saving
you money by doing this mechanical
work better and quicker than it can
be done in any other way.

Your Typewriter is Your Stencil Cutter

The Belknap Fibrotype Stencil is

the only one your stenographer can

slip into her regular typewriter and
cut without expensive equipment.

Our Reputation is Your Assurance of
Satisfaction

For 35 years the Belknap Address-

ing mechanism has borne a large and
responsible part of the commercial
world's burden. It has in that time
so capably conducted itself that—
with all its numerous improvements—it stands today pre-eminently the
most popular and widely used of all

addressing machines.

Offices and Agencies in all Principal
Cities

Rapid Addressing Machine Company "The Belknap System"
32-46 West Twenty-Third Street : : : : : : : : : New York
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WHEN
the Governments of the world

have been preaching "force without
stint" for five years as the means of

accomplisihng their aims and desires, it is

not surprising that unbalanced or crimi-

nally minded individuals should likewise
think to accomplish their purposes by kill-

ing and destruction.—The Nation.

The idea of violence would of course

never have entered the heads of our
revolutionaries if the evil example had
not been set by the governments of the

world. The railroad riots of 1877, when
Pittsburgh and Baltimore enjoyed brief

experiences of something like a reign of

terror, were prompted no doubt by a
sudden revival of memories of the Civil

War, which had ended twelve years be-

fore. The Haymarket massacre in Chi-

cago, the outcome of many months of

incendiary agitation, is proof not of any
inherent tendency toward violence on the

part of the "reformers" who made and
threw the bombs, but interesting evi-

dence of the vagaries of memory, show-

ing that even twenty-two years of peace
did not suffice to wipe out the evil ef-

fects of the spectacle of warfare. In

1894 again, when Mr. Cleveland found
it necessary to send United States troops
to restore order in the Chicago region,
the strikers were animated by a resur-

gence of vicious impulses instilled into

them or their fathers by the wicked war
that had been waged thirty years before
for the preservation of the Union. Let
us have no superficial explanations of
our troubles. If King Albert had quietly
let Germany take possession of his

country, Mr. Palmer and Judge Nott and
the rest of the persons that have in-

curred the wrath of the I. W. W. and the
Bolshevists would have nothing more to
fear than gentle pleadings for the grad-
ual establishment of a better world. It

is all very well for the Secret Service to

hunt down the bomb throwers; the man
higher up, the real criminal, is Albert of

Belgium.

ALL
honor to Senator John Sharp

Williams for casting the single vote

against a resolution of sympathy with
the Sinn Fein republic. The scramble
of both parties to propitiate the Irish

vote was disgraceful. This is said quite
apart from the merits of the independ-
ence movement in Ireland as at present
organized. We as Americans are in no

position to judge the promise of the pres-
ent revolt, nor yet to instruct Eng-
land in a by no means simple duty. If

the Irish question had to come before
the Senate—and there seems no good
reason why it should at this moment—
then it should have been referred to the
Committee on Foreign Relations and
appropriately debated. The Irish revolu-

tionists are shrewd enough to realize

the cheapness of the Senate's compli-
ment—and, perhaps, to honor the single
senator who dared to vote like an Ameri-
can.

DR.
BERNARD DERNBURG, German

Minister of Finance, in a recent in-

terview, declares Germany can not pay
what the treaty exacts and that the En-
tente can not make her pay. It is the
easier to take such a stand in that the
demand itself has not been reduced to

figures. The intention of the Peace Con-
ference was plainly to make the levying
of indemnity experimental, regulating
the exaction according to Germany's
proved ability to pay. Theoretically cor-

rect, the plan ignores German feelings.

Uncertainty is a grievous weakness in

any financial transaction ; an uncertainty
running over years would evidently be

deplorable. We are not prepared to say
that the indemnity should be fixed in

advance of adequate knowledge of Ger-

many's ability to pay. At least maxi-

mum and minimum figures, the German
offer of $25,000,000,000 serving the lat-

ter purpose, should be fixed promptly,
and as soon as the treaty is signed Ger-

many should be left free to reestablish

her industries.

MR. TAFT, speaking at Albany be-

fore the League to Enforce Peace,
intimated that if the Senate should re-

ject the League Covenant, the President
would decline to conduct further nego-
tiations, leaving the business of peace-

making deadlocked. Mr. Taft said : "No
one can make a protocol of peace except
the President. If, therefore, the Presi-

dent should deem it essential that the
Senate should act upon the treaty as he
submits it, there can be no protocol as

long as he maintains that attitude."

This comes to saying that if the Senate
exercises its constitutional right of de-

clining to vote on the Covenant-Treaty
as presented, the President will assume
the unconstitutional right of declining
to do the necessary diplomatic business

of the nation. This picture of Senate
and President reciprocally casting the

blame for the absence of a peace treaty
seems to us highly imaginary. If the
case should unhappily arise, the people
would judge where the fault lay; and the

Senate would be in the stronger legal

position. The Senate has the unques-
tioned right to reject or ignore treaties

that are unacceptable to it, and, where
a treaty is plainly necessary, the Presi-

dent is bound to keep on negotiating
treaties until he hits on one which the

Senate will accept.

POLITICS
is politics! Recently it

was the thing to say politics is

Republican. But Senator Hitchcock's

exhibition has made it clear that politics

is no respecter of persons. There has

been much foolish preachment about

politics in the mouths of many, from the

President down. For it stands to rea-

son that each party will continue to take

advantage of the other when it can do

so without injury to the country. While
the war was at its height there were no
better patriots, by and large, than the

Republicans, and the President's admoni-

tion that "politics is adjourned" was not

needed to spur them to their best efforts

in behalf of the nation. It is a question
whether Democrats have not been spoiled

by the wholehearted support of the Op-
position during the crisis. They seem
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to think that every programme which

they and their leader advocate must con-

tinue to have the air of sanctity which
all citizens, regardless of party, gladly

attributed to the measures necessary for

the prosecution of the war, though its

control was wholly in Democratic hands.

Let politics again convene, if this means

merely searching inquiry by one party
into highhandedness or carelessness on

the part of the other. After all, if not

politics, then the curiosity of the man in

the street would have felt cheated if

there had not been a flurry over the

spectacle of the peace terms reaching

New York before they reached the

Senate.

PARIS,
June 7,

—A dispatch from Cob-
lenz to-day reported that an unknown
person fired three shots into Gen.

Craig's house.

Man hat geschossen, but (1) no fine

was imposed upon the city of Coblenz.

(2) No German hostages were shot. (3)

No public or private buildings were

burned. (4) No massacre was made of

the citizens.

U.
S. S. George Washington, most fa-

mous of transports, was sure to have

a newspaper, which was predestined to

be named The Hatchet. It is now re-

printed, and sold at $2.00, and sold for

the benefit of the Navy Relief Society

(Washington, D. C., or 280 Broadway,
New York). The little paper was in

charge of Chaplain Bloomhardt, who re-

cruited a new staff every trip. It con-

tains that modicum of carefully picked-

over news which its wireless afforded

to the floating Navy. Of greater inter-

est are accounts of recreations aboard

ship, and of the doings of famous pas-

sengers. Among these were the authors

of the "Dere Mable" letters and of the

"Fourteen Points." Only the former

contributed. The paper is largely given

over to jokes and humorous good ad-

vice, but it has tucked away notable bits

of sea lore, yarns of telling sort, and a

very interesting account, by Capt. Pol-

lock, of the swift conversion of the

wrecked German liner into a crack trans-

port. The future historian may welcome

the picture of Mr. Wilson "delighted and

thrilled" at the singing of "Old Nas-

sau."

IF
conditions in Western Canada are

approaching settlement, if the papers
now call it a strike and not a war, if

those behind the agitation now assure

us that they meant only to afford a

demonstration of the power of labor to

do as it pleased, but not really to do it,

then we may be sure that there are some

people who are not a little disappointed.

Disappointed, but not discouraged, for

it means that though revolution has not

come through this time the "One Big

Union" goes marching on. Its possibili-

ties make it an attractive instrument;
if it fails, it was only engaging in strike,

but who knows when a strike may grow
to revolution? Meanwhile, more and
more people grow accustomed to the idea

of it, more and more are frightened by
its display of power into calling them-
selves its adherents. Once get a foot-

hold, however small, and a ruthless and

organized minority can slowly but surely
reduce a helpless majority to subjection.
Such plausible procedure seems in the

case of Western Canada to have met an

unexpected check in the behavior of the

soldiers. Forgetting their little griev-

ances, as soldiers always do in the face

of real trouble, they set themselves

solidly against the disordered proleta-
rian nightmare. One company, returning
from long service abroad, is reported to

have voted unanimously in favor of

volunteering at once for strike duty
without even visiting their homes. They
were quite willing to see the world im-

proved in several little ways, but not

a la Russe.

THE
obvious and disastrous helpless-

ness of the unorganized majority
against a determined minority has led

the London Spectator to offer for gen-
eral consideration a simple device which
has been laid before the National Se-

curity Union for meeting the ideal of

disorder. Its chief feature is that all

good citizens who are true democrats
and believe that the interests of major-
ity and minority alike reside in law and
order should allow themselves to be en-

rolled with a view to aiding their fellow

citizens in resisting revolution when
called upon to do so. At a given word
law-abiding citizens would quietly meet
at certain designated places, to retire as

soon as the police or the military take

charge of the situation. The plan seems
not without its dangers. Probably its

greatest advantage is that it would
never have to be resorted to. The mere
existence of some effective means by
which the majority could realize itself

would be sufficient to rob the starting of

revolution of much of its charm. Here
we are still no doubt far from a situa-

tion which demands such measures, but
the suggestion is worth bearing in mind.

THERE
is in Girgenti, Sicily, a fa-

mous saint, Calogero. His vener-

ated image has an iron head, because he
is at times roughly handled by his wor-

shipers. His task is to bring rain, in

which he occasionally fails. In such un-

expected drought, the impatient populace
hale the image to the sea, cast it in, and
leave it afloat until rain is vouchsafed.
All of which is a parable of an Editor of

the New Republic writing a revised

psychology of Mr. Wilson. It may also

teach that as idols often have clay feet,

it is very convenient for them to have
iron heads.

THE
world needs a Sherlock Holmes—

several of him. There are quite too

many mysteries abroad for comfort.

There is the little matter of the bombs—elementary, my dear Watson, when
you have once turned your mind to it.

There is the Purloined Treaty—what an

opportunity for the Holmesian talent!

And, perhaps equally important, there is

the rifling of the Mayor's tulip beds;
Darwins, no doubt, of the finest and
worth their weight in gold. Let the

policeman whose duty it was to guard
them be duly boiled in oil. But in such
an ending there is no unction to the

analytic mind. Why this recrudescence
of tulipomania? In short, who did it?

Do our modern detectives fill their pipes
with shag and listen in the stalls with
closed eyes to the music of violins?

They ought to. Then, perhaps, with
some prospect of success, they could turn
their attention to what is quite the most
important mystery of all—the "mystery"
ball of Eddie Cicotte, the accomplished
pitcher of the Chicago White Sox. Its

antic behavior in the air clearly indi-

cates that the ball is somehow bewitched
and bedeviled. Yet umpires examine it

and solemnly pronounce that they can't

see no p'ints about that ball that's differ-

ent from any other ball. But the Chi-

cago players take jealous care that the
ball with the strange medicine on it is

kept in play and out of the hands of

their opponents, and the crowd in the

grandstand shudders as it observes the

sphere take on, from no apparent cause,
a rapid and uneven discoloration. Wat-
son, forget your patients and run out
with me to see a ball game this after-

noon.

THERE
is perhaps no more expres-

sive symbol of the age and of this

country than the Bach Festival which
began last week in Bethlehem, Pennsyl-
vania. Since 1912 there has gathered
each year an assemblage of musicians
from all over the country—this year
from sixteen States and Canada—to pre-
sent in the quiet church of the old Mora-
vian community the deeply spiritual
music of Bach against the titanic world-

gripping background of the great steel

mills of a modern industrial city. The
community and the festival date back to

Colonial days, and place against a back-

ground of modern creative industry not

only this music of another century but
the traditions of our own country's child-

hood. There are those to-day who would
tell us that we can not have these things

together, that in order to retain our
Bach and all that he means to the spirit

we must do away with our steel mills

and the world-web of modern business

which they weave in their ceaseless roar.
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Perhaps, but not if the spirit of man is

strong enough. We might not have the

ear and the time for Bach to-day were
it not for the vast machinery which

those mills represent and by which alone

we are able to live with any leisure and

comfort. And we might not be able to

endure that machinery without the re-

freshment which Bach gives us.

HOWEVER
unprogressive the Ameri-

can drama may appear, the Ameri-
can actor, it seems, refuses to be behind

the times. He has been reading his

Tom Mann and his Debs, and has con-

cluded that the best kind of acting is

the direct kind. The New York theatre-

goer seems unaware of the calamity
threatened him in the recent unioniza-

tion of his movie and dramatic stars

and the corresponding entrenchment of

the managers and producers to combat
this new manifestation of radicalism.

If he were, a panic might seize him. The
vision of a darkened Broadway, of in-

numerable deserted and cheerless nickle-

odeons, resulting from a prolonged
strike on the part of the Actor's Union,
would be unbearable. Even the Russian

burgeoisie apparently was spared such

privation, and rather than endure it the

city's bored millions would compel the

Mayor to capitulate to the dramatic syn-
dicalists. Not even Ole Hanson could

hold out against the accumulated ennui

of New York.

THE resumption of the National Open
Golf Tournament at Brae Burn this

year has been followed, we may be

sure, by no more interested group than
the Seniors. When all the technique has

been learned, the golfer has still to think

about his mind and soul. Can he pre-
vent those little mental devils from

making him look up? Is he at peace
with himself and the world? Mastery
in any form is alluring, and golf, say the

Seniors, means mastery of one's entire

being. How, then, does it happen that

persons of no very exceptional qualities
excel? There are many who break eighty
for their average of four rounds ! "How
do they do it?" marvels the President of

the Seniors Association. Thickets and

long grass are great suggesters of philo-

sophical doubts.
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American Labor

Against Class War

THE
American Federation of Labor is

a most reactionary body. It was re-

actionary during the war, for it threw
itself heartily into the support of the

cause of freedom as it has been under-

stood by liberals for a hundred years
and more. It was not neutral in the

great war for American rights, the

preservation of democracy and the over-

throw of Prussian militarism. Its con-

vention at Atlantic City shows every

sign of being permeated by that same

reactionary spirit in relation to the prob-
lems confronting us now that the war
is over. This might not be a source of

any particular distress to advanced

thinkers were it not for the uncomfort-

able fact that the membership of the

Federation is 3,260,008, and especially

that this number represents an increase

of 826,449 during the past year. Such
an increase in the face of Mr. Gompers'
disgraceful record of patriotism, and of

the perhaps still more damning circum-

stance that he is as firmly opposed to

Bolshevist ideas as he is to Prussianism,
is an ugly fact that can not be ignored.

What our advanced thinkers will re-

gard as the most melancholy exhibition

of the Federation's reactionism is its

strong endorsement of Mr. Gompers'
stand against the formation of a labor

political party. This is merely a con-

tinuation of the unbroken policy of the

Federation, but it derives extraordinary

significance from the conditions of the

present time. It means that the men
who have done the heavy work of labor

agitation in this country, and the mass
of those whom they represent, are satis-

fied that great results have been achieved,

and that further great results are still

to be attained; without breaking the

unity of the American people. It means
that on the one supreme question of the

day the Federation has distinctly chosen

its ground. That question is, Shall

there be war or peace—not war or peace
with foreign countries, but class war or

peace within our own country. The Fed-

eration has declared for peace.

This does not mean that there is going
to be no trouble. It does not mean that

everybody is going to be satisfied. It

does noi mean that the Federation itself

may not stand for measures and methods

which Americans in other walks of life,

and with other sentiments and preju-

dices, may regard as dangerous. But it

does mean that these things are going
to be fought out in ways consonant with

the spirit of our institutions—with oc-

casional clashes and alarms no doubt, but

still in the ways in which Americans

have always believed in fighting out their

differences, and of which all sides have

loyally and good-naturedly accepted the
result.

From the standpoint of the intellectual

radical there may be reasons for con-

demning this attitude. But there is one
thing about it which can not be con-
demned from any standpoint, except that
of unmanly dilettantism. These men, face
to face with a big situation, know where
they stand. They consider class war a
bad thing, and they are against class

war. The dilettanti are not quite sure
whether class war is a good thing or a
bad thing; or, if they are quite sure that
it is a bad thing to have, they are not

quite sure but that it may be a very
good thing to flirt with. The courage
that they display is the courage of hav-

ing no opinion and of accepting no re-

sponsibility. The responsibility is there,
nevertheless, and the time will come be-
fore long when the good sense of the

country will demand that it be placed
where it belongs. These very men are
the men who are constantly telling us
that we are on the verge of war. They
utter all sorts of warnings that the war
is close at hand. They make some feeble
effort to suggest preventives. But in the
face of a situation which they them-
selves, more than any one else, declare
to be a life-and-death crisis, they fail to

tell us where they stand on the most
urgent issue of that crisis. The Federa-
tion of Labor, whether right or wrong in

its position, has set an example of manli-
ness which the dilettante radicals would
do well to attempt to follow.

Some Lessons From
Government Control

THE
railroads are to be returned to

their owners by something like unan-
imous consent. Upon what basis they
are to go back is a tough question; but
on the proposition itself there is, for the

present at least, practically no dispute.
Those who looked forward to the war-
time regime of government control as a
mere introduction to government owner-

ship are, of course, disappointed; but so

unpleasing has been the experience that

they find themselves compelled to ac-

quiesce in the general verdict. The most

they say by way of protest is that the

test has not been a fair one; that gov-
ernment control has been tried for too

short a time, and under conditions too

abnormal, to justify a conclusion as to

its merits, still less as to the merits of

outright government ownership.
Fair-minded opponents of government

ownership must admit that this is true.

The experiment has not been sufficient to

settle the question for good and all. But
it has been sufficient to damage terribly

the claims of that policy. Of the defects

of operation—the unsatisfactory service,

the tremendous increase in rates, the
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enormous fiscal deficit in spite of that

increase—everybody has been hearing
so much that there is no need to dwell

on them here. But there is one aspect
of the matter which seems to have been

lost sight of, and which is perhaps most
of all deserving of attention. We refer

to the apparent collapse of the claim for

great economies through consolidated

operation of the roads. We are perfectly
aware that government ownership ad-

vocates will insist on emphasizing the

word "apparent" ; but on the other hand
we insist on emphasizing the word

"great,** The ownership people will say
that many of the economies possible un-

der government ownership could be in-

troduced only when that regime had been

permanently established ; and this is true.

But while it is true of many of the

economies, it is not true of many others ;

and the remarkable thing is that we hear

very little of savings actually effected by
the Government as an offset to the enor-

mous increase of expenditure due to

raising of wages and other causes. That
there have been such economies is un-

doubtedly true, and there might be

more; but the fact that there is so little

"pointing with pride" to anything of

the kind is pretty sure evidence that, in

comparison with the total expenditure,
these savings are a mere drop in the

bucket.

It is a characteristic of most savings
of this kind that they are of very simple
character and can accordingly be ex-

ploited as object-lessons for much more
than they are worth. Many of them, by
the way, would be quite feasible under

private ownership if they were not pre-
vented or discouraged by governmental
restrictions ; but let that pass. The point
is that while they loom big in govern-
ment ownership arguments they play
but an insignificant part in the figures

of the railroad budget. Take such a

thing as the printing of time-tables, for

example. It is altogether right that the

Government should cut down this ex-

pense; but if it were cut out entirely,

it would make but an imperceptible dif-

ference in the balance between income

and outgo. Consolidation of ticket of-

fices, the sale of common mileage books,

and similar improvements—for which
the Government deserves credit—are

meritorious from the standpoint of con-

venience, bat the economies they bring
about are too small to affect the charac-

ter of the fiscal showing. There are

more important savings that it is

to point to as possible under gov-

ownership. But we have seen

little attempt to prove that in actual dol-

lars and cents the aggregate would
amount to enough to reduce expenses by
a large percentage, even when govern-
ment ownership was complete; and in

the present experiment they have doubt-

to so little, in comparison

with the hundreds of millions of short-

age, that to try to make much of them
would do more harm than good to the

government ownership cause.

This whole question of the economies
of government ownership, or of socialist

organization in general, and the waste
of competition, presents an interesting
case of what economists used to be fond
of referring to as the difference between
the seen and the unseen—the superficial

phenomena that thrust themselves upon
our attention and the underlying things
which we are apt to overlook. Nothing
is easier than to prove that the competi-
tive system involves a vast amount of

waste. But before we throw it over-

board—on the score of its wastefulness

at least—we should take thought, in the

first place, not merely of the absolute but
of the relative magnitude of the waste;
and secondly we should consider to what
extent the loss may be a necessary in-

cident of the gain attaching to private

enterprise. Even in the case of public

utilities, under the best of regulation,
and with competitive waste reduced to a

minimum, something of that waste may
be expected to remain. But how does it

compare with the economies which the

stimulus of private interest brings about
in ways that can not be catalogued?

Nothing is easier, for example, than to

point to the big salaries of corporation

managers, far bigger than those which
the Government would pay ; but are they
not a mere bagatelle in the total expen-
diture? These men constantly feel the

most acute necessity to make ends meet
and overlap; they keep down the waste
of operation in a thousand indefinable

ways; the absence of their special effi-

ciency would mean the loss every week,

perhaps, of more than their whole salary
amounts to in a year. These same men,
as part of a Government bureaucracy,
would rarely be keyed up to the same
kind of activity—not to speak of the

probability that it would not be these

men, but quite a different set, who would
fill the like posts in a bureaucracy.
In the field of ordinary business, com-

petitive waste is a much bigger item.

Vast sums are expended for advertising,
and for attracting business in other

ways to one concern rather than another.

That such waste might be materially re-

duced without impairment of business

energy is undeniable, and any scheme
that can effect this is worthy of most
serious attention. But take it as it is,

and there is little reason to doubt that

the loss, though very great, is far less

than the gain that arises from that gen-
eral energizing of industrial and com-
mercial activity which goes with the

competitive spirit. It is in the direction

of voluntary cooperative enterprise that

the most promising outlook exists for

reducing the waste of competition. Yet
the history of cooperation, admirable as

some of its results have been, gives the

strongest possible proof of the limita-

tions of competitive waste as compared
with competitive efficiency. If competi-
tion were half so wasteful as it is some-
times represented, the cooperative stores,
which have so long been a great success

in England, would by this time have
driven ordinary retail trading out of the

field far more completely than they have ;

and they would be playing something
of a part in this country, where, in per-

haps fifty years of trial, they have not

got beyond a most rudimentary stage.

Voluntary cooperation provides some-

thing of the same stimulus of interest

that competitive enterprise furnishes.

There ought to be a large future for it

in the industrial field as well as in that

of retail trade. In the meanwhile its

history of several decades teaches a use-

ful lesson as to the alleged demerits of

the competitive as compared with a so-

cialist regime from the standpoint of

economy—for whatever limitations co-

operation labors under from that stand-

point, we may be sure apply in far

greater force to socialism.

Land Values and

Congestion

THE
Areic Republic for June 7th dis-

cusses in a sober spirit the question
of taxation of land values as related to

urban congestion and the housing prob-
lem now pressing upon the country. We
note with pleasure that its advocacy of

special taxation for unimproved land is

distinctly limited to such taxation as

would absorb future increments of value.

"We would not confiscate existing values,

as the Single Taxers propose," says the

New Republic, "because we do not be-

lieve in revising the rules of a game
and making the new rules retroactive."

With confiscation out of the way, it is

possible to argue the merits of the ques-
tion upon economic grounds—that is,

with an eye to specific and practical con-

sequences rather than ethical or political

principles.
The idea running through the New

Republic's article, and through all that

is written by enthusiastic advocates of

the "unearned increment" tax as a solu-

tion of the problem of urban congestion,

is that the speculative holding of land

is the one great barrier to the com-
fortable housing of millions of people
now herded together in crowded city

centres. The view is plausible, and to

many appears absolutely self-evident.

Nevertheless, we believe that it is almost

wholly unfounded. "All around every

large city," we are told, "there is a broad

zone of unimproved land, much more
than adequate for the comfortable hous-

ing of a vast population, every acre of
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which is held at a price that drives away
prospective home owners"; a population
of eight millions could be housed within

the limits of Greater New York, allow-

ing an acre for every ten families, which

"is scarcely more than a village density.''

But if one examines this broad zone of

unimproved land, one finds that nearly

all of it can be had at prices so small

that the addition to rent which the land

value would cause is insignificant. It

is true that the commuter finds that in

the places where he would like particu-

larly to live sites are fairly expensive;
but these are not places where large

areas are held out of use, but choice spots

which for some reason or other have
themselves become attractive centres of

population. You can not lump the hun-

dreds of thousands of acres within a ten

or twelve miles' radius of the City Hall

as one homogeneous mass, any more than

you can lump together the million acres,

sufficient to house half the population of

the United States, which lie within the

commuter's radius.

A concrete example may serve to em-

phasize this point. In a certain admi-

rable water-front location, where high-
class houses have been built in consider-

able numbers in the last ten years, and

only about a half hour's rapid-transit
ride from the City Hall, building lots

40 by 100 feet go begging, though the

prevailing price is only $2,000 per lot.

In less desirable but still very good loca-

tions, somewhat further from the centre

of the city, such lots can be had for

$500; and $500 means $50 a year in the

rent. It is not this $50—say $25 per
family for two families, or $17 per fam-

ily for three families—that is keeping
houses from being built in the subur-
ban zone, "while the children of the city

grow pale and anaemic in cramped tene-

ments." The great reason why people
do not go to these outlying districts is

because the advantage or the necessity
of being near the centre outweighs, in

the minds of the people concerned, the
undeniable hygienic and moral benefits

that might be attained by living further
out.

The Seic Republic admits that "some
men are drawn toward the limits of the
urban area by the hope that values will

advance." But it adds that to one man
moved by the hope that prices will rise

higher there are ten who are "deterred

by prices of land that are already too

high." This is a matter of opinion, and
we feel very sure that the fact is quite
otherwise. But however this may be,
it has very little to do with the question
of increase of housing facilities for the
hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions,
of the poorer inhabitants of a city like

New York. These people will not go out

by ones and twos and build houses for
themselves. Even such of them as may
somehow be able to command the capital

could not afford to take the risk of loss

when they may have occasion, as they all

know they are likely to have, to change
their residence and hunt for a purchaser
for the boose they hare been living in.

It is enterprise on a larger scale—the

kind of enterprise that opens op con-

siderable tracts for occupancy—which is

substantially the whole question as re-

gards this class of people. And it seems

absolutely plain that the absence of the

prospect of rising land values must

greatly diminish the stimulus to such

enterprise. The houses theiHwrJveji in

the nature of things decline in value.

The increase of the site value is counted
on to counterbalance not only this loss

but the risk of mistakes in judgment in

the first place, and adverse local changes
which may occur in the future and which
it is impassible to foresee.

Another consideration that is con-

stantly overlooked by those who regard
taxes on land as a panacea for high
rents, is that on the face of it the tax

operates not to lower rents, but simply
to put into the public treasury what
would otherwise go into the pockets of
the landowners. We say "on the face of

it," because in so far as the tax may
operate to increase the supply of bous-

ing, it would tend to lower rents. That
it would so operate is, as we have tried

to indicate, highly doubtful; but the

point that we wish to insist upon is that

except in this way the tax would not

even tend to reduce rents. Rents are
determined by demand: if people can be
found who are anxious to live in a cer-

tain kind of house in a certain location

and are willing and able to pay a certain

rent for it, that is the rent which it will

command. The rents on Park Avenue
or Riverside Drive are not what they are
because the landowners wish to get that

amount of money, but hennas there are

and many people wining and able to pay
the price If the fuD rental Tame of the
land were taken by the city in On shape
of taxation, the city treasury would be

by so much toe better off through torn

act of confiscation, but rents would be
no lower.

If we are to do anything reauy help-
ful towards toe solution of the housing
problem we must concentrate our atten-

tion on the question of supply. Specu-
lative holding of land out of use may not
be wholly an imaginary obstacle, but it

is certainly at most a very minor ele-

ment in the case. To look for relief in

that direction is to follow a false scent,

and thus to divert attention from real

possibilities of helpfulness. There is

plenty of land to be had at prices so
small as to constitute no hindrance to

any weO conceived plan of development.
There is almost no limit to the amount
of capital that could be obtained for the

prosecution of great home-building en-

terprises, carried on primarily for the

public benefit and offering only the most
modest return on the investment. Two
things are essential to the success of any
such scheme—first, sound judgment in

the choice of location and pan, and

secondly, the enlistment in the enter-

prise of men whose names command the

unhesitating confidence of the com-

munity. The practice of making sub-

scriptions running into the hundreds of

millions, for every possible kind of pub-
lic purpose, has now become a habit;
there is the best possible opportunity,
before the habit wears off, for a great
movement to supply, on a self-supporting

basis, attractive and healthful homes for

the masses. Never has the need been so

keenly felt or so widely recognized.

The A nti-Submarine Campaign

OF
the weapons of surprise developed

in the great war.—the submarine,
the armored tank, and poisonous gas,—
the submarine was the most remarkable.

Naval critics had generally regarded it

as a useful defensive auxiliary. Certain

alarmists, among them Sir Percy Scott

of the British Admiralty, had falsely

predicted that the submersible made use-

less every fighting ship of the older

types. Nobody fully foresaw the role of

the submarine as a commerce destroyer,
not even the Germans, for they entered

the war with only about forty U-boats.

Everybody regarded the submarine as

part of a fighting fleet. Its capacity as

a piratical sea rover, defying the laws of

war and the established practices of hu-

manity, no one had fully grasped.
Its early successes were appalling, and

its entire record is impressive. Taking
total sinkings, the submarines sunk ship-

ping of 15.054.000 gross tonnage. That
is about 40 per cent, more than Eng-
land's entire steamship tonnage at the

opening of the war. British merchant
vessels were sunk to the number of 5,622,

in about half the cases with the crews
aboard. That is about a quarter of the

number of vessels, steam and sail, regis-
tered as British when the war began.

Expressed in gross tonnage, the British

loss is far more serious. It amounts to

9,032,000 tons, or nearly three-quarters
of the British tonnage of all sorts regis-

tered for the year 1913. Such figures

show how uncomfortably near the Ger-

mans came to controlling the sea routes,

and lend a great interest to those meas-
ures which finally thwarted the wolves
of the sea.

The first measures were defensive, for

the submarine had asserted itself as an

appallingly effective weapon of attack.
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Naval history hardly knows another such

feat as Van Weddingen's accounting for

three great British cruisers in hardly
more minutes. The great fleet sulked at

moorings. Harbors and the Channel
were mined and protected by nets. The

purely military issue with the submarine
was quickly settled. England pursued
her gigantic task of transporting troops
overseas almost undisturbed, as the

United States did later. It was soon

plain that the submarine did not intend

to fight, but to sink helpless merchant-

men, and cut off England's food supply-

What was intended was a lawless block-

ade as wide as the seas.

Soon the merchantmen grew teeth.

The voyages were made with never-

sleeping gun crews fore and aft. Sink-

ing ships "without trace" became no

longer an easy water sport but a dan-

gerous business. A "sub" has to come

up frequently to breathe and recharge
batteries. It was found that any swift

fighting vessel could make it uncom-
fortable for her on the surface. So the

North Sea and the Channel were strewn

with little eighty-foot motor launches,

made chiefly in the United States and

smuggled out in parts. It was the first

development of a real counter-aggres-
sive. Meanwhile, shipbuilding was

speeded up in England and the neutral

nations. This was a necessary counsel

of despair, warranted only by abnormal

freights which paid for a new ship in a

couple of trips, and by the confidence

that the war would be won on land be-

fore Germany should sink enough ships

to starve England.
The answer of the submarine to such

measures was emphatic. In 1917 they
sank 7,624,000 tons, two and a half

times what they had sunk in 1916, four

and a half times the sinkings of 1915.

It was Germany's maximum effort. We
may estimate that she had no less than

146 submarines in operation, with nearly
a hundred more under construction. To
Admiral von Tirpitz and his advisers

the problem now presented itself in this

fashion:—Would the attrition of the

submarines at sea work faster than the

attrition by the Entente on land? There
were reasons for thinking the subma-
rines would win in the race. Against
this hope stood the stern facts that the

transport service of the Allies had not

even been successfully assailed, while

the sensational destruction of merchant

ships by thousands had not brought
famine to England.
From 1918 the submarines, remaining

an annoyance, ceased to be a serious

menace. For the first nine months of

1918 the sinkings fell to half the figures

for the previous year. And the swelling
volume of new shipping made monthly
sinkings still averaging nearly 300,000
tons seem almost negligible. The coun-

ter-offensive against the submarine had

come suddenly to focus; the weapon of

surprise had evoked its own offsets. It

was no longer a question of meeting the

torpedo by gun fire, of casually catching
a "sub" in a net or bursting it with a

stray mine, or scoring a lucky hit from
the air, of blinding a periscope with oil,

or escape in a smoke screen; the means
of destruction were now manifold, sys-

tematic, and relentless. To review them
is our task.

A mine barrier twenty-five miles

broad was stretched from Norway to

Scotland; the United States supplied
more than half of the work and material.

By bombing from the air and direct

naval attack, the Belgian submarine
bases were made nearly valueless. A
new and terrible weapon, the depth
bomb, made what had been the subma-
rine's condition of safety one of extreme

peril. The depth bomb made the small-

est motor launch or submarine chaser

potentially the destroyer of any sub-

marine that could be detected below the

surface. Probably only a few score

"subs" were actually sunk by depth
bombs. To be sure if an "ash can," as

our Navy called them, exploded within

a hundred yards of a "sub" it was likely

to open up the plates, or, failing that, to

disable the numerous rudders; but gen-

erally speaking the depth bomb worked
after the German's own method, by
Schrecklichkeit. It threatened a hideous

death to all submarine crews, for a leak-

ing submarine manufactures chlorine

gas; it reduced the morale of the sea

wolves immeasurably. German courage
was unequal to a losing fight.

While the depth bomb was the strik-

ing weapon, it could do its work only
when directed by the most extraordinary
reconnaissance. For two years the

Allies had fought the "subs" as a blind

man might fight a pack of bloodhounds.

Then the ocean developed ears and the

air developed eyes. A heard "sub" was
a threatened "sub," a seen "sub" prac-

tically dead. The air patrol and the

listening devices in boats more than

anything else hastened the end. Our
submarines, with the British, listened

from the bottom of the shallow waters,

promptly reporting to the destroyers and

mosquito fleet any submarine within a

radius of several miles. On the surface,

drifting patrol boats and trawlers did

the same service of detection. The list-

eners were trained to recognize the

throat of every sort of engine as the

musician knows the typical chords.

Soon the listening devices were so im-

proved that they could be used on a boat

under way. Then it became possible for

a destroyer to hover over a "sub" and
force her to use up her electrical power,
while running the risk of a well-placed
"ash can." The submarine service be-

came intolerable. The Germans admit
that fourteen U-boats were destroyed by

their own crews, and that hundreds of
sailors went mad. The ocean was filled

with ships whose wireless direction-

finders intercepted the radio reports of

the submarines and added one more ele-

ment of danger. Meanwhile, for fifty
miles at sea the dirigibles and flying

boats, fully armed with machine guns
and depth bombs, plied over the waters.
Kite balloons tugged at the off-shore

guard-ships and were towed out with
the convoys. The observers from the
air could see a U-boat far below the sur-

face, could detect at great distances the
oil slick or the surface furrow, and could
attack directly while reporting by wire-
less what they saw. It meant destruc-
tion for a submarine to show itself in

shallow water by day. The effective-

ness of the U-boats was thus cut in half.

Few people realize the part played
by the Navy air patrol in safeguarding
the approaches to New York. It was a

terribly arduous service. Planes ran out
of gas, took the water, remained for
hours gradually breaking up; the crews
were generally rescued, sometimes not.

Kite balloons were torn from their moor-

ings by the Nor'westers and with their

occupants went down the wind never to

be heard of again. If the sinkings
within fifty miles of Sandy Hook were
held down to about 50,000 tons for the
last four months of the war, thanks are

largely due to the Naval air service.

Without it, it would have been a ques-
tion not of half a dozen supply ships
and a cruiser, but of ten times that
number.
What compacted all the anti-subma-

rine methods into an invulnerable organi-
zation was the convoy system. To tor-

pedo a ship requires that a future posi-
tion can be predicted, to lie in wait for
either a ship or a convoy means that its

course is known. By the simple device
of zigzagging on a smaller or greater
scale it became as impossible to ascer-

tain the course of a convoy as to predict
for any few minutes ahead the position
of any single ship. Convoys simply
shambled about the ocean like a flock of
worried sheep, following, however, a plan
strictly laid down. U-boats, even though
they had information about a convoy,
were doomed to heartbreaking wild

goose chases.

Had a conyoy been without escort, it

could pretty well have looked out for it-

self. It represented, however, from 60
to over 300 guns, with trained crews
and vigilant lookouts. But a convoy ac-

tually went out with pearly kite balloons

ahead and astern, a silvery dirigible

hovering overhead with two darting sea-

planes; boxed in by the sturdy service-

able craft of the scout patrol and sub-
marine chaser classes; with a cruiser

ahead, and a brace of destroyers circling
about. It would have been utter folly

for a big squadron of U-boats to attack
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such an aggregation by daylight. To
find it at night was difficult. As a mat-

ter of fact, convoys were rarely attacked.

The U-boats hung behind and picked up
an occasional laggard, like the unforget-

table Ticonderoga ; or limited themselves

to the safe, if base and lawless device, of

sowing stray mines in the high seas.

Thus the negligible destruction off New
York was effected. But prestige had

passed from the submarine. It no longer
was a formidable weapon of surprise

and attack. From being the wolf it had
sunk to the estate of jackal of the seas.

If we may trust the German figures,

the submarine fleet in commission at the

time of the surrender was 136. It was
still near its estimated maximum of 146,

but it was no longer formidable. The
actual destruction of U-boats by war de-

vices of all sorts may be roughly reck-

oned at over 150—about one-half of all

that were put into the water. The mo-
rale of the remaining fleet had been

greatly reduced. The necessary hard-

ships and increasing terrors of the serv-

ice had brought the officers and crews

near to the breaking point. Had the war
continued six months longer, there would
have been no submarine problem. Cam-
ouflage, which has naturally caught the

public imagination, had very little to do

with this result. Many authorities re-

gard it as mostly a waste of good paint
and ingenuity. What brought results

is what always brings military results—
a suitable weapon, the depth bomb;
proper tactics, the convoy system; and
effective reconnaissance by the listeners

of the waters and the lookouts of the air.

German courage cracked under the

ordeal of a forlorn hope. The old ex-

ploits were still possible. A lucky and

enterprising U-boat commander could

have run amuck by night in a convoy
with good chance of sinking several

ships, or, for that matter, could have
touched up during fog the great trans-

ports always anchored in our Lower Bay.
No such attempt was made. The spirit
of the sea wolf had been broken.
The sensational collapse of the sub-

marine campaign proves first that mere
terror is a poor military resource. At
no time, from unarmed tramp to cockle-

shell scout patrol, was any seagoing man
terrified by the "subs." Wrath and cour-

age rose to meet the new peril. More
important, perhaps, is the lesson that
no war is likely to be won by a weapon
of surprise, however ingenious. It seems
certain that if Germany had had at
the outset her maximum fleet of 146

U-boats, she could within two years have
starved England into submission. But
such calculations are always retrospec-
tive. The weapon of surprise is never
provided in sufficient quantity, nor with
adequate foreknowledge of its effects,
and it never works quickly enough. In

1917, when the U-boat seemed to be win-

ning, its battle was already lost. Coun-
ter-invention had mastered the problem,
and the purging of the seas was only a

matter of time.

Education—Its Con-
stant Values

AT
a thousand commencements this

year the war values of education

will be properly emphasized. The col-

leges are proud of the way in which their

sons did their bit. From the moment
when gallant students hurried over to

France to drive ambulances or guide

fighting planes, it has been clear that

the morale of the American college was
sound. To exult in this fact is right and
natural.

It is inevitable, too, that an accounting
of service should be made. That tech-

nically trained college men should have
won most of the glory was to be expected.
The junior whose elective chemistry had

given a smattering of the lore of high

explosives was more immediately avail-

able than the philologist of world re-

nown. But the unlikeliest specialties

proved useful. Dean Keppel, in his ad-

dress at the Columbia Commencement,
remarked that an archaeologist has in-

vented the best trench helmet of the

war. A British scholar formerly in

charge of the School at Athens proved
himself an invaluable intelligence offi-

cer at Salonika, most delicate of situa-

tions. A noted American Chaucerian as

readily mastered the armament of fight-

ing planes as he had the relations of 15th

century manuscripts. Besides morale
the university-trained man brought a

surprising versatility. Education had
not only not softened his fibre, it had not

rigidified his thinking.
We like to dwell on these extraordi-

nary cases of unconscious technical

preparation, and of intelligent adapta-
tion. We are likely to forget the thou-

sands of college-trained men who were

relegated to the smallest jobs, which

they accomplished with fidelity and
cheerfulness. The drudgery of Army
Training Camp and of Naval Shore
Station is nothing to talk about. Per-

haps it is well forgotten. But it can
do no harm to recall that if the college

men readily rose to the greater and more
conspicuous responsibilities, they also re-

garded no charge as too mean to enlist

their best ability. The young poet who
starved intellectually in the fo'c's'le of

a submarine chaser deserves his moment
of praise alongside the connoisseur of

poisonous gases and the renowned ace.

The duties were many, the luck most

various; the spirit of service was one.

It is a pleasure to be sharply tested

and to endure the proof. Thousands of

liberally educated men have forever ban-
ished the fear which is the bane of their

class. In retrospect we do well to stress

these painfully proved values. The dan-

ger is that we may continue to measure
our educational values by the yardstick
of overt efficiency. This is the spirit
of the time. Our great adventure in

the active life will have wrought harm
if it sets scholars to doubting the un-
diminished value of the life contempla-
tive. Education is not solely preparation
for prosperity ; it is also the best means
of coping with adversity. It is upon this

side of the case, which we fear few com-
mencement orators will touch this year,
that we wish to dwell.

To have resources against monotony
and misery not simply in animal spirits
or in stolid resignation is the privilege
of the educated man. How many cases
of the sage in prison the war afforded!

Here were delicate spirits, adepts of the
old philosophies and literatures, thrust
into filth and semi-starvation, despite-

fully treated withal. At Ruhleben Eng-
lishmen and Americans of this type
stood behind the cruelty of the prison
management and the helpless mass of

prisoners. Their balance and cultivation

had protective value. The Germans were
ashamed to do the basest things under
their eye. These academic captives gave
themselves loyally to the entertainment
of their humbler fellow prisoners. One
professor of Greek philosophy, who had
won a new degree as an expert bomber,
resumed his old occupation at Ruhleben,
interested the "Tommies" in Plato and
Plotinus, and had sufficient energy in

reserve to produce a volume of sonnets.

Compared with this, Boethius's feat of

writing "The Consolations of Philoso-

phy" in a clean and well-conducted Ro-
man prison sinks into insignificance.

Indeed are not the constant values of

education of this sort? To keep a spirit

superior to adversity, to attain a dignity
that can not be abased by violence, to

command recreation amid pain and mis-

ery, and joy as the body wastes—in

short, as Boethius wrote, to have a soul

superior to fortune; this is the privilege
of the man who is really educated. From
a merely technical and utilitarian train-

ing no such resources can accrue. They
imply a perspective of the past, values

tempered through contact with the great

thinking of all ages, a soul vividly con-

scious of its kinship with the great dead.

An education that fails to give the soul

superiority over fate is a poor educa-
tion. A young student, a youth of high
promise, wrote a few days before his

death, from the western front, to a pro-
fessor of archaelogy: "What you have

taught me enables me to bear this life."

The "confessors" of education before
the world are not so much those who
achieved greatly in the mechanics of the
new warfare, as those who endured

cheerfully the long martyrdom that war
means to a gentle spirit.
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New Pogroms for Old
THERE

is a sinister cloud gathering
over Russia. Its portent has been

in view for many months, yet those who
should have noted the impending storm
and should have done the obvious thing
to avert it, have fatuously beckoned it

on. This is the storm of horrible po-
groms that threatens the Jews of Russia
with extinction. It is not enough that
these hapless people had been down-
trodden and oppressed for a century and
a half under the Russian Bureaucracy;
it is not enough that they had been har-
ried most cruelly in the ebb and flow of
war since 1914 as it rolled over them un-

ceasingly; as if they had not already
drained the cup of bitterness to its

dregs, they must needs face the danger
of a still more terrible fate.

It is no new thing, this menace of

pogroms, but a new element, and a pow-
erful one, has been added to the incite-

ment. In the past under the old regime,
the pogrom became almost an institu-

tion. Its causes lay deep in economic as
well as cultural conditions, and it is a
mistake to assume, as is frequently done,
that the pogrom was simply instigated
by the police at the behest of an auto-
cratic government. Frequently as po-
groms occurred under the consenting
eyes of the police authorities, it may be
asserted that they would have occurred
oftener if the police had not interfered.

Pogroms occurred in Austria-Hungary
and Rumania as well as in Russia, and it

is a striking fact that they were frequent
in revolutionary Russia during 1917, at

a time when the Provisional and Keren-

sky Governments were proclaiming re-

ligious toleration, and taking up the
cause of the Jews as a race that had
been oppressed under the old regime.
There is no need here to dwell upon the
various causes of the race antipathy
which heretofore has caused such out-

rages in Russia. I have rather to point
out that there has arisen a new situation

destined to serve as a new incitement to

fresh pogroms. This is the situation

growing out of eighteen months of soviet

rule.

The Russian people are not far from
liberation from the hated Bolshevik yoke.

Although they present the appearance
of a herd of fatigued animals, crouch-

ing inert and spiritless beneath this

crushing tyranny, there is a feeling

among them that deliverance is at hand.

Many risings have occurred and more
will follow. Soon the brutal Red Guards
and the Lettish and Chinese mercenaries,
upon whose bayonets the Bolshevik re-

gime has rested, will melt away, and the

peasants, proprietors, and intelligentsia
will again occupy their heritage and
strive to restore orderly conditions of

living; but it is too much to hope that

they will emerge quietly and peacefully
from the slough in which they have been
plunged. For the bitter sufferings of

eighteen months of brutal terror, they
will seek vengeance. That commissars
and soviet members will be hunted down
like wild beasts goes without saying, and
no one will lament them. But it is not

they alone who will suffer. In the minds
of the mass of the Russian people the
Bolshevik regime and its Soviets have
been associated with the Jews, and they
hold all Jews collectively responsible for
the Bolshevik horrors.

This is most unjust. It is true that
most of the Soviets are dominated by
renegades and criminals of the Jewish
race. Naturally the Soviets, which are
made up of the ignorant, the rowdies,
and the ne'er-do-wells, the scum of the

population, turned to the only literate

and clever elements among them for

leadership. But these men should not
be termed Jews; rather are they inter-

nationalists, scoffers at religion and
race. It is estimated that they consti-

tute at least sixty per cent, of the com-
missars and members of the Soviets. But
certainly seventy-five or eighty per cent,

of the Jews of Russia are against them.
The Russian peasant, however, uoes not
see this; to him Soviets are run by men
whom he takes for Jews, and he simply
holds all Jews as a class responsible.
Even in the early days of the Bol-

shevik regime the Jews were alive to

this danger. They were greatly dis-

turbed by the prominent part taken by
men bearing Jewish names. They em-
phasized on every occasion the names
of Jews prominent in the anti-Bolshevik

parties. They noted that it was a Jew
that killed Uritsky, and a Jew that at-

tempted to assassinate Lenin. When a
well-known Russian asked Boris Ka-
menka, the great Jewish banker: "Why
don't you call off your man Trotsky?" he

replied: "Why don't you call off your
man Lenin?" The retort was clever and

obvious, but it did not meet the situa-

tion.

In the hope of averting the catastrophe
which they saw impending, a delegation
of prominent and representative Jews
waited on Trotsky and begged him to

withdraw, lest he should bring ruin and
destruction upon his co-religionists. In
his reply Trotsky stated his position

clearly and cynically. He was no longer
a Jew—he was an internationalist and
had no feeling for race or religion. It

mattered not to him if a million of Jews
were sacrificed. If they stood in the

way of the realization of the new world

order, let them perish. And, as if to

emphasize their position, the Bolsheviks

have recently led out to execution one of

the most prominent Jews of Russia,

Abram Varshavsky, the President of the
Jewish Community of Petrograd.
What can the Jews of America do to

avert the threatened calamity? They
are at last awake to the danger, but
when I spoke with them of it a year ago,
they did not seem to realize its serious-
ness. I saw then that a number of them
who were prominent in public life and
were accounted close advisers of the

President, were throwing the weight of
their influence in favor of the recogni-
tion of the soviet government. I knew
that they were making themselves re-

sponsible for the catastrophe that was
almost certain to follow, for they were
identifying Jewish opinion and policy
with the Bolshevik regime in the mind
of Russians. They may have been mis-
led as to the facts. They may have
honestly believed that the soviet govern-
ment in Russia was a democracy and
that to interfere with it was to promote
counter-revolution. They may have be-
lieved that the soviet system would win
out in the end and that the position of
their co-religionists would be secure by
reason of the offices they held and the
power they wielded. But they had no
right to believe thus, for the plain facts
were again and again placed before
them. If now you speak with any Rus-
sian concerning the American policy
towards Russia, and the question is

raised as to why America flirted with the
Bolsheviks and was willing to see the
Russian people subjected to their rapa-
cious tyranny, he will shrug his shoul-
ders and mention the names of these
advisers of the President.
Can anything be done to avert this

impending danger? Can any practical
steps be taken that will save the Jews of
Russia from vicarious suffering for the
sins of the renegade Jewish Bolshevik
leaders and their thoughtless supporters
in America? It is useless to appeal to
the Conference at Paris; the Russian
people are beyond its jurisdiction. It is

stupid to talk of exacting a guarantee
from Kolchak and his Government as
the price of recognition. Kolchak has
already announced unequivocably his
stand for religious toleration and race

protection. But what can Kolchak and
the Omsk Government do? They would
be powerless in the face of the popular
indignation that would follow such a de-
mand from the outside. We have already
exasperated the Russians enough with
the suggestion of the Prinkipo Confer-

ence; with the Bullitt and Steffens Mis-
sions ; with the proposal to feed Bolshe-
vik Russia; with the disgraceful aban-
donment of Odessa to be plundered by
the Red Guard.
As I look over the field, I can see but

one course that promises any chance of

success—if perchance it be not already
too late. The Russian people must be
made to understand that Bolshevism and
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its works are not a Jewish product, but

that the Jews as a class are unalterably

opposed to the regime that has encom-

passed the ruin of Russia and untold

sufferings to her people. Let, therefore,

the Jews of America join together in

the strongest possible pronouncement de-

nouncing the Bolshevik government and

repudiating those renegades who have

brought dishonor on the Jewish name.

The right note was sounded by Rabbi

Schulman in his ringing Memorial Day
sermon.

"Judaism, as a religion, can not tol-

erate the spirit of Bolshevism," said Dr.

Schulman. "Judaism is essentially a re-

ligion of law, of the law of right, which

distinguishes between mine and thine,

of the law of justice, which seeks to hold

the scales evenly between all the elements

in the national life. Therefore, no one
who understands the genius of Judaism
will commit himself to the moral mad-
ness of Bolshevism. No one who has a

right to speak for it dare so interpret
the traditions of Israel, and so deny

the foundations of Jewish life, aa to de-

clare himself in favor of the madness of

Lenin and Trotsky."
Let such a statement be circulated

throughout Russia, at whatever cost.

Let all loyal and patriotic Russians know
that the Jews of America stand with
them for humanity and civilization, for

justice and order, and that they repudi-
ate the evil counsel that has hitherto led

our policy into devious channels. In

this way perchance it may be possible to

win the confidence of the Russian peo-

ple and dispel from their minds the be-

lief which now unfortunately possesses

them, that the Jews are responsible for

the Bolshevik regime and that the Jews
of America are supporting it. It is

already late in the day and the danger
is very near, but by prompt and vigorous
action, not along the lines of coercion

from without, but of sympathetic coop-
eration within, they may hope to avert

the storm that threatens to engulf mil-

lions of their hapless brethren in Russia.

Jerome Landfield

Great Britain and Ireland

OUTSIDE
the British Isles there are

many who wonder why Britain does

not readily grant Irish independence, if

Englishmen really believe in political

freedom and the Irish desire independ-
ence; reluctance to do so on the part of

Englishmen must arise from a desire to

oppress and tyrannize over Ireland. In

former times, unfortunately, there would
have been much reason to believe this, but
it is neither the whole nor a part of the ex-

planation at present. The primary reason
is easy to state and not hard to under-
stand. For the past three hundred years
the developing nation states of western

Europe have gone their way in rivalry
and strife. To survive, to remain, to be

great, it has seemed necessary to each of
them to consolidate its resources, to in-

crease its strength, to unite separate
parts in one whole. If they ceased their

efforts, if they relaxed attention, they
would certainly fall behind in the race,

they might be destroyed by more active

rivals. Now, fundamental geographic
and strategical considerations have in the

past made it the first condition of Eng-
land's greatness that all the British Isles

should be held together in one strong
state. As France and Spain were built

up out of small kingdoms or feudal do-

mains, so the English kings, after unit-

ing England, first conquered Wales in

the Middle Ages, then sought to conquer
Scotland and, failing, gradually contrived
to unite England and Scotland by peace-
ful agreement, and in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries completed the con-

quest of Ireland which had been begun
long before. It was no mere lust for

dominion and conquest which urged
them to do this; it was the soundest

statesmanship, as things then were, and
as they have generally continued down
to the present. In former days Ireland

was the natural and proper base for a
flank attack upon England, and was gen-
erally used for such purposes by the

Spaniards in the time of Philip II and
by the French under Louis XIV and
after 1789. And in the later age Ire-

land became in respect of these things
more rather than less important to

Great Britain. In the nineteenth cen-

tury the population of Britain expanded
with its industrial development, until

finally its people could not live without
constant imports of food and raw ma-
terials for their industries. These im-

ports came very largely across the At-
lantic and were borne past the coasts of

Ireland, north and south. If Ireland
were in the hands of the enemy, or
if Ireland were independent and hostile,

or perhaps even lukewarm during a

war, then the essential communications
of Britain would be destroyed. Had Ger-
man submarines found bases along the
Irish coast in 1915 and 1916, England
would almost certainly have been starved
and the cause of the Allies lost. This
fact has been clearly recognized by
Germans and their sympathizers, and
explains much German ardor for Ireland.

It has been said that if Great Britain
had given to the Irish actual or virtual

independence, gratitude would have

brought into being an Irish loyalty to-

wards Great Britain comparable to that

of South Africa. But it must be said

that the happy outcome in the case of
the Boers could not have been counted
on with certainty. Irish independence
might not have been followed by such

loyalty that the Empire in the midst of
a great struggle would be as safe as
if it still had military and naval con-
trol of the Island. Most probably a

majority of the Irish people would have
stood firm with Great Britain against
Germany, but a minority might not, and
in the confusion of a time of transition
from the old union with Britain to a full

measure of Irish independence, German
propaganda and intrigue would almost

certainly have worked among this minor-
ity with success. Had the Boers been

ungrateful or unfriendly, they could have
done no vital hurt, since they were very
far distant; but if an independent Ire-

land had been only a little hostile to

England, or only a little helpful to Ger-

many during the Great War, it would
have been a stroke at the very heart of
the Empire.

It may be argued that even if all these

doubts apply to the past, yet in the new
era of the League of Nations such argu-
ments savor of evils departed. If the

very causes of rivalry and misunder-

standing are about to be removed, why
should not Englishmen be willing to let

Ireland go her way in complete inde-

pendence, even though she does lie across
the essential communications of Great
Britain? By all means, if one can be

reasonably sure of the future. But can
we be sure? Those who know the past
can only hope and strive to bring better

things.
But granted that surety with respect

to Ireland has hitherto seemed funda-

mentally important to the people of

Britain, so that very rightly they oppose
Irish independence, yet in respect of
world considerations ought not the Irish

to have it anyhow if they desire it? Is

not the Irish question essentially similar

to that of Jugo-Slavia and that of the

Czecho-Slovaks ? This is more easily
asked than answered. Indeed, it must be
answered very differently according to

the premises assumed. From the point
of view of possible conditions or of condi-

tions as they at present appear, many
people consider that the irresistible and

proper tendency is towards letting every
well-recognized group of people be free

to work out its own destiny as it sees fit.

If all the old international and strategic
relations are to be successfully replaced

by something new, it will be safe for

England to let Ireland go, very con-

venient for her to rid herself of Irish

trouble, and unrighteous and unwise for

her not to let Ireland do as she wishes.

If this comes to pass, it is quite probable
that later on an independent Ireland may
of her own accord seek some union again
with Britain, and find great advantage in

getting it. On the contrary, if judgment
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is made in the older way, from premises
hitherto deemed proper and valid, the

reasoning will be very different. As the

result of a great war Central Europe has
for the time fallen to pieces, and the dis-

contented are finding solace in rearrang-

ing the fragments to suit themselves.

Had the British Empire dissolved, doubt-

less this same process would be now
going on with its remains. But actually
Britain emerged intact and triumphant.
In any difference about Irish matters
there are on the one hand the interests

and desires of the forty millions of Great

Britain, on the other the aspirations and
interests of Ireland's four millions. It

is not just or proper to ignore either of

them for the other.

If on general grounds of justice it is

contended that, like the Bohemians, es-

caped from the tyranny of the Haps-
burgs, the Irish should be aided by free

peoples the world over to establish an in-

dependent state of their own, it may be

answered that England does not treat

Ireland in a way to make the comparison
proper. In the past Ireland did suffer

terribly from England, but the old

wrongs, done in a time very different

from ours, have almost entirely passed

away, and at present Irishmen have as

members of the United Kingdom ex-

actly the same political status as other

citizens in the British Isles.

Ireland was conquered in an age of

religious persecution, when conquest
meant subjection ; she became a colony in

an age when colonies were exploited in

accordance with Mercantilist theories.

Famine made Ireland bitter and oppres-
sion turned the bitterness against Eng-
land. Time does not change it. Yet in

the latter part of the nineteenth century
a new, a kinder, and a democratic Eng-
land, urged by the rising and angry in-

sistence of Irishmen, strove to undo the

past, and make as full reparation as pos-
sible. There is no longer any religious

persecution nor any civil or economic

discrimination; Irishmen have as com-

plete control of their local affairs as the

English and Scots have of theirs, and
share as equals, so far as they are will-

ing, in the government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland;
the old power of the landlords has been

broken, and the British Government has

assisted the Irish peasants to buy the

soil and become independent proprietors,
until now most of the agricultural land

is in the possession of Irish farmers.

Not all of the past has been undone: it

takes some time to uproot an old estab-

lishment and make a real and lasting im-

provement, unless one is a literary or

professional reformer. The relics of the

old government remain in Ireland; they
are expensive and burdensome and are

not properly controlled by the Irish peo-

ple. Castle government and military oc-

cupation should be brought to an end,

and almost certainly will be in no long

time, if the Irish people will assist. To
meet Irish poverty, which Sinn Fein re-

formers believe Irish independence will

quickly abolish, intelligent government
assistance can do a great deal. But the

truth seems to be that some parts of Ire-

land, like some parts of Scotland and

England, are not very richly endowed
with natural resources for either agri-

culture or industrial life.

It is sincerely to be hoped that the

Irish may speedily get what they really

believe best for them; but it is evident

that the principle of self-determination,

like the principle of nationality, can be

extended to a ridiculous infinity. The
thirteen American States once had ex-

perience of this, and their wise and

speedy decision to surrender some of

their separatism and unite in a larger or-

ganization was the basis of later pros-

perity and power. For the British Isles

this has been accomplished as the result

of war and negotiation in the past three

hundred years. The union of Scotland

and England, completed in 1707, was op-

posed by a minority in both countries,

but it has given security to England and

prosperity to Scotland, and redounded

immensely to. the benefit of both. In the

eighteenth century Ireland desired com-

plete union with Britain, and while the

act which accomplished this in 1800 was

unpopular and was brought to pass

through bribery and intimidation, it

might nevertheless soon have been ac-

cepted as desirable, had not George III

prevented the Catholic emancipation
which should have gone with it. The
various parts of the British Isles adjoin
one another or lie close together, and for

the most part they are inhabited by the

same people—for while there is a bril-

liant and priceless Irish nationality, the

best authorities believe that racially the

peoples of England and Ireland are not

very different. Therefore I can not but

believe that the complete separation
which Sinn Fein demands now is but one

of the fervid things engendered in these

late strange and passionate years, and
that if Sinn Fein is to retain its present

ascendancy it must moderate its de-

mands and take a place more like that of

the Nationalists who once followed Par-

nell and John Redmond. Indeed, there

are signs of this already.
There is, notwithstanding, no doubt

that Ireland has her own particular prob-
lems which may best be settled by her

own people. If most Irishmen believe

that their affairs can be better adminis-

tered by an Irish parliament and a re-

sponsible executive in Ireland, there

would seem to be no good reason now why
they should not have them. Some com-

petent critics believe that more efficient

government will come when Scottish and
Welsh affairs and also the affairs of

various parts of England are adminis-

tered locally in the same manner, all the

parts continuing to be united under one
central government. I suspect there are
not many Englishmen now who would
oppose Irish self-government within the
British Empire. "The England of the
war is wholly unlike any England that
has ever been," said Sir Horace Plun-
kett in 1917, and it was my opinion be-

fore the war that a majority in Great
Britain had come to assent to Home
Rule. Why, then, it may be asked, has
Home Rule in some form acceptable to

the Irish not been given, especially when
Irish aspirations have been advanced so

passionately these last five years? It is

not difficult to understand why. The pe-
riod of a death-grapple for the existence
of the British Empire was no fitting
time to effect a change which would for
a while loosen if not alter the connection
of Ireland and Britain. The European
war postponed a settlement of the Irish

question as it postponed many another

thing very desirable. But difficulties

come from Ireland itself. Whatever the
merits of the case, the fact remains
that a considerable part of Ulster has
been so opposed to Home Rule that it

was prepared to resist it by armed force,
and in 1914 the British Government had
to face the unpleasant probability that

putting Home Rule into effect would en-
tail the employment of the British armed
forces to coerce a population that would
fight to retain its membership in the
commonwealth of the United Kingdom.
I do not pretend to judge whether Ulster
is wrong and unwise or has been stirred
to its action by baneful politicians.
Much of Ulster has insisted upon a con-
tinuance of the Union for herself, while
the rest of Ireland insists that Irish self-

government will be a failure without her.
It is but fair to say that the people of
Ulster employ against the rest of Ireland

many of the most effective arguments
used by other Irishmen in stating their
case against Britain—a minority dif-

ferent in character and conditions of life

which should have the privilege of going
its own particular way.

The difficulties of the Irish problem
do not justify despair. It is only in

books and in debating societies that

really difficult questions find complete
and ready solution. In the midst of
much noisy announcement by enthusi-

asts, the wisest and best people of Brit-

ain and Ireland are working at the

thing patiently, as is their wont, and
almost certainly success will come to

their efforts. I make no predictions,
but I believe that a freer and happier
Ireland will remain part of the great
group of British commonwealths, and
that Irishmen and Englishmen, forgiv-

ing and forgetting, will like each other
and assist each other more hereafter
than they have ever done in the past.

Edward Raymond Turner

I
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Mr. Creel and the Non-
partisan League

I
HAVE read Mr. Creel's article in

Everybody's, entitled "Our Aliens,

Were They Loyal or Disloyal?" The por-

tion of the article dealing with the situa-

tion in Minnesota, with special refer-

ence to the activities of the Non-Partisan

League, is so false that I feel it my duty
as a public official to make a counter-

statement. I can submit in substantia-

tion of my statement letters, telegrams,

and copies of court records which prove
that officers of the National Non-Par-
tisan League were indicted and prose-

cuted for disloyalty under the statute

commonly known as the Sedition Law.

My attention was first called to the

activities of the Non-Partisan League,
soon after our entry into the war, by a

large number of complaints made to my
office. Its activities were generally con-

fined to towns almost solidly German,
the evident intent being to prevent men
of German birth and descent from join-

ing with other citizens in aiding the

Government in prosecuting the war.

One Townley organizer, at a meeting
held by the League on the 10th day of

October, 1917, in the town of Sioux Val-

ley, in Jackson County, told his audience

that it was not safe to buy United States

Government bonds, that the United

States would soon be bankrupt, and
would be unable to pay its financial obli-

gations. This same Townley organizer
at a meeting held later in the town of

Minneota, in this county, said that those

present ought not to purchase Liberty

bonds, and that they had better invest

their money in Non-Partisan League ele-

vators. Later, and on the 25th day of

January, 1918, this same Townley or-

ganizer tried to get one John Steiner to

join the Non-Partisan League and to col-

lect sixteen dollars for a membership
therein. Freitag said to Steiner: "If

you farmers will join the Non-Partisan

League, we can make a law so as to stop

your boys from being taken into the

Army."
The meetings referred to were held

during a Liberty Loan drive in this

county and were attended by Judge
Thoreson, the judge of the Probate
Court of this county, J. G. Brauch, the

cashier of the Farmers' State Bank, of

Lakefield, Minnesota, and other citizens

of unquestioned standing. Many com-

plaints came to this office, as well as to

the office of the sheriff, requesting that

something should be done to stop them.
On January 18, 1918, the heads of the

Safety Commission, America First Asso-

ciation, and other officers of the county
directed a letter to the National Non-
Partisan League headquarters at St.

Paul, advising the officers of the League

of the disloyal character of the Townley
organizers in this county. In response to

this letter the National Non-Partisan

League sent Mr. Joseph Gilbert, the man-

ager and director of the League, and sev-

eral League officers and organizers to

Lakefield, Minnesota, on the 23rd day of

January, 1918, for the purpose of hold-

ing a Non-Partisan meeting. The sheriff

of this county, the county attorney, the

county auditor, the judge of probate,
who was the chairman of the America
First Association for the county, local

representatives of the Safety Commis-

sion, Liberty Bond Committee- and other

officers met with Mr. Gilbert and other

League members and officers and advised

them of the disloyal character of the

work which had been carried on by the

League in this county for many months

prior thereto, informing them also of

the opposition by the Townley organiza-
tion to the Liberty bonds, to the selec-

tive draft, and other Government work.

They requested Mr. Gilbert not to hold a

Non-Partisan meeting, for the reason

that such a meeting would be likely to

result in a great disturbance and pos-

sibly riot. Mr. Gilbert in his reply

said, "You are a lot of provincials, but

I know what my rights are ; I shall defy
the officers of the county and if they
want to arrest anybody they can arrest

me." Mr. Gilbert then requested that

he should be allowed to address the per-
sons present, possibly a hundred in num-
ber, as to the purpose of his coming to

Lakefield. He was allowed to do so, and,

among other things, he said, "The
United States has never before drafted

its citizens into the Army." Judge
Thoreson, who was presiding, corrected

the speaker and drew his attention to

the fact that the citizens were drafted

during the Civil War. Mr. Gilbert, how-

ever, allowed his statement to stand.

He then made an appeal to a large

number of citizens who had come into

the room not to pay any attention to the

officers of the county, but to go with

him for the purpose of holding a meet-

ing. Accompanied by a large number
of men, Mr. Gilbert left the hall and pro-
ceeded to Sand Kamp's Livery Barn, and
there delivered a very impassioned and

very disloyal speech, in which, among
other things, he said :

All these young men in North Dakota
and Minnesota ought to be left on the farms.
. . . The boys shouldn't be taken into the

army, they are better off where they are
than in the trenches, five thousand miles

away. . . . When the Government con-

scripted your boys, it didn't conscript
wealth ; if it had, we shouldn't have to have
wheatless days, meatless days and heat-

less days. . . . You farmers are trying to

produce more crops than ever before and

you have had to subscribe to the Liberty
Loan, the Red Cross, and the Y. M. C. A.,
and on top of all that they now take your
boys. . . . The Safety Commission, Judge
Thoreson, and your other county officers

are a bunch of flag-wavers and shouters,
they spell their patriotism to the farmers
P-A-Y.

Before the speech was ended, the
sheriff interfered, arrested Mr. Gilbert,
and dispersed the crowd. This meeting
and the disloyal things said by Gilbert
at the meeting are the bases of prosecu-
tions which are now pending against
him in this county. After the arrest of
Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Townley, officers of
the League tried to make it appear that
the Federal Government fully endorsed
its principles and that the League and
its officers had the support of the Presi-

dent, as well as of other high officers in

the Federal Government. To back up
this claim an attempt was made to hold
Non-Partisan League meetings in this

county at which speakers furnished by
the Committee on Public Information
should speak.
We should have had little trouble with

our foreign element had it not been for
the disloyal work of the Townley organ-
izers. Though many of the members of
the National Non-Partisan League in

this and other counties of the State were
disloyal and pro-German, they were
strengthened in their attitude by the

speeches of Townley, La Follette, Gil-

bert, and hundreds of Non-Partisan

League officers who went up and down
the State preaching disloyalty and sedi-

tion, class hatred and social unrest.

If Mr. Creel really believes what he
has stated in his article, he certainly
was entirely duped by A. C. Townley.
Mr. Creel, however, was in a position to

obtain the facts if he so desired. We
had no objection whatever to Mr. Creel's

sending speakers into this county, but
we did object seriously to the Federal
Government sending speakers here under
the auspices of a political organization
whose every activity had been disloyal.

Mr. Creel says that the opposition to

the National Non-Partisan League was
political in nature. This is absolutely
false. There has been no time in the

history of this county when political

differences were so completely wiped out.

All loyal men of this county, irrespective
of their party affiliations, were greatly
aroused by the disloyal activities of

Townley and his organizers.
After this programme of disloyalty

had been carried out in Jackson County
for some months, a hundred men were
summoned by the local draft board for

service. Out of the hundred, eighty-five
rushed from the rooms of the medical
examiners to the local board and claimed

exemption. There is no doubt that this

attitude was occasioned very largely

by the seditious and disloyal doctrine

preached in this county by officers and

organizers of the Non-Partisan League.

E. H. Nicholas

County Attorney, Jackson County, Minn.
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Correspondence
"What Would France With

Us?"
To the Editors of The Review:

"Lafayette, nous voUa!"

Imperishable phrase—its validity at-

tested by victorious American youth.
Sanctified with the holiest human sacri-

fices, it belongs with the laconicisms of

historical literature.

Yet will it—though engraved on brass—resist the corrosive acid of the Comic
Spirit? Was Irony—the Gallic imp of

letters—whispering in the ear of the

soldier who uttered it?

Had some one put that question a brief

month ago, we should have shouted,
"Treason!" Were we not one with
France? After an amazing myopia, had
not our eyes been opened? Did we not

perceive the flame, did not our dull ears

detect the meaning in the music of the

Marseillaise?

Undoubtedly! Observe the mercurial
American: Behold libations! Lo and

behold, loving cups; Hell Gate to the

Golden Horn spouting with spontaneous
emotions. A long-suppressed desire, a
Freudian dream actualized and liberated

in tokens, cries, and carnivals. Our God-

dess, frantic for French fashions, ex-

changes her crown for the tri-colored

cap.

Frankly, I watched with misgivings
this orgy of enthusiasm. An American
whose forebears were French, had I not

mentally made note of our limitless ca-

pacity for reaction? Did we not all but

deify a Dewey only to dethrone him?
Had we not— ? Attend!

In a New York club, whose mentor is

Minerva, the thing occurred. For weeks
the world's slain serpent, waiting sun-

down, had been wriggling with his woes.
We heard the expiring hiss : Our Allies

were at odds. France frowned at Wil-
son. French profiteers "bled" the Amer-
ican soldier. The "American" Mr.
Hearst—booted by public opinion, hided

by a buxom Britannia—thus spat, from
Los Angeles, at France: "An American
soldier can not take ten steps in the
streets of Paris without being insulted

by the crowd." Thus, on a Sunday in

Manhattan, removed his slouch hat in

prayer meeting: "France is making
$75,000,000 a month out of the American
occupation. . . . The only idea is to

exploit the Americans."
But in this New York club! Ready

with applause for a woman lately in

that devastated land, they waited for
the word that might refresh them for

laboring anew—for sustaining at least

those Americans still toiling at recon-
struction. They waited, and they heard :

"France no longer needs us. Her

shopkeepers have been at work. She
has taken toll from our army. With-
hold all further help, and she will re-

cover; continue to aid her, and we pau-
perize a nation."

So, in substance, spoke the lady : a dis-

tinguished lady. An intellectual leader,
in the front rank of her profession. She
had gone, labored, observed, given—and
returned to tell them this.

What did it mean? Kid gloves polite-

ly smothered gasps. Uplifted eyebrows
automatically responded to long-imposed
restraint. The lady was their guest.

Toujours la politesse! France, you would
receive them socially!
With infinite patience, Frenchmen had

explained their own sufferings inflicted

by these same profiteers. From our
warm-hearted West came tales of shop-
keepers grasping—not so much the hand
as the dime of heroes home from war. . . .

But the club guest was speaking again:
"France is her old self once more. She

is as she was before the war. The com-
bat exalted her. We saw her then as
she had not been before—as she will not
be again. She was exaltee; now she is

normal, as in 1913."
No German propaganda this—yet

something, alas! as subtle. What the

lady said—what too many other ladies

and gentlemen, alas! are saying, may
but be the sequence of our tw'n de-

fects. Ah, my fellow Americans—justly
proud of your public schools, of your
sociable Universities, of your freedom
conferred by the Constitution to be free
to go your ways: reading all editions,
and meditating not at all—blame not, I

implore you, the Movies and the extra
Extras. Ere ever Mr. Chaplin fell

plump into a pie; ere ever one Hearst
was hoist with his own petard—you
were, O next of kin, addicted to two
drugs. Clinical reports by our doctors
of mental hygiene damn you doubly:

1. You swallow much sentimentalism.
2. You take printed matter in overdoses.

Mushy with the one, you lust to rear
an idol over-night that you may lynch
it with the dawn. Muddled with the
other, you can not or will not learn to
think clearly.

As to sentimentalism, it has caused
more crimes than the name of Liberty.
Was it imported here by aliens sticky
with the treacle of Werther? That is

another inquiry. What it is doing for
the stage, what it has done for fiction,

essays, art, is obvious enough. Senti-

mental, our sentiment is too often false;

thinking thickly, we should sit at the
feet of the French.
What to do else? Ask some psychol-

ogist—umpire for all our ills. And
then, better still, ask yourself. Meditate.
With Bolshevism, it may be, lurking in

your best friend's back parlor—reform-
ing human nature while you wait; with
everyone, from editor to errand boy,

competent to settle offhand the affairs

of a wobbling world, better, we say, get
into a quiet corner and pray a bit. Or,
if prayer be only for that proletariat
once pronounced "the poor," well, then,
it is Walt Whitman's centenary. Your
parlor radical thinks he knows his

Walt Whitman, the revolutionary—who
praised the virtues of good Queen Vic-

toria; who counseled that so long as

there were anarchists, we needed the

police. But your Whitman democrat
does not know this: from Whitman he
deduces welter; from Camerado, the
chaos of Bolshevist brotherhood—origi-

nally introduced by Cain.

So, after all, suppose you try to pray.
Then you might ask yourself: Would it

perhaps be wisdom's part first to under-
stand France before you admire her so;
to realize that she can perhaps help us
more—if only in the negligible arts, if

only in the will to think—than we can
as yet help her. That this is not un-

important I should like the space to prove—out of your own mouths. Scratching
only the surface, there is left but a line

to say:
"Avaunt, O Comic Spirit! Ironic Imp,

erump!" Then we without uniform who
also served in that we "stood and waited"

may yet be educated to announce—with-
out sentimentalism, having thought it

over: "Lafayette, nous voila!!

William Trowbridge Larned
New York, May 30

Poetry
Cain

And the Lord set a mark upon Cain,
lest any finding him should kill him.

CAN ye not make an end? The waiting
world

Grows restive o'er the terms that law-

yers use.

Have ye no case, when multitudes have
hurled

Upon his guilty head their great
f'accuse?

What holds your hands? Do ye, per-
chance, debate

Of punishments—of exile or of death?
What lone sea-rock would be commensu-

rate

In horror with a mother's drowning
breath ?

Let him live on! Already hath been

passed
A sentence to which human tribunes

bow.
Let him live on—expatriate, outcast,

Bearing the mark of Cain upon his

brow!
Edmund Kemper Broadus
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Book Reviews
A New Liberalism

The Great Alternative. By Leonard J.

Reid. New York: Longmans, Green
and Company.

ANEW
liberalism or—chaos; this is

what the author of this work means

by the great alternative. Somehow or

other there has got to be a better dis-

tribution of wealth and an infinitely

wider range of opportunity for the

masses of the people. If it does not

come through wise leadership supported

by enlightened voting power, it will

come by the pressure of civil commo-

tion, riot and perhaps civil war. This

is written with particular reference to

Great Britain, but if Mr. Reid has an in-

forming word to utter on the subject he

will find an eager audience in America.

Such a word he has, despite the short-

comings which minds of different types

will discover in his work. His un-

bounded faith in the political and eco-

nomic wisdom of President Wilson will

not be shared by all his readers, and

some of them will undoubtedly find in

his remarks too much of the library and

too little of the market place. With

every allowance, however, there is here

an exceptional amount of common sense,

the one thing of which the world has

greatest need to-day.

This is apparent in the chapter urging
a better distribution of wealth. Much
that is said will impress the cold and

calculating economist, however just and

generous, as verging on the sentimental.

Yet in the following we have a declara-

tion that easily covers a multitude of

sins: "The first great step towards

making a better distribution of wealth

possible is to increase wealth, and the

only royal road to the increase of wealth

is by the increase of production. That
is the great truth that we have to bear

in mind." It is, indeed, and it is possibly
a truth more effectually inculcated in

terms tinged with emotionalism than in

the soundest words of the classical econ-

omist.

The war has imposed an enormous
debt on Great Britain, entailing most
burdensome taxation. Labor sees this

and the cry has gone up for a "conscrip-
tion of wealth," or a "capital levy," to

pay off the national debt. Capitalists

are, of course, opposed to such a pro-

gramme, and so is our author, on a mag-
nified scale. He appears, however, to

be something of an opportunist, for,

while holding that anything like a

£5,000,000,000 or £6,000,000,000 levy
would be little short of mere economic

moonshine, he says: "Some form of

capital levy, undertaken with the con-

sent of the richer classes, would stand
out before the world as a spectacular act,

a striking exhibition of the realization

of the calls of patriotism and respon-

sibility. Such a policy would blunt the

swords of the wild men of the socialist

extremists. It might even afford the

only escape from the dilemma of revolu-

tion or repudiation."
Mr. Reid is confined in no pent-up

Utica, and we can not in these remarks

accompany him in all his journeys. Yet
we can not refrain from citing a few of

his observations. In discussing Liberty
and the State, he says:

"
I can not see

how in a general way we can, if we be-

lieve in individual freedom, logically

deny the 'right to get drunk.' We con-

demn drunkeness morally, but can we
allow the right of the State to dictate

to us what our morals shall be?" Na-
tional sobriety is a high aim of all right

thinking people. But to take coercive

means, to try to make the nation clean

by legislation which incidentally will in-

terfere with the perfectly legitimate and
reasonable consumption of a large part
of the population is, he contends, the

wrong way of aiming at the desired

goal.

With all his sympathy with labor, we
find him saying that any attempt by the

state to enforce agreement between cap-
ital and labor would be as futile and dis-

astrous as an attempt to dictate to the

people of another nation the form of con-

stitution under which they must live.

The events of the war period do not im-

press him as pointing to the superiority
of governmental control of industry. On
the subject of Industrial Self-Govern-
ment he asks, "Have you no faith in hu-
man nature?" The essence of democracy,
he adds, is faith in the prevalence of gen-
eral good sense in the majority, provided
hasty decisions are eliminated. Again,
to insist upon good management of old

and new house property and upon ade-

quate comfort and modernity in new con-

struction ; to provide reasonable security
of tenure and safeguards against ex-

orbitant rent charges—these must be
the guiding lines of the attitude of the

new liberalism, which on the other hand
will not tolerate spoliation of the land-

lord. The war has strengthened immeas-
urably his faith in free trade. He pleads
for more efficient education, and de-

clares that it is the rational course to

consider education, first of all, as affect-

ing trade and commerce and the "earn-

ing of living." In superintending edu-
cation the state should superintend
health, including pre-natal health.

The right of labor to share in the

management of industry being conceded,
it is a short and logical step to the ac-

knowledgment of labor's claim to a right
to share in the profits; that is, over and
above wages. Mr. Reid is hardly as suc-

cessful in dealing with this subject as

with some of his others. He quotes cer-

tain well-known industrialists in sup-

port of his contention. Lord Leverhulme,
who is perhaps better known as Sir

William Lever, of Port Sunlight, is re-

ported as saying that every reduction of

hours that has been made since the Earl
of Shaftesbury began his agitation for

reduced hours has been accompanied by
a reduced cost of production. That we
may accept, as we may also the asser-

tion that this reduced cost has been due
to the greater employment of machinery
and mechanical utilities. But we are at

a loss to know what to make of the state-

ment that "it has been estimated that

capital invested in machinery is account-

able, apart from the cost of raw mate-

rials, for more than 90 per cent, of the
cost of production, and human labor en-

gaged in the active process of produc-
tion for less than 10 per cent, of the
total cost."

This is meaningless when tested by
the experience of this country. We have
before us as we write, for example, the
cost sheet of a mining company in Illi-

nois, which shows the total cost of min-

ing a certain quantity of coal as $1,700,-

000, the human labor cost being about

$1,100,000. A discrepancy of this sort is

regrettable; it impairs the value of a
work which for many reasons is entitled

to exceptionally high commendation.

Tin Soldiers and Paper Dolls

The Tin Soldier. By Temple Bailey. Phil-

adelphia: The Penn Publishing Com-
pany.

The City of Comrades. By Basil King.
New York: Harper and Brothers.

Victorious. By Reginald Wright Kauff-
man. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Mer-
rill Company.

THE
TIN SOLDIER" has been among

the most popular novels of the past
few months. Perusal thereof will con-

firm, alas, the worst suspicions of the

observer who has had reason to be skep-
tical of such phenomena in the past.

"The Tin Soldier" is a book of vulgar
conventions such as in our crowded

places, the church, the theatre, the

"forum," the press, are wont, from year
to year and age to age, to be mechanically
thumbed over, and recognized with a

kind of dull comfort, without ever ex-

acting the inconvenience of examination.

The plot is based upon the most mawk-
ish of absurdities, the sacrifice of living

things, including common sense, to the

keeping of a foolish promise to the dead.

The young gentleman in the story whom
we are to accept as hero (and this is the

kind of yarns that must have one of

those well-groomed and well-lighted gen-

try) has promised his dying mother that

he will "never leave" his drunken but

aristocratic father. Therefore, when
the war breaks out, and every instinct and
muscle of him longs to be off to the front,

he is obliged to lop about in melancholy
attitudes while everybody calls him a
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tin soldier, anglice, slacker. He is mute,
even with the girl of his heart, since

honor, which compels him to stay at

home as not over-successful watch-dog
over the naughty old father, compels
him also to another famous occupation
of romantic heroes, namely, suffering in

silence. This situation gives room for

no end of artificial cross-purpose and
submersible sentiment. Ere the end

Derry is permitted to feel himself ab-

solved of his vow, the old General his

father is reformed, and the lovers are

wed shortly before, by inches and water-

ing his path with our proud and gentle

tears, we speed Derry on his way over-

seas. It is right and noble of him to go.

But oh, dear, what if he should get hurt ?

All this, you say, is a very old-fash-

ioned and feminine kind of thing. So
it is; and yet in the current novel it is

by no means solely a product of feminine

hands. Here are the latest performances
of two popular male romancers. They
attempt something in the way of serious

interpretation of our time, contain a

good deal of realistic detail, as well as

of preaching and direct commentary; but

as stories they are frankly lashed to the

wooden mast of romantic convention.

Mr. King has his idea of the "Down and
Outs" and their mutually regenerative

functions; he has his ideas about the

war, and America's part in it, and its

influence on the future. He is one of

those who believe that something radical

has happened, that this particular war,

by reason of its scale, has actually

changed human nature: "Since we have
thrown off our mental shackles in great

moments, we shall see that we can do

the same in small, and, having emerged
on a higher plane, we shall stay there.

Staying there, we shall doubtless go on
in time to a higher plane still—a plane
on which the mighty works that are now
wrought in war will become feasible in

peace." And so on: our author's elo-

quence now and then seems to be run-

ning its own show, in the manner of a

pulpiter who prides himself upon being
nothing if not human, and is not too

proud to babble on occasion. But when,
as always with this writer, we detach the

story-teller from the keen observer and
too fluent dogmatist, we find him about
a very simple business. The younger
son of a titled Canadian drinks himself

into the gutter. He breaks into the

house of some people in New York to

whom he has held unpresented letters of

introduction, and nearly gets away with
the jewels of the (beautiful) daughter
of the family. But the girl confronts

him, forgives him (because she sees that

he has been a gentleman) and he with-

draws without the jewels but with her
casual blessing. Love at sight for him:
now he has something to live for, and
with the aid of the Down and Outs he
is presently moving, as "a rising young

architect" in the lady's own circle. She
must never know: whenever he thinks

of the possibility, the vision of a revol-

ver he keeps in a certain drawer comes
to him pleasantly. They have arrived

at an unspoken "understanding" when
his sense of honor compels him to tell her
the truth. She is not unnaturally an-

noyed for the moment, since he has rep-
resented her ideal of the perfect knight—no, "thoroughbred." He, while realiz-

ing his unworthiness, is greatly put out

by her failure to forgive him offhand.

He thinks of the revolver, and he thinks

more favorably of drinking himself to

death. But the faithful "buddy" of his

gutter days steps in. Then the war
handily arrives, and it is our hero to the

front, followed, according to all the rules,

by our heroine; and after a somewhat

laboriously prolonged course of misun-

derstandings and coincidences, backings
and fillings, we are almost permitted to

see them go to the altar together and
have it over. But there is the war, and
their work that must be done ; so that we
do actually leave them still fiddling with
the idea of marriage, after all we have
been through with them. Does anybody
get the impression that this pair are un-

real ? By no means : they are a real hero
and a real heroine, going faithfully about

the business to which the god of ro-

mance has called them.
The author of "Victorious" does one

brave and, for his purposes, foolish

thing. His Andy and Sylvia are put
through virtually the same paces of

cross-purpose and purblind fumbling
with the obvious, that our other ro-

mantic pairs have been condemned to.

But there are three ways of ending mat-
ters. The author of "The Tin Soldier"

has not the heart to grudge us the spec-
tacle of the young lovers wedded for a

few days before the youth is off to war.
In "The City of Comrades," as we have

seen, love is put off till duty shall be

done, the inference being that it will not

be put off forever in this world. But
the pair in "Victorious," after coming
to the same noble abnegatory under-

standing, part to meet no more. Andy
is permitted rather more than his prob-
able toll of Huns, but is then brutally
and treacherously slain by the romancer.
There is our story. What else is in the

book (and the else, after all, takes up
most of it) is a thorough-going demon-
stration of the fact that our Government
muddled things horribly during our first

year in the war, that the censorship
nearly lost the war for us and the world,
and that it was won by a hairsbreadth

through the efforts, against all odds, of

our war correspondents, of whom Mr.
Kauffman seems to have been one. How-
ever, he wishes it understood that mat-
ters have come out pretty well in the

end; and is even at pains to convert his

villainous lieutenant-censor and his venal

air-plane magnate, at Andy's death-bed.

Patches of realism, thickets of contro-

versy, and a harmless little tale of con-

ventional sentiment running happily
through them. But it wasn't right to

kill off Andy.
H. W. Boynton

Landmarks of Americanism
The World War and Its Consequences.

By William Herbert Hobbs. With an
Introduction by Theodore Roosevelt.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.

PROFESSOR
HOBBS delivered a

course of lectures on Patriotism
before the University of Pittsburgh last

summer which with some additions, in-

cluding a most valuable series of refer-

ences to current history, form the sub-

stance of this volume. Not unnaturally
did Mr. Roosevelt commend it as the one
book above all others that he would wish
the public to read at this time; for its

spirit is exactly that of which Mr. Roose-
velt was the chief exemplar.

It is a sturdy patriotism that Pro-
fessor Hobbs preaches. He not only
shares the' views of preparedness, of

America's relations to the war and to

the peace and of the threatening dangers
to our own liberties so often expressed
by Mr. Roosevelt, but he also shows
much of his hard-hitting fearlessness

and his instinct for the essentials of a
situation. Professor Hobbs makes no

pretense of philosophic detachment. He
evidently desires to be impartial, but is

far removed from neutrality on any
point at issue. With burning indigna-
tion he reviews Germany's attack on
civilization and with scarcely less heat

America's response to that attack. Leav-

ing aside military operations and mak-

ing no attempt at a diplomatic and polit-

ical history of the war, he dissects out

from the overwhelming mass of records

the materials for a vivid and generally
true picture of Germany and ourselves.

His Germany shows a unity of policy
from Frederick the Great to William II,

a policy of violence and broken faith, of

cynical oppression and tyrannical repres-
sion. As we review the story, we can

only marvel at the blindness with which
the English-speaking world followed the

hero-worship of Carlyle in admiration of

the false Frederick, hailed as noble

statesmanship the baseness and brutality
of Bismarck, and dwelt in a fool's para-
dise while the German military power
with unconcealed truculence prepared
for its subjugation.
The author makes clear the delibera-

tion with which Germany forced the war
and reveals the springs of policy actuat-

ing her. That policy neither ignored
America as an ultimate enemy in Ber-

lin's ambitious plans for world conquest,
nor failed of elaborate preparation to

undermine our patriotism. Professor
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Hobbs's analysis of German propaganda
and intrigue against this country, long

antedating the war, is of great interest

and value. The ingenuity with which

philosophy, religion, and sentimental as-

piration were used to mask thoroughly
hostile operations should be remembered

by a people peculiarly subject, as we are,

to enthusiasm for phrase-making. Doubt-

less this propaganda had much to do

with America's two years of confusion

about its duty in the war, but failure of

official leadership had more to do with it.

It is frequently said that sentiment in

the United States was not ripe for mak-

ing the world safe for democracy before

the President formulated that rallying

cry. If so, it was chiefly because every
natural moral impulse had been re-

pressed and every simple issue confused

by authority. The people had been told

to be neutral in thought about the rape
of Belgium, to be too proud to fight over

the murder of their wives and children

on the Lusitania, to feel that with the

causes and objects of the war we were
not concerned. They were asked to re-

elect the President on the ground that

he had kept us out of war, and after

that, within only a few weeks of our
declaration of war, in the face of the

greatest moral issue of modern times,
when every element for a moral judg-
ment was plainly in sight, they were
asked to support a peace without victory
between right and wrong. No wonder
citizens were confused and listened to

pacifists when they were suddenly called

on to reverse every idea of the war, of

our duty to the Allies, and of our own
military policy that had been preached
from Washington from the beginning of

the struggle.
In dealing with the Administration

Professor Hobbs is restrained in lan-

guage, but severe almost to cruelty in

the pitiless marshalling of the record.

Less restrained is his characterization

of others who seem to him to have been
blind leaders, or teachers of false stand-

ards of patriotism. He speaks with
wholesome candor about individuals and
tendencies in our national life, and in

striving for the concreteness of expres-
sion necessary for the platform he often
turns to epithet. Sometimes he over-

shoots the mark. For example, to call

Horace Greeley "one of the most influ-

ential of the Copperheads" is grotesquely
to misuse that term. Greeley, for all his

petulance and vagaries, was one of the
most loyal and devoted lovers of the
Union and had nothing in common with
the Confederacy's Northern sympath-
izers and abettors, like Vallandigham, to

whom the name Copperhead belongs.
The statement immediately following,
that Greeley edited "the great exponent
of public opinion in the North," amounts
in itself to a refutation of the epithet—
unless the Northern people along with

their great exponent of public opinion
were themselves Copperheads.
Much that Professor Hobbs says on

peace terms and in favor of an alliance

making a balance of power in preference
to a general league of nations becomes
academic in face of the actual work of

the Peace Conference. The lesson on
American patriotism that he draws from
the war is, however, of continuing and
vital importance. He sees a country in

danger of forgetting its priceless heri-

tage of individual rights, which power,
whether of a monarch or a majority,

may not invade, and committing itself

to intolerant and meddlesome bureau-

cracy, which confounds loyalty to the

nation with subserviency to administra-

tion. Notwithstanding his indignation
over the opportunities given to pacifists

and German intrigues here, he is con-

cerned lest the spirit of loyalty may be

misdirected to the fostering of personal

government. The meaning of free

speech, free press, representative gov-

ernment, protection from arbitrary ex-

actions, and the reign of equal laws does

not reveal itself untaught, and unfor-

tunately many natives, as well as immi-

grants without traditions of these in-

alienable rights, learn nothing of their

value, or their cost. The landmarks of

the American inheritance are, Professor

Hobbs rightly believes, worth searching
out and guarding while we are seeking
to spread free government throughout
the world.

Pax Japonica
The Mastery of the Far East. By Ar-

thur Judson Brown. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons.

IN
assuming as a basis for his interpre-

tation of Eastern affairs, the supreme
strategic importance to Japan of the

Korean Peninsula, Mr. Brown takes the

position so ably expounded for nearly

twenty years by such keen observers as

Putnam Weale and others of his mind.

His method is first to "describe the

country and people, and then discuss

the struggle between China and Japan
for the possession of Korea, and its cul-

mination in the China-Japan War; the

diplomatic and military struggle between
Russia and Japan for the coveted prize,

and its culmination in the Russia-Japan
War; the supremacy in the Far East
that Japan won by her victory in that

memorable conflict; the policies and
methods of Japan in governing a subject

people; the characteristics of Japan as

the Imperial Power in Asia and a world-

power of the first magnitude; and the

place and influence of Christian missions

as one of the most potent of the enlight-

ening and reconstructive forces which
are operating in the Far East and which
hold the promise of a better world or-

der." But the significance of Korea's

position—a tongue of land jutting out
from the continent to within 120 miles
of Japan proper—is lost amidst the de-

tailed description of rivers, towns, and
mountains; only inferentially does one
see why the Korean Peninsula became
a highway of empire through which
Genghiz Khan swept on his invasion of

Japan, and which Japan, since 1894, has

constantly used in the effort to penetrate
to the heart of East Asia.

This lack of perspective extends to

the political events unfolded in the

period culminating in the annexation of
Korea by Japan in 1910. The familiar

story of China's relations with Japan,
which precipitated the Chino-Japanese
War in 1894, and the Russo-Japanese
struggle in the ensuing decade, which
hinged on the control of Korea, is re-

chronicled; but the high lights touched
on are not new, nor are the historical

judgments profound. For instance, in

the discussion of Mr. Knox's scheme for

the neutralization of railways in China
we find dismissed as "a beautiful mirage"
(p. 215) what is to-day pressed by the

leading exponents of Chinese politics as

the only solution for China's difficulties

which duly recognizes the vested inter-

ests of the Powers and at the same time
saves China from virtual partition. Mr.
Knox's proposal also embraced conces-

sions involving communications in China,
something overlooked in this book and in

other criticisms of Knox's diplomacy.
Finally, it is not "all the more amazing
that he should have allowed it to become
public before he had confidentially ascer-

tained the attitude of the Powers con-

cerned." Those conversant with this

chapter in American diplomacy know
that Mr. Knox was the victim of much
the same sort of premature announce-
ment from which Secretary of State

Lansing recently suffered in the case of

the Ishii-Lansing Agreement.
In any discussion of the Japanese Em-

pire's place in the world, it would seem
that the economic structure on which
its military power rests should be ex-

amined with relation to its strategic im-

plications. Japan's effectiveness as a
world Power turns on her ability to back

up her military machine. But this is

dismissed with the statement that

"Japan realizes that its material re-

sources are greatly inferior to those of

other first-class Powers, and that the

position and ambitions of the nation re-

quire wealth as well as an army and

navy" (p. 274). Though Japanese states-

men know this, it appears that those

men who at infrequent intervals turn
from European realities to Oriental pos-
sibilities are not yet equally sure of it.

"However reassuring the public lan-

guage of diplomacy may be," declares

Dr. Brown in turning to Chinese com-

plications, "any one who acts on the

assumption that the Japanese do not
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possess an ascendancy in Chinese mat-

ters which they intend to maintain is

likely to have a rude awakening." Yet,

as he demonstrates, Japan is using this

assumed paramountcy to China's ruin;

and he is rightly suspicious of China's

prospects (p. 437). But the solution

presented is startling:

Meantime, we can only urge Japan to be

just and fair to a sister people in a trying

period of transition and readjustment, and
to refrain from taking advantage of prox-

imity and superior power. ... It would
be well also if other nations would be care-

ful to refrain from acts and policies which

might intensify an already tense and some-

what inflammable state of mind in this part
of the world, and which might strengthen
the feeling of the Japanese that they must

aggressively push their interests in self-

protection (p. 446).

In other words, we must not advise

Chinese factions to compose their differ-

ences, must not support China's claim

to her own territory in Shantung, must

not propose the cancelling of railroad

concessions, must not protest infringe-

ments of our prior rights by recent

Chino-Japanese contracts—for, though
we are doing all these things, they are

undoubtedly arousing the bitter hostility

of the Japanese statesmen of the old

school who see their handicraft in Asia

threatened.

Reverting, however, to the problem of

Korea, we find a measured survey of

Japan's stewardship. The petty and the

serious aspects of mal-administration

are balanced against the undisputed ma-
terial benefits conferred on the Korean

people under Japanese domination.

Korea is a touchstone of Japanese pur-

poses and methods. Under present

hands, the policy of denationalization

initiated by Prince Ito's military suc-

cessors explains why Japan could not

do in Korea what the United States has

accomplished in the Philippines. Japan
came into Korea with the accumulated

dislike of centuries for its people, and

embarked on a policy of political disin-

tegration which made certain the hos-

tility of the Koreans. The character of

the present uprising of the Koreans and

the Japanese methods of repression show
how far Japan's militant bureaucracy is

from understanding the proper control

of backward races.

When dealing with spiritual factors

Dr. Brown gives the impression of speak-

ing authoritatively; "spiritually regen-

erated Japan would mean much for the

Far East and for the whole world." The

political point of view, usually over-

stressed, is supplemented by this admi-

rable survey of the religious quickening
in which lies the hope of a unification of

East and West. In this connection, the

discussion of Japan's moral responsi-

bility for debauching the Korean and

Chinese peoples by the systematic traffic-

ing in illicit drugs and the social evil

forms a serious indictment which has

not been quashed.
Two actual misstatements may be re-

ferred to briefly. It is said that Prin-

cess Nashimoto was married on January
21 of this year to Yi, the ex-Crown
Prince of Korea. This marriage, we
are informed authoritatively from Japa-
nese sources, has been postponed for one

year on account of the death of the ex-

Emperor of Korea.

A serious misstatement occurs in the

following passage: ". . . If I were a

Japanese I should feel that my country's

claim to eastern Siberia and northern

Manchuria was stronger than the claim

of any Western nation. Russia has no

title to these regions except that she

took them under extorted treaties be^

cause she felt she needed them in the

interests of national expansion" (p.

465). Russia's claim to predominance
in North Manchuria, we recognize, is

diplomatically not better than Japan's

occupancy of South Manchuria. But to

lump Eastern Siberia with Manchuria
is flying in the face of facts of history.

The treaties entered into between China
and Russia embraced the region north

of the Amur, a country which was

peopled by tribes owing a divided alle-

giance of the most nominal sort and
which the Chinese and Russian Empires
both strove to control. Russia made

good her claim because she colonized it

effectively at the critical time; and
Russia's possession . of the Maritime
Province was confirmed by arrangements
with China in the middle of the ninteenth

century because of this actual occupa-
tion. Siberia has been made an integral

part of Russia in exactly the same way
that the United States occupied the

trans-Mississippi region and the Pacific

Coast. Japan has neither racial nor his-

torical claim to a foot of the continent

of East Asia.

The Run ofthe Shelves

THERE
have been many pilgrims to

Palestine, from Sir John Mandeville,
who didn't go at all, to Mark Twain, who
journeyed thither from Missouri. But
the two prime requisites of pilgrimage,
that it be undertaken in a spirit of rever-

ence and on foot, have seldom been more
fully met than by President John Finley,
of the University of the State of New
York. Ostensibly a colonel in the Amer-
ican Red Cross he was quite right in

calling himself and his book "A Pilgrim
in Palestine" (Scribner). For this rea-

son no one should quarrel with him for

being sentimental; sentiment is the

mother of pilgrimages. And if a pilgrim
shall not be allowed to hang up a little

tablet of verses at the shrine of his

adoration, if he shall not have the right
to think of—or to look up—every his-

torical association that clings to the

places he visits, why go on a pilgrimage?
President Finley exercises such privi-

leges to the full, but his book is saved

from being a rather thin mixture of

archaeology and rhapsody by reason of

the striking military operations—the

British liberation of Palestine, including

the real battle of Armageddon,—of which

he was a fortunate observer. His pedes-

trian feats are little short of amazing.
He walked, doing sometimes sixty miles

in twenty-two hours on end, from Dan
to Beersheba—in reverse direction.

The large advance orders for "The

Story of the Rainbow Division," by Ray-
mond Tompkins, to be published this

summer by Boni and Liveright, may be

taken as an indication that readers, hav-

ing got the atmosphere of the Great War
from many records of personal expe-

rience, are now ready for more extended

and connected historical narrative. The

exploits of the Rainbow Division afford

a striking opportunity to open this

larger view. Major General Menoher,
in command of the Division, writes the

introduction.

Mr. Norman Angell observes, in "The
British Revolution and American De-

mocracy" (Huebsch), that "the real

question which presents itself to western

civilization on the morrow of its victory

over the Central Empires is not the fu-

ture of Prussian militarism or even of

political democracy. It is the future of

the institution of private property and

the degree and kind of industrial de-

mocracy which we intend in future to

permit." There is a good deal of truth

in this remark—as he proceeds to demon-

strate by a description of the demands
of the British Labor Party. The war
debts of the European belligerents and
the taxation which these debts will re-

quire raise the whole question in an

acute form, and it is to be remembered
that it will be settled by agencies vastly

more "democratic" than have ever be-

fore conducted post-bellum readjust-

ments. Mr. Angell believes that the ad-

venture of establishing a new social or-

der of an economically egalitarian kind

is likely to appeal to men who have

risked all in the great adventure of war.

He insists that the war has shown the

way ; all that is now necessary is that the

people shall have the will. It is a case

for applied pragmatism. And for the

generation of that will he mainly relies

on the "heretic" and his influence upon
the "mass," or the "common folk."

What Mr. Angell thinks is needed is

that the "premises of learned folk" con-

cerning property shall be put to question

by the "common folk," aided by the ef-

fort of the "heretic"—for which efforts

there should be guaranteed complete
freedom. He must be allowed to put
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"fundamental questions concerning insti-

tutions like that of private property and

the relation of social freedom thereto;

we must ask why, if it is rightly de-

manded of the citizen that his life shall

be forfeit to the safety of the state his

surplus money and property shall not be

forfeit to its welfare." Mr. Angell
fears that there is a tendency to sup-

press such "heresies" as dangerous and
he considers the removal of this tend-

ency absolutely necessary to progress.

By all means let us have talk—plenty
of it ! No sensible man will ever hesitate

to accept any proposal to "talk things
out"—even though he may question Mr.

Angell's theory of the infallibility of

the "common folk" on all matters. But
would the Bolsheviki accept this prin-

ciple? Would the "common folk" ac-

cept it? Or is it only good on one
side?

Charles Kingsley: A Centenary Notice

THOUGH
Charles Kingsley was born

a hundred years ago, our times are

singularly like those which loosed his

native vehemence and made it partially

articulate in pamphlet and novel. The
social unrest of which Chartism was a

kind of irrelevant expression is not un-

like that of our own day. The turmoil

in Kingsley's world made of his art a

vehicle for excited social comment and
moral exhortation. Similar conditions

to-day have given contemporary novels

of this sort a sanction and a popularity
like that won years ago by "Yeast" and
"Alton Locke."

Popular fiction of the present is wont
to take the form of thinly veiled propa-

ganda. The vogue of Barbusse's "Under
Fire" is due, not to its story, but to its

exhibition of the brutalities of modern
warfare. We are patient with the artis-

tic crudeness of "The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse" because we see in it

a dramatic confirmation of our present
notions of German character and Ger-
man methods of waging war. And Mr.
H. G. Wells enlists our immediate ap-

proval by merely setting his characters

afloat upon a stream of conversation on
current topics.

Kingsley's novels are just this familiar
sort of discussion of contemporary con-

cerns. He believed that therein lay their

chief merit. His fiction was not mere
art; it was an instrument of social im-

provement—an echo of the voice of God.
His "artistic knack of utterance" was
the gift of the Lord. And that he might
constantly realize that it was to be used
in His service, God had made His word
like fire within his bones, giving him no
peace till he had spoken out. Such is

Kingsley's own description of the social

responsibilities of his art.

He told his pupil, John Martineau, that
it was the sight of the Bristol riots of
1832 that made him a radical. This

spirit was doubtless kept aflame during
his formative years by the decade of

Chartist agitation from May 3, 1838,
when the People's Charter was published,
to its culmination in threatened revolu-

tion on April 10, 1848. During these
fateful years he expected that great and
terrible social convulsions would occur

in England. Consequently, he believed

that the most important question for the

nation was the condition, physical and

mental, of the working classes in both

town and country. Against the starva-

tion wages, the filthy dwellings, the

stifling workshops, and the foul alleys
in which the poor lived he could, with-

out instruction, hurl his indignation and
his wrath. However, it is doubtful if he
would have known into what moulds to

pour his ardent sympathy, if he had
not become acquainted with the philoso-

phy of Frederick D. Maurice.
Maurice's religious achievement was

his discovery in Christian theology of a
Divine mandate for social reform. God,
he taught, has a plan for the world and
human civilization. There, is, therefore,
a Christian ideal for society and a best

social order towards which God desires

the world gradually to move. To turn
Chartism from destructive courses and
to substitute Christian idealism for su-

perstitious belief in a piece of political

mechanism, Maurice and his friends or-

ganized the movement known as Chris-
tian Socialism. The adoption of this

term was a direct challenge to the unso-
cial Christians and un-Christian social-

ists of the day. This organization of-

fered scope and provided direction for

Kingsley's belligerent activity. It showed
him how, by fighting social abuses, he
could perform one of the most urgent
duties of a priest of God. In his "Let-
ters of Parson Lot," contributed to the

Christian Socialists organ, Politics for
the People, which ran from May to July,

1848, all the force and fire of Kingsley's
soul first found expression. It burned
with greater intensity in his pamphlet,
"Cheap Clothes and Nasty," written to

expose the horrors of the sweat-shop
system.
These articles were considered at the

time to be dangerously radical. Such
statements as the following sound so

even now: "The Bible says at once that

'he that will not work, neither shall he
eat' and as the Bible speaks to rich as

well as poor, so is that speech meant for

the idle rich as well as for the idle

poor." Such phrases in the mouth of a
modern reformer would be a preface to a

plea for social and political revolution.

In Kingsley's work they carried no such

suggestion. The revolution that he de-

sired was a moral and religious one.

The solution of the most vexing social

problems lay in the acceptance of Christ's

doctrines of brotherly love and mutual
consideration. Modern reformers would
consider such a programme as vague to

the point of futility. Christian social-

ism, to be sure, had none of the pre-
cision and definiteness to be found in the
articles of the great Charter, which
seemed to open a sure road to human
freedom. Yet we now realize that this

comprehensive legislative programme
would have had almost no ameliorating
effect on the economic abuses which it

sought to correct. Is it not possible
that our Soviets and communisms may
seem to some future day as pathetically
irrelevant to actual social improvement
as the Charter does now? If so, we
shall then treat with decidedly more re-

spect Kingsley's belief that human hap-
piness depends primarily, not on forms
of social organization, but upon the

spirit which animates all human relation-

ships.

The pamphleteering of these years,

1848-1849, profoundly affected the na-
ture of all Kingsley's subsequent works.

They were composed in the same spirit
of lashing indignation and journalistic

immediacy. As Charles Reade said of

"Uncle Tom's Cabin," they were written
with red blood and biceps muscle. His
first two novels, "Yeast" and "Alton

Locke," were dashed off while he was
under the influence of Chartist excite-

ment. Their reformatory intention is

almost as obvious as that of "Cheap
Clothes and Nasty." The characters are
seldom given leisure to be themselves.

Kingsley once said that an author must
make his characters talk about all man-
ner of irrelevant things as people do in

life; but that "the general tone shall

be such as never to make the reader

forget the main purpose of the book."

This is an excellent formula for a didac-

tic novel, but Kingsley did not follow it.

The irrelevancies which he permitted his

characters are stiff and very brief pre-
ludes to the presentation of the main
moral ideas. Lancelot and Claude Mellot

sit down beside each other on a log
athwart a stream. Before they are fair-

ly met, we hear Lancelot informing his

interlocutor that "prudish Manichseism

always ends in sheer prudery." Lance-

lot, on meeting the game-keeper Tre-

garva, remarks, naturally enough, "Beau-
tiful stream this," and in a moment he is

asked, "Are men likely to be healthy
when they are worse housed than a pig?"
Thus do his characters become preachers
before they have developed any clear

personality. If the reader can be caught
by the briefest concession to art, Kings-
ley is satisfied. He can then go about
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his Father's business. For this reason

the moral expositors in these books—
Tregarva in "Yeast," and Sandy Mackay
in "Alton Locke," are the most succes-

ful characters. It is of the essence of

their natures to show violent anger at

the horrible conditions in teeming city

alleys and foul country hovels. Their
sermons adequately characterize them.
As constructed wholes, the novels lack

unity, largely because Kingsley did not

know how to change the conditions which
he holds up to our loathing. The spirit
which was to usher in the new age was
as amorphous as Shelley's Demogorgon.
Men's hearts were to be changed through
the sudden realization of the truth

of the Scripture. Kingsley doubtless

showed wisdom in realizing that vast

social injustices can be cured by new
forms of social organization only if

they are animated by a fundamentally
new social spirit. Yet this indefinite-

ness in his programme led to a corre-

sponding indefiniteness in the goal of

his narratives. They lead to places al-

most as near the shores of Avalon as

the lonely wrecks of Paradise to which

Shelley sailed so many times with his

heart's sister.

"Hypatia" and "Westward Ho" did not

emanate so directly from the spirit of

revolutionary excitement. Less hurried
and less heated than the novels of storm
and stress, they are usually considered
much greater works of art. That is an

opinion which I can not share. Kings-
ley's divided allegiance is no less appar-
ent in them. He says, himself, that in

them he is fighting new foes with an old

face. He might better have said old

foes in new masks—masks which ob-

scure the real enemies and make direct

portraiture impossible. Only those who
hold that a tropical jungle or a street-

scene in Alexandria necessarily enlists

more artistic skill than a waste of al-

leys in London will prefer these novels.

Readers who are emancipated from these
limited ideas of beauty will miss the

tang of reality which it is the artist's

business to communicate.
To be sure, Kingsley's bravura is in

harmony with the dashing spirit of the
Elizabethan adventurers and sea-rovers

who stride through "Westward Ho."
His Richard Grenville doubtless de-

serves some of the admiration that has
been bestowed upon him, and the whole
book readily enlists the enthusiasm of

boys. To those, however, who have
known the Elizabethan age from a nearer

view, much of Kingsley's picture seems
distorted. Amyas Leigh and his crew
are a band of muscular Christians ani-

mated by mid-Victorian moral ideas.

Witness the hysterical anxiety of every-
one to discover whether Rose Salterne

has been married to Don Guzman or not.

The good ship Rose sets forth on her

voyage of incredible hardships largely

that this awful question may be an-
swered. Eustace Leigh is "taught the
science of villany on the motive of su-

perstition" to aid Kingsley in stemming
the neo-Catholic drift to Rome. Often
these Elizabethan heroes, enacting the
drama of Kingsley's age, as he saw it,

seem as unlike themselves as Falstaff in

love. Set "Westward Ho" beside "The
Cloister and the Hearth," a novel writ-

ten by a fellow muscular Christian, who
for the moment forgot his social duties

and wrote pure romance, and it will seem
the largely factitious thing that it is.

There remain his poems. Leslie

Stephen says that Kingsley "was pri-

marily a poet, or at least, a man swayed
by his imagination and emotions." This
moderate statement is undoubtedly true,
but he wrote comparatively little poetry.
The world did not need it so much as
sound knowledge and sound morality; so

he told his pupil, John Martineau. The
preacher within Kingsley could be laid

to sleep only on the comparatively rare

occasions when he faced nature in holi-

day mood or recalled vividly youthful
encounters with her. For this reason
the purest poem that he ever wrote is a

part of a lecture delivered on the prosaic

subject of the drainage of the fens.

The lyrics are often bursts of intense

feeling which just fail to be supreme art.

He had a sense of form which came out
in his drawing, a talent which he be-

lieved to be his strong faculty. "When I

get into metre," he writes in 1852, "I

feel like an otter in the water, instead of

an otter ashore." His short poems all

show this sense for form. Unfortunately
the bits of magic which they contain
are usually strangely involved with com-

monplace sentiment. "Airly Beacon"
ends "With his baby on my knee"; and
"The Three Fishers," the most intense

poem that he wrote, contains the line

And there's little to earn and many to keep.

It has been said that Kingsley's moments
of sincere feeling in these lyrics were ill-

sustained because of his unconscious de-

sire to make them effective in a mid-
nineteenth century drawing-room. Per-

haps the most illuminating comment that

can be made on these poems is that they
are often perfectly wedded to the music
of Ethelbert Nevin.
The truth is that only in "Yeast" and

"Alton Locke" does the whole nature of

Kingsley find expression. There his

strong power of artistic realization and
his reforming zeal have been success-

fully fused. Elsewhere his pure feeling
is diluted to suit conventional poetical

gestures or perverted to fit characters

in Alexandria of the fifth century or in

Elizabethan Bideford. He was at his

best when he followed most faithfully
the advice which Sandy Mackaye gave
to Alton Locke:

Which is maist to your business? thae

bare-backed hizzies that play the harlot o'

the other side o' the world,' or these—these
thousands o' bare-backed hizzies that play
the harlot o' your ain side—made out o'

your ain flesh and blude? You a poet?
True poetry, like true charity, my laddie,

begins at hame. If ye'll be a poet at a'

ye maun be a cockney poet; and while the

cockneys be what they be, ye maun write,
like Jeremiah of old, o' lamentation and
mourning and woe, for the sins o' your
people.

In a recent number of the Review,
Mr. Stuart P. Sherman has suggested
that we are on the threshold of a new
period of artistic endeavor. This he de-

cides to call The Proletarian Millennium.
He opines that the literature of such a

time, preoccupied as it will be with eco-

nomic interests, may be more humanistic
than that of the Age of Biological Consid-

erations from which we are just emerg-
ing. I venture to suggest that the char-

acter of such literature need not remain

wholly problematic. Charles Kingsley
wrote from the midst of an age that

thought for a moment that it was on the

way to a proletarian millennium. Labor

then, as now, was afoot and Kinglsey es-

sayed to direct its march and to clear the

path towards its goal. His work displays
certain qualities that will probably inhere

in all literature with the same preoccu-

pations. Its limitations are the results

of its exclusive interest, not in what man
is, but in what he wants. Such a point
of view is not conducive to veracity or

fullness of artistic representations. The
authors who regarded man as a speci-

men, at least kept him quiet enough to

have a good look at him through the

lenses of their microscopes, distorting

though they may have been. If, like

Kingsley, our socially and economically-
minded artists of the future see man,
not as he is, or even as he is in process of

becoming, but behold him always on a

forced march towards the satisfaction of

his most elementary physical and eco-

nomic needs, their art must have the

essential characteristics of Kingsley's
work.

Such a prospect is not a pleasant one

for the humanist to contemplate. For
he must become reconciled to the disap-

pearance of well-tempered and well-

rounded humanity and accord his wel-

come to the man whose faculties are all

tense for a leap into the dark. He must
learn to be satisfied with dissatisfaction,

to expect from literature, not revelation,

but conviction of economic sin. Finally,

he must not hope to find in this art the

repose which comes from emotional

purgation. Instead, he must welcome a

restless impulse to rush out to meet the

future. Most disappointing of all, he
must accept zeal and vaguely benevolent

desires for human welfare as sufficient

guarantees of the goal of his striving—
the "one harmonious and truly human-
life."

0. J. Campbell
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Dramatic Perform-

ances in London

IT
is a far cry from the Five Towns to

Bethulia, and Mr. Arnold Bennett, de-

spite his prodigious literary agility, has

not made the leap without misadventure.

It was apparently Miss Lillah McCarthy
who induced him to venture so far afield.

She played Judith some years ago in a

one-act handling of the theme by Mr.

Sturge Moore, whereof I have vague but

highly unpleasing recollections. It cer-

tainly was not adapted for presentation
to the long-run public; but the actress

seems to have taken a fancy to the

heroine, and thought Mr. Bennett the

man to popularize her. He may have

succeeded in doing so; but he has cer-

tainly degraded her in the process.

I do not know whether the learned

allow any historic authenticity to the

Book of Judith; but whether it be his-

toric or merely legendary, there is an

unquestionable nobleness about it. As-

sassination, indeed, is scarcely approved

by modern sentiment ; but we must leave

modern sentiment behind when we go
back to the days of Nebuchadnezzar. No
one pretended, in those days—at all

events "east of Suez"—to observe any
laws of war; and it would be affectation

to profess ourselves shocked at the cut-

ting off, in his drunken sleep, of a ruth-

less and reckless oriental conqueror.
This granted, we can only admire the

courage, the resourcefulness, and, above

all, the dignity of the Hebrew heroine.

It is her beauty, no doubt, that renders

Holofernes so credulous of her not very

plausible tale; but she uses no arts of

seduction. She inspires the rude satrap
with respect, and it is by that means that

she obtains the freedom of movement
which enables her to escape after the

assassination. The Apocrypha, indeed,

exempts her from the final sacrifice

which she must have been prepared to

face, by the rather naive expedient of

making Holofernes drink "much more
wine than he had drunk at any time in

one day since he was born"; but we feel

this to be an artificial "happy ending."
The German poet, Friedrich Hebbel, is

truer to the logic of the situation. His

Judith, on her return to Bethulia, makes
the Priests and Elders swear to grant
her one wish—namely, that they will kill

her should she demand it. Then she

says to her handmaid—and these are the
last words of the play—"Pray to God
that my womb may be unfruitful. Per-

haps He will be gracious to me."
What Mr. Bennett does is to deprive

the theme of all religious or moral eleva-

tion, the character of all dignity. His
Judith greatly enjoys her adventure. She
ogles, she wheedles, she "coos." She
plays the courtesan with evident relish,

and with a thoroughness which would

repel Holofernes were he fastidious and

arouse his suspicions were he astute.

How far the author is responsible for the

actress's costumes it would be hard to

say; but there is certainly nothing in his

text to discourage the "daring" approach
to nudity achieved in what the stage-

direction describes as Judith's "indoor

attire." Except for the infusion of

triviality and sensuality, Mr. Bennett

follows the text of the Apocrypha pretty

closely; but he scorns the subterfuge
of making Holofernes helplessly drunk.

On the contrary, he carries the seduc-

tion scene up to, if not beyond, the

utmost permissible limit, and then makes
Judith produce a knife which she has

secreted about her person, and as the

stage-direction puts it, "kill him while

she is still caressing." The episode
seemed to me quite revolting. For one

thing, if the satrap's guards were so

imbecile as not to search this Hebrew
woman for concealed weapons, there is

no reason why she should have carried

the study in concupiscence so far as she

did. She might have stabbed her victim

at least five minutes earlier, with great

advantage to public decency, if not to

popular appeal. Both in the Apocrypha
and in Hebbel's play, the point of the

scene is that Judith has to possess her-

self of Holofernes's "fauchion" before

she can behead him.

As if to degrade the theme as much as

possible, Mr. Bennett makes Judith's

maid Haggith parody her mistress's ac-

tion, by ensnaring a thick-headed and
loutish Assyrian soldier: not in order to

kill him, however—only to henpeck him.

A happy ending, too, is secured by
letting Judith marry the Ammonite
Achior ; while a ballet appropriately wel-

comes her return to starving Bethulia.

Finally, after the manner of Mr. Shaw
in "Caesar and Cleopatra," Mr. Bennett
enlivens ancient history with numerous

topical allusions. An old man, for in-

stance, on hearing that Holofernes has

come up against Bethulia with 120,000
foot and 12,000 horse, remarks: "At

any rate this will be the last war. Plain-

ly war can not continue on such a scale.

Or if it does mankind is destroyed.
Nebuchadnezzar has made war ridicu-

lous." Without any superstitious re-

spect for Hebrew Literature, one may
fairly deprecate this "guying" of fine

things.
The most remarkable success of recent

years has been that of Mr. John Drink-
water's "Abraham Lincoln." The play
was produced at the Birmingham Reper-
tory Theatre, of which Mr. Drinkwater
is manager. Then it was brought to the

Lyric Opera House, Hammersmith, a

tawdry little suburban theatre, in which,

by the way, Mr. Arnold Bennett is inter-

ested. It was intended to run for a

fortnight, or perhaps three weeks; and

behold, it took the town by storm. At
clubs, at dinner-parties, in the Under-
ground—wherever two or three are gath-
ered together—the air buzzed with the

question, "Have you seen 'Abraham Lin-
coln'?" It has now run for well over
100 nights, and shows no signs of flag-

ging. I saw it for the second time a
week ago, and found the house crowded.
What is the secret of the attraction of

this intensely serious, poorly acted,

shabbily mounted play, at an outside the-

atre of which, until three months ago,
no one had ever heard? It may be very
shortly stated: the success is a personal
success for—Abraham Lincoln. It is the

strength and beauty of his character, to-

gether with the historic magnitude of

the action he dominates, which so en-

thralls people that they go again and yet

again into the wilds of Hammersmith—
as who should say to Harlem or the
Bronx. Mr. Drinkwater's merit lies in

the sympathy with which he has studied
the character and the adroitness with
which he has seized upon typical episodes—his choice being obviously guided, in

some instances, by the desire to point
a moral in respect to events nearer home.
One wishes that the whole Peace Con-
ference—Big Four and Little Fifty—
could be transported for a single evening
to Hammersmith. They would learn a

lesson in magnanimity that would be of

incalculable advantage to the world. And
by drawing upon common historic knowl-

edge, and calling to mind the evils which
flowed from Booth's "tyrannicide," they
might take warning against committing
in Paris the crime of slaying anew the

spirit of Abraham Lincoln.

Mr. Drinkwater, in a prefatory note to

the printed play, disclaims all attempt
"to achieve a local color of which he has
no experience, or to speak an idiom to

which he has not been bred." In this,

of course, he is wise; yet it is a pity
he has not avoided one or two rather

glaring anachronisms and blunders. In

the very first scene, on the day in 1860
when Lincoln accepted the nomination
for the Presidency, two of his neighbors
are discussing the hanging of John

Brown, and one of them says, "Stone-

wall Jackson was there"—thus showing
a very remarkable prevision of the event

of some eighteen months later, which
earned for Jackson his famous sobriquet.
Mrs. Lincoln dispensing afternoon tea

at the White House is about as probable
as Queen Victoria smoking a cigarette
after a State Banquet; but this one

readily forgives for the sake of the ad-

mirable scene in which Lincoln crushes

the babbling wife of an embusque prof-

iteer, and shows his sympathy with a

pacifist mother who has lost her son.

Quite another matter is the dreadful

transmogrification of Frederick Douglass
in the second half of the same scene.

He is made up like a comic darkey from
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Margate sands, and expresses himself

in a sort of pidgin English after this

fashion : "Mista Lincoln live here. You
his servant? . . . You not slave. You
servant, but you free body. That very

mighty thing." Mr. Drinkwater might
really have informed himself a little

more about so well-known a personality
as Frederick Douglass, and not mixed
him up with Robinson Crusoe's Man Fri-

day.
I do not know whether any arrange-

ments have been made for the presenta-
tion of "Abraham Lincoln" in America,
but I hope a few suggestions on the sub-

ject may not be thought impertinent.
The piece might, I think, be a great suc-

cess if some of the more glaring defects

of local color were remedied; if it were

carefully and completely mounted ; if the

last scene, that of the assassination,
were wholly remodelled; if the two
"Chroniclers" who speak a number of

lyrical intermezzos, mainly incompre-
hensible on first hearing, were ruthlessly

suppressed; and if an actor of some real

physical and mental fitness could be

found for the protagonist.
The mounting at Hammersmith is in-

geniously economical. Almost the whole
action passes in one square room with

brown-paper walls, which is made to do

duty for Lincoln's home in Springfield,
for the White House, and for Grant's

headquarters at Appomattox, by simply

changing the furniture and shifting the

position of a window and a fireplace.

All this is very meritorious in a reper-

tory production, but it would be affecta-

tion to pretend that the piece would not

gain by some approach to pictorial veri-

similitude. As for the actor who plays

Lincoln, Mr. William J. Rea, his perform-
ance is the theme of fierce controversy.

Many people admire him enthusiastically,

most people think him quite good, a

small minority (to which I confess that

I belong) hold him to be almost intoler-

ably grotesque. The truth probably is

that he acts with considerable skill, and
that people who have no clear vision of

Lincoln's personality are not disturbed

by his insignificant figure, his skating

strut, his chronic stiff neck, and his ha-

bitual expression of y.bject misery. Lin-

coln, no doubt, was melancholy; but had
he commonly looked so suicidal as his im-

personator, the North would infallibly

have lost the war, by reason of the

miasma of pessimism emanating from
the White House.

If I were Mr. Drinkwater, I would

place my penultimate scene on the field

of Gettysburg, and let Lincoln speak his

whole oration, instead of making him
deliver fragments of it from his box in

Ford's Theatre. On a more roomy stage,

there is not the least reason why the last

scene of all should be so unhistoric and
ineffective as it is at Hammersmith.

"Caesar's Wife," a play by Mr. Somer-

set Maugham, has made a great success

at the Royalty Theatre. An elderly pro-
consul—British not Roman—has mar-
ried a girl-wife, who falls deeply in love

with his private secretary. But they
are extremely well-brought-up young
people, who would not dream of anything
wrong; and the husband, who sees all

that is going on, wins the day in the end

by dint of sheer magnanimity. Mr.

Maugham's psychology is rather super-

ficial, and the proconsul's ineffable su-

periority to all human weakness becomes
at times just a little exasperating. But
there are some very well-written scenes

in the piece, and the heroine is played to

perfection by Miss Fay Compton, an ac-

tress who has come much to the front of

late. Miss Compton belongs to one of

those old theatrical stocks in which tal-

ent is handed on from generation to

generation. Her grandfather, Henry
Compton, was one of the group of fine

comedians of the old Haymarket Com-
pany, and played the Gravedigger to

Irving's Hamlet at the Lyceum. Her
father, Edward Compton, was the man-
ager and leading actor of a famous Old

Comedy company. Her mother, Vir-

ginia Bateman, was a sister of Miss
"Leah" Bateman, and acted with Irving
at the Lyceum. Miss Fay Compton her-

self is the widow of Henry Pelissier, a
much-lamented comedian, and is, if I

mistake not, a sister of Mr. Compton
Mackenzie the novelist.

William Archer
London, May 9

Mr. Dryden Meets

Mr. Milton

THE meeting of Milton and Dryden
makes an unusual appeal to the

imagination because of the great and

contrasting personalities of the two men,
and because it is the one striking occa-

sion on which the Elizabethan and the

neo-classic periods of English literature

came face to face and shook hands. Our
sole record of this meeting has hitherto

been these two sentences from Aubrey's
Lives (first published in 1813; re-edited

by Andrew Clark, Oxford, 1898, II, 72) :

"John Dreyden, esq., Poet Laureate, who
very much admires him [Milton], and
went to him to have leave to putt his

Paradise Lost into a drama in rhymne.
Mr. Milton recieved him civilly, and told

him he would give him leave to tagge
his verses."

I have just come upon another ac-

count with some additional details, in

one of the numerous eighteenth-century

ephemeral periodicals,
—The Monitor, in-

tended for the Promoting of Religion
and Virtue, and Suppressing of Vice and

Immortality perform'd by Mr. Tate, Poet

Laureat to Her Majesty, Mr. Smith,

and Others, which appeared in a single
folio sheet three times (later twice) a
week from March 2 to April 24, 1713.

The seventeenth issue (April 6-10) con-

tained an unrhymed poem to which was
prefixed a defense of blank verse, with
the following anecdote:

We shall here beg the Reader's Pardon
for mentioning a Passage told a Gentleman
of our Society almost Forty Years since by
Mr. Dryden, who went with Mr. Waller in

Company, to make a Visit to Mr. Milton,
and desire his Leave for putting his Para-
dise lost into Rhime for the stage. Well,
Mr. Dryden, says Milton, it seems you have
a mind to Tagg my Points, and you have my
Leave to Tagg 'em, but some of 'em are so
Awkward and Old Fashion'd, that I think
you had as good leave 'em as you found 'em.

This interview must have taken place
about 1673, and, according to the account

given above, must have been told by
Dryden to the "Gentleman of our

Society" shortly afterwards. The accu-

racy of any story which is repeated after

forty years is open to serious question;
but, if Milton really spoke of his lines

as "Awkward and Old fashion'd," he
must have done so with ironical refer-

ence to Dryden's own writings and the

immorality, the smartness, and the
monotonous mechanical finish of the

new-fashioned poetry. If he had not

been pleased by Dryden's visit and had
not appreciated the compliment that the

laureate intended to pay his epic, he
would hardly have allowed the adapta-
tion to be made, for what must the blind

old Puritan have thought of the Restora-

tion stage?
The most interesting new fact—if it

be a fact—to be gleaned from this epi-

sode is that Waller accompanied Dryden
on his visit; for there is no other evi-

dence that the founder of non-dramatic

blank verse and the supposed refiner of

English numbers and the originator of

the neo-classic couplet ever met. And
what a meeting! There are few occa-

sions in English literary history at

which I should rather have been present.
Raymond D. Havens
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v represent something like the Lloyd
J-\Xieorge threats. Nothing is more im-

portant than to have them placed un-

mistakably on the basis of the armistice

agreement. The present statement not

only does this, but gives assurance that

the actual determination of the repara-
tion due will be arrived at by fair, hu-

mane, and honorable methods.

IN
the masterly reply of the allied and

associated Powers to the German
peace delegation no passage perhaps is

more worthy of close attention than that

relating to the reparation terms. These,

says the statement, "confine the amount
payable by Germany to what is clearly

justifiable under the terms of the armis-
tice in respect of damage caused to the
civilian population of the Allies by the

aggression of Germany." The outcry
against the severity of the peace condi-

tions has been due above all to two causes
of quite opposite character. On the one
hand there has been the memory of many
utterances by President Wilson which
have pointed in general language toward
a soft peace; much of the denunciation
has rested on a confusion between these

pious wishes and the conditions actually

accepted by the Allies when they agreed
to the armistice. At the opposite ex-
treme were the wild and foolish promises
of Lloyd George, in his campaign
speeches, that Germany would be com-
pelled to pay the whole costs of the war,
which was not only impossible but would
be an outright violation of the armistice
agreement. Condemnation of the terms
of reparation has arisen both from their

being actually anything but soft and
from their being falsely supposed to

VISCOUNT
ISHII, Japanese Ambassa-

dor at Washington, leaves regrets
behind him as he relinquishes his charge.
He is said to have misrepresented the

policy of our administration as regards
the pretensions of Japan in China. He
may be more truly regarded as a victim

of the ambiguity of our Far Eastern

policy. An Ambassador has to make re-

ports, quite as a journalist may have to

write even in the absence of anything
worth writing about. That Viscount
Ishii should have found our intermittent

and vacillating attitude towards China
confusing and should have been led into

misinterpreting some particular phase of

it, will surprise no American who has
ever tried to fathom what Washington
means towards the Far East. Whatever
technical infelicity he may have fallen

into, the Japanese Ambassador has faith-

fully performed his main duty of foster-

ing friendly relations between Japan and
the United States. He carries home
with him plenty of American good will.

THE
labor demonstration at Washing-

ton against strict enforcement of

the prohibition amendment portends a
storm. Mr. Gompers, speaking before

the Senate Judiciary committee, pointed
out the serious discontent that would
follow the proscription of light wines
and beer. Workingmen do not under-
stand such meddling with their personal

habits, and bitterly resent it. Mr. Gom-
pers'- remedy was for Congress to write
into the enabling act that light wines and
beers are not intoxicants. To teach a
needed lesson to the fanatics who im-

posed the Eighteenth Amendment on a
careless nation, one could wish for the
strictest enforcement. Let the slightest
stimulation be regarded as intoxication,
let innocent conviviality be interpreted
as drunkenness. Legislation of this tenor
would teach a proper lesson to the Anti-

Saloon League, but it would also work
widespread harm and irritation. If

Congress and the courts can see their

way to such an interpretation of the

word "intoxicating" as Mr. Gompers
urges, it will help the country round a

pretty ugly corner. The alternative is

bitterness, possibly violence, and the cer-

tain scandal of widespread disregard of

law.

IT
may turn out to the advantage of

Alcock and Brown, who launched
themselves into Atlantic fog and driz-

zle and, literally between morn and eve,

pierced their way to the Irish bogs, that

they concluded their magnificent venture
at a time when the world was emotion-

ally a little jaded to make full response.
It may save them from the danger of

tarnishing the splendor of their achieve-

ment by unconsidered oratory. "We had
a terrible journey." Let it stand at that.

EVERYBODY
is agreed that the re-

moval of real grievances is one of

the things that must be counted on for

the lessening of industrial unrest. But
very little attention is being paid to the

question of the part that imaginary
grievances have been playing in produc-
ing the general ferment. A startling in-

stance of this is furnished in the closing
article of a series by Sherman Rogers in

the New York World. The writer was
foreman in a logging camp near Seattle

in 1917, and gives a detailed account of

the way in which the lumbermen in the

State of Washington were swept into

the I. W. W. movement. They were get-

ting, he says, an average of five dollars

a day and were thoroughly satisfied not

only with their wages but with condi-

tions generally. Suddenly there was a

change, the explanation of which seemed

utterly mysterious until it was discov-

ered that it had been brought about by
I. W. W. emissaries who had filled the

minds of the lumbermen with amazing
fairy tales about the relation of their

wages to the profits of their employers.
Both by word of mouth and by means

of propaganda "literature," the men were
made to believe that while they were

getting five dollars a day their labor

was worth sixty dollars a day to their

employers; and nothing that Mr. Rogers
or anybody could say to them was capable
of removing the impression. Examina-
tion of the company's books or of any-

thing else was of no avail, because the

men had got it firmly fixed in their

minds that everything that came from
a capitalist source was deliberate lying,

to protect those who were robbing the
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workingmen of their just dues. The
story may be an exaggeration, and in

any case it is, of course, highly excep-
tional in the degree of folly represented

by the credulity of the laborers. But the

same sort of misrepresentation in a de-

gree sufficient to do a great deal of mis-

chief is going on all round us in a thou-

sand forms.

"rpHE profiteers may well tremble,"
A says Mr. Basil Manly, joint chair-

man of the War Labor Board, "lest the

people avenge themselves for this shame-
less exploitation during a period of the

nation's greatest necessity." The shame-
less exploitation in question is that

which Mr. Manly finds to be shown by
the figures of net profits for eighty-two

corporations which "in the pre-war years
had an average net income of $325,000,-

000, had net incomes in 1916 amounting
to more than $1,000,000,000, in 1917 of

$975,000,000, and in 1918 of $736,000,-

000," after the deduction of all taxes.

These were large and extraordinary

profits, but whether they were "profit-

eering" or not, and whether they were
"shameless exploitation" or not, depends
upon an examination of facts which are

apparently beneath the notice of the

joint chairman of the War Labor Board.

The war necessitated a prodigious
increase of industrial production. The
only way to provide the stimulus for

such an increase—involving as it did the

creation of vast new plants and the

utmost utilization of all existing plants,
whether profitable or unprofitable in the

past—was by means of a big rise of

prices. Unless there were to be different

prices for the same products at the

same time, the concerns that were best

equipped for economic production on a

great scale were bound to make profits
far greater than such of their com-

petitors as were not so equipped. They
might give away their profits, or their

profits might be taxed away, but in the
first instance the profits were necessarily
there. The taxation was made as heavy
as Congress thought best, with little or
no protest from business interests.

To talk in this undiscriminating fash-

ion about "shamelessness" and "ven-

geance" is to play the part of a reck-

less demagogue. Whatever profits may
actually have been made by shameless
methods should be exposed, but that is

quite a different matter. By the way,
does it happen to occur to Mr. Manly
that the farmers of the country have
been getting for the foremost of food

staples about five times the price that

they got in 1896? Can he point to any
parallel to this among the great indus-
trial staples? Does he think that the
farmers also "may well tremble lest the

people avenge themselves for this shame-
less exploitation during a period of the
nation's greatest necessity"?

RENEWED
evidence that our leading

financiers are alive to the essential

part which America must play in the

restoration of prosperity in Europe is

furnished by Mr. H. P. Davison's speech
at a dinner of prominent financial and
business men in Chicago. Mr. Vander-

lip's recent address laid stress on the

seriousness of the need and the urgency
of the duty; Mr. Davison deals rather

with the question of actual method, and
bases his programme not on duty but on

self-interest. It is because in this mat-
ter the dictates of duty and those of self-

interest coincide that we can look for-

ward to such enormous achievement as

the case demands. Extension of Ameri-
can trade, security for Europe's obliga-

tions to America, and the rebuilding of

European prosperity, all go together;
and when the big business men of our

country grapple in earnest with the

problem of achieving these ends we may
be sure that the results will be on a

colossal scale. The central point made
by Mr. Davison is that to meet the ut-

terly abnormal conditions of the time,

it is essential that both in Europe and
America committees organized for the

purpose shall systematically determine
the legitimate needs of the various coun-

tries for our goods, and the amount of

credit which can safely be extended to

them; and that these credits should in a

sense be pooled in each country by means
of debentures guaranteed by that coun-

try. Upon the merits of this particular

plan only an expert can pass any judg-

ment, but it is safe to say that when the

best thought of the American business

world has been centered upon the prob-
lem a way will be found to make our
vast resources and potentialities serve

both the world's need and our own wel-

fare.

CHAIRMAN
HURLEY of the Ship-

ping Board recommends the selling

of the Government-built ships as fast as

trade conditions shall permit. It is a
counsel of economy and good sense. For
the Government to continue indefinitely

in the shipping business would be to

stretch out unduly our special war ex-

penditure. We need to cast up accounts

with the war as soon as possible, and to

begin the process of paying up with

knowledge of what we are about. Every
prolongation of war emergency activities

obscures the necessary accounting. No-

body proposes that the Government ships
should be dumped on the market, to the

demoralization of the shipping trade.

They should, however, be passed over to

private owners as fast as American ship-

pers can handle them. No sentimental

consideration should delay or confuse
the liquidation of our war bills. Mr.

Hurley deserves thanks for a statement
which required not merely clearheaded-

ness but also courage.

LET
there be no mistake—the Winni-

peg business was an elaborately or-

ganized effort to "put over" a Soviet
Government. The men locally in charge
of the abortive revolution were of Brit-

ish antecedents—Ivens, Armstrong, Rus-

sell, R. J. Johns, even Robinson (Ruben-
stein), and for a few days they made a

thorough job of it. Under the cloak of

a general strike in sympathy with the
Metals Trade Union which put forward
as its aims the right to collective bar-

gaining and a living wage, slogans by
which some workers were doubtless

really duped, the professional agitators
set up an effectively unbearable dic-

tatorship. William Ivens, pacifist, ex-

preacher, Socialist editor, and self-

styled dictator, proclaimed to a mass-

meeting in Victoria Park that Winni-
peg was then under soviet rule. "The
storm is about to break, and this time
the lightning is going to strike upward
and not down." That Winnipeg could

abide the stroke, thanks to the finally

excellent behavior of the soldiers and to

the prompt formation of a Citizens' Com-
mittee of One Thousand, which drew its

strength from all walks of life, must
stand signally to the credit of the city.

Our special correspondence makes it

plain that the Federal Government is

taking measures to insure that the storm
now weathered shall not gather again.

A STREET car strike recently tied up
business in the city of Pittsburgh

completely for several days. The Public
Defense Association of the city has

brought suit for $2,000,000 damages
against the officials of the Amalgamated
Association of Street and Electric Rail-

way Employees and the receivers of the

Pittsburgh Railways Company. This

encouraging first manifestation of the

public spinal column in the matter of

the public's relation to strikes, whatever
its outcome, deserves some quiet notice

on the part of other American com-
munities.

THOSE
of us who have fancied that

our "jazz" originated in Uganda or

among the Igorotes are, according to the

latest news, quite wrong. Le Matin of

Paris maintains that the jazz band idea

originated in Paris 120 years ago. "In

those days as well as now," it says, "peo-

ple did not know what to do to amuse
themselves ; so they made a noise. Those
who had a great taste for noise went to

the concerts of the Cat Orchestra. There
were twenty cats with their heads in a

row on the keyboard of a harpsichord.
The performers by striking the keys
worked a device which pulled the cats'

tails, causing a caterwauling which "

Le Matin feels would leave us Americans
little musically to desire. Is this an at-

tempt to discredit us at the Peace Con-
ference?
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SECRETARY
DANIELS has decreed

in perpetuity for the navy the sar-

torial simple life which prevailed during
the world war. Cocked hats and gold

epaulets disappear from the quarter-

deck and the ward room. If these de-

parting glories are kept alive, thanks

will be to comic opera. We can not con-

template without regret the eclipse of

splendors that are as old as fleets. The
various dress uniforms were good to look

at, and did harm to nothing except the

officer's pocketbook. Doubtless navy
officers will regard the regulations with

more friendliness than the sentimental

layman. When wine was banished from
the ward room, and regulations forbade

to our navy the hospitalities customary
among gentlemen, the old ceremonial

uniforms became an anachronism. Serv-

ice blues are good enough to drink water
in or else sarsaparilla. Doubtless these

changes make for efficiency. An ad-

miral now travels with no more baggage
than a broker, while his full-dress uni-

form, under the new orders, will remain

slightly more impressive than that of

the skipper of a Sound steamer. All's

for the best in the best of navies, yet we
are glad to have seen an admiral in spe-
cial full dress—and not in the movies.

THE
American Federation of Fathers

and Mothers has petitioned Con-

gress to drop all other business and

repeal the daylight-saving law. The
mothers contended that it was next to

impossible to get the older children to

sleep before dark. In compensation the
fathers pointed out that the baby slept
an hour longer in the morning. The
mothers scored by demonstrating that
under the present arrangement the
fathers were always in the garden or on
the golf field when they should be get-

ting ready for dinner. A compromise
was effected by unanimously adopting
the mothers' motion for immediate re-

peal.

IN
connection with the big figures of

return-emigration which are appear-
ing in the newspapers from time to time,
there is one consideration that should
not be overlooked. There is always a
considerable percentage of our immi-
grants, especially from Southern Europe,
who go back to their native land after

having accumulated, out of their earn-

ings as workers on the American scale
of wages, enough money to put them on
a very comfortable footing in the old

country. The present outflow comprises
not only the accumulation of such cases
due to the stoppage of travel by the war,
which of itself would account for an
abnormally large showing this year, but
represents also, no doubt, a great accel-

eration of the process of saving itself.

The thrifty immigrant who designed to
return as soon as he had enough money

to settle on the land at home was able,

in the past three or four years with
their phenomenal wages for unskilled

labor, to save as much as it might have
taken him eight or ten years to save in

ordinary times. This is not to say that

other causes—possibly more important—have not been at work. In particular,
as has been pointed out, the new status

of the Slavic and Rumanian populations
of what was the Austro-Hungarian Em-
pire has been a potent influence; and
doubtless the impending regime of pro-
hibition has been a factor.

SOME
fifty Minneapolis business men

have organized an association to

undo the work of Ptolemy, Julian and

Pope Gregory, all of which have had a

finger in the pie of our never monotonous
calendar. The American Equal Month

Calendar Association desires to do away
with all such fascinations as February
29th birthdays and Sunday Fourth of

Julys, and substitute for our fickle cal-

endar a beautifully regular one of thir-

teen months of exactly four weeks each.

The perfect symmetry of such a year
seems attractive, and the simple thought
that under its rule it will be unneces-

sary to have a lithographed calendar

on any wall makes one fairly enthusi-

astic. Under this system it is necessary
to even up the year by creating two extra

"floating" days—one a New Year day
placed between the last day of December
and the first day of January and the

other, called "Correction Day," inserted

in leap years after the New Year day.
But what, we ask, will be the use, after

July 1st, of a New Year day even though
followed by a "Correction Day"?

The Knox Resolution
At the opening of the present session

of Congress the leader of the Repub-
lican party in the Senate, in a formal

statement, declared that he was "satis-

fied that a majority of the Senate feel

very strongly that the League, as now
presented, must receive amendment, that

in its present form, without any change,
it is unacceptable and would not be ac-

cepted." The first and most essential

thing to be noted about the Knox reso-

lution is that it represents an attitude

going far beyond the position thus in-

dicated by Senator Lodge. The Knox
resolution pronounces not merely against
the acceptance of "the League as now
presented," the League "in its present
form, without any change," but against
the acceptance of any League at all. To
vote for the Knox resolution is to de-

clare an intention to vote for the rejec-

tion of the treaty unless the League
Covenant is cut out of it altogether so

far as the United States is concerned.

Clause 1 of the resolution declares that

the Senate "will look with disfavor upon
all treaty provisions going beyond" the

ends for the attainment of which war
was expressly declared, the formation of

any League of Nations' being evidently
excluded from these ends.

Nor does the resolution anywhere hold

out the possibility of its object being at-

tained by a mere qualifying reserva-

tion appended to the treaty. A redraw-

ing of the treaty is throughout implied,
and in clause 3 is expressly called for.

That clause recommends that "the treaty
shall be so drawn as to permit any na-

tion to reserve without prejudice to it-

self for future, separate, and full con-

sideration by its people the question of

any League of Nations"; an end which,
of course, could not be accomplished
without a reconsideration of the treaty

by its European signatories as well as

by ourselves. Whatever, therefore, the

merits of the Knox resolution consid-

ered in the abstract, and whatever the

demerits of the League Covenant, there

is no escape from the fact that to adopt
the resolution, and to adhere to the posi-
tion it declares, means to throw the

whole result of the negotiations and
deliberations at Versailles into doubt
and to open up indefinite possibilities

of renewed controversy and renewed

delay.
These possibilities would have been

sufficiently grave if the Knox resolution

had remained as fi rst presented. It was
no doubt with a view to reducing the

danger attending upon an upset of the

existing understanding that the last

clause, number 5, was put into the reso-

lution. That clause was merely a decla-

ration of national policy, but it was

evidently designed to diminish, so far as

possible, the impression that the intent

of the resolution is to withdraw our coun-

try altogether from the responsibility of

bearing its part in the future safeguard-

ing of the world's tranquillity. The
declaration was that "the freedom and

peace of Europe being again threatened

by any power or combination of powers,
the United States will regard such a

situation with grave concern as a menace

to its own peace and freedom, will con-

sult with other powers affected, with a

view to devising means for the removal

of such menace, and will, the necessity

arising in the future, carry out the same

complete accord and cooperation with

our chief co-belligerents for the defence

of civilization." This clause has now
been eliminated ; and the moral effect of

the elimination will be to heighten that

significance of the resolution which it

was the intention of the clause to miti-

gate. As it stands, the Knox resolu-

tion will be understood in Europe as
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pointing to a radical change in the rela-

tion of our country to the whole peace
settlement.

To introduce into a situation like that

of the world to-day a disturbing factor

of this magnitude is to assume a re-

sponsibility the extent of which no man
can estimate. The mere postponement
which it involves, serious as that must

necessarily be, is the least of its danger-
ous possibilities. With every country in

Europe in a state of unparalleled unrest,

with our own country by no means free

from the menace of internal trouble,

with Central and Eastern Europe full of

misery and in a state bordering on chaos,

there is no telling what disastrous con-

sequences may follow upon a realization

that the understanding which had appar-

ently been reached by the leading nations

of the world was to be made void so far

as regards that one of them upon which
the greatest reliance had been placed for

its successful working out. No mere

analysis of the precise part that might
be played by any country or any com-
bination of countries with the United
States left out, no mere proof on paper
that England and France can get along
without us, will furnish any guarantee of

the actual course of events. A treaty

might have been made without imme-
diate erection of a permanent League
of Nations; in our own judgment it

would have been infinitely better if that

had been done. But as a matter of fact

the League has been part of the negotia-
tions from the beginning; and not only
the governments but the peoples of the

various nations concerned have taken it

into consideration as an intrinsic part
of the settlement. To suppose that its

rejection by the United States will be

viewed with complacency, that it will

not open the floodgates to a thousand
forms of discontent and revolutionary

agitation, is to make a very hazardous

assumption.
The only adequate justification for in-

curring a risk so tremendous would be

the existence of some still greater dan-

ger which could be avoided in no other

way. So far as the degree of the dan-

ger is concerned, it might be alleged in

support of the Knox position that the

perils in the Covenant, while not so im-

mediate, are more far-reaching and more
permanent. But it is not necessary to

enter into this comparison. To avoid

those permanent dangers, even granting
that they are as great as the extreme

opponents of the Covenant assert, it is

not necessary to smash the Covenant or
to hold up the treaty. From the begin-

ning it has been thought likely that some
form of reservation concerning Amer-
ica's participation in the League would
be required in order to effect its prompt
acceptance by the Senate; but those who
expected the Senate to act with a true
sense of its responsibility in this great

crisis have looked forward to a sincere

endeavor to give to the reservation such

a character as would leave the general
structure of the League unimpaired, and
as could be expected to command the

tacit assent of the other nations that

are parties to the Covenant. But of this

endeavor there is no trace in the Knox
resolution, nor in the attitude that

seems at present to prevail among the

Republican Senators. And if it be

thought that such reservations, though
covering the points that are most
stressed by opponents of the Covenant,
would not suffice, there is the further
recourse of limiting the period of our

obligations to a fixed term of years.

Surely no one can pretend that our coun-

try or its institutions would still be seri-

ously imperilled if these precautions
were adopted. Just what form they
should take, or whether they should be

adopted at all, could be deliberately de-

termined by the Senate when the treaty
was before it. The chief argument for

the Knox resolution is that the country
has not had time to weigh the merits
of the Covenant; but the resolution it-

self proposes to pass judgment against
the Covenant without even the pretense
of adequate consideration either of its

inherent merits or of the effect which
its rejection would have upon the state

of the world in the present crisis.

That the situation which has arisen

in the Senate has been in large measure
caused by the methods that President
Wilson has seen fit to pursue can not be
denied. He has gone out of his way to

provoke antagonism and resentment.
Not only has he ostentatiously refused to

take counsel with any Republican leader,
but he has repeatedly announced his in-

tention to make effective consideration of

the League plan by the Senate impos-
sible. He might, without offense, have

urged that the interweaving of the Cove-
nant with the peace treaty was an un-
avoidable necessity, that peace could be
made in no other way. But it has evi-

dently been his deliberate purpose to im-

press upon the nation not so much the
idea that it was inherently impossible
to get peace in any other way, but that

he himself was determined to make it

impossible—that he would so arrange
matters as to give the Senate no choice

but to accept the Covenant or destroy
the peace. The Knox resolution may be

regarded as the answer to that chal-

lenge. It flies squarely in the face of

the President's defiance. It attempts to

put the President into the dilemma which
he had prepared for the Senate.
But while this may be an explanation

of the attitude of some Republican Sena-

tors, it is not a justification of it. On
the contrary, the more it explains the
less it justifies. Unquestionably a large

part of the opposition to the League is

perfectly sincere; but if the Senate

should in any degree fail in its duty in

a supreme crisis because of resentment,
however natural, against Mr. Wilson's

methods, it will do much more than

merely pay him in his own coin. Mr.
Wilson may have arrogantly flouted

the Senate, but no one can pretend
that his course was dictated by the
desire to flout the Senate. He wanted
to get the League, he thought that the

only way to get the League at all was to

put it into the peace treaty, and he
thought that the best way to get the
Senate to accept the League with the

treaty was to defy it to do anything else.

This was deplorably bad strategy, de-

plorably bad statesmanship; but it was
a course which was directed, however
mistakenly, to the attainment of a great
end. Before the Republican party pits
itself against him on the issue of the

League, let it carefully consider the
moral position in which it is likely to be

placed. Can it show that it sought to do
the best it could for the country and for
the world? Can it convince the nation
that the position it took was dictated by
the vital needs of the case, and not by
personal or party feeling? To demand
some qualification of the Covenant is one

thing; to reject the Covenant in such a

way as to show that it would have re-

jected any form of a League of Nations
that had substantial effectiveness is quite
another. That is what the Knox resolu-

tion does; and upon this issue the Presi-

dent will be able to make an appeal to

public sentiment which a more reason-

able form of opposition would render

impossible.

Prophet or President?

ASUBSCRIBER whose letter appears
in another column expresses the

hope that "the editorial in the second

issue of the Review on 'The Psychology
of Woodrow Wilson' does not strike a

permanent note for the new journal."
What the "note" is which our corre-

spondent hopes will not be permanent is

perhaps not entirely clear, but we take

it that what he objects to is not any
personal bias or unfairness as regards
the President. The question is one of

principle; and though our correspondent

puts the matter somewhat naively there

are doubtless many who in a general way
feel as he does. In the article objected
to we declared that if what Mr. Wilson
said in such speeches as that of Septem-
ber 22, 1918, committed him to "an im-

possible programme, a programme which

any clear and responsible thinker must
have seen to be impossible, the good in-

tentions by which Mr. Wilson's words
were undeniably prompted afford little

mitigation for his offense." It is this

that excites the indignation of our cor-

respondent. He finds it wholly laudable
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that the President has been "a prophet
rather than a politician," that he "re-

fuses to be responsible to those still

bound down by individual and national

selfishness and blind to the world that

should be," and that like Christ in the

Sermon on the Mount he has "called for

action too high for selfish humanity."
The issue is thus quite clear; and the

"note" of the editorial as brought out

by contrast with the "note" of the let-

ter we fully expect to be a permanent
note in the Review.
Whether it is the business of the

President of the United States to be a

"politician" or not depends on the mean-

ing that is attached to that much-abused
word. But we take it that few will deny
that he must be a statesman. It may be

possible for the head of a nation to be a

statesman and a prophet too; but if he

has to choose between being a statesman

and being a prophet there is no question
as to where his duty lies. In point of

fact we have no doubt that within the

limits of his ability Mr. Wilson has not

hesitated, when clearly confronted with
the issue, to make choice of the right
alternative. The trouble with him has

been that he has not realized the re-

sponsibility that he was assuming when,
in attempting to combine the two roles,

he filled the minds of multitudes with

grandiose expectations which the prophet
aroused, but which the statesman never
had the faintest chance of bringing to

fulfillment.

True idealism is the seeking of an

ideal, not the promising of its attain-

ment at a given date. The Sermon on
the Mount makes no such promises. It

does not even counsel any kind of col-

lective action for the attainment of its

ideals. It is an appeal to all that is

best in each individual man, that he may
strive in his own way to make the world

better; it does not undertake to dispose
of the fate of empires or to do away
with the complexity of human laws and
institutions. If the proposal of beauti-
ful impossibilities—not as ideals to be

patiently striven for but as programmes
to be immediately carried out—were
enough to make a statesman, without
reference to the political consequences of
the counsel, statesmen would be as thick
as blackberries. We think we have seen
more than one programme laid down by
Dr. Frank Crane for the ordering of
the world which would remake it "nearer
to the heart's desire" than anything that
Mr. Wilson has set forth. Yet it will

hardly be claimed that Dr. Crane is a
great statesman, and it will hardly be
denied that Abraham Lincoln was one.
But Abraham Lincoln did not "refuse to
be responsible to those still bound down
by individual and national selfishness."
On the contrary, he felt it to be the chief

part of his duty to take into account the
limitations imposed by the actual state

of mind of men as they are. And so

does Mr. Wilson when it comes to the

scratch.

If the question were one affecting

merely the personality of one man, even

a man so important as Woodrow Wilson,
it might be out of place to dwell upon
it. In reality, however, it has at this

time a most vital relation to all the

issues with which we are confronted. If

we are to think rationally about the

League of Nations, or about Russia, or

about the whole mass of questions which
are indicated by the catchword of "so-

cial justice," we must firmly distinguish
between desires and possibilities, be-

tween intentions and actions, between as-

pirations and achievements. It is right
to think of "the world that should be,"

but it is folly to leave out of account the

world that is. Even as to what the

world should be, there is ample room for

difference of opinion; but whatever our

opinion may be, we must begin with the

world that is. To refuse to do so may
be high-mindedness, but it is high-mind-
edness of a kind that gratifies itself at

other people's expense. The actual bet-

terment of the world is a tough and
tedious job; the utterance of fine

thoughts about it is comparatively an

easy and pleasant task. We would not
for a moment belittle those who per-
form this task in a high and worthy way,
but if it is suffered to take the place of

responsible thinking about our duties

and our difficulties the evil of it is

infinitely greater than the good. It is

well to have our eyes fixed on the dis-

tant goal, but to mistake it for the next

object in our path, and consequently fall

into the ditch, is a very poor way of ad-

vancing towards its attainment.

Kolchak and the Peace

Conference

AFTER
six months of negotiation and

investigation, Admiral Kolchak's

military dictatorship has been approved
at Versailles as giving "satisfactory as-

surance for the freedom, self-government
and peace of the Russian people and their

neighbors." Apparently recognition as

a de facto government is not yet ac-

corded, presumably because Admiral
Kolchak's effective control has not been

fully proved. What the representatives
of England, France, Italy, Japan, and the
United States promise is a loan of $30,-

000,000 and needed supplies, especially
for the railroads. It may be assumed
also that every facility for buying arms
and munitions will be given to Admiral
Kolchak. The Entente, with America,
agrees to finance Russia's own war
against Bolshevism.

Admiral Kolchak, on his side, having
met the test of scrutiny as to his demo-

cratic intentions, agrees promptly to con-

vene a constituent assembly and to pro-
ceed with the formation of a representa-
tive government. The question of the
future status of Finland he refuses to

deal with, leaving it to the constituent

assembly. It should be recalled that ex-

cept for Mr. Wilson's fear that Kolchak
was a reactionary, he would have been

recognized long ago by the Versailles

Conference. The Admiral now brings a
bill of political health from the most
seraphic of doctors. To Americans the
anti-Bolshevist dictator remains a man
of mystery. He has had the force to

spread his dictatorship over three-quar-
ters of the former empire, and adroitness

enough to secure the alliance of all the
anti-Bolshevist military leaders. He
controls not merely the bulk of Russian
territory but the part that has suffered
the least from revolution. As a future,
to employ the stock market phrase, he
looks good enough to invest in.

Since his stipulations as regards Fin-
land and the particular form of the con-
stituent assembly are certain to be un-

favorably critized, it is well to examine
them. Offhand, his recognition of the

principle of independence for Finland
would have been welcome. Since Eu-
rope is to be partitioned along lines of

self-determination, Finland, with a pecu-
liar civilization and language and an ex-

ceptional racial unity, should constitute
an independent state. But we feel Ad-
miral Kolchak showed prudence in de-

clining to recognize the present Finnish
government. The political color of the

present government of Finland is as yet
undeclared. It is accused, to be sure by
the Bolshevists, of being reactionary and
even pro-German. To ascertain the
character of the provisional government
of Finland seems a proper task for the
constitutent assembly. The same rea-

son that made President Wilson go slow
in favoring the Kolchak government,
properly makes the latter go slow as re-

gards Finland.
The refusal to convene the constituent

assembly elected in 1917 will again be

severely criticized. It would seem as if

a body which Lenin repressed as reac-

tionary should not be too radical for
Admiral Kolchak. He will probably be
accused of wishing to pack the new as-

sembly. There is no reason, however,
to take any such sinister view of his

policy. The delegates chosen in 1917

inevitably suffer from the discredit of
the government, Kerensky's, which con-

ducted the elections. Since 1917 Russia
should have learned much. She should
have a better idea of who are possible
constitution makers than she had in the
false glow of Kerensky's short pros-

perity. There are many sound reasons
for creating a new body for the great
task of making a constitution for free

Russia. To-day Russia clings rather
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to the idea of a constituent assembly
than to the particular delegates elected

before the terror. In his decision Ad-
miral Kolchak presumably represents the

sound political sense of Russia. This

should be said in advance of facile ac-

cusations of bad faith which are sure

to be made.
American confidence in Admiral Kol-

chak's strength and character rests

chiefly upon French and English au-

thority. This is as it should be. What
has hastened Mr. Wilson's favorable de-

cision is doubtless the spread of Bol-

shevism in Central Europe. The sound

strategy of supporting every strong Rus-

sian movement that makes for justice

and order can not be gainsaid. What
has been done at Versailles is merely
to recognize the fact that Bolshevist

Russia is now hemmed in by Russian

bayonets. To refuse to support the Rus-

sians who are fighting our fight against
our foe and theirs would be very foolish.

We see after long drifting the hopeful

beginnings of a real policy towards Rus-
sia. The world has taken courage to

indicate the kind of settlement it de-

sires. The decision marks the end of a

not very creditable episode—for which
Mr. Wilson and Premier Lloyd George
seem chiefly responsible—of playing fast

and loose with Bolshevism, as a sop to

revolutionary radicalism generally. The
game was evidently dangerous and a

losing one. The understanding with
Kolchak is by no means a solution of the

Russian problem. But at least it is a

long step in the right direction.

Progress in Industrial

Organization

IN
this country, there has been no such

organized government effort towards
the solution of the problem of industrial

management as is represented in Great
Britain by the Whitley report, the work
of the National Industrial Commission,
and the labors of various other govern-
ment bodies which have been engaged
upon special phases of the problem. But
real progress has been made towards its

solution in America by individual busi-

ness men and industrial leaders who have

quietly gone about the job of helping to

put the industrial organization of the

country on a higher plane. They have
been actuated by a new sense of the

needs and spirit of the times, but have

used, after all, chiefly the same kind of

practical intelligence and resourcefulness

that has characterized the growth of

American industry from the beginning.

Recently a group of business men
from many lines of industry met to dis-

cuss one such notable but unobtrusive in-

dependent achievement, a plan of indus-

trial cooperation which for two years

has been in use in the plant of William
Demuth and Company, the largest man-
ufacturers of pipes and smokers' articles

in the world. It provides for a repre-
sentative body of employees and em-

ployers modeled on the lines of our Gov-

ernment, with a House of Representa-
tives composed of elected employees' rep-

resentatives, a Senate of foremen and

department managers, a Cabinet of ex-

ecutives for the full discussion and con-

trol of all matters relating to working
conditions, wages, hours, etc.

There is, of course, nothing in the

central idea of this plan, and little in

the details of its working out, that is

new or essentially different from the va-

rious forms of works councils and shop
committees which have been developed
in England, and about which we have
heard so much in the past two years.

But the special interest of this type of

American effort is that it is spontane-
ous and indigenous, and in some cases,

like that of the Demuth Company,
older than the British movement. And
what is more important, it has re-

vealed in its practical working out cer-

tain features which the British move-
ment is not yet advanced enough or clear

enough to show. In the Demuth plan
the employee's profit from the plan is

dependent upon his effective interest in

it and in the prosperity of the plant,

not upon his "bargaining power." His

dividends, which are distinct from his

wages, increase and decrease with the

quantity and quality of output, indi-

vidual and group efficiency, and market
conditions. In this plant, therefore, the

employee's representatives have not ap-

proached the question of hours dog-

matically, but have experimented with

various working schedules and adjusted
them to output and market conditions

with a view to the greatest profit to the

company as a whole. In a similar scien-

tific spirit they keep a close eye on la-

bor turnover, have made a plant sched-

ule of holidays for a great variety of

races, and have set up their own Amer-
icanization classes. The plan was not

introduced because of labor troubles,

and there have never been any at this

plant. During these two years it has
been adopted by about a dozen estab-

lishments of varied types, including
manufacturers of staple products, sev-

eral textile mills, a piano maker, a chem-
ical manufacturer, a copper producer
and a manufacturer of metal ware.

This is merely one instance of the

spontaneous and quite informal move-
ment in American industry toward a
closer cooperation of industrial factors

on a basis of fairness and practical rea-

son, and its value was so clearly re-

alized by the business men present at

the meeting that an organization was
launched to assist the spread of the

plan to other industries through coop-

eration with all other efforts of the
same kind and through systematic in-

vestigation into other experiments inde-

pendently made in this direction. As
Professor Seligman, of Columbia, has

pointed out, there is acute need in this

country now for an organization free

from any dogmatic bias and commanding
the confidence of all groups, which should
be able to devote itself to the impartial
and scientific study of these problems
of industrial management and coordina-
tion.

The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States has already undertaken
such a work separately, and the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board like-

wise. Meanwhile nineteen of the twenty
plants of the International Harvester

Company in the United States and Can-

ada, the Standard Oil Companies of New
Jersey and Indiana, and the Endicott,
Johnson Company of Massachusetts,
largest shoe manufacturers in the world,
have each worked out definite pro-
grammes of this sort suited to their

individual plants, but in a general way
similar to each other and to the plans
worked out under government auspices
in Great Britain. The Indiana Stand-
ard Oil Company's plan, according to its

recent announcement, will provide effec-

tive communication between manage-
ment and employees on all industrial

questions ; give employees a voice in mat-
ters pertaining to working and living

conditions; maintain the principles of

cooperation and confidence by providing
regular facilities for access by employees'
representatives to the management; and

promote the common interests of both

employees and employers in matters con-

cerning work, organization, industrial

efficiency, and social well-being. This
is substantially the same as the plan in-

troduced some time ago by the Inter-

national Harvester Company. The En-

dicott, Johnson Company's plan puts
more emphasis on profit sharing, and

really belongs in that class of industrial

adjustments. As these separate efforts

spread and progress, there should be
no difficulty in coordinating them with
each other on a national scale, and es-

tablishing means to compare experiences
and devise improvements step by step
in a scientific spirit.

This whole field of industrial and so-

cial engineering is open to earnest and

thoughtful experiment, in the spirit of

scientific inquiry, rather than that of

religious or political dogma. It remains
to be seen whether these plans will

lead the workers to take thought for

the larger problems of industry, the

problems of raw materials, of market-

ing and of competition, as well as those
of intensive production. If there is to

be an extended control of industry there

must also be an extension of risk and
of responsibility.
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Parting the College in

the Middle

THE undergraduate who remarked,
"If you could have a college without

a faculty, how bully it would be!" ex-

pressed a sentiment shared by many stu-
dents and parents and by most alumni.
The view has the high authority of
Emerson. It is tacitly the feeling of the
historic universities of England. They
make gentlemen primarily and scholars
as they can. A college, from this point
of view, is a place where young men edu-
cate each other despite distracting and
extraneous studies imposed by the pro-
fessors. What a father wants for his
son is the companionship of college life

and its delightful activities. These are
more keenly relished because to attain
them the curriculum has to be reckoned
with. Student life is the feast, the cur-
riculum is the skeleton. One helps the
other, but the feast is the main thing.
Against this view of the college as fin-

ishing school, faculties are in a quite
hopeless minority. Indeed they are
themselves halfway on the majority side.

Nobody knows better how much college
students do educate themselves and each
other than he who for years has tried to
educate them. Yet the professor hardly
likes to regard himself as a necessary
evil. In roundabout ways he tries to se-
cure respect for his subject by hinting,
perhaps, that it is of vocational value.
In simple self-respect he is bound to keep
alive the notion that a college is a place
chiefly devoted to study. Few colleges,
however, live up to any such ideal. They
very rarely impose standards which in-
dicate that they take their own teaching
seriously. There is an unwritten com-
pact with the students, parents, and
alumni that studies shall not too much
interfere with the joyous on-going of
college life. They do not. To impose
a West Point standard might be to lose
about half your students. No college
takes any such chance.

In the long contest college life has con-
stantly won. At length a long overdue
reaction has come about. President
Meiklejohn of Amherst has just made
the audacious suggestion that the aca-
demic minority should rule, that the
faculty should work not under terms laid
down by college life, but that college life
itself should be possible only under
pretty severe terms laid down by the
faculty. Where standards have been
nominal, he proposes real standards. He
writes to his board of trustees:

[119

toward an apprehension of human knowl-
edge as a whole. And at the end of the
senior year we should have a second test
which, taking the first for granted, should
try to discover what students know of some
one field of knowledge, what work is done
within it and what it means. Passing the
first examination would give admission to
the senior college. Passing the senior test
would qualify a student for his degree.

I would propose then that at the end ofthe sophomore year we establish a set of

mf™ °l °£
e comPrehensive test, to deter-mine whether or not in their two years at

college our students have been making head-
way toward intelligence, toward culture

Here seems to be at least a reasonable
compromise between college studies and
college life. The popular theory of the
finishing school is admitted to the extent
of giving the student two years unmo-
lested by difficult tests. This comes to

saying that while it may be well worth
while for an undergraduate to stay
genially about college for two years, for
the incidental advantages, it is a waste
of time for him thus to put in four years.
Accordingly a barrier is set up in the
way of a comprehensive test midway in
the path of his college life. He may not
pass into the upper class years without
proving that he has actually learned a
good deal in the lower class years. Be-
fore trustees and administrators, dire
visions of a depopulated college and a
shrinking treasury will rise. We doubt
if such losses would follow. Most stu-
dents would work hard enough to qualify
for the senior college.
For such as failed to qualify for the

senior college, yet had passed course by
course the freshman and sophomore
studies, a solatium might be found in an
invention of the late President Harper's,
the degree of Associate in Arts. It would
hardly be more popular than a silver

chevron, yet it would show a clean rec-
ord during residence and would keep the
bearer's name on the alumni roll. The
plainly poor yet tolerable student would
be compelled to graduate as an A.A. at
the end of sophomore year. The alterna-
tive would be to let him continue as a
pass man, after the English precedent.
President Meiklejohn, and we agree with
him, thinks the weak brother should be
eliminated after his probation of two
years, making all students of the senior
college (upperclassmen) really students.
What is most important in the project

is the proposal of comprehensive exam-
inations. The American college is the
only institution of higher education in
the world where such tests are not held.
It is not possible for a Spanish student,
or a Swedish, to "pass" Moliere but not
know French

;
it is possible for an Ameri-

can collegian to be in that paradoxical
situation. The American college of to-
day teaches nothing but courses. There
is no guarantee that the student knows
anything beyond the four or five courses
he is following in any particular term.
Normally he gets credit for a course and
as promptly forgets it. Education under
this system looks just about as impres-
sive to a real student as the short smoke
does to the real devotee of the weed. The

intermediate test proposed by Presi-
dent Meikeljohn would answer such ques-
tions as these: here is a representative
student who, between college and pre-
paratory school, has regularly passed
courses in Spanish for three years, in
mathematics for five, in Latin for six-
does he know Spanish, mathematics, and
Latin?

Surely an educational system that is

unwilling to have such questions asked
is worthy of little respect. Few people
realize how much American collegiate
education has been cheapened in the past
thirty years. Courses and names have
been multiplied. Education has become
a series of billboards, picturesque in
promise, pictorially alluring, highly
variegated, and structurally most flimsy.
The programme grows scholarship just
about as much as widely placarded reme-
dies grow hair. As regards reasonable
control through examinations, the col-
leges have gone steadily backward.
Sentimental objections to all examina-
tions were inconsiderately obeyed. We
actually reached the point where colleges
exempted from examinations precisely
the students who most profit from a re-
view, the good students. Examinations
have come to be regarded not as an
essential means of education, but as a
hardly reasonable imposition. Against
such prevailing softheartedness and soft-
headedness President Meiklejohn recalls
the colleges to their real task of foster-
ing scholarship. Harvard, in a large
measure the creator of the present edu-
cational disorder, has made amends by
adopting similar controls. The Ameri-
can college can not afford to stand in-
definitely on its record as a finishing
school, honorable as that record has been.
It must meet the standards of education
that prevail throughout the civilized
world. To-day it does not begin to do
so. President Meiklejohn's plan points
the right way.
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The Italo-Jugoslav Controversy
THE controversy between Italy and

Jugoslavia over the problem of the

Adriatic has been, since the beginning of

the Peace Conference, the most baffling

task before the Allied delegates, barring

only the still more difficult and vastly
more important Russian problem. The

question finally resolves itself into five

parts: Triest, Istria, Fiume, Dalmatia,
and the Dalmatian Islands. Italy claims

the possession of all five: the first, sec-

ond, fourth, and fifth on the basis of

the Treaty of London, the third on the

basis of self-determination of the city

of Fiume. Jugoslavia also claims the

possession of all five, invoking historic

and ethnographic reasons for her claim.

The possession of Triest and of most of

the peninsula of Istria was conceded to

Italy from the start. The controversy
over Fiume and Dalmatia, still unsettled,

reached its culminating point with the

President's declaration, in the middle of

April, that America could never consent

to Italy's claims. Attempts to harmo-
nize the divergent views and to find some

grounds for a settlement have so far

proved unsuccessful.

The question of Fiume has loomed

largest in the public mind. Its solu-

tion depends on both ethnic and economic
considerations. During the height of

the controversy, I had an opportunity to

discuss the problem with Signor Bar-

zilai, the Italian Minister of the Oc-

cupied Regions, and a member of the

Peace Delegation, besides hearing the

views of many other Italian authorities

and experts. On the other side, I tried

to get the Jugoslav point of view from
Dr. Trumbich, the Minister of Foreign
Affairs in Jugoslavia and head of the

Jugoslav Peace Delegation. How these

divergent views can be harmonized, I

do not pretend to say, but it may be help-
ful to set them forth with some fullness

and without prejudice.
Fiume consists of the city and three

villages, all of which constitute what is

known as the Commune of Fiume. The
city itself consists of two parts. Fiume
proper, the port and the town, lies on
the right bank of a narrow river, and
is predominantly Italian. On the op-

posite bank of the river lies the suburb
of Susak, which is just as predominantly
Croatian. Both Italians and Croatians
claim a majority of the city's population.
But the only statistics available, based
on the census of the Hungarian Govern-

ment, are totally inadequate in the mat-
ter of classification.

Local feeling is well illustrated in the

fact that on the banks of the narrow
stream which cuts the city in two the

Italians and the Croatians live in volun-

tary segregation. There is much ill-

feeling between them, and it is of old

standing. The Croatians in Fiume tell

you that they do not mind so much the

Italians who come from Italy, but that

they hate those who live in the city.

This hatred is natural when we remem-
ber that this region was administered

and ruled in accordance with the famous
Austrian formula of keeping the differ-

ent subject nationalities constantly at

daggers drawn.
Whether through favoritism on the

part of the Hungarian overlords of the

city or through a more energetic national-

ism, the Italian population of Fiume has
succeeded in maintaining Italian as the

official language of the city. The char-

ter granted to the city by the Budapest
Government is in Italian, and all the

official communications between Fiume
and Budapest have invariably been in

that language. This is undoubtedly a

stronger argument in favor of the Italian

character of Fiume than its beautiful

Italian architecture.

Controversy bases itself further on the

historical status of the commune of

Fiume. The Croats assert that Fiume
had always been a part of the Kingdom
of Croatia and belonged to Hungary in-

directly through belonging to Croatia.

The Italians, on the other hand, say that

the city, Roman in origin, had alv/ays,

through the ages, maintained the char-

acter of an Italian free city, and that it

was under actual Croatian domination

only twice in its history. Coming under
the power of the Hapsburgs in 1471,
Fiume was united with Croatia in 1776

by the Austrian Empress Maria-Theresa.
But after three years the Empress
changed the charter to the city, making
it a separate political body, attached di-

rectly to the Kingdom of Hungary. Since

then, until 1848, Fiume remained an
autonomous commune under Hungary.
In the year of the Hungarian revolution

that city was occupied by the Croatians
and held by them until 1867, when it

was again restored to the dignity of a

self-governing commune, constituting,
with Hungary proper and Croatia-Sla-

vonia, the kingdom of Hungary.
There is no agreement, of course, in

the Italian and the Jugoslav analyses of

the economic significance of the port.
The Italians prove by means of the ship-

ping statistics of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire that only seven per cent, of the

sea-borne trade of Fiume could properly
be called Croatian and Slavonian. The
rest was accounted for by the trade from
the interior, particularly from Hungary
and Czecho-Slovakia. The Jugoslavs, on
the other hand, show that most of the im-

portant branches of commerce are in the
hands of Croatian business men.
Whatever the divergent claims as to

the economic importance of the city, a

glance at the map will show that Fiume
is really an outlet for the very impor-
tant railway line running back to Buda-

pest, through Lubiana, the capital of

Slavonia, and Zagreb, the capital of

Croatia. Even if serving nothing but
the far hinterlands, Fiume unmistakably
forms a part of this railway system.
Whoever enjoys control over the city

will always have to depend upon the good
will of those who own the railroad for

facilities in reaching it.

Of the solutions, barring those which
would give the city outright either to

Italy or to Jugoslavia, two deserve spe-

cial attention. The first is that which
would make Fiume an open port under
Italian suzerainty for a number of years
sufficient to enable the Jugoslavs to con-

struct a new port, when Fiume would re-

vert to Italy. The second is that which
would make Fiume a free port under
the control of the League of Nations.

The first of these plans is perfectly

feasible. To the south of Fiume lies

the good, sheltered harbor of Buccari

(Bakar), entirely undeveloped, with only
a small fishing village on its shore. I

have not visited Buccari, but during my
recent stay at Fiume I had an oppor-

tunity to see it from the heights over-

looking the village and the harbor. A
small mountain ridge separates Fiume
and its environs from Buccari and the

rest of the Croatian coast.

The plan is to develop Buccari into a

harbor, the work to be done and financed

by Jugoslavia and Italy jointly. Buc-

cari would then be connected by a short

railway line (a matter of a few miles)

with the main railway line from Fiume
to Budapest, which crosses the moun-
tains just beyond Buccari. All these

operations are technically possible. The
result of the carrying out of this plan
would be that the Jugoslavs would have

a railroad running from their port of

Buccari to Budapest and the rest of the

hinterland, with a branch to Fiume. The
entire line from the port to the borders

of Hungary would pass through Jugo-
slav territory.

There is every reason to believe that

Fiume would decline as a port under
such conditions. Yet the Italians are

willing to acquiesce in such a plan, be-

lieving, as they explained to me, that

even under the conditions outlined they
would still be able to compete with the

Jugoslavs as far as commerce is con-

cerned, at the same time realizing their

aspirations for the possession of Fiume.

The Jugoslavs oppose this plan on the

ground that it would give Italy many
advantages during the period required
for the construction of the new port,

even in the event that both Italy and

Jugoslavia enjoyed equal freedom in the

use of Fiume. Moreover, they consider

the whole process economically wasteful.

The second plan would make Fiume
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a free port and the commune of Fiume

a small state under the control of the

League of Nations. The opposition to

this plan comes most emphatically from

the representatives of the city itself.

The present communal council, headed

by Dr. Grossich, is entirely in favor of

joining Italy. And yet, the second plan

offers, it seems, the best basis for a set-

tlement, for a more or less adequate and

satisfactory solution of the problem lies

undoubtedly along some such lines of

international control ; especially since the

problem really involves the interests of

other nations besides the two claimants.

Leo Pasvolsky

Conditions in Canada

IN
a necessarily limited space, it would

be exceedingly difficult to give an ade-

quate idea of the upheaval, political, so-

cial, and general, that is taking place in

Canada. Politically, the situation is one

of grave uncertainty; socially, clashing

interests have brought about confusion

almost chaotic; in the breast of the peo-

ple
—the community at large—a feeling

of unrest exists such as has never be-

fore been known. And yet the situation

is not hopeless. The struggle lies be-

tween constituted authority, on the one

hand, and resistance to the existing gov-

erning powers, on the other. To grasp
the meaning of this open warfare, as

exemplified in strikes, sympathetic
strikes, demands for higher wages, for

shorter hours, for regulation of the high
cost of living, cloaked efforts to over-

throw constituted authority, be it Fed-

eral, Provincial, or Municipal, and the

necessity of resorting to the most drastic

legislation ever enacted in the Dominion,
one must be upon the ground, in the

centre of the volcanic disturbance, and

be, like the creature of Ezekiel's vision,

"wheel within wheel and glistening with

eyes."

Leaving the thousand and one details

to the imagination of the reader, I will

attempt an outline of the situation. Im-

mediately after the declaration of the

armistice, the Canadian Prime Minister,
Sir Robert Borden, was summoned to

London as one of the Dominion's rep-
resentatives in the preliminary peace
negotiations, leaving the Finance Min-
ister, Sir Thomas White, in charge as

Acting Prime Minister. While he was
still absent growing unrest throughout
the Dominion made it advisable to sum-
mon Parliament on February 20, al-

ways in the hope that the peace negotia-
tions would be sufficiently advanced to

permit of the Prime Minister's return
before the more important issues of the
session were reached. An exceptionally
large amount of public legislation was
prepared, due to the cessation of war
conditions and consequent reconstruc-

tion; but the one great feature of the

session—the Budget, or yearly financial

statement—was delayed. The delay was
due in part to the prolonged absence of

the Prime Minister and the uncertainty
as to ultimate results in Europe, but the

legislators, while making allowance for

this cause, were becoming restive, and

throughout the country the feeling of un-

rest was growing intense.

The high cost of living was becoming
unbearable; the consumers were feeling

the pinch more and more as the prices of

all necessaries were going up by leaps

and bounds; each element of the popula-
tion was blaming the other, and all were

blaming the Government; higher wages,
shorter hours, altered conditions were

demanded; organized labor menaced;
local strikes were becoming more fre-

quent; returned soldiers were individ-

ually expressing dissatisfaction; and a

dark cloud was gathering in the very
centre of the Dominion, at Winnipeg,
and threatening to burst and scatter

East and West, deluging the entire coun-

try. In Parliament there were rumors
of grave differences between members of

the Union Government. These rumors
seemed to find confirmation in the out-

cries for the Budget coming from East
and West. The West, with its agricul-
tural interests, demanded drastic tariff

reductions; the East, with its manufac-

turing interests and larger industrial

centres, held its breath in the hope that

the coming Budget would maintain a

protective scale sufficient at least not to

endanger any of the expanding indus-

tries. While both of these elements were
thus restlessly awaiting a delayed solu-

tion, labor and capital were facing each
other in an attitude that foreshadowed
a terrific struggle.

Such was the situation when the news
came that Sir Robert Borden was about
to return to Canada. It was hoped that
this information would check, at least

until his arrival, the storm that had been

gathering. But it was a vain hope.
While the Prime Minister was on the
Atlantic events moved rapidly towards
confusion.

The situation at Winnipeg grew worse
and extended to other centres, such as

Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Leth-

bridge, Regina, and as far west as Van-
couver. Toronto, meanwhile, was in the

grip of a formidable strike; but the real

storm-centre was Winnipeg. A kind of
soviet government was there attempted;
the mayor and municipal authorities
seemed unable to cope with the situation ;

matters were carried to a point where the

controlling power arrogated to itself the

granting of permits to sell bread, milk,
and other foodstuffs, to open theatres,

restaurants, and places of public re-

sort. All civic life was at a standstill.

This was actual revolution against con-
stituted authority.

At this juncture two Federal Minis-
ters were sent to Winnipeg to lend their

assistance in the solution of the knotty
problem. One was the Minister of La-

bor, the other was the Acting Minister
of Justice. Theirs was practically a
fruitless expedition. While they did all

in their power to bring about an under-

standing between the Unions on strike

and the Citizens' Committee, they were

handicapped on account of the lack of
Federal authority to intervene.

Meanwhile Sir Robert Borden arrived
at Ottawa. It was decided on Thursday,
June 5th, to bring down the long-ex-

pected financial Budget. Expectancy was
at its height; the fiscal statement was
made; and the general debate on the
same was fixed for Monday, June 9th.

What effect the tariff announcements
will have all over the country can be

judged as the debate proceeds, which will

reflect the opinions of the various groups
of the Canadian people.
Some idea of the effect of the Budget

speech may be gleaned from a few of the

already evident results. Scarcely were
the tariff changes announced when the

Hon. Mr. Crerar, Minister of Agricul-
ture, resigned his seat in the Cabinet,
but retained his place in the House—
in order freely to criticize the financial

statement. This gentleman was Presi-

dent of the Grain Growers' Association

of the West; he retired from that posi-
tion to become a member of the Minis-

try; and now he resigns from the Min-

istry to mark his dissatisfaction with
the readjustment of the tariff. It is

presumed that several—any number
from a dozen to two dozen—Unionist
Government supporters from the West
will almost certainly follow Mr. Crerar
into the ranks of the dissatisfied.

While the Budget and the tariff

changes have absorbed the attention of

the financial world of Canada, the strike

situation has become more acute than
ever. The One Big Union has drawn to

Canada from the United States a num-
ber of "Red," or social, political, and
national agitators of the I. W. W. brand,
and of the Hyde Park class, from Eng-
land. There existed no Federal law em-

powering the authorities at Ottawa to

deal summarily with this disturbing ele-

ment. Urged to the very brink, the Do-
minion Government, last week, intro-

duced amendments to the Immigration
Act of a most drastic character. But it

soon appeared that these provisions did

not include immigrants from Great Brit-

ain. As it was discovered that some of

the most dangerous of these revolution-

ary agitators were from England, a

further amendment was speedily added.

The bill was introduced, passed both

houses, and assented to, in the record

time of one hour and twenty minutes.

That same night copies of the new law
were despatched to Winnipeg. Thus the
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prohibited classes now include not only
those who advocate the overthrow of

constituted authority, but also those who
"in Canada, defend or suggest the unlaw-
ful destruction of property, or by word
or by act create or attempt to create any
riot or public disorder in Canada, or who,
without lawful authority, assume any
power of government in Canada, or in

any part thereof, or who by common
repute belong to or are suspected of be-

longing to any secret society or organiza-
tion which extorts money from or in any
way attempts to control any resident of

Canada by force or by threat of bodily
harm or by blackmail." Persons in the

prohibited classes are liable to deporta-
tion except those who are British sub-

jects either by reason of birth or of

naturalization in Canada. Further, if a

person by act or by word at any time

since May, 1910, has done the things

enumerated, he would prima facie be
deemed to belong to the prohibited
classes.

The Government has been severely
criticized for delay in interfering in

Winnipeg. But it must be remembered
that it is not the business of the Federal
authorities to interfere until Federal law
has been attacked or threatened. This
new legislation places the Government in

a position to deal effectively, by armed
force if required, with all attempts to

overthrow constituted authority. The
sympathetic strike on the part of the

Post Office officials has been dealt with by
the dismissal of all such employees; but
a drastic general law was necessary in

all other cases.

J. K. F.

Ottawa, Canada, June 9

Mobilized Philology

MEN
have always felt the lure of the

past, but the spirit and temper of

their inevitable response to the appeal

of yester-year has varied widely in dif-

ferent periods of their history. Man's

way of looking backward has altered

with the three stages of man's growth.
The youthful phase of his interest in far-

off things is romantic, not merely in its

glad escape from the reality of the pres-

ent, but in its transcendental disregard

of historical truth and perspective. Ro-

mance, the great magnifier and ma-

gician, transforms its heroes, its Ar-

thurs, its Robin Hoods, and its Rolands

out of all likeness to their real selves;

it leaps flamingly over all bounds of

space and time, gathering in one close

embrace worthies that flourished in dif-

ferent ages, Alexander, Caesar, and

Scottish kings; and grouping as what

Mrs. Malaprop calls, "contagious coun-

tries," lands that lie as far asunder as

Denmark and Mesopotamia. The re-

sponse to history in man's second and

more active stage is patriotic. Pride of

country glorifies a Henry V, a Joan of

Arc, a Washington; but as in Shake-

speare's historical dramas, the strong

national consciousness, which idealizes

kings and captains, often recks little or

nothing of the mighty constructive

forces that are ever steadily at work be-

neath all the tumult and the shouting, the

purport of Magna Charta and the true

meaning of the Peasants' Revolt. And
finally, when the years bring to the man
and to the race maturity of thought and

judgment, his attitude to the past be-

comes philosophical. The student striv-

ing to weigh and consider the thoughts

and deeds not only of the great ones of

the earth but of all sorts and conditions

of men in every age has as the goal of

his long analysis and reflection a sense

of historic continuity, the power of

"grasping in a single firm vision the long
course of human history." Man turns
to his book no longer in a spirit of won-
der or of ancestor-worship, finding in

brightly colored pages a refuge from the
dull familiar things of the present, but

seeking a forecast of present happen-
ings in a scientist's study of those long-
ago sprouts and seedlings that are now
leafing and flowering in their later

growth. And yet such study is not less

but more efficiently patriotic, when it is

the product of a large perspective.
Hence it happens that the avowed in-

tent of the present professional student
of literature, the maker of the latest

text-book or anthology, is not the quest
of 'Tart pour l'art," art for art's sake,
the expression of emotions that are

always old and always new; but the very
definite adventure of tracing landmarks
in the march of the Anglo-Saxon mind—
the dominant ideals of the national life

of England and of America. Printed

large on a dozen title-pages are "The
Great Tradition," "The Heritage of

Freedom," "National Ideals in Litera-
ture." The concern of editor or critic

is now the interpretation of the spirit of
the race in the light of the reaction of its

men of genius to the most vital of prob-
lems, the working out of self-govern-
ment. Shakespeare is no longer exalted

merely as playwright or sonneteer; but
is eulogized by his latest interpreter,
Professor Gayley, as a disciple of law
and humanity, a champion of "the unity
and married calm of states," an oppo-
nent of Machiavelli and secret diplomacy—above all, an aristodemocrat, a poet of

personal nobility or noblesse oblige; and
he is revealed to us in sympathetic con-

verse with those patriots of the London
Company who in 1609 purposed "to erect

in Virginia, a free popular state in which
the inhabitants should have no govern-
ment put upon them but by their own
consent." Hereafter, I think, we shall
never read our "Macbeth" without the
reminder that here is exposed to all

men's contempt the military autocrat,
master of frightfulness and espionage,
wading deeper and deeper in blood, until

destroyed, by the aid of a very pretty
bit of "camouflage," the moving wood;
nor our "Henry V" without editorial
comment upon the nice conscience of the
English king who will make no war-
provoking claim upon France, until fully
assured of his legal right, and who, un-
like the modern invaders of the same
ground, gives express charge "that in
our marches through the country, there
be nothing compelled from the villages,
nothing taken but paid for, none of the
French upbraided or abused in disdain-
ful language."
Nor have scholars limited their study

of the political significance of great
literature to the products of their own
soil. Anglo-Saxon and German have
each carried the war into the country of
the other by finding apt illustration of
the hated ideals and traits of the enemy
in his supreme achievements of heart
and head. What shall we say when three
of our leading American philosophers,
John Dewey and Santayana and Ralph
Perry, independently assure us that
Kant's categorical imperative, the gos-
pel of moral duty divorced from all con-
sideration of good and evil consequences,
naturally lent itself to Prussia's adoption
of universal service and to the thorough-
going subordination of individual hap-
piness and liberty of action to the state?
And shall we protest when an English
contributor to the Hibbert Journal as-

serts that in Goethe's "Faust" the work-
ings of the moral law are not felt

and that in the separation of reason
and feeling, whenever Goethe and even
Schiller discuss ethical questions, lies

the explanation of Germany's crime and
self-ruin? Can we find any occasion for
wonder in the campaign of German
scholars against the great traditions of
our literature, in their felonious assault

upon much that we cherish?
"Loved long since but lost a while,"

they now swarm back to the familiar
corner of the library table—the busy,

buzzing throng of German philological

journals that gather their booty among
the blooms of English gardens, Anglia,
the queen-bee, and her attendant Stu-

dien, Beiblaetter, Mittheilungen and
Sonderabdruecke. Two or three years
ago when we knew them last, they were
loudly humming their self-satisfaction:

"When a German scholar seats himself
in his chair [thus Morf of Leipzig in

October, 1914), he is able to contemplate
with unjaundiced vision the ground of

the enemy's culture and spiritual life,
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for no matter how patriotic the Gelehr-

ter may be in his heart, he is also a

citizen of the Civitas Dei, the City of

God, which means in the present age a

world-fellowship of spirit. Only in Ger-

many is such communion possible. Let

scholars in hostile lands rage in their

weakness of soul and purposeless hate

against our Kultur. We shall ever give

truth its meed of honor, for we alone are

strong enough to do this." The refrain

is, of course: "Thank God, we are big
German bumble-bees, not English hor-

nets, nor French wasps, nor American

yellow-jackets." And yet alas for such

vaunting, even then the Anglistic hive

yielded little enough of honey and wax
—infinite labor and search ending dis-

appointingly in editorial murmurings,
monotonously fierce, against both Britain

and America, the sudden moral collapse

of the one, the more gradual, but not less

shameful degeneration of the other.

Anglia indeed! In like bitterness of

spirit, old Cato the Censor, a Teuton in

his hardness, might have put forth for

Roman readers a monthly Carthago,

tagging each number with his damnatory
"delenda."

Now the swarm is once more with us

in stinging force. The sweetness and

light somewhat scantily offered are

gleaned not only, as of old, from disser-

tations chasing the panting word and
the elusive source, but from fresher and
more fervent monographs of 1917-1918

duly listed as useful to scholarly students

of English, exposing "The Anglo-Saxon
Conspiracy" and "British Breaches of In-

ternational Law" ( Volkerrechtsverletz-

ungen), extolling in the name of all that

is fearful and wonderful "Germany's
Final Offer of Peace and Guide for all

Nations to Reciprocity during Time and

Eternity" (Deutscher endgiiltiger Frie-

densvorschlag und Wegweiser fiir alle

Volker auf Gegenseitigkeit fiir Zeit und
Ewigkeit, by one Gorlitz) and yet flaunt-

ing last year's lively hopes of "A Field-

gray Peace" and "A U-Boat Peace." Not
content with such sallies "over the top,"
subtler Teutonic minds found congenial
occupation in the task of "driving a

wedge" between the literatures of the
Allies by the publication of long-forgot-
ten acerbities and asperities. Did not

Taine, the Frenchman, accuse John
Bull of suffering from "hyper-trophie
du moi," or megalomania, and picture
the British Junker class as having the
snouts of bulldogs with rolling eyes and
apoplectic faces? Did not Trevisano,
the Italian, declare that "the English-
man thinks that there is nobody but
himself and no land but England?" And
what did the American, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, say of the robbing and plun-
dering forefathers of the British no-

bility? Mark the fatal ease of this

method of attack, and its speedy exhaus-
tion of munitions ! Let us bring up some

other guns. What monstrous missiles

have been hurled by Englishmen across

the Channel at France: remember Ten-

nyson's "blind hysterics of the Celt" and
"blood-red fury of the Seine" and Lan-
dor's symbolic balloon, "flimsy, var-

nished, inflated, restless, wavering,
swaggering." And as for America,

Jonathan, Jefferson Brick and Sammy
Slick, perennial butt of British and
Gallic wit! Enough, and more than

enough !

Most significant of all these Germaji
self-revelations is the shuddering dread
of British imperialism, the quivering
fear that the English mind, to the

interpretation of which these so-called

Anglists are themselves ostensibly

pledged, may dominate the world. Hence
Anglia's fortieth volume finds a fearful

fascination in "Imperialistic Currents in

English Literature." Such a study is

epoch-making in its import, because it

finally fixes, to the full satisfaction of

the Teuton, the much-mooted respon-

sibility of the World War upon a single

person. This monstrum horrendum,
heretofore unsuspected but now at last

unmasked in all his specious criminality,
is—though the betrayed innocence of

the German shrinks from the impious
horror of this tremendous exposure—
one John Milton. And it appears that

not the least odious feature of his guilt

is his long and insidious deception of the

Gelehrte themselves. A Shakespearean
performance at Leipzig in the first Octo-

ber of the War was preceded by a pro-

logue in which the dramatist was made
to renounce his "first and native abode"
and to adopt as his "only home" the

genial and gentle land of his German
audience—a defection which the re-

christened "Schiittellanz" must now rue-

fully regret. In one of the very peri-
odicals before me, an Anglist of repute
marking the deep chasm that separates
the idealistic philosopher, Lord Shaftes-

bury, from the English people, to whom
he belonged only by the unhappy yet
trifling accident of birth, claims him as

intrinsically German in soul, admitting
him to full spiritual communion with
the children of light. Thomas Carlyle—
so the Herr Professor tells us—long
since parted with his British birthright
for a mess of Hohenzollern pottage. And
Milton very narrowly missed a Prussian
reincarnation in 1914, when Alois Brandl
of Berlin confidently affirmed of him
that, "were he living at this hour, he
would comprehend German champion-
ship of freedom, care of justice, love

of truth." Fortunately for fostering

Deutschtum, the revelation of iniquity
was not longer deferred. As soon as the

parentage of British imperialism had
been traced by approved seminary meth-
ods to Puritan consciousness of victory
at the time of Cromwell and the Com-
monwealth, who so blind as not to see

that its mother's milk was the Old Testa-
ment conception of the chosen people and
of the New Zion, and that this Milton
was its too kindly nurse (our infantile

imagery preserves, we hope, all the orig-
inal naivete) ? Then burst the mud-
storm of a mighty academic wrath, and
never was poor poet more besmattered
and beluted.

To Herr Professor Friedrich Brie,
whom I remember to have met at

Weimar, a mild-mannered man enough,
belongs the Hibernian honor of "tearing
off the mask of godliness and revealing
the cloven hoof"; and from Heinrich

Mutschmann, writing "im Felde," comes
a soldier's stern approval of the very
efficient anti-Milton propaganda con-
ducted by a pro-German Swede, Lilje-
gren of Lund. A wondering world of
Teutons thus learns how deeply the roots
of Calvinism penetrated English soil,

and what bitter fruit is borne. Milton
exhibits all the detestable traits, only too

easily developed in the Puritan nature
of Englishmen—a measureless conceit,

contemptuous of fellow-beings, a gross
hypocrisy, which carries constantly in

the mouth the words, "virtue, justice,
truth" without ever practising them
towards one's opponents, and a convic-

tion that the ends justify the means.
"Can such things be?" asks the kindly
German audience. Milton was like all

his tribe an individualist. The imperi-
ous Cesarean temperament of his Satan
in Paradise Lost—so declared these cham-
pions of the Kaiser's Empire—is the

key that apparently unlocks the inmost
recesses of Milton's own character. He,
too, would rather rule in hell than hold
second place in heaven. This passion,
which burnt in his core, to lord it over
and look down on a worshiping world at

his feet was seemingly his deepest source
of emotion and therefore irresistibly
broke forth in the creation of a congenial
mind, Satan. However faithfully Milton

may have meant to work along lines be-

fitting a Christian (mark the gracious
concession), his irresistible sympathy
with a personality, mind, cause, and fate

all but identical with his own and those

of his time elicited, in spite of his rea-

son, the passion that centuries after his

death emanates from the mouth of Satan.

Through such logic as this, the German
critic reaches a twofold conclusion damn-
ing to both England and her representa-
tive poet: that Milton was accursed with
a Satanic megalomania, then and now a

specifically English trait; and that the

revolt of Milton and his Puritan fellows

against a conservative, traditional, au-

thoritative ruler can be matched in

sacrilege only by the rebellion of the

fallen angels against deity. At the very
moment when German scholars are thus

demonstrating Milton's diabolism, an

American, Professor Dodge, is suggest-

ing in the leading article of the Uni-
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versity of Wisconsin Studies (1918) that

"the theology of Paradise Lost to our
modern apprehension has issued in a
God who is a kind of super-Teutonic
Junker and in a Heaven which is a kind
of glorified Berlin." Here, it would
seem, is a partial explanation of the

German animus.
In the German impeachment of Milton,

which I give just as I find it, there is

undeniably an alloy of truth—the half-

truth which lies loudest to high heaven.

Milton and the men of the Common-
wealth were individualists, nay more,
rebels against royal authority. As
Macaulay's schoolboy knows, "they
bowed their heads in the dust before
their Maker, but they set their feet upon
the neck of kings." Their manly forti-

tude and self-reliance are undoubtedly
Calvinistic. Wherever the influence of

Calvinism has been strongest, a spirit of

independence has been most active. Mil-

ton's heart cry of passionate devotion to

"strenuous liberty," which the German
pundits denounce as of the deuce damn-
able, men of English blood and speech
are now proudly echoing, "Thou canst

not touch the freedom of my mind." In

the long struggle that justice and law
have waged against tyranny, Milton was
a protagonist and hence a shining mark
for imperial shafts. The furious Teu-
tonic onslaught upon Milton strikes at

the very source of our Anglo-Saxon tra-

dition of personal freedom, for the lib-

eral England of the seventeenth century,
which spoke in the poet's organ voice,

was, as has been well said, "the nursing
mother of the triad of modern democ-
racies—the United States of America,
the union of free commonwealths styled
the British Empire, and the French Re-

public."
It is the colonial and territorial policy

of England that draws the heaviest fire

of these fully mobilized German brains.

They all agree that the very foundation

of British imperialism is Puritanism.

Carlyle with his theories of the right of

the stronger to power and of mankind's
mission of civilizing the world gave to

colonial expansion a mighty impetus.
But Carlyle was a Puritan, preaching
the gospel of duty and exalting work into

a religion. Hence it follows, as the

night the day, that the spirit of British

imperialism is also the spirit of Puritan-

ism performing each task to the glory of

God, working both at the merchant's

desk and at the helm of state for God's

kingdom which on earth is called Eng-
land. This spirit, whose dark side (says
the Herr Professor) is commercial greed
and unscrupulous money-getting, has

made England great. In contrast to the

intolerable arrogance of this world-

spirit, how modest seems the ethical

German imperialism ("ethischer Im-

perialismus") ! Carlyle and his disciples,

Ruskin and Kingsley, are dear to true

German hearts, but they merit thus much
of rebuke. Carlyle and Ruskin were

panegyrists of war as a necessary con-

tribution to human progress (how
strangely this sounds in German ears!) ;

in like temper the battle-loving, piratical,

English imperialism of today (this was
written in 1917) refuses to end the most

frightful of all wars by a fair peace,
which will be lasting. Nothing could

be farther from the thought of either

Carlyle or Kingsley than the present

oppression of other civilized people

(Kulturvolker) for the greater glory of

England. And yet to both of them
Spain's war against England in Eliza-

beth's days was nothing else than an
assault of the Prince of Darkness upon
the Light. Carlyle and Kingsley never
asked whether the Spaniards had any-

thing to say for themselves, and yet the

very recent history of their own empire
repeats that of Spain. Thus reason the

Professors. Roman imperialism, Span-
ish imperialism, British imperialism—the

German scholars apparently see no differ-

ence between them nor yet between a state

rule like the English which follows, and
a state rule, like their own, which pre-
cedes the task of colonizing and civiliza-

tion. How many shattered hopes of Ger-

many were based upon the delusion that

the British colonies, like hers, were the

victims of a tyrannical central govern-
ment and hence ripe for revolt, instead

of being, as General Smuts, who can

speak with authority, said recently, "a

system of nations, not an empire but far

greater than any empire which has ever

existed, a whole world by ourselves, con-

sisting of all sorts of communities under
one flag—a dynamic system growing,
evolving all the time, towards new des-

tinies"! Our purblind German Anglists
seem to have read not at all or else to

little purpose the English poetry of im-

perialism during the past forty years—
magnificent verse, much of it, ringing
with the notes of pride and affection

and a sense of service to backward peo-

ples. And German philologists might
well consider such a figure as Oswald

Sydenham, V.C., the directing agency of

H. G. Wells's educational novel of 1918,
"Joan and Peter," devoted to his task of

making an imperial citizen according to

the ideas that prevailed before the ad-

vent of what he calls "the base imperial-
ism of Chamberlain and Cecil Rhodes."

He extols the works of the English col-

onist, a policeman, whose beat is all the

world; he eloquently expounds the text

of the great tradition of the race; and,

germanely to our present discussion, he,

too, quotes Milton. "It was Milton who
wrote long ago that when God wanted
some task of peculiar difficulty to be

done, he turned to his Englishmen. And
he turns to us today. Old Milton saw

England shine clear and great for a time

and then pass into the darkness. Church

and crown are no part of the real

England which we inherit." Thus may
mobilized philology be met with the

weapon of its own choosing.
Frederick Tupper

Correspondence
The President's Idealism

To the Editors of The Review:
Nothing but lack of capital keeps me

from founding and editing an independ-
ent paper in Colorado—a State hag-rid-
den by a journalism always personal and
often corrupt. Were I editing such a

paper, nothing would be more appre-
ciated by me than the frank expression
of the views of my thoughtful sub-
scribers.

I have watched with keen interest the

launching of the Review and am in

hearty sympathy with its announced
purposes. I hope the editorial in the
second issue of the Review on "The
Psychology of Woodrow Wilson" does
not strike a permanent note for the new
journal.
You deny that Wilson is a "clear and

responsible thinker" and speak of his

"impossible programme" as an "offense."

Fundamentally you seem to blame Wil-
son because he is a prophet rather than
a politician. You would not deny the
ethical and ideal elevation of the four-
teen propositions formulated by Mr. Wil-
son? The blunder worse than a crime,
is it that they are unworkable?

Is not the same true of the Sermon
on the Mount? Would you deny that
Christ was a "clear and responsible
thinker" and say that the sermon was a

"mistake," because it called for action
too high for selfish humanity? The four-
teen points are, so it seems to me, a

step in applied Christianity. Was it a
mistake to take this step because the

Allies, though solemnly pledged to it in

the armistice agreement, have since re-

fused, some in part and others almost

entirely, to carry out their agreement?
Is it not possible that Wilson, well

aware of the suspicion and selfishness

of Europe and the vitality of the old

diplomacy based on international grand
larceny, judged rightly, made no "mis-
take" in promulgating this new diplo-

macy? If only partly successful, will it

not be a gain for civilization? That it

may not be at once and completely suc-
cessful is an indictment not of Wilson's

programme, but of the nations which,
though they agreed to it, have failed and
refused in part to carry it out.

I am not a partisan in my feeling for
Mr. Wilson. Born and bred a Republi-
can, my "natural man" is averse to much
of the Democratic doctrine, but this

is not a partisan matter, not even a
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national matter, but a world matter, and

one on which hinges the future of civili-

zation.

While it is true that this programme
was formulated by Mr. Wilson, its essen-

tial doctrines were enunciated by Lloyd

George in Parliament some ten days be-

fore Mr. Wilson's formulation on Janu-

ary 8, 1918. Lloyd George in his recent

speech in Parliament said that, when he

laid out these principles of settlement,

he was supported by every shade of

opinion in England. Would you say that

Lloyd George and Bryce and Asquith
and Cecil are not "clear and responsible

thinkers"?
It is not that Wilson is not a "clear

and responsible thinker," but that he

thinks too clearly and refuses to be re-

sponsible to those still bound down by
individual and national selfishness and

blind to the world that should be.

Charles W. Haines

Colorado Springs, Colorado, June 2

The Covenant

To the Editors of The Review:

In his able and comprehensive "Ex-

amination of the Covenant" Mr. Corwin
seems especially to single out for attack

the preponderant power assigned to

themselves by the Big Five in the Coun-
cil of the League. Two questions ai*e

really involved: whether such prepon-
derance is proper when exercised with

respect to the executive activities of the

League, and whether it should be ad-

mitted in the settlement of international

disputes. As regards the first question,
one would be interested to know what
alternative such an authority as Mr. Cor-

win would be ready to propose. Previous

to the war, acknowledgment of the par-
ticular status occupied by the Great
Powers was compelled by the fact that,

in controlling more than three-fourths

of the world's population, territory, and

wealth, and very much more than three-

fourths of the world's armaments, the

Big Eight were plainly responsible for

the well-being of mankind. With the

disappearance of Austria-Hungary and
the collapse of Russian government the

Big Eight has become the Big Six; but
the armaments of America and the Brit-

ish Empire have become so swollen, actu-

ally and potentially, that the power and
responsibility of the Great Powers seem
scarcely less than before. Is it desirable
that authority should be in hands other
than those in which rest both respon-
sibility and power? And if not, where
else in the League can authority rest

than with the Big Five? Should we ex-

pose the League during its infancy to

the strain inevitably involved by the im-
mediate admission to the Council of Ger-
many in her present state; or should the

decisive word lie with the warm-blooded
and rather inexperienced statesmen not

rarely produced by some of the smaller

nations of both hemispheres? Mr. Cor-

win himself refers to the fate of the

proposed court of arbitral justice in 1907

(a court, by the way, in which the Big
Eight would have had a permanent ma-

jority) and thinks that the creation of

such a court should have been "imposed"
by the Peace Conference on the smaller

Powers. After all, since the Big Five
will have only a bare majority, our own
representative on the Council will be

able to break its domination at any time ;

unless we too shall develop the spirit of

selfishness and the taste for combination
under all circumstances which seem to be
taken for granted in the case of the

other four. And the Covenant, as Mr.

Lovejoy has pointed out, will, in elimi-

nating secret understandings, scarcely
leave room for "Shantungs."
Mr. Corwin's objection to the settle-

ment of international disputes by the

Council raises other questions. Person-

ally I regret that the framers of the

Covenant did not see fit to accept the

suggestion, made by Mr. Root and by
several British publicists, that all jus-
ticiable disputes should be settled by
arbitration or a court of arbitral jus-

tice, and that the court of the League,
and not the disputants, should decide
what disputes were justiciable and what
were not. But, in the process of media-
tion which is applied to non-justiciable

disputes, the "political and government-
al" outlook of the Council would scarcely
be a serious drawback. Moreover, since

unanimous decision is required in the

Council, and since either disputant is at

liberty to secure the removal of a case
from the jurisdiction of the Council
to that of the Assembly, it is hard to see
how "the adjustment of international

difficulties, from whatever quarter or
source arising," should "invariably be
entrusted to a particular set of nations."
There are a number of points on which

I agree with Mr. Corwin and several
others on which I should like to argue
with him, but only two of the latter

seem of sufficient importance to justify
my asking more of your space. He
closes his article with a plea for Ameri-
can "independence," and elsewhere reg-
isters protests against our sacrificing the
freedom of choice in self-defense, and
against our having to "remain indefi-

nitely the member of a coalition having
for its primary purpose the maintenance
of a solidarity of interests among its

principal members and so a balance of

power against another potential coali-

tion." It is difficult for me to follow
these arguments. Does a nation sacri-

fice sovereignty or free will in choosing
to enter into a contract from which it

may, upon proper notice given, choose to

withdraw, suffering no impairment of

its former status? Were entrance into

the League to involve immediate dis-

armament the case might be different.

But the difficulties of framing a practical
scheme of disarmament seem so nearly

insuperable, and the task of securing the

adoption of any scheme is likely to en-

counter such strong objections from
states to which powerful armaments are

far more necessary than to ourselves,
that few even of the optimists expect re-

duction to commence within a genera-
tion. And, when the time for reduction

does come, we shall not only be able to

reject the plan proposed but shall be as

free as ever to leave the League, if that

should seem the better course. Our dele-

gates need never in a single case be in-

structed to cast their vote with the other

members of the Big Five. How then

shall we be bound to the League, or,

much less, to any "coalition" which it

may contain? And is it not rather a

mistake to treat the Covenant as though
it possessed such finality? Does any one

suppose that it will retain its member-

ship unless there shall be radical amend-
ments which others will be as likely, as

competent, and as privileged to demand
as ourselves?

Nor can I finally endorse Mr. Corwin's

suggestions regarding the action of the

Senate. Because we had the honor of

giving unstinted and indispensable aid

to the Allies when they delivered the

knock-out blow to the leader of the Cen-
tral Powers, it would scarcely be gen-
erous to demand a privileged place in the

League. Yet, if we are to reserve a

special interpretation of the Monroe Doc-

trine, which is "based primarily, . . .

upon the security and self-interest of

the United States," we could scarcely re-

fuse to allow similar reservations to

other Powers. If we limit our period of

membership in the League to three

years, why should not others limit theirs

to two, or four, or five? What a League
we should have! But why any reserva-

tion of this latter sort when the privilege
of withdrawal is at our disposal?
Our position in international affairs

has indeed been a proud one; but other

nations have contributed in like manner
to the maintenance of the world's peace—with what results we know. And it

seems to me that we have already re-

signed our old place in the world. By
our whole-hearted and largely unselfish

participation in the war we have at-

tained a rank far higher than any to

which we could previously lay claim. By
whole-hearted and unselfish cooperation
in the League, by sacrificing rather the

feeling than the substance of independ-

ence, we may do much to shape the

"coalitions" of the future and retain the

moral primacy which we have lately en-

joyed in the family of nations.

Herbert C. Bell
Bowdoin College, June 10
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Book Reviews
National Views of Industrial

Reconstruction

Labor and Reconstruction in Europe. By
Elisha M. Friedman. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company.

THIS
is a book that will bring joy to

the historian's heart because it con-

tains, within reasonable compass, a fine

collection of "sources," together with
numerous references and a well-selected

bibliography. More than half of the

space is given to labor problems in Eng-
land, half of the remainder to Germany,
while a scant quarter of the book is

allotted to the rest of Europe; but this

lack of balance may be forgiven an au-

thor who abhors verbiage and padding,
advocates no policy, sponsors no scheme,
and offers to the reader the delicate flat-

tery of presenting only the facts.

But the facts in question are nothing
but a collection of schemes and policies

designed to show, not the economic and
social condition of European wage-earn-
ers, but the prevailing and increasing

discontent, and the general agreement
among those who know that something
must be done to improve those condi-

tions and to allay the discontent. Not
labor leaders and socialists and politi-

cians, merely, are asking for reforms;
but business men and economists have

something to suggest. There is, indeed,
a bewildering array of proposals, al-

though, fortunately, there is a certain

unity in the multiplicity that shows a

common origin of the troubles, and in-

dicates broadly a common treatment. .

. Practically all the reports agree in ad-

vising that normal production be re-

sumed, and that the armies of soldiers

and war-workers of every kind be demo-
bilized as fast as they can be absorbed
in the arts of peace. There is general

agreement in the belief that unemploy-
ment can be for the most part prevented,
in the demand that the wealthy bear the

burden of financial reorganization, and
in the recommendation that the manu-
facture, import, and consumption of

luxuries be for some time restricted.

Students of the problem in various

countries differ in the general character

of their suggestions. Gide, and other

French economists, for instance, lay
stress on the need of making good the

wastes of war by encouraging the in-

crease of population, by a new spirit of

enterprise and daring in business men
and statesmen, by developing water-

power, encouraging export, and mak-

ing France economically independent of

enemy countries. For the traditional

policy of laissez faire is substituted

coordination of all forces, both public
and private, for the upbuilding of the

country. Method in industry, rather

than oratory in politics, is to be the

mainstay of industrial reorganization.

Germans, on the other hand, seem to

be more concerned about raw materials

than anything else, although they are

troubled also about the scarcity of ton-

nage, the loss of foreign commerce, the

tremendous debt, and the badly deranged
condition of foreign exchange—all this,

of course, before the war turned de-

cisively against them. It is worth re-

membering that on April 1, 1918, Prince
Loewenstein proposed that Germany
should receive, as part of the indemnity,

large supplies of raw materials from
the Allied countries. From all sides

come demands for public control of pri-
vate business, with compulsory syndi-
calization of the leading industries.

In England the cry is for a national

awakening and a spirit of cooperation

among all classes. The experience of the

war has shown that production can be

enormously increased if capitalists will

be less grasping, and if laborers are will-

ing to abandon unreasonable restriction

of output. The Government has solemnly
and repeatedly promised to restore the

union restrictions after the war, but now
even the laborers do not ask for this,

knowing that England's foreign trade

can not be maintained without increas-

ing production and reducing cost. On
the other hand, employers are beginning
to see the economy of high wages, when
the laborers are willing to do their best.

Everybody calls for efficient manage-
ment, and it looks as though the Taylor
system and similar schemes, rejected by
union labor in the United States, might
become important in the rehabilitation of

European industry. Even in soviet Rus-
sia we find Lenin preaching the advan-

tages of scientific management.
Among the many plans for reconstruc-

tion in England the most complete are
those of the Liverpool Fabian Society
and of the Garton Foundation. The
former of these demands maintenance
of wages, labor exchanges, unemploy-
ment insurance, and the like, but no
marked approach towards socialism.

Even in his New Charter, Sidney Webb
does not ask for anything more social-

istic than workshop committees or shop
stewards, and national joint councils of

employers and employed for each indus-

try. The Garton Foundation, of which
the Hon. A. J. Balfour was a trustee,

goes almost as far as this, and two com-
mittees of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science agree in

the main with their proposals.
The reports of the Whitley Committee,

of which Professor S. J. Chapman and
Mr. J. A. Hobson were members, take

strong ground in favor of joint standing
industrial councils, not for the purpose
of introducing an element of state inter-

ference, but to encourage the voluntary

settlement of industrial disputes, and
to set up joint representative bodies
which can speak for the industries as a

whole, expressing the joint opinion of

employers and workers.

Altogether, the British proposals,

though far reaching in their character,

favoring more democracy in industry,
and calling for a considerable degree of

state activity, recognize clearly the ne-

cessity of doing justice to capital as well

as to labor, if industry is to be estab-

lished on a sound and permanent basis

and the British Isles are to retain their

primacy in foreign commerce.
A striking exception to this rule is

the draft report on Labor and the New
Social Order, submitted by the Execu-
tive Committee of the British Labor
Party at the Nottingham Conference,
January 23-25, 1918, and widely heralded
in the United States as the voice of the
British workman.

This report, which reads like an apoca-
lypse, predicts the end of present Eu-
ropean civilization and the speedy com-

ing of the New Jerusalem. It bids good-
bye to the old order, waves the private

capitalist off the stage, and hails the

coming of a "genuinely scientific reor-

ganization of the Nation's industry on
the basis of the common ownership of

the means of production and the sharing
of the proceeds among all who partici-

pate." Such thoroughgoing reconstruc-

tion from the bottom up will, as its pro-
tagonists hope and believe, cause "a

great bound onward in the Nation's ag-
gregate productivity"; but if not, they
will have the satisfaction of blaming
themselves alone.

The British Labor Party may wear
the clothes of the British workman, but
its voice is the voice of German state

socialism. However, the party won
seventy-five seats in the elections of De-
cember 14, 1918—a great gain over their

former representation of thirty-eight.
For all that, it is a far cry to the social

revolution.

The Sinclairs and Jimmie
Jimmie Higgins. By Upton Sinclair. New

York: Boni and Liveright.

THE
French critic Regis Michaud has

found room for a study of Upton
Sinclair in his recent "Mystiques et

Realistes Anglo-Saxons." But for the

company of Jack London (romancier de

l'energie americaine) he might feel some
awkwardness in appearing on the same
bill with Emerson and Pater and Henry
James as well as Mrs. Wharton. M.
Michaud sees him in his place there as

"the Zola of the United States." His

books, whatever they may lack, are

"touffus, emphatiques, pleins a eclater

d'information et de petits faits selon
la formule naturaliste." Moreover, like

Zoia, this socialist who began as a
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romancer has never outgrown, even in

the most realistic of his works, a certain

lyrical and sentimental bent. He can

never let well enough alone, never stop
at the right point in his eloquence or his

satire, never cease jumbling crude fact

and passionate fancy, never, with the

great artists, succeed in transfiguring
without falsifying reality. All this has

been said repeatedly by American criti-

cism, which for the rest would agree
with M. Michaud that Mr. Sinclair's

work, for all its defects as art, is of im-

mense documentary value, "d'un veri-

table interet historique."
This last is true in a special sense of

his latest exhibit, "Jimmie Higgins."
Here is an immense mass of data, the

"little facts" of American life in our
own time, the searching and dramatic
time just past, or passing. They are

facts upon the plane of the observer's

peculiar experience and interest, fact?

concerning the proletariat, "the people"
of America: at their toil, at their play,
in their strife as a class against other

classes. This is usual; what is not usual

is our sense, during the first third of

the narrative, of being permitted to ob-

serve these people, their sufferings, their

virtues, their aspirations, their faults,

with sympathy and yet without undue
bias. We seem almost to be finding a
clear path : if we have not yet set foot on

it, our guide is confident of his land-

marks, and presently. . . . Presently
there is a shrill cry, and we perceive that
the thing he has been carrying under
his arm is a folding soap-box, and that
he has suddenly mounted it, here in the

open; and so an end of our inquiring
ramble and our hoped-for path. Once
again our worst suspicions are confirmed.

The world is a muddle and a mess. All

rich men are tyrants and profiteers,
mean of spirit and filthy of habit; all

poor men are venerable and honest, pure*
of heart and desirous only of their
modest place in the sun; which in the
end they will probably have to take by
force.

However, we have had those first hun-
dred pages, with their portrait of Jim-
mie, and may well be grateful for them.

They are enough to justify the author
in thinking this his best book. Jimmie
is an insignificant atom of the industrial
and social system, except as he repre-
sents a Cause. We see him through the

eyes of that visiting Socialist candidate
who stumbles on him in Leesville: "A
bowed, undernourished little man, with
one shoulder lower than the other, a

straggly brown moustache stained with
coffee, and stumpy black teeth, and
gnarled hands into which the dirt and
grease were ground so deeply that wash-
ing them would be obviously a waste of
time. His clothes were worn and shape-
less, his celluloid collar was cracked and
his necktie was almost a rag. You would

never have looked at such a man twice on
the street—and yet the candidate saw in

him one of those obscure heroes who are

making a movement which is to trans-

form the world." Jimmie has taken a

wife out of a brothel and made her a

good mother of three children. He is a
hard worker, a steady enough citizen,

and the handy man of the Leesville

"Local." He has an ardent faith in his

kind (that is, his class) and in their

eventual control of the world through
orderly means. Already he feels him-
self a part of a new world order, with his

host of comrades in Germany and France
and Russia whom no petty cause of na-

tional passion or interest can sunder.
Then of course comes the war, and the

spectacle of German socialism hailing the

Day of the Kaiser, not of humanity; of
Local Leesville torn by racial contro-

versy; of American industrial life di-

verted to the channels of war. Socialism,
that mild counsel of perfection, has

failed, and there remains a single choice

for Jimmie's kind—surrender to the
ancient fetters of class domination and
to the sacrifice of the many for the con-

venience of the few, or joining the forces

which plot for a violent overthrow of

whatever is. Jimmie tries everything,
is tried by everything: the insidious

bribery of the war-wage ; a revulsion to-

wards the anti-war methods of sabotage
and secret propaganda which he pres-

ently discovers to be pro-German; wash-
ing his hands of it all by turning hobo
. . . and finally enlisting under the flag
of America because he feels at last that
her victory is tied up with all hope for
the world's future.

Here, as we have outlined it, is the
substance of a moving and a true story,
which might be lifted without the change
of a word from the larger bulk of the
narrative—"separated" without loss of

a single rich particle, as cream is sepa-
rated from milk. We should have this

human Jimmie, with his dreams, his toil,

his griefs, his ultimate sacrifice of the
treasured class-consciousness to some-

thing larger if vaguer than class: we
should feel him as in his way typifying
the pain, the doubts, the courage, the

hopes of these last confounding years.
The artist in Mr. Sinclair knows and
shows him, with not a little skill, with
not a little tenderness. But the other

people in Mr. Sinclair, the Socialist, the

reformer, yes, the muck-raker, would
not put up with this. Great Heavens!
are we to forget what dubious forces lie

behind this war, quite outside of Ger-

many ? Are we to lose sight of the fact

that the capitalists are at their old game,
under the shadow of war? Shall we fail

to mention the abuses of the police sys-
tem and the possible brutalities of mili-

tary discipline? Shall we leave our Jim-

mie, bound up with all this rotten fabric,

anything to hope for or live for—or die

for unless as a pitiful item of protest
"from the weak side"? Not if most of

the Mr. Sinclairs know it. There is

a melodramatist among them who is real-

ly their chosen spokesman. It is he who
brutally murders Jimmie's wife and
babies, who contrives and executes and
gloats over unnamable vengeance on the

young and foul-living capitalist of the

story, who makes Jimmie out to have
been the chief hero at Chateau-Thierry,
and thereafter (lest we rejoice) ships
him off to Archangel and has him tor-

tured to madness by the American au-
thorities as a pro-Bolshevist.

H. W. BOYNTON

An Autonomous Albania

Albania Past and Present. By Constan-
tine A. Chekrezi. New York: The
Macmillan Company.

THE reputed dead nations are rising

again, right and left, and some of

them are very lively corpses. But

among these the Albanians can hardly
be reckoned, for, mostly under the name
Arnauts, they have been known as sol-

diers of fortune everywhere in the Le-

vant. Mehemet Ali of Egypt was one,
and the readers of Sir Richard Burton's
books will remember occasional refer-

ences to "Arnauts and other ruffians."

Mr. C. A. Chekrezi's book about them
and their country professes to be the

first written by an Albanian, and the

claim is probably correct. The Albanian

always has been a man of deeds and not

of written words; even his ballad-notes

have been few, and Scanderbeg's "bit

of treason with the Scribe" was char-

acteristic for his attitude to letters. The
earlier part of Mr. Chekrezi's book is

compilation, greatly from the Britannica

article—some sentences verbatim; but
the later part, from the Turkish revolu-

tion down, and especially from 1912,
when Albanian autonomy was perforce

recognized by Turkey, is a contemporary
document of high value. Not that we
are to take the author as an unbiased

witness; he is far from that. Much he

does not tell, and what he does tell is

highly colored with lurid adjectives and
adverbs. The great enemy is Greece;
but Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria
are nearly as bad; Italy is a friend, but

to be watched. Yet he does give a feel-

ing for the whole unhappy Balkan situa-

tion, with its millennial history of ruth-

less wars of extermination and its un-

escapable prospect of wars and yet wars
to come. These were no wars of kings
but of peoples, and through them there

echo the lines,

Once there was the People,
And it made a hell of earth.

To deal with them a League of Nations

would need to have behind it the Chan-

cery of Heaven and would certainly
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come to have a fellow-feeling for the

tribulations of the Unspeakable Turk.
More hopeful is the story of the Al-

banian colonies in foreign lands and

especially in Italy and the United States.

There they have turned to the arts and
crafts of peace, and the swashbuckler
of the Levant is a mechanic in New Eng-
land. Hopeful, too, is the fact that the

Albanians, like all soldiers of fortune,
are of an easy disposition in point of

religion. The greater number of them
have, to suit their own ends, embraced
Islam—they are the only European race

of which this largely holds—but it sits

lightly and has not changed their na-
tional attitudes. Their non-Moslem kin
are still their kin and even the Porte

recognized that a Moslem Arnaut was
still an Arnaut. The internationalism
of Islam for once failed to work. But
this same indifference has been an ele-

ment in rousing against them the enmity
of the other more perfervid Balkan
races. Already marked as the house-
hold troops of Abd al-Hamid, they stayed
out of the great rising against the

Turks, and naturally, when all was over,
the victorious allies turned upon them.

Yet some kind of autonomous Albania
is coming, if not come, and there Mr.
Chekrezi's book should do good service.

With it should be taken, however, the
Britannica article written in 1908 by
J. D. Bourchier and chapter ix in the

"Turkey in Europe" of "Odysseus" (Sir
Charles Eliot). They are in many ways
infinitely more exact. And why does Mr.
Chekrezi call a mufti an archbishop?
That is wilder than even the usual
oddities of the Christian Levantine, pro-
nouncing on Islam.

Dante and Moslem Mystics
La Escatologia Musulmana en la Divina

Comedia. Por D. Miguel Asin Palacios.
Madrid: Estanislao Maestre.

OF
the many ways on which East and

West meet one of the commonest of
all is the pleasant path of story-telling.
To the Story all the world is open ; there
are no barriers of politics or race or

language or religion. The Story is truly
catholic and because the Buddha's life

made a good story he stood for a time as
a saint on the Roman calendar. Through
every age and along every road stories

have worked their way. It might be

only as mere folk-lore elements seeping
through, carried by the unconscious
memories and tongues of the people, or
it might be by true literary tradition,
the magnificent conveyers stealing in full

consciousness their brooms ready made.
And when these latter tales have reached
us only in broken-down fragments, used
and re-used and again returned to a life

on the lips of the people, it is hard to
tell whether they are simple folk-lore or
were once literature.

We all know how in the Arabian

Nights, the "Magic Horse" is the "Cleo-

medes" of Adenet le Roi, Camaralzaman
and Budur are Peter of Provence and
the fair Magalona, and Tawaddud is the

Doncella Teodor of the Spanish folk-tale

and Lope de Vega's comedy. Not so well

known is it that the Cave Xa Xa in the

"Deutsche Volksbiicher" goes far back

through Italy to the East and to our
Aladdin of the Lamp and the "Nights,"
that the legend of Virgilius the Magician
is modeled on that of Avicenna and that

the "old captive" who told the tale of

Aucassin carried over from popular
Arabic the form of the cante-fable, just
as Straparola conveyed from more "re-

fined" Arabic his ambiguous sonnets.

The relation, again, of "Ali Baba" to

"Simeliberg" and other German and
Slavonic stories in Grimm is evidently

by folk-lore only.
In so many ways and along so many

paths the story-telling East has come to

the West. But it is no such simple con-

nection and relation that Professor Asin

essays to demonstrate in the case of the

Divina Commedia. With him the Story
is the garment of theology, philosophy
and the vision of the mystic. For more
than twenty years his studies have led

him along these paths in Islam, and it is

largely through his publications that

students of the philosophical theology of

mediaeval Europe now recognize the

great influence exerted by Moslem think-

ers, lasting even into the pragmatism of
our own time. The vague Averroism, of
which the histories of philosophy used
to speak, has been indefinitely clarified,

both as to its Plotinian origin and its

Thomist effects, and names of theologians
and their books, systems, and threads of

influence have sprung into the light in

almost bewildering detail. On the other
side the philosophy of Thomas Aquinas
has come again to its own, and it is not
now possible to dismiss him with "the
schoolmen" in a contemptuous phrase.
As we find our modern questionings in

Plato, so, too, we may find them in the
Summa. Aquinas was struggling with
the eternally put and eternally unan-
swered problems of ultimate human
thought. In 1914 Asin, in a note (p. 120)
to his "Abenmassa y su Escuela," a

study of the origin of the mystical
Spanish-Moslem philosophy and perhaps
the best introduction to the whole sub-

ject, drew attention to some curious par-
allels of expression in Dante. It was
natural, therefore, that when he looked
for a theme of broad human interest to

use in his Discurso on being received

into the Royal Spanish Academy he
should turn to Dante. The result is this

book.

His thesis, then, is that Dante was no
exclusive Thomist; but in philosophy
was a mystical eclectic with strong
leanings to Averroism and still stronger

to the Spanish-Moslem mystic, Ibn Arabi.

He thus explains the placing of Siger of

Brabant in Paradise and, indeed, the

whole structure of the Divina Commedia.
But his proof is not so much philo-

sophical, like that of Bruno Nardi on
the same question, as storiological ;

it

consists in tracing the origin of ele-

ments, broad and minute, in Dante's

narratives and descriptions to preceding
Moslem accounts of visits to the regions

beyond the grave. This he does in the

most astonishing detail and with the

most bewildering apparent success, in

both points contrasting brilliantly with
his predecessor, E. Blochet. It would be

hopeless to attempt here to give any idea

of this overwhelming detail. It makes
the book by far the most complete study
of Moslem eschatology which has yet

appeared, and henceforth all Arabists
will have to make use of it on that sub-

ject. And this value will remain,
however much the Dantists—no peace-
ful folk—may arise and smite Professor
Asin as a rash invader of their realm.

He begins with Mohammed's Night
Journey and Ascent to heaven and ana-

lyzes for the first time the different re-

censions of this legend. He then takes

up the additional stories which occur
in the theological commentaries on this

legend and, in still greater detail, the
later adaptations of it, mostly allegorical
and mystical. Here the connection is

made with Ibn Arabi, a mystic of the

first rank, who had visions—real, or sym-
bolical and allegorical—based on the
Ascent of the Prophet. The parallels
with the Commedia, both as to inci-

dents and idea, even to the use of a

Beatrice, a beloved lady as heavenly
guide, and the Mystical Rose of Para-
dise and the whole impassioned spiritual-

ity of the conception, are so worked out
that the hypothesis, to be sound, evi-

"dently requires a close contact between
Ibn Arabi and Dante. Further, there

has survived in Arabic at least one pure-
ly literary imitation of the Ascent by
Abu-1-Ala al-Ma'arri. This is almost a

travesty—at least an unbelieving use for

literary purposes—of the religious leg-

end, but it, too, furnishes an interesting

quota of "sources" or accidental coin-

cidences. From all these the topography
of the Commedia is worked out; the
four-fold division of Limbo, Hell, Purga-
tory, and Paradise is found in Islam, but
Professor Asin rather over-emphasizes
the status of Limbo. Moslem theolo-

gians are still as dubious upon it as were
those of Christendom in Dante's time;
it is certainly not of faith. He finds

Lucifer, too, plunged and held fast in

the middle of the earth and supporting
it; but that is a hard strain on his

Arabic texts. The best to be said is

that in this and in some other elements
Dante must have seen the possibilities in

certain concrete Moslem details and have
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developed a meaning for them. Very
dubious, too, in point of Arabic, is the

Moslem source found (pp. 28, 38, 64) for

the "little torch . . . coronal" in Par.

xxiii, 94, and the Arabic parallel (p. 10)

to Inf. iii, 26, 28, indicates only the

howling of dogs, either real or meta-

phorical.
But what of the so-called precursors of

Dante, whence did they draw their ma-
terial? Here Asin brings out the curi-

ous fact that it was only in the twelfth

century that these legends assume dis-

tinct form. That there was then a sud-

den leap in their development which Eu-

ropean investigators, such as Graf, have
been quite unable to explain. There are

traces, for example, of the Seven Sleep-
ers as far back as Gregory of Tours who
used a Latin version of a Syriac text of

their legend (p. 281), but it was more
than six centuries before such legends of

sleepers suddenly began to appear in

Europe. So, too, with the visions of

Tundal, Alberic, etc., and with St. Pat-
rick's Purgatory. Details in the voyage
of St. Brendan, e. g., the whale-island

with trees growing en it, he finds already
in Jahiz, who died in 869. Here the

difficulty, of course, is that those Irish

Imrama are claimed by Celtists and used

by them as a foundation for Celtic myth-
ology. The question might also be raised

as to what extent the Celts and Jahiz,
for example, were not all drawing on the

great reservoir of common folk-lore

which antedates everything. But, how-
ever that may be, the sudden outburst,
in the twelfth century at the earliest, of

such voyages, experiences, and visions

must be explained, and Asin has cer-

tainly produced an immense mass of evi-

dence pointing towards Islam as the
source.

But, as to Dante, a persistent ques-
tion remains. If he was so deeply
affected not only as to details but as to

the whole structure of his poem and as
to the essential culminating ecstasy in

the Paradiso by Moslem influences and

especially by the system of Ibn Arabi,
how have we no slightest hint of this,
either in his life or in any express words
of the poem? Asin develops very fully
the different ways in which Moslem
learning might have reached Dante, espe-
cially through Brunetto Latini. But
have we any positive evidence as to how
it did? We have the mysterious sta-
tion of Siger of Brabant beside St.

Thomas in Paradise; we have Saladin,
Avicenna and Averroes in Limbo, but the

description of Averroes, "who the great
comment made," does not suggest deep
knowledge; we have Mohammed and
Ali among the schismatics in Hell.

Again, there can be no shadow of doubt
that Ibn Arabi's mystical odes, with their
heroine and two-fold meaning and com-
mentary in self-defense do most power-
fully suggest Dante's "Canzoni" and

"Convivio" and move into new light the

whole question of the "dolce stil nuovo."

But why, then, is Ibn Arabi not some-
where in Paradise or, at least, in Limbo?
These questions are for the Dantists to

answer, who know elaborately Dante's

environment. Professor Asin's mass of

evidence, though it may be criticized in

details, has left the case with them and

they can not evade it. They and the

Celtists are now to be heard from. But
it may already be said that the coinci-

dences are too many and too close to be

explained away by common sources,

Biblical, ecclesiastical or classical, or

through elements of broad pre-historic
folk-lore. The question comes down to

this—How can we bridge from Ibn
Arabi to Dante?
An English translation is already in

preparation.
D. B. Macdonald

The Run ofthe Shelves

IN
the advertising pages at the end of

his "Beyond Life" (McBride), Mr.
James Branch Cabell makes the amusing
experiment of quoting all the most un-

favorable comments on his earlier books
that American newspaper criticism could

be made to yield. This reversal of the

publishers' custom really shows courage,
for though we all know that the Squan-
tum Journal's or Podunk News-Leader's

opinion of a piece of literature is naught,
we are so accustomed to be fed with their

encomiastic phrases that it is a shock to

find there can be books they do not look

upon as masterpieces. Mr. Cabell is not

a quiet writer, he has more than a touch
of the preciosity which the nineties es-

teemed and the present hour rather sig-

nally distrusts. Attitudes as well as ob-

jects and qualities have a value for him ;

it is plain that he does not see why the

word pose need be said with a sneer.

Therefore it is quite natural that a news-

paper lad or lass who spontaneously
adores the latest models, from "0.

Henry" to Will Irwin, should be put out

by this writer who is not satisfied with
obvious ideas and plain United States.

And Mr. Cabell is irritating. The idea

and structure of the present book as a

whole are of too patent an artifice. After

all, there is health in our modern notion

of whimsy—that it must go with a rush,
as an ebullition and not a contrivance

however artfully planned and adjusted.
The mincing and supercilious novelist,

John Charteris, who is supposed to utter

the greater part of these pages in the

form of a midnight or all-night mono-

logue, is a somewhat distressing person.
He serves, at least, as stalking-horse for

a witty if eccentric commentary on
modern life and letters. "It is well

enough," he says, for example, "tket

'earnestness' should have its little hour

along with the ukelele, just as the a 'red-

blooded reversion to primal instincts'

coincided in its fleet vogue with that

other parlor-game called pingpong, and
in the remote era of progressive-euchre
parties pretty much everything was 'sub-

tle' and 'perverse' and 'fiery-colored.'
. . . 'Ah, yes, but just what, precisely,
is my reaction to this?' is considered

nowadays, I am informed, the correct

attitude towards art and life alike,

among all really earnest thinkers."

Whether one likes its gesture or not,
there is substance in this book.

"Robbia Heraldry," by Allan Mar-
quand, is of more general appeal than
the title would indicate. It includes all

coats of arms on monuments by the
Delia Robbia school. In all 392 are reg-

istered, and 277 pictures. These arms
often afford dates, and are useful in

classifying the monuments. Such is the

primary intention of a work of solid

scholarship, which is carried through
with Prof. Marquand's characteristic

thoroughness and good taste. The coats

of arms are frequently medallions or

rectangular plaques, beautifully enam-
eled, and made to be set in the walls of

public buildings. The shields are often

enwreathed with colored garlands of

flowers, foliage, and fruit. By their

handling of these incidentals, the various
members of the Robbia family may be

distinguished. Indeed, Prof. Marquand
finds that even the punctuation of in-

scriptions is individual and valuable for

attributions. Where a coat of arms ap-

pears incidentally on a larger composi-
tion, the entire monument is repro-
duced. So the illustrations cover pretty

broadly the work of the Robbia clan. As
affording many exquisite examples of

elaborate heraldic design, often with in-

scriptions, the book will be useful to

sculptors, architects, and decorative

draughtsmen generally. It is a beauti-

fully made quarto in the familiar format
of the Princeton Monographs in Art and

Archaeology. (Published by Princeton

University Press.)

By far the greater part of the matter
in George Moore's forthcoming "Avow-

als," to be issued for private circulation

next month by Boni and Liveright, is

new. Perhaps the world has pretty well

traveled over Moore's mind, but he

keeps remembering things about his

Paris days which he hasn't told before

or wants to tell again from a new angle.

The world, apparently, rather likes be-

ing told.

An historial work which bears every
mark of lasting merit is William Har-
butt Dawson's "The German Empire,
1867-1914." It is in two substantial

volumes, to appear this week under the

imprint of the Macmillan Company; it
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offers a scholar's matured consideration

of his field.

American curiosity about the litera-

ture of Spain will soon be able to satisfy

itself by means of "Outlines of Spanish
Literature," by J. D. M. Ford, Smith
Professor of French and Spanish at Har-

vard, to be issued by Holt. The book
will possess at least one advantage over

Ticknor's monumental work—it will

bring the story down to the present bril-

liant group of writers for whom the

American public is acquiring a taste.

Mark Twain was indisputably Mark
Twain in 1870-1871, the period of the

sketches from the Galaxy and the Buf-
falo Express which Messrs. Boni and

Liveright were quite justified in reprint-

ing. The "Curious Republic of Gon-

dour," which extends its title like an

awning over the whole volume, supplies
the subject for only one of its seventeen

divergent sketches. Mark Twain is

there with his air of a fallen cherub

(not strictly in the Miltonic import of

the phrase), his effect of sapience in

fatuity or fatuity in sapience, his bear-

ing as of a wise man whose wisdom,
after the fashion of a hat, has been

accidentally mislaid for the time being.
The quality varies of course. In the

remark: "When I say that I have never

composed but one poem in all the long
third of a century that I have lived,

persons who know me will be sincerely

grateful," he is purveying journalism
with the customary salts. But he is

wholly himself in this account of a boy
who has incurred the wrath of an ener-

getic father:

"I kind of dodged, and the boot-jack
broke the looking-glass. I could have
waited to see what became of the other

missiles if I had to, but I took no interest

in such things."

Ignoring Modern
Music

DOES
a public indifference to modern

music discourage the professional
musician from performing it, or does

the professional musician neglect modern
music from either a personal prejudice
or a mistaken notion of what the public
wants? According to its initial an-

nouncement, the New Symphony Orches-

tra, of New York, was organized for the

commendable purpose of supplying a

medium through which the contemporary
musician could reach the public. Why
then, one wonders, did this organization
abandon its original policy in favor of

the stereotyped programme presented by
it at its second concert? We had ex-

pected to hear Mr. Charles Martin Loef-

fler's "Pagan Poem," and instead, we
were offered Brahms' C minor Sym-

phony, Debussy's "Faun" and the "Tann-
hauser" Overture. The fact that Mr.
Arthur Bodanzky's reading of Brahms'

Symphony marked him as one of the two
finest symphonic conductors in this coun-

try to-day was scarcely adequate com-

pensation. Patently, Brahms' C minor

Symphony, Debussy's "Faun" and the

"Tannhauser" Overture are of greater
intrinsic importance than Mr. Loeffler's

"Pagan Poem" : the point is that we have
a half dozen or more orchestras playing
these compositions for us season after

season, whereas Mr. Loeffler's work, com-

posed approximately a dozen years ago,

has had, in so far as my memory serves

me, only one performance in New York.

In earlier times, when orchestras and

great soloists were far less numerous
than they are now, it was obviously essen-

tial to discriminate in favor of music

upon which the consensus of the best

opinion had set its mark of approval.
It was of more importance that the

public should become familiar with

Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, and Wagner
than that it should be kept abreast of

the extraordinary developments of the

music of the last quarter of a century.
But surely, under conditions obtaining

to-day, there is room for a judicious ex-

position of modern music. Is it to re-

main unheard by our generation? Are
we to be allowed no opportunity to fa-

miliarize ourselves with the wealth of

harmonic development that has marked
the progress of music from Cesar Franck
down to the immediate present?

There are in this country at the pres-
ent time at least a dozen orchestras of

admirable capacity. The country is lit-

erally overrun with pianists and violin-

ists of pre-eminent quality. Never, per-

haps, in the records of music were the

opportunities for the exposition of mu-
sical talent as great as they are to-day.

And yet the contemporary composer is

ignored. By this I do not mean that an

occasional novelty does not find a place on

the programmes. Take the Philharmonic,
for example. No good end could be served

by placing American composers upon a

programme haphazardly. The cause of

American music may have been hindered

by this policy of indiscriminate exploita-
tion.

No doubt some one will say, Who shall

determine what shall and what shall not

be performed? Well, it is fairly obvious

that if a man has sufficient musicianship
to qualify as a first-rate conductor or

pianist, he must possess some capacity
for determining the essential importance
of a composition. In the case of a com-

poser of established reputation, a negli-

gible piece of work possesses the his-

torical interest of its relation, however

incongruous, to the greater works of its

creator; but what justification can there

be for giving a sterile imitation of De-

bussy? I am concerned with our neglect

of men of a more or less established

significance—Mr. Gilbert, for example,
whose "Dance in Place Congo" I can not

sufficiently praise. How shall we ex-

pect that Mr. Gilbert will try to pro-

gress, considering that the Metropolitan
Opera House neglects to include this

piece in its repertoire? Certain review-

ers urged the importance of this work
upon the consideration of the Metro-

politan management, which, for some
reason known only to itself, saw fit to

retain, instead, Mr. Cadman's vacuous
and banal "Shanewis." I am not sure

that Mr. Gilbert is not the most com-

petent musician that this country has

produced, but I should not blame him if

he had become somewhat discouraged.
No doubt Mr. Stokowski, of the Phil-

adelphia Orchestra, Mr. Stransky, of the

New York Philharmonic, Mr. Gabrilo-

witch, of Detroit, present their audi-

ences with the works that are, to the best

of their ability to judge, most represen-
tative of contemporary tendencies. The
point I would make is that the intentions

of these men are hampered by a kind of

obligation that they feel they are under
to supply a more or less stereotyped kind
of programme. Tradition, on the one

hand, and box-office receipts, on the

other, exercise their restraining influ-

ence. The result is obvious. Beethoven,
Brahms, Wagner, and Tchaikovsky con-

tinue to be played year in, year out;

Delius, D'Indy, Loeffler, Scriabin, and the

less familiar work of Debussy, such as

"La Mer" and "Iberia," are almost neg-
lected. As a result, not only the public,

but the professional musician as well, is

prevented from acquiring that degree
of familiarity with a piece of music
which is absolutely essential to forming
a just estimate of it. Gabrilowitch
once told me that he never allowed him-
self to form an opinion of a new work
from one hearing of it. He knows that

he can not appreciate a musical composi-
tion unless he considers it with the

utmost care. If such a musician admits
this inability, we can hardly expect the

average audience, ninety per cent, of

which has no technical training, to form

any estimate whatsoever. Consequently,
works that might become popular in

their generation, if they were given
often enough, remain practically un-

revealed to the public. Grainger's suite,

"In a Nutshell," is an instance in point.

With all that may be said against

Grainger (and I am compelled to count

myself an affectionate enemy of most
of his preposterous idiosyncracies), the

fact remains that the "Nutshell" is one
of the most original and entertaining

compositions of its kind that has been
written in modern times. It is rhythmic-

ally vivid, melodically interesting, har-

monically beautiful. (Observe the clos-

ing pages of the second and third move-

ments.) I can not believe that the pub-
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lie would not enjoy this work if it heard
it often enough to become familiar with

it. Instead, the work was performed
at one pair of Philharmonic concerts in

March, 1917, and has not been heard
since. Under such conditions, we can

not determine whether this particular

composition or any other piece of con-

temporary music is important or negli-

gible.

Some time ago, I very respectfully

suggested to Leo Ornstein's manager
that perhaps it was a mistake to make
Ornstein play Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt,

Rubinstein, etc., to the neglect of Ravel,

Debussy, Scriabin, and Ornstein him-
self. I was told that Ornstein's earning

capacity had increased between fifty and

seventy-five per cent, since he abandoned
his preference for modern music and re-

turned to the conventional Bach, Chopin,
Beethoven programme. The thing that

is regrettable is that the thankless effort

of popularizing modern music should be
left to the younger musicians, who are,

in the nature of the case, incapable of

commanding a public consideration for

novelty. Would it not seem as though
established musicians like Josef Hof-

mann, Paderewski, Gabrilowitch, and
Kreisler were almost under obligation to

abandon the stereotyped formality of

their programmes? Season after season,
Mr. Hofmann plays in New York, and

Carnegie Hall is sold out. And what does
Mr. Hofmann play? A Beethoven sonata

(the "Moonlight" or the "Appassion-
ata") ; a Chopin nocturne (and of all

Chopin nocturnes, the one in E flat, Opus
9) ; a Liszt composition—in short, the
kind of programme we have been hear-

ing for the last twenty-five years. Mr.
Hofmann is a very great pianist, the

greatest, it may be, the world has ever
known. It is natural we should be curi-

ous to hear his interpretation of De-
bussy, Ravel, etc. Does Mr. Hofmann
contend that in all the great mass of
music that has been written since Chopin
and Liszt there is nothing worthy of his

attention? Did piano music cease for
Mr. Paderewski when Liszt penned his
last rhapsody? Can Mr. Gabrilowitch
blame us if we suffer a bitter disappoint-
ment at the prospect of another one of
his Schumann-Chopin recitals? And
why does not Mr. Harold Bauer—who
gives us more varied programmes, as a

rule, than the majority of pianists give
us—progress beyond a repetition of

Debussy's "Estampes," "La Cathedrale
engloutie" and "Les Collines d' Ana-
capri"? The bulk of the piano music
of Debussy, D'Indy, Ravel, Ornstein,
Scriabin, and Scott is practically undis-
covered for the public. Can we not
persuade Mr. Hofmann or Mr. Paderew-
ski or Mr. Bauer or Mr. Gabrilowitch
to give to this music the attention which
it manifestly deserves?

Charles L. Buchanan

Drama
"The Jest," "39 East" and

"A Little Journey"

AMERICAN
managers are so success-

ful in making the play a screen

rather than a dais for the playwright
that I was actually turning into the Ply-

mouth Theatre before I grasped the fact

that the "Jest" was the well-known

"Cena delle Beffe" of Benelli. I had
read it in Italian, and recalled the

beauty of its diction through the som-

breness of its catastrophes, like the Bay
of Naples livid in some outpour of Ve-
suvius. At the Plymouth, it is not so

good; in the transition from Italian to

English, from the page to the stage, the

leakage on the side of literature is con-

siderable. The main motive is rather

simple. Jest darkens into malignity in

one of those ruffians who passed for no-

bles in the uncritical Italy of the Re-

naissance. It is matched and over-

matched, in the person of the painter
who is his victim, by malignity crisping
into jest. Perhaps the subtlest, though
not the most stirring, moment of the play
as acted in English is the opening narra-

tive, in which the painter lays bare to us

that moral abasement of physical weak-
ness before physical strength in which
human nature reveals to us at one stroke

its humanness and its irrationality.

After this the psychology is obvious.

With the possible exception of the paint-
er's forbearance with Ginevra, there is

nothing further in the play which one
would be distressed to explain to Mr.

Rupert Hughes or Mr. Owen Davis or

Mr. Jules Goodman. It is a contest of

the vulpine with the leonine, or, even

less, with the ursine, wherein the fox
bears off the mixed honor and disgrace
of a facile, though insidious, victory.
The craft is not Mephistophelian. Too
often in plays of cunning it is only the

success of the plots that apprises us of

their brilliancy. Neri, the bully, is in-

artistically stupid. A double ration of

brains to the dupe would have doubled
both the dupe's humiliation and the tri-

umph of his adversary. It is the wit in

us that smarts at our folly, as it is the

virtue in us that bleeds at our sin.

The dramatic summit of the play is

the end of Act II, where the painter,

having fastened the charge of insanity

upon his enemy, with all the ignominies

inseparable from that charge in an age
without insight and without pity, in-

sults him almost within earshot of the

woman whom the trick has wrested from
his talons. Triumph can go no further,
and the play should end. Unfortunately,
the clock points only to half-past nine,

and an unsated audience, which reck-

ons its pennies by seconds in the thea-

tre, is insistent on its money's worth.
In the third act we have trills and

quavers, variations on the original

theme, and, at last, a preparation for

the reascent for which the fourth and
final act imperatively calls. A new con-

trivance makes the ruffian the inadver-

tent slayer of his own brother. The
brother's concern in this act is negligi-

ble, though one suspects that it may have
interested him; we are quite engrossed
with its effect on Neri. That effect is

presumably inadequate. The penal value

of remorse clearly depends on the domi-
nance in its subject of that human feel-

ing the defect or destitution of which in

Neri has been one of the capital points
in Benelli's exposition. It is difficult to

rehabilitate a climax.

The brothers Barrymore monopolize
the interest of the acting; the other

parts are acceptably taken, except where
the itching to be powerful is consump-
tive of power. With all respect to Mr.
Lionel Barrymore, I think the addition

of bestiality to inhumanity in Neri was
a mistake. We were prepared for the

ursine; the porcine is too much. What
do we want in an Italian miscreant?

Plainly, polish in wickedness—a poniard
in which, if the blade be dipped in venom,
the haft is set with mother-of-pearl.

Shakespeare did not put his Caliban in

Naples, much less in Florence; he relin-

quished that novelty to Mr. Lionel Bar-

rymore.
Mr. John Barrymore was successful in

his impersonation of the painter who was
hare and fox at the same time, first

cowering and then crouching or couch-

ant. It was this mixture that gave qual-

ity to his portrayal. The nervelessness

of the first act gave point to the ensuing
tensions, and one remembers (or im-

agines) a border of weariness and dis-

illusion that added meaning and relief

to his vindictiveness. His signal, though
infrequent, error was the attempt to

rival Neri in brutality, an undertaking
to which the Shakespearian "Nay, an
thou'lt mouth, I'll rant as well as thou"

might serve as placard. The contrast

between himself and Neri was his

weapon, and he erred in permitting that

weapon even for a moment to dull its

edge.

Playwrights, like other workers, are

entitled to vacations, and no critic so

friendly to Miss Rachel Crothers as my-
self would think of denying to her any
perquisite of her guild. Employers,
however, have long since regretfully ob-

served that workmen are indisposed to

spend their holidays in the workshop.
Miss Crothers is peculiar in the fact that

she is taking a vacation from the prac-
tice of drama at the Broadhurst The-

atre in the play "39 East." I might vary
the figure by saying with pointed literal
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truth and beautiful symbolic propriety
that she is spending the vacation in

Central Park in the rehearsal of a skirt

dance under the stimulus of ginger ale.

Acerbity itself can not say of "39 East"
that it is ill made; it is not made at all;

the unborn can not be the guilty. I will

spare its pointless and plotless fable the
harshness of a summary. The comfort-
able theory that anybody can do any-
thing under sufficient provocation has

given place to the still easier theory
that anybody can do anything anyhow.
Composition on these terms becomes de-

lectable.

Good workmen, however, are prone to

work a little even on their holidays, and
wit and force will peep in at the window
of Miss Crothers's play, no matter how
roughly the door is slammed in their

faces. "39 East" is inane, but it con-

tains a half-act—the first half of Act I—which is delightful, and which reap-

pears, in lessened afterglow, in the first

part of the concluding act. The open-
ing of the breakfast-table scene in the

pretentious boarding-house, which, lying

practically outside the plot, is secure
from the infection of its limpness, has
been handed over to expert and racy
comedians. Miss Skipworth as Mrs. De
Mailley, Mr. Alberni as Count Gionelli,

Miss Friderici as the inimitable Miss

McMasters, capture us from the start,

and Mr. Sutherland as Timothy O'Brien,
in spite of his Judge Pyncheon smile and
his Laurence Boythorn laugh, adds him-
self peremptorily to the list of our con-

querors. But the principals supervene.
It is as difficult to exclude the principals
from a play as the bridegroom from a

wedding. Miss Constance Binney fur-

nishes all the beauty and rather more
than all the fatuity which a part, exigent
in both particulars, requires. In his

trivialities as Napoleon Gibbs Mr. Henry
Hull is artistically sound and serious,

but, in rising to moral seriousness, he
sinks to artistic triviality.

The play imagines itself to be morally
tonic, an idea wherein, if nowhere else,

the strength of its imagination is demon-
strable. The heroine is a girl whom a
few weeks' stay in New York has di-

vested of all the shielding scruples of the

country, without endowing her with even
a tittle of the protective knowledge of

the town. The play vindicates impru-
dence. Probably three girls fall from
imprudence for one who is betrayed by
sensuality; yet plays in which sensuality
flourishes are decried, while those in

which imprudence prospers pass un-
scathed and brag of their virtue. Moral-

ity might sometimes echo the Spaniard
who prayed: "May God deliver me from
my friends; from my enemies I can de-

fend myself."

New York is probably not eager for a

Westerner's opinion on "A Little Jour-

ney," at the Vanderbilt Theatre, on
which its own ratifying seal of nearly
two hundred performances has been em-
phatically set. My conciseness will re-

spect that probability. "A Little Jour-

ney" is not unlike "39 East." A series

of plump and agile sketches is trans-

formed, at a skillfully retarded but al-

ways premature moment, into a meagre
and sluggish play. A group of pictures
which independence might have made
respectable are reduced to the footing
of dependents and parasites by the fob-

bing-up of an arbitrary relation to a
makeshift play. The idealisms are very
tedious. I do not mind worldlings ; I do
not mind church: but I hate to go to

church with a worldling.
0. W. Firkins

Artists and the War

LAST
winter, at the Anderson Galleries

in this city, there was an exhibition

of paintings by British artists, paintings
made at the front, authentic records of

actual warfare. At present there is

another such exhibition of the work of

Canadian artists. England, France,

Italy, Canada, Australia have made last-

ing memorials of the war and of their

part in it. They have recognized that

photography does not suffice and that if

art is made to touch life and to come
into contact with events, a great and in-

spiring record can be preserved. The
United States sent a few illustrators to

the front, one or two artists, such as

S. J. Woolf—patriotic men who managed
with great difficulty to get to the front

and paint—but we missed the great
chance of having contemporary records

in art of St. Mihiel, Chateau-Thierry,
and of the many other battles whose
names will be an inspiration to future
Americans. The lost opportunity can
not by any possibility be regained, yet
there still remains a chance, a vanishing
chance, indeed, to do something of last-

ing value.

We have read recently that a $9,000,-
000 memorial edifice is to be erected in

Washington. I wonder what this edi-

fice is to contain. Is it to hold Liberty
motors, photographs, rusty relics? There
is still time, though little of it, to send
some of our foremost artists abroad to •

paint from actual observation our his-

toric battlefields, the life of our Army of

Occupation on the Rhine, the scenes of

war, the stupendous results of our efforts

in engineering, railway building, hos-

pital equipment, shipping, and all the

other branches of our war activity.
While time's rapid hand is obliterating

these records to a great degree, they still

remain to an extent sufficient to make it

greatly worth while to undertake what is

here urged. Such pictures in a memorial

building would serve two purposes. They

would show, as photography can not do,
the grim aftermath of war. Hoping for

peace, our minds are beset to-day with
endless problems. Is the League of Na-
tions a League of Peace or is it a League
of War? Who knows? When doctors

disagree, how shall the ordinary man,
the patient, know what is the remedy for
the disease of war? One thing, however,
is incontrovertible. Paintings of war's

grim aftermath, of ruined orchards, of
once fertile fields now masses of shell

holes, of devastated villages, of tumbling
churches, and all the wreck and destruc-

tion of war will be an object lesson to

the eyes of future Americans, a warn-
ing as well as a reminder. So as an argu-
ment for peace, where peace can by any
possibility be preserved, these paintings
would constitute a most important rec-

ord.

But there is another reason, and, in-

deed, a greater one. At a time when
our allies were at the last ditch, their

backs against the wall, we entered the

conflict, and the tide of battle turned. It

is well that future generations, not mere-

ly of Americans, but of the entire world,
should remember what our country,
without an army and without an organi-

zation, accomplished, and in how in-

credibly brief a time our great results

were achieved, results which turned the

scales of battle and determined the fate

of the war. Such pictures would be re-

produced in Sunday supplements and in

magazines, not only in this country, but
in Europe and would serve to remind the

world at large, for many years to come,
that America is a friend to be counted

upon and a foe to be reckoned with.

Treaties of peace are too long, too intri-

cate, and complicated to be read by the

average man. The treaty with Ger-

many has finally been published after a

great hullabaloo. How many men have
read it from cover to cover? One in ten

thousand? But the paintings of our part
in the war would be a story clear and

simple, so that he who runs would read.

They would be an account for the aver-

age man of the war and of our part in

it that would be a thing to be remem-
bered.

Is it too late to send a dozen of our
foremost painters to France? Can not

a group of men be found who will be

willing to furnish the small sum neces-

sary to finance such a project? Hun-
dreds of millions of dollars have been

poured by us into the Red Cross, the

Y. M. C. A., all to mitigate the suffering
of war, but the war is over and memory
is short. We forget that an ounce of

prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Since our Government has failed to real-

ize the invaluable services which art can

render, may it not be hoped that the

eyes of some Maecenas will happen upon
these words?

James N. Rosenberg
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"Hold Fast
That
Which
Is Good"
"The founders of the C-W In-

dustry are still its controlling
officers.

"The principles laid down by the

founders are still the C-W prin-

ciples.

"The needs of the electrical field

and the problems of electrical

engineering are now as always
the cardinal consideration and
the ceaseless study of the C-W
organization.

"The continued dominance of

the C-W product proves the cor-

rectness of C-W principles."

<JWU
President

Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Ampere, N. J.

New York
Boiton
Syracuse

Chicago
Cleveland
Birmingham

Pittsburgh
Newark
New Haven
Philadelphia
Baltimore
San Francisco

Books Received
FICTION

Bailey, H. C. The Gamesters. Dutton.
$1.75.

Begbie, Harold. The Convictions of
Christopher Sterling. McBride. $1.50 net.

Bonner, Geraldine. Miss Maitland, Pri-
vate Secretary. Appleton. $1.50 net.

Beresford, J. D. The Jervaise Comedy.
Macmillan. $1.50.

Browne, G. W. Ruel Durkee. Manchester,
N. H.: Standard Book Company.

Galsworthy, John. Saint's Progress.
Scribner. $1.60 net.

Haggard, H. R. When the World Shook.
Longmans, Green. $1.60 net.

Merrick, Leonard. Cynthia. With an In-
troduction by Maurice Hewlett. Dutton.
$2.00 net.

Merrick, Leonard. The Actor-Manager.
Introduction by W. D. Howells. Dutton.
$2.00 net.

Tagore, Rabindranath. The Home and
the World. Macmillan. $1.75.

TlFFANY&C0.

Memorial and Service

Tablets of Bronze

Fifth Avenue &37-Street

NewYork

Vanderem, Fernand. Two Banks of the
Seine. Dutton. $1.90 net.

Williams, B. A. All the Brothers Were
Valiant. Macmillan. $1.50.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS
Beck, J. M. The Reckoning. Hodder and

Stoughton.
Bond, B. W. The Quit-Rent System in

the American Colonies. Yale University
Press. $3.00.

Chekrezi, C. A. Albania, Past and Pres-
ent. Macmillan. $2.25.

Colcord, J. C. Broken Homes. Social
Work Series. New York: Russell Sage
Foundation. 75 cents net.

Hall, F. S., and Brooke, E. W. American
Marriage Laws in Their Social Aspects.
New York : Russell Sage Foundation. $1.00
net.

Hill, D. J. Present Problems in Foreign
Policy. Appleton. $1.50 net.

Morman, J. B. The Place of Agriculture
in Reconstruction. Dutton. $2.00 net.

Nevinson, H. W. The Dardanelles Cam-
paign. Holt. $5.00 net.

Penty, A. J. Guilds and Social Crisis.
London: Allen and Unwin.

Robinson, C. E. New Fallacies of Midas.
McBride. $2.00 net.

Willcocks, M. P. Towards New Horizons.
Lane. $1.25 net.

Wilson, L. E. Community Leadership,
New York: The American City Bureau.

Wilson, Woodrow. International Ideals.

Harper. $1.00 net.

BIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
A Christmas Garland. Woven by Max

Beerbohm. Dutton. $2.00 net.

Holmes, Roy J. War Stories. Crowell.

$1.25 net.

Keeling Letters and Recollections. In-
troduction by H. G. Wells. Macmillan.
$4.00.

Kummer, F. A. The Battle of the Na-
tions : A Young Folks' History of the Great
War. Century. $2.00.

Millais, J. G. Life of Frederick Courtenay
Selous. Longmans, Green. $6.00 net.

Osborn, C. S. The Iron Hunter. Mac-
millan. $2.00.
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The Addressing Problems of Industry
The addressing problems of indus-

try are solved by the Belknap Ad-
dressing Machine.

Typewritten Addressee for An Your Lists

That is the modern way—the way
of sure, prompt, ioo per cent, mail
deliveries. In every office where a

typewriter is used the Belknap Ad-
dressing Machine can be made to in-

crease sales, double the day's work
and save money.

If you value economy, accuracy
and speed you will not hesitate to

secure a Belknap Addressing Ma-
chine. It gives your literature that

personal appeal which a typewritten
address possesses. You wouldn't
write your business correspondence
in long hand—why write addresses
that way? Banish the wasteful
method.

Treat It As You Do Your Figures
Place this important work upon a

basis of minimum expense—elevate
it to its logical importance.

Systematize it with an error-proof
machine that will save you the cost
of twenty helpers, do neater work,
assure prompter deliveries and obtain
a more favorable audience.

No. 4 Rotary, on special
stand. Speed increased to

1800 to 2000 per hour.

When you install a Belknap Ad-
dressing Machine, you get a service

that means efficiency in every detail.

First, we study your requirements.
Then we adapt the Belknap to fit

those needs. We plan the handling
and operating. We stay with you
until the Belknap is actually saving
you money by doing this mechanical
work better and quicker than it can
be done in any other way.

Your Typewriter is Your Stencil Cutter

The Belknap Fibrotype Stencil is

the only one youp stenographer can

slip into her regular typewriter and
cut without expensive equipment.

Our Reputation is Your Assurance of
Satisfaction

For 35 years the Belknap Address-

ing mechanism has borne a large and
responsible part of the commercial
world's burden. It has in that time
so capably conducted itself that—
with all its numerous- improvements—it stands today pre-eminently the
most popular and widely used of all

addressing machines.

Offices and Agencies in all Principal
Cities

Rapid Addressing Machine Company "The Belknap System"
32-46 West Twenty-Third Street New York

Marie Bashkirtseff : The Journal of a
Young Artist. Translated by Mary L. Ser-
rano. New and Revised Edition. Dutton.
$2.50 net.

Osborn, E. B. The New Elizabethans.
Lane. $4.00 net.

Roberts, S. C. The Story of Doctor John-
son. Putnam.

Rouges, J. Des Vignes. Bourrn, Soldier
of France. Dutton. $1.90 net.

Whitlock, Brand. Belgium. 2 volumes.
Appleton. $7.50 net.

Wiggins, R. L. The Life of Joel Chan-
dler Harris. Nashville, Tenn.: Smith &
Lamar. $2.00 net.

EDUCATION
Century Readings for a Course in Ameri-

can Literature. Edited and Annotated by
F. L Pattee. Century. $2.50.

Dewey, Evelyn. New Schools for Old.
Dutton. $2.00 net

Dobbs, A. E. Education and Social Move-
ments. Longmans, Green. $3.50 net.

Ponsonby, Arthur and Dorothea. Rebels
and Reformers. Holt. $1.60 net.

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM

Babbitt, Irving. Rousseau and Roman-
ticism. Houghton Mifflin. $3.50 net.

Clemens, S. L. The Curious Republic of
Gondour. Boni & Liveright. $1.25 net.

Pater, Walter. Sketches and Reviews.
Boni & Liveright. $1.25 net.

Stone, W. M. The Divine and Moral
Songs of Isaac Watts. Privately printed
for the Triptych.

Symonds, J. A. Last and First: Two
Essays. New York: Nicholas L. Brown.
$1.50 net

The Great Modern English Stories. An
Anthology Compiled and Edited by Edward
J. O'Brien. Boni and Liveright. $1.75 net.

Van Dyke, Henry. The Valley of Vision:
A Book of Romance and Some Half-Told
Tales. Scribner. $1.50.

Walston, Sir Charles. Truth. Putnam.

MISCELLANEOUS

Booth, Evangeline, and Hill, G. L. The
War Romance of the Salvation Army. Lip-
pincott $1.50 net.

Cable, Boyd. Air Men O'War. Dutton.

$1.75 net.

Dubrule, Noelia. Le Francais Pour Tous.
Ginn.

Hurd, Archibald. Italian Sea Power in

the Great War. McBride. 50 cents net.

Pezet, A. W. Aristokia: Comedy in a

Colony of Kings. Century. $1.50.

Shelby, Gertrude. How To Face Peace.
Holt. $1.50 net
The Hatchet of the United States Ship

"George Washington." A reproduction of
the daily newspaper published on the High
Seas. Washington: Navy Relief Society.
$2.00.

Wheeler, F. R. The Wonder of War at
Sea. Lothrop, Lee and Shepard. $1.50 net.

POETRY AND DRAMA
Brunner, E. B. Bits of Background in

One-Act Plays. Knopf. $1.00 net

Sayers, D. L. Catholic Tales. McBride.
$1.00 net.

Tree, Iris. Poems. Lane. $1.50 net.

Whitworth, Geoffrey. Father Noah and
Other Fancies. McBride. $1.00 net.

The Oxford Book of Australasian Verse.
Chosen by Walter Murdock. Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

Theis, Grover. Numbers and Other One-
Act Plays. New York : Nicholas L. Brown.
$1.35 net.

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

Dresser, H. W. On the Threshold of the

Spiritual World. New York: George
Sully and Company. $1.50 net.

Pope, R. M. An Introduction to Early
Church History. Macmillan.

Swift, M. I. Can Mankind Survive? Bos-
ton: Marshall-Jones Company.
De Bunsen, Victoria. The War and

Men's Minds. Lane.

SCIENCE

Flint, G. E. The Whole Truth About
Alcohol. Macmillan. $1.50.

Murrill, W. A. The Naturalist in a

Boarding School: The Natural History of

Staunton, Virginia. Both published by the

Author. $1.50 each.

Nelson, E. W. Wild Animals of North
America. Wash.: Nat'l Geographic Society.

TEXTBOOKS
Briggs, T. H., and McKinney, I. A Sec-

ond Book of Composition for High Schools.

Ginn. $1.24.

Norton, H. R. A Textbook on Retail Sell-

ing. Ginn.

The Workers' Educational Association
Year Book. 1918. Ginn.

Delano, J. A. American Red Cross Text-
book on Home Hygiene and Care of the

Sick. Blakiston. 60 cents.
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from it. The best feature of the case is

that the army apparently acted on its

own initiative without consulting Wash-
ington. These Mexican brawls require

promptest action, and if it is generally
understood that our army is on the trig-

ger and unhampered by Washington,
there will be fewer border raids. The
difficulty remains that such irksome

police duty can always be given the color

of a political intervention. Villa, on his

side, has once more put us in the position
of supporters of reaction before his half-

naked bandits. Meanwhile, the broader
Mexican situation has been enlivened by
the canard that England has asked the

privilege of cleaning up Mexico as a man-
datory. This absurd rumor has at least

the merit of pointing out certain per-
manent features of the Mexican tangle,

features which are not covered by per-

suading Don Pancho Villa to shoot south

rather than north when he makes a
diversion on the border.

NO .better item of news has come over

the cables for a long time than that

which tells of President Wilson's decision

to appoint a commission to investigate

reported pogroms in Poland. If it be
further true that the commission will be
headed by Henry Morgenthau, our late

ambassador to Turkey, and that two
other members of the commission will be

Jews, our grounds for satisfaction will

be complete. Premier Paderewski re-

quested the appointment of a commis-
sion and expressed the desire that its

inquiry be thoroughgoing. Assurance
to this effect could not be adequate un-
less the work of the commission were in

large part in the hands of American
Jews of the best type. Mr. Morgenthau's
long and crucial experience at Constanti-

nople, and the hold he has established on

public confidence, gives the best guaran-
tee that the findings of the commission
will serve their purpose—that of estab-

lishing beyond reasonable cavil the essen-

tial truth of the matter. Details, of

course, will always remain more or less

in dispute. But the vital question, the

question of the degree in which govern-
mental connivance or negligence has been

responsible for the atrocities, need not

be left unsettled. And whatever the fact

may prove to be, publication of the truth

will be an effective protection against
future outrages.

IT
is no novelty for Senator Sherman to

beat everybody else's record for silli-

ness, but to beat his own is another mat-
ter. This difficult feat the gentleman
from Illinois performed the other day
in the wonderful speech in which he ex-

posed the League of Nations as a scheme
for putting the world under the rule of

the Vatican and destroying religious lib-

erty. The brilliancy of the idea is

equaled by the convincingness of the

arguments with which the distinguished
Senator supported it. In this collection

of jewels it is not easy to select the prize

gem. But apparently the discovery that
Mr. Sherman himself values most is that

of the malign significance of President
Wilson's visit to the Vatican, of which
the Pope said in an interview:

President Wilson put the matter so clear-

ly that my doubts began to melt, and before
our interview closed I agreed with him on
the main lines of his plan. The President
struck me as being far more interested in
his League of Nations than in fixing the
frontiers of the newly created States.

"The great pontifical dignitary gives no
random interviews," says Mr. Sherman,
and who can deny the truth of this pro-
found remark? Would that it were

equally true that United States Senators
make no random speeches, and that

United States constituencies send no
random specimens of the genus asinus
to represent them in the Senate.

I

THE
article contributed by Mr. L. F.

Loree to the present number of the

Review affords interesting evidence of

the prominence which the issue of the

establishment of a budget system has
come to occupy in the minds of all men
who have given serious study to the

problems of our national finance and ad-

ministration. It seems proper to men-
tion that as regards the initiation of the

budget Mr. Loree's view is at variance in

an important particular with that pre-
sented by Mr. John T. Pratt in a recent

number of the Review and held, we be-

lieve, by most advocates of the reform.

Mr. Loree's ardent desire to "eliminate

executive control, either direct or in-

direct," is doubtless responsible for his

proposal that the budget should orginate
with the Ways and Means Committee of

the House instead of being prepared in

the first instance by an executive bureau.

Mr. Loree's article as a whole will be
read with interest as the vigorous utter-

ance of a stalwart Republican whose
standing as a railroad administrator is

among the foremost. His statement con-

cerning the record of the Republican
party and its unique claim on the con-

fidence of the country is a presentation,
of course, of his own views, not those of

the Review.

THERE
is only one way of dealing

with such a case as that of the

Sterling Accounting and Audit Com-
pany. The two men who have been carry-
ing on its business, an accountant em-
ployed by them, and an inspector in the

United States Internal Revenue Bureau
have been arrested as principals in

a conspiracy to defraud the Government
of income taxes. If the charge is proved,

punishment not only of these men but of

any firm or corporation that has sought
to avail itself of their services to escape
taxation should be of most exemplary

severity. Leniency is utterly out of

place in the punishment of such sys-
tematic fraud. The apparent absence
of wholesale evasion of the income and
excess-profits taxes has been most grati-

fying; but we must make sure that that
absence is real. This assurance can be
had only if terrifying punishment fol-

lows in every case of unmistakable in-

tent to cheat the Government. Petty and
harassing inquisition in cases where at

most there may have been some minor
inaccurary is a thoroughly bad policy; it

produces the maximum of irritation with
the minimum of effective result. Heavy
punishment in any clear case of delib-

erate deception, on the other hand, dis-

turbs no honest man but deters a thou-
sand dishonest men from the commis-
sion of fraud. With taxes on their pres-
ent scale, such deterrency is essential to

counteract a great and ever-present
temptation.

IT
should escape no one that the Winni-
peg war cry, "one big union," is be-

ing bandied about freely in the United
States. In Winnipeg it meant over-

throwing the government; here it in-

tends no less. In Winnipeg it was only
an improvised union of the law-abiding
forces that crushed the temporary dic-

tatorship of the Strike Committee. It is

at once a warning to those who believe
in our democracy to stand on the alert,
and a reassuring evidence that even
without special organization the forces

making for order are sufficient.

i

THE
New York police are overdoing

the work of exposing Bolshevism.
To attack revolution in its secondary
outposts is like suppressing the liquor
traffic at the drug stores. Everybody
knows that the various socialist schools
are more or less dabbling in seditious
literature. The revolutionary propensi-
ties of the I. W. W. are perfectly fa-

miliar. To ventilate notorious facts in a

spectacular way does no good. To harry
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the remoter agents of revolution only

gives an undue importance to people to

whom notoriety is a great asset. Really

to deal with the revolutionary movement
one must go beyond its light advertising

staff. One must reach the leaders who
are taken seriously from the inside—not

the vendors of seditious literature, but

its authors, not the pink advocates of the

social revolution but its Red leaders.

In the endeavor to get quick and sensa-

tional results the New York investiga-

tion is in danger of stultifying itself.

The result of its fishing, thus far, is a

not very impressive catch of minnows.

THE
overwhelming vote by which the

American Federation of Labor, in

convention at Atlantic City, rejected all

resolutions of a Bolshevist color has a

significance far beyond any question of

the Federation's own stand. In a time

of ferment like the present, there is al-

ways a tendency to magnify the extent

to which revolutionary ideas have ob-

tained real lodgment in the public mind.

The revolutionists are extremely vocal,

while the sober people for the most part

say nothing. The Federation has not

been, and is not now, notable for ex-

treme regard for established institu-

tions, and if these were really on their

last legs the fact would be very apparent
in a poll of its members. If the sym-
pathizers with Bolshevism could muster

only a corporal's guard at the Atlantic

City convention, a poll of the American

people as a whole would be sure to show
them in a still more pronounced mi-

nority. But this will not prevent the

dilettanti from speaking of everybody
who thinks there is still some life in the

established order of society as a hope-
less survival from the past.

SECRETARY
GLASS has announced

that the sales of savings stamps and
certificates will be indefinitely continued

during the transition period and that the

thrift campaign built up around them
will remain as a permanent part of the

Government's fiscal policy. Here is one
of the good little things of the war, bor-

rowed from Europe, that has proved as-

tonishingly useful and that should not

be lost. More than any other plan that

has been devised, it puts the possibility
of Government investment within the
reach of everyone at all times, and, like

the system that has made the French
peasant so closely interested in the wel-

fare of his Government, it is a small but

highly effective weight in the balance

against social chaos.

THERE
will soon be in every Ameri-

can town of any size some kind of
memorial to its living and its dead who
gave themselves to the country's need.

There could not be many better chances
than this for an exhibition of intelligent

choice in the manifestation of patriot-

ism, and it is to be hoped that more of it

will be shown than appears in the monu-
ments of the Civil War and the war
with Spain. Few of the memorials of

these wars bear looking at to-day, and
none of them are of any considerable use

to living Americans. If we are not to

have aesthetic merit, let us eschew aes-

thetics and go in for utility. The Chi-

cago Chapter of the War Mothers of

1917, in planning to build a $2,000,000
hotel as a memorial to the Chicagoans
who fought in the war, deserves con-

gratulation for definitely leaving the era

of cannon-ball stacks and village colos-

seums behind.

THERE
is in the whole course of the

war no episode more satisfying than
the story of the will-o'-the-wisp little

newspaper, Libre Belgique. Published
under the very German noses to which it

delighted to administer a hebdomadal

tweak, it kept during four bitter years a

smile on Belgian lips and hope inex-

tinguishable in Belgian hearts. Its

thrilling career, which makes Martin

Marprelate and his flitting press seem
tame by comparison, is admirably told

in the last number of the Revue des Deux
Monties by Albert van der Kerckhove,
who under the name of "Fidelis" was
one of its important contributors.

Started at the beginning of the Ger-
man occupation by the veteran journalist
Victor Jourdain, then seventy-four years

old, ably seconded by Eugene Van Doren,
the little sheet, published in a "cave

automobile" and advising prospective ad-

vertisers to keep their money for better

times, was enormously successful. Under
the most adverse conditions imaginable
it eventually succeeded in issuing twen-

ty-five thousand copies, nearly every
week, which were finally worn out by the

eager hands of some three hundred
thousand readers. Van Doren carried

the copy to the printer typed on onion

skin paper and concealed in a hollow

cane. It was set up in the bathroom of

an empty apartment in a retired quarter,
but a few feet away from the German
guard, and printed in a skillfully devised

hiding place in Von Doren's own factory.
Wilhelm was on the free list and re-

ceived his copy regularly, and it was
promptly on the desks of the German
Kommandantur. In the matter of dis-

tributing the sheet the Belgian people
made monkeys of the Germans, in the
case of Bissing twice a monkey, bis singe
as they punningly put it. Try as they
would they could not catch up with the
little rag. German officers found it

pinned to the skirts of their field-grey
uniforms. Once on a very straight tip
a squad goose-stepped to the Place des

Barricades to apprehend the arch-offen-

der in the person of one Andre Vesale
and found that worthy literally turned

to stone. Beneath the statue which they
had come to arrest they read an inscrip-
tion in honor of Vesalius, the renowned
sixteenth century anatomist. As "Fide-
lis" says, there were times when the Ger-
mans really exceeded their privilege to

be stupid.
How they managed to furnish them-

selves with paper, even sometimes with

illustrations, how the torch was caught
up from the falling hand of one editor
and passed flaming on by another, how
Fidelis himself contrived to send regu-
lar contributions from the interior of a
German prison, is beyond conceiving. It

would have been impossible save for one

thing, the unquenchable determination of
all classes, from the cleric to the boy in

the street, to preserve for a better day
the country they all loved. If in some
future day the world should be so un-

happy as to be a little vague about the

meaning of patriotism, it can set itself

straight once more by repairing to some
museum and there viewing, carefully
cherished under glass, a worn and tat-

tered fragment of Libre Belgique. No-
where in the- history of the world has
its flame leaped hotter and more joyous,
nowhere has it so refined the hearts of

men, as in the days of which this little

scrap of paper is the most satisfying
relic.

Germany Submits

GERMANY
has accepted the inevi-

table. Almost to the last moment
there remained some doubt as to whether
she would submit at once or take the

chance of incalculable suffering for her-

self, and of possible disorganization

among her enemies, which a temporary
refusal would entail. But there was lit-

tle doubt of what the decision would be.

The absolute steadiness of our stock

market has borne impressive witness to

this state of mind among qualified ob-

servers, and has once more sustained the

long tradition of the trustworthiness of

that barometer in stress of weather.

If there was little of surprise in the

fact of Germany's acceptance, there was
still less in the form of its expression.
Nor do we mean by this to harp upon
the string of "German psychology,"
which has been decidedly overworked.

We can not see in the brief note of ac-

ceptance and protest sent to M. Clemen-
ceau by the German Foreign Minister

that character of "whimpering sur-

render" which some appear to find in it.

The Allies, he says, "have decided to

wrest from Germany by force accept-
ance of the peace conditions, even those

which, without presenting any material

significance, aim at divesting the Ger-

man people of their honor"; the Ger-

man Republic, "yielding to superior

force," accepts the Treaty "without re-
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nouncing its own view of the unheard-

of injustice of the peace conditions."

This is not whimpering; to a fallen

enemy, however guilty, we can not be-

grudge such little refuge for self-respect

as a protestation of this kind may fur-

nish. Nor do we find in the previous
assertions of the impossibility of ful-

filling the terms anything either con-

temptible or peculiarly German; one has

only to recall the like protests which M.
Thiers made in the name of France,

when the billion-dollar indemnity was

imposed upon her in 1871, in order to re-

mind himself that some things which
we glibly ascribe to German nature are

simply human nature.

It is not in the manner of Germany's

acceptance, but in the actual facts of the

past and the present, that warning is to

be found of the difficulties that are still

before us and that will long continue to

be before us. Germany will not willing-

ly fulfill the conditions which have justly

been imposed upon her. She will vio-

late them soon if she can, she will bide

her time if she must. The necessity of

a strong and trustworthy agreement
among the victorious nations to secure

the result of their immense sacrifices has

been manifest from the beginning. It

is neither more nor less manifest to-day

than it was on the day the armistice was

signed. Fortunately, there is every rea-

son to believe that the necessary watch

will be firmly maintained. Whoever

lightly promotes any move that will en-

danger it assumes a terrible responsi-

bility. In every phase of the discussions

that are still before us in this country

relating to the peace settlement, this con-

sideration must ever be kept firmly in

mind.
But while Germany will have to be

watched, this does not mean that Ger-

many will have to be constantly cowed.

On the contrary, within the limits im-

posed by necessity she must in every

possible way be helped. Her punish-
ment has been decreed by the terms of

peace. To the honest fulfillment of them
we must resolutely hold her. To go

beyond this, to worry her by petty perse-

cution, to thwart in any way her en-

deavors at economic and social restora-

tion, to interfere with any chance of

happiness that the situation in which

she finds herself permits, would be at

once unjust, inhumane, and inexpedient.

The world is interested in Germany's

prosperity not only because it is neces-

sary to enable her to pay the indemnities,

but because the happiness of sixty mil-

lion human beings can not be a matter

of indifference to mankind at large.

And, not less important, it is after all

upon the restoration of the German peo-

ple to a normal frame of mind that the

prospect of the future peace of the world

largely depends.
For five long years the world has been

filled with amazement and horror at the

spectacle which German ruthlessness and

megalomania have presented. While
those appalling facts were before us it

was impossible, and it would have been

wrong, to fix our minds upon the better

side of the German nature. But to deny
that there is a better side, and that it

can be appealed to, is a counsel of de-

spair. No reasonable person, we believe,

deliberately asserts such a proposition.

Unspeakably evil as has been the conduct
of Germany, it has been the result not

merely of ineradicable qualities of char-

acter, but in an immeasurable degree
the outcome of false teachings. The
gradual spread of teachings of a wholly
different kind will be the natural sequel
of the humiliation and disaster which

to-day for the first time she fully real-

izes. Whether the better mind will

ultimately prevail, only the future can
tell. But surely the rest of the world
can do no less than to give to those Ger-
mans who represent that better mind

every possible chance to eradicate, among
their countrymen, the poison of the past,
and to make possible in a not too distant

future the return of good will between
them and the rest of the world.

Root versus Knox

THE
hand of the master is visible in

every part of Mr. Boot's letter to

Senator Lodge. It is as observable in

the opening remark in which he suavely

expresses approval of the general object
aimed at in the Knox resolution, while

gently but firmly turning away from it

as a possible solution of the actual prob-
lem before the Senate, as it is in his

powerful presentation of the case for the

solution which he himself offers. Mr.
Boot would "be glad to see the peace
terms and the League of Nations Cove-
nant separated as proposed in the resolu-

tion offered by Senator Knox," but not

another word does he have to say about
that resolution in the whole of his lucid

and comprehensive letter. Indeed, the

letter was generally accepted on all sides

as giving the coup de grace to the Knox
proposal.
The contrasts between Mr. Boot's posi-

tion and that into which Senators Lodge
and Knox had plunged the Bepublicans
of the Senate are many. But the car-

dinal one is that Mr. Boot fixes his mind
first of all upon what the situation actu-

ally before us demands, while Mr. Knox
and the Foreign Belations Committee
acted as though the difficulties of that

situation had little or nothing to do
with the case. There is nothing con-

tentious about the way in which this

appears; it simply pervades the whole
letter. The object of the Knox resolu-

tion, implied throughout and to some ex-

tent explicity declared, was to compel

a reconsideration of the treaty at Ver-

sailles; Mr. Boot is quite as distinctly
animated by the desire to avoid such
reconsideration. "The condition of Eu-
rope requires prompt action," he says;
and his question is, "Under these circum-
stances what ought to be done?" The
three reservations which he proposes are
his answer to this question; and having
stated them, he adds :

When included in the instrument of rati-
fication they will not require a reopening
of negotiation, but if none of the other
signatories expressly objects to the ratifica-
tion with such limitations the treaty stands
as limited between the United States and
the other Powers.

The effect of the Senate's action upon a
world-situation of unexampled difficulty

and danger is clearly the foremost sub-

ject of Mr. Boot's concern.

This, however, is not the only con-
trast. Mr. Boot does not make a law-

yer's list of all the possible objections
that there may be to the Covenant, but

singles out those things which to his

mind are of cardinal importance. He
does not magnify all the possible troubles
that may be involved in minor features.

Moreover, he says not a word about any
mortal peril to the Constitution in the

general provisions of the Covenant.
There are few public men who are more
attached to the Constitution than Mr.
Boot, and it is safe to say that his silence

on this point is due, on the one hand, to

the fact that these perils are by no means
so serious as they have been represented,
and on the other, to the obvious con-
sideration that the obligations necessary
for participation in any effective League
of Nations would be open to the charge
of unconstitutionality on the part of
strict constructionists of an extreme

type.
Not less marked than the contrast be-

tween the two positions is the contrast
between the character of Mr. Boot's let-

ter and that of Senator Knox's speech.
The difference is not only that between
the statesman and the lawyer, it is also

that between the statesman and fhe
campaign orator. "This League," ex-

claims Mr. Knox, "once entered upon and
perpetuated, will under the compelling
force of the combined armies and navies
of the whole world control our destiny
from now down through the full remain-

ing period of recorded time." Such an

expression would be as much out of place
in Mr. Boot's close-knit argument as a
bit of jazz in a Beethoven sonata. Mr.
Boot says nothing about "recorded time."

He takes account of the fact that with-
drawal from the League of Nations upon
two years' notice has been provided for
in the amended form of the Covenant,
but quietly insists that that provision
be made more absolute by elimination of

the attached condition that prior to the
withdrawal all obligations under the

Covenant shall have been fulfilled to the
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satisfaction of the Council. In a word,
Mr. Root places before the country a

serious question to be discussed in a

calm and rational way, and his argu-
ment sets the keynote for just such a

discussion. This of itself is a public

service of the first order.

The reservations which Mr. Root pro-

poses are three in number. The second

of them covers the point just mentioned.

The third declares that nothing con-

tained in the treaty "shall be construed

to imply a relinquishment by the United

States of America of its traditional atti-

tude toward purely American questions,

or to require the submission of its policy

regarding questions which it deems to be

purely American questions to the deci-

sion or recommendation of other powers."
Of course the chief object of this is to

remove all doubt as to the safeguarding
of the Monroe Doctrine—concerning
which the language in the revised Cove-

nant is curiously inept—and also to place

beyond doubt our freedom from inter-

ference by the League in questions like

that of the regulation of immigration.
Whenever an issue arises between our-

selves and another nation upon any such

question, it will naturally be regarded by
us as a purely domestic question, while

the other party will equally naturally re-

gard it as an international one. We
either do or do not wish to refer the

settlement of this point to the Council

of the League; if we do not, the only
safe way is to declare our refusal in ad-

vance, as is done in this third reserva-

tion.

In favor of these two reservations

there is every reason to believe that

there will be rallied sufficient sentiment,
both in and out of the Senate, to compel
their adoption as a condition of ratifica-

tion. And this for two reasons. First,

the objects themselves are such as com-
mand the general approval of American
public opinion ; and secondly, there is no
reason to fear that the adoption of them
by the Senate will arouse overt objection
on the part of other Powers and thus

require a reconsideration of the Treaty.
America's wholehearted assent is essen-

tial to the success of the settlement; a

challenge of it on points of such dis-

tinctly American interest hardly comes
within the range of practical probability.
The reservation which Mr. Root places

first is open to more question on both
heads. That reservation excludes Ar-
ticle X of the Covenant outright. It is

thus a clear emendation of the Treaty,
while the other two are in the main in-

terpretative rather than amendatory.
Both for this reason and because the

European Powers have an incomparably
greater stake in Article X than they
have in the matters covered by the
second and third reservations, it must
be considered highly doubtful whether
this first reservation, in the absolute

form in which it appears in Mr. Root's

letter, would meet with that tacit acqui-
escence to which he looks forward. And
aside from this the complete rejection of

Article X withdraws our support from
the immediate settlement of the war in a

degree which it is by no means clear is

justified. Mr. Root himself, in his letter

of March 29th to Chairman Hays, pro-

posed our acceptance of the obligation
contained in Article X for a limited term
of years; and it does not appear upon
what grounds he has modified his posi-
tion.

To guarantee the territorial settle-

ment for five years is an undertaking not

only less serious, but of a wholly differ-

ent nature from guaranteeing it in-

definitely. To bear our share, if it

should be necessary, in preventing for a

limited time the disturbance of the re-

sult which we had borne our share in

bringing about is but to perform a duty
that naturally falls upon us; to guaran-
tee it for an indefinite future would be
to enter upon an entirely new role. No
part of Mr. Root's letter, perhaps, is

more effective than that in which he

points out that the obligation to take

part, in an unknown future, in wars re-

lating to territorial issues that make no

appeal to the American conscience or to

American patriotism is one which we
not only ought not to assume, but which
in point of fact we should find ourselves

unable to fulfill. But, convincing as

this is in relation to the unknown con-

tingencies of the future, it applies with
but little force to such undertakings as

the mere temporary safeguarding of

the peace settlement would involve.

There will, however, be ample oppor-
tunity for a full consideration of this

point. In addition to all their other

differences, the Knox proposal called for

a snap judgment, while Mr. Root's is one
that can be deliberately threshed out
when the treaty comes before the Senate.

Although Mr. Knox's leading argument
was that the country must have time for

deliberation, the adoption of his resolu-

tion would have meant the decision of a

practically vital issue without delibera-

tion. Theoretically, it might have given

us. unlimited time to consider the

League; but it would have cut the Cove-
nant out immediately, and nobody can

say what would have become of the

treaty. Under Mr. Root's plan the treaty
is entirely safe for the present, and at

the proper time the reservations that

ought to be made concerning the League
can be deliberately decided upon.
To the Republican party, as well as

to the country, Mr. Root has done an
invaluable service. If the party leaders

in the Senate shall have learned a les-

son from their experience, they will take

steps to avoid a repetition of the tactics

which have come so near to putting them
in a most humiliating position. They

will use the time still at their disposal
before the treaty is formally presented,
to work out with due care a programme
adapted to the actual situation with
which they are confronted. And the
first condition of their success is that it

be a programme that will impress the

country as embodying a sincere and
single-minded effort to make the best
of the material with which they have
to deal. We can not undo what has been
done at Versailles; we are not in a posi-
tion to write our wishes upon a clean

slate. But, as Mr. Root has so clearly

shown, and as moderate men have felt

all along, it is possible to safeguard
America's vital interests without sacri-

ficing what is good in the League Cove-

nant, and without inviting the infinite

possibilities of evil that would attend a

prolongation of the world's unsettlement
and suspense.

The Italian Imbroglio

NO
one who has not studied the art of

combinazione on the spot will make
much of the Italian political situation.

On one hand we have the fact that Or-
lando and Sonnino have suffered a dis-

astrous vote of no confidence in the

chamber for not being stiff enough at

Versailles. On the other side we have
the contradictory fact that the new min-

istry, with Signor Nitti as premier and
the veteran financier Luzzati as leading

associate, is emphatically a "soft" cabi-

net as regards the Adriatic claims. Or-
lando is rejected for lack of sufficiently

resolute Irredentism and is replaced by
a Prime Minister who can hardly be re-

garded as an Irredentist at all.

The simplest and probably truest ex-

planation of the paradox is that it is a

political trick with rather little interna-

tional significance. Giolitti, to be sure,
with diminished personal prestige, but
with almost unimpaired political influ-

ence, has been waiting his chance to get
back. He went into temporary obscurity

early in the war for his pro-Germanism.
The Italian political memory is short-

lived. Since Italy learned to hate Ger-

many she has acquired half a dozen
newer grudges among her friends of the
Entente. In short, Giolitti's offense has
been pretty well outlawed, while his hold
on the smaller strings of politics has
never relaxed. It has been easy for him
to capitalize in Parliament the general
chagrin over the apparent failure of Or-
lando and Sonnino to secure any conces-

sions in Istria and Dalmatia. We have
no details of the adverse vote of 259 to

78 in the Chamber. But it appears that

all groups except Baron Sonnino's stal-

wart personal supporters of the Right
have fallen away. The parliamentary
vote followed Premier Orlando's strong
hint that he might be forced to com-
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promise the Adriatic claims in the inter-

est of loyalty to the Entente. This drew
an uproar and the anti-ministerial vote.

We may look at it as what the Italians

themselves call a sfogo, a relieving of

mind without ulterior significance. After

relieving his mind vehemently, an Italian

is all the more ready to do business.

The appointment of Nitti is un-

doubtedly an attempt to change the ob-

jective of Italian policy from territorial

to commercial expansion. The parlia-

mentary mind has grown too hot and

one-sided, seeing everything in terms of

ports and boundaries. Somebody has
wished to cool things down, and has had
the ear of the King sufficiently to obtain

a moderate ministry. Unless it can ad-

vance a policy appealing enough to off-

set Irredentism, the Nitti Cabinet will

be short-lived. It is possibly merely a

transition to the rehabilitation of Giolit-

tism.

Signor Giolitti's opportunism has been
a powerful factor in Italian politics for

more than a quarter of a century. He
thinks publicly in trade figures, and pri-

vately in electoral districts. His vision

is an Italy great through world trade.

To this end he subordinates patriotism,
and for that matter feeling of all sorts.

He is the legitimate descendant of those

Venetian magnates who carried to their

height political intrigue at home and
commercial intrigue abroad. In their

spirit Signor Giolitti knows not friends

and foes, but sellers of necessary raw
materials and customers for Italy's fin-

ished products. He is a curious blend

of a hopeful economist of the Manches-
ter school and of an old-school New
York boss. He represents a canniness

permanent in the Italian character. It

seems to be his calculation that Italy is

tired of heroics and ready to settle down
to business, in which case, he believes,

Italy will have to come to him.

For the Entente, as for any League
of Peace, the rehabilitation of Giolitti

in Italy would be something of a calam-

ity. He is capable of any kind of bar-

gaining with foes of the Entente. For
such tactics there are the richest pos-

sibilities, from Berlin to Sofia. It seems

likely that the Nitti Ministry has been

set up chiefly to do the disagreeable duty
of surrendering on the Adriatic issue.

It is, of course, easier to surrender what

you have not fought for. While theo-

retically the new Italian Ministry is a

feather in Mr. Wilson's cap, as likely to

be more amenable than the old, prac-

tically the breaking up of the war unity
of Italy is full of possible trouble for the

Entente. Italian expansionism had its

modicum of idealism, supported the prin-

ciple of self-determination, was contin-

gently an asset at Versailles. Had she

been handled with any considerateness,

Italy might have remained a moral re-

source f«r her Allies. As things have

actually turned out, Italy has been

sharply alienated. If the sacro egoismo
of Orlando and Sonnino has been trying
at Versailles, it at least had something
compatible with a general programme of

liberation. The kind of national egotism
which Giolitti represents, and into which

Italy is ever prone to fall in moments of

disillusion, offers very little that the

Entente can use and much that may do
the Entente harm.

Nobody who has dealt intimately with
the Italians will fail to recognize the ele-

mentary fact that they generally act ac-

cording to the amount of confidence you
repose in them. They are scrupulously
honorable when you trust them. Sus-

picion they will repay with craft. Italy

is tired of being suspected. That is per-

haps the simplest formula for a com-

plicated political situation. A certain

responsibility for producing this state of

mind rests with the negotiators at Ver-
sailles. They have failed to do business

with two singularly honorable delegates,

Orlando and Sonnino, apparently be-

cause discussion was limited at the out-

set by an ultimatum as to Fiume. It is

hard for an Italian, or for anybody else,

to do business on the theory that his

major contention is not negotiable. By
letting the Orlando Ministry go to ship-
wreck an immediate convenience has
been obtained at the cost of impairing
the moral integrity of the Entente and
the League.

Academe Unbends

SINCE
Hawthorne described a New

England commencement of the 30's

that peculiar institution has run true to

form. He saw an odd blend of the ideal-

ism of scholarship with the rowdy fea-

tures of a country fair. With modern

improvements the spectacle has remained

unchanged in essentials, save that edu-

cational features have given place in-

creasingly to mummery. Hawthorne's
rather drunken crowd was after all ready
to listen to all the orations of all the

graduating class. The exhilarated alum-

nus of to-day is willing to listen only to

himself and his own kind. We have for-

tunately been able to borrow the pen of

a much experienced alumnus of several

universities, the survivor and eye-wit-
ness of many commencements and reun-

ions. For convenience he speaks of Suf-

folk University, but what he gives is a

composite picture, the features of which
with appropriate change of names and
dates are true for any American college

or university of established historic

prestige and fully mellowed tradition.

Friday, A.M. A general raising of re-

union tents in the open spaces near the

Suffolk campus, the arrival of class sec-

retaries, pianos, bands, crated goods,
and a few girls.

Later. Arrival of several hundred

alumni, among them the Rev. Cephas
Smith, D.D., '65, for fifty years a mis-

sionary at Fiji, and now frankly afraid

of his company. Bands play jazz melo-

dies at the station, elated girls arrive in

swarms with a modicum of mothers.

Greetings, jollity, confusion, infinite

motor cars.

Later, p.m. The great Norfolk Game.
The Alumni have blossomed out as cow-

boys, highlanders, jockeys, pierrots, loco-

motive oilers, sailors, toreadors, and
cooks. As a prelude to the game, there

is a casual carnival, which continues in-

formally for three days. Smith, '65,

enjoys the spectacle with mental reser-

vations, some of the mummers being al-

ready palpably in liquor. The game is

won or lost. Corresponding celebration

or consolation ensues in the reunion

tents. Increasingly cacophonous singing
of "Mother Suffolk."

Evening. The Boardman Prize speak-

ing to empty benches. The winning un-

dergraduate, a lad with a fine face and
evident delicacy of character, is fervid

on the topic of The Greek Ideal of Tem-
perance. Nothing mars the proceedings

except the charivari arising from the

fact that in the neighboring naughty-
six tent naughty-five happened to make
its visit of courtesy while the speaking
was going on.

Saturday, a.m. Class Day Exercises.

Eager and able youths surrounded by an

admiring multitude of mothers and sis-

ters, celebrate in prose and verse the joys
of friendship and the sorrow of parting.
These eternal commonplaces gain new
force under the Suffolk Elms. It is the

only wholly real incident of the com-
mencement celebration.

In the evening the banner reunion

class of ninety-nine held a special cele-

bration. President Mixer made a short

address of welcome on the topic of effi-

ciency, and then effected an opportune
escape to meditate his baccalaureate ser-

mon. The platform from which he spoke
turned out to be a disguised boxing ring

wherein, to the joy of a liberally educated

public, the Fitchburg Pet proceeded to

wallop the Newport Nipper into insen-

sibility. Later in the evening a stranger,

apparently efficient, though without aca-

demic affiliations, won $1,500 at craps
from "Red" Iverson and "Tank" Wilkins
of the aforesaid banner reunion class.

Sunday. Baccalaureate sermon by
President Mixer on the text "Hold fast

that which is good." Attended by a

small majority of the senior class, the

remainder recovering from the hospi-

tality of the alumni, apropos of the vic-

tory (or defeat) of yesterday. The sen-

iors were exhorted not to think too

highly of themselves as educated men,
but to look forward to a career of service

as bank presidents or Y. M. C. A. secre-

taries. As the President perorated on
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the privileges of ideality, Snifter Robin-

»on, ninety-eight, in the back rows broke

into tears at the thought of his misspent
life.

For the rest of the day a dampened
enthusiasm befitting its sacred character.

In the evening, Smith, '65, gets his in-

nings at the Missionary reunion, very

thinly attended, with an outer perplex-

ing fringe of transient toreadors, cooks,

and highlanders.

Monday. The usual doings of the Glee

Club Dramatic association. In the even-

ing impromptu snake dances and con-

flicting band concerts up and down Main
street.

Tuesday, 1 a.m. A deplorable incident.

Smith, '65, returning from his class re-

union, looked in on the Prom. Having
been for fifty years habituated to the

modest ways of the Fiji Islanders, he

was amazed at the way the girls dressed,

and generally at their manner of taking
on with the boys. It was his first ex-

perience of modern dancing to jazz

music. Outraged in the deepest sensi-

bilities of a missionary, he proceeded to

the Presidential Mansion, got President

Mixer up and demanded that the Prom
be stopped. The President expressed

sympathy, and promised to refer the

matter to the Committee on non-athletic

activities.

All night bedlam in reunion headquar-
ters with heavy gambling. All join,

hardened "townies" and downy under-

graduates. The quiet citizenry cower

sleepless behind closed shutters, while

the savage snake-dance and the competi-
tive band concerts consume the night.

Smith, '65, and a handful of his superan-
nuated classmates discuss the sainted

character of old President Bradley, de-

clining meanwhile pressing invitations

from the cowboy class to limber up and
make a real reunion of it.

Tuesday. Commencement exercises

amid lassitude. Conferring of degrees
ordinary and honorary. President casu-

ally announces gifts amounting to a

quarter of a million, and firmly appeals
for a three million dollar endowment.
Alumni luncheon. Half-hearted pick-

ing at the emergency ration provided by
the graduating class. From the plat-
form a mixture of appropriate anecdot-

age and of inappropriate laudation of
Suffolk University.

Followed by the President's Reception,
thinly attended by the faculty, receivers
of honorary degrees, members of the Phi,
Beta Kappa society, and their faithful

women folk.

The end is folding of tents, collecting
of bottles, taking of trains and departure
of motors. The university settles down
to a recuperative summer sleep before

continuing the delicate task of liberally

educating the youth of the land. Smith,
'65, leaves in some bewilderment, asking
his taxi driver if it had been a usual

commencement. The driver, a manly
fellow lately out of a Whippet tank,

thought it was slower than usual, and
added philosophically "If we towns-

people got up this kind of a show, what
would happen to us?" On the train

Smith, '65, met Lieut. Chevreul, late of

the Blue Devils, former instructor in

trench warfare at the Suffolk Student

Army Training Corps. On being cau-

tiously questioned, the Lieutenant said:

"Ze debauch, I understand it pairfectly—but ze debauch among ze well educated—wizzout wit and based uniquely on a

high procent of alcohol—zat I do not un-

derstand." Neither did Smith, '65.

Summer Reading

HOW
far is summer reading, in the

strict sense, really wanted ? The de-

mand for light reading the year round
and the world round is undoubtedly very
great. The human mind in the average
person, being at once very restless and

very lazy, insists that one and the same
object shall provide it with repose and

occupation. This demand, however, is

unrelated to the calendar. The majority
of the Four Hundred and the majority
of O. Henry's Four Million are independ-
ent of season in the quality of their

reading. The class of persons who, like

Ariel, though in vehicles more commodi-
ous than the bat's back, "fly after sum-
mer merrily," for whom roses bloom in

December and strawberries ripen in Feb-

ruary, rejoice doubtless in a reading in

which summer never ends. The man
who works six days in the week from

January 1 to December 31 has no occa-

sion to thank the advent of July for a

release from the obligation to study.
The demand for light reading in rela-

tion to a specific season is the demand of

a special class—the class which, while

capable of serious reading, finds its

leisure for books abnormally increased

at the precise moment when its faculty
of concentration is relaxed by heat and
overstrain.

The relaxing of mental tension is

right, but relaxations that last three

months are unnatural. A mind capable
of profiting by so long a furlough might
almost be entitled to an honorable dis-

charge. The body's interest in tempera-
ture is certainly far more vivid and di-

rect than the mind's, but the modifica-

tion of physical diet through the increase

of heat is much less radical than the

transformation in mental food which is

indicated by the phrase "summer read-

ing." Soup, fish, meat, salad, pastry—
the broad features of the menu are un-

touched by the revolution of the year.
More ices, more salads, more fruits,

fewer fats—these changes are impor-
tant, but not revolutionary. Why should
the mind give up its sirloins and veal

cutlets for three months?
The sacrifice will be made in fact only

by what might be called the consistently
vegetarian mind. Let us by all means
consume more salads and ices, and more
light literature, when we are hot and
tired, but let us avoid the exclusive or
excessive assimilation of light reading
as we refrain from the consumption of
ices by the gallon or salads by the peck.
The value of summer leisure to the lover
of reading does not lie in the suspension
of mental activity, but in the invitation

he finds in it to the play of individuality
along lines where that play has been
restricted by the stringencies of routine
work or, in these days of storm and
stress, by the pressure of the world's
news. Tastes, affinities, sympathies,
have been denied or postponed. When
leisure comes, he goes back to the lapsed
taste, the suspended affection; he re-

verts to the faithful volumes that had
solaced his youth ; he reads the new book
at which he had longingly glanced
through a cleft in his preoccupations ; he
is restored to that part of himself which
his vocation had paralysed; he reinte-

grates his mind.
Summer reading may even play its lit-

tle part in the restoration of the mental
balance of mankind. We may at last re-

act against the coercion of that grim
necessity which, in August, 1914, broke

up not only the balance of Europe but
the natural and wholesome equipoise of

interests in the individual mind. It is

quite possible that our mental picture of

these calamities has been at the same
time far in arrear of the facts and far in

excess of what is normal and sanative

for the human constitution. We have
a double relation to the past or passing
cataclysm. Its warning it is imperative
to remember ; its hideousness it is almost
a duty to forget. In ordeals the human
race probably owes its protection from
insanity or suicide to the feebleness of

its imagination and the shortness of its

memory. When Perseus fought with the

Gorgon, he averted his eye, while he

lifted his hand; he feared justly lest the

horror of the object should petrify the

arm that was raised to overthrow it.

War is a Medusa with whom the same
tactics are expedient. Its exclusion as

picture from the imagination, for peri-

ods at least, is as imperative as its in-

clusion as datum among the objects
with which the understanding tirelessly

wrestles. Let our summer reading re-

persuade us of the actuality of the quiet
and kind and gracious things which fled

from our minds in 1914 as civilians fly

from an imperiled town on the approach
of a hostile soldiery. When the war is

over, the civilians come back, and the

reentrance of grace and amenity and hu-

manity into our shaken lives may find

a symbol and a furtherance in the nature

of our summer reading.
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Debate on the League
THE

President, speaking at Brussels

in the Chamber of Deputies and in

the presence of the King and Queen of

Belgium: "Any nation which declines

to adhere to this Covenant deliberately

turns away from the most telling appeal
that has ever been made to its conscience

and to its manhood." And again : "You
can not see one great nation violate

every principle of right without begin-

ning to know what the principles of right

are and to love them and to form the

firm resolve that such violation shall now
be punished and in the future be pre-
vented." Standing on the soil of that

same Belgium which he, without one

murmur of protest, saw so brutally in-

vaded five years ago, Mr. Wilson now
promises that no future President will

urge the people of this great nation to

be neutral in their thoughts if Might
again attempts to hew its way past
Honor and Truth.

President Wilson has a quick sense

of the dramatic, and whether or not he

regarded the Belgian Chamber of Depu-
ties as a magnificent setting for a con-

fession of former weakness, it was emi-

nently fitting that as the representative
of America he should take this occasion

to surround this great issue of the day
with the glow of moral fervor. For

America, when permitted to react nor-

mally, has always responded to big ques-
tions with a feeling of righteous con-

viction, which is natural when one con-

siders that the nation is not yet too old

to remember its origin from the Declara-

tion of Independence. However compli-
cated the issues of the Civil War, the

present generation at least thinks mainly
of the slavery question; it likes also to

remember that we freed Cuba and mini-

mizes the possibility which existed of

settling the dispute without war; John

Hay's Open Door policy in China is re-

garded as something more than an eco-

nomic settlement; and even in the cam-

paign of '96, in spite of all the technical

arguments used, those for or against
free silver sought to magnify the crime

which, to their thinking, their opponents
were attempting to perpetrate.
A similar reaction was seen at the out-

set of the European war. The wrongs
done to Belgium and France excited an
enormous volume of righteous indigna-
tion. If, through the President's mis-

taken notion, it remained largely unor-

ganized for nearly three years, he is at

last determined that henceforth inter-

national dealings shall be placed upon
a moral plane on which the technicalities

of law and precedent shall not be viewed
as permitting one nation to regard an-

other nation's obliquities as none of its

business. It is not rash to say that in

this attitude the President is backed up

by the great majority of Americans.
Whatever the opinion before our en-

trance into the war (and I believe it

even then to have been highly sensible

of our duty in the face of a great

wrong) , few Americans have had the ex-

perience of these past years without

being confirmed in the belief that the

future peace of the world is in a sense

everybody's business.

Why, then, all this opposition to the

League of Nations? Democrats still in-

sist that objection to the League is actu-

ated by party politics, Senator John Sharp
Williams going so far as to call Repub-
licans "this infernal gang." The ques-
tion is bound in some measure to be
colored by partisanship. Take the posi-
tion of the Democrats themselves. Not
to stand behind their leader in the mat-
ter which he has most at heart would be
to repudiate him; it is quite conceivable

that not a few in their ranks are striv-

ing to silence their doubts as to the prac-

ticability of certain features of the Cove-
nant because of their fear that any lack

of expressed conviction on their part

might be used to overthrow the whole
instrument. It is confidence or the ab-

sence of confidence in President Wilson
which weighs most to-day.
How at present can it be otherwise?

To judge the case as yet on its merits
is manifestly impossible—Senators ap-

pear to be almost as much at sea as the

layman. Said Senator McCumber of

North Dakota : "Suppose we now refuse

to join with the rest of the world in some
scheme to prevent war, what will hap-
pen? As surely as the sun shall rise,

every great nation will proceed to devise

means for wholesale destruction of na-

tions. So desperate will be the next war
that all the hate and venom created by
this struggle will be infinitesimal." I

am surprised that some Democrat has
not charged this Republican Senator
with playing party politics by endeavor-

ing to injure the League through an
overstatement of its merits. Senator
McCumber would doubtless have warned
the survivors of the Flood that if they
did not immediately surround them-
selves with a wall a mile high they would
soon be overwhelmed by another flood

reaching to the moon. For consider the

implications of his statement. He in-

fers, for one thing, that civilization has

gone to the dogs and can only save itself

by mechanical means. Now, plenty of

men in the street know better, being
convinced that civilization in this strug-
gle has come off well, and think it

cause for rejoicing that nation after

nation which expected no immediate

catastrophe from a German victory fell

into line with civilization's magnificent
host in order that the principles of jus-

tice and decency might be vindicated.

They know, too, that the tremendous
chastening administered by the war will

in itself deter for many years to come
any great nation from trying to impose
its selfish ambitions upon the rest of the
world.

Suppose the layman—or the average
Senator for that matter—looking for

guidance, attempts to follow the argu-
ment on details of the Covenant. So
acute a mind as Mr. George Wharton
Pepper's is not sure if in certain cir-

cumstances problems of immigration
may not be regarded by the Council of
the League as a matter for international

settlement. Other shrewd men hold

quite the opposite opinion. There is no
agreement that the League's main
weapon, the economic blockade, would
be effective. Take the Balkans—the

argument is the familiar one. Is it con-

ceivable that a neighbor of Rumania
(assuming the latter to be the offender)
would cease importing her much-needed
oil that the virtue of the League might
not be impaired? Senator Knox, catch-

ing up the President's words to the effect

that the Irish question might properly
be the subject of consideration by the

League, asks if we are willing that the

negro problem shall be taken out of our
hands. Adherents of the League insist

that it will lessen hostility. Well, here
is a passage from the London Saturday
Review, apropos of the Senate's resolu-

tion of sympathy for Ireland. "Our
politicians and our press prate loudly
about the everlasting irrefragable friend-

ship between the United States and Bri-

tain. Yet how easily might a serious

quarrel arise over the subject of Ire-

land!"

The usual explanation of the friction

arising these days is that all peoples, and

especially the Conferees at Paris, are

confronted, while the machinery is not

yet in running order, with problems
more perplexing than those which will

arise in the future. And the reply to

this latter is that the present should be
the easiest time in which to reach agree-
ments, since so many nations are still

under the sway of the exalted spirit
which prompted them to fight humanity's
battles. Is it not to be imagined that,
when the League gets to be a routine

matter, selfish finesse will enter in, and

may the League not then become a con-

venient medium for the expression of

national grudges which would not other-

wise have been aired?
The difficulties of the average man, or

average Senator, trying to reach a de-

cision may well be stressed. At first im-

pressed by the fact that the American
Federation of Labor, a body of plain

people, has voted, 29,750 to 420, for the

League, he remembers how the President
has obligated himself to labor and won-
ders if labor is by this act heaping up
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the President's obligations still further.

A troubled correspondent in the New
York Times, who regarded Mr. Root's

analysis of the first draft of the Cove-

nant as a masterly bit of constructive

criticism, asks "What does Mr. Root

say? . . . Let him speak before it is

too late." Well, Mr. Root has spoken,
and in a way which will probably bring
sorrow to this lady. Another corre-

spondent in this same paper asserts that

Article X does not commit us to maintain
the present territorial status of the

world. Senator Knox evidently thinks

it does. Which one is right ?

It is not the disagreements of authori-

ties which trouble the man in the street.

The American way, in national crises,

is to feel contempt for authorities,
since usually one can just as well become
an authority oneself. Many will recall

what an entire nation of "experts" on

monetary standards we were in 1896.

What troubles the average man is that

he has not been put in possession of the
facts which must serve as the basis for

his decision. That in this instance he
must turn himself into a political phil-

osopher gives him no pause. He would
like nothing better than to have the op-

portunity. He is merely provoked that
all phases of the problem seem to be up
in the air.

Thus the man in the street is left with
the problem still on his hands. Even so,

he can be counted upon to feel that there
must be new ways to pay old debts—
that, if possible, wars must be prevented.
As the arguments of most Senators have
consisted largely of assertions and have
failed to present issues that are really

joined, his only hope now is to listen to

the words of the home-coming President.

Here is Mr. Wilson's great opportunity.
If he will abandon the language of neb-

ulous idealism and of mere exhortation—his devices in all his speeches on the

League hitherto—and will give of the

abundant knowledge which he must now
have concerning the practical advan-

tages and drawbacks of the proposed
organization, he will best serve his

countrymen. After all, there is such a

thing as being too idealistic to argue,
and it is good solid argument which we
all need. One argument which sounded

cogent, and only one, the President has
thus far vouchsafed us. In Boston he
said: "If America were at this juncture
to fail the world, what would come of it ?

I do not mean any disrespect to any
other great people when I say that Amer-
ica is the hope of the world; and if she
does not justify that hope, the results

are unthinkable." Here, possibly (even
allowing for the overstatement), is a

powerful reason for our joining the

League, a reason which has been some-
what strengthened by such a description
of conditions in Europe as that furnished

by Mr. Vanderlip. If the President, in

his swing around the country, will play
the part, not of the facile moralist, but
of the convinced interpreter of Europe's
dependence upon us, he may, perhaps,
obtain for the League something more
than a lukewarm popular backing. Hav-
ing just recently shackled our convivial

appetities through a good-natured indif-

ference, it would be a thousand pities if

we were to don this vastly more compli-
cated harness owing to a similar habit of
inertia.

Harold de Wolf Fuller

The Example of British Labor

SOME
impatient souls, who wish the

action of the world to respond im-

mediately to their preconceptions of

economic righteousness, are inclined to

think that the progress of events in the
field of labor is going too slowly with
us and that a lesson of greater speed
ought to be derived from British experi-
ence. That their masters are going at

high speed in a certain direction there
can be little doubt; that the direction

is what we should approve of is quite
another matter. Moreover, at this time
of political excitement, it is well to be
watchful as to the accuracy of many
statements made regarding British con-
ditions. There may be some ground for

thinking that they are being used as

propaganda to support a widespread
campaign for one special group.

There is good reason to believe that
the attitude of British employers to the

proposal that every laborer should come
into the unions has not been rightly

stated. That this is the purpose of gov-
ernmental agencies there can be no
question. In the critical strikes of last

spring the Government was asked why it

did not step in and "do something." In
satisfaction of this demand it has urged
not only Whitley councils but joint in-

dustrial conferences between workmen
and employers. Hence it wishes to see

all laborers organized so that "respon-
sible bodies" may exist with which nego-
tiations may be undertaken. For politi-
cal reasons such a policy may be advis-

able. But the manufacturers of Great
Britain are far from being at one with
this proposal, not only because it is not
a remedy for discontent (being only ma-
chinery for joint discussion), but also

because it introduces an outside inter-

ference—often of a political character—
into the making of adjustments which
can only be arrived at satisfactorily by
the employees and employers directly
concerned. From all this political pres-

sure the British employer is fervently

asking to be relieved. It is true that

many are now awakening to the truth
that they have been negligent in the past
as to labor conditions, and are now
ready, especially since the scare of last

spring, to enter on the work of ameliora-
tion. But the wisest and the most in-

telligent of them have come to believe

that the only way to reduce friction be-

tween workers and employers is to estab-

lish a direct individual relation between
the employer and his own men; to show
a spirit of helpfulness in all matters of
common concern. This is believed to be

pivotal. Only in that way can suspicion,
distrust, and misunderstanding on both
sides be removed. To introduce by pres-
sure a council containing members unre-
lated to local conditions works badly.
But no employer can establish these sat-

isfactory relations with his workmen
who is not a good sportsman, sym-
pathetic with his kind and willing to be

open and frank in all his dealings.
Hence to this end many employers need
not a little education. As to the out-

come, however, of all their experiences—
for some of it has been very bitter—it

has become clear that nothing in the way
of a better adjustment is possible un-
less both sides show a proper and rea-

sonable spirit.

Unfortunately, the attitude of organ-
ized labor has become uncompromising
and militant. Nor is the reason far to

seek. The workers have had at once a

taste of high war wages with a new range
of expenditure and been deluged with
the most extreme doctrines of direct

action. They believe they have only to

ask and they shall receive. Convinced
that old conditions of work are things
of the past and that a "new social order"
is spreading over the industrial world,
their demands are limited only by the

imagination and audacity of leaders

whose tenure is dependent on their ex-

citing new hopes. Such a state of mind,

looking directly to a control of industry
and nationalization—as practised by Sid-

ney Webb—makes the efforts of even
those employers who are trying to aid

in getting a higher level of living for

their workers almost hopeless. This

situation might as well be frankly faced.

It is not helpful to sentimentalize over
the grievances of labor when ears are

deaf to reason. It was Marie Antoinette

who, when she heard of the bread-riots,

expressed the feelings of a warm heart

by asking why, if bread was scarce, the

rioters were not given cake. It looks as

if the British workers were caring more
for cake than bread.

It is the general recognition by Brit-

ish employers of this state of mind in

organized labor which has led them to

fear any movement looking to a more

complete unionization of labor, such as

is urged upon them by the Government
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for political reasons. If the unions are

not to be trusted to keep agreements
already made, a stronger union is only
a greater menace to industry. That
radical leaders are able to induce unions

to throw over their contracts, whenever
an emergency provides an opportunity
for gaining an advantage over em-

ployers, is so well understood as to form
an accepted part in union ethics. There-

fore, the political propaganda urging
unionization as a means of getting or-

ganizations with which employers can

deal is viewed in many quarters with

dread. And, as in the case of the de-

cisions of our own War Labor Board,

British governmental influence has been

generally characterized by a policy of

weakly yielding to labor demands when-
ever they have been urged with a threat-

ening and uncompromising attitude. In

the governmental game for solving labor

difficulties the dice seem to be loaded.

Hence the serious questioning by Eng-
lish and especially by Scotch employers.

They urgently advise American indus-

trialists to avoid the impasse in which

they now find themselves.

The crux of the whole matter appears
in the grim determination of organized
labor to gain their ends by a policy of

force. Their ends are not merely an ad-

vance in wages. That should be gen-

erally understood. They are working to

the definite end of the control of indus-

try. In this aim they will be joined by
socialists—moderate and extreme—who
wish to obtain a governmental direction

of the production. But even socialists

are frightened when out of the welter

of disaffection are heard loud demands
for the abolition of government and the

existing order. The process of revolu-

tion is obvious. Once start the ball roll-

ing down and it gains momentum; after

that it is hard to stop it unless some
violent cataclysm occurs which recalls

the unthinking zealots to their senses.

Here is the warning contained in the

example of British labor. The departure
from a reasonable spirit of adjustment
to a demand for a "new social order" is

portentous, because the differences be-

tween the various points of view down
to actual revolution and anarchy are

only differences of degree—once the

given direction is assumed.

One may to-day stand at the point of

normality, looking off over the field of

conflict, and see awful possibilities, if

we are to suppose that the British are

no better than Russians. Mr. Vanderlip
has said that the British are on the

verge of revolution. There are various

things, however, which may lead us

away from this conclusion. The British,

high and low, are a hard-headed, prac-
tical lot. They are convinced by facts.

They can see the logic of facts. First

and foremost, they are face to face with

the worst conditions of industry that

have prevailed in a century. They know
that cheap labor and cheap coal, with

machinery, formed the basis of their

commercial supremacy. They are every-

where, as a result of war burdens, ex-

pecting to be surpassed by American

competitors. Confronted with that

spectre, they are now realizing with dis-

may that they may have forever lost

cheap coal. Certain it is that our steam
coal can be laid down at our coast ports
at $5.50 a ton with a good profit to the

mines, while it costs about 24 shillings

in England at the mouth of the pit; and
about 44 to 48 shillings in London. A
few days ago Sir Auckland Geddes told

the House of Commons that in the com-

ing twelve months they must look for-

ward to a reduction in the output of

coal from the old figure (before the

war) of about 270 million tons to about

215 million tons, and to a higher price
of coal. To those who know what suffer-

ings the British people underwent even

in this last winter from lack of fuel to

heat their houses; it is evident that this

statement will have the force of a tre-

mendous warning.
But this is not all of the matter. The

scarcity of shipping at present makes
the transportation of coal very high.

Only nearness preserves to Great Britain

the markets of France from the compe-
tition of American miners. But already,

even at the high rates of freight, we are

shipping coal to Italy and South Amer-
ica. To Buenos Ayres American ex-

porters are now paying $19.50 a ton on

coal. What will be the situation when
ships become more numerous and

freights tend to fall to a normal level?

Is it not evident that a decline of ocean

freights will reveal to the British in

all its nakedness their weakened power
of competition in foreign markets?

Also, high-priced coal at home inevi-

tably means a higher cost of production
for steel and textiles. Great Britain,

unhappily, can not resort to hydro-elec-
tric power, as can Northern Italy, and

escape the consequences of expensive
coal. At the present moment, American
steel can be laid down in England at a

price one-third below the English cost

of production. With these facts piling

up on every hand, is it reasonable to

suppose that British industry will re-

main blind to the results of exaggerated
demands of organized labor? The policy
of labor, to which much has been

granted, has not in any way brought an

improvement in industrial conditions.

Quite the reverse; it has been found
that the more concessions are made by
employers the more are new demands
made in the future. Peace does not

come by concessions, because the objec-
tive of industrial control, no matter how
far ahead, is always kept in mind by
labor leaders.

Unless a new and better understand-

ing appears as to the ways and means
by which industry can be so conducted
that high wages may be paid and yet a

prosperous industry be retained, there
is trouble ahead, not only for Great Brit-

ain, but for every other producing
country. Somehow a source of wages
and interest must be maintained; but it

can be maintained only through a suffi-

cient production of goods so efficiently

turned out that the public may have its

needs supplied, but at a low cost. There
is no other way out of a dangerous situa-

tion. Just at present, under the goading
of their officials, the general purpose of

labor is to ask for an advance without

giving any quid pro quo in rising effi-

ciency of production. Everywhere, in

all ranks of labor, there is a spirit of

unwillingness to work, to make fantastic

conditions which involve less produc-
tive effort, and to regard any share in

production, not as a part of cooperation
with other factors, but as a favor

granted by a superior power. Since the

example of Great Britain is writ large
for all to read, there will be no excuse
if we follow it blindly.

J. Laurence Laughlin

The Republican

Party's Opportunity

THE history of the Republican party

may be written with the conciseness

of a telegram. It preserved the Union,
it freed the slave, it resisted the green-
back craze and restored specie payments,
it stamped out the 16 to 1 heresy and
established gold as the standard of value,
it maintained a protective tariff under
which industry was enabled to take root

and grow and made possible the Ameri-
can standard of living. It set its face

firmly against the popular fallacy involv-

ing the idea of the recall of judicial de-

cisions and removed that menace to con-

stitutional government. It encouraged
the construction of transcontinental rail-

ways, thus binding the Pacific coast to

the nation and making possible the set-

tlement of the region between the Mis-
souri River and the Rocky Mountains;
it drove Spain from the West Indies, ac-

quired Hawaii, Porto Rico, and the Phil-

ippines; its foreign policies made the

United States a world Power and guar-
anteed protection for American citizens

and American capital wherever situated.

In a word, it developed pervasive, wise,
and dignified Americanism.

But, as in Egypt, there came a Pharaoh
who knew not Joseph, so now in Amer-
ica the people seem interested not to

find in the past the sources of their

present security and comfort and the
sure guide to their continuation, but
rather to search the future to find in it

b> untried and too often by unconsidered

Pt
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experiments the fruition of Elysian

dreams, or to pursue the phantoms of

false prophets.
The blind led by the blind fall into the

ditch. The safety of this people rests

now as truly in the hands of the Repub-
lican party as in fact it did at the birth

of that party. To fulfil its mission of

leadership and service, to dispose of the

many problems with which we are faced,

the Republican party must now promptly,

resolutely, and courageously put its

forces in array, subject them to disci-

pline and drill. And of these the first to

receive attention should be the Sixty-
sixth Congress, which it controls.

1. The first duty of the present Con-

gress is to restore its own powers and

prerogatives. It should immediately re-

cover to itself such of its powers as

have from time to time been delegated

by it to the President, to the depart-

ments, to commissions, and to boards.

It should definitely eliminate execu-

tive control, either direct or indirect.

2. The attention of the Congress should

be restricted to the consideration of a
reasonable number of bills. Probably
not more than 1,000 can receive consid-

eration by committees. In the Sixty-
fifth Congress 22,594 bills and joint res-

olutions were introduced, of which only
453 were enacted into law. The great
number of bills clutter up the calendars,
waste the time of committees, impose
needless study on those charged with

following legislation, and entail large

expense for printing. Bills which com-
mittees propose to report should be by
them referred to a legislative drafts-

man with a view to practicability of en-

forcement, effect, clarity of language,
and limitations of the Constitution.

3. All hearings before committees
should be public, and the abuses, now
flagrant, of pillorying witnesses and of

employing outside counsel, too often

made use of for self-exploitation, should
be prohibited. Congress should provide
a legislative bar, closely supervised and
restricted.

4. The practice of commissions, boards,

etc., created by Congress, of exploiting

themselves, or seeking to perpetuate their

existence by carrying on a propaganda
for that purpose at the public's expense
to influence Congress in their interest,
should be prohibited.

5. Congress should enforce its rule

against all lobbies, especially those now
brazenly and impudently dictating to

Congress and the Executive.
6. The fiscal problems of the next ten

years will be most serious. With the
utmost economy the expenses of the Fed-
eral Government, plus charges on ac-

count of the hugely augmented national
debt and its accompanying sinking fund,
will require the exaction of taxes which,
even if most wisely based, must press
heavily upon all the people and all in-

dustry. The difficulties will be great at

the best; unless a budget system can be

established, the situation is hopeless.
Without one, it is impossible for the

Government to have a financial policy.

It has been truly said of our present
system : "Compared with the minute and
exact system of English budget our
methods seem like the ignorant and dis-

ordered practices of barbarians."
As a basis of a budget system, there

should be in the Treasury Department a

permanent board the function of which
should be to make a continuous and com-

prehensive study of the sources of reve-

nue, and of the revenue laws and their

application; their industrial, financial,
and social results; the distribution of

taxation, including its shifting and final

incidence, and evasions of taxation,
whether in violation of law or otherwise.
A budget system contemplates four

distinct operations:

(a) The preparation of the budget.
This is the work of estimating expen-

ditures, determining sources of revenue
and rates of taxation, and estimating
the results. The finances of the nation
are considered and treated as a unit and
a comprehensive plan is made showing
in summary and in detail both prospec-
tive expenditures and prospective reve-

nues. This would take the place of the

present lack of system, under which
fourteen separate committees of the
House of Representatives and fifteen of
the Senate, working independently of

one another and of the executive branch
of the Government, divide these func-
tions. This situation has largely de-

veloped during the last twenty years, al-

though the Committee on Appropriations
was deprived of full control over appro-
priations in 1885. Prior to 1865, the
Committee on Ways and Means had jur-
isdiction over the whole subject of ex-

penditures as well as revenues, the first

step in the wrong direction being the
creation of a Committee on Appropria-
tions which in that year took over the

power to originate appropriation bills.

The Ways and Means Committee should
recover the powers of which it was
divested, should sit during recess and
should present its budget during the first

month of each annual session of Con-

gress.

(b) The ratification of the budget.
Debate in Congress upon the budget

should be thorough and the heads of the
executive departments affected should
be permitted to attend and to partici-

pate without voting. The principle
should be recognized that "the constitu-
tional duty is not to augment but to de-

crease expenditure." More than two
centuries ago, the House of Commons
adopted a rule to the effect that it would
consider no motion for a charge upon
the public revenue unless recommended
by the executive (in our case, the Ways

and Means Committee). This rule has
remained continuously in force until the

present time. No amendments are made
in the Commons increasing any of the
items of the estimates. Congress should
have a similar rule.

(c) The execution of the budget.
Moneys collected by the Treasury

should be placed to its credit in the sev-

eral Federal Reserve Banks and not, as

now, in any one of the nine sub-treas-

uries. Moneys made available by appro-
priation are disbursed through the

Treasury of the United States upon
requisitions from the departments. The
accounts and balances arising are certi-

fied to the Division of Bookkeeping and
Warrants of the Treasury Department
or to the Postmaster General. The de-

cisions of the Comptroller of the Treas-

ury as to whether any expenditure has
been authorized are of a quasi-judicial
nature and are final, and binding upon
all branches of the executive department.

(d) Audit.
The most important phase of legisla-

tive control occurs after the money has
been spent under its authority. This

phase is substantially neglected by the

American Congress, and such auditing
as takes place is executive; that is, it is

in charge of those who have made
the expenditures. Congressional control

over the budget should be supported by
the creation of an auditing committee,
the chairman of which ought not to be
a member of the party in power. This
committee should meet frequently, should

be free in its criticisms, and should have
a permanent staff under an auditor-gen-
eral. It should scrutinize expenditures,
not only in order to ascertain whether
there has been conformity to the ratified

budget, but should look into efficiency

and economy in letting contracts for

purchase of supplies, the construction of

public works, and other matters of ad-

ministration involving expenditures. In

the case of unexplained irregularities,

the committee should be empowered to

refuse to sanction payments of money.
The auditor-general should be absolutely

independent of the Treasury Depart-
ment and of all executive control. He
should have substantially life tenure of

office and his duties should be clearly

defined by statute. It is not proper that

the executive branch, which spends the

money, should also audit the accounts.

The whole business of Congress would
be simplified by the adoption of the bud-

get system. No legislative budget will

be effective, however, which is not pre-

pared by a single committee having jur-

isdiction over both revenues and expen-
ditures and is not assisted by a perma-
nent non-partisan board dealing with

revenues and taxation. Congress can

not deal properly with the budget with-

out the first-hand information to be

gained by the presence and participa-
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crat thinks in principles, be they—ac-

cording to his idiosyncrasy—ideals, prej-

udices, or economic laws. The organizer,
on the other hand, plans construction,

and, like an architect, must consider the

ground for his foundation and the mate-
rials with which he will build. Political

moralists have been very fierce of late.

They have preached the narrow way of

"no annexations, no indemnities." In

other words, they have refused to reckon
with the realities of geography and eco-

nomics. Yet practical sense, declares our

author, warns us that it would be wise
to seize the present opportunity, when,
for once, democratic nations are effi-

ciently armed, to make the world a safe

place for democracies when going about
their ordinary business. We must
reckon presciently with the realities of

space and time and not be content merely
to lay down on paper good principles of

conduct.

Average citizenship is not a likely base
for daring innovations. Adventurers,
sole or corporate, must therefore be left

to blaze the way to progress. To save

democracy in its recent jeopardy we sus-

pended the very safeguards of democ-

racy, and allowed our governments to or-

ganize us not merely for defense but for

offense. Had the war been short, this

would have been a mere parenthesis in

history. But it has been long, and social

structures have wasted in part, and in

part have been diverted to new uses, so

that habits and vested interests have

dissolved, and all society is as clay in

our hands, if only we have the cunning
to mold it while it is still yielding. But
the art of the clay-molder lies, not merely
in knowing what he would make, but also

in allowing for the properties of the ma-
terial in which he is working; his hu-
man initiative must reckon with reality.

In the work before us the author tries

to depict some of the realities, geo-
graphical and economic, in their twen-

tieth-century perspective. His fitness for

the task is attested by the fact that he
was formerly director of the London
School of Economics and Finance, and
an authority on modern geography.
To this day, he says, our view of the

geographical realities is colored for prac-
tical purposes by our preconceptions
from the past. In other words, human
society is still related to the facts of

geography, not as they are, but in no
small measure as they have been ap-

proached in the course of history. It is

only with an effort that we can yet real-

ize them in the true, the complete, and
therefore detached, perspective of the
twentieth century. The war has taught
us rapidly, but there are still vast num-
bers who look out on a vivid Western
foreground, but only to a very dim East-
ern background. The last phrase embod-
ies a distinction which forms the basis

of this whole work.

Here is the old antithesis of sea-power
and land-power. The geographical and
economic circumstances by which each

has been governed throughout the cen-

turies are portrayed with a very deft

hand. In a survey of sea-power our at-

tention is first called to Egypt. Then we
pass to the Aegean. Was Crete the first

base of sea-power? From that home
fared the seamen who, sailing north-

ward, saw the coast of the rising sun to

their right hand and of the setting sun
to their left hand, and named one Asia
and the other Europe. Have we in Crete
the first instance of the importance of

the larger base for sea-power? The man-
power of the sea must be nourished by
land fertility somewhere, and, other

things being equal—such as security at

home and energy of the people—that

power will control the sea which is based
on the greater resources. It was re-

served for the half-Greek, half-barbaric

Macedonians, established in the root of

the Greek peninsula itself, to end the

first cycle of sea-power by conquering to

the south of them the Greek sea-base,

and then marching into Asia. They made
a "closed sea" of the Mediterranean by
depriving both the Greeks and the Phoe-

nicians of their bases. That done, Alex-

ander could advance light-heartedly into

Upper Asia.

Then came the Romans, who united

the western and eastern basins of the
Mediterranean. After the battle of Ac-
tium the entire Mediterranean was a

"closed sea," and we think of the Roman
Empire as chiefly a land-power; the com-
mand was not maintained upon the sea,

but upon the land by holding the coasts.

By penetrating to the Bay of Biscay and
Britain the Romans eliminated the risk

of the rise of a sea-power off the Gallic

coast, and made the Channel also a
"closed sea," controlled by land-power.
When the land-power of Rome waned,
the seas ceased to be closed. The peoples
of Latin civilization were hardened by
a winter of centuries, called the Dark
Ages, during which they were besieged
in their homeland by the Mohammedans,
and failed to break out by their crusad-

ing sorties. Only in the fifteenth cen-

tury did time ripen for the great ad-

venture on the ocean which was to make
the world European.

In describing the landsman's point of

view our author makes frequent use of
the term "Heartland," by which he de-

notes those vast stretches of the great
island—Europe, Asia, and Africa—that

have practically no outlet on the sea.

We may epitomize this description by
saying that Europe and the Indies are

regions of the ploughmen and shipmen;
whereas the Northern Heartland, Arabia,
and the Southern Heartland, have for
the most part been unplowed, and are
inaccessible to sea-going ships, though
they are naturally adapted to the mobil-

ity of horsemen and camel-men, with
their herds of cattle and flocks of sheep.
The connection of the Heartland is much
more intimate with Europe and Arabia
than it is with China and India. For
purposes of strategical thinking the

Heartland incudes the Baltic Sea, the

navigable Middle and Lower Danube, the

Black Sea, Asia Minor, Armenia, Persia,

Thibet, and Mongolia. Within it, there-

fore, were Brandenburg, Prussia, and

Austria-Hungary, as well as Russia—a
vast triple base of man-power which was
lacking to the horse-riders of history.
The Heartland is a region to which, un-
der modern conditions, sea-power can be
refused access.

The last statement was obviously
penned before November, 1918, but we
may pass it without question—its im-

portance can not be tested until the

peace terms and their effectiveness are

patiently studied. What our author
seems most to have in mind is that dur-

ing the nineteenth century Russian
Czardom loomed large within the Heart-

land, and that towards the end of the

century the Germans determined to sub-
due the Slavs and to exploit them for
the occupation of the Heartland, through
which run the land-ways into China,
India, Arabia, and the African Heartland
(south of the Sahara). With him the

upshot of the matter is that not until

about a hundred years ago was there
an available base of man-power sufficient

to begin to threaten the liberty of the
world from within this citadel of the
World Island; and that no mere scraps
of paper, even though they may be the
written constitution of a League of Na-
tions, are, under the conditions of to-

day, a sufficient guarantee that the
Heartland will not again become the cen-
tre of a world war.
The recent Great War arose, we are

told, from the revolt of the Slavs against
the Germans. West Europe must neces-

sarily be opposed to whatever Power
attempts to organize the resources of
East Europe and the Heartland. The
region so designated has in the past
lacked man-power to make it a produc-
tive base for the support of men. But
Germany has taught the world how to
overcome this shortage by means of or-

ganization.
We must have a balance as between

Germans and Slavs, and true independ-
ence of each. We can not afford to leave
such a condition of affairs in East Eu-
rope and the Heartland as would offer

scope for ambition in the future. The
German blunder having given us the

victory, it is essential that we should
focus our thought on the stable reset-

tlement of the affairs of the region just
mentioned. If we accept anything lees

than a complete solution of the Eastern

question in its largest sense, we shall

merely have gained a respite, and our
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descendants will find themselves under

the necessity of marshalling their power
afresh for the siege of the Heartland.

The essence of the resettlement must be

territorial, for in east Europe and in

still greater measure in the remainder

of the Heartland we have to deal with

regions whose economic development has

only commenced. Unless we look for-

ward, the growth of the peoples will, by
and by, unbalance our resettlement. And
it is well to bear in mind that German
mentality is not likely to be altered by
the German defeat.

Scholarly Realism on East-

ern Europe
The New Eastern Europe. By Ralph

Butler. New York : Longmans, Green
and Company.

IN
these days of violent partisan propa-

ganda, when each nationalistic frag-

ment is pressing its claims to share in

the questionable benefits of the ill-defined

theory of self-determination, it is grati-

fying to read the scholarly work of a

painstaking investigator who rises above

such currents. The articles on the situa-

tion of Finland, the Baltic Provinces,

and Ukraina, which Mr. Butler has con-

tributed to the English Review during
the past two years, have been noteworthy,
not only for their freedom from the taint

of special pleading, but also because they
have brought out the relation between

politics and economics in this confused

section of Europe. The publication,

therefore, of these articles, with addi-

tional timely chapters, in a single volume,
is very welcome.

It is greatly to Mr. Butler's credit

that even in the heat of the conflict he

was able to write in this scholarly and

detached manner, when to "give the

devil his due" was to incur the suspicion

of pro-German tendencies. This is par-

ticularly true of his treatment of Fin-

land and the Baltic Provinces, in the

case of which countries our strong preju-
dices have at times prevented us from

understanding the true attitude of the

people themselves in their difficult local

conflicts. He sets forth admirably the

true nature of the struggle in Finland

that has been going on since the pro-

gramme of Russification was started by
the Czar's Government, and makes clear

that the real rivalry was between the

Swedish aristocracy and the Finnish in-

dustrial class. He also reveals the des-

perate situation in which Finland was

placed when threatened by the sweep of

Russian Bolshevism, and the natural

gratitude which the people felt at their

rescue from this by the Germans when
other aid was lacking.

In Mr. Butler's book there is set forth,

possibly for the first time in English,
a clear analysis of the conflicting polit-

ical and economic currents in Esthonia,

Latvia, and Courland. The public has

been so much misled by the identification

of the Baltic barons with Prussia that

the careful distinction between the sev-

eral elements of the population will be

found somewhat difficult to follow, but

none the less essential to an understand-

ing of the problems involved in the final

disposition of the Baltic lands. Here,
as elsewhere, he shows the part played

by the fundamental agrarian problem.
The case of Lithuania is likewise a

complex matter, and it has not been

simplified by the violent nationalistic

propaganda of the Lithuanian intelli-

gentsia. Mr. Butler sympathizes, to be

sure, with the nationalist movement of

the Lithuanians, but he recognizes fully

its weakness, in that it is of such recent

growth and so poor in cultural develop-
ment that it may possibly not survive the

conflict of the surrounding forces which
threaten its future. Here again the

land factor is all important, and the

political aspect is but the expression of

the underlying economic factors.

The most valuable part of Mr. But-

ler's work is his treatment of the

Polish question. He devotes three chap-
ters to this, entitled "Poland, 1917,"

"Poland, 1918," and "Poland, 1919."

The first two are published as they
were originally written, at times when
the Polish situation bore very different

aspects from what has now developed as

the result of the Allied victory over
the Central Powers, but they are all the

more valuable for this fact. In dealing
with the Poles, Mr. Butler has the great
merit of freeing himself from the thrall

of romanticism induced in most writers

by the tragedy of the partitions and the

successive insurrections. There is noth-

ing new in his analysis of the causes

of the downfall of Poland, or of the part

played by the land-owning aristocracy
in the insurrections. What is note-

worthy, however, is his valuable analysis
of the rise of nationalism among the

peasant class, and the sources of its re-

sistant power. Perhaps the best feature

of his book is his study of the develop-
ment of economic efficiency by the 2,000,-

000 Poles in Prussia, a development from
which he expects much in the new state,

because it seems to show that the Poles,
in spite of their Slav temperament, have
latent capacities for constructive work
and community action. Our propagand-
ists have misled us greatly as to the true

attitude of the Poles towards the Polish

kingdom set up by Germany and the

significance of Pilsudski and his Polish

Legions, and it has remained for the
writer to unravel the tangled skein of

Polish politics through the kaleidoscopic

changes of the past three years and
render more intelligible the conflicts

which threaten the new-born Poland. He
is not sanguine as to the outcome of the

experiment, for he realizes that the in-

ternal problems, especially in Russian

Poland, are more complex than those
which await solution in the other states

of eastern Europe. He remarks sagely
that the strength of nations is a product,
not of diplomatic machinery, but of bi-

ological growth; wherefore only the
Poles themselves can make a strong Po-

land, and for the source of such strength
they can only look, not to external, but
to internal policy.

The chapter dealing with Ukraina is

full of valuable information, but one
could have wished that Mr. Butler had
carried his investigations still further,

especially as they touch the larger ques-
tion of future Russian-Ukrainian rela-

tions and Russia's approach to Che Black
Sea. Very properly he calls attention
to the fact that Ukrainian nationalism
and separatism were confined to a small
section of the intelligentsia, and that,
with the inviting in of the Germans to

stem the tide of Russian Bolshevism, this

element fell between the upper and nether

millstones, because it failed to realize

that Germany's great object in the oc-

cupation was, not to satisfy Ukrainian
aspirations for independence, but simply
to obtain food. His analysis of the Cos-
sack situation in Ukraina is a particu-

larly good piece of work, and throws
much light on the present agrarian
troubles, which overshadow political
issues.

Throughout his work the author em-
phasizes the importance of the economic

situation, and especially the questions of

land-holding and land-working ; and he
shows that he has made a careful exam-
ination of statistical material and recent

German authorities, the only ones that

have dealt with these subjects in a scien-

tific manner. Altogether, this is a most
valuable contribution in a field in which
accurate information has hitherto been

sadly lacking.

Two Ways of Faith
The Mirror and the Lamp. By W. B.

Maxwell. Indianapolis: The Bobbs-
Merrill Company.

The Convictions of Christopher Ster-
ling. By Harold Begbie. New York:
Robert M. McBride and Company.

W.
B. MAXWELL is among the few

contemporary English novelists

who have kept clear of a brisk, chatty,
more or less facetious style, on the one

hand, and a fine-drawn, sophisticated

style, on the other. He does not think it

his main business as a novelist either to

be amusing or to achieve that fashion-

able elegance of manner which every

generation is prone to confound with

"distinction." Nor does he scruple to

pull a long face on occasion over the seri-

ous affair of life, as an affair of too deep

irony for side-glances. It is not, to him.
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an issue between absolute good and abso-

lute evil for the control of human nature,
but a subtle interplay of flesh, mind, and

spirit through which the destinies of

men are dimly guided rather than pa-

tently determined. Any good Wellsian
would be afraid of the Edward Church-
hill of this story, as a prig about whom
too little might hardly be said. He is a

youth of strongly rel :gious nature. His
romantic devotion to his mother might
be seized by psychoanalysts as a clue to

his freedom from the ordinary experi-
ences and temptations of sex. He takes

orders and elects to serve as curate, for

his soul's good, in a slum parish. He is

of great use there; rejects preferment;
falls presently in love with an abused

wife; carries her off openly and is un-

frocked; loses all faith; and only after

many years finds himself restored, as if

by chance, to the bosom of the church

and to real happiness. For it is only ai

a priest that he is able to recover the

tranquillity of his early years. All the

arguments of his days of negation re-

main unanswered. Faith has retaken

her own, and that is all. Are we to

smile or to look grave at the means of

her restoration—the kindly Bishop who
comes along and, as a matter of per-
sonal judgment and special convenience,
awards to Edward Churchill the right to

wear ceremonial surplice and diurnal

"dog-collar" once more? To his brilliant

daughter, the daughter of his "sin," this

is matter for triumph—"rehabilitation,

acknowledgment of her father's true

worth at last, the lifting of that cloud

upon his name." The last in particular.
. . . Somehow we are made to see what
it all means to the man himself; being
what he is, Faith does not exist for him
save as the Church consecrates it. Cast
out of the Church, he has sworn never to

wear surplice or collar, "ugly yoke of

superstition," again. Being permitted
to return, he gladly dons the churchly
uniform: "That was not really himself.

That was another man. In his rage and
revolt he had called his priestly garb the

devil's livery. Now he may wear it

again." So we leave him happy with
his restored dream of faith in "the soul

as a lamp which burns bright and clear,

illuminating the mirror which is the
mind"—so long as lamp and mirror re-

main within the shelter of the sanctuary.
What Mr. Maxwell "thinks of" him re-

mains uncertain, by no means to the

disadvantage of the portrait. For to in-

terpret a human character is neither to

lecture upon it nor to judge it, as all

great portraiture, literary and other, has

abundantly shown.
"The Convictions of Christopher Ster-

ling" is a story of not dissimilar temper.
The motto is from Spinoza: "It should

be the aim of a wise man neither to

mock, nor to bewail, nor to denounce
men's actions but to understand them."

This is frankly a novel with a purpose;
and when we have said that the central

figure is a pacifist and conscientious ob-

jector who dies under the rigors of an

English prison sentence at hard labor,

we have prepared the reader for the

worst rather than the best. But Mr.

Begbie's purpose has been less to con-

demn the military treatment of conscien-

tious objectors during the late war than
to make intelligible the attitude of these

men, the best of them,—and the attitude

of their world towards them. He wishes
to look at the ideals and practices of war
and peace from as many different angles
as possible. But he is not content, with
Messrs. Wells, George and the rest, to

run them through the kaleidoscope of a

single mind, a Britling or an Oakley. He
chooses rather (like Miss Sinclair in

"The Tree of Heaven") to embody them
in clear-cut form, in the members of a

single family.

Anthony Sterling is a pillar of finance

who takes his burden seriously; he
is not, however, the heavy Victorian

father, but a. man of sensitive feel-

ing and warm devotion to his family.
His wife is a woman of brilliant mind
and unconsciously selfish interests—a

skeptic of all religions but that of con-

venance in the best sense of the term.

There are four sons, Christopher, Lang-
ton, Arthur and James. Langton is a

sportsman and a soldier and a Church-
man. He sees war as a purifier of soci-

ety, is keen about his soldierly profession,
and when the hour strikes welcomes the
test with enthusiasm, though not lightly :

a militarist of the highest type. Arthur,
the third son, is a selfish man about town
who contrives to play the slacker with-
out incurring ignominy. Marriage and
"war-work" are his sacrifices to the
sacred cause of his personal exemption.
James, the youngest, is a lad of fine in-

telligence and promise. He has an ex-

quisite feeling for beauty : he will write,
he may write greatly. He lays his loath-

ing of violence and his life itself will-

ingly at the feet of England, which he

worships—an ideal patriot. Our chief

person, though, is the oldest son Chris-

topher. A most brilliant scholar, he
leaves Oxford a man marked for high
performance. But he is odd : his super-
normal logic forbids his accepting the
half-truths and half-policies on which
civilization rests. He abandons his

"prospects" and his family and his class,
and goes down to life among the poor
in London, not as a "slum worker" but
as one of them. He believes that the

only hope of the world lies in the literal

practice of Christianity as its founder

preached and lived it. He joins the So-

ciety of Friends, marries a fellow-mem-

ber, his womanly counterpart, and gives
over his rights as eldest son to a rich

man. The war comes ; he preaches peace,
is labeled pro-German and traitor, is re-

fused exemption, though a Quaker; and
is virtually murdered by the military au-
thorities. And his soldier-brother Lang-
ton, with his military honors and his

strong personal sense of duty done can

only say of him, "Christopher died for

England, and for something even greater
than that." On the whole, the story-
teller has succeeded in his purpose to

keep the balance of sympathy between
all these conflicting points of view, and
to be preserved from dogmatism by "the

honesty of his own agnosticism." It is

in the name of freedom for all points of
view that he makes his special protest,

devolops his special purpose to show that
the ill-treatment of an English Quaker
in an English prison is as abominable as

the ill-treatment of an English prisoner-
soldier in a German prison. We have
said that these two books have something
in common. They are both grave studies

of the religious nature, but in strongly
contrasting manifestations: the Church-
man whose faith and practice as a Chris-
tian rest on an unbroken structure of

dogma ; and the lonely soul who finds his

living Christianity only in that literal

and personal obedience of the precepts
of Jesus which has always remained
somewhat beyond the powers of organ-
ized religion.

H. W. BOYNTON

The Run ofthe Shelves

NICHOLAS
L. BROWN, under the

title of "Last and First," has

brought together two essays by John
Addington Symonds which have never
before been reprinted. The former of

these is an elaborate study of the Renais-

sance, "an analysis," as the author calls

it, "of the emancipation of the intellect

in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and six-

teenth centuries." It was published in

the Fortnightly only a month before his

death. The second essay is a criticism of
the art and spirit of Clough, and ap-
peared also in the Fortnightly, but in

1868, four years before Symonds's first

book. The curious thing is that this

early piece of writing is not only per-

fectly mature in style but really displays
more thought and penetration into the
heart of life than the latest product of

the essayist's pen, written as the consum-
mation of his long years of devotion to

the history of the Renaissance. A com-
parison of the two essays confirms the

opinion that somehow Symonds never ful-

filled the extraordinarily brilliant prom-
ise of his youth. Something went wrong
in the man. His study of Clough we can
recommend to those who have forgotten
how important a figure that poet was in

the thought and literature of the mid-
nineteenth century. The book is edited

by Albert Mordell.
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Those who, as good homoeopathists,
like to cure the soul of its hurts from
science by dosing themselves with a lit-

tle more science, may be directed to Dr.
Robert W. Mackenna's "Adventure of
Life." Here in a succession of well-

written, well-informed chapters they will

find all the old beliefs in free will, im-

mortality, God, and eventual peace re-

moved from the clutches of naturalism,
and even confirmed by a deeper under-

standing of material things. The book
is not profound, but it will be comfort-
able to a certain class of readers. (Pub-
lished by the Macmillan Company.)

"A Peace Congress of Intrigue" is a

compilation made by Frederick Freksa
(and published by the Century Com-
pany) of some of the more important
and piquant contemporary accounts of
the famous Congress which could dance
but not march. The lighter side of the
Congress which followed Napoleon's
abdication—the balls, dinners, masquer-
ades, commemorative funerals, sleighing
parties, living pictures, and wit—is

effectively told in the selections from
the well-known reminiscences of Coun-
tess Bernstorff, Countess Thurheim,
Baron Noetitz, and Count de la Garde.
In the serious negotiations of the Con-
gress of Vienna the victorious allies

were split apart through their jealousies
and selfishness into hostile Anglo-Aus-
trian and Russo-Prussian groups, which
gave to Talleyrand, the ambassador of
the vanquished, the ultimate balance of
power and controlling influence at the
Congress. (May Germany to-day be
unable, through the attitude of Italy
and Japan, to imitate Talleyrand's ex-

ample in turning the tables upon the vic-

tors!) This more serious side of the
Congress of Vienna is related in long
extracts from the letters and diaries of
Humboldt, Stein, Archduke John of Aus-
tria, and Talleyrand himself. Inasmuch
as the Congress of a century ago pre-
sented all the undesirable features—
levity, intrigue, hidden negotiations,
dynastic selfishness, and disregard of
peoples—which it was hoped would be
absent from the Paris Peace Conference
of to-day, there is much of interest in
these extracts. A much more valuable
work, however, could have been written
if they had been studied critically and
combined with the other material as
well as with the remarkable secret re-
ports of Metternich's Vienna police, to
which Fournier has called attention.
Such a volume would have been no less

interesting in connection with the Peace
Conference and yet would have had a
permanent historical value.

President P. R. Kolbe's "The Colleges
in War Time and After" (Appleton) is
a sketch of the many and diverse places
which the colleges filled in the war.

Under such heads as "The Student Army
Training Corps," "War Service of Tech-
nical Sciences," "Colleges for Women
and the War," "College Finances during
the War," and similar titles, is given a
succinct interpretation of the educational

conditions, forces, and mixed results.

The book is rather material for history
of the American colleges in this great
struggle than a history itself. In fact

one-third of the volume consists of ap-
pendices. What one misses in this in-

terpretation is the element of that im-

agination which filled the mind and the
heart of the student and graduate as he
reflected upon his duty and as he went
forth ready to die for his ideals.

A volume of memoirs of a score of

young men who gave their lives in

British uniform has been made up by
E. B. Osborn under the title "The New
Elizabethans" (Lane). It is a record
of lives brief but complete, yet there
is left a deep sense of the pity of

it, which one would gladly seek to evade
for the moment by picking a good-
natured little quarrel with the editor
over his choice of title. True, they lived
hard and died young, these men, and
they were all excellent in their several

qualities, both by promise and perfor-
mance; athletes, writers, others with
their feet happily placed well along the
road of the public service, all alert to
the world in which they lived, they are

excellently representative of that world.
But why drag in the Elizabethans? If
there is one thing common to the young
men who went to the wars in our day,
most strikingly so of the group drawn
together in the present volume, it is

that with perfectly clear perceptions
they dropped what they were doing to

help in the finishing, as soon as might
be, of a peculiarly dirty but necessary
job. No doubt the love of adventure
played a part, and with the less thought-
ful a great one. With your true Eliza-
bethan it would have been the whole
thing, that and a rather calculating con-
sideration of how this particular adven-
ture might be made to serve as a step
in a personal career of fame and fortune,
precisely the things that were furthest
from the thoughts of the elect spirits
in Mr. Osborn's chronicle. They, too,
have their grandeur, but it is not a
grandeur of manner, it is not Eliza-

bethan; it is—well, Time will find a
name if one is needed.

The Oxford University Press, Ameri-
can Branch, has very recently published
"The Oxford History of India, from the
earliest times to the end of 1911," by
Vincent A. Smith; "The Reconstruction
of Russia: essays edited by Sir Paul
Vinogradoff

"
; and "A History of Kana-

rese Literature," by Edward P. Rice, all

works of importance in their fields.

Mr. Yeats and Others

I
FIND myself always re-trying the
case of Mr. Yeats. Not that I rescind

my verdict or that the poet offers new
evidence. He is Mr. Yeats—the same
imaginative, poetic, individual, and re-

markable Mr. Yeats—with a finality that
should impart finality to criticism. But
while I repose on my verdict, I am rest-

less in my plea. I have to re-convince

myself that poems to which nature has
been so generous should be so illiberal

to readers, that a man whom the im-
mortals so unmistakably wanted should
have missed—or dismissed—immortal-
ity. I am not closing the door of the
future on Mr. Yeats; I am not the
keeper of that door: but I think, if he
enters, he will enter, not as pure poet,
but as playwright or herald to the march
of tendency. In perusal his poems melt
into the mind and melt out of it; his

reputation may yield in like fashion to
the solvent of time.

Why do the poems in the "Wild Swans
at Coole" seem to be rather breathed
than sung or spoken? Are they vague?
A criticism that began with that asser-
tion would be false. When Mr. Yeats
writes of "the freckled man who goes
to a grey place on the hill in grey Con-
nemara clothes at dawn to cast his flies,"
he is as definite as Walter Scott. But
Scott's grey man would last, would stay ;

even if goblin, he would be stable. But
Yeats's grey man would vanish, if you
turned your back; even if man, if angler,
he would vanish. He is an image. All

figures in good verse are images. But
in normal poetry, for the moment at

least, the image claims to be a fact. In
Mr. Yeats that claim is wanting. His
images may be sharp, may even be real ;

the disappointments and disillusions on
which these lyrics dwell with tempered
bitterness are doubtless extracts from
the acerbities of real experience. But
the images are scarcely definable as true
or false, because they aver nothing ; they
are, almost in the literal sense, phe-
nomena. Mr. Yeats, in his preface, ap-
plies the word "phantasmagoria" to his
own work. In a preface, this admission
does not count; it is as harmless as the

manager's confession in the foyer that
the play is an illusion. But the same
confession from an actor in his part
would be a very different matter, and it

is the misfortune or indiscretion of Mr.

The Wild Swans at Coole. By W. B. Yeats. New
York: The Macmillan Company.

The Song of Three Friends. By John G. Neihardt.
New York: The Macmillan Company.

In Flanders Fields. By John McCrae. New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons.

The New Day. By Scudder Middleton. New York:
The Macmillan Company.

The Tree of Life. By John Gould Fletcher. New
York: The Macmillan Company.

Songs and Poems. By John Jay Chapman. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

Service and Sacrifice. By Corinne Roosevelt Robin-
son. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

Escape and Fantasy. By George Rostrevor. New
York: The Macmillan Company.
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Yeats's poems that they openly agree
with Mr. Yeats.

The mixture of nature and study In

this poet is another curious and torment-

ing problem. In "Major Robert Greg-

ory," on the whole the best poem in the

volume, since a major can not be vapor-
ized so readily as certain other things,
he says: "What made us dream that he
could comb grey hair?" The preciosity
is undeniable, but it is a preciosity,

which, if bred in the womb of artifice,

has slept on the bosom of nature. Is it

the product of the lamp? Yes: the

lamplight falls upon the crossed and
blotted page, but behind the lamplight
the dawn is peeping through the shutter.

Mr. Yeats has a courtliness that has

turned rustic, has fed on berries and

couched among bracken, and surprises

you now and then in the wildness of the

heath by some gesture evocative of the

salon. There is a finely-touched pastoral
called the "Sad Shepherd," in which the

goatherd's diction is sometimes simple

enough to have angered Pope, sometimes
artful enough to have delighted Virgil.

The most stirring book on my table

for the month, a book under whose im-

pact that table almost reels, to the trepi-

dation of its lighter contents, is Mr. John
G. Neihardfs "Song of Three Friends."

The "Song" confirms and enlarges the

impression created a few years back by
the "Song of Hugh Glass" and weak-
ened or overlaid by the publication, in

the interval, of work that rather dazzled

than convinced the public. As novel in

verse, its success is only partial; it

moves slowly, its proportions are weak,
and its events are undersized in relation

to the setting and our anticipations. The
characters as organisms are superb, and
are drawn finely, but the passage from

body to mind is like the transition from

high-bred horse to horse-jockey. The
epoch and the continent—the eighteen-
twenties and the Trans-Missouri—are

the true protagonists in Mr. Neihardfs
robust drama, and Fink, Carpenter, and
Talbeau are merged in its vastness, like

trappers turning into fly-specks on the

slopes of Tacoma or Pike's Peak. The
men are half aware of their littleness.

Their life is a fury tempered with awe,
and in Mr. Neihardfs own original and
forcible conception there is something
cosmic, or at least terrene, serving as

counterpoise to the seismic or spasmic
forms which energy is prone to take in

his pages. His exertions are a little too

manifest. The heat comes readily

enough, and I should enjoy its geniality
all the more if I were less vividly con-

scious of Mr. Neihardt in the basement

shoveling coal into the furnace with
feverish assiduity.
Mr. Neihardt writes an unconfined and

fearless diction, and subjects the old

courtly and posturing heroic couplet of

Dryden and Pope to the sort of discipline

which the tenderfoot is supposed to un-

dergo at the hands of the unfeeling cow-

boy. He is intent on force rather than

beauty, but the particles of beauty which
fall in his way have the impressiveness
of prayers on the lips of a highwayman.
The passage I shall quote is among the

quieter ones, but the strength is seen

through the beauty like the rock be-

neath the mosses.

All day long the riders faced
A rolling, treeless, melancholy waste
Of yellow grass; for 'twas a rainless time,
Nor had the baby green begun to climb
The steep-kneed hills, but kept the nursing

draws.
And knee to knee they rode with scarce a

pause,
Save when the ponies drank; and scarce a

word.
As though the haunting silence of a third,
Who rode between them, shackled either

tongue.
And when along the sloughs the twilight

flung
Blue haze, and made the hills seem doubly

bleak,

They camped beside a songless little creek
That crawled among the clumps of stunted

plum
Just coming into bud. And both sat dumb
Beside a mewing fire, until the west
Was darkened and the shadows leaped and

pressed
About their little ring of feeble light.

Let me assure the people who find this

passage tame that the book abounds in

what they call vitality; Mr. Neihardfs
fear of the commonplace amounts to

panic. Greatness he has not reached in

the "Song of Three Friends," but he

has done an original and forcible thing.

In John McCrae's volume, the poem
"In Flanders Fields" is supplemented by
twenty-eight other poems, all short and

lyrical. They are fit to be its retinue;

not one of them perhaps could have

headed a procession. They establish

John McCrae's right to the authorship
of "In Flanders Fields" ; they prove that

that poem was no accident, no gratuity
of the indulgent fates. The poem itself

sustains the test of re-perusal. It is

not indeed the work of a man of excep-
tional poetic power. It is the work of a

man of moderate poetic power in an ex-

ceptional moment. The rarities of minor

poets are sometimes as precious as the

normalities of major ones. The serene

warning, the gentle authority, the mel-

ancholy challenge, of "In Flanders
Fields" is a case in point.
The "Essay in Character," by Sir An-

drew Macphail, has much the same func-

tion as the poetry—the function of attes-

tation. Lieutenant-Colonel John Mc-

Crae, who died in France with the Cana-
dian forces, was authorized by character

and service to say for us what he has
said in the "Flanders Fields" poem.
The simple records do not lift John Mc-
Crae out of the class of normal men;
they do what is far better—they lift

the norm.
Mr. Scudder Middleton is a poet who

interests me. He is metrist, artist, clas-

sicist, stylist ; he has all the defenses and

palings: but there is a door in the wall

of his park that leads into the forest.

He writes richly, but what might be
called garish in another writer is tem-

perate in Mr. Middleton, as the same

coloring which is florid in tapestry is

chaste in marble. Sometimes the emo-
tional and intellectual content seems a

little slender; sometimes the thoughts
seem a little too obviously shrined and
casketed. I feel in his verse, as in the

prose tales of Merimee, a proud repose
which affects to disown the feeling that

it unquestionably shelters. But the dis-

claimer is unavailing. Mr. Middleton

has heard "the clear, new bugles blow

Over the English lanes and Russian

snow"; he has tenderness for those to

whom "war gave The bullet and the

sword for bread"; and he can breathe a

warning, "The low satanic voice is in

your ears," to the peoples for whom rec-

reancy lies in wait on the very crown
and summit of their magnanimities. In

candor I should add that this volume

may prove a slight disappointment to

those readers for whom the "Clerk in

Heaven" is the kernel of Mr. Middleton's

poetical achievement.

I would not say that in the "Tree of

Life" Mr. John Gould Fletcher had ar-

rived. He has, however, set out. Even
that step has the excitement of progres-
sion for a man who has wasted so much
time in merely pacing up and down the

station platform. The "Tree of Life" de-

picts the relations of two lovers in a

dim, rhapsodic fashion, the vague plain-

tiveness of which is shadowed forth in

such titles as the "Aster Flower,"
"Fruit of Flame," "From Empty Days,"
"Dreams in the Night," and "Toward the

Darkness." So near is 1919 to 1819,

after all, that the dim yearnings in these

poems might have served as accom-

paniment or undersong to the laments

of Byron for Thyrza or the apostrophes
of Shelley to Jane. One can not forget
that the noun, "revolution," is related

to the verb, "revolve." The feeling in

Mr. Fletcher's latest poems is neither

vital nor robust, but it is feeling, and it

imparts a meaning to his verse which
hitherto his verse has lacked and craved.

His poems in the past have been stocked

with sensuous pictures, but the imagery
has been exhibited like merchandise on

shelves, or, at best, like bric-a-brac on a

mantelpiece, in meaningless and dis-

connected prominence. A change has

taken place. What were flourishes have

become characters. They are employed;

they are ministrant; they serve an emo-
tion.

Much of the writing in the "Tree of

Life" is in the old unprofitable vein. We
all know the affinity of thunder and

cloud, and Mr. Fletcher, where he is not

vague, is often violent. But moments
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arrive when he is neither violent nor

vague. He can rise to a stroke of this

quality: "Were the last kiss not bit-

ter, the first would have been less sweet."

In speaking of a weary soul's encounter

with the beloved object in a spiritual

world, he can say this : "Perhaps for a

little while I might desire to seek you,

but after I shall turn and hide my face,"

in which the justified reliance on the sug-

gestiveness of a gesture is Dantesque.
Were there not so many false dawns in

literature, so many greys that are not

the morning's eye, I should be tempted
to say that in lines like the above the day
broke for Mr. Fletcher.

If Mr. John Jay Chapman handles

Victorian metres like a pupil rather than

a master, he is the sort of pupil in whom
masters delight. If the tradition is audi-

ble in his sentiments, it is chiefly that

part of the tradition which has been

vital enough to withstand the inroads

of modernity—the patriotic part. Pa-

triotism seems the enduring part of our
moral vesture. Coat and trousers may
show themselves out at elbows or out at

knees, while the waistcoat which formed

part of the original purchase is intact.

A nation that acquired its outfit of pa-

triotism, religion, and literature a half

century or more ago finds its patriotism
still usable while its religion and litera-

ture have fallen into disrepair. The
flag is the one piece of cloth that is im-

proved by becoming threadbare, and Mr.

Chapman's high-hearted motto, "Love,

Death, Our Country—Honor, Discipline"
fits 1919 none the less for its consonance
with 1861. Mr. Chapman is not a great

poet, but he utters with dignity and

taste, with measured and mellowed grav-
ity, sentiments in which his countrymen
avow their sonship to heroic ancestors.

Cleverness, like dulness, has its beaten

paths. Much of Mrs. Robinson's work
does not get beyond the beaten paths
of cleverness, but she is capable of self-

transcendence in rare moments of pas-
sionate analysis, moments that give an
effect of high arrest or solemn pause
before an emotion whose very intensity
is tranquillizing. In this volume they
are found in "If I Could Hold My Grief"
and the two succeeding sonnets. Half
the poems are amusing; the dedication
and the prelude are funereal. The seri-

ous and the humorous are companion-
able enough, but the neighborship of the
facetious and the elegiac seems like

mirth in funeral and dirge in marriage.
Mr. George Rostrevor, whose titles,

"Escape and Fantasy" and "Stars and
Fishes" are aromatic of his temper, has
a good ear and a mellow, if light, voice.

He has just seriousness enough to add
the seasoning of variety to the blithe

experiment of youth, and his poems are

silvery in the half-light of a chastened

mysticism.
0. W. Firkins

The British Press

THERE
never was a time when the

British public more needed the guid-
ance of a thoughtful and responsible

press, yet it is a feature of the age—an

age of extraordinarily critical days,
when the audience is sensitive and ex-

citable—that the mainsprings of the

London daily press are personal feelings

and prejudice. The Morning Post and
the Daily News, widely as they differ in

every respect, are soaked with prejudice;
honest it may be, but still one which

prevents the consideration of any ques-
tion of foreign or domestic policy on its

merits. The Times, with its squire the

Daily Mail, is neither more nor less than

the reflection of the personal views of

one man who has none of the tempera-
ment of the statesman and whose very
success as a vendor of popular journal-
ism is a sign that he is wholly unfitted

to be a far-sighted national adviser. One
can not say that in the case of the Times
and the Daily Mail prejudice is at the

bottom of the views, attacks, and de-

fenses which are to be read in their

columns. They are the expressions of

a quick, changeable, energetic, and am-
bitious personality. The Daily Chron-

icle, which up to some months ago was
unquestionably the honest exponent of

the Liberalism of the centre, now apes
an independence which is negatived in

every article that appears in its pages.
It has become a new advocate of the

Prime Minister. We are left with two
morning papers only to complete this

classification—the Daily Telegraph and
the Express. The former, again, is per-

sonal, but it is unquestionably animated

by public spirit, though, when a paper is

the echo of personal views, the person-
ality which inspires it must hold very
definite opinions and be determined to

press them on the public if it is to be an
influential factor. The Daily Telegraph
is like an honest man who has no very
clear views and whose opinions are

necessarily guarded and often doubtful.

The Express, on the whole, is now the
most independent of London morning
papers, but as yet it does not appear to

have the influence which its present in-

dividuality deserves. Of the evening
papers the Westminster Gazette is the

only sheet which even pretends to ade-

quate discussion of foreign or domestic

politics, and, able though it be, a cer-

tain mannerism, a tone of superior argu-
mentativeness, detracts from the weight
of its words. It is written, as the late

Frederick Greenwood said of the first

Pall Mall Gazette, by gentlemen for

gentlemen. The stalwarts of the Liberal

party prefer the gibes of Mr. Gardiner
to the aphorisms of Mr. Spender.

Yet, while the daily press of London
forms the daily reading of London and

of the country and towns to the south
of the metropolis, those who are at a

distance from England should never for-

get that some organs of the provincial

press are the guides of opinion to thou-

sands of readers in the North and West.
The Manchester Guardian, prejudiced
also as it too often is, the Liverpool,

Leeds, and Scotch papers, and some
sheets in the West and in Wales are

written, not only with great ability, but
with a desire to express seasoned opin-
ions. The English provincial press, in

fact, for the purpose of discussion,
whether of political or social questions,
is more authoritative than the London
press, which run on what may be called

Northcliffe lines, has lost in power what
it has gained in popularity. The circu-

lation of weekly papers is so small com-

pared to that of the daily papers that

their influence is also less, though this

influence should not be too strictly esti-

mated by the number of copies which
are sold. For they form the food of

political and social apostles. Views
which appear in the weekly papers are

subsequently uttered in but slightly

disguised form by persons who are
listened to respectfully and who pride
themselves on their thoughtfulness and
originality. But in the main, the two
same factors may be noted at the bottom
of the opinions of the London weeklies.

The Nation is even more prejudiced than
the Daily News and is more the expres-
sion of one personality than the Times.
The same may be said of the Saturday
Review, which a superficial smartness
makes pleasant light reading. The Spec-
tator still lives on the traditions of Hut-
ton and Townsend, but the acuteness,

insight, and critical power which at the
time made it so influential and interest-

ing have disappeared. It is a common-
sense organ for common-sense readers
on Sunday morning. Perhaps, when one
touches on Sunday, the Observer should
have a word given to it. Here again we
are in contact with one man, with an

able, excitable personality. What one
reads in the Observer is the views of Mr.
Garvin. Of the New Statesman it is not

unfair to say that its mild socialism is

well blended with some measure of

statesmanship.
A summary such as the foregoing may

be regarded as superficial. Every sum-

mary, however, is necessarily superficial.

But, if the statement that the British

press is more largely the reflection of

prejudices and personal feelings be cor-

rect, it is obvious that the public to

which it is supplied has no safe guide
in very difficult times. But, after all,

the public has always had to take care

of itself, and when Swift, writing of

the negotiations which culminated in

the Peace of Utrecht, said the country
must have peace be it a bad or a good
one, he was just as unsafe a guide to
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the readers of Queen Anne's times as are

the journalists whose views eventually

become the opinions of large numbers

of British electors. The storekeeper and

the newspaper proprietor, now alike, sup-

ply the wares which are acceptable to

the majority of their customers.
E. S. Roscoe

London, June 7

Anne Thackeray
Ritchie

WITH
the passing of Lady Ritchie the

last link connecting us intimately

with Thackeray's life has snapped, and

all possibility of that inimitable biogra-

phy which might have been is at an end.

Lives of Thackeray have been written

and more undoubtedly will be written,

but his daughter alone could have given

us his real portrait That she did not

undertake it was of course because it

would have been against his expressed

wish. A weighty enough reason, except

that where such intimate glimpses of his

life and character have already been re-

vealed as in her own memoirs and in his

published letters to Mrs. Brookfield, the

consecutive story of his life from Lady
Ritchie's pen would have been rather the

amplification of material already familiar

than a revelation of new facts. Had

Thackeray realized how inevitable bi-

ographers of his life were to be, he might
well have chosen her to chronicle it

rather than others, since, not only was
he the kind of man to have preferred
a true account, but he also esteemed her

literary powers highly.

In 1848, when she was only ten years

old, he wrote to Mrs. Brookfield, "I have

got a letter from Annie, so clever, hu-

morous and wise, that it is fit to be

printed in a book." And when her first

paper, "Little Scholars," was ready for

the Cornhill, he is reported to have said :

"When I read it, I blubbered like a child ;

it was so good, so simple, so honest ; and

my little girl wrote it, every word of it."

At that time, too, according to Melville,

he tried to convince Dean Hole "that

Annie can write ten times more cleverly

than I."

Anne Thackeray, early in life, was

evidently ambitious to write well and
suffered the customary discouragement
of budding authors, for in her recollec-

tions of Browning she gives a veiled ac-

count of herself as a failure and tells

how much he once encouraged her by re-

minding her of the epitaph of the Roman
lady who sat at home and spun wool.

"All in good time," he said. "You must

spin your wool some day, every woman
has wool to spin of some sort or an-

other." And she goes on to say, "I

went home feeling quite impressed with
the little speech, it had been so gravely

and kindly made. My blurred pages
looked altogether different somehow. It

was spinning wool—it was not wasting

one's time, one's temper—it was some-

thing more than spoiling paper and

pens." Farther on she adds, "Never has

anything given more trouble or seemed

more utterly hopeless than those early

incoherent pages, so full of meaning to

one's self, so absolutely idiotic in expres-

sion. In later life the words come easily,

only too readily; but then it is the mean-

ing which lags behind."

Between the years 1863 and 1885 she

published twelve volumes, all fiction, with

the exception of a life of Madame de

Sevignl. Of these perhaps the best

known are "Old Kensington" and "Miss

Angel," which latter is the story of An-

gelica Kaufmann. But her most success-

ful work was to be more subjective. In

1893 she wrote her "Records of Tenny-

son, Ruskin, Browning," and in 1894 she

published the slight volume of reminis-

cences known as "Chapters from Some
Memoirs," which of all her books is per-

haps the one most sure to live. In it she

gives a series of vignettes of herself and

her sister in the early days at Kensing-
ton with their father, with their grand-

parents in Paris, or on some trip abroad.

These little sketches are done with a

light touch, are full of fancy and quaint

humor, and have a charm that is always

fresh, for in each she has etched in some
well-remembered character or caught
some distinctive atmosphere, so that they
remain in the memory almost as if the

things they tell of had been personally

experienced. Fourteen years later, she

published "The Blackstick Papers," a

collection of varied essays, mainly lit-

erary, each admirable in its way and all

permeated with the unconscious distinc-

tion of her own individuality, although
less personal in substance than the con-

tents of the earlier volume.

In many ways she had exceptional op-

portunities for gathering material for

work of this kind, for during her father's

lifetime people of note were constantly

at their house and Thackeray also took

her and her sister about with him a

great deal. We meet most of the famous
Victorians in her pages: the Carlyles,

the Brownings, the Kembles, and the

Dickens; Leach, Charlotte Bronte, Mrs.

Gaskell. What is more, their portraits

are never pompously drawn for us as

notables, but are touched with little inti-

mate accounts of characteristic incidents

and peculiarities.

It will always be a matter of regret to

those who appreciate the quality of Lady
Ritchie's later books that she did not

write more of the same kind. The rea-

son is most probably to be found in the

fact that the realities of life consumed
so much of her time and energy as to

leave her little margin for her own pur-

suits, since much of her life seems to

have been given to the service of others.

Leslie Stephen, at whose home she went
on living after her sister's death until

her own marriage in 1877, wrote of her :

"My sister-in-law, Miss Thackeray, con-

tinued to live with me, and she is one of

the most lovable of women. I never

knew any one who was like her—I may
almost say in kind, not to speak of de-

gree. She has, that is, a genius for

sympathy, and has a greater capacity for

loving many people, and yet loving sin-

cerely and warmly, than I have ever

known."
We get an amusing glimpse of Lady

Ritchie's kindly disposition in Mr. Ed-
mund Gosse's description of how he and

R. L. Stevenson, when they were very

young, once went to dine with Leslie

Stephen and were the only guests. After

describing the rather melancholy appear-
ance of their host, he says: "The din-

ner was extremely quiet. Scarcely a

word fell from either of the Stephens,
and we two guests, although chatter-

boxes engrained, were subdued to silence

by shyness. Only Miss Thackeray, in

her hospitable goodness, did her best to

talk for us all, and in the twilight—for

the room and table were meagrely illumi-

nated by two or three candles—her

voice was heard, holding a sort of dia-

logue with itself."

In "The Blackstick Papers" Lady
Ritchie wrote: "It seems a pity when
books pass away, as they undoubtedly do,

delightful books worthy to be remem-
bered. One day everybody is reading
them and living in their pages, then their

voice is silent suddenly and heard no

more among us; they are mysteriously
shelved—forgotten—consigned to ob-

livion." Her own best work may escape

such a fate, since to be able to make the

immediate yesterday of social history—
which is wont to seem a little stale and

out of date to the generation following

immediately on its heels—vivid and

fresh is a service which is recognized

and usually rewarded.
B. U. Burke
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THE
President's cabled address on the

peace treaty gave an impetus to

the process of bringing to a focus the

various currents of opinion concerning

the League Covenant. A development of

quite special importance is the expression

by Senator McCumber of his belief that

it will be necessary for the Senate to

adopt "explanatory reservations" re-

specting some features of the Covenant

in its ratification of the treaty. Mr.

McCumber was the one Republican mem-
ber of the Foreign Relations Committee
who stood out against the Knox resolu-

tion. His position was so emphatic as to

show beyond question that he would

adhere to it. His present statement is

in no way in conflict with that position.

It indicates clearly his readiness to sup-

port that one of Mr. Root's reservations

which takes out of the League's control

the Monroe Doctrine and any question
that the United States may regard as

purely domestic. It is not so clear where
he would stand on the reservation which
makes absolute the right to leave the

League on two years' notice, nor on the

first of Mr. Root's reservations, which

eliminates Article X of the Covenant.
What Mr. McCumber desires—and the

same desire, we believe, will in the end
determine the stand of a decisive num-
ber of Republican Senators—is to meet

any serious objection to the Covenant
that can be met without breaking up the

settlement, but to go no farther than this.

If leading Democrats and leading Repub-
licans were to meet halfway in a genuine
effort honestly to determine how this

can be done, they would remove a stum-

bling block which threatens great mis-

chief. To all who may meet the issue in

this patriotic spirit the whole country,
without distinction of party, will do
honor.

NORTH
DAKOTA, as a result of the

popular vote on the programme
offered by the Non-Partisan League, has
undertaken our first experiment in some
sort of State socialism. Of the seven
measures voted upon, the operation of

those creating a State bank, establishing
an official newspaper in each county, and

providing for State elevators will be

watched with the most interest. Are
they designed mainly to increase the

power of the League? The political

methods of A. C. Townley are so well

known that one is right to be suspicious
of proposals from him which centralize

authority. That a majority of 7,000 or

more was obtained for the League's pro-

gramme while its leader was on trial

for sedition does not conclusively prove
that the measures have been considered

entirely on their merits. To offset his

irregular methods, Townley has long
used the arts of the spell-binder, and he
has succeeded in capturing the imagina-
tion of the State. Like many of our
Eastern radicals he has kept out of

pigeonholes. He is not a socialist, oh no,

because socialism includes government
ownership of land, and the threat of

such an arangement would estrange his

best supporters, the farmers. But he
stands for the taking over of other sorts

of property, and if the North Dakota
farmer is like other rural Americans, he
will soon begin to ask just how far this

here system intends to go. Once let it

point towards State management of the

farm, and it is likely to come tumbling
down upon the head of its author.

THE
Nation repeats: "The world is

henceforth divided into two camps,
radicals and reactionaries ; the real, true

revolution which is to free humanity has
but begun. It ought to come without
violence and force, but come it will."

That is, if you don't believe in a real,

true, imminent proletarian millennium,
you must necessarily believe in slavery,
the Inquisition, "l'etat c'est moi," and
all that kind of thing. There is no pos-
sible middle ground. And furthermore,
if you don't help us in whooping up this

real, true revolution, there'll be no meal
ticket for you when it comes.

CONSUL
EMBRY'S account of Bol-

shevist atrocities in Siberia will be
read with feelings akin to those which
were aroused by the Bryce report on the

German terror in Belgium. As in the
case of Belgium, so in that of Russia, the

flood of tales of horror coming from
miscellaneous sources did not in itself

suffice to remove doubt; not until the
evidence came in the authoritative form
which the Bryce Commission gave to it

did those finally become convinced who
were desperately anxious not to be con-

vinced. Mr. Embry's statement is only
that of one man ; but he is United States

Consul at Omsk and has just returned
from a service of eight months in that

city, during nearly all of which time
he was in charge of American affairs

there. What he tells us is the result of

his own observation and investigation.
That it is substantially correct few will

doubt; certainly it will be so accepted

by all fair-minded men unless there be

adduced some positive reason to ques-
tion it. Mere general assertions that

"we get nothing but lies from Russia,"
that "we don't hear the other side," etc.,

will not go down in the face of such evi-

dence as this.

IT
is impossible to do justice to Consul

Embry's account of the Siberian

atrocities by any brief summary. It is

the appalling volume of horrors, as well

as their barbarous character, that makes
the story so frightful. One item may,
however, serve to give an idea of the ex-

tent of the murderous slaughter:

Kurgan is a city of perhaps 35,000 peo-

ple. It, too, was one of the cities liberated

by the Kolchak advance. I officially know
it to be a fact that while in control of that

city the Bolsheviki murdered at one time—
that is, at a single wholesale execution—
more than 1,500 citizens of that place.

Other passages are more horrifying be-

cause they enter into the details of the

barbarism—a barbarism that recognized
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no claim of age, or sex, or personal

worth, or religious sanctity. And yet we
shall doubtless continue to be told by
the heralds of the new day that every-

thing we read about Bolshevik atrocity

is the product of a lying capitalist press.

UNDER
the Prohibition Enforcement

bill the possession, as well as the

manufacture, sale, transportation, etc.,

of liquor, is forbidden from the time the

Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitu-

tion goes into effect. But on wading
through its ten thousand words, more
or less, one discovers that "to possess

liquors in one's private dwelling" is not

forbidden. However, let no one rejoice

prematurely. For, firstly, "the burden

of proof shall be upon the possessor to

prove that the liquor was lawfully ac-

quired and possessed"; secondly, "every

person legally permitted under this title

to have liquor shall report to the Com-
missioner, within ten days after the

passage of this title, the kind and
amount of intoxicating liquor in his pos-

session"; and thirdly, the Commissioner
is required to file all this information

"in a permanent record alphabetically

arranged, and to permit any and all per-

sons desiring to do so to inspect the said

statements at any time during office

hours." We have no quarrel with the

stringency of these provisions; if the

country really means business this, no

doubt, is the sort of thing that must be

done. But it isn't pretty; and it is not

long since every red-blooded American
would have pronounced it outrageous and
intolerable. However, we have made our

bed, and it is not surprising if we have
to lie in it. But what does interest us is

this question: If this bill had been
drawn by the Anti-Saloon League before

instead of after the amendment had been

passed, could the amendment have been

passed?

THE
New York World has been almost

alone among the influential news-

papers of the country in its stout fight

against national prohibition. Its opposi-
tion was based upon great principles—
the principle of personal liberty, the

principle of local self-government, and
the principle that the Constitution of

the United States should not be degraded,
but remain the fundamental charter that

it has been during all our history. Now
that the fight has been lost, it does not

pretend to be pleased with the result or

abate a jot of its scorn for the way in

which that result was brought about.

All the more weight, therefore, attach-

es to its urging all men to accept the
fact and refrain from any attempt to

defy the law. "The despicable cowardice
of legislatures, national and state," as
well as "the secret methods, the bullying
lobbies, and the flagrant contempt of

popular rights, of the Anti-Saloon

League" and "the almost inconceivable

blunders of the entire liquor interest,"

come in for the World's retrospective

denunciation, but it winds up with this

warning as to the present:

Only one thing is needed to round oat this

sorry record in complete shame, and that is

wide-spread defiance of law. Strong drink
is doomed after next January, anyway. If

those who profit by it wish to insure the

same fate for light wine and beer they will

work logically and unfailingly to that end

by becoming lawbreakers.

This is advice which all sensible per-
sons will approve, and which it is to be

hoped few will be so foolish as not to

follow.

ONE
of the horrors of war—and by

no means the least of them—is the

spectacle of the discharged soldier beg-

ging his bread. The sort of thing that

plagued Europe at the close of the Na-

poleonic Wars we were spared after our
own Civil War by reason of the enor-

mous undeveloped resources of the coun-

try, whose bounties were for all who
would lay hold of them with energetic
hand. Just at the moment we can not

afford too confidently to abandon the re-

turned soldier to his economic fate. Now
that the war assumes something of the

aspect of history, the man who left desk,
counter or bench to help to make it,

stands a bit hesitatingly, his new-bought
trousers flapping dismally about un-
accustomed shins, as he gazes at the

eddying life in which he must again find

his place. It is a moment at which he

may too readily come to taste the bitter-

ness of wondering whether it was all

worth while; it is a moment at which
he can be mightily comforted by finding
that his old place is waiting him if he
wants it. His employer was proud to

display a flag starry with the hope that
went forth to do battle for us ; he should
be even more proud to give a welcome to

the man who was most worthily his per-
sonal representative in the high places
of the field. A little thoughtfulness now
will tide us over a situation and prevent
it from becoming acute. Presently, it

may be confidently hoped, business ex-

pansion will reach a point at which spe-
cial considerateness of the soldier will no
longer be necessary. At the moment he
not only deserves but needs it. All em-
ployers who have not already done so
are asked to communicate their willing-
ness to help to Arthur Woods, Assistant
to the Secretary of War, and receive in

return the right to display on the serv-
ice flag of the firm the shield of the
United States.

NEITHER
the protagonists nor their

cosmic audience were in any mood
for heroics when it came to the final

signing and sealing of the treaty. It

was a grim and necessary business to be

got through with as rapidly as possible.

The mirrors reflected no such resplend-
ent uniforms nor rattled in their gilt

at the resounding "Hochs" as on a

former occasion. The Germans departed

protesting through the back door and

Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Wilson
lost themselves in the crowd. Of all the

actors in the quiet drama one would
have been most willing to have a place

among the doughboys and Tommies who
lined the hall. For them truly the end

crowned the work. And for most of the

world it is, with all its faults, about the

kind of peace that was expected, and is

correspondingly welcomed. Those who
have already preceded the German en-

voys through the back door of an inevi-

table disillusion have now the privilege
of railing at the iniquities of the peace
while they enjoy its benefits.

MR.
HENRY HOLT'S Unpopular Re-

view changes its name with the

July number to The Unpartizan Review.

We know how to appreciate the difficul-

ties of finding a name that will please

everybody. And in this case we boggled
a moment over the phonetic z. But we
know what Mr. Holt means by his new
title; on the etymological principle of

lucus a non lucendo he will continue to

wield pike and partizan sturdily in sup-

port of good sense and the relish of

whatever else is good in life.

GENERAL
SIBERT, Director of

Chemical Warfare, left a big and

painful question-mark in the minds of

not a few Americans when he recently

said before the Senate Military Commit-
tee that while gas was responsible for

30 per cent, of the American casualties in

France only 4 per cent, of those affected

died, that the gas left no bad effect upon
those who recovered, and that he looked

upon it as the most humane element in

modern war. Many American families

have brothers, fathers or sons who are

fighting a slow and dangerous battle with

the terrible after-effects of gas on the

lung tissues which many physicians have
said will show themselves under certain

conditions for years afterward. A world

that is experiencing these things now
and that has joined in universal condem-
nation of the cruelty of Germany is first
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using this terrible weapon of modern
war will not find it easy to accept General

Sibert's statement, and in any case will

want further light on a question which
had seemed entirely settled.

THE representatives of the magnesite
industry, the dye industry and the

chemical glass industry, the tungsten pro-

ducers, and the manufacturers of medical

and surgical instruments have all recent-

ly been filing their pleas with the Gov-
ernment for tariff protection in face of

the expected resumption of German com-

petition. These industries and many
others of vital relation to the needs of

American life, and to our independence in

time of war need as well, have achieved
a start during the abnormal conditions

of the war period and are on a fair way
to success. On general grounds it is

clear that the restoration of competitive
conditions which obtained before the war
may in some or all cases mean the wiping
out of these important beginnings. But
it is important to remember also that
in no industry and in no nation is the
status quo ante going to be completely
restored. Every industry will face the

necessity of adjusting itself to condi-
tions which in almost every phase are
new. It is clearly impossible to approach
the questions of tariff policy involved in

these cases with any political principles
or prejudice derived from pre-war con-
ditions. Each case will have to be met
and dealt with on its own merits in the

light of the new situation, in the spirit
of scientific, point for point, adjustment.

TWO
hundred years ago John Gay

wrote a poem which, as the school-

boy of every age but our own knows, was
called "Trivia, or the Art of Walking the
Streets of London." Being abroad in
the streets was a dangerous business
even then, but danger threatened chiefly
one's carefully curled wig, one's silken

hose, one's peach-bloom waistcoat. There
was the gushing spout, the swollen ken-
nel, unpleasant contact with a greasy
proletariat, or too slow a retreat to the
protection of the wall when the upper
windows discharged libation to the god-
dess Cloacina. But as against traveller

by coach, or chair, or boat, Gay counted
the pedestrian happy :

O ye associate walkers, O my friends,
Upon your state your happiness attends.

Why? Chiefly, apparently, because the
pedestrian ran less risk of catching cold!
The poet would nowadays doubtless be
anxious to revise his estimate of the
pedestrian's beatitude. With more way-
farers killed last year in the streets of
New York than lost their lives on the
Lusitania, brayed at by the passing
horn in every form of noise that the
ingenuity of man can devise, threatened
at every crossing by the headlong vans

of a paternalistic Post Office Department,
the lot of the surviving associate walkers
is not happy. But neither is that of

the millionaire who undertakes to navi-

gate his flivver through the reefs and
eddies of an uncharted humanity.

Something must be done to systema-
tize the rules of the game on both sides.

Meliorative proposals are in the air. Let

them receive most thoughtful considera-

tion. The suggestion that it be made an

offense for pedestrians to cross the street

at other than specified points might, if

reasonably enforced, accomplish some-

thing. And let no pedestrian hold him-
self chicken-hearted in thus submitting
to an invasion of his personal rights;
this is his chance to show his intellectual

superiority to other bipeds. The sug-

gestion, too, that motorists form them-
selves into a sort of League of Caution

promises well for the gradual weeding
out of the driver who mistakes the wheel
of his motor for that of destiny itself,

his trump for Gabriel's. Better still,

perhaps, would be an arrangement by
which every citizen should, at least once
a year, at the public expense if neces-

sary, propel a motor through the street

and learn what fools pedestrians can be,

and every motorist at least once a week
be made to pick his way through the
accumulated fenders and exhausts of

traffic, learning to hate his fellow who
drives without consideration. In any
case, the streets may quickly enough be
made safe for democracy with the exer-

cise of a little consideration on both
sides. Tradition is of rapid growth.

HARVARD
and Dartmouth have the

right idea—compulsory athletics.

Getting the cheering section out into the
field to exercise something besides their

lungs is only part of it, though a good
part. The rest of it is more subtle, very
subtle indeed. In the old days the under-

graduate was drilled in Latin, Greek,
and mathematics until a romp through
the whole course of English literature

proffered all the invitation of stimulat-

ingly forbidden fruit. Since literature

was put on the list of prescribed studies

it has become a task even less palatable,
if only because less exacting, than the
trivium of our fathers or our elder

selves. And there was nothing left by
way of relaxation save athletics. Now
the situation is to be reversed. The
student wearied by the exactions of a not
too considerate nor literate athletic

coach, will he not repair with delight to

the mellow professor and his healing
discourse on Plato, will he not cut his

compulsory athletics to steal a delicious

golden hour by himself in an alcove of
the library? The secret is, more pre-
scribed athletics and still more, and no

prescribed literature. Truly, said the
wise man, the ways of skinning the mil-

lennial cat are many and delightful.

The President Returns

WITH
the peace treaty signed, Presi-

dent Wilson returns to his country
after seven months of strenuous labor
and extraordinary vicissitudes. What
he expected to accomplish when he set

out upon his great undertaking we can

judge only from his public utterances of
that time; what he actually accomplished
we are still less in a position to judge
with confidence. The verdict of history
is not in all cases sure to be more ac-

curate than that of contemporary men,
but in the matter of the negotiations and
conferences at Versailles much will un-

questionably be known, even in the near

future, that is now at most matter of

probable conjecture. Nevertheless, it is

clear that between the Wilson who
landed in France last December and the
Wilson who left her shores the other day
a great gulf is fixed.

The President himself bears remark-
able testimony to this change in the

following message sent by him to the
London Daily Mail on the eve of sailing :

Many things crowd into the mind to be
said about the peace treaty, but the thought
that stands out in front of all others is that
by the terms of the treaty the greatest pos-
sible measure of compensation has been
provided for people whose homes and lives
were wrecked by the storm of war, and
security has been given them that the storm
shall not arise again.

In so far as we came together to insure
these things, the work of the conference
is finished, but in a larger sense its work
begins to-day. In answer to an unmistak-
able appeal, the league of nations has been
constituted and a covenant has been drawn
which shows the way to international un-
derstanding and peace.
We stand at the crossroads, however, and

the way is only pointed out. Those who
saw through the travail of war the vision
of a world made secure for mankind must
now consecrate their lives to its realization.

This is the language of a man who
clings to his vision, but from whom its

glamour has departed. It is not of a

completed work that he speaks, but of a

work which "in a larger sense begins
to-day"; a work the achievement of

which will require that men "consecrate

their lives to its realization." And even
this is less significant of the sobered
state of Mr. Wilson's mind than is his

confession that "the thought that stands
out in front of all others" is not the

thought of the magnificent structure of

the League, but the thought of the

reparation and guarantees "for people
whose homes and lives were wrecked by
the storm of war"—which, from the very
beginning, had been declared by the

Allies to be the indispensable condition

of peace.
That Mr. Wilson has adjusted himself

to what he found to be the unescapable
facts of the situation is ground for

praise, not blame. Nor have those who
realized from the start that his expecta-
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tion of an ideal peace were impossible

any ground for exultation in the demon-
stration that they were right in their

judgment. Such a peace as Mr. Wilson

desired would be infinitely better than

the peace we have got. That peace, he

declared in his speech of September 27,

1918, must embody "not only impartial

justice but also the satisfaction of the

several peoples whose fortunes are dealt

with"; and he was right enough in say-

ing that only in the case of such a peace
can it "be made certain that the agree-
ments of the peace will be honored and
fulfilled." Unfortunately for the world,

however, the demands of "impartial jus-

tice" were found to be incompatible with

"the satisfaction of the several peoples
whose fortunes are dealt with" ; and it is

this incompatibility, and not any want
either of skill or of sincerity on Presi-

dent Wilson's part, that accounts for the

tremendous gap between his expectations
and the accomplished fact.

Still another circumstance of the clos-

ing days of Mr. Wilson's stay in France

deserves note in this connection. It is

authoritatively stated that the President

has entered into an agreement—subject
of course to ratification by the Senate—
under which the United States and Great
Britain are pledged to come promptly
to the aid of France in case of unpro-
voked attack by Germany. We are most

heartily in favor of such an agreement.
It is a natural outcome of the great war,
and of our part in it. It does not show
that the League of Nations is impotent,
but only that it is not omnipotent, and
that in any case its future is as yet un-
certain. But if we turn to that same
speech of September 27, 1918, we find

that this agreement is in flat violation

of the programme which the President
formulated under five numbered heads.

The third of these is: "There can be
no leagues or alliances or special cove-

nants and understandings within the

general and common family of the

League of Nations." Of course Mr. Wil-

son was then thinking of a League which—as he still put it in his Manchester

speech on December 30, 1918—was "a
combination of all of us." But the spe-
cial agreement with France is necessary
not because Germany is not as yet a

member of the League, but because,
member or no member, she feels not

"satisfied," but infinitely aggrieved, and
would have been so even if the terms of

peace had been vastly less severe than

they are. Here again Mr. Wilson is to

be praised, not blamed, for accepting the

compulsion of unescapable facts.

It is not merely for the purpose of

retrospect that we take this backward
glance. The President has before him a

task in which there enters something of
the same distinction between abstract
ideas and concrete facts, between world-

embracing visions and national demands.

We would not prejudge the case that he

may make out in favor of accepting the

League Covenant without a jot or tittle

of reservation. But it will be most un-

fortunate if he should undertake to press

for this either upon the basis merely of

general assertions or upon the strength

of his own personal prestige. That par-

tisanship, that even personal enmity or

dislike, has played its part in the demand
for reservations, is true enough; but to

charge that this demand, or even hos-

tility to the League idea, is animated

wholly by such feelings, is a gross libel

upon thousands of Americans of sterling

patriotism, unimpeachable sincerity, and

unquestionable intelligence. With out-

right opposition to the League, such as

Senator Borah's or Senator Johnson's,

Mr. Wilson can, of course, do little or

nothing. It is impossible to prove that

the League will prevent war and pro-

mote justice; the man who, after all

these months of discussion, feels certain

that on the contrary it will stir up war
and perpetuate injustice can not be con-

verted by mere logic. But with those

who wish to give the League every

chance for success, and yet who see in it

possibilities of evil that might by care-

ful procedure be eliminated, the case is

very different.

Indeed, there is no little resemblance

between the position of those Americans

who insist upon special reservations for

America and those Frenchmen who in-

sisted upon a special supplementary

treaty for France. To absolute believers

in the League Covenant, the fears of the

French were imaginary; but it was felt,

nevertheless, that nothing could allay

these fears except a specific guarantee
of protection. It would be absurd to

say that the state of mind of Americans
in regard to the Monroe Doctrine, or

immigration, or the possibility of being
called on to fight in the Balkans, is like

the state of mind of the French in rela-

tion to the German terror. But to dis-

miss the apprehensions professed by
Americans on those subjects either as

false pretense or as mere folly is to

fly in the face of facts. The American

people, we feel sure, are, by a decisive

majority, in favor of the nation shoulder-

ing the responsibilities that it must
assume if it is to play a worthy part in

preserving the peace of the world; but

while they recognize that the time for

national isolation is over, they do not

forget that our freedom from European
imbroglios has been invaluable in the

past, not only for ourselves but for all

the world. And they are not prepared to

throw away the benefits of that freedom
for the future, except to such extent as

is demonstrably necessary for the secur-

ing of supremely important ends.

It is this demonstration that it is now
incumbent upon Mr. Wilson to furnish.

Let him not plant himself upon the

ground of an assumed infallibility, but
show himself ready to enter into the feel-

ings of those who question his position.
If he can not yield anything to their ob-

jections, let him show that his refusal

is due not to a preconceived determina-

tion, but to the demonstrated necessities

of the situation; and if he can yield, let

him do so with good grace and in a

spirit of cooperation. All this may be
too much to hope; but it is along this

line that, in our judgment, a speedy and

satisfactory ending of the controversy
is to be sought. Mr. Wilson may seek it

in another way. He may, as he has
done in the past, meet opposition with
sheer defiance; and he may win. But it

is also possible that he may lose, and in

that case it will be little comfort to him,
or to the country, to put the blame on
the "wilfulness" of his opponents. How
great a stake all the world has in the

speedy ratification of the peace treaty,

only the most thoughtless can fail to

realize. To do all that can rightfully be
done to bring about this great end is a

duty that rests not only upon Repub-
licans, but also upon Democrats—not

only upon the Senate, but also upon the

President.

Thoughts For Inde-

pendence Day
FOR

the first time in one hundred and

forty-three years the anniversary of

our independence finds the principles of

our Republic on the defensive. Still be-

lieved in by the silent majority that

actually rules the nation, a vociferous

minority is seeking to discredit the prin-

ciples of individualism and representa-
tion foreshadowed in the Declaration of

Independence and embodied in the Con-

stitution, as well as the motives and abil-

ity of the Americans who conceived these

charters of our liberties. To hundreds
of thousands of new citizens and aliens,

to thousands of agitators of old Ameri-
can stock, our political tradition is value-

less. For inspiration they look to Euro-

pean sages of yesterday, for example
they look to Soviet Russia of to-day.
What our fathers thought and their sons
have wrought for four generations is

condemned as so much blunder or hypoc-
risy. We should do ill to celebrate the

day when we declared ourselves a free

nation without taking into account the

multitudes who believe we are not

free; without considering gravely what

grounds there are for alarm and for

hope.
Our chief ground for resolute hopeful-

ness is confidence in the intelligence and

morality of the bulk of our workingmen.
We believe that they see that to amend
particular grievances by upsetting civili-

zation really pays no one in the long
run. We feel that they regard our sys-
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tern of representative government as just

in principle and flexible in application,

that they are willing to assume the

responsibilities of citizenship and to as-

sent to the restraints of law. We are

satisfied that they see the remedies for

their ills rather in the ballot and legis-

lation than in riot and confiscation;

rather in the lawful activities of their

own unions than in terrorism.

We are certain also that the mass of

American workingmen do not subscribe

to the falsehood that labor is the sole

producing class. The sons of ingenious
American sires know well that inven-

tion, management, and capital have a

large share in production and must, like

labor, be paid for under whatever polit-

ical or industrial system. We are sure that

representative American labor will con-

tinue to assert its claims as against the

inventor, manager, and capitalist along
lines of honorable negotiation under the

sanction of law, expecting not a Utopian
finality, but a reasonable going balance

between conflicting yet adjustable inter-

ests. We know that American labor has

witnessed a great advance towards the

limitation of undue profits, towards its

own personal protection, and the legal

maintenance of its rights and dignity.
American labor, in our opinion, will not

lightly forsake the course of law and

negotiation which promises so hopefully
and has already achieved so much.
Such is our confidence, and without it

we should indeed despair. If the major-
ity of American workingmen are not of

this mind, the case for civilization and
for democracy is already lost. It would
be idle to argue, or organize, or threaten,
or do anything but await with resigna-
tion the impending ruin. For American
labor is going to settle this question for

itself. It is being arbitrated not by
journalists and agitators, but by the
moral standards and common sense of in-

dividuals. We do not believe that Ameri-
can labor will arrogate to itself in the

specious name of comradeship all the

good will and justice in the nation. It

knows that trickery and rectitude,

cruelty and kindness, insight and stu-

pidity are pretty evenly distributed

throughout mankind from poorest to

richest. For this reason American labor
is not likely to push a perfectly legiti-

mate class consciousness to any fanatical

extreme. It is just and hardheaded
enough to cope with a world of diverse

opportunities, talents, and rewards.

Moreover, skilled labor in America has
possessions and vested interests for
which it has toiled and which it accord-

ingly values. The heart of such labor

may be proletarian, the head is bour-
geois.

If this is the mood of American labor,
it is the duty of invention, management,
capital, to meet it half-way. Here we
mean not coddling and doles for labor,

but a more frank and considerate discus-

sion of common interests. A fuller

publicity will do much to allay discontent.

In its own interest, capital and manage-
ment must be prepared to demonstrate
the rightfulness of any apparently inor-

dinate profits, while labor should be pre-

pared to accept such wages as a business

will bear. Labor, whether organized or

individual, should have all reasonable

opportunity for conference with its em-

ployers. Where a practical system can
be worked out, profit-sharing should be

introduced, and many American em-

ployers are seeking such a community of

interest with their employees. On all

sides we must learn to temper competi-
tion and class conflict with fairness; we
must welcome any method that experi-
ence shows to be workable for bringing
about a fuller understanding, by em-
ployers and employed alike, of matters
of mutual interest. The experiment of

systematic conference for this purpose
with duly chosen representatives of the

employees has already been tried with
success by a number of American manu-
facturers; and while it must be recog-
nized that for such success tact and

patience are necessary on both sides,

these will be forthcoming if both sides

approach the problem in a spirit of sin-

cere good will. And it is upon the

strengthening of this spirit that we must
rest our hope of the nation's future.

Revolution, New Style

THE preaching of revolution is becom-
ing a favorite indoor sport. Com-

missioner of Immigration Howe presides
at a pro-Soviet mass meeting, and is not
even reprimanded. A Federal official

need no longer be old-fashioned enough
to decline to consider the overturn of the
Constitution under which he serves. The
Bolshevik "Ambassador," Herr Martens—since he was recently enrolled as a
German citizen in England—is an hon-
ored guest at a meeting in Madison

Square Garden, where protest is made
against the raiding of his "embassy
suite" by the New York police. Comrade
Dennis E. Batt urged a jail delivery for
"Debs and the other comrades who lan-

guish in prison." Mrs. Rose Pastor

Stokes, lately condemned for disloyal ac-

tivities, hoped the Social Revolution
would come with "as little violence as

possible," but insisted that "the oppo-
sition must yield or else it must be
crushed." Comrade C. E. Rothenberg
showed how "we can sweep this govern-
ment out of existence." Mr. Max East-

man, prudently keeping within the law,
rebuked the President for waging a "pri-
vate war" in Siberia.

It has been the custom of England and
America to ignore these performers in

wild and whining words. The good

sense of the people can be trusted to take
such talk for what it is worth. This
amiable attitude of laissez-faire had its

justification so long as Americans were
concerned all round. As to the meeting
we have described, the police report that
out of 6,000 present nine-tenths hardly
understood the speeches in English. It

is the presence of masses of aliens igno-
rant of our ideals or hostile to them, that
makes the indoor sport of fomenting
revolution far from tolerable. Former
audiences at revolutionary meetings
went to be amused and excited; to-day

they mean business. This fact must
change the attitude of the state and of

law-respecting individuals. Both would
do well to reconsider the whole morale
of revolutionary agitation.

Since Grecian times revolution has
been defended as a sacred right of op-

pressed peoples, but always on the sup-

position of an oppressor. Armed revolt

and civil war were justified only on the

theory that there was no peaceful re-

dress for wrongs. Under all forms of

absolutism that is true. Under free

government every opinion which can ob-

tain a majority may write itself into

law and policy. In short, with the advent
of democracy, the moral warrant dropped
away from revolution. From being a

high duty it became a political crime.

For a citizenry which has the right of

assembly and the ballot to rise in arms
is merely to show that it is unwilling to

play fair, is too impatient to live under
its own laws while seeking to change
them.

Thus heroics dropped out of revolu-

tion. It became an expression of polit-
ical wrong-headedness, as in the South-
ern Confederacy ; of lawless hatred, as in

the Molly McGuire outrages; or of per-
sonal distress, as in the Italian bread
riots of some fifteen years ago. Spo-
radic cases of armed violence there are

always likely to be. Revolution in the

grand style is obsolete. This has ever

been the American view, that violence is

intolerable in a state which lodges power
in the people. The way of reform is not

by clubs and stones but by gradual in-

telligent negotiation. Until lately no-

body in America would have contro-

verted this position; now hundreds of

thousands of new Americans are in favor

of direct action. England hears mutter-

ings of revolution. Winnipeg has its

political strike. France and Italy, with

singularly free institutions, are con-

stantly threatened with riotous revolt.

A great deal of this is due to transient

distress following the war, but the law-

less tendency is sedulously fomented by
wrong thinking in intellectually high

places.
At the moment when, through the gen-

eral liberation of Europe in 1848, polit-

ical revolution reached its high tide,

morally exhausting itself through its
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own success, a new and questionable war-
rant was contrived. This was the theory
of class warfare. Democracy is of no use

to the workingman, was the argument,
because the political cards are always
stacked against him by the capitalist.

His only permanent relief is the social

revolution. Meanwhile the radical and
socialist parties engaged in politics, and
in all the free nations gradually beat out
desirable reforms. Socialists actually
dominated the law-making of France and

Italy. They showed that the cards were
not stacked. But the game itself was
slow and intricate. A certain number
of hasty reformers have ever been un-

able to make political men of themselves.

It is they who have tried to keep alive,

against the logic of democratic facts, the

old moral warrants of revolution. To
what was a heroic doctrine, that tyranny
justifies extremest measures, they gave
a twist semi-comic—but serious enough
in its effects—that any kind of delay in

achieving a needed social reform war-
rants an appeal to force. Revolution

thus becomes a speeding-up measure. It

is always in order when things don't go
fast enough to please the most advanced

thinker.

Such theorists as Mr. Bertrand Rus-

sell and such papers as the Nation are

constantly intimating that political revo-

lution is on the whole a normal and rea-

sonable way of doing business. Of
course they don't come out into the open
with such a sentiment, but they express
it through a kindly attitude toward par-
ticular revolutionary acts. Their em-

phasis is set not on training men to pa-

tience, but on encouraging the vital elan

that expresses itself in club-law.

Such a notion is simply an irrational

survival, a bad moral habit. By the

same token the Naples Camorra and the

Sicilian Mafia continue a rule of terror,

simply because terror was once the only
effective weapon of the humble against
the tyrannies that used to be. A repub-
lic is no place for a revolutionist. For

years the United States has tolerated

sporadic preaching of revolution only be-

cause it was negligible. To-day that is

not the case. While the propagandists of

Bolshevism are working actively with

our foreign-born population, the ladylike
radical press warns us that nobody is

convinced by bayonets and machine guns.

Plainly a machine gun is not in order

every time a fanatic mounts a soap box
or circulates a treasonable pamphlet. As
plainly no government can afford to tol-

erate widespread sedition. There is no

right or privilege to preach law-break-

ing.
Those who are too impatient to wait

on the orderly processes of political agi-

tation and law-making have no place

among us. For the merely ignorant,
all patience is needed and trust in the

gradual processes of education. With

traitors and avowed foes the case is dif-

ferent. Return them to the countries

whence they came, countries which are

at present enjoying any advantage that

inheres in revolutionary violence.

The Wickedness of

Invested Wealth
"TT'THEL'S latest is that we must both
-Hi earn our living by work, for we
have no right to the income from our

investments," writes an English widow,
the mother of a high-minded daughter.
This state of mind is not uncommon
nowadays. Rarely, to be sure, does it

result in actual abandonment of the un-

holy privileges of wealth; but the con-

viction itself is undoubtedly sincere.

If every profession of principle were

judged by its accordance with the con-

duct of the professor, reformers would

by no means be the only persons that

would have to bear the brand of insin-

cerity.

It is not in moral but in mental sound-

ness that these conscientious protesta-
tions are wanting. They are the result

of emotion unguided by knowledge and
unchastened by thought. In saying this,

we do not mean to characterize the atti-

tude of serious and competent advocates

of socialism. These persons, as a rule,

both know more, and have thought more

seriously, about the subject than all but

an extremely small minority among
their conservative opponents. The thor-

oughgoing socialist, if he be intelligent,

has deliberately come to a conclusion

which, right or wrong, has respectable

ground to stand on. He proposes to

abolish existing institutions not simply
because they are "wrong," but because

he has a substitute to offer which he is

convinced is better. And if he is suffi-

ciently intelligent, and sufficiently fair-

minded, he will admit that an institution,

or a practice, which may be wrong in

the sense that the world would be the

better if a new order were established

in which that institution would have no

place, may be not only right but highly
beneficent in the present state of the

world.

The tender minds that are troubled

over the wickedness of dividends are

usually too delicate to subject themselves

to the strain of this kind of thought.

They do not ask whether the investment
of private capital does or does not render
to the world a service for which the in-

terest or profit that it brings is the

natural compensation; they do not ask

what injury might be done to the pro-
ductive capacity of the world if such

compensation were forbidden, or even if

its acceptance were merely discounte-

nanced as immoral. Probably in nine

cases out of ten the idea of there being

any connection at all between divi-

dends and productivity does not cross

their minds. They look upon their cou-

pons and their dividend checks as fruit

which drops into their mouths from the
trees of some land of Cockayne, and they
feel that they have no right to live in

Cockayne when their fellow-humans have
to dwell in this work-a-day world. Very
pretty and amiable, no doubt; but very
childish and ignorant.

So long as the productive activity of

the world is carried on upon the basis of

the institution of private property, re-

turns on investments have precisely the
same justification as wages, or salaries,
or fees for professional service. The
vast system of production and exchange
by which we all live, and which provides
us with the myriad benefits of modern
civilization, is kept going—and on the
whole kept going with wonderful smooth-
ness and efficiency—through the holding
out of such rewards to effort, to thrift,

and to enterprise, as the play of demand
and supply determines. It is open to

anybody to believe that a better way is

possible; but it is absurd to ignore the
fact that if this way is given up some
other way will have to be devised and
adopted. So long as the present way en-

dures, the justification of any part of it

that is essential to the successful work-
ing of the whole is on precisely the same
ethical plane as that of any other part.
To carry on industry under a regime of

private property, some people must set

aside some of their property for use in

the work of production—for the build-

ing of factories, the construction of ma-
chinery, the accumulation of raw mate-

rial, the payment of wages. Everybody
that has anything has a chance to do this.

But not everybody is willing, without

special reward, to set aside for the future
what he might consume or enjoy in the

present; in order to get the capital that
the world's work requires, it is necessary
to offer the inducement of interest or

profits.

Those who, through the exercise of

thrift and judgment, supply this need
do not, in their dividends or interest,

get something for nothing. They are

compensated for a service as essential as

that of the laborer, or the artisan, or the

manager, or the engineer; and the
amount of their compensation is deter-

mined by precisely the same forces—the

community's need of the service as shown
by demand and the community's oppor-
tunities for obtaining it as shown by
supply. It is not those who furnish that

supply for a consideration, but rather
those who do not furnish it at all, that

are open to a charge of wrong conduct.

Let those who are squeamish about ac-

cepting the customary return for the use
of capital give it up by all means, if it

eases their minds; but let it be clearly

understood that to accept that return
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implies no more defect of conscience than
does the acceptance of any wage, or sal-

ary, or fee, or profit, that the interplay
of supply and demand assigns to manual
or professional skill or to successful busi-

ness enterprise.

The Passing of the

Bartender

ANEW prognostication of evil from

prohibition comes from a nerve

specialist. Dr. L. Pierce Clark brought
the matter up at the Atlantic City Con-
vention of neurologists. It is the serious

loss to society about to be sustained by
the elimination of the conversational bar-

tender. When you stop to think of it,

what is it that makes a successful dram
shop? Is it mere brass rail and mahog-
any, the inevitable oil painting of "Diana
at the Bath," or even the free lunch?
It certainly is not the intoxicants alone.

They may be had at the grocer's. It is

the combination of all these parapher-
nalia and that subtle something by which
a good bartender is able to create a social

atmosphere of hospitality and cheer for
those who do not know they come for it

and who are indeed scarcely conscious
that they have had it, but who will miss
it after July first.

When the bartender is gone, perhaps
we shall appreciate him more. Perhaps
we shall realize that on that fatal day
passes an institution. Then will be de-

stroyed the calling of men who have in

humble place unconsciously and unosten-

tatiously preserved the elsewhere lost art
of conversation; that art of creating
among adventitious paying guests a
social atmosphere,—sometimes, alas ! too

exhilarating, but, on the whole, soothing
and satisfying. When some college pro-
fessor in later years writes, as he will

write, a book on The Influence of The
Bartender upon American Political

Ideals, let us hope that it will contain
some chapter on the influence of the bar-
tender on American social life.

Dr. Clark is right. The loss of the
bartender will have very far-reaching
consequences unless, as is not likely, his
talents can be snatched and translated,
before it is too late, to other spheres of
influence. If the Four Hundred were
only wise enough to see an opportunity,
if the hostesses, whose dull receptions
pall upon sated guests, could only acquire
from the serried ranks of the bartenders,
soon, alas ! to be broken, social secretaries
or social managers, leisure would not be
so appallingly unendurable to the rich.

But there are other and more menac-
ing aspects of the matter. The loss of
the bartender will fall, in the main, most
heavily upon the lower bourgeoisie and
the toiler. We shall have, after July
first, no doubt, epidemics of wife-beat-
ing. This is not a pleasant thought, but

we approach it firmly and from a sense of

duty. Let us frankly admit, and now,
that the bartender has been one of the

great bulwarks of the home. For every
husband who in years past went to the
dram shop and returning, over-stimu-

lated, beat his wife, there are doubtless

hundreds who would have beat their

wives if they had not gone. Countless

marriages would have been impossible of

endurance without the bartender, who,
at times and when needed, changed the
tune of an everlasting matrimonial

monotony. Has the bartender had any
credit for this ? Would any good woman
ever admit that a bartender made her
faithful dull aridity endurable to her
husband? The answer is an insulted

"No." She has unjustly hated him while
he lived and ladled, but she will miss him
when he is gone.
The passing of the bartender creates

one of the most serious crises in Ameri-
can family life. Yet women, as a class,
are blind to it. Women's clubs have not
even discussed it. Night school courses
on new ways to hold poor husbands are
not even demanded by the woman suf-

frage party. This blindness on the part
of women is easily explainable. They
have been deceived into thinking in times

past that the bartender was their enemy
rather than their friend. Many of them
have been so deluded by too easily suc-

cumbing to the baneful influence of that
ancient drama, "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room" and other similar plays. Under
such influences they picture the innocent

bartender, with his checked shirt and
rhinestone jewelry, as a menace to the

family and fireside. The rude shock

coming will therefore be doubly severe
when they learn that he was, and always
had been, a supplemental agency for pre-
serving the home.

The Rifle in the Army
WHAT

won the war is likely to re-

main matter of debate. That good
rifle shooting was a large part of our

particular success is suggested by the

interallied match of June 24 on the

D'Avours range. In a field of 175 the
first eighteen places went to representa-
tives of the American Expeditionary
Force. Out of our team of twenty-five
the lowest took thirty-fourth place. It

was a proud victory. Many have won-
dered how our half-trained army won
its fight under the terrible difficulties of

the Argonne. It was a success that de-

fied all military probabilities. We think
the answer may be read in the score at

D'Avours. Under conditions of open
warfare the rifle regained the importance
it had had at Lexington and New Or-
leans. An army that believed in its

rifle, soldiers that shot at particular
marks with confidence in their ability

to hit, had an enormous advantage over
believers in the unaimed shower of lead.

Such a feat as Sergeant York's was
simply a triumph of good shooting with
rifle and pistol. Daniel Boone would
have understood all about it, and so
would the late "Buffalo Bill." Great
credit is due to those who against scorn
and incredulity maintained that the rifle

is a weapon of precision, and gave our
recruits the requisite training in marks-
manship. We have only to recall that the
rifle had come to be regarded as an ex-

pensive and clumsy handle for a bayonet,
to realize the sort of opposition against
which our apostles of the rifle had to
contend.

The Argonne and the bloodless victory
at D'Avours show also that our Ameri-
can tradition of marksmanship is still

alive. No particular training could have
effected so complete a triumph. Every-
body has to learn the military rifle—the
technic of which is quite different from
that of sporting pieces—but a natural
shot will master his piece more quickly
and steadily. Evidently "Old Hickory's"
squirrel hunters have left worthy de-

scendants more generally than any one

supposed. Good rifle shooting has also

an advantage, beyond its value in the

firing line, in encouraging precision and
intelligence in the enlisted men. A
careful estimator of elevation and wind-
age, and the possessor of an untroubled

"trigger squeeze," is not likely to be

slovenly in his other military duties. We
may guess that that citizen army of

sharpshooters, the Swiss, can in a war
of movement handle three for one from
any of its neighbors and conceivable foes.

A Swiss President was once asked by
the retired Kaiser at national manoeuvres
what he would do should Germany send

200,000 men against the entire Swiss
force of 100,000. "Distribute two car-

tridges apiece instead of one," was the

smiling answer.
Good rifle shooting is the guarantee

of the technical capacity of an army, and

practice on the rifle range is in itself a
valuable discipline. An American West
Pointer, an advocate of the shower-of-
lead theory, once argued that he would
rather have indifferent riflemen in his

command than sharpshooters and ex-

perts, because the poorer shooting "beat

up more ground." A more experienced

infantry officer answered simply: "I

don't want to command men who have
failed to become proficient in any diffi-

cult branch of military technic." Among
rational measures for preparedness none
is more effective and legitimate than

well-organized rifle shooting. Merely as

a sport it deserves high consideration.

We trust the splendid victory of our

Army rifle team in France will do much
to reawaken an interest which is too

likely to slacken with the coming of

peace. »
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The Fall of Princes

ON May 13, three hundred years ago,

Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, the great-

est statesman Holland ever produced,

died on the scaffold erected in the Bin-

nenhof at The Hague. In front of the

building where his will and his wisdom
had so long wielded authority over the

assembled states he bowed his head

under the executioner's sword. What
was his guilt that only with his life he

could atone for it? The dramatists

Fletcher and Massinger, who within

three months of the execution had their

"Tragedy of Sir John van Olden Barne-

velt" produced on the London stage,

could not account for such a fall but by

assuming that the old statesman, in his

dotage, had lost the power to control his

ambition and had been carried away by

pride and by jealousy of Prince Maurice

of Orange into betraying the most vital

interests of the very country that owed
to his statesmanship its freedom and

greatness. History gives a different ver-

sion: a traitor to his country Olden-

barnevelt never was. He loved it until

his dying hour with that same ardor

which had inspired him through life in

all the great and often hazardous under-

takings by which he had led it on to

victory and an honorable truce.

But that very truce became the origin

of his later troubles. As long as the

war with Spain was waged and the

country had need of Barnevelt's political

genius, his power was supreme and his

right to it unquestioned. No sooner,

however, had external dangers subsided

than his authority in state affairs was

bitterly attacked by such as envied him
his high position. Those found a vul-

nerable side in Barnevelt's policy with

regard to the internal affairs of the Re-

public. True to the letter of the Union
of Utrecht, the Magna Charta of the

Dutch Republic, Oldenbarnevelt insisted

on the absolute right of each individual

province to manage its own domestic

affairs independent of any control by the

States-General. But the Prince of

Orange, who was the stadtholder of five

of the seven provinces, was by these

combined functions naturally inclined to

view the affairs of the state from a Fed-

eral standpoint; and it was round him
as the upholder of a policy opposed to

the decentralization advocated by the

great Pensionary that the latter's ene-

mies began to rally towards the close of

the twelve years' truce. That Oldenbarne-

velt, in defense of his doctrine of provin-
cial sovereignty, took steps that might
have led to domestic war can not be

denied, although he could claim in justi-

fication, of course, many a precedent from
the days when he was young. He per-
suaded the municipal magistrates of Hol-

land and Utrecht to enlist private troops

wherewith to withstand the forces of

the Prince in case the States-General

should wish to bring the rebellious towns
to reason by violence. This was his

heaviest, if not his only, crime, if crime
it can be called, seeing that precedent
had sanctioned such a measure. His op-

ponents made the most of it. They
formed for this exceptional case a spe-
cial court of twenty-four judges, mostly

personal enemies of the accused, and by
these men he was found guilty and de-

serving of death. To the minister who
came to visit him in his cell the night
before the execution, the old statesman

accounted for the severity of the sen-

tence with these philosophical words:
"I governed when I was in authority ac-

cording to the maxims of that time ; and
now I am condemned to die according
to the maxims of this."

In that fine remark is summarized the

whole tragedy of historical greatness.
The fall of princes, that favorite topic of

mediaeval lore, was not held due to the

accidents of a people's ingratitude or of

envy's intrigues. The same destiny that

made them rise was brought to its ful-

fillment in their ruin, and the rebellious

mob, the assassin and his abettors, the

biased judges, are only the unconscious

instruments in the hands of fate. They
may sometimes, as in the case of Olden-

barnevelt, seem to out-Herod Fate in

cruelty, but no human heart can be more
inexorable than history's inevitable

course. If Oldenbarnevelt had not died

on the scaffold he would not have thanked
his judges for his life. His time was
past, and to have to live on in the next,

which was no longer his, would to his

proud heart have been a bitterer trial

than the violent death that crowned him
with the glory of martyrdom.

It is not otherwise in the case of

Wilhelm von Hohenzollern. Far be it

from me to imply that the judges who
should find the ex-Kaiser guilty would
commit a political crime similar to that

which blots the memory of Barnevelt's

four-and-twenty judges. The declaration

of war, that magic word of the Oberste

Kriegsherr which made the whole of Eu-

rope crumble into ruin, is in itself a

sufficient crime to condemn him to death.

But by taking the office of judging him
out of Destiny's hands they could only
relax the severity of her doom. If con-

demned by his judges, he would at least

have the satisfaction of proclaiming him-
self a victim of illegal proceedings ac-

cording to the letter of the law : "Nul ne

peut etre puni qu'en vertu d'une loi

etablie et promulguee anterieurement au
delit et legalement appliquee," runs the

eighth article of the Declaration des

Droits de l'Homme of August 26, 1789.

Scrupulous adherence to that old and

universally accepted maxim would pre-
clude all possibility of prosecuting the

ex-Kaiser, for to declare war has ever

been a sovereign's prerogative, and he

could appeal to the letter of the law to

justify his execution of that constitu-

tional right.
In his case it would have to be dis-

carded for a new, and perhaps higher,

principle, which up to now has escaped
definition. There lives, indeed, in the

hearts of the peoples an undeniable but

vague conviction that somehow justice

must be done and that the new law under
which the crime shall meet with its

atonement will be the crystallization of

that universal craving for a just requital.

But that new law will be a product of

the League of Nations, and this League,
as long as Germany remains excluded

from it, is the league of her former

enemies, and a court of justice appointed

by that league would be open to the

charge of partiality. The Netherland

Government will probably not reply to

a request for Wilhelm von Hohenzollern's

extradition with a refusal based on the

holy right of asylum, whose sancitity de-

pends on tradition rather than on estab-

lished law. But it would very likely

make its compliance with that request

dependable on certain conditions which
it might be difficult to fulfill. Among
these would be the formation of a tri-

bunal independent of and not influenced

by the accusing parties, and the recogni-
tion of the accused's right to call wit-

ness for the defense, not only from

among his former subjects, but from
whatever nationality he chooses. The
League of Nations has the power to im-

pose its will on a recalcitrant Nether-

land Government, but the use of that

power would impair the confidence of

the smaller nations in the integrity of

that international jurisdiction which is

to transcend the existing national codes

of law. Why, then, should the League,
at the risk of its own prestige, enter

upon a course which would be a needless

and less perfect anticipation of the work-

ing of Destiny?
For who shall say that, unless the

League should call the criminal to ac-

count, the crime would not be expiated?
Think of the man who thought himself

God's Deputy on earth, the Champion of

Christendom, the Protector of Islam, the

Ruler of a Germanized world in the near

future, think of him now caged up in a

small Dutch castle, its garden wall the

limit of his daily walk, deprived of all

influence on the trend of the world's

affairs, a nervous, futile reader of news-

papers, a broken man, a cipher in the

sum of humanity. Could man devise any

punishment more terrible than fate has

dealt to Wilhelm von Hohenzollern?

Why call him to account before a court

of justice? That would be exaltation to

him beyond his desert. When Olden-
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barnevelt, in the play by Massinger and

Fletcher, has received sentence from his

judges, he takes leave of them with these

words: "I shall not play my last act

worst." Indeed, that act became his

apotheosis, in his case the just reward
for his great and noble life. But has

the ex-Kaiser deserved the distinction

of such a tragic exit? The actor in him
would rise to the occasion. Once again
he would feel himself the centre of the

world's attention, notorious where before

he was famous, but to a man like him

notoriety is better than oblivion. He
would know how to exploit the theatrical

possibilities of that last act. Rescued
from the inglorious darkness into which
he had fled a disgraced coward, he would

grasp this opportunity of rehabilitation,
and leave the scene of his ambitions with
this thought to console him that the

world deemed him too great, even after

his fall, to leave him alone.

A. J. Barnouw

The Hague, May 30

Is There a Huge "Social Surplus"?

IT
appears to pass for an axiom with

many earnest and well-meaning so-

cial reformers and not a few leaders of

organized labor that, under modern
methods of production, there annually
accrues to society a surplus income vast

almost beyond calculation, and adequate,
if it were more evenly divided than at

present, to assure a high standard of

well-being to all. A passage from a re-

cent book by Professor Harry F. Ward of

Boston University ("The Labor Move-

ment," 1917) is a fairly typical expres-
sion of this assumption:

We have to-day a great social surplus
that has been built up by the improvement
of scientific knowledge, methods of indus-
trial organization and agricultural produc-
tion. For the first time in human history,
the human race is now living on a surplus
instead of a deficit basis. Here are being
piled up not only the necessities but also
the luxuries of life. Now labor stands look-

ing at this immense social surplus. And
labor stands also looking at the place where
it is going ; sees it going for health in China
(as labor's voice has recently said), for

pensions to university professors, and for
the feeding of birds; while at the same
time the labor that has helped to make that

surplus, in these very industries, is not able
to properly nourish and adequately educate
its own children.

It would seem to be because of a similar

belief as to the abundance of the product,
even of the present industrial system,
that Mr. Bertrand Russell has recently

proposed a scheme of reform which rests

upon the optimistic assumption, made
almost without argument, "that, with
the help of science, and by the elimina-
tion of the vast amount of unproductive
work involved in internal and interna-
tional competition, the whole community
could be kept in comfort by means of
four hours' work a day"—and could be
so kept even though a "vagabond's wage,
sufficient for existence but not for lux-

ury," were granted freely to all who
preferred to do no work whatever.
But is it a fact that even the wealth-

iest of modern nations possess any con-
siderable "social surplus"? The ques-
tion is plainly one upon which the labori-
ous inquiries of the statistician, and they
alone, can throw any trustworthy light.

There have recently appeared two im-

portant studies, by statisticians of recog-
nized competence, of the amount and dis-

tribution of the national income of Great
Britain and the United States respect-

ively. This is, it is true, a branch of

statistics in which estimates only indi-

rectly verifiable play a considerable part,

especially in the case of the United
States. The margin of possible error,

therefore, is wide. Nevertheless there is

no good reason to doubt the correctness
of the broad general results of these
studies. Certainly the conclusions real-

ized by the cautious and critical methods
of the statistical expert, in a matter of
this kind, are of incomparably greater
value than the easy assumptions, unsup-
ported by any serious inductive in-

quiries, of such writers as Mr. Ward and
Mr. Russell. Unfortunately, one of the
studies in question appeared during the

war, and the other immediately after its

close; so that neither has received an
amount of attention commensurate with
its importance. There have been few
books published during the turmoil of
the past five years which bear more sig-

nificantly than these two upon the prob-
lems of reconstruction which the civil-

ized world is now facing.
The figures for Great Britain have

been brought together and illuminatingly
analyzed by Dr. A. L. Bowley, Profes-
sor of Statistics in the University of

London, in a brochure issued a few
months since ("The Division of the
Product of Industry," Clarendon Press,

1919). They are based chiefly upon the
income tax returns for the year 1911,
and therefore represent a very much
more favorable situation than the pres-
ent one. Mr. Bowley finds that the total

income produced in the United Kingdom
in that year amounted to about one bil-

lion nine hundred million pounds ster-

ling. Of this sum, it may be noted in-

cidentally, 60 per cent, went to persons
whose annual income was below the ex-

emption limit for income tax—i.e., below
£160. Out of the remainder (£742,000,-

000) came almost all of the savings
necessary for capital and for the ex-

penses of Government. When these are

deducted, there remains some 1,450 mil-
lion pounds as the total income produced
by British industry which would be
available for individual expenditure. If

this sum were pooled and equally divided,
the per capita share would be £32; the
share of the average family of four and
one-half persons would be £145, or £154
if income from foreign investments were
added to the total to be divided. In
other words, if all so-called "unearned
income" had been abolished, and the
"national dividend" of the United King-
dom had been distributed share and
share alike, an average British family
would, in 1911, have received an income
of less than $750; and it could have
received so much as this only upon the

assumption—which is almost certainly

contrary to fact—that the productive
efficacy of the nation's industry would
not have been diminished by so sweeping
a change in distribution.

For the United States, no figures ap-
proaching these in probable accuracy
will be available until the new income
tax returns (with the lower limit of

exemption) have been analyzed. In 1915,

however, Dr. W. I. King, then of the

University of Wisconsin, published a

careful study of the data at that time
available ("The Wealth and Income of

the People of the United States"). The
total income for the year 1910 of the

people of the Continental United States

was reckoned by Mr. King at 30 billion,

530 million dollars. Necessary capital

savings were estimated at two billions,

leaving as the national dividend 28 bil-

lion, 530 million dollars. With a popula-
tion of 92 million, this sum, if equally

divided, would yield a per capita income
of $310; or for the average family of

four and one-half persons, $1,395 ; or for

every actual family unit, $1,020. Re-
duced to its value in terms of the aver-

age prices of all goods consumed during
the decade 1890-1899, the national divi-

dend for 1910 amounted to 22 billion,

552 million dollars, i.e., to $245 per

capita, or $1,102 for the average family.

Unless the results reached by the

careful investigations of Professor Bow-
ley and Dr. King are very wide of the

mark, it is evident that the belief in

the existence of a vast "social surplus"

(if by that is meant, as should be meant,

surplus income) is quite unsupported by
the facts. A society which produces

only enough to yield each family, upon
an equal division, a (tax-free) money
income of less than three pounds ster-

ling a week, or even one which can, on a

similar division, give to each family of

four to five persons twenty-seven dollars

a week, can hardly be said to be rolling

in collective affluence. In such a society,

if the transfer of income could be ac-

complished without loss, all could sub-

sist with a certain measure of comfort;
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but it would not be possible, if the na-

tional income were equally divided, that

any should enjoy even a moderately high

degree of material well-being, still less

such a standard of living as many hope-
ful but ill-informed reformers expect to

obtain for all by a mere change in the

distribution of the present product of

industry-
It must in justice be remarked that at

least one group of radical social reform-
ers are innocent of illusions as to the

magnitude of the so-called social sur-

plus. The state Socialists, or the more
instructed among them, are well aware
of the inadequacy of the present social

income and of the consequent primacy
of the problem of production. Mr. John
Spargo, for example, has recently ac-

knowledged this truth with admirable,
if somewhat indiscreet, candor:

Every serious student of the problem has
realized that the first great task of any
socialist society must be to increase the

productivity of labor. It is all very well
for a popular propaganda among the masses
to promise a great reduction in the hours
of labor and, at the same time, a great im-

provement in the standards of living. The
translation of such promises into actual
achievements must prove an enormous task.
. . . [It] will require such an organization
of industry upon a basis of efficiency as no
nation has yet developed. If the working
class of this or any other country should
take possession of the existing organization
of production, there would not be enough
in the fund now going to the capitalist class
to satisfy the requirements of the workers,
even if not a penny of compensation -vere

paid to the expropriated owners. ("Bol-
shevism," 1919, p. 287.)

It is easy, no doubt, to draw false in-

ferences from the facts concerning the
amount of the present national income
which have been here recapitulated.
There is some danger that these facts

may serve as an excuse for selfish in-

difference on the part of the well-to-do.

The self-indulgent man of wealth, see-

ing that the sums which he spends upon
luxuries would, if equally divided among
the less prosperous, add very little (at
least by the rich man's standards) to the
income of any one, may lose even such

compunctions as now, perhaps, occasion-

ally visit him. He may argue that, since

his superfluity could not do much good
to everybody, there is no reason why he
should be concerned to have it do good
to anybody—except himself. So far
as the individual's obligations to society
are concerned, such an inference would
be as bad logic as it is bad ethics—would,
indeed, be bad ethics because it is bad

logic. In a society which, as a whole,
has little surplus beyond what is neces-

sary to provide a merely decent existence
for all, he who wastes any part of the
social income in extravagance is far
more unpardonable than he would be in

a society collectively so rich that a cer-

tain amount of waste was negligible.

Nor, of course, can the statesman or the

social philosopher rightly infer from the

limitations of the present national divi-

dend that no reforms in the distribution

of it are needful or practicable. No man
of good sense can doubt that some re-

apportionments of income are socially

desirable ; that at present there are those

who receive a greater share of the wealth

annually produced by the collective effort

of the community than can be justified

by any consideration of social expediency
or of equity, and that there are others

who receive less than every consideration

of equity and of social expediency would

require. Even without increased produc-

tion, changes in distribution are possible

which would make a happier and a more

genuinely human existence possible for

considerable numbers of persons; and

the fact that the benefits attainable by
all such purely distributive reforms are

narrowly circumscribed is no reason for

regarding them as negligible or unim-

portant.
Nevertheless, the results of the statis-

tical studies which have been cited are

of primary and decisive significance for

any rational programme of social better-

ment; for they show us what is first in

importance and potential fruitfulness in

such a programme, and what is second-

ary. In our own day more than ever be-

fore, multitudes of men have been be-

guiled by the hope that the cond ;tion of

the masses of mankind may be vastly

altered for the better by simply altering

the ratios in which the present social

income is divided. Our statisticians now
remind us, on the basis of careful quanti-
tative inquiries, that this hope is illu-

sory; they offer definite evidence of the

truth of a too much neglected maxim—a

simple and commonplace but pregnant
maxim which should hang in illuminated

lettering over the desks of all reformers,
social workers, "socially-minded" clergy-

men and journalists, and labor leaders:

"the social problem is not primarily a

problem of distribution but of produc-
tion." When all who honestly seek the

permanent and substantial increase of

human welfare bear this simple and ele-

mentary truth steadily in mind, we may
expect that fewer of them will subordi-

nate the first commandment of the law

of social progress (on its economic side)

to the second; we shall less frequently
see the pathetic spectacle of earnest re-

formers and passionate agitators who
remain subject to the most naive illu-

sions as to the comparative significance

and the possible scope and beneficence

of the exclusively distributive changes
in which they are interested—who base

most ambitious hopes for mankind upon
projects which, even if successfully car-

ried out, could not possibly effect any
large or general improvement in the

average conditions of human life.

Never, certainly, more than in these

days of reconstruction did this plain and

sobering gospel of the primacy of the

problem of production need to be

preached. For nearly five years a great
part of the civilized world has been
busily engaged in destroying vast quan-
tities of the wealth which had come down
to it from the past and in diminishing to
an incalculable degree its own productive
capacity for the future. And now, amid
this scene of ruin, men have fallen to

quarreling so bitterly over the division,
between classes or between racial groups,
of what remains, that yet greater ruin
threatens to follow. In more than one
European country large bodies of men
are so obsessed with the pursuit of what
they conceive to be a juster distribution
that they seem likely to carry out with
a tragic literalness the programme, fiat

justitia, ruat caelum. Now "social jus-
tice" in distribution is, it is very true, a
consummation towards which man can
never cease to strive. Yet it is hardly
unimportant, either, that there should
be something to distribute; and it will

appear to sensible men very far from
clear that the hasty realization of some
nicely reasoned, but much debated, philo-
sophic scheme of distributive justice is

worth having at the cost of the general
impoverishment of the community, and
the wholesale sacrifice of other values,
both moral and material, which belong
to the life of civilized man. Yet it is at
this cost, apparently, that some great
nations are destined to learn the ele-

mentary wisdom of judging all projects
of distributive reform in the light of
their probable effects upon production—
though not, indeed, in that light only.

If increase of production is the first

article in the economic programme of
the rational social reformer, there can
be no question as to what practical en-
deavors he will rank first in urgency and
importance. For the means upon which
we must chiefly rely for any increase of
production worth having is plain. It is

only through progress in scientific

knowledge and in the application of such
knowledge to the satisfaction of men's
needs and desires that the lot of the
average man can be greatly bettered. To
pile up material goods at the cost of

greatly increased or intensified labor
would, for the mass of mankind, mean no
real gain. A good deal may no doubt be
done by better organization of indus-
try, by the avoidance of wasteful meth-
ods, and by the better education and in-

creased efficiency of labor. But just as it

is the work done during the past four
hundred years hy men in laboratories, in

quiet studies, or in inventors' workshops,
which is the primary source of most of
the wealth by which modern Western so-

ciety surpasses antiquity, the Middle
Ages, or the Orient, so from those
sources alone may we hope in the future
to gain any substantial and cumulative
increase in the means of well-being of
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society as a whole. For all those, then,

who desire a genuine and widespread
amelioration of the conditions of human
existence, nothing, on the economic side

of the problem, can seem quite so impor-
tant as the more adequate endowment
and the more methodical and better or-

ganized prosecution of the enterprise (in

Bacon's words) "of extending to a

greater distance the boundaries of man's

power and dignity" through the en-

largement of his understanding of

nature.

Arthur 0. Lovejoy

Has Civilization Failed?

MANY
"emancipated" clergymen and

irresponsible humanitarians, both

of which groups, owing to the reputation

they earned for themselves during the

war, may be conveniently referred to as

pacifists, are still rumbling with dis-

content. For them, in spite of all the

warnings which they have issued these

past five years, civilization has miser-

ably failed. Until shortly before the

peace settlement they had high hopes

of a new civilization which should wipe
out the old order and instal a peaceful

brotherhood. They looked for a sign

here and for a sign there. At first they

thought they espied it in the midst of the

enemy's camp, in the soul of the German

people. It was only necessary to en-

courage the spirit of the incipient dem-

ocracy there apparent in order to disarm

the guilty autocrats and thus to bring a

snowy dove of peace out of the battered

hat in the ring. They have not said

much lately about this "might have

been." Then in President Wilson they

temporarily found the heaven-sent con-

troller of the new destinies. But they
renounced him when he did not live up
to his promise of a peace without victory.

They have not yet given up the thought
that the germ of their golden dreams
is to be sought in the Russian soviet.

In all such speculations there is one

startling inconsistency. For why should

our pacifists have inferred that peoples
which—not in a moment of impulse but

during five long years—had permitted
the ideals of civilization to "break down"
would have the wisdom or the inclination

to set up a new order freed of all evil?

No doubt because of the great object-

lesson of the war. The war has indeed

taught a lesson, but one which never

would have been learned if the preach-
ment of pacifists had been listened to.

By means of the war a Power which

sought to impose its selfish will upon the

rest of the world has been shackled pend-
ing regeneration. It has been seen that

the wicked pretensions of force are futile

because force can be mastered by force.

It has transpired that the pacifist was
living in a fool's paradise because of his

notion that there were some things to

which a people, a whole people, would

not stoop. Germany drove that lesson

home. And a prouder lesson of the war
teaches that there are some things to

which the collective human nature of the

world will not submit. The vast union

of Germany's enemies made that per-

fectly clear.

Civilization has learned its lesson

aright. If the issues of the war had
been less distinct, there might indeed

have been the danger of chaos resulting
from so big a conflict. Fortunately, the

spectacle of a nation stifling every in-

stinct of sportsmanship and adept in pil-

ing up needless human anguish made it

unnecessary to doubt the wickedness of

Germany's case or to look for remote

causes of the war. The feeling, at least

for the last two or three years, has been
that "guilty" will be as sternly pro-
nounced by future historians as it is by
the present generation. By virtue of

this clear-cut situation the question of

international dealings has been brought
poignantly to the attention of the entire

world. The plotters not only of such

overt brutalities as Germany's but of

the covert hypocrisies of former years
will now understand that they have a
more sensitive public conscience to

reckon with. If it shall come to pass
that the dealings of peoples one with
another assume somewhat the semblance
of the intercourse practised by honorable

individuals, shall it be said that civiliza-

tion has failed?

All this does not, however, quiet the

pacifists' grievances. They would reply,

Why could not more be learned from so

tremendous a lesson? Civilization has

acquired more wisdom than the pacifists

will ever possess. For it knows that

human nature, while capable of vast

heights in a crisis, has in the run of

years to keep eternal watch over itself,

lest it stoop to pettiness and dishonesty.
Let not pacifists imagine that the inter-

course of nations, from being just now
callous to the nicer points of honor, can
be made superior to that of individuals.

The world should be thankful these days
for precisely the thing which brings the

pacifist sorrow: the growing conviction

that solid progress can not often be ob-

tained by short cuts. This country, in

particular, may have reason to feel proud
of the practical reservations which it

bids fair to make to the offer of a tempt-
ing programme. Though led by a Presi-

dent susceptible to the vaguer reaches

of idealism and availing himself of a

world-wide reputation, it is not likely to

advocate a policy which transcends the

teachings of common sense.

The President, having found it diffi-

cult to make up his mind as regards the

part this country was to play in the

European war, wishes us unreservedly to

join a league by which our minds will be

made up for us automatically. Is it not
a hopeful sign that Article X has created
so much discussion among us? In reality
it is one of the best indications that
civilization has not failed. A mute ac-

quiescence in this article would have im-

plied that we were ready, without reason

being shown, to forswear that freedom
of choice in our sympathies which has
made us traditionally an asylum for the

oppressed and a nation confident of its

ability to reach right decisions on inter-

national disputes.
And yet, and yet! There are many

persons not pacifists and not Presidents
with reputations to live up to who are

facing the future with misgiving. The
war is over and after all the sacrifices

they begin to catch the lineaments of the
same old world which in the past was too
much with them. Thus they are left

disappointed over the big price paid for
the small gain, if gain there was. Their

feeling is, of course, part of the big crop
of disillusion which it has long been
evident would be reaped of too great ex-

pectations. When the prediction passed
current that the world would never again
be anything like what it was before the

war, there were at least a few persons
who emphatically dissented. For it

seemed cruel that vivid hopes should be
fostered only to be dashed later on. Rea-
son is at length beginning to dispossess
emotion of the deciding voice in the pub-
lic mind. And if it hurts to reason after

months of looking towards the future

through golden lights, that, too, is rea-

sonable. If the horrors of the war still

cast their hideous shadows across our

paths and will not be gone, there is the

comforting thought that when the world
learns lightly to throw off such tragic
memories as those of the period just
closed it will then be time enough to de-

spair of civilization.

H. deW. F.

Correspondence
1 '

Kolchak and the Peace
Conference"

To the Editors of The Review:
In the editorial article on "Kolchak and

the Peace Conference" in the Review
of June 21, you say that Kolchak "has
had the force to spread his dictatorship
over three-quarters of the former em-

pire." Permit me to point out to you
that Kolchak controls Siberia by virtue

of the presence of foreign troops there—American, Japanese, Czecho-Slovak,

Canadian, etc., etc.—who are warding off

Bolshevist attacks upon the Trans-Siber-

ian railroad, without which Kolcha1
;

could not last forty-eight hours. He has
not sufficient force to hold even the

Hc'ted territory under his actual con-
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trol. as his recent defeat at Ufa shows.
You also say that "the political color

of the present government of Finland is

as yet undeclared. It is accused, to be
sure by the Bolshevists, of being reac-

tionary and even pro-German." You do
not seem to know that Gen. Mannerheim,
the head of the present Finnish Govern-
ment, invited the Germans to occupy the

country in the Winter of 1917-1918 and
that they stayed there until the armis-

tice, in November, 1918. As to its being
reactionaryi the execution, imprisonment
and exile of thousands upon thousands
of workmen after the revolution is suffi-

ciently convincing proof. Is it necessary
te be a Bolshevik in order to appreciate
these facts?

Lastly, I would like to correct an in-

accuracy in the same article. You give
as a justification for Kolchak's refusal

to reconvene the Constituent Assembly
the circumstance that "the delegates
chosen in 1917 inevitably suffer from
the discredit of the Government, Keren-

sky's, which conducted the elections."

That is contrary to fact. Kerensky's
Government was overthrown on Novem-
ber 7, 1917, and the elections were held

several weeks later, when Russia was
under Bolshevist rule.

While I must concede your right to

support a monarchist dictator and even
call him "democratic," I believe that in

fairness to your readers your editorial

comment on the Russian situation ought
to be based on better information.

Gregory Yarros
New York, June 24

To the Editors of The Review:
I have read with especial interest the

letter addressed to you by Mr. Gregory
Yarros, criticizing the editorial article

"Kolchak and the Peace Conference" in

your issue of June 21, because it reflects

a type of opinion which is prevalent in

certain circles here, and which I believe

to be based upon most vicious misinfor-
mation.

While I do not concur entirely with the
editorial article in question, I must re-

gard it in general as a very fair and
moderate estimate of the whole situa-

tion. Most assuredly the points raised

by Mr. Yarros in regard to it are not
well taken.

His first criticism has to do with the
nature of the control exercised by the
Kolchak Government over Siberia and
its basis, and in this connection he makes
the statement, frequently seen in our
irresponsible radical press, that Kolchak
could not last forty-eight hours without
the presence of foreign troops. Now
there are something less than 9,000
American troops in Vladivostok and
vicinity. These troops are certainly not

supporting Kolchak, but rather consti-

tuting an irritant so great that the
Kolchak Government has requested that

none of them be sent westward. In east-

ern Siberia there are probably between

20,000 and 25,000 Japanese troops. They
are, to be sure, hunting down scattered

bands of Bolsheviks, who are nothing
but brigands thriving in a wild country
and existing on the plunder of peaceful

villages or by railroad holdups. These

Japanese troops are to-day perhaps of

some service in this way to the Kolchak

Government, but in the past greatly

hampered it through the support ac-

corded to such chieftains as Semenov and

Kalmykov. The French and British

troops referred to are only a handful,

something less than 2,000 and not more
than enough to guard a few miles of

railway. The Czecho-Slovaks last sum-
mer performed one of the most brilliant

and romantic feats of the war, when they
resisted the treacherous attempt of the

Soviet Government to annihilate them,
and in so doing gave the people of Siberia

the opportunity to free themselves from
the hated Bolshevik rule. But failing
the Allied support to which they were
entitled, and which they had reason to

expect, decimated by continual fighting
and by disease, they have become home-
sick, discouraged, and demoralized, and

to-day, so far from being a support of

the Kolchak Government, constitute one
of its most troublesome problems.

It is very evident that Mr. Yarros
does not know Siberia or understand its

conditions. If he did, he would realize

that there are two entirely different

Siberias. Western Siberia, a region
from the Ural to Lake Baikal, is an
agricultural country peopled by industri-

ous peasants who own their farms. It is

progressive and has no agrarian prob-
lems such as trouble European Russia.

Altogether, it is politically the most
wholesome portion of the Russian Em-
pire and must be a source of beneficent

influence in the coming regeneration.
Siberia east of Lake Baikal is wild and
mountainous. Agriculture is but little

developed. The population is sparse and
made up of native tribes, adventurers,
and ex-convicts, with a comparatively
small proportion of good immigrants
from European Russia. It will be a long
time before orderly conditions prevail

there, except along the railroads and
navigable rivers; the so-called Bolshevik
activities in this region are nothing but

banditry.
Mr. Yarros is utterly mistaken in his

statement concerning the elections to the
Constituent Assembly in 1917 and his

conclusions in regard to them. As a

matter of fact, the elections were held
months before the Bolshevik Revolution
of November in that year. That Admiral
Kolchak should decline to call together,
for the purpose of making a constitution,
the surviving members of this first Con-
stituent Assembly is both wise and just.
It was elected under conditions that

made neither for fair representation nor

for sane judgment, and if to-day the

survivors were convened, they most cer-

tainly would not represent the Russian

people either territorially or politically.

As many survivors as could be got to-

gether at Ufa last summer participated
in the Convention there, in which the

present Omsk Government had its origin.

As to the desirability of calling a Constit-

uent Assembly at all until after order

is restored in Russia, and the people, by
returning to their ordinary tasks and

regaining a degree of economic pros-

perity, acquire the possibility of sane

judgment as to their political future,

there is grave question, and it most cer-

tainly can not be decided by outsiders.

Kolchak is not a "monarchist dictator"

(sic). He is a patriotic non-partisan
leader without ambitious personal de-

signs, who is to-day supported by all the

best elements of the Russian people.
That some of the elements supporting
him are reactionary is true, and this

situation constitutes at times a serious

problem for him, but thus far he has

shown his ability to deal with it. At all

events, the question of whether Russia
is to be a republic or a constitutional

monarchy is one for the Russian people
to decide, and it is entirely secondary
to the question of the regaining of their

fatherland from the alien Bolshevik

tyranny.
The reference made by Mr. Yarros to

the situation of Finland shows an equal

ignorance of the facts. He refers to the

execution, imprisonment, and exile of

thousands upon thousands of workmen
after the revolution, but what he does

not seem to realize is that this was the

natural result that followed the horrible

unprovoked Bolshevist outrages of the

Reds. The Finns are neither pro-Ger-
man nor pro-Ally, but pro-Finn; that

they should be grateful to the Germans
for assisting them in overcoming the

wild orgy of the Bolsheviks, when the

Allies and Scandinavia declined to help

them, is but natural. General Manner-
heim is first of all a Finnish patriot; he
has conducted himself in such a way that

his poor little country, threatened on

both sides and passing through many
difficult situations, has reason to be

grateful to him.
Jerome Landfield

New York, June 30

The German Lease from

China
To the Editors of The Review :

In the second paragraph of the Re-

view of May 17, I notice a little slip

which I take the liberty of bringing to

your attention.

The German lease was extorted from
China not on the pretext of the slaying
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of the German Ambassador by the

Boxers. Kiao Chow had been in the pos-
session of Germany several years before

the killing of the Ambassador, which
occurred during the Boxer War, and the

alleged reason for the Kaiser's demand
for Kiao Chow had been the murder of

two obscure German missionaries, so-

called, though I have been told they be-

longed to an Order which was under ban
in Germany.
The slaying of the German Ambassa-

dor was atoned by a large money pay-
ment, by the sending of a special em-

bassy of Chinese nobles to Berlin with
a personal apology, and by the erecting
of a pylon near the site of the Ambassa-
dor's murder. This pylon stands to-day
in the thought of the Chinese people as

a memorial to the men who killed the

Ambassador rather than as a memorial
to the Ambassador himself.

George A. Bacon
Boston, June 24

The Great Powers and
the Covenant

To the Editors of The Review :

I agree entirely with Mr. Bell that the

Big Five should exercise the preponder-
ating influence in carrying the terms of

the Peace Settlement into effect. But
I certainly do not agree that they should
exercise any such influence in settling
international difficulties generally; and
I do not see how, under the terms of the

Covenant, preponderance is withheld
from them in the one case, if it is as-

sured them in the other. My contention
is that the Powers to which must fall

the enforcement of the Peace Settlement
must first of all stick together, and that
this predominant concern must prejudice
their disinterestedness, and therefore the
disinterestedness of bodies in which,
whether by votes or influence, they
preponderate, for the performance of
mediatorial and quasi-judicial functions.

Indeed, had the primary interest of the
framers of the Covenant been the set-

ting up of suitable machinery for the

peaceable adjustment of international
difficulties—I refer especially to those
of a non-justiciable character—they
would hardly have overlooked so com-
pletely the superior adaptation to this
task of ad hoc bodies in the creation of
which the parties to the dispute have
an equal voice. This is certainly the les-

son to be drawn from the history of
international arbitration, and, I believe,
from that of labor conciliation as well.

Mr. Bell asks whether a nation sacri-
fices sovereignty "in choosing to enter
into a contract from which it may, upon
a proper notice given, choose to with-
draw"? The question obviously ignores
the fact that a member may not with-
draw from the League so long as, in the

judgment of a single member of the

Council, it has not fulfilled its inter-

national obligations. And, by the way,
would a member vested with a mandate
from the League ever be in the happy
situation of having "fulfilled its inter-

national obligations"?
Mr. Bell urges that the United States

should not, by reservations attached to

its ratification of the Covenant, "demand
a privileged place in the League." In
the preceding paragraph, however, he
himself admits that certain states are

likely to cling to their "powerful arma-
ments" for a generation to come. Now
I ask whether the states referred to will

not in fact enjoy "a privileged place in

the League" just as distinctly as the

United States will in consequence of

reservations meant to safeguard policies
which have hitherto been essential to its

security? But this is not to deny that
it ought to be easy to construct a league
which the United States would consent
to enter without reservations, a league
which, moreover, would be a far more
promising creation from the point of

view of securing international peace
than the proposed ramshackle arrange-
ment.

Edward S. Corwin'
Princeton, N. J., June 24

Book Reviews
Brand Whitlock's Picture

of Invaded Belgium
Belgium. By Brand Whitlock. Two Vol-

umes. New Yoik: D. Appleton and
Company.

HOW rarely a great historic spectacle
finds the eye to see it. What would

we not give for the impressions of some
cultured cleric of the fifth century, A. D.

concerning the barbarian invasions of

Italy ! In the case of Belgium, the rarest

good luck sent opportunely to Brussels
as American Minister a sensitive man of

letters. Mr. Whitlock has given the
actual picture of great and dire events
of which he was a large part, but has

kept withal something of artistic detach-

ment, moderation, irony, and humor.

Wisely he has reshaped his day-by-day
notes in the light of memory and of

general proportionateness. What we
have is an extraordinary unfolding, a

gradual and cumulative revelation of

depths of baseness and heroism. The
narrative proceeds, touch by touch, with
an imperceptible heightening of senti-

ment, patiently and almost indirectly

building up the picture of a nation's

martyrdom. It is an extension of the
method employed so ably in fiction by
William Dean Howells. The result is a

singularly living bit of history.
When Von Kluck's field-gray assassins

were sweeping westward towards Brus-

sels, Minister Whitlock and his friend
the Spanish Minister, the Marquis of

Villalobar, decided to stay. Their place

technically was at Havre where the Bel-

gian Government had taken refuge. Dur-
ing the military occupation they had no
kind of official capacity. The Germans
simply didn't dare molest the representa-
tives of two conceivably useful neutral
Powers. The two gallant Ministers re-

mained to be the eye of civilization on
the dark deeds of the conqueror. On
Von der Goltz and Von Bissing they were
a constant restraint; to the Belgians a

symbol of the world's sympathy and aid.

We doubt if history shows another in-

stance of an entirely anomalous position
so long and ably maintained.

Mr. Whitlock's narrative must be read

slowly and in its entirety. Quotation
does no kind of justice to it. We pro-
pose to touch only a few main points of

interpretation. It was clear to Mr. Whit-
lock that the Germans came in prepared
to terrify all hands by Berseker rage, yet
affrighted themselves by visions of atro-

cious partisan warfare. What disturbed
them most was their failure to convert
their rage into personal impressiveness.
By a most curious twist in psychology,
the Hun with Belgium under his heel

suffered as a slighted person. He fully

expected admiration from his victim.
This grotesque, barbaric vanity produced
the most sinister effects. Mr. Whitlock
has shown that every massacre of the
dozen perpetrated in Flanders followed

closely upon a German reverse in the
field. Louvain, Namur, Dinant, Ter-
monde were so many ways of restoring
the Hun's self-respect.

This trait of German thinking, which
caused the worst woes of Belgium, ac-

tually made it easier for the fine diplo-
mats of Spain and America to deal with
the military Government. In the desire

to be stern and impressive, Von Bissing
and his subordinates constantly put
themselves in impossible situations.

They offered the Marquis of Villalobar,
instead of the unlimited pass due his

position, a pass "for the purpose of in-

specting grain supplies." He sent it

back with the reply that he was not a

"flour merchant." Later they requested
Mr. Whitlock to bring the Japanese sec-

retary of legation to headquarters, and
Mr. Whitlock sent a memorandum to the
effect that he was not a gendarme. The
German military Government was equal-

ly embarrassed by the wit of the Bel-

gians. It was easy for Von Bissing to

forbid commemoration of the violation

of Belgium, but it was impossible, on
the anniversary, to prevent all Brussels

from wearing a symbolic scrap of paper
in its button hole. Nothing simpler than
to forbid the display of the national col-

ors, but how deal with a Belgian mother
who took her three daughters to church
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dressed in orange, black, and red ? When
all Brussels was ordered to deliver up
its bicycle tires, instead of doing it

quietly, the wheelmen made a ceremony
of it, clattering to the depots on the steel

rims with the detached tires uniformly
worn as bandoliers.

Soon famine came near. Belgium used

her extraordinary communal organiza-
tion to form the Comite National, for

provisioning and charity of all sorts. It

was the distributing agency for the

neutral Committee for Belgian Relief.

Neither could have functioned had not

Mr. Whitlock and the Spanish Minister

been on the spot to deal with the German
military Government and to guarantee
the proper distribution of the food.

Through the dullness and ill-will of the

Germans, the work was from time to

time imperilled. It was carried through
chiefly by volunteer agents, under con-

ditions of appalling difficulty. Mr. Whit-
lock had to explain to a well-meaning
American worker that when a Belgian,

writing French, "demanded" a favor or

"ignored" a fact his intentions were en-

tirely civil. Besides the gigantic labor

of the Relief, Mr. Whitlock had to deal

with a special crop of war cranks—
among others with a society organized
to disinfect battlefields promptly after

the fighting.
For a while the military Government

was chiefly meddlesome and offensive.

Proclamations so abounded that even on
hazard of death the Belgians paid little

attention to them. On the sinking of the

Lusitania, it was officially posted that

the terrified passengers had been induced
to sail by a rebate of ten dollars per
ticket. On one occasion an entire girls'

school was cast into jail, the offense

being the refusal to continue music les-

sons under a German professor. Even
in terror the Belgians indulged a malign
curiosity as to what would be the next

vagary of the mentalite allemande. On
this subject the Edith Cavell case shed
the fullest light. German honor was
illustrated in the official lie to Minister

Whitlock; German insight in the con-
fidence that where distinguished per-
sons were involved in an identical accusa-

tion with an obscure British nurse, to

kill the nurse would make least trouble;
German justice in the posting of the

military order legalizing the shooting of

Edith Cavell—after she had been shot.

An heroic chapter, first fully elucidated

by Mr. Whitlock, is the moral resistance

of the Belgian civil Government to illegal

encroachment of the German military
tribunals. Everybody knows about

Mayor Max's assertion of those ancient

rights which, under successive foreign
occupations, Brussels had never failed to

enjoy. Cardinal Mercier's heroic pro-
tests against the atrocities and deporta-
tions are still ringing through the world.

But who knows of the adroit and resolute

campaign that M. Theodore, head of the

Belgian bar, waged in behalf of the

rights of civil courts under military oc-

cupation? His letters to the Military
Governor are so many legal classics. He
failed to carry his point, but he estab-

lished the law for all time.

Into the inferno of the deportations
Mr. Whitlock is a lucid guide. The cold

terror of those days, when men were
herded more casually than cattle ever

are, and sent to forced labor and death—
all that lives anew in this book. We have
no heart to attenuate the record through
selection or condensation. These chap-
ters are both history and great litera-

ture. Worse than the deportations was
the hypocrisy with which the Germans
defended them. "Laziness is the family's
worst enemy," wrote Von Bissing to

Cardinal Mercier, justifying the tearing
of husband from wife.

Mr. Whitlock's book is rich in original

documents, and is in every sense neces-

sary to the historian. On the literary
side he has achieved what would seem
the impossible; he has enriched and
deepened the sympathy of the world for

Belgium, and for Imperial Germany he
has provided not greater indignation—
the utmost limit had been reached—
but a more understating and discrimi-

nating contempt.

Scientific City Government
Experts in City Government. Edited by

Edward A. Fitzpatrick. (National Mu-
nicipal League Series.) New York:
D. Appleton and Company.A New Municipal Program. Edited by
Clinton Rogers Woodruff. The same.

THE
first of these volumes may be de-

scribed as an elaboration of its

statement that "there is emerging the
idea of a profession of city administra-
tion." Its object is to stress the need
for that idea, to show how far it pre-
vails in our practice, to discuss its limi-

tations, and to consider the forces work-

ing in its favor and those against it.

That the expert is gradually obtaining
a firm foothold in city government in

this country is happily apparent by many
signs. It is less and less easy to sur-

prise a class in Civics with the informa-
tion that in Europe a city often adver-
tises for an official, or that a man living
in one place may be appointed to office

in another. Some of our largest cities

are doing both of these things. But the

expert is no more a perfect remedy for
the ills of city government than was the
merit system, and this book, while it

emphasizes the growing indispensability
of the expert, does not fail to take into

account the necessity of co-operation be-

tween him and the community that he
serves, and the necessity of keeping him
under control. There would be little

gain in exchanging the boss for the
bureaucrat.

Considerable space is given to the

question of the training of the expert,
and our public service is severely criti-

cised as being unattractive to the very
kind of man the community needs. This
lack of attractiveness, which has always
been noted by observers of our govern-
ment, affects all positions, and not

merely those demanding the expert; but

the increasing appreciation of the value

of the latter may be expected to raise

the ideals of public service in general.
The book is a practical handbook, being
crowded with details and illustrations.

Its chapters are contributed by Prof.

Edward Alsworth Ross, Delos F. Wilcox,
President Lowell, and other authorities

of similar standing.
The "new" municipal programme of

the second of these volumes is the suc-

cessor of the programme adopted by the

National Municipal League in 1900. It

differs from the first programme in

adopting the "commission manager"
form of government, the first pro-

gramme having been decided upon be-

fore this development in the commission
form had occurred. The new model city

charter which it embodies differs from
the old in being a home rule charter in-

stead of one framed by the Legislature
for all the cities of a State. The pro-

gramme includes the merit system, the

short ballot, the initiative, referendum,
and recall, consolidation of city and

county, strict control of public utilities

and city planning, and provides a section

on preferential voting for cities that de-

sire it. The volume is not a mere exposi-
tion of this programme, but brings to-

gether facts and arguments bearing

upon its various policies and items. In

both books there is a healthful diver-

gence now and then between editor and
contributor.

Exit the Superman
Volleys From a Non-Combatant. By

William Roscoe Thayer. New York:
Doubleday, Page and Company.

THESE
essays, written during the

period of the war and reprinted
from various publications, are singularly

interesting as depicting a truly academic
mind under the stress of emotionalism.

They voice a righteous indignation in

terms adequate to an extraordinary
occasion. Though most of the subjects
under discussion have been thrashed
without ceasing since 1914, the author
of these essays succeeds better than most
in getting at the real pith. He says, "I

lay no more claim to serenity than to

neutrality," yet the fine balance of the

historian is everywhere apparent.
This work might fittingly have been

entitled "The Barbarians," for the war
is pictured as a contest "in which Ger-

many strove to destroy civilization and
to substitute for it the barbaric German
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Kultur." The fine flower of Kultur is

the superman and it is to him that our

attention is first directed in these essays.

The superman was made in Germany,
though Mr. Bernard Shaw might, if he

were in an assertive mood, dispute the

fact. Obviously the superman could not

be satisfied with the philosophy, ethics,

or religion by which ordinary men lived.

The giant must have the giant's robe,

not the swaddling clothes of an infant.

So a philosophical system was devised

which embodied the ideals of super-

mania, and a deity was created called

Gott—-"a strangely composite creature,

who, when analyzed, turns out to be

four parts war god of the Goth-and-

Vandal type and one part Frederick the

Great." The Kaiser was appointed cus-

todian of Gott. Let no one think this

ribaldry, for did not Professor Ostwald,
the first of the German exchange pro-
fessors at Harvard, say in 1914, "In our

country God the Father is reserved for
the personal use of the Emperor"? He
did indeed, and added, "In one instance

He was mentioned in a report of the

General Staff, but it is to be noted that

He has not appeared there a second

time."

We are continually perplexed in our

study of the superman. Which, for ex-

ample, were the supermen—the German
centre of Prussian Guards and Saxons,
who crumbled before Foch's Frenchmen,
or those Frenchmen themselves ? Would
it be correct to define a German super-
man as one who can not stand up against
a mere ordinary foreign man? The
ninety-three professors who certified

to the moral, not less than to the mili-

tary, perfection of Germany would dis-

sent from this; and yet how does it

profit you to be a superman if you run
before any smaller variety of men?
German supermania has been based

biologically on "the survival of the fit-

test," but apparently without sufficient

reflection on the different kinds of fit-

ness. After nearly eighteen hundred
years the thoughts of Marcus Aurelius

survive, but the names of the victorious

gladiators in the Flavian Amphitheatre
are forgotten, as those of Hindenburg,
Moltke, and Mackensen will be when
other standards of fitness than those of

slaughter are reestablished. In days like

these it gives solace, says the author of

these essays, to reflect that we can still

hear Theocritus singing his idylls among
moonlit groves, while all the atrocious

tyrants of Syracuse are merely names
or even less. And if to-day we had to

choose between preserving the art, lit-

erature, and history of Athens and the
Kultur of Germany under William II,

can there be any doubt which we should

jettison? In blotting out the Sieges
Allee we should deprive posterity of

many a smile, and in throwing over the
records of Pan-Germanism and super-

mania we should deprive it of the spec-

tacle of an otherwise incredible racial

hallucination; but after all, Treitschke,

Nietzsche, and the Hohenzollern Kaiser
are but for a generation, whereas Thucy-
dides, Plato, and Pericles are for all

time.

In fairness we must, of course, judge
the Germans by their achievements in

the activity which they pronounce su-

preme. That activity is war. But in

war the Germans have revealed none of

those transcendent qualities that should

form the martial heritage of supermen.
In 1914 the Kaiser commanded the most

stupendous army the world had ever

seen. He swept on, apparently irresist-

ible, for thirty-six days; then a crevice

was found in its armor, a sword was
plunged into it, and the monster reeled

backward. Four days later it was in

full retreat. After a few weeks the

Kaiser sent half a million of his best

troops on a "promenade" to Calais, but
on the way they met a hundred thousand

"Contemptibles" at Ypres and got no
farther in the three years that followed.

This is confusing; if one Britisher can
check and virtually defeat five Germans,
which is the real superman?

So, too, in the matter of German
eagerness to buy victories by bribery
rather than by fighting. Admitting that

we must go back to the Renaissance to

find the equals of the Germans in men-

dacity, we must also remember that the

most extraordinary aptitude for cun-

ning and mendacity would not entitle its

possessor to pass for a superman. No
one argues that the Renaissance delin-

quents were supermen.
Lovers of fact can not fail to be grate-

ful to the Germans for their complete
demonstration that there are no super-
men. The collapse of the superman myth
will bring relief to those who saw that

the superman creed, if true, meant the

negation of whatever moral and spiritual
ideals mankind has laid hold of in the

course of its painful ascent from sav-

agery. When Professor Haeckel and
Professor Harnack and all the other

ninety-three incarnations of German
veracity tell us that the Germans are the

Chosen People, instead of being con-

vinced, we begin to wonder whether

Haeckel, Harnack, and the rest have been

cultivating their special fields of science

with the same disregard of fact that they
display in their finally tested theory of

the superman.
The cult of the superman could flour-

ish only in a time and among a people

given over to materialism. There are two
sorts of education: the one endeavors to

liberate the spirit; the other to train

those faculties which spring from the

physical nature of man. It is the latter

to which the Germans have devoted

themselves. Their gross materialism,
with all its implications, is the funda-

mental theme of all the essays composing
the work before us. Whatever the

specific subject, we always get back to

that. Hence, throughout, the work
abounds in observations that are calcu-

lated to solace and reinvigorate those

who, while prizing the things of the

spirit, have found it hard to escape
from the depressing influences of the last

five years.

Straight Goods
'

Twelve Men. By Theodore Dreiser. New
York: Boni and Liveright.

Winesburg, Ohio: A Group of Tales ok
Ohio Small Town Life. By Sherwood
Anderson. New York : B. W. Huebsch.

HOWEVER
we may assess Mr. Dreiser

as a story-teller and a critic of life,

for his portraiture we must value him
above most of his contemporaries. There
his extraordinary zest for detail is rela-

tively under the control of an instinct

for significant detail. There he is inter-

ested in the trees because they make up
the wood, and in those trees alone (well,

not alone, but chiefly!) which give the

wood its character. We mean of course

its character in his eyes, for this writer

is not more able than other writers to

see or to paint an object without refrac-

tion or tincture from his own tempera-
ment or "philosophy." We know that

in art there is no such thing as dry fact

or casual incident ; that the most natural-

istic fragment of still life owes its effec-

tiveness to composition; and that, as for

life in action, no story-teller takes a

slice of it with his eyes shut. Mr.
Dreiser has been convicted long since of

an almost unparalleled slackness and dif-

fuseness. But a portrait, like a sonnet,

lies plainly within bounds, and carries, in

a way, its own safeguard.
There is diffusion in this book. A

few of the chapters become tedious with

items. "Culhane the Solid Man," which
has to do with a certain ex-wrestler and
a famous training establishment in

Westchester, is, with its fifty pages, lit-

tle more or less than a "write-up" on a

colossal scale. But most of these studies

do, with their cumulative method, build

up a clear and solid presentment of cer-

tain fellow-beings whom the writer has

deeply known. Mr. Dreiser has been ac-

cused of animalism and even of diabol-

ism. One fact becomes clearer than ever

in the light of these pages: that at the

bottom of his philosophy—the will to

accept and record the thing as it is, and

the tendency to see it with a cool and

skeptical eye—lies a spring of that

Teutonic emotionalism which it is so

difficult to distinguish from sentimental-

ity. This, let us say, is a book of ad-

mirations. And we get the effect of his

being concerned not more, certainly,

with the special traits of his twelve

typical American personalities than with
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the common denominator of simple hu-

man goodness and lovableness with which
he credits them.

These are men, all of them, in whom
he pays tribute to some dominant or

saving virtue—energy, generosity, effi-

ciency, faith, genius, sacrifice to an ideal,

youth . . . there perhaps we touch the

key-note; since the object of our wor-

ship in these pages, however manifested,
is the childlike heart. The virtue of the

book itself is pretty well concentrated in

the best though not the longest of its

studies, "My Brother Paul." It is an

amazingly sympathetic portrait of Paul

"Dresser," as he called himself, author

of "On the Banks of the Wabash" and
a hundred other popular favorities—a

typical hero of Broadway, and something
a good deal closer to us than that. For
he is so presented to us here, in his

grossness, his tenderness, his vitality,

his vanity, the innocent banality of his

taste, which was the taste of his huge
following, that we can not resist him as

a fellow-creature worthy of affection and
even respect. Nothing of him is will-

ingly suppressed or glozed over. We are

to know him as he is, and so to take or

leave him, as we may. One passage,

amusing in itself, represents a lapse into

the characteristic prolixity of our chroni-

cler—the several pages which record an

evening pilgrimage of the brothers up
among the bars and restaurants of

Broadway, from the Gilsey House to

Forty-second Street, in the interests of

a vulgar story—"a new one" Brother
Paul is determined to be the first to

spring along this laughing thoroughfare.
The publisher's "blurb" expert does an

uncommonly good piece of work in con-

nection with the "Winesburg, Ohio" of

Sherwood Anderson, but rather gives
himself away in his final sentence: "Hon-

esty of purpose and refusal to compro-
mise elevate this book to such a plane as

to renew our hope for an American fic-

tion comparable to the Continental prod-
uct which, in our barrenness, has hither-

to been our sole recourse." That is (one

gathers) we who have demanded a real

interpretation of life have had to go to

the French and Russians for it; here is

an author who means business, who sets

to work with a grim "refusal to compro-
mise"—and a consequent settling down
to the Continental method. This does

injustice both to recent American fiction

as a whole, and to Mr. Anderson's work
in particular. Our earlier attempts at

"realism," our experiments in the nine-

ties, say, were quite clearly based on
French and Russian models. Frank Nor-
ris was so fully saturated with foreign
method that he could not keep clear of

foreign idiom even in so deliberately
American a study as "The Octopus."
And something like this has continued
to be true of the later British novelists—the "younger school" of the past dec-

ade or two. But the hopeful thing about

our own novels of the past few years,

a considerable group of them, is their

development of an indigenous realism

which, without specially pluming itself

on its honesty of purpose and without

any conscious refusal to compromise,
has proceeded to show us as we are. It

is almost as if these writers were calmly

assuming that America also is a Con-

tinent, with a racial character not to be

interpreted in terms of any other con-

tinent! And Sherwood Anderson is one
of these. You may easily have discov-

ered foreign influences in his first novel,

"Windy McPherson's Son," and they

may have been consciously yielded to

there.

In the sketches or episodes of "Wines-

burg, Ohio" they lie well in the back-

ground. We feel the author's impulse is

positive, is a will to perform and not a

refusal to compromise. And yet "un-

compromising" is likely to be the word
in the reader's mind as he reads these

chronicles. A kind of prose "Spoon
River" commentary, probing beneath the

surface of American small town life for

its real substance ... or rather prob-

ing beneath the small town life for the

individual lives and consciousnesses of

its friends and fellow-citizens. Wines-

burg, Ohio, is as disconcerting as Spoon
River was, because we see it for the

first time without its mask of official

decorum. Physically, as a place, we rec-

ognize it to the least item. The map on

the inside of the cover gives merely the

landmarks of that topography with
which we become intimate. Kate Swift's

walk of a winter night becomes our walk
to the last inch : "First she went to the

end of her own street and then across a

pair of hay scales set in the ground be-

fore a feed barn and into Trunion Pike.

Along Trunion Pike she went to Ned
Winter's barn and turning east followed

a street of low frame houses that led

over Gospel Hill and into Sucker Road
that ran down a shallow valley past Ike

Smead's chicken farm to Waterworks
Pond ..." and so on. It is our town;
we are there with the fading school-

ma'am, know what drives her towards

young George Willard, and what, that

same night, heals, through her passion,
the Reverend Curtis Hartman of his

soul's sickness. These tales, or sketches,
are linked, like the Spoon River numbers,
by cross-allusion and the repeated ap-

pearance, in foreground or background,
of the same persons. Young Willard is,

in no very brilliant way, the central fig-

ure—the lad of somewhat more than

ordinary ability and imagination who is

among the few destined actually to

escape from Winesburg and to try con-

clusions with fate on more open ground.
With his departure our curtain falls. We
board the train with him and drift away
from the town of Winesburg, perhaps

forever. "His life there had become but
a background on which to paint the

dreams of manhood." There is much of

"sex" in this book, and it would not have
been judged a book for the "young per-

son," when there was such a thing. But
it is a book which that quaint creature's

enlightened successor might well read

as a caustic offset against the elaborate

prurience of the current magazines—or

even for that breath of sturdy Scottish

idealism which animates it, by way of

offset against the mental and moral

smudginess of a Russian using a micro-

scope, the shrugging cynicism of a
Frenchman applying the scalpel, and eke

the Teutonic sentimentalism of a Dreiser

sawing wood. H. W. Boynton

A Partly Reformed Rebel

Keeling Letters and Recollections.
Edited by E. T. With an Introduction
by H. G. Wells. New York : The Mac-
millan Company.

WHEN
Mr. Wells introduces a radical

agitator as "egotistical, rebellious,

disorderly," describes him as "a wild,
loose thing," and speaks of his "wildly
speculative methods" in politics and his

"manifestly disordered nerves in the
matter of sex," we should not expect to

find ourselves in the society of a peaceful
and well-regulated citizen. It is fair to

say at once that Keeling's letters, at least

those that are printed, are not indecent
or degenerate. He was loose in his ideas

of sex, as he was generally, through his

earlier years, irresponsible in matters
of personal relationship. Apparently on
the impulse of the moment, he married
the daughter of the Mrs. Townshend to

whom most of these letters are addressed
and who now gives them to the public,
lived with his wife for a short time, grew
restive of restraint and left her, but re-

mained on good terms as a visitor and
had several children by her. Mr. Wells

regards the publishing of the letters

revealing this affair as an act of hero-

ism; to us it seems merely bad taste,
but Keeling's language, though frank
and explosive, is not morbid in tone or

repulsive in detail.

His attitude towards free love was, in

fact, not so much the effect of disordered
nerves as a manifestation, among many
others, of an undisciplined mind. Fred-
eric Hillersdon Keeling was born of a
good family in 1886. His childhood was
unhappy. Mrs. Townshend, in her prefa-
tory Memoir, explains the situation by
calling him a "frank, generous, turbulent

creature, full of fierce energy," set down
by a blunder of fate "in a decorous mid-
dle-class home where all the conventions
of Victorian propriety were rigidly ob-

served." We know what that means.

Alas, for the Victorian proprieties, how
shocking they are to the liberated souls

of this heroic Georgian age!
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At Cambridge the young Keeling for

his studies made a specialty of modern

history, and for his life threw himself

heart and soul into the organizing of

Fabian societies. On going down he con-

tinued his studies by devouring Blue

Books and extended his socialistic activi-

ties by devoting himself to the work of

various labor unions and relief associa-

tions. Where there was a strike, there

was Keeling. He had great power of

work, though at times he needed the com-

plete relaxation of travel. Much that he

accomplished may have been good, but

his ideas of society and government in

these early years were merely emotional

and anarchical. Yet he was honest with
himself. Mrs. Townshend speaks more
than once, as indeed does he himself, of

his intense desire to get at the naked
fact of life; and this characterization,

though it may seem to be contradicted by
vehement partisanship, we are inclined to

accept as true. His sincerity is proved
by his power of development and by his

frankness in admitting his changed point
of view. He began as a mere doctrinaire;
before the war called him away from
political activities he had thrown over

most of his academic theories, and was
preparing, in good British fashion, to

act with the regular Liberal party for
the slow and practical reform of abuses.

From the army in November, 1915, he
writes these significant words: '"The

dividing line in politics now seems to be

largely one of temperament, and for all

my erratic habits I have, I believe,

a good deal of rock-bottom English in-

stincts in me. I do not like Welshmen
or hustlers, or phrase-mongering do-

the-trick demagogues, who damn the

Cabinet, etc." It is about the same as if

he had said, I do not like all that I used
to stand for.

He was still young—he died when only
thirty—but the question that naturally
arises is why one with this rock-bottom
of English character should have passed
through years, few though they were, of
such turbulence. Mr. Wells, attributing
the trouble to Keeling's education, "is

left wondering if university history is

indeed any sort of mental training at

all" ; and we rather agree with Mr. Wells,

though our remedy would probably seem
to him worse than the present evil. Mr.
Wells would say, we suppose, that the

study of modern history as Keeling got
it at Cambridge was academic and dead,
and that it should have been enlivened by
a more immediate concern with current
affairs. What impresses us is the fact
that his education in this field was not
academic enough. It is only too clear

that Keeling went through his university
years without receiving any large views
of human nature, any steadied intuition
from the experience of the past, with no

thorough training of the imagination, or

discipline of the understanding, with no

real education. We do not mean to press
this view too far; there was, as he him-
self came to know, a vein of eccentricity
and rebellious egotism in his nature.

The pity of it was that his almost ex-

clusive study of modern history and
modern untried problems did nothing to

chasten his mind or instil modesty; for

such chastening the university turned
him over to the perilous school of the

world. He was, in large measure, merely
one of the innumerable victims of the

regnant system of education.

When the war came, it found Keeling
an admirer of Prussia and a believer in

the mission of pan-Germanism, but still

a sound Englishman. He enlisted early,

served ably in the trenches, rose from
the ranks, and gave his life for the

cause. Just how he reconciled his patri-
otism with his undiscarded Teutonism
does not clearly appear; but he did not

waiver in action.

The Run ofthe Shelves

GOOD
enough to read anywhere, yet

not too good to read on the train,

"The Haunted Bookshop," by Chris-

topher Morley (Doubleday, Page ), offers

a blend of a modern reader's guide with
a regulation love story complicated by
pacificism and a German bomb plot.

The whole is held together by a whimsi-

cality and humor owing something to

Sterne and more to Robert Louis Steven-

son. Excellent summer reading for the

moderately bookish.

War gives a decided impetus to spiri-

tualism. Itself the purveyor of death,
it is thought to furnish sustenance to

a cult to which death is the purveyor.
Sir Oliver Lodge's "Raymond," in which
communications from that author's dead
son were believingly reported, was pub-
lished in 1916. Barrie's "Well Remem-
bered Voice" is merely or mainly artistic

in its outlook, though the artistic inter-

est in the subject is probably closer to

the scientific or pseudo-scientific interest

than many artists and many scientists

would be willing to concede. "Thy Son
Liveth" (Little, Brown and Company)
reports the messages "which an Ameri-
can soldier killed in France sent to his

sorrowing mother." Miss Lillian Whit-
ing in "They Who Understand" (also

Little, Brown and Company) is refined

and fervid in her effort to supply momen-
tum for spiritualism from the power-
house of war. Mr. Horatio Dresser, in

his "On the Threshold of the Spiritual
World" (George Sully and Company)
does not go so far; for him communion
rather than communication would define

the intercourse between the dead and the

living.

Now believer and unbeliever, differing

widely as to the sanity of this movement,

may agree that it is seasonable. If spir-
itualism is true and is to prove itself,

this is its time. The conditions under
which the barrier between the dead and
the living is to be passed (if it be pass-
able) are presumably one with those
under which the passage of any natural

barrier, a mountain-range, a river, an

ocean, is effected in the material world.
The means may be as wide apart as the

poles, but the conditions which elicit the
means are similar. People in a crude
age settle on both banks of a hitherto im-

passable river. Individuals on both sides

want to cross. A pressure on the barrier
follows. Now let some special circum-
stance multiply by ten, by a hundred, by
a thousand, the seekers for a ford, a

ferry, or a bridge. The pressure will be

intensified, and the probability that in

some particular brain the desire will find

itself in the company of the mechanical
faculty of a Daedalus, a Stephenson, a

Fulton, or an Orville Wright are propor-
tionally heightened. When that occurs,
the river will be crossed.

The point is that the conditions just
named coincide exactly with the spiritis-
tic conditions of the moment, if, for the
sake of argument, we concede to the

spritualists that the dead exist and crave
intercourse with the living. Death and
bereavement, both operative on an al-

most unexampled scale, have accumu-
lated on both sides of the barrier multi-
tudes to whom, on the spiritualistic

theory, the passage of the barrier is a

point of vital interest. Spiritualists
would of course contend that the gulf
has been already traversed. But the

majority even of that cult would admit
that transit has never been rendered
easy, general, or secure. If there have
been Leif Ericsons, there has been no
Columbus. This is their opportunity; it

is also, in a more limited sense, their or-

deal. Never before perhaps in recorded

history has the pressure upon the bar-
rier been so great. The torch never
burnt so high in Sestos; now, if ever,
let Leander swim the Hellespont.

In his little book of one hundred and
fifty pages, "An Introduction to Early
Church History" (Macmillan), Mr. R.

Martin Pope undertakes to furnish a con-
venient introduction. His point of view
seems to be determined mainly by the in-

fluence of recent studies in the history
of religion and of religions. He thinks
of Christianity as one in a group of com-

peting efforts to satisfy the individual

spiritual longing of peoples dissatisfied

with the inherited traditions of the
ethnic cults. His narrative tends stead-

ily towards the aim of explaining why
Christianity succeeded in overcoming the
rest and in displacing the great dominant
system of the imperial state religion.
Of originality, either in thought or

method, there is little trace. References
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to modern authors of good reputation

abound, and it is clear that the author

has read intelligently in the sources. On
critical points there is often a refresh-

ing decision of judgment, as, for in-

stance, that the tradition of an unbroken

apostolic succession has no foundation

in Scripture and that the dictum:
"Where there are no bishops there can
be no church" is equally unwarranted.
The origin of creeds is assumed to be

late, the Apostles' Creed and the canon
of the New Testament are placed in the

fourth century. The conjecture that we
may be on the point of dropping the Old
Testament altogether from its associa-

tion with the New is perhaps a little

bold. The origin of the episcopate as a

development out of a college of pres-

byters is accepted, but with full recogni-
tion of a fairly early differentiation.

The view of state persecution of Chris-

tianity is inadequate and not fair to-

wards the government. The name of

Diocletian is not "stained" by his harsh-

ness towards Christians. The worst that

ought to be said of him is that he had
not the insight and foresight to perceive
the value of Christian support in his

overarduous task of administering his

unwieldy empire. It is rather a pity
that the space devoted to Mr. Walter
Pater could not have been given to a
more careful analysis of Pliny's puz-

zling correspondence with Trajan. It is

a little startling to be told that the early
Christian basilica was modelled on the

Roman private house. It is not very

enlightening to hear that there is no evi-

dence that infant baptism was not prac-
ticed in the apostolic age and that it is

probable from the first. The suggestion
that the "perils endured by the hero of

The Cloister and the Hearth in his jour-

ney from Deventer to Rome" are the em-
bellishments of a romancer betray a
cheerful lack of acquaintance with the

sources of that veracious narrative.

In a word, this book, like most of its

kind, attempts too much and too little.

It is neither manual nor essay. It must
be taken, at best, for an introduction, as

its author intended it, and to this end
the lists of authorities will serve fairly
well.

Francis Rolt-Wheeler, in "The Wonder
of War at Sea" (Lothrop, Lee & Shepard,
Boston) continues successfully the con-

secrated formula for a boy's book. Jed,

a thrice blessed Yankee lad, is "mined"
in the British Channel in the early hours
of the war, and by virtue of that happy
accident passes through every phase of

North Sea service with the British mos-

quito fleet. A similar intention to bring
the war home to young folks inspires
"The Battle of the Nations," by Frederic
Arnold Kummer (Century), a straight-
forward and vigorous account of the
causes and course of the war.

Poetry
The Fete of the Snore

THE
Rinktum-Winktum of Hindustan

Was a most polite and elegant man,
With a nose that spread like a Chinese

fan.

The Burma-Wurma of Sarawak
Was a queenly dowager, dreadfully black,

Who rode to meals on a piebald yak.

Now both were invited to Singapore,
To the fete of the Chief Mohammedan

Snore,
In his wonderful palace that had no

floor.

They spied each other. "Oho!" said the

Rink-

Tum-Winktum, letting his gold teeth

clink,

"Dear Madam, what will you have to

drink?"

"For breakfast, they give me temperance
tea;

For supper, the juice from the cocoa

tree.

Nothing at all between, for me."

"Oho," said the Rinktum, "adorable

Burm-
A-Wurma, what if we dance a term?"
"As you are so kind, let's try one

squirm."

Gravely the Rinktum said, "Begin!"
They danced to the door, they danced

right in,

They danced where the palace floor—
should have been !

Kerflop! And the Rinktum-Winktum's
shoes

Hit on the beach at Vera Cruz.

He fell through the earth, as true as

true's !

Kerflip! And the Burma-Wurma's knees

Splashed in the Caribbean Seas.

"We'll sit out the next dance, if you
please."

The people of Rinktum-less Hindustan
Hunted in vain for the vanished man.
Gone was the nose like a Chinese fan!

The woeful women of Sarawak
Wept for a queen who did not come back
To ride to meals on her piebald yak.

But the crafty Chief Mohammedan Snore
Sneered six times at Singapore,
"Who'll dance in my palace that has no

floor?"

Clement Wood

Note—Readers of this striking little

allegory may welcome some elucidation.

They readily see, once it is pointed out, that
the Rinktum-Winktum stands for the stolid

Russian peasant, the Chinese nose indicat-

ing his pacifist Tolstoian proclivities; the

"dreadfully black" Burma-Wurma repre-
sents the anarchist-soviet forces; the Mo-
hammedan Snore, a plain allusion to His
Interned Majesty's Turkish connections;
the "palace that had no floor" signifies Bol-

shevism; and the wind-up at Vera Cruz
and the Caribbean indicates the abortive

attempts to embroil Mexico in German plot-

tings.
More tender-minded readers, "socially

minded," as the phrase is, may prefer
another avenue of escape. To such the

royal Rinktum-Winktum may stand for

monarchic reaction, the black Burma-
Wurma signify the Kolchak forces, the
floorless palace unrestrained capitalism,
and the Snore the continued menace of
militarism. In this case, the Caribbean
seas may refer to prohibition, to the es-

pionage law, or the Federal Post Office

Department.
The possibilities, indeed, are quite infinite

and irresistibly alluring.

TheCanadian Situation

THE
Canadian Parliament, amid many

pressing matters, finds time to de-

bate the question of protection and free

trade. At least, it finds time to debate

whether that question is a proper one to

discuss at the moment. Two free-traders

of the old Laurier Liberal party, who
joined Sir Robert Borden's Unionist

Ministry in support of conscription and
the energetic prosecution of the war,
find themselves constrained to follow

quite different courses of action, now
that the Finance Minister has brought
down his tariff proposals. Mr. Calder,

the Liberal party's organizer for the

West, retains his place as Minister of

Agriculture in the Unionist Cabinet,

adroitly arguing that he does not con-

sider the obligations of the War Minis-

try fulfilled until peace is signed, ratified,

and established, and that it is no time

to play with tariffs or politics in the face

of the grave dangers threatened by a

general election. Mr. Crerar, on the

other hand, late President of the Grain
Growers' Association, resigns as Minis-

ter of Immigration because he does not

regard the proposed tariff reductions as

sufficiently drastic.

This is but another instance of the

old conflict between theory and expedi-

ency. Theoretically the Conservative or

Tory party has been protectionist and
the Liberal party free-trade. Yet neither

party in power has during the last fifty

years advanced to a rigorous applica-

tion of its theoretical policy. Sir John
A. Macdonald, though not a protectionist,

introduced protection under the title of

the "national policy." When Sir Wilfrid

Laurier came into power in 1896, it was
on a free-trade wave. He had proclaimed
himself a Liberal of the British type,

a follower of Richard Cobden, yet during
the eighteen years of his administration

he adhered more or less closely to a pro-
tectionist programme. He came nearest

to the realization of his professed ideal,

when, in 1911, he attempted to bring
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about reciprocity with the United States.

His Government went to defeat osten-

sibly on that issue. But it was not a

repudiation of lower tariffs. Regional,

linguistic, religious, and other differ-

ences were deciding elements in that

struggle. And the proof that a low

tariff was not held to be repudiated by
the Canadian electorate may be found in

the fact that from 1911 to the present

day the Borden Government's annual

financial statements have bit by bit in-

cluded all that the projected—and sup-

posedly rejected—reciprocity agreement
contained.

Under the present proposal the cus-

toms war taxes are abolished, the duty
on coffee is reduced five cents a pound,
tea from the Empire, three cents, free

wheat and potatoes are confirmed by
statute, and agricultural implements are

assessed on approximately the scale of

the reciprocity agreement. A resulting

reduction of revenue by $17,000,000 will

be met by raising the income tax to the

level of the United States rates and by
setting the corporation tax at ten per
cent, on profit in excess of $2,000. These

changes work out strikingly to the profit

of the West as against the East. But
Mr. Crerar is not to be satisfied with

anything short of the radical demands of

the Dominion Council of Agriculture.
He would apparently risk a general

election. Most sober-minded people
would just at this time risk almost any-

thing else. For at the moment there are

no political parties in Canada. There is

no longer a Liberal party ; its illustrious

leader is in the grave and party division

alone survives. There is no longer a

Conservative party; it has been swal-

lowed up by the monster, Unionism. No
group could hope to emerge from a gen-
eral election with strength sufficient to

control the situation.

In a few weeks, three at most, the

present memorable session will be over.

I dare to risk a prediction of what will

immediately follow the prorogation with-

out much fear of events failing to bear
me out. The Government is practically
certain to have a substantial majority on
the Budget, which will exorcise the phan-
tom of an election. It is quite possible
there will be a majority of forty for Sir

Thomas White's tariff—even granting
to Mr. Crerar more followers than he
seems likely to win. Then will come the

organization of a permanent Union
party, supplanting the old Conservative

party of Macdonald and Cartier, and
consisting of thoroughgoing Conserva-

tives, and a big percentage of what we
may call War Liberals. There will be a

reconstruction of the Cabinet. One
minister's retirement opens the way for
Sir R. L. Borden to prosecute his long-
conceived idea of replacing the older

men of his ministry with younger, more
active, and more up-to-date supporters.

The recent attempt to form a

third party—a Free-Trade-Radical-La-
bor party—will certainly fail. The old,

or Laurier's, Liberal party will be revived—with solid Quebec behind it—and, if

no other complications set in, within a

few years Canada will be back to the

old-time party government.
Meanwhile, a serious crisis is still on.

If Borden can bring this session to an

early close—as is most probable—he will

have a session in the autumn, during
which further tariff changes will be

made, a Franchise bill will be put
through, and, the pathway being cleared,

a general election will come early in

1920.

J. K. F.

Ottawa, Canada, June 17

A Voice from France

AT
a time when the organs of radical

opinion are spattering abuse on the

"four old men at Versailles" and doing
all in their little power to shatter the

traditional friendship between France
and America by bitter denunciation of

supposed French imperialism, it may not

be without interest and value to the sober

and liberal thinker to listen for a mo-
ment to a voice from France. At a din-

ner given on May 28 by the Franco-
American Union to the new Ambassador
from the United States, M. Gabriel

Hanotaux, scholar, diplomat, and states-

man, delivered an address which was re-

printed in Figaro on the following day.

Particularly interesting at the present
moment are his little portraits, in the

best French manner, of "Les Quatre,"
the Big Four. It would be absurd, of

course, to expect that in an after-dinner

speech M. Hanotaux should anticipate
the coldly judicial verdict of history, but
his characterizations may be taken as

expressing the most enlightened opinion
of contemporary France. Even those

of us who, having seen our President at

closer range than M. Hanotaux, are less

disposed than the kindly Frenchman to

put implicit trust in his devotion and

self-abnegation may listen not. unpleased
to a tribute which is offered not alone to

the President but to the nation which
he represents. Even more valuable at

the present hour is the speaker's picture
of France, still bleeding from wounds
that are perhaps incurable, her Northern
and Eastern districts in ruins, a third of

her man-power lost, and with a still

powerful and unrelenting enemy at her

very gates. His proud yet pathetic plea
for the permanence of that mutual trust
between the two republics which dates
from the time of Washington and La-

fayette should go straight to the heart
of every right-thinking American.

In the following paragraphs the at-

tempt has been made not so much to give

a literal translation of the whole speech
as to render the sense and spirit of those

passages which seem to the translator to

be of special interest to the American
public to-day. t. M. Parrott

You are now taking over, Mr. Ambas-
sador, the high diplomatic functions
which the wisdom of President Wilson
has confided to you at a time when the
classical type of diplomacy is not in gen-
eral favor. You are going to participate
in the great work, the work of the Four,
who are dictating the future laws of
the world, and who are making valid, for

long years, let us hope, our common vic-

tory. You will see at close range that
Council of Four which history will look

upon only at a distance.

First that patriot, keen of eye and
sweeping of gesture, who unites in him-
self all of the qualities and perhaps some
of the faults of our race, that man from
the border of Brittany, that republican
"Vendeen," eager, subtle, and wilful. At
an age when nature ordinarily demands
repose he has the most alert intelligence
and the most brilliant vivacity. His arm
is nerved for action, his head is clear for
command. He has a powerful jaw, high
cheekbones, a heavy mustache of the
French fashion; he is all life, all ex-

plosive vigor; in a word his tempera-
ment is that of a man, our man, Georges
Clemenceau.
Next to him as the representative of

Italian eloquence and generosity is Or-
lando. All the splendid and fruitful

traditions of ancient Rome radiate from
him. Great orator, great democrat, and
great statesman, wise even in his en-

thusiasm, grave even in his passion, he
is the strong defender of a people and
a dynasty, who by risking their exist-

ence in the cause of the rights of nations
have rendered to Europe and the world
such a service that to thank them there

is no sacrifice great enough to be the
measure of our gratitude.

In material power it is England who
dominates the war. England has guarded
the freedom of the seas which those

who sank the Lusitania pretended to

assure. And England, always mistress
of the world in the art and science of

politics, has confided her powers at Ver-
sailles to a Welsh minister, a son of the

oldest European race, a son of the peo-

ple, yet one whom the most brilliant

natural gifts have raised to the first

place among the men of his country and
of all countries, Lloyd George. Lloyd
George represents the new humanity
grafted on the oldest and the strongest
of existing stocks. Brought up, like so

many Englishmen, on the Bible and

Shakespeare, Lloyd George has noble

thoughts and high aspirations. But his

designs, which betray a high sensitive-

ness and an extreme tact, have at the

same time a practical reality and applica-
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tion in which are recognizable that con-

queror of the world, the English sailor.

Lloyd George is the adventurer who
pushes on, sounding-lead in hand. To
the art of convincing he adds the art of

pleasing speech. When he speaks his

genial temper seems to caress his audi-

ence, but when he wishes to make
friends, this incomparable orator knows
how to listen. All things to all men, he
bides his time, weighs and judges in his

mind, and then pronounces the deciding
word. Under the versatile leadership
of Lloyd George England to-day has as-

sumed the motto of ancient Rome, Tu
regere populos Anglia memento. Europe
has Clemenceau, Orlando and Lloyd
George, but America has Wilson.

It is not my business, sir, to pronounce
a judgment on him here in your presence.
I do not even wish to try to draw a por-
trait of President Wilson. You would

laugh at my rash folly. But you will not

laugh at my faith in him or at my re-

spect, and these have never changed. He
is the man who for the profound reasons

found on every page of his political and
oratorical works determined the inter-

vention of America in the war. He is

the man who furnished the army of four
million soldiers, the immense amount of

material, the huge sums of money, and
above all the new note of morale neces-

sary to assure the final defeat of the

enemy; the man who could give that

historic "knock-out" blow, if I may use

language as rough as the blow he gave
our enemies; that man was unwilling to

let Europe fight alone through that ter-

rible struggle. And yet I may say in

passing that it was in a spirit of perfect
disinterestedness that America took part
in the fray. His high position did not
tie him to his own shores. He has come
to us ; he has left for months the govern-
ment of the greatest republic in the
world. He has left behind him urgent
necessities, accumulated difficulties and
the harsh criticism of party spirit, and
he has come here to put his hand to the
work of ideal justice which he himself
conceived. Could anything be finer?
And how can we suppose that history
will not recognize and repay, with glory,
her only recompense, such devotion, such

self-abnegation, and such greatness?

But once peace has been signed, in the
flood of joy and universal relief that will

follow, our pain will only be sharper,
our distress more insupportable and our
losses more deeply felt. France, who has
suffered so much, will still need her
allies after the world has regained its

calm and has everywhere begun again,
even in the land whose dire ambitions
have interrupted the peaceful labors of
the world. France must long endure
the after-effects of wounds that are per-
haps incurable, for she alone of all na-

tions has been struck at the very sources
of her life. A huge part of France is

torn to pieces. Our industry and our

agriculture must be remade from the

beginning. A third, perhaps, of our men
are dead. A powerful and populous ene-

my is at our very gates who may once
more invade our land.

It should be clearly understood that
France remains weakened and exposed
to attack. She is accused of imperial-
istic aims; history, perhaps, will rather
accuse her, as it has so often done, of

forgetting herself, of showing too chiv-

alric a spirit and too imprudent a gen-
erosity. And that is the reason, since

she can not become to-day greater than
she was in 1870—while other lands have
grown out of all proportion—that she
turns to her friends and says to them,
"Keep on. Do not stop what you have
started. Stay to the end to help me, to

guard me and yourselves." For France
is at the very limit of the effort which
freedom can demand of her. She can not

fight a battle of the Marne every ten

years.
I know, sir, that America does not

need to be called. She is at hand and
she will continue to be at hand whatever
happens. The Franco-American Union
can testify from experience, and that in

the most critical moments, that your
motto is Fidelity. A hundred, a thou-
sand times we have found you ready
and we shall always find you so.

Whether it is a question of intellectual

and social intercourse, of monetary and
financial dealings, of the furtherance of
a common culture by the interchange of

students, or more especially of the re-

lief of our sufferings, public and private,
the United States has not failed us, for
she is more than our ally, she is our
friend. Her heart is always open and
benefits pour out from it like water from
a spring. And it is because there are
such feelings on both sides of the ocean
that the friendship and trust which had
their origin in the time of Washington
and Lafayette have survived all trials.

It is to you, sir, that the task is given
of prolonging their life.

Books and Debarkation

WHAT
is the present work of the

Library War Service of the Ameri-
can Library Association? What is to

continue to be its work, now that demo-
bilization is proceeding so rapidly? And,
looking still farther ahead, are the sol-

diers, sailors, and marines of the Army
and Navy to have, as a part of the new
order of things, a Library Peace Service
similar to the existing Library War
Service? To gather the facts in answer
to the first of these questions would
make it necessary for the inquirer well-

nigh to girdle the earth. To find the
answer to the second he would have still

to journey far. To the third question an
immediate response can be given in

terms which, if not precise, at least

afford the hope that the present library
service is to be made a permanent affair.

A librarian on a holiday, who was per-
sonally conducted to several of the Asso-
ciation's points of service at the port of

debarkation at Newport News, and in

the territory thereabouts, here reports
things that he saw and heard which sug-
gest the fuller answers to all three of the

questions that have been put.

Newport News itself is a town of

throbbing hearts and marching men, of

perpetual welcomes, and cheers, and
music of countless bands for the incom-

ing stream of men returning from over-
seas. Abroad the American Library
Association is supplying reading matter
to the American Expeditionary Forces,
and plans to do so as long as a soldier

wearing the American uniform remains
in France, Germany, Russia or Siberia.
Here at Newport News the American
Library Association Dispatch Office is

supplying its material to the men on the

transports returning home, to the de-
barkation camps, to the troop trains on
the way to demobilization camps, and to
naval vessels of all descriptions; it is

performing on its premises a local

library service for men in uniform; and
it is serving upwards of forty army and
navy posts within a radius of a few
miles,—as the crow flies, be it added, for
the library workers conducting this

service have many a mile to travel, as

trolley cars or motor cars run, as ferry
boats or launches go, in order to cover
the entire area allotted to them. For
months to come there will be work on
shipboard and on shore like that now go-
ing on, which must be continued until
the last man and the last of the supplies
and stores have been returned from
France.

Debarkation and that which follows
are all very simple. One man, newly
arrived at Newport News, described it

with sudden and appropriate Rooseveltian

emphasis in a telegram he sent to his

people at home: "De-barked, de-loused,
de-lighted." But the disinfecting pro-
cess is not an enchanting one, and the

waiting around in a debarkation camp
with nothing to do is wearisome enough.
Books and magazines are now a blessing
which civilians can hardly imagine un-
less they have seen the demand for them
in one of these camps, or on a troop or a
hospital train.

In the hospitals themselves one can
more easily realize what the demand for

reading matter must be, though the vari-

ety of subjects covered by the requests
coming to the hospital librarians con-

stantly show something going on far dif-
ferent from the light reading that is
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usually supposed to engage the convales-

cent. Technical, educational, and voca-

tional books are among those most

wanted, as well as good stories of the

"rattling" kind. An unexpected testi-

mony of appreciation of the American
Library Association's work in hospitals
was offered by a patient who did not
want to leave the hospital at the time of

his discharge because he had never be-

fore seen such a library as he had been

using there. Men at one hospital were
heard by the visitor now reporting,

clamoring for newspapers from their

home towns. One of the men came from
Atlanta, one from Chicago, one from St.

Louis, one from Denver, and all were
supplied with their home newspapers.
The visitor got a new idea from the scene
of the human impulse behind this whole

library service.

The men come in such numbers to the

TlFFANY&Co.

Noted for Quality

Fifth Avenue &37-
h
Street

NewYork

library at the naval operating base, on
the site of the Jamestown Exposition,

opposite Newport News, that on Satur-

days and Sundays, when their free time
is greatest, the chairs are all filled, and
the overflow sit around on the floor.

Much reading is done by the men col-

lateral to the courses of instruction that

are given in the Naval Training School

located here. A few of the subjects on
which the librarian had been issuing
books included electricity, machine-shop
practice, navigation, algebra, arithmetic,

dentistry, bee-keeping, embalming, and

poetry, including the poems of Lowell,

Longfellow, Tennyson, Browning and

Palgrave's "Golden Treasury." The au-

thorities have set aside a piece of land at

this naval base as a site for a library

building; so here a library is to be a part
of the permanent establishment.

The trained librarians who are carry-

ing on all this work have, of course,

their full representation in the American

Library Association Dispatch Office at

Newport News. Here a large part of the

activity of the staff is given over to sort-

ing and distributing books for trans-

ports, troop trains, naval vessels, hospi*
tals and camps, and for the use also of

the various welfare organizations operat-

ing in Newport News. Sorting natu-

rally means leaving out a book like "Dy-
ing Testimonies," a copy of which, on
the morning in question, had just come
to hand, and leaving in the books that

can be used, so bringing together the

best that are available for purposes of

distribution. That best, assuredly, is of

a very high order. On this particular

morning of sorting and distributing, an

officer from overseas, who had been

landed from a transport only a few hours

before, made a bee-line for the library
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addressing machines.
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housed in the dispatch office, and while
at first crestfallen because two books
he wanted, Quiller-Couch's "Studies in

Literature," and McFee's "Aliens" were
both in circulation, later uttered an ex-

pression of pleasure to get a book, "The
Education of Henry Adams," which, he

said, headed a list of books he had made
up in France. Various other readers

later came in, and, among them several

Anzacs, representing a contingent in

port, who presented a request, readily

granted, for books to be lent to them for

the remainder of their voyage to New
Zealand. On board their ship, they said,

there were over a thousand men, about
130 married couples, and perhaps 50 ba-

bies. There were, too, some older chil-

dren on board, and the commanding
officer wanted books for them as well as

for the men and women passengers.
Whether library service such as is

now being conducted at the army and

navy posts in the vicinity of Newport
News, typical indeed of the service rend-

ered elsewhere at numerous places

throughout the country, will go on per-

manently is, as has already been said, a

matter of hope. To be sure, some posts

already have established libraries, main-
tained sometimes under conditions which
limit their wider influence. At Fort

Monroe, for example, there is the large
and important collection of books pos-
sessed by the Coast Artillery School. But

the collection, excellent as it is, includes

technical books almost wholly, and in

practice its use hitherto has been largely
restricted to officers. A liberal number
of recreational and vocational books
were added by the American Library
Association, and interesting results fol-

lowed immediately, soldiers who had
never before used the main library now
coming in and securing for it a greater

degree of usefulness than it had pre-

viously known. The American Library

Association, as manifested in repeated

expressions of interest and desire, is

eager and willing to cooperate with the

army and navy to make the present serv-

ice permanent in the interests of Amer-
ica at peace, no less than in the interests

of America at war.

William Adams Slade
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Familiar Misquotations.
Ayres

IF
President Wilson has been unfortu-

nate in his methods of dealing with

Congress, he is exceedingly fortunate in

the methods which his Republican op-

ponents in that body are adopting in

dealing with him. The latest instance is

furnished by the sensational statement

that Representative Graham, Chairman
of the Select Committee on Expenditures
in the War Department, rushed into

print on the eve of Mr. Wilson's return

from Europe. There may be ground
for some of the accusations contained

in that statement, but this makes the

statement itself no better, but on the

contrary worse. Its tone and whole
character are those of a campaign screed,

not of what it purports to be, the result

of an official inquiry. Instead of putting
the country into the attitude of gravely

inquiring into serious allegations of

wrong, it is calculated to excite only

partisan rejoicing over the prospect of

scandal on the one hand, and condemna-
tion of its slapdash method on the other.

EVEN
as a campaign broadside, Mr.

Graham's screed is anything but
a model, unless of the boomerang vari-

ety. What could be more inept than to

insist, again and again, upon the atrocity
of the Council of National Defense and
its Advisory Commission having pre-

pared an elaborate series of war meas-
ures before we went into the war? Are
the American people going to demand
the impeachment of President Wilson
because he got ready for the possibility,
or probability, instead of wasting pre-
cious time after war had been declared?

"Weeks, and even months, before the

Congress of the United States declared

war against Germany," says Mr. Gra-

ham, "a committee of seven men chosen

by the President . . . designed prac-

tically every war measure which the

Congress afterwards enacted." Would
it have been better to spend that same
number of "weeks and even months" in

developing the plans after war had been
declared? Congress did its part splen-

didly at that time; it adopted with pa-
triotic promptness and unanimity the
selective draft and the other measures
which Chairman Graham now finds to

have been criminally hatched by Mr.
Wilson's secret advisers. Why, with
such a record of superiority to partisan-

ship behind them, should Republicans
now seek to place upon themselves the

brand not only of partisanship but of

silly and stupid partisanship?

ABOUT
the worst thing the Repub-

lican managers in Congress could

do, at this formative time in the shap-

ing of party issues, would be to under-

take an "omnibus" tariff bill of the old-

fashioned kind. The Payne-Aldrich per-
formance seems a matter of a hundred

years ago, instead of ten; but it would
take no time at all to make the country
feel as if it had been only yesterday that

the Republican party suffered the hu-
miliation which that ill-omened measure
brought upon it. There are plenty of

perfectly just reasons for objecting to

that kind of tariff revision, but there is

something far more powerful than logic
that would make any attempt in that

direction disastrous to the party. A
general revision of the tariff in the
interest of protection is indissolubly
associated in the public mind with two
things—raising of prices and exploita-
tion of special advantages. If there ever
was a time when both these things stood

at a lower depth of popular disfavor than

they do at this moment, it would be in-

teresting to know when it was. Before
Chairman Fordney goes any further
with his alleged programme, he would
do well to think this over most prayer-
fully.

THE special defensive treaty with
France deserves all consideration on

its substance. The United States could
not permit a sudden and unprovoked at-

tack on France. The Covenant of Na-
tions is not conceived to meet urgent
military cases. A new Von Kluck could

reach the suburbs of Paris while the

League was deliberating. In view of

what actually happened in the first weeks
of the world war, it is natural that the
French should wish especial military

guarantees from Great Britain and the
United States. For these nations no
new obligation is really involved. The
special treaties merely sanction an aid

which would in any case be called for
both by the interests of the parties con-

cerned and by the wider interests of the
world. While the contingency contem-

plated in the treaty, an unprovoked
aggression on France by Germany, is a

very unlikely one, there is enough rancor
in Germany to justify the precaution. It

should be understood that the neutral
zone of 50 kilometers along the right
bank of the Rhine can not be maintained

indefinitely. Sooner or later Germany
must be permitted to resume full sov-

ereignty. While the substance of the

special treaties is admirable, their form
is infelicitous. At all points the special
treaties imply the existence and author-

ity of the League of Nations. If this is

a manoeuvre to commend the Covenant,
it is a maladroit one. The two agree-
ments have no necessary connection. If

the Senate should reject the Covenant,
the special treaty with France would
still be desirable and workable.

ONE
or two Senators are quoted as

saying that they are unwilling to

ratify the special treaty with France
unless Congress shall have entire free-

dom to determine whether or not the

contingency has arisen which calls for

our going to the aid of France. But
there is no doubt whatever upon this

point. Although a number of references

are made in the document to the League
of Nations, nothing of the kind occurs

in this connection. The United States
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simply promises to come to the assistance

of France in the event that, in spite of

the provisions of the general treaty,

Germany should make an unprovoked
attack upon her. Our country can not

go to war except through the action of

Congress. The proposed treaty, like any
other treaty of the kind, imposes a

moral obligation upon Congress to de-

clare war in the event of a certain thing

happening, but that moral obligation

imposes no requirement upon the coun-

try, or upon Congress acting for the

country, unless that contingency- has

actually arisen. Whether it has arisen

or not will be at any given time a ques-

tion of fact, and it will be for the Presi-

dent and Congress, and not for any out-

side Power or organization, to determine

that question of fact.

GENERAL
SMUTS'S statement of his

views on the peace treaty is im-

pressive in its sagacity as well as in the

humane and lofty spirit which animates

it. The most salient passages in it were

given in the daily press, but it is to the

journalistic enterprise of the Nation

that we owe the cabling of the full text

to this country. Of course the Nation

is not to be understood as subscribing

to General Smuts's estimate of the merits

or demerits of the treaty. It may be

assumed, however, that a special motive

for its transmission was furnished by
the strong expressions which the South

African leader used in regard to the

severity of the terms imposed upon Ger-

many. But between those expressions
and the habitual talk of the Nation there

is precisely the difference that separates
the sober talk of a statesman from the

hysterical outcries of a fanatic.

General Smuts asks himself not what
could be done if all men were virtuous,

if all passions had died out, and if all

evils were capable of being exorcised by
incantation, but what can actually be

done in the world as it is, and what may
be hoped for in the world as we may suc-

ceed in shaping it in the future. Accord-

ingly, he looks forward to the growth of

considerateness and forgiveness for a

gradual bettering of the settlement as

time goes on. In the meanwhile he ac-

cepts the treaty as "simply a liquidation
of the war situation in the world." In

order to make the settlement an endur-

ing one and a blessing to the world, two

things are requisite : The Germans must
make "a real honest effort to fulfill their

obligations under the treaty to the ex-

tent of their ability," and "our Allied

peoples must remember that God gave
them overwhelming victory, victory far

beyond their greatest dreams, not for

small, selfish ends, not for financial or

economic advantages, but for the attain-

ment of the great human ideals for

which our heroes gave their lives, and
which are the real victors in this war of

ideals." In other words, while General

Smuts could have wished something bet-

ter, he does not rage at the treaty as a

covenant with death and an agreement
with hell. To persons habituated to the

piercing cries of the Nation, General

Smuts's grave and sober words must

give a feeling akin to that which one

experiences when "silence like a poultice

comes to heal the wounds of sound."

IT
is immensely comforting to read

Secretary Baker's reply to the soft-

hearted lady who on behalf of the Chi-

cago Amnesty Committee, whatever that

may be, appeals for the release of the

"group of young men who have held aloft

the torch of idealism through all the

prejudice and hatred of the war period;
who took the first effective step toward
the abolishment of future wars." "You
must realize," she says, "that these men
will be the heroes of future generations."
The Secretary meets the conscientious

objector on his own ground and, as

everybody but the objector and his mis-

guided abettors will agree, drives him
ignominiously to some undefined position
in the rear. He says :

Meantime, the group of young men to

whom you refer ought not to forget that
the torch of idealism which they sought to

hold aloft was threatened with extinction

by the most menacing materialistic force
the world has ever seen. The abolbhment
of future wars, for which I share your
fervent hope, was immeasurably more ad-
vanced by the conscience which led young
men to give up their lives for it than by the
conscience which in the presence of vast
and crushing destructive force found itself

limited to protest.

A practical application of such views

appears in the transfer from Fort

Leavenworth, where they are causing
trouble among lesser offenders, of some

seventy conscientious objectors to prison
barracks elsewhere. Such segregation

might have been resorted to earlier with
distinct benefit on all sides.

WE return the snappy salute of The
American Legion Weekly. As the

official bulletin of an organization of un-

guessed power, it can not for a single
moment be left out of the reckoning.

Thinking Americans everywhere wel-

come it and wish it success in its large

undertaking. All the more will they
watch it closely to see how it discharges
its mission. This is no less than to pro-
vide a forum for clarifying the thought
of some four million men, conscious of

a solidarity born of participation in a

tremendous enterprise and acutely con-

scious of having as a group and as in-

dividuals a stake in the game. The aims
which the Legion professes are in them-
selves most laudable:

To uphold and defend the Constitution
of the United States of America; to main-
tain law and order; to foster and perpetuate
a one hundred per cent. Americanism; to

preserve the memories and incidents of our

association in the Great War; to inculcate
a sense of individual obligation to the com-
munity, state and nation; to combat the

autocracy of both the classes and masses;
to make Right the Master of Might; to

promote peace and good will on earth; to

safeguard and transmit to posterity the

principles of justice, freedom and democ-

racy; to consecrate and sanctify our com-
radeship by our devotion to mutual help-
fulness.

It is heartening to contemplate a great

body of men, full of life and refined by
a peculiarly concentrated experience of

it, who, in reaching out for the good that

may be brought into the world, do not

lose sight of the priceless things which
the world has already obtained for it-

self. We wish to be counted among
those who hope for fine things, and even

great things, from the American Legion
and its weekly.

EDITOR
WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE

returns from Europe with the con-

viction—at any rate, the prediction—
that England will soon resort to a

soviet government. He found a copy of

the London Daily Herald in the library

at Buckingham Palace, and that appar-

ently settles it. But why he expects the

position of the King to remain unaffected

by this upheaval is not clear, except on

the theory that the British always com-

promise. It is possible they may hit on

some sort of compromise which will

render a soviet superfluous. But in any
case Mr. White will be interested to find

a soviet already established in the United
States. Here we call it the Anti-Saloon

League. By a soviet we understand a

small group determined to give the peo-

ple what they want, whether they want
it or not.

A WRITER in the Atlantic Monthly
explains the colossal jest of Bol-

shevism. The revolution, it apears, is

over, and in Russia there is to-day a

republic, a democracy owing more to

Jefferson than to Marx, presided over by
a "middle-class Triumvirate of rulers:

Lenin, the intellectual; Trotsky, the

journalist, and Tchicherin, the son of a

noble." "True, there was a class war,
but it was a war not against the bour-

geoisie as bourgeoisie, but against the

bourgeoisie as slackers." The intellec-

tuals sit high in the councils of the

Soviet. That is, Lenin has fooled Russia

and the world with a phrase. He per-

suaded the Russians to establish his

political democracy in the fond belief

that they were bringing about a prole-

tarian communism. And everywhere
else he has fired genuine believers in

proletarian domination, as well as the

soft-headed intellectuals who think that

something of that sort would be inter-

esting, with a belief that the time is at

hand to destroy existing democracies and

substitute for them—the kind of govern-

ment Russia is not getting. Thus, in the
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end, Russia, with a strong democratic

government at home and countless ar-

mies of phrase-mad proletarians pour-

ing out from her borders, will be able

politically to dominate a world dis-

traught by frantic pursuit of the mirage

of Lenin's inventing, which in the seclu-

sion of his palace he admits to be a

mirage. It could not be more nearly

perfect, this view of the matter, if it had

all been excogitated in the German

Foreign Office. But unfortunately, as

things work out, there may prove to be

a bitter residuum of truth in it.

THE
Literary Digest does a good ser-

vice in bringing before its great

circle of readers an instructive collection

of facts and opinions concerning high

prices. It quotes, to be sure, nonsense

as well as sense, but not in such a way
as to confuse any reader of even moder-

ate intelligence. The conspicuous ex-

ample of nonsense is the statement of

Mr. Brisbane's Wisconsin-News that the

whole difficulty "is that there are a lot

of persons who do not care what trouble

comes to the country as long as they

keep up their profits." The best example
of simple and effective statement is an

extract from an editorial in the Boston

Shoe and Leather Reporter, part of

which is as follows:

The inevitable consequence of this great-
est of all wars was to destroy billions of
dollars' worth of merchandise and property,
and at the same time to induce the creation

of $36,000,000,000 of new paper money.
Thus commodities have become scarcer and
dearer, while money has become more plenti-
ful and cheaper. ... In considering the

price question we must begin to think in

terms of depreciated currency rather than
in terms of higher commodity-prices.

The last remark has reference merely to

a question of language, but psycho-

logically the difference is important.
And still more important is the differ-

ence between habitually speaking of the

cost of living and speaking of high

prices. Unfortunately, for a great many
of us the two things are identical; but

they are not identical inherently. If

the present level of prices is going to be

permanent, everything will sooner or

later adjust itself to that level; and

though in the interval much hardship
will have been suffered, the real cost of

living when the adjustment has been

completed will be no higher than it was
on the old level. This is one of those

things that "every schoolboy knows";
but hardly anybody acts as though he
knew it.

THE
world clash of arms which has

saved some of the racial minorities
of Europe from extinction by the oppres-
sion of megalomaniac imperialism has

put out of view the silent but dramatic

struggle here at home to preserve from
extinction by the even more ruthless

powers of disease our own most appeal-

ing racial remnant, the American Indian.

The few thousands of glorious tradition

that remained on the various Govern-

ment reservations have for years, de-

pite the best efforts of Government ex-

perts, been dying at a far greater rate

than they increased, although as a whole

they have been economically prosperous
and well cared for. They seemed clearly

a dying race, pining away amid new con-

ditions, without hope or future in a land

that knew them not. But after a sus-

tained and intense battle of years, whose
dramatic strategy lies buried forever in

Government reports, the latent vitalities

of the ragged band were somehow roused

to new life, and diseases difficult to cope
with overcome. In 1916 Cato Sells, the

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, was able

to announce that, for the first time since

they came to know their white brothers,

the birth-rate of the Indians in the

United States exceeded the death rate.

And as further voucher that the Ameri-
can Indian has taken a new lease of life

Mr. Sells recently said that of the 10,000
Indians in the war, 75 per cent, had vol-

unteered, and that the Indians in the

country had bought over $25,000,000 in

Liberty Bonds, more than $70 per capita.

ONE
of the new and extremely diffi-

cult problems which the vast ex-

pansion of international trade and the

newer development of international ad-

vertising have brought with them is the

protection of the trade-marks of articles

or firms with international reputations
in foreign countries. The full impor-
tance of this problem has not been re-

vealed and will not be until the foreign
trade competition following the war
comes into full play. But already the

piratical use of trade-marks in foreign
countries as a weapon in trade competi-
tion has gone very far, especially in the

Latin-American countries. The official

"Lista General de las Marcos" and the

"Boletin Oficial" of the Argentine Re-

public show that many well-known
American brands have already been

registered by natives, or registration

applied for: "Hupmobile," "Stutz," "Cad-

illac," "Vitagraph," "Bon Ami," "Bos-
ton Garters," "Welch's Grape Juice,"
"Old Dutch Cleanser," were among the

miscellaneous American articles regis-
tered. Some American products have
been registered by German concerns.

Attempts at the international protection
of trade-marks have so far met with
small success, despite the efforts of such

agencies as the international registra-
tion bureau at Berne and the Pan-
American Union Trademarks Office.

Here is a matter of serious bearing on
the peace and amicable intercourse of

nations in which it would seem the

League of Nations, through a permanent
commission, could render a real service

and prove its practical effectiveness.

The Pact with France

THE special agreement by which the

United States, in concert with Great

Britain, promises France that it will

"come immediately to her aid in case

of any unprovoked act of aggression di-

rected against her by Germany" should

command the approval alike of those who
do and those who do not place confidence

in the League of Nations. There is, in-

deed, one element of American opinion
to which any such agreement is obnox-
ious ; the element, of which Senator Borah
is the leading spokesman, that is in favor
of a complete return to the traditional

policy of American isolation. Between
those who honestly take this position and
those who believe that national duty and
national interest alike demand the adop-
tion of a new attitude towards the

world's problems, there is no common
ground for argument. Conversion, to be

sure, even upon fundamentals, is con-

ceivable; but here is a question that

must be decided in the course of the

next few weeks, and unless we are to

look for miracles it will be idle for any
one to attempt such conversion. In say-

ing that the pact should command the

approval alike of those who do and those

who do not place confidence in the

League, we are leaving out of account

the irreconcilables who stand squarely
for American isolation.

When the Peace Conference was about
to assemble, and throughout its early

stages, representative American opinion
was in the main divided along a fairly

definite line. Comparatively little inter-

est was taken in the specific terms of

peace—the determination of boundaries,
the fixing of indemnities, the claims of

races, were felt to be questions so com-

plex in themselves, so fraught with

rivalries and jealousies, and so entangled
with previous promises and understand-

ings, that Americans generally were con-

tent to let them be settled by the pulling
and hauling at Versailles. But in the

transcendent question we all took a pro-
found interest—the question of the sta-

bility of the settlement, whatever it

might be. And here came in that line

of division to which we have referred.

On the one hand were those who placed
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their trust in the League of Nations ; on
the other hand were those who looked

elsewhere for that assurance which all

were agreed must be found somewhere.
And the place where they looked for it—
the only place where they could look for

it—was in the continuance of a cordial

understanding of the strongest possible
kind between the great nations that had
won the war. To the cry for a new-
made League of Nations, a League to be

created by pen and parchment, the an-

swer was that the only safety lay in the

maintenance of the league that already
existed—the league that had been born
of the world's mortal need and which
had been vitalized by united effort and
common sacrifice upon a scale unpar-
alleled in history. And one of the chief

objections urged against the scheme of

making the formation of the League of

Nations part of the work of the Peace
Conference was that it diverted atten-

tion from the supreme need of the time,

the preservation of the working union

which the war had brought about among
the Powers that had won the great vic-

tory.
In the eight months that have gone by

since the armistice was entered upon,
the aspect of things, from either of these

standpoints, has undergone an undeni-

able change. The League of Nations,
whatever its future may be, presents to

no one's mind that character of firm and
unmistakable achievement which its

sanguine advocates had hoped it would
assume. Nobody looks upon war as

henceforth a moral impossibility; every-

body feels that the future will have to

be watched with solicitude. Many doubt-

less think that France entertains ex-

aggerated fears of Germany, but nobody
maintains that the mere existence of

the League makes those fears absurd.

There was a time when the proposal of

such a guarantee as the special treaty is

to give to France might have been ob-

jected to by champions of the League
Covenant as casting doubt upon its effi-

cacy; to-day that proposal involves no
admission that is not freely made with-

out it by all candid friends of the Cove-

nant. Its adoption will not lower the

standing of the League ; on the contrary,
it will raise that standing. The Cove-

nant does not profess to be capable of

bringing force swiftly to bear against a

determined violator of the world's peace ;

it reckons not upon instant and irresist-

ible repression, but upon the deterrent

effect of the fear of ultimate conse-

quences. If there is danger of a resur-

gence of the old spirit of defiant Ger-

man aggression, the League's arrange-
ments need the aid of such an agreement
as that proposed between France, Brit-

ain, and the United States to meet that

danger effectively; if the danger does

not exist, the agreement will never be

brought into action. The agreement

adds strength to the League in the event ,r

of its being subjected to a certain ex-

treme strain; apart from that eventu-

ality the League is entirely unaffected.

And it is hardly necessary to add that

the mere existence of the agreement is

the best possible insurance against the

occurrence of the event; if the danger
be exceedingly small that Germany will

think of again plunging the world into

war by attacking France, the agreement
will reduce the danger to zero.

From the standpoint of spontaneous
alliance the change in the aspect of

things has been hardly less marked than

from that of the League of Nations con-

nection. Every man whose whole soul

was in the cause must cherish as deeply
as ever the union of hearts between the

nations that stood shoulder to shoulder

in the great struggle. But the world

has gone through many months of

wrestling with the problems of the

treaty—months of difficulty at home in

each country, as well as of divergences
on the issues of the settlement. On the

surface at least, if not in the depths,
there has come more or less of a chill

over the feelings with which, in the first

flush of the joint triumph, all hearts

were filled. Things which last Decem-
ber were looked upon by everybody as

certainties are now viewed by many with
the eye of cold skepticism. Where silence

might then have been regarded as suffi-

cient assent, overt assurance is now felt

to be decidedly preferable. Of course, it

may be said, we shall go to the aid of

France if she is attacked; of course we
shall stand by the side of England. And
yet there has already been a good deal of

snarling about England, and even about
France we have sometimes talked as

though there were other things in our

minds besides her terrible sufferings and
her glorious fight for her freedom and
the world's. She asks us to make this

simple pledge—that we will stand by her
if she is wantonly attacked. We can not

refuse unless we have already forgotten
the lesson of the war; we can not re-

fuse if we mean to be true to her boys
and ours who died in Flanders' fields.

The North Dakota
Coalition

IT
is a far cry from North Dakota to

New Zealand, but there is a striking

similarity between the Non-Partisan

League and the late Lib-Lab Party in

that country. In New Zealand, after

the failure of the maritime strike of

1890, the small farmers, in league with

organized labor, secured the election of

John Ballance, and soon thereafter a

double-barreled programme of legisla-

tion was put through which, to some

minds, foreshadowed the coming of the

industrial millennium.

I The small farmers had special griev-
ances against the big landowners, so

Parliament passed a series of acts to

force the subdivision of the great estates

and to supply the farmers with capital
at low rates of interest. Progressive
land taxes were established with special
taxes for absentee landlords; large
estates were purchased and subdivided

by the Government ; and favorable terms
were offered to farmers wishing to settle

upon Government land. The railroads,

of course, had been in the hands of the

Government for a long time.

For the benefit of the laborers acts

were passed providing for employers'

liability, prohibition of payment by
truck, proper conditions in factories,

compulsory arbitration of industrial dis-

putes, old-age pensions, workers' dwell-

ings, loans to workers, and many others.

Both laborers and farmers were well

satisfied for a time, and New Zealand
was as much talked about as North Da-
kota is to-day.
The alliance, however, did not endure.

As the farmers prospered they gradually
lost their affection for their landless

brethren of the towns, and although they
had coquetted with the single tax, when
it was freely offered they would none
of it. As to the laborers, while the
Arbitration Court was raising wages
they were pleased, but when the limit

was reached and prices began to go up
they suspected a conspiracy against them
in which their old allies were involved.

So the farmers, having something to

lose, grew more conservative, and the

laborers, accumulating nothing, grew
more radical, until the "Lib-Lab Party"
of Ballance, Seddon and Ward disinte-

grated and lost the election of 1912, after

which the so-called "Reform Party"
under Massey came into power.

In the very next year the left wing
of organized labor—the "Red Fed"—at-

tempted a revolutionary strike, involving
wharf laborers, seamen and miners, and
for a time the shipping business was
paralyzed. Then the farmers, threat-

ened with serious loss, took the matter
into their own hands, supported by the

Government and by all the opponents of

direct action. Coming down to the chief

seaports they formed themselves into

two sections—the one a body of special

police, empowered to keep the peace—the

other a band of volunteer wharf laborers,
who loaded and unloaded the ships.
The strike was broken, but the farmers
and their former allies have not since

been fully reconciled, even by the war.
Will such be the fate of the Non-Partisan

League? It is unsafe to prophesy and
futile to moralize, yet it may be worth
while to consider the experience of the

past.
The Non-Partisan League is primarily

a farmers' organization, but from the

first it has held out a friendly hand
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to labor, and its advances have been

heartily reciprocated
—as might be ex-

pected in an agricultural state like North

Dakota. Quite early in the game the

North Dakota Federation of Labor en-

dorsed the League. The city labor or-

ganizations did the same; and after the

election of 1916 Samuel Gompers tele-

graphed his congratulations. The march

of events is rapid nowadays, and quite

recently an important step was taken

towards the creation of a labor party for

the purpose of advancing the cause of

labor in cooperation with the Non-Par-

tisan League. This action was taken at

a convention of the Federation at Minot
in the first days of June, and the plan is

to be consummated at a convention at

Fargo on August 31st and September
1st—Labor Day. The meeting at Minot
was a veritable love feast. Resolutions

of thanks were offered to the farmers
for all that they had done for labor, and
it was stated that their several interests

were in the fullest harmony. Every law
asked by union labor had been passed
by the Legislature, including workmen's

compensation, insurance, inspection and

safeguarding of coal mines, limitation

of the use of injunction, protection of

railway workers, provision for full crews
on trains and for putting the union label

on all state printing.
Governor Lynn J. Frazier made an

interesting statement on behalf of the

League and the State :

I am glad that the organized workingmen
and women of the State are going to link
hands with the organized farmers in the
advancement of their common cause. The
interests of the farmers and laborers are
the same. Both laborers and farmers are

going to benefit by the state-owned indus-
tries we are to establish. The farmer will

get more for his products and the cost of

living will be cut for the consumers when
the industries begin to operate.

Of course, the Legislature did not neg-
lect the farmer—the acts passed for

their benefit provided for the Industrial

Commission, the Bank of North Dakota,
the North Dakota Mill and Elevator As-

sociation, and the Home Building Asso-
ciation. Besides these experiments in

state socialism—or "state capitalism," as

Mr. Walling calls it—the Legislature of
1919 revised railway rates in the farm-
ers' interest, made amendments in grain
grading and inspection laws, exempted
farm improvements from taxation and
provided for a graduated income tax.

The political revolution in North
Dakota is the result of an alliance be-

tween the farmers and the laborers, sup-
ported by many small capitalists and
others who have felt oppressed by the

railways, the milling interests, the banks,
and other large associations of capital.
It is a sort of class struggle, though not
of the regular Marxian type. The Non-
partisan Leader puti it thus :

The country is not divided into wage

workers and capitalists, but into special-

privilege capitalists and the common peo-

ple. The man with a little working capital,
such as the farmer may have, is just as
much exploited by the special interests as
the man of no capital. The men of little

capital, such as retailers and manufac-
turers in lines that have not been monopo-
lized, have for years been fighting a losing

game against the plutocrats. Every year
sees more of them dropping into the maw
of the trusts, just as every year shows more
and more of the farmers replaced by ten-

ants or by the corporation farming which
is under way.

This conception of the class struggle

has, like North Dakota itself, a very

slight proletarian element in it. It is

the play of Hamlet with Hamlet left out.

And yet the situation corresponds al-

most exactly to that in New Zealand in

the early nineties, when organized labor

was the tail-end of the Lib-Lab Party.
The alliance between the two elements
was unstable from the beginning. They
tried many experiments in state social-

ism—all more or less disappointing—but

they parted company when it was found
that mere wages did not satisfy the

laborers, and that the farmers balked

when politely asked to give up their land.

The farmers of North Dakota have their

grievances, of course, both real and

imaginary, but if they can have a few
more years of "profiteering," their ani-

mus against the plutocrats may sensibly

diminish, especially when they invest

their savings in banks, packing houses,

mills, etc.—outside the State. By that
time organized labor may have to paddle
its own canoe.

Religion Pure and
Undefined

"rpHE Community Church shifts the
J. basis of religion from God to man."

At first blush this pronouncement of the
Pastor of the Church of the Messiah is

startling. It is, after all, about what
Confucius did in China centuries ago,
and Auguste Comte in France when he
reduced religion to a cult of humanity.
Dr. John Haynes Holmes, however, ac-

cepts no religion which looks either back-

ward, as Confucianism and Comtism do,

or upward, as the theological religions
do. In a recent sermon he insists that

it is necessary that religions should meet
"not on the plane of the past, nor even of

the present, but on the plane of the
future."

This means, of course, that the reli-

gious person is wholly practical, ever

planning the good works of the morrow.

Religion itself is in its individual aspect

comradeship, in its institutional aspect
social service. The members of the Com-
munity Church are free to hold any be-

lief or none in God and immortality.
"Neither the acceptance nor the denial

of a creed is recognized as having any

significance or interest." Accordingly
all beliefs are welcome. Whoever is a

member of the community is a member
of the Community Church. Old-time

Christianity encouraged progress in the

spiritual life and recognized degrees.
Not so the Community Church. Even
the distinction between communicants
and outsiders democratically vanishes.

"We abandon the idea of an inner group
of members, who have reached some

spiritual eminence not attained by
others. Of course, in our body the sanc-

tification aspect of church membership
has disappeared from our apprehension.
. . . What is essential is organization
and fellowship on the basis of simple
brotherhood."
The programme—we are forbidden to

say the creed—of the Community Church
is interesting as a resolute and consis-

tent attempt to reduce religion to its

lowest terms. Unlike the Modernists of

France and Italy, who regard the reli-

gious sense of the individual as funda-

mental, and creeds, ceremonies, priest-
hoods and churches as shifting adorn-

ments of the religious sense, Dr. Holmes
wishes religion without any theology
or illusion. The Modernist is willing
to get any legitimate glamour for his

religious sense out of any historic

church, accepting its teachings as so

much poetry or symbol; the Community
Church wants essential religion free

from glamour and austerely stripped for

action.

No reader of the late William James's
"Varieties of Religious Experience," and
for that matter no observer of life

broadly, will declare offhand that the

basis of the Community Church is un-

religious. At least one may say that it

is uncentral. To substitute social com-

passion and service for worship of some
kind of god is to deprive religion of its

chief component, awe. We conceive no

religion, from Plato's to an Alaskan

Shaman's, which does not venerate

something vastly higher than man. Or
if with Confucius and Comte religion

attempts to substitute for the idea of

God, man's highest nature, it too is con-

ceived in terms of awe. It is a deity

existing in the abysses of the individual

soul. Awe, the sense of moral immensi-

ties dimly perceived, but reverenced, this

is the basis of even the moralistic reli-

gions. They never sink to an unqualified
humanitarianism. Such a conception as

the community constituting and ruling

the church is new in the world. So is

the equalitarian notion that all have

equally attained spirituality. Almost
without exception religion emphasizes
the idea of salvation. Sinful man is ex-

tricated from error and set in the path
of truth and righteousness. All human
churches have represented this progress
as various, loving to stress the hazard

of the arduous ascent. The whole con-
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ception implies inner and outer circles,

more or less successful followers of the

pathway of faith. For faith in God, or

in the highest aspect of man, the Com-
munity Church apparently substitutes

faith in a good high average of socially-

minded men.
Such a conception naturally leaves

theology out. Theology becomes merely
an oratorical adventure of the preacher
towards the outstanding mysteries. It

is, to borrow the pragmatic parlance,

only good for so much. Dr. Holmes as-

sures us : "The sermon, if well done, will

be as fascinating as a novel. For no-

body will know, as they know now, what
conclusion will be reached. The minis-

ter may work out a belief in God, or he

may not." From this point of view, the-

ology is indeed a gay science. But the-

ology in its last analysis means simply
that the believer takes his religion seri-

ously. He cares enough about it to want
to think straight while living religiously.

Without the assent of his reason, the

divine part of him, his religion is defec-

tive. To substitute for this loyal exer-

cise of the intellect perception of the

high average temperature of mass mo-
rality, is to reduce religion to impulse.
On the side of mere morals the theory

of building religion on comradeship ig-

nores some of its important and perma-
nent features. The business of religion
is not merely to excite, it is largely to

calm. The picture of a piety solely

engaged in politics, charity and social

betterment would equally repel a Buddha,
a Mohammed, or a Christ. All religion

implies seeking a harmony in the soli-

tude of the soul. How the pastor who
is organizing post-impressionistic pic-
ture shows and Freudian conferences in

his vestry house, while generally keep-

ing in the latest movements, is to have
leisure to invite his own soul, or any-
body else's, does not appear. Precisely
the difference between religion and prac-
tical life has been that religion did not
much look to the future in this life. It

looked rather to the past, to the great
examples of endurance and virtue; and
to the present as requiring insight and

vigilance. Taking small thought for the
morrow is not merely a Christian maxim,
it is broadly religious.

What the new social religions com-

pletely lack is otherworldliness and all

sense of supernatural standards. We
can not believe that any church can last

which does not see a mystery in life and
does not seek the solution on any other
than human plane. Such organizations

may represent a great reforming activity

and, at their best, an enlightened com-
mon sense. If they are churches and

religions, then the Boy Scouts and the

Campfire Girls are the great churches
of the day, while our Free Masons and
Odd Fellows derive from Peter and Paul
in purest apostolic succession.

Admiral Scheer Speaks
Out

THROUGH
the enterprise of the New

York World, Admiral Scheer, the

German high commander in the battle

of Jutland, has been persuaded to relieve

his mind of much perilous stuff. As to

the sinking of the surrendered German
ships at Scapa Flow, the Admiral re-

joices because "the last act was true to

the best traditions of the German
Navy." Here all seagoing folk will say
amen. The treacherous last act of the

German fleet was indeed in the best

tradition of that navy which sowed the

high seas with floating mines and sunk
unarmed merchantmen without warning,
and riddled survivors in the small boats

with machine-gun fire.

It is more difficult to follow Admiral
Scheer when he likewise rejoices that

"the stain of surrender has been wiped
from the escutcheon of the German
fleet." It will be recalled that the Ger-
man fleet surrendered after a strike by
the crews. They refused to go down
fighting. Other fleets than Germany's
have generally avoided the shame of sur-

render by going down with battle en-

signs flying. Short of that, Germany
could have avoided the shame of sur-

render by sinking her ships in her own
waters. That would have been a breach
of the armistice, but for the Navy itself

it would have entailed no dishonor.

What the German Navy actually did was
to sail three hundred miles to a British

roadstead, haul down its colors under
British orders and accept internment.
The German officers and men staid

aboard in the capacity of paroled per-
sons. Their obligation was no longer to

Germany but to Great Britain. In mili-

tary circles an officer's parole is sacred.

How the failure of the German sail-

ors to obey orders and the singularly

ignominious surrender of the fleet can
be atoned for by an act of treachery
towards the foe we fail to understand.
It doubtless is one of the profounder
mysteries of the German mentality.
Under military law every German offi-

cer who was concerned with the sinking
of the ships is subject to court martial
and liable to the death penalty. His
status is that of any naval commander
who sinks his own ship. It would be
an error, however, to give these scuttlers

the treatment of officers. Let them be
tried before the admiralty courts for de-

stroying their own ships. Give them the

punishment of ordinary criminals at sea.

Such treatment might teach Germany
something she sadly needs to learn. To
gain honor by scuttling surrendered

ships without risk may do for the Ger-
man Navy, or for any navy of yesterday
without accrued honor and tradition.

But it would be good indeed to hear the

shades of Hawkins and Nelson and

Dewey and Farragut express themselves

when they learn of an Admiral who re-

joices that his officers broke parole and
sunk ignobly surrendered ships at their

moorings.
Admiral Scheer's observations on the

general naval strategy of the war are

amusing, if quite without value. He
sketches the German plan for a final

successful battle off the Thames to be

fought early in November. The British

fleet was to be lured down against a left

wing comprising the whole U-boat
flotilla. To any one familiar with the

anti-submarine preparations in the
Channel the notion that a submarine
fleet could be kept intact off Dover while
the British fleet was approaching from
the Orkneys seems highly fantastic. It

is at least interesting to learn on high
authority that such a naval forlorn hope
was planned by Germany with hope of

victory, and only prevented by the sail-

ors' strike. To put submarines in bat-
tle line without support is a novelty in

naval tactics. Every naval theorist will

regret that the experiment was not tried.

The German Admiral also believes
that a swift blow by the British Navy
at the beginning of the war would have
settled matters against Germany within
a few weeks. This retrospective vision

grows less brilliant when one notes that
the mission of an aggressive British fleet

was to be to land Russians on the Pom-
eranian coast. One can imagine the
wink with which such a plan was out-
lined before the sympathetic correspond-
ent of the World—it might serve to make
the British victors uncomfortable. No
consideration could ever have justi-
fied risking the British fleet in a general
action the unfavorable outcome of which
would have given Germany control of
the sea. Even Admiral Scheer admits
the complete correctness and success of
the British naval blockade. Even theo-

retically, it is difficult to see how a gen-
eral engagement could have been forced

upon the German fleet, lying as it did at
the entrances of the Kiel Canal. Evi-

dently this would have involved send-

ing a great British fleet into the Baltic—a movement about as difficult tactically
as it seems strategically vicious.

In general, Admiral Scheer's sensa-
tional remarks should not be taken too

seriously. Fundamentally they only
illustrate certain depths of naval bad
breeding. Even worse than to laud your
own officers who have broken parole is

it to hint that your completely victorious
foe after all lacked enterprise and valor.

Such comment merely shows that the

Germany Navy was far too new and
socially raw ever to have got its moral
sealegs. Having sunk itself without
trace, it will not be greatly missed.

Nothing became it like its taking off.
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Germany Not
Russianized

IN
many a Catholic district of the old

world the Feast of the Innocents on

December 28 is a happy time for chil-

dren. They change parts with their

parents, who, for that one day, yield

authority to their offspring. Dressed up
in the clothes of father and mother the

girls and boys, rattling a huge bunch of

keys, search the house for hidden treas-

ures stored away in cellar and cup-
boards. It is Anstey's delightful story
Vice Versa coming true once a year, a

pleasure dearly bought, in the remote

past, by the death of the little martyrs
of Bethlehem. Such a feast of the in-

nocents was the ephemeral rule of the

proletariat at Munich. The naive, the

simple-minded, the unwitting, ousted the

politicians of mature experience from
power and revelled for a while in the

pleasures of topsy-turvydom. But
whereas the little children's feast has
its origin in the massacre of the inno-

cents, the Munich travesty ended in

murder. Real children make sport of

death and its terror, their grown-up
equals make terrible earnest of their

sport.

Spartacism is hardly a movement, it

is the wild prank of a raw unbalanced
class. In a country like Russia, where
the bulk of the nation seems to consist

of childlike, untutored enthusiasts, the

momentary prank may grow a habit,

vitiating the people's character for gen-
erations to come, but in countries of a
maturer culture it is doomed to be short-
lived. The Russian Bolshevist leaders

themselves recognize in the well-organ-
ized social-democracy of Western Europe
a formidable enemy. Twelve years ago
Trotzky, in his book "Our Revolution,"
expressed himself thus : "The European
Socialist parties, especially the most
powerful of them, the German one, have
developed a conservatism of their own.
That is why the Social-Democracy as an
organization forms, in some respects, a
direct obstacle in the way of the open
collision between the workers and the

bourgeoisie."
The party routine of the Interna-

tionale, in the eyes of Lenin and his fol-

lowers, shelters the bourgeoisie from the
just vengeance of the proletariat. The
disturbance of that party system and of
the government supported by it is part
and parcel of Bolshevist policy. By the
secret action of their agents they aim at

making unrest and revolt a chronic dis-
ease of the body politic in Germany, in
order to accelerate the process of de-

composition which is the conditio sine
qua non for a successful importation of
Bolshevism into Western Europe. In
the troubled waters of German domestic

warfare the emissaries of the Soviet

Government had good fishing; the return
of order and domestic peace would deal

the death-blow to their expectations.
The success of the Government troops

at Munich was the first victory of organ-
ized democracy over Russianized an-

archy, and in this well-begun offensive

the Government of Ebert and Scheide-
mann has unexpectedly received support
from a quarter from which they could

least of all have hoped for help. The
drastic terms of peace prescribed by the

Entente have suddenly sobered the na-

tion to the recognition of the hard real-

ity of its defeat, and brought home to it

the necessity of national consolidation.

Far from bringing grist to Lenin's mill,

as pessimists and tender-hearted paci-
fists predicted, the severity of the
Entente seems to make for an internally

pacified Germany under the social-demo-
cratic regime, which will prove a safer
barrier against the Russian danger than
a cordon of Entente troops would be.

While making front against the hard
terms of Versailles the Germans are

making themselves immune from Bolshe-
vist contagion. In the hour of its deep-
est humiliation the people has recovered
its self-restraint.

Motor Boating After
the War

THE
war proved that the motor boat

had about four times the endurance

generally credited to it. About ten years
ago the occasional ventures of power-
boats across the ocean passed for and
were the maddest hazards. Captain
Crapo's feat of making the crossing in a
whaleboat with jury rig seemed far

safer, and rightly so. During the war,
scores of the submarine chasers (110-
foot class) made the crossing under
their own power, some in winter time.
The eight-foot motor launches of the
British Naval Volunteer Reserve kept
the North Sea—perhaps the worst mix-
ing of waters in the world—in all

weathers. Hundreds of still smaller

power-craft, built for slipping from port
to port in fair weather, proudly assumed
their war gray, mounted their popgun
and kept going in our turbulent coastal

waters, under conditions that would have
seemed impossible before the war. The
emergency forced such a test as could
never have been given otherwise, and the

power-boat was not found wanting.
It was proved as well—notably in the

submarine chaser class—that of similar

hulls, one propelled by gas motors and
the other by steam, the steam-driven
vessel is incomparably superior. This
was already the conviction of all deep-
sea men, as of merchant seamen and
fisherfolk generally, but even they had to

concede that the motor-boat was no

longer to be regarded as merely a dan-

gerous toy. Grudgingly they granted it

its place on the great waters.

Besides proving the toughness of the

motor-boats, the war trained thousands
of young men in their management.
There may be, we judge, no less than five

thousand young Americans with pluck,

skill, and experience to take a power-
boat to Europe, and probably double the
number of competent engineers. This
must have a distinct influence on the
future of motor-boating as a sport. For
the moment, young America is probably
pretty well "fed up" with motor-boating.
It was possible to keep the seas amid the
tide rips off Nantucket and Block Island,
but memory does not as yet certify such
a feat as a pleasure. It will probably
never be precisely a privilege to cross
the Atlantic in a power-boat, at least

until invention gets rid of the dangerous
and distressing "gas" fumes. What we
may expect is that our thousands of new
vikings will no more permanently re-

main ashore than Ulysses did after his
seven years of sea travail. Adventure
will make her appeal anew. The old
tame pleasures of motor-boating will

largely be left to the aged and dufferly.
There will be ocean races, distant travel,
audacious exploration. Our yachting
flag, now a rare apparition abroad, will
be seen up and down the Seven Seas, and
it will enjoy a respect it never before
commanded.
The convenience and relative economy

of the gas engine are likely to keep it

dominant for all smaller craft. By re-

action, however, a certain number of old

sub-chaser officers will promote them-
selves to steam yachts, while a chosen

few, wishing the full flavor of pleasure
and hazard at sea, will go into big sail-

ing yachts, which generally will have
the handy auxiliary motor apologetically
concealed below. Thus all forms of large
yachting should in the long run profit

through the vindication of the motor-
boat.

The record of the scouting and fight-

ing Scout Patrol—consisting chiefly of
converted power-boats—is a splendid
testimony to the conscience and skill of
the American boat builder and motor
maker. Without any thought of war
conditions, they provided an unbeliev-
able margin of safety. The hulls and
motors stood up under conditions com-
pletely unforeseen and terribly trying.
No one who has staggered home rudder-
less through a November gale, in a craft

built for summer seas and engined for

easy "day sailing," will fail to be grate-
ful to the boat builder who provided
extra strength in the slight hull and
to the engine maker whose motors under
the most untoward conditions continued
to furnish steerage way, headway, and
safety.
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The Attempt to Discredit Kolchak

IT'S
a hard fight, a fight to the finish,

the struggle between civilization and
Bolshevism. The adversary is cunning
and cruel, and fights foul. The battle-

line encircles the globe, but the key-point

is Russia. This is why we can not wash
our hands of Russia and leave her to

stew in her own juice.

Russians themselves are struggling on.

In America, generous but unseeing Amer-

ica, they are trying to make the issue

clear. They are not numerous and they
labor under the disadvantage of an un-

familiar tongue. They have no money
with which to engage journalistic and
forensic talent. Arrayed against them
are men whose purses are plethoric with

the loot of Russia, their own property.
Most of all they fear, not their avowed

adversaries, but those who profess to

be their friends only to stab them in

the back.

The latest and most insidious of these

attacks by the false friends of Russia

is an article in the current issue of the

New Republic entitled "The Rise of a

New Russian Autocracy." The article

in question is well written, and since its

author, Dr. Joshua Rosett, has been con-

nected with the Committee on Public

Information, it will appear to many peo-

ple as a sort of official pronouncement
and public opinion may be sadly misled

thereby. For the statements contained

therein are not only full of misrepresen-
tations but they are cunningly arranged
to do the utmost damage to the present
Omsk Government, in which the hope of

the regeneration of Russia rests. It is

therefore necessary that these misstate-

ments be corrected and the public be in-

formed of the truth.

In the first place, Dr. Rosett creates an

entirely false atmosphere by quoting a

conversation with a Russian, possibly

imaginary, whom he met on the steamer

going from Japan to Vladivostok. In

the mouth of this man he puts violent

monarchistic phrases and then proceeds
to hold Kolchak and the Omsk Govern-
ment responsible for them. Of course

Kolchak never heard of the man and
would disavow such views if they were

brought to his attention. There could

scarcely be found a more unfair method
of attack than to pick out some reaction-

ary supporter of the Government and
then play him up in such an authoritative

manner. But this is characteristic of

the whole article.

Dr. Rosett has attempted to judge the

Siberian situation from Vladivostok.

Any one who knows this city and the

character of its population at the present
time knows that it is about as suitable

for judging Russia and Siberia as El

Paso would be for judging America.
This probably explains the author's

lamentable ignorance of the Zemstvo In-

stitution and its situation in Siberia.

The Zemstvos of Siberia were instituted,

not by the old Imperial Government, as

stated by Dr. Rosett, but by the Provi-

sional Government after the first Revolu-

tion. Many district and provincial
Zemstvo Councils were formed during
the Bolshevik upheaval and were con-

ducted under the banner of the Left

Socialist Revolutionaries. These, of

course, were openly hostile to the non-

socialistic Omsk Government and many
of their members were openly Bolshevist.

To entrust the government of districts

or provinces to such bodies would have
been suicidal. Furthermore, these coun-

cils did not in any way represent their

constituents and were frequently made
up of strangers and outsiders. What
Dr. Rosett does not say is that these

non-representative bodies were replaced

by Zemstvo Councils that were repre-
sentative.

What he says concerning the coordi-

nating of several Siberian Zemstvos at

Tomsk is utterly absurd. On the other

hand, a convention was summoned at

Ufa (a town on the European and not

the Siberian side of the Ural mountains)
in which participated all the members of

the original Russian Constituent As-

sembly who could be got together, as

well as representatives of the various

local provisional governments that had
been set up. This convention evolved a

form of government to include all Russia
and designated as members of the Direc-

tory of Five men who represented the

chief parts of Russia and Siberia, freed

of Bolshevik rule. The dominating fac-

tor at this convention was the Samara
Government, which was very socialistic.

When the government was moved to

Omsk, whose local provisional govern-
ment was non-socialistic, there was con-

siderable friction, which was tempo-
rarily alleviated by the formation of a

Cabinet of Ministers to act under the

Directory. In this cabinet, Admiral Kol-

chak was Minister of War.
The friction between the socialist and

non-socialist elements came to a climax
in the middle of November last year.
The armistice with Germany had just
been signed and the Czechoslovaks, who
up to that time had been the mainstay
of the Russian defense against the Bol-

sheviks, were anxious to return to their

native land. The Russians were in a

panic, for Avksentiev, the President of

the Directory, and his socialist colleagues
not only had done nothing to build up
an efficient Russian army, but were un-

dermining and disintegrating such troops
as had been got together by a dangerous
propaganda aimed at overthrowing their

non-socialist colleagues. It was further

discovered that in company with Cher-
nov they were negotiating for a rap-

prochement with the Bolsheviks in ac-

cordance with the plan of the left

Socialist Revolutionary Committee at

Moscow. Fortunately the plot was dis-

covered in time and some army officers

arrested the plotters. Admiral Kolchak
was asked by the loyal members of the

Government, as a patriotic duty, to as-

sume supreme command. At the time
he was at the front and knew nothing
whatever of what was taking place at

Omsk. On receipt of an urgent tele-

gram he at once returned and undertook
the task imposed upon him. He assumed
command of the army and navy and as-

sociated the Cabinet with himself for
all administrative work. How all of this

was garbled in the Vladivostok press is

well known to all students of Russian
affairs. What is particularly disgusting
is that Dr. Rosett should quote these

garbled reports as if they were serious

accounts of the affair at Omsk. His
account of the coup d'etat is not only

utterly false but his reading into the

record his conversations with Bolsheviks
in Vladivostok, is an example of his

innate unfairness and lack of reliability.

Another example of the character of

Dr. Rosett's testimony is his statement
in regard to the January election in

Vladivostok. Mr. Zimmerman, whom he

speaks of as "the hated Commissar," is

a well-known public worker of the Far
East, who was Mayor of Vladivostok,
Director of Associations for Mutual
Credit and prominent in other public-

spirited enterprises. It is true that he
struck off from the ticket the names of

a number of candidates and it is further
true that he eliminated from the elec-

torate a number of men who had voted
at the previous election. The reason

was simple. The Bolsheviks had voted

the soldiers and transients, and the new
Commissar restricted the franchise to

the regular residents of Vladivostok.

Further, he eliminated from the list of

candidates those who were out-and-out

Bolsheviks, and not to have done so

would have been stupid in the highest

degree.
Dr. Rosett's mention of "the shrewd

M. Agareff, Mayor of Vladivostok," is

delicious. This is a Bolshevik from
America who was parading under an
assumed name. The only pity is that

the Commissar did not imprison him at

once for the criminal that he was, in-

stead of allowing him to continue in

office. It may be mentioned in passing
that the Nikoforov mentioned with ap-

proval by Dr. Rosett is a criminal who
had served a prison sentence. Dr. Rosett

makes the statement that Kolchak has
either jailed, exiled or murdered every
member of the Russian Constituent As-

sembly upon whom he could lay his

hands. This statement is simply a down-
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right falsehood. How utterly false it

is may be seen from the fact that he

has employed a number of Constituent

Assembly members as officials and rep-

resentatives, and that he himself was

also a member. On the other hand, cer-

tain members of the Constituent Assem-

bly are Bolsheviks and one of them—
Chernov—president of the Constituent

Assembly, is a Bolshevik Commissar in

Moscow at the present time. It is hardly

to be expected that such would be wel-

comed by the men who are striving to

free their native land of the terrible

Bolshevik regime.
These instances should be sufficient to

indicate what degree of credibility is

to be given to Dr. Rosett. But worse

than his direct misstatements and mis-

representations is his persistent effort

to create a false impression through

the misuse of casual conversations and

ephemeral newspaper articles.

The Kolchak Government at Omsk is

naturally far from perfect. It has made

many mistakes itself and many more

have been made by its agents or officials.

But this was to have been expected. Its

task is exceedingly difficult and to ask

that it should function in a perfectly

orderly and efficient manner under the

conditions confronting it, is to ask too

much. What is true, however, is that

it is an honest effort to establish orderly

conditions, rebuild economic life and re-

store Russia. Socialists and Bolsheviks

hate it because it is non-socialistic and

they are using every effort to arouse un-

just prejudice against it. But loyal

Russians feel that it is their one great

hope and that if this effort to set up a

Russian Government should fail, there

lies ahead black chaos, from which Rus-

sia can only recover after years of an-

archy and frightful suffering.

Very interesting authoritative testi-

mony as to the splendid work being done

by Admiral Kolchak and his Government,
in spite of tremendous obstacles, is

brought by Mr. John A. Embry, who has

just returned to America after serving

many months as American Consul at

Omsk. He was at Omsk at the time of the

coup d'etat, had frequent conversations

with Admiral Kolchak and was a careful

observer of the Omsk Government's Ad-
ministration of Siberia. Consul Embry
brands Dr. Rosett's article as an out-

rageous slander of Admiral Kolchak and

an utter misrepresentation of the char-

acter of his Government. He visited

Admiral Kolchak immediately after the

Commander-in-Chief had issued his

splendid declaration to the Russian peo-

ple, outlining the policy to which he had

pledged unswerving allegiance, and he

testifies that throughout the period that

has elapsed since that time he has per-

sonally witnessed Admiral Kolchak's

faithful adherence to the principles laid

down in that declaration.

Although this declaration has already
been published, it is worth while repeat-

ing it here because of Mr. Embry's defi-

nite, personal testimony. It is as fol-

lows:

To the people of Russia—the All-Russian
Government has dissolved. The Council of

Ministers, after accepting the full power,
has transferred the same to me, Alexander
Kolchak, Admiral of the Russian Fleet.

Having decided to take up the cross of

power under the exceptionally difficult con-
ditions of civil war and complete disor-

ganization of national life, I declare that
I will follow neither the road of reaction
nor the road of party struggle which leads
to oblivion.

I hold as my main objects the creation of
a fit-for-battle army, the conquest of Bol-

shevism, and the organization of law and
order so that the Russian people may
select unhindered the form of Government
they desire, and be enabled to achieve the

great ideas of liberty that have lately been

proclaimed throughout the entire world.
I appeal to you, citizens, for united action

in the struggle against Bolshevism, for

work, and for sacrifices—Kolchak.

How well Admiral Kolchak has per-
formed his difficult task is shown by the

testimony of Mr. Adam Leya, of Omsk,

for many years the Russian representa-
tive of the International Harvester Com-
pany, and who at the present time, in

addition to his duties to that company,
is Honorary Treasurer of the Western
Division of the American Red Cross in

Siberia. Mr. Leya stated to Mr. Embry
that, although he had never taken part
in public life, yet as an intelligent and

patriotic Russian citizen he had closely

studied the events in Siberia since the

1917 Revolution, and that, having known
the black despair of Bolshevism, he was
once more filled with hope by the wise
and sound administration of Admiral
Kolchak, which presaged to him that

Russia would soon master the forces of

disorder within her borders. He de-

clared unreservedly that notwithstand-

ing the incompleteness of the reorganiza-
tion of Siberia's economic and political

life which Admiral Kolchak and his Gov-
ernment have undertaken, Siberia at the

present moment is enjoying the best gov-
ernment it has ever had in all its his-

tory.
Jerome Landfield

Hungary's Communist Experiment
SINCE

that day in March when the

weak but honest Government of

Count Karolyi fell because of its failure

to preserve what Hungary demanded as

its national boundaries, enough news of

the Soviet Government has come out of

Budapest to give the world a fairly clear

idea of what applied communism actually
means. Comparatively few people have
the picture, however, because few put
together the bits that appear in the Aus-
trian and the German and the Hungarian
papers; yet everyone who is interested

in world progress and in the future of

our civilization ought to understand what
is going on, if for no other reason than
that the unrest in other countries may
lead to the communist experiment else-

where. Hungary is a far better field

for study than Russia, because the people
are better educated and because there
has been comparatively little terrorism.
It is on this aspect of communism that
one's attention is riveted in Russia, yet
terrorism is in no sense a necessary part
of the philosophy of the movement. The
communist would, of course, say that

Hungary is not a fair example because
there is so much opposition to the new
regime. If this is true we can never
have a fair example, because in no coun-

try in the world could communism be

adopted without opposition.

Hungary is at present governed by
thirty-two People's Commissaries. It

may and it may not be accidental that

twenty-five of the number are Jews. By
far the best known is Bela Kun, partly
because in the Foreign Office he comes
into contact with the world outside. He
is a Jew, a friend and follower of Lenin,

a fair orator, uneducated, an inveterate

self-advertiser, a good bit of a charlatan.

Georg Lukacs, one of the Commissaries
on education, was formerly a professor
of philosophy in Heidelberg. He is

honest and an idealist. It was Lukacs
who had the happy thought of taking all

children away from their parents and

educating them in the palaces which had
been made the property of the state.

Joseph Saxe, who has charge of the press

propaganda, is a Hungarian Jew who has

spent a good part of his life in Germany,
part of the time as a reporter for Vor-

waerts. The Commissary for Foreign
Affairs is Joseph Pogany. He is a clever

man, suspected in Hungary, and perhaps
with justice, of being in reality no com-
munist at all but an agent of the German
military party. The rest of the Com-
missaries are men of no particular im-

portance. The real governing body is

the executive council or "Directorate of

Five," consisting of Bela Kun, Bela

Varga, who was a writer on economics

and in the Karolyi Government, Joseph

Pogany, Sigmund Kunfi, and another. A
very important man is the secretary of

the Directorate, a Jew named Alpari,

who has all his life been an extreme radi-

cal and in consequence has often been

in prison.

Theoretically the supreme authority

rests in a National Congress, chosen by
the various Councils. Every 50,000 of

the population is entitled to one member
of the Congress. But the right to vote

for the local councils, which in turn

choose the members of the Congress, is

limited to actual workers, either on the

land or in the factories. Women
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workers as well as men have the fran-

chise and in practice no work is recog-

nized as conferring the franchise except

manual labor. Among those specifically

excluded from voting are merchants,

priests, people with private incomes, em-

ployers of labor—and this would exclude

even the family which employs one serv-

ant—criminals and lunatics. Probably
it was the restriction of the franchise

which led one of the Commissaries to

complain of "the ingratitude of the

masses toward the communists who have
removed from them all causes for

worry."
In this remark lies the secret of the

failure of communism—for even if the

communistic Government in Budapest
should continue in existence for a few
weeks it must still be judged a failure

in that the vast majority of the people
hate it. And they hate it, as the Com-
missary naively says, because it has re-

moved all worry. The main worry of

life is ambition, and in a communistic
state ambition can not exist. One can

never have more money, because there

is a maximum as well as a minimum
wage. One can never improve one's posi-

tion in business because it is never per-
mitted to change from one trade to an-

other. One can never have a better

house because all houses are to be just
alike. The only scope for the ambitious

man is in politics, and the only man who
can hope to succeed in politics is the

unscrupulous man.
These may seem to be broad state-

ments but they are proved by the pub-
lished laws. Take, for example, the

question of housing, which has been
worked out in some detail. All houses,
of course, belong to the state, and every-
one must pay rent to the state. The
proletariat is placed first on the list of

allotments for rooms, but even so the

hardest-worked proletarian may never
have more than the prescribed number
of rooms, theoretically one room to a
man and never more than four rooms to

a family. When rooms are allotted in

houses already built, as they have al-

ready been wherever the communist rule

extends, people are allowed the use of
the furniture that happens to be in the

rooms, and joint use, with other tenants,
of the kitchen. Rent must be paid with-
in three days under pain of eviction.

The scandals connected with this allot-

ment and the misery caused by it so far
have been endless, but this is all to be

righted as soon as the state builds its

own houses. These are to be nineteen
houses to the acre, all exactly alike, all

containing a kitchen, a pantry, a sitting

room, two bedrooms and a small piazza.
The rent for these houses will be 600
kronen a year and later it is planned
to build others with three bedrooms and
a bath, the rent for these to be 1,000
kronen a year. The idea of the Commis-

saries is that it will be impossible not
to be happy in these houses—presum-
ably, unless human nature is to be re-

generated, because none of the neighbors
will have better houses. There will not
even be the normal trouble of house-

keeping, since commissions will be estab-

lished to do all the necessary marketing
for blocks of houses and to pass on re-

quests for any extras in the way of

kitchen or other furnishings that indi-

vidual lessees may want to buy. Natu-

rally nothing will be permitted unless

real need can be shown. The housewife,
therefore, will have nothing to trouble

her because her larder will be filled by
the house commission and her children

will be taken away to live in one of the
state schools. Nor will she find time

heavy on her hands, because women must
work as well as men.

Laborers will be perfectly satisfied be-

cause their entire lives will be guided by
rules laid down by the state. There will

be no strikes, because strikes are not

permitted. There are workers' councils

for all the trades and also a Commis-
sioner for Production appointed by the
Government. In case of a dispute be-
tween the workers' councils and the com-
missioner, the decision of the latter is

final and if the workers refuse to accept
it the Red Guard will be called in to

compel obedience. Rates of pay are
settled by the state. A man working in

the fields will have 25 to 30 kronen a day
and the woman 20 to 25. In factories a
skilled laborer may earn from 2,000 to

2,500 kronen a month, the ordinary rate

being 1,800 kronen. Work is compul-
sory for all who are physically fit, and
although no laborer will be likely to save

money because he would then become a
man of independent income and there-
fore not allowed to vote, he need have
no fear for old age since insurance is

compulsory, half to be paid by the man
himself and half by the state. Condi-
tions in all factories and shops will be
identical ; those employing more than ten

people have been taken over by the state,
and smaller shops are so closely watched
by the state that the owners can not
make more profit than would be made by
a skilled laborer. If a shopkeeper con-
ceals any goods he is punished by death
and if he sells to anyone who does not

produce a ticket certifying his need he
will be removed and put into a factory.

Naturally no shops selling, or factories

producing, luxuries will be permitted to

exist, and as a corollary to this the state
is taking over all articles of precious
metal of more than 500 kronen in value.

Every worker will be satisfied, because
he can never expect anything better.

People who happen to be owners of

property are relieved of all their worries
by the benevolent rulings of the Govern-
ment. If a man has income he is per-
mitted to draw from the bank 10 per

cent, of his account monthly, up to 2,000

kronen, the rest going to the state. All

private safes have been opened, and any
foreign currency replaced in Hungarian
money. Valuables have, of course, been
confiscated. In this way it is thought
to level the classes; the troubles result-

ing are viewed as merely temporary, be-

cause the next generation will be made
up entirely of workers. In the meantime
the Government makes much of its gen-

erosity to the holders of property, in

that, although under no compulsion to do

so, it gives them something. If all prop-
erty belongs to the state, it is clear that

no individual claims have any standing
in the eyes of the law.

The administration of justice is ex-

ceedingly simple and effective. Courts,
still called Revolutionary Tribunals, are
made up of a president and two mem-
bers, with minor officials appointed by
the local soviet. The law setting up
these courts says specifically that no spe-
cial qualifications are necessary for ap-
pointment to these courts. The man
suspected of crime is to be brought im-

mediately before the court, his case tried
without any formalities. The judges
vote secretly, and the only limitation on
their power is that if the sentence is

death they must be unanimous. There
is no appeal from this sentence and no
plea for clemency will be considered.
The sentence is executed immediately.
Labor courts are conducted in the same
way, the only restriction on the appoint-
ment of members being that two must
be of the laboring classes. It is quite
clear that nowhere in the world is jus-
tice meted out so swiftly, but it can

hardly be maintained that there is no
room for error.

All children of the proletariat—it is

to be noted that the laws ignore the
very existence of other children—are to

be educated in state schools, and to assist

those who are too old to go to school but
still young enough to learn, special in-

struction is to be given during working
hours. All the teachers in the schools
have been taken over by the state, and
those retained whose views on economic
questions are considered sound. Chil-
dren are taken from their parents and
put through an examination, the nature
of which is not clear, in order that they
may be classified in one or another trade.

They are then to live in houses adjacent
to the workshops of the trade to which
they have been assigned, and are to be

taught in the palace schools until they
are eighteen or, if they are very bright,
until they are twenty-four. The courses
of study are to be the trades, the history
of the revolution, and the theory of the

communist state. It might appear to

some of us in the outer and unregenerate
world that this uniform scheme of edu-
cation would be narrowing. The answer
is two-fold: people will be more con-
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tented if one is no better educated than

another, and culture, "which is the ex-

clusive privilege of the proletariat," will

be gained by especially cheap theatre

tickets and lectures given by other pro-
letarians in the schools and universities ;

people will have no need of further edu-

cation, because there will be no way in

which they can use it. For example,
travel is forbidden, either outside of

Hungary or from one part of the state

to another. Therefore, no knowledge of

geography or of foreign languages is

necessary. No books are to be read ex-

cept those approved by the Commissaries,
such as books on the revolution and tech-

nical works, and therefore, it would be
useless to develop the power of individual

thought. People will not even write

letters, because all letters will be posted
in open envelopes and will always be
censored.

One might go on indefinitely, sum-
marizing these minute laws. But enough
has been said, perhaps, to show the prin-

ciples on which the state is conducted.
These principles are not those of Marx,
however much the Commissaries may
call on the name of Marx. The state is

not controlled by the trades unions; the

assembly is not elected by these unions,
but, in the old fashion, by districts.

There is no class war, because classes

are eliminated and reduced to one dead
level. Hungarian communists did not
even begin with such theories as did
Lenin. They built on what Lenin had
learned when he came up against facts,
and yet, avoiding his failures, they have
themselves made a failure almost more
abject.

How does communism work in Hun-
gary? It works only death to the state,
as it would undoubtedly work death to

any state, unless human nature can be
made over. The educated classes have
fled from the country. The people are

oppressed as they never have been be-
fore. The country is starving, and not

only because of the blockade. The far-
mers will not plant crops that will never
be theirs; farmers are no more altru-
istic in Hungary than elsewhere. Pro-
duction in all lines has dropped to a
minimum. The individual man is the
mere creature of the state, not permitted
to complain, taken away from his trade
to be thrust into the Army at the first

alarm, with no hope of bettering himself,
his children gone, his wife a slave like

himself. The Red Army and the Red
Guard, which corresponds to the police
force in a democratic country, are omni-
present and often malevolent. Men go
in fear of their lives because, if someone
complains that they are not in sympathy
with the revolution, they have before
them the court—and death. These are,
in truth, worries different from those
which the Commissaries have removed,
but gnawing always at the vitals of the

cowed and silent population. The Com-
missaries themselves do not share them
because they are all-powerful. They
have a thousand kronen more pay per
month than anyone else, and all their

expenses are paid by the state ; they have
automobiles and chauffeurs; they are

thoroughly happy. They believe that in

communism they have found the Eldo-
rado for which the world has been seek-

ing all these weary years. But they are
the only ones who believe it. They, and
they only, a mere handful, have found
what the Red orator in Madison Square
promises to every poor workman who
will raise the red flag of revolution. If

communism in Hungary had succeeded
in putting the working classes on top
and the monied and intellectual classes

underneath, it might not be without its

appeal. But it has done none of those

things. It has ruined the rich, of course,
but it has ruined the poor along with
them. The man who was poor finds him-
self poorer and with no hope of better-

ing himself. The man who was a loafer

finds, perhaps, that he has to work, but
when the nightmare is over he will loaf

more enthusiastically than ever, because
he has not learned to work with a pur-
pose. The farmer sees the little plot of
land that his family has owned for cen-
turies taken away and himself a tenant
of the state, and the poor farmer, who
was promised a plot of land by Karolyi,
finds that the soviet will not give it to
him. He merely becomes the tenant of
the state in the place of the nobleman,
who often maltreated him but who was
human, and sometimes spoke a kind
word or gave a fowl to him at Christmas.
The laborer in the factory finds his hours
shorter, but he always knew that this
would come in time, and with the shorter
hours he finds himself more than ever a
little piece of machinery and nothing
more, unable to complain, unable to

change his trade or even the factory in
which he works, living possibly in a
grand house but with no privacy, no
rights of his own.
The Hungarians are a patriotic people,

and so long as the Czechs and the Ru-
manians and the Serbians are on Hun-
garian territory they will support the
Government they have, no matter what
it may be. But the whole country knows
that the communist experiment is a fail-

ure. They are afraid now of the Army
and of the Red Guard ; but the members
of these organizations know also what
communism means, and, just as soon as
the pressure from without relaxes, all

except the criminals among them, who
are plundering in anticipation of the fu-
ture or for very love of plunder, will
turn against the Government and show
the Commissaries what they, the people
who are the victims of the experiment,
really think.

Examiner

Belgium's
Annexationist Claims

OPEN
diplomacy, which was to be

the gift of the League of Nations
to a democratized world, is slow in com-

ing. The Governments of the Great
Powers withhold from their own peoples
the complete phraseology of the peace
terms, and those of the small ones can
do little better than follow suit. For
months doubts have obtained as to the

wishes of the Government at Brussels
with regard to the settlement of the

alleged Belgian grievances against Hol-

land. Did the Government, it was asked,
intend to support the annexationists?
Or did it disapprove of their claims?
Would it adhere, in practice, to that

sound democratic principle of a people's

right of self-determination, in which
case it could not demand from Holland
the cession of territory inhabited by a

populace confessedly averse to such a

change? "It does adhere to it," Min-
ister Vandervelde replied in a socialist

meeting at Antwerp, "otherwise the

Cabinet would not count me among its

members." But the annexationists

scorned his disavowal of their propa-
ganda. They laughed at this socialist

lip-service to Wils«nian ideals; the Gov-

ernment, they persisted, was actually on
their side and would, when the time was
ripe, show to the world that Belgium
would not allow high-sounding principles
to override practical considerations of

the country's economic interest and mili-

tary safety.
The recent conference at Versailles,

where both the Belgian and the Nether-
land Ministers of Foreign Affairs were
heard by their five colleagues of the
Allied and Associated Powers, has

proved them partly in the right. Mr.

Hymans, in the meeting of May 20, de-

manded no less than "the recognition by
Holland of the necessity for Belgium to

base the strategic safety of her territory
on the entire course of the Lower
Scheldt, which would imply Holland's

renouncing all military measures that

might counteract the execution of that

right by Belgium." And for the Dutch

province of Limburg Mr. Hymans de-

sired "a regime whereby Belgium would
be safeguarded against the dangers re-

sulting for her safety from the con-

figuration of that territory and which
would provide Belgium with the neces-

sary guarantees for her economic inter-

ests." The formulation of these claims,

especially of the latter, is purposely
vague, but both, if they were granted,
would doubtless impair Holland's terri-

torial integrity, and impose vexatious

servitudes on Dutch lands.

On June 3 the Netherland Minister,
Jonkheer Van Karnebeek, explained the

standpoint of his Government. This, he
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said, could never meet the Belgian Gov-

ernment in any proposals which, either

for economic or military reasons, in-

volved a transference of sovereign rights

from Netherland to Belgium. But the

Government at The Hague had never

refused, and was still willing, to examine

and discuss all points that concerned the

navigation and the economic interests

of Belgium and to remove such obstacles

as could be proved to be unnecessarily

in their way. The military question,

however, he declared to be no private

concern of Holland and Belgium only but

one that ought to be viewed in the cadre

of the League of Nations.

The decision of the five Ministers,

communicated to Mr. Hymans and Jonk-

heer Van Karnebeek on the following

day, was a triumph for the latter's point
of view. To a committee of representa-
tives of the United States, Great Bri-

tain, France, Italy, Japan, Belgium, and

Holland, the Great Powers delegated the

task of "examining the measures which
must result from a revision of the trea-

ties of 1839, and to formulate proposals
which may not involve either a trans-

ference of territorial sovereignty or the

imposition of international servitudes."

Especially gratifying to Jonkheer Van
Karnebeek was the additional decision

that Holland and Belgium were invited

to lay before this committee "common
formulas with regard to the navigable

waterways to be drawn up in conformity
with the general principles laid down by
the Peace Conference." For it has al-

ways been the express wish of the

Netherland Government that Brussels

and The Hague should come to an agree-
ment on those questions that concerned

them alone. But the Belgian Foreign
Office would not agree to that, hoping,

evidently, that the heroic part played by
Belgium in the war would make the

Great Powers inclined to grant her the

luxury of indulging even such desires

as were incompatible with the ideals in

whose name the war had been waged
and won. The Hollanders have never

disguised their warm admiration of Bel-

gium's brave resistance against the in-

vader, and it is just among her best

friends in this country that the annexa-
tionist propaganda has been followed

with the greatest regret. Hostility
and estrangement between the two
sister-states will never lead to the pros-

perity of either, but can only be eyed
with satisfaction in certain German
quarters where Pan-German ambitions
are still secretly fostered.

Against the revival of that danger
neighborliness and a close-knit economic
union between Belgium and Holland will

be more effective than Belgian military
domination in Dutch Limburg. The an-

nexationists refused to heed the lesson

the war has taught them : that the soci-

ety of nations is more firmly founded on

trust and good will than on strategic

safeguards. They wished to restore part
of the old makeshift machinery of

Europe which became the very cause of

her destruction. It is to be hoped that

the decision of the five Ministers of For-

eign Affairs of the Associated Powers
will silence them for good. If their

press, after this open disavowal by the

Conference at Versailles, should continue

to feed ambitious hopes that take their

inspiration from the past instead of the
'

future, it would only supply the quixotic

spectacle of a fight against wind-mills.

The Belgian people, in the aggregate,
have never been enthusiastic for their

claims. The Flemings were dead against

them, and so was the Belgian labor

party. The agitation was chiefly the

work of influential capitalist circles

among the French-speaking Belgians,
and it may very well be that the Govern-
ment at Brussels, with a view to satis-

fying these powerful elements at home,
defended a policy at Versailles which it

could not itself whole-heartedly support,

seeing that it lacked the approval of the

nation as a whole. Otherwise the con-

tinuance in office of Minister Vander-
velde and two of his socialist colleagues
would be inconsistent with the principles
embraced by their party. The mildest

comment on their attitude is to presume
that in order to throw the odium of the

annexationists' disappointment on to the

Conference, they let Mr. Hymans go to

Versailles to defend a lost cause that

deserved to be lost.

A. J. Barnouw
The Hague, June 7

Correspondence
The Bartender and Woman

Suffrage
To the Editors of The Review:
An article in your issue of July 5 on

"The Passing of the Bartender" is in-

teresting in several aspects. The adroit

welding of the welfare of women and
wine is, of course, one. Another is the

surprising disclosure to your readers
that some one writing in the Review,
even though in trivial vein, is aware of
a movement in society to which the name
of suffrage is attached. A third is the
fact that your contributor, as might
have been foreseen from the context, has
reversed the point of view of what he is

pleased to refer to as the woman suf-

frage party.

"Night school courses on new ways to
hold poor husbands," as he puts it, would
be the last thing suffragists would think
of undertaking. The elimination of poor
husbands is, of course, necessary. The
passing of the bartender is not more cer-

tain than theirs. Poor husbands make

poor fathers, and for the good of th«

race must be got rid of. But there are

ways and ways. With more to interest

her, with an equal share in the political

education of her sons, with a say in re-

gard to the schools in which they are to

be taught, with a new sense of municipal
and national responsibility, the wife of

"faithful dull aridity," produced by the

present system and its prop the bar-

tender, will also be eliminated. The
voting woman will replace her.

In the meantime the sufferings of poor

husband, "from an everlasting matri-

monial monotony," bereft of the sooth-

ing hand of the bartender, are doubtless

to be deplored. But never fancy that

any woman suffrage party ever imagined
would rush in to replace the services of

that lamented functionary. The suf-

frage plan is the other way about. It is

the uplift of wives from matrimonial

monotony.
J. Rogers

Baltimore, July 5

'Ted Up With the French"

To the Editors of The Review:
The writer of "Fed Up With the

French" expresses what many of us have
heard since the return of the soldiers

from France. But is not this matter
of being fed up with the French—or the

English—a case for the application of

the old remedy, "Least said, soonest

mended?" There has been overmuch talk

as to whether our soldiers did or did not

like the French and rather too much in-

sistence that they ought to and must
like the French, because Lafayette
fought for us a good many years ago.
Gratitude of a nation and personal affec-

tion are wide apart, and neither Lafay-
ette's action nor the gallantry of the

French nation to-day has transformed
the French people into angels. Nor have
our men attained beatitude with brav-

ery; differences were bound to occur
between such different races, both com-

posed of average, ordinary human be-

ings. The case is really not very serious.

We are also in some danger of being
"fed up" with the English as a result

of the war. There are a number of

Anglomaniacs now piping, people who
before the war could scarcely see

straight when England was mentioned,
but who now slop over in their admira-
tion. They admire chiefly the things
that the most thoughtful English men
and women realize must go—much as

they may deplore the necessity. They
like the class differences, the servility of

the "lower" classes, the titles of nobility
and all the fading feudal system, and

often, by their attitude, provoke Ameri-
cans who have really nothing against
England into taking a hostile tone—as

a counter-irritant. Some well-meaning
persons even declare that the American
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Revolution was waged and won against
a German king and his German soldiers.

Now, to tell most Americans that they

only licked a lot of Germans in 1776 is

tantamount to depriving them of their

birthright. Much of the good feeling

between the nations during the late war
was due to the fact that the family had
fallen out, and since made friends.

Some years ago I heard an old man
(in Europe for the first time) portent-

ously wondering what the feelings would
be of an Englishman standing in front

of Independence Hall. I said that he
would probably be quite able to bear up,

and told him that my son was at that

time in a Swiss boarding-school where
Americans and English celebrated to-

gether the king of n,ngland's birthday
and the Fourth of July. The old man
was the exponent of an obsolete idea.

The youngsters, left to themselves, ex-

pressed the feelings of their generation,
and to that natural expression we can

always trust. To force declarations of

love for England and France may lead

to the fate of the young couple who
vowed to exchange a mile of kisses. Be-
fore the first yard was completed the

engagement was broken.
No one will deny the extreme effort

of the French to profit by the American
Danae shower while it lasted; but would
our boys have fared any better at home?
In the village in which I am now living

every newcomer is regarded as legiti-

mate prey. I have frequently been con-

gratulated on the fact that I have not
been nearly as much robbed as other

strangers and complimented on my own
honesty, which I had hitherto taken as
a matter of course. I could a tale un-

fold, but for the honor of the Yankee
will hold my peace. Suffice it to say that
we are not logically in a position to
throw stones through France's shattered
windows.

Oblivion's soothing syrup is the best
cure for overseas-sickness.

G. G.
June 14

Palimpsest

I
KNEW him when the wistful dreams
of youth
Dwelt in his eyes, and all men said

of him:
"His face is as a book where God
doth limn

The love of beauty and the search for
truth."

I watched his face through all the crowd-
ing years
Of struggle and bereavement and

mischance;
And saw the heavy hand of circum-

stance

O'erwriting histories of doubts and fears

And gray discomfitures—until, indeed,
The beauty was quite gone, and only

sorrow,
Regret for yesterday, dread of to-

morrow,
Were written for the casual eye to read.

But I who loved him read the old linei

still,

And knew that what I saw all men
should see—

Beauty and truth once more writ

visibly,

When time should purge what time had
written ill.

I waited, but the years went by in vain ;

Till now—a moment since, it was,
his breath

Fluttered and ended—the quiet hand
of death

Has made that fair scroll visible again.
Edmund Kempee Broadus

Book Reviews
China, Japan, and the

Western Powers
Democracy and the Eastern Question.

By Thomas F. Millard. New York:
The Century Company.

THIS
is a work with a single purpose—to point out the significance of

the recent acts of Japan, especially with

regard to China, and to indicate what
should be the policies of the Western
Powers in the light of these acts. It

is not unlikely that most of its readers,
without any special knowledge of con-
ditions in the Far East, will close the
volume with the impression that it is a

piece of highly colored special pleading
and that its recommendations are to be

accordingly discounted. And yet the
volume gives an accurate account of the

part that Japan has played during the
last few years in the Far East. The
writer of this review has spent a good
part of the last four years in the Orient
and has made every possible effort to
obtain a knowledge and understanding
of the political situation there presented,
and has thus been able to check up most
of Mr. Millard's statements and has
found them correct.

It is not too strong a statement to say
that Japan's record with regard to China
has been uniformly, since 1906, an op-
pressive and immoral one, glossed over
by repeated assertions of friendliness,
but controlled by the determination to
demoralize China and thus provide an
opportunity as well as an excuse to in-

crease Japan's political influence and
control in that country. Japan can point
to no single act on her part that has
been affirmatively and disinterestedly
helpful to China. On the contrary, in

South Manchuria and Shantung, where
her control has been predominant, she
has permitted extensive smuggling in

fraud of the Chinese revenues and to the

prejudice of fair competition with the
other Powers trading with China; she
has allowed the importation and sale of

morphia in large quantities, in many
cases with the open aid of her consuls,
from which large profits have accrued to

herself and infinite injury to the Chi-
nese people ; she has exported from China,
contrary to Chinese law, enormous quan-
tities of copper "cash"; she is the one
nation that has arbitrarily refused to

allow the Chinese customs authorities to

examine postal parcels sent into China
from Japan through the post offices

which she maintains in China; she alone,

during the war, prevented China from
taking steps similar to those taken by
the other nations of the world, to con-
serve her supply of silver; in the tariff

revision commission which was recently
held at Shanghai to re-value goods for
customs purposes, it was her representa-
tives who made it especially difficult to
secure for China the effective five per
cent, ad valorem duties which, under
treaties, she is entitled to levy ; in many
well-established cases in Shantung,
through her control of the railways and
railway zones, she checked the efforts of
the Chinese authorities to suppress the

brigandage that is prevalent in that

province; and, through the importation
of arms and munitions and the many
loans which her bankers have made dur-
ing the last three years, she has know-
ingly made possible the continuance of
the civil strife that has devastated so

many of the provinces and made impos-
sible the institution of administrative
and financial reforms in China. It is

true that these loans have not been made
directly by the Government of Japan,
but, in her own official reports, she has
described the manner in which she has
given to her banks additional powers in
order that they might negotiate and
float these loans, and by the issuance of
belated restraining orders she has shown
that there never was any lack of legal
power to put an end to such deliberate
financial debauchery of the Chinese poli-
ticians.

Earlier in the war, Japan vetoed the

proposition that China should come into
the war upon the side of the Allies, and,
after her consent to this step was finally

purchased and China had become a bel-

ligerent, she entered into agreements
with the military leaders in China, whom
she was able to control, whereby it was
made practically impossible for China
to take any military steps without her
consent. These Military Conventions,
the exact terms of which Japan insisted
should be kept secret even from her own
allies, provided for joint consultation
and action, on the part of the two coun-
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tries, upon the northern border of China,

but, in fact, when action was finally

taken, China's voice played absolutely

no part. Indeed, through her control of

the South Manchurian railways, Japan

prevented, in a very large measure, the

transportation of those troops to the

Siberian border which China was anx-

ious to send. Of events in Siberia the

reviewer has no personal knowledge, but

all his information is to the effect that

many acts of the Japanese officials there

tended to keep alive the contests among
the several factions and thus to render

more difficult for the Allies the solution

of the political and military problem.
The contest between China, Japan, and
the Allies with regard to the status and

operation of the Chinese Eastern Rail-

way running through the north of Man-
churia constitutes an interesting story
in itself. Certain it is that, after com-

ing to an understanding with the United
States and the Allies as to the number of

troops she was to send to Siberia, Japan
at once passed ten times that number
into that country and north Manchuria.

The whole record of Japan in Man-
churia since 1908 has been one of con-

tinual violation of those sovereign rights
of China which Japan has repeatedly un-

dertaken to respect, and a disregard of

the substance, if not the letter, of the

Open-Door doctrine.

In the forefront of Japan's offenses in

China are her actions in Shantung. This

part of the story is now becoming more
or less known in the Western World,
but, in view of the provisions of the

treaty of peace that bear upon this point,
it is important that the essential facts

should be again stated. From beginning
to end, the Shantung story reflects dis-

credit upon all the parties concerned,
with the exception of China, which has
at all times been the helpless victim. In
1898 Germany forced from China the
lease of the Bay of Kiaochow and the

surrounding territory including the city
of Tsingtau, together with valuable rail-

way and mining rights in the Province,
the only excuse for this act of aggres-
sion being the fact that two German
Jesuit priests had been killed by bandits.

Thus was inaugurated a series of de-

mands on the part of the other Powers
for leases to spheres of interest in China
which, by provoking a legitimate anti-

foreign feeling upon the part of the

Chinese, did much to bring about the
Boxer outbreak of 1900.

At the outbreak of the Great War in

1914, Japan at once entered as a bellig-

erent, moved to this action, most of her
statesmen have asserted, by her obliga-
tions under the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.

This obligation has, however, been de-

nied by Ambassador Ishii. An ultima-
tum was sent to Germany to evacuate
Kiaochow and to surrender possession
to the Japanese with a view to the even-

tual return of the territory to China.

Official statements were made to the

world by the Japanese that they had in

view no territorial or other advantages
that would be in derogation of the rights
of the Chinese or of the Western Powers.
From the beginning, however, it was
evident that more than military con-

siderations were to control. Japanese
troops were landed on the coast of neu-
tral China a hundred miles from Tsing-
tau and military occupation of the rail-

ways was pushed westward to Tsinanfau,
the capital of the province, more than
two hundred and fifty miles distant from
the ostensible object of the military ex-

pedition. Not content with military oc-

cupation extending to the very heart of
this great province, which in size and
population practically equals Great Bri-

tain, the Japanese openly disregarded
the territorial sovereignty of China and
instituted civil governments at various

points along the railway line, and even
at Tsinanfau itself.

In the Spring of 1915 came, like a
bolt out of the blue, the Twenty-one De-
mands presented by Japan to China, one

group of which related to Shantung.
There is not space here to review the

scope of these demands, but certain of
their general characteristics and of the
circumstances attending their presenta-
tion can not be too often emphasized.

1. In the first place the demands were
presented directly to Yuan Shih-Kai, the
President of the Republic, and not

through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
as ordinary diplomatic usage would have
required. Yuan was told that he must
not divulge the fact that demands had
been presented to him, and he was given
to understand that if he acceded to them
he might be assured of Japanese aid in

the promotion of his own ambitions, but
that if he did not accede the Japanese
Government would not hold itself re-

sponsible for acts that might be taken

against him by disaffected parties who,
as he knew, were to be found in both
China and Japan.

2. These demands, if they had been
fully granted by China, would have made
of China virtually a dependency of

Japan, and have been in flagrant viola-

tion of the treaty rights of other Powers
in China. Especially was this true of
the now famous "fifth group," into
which the demands of a general and com-
prehensive character were gathered. So
strong in the end became foreign pres-
sure that Japan consented, not to aban-

don, but to postpone this fifth group of
demands for future discussion—a status
which they still retain.

3. The Twenty-one Demands were, for
the most part, not in settlement of pre-
viously pending controversies between
China and Japan, and they were not ad-
vanced on the ground that Japan had
suffered wrongs from China for which

compensation was due; nor were there

any treaty or other promises obligating
China to surrender the important rights
that were demanded. The only justifica-

tion put forward at the time by Japan
was that the arrangement proposed
would promote peace and good will be-

tween the two countries. In short, the
demands were nothing more than a list

of Japan's wants presented at a time
when China was helpless and the other

treaty Powers not in a position effec-

tively to object.
4. When, notwithstanding the injunc-

tion of secrecy, it became rumored that
certain demands upon China had been
made by Japan, the Japanese diplomatic
officials denied the fact. When it became
no longer possible to maintain this men-
dacious denial, the Japanese Government
officially supplied the other treaty
Powers with what purported to be a list

of the demands—a list which it presently
appeared omitted some of the most im-

portant and drastic features.

5. Finally, Japan, after somewhat re-

vising her demands and postponing, as
has been said, the Fifth Group for fu-
ture discussion, issued an ultimatum
couched in the most unequivocal terms,
and at the same time took steps to

strengthen her military forces in China
"It is hereby declared," the ultimatum
ran, "that if no satisfactory reply is

received before or at the specified time,
the Imperial Government will take such

steps as they may deem necessary."
China was thus given no option : she had
to yield, and as a result treaties were
drawn up and signed, embodying the de-
mands that had been made. And it is

upon these treaties that Japan has chiefly
relied before the Paris Peace Confer-
ence in support of her claims to rights
in the province of Shantung.
Under one of these treaties the Chi-

nese Government agreed "to give full

assent to all matters upon which the

Japanese Government may hereafter

agree with the German Government re-

lating to the disposition of all rights,
interests and concessions which Ger-

many, by virtue of treaties or otherwise,
possesses in relation to the Province of

Shantung." In an accompanying ex-

change of notes the Japanese Ambassador
to China promised in the name of his

Government that the leased territory of

Kiaochow would be restored to China,
but only upon the conditions that the
whole of Kiaochow Bay should be opened
as a commercial port, that there should be
"a concession under the exclusive juris-
diction of Japan to be established at a

place designated by the Japanese Gov-

ernment," and that there should be also

an "international concession," if the

other Powers should so desire. In antici-

pation of the second of the conditions,
the Japanese have already marked out
for themselves an area in the city
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of Tsingtau which includes the entire

waterfront suitable for commercial pur-

poses and the railway approaches and the

site of the railway station. Thus, if the

time comes when Tsingtau is handed
back to China, it will be only the empty
shell that will be returned. The former
German railway and mining rights in

Shantung are to remain permanently in

Japanese possession; and, as regards
those rights, it is to be observed that

already Japan has claimed and is exercis-

ing under them privileges which Ger-

many some time before the war had

formally returned to China. In addition

to the rights claimed under the Treaties

of 1915, Japan has since obtained addi-

tional special privileges in Shantung
under secret agreements with certain of

the Chinese officials.

One more important fact has to be

mentioned before we come to the action

upon the Shantung situation taken by
the Powers at Paris. It now transpires,

according to secret documents that have
been published, that in 1917 when, at the

instance of the United States, China was
again urged to enter the war upon the

side of the Allies, Japan, as a condition

precedent to giving her consent to the

proposal, required of Russia, France,
Great Britain, and Italy that they should

promise that, at the end of the war, they
would support Japan's claims to the Ger-
man rights in Shantung as well as to

possession of the German islands in the
Pacific and north of the equator—a

promise which these Powers then gave.
On the face of the diplomatic corre-

spondence that has been published the

consideration moving the Powers to

make this promise was, as has been said,

that Japan should give her assent to

China's coming into the war, but it is a
strain upon one's intelligence to be asked
to believe that the Powers expected to

receive from China's entrance aid suffi-

cient in amount, not only to balance the
considerable concessions which they
themselves had to make to China, but to

compensate for sanctioning the lodge-
ment of Japan in Shantung and the pos-
session by her of the Pacific islands,
which would inevitably be strongly ob-

jected to by the Australians. Further-

more, Japan had not herself made such
sacrifices in the war as to merit sub-
stantial payments. Indeed, from the

standpoint of trade, shipping, and in-

dustry she had profited enormously by
the war. One can, therefore, only specu-
late as to the existence upon the part
of the Allies of a feeling in 1917 that

they would be well advised to keep Japan
as well satisfied as possible—a feeling
which may conceivably have played a

part in inducing the United States to

consent, in the Ishii-Lansing notes, to

recognize the "special interests" of

Japan in China.
After all, however, the most repre-

hensible feature of the promises exacted

and made in 1917 remains to be pointed
out. At the very time that the Allies

were inviting Chin* to enter the war as

their co-ally and pointing out to her the

advantages of so doing, they were

secretly agreeing among themselves to

reward one of their number with spoils

to be taken from China. It is impossible
to imagine an act of worse faith than

this, and that the statesmen of the Eu-

ropean Allied Powers should have been
induced to be guilty of it gives further

weight to the argument that there was
some reason, which it has not been
deemed wise to avow, why, at the time, it

was deemed imperative that Japan's
wishes should be met. The United

States, too, was not fairly treated, hav-

ing been kept in ignorance of the fact

that these engagements had been en-

tered into.

Here in outline is the Shantung situa-

tion, with injustice, deceit, brutal force,

and unfair dealing characterizing every
step of its development; and yet upon it

has been set the seal of approval or at

least of confirmation by the Powers at

Paris. It is understandable that Great

Britain, France, and Italy should have
felt themselves bound by their promises
of 1917, but why should the United
States have consented to a proposition
which was in flagrant contradiction of
the fundamental principles of political

justice and right which, through Presi-

dent Wilson, had been so emphatically
declared? Why should America have
been unwilling to violate the rights of a

great and friendly people struggling to

maintain democratic institutions, for the
benefit of a people whose institutions and
traditions are admittedly copied from
those of Prussia, and whose political

philosophy and practices have been

strikingly similar to those of that damn-
able country?
The treaty of peace thus leaves poli-

tics in the Far East in a very unsatis-

factory situation. It is to be hoped that
the League of Nations will prove an
instrumentality by means of which a
better condition of affairs may be se-

cured.

W. W. WlLLOUGHBY

First Fruits of Henry James
Travelling Companions. By Henry James.

New York: Boni and Liveright.

JACKETED
like a best-seller of 1919,

here appear for the first time in book-
form seven charming tales originally
published in the Atlantic, Scribner's, and
the Galaxy between 1868 and 1874, the

bright early springtime of James's talent.

Mr. Albert Mordell has written a "fore-

word" to assure us that they are not diffi-

cult to read. "To those who associate

the name of Henry James with all that
is tedious and involved in the art of fic-

tion," he declares, the stories in this

volume "will apear as revelations of sim-

plicity in style." Several of the fables

are indeed such as Hawthorne might
have handled, and technical difficulties

which the author of "The Sacred Fount"
would have delighted to solve by intri-

cate devices are here disposed of with
the naivete of folklore.

As for the style, it is clear and fluent

but it is not simple. It is, on the con-

trary, quite deliciously sophisticated,

self-conscious, and so subtly ornate that

one can scarcely get through a para-
graph without pausing to study its curi-

ous felicities. In his latest books James
attempted to reproduce the natural
movement and order of the flow of ideas

from his own mind with the aid of a

stenographer. In these early tales he is

obviously under the spell of the great
Victorian euphuists, Tennyson and not-

ably Ruskin. Take, for example, a bit

of his description of the summit of Milan
Cathedral in the titular story :

In looking back on the scene into which
we emerged from the stifling spiral of the
ascent, I have chiefly a confused sense of
an immense skyward elevation and a fierce

blinding efflorescence of fantastic forms of
marble. There, reared for the action of the
sun, you find a vast marble world. The
solid whiteness lies in mighty slabs along
the iridescent slopes of nave and transept,
like the lonely snowfields of the higher Alps.
It leaps and climbs and shoots and attacks
the unsheltered blue with a keen and joy-
ous incision. It meets the pitiless sun with
a more than equal glow; the day falters,
declines, expires, but the marble shines for-

ever, unmelted and unintermittent. . . .

With confounding frequency, too, on some
uttermost point of a pinnacle, its plastic
force explodes into satisfied rest in some
perfect flower of a figure.

It may be safely said that the author
of this passage was a fervent aesthetic.

And an aestheticism pure, romantic, in-

tensely sentimental, flavored with wit and

irony, is the note of this interesting col-

lection of first fruits. At twenty-seven,
James had already fully defined his atti-

tude towards the American rawness and

poverty, and towards the European rich-

ness and ripeness of scene. He was in-

fatuated with the picturesque, the an-

tique. He was devoted to the observa-

tion and discrimination of "sensations."

Romance for him meant the refined ex-

citation of a highly cultured memory.
Love for his leisurely dilettanteish

heroes is a passion to be dreaded and
avoided till it becomes a part of their

general appreciation of formal grace,
and its object an element in a picture, a

gem in an appropriate setting, a note in

a harmony of agreeable impressions.

Any young woman who married one of

James's Europeanized exquisites would
have frequent occasion for jealousy.
She would not need to fear any vulgar
infidelity, but she could never feel sure,
one imagines, that the perfection of her
husband's devotion to her might not be
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marred or destroyed by some sudden

devastating passion of his for a view in

the Campagna, a sculptured saint, or an

antique cameo. When we have said this,

we have explained why James's work as

a whole gives many readers a large meas-

ure of refined delight without ever quite

satisfying the heart.

i

Labor's Attitude to the War
British Labor and the War: Reconstruc-

tors for a New World. By Paul U.

Kellogg and Arthur Gleason. New
York: Boni and Liveright.

American Labor and the War. By Sam-
uel Gompers. New York: George H.
Doran Company.

THE
simultaneous appearance of these

books is an interesting coincidence,

and not without its value in social thera-

peutics, as the one is a sort of antidote

to the other. Certainly, the respective

doctors differ as widely in their inter-

pretation of the common symptoms as

physicians of opposing schools, and the

patient reader is left in a state of dazed

neutrality, wondering what is the matter

with him and to whom he should go for

proper treatment.

In the spring of 1918 the Survey sent

Mr. Arthur Gleason to England to attend

the June Conference of the British La-

bor Party and to study the attitude of

British labor towards the war. His re-

ports, together with some articles by
Mr. Kellogg, which at first appeared in

the magazine, are now published as a

book. As articles they were rather

newsy and readable, with numerous quo-
tations from speeches, editorials, re-

ports, proceedings and programmes ; but

it is a pity that this mass of material had

not been systematized, boiled down, and

pre-digested before being presented in

book form. However, there are several

redeeming features—especially the fine

collection of "sources," including the

Constitution of the British Labor Party,
Labor and the New Social Order, ab-

stracts of the Whitley Reports, and the

like. Also the close and intimate view
that is given of the British labor move-
ment makes the reading of so many
pages well worth while.

It is often hard to tell just what the

authors are driving at, but the main
thesis of the book seems to be a justi-

fication and glorification of the more
socialistic leaders of the British Labor

Party—Snowden, MacDonald, Hender-

son and Smillie, as contrasted with mere
trade unionists like Fisher, Appleton,
Havelock Wilson, and our own Samuel

Gompers. These true leaders, it is

stated, were not visionaries, nor defeat-

ists, nor Bolsheviki; they were not for

peace at any price nor for a separate

peace—they were a group of far-seeing

internationalists, experts in social psy-

chology, who had no confidence in brute

force, but wished to appeal, with all the

strength of right reason and idealism,

to the submerged democracies of the

Central Powers.

Obviously, our authors protest too

much. Those British labor leaders were

not visionaries, perhaps, but some of

them, like Ramsay MacDonald, thought
that the invasion of Belgium was no

affair of England's. They were not de-

featists, exactly, but Snowden said in

August, 1917, that the governments
could never settle the war; and Smillie,

in January, 1918, demanded a peace by
negotiation. They were not Bolshevists,

of course, but they insisted that the

Allies should stand aside while the Bol-

sheviki worked their will upon their

wretched country. They were not for

peace at any price, but they were the

spokesmen of the war-weary who be-

lieved in Scheidemann and the coming
German revolution.

The case for the British labor leaders

involves, it seems, a condemnation of

Mr. Gompers, who balked at the recogni-

tion of socialists and would have nothing
to do with the Stockholm Conference.

Mr. Gompers, apparently, did not know
who the real leaders of British labor

were, for during his visit he foregath-
ered with such people as the General

Federation of Trades Unions, the

Sailors' and Firemen's Union, the Mer-
chant Seamen's League, and other hench-

men of Lloyd George, and neglected the

chief men of the British Trades Union
Congress and the British Labor Party.
The Seamen, by the way, under Have-
lock Wilson, were the men who refused

to carry Arthur Henderson to Stock-

holm and who declared a five years' boy-
cott on Germans because of submarine

outrages.
Mr. Gompers was narrow and obsti-

nate, too, in refusing to sit with Ameri-
can socialists at any congress with which
he had to do. Finally, however, he did

consent, with four other delegates, to

represent the American Federation of

Labor at the Inter-Allied Labor and
Socialist Conference of September, 1918 ;

but this was after victory was assured,
and the Conference strongly declared
that the militaristic autocracy of the
Central Powers must be destroyed.

Mr. Gompers speaks for himself in

"American Labor and the War," which
is a collection of his speeches, together
with some documents giving "Labor's
Official War Record." These addresses
are not notable for variety or originality,
but they have a strength and directness
that might well beat down the more
keen and delicate weapons of his "in-

tellectual" opponents.
True, Mr. Gompers had little to say

concerning the war in its early stages,
but, when the United States went in, the
cause of democracy had no stronger
champion than he. At the very outset

he lined up the Federation in support of

the Government, and an agreement- was
effected for the keeping of industrial

peace until the end of the war. Of

course, the contract was not without its

consideration, for there was a war with-

in a war and labor was fighting more or

less for its own hand. Then, too, statis-

tics of strikes show that the agreement
was more than strained here and there.

For all that, Mr. Gompers has reason to

be pleased with his war record, and he

may justly claim that organized labor

did its "bit."

A notable resolution was passed at

the Philadelphia Convention in Novem-

ber, 1915, in favor of holding an inter-

national labor conference at the same
time and place as the general peace con-

gress. This proposal was rejected by the

labor organizations of Europe, but it

was not without its influence upon the

course of events, for the Inter-Allied La-

bor Conference has actually met at Paris

and its recommendations have been

given due consideration by the Peace

Conference.
As to Mr. Gompers's defence against

his socialistic critics, the following quo-
tations from his speeches show how he
can hit back:

"If you read the philosophy of the Ger-

man Socialist school, you will find that

it is patterned after the autocratic power
of the Imperial German Government;
that it is at variance with and in oppo-
sition to the great labor movement as

expressed by the trade unions of the

world."

"There has never been an assemblage
of the organized labor movement in

America, Canada, England, or any other

country but that an endeavor has been
made to foist upon this labor movement
the German militarist idea as modified

and understood by German Socialism."

"Whatever people have said about me,
no one has accused me of being a fool.

You can perhaps fool me personally quite

easily, but it is not easy, I think, to

catch me napping on any big question.

My belief is that when these invitations

to international conferences were sent

out from Petrograd or Stockholm or

Berne, they were already more or less

tainted with German militarist sympa-
thies. You never have heard any Ger-
man representative or any one with Ger-
man sympathies urge an international

conference of labor so long as it seemed

likely that the Kaiser's forces were

marching triumphantly on Calais or

Paris."

"If ever there was evidence that peace

by negotiation with the present govern-
ment of Germany is impossible, it is

found in the example of Russia, defeated,

crushed, humiliated, accepting provi-
sions that it was scarcely believable any
people, or representatives speaking in

the name of people, would or could ac-
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cept. At this moment I want to say that

the people of the democracies of the

world shall be wiped out before they

accept such a treaty of peace."

History has not yet pronounced the

final verdict as to this dispute, but at

least the British elections of December

14, 1918, constituted a vindication of

those who had so long stood for peace
with victory. Mr. Lloyd George ob-

tained a clear majority of 235 over any
combination of other parties. The labor

representation was increased from

thirty-eight seats to seventy-five, but

MacDonald, Henderson, and Snowden
were defeated, and British labor will

carry on the work of reconstruction

under other leadership.

The Villain Pursues

The Web. By Frederic Arnold Kummer.
New York: The Century Company.

In Secret. By Robert W. Chambers. New
York: George H. Doran Company.

The Lady of the Night Wind. By Varick
Vanardy. New York: The Macaulay
Company.

The Eyes of the Blind. By Arthur
Somers Roche. New York: George H.
Doran Company.

Miss Maitland, Private Secretary. By
Geraldine Bonner. New York: D.
Appleton and Company.

AMONG minor, benefits conferred, the
war has poured a deal of fresh grist

into the yawning hopper of the mechani-
cal romancer. For a long time to come
we shall be listening, or be asked to

listen, to yarns of the spy and the secret

service man, of strange codes and mani-
fold inventions by which, at one junc-
ture or another, the war barely missed

being stopped or the world barely missed

being blown definitely into space. "The
Web" is a good example of this kind of

thing, being quite preposterous on ex-

amination, but sufficiently plausible for
a coming-on ear. To take up such a
book is to ask for a story, after which
the only thing one could fairly resent
would be the truth. A young German-
American in London whose sister is wife
to a British Peer connected with the

Admiralty is naturally of interest to
certain sinister officials in Germany, dur-

ing the early days of the war. He con-

sents, for a large price, to act as secret

agent for Germany in his brother-in-
law's household, duly conveys much in-

formation to his employers, and after

many adventures in and out of England—the unexpected happens. The story-
teller prepares for his "surprise finish"

by a rather impudent course of decep-
tion, for which we are obliged to him.
The beautiful female agent who takes

part in the action appears to be an in-

dispensable figure in the current story
of this type. She is very active in the
latest figment of Mr. R. W. Chambers,
which concerns the chance discovery by

an escaped British prisoner of the Great

Secret of Germany, and the duel that

ensues between him and that intolerant

Power. There is, it seems, a hidden

canton in a corner of Switzerland, which
is the secret price of her immunity from

Germany. There Germany has con-

trived, under the mountains, a path to

France's least protected frontier. But

Germany reckons without the fact that

the young Scotchman, Kay McKay, and
his comrade of the Secret Service, Eve
Erith, are not only a most determined

pair, but that they are under the special

protection of an authority named Cham-
bers. Therefore, the Teuton's wrath,
his malice and his knavish tricks are, we
know, of purely titillating value. Kay
and Eve, after making great play with
the everlasting "piquant" situation of

the young man and young woman alone

and unwed in the wilderness, bring about
the confusion of the Boche. To the

finale Mr. Chambers gives that touch of

vulgarity for which we may always look

to him with confidence. "I simply won't

marry you," cries Eve, emerging from
the valley of the shadow with her hero,
"until I have some decent gowns and
underwear."

In all the other romances of this group
the woman sleuth is prominent. In "The
Lady of the Night Wind" she is a pro-
fessional operator whom the author has

already made available if not famous.
In the present yarn she is married, but
still ready and able for business (the
same thing is true of "Molly" in "Miss

Maitland, Private Secretary"). She will

appeal to readers who like a long and
elaborate performance connected with
the theft of priceless jewels from the

Orient. It is a marvel if a single jew-
eled orb remains in the socket of a single
idol of India, after the recent activities

of the Western adventurer, as chron-
icled by our novelists. This tale proves
that an Indian ruby as big as a pigeon's
egg with a two-carat emerald embedded
in it has as much right to be struggled
for in America as in its elder milieu

among the nobility and gentry of Eng-
land. "The Eyes of the Blind" brings
us back to the Hun and his emissaries

among us during the late war. The
scene is New York, the action concerns
a young newspaper man, a wealthy paci-
fist and his belligerent daughter, and a
German Secret Service agent, very "high
up," who is masquerading as a French
Comte de Grecque. The rich man in

his hatred of war is induced by the wily
"Count" to cast the influence of his many
newspapers, during our period of official

neutrality, in favor of Germany. His
are those "eyes of the blind" which must
be opened for the sake of humanity.
Towards this end, and towards the foil-

ing of "De Grecque" and his minions,
three persons work, somewhat at cross-

purposes and in a cheering confusion:

the girl, the reporter, and a professional
sleuth who is supposed to have retired.

Of course the girl and the young re-

porter are in love almost from the out-

set, despite their frightful suspicions of

each other; and of course, by their

finally united agencies, the blind old

victim of De Grecque at last welcomes
the light and a son-in-law; and the un-

masked Baron von Something, having
lost both the game and the girl, very

properly shoots himself.

All of these stories are rather better

"written" than such tales used to be or

strictly need to be. In mechanical ro-

mance it is primarily the mechanism
that counts, and for many readers any-

thing more, anything in the direction of

genuine action and characterization are

pure waste or impertinence. Those
famous scientists and divines who have
found relaxation in "a good detective

story" have not, so far as we are able to

discover, exacted or desired, at such

moments, anything respectable from a

literary point of view. To the contrary,

they have rather exulted in their tempo-
rary escape not only from the field of

learning but from the paddock of litera-

ture. They liked the machinery, the

mental puzzle, and they wanted nothing
more. And yet there is no real reason

why, for most of us, the illusion of the

mechanical action should not be height-
ened by an illusion of authentic atmos-

phere and even characterization. More
people seem to be asking for yarns that

are not sillier than need be. "Miss

Maitland, Private Secretary," is a per-

fectly readable story, apart from its

well-contrived plot. There is plenty of

adventure and mystery in it, jewelry-

robbery and kidnapping and sleuthing of

divers sorts. The uncommon thing is

(for it is, after all, still uncommon) that

all these queer experiences seem to be

coming to a group of people we might
very well know or know of in the flesh.

That is, they are as real as the charac-

ters we meet in the ordinary novel of

serious intention. Those parts of the

story which are told by Molly, the woman
detective, are in a really amusing vein

of Broadway monologue.
H. W. Boynton

The Run ofthe Shelves

AT
the bar at which the aviators as-

sembled after the day's work was
a sign which read, "Ici on explique les

coups." At the mess there was another:

"Defense d'expliquer les coups ici." To
put it into corresponding English, post-

mortems were not allowed at the table;

the coroner's inquest was supposed to

terminate its session before it adjourned
from the bar. For our part, we should

be willing anywhere to listen to Charles

Bernard Nordhoff explain his "coups";
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indeed the whole range of his adventures

and impressions gained from his service

with the French aerial forces. His pa-

pers, originally appearing in the Atlan-

tic Monthly, now form a volume under
the title of "The Fledgling" (Houghton
Mifflin). It is a modest and straight-

forward account of what he was himself

no small part, set forth without apparent
artifice and without much plan, but with

a charming directness and a satisfying
fullness. The crowded hour of the

aviator at the front has nowhere its like

in history. If its like never reappears
in the world, and it may not, mankind's

memory of it all will persist only—but

how vividly!—by virtue of a few faith-

ful accounts such as this.

Mr. Morrison I. Swift puts the ques-
tion: "Can Mankind Survive" (Mar-
shall Jones Co., Boston). We gather
that it can not—not, at any rate, unless

it gets behind Mr. Swift pretty speedily
and takes to heart his burning revela-

tions. The first step towards race sal-

vation, we are simply and elegantly told,

must be "a purgative house-cleaning of

the human cranium." Such pearls are

prodigally cast, and may be readily dis-

tinguished, even afar off, by liberality at

the expense of the italic font. The
hortatory sublimity of the valedictory

adjuration challenges full quotation:
"Make your peace with the new order of

things by creating the new order of
things. That is your salvation and the
world's. Recognize that you are choos-

ing between selfishness and survival, and
have no third decision." The jacket of

this book tells us that it "will arouse the

indignation, and outrage the cherished

convictions, of the majority of people:
that is why it ought to be read." We
can not agree with this bid for martyr-
dom, for Mr. Swift's outpourings con-

firm, without rousing a spark of indigna-
tion, the following cherished conviction,
to wit: There are always certain areas
of thin soil, but meagrely endowed with

plant-foods, into which the flying seeds
of a fecundation-period fall. The ensu-

ing sprouts are of interest to the plant-
pathologist, but to no one else whatso-
ever. The granaries are not destined to

groan from the fruit thereof. The stalks
lack substance even as fodder. There is

a tincture of regret that human time
and capital have been spent in gathering,
stamping, and binding the leaves. On
the whole, the question of man's survival
stands where it did before Mr. Swift set

pen to paper.

The Colver lectures for 1919, delivered

by William Roscoe Thayer at Brown
University, have been issued in book
form by Houghton Mifflin Company
under the succinct title: "Democracy:
Discipline: Peace." Their subjects are
briefly: the righteousness of democracy,

the need of discipline in democracy, the

need of race consolidation in America.
In their reduction to formulae the propo-
sitions may seem axiomatic, but they are

handled by Mr. Thayer with a force and
freshness which prevents their sub-

mergence in the commonplace. The lec-

turer's enthusiasm for democracy as a

principle is unbounded; its actual work-

ings he commends with an engaging
moderation. Mr. Thayer sees that

democracy can not fairly be blamed for

that degree of imperfection which is

inseparable from the human nature
which supplies both its operators and
its material. Its success is partial, but
in a race like our own, where the suc-

cess of no institution is complete, a par-
tial success may be a perfect vindica-

tion.

Mr. Thayer is sound and eminently
timely in his insistence on the associa-

tion of discipline with democracy. He
is very anxious—almost needlessly anx-
ious—to defend this association from the

charge of inconsistency. Democracy is

freedom, and discipline is restraint.

How, asks Mr. Thayer, is this contradic-

tion to be settled? But work is activity
and sleep is repose. Would a physician
feel that he was caught in a logical con-

tradiction if he recommended sleep and
work to the same patient? Mr. Thayer's
self-extrication from his difficulty is

more ingenious than convincing. "Just
as he who loses his life shall find it, so

he who of his own choice gives up his

will shall find it." It will be seen that
Mr. Thayer's ground is very high—so

high that America can scarcely clamber

up behind him. There is hardly any
pinnacle, material or moral, wide enough
to afford standing-room for a hundred
million people. This form of reconcile-

ment is surely not available for the

myriads of persons to whom the Biblical

"He that loses his life shall find it" or
Dante's "E la sua volontate e nostra

pace" (a state of mind which Dante,
less venturous than Mr. Thayer, re-

tricted to Paradise) is unpalatable or

unmeaning. But any common man who
has paid a fire-insurance premium, or
seen his neighbor pay one, knows that
the giving-up of part of one's property
to secure one's title to the remainder is

a normal and rational process. Disci-

pline is the premium on freedom. Mr.
Thayer's gospel is much better than his

theology; the latter indeed is ideal

enough to surprise us a little in the pos-
session of that type of hardheadedness
to which universal military training for
America on the Swiss plan is a desidera-
tum.

Mr. Thayer sometimes makes a point
with admirable neatness. "You can not
make honest men of criminals by apply-
ing to them an inhuman system which
would make criminals of honest men."
Or he can be adept in the selection of a

figure: "no hyphenates, whose hyphen,
like the kiss of Judas, is a link for

treachery." He can manifest, when he

will, a sweet reasonableness that con-

duces to receptive geniality in the

reader; but his antipathies are bitter,

and at their approach the sweetness

vanishes, with a certain tendency on the

part of the reasonableness to participate
in the flight. The privilege of girding
at Mr. Bryan is one of the things that

endears freedom of speech to a certain

class of Americans, but recreation has
its times and seasons, and a eulogium on

democracy is not the fitting place for an

expression of contempt for William J.

Bryan.

Familiar Misquotations

A CORRESPONDENT, in calling at-

tention to a poetical misquotation
in a recent number of the Review
(June 21), says "Misquotation is not a

crime." It most assuredly is not. It is

one of the most delightfully human re-

actions to the great fact of literature.

Everyone, of course, is the victim of a
more or less trothless memory. Even a

well-trained literary sense is prone to

be a little vague, sometimes, in the recol-

lection of the ipsissima verba; it can re-

call the drift, the weight, the shape, the

texture of a quotation.'and reconstruct a
sort of equivalent which is almost if not

quite so good—sometimes better, indeed,
for the world's daily use.

Dr. Johnson, whose verbal memory
was as good as any human being's is

likely ever to be, in quoting the line from
Gray's Elegy,

Leaves the warm precincts of the cheer-
ful day

mistook one word; "for," says Boswell,
"instead of precincts, he said, confines."
Matthew Arnold, in his essay on Maurice
de Guerin, quotes Keats's

Moving waters at their priestlike task
Of cold ablution round Earth's human

shores.

Keats wrote pure ablution, and it might
be a hard matter to choose between the

two. Certainly a reader of Arnold will

always be a little uncertain, till he looks

it up, just what Keats did write. But
Arnold's misquotation in this instance
can hardly be said to have gained gen-
uine popular currency. Arnold was of

course quoting from a memory richly
stored with the touchstones of true poe-

try, and there is in that practice, with
all its dangers, a fine disdainful grace;
quoting, as it were, like a gentleman,
and not heavily, with chapter and verse,
like a Dr. Pangloss. Hazlitt thus out
of a full mind misquotes Shakespeare
freely, and in this there is no harm—no
more than in Scott's trick of making up
a quotation to suit his needs and ascrib-

ing it to "Old Play"—provided there is
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no attempt to make such manufactured
evidence prove anything in particular.

The case cited by our correspondent
is excellently in point. Professor Tup-
per, in his paper entitled "Mobilized

Philology," attributed to Tennyson the

line

The blood-red fury of Seine.

Our copy of "In Memoriam," and pre-

sumably our correspondent's, puts it

quite differently:

The red fool-fury of the Seine.

If Professor Tupper had felt constrained

to run down the line he would of course

have quoted it as it stood in his text.

But he felt no such compulsion, and it is

therefore of considerable interest to ob-

serve the form in which the line has
found a place in his extremely powerful
and highly sensitive literary conscious-

ness. "Red fool-fury" is a pretty big
mouthful. It may be better poetry than
the other but it is not nearly so fitted

as the other to the role of a popular quo-
tation.

Popular quotations—and misquota-
tions—have their source not so much in

the printed page of the writer or in the

repositories like Bartlett. They arise

from just such an act of literary crea-

tion as we have here been privileged to

witness. They go to make up a fund of
oral tradition, a folklore of gnomic wis-

dom, which is careless of copyright, in-

nocent of nice scholarly conscience, and
which has some rather definite ways of

putting its own peculiar stamp upon the

sayings to which it gives permanent
room. It is in the form Arnold gave
it that a line from Dante's "Paradiso"
has become permanently fixed in the

popular mind:
In la sua volontade e nostra pace,
(In His will is our peace.)

I can not say that I have ever heard or
seen the line quoted otherwise, save by
a professed Dante seholar. Yet the
modern texts of Dante give quite another
and perhaps a really different reading :

E la sua volontate e nostra pace,
(And His will is our peace.)

Perhaps the two differ very little, but
taken with the context I am inclined to

think they do—a little. But whatever
Dante may have himself written and
however Arnold's own text of the poet
may have preserved the line, it is quite
apparent that most people who quote it

to-day get it from Arnold and not from
their own reading in Dante. Or rather,
they get it from that fund of folk-quo-
tation to which Arnold in this instance
has made a definite contribution.
Not every literary utterance, however

good, is at once perfectly formed to fall

easily from the lips of men. Much that
has found its way into general human-
ity's little bag of literary tricks was not
in its first form proverbial; it was not

self-sufficient, but part of a context. And

all connective tissue must be cut away,
it must be completely freed from its

matrix, before it can prove viable on its

own account. This, perhaps, accounts in

part for the popular preference for "In
la sua volontate" over "E la sua volon-

tate"; e (and) implies that something
has gone before, and just here we par-

ticularly want something complete in it-

self. Keats, again, began his "Endy-
mion" with the statement that

A thing of beauty is a joy forever,

a general proposition which he proceeds
to illustrate and adorn. But the great

community of talkers and writers want
not a declarative statement but a descrip-
tive tag; they wish to describe some-

thing—anything—as "a thing of beauty
and a joy forever." And they proceed
to do so.

Brevity is the soul of this sort of

popular wit. An expression which other-

wise commends itself to gnomic use may
seem in its original form a little too

long. Solomon the wise said, or rather
his diligent translators made him say,
"Pride goeth before destruction and a

haughty spirit before a fall." Most
people, however, telescope this into

"Pride goeth before a fall" and find

themselves better satisfied with the con-
densed form. Touchstone, who was
somewhat given to loquacity, introduced
his Audrey a3 "a poor virgin, sir, an
ill-favored thing, sir, but mine own."
A little long, and too specific; the world
finds itself better served with "a poor
thing but mine own."
An unusual or antiquated grammatical

form has small chance of survival in
the popular mouth. The Ancient Mariner
complained of

Water, water everywhere, nor any drop to
drink.

As commonly quoted,

Water, water everywhere, and not a drop
to drink,

there is some loss of distinction; as a

patch the purple is a bit faded, but for
that very reason it matches better the

home-spun fabric of everyday discourse.

Cowper, singing the praise of tea,

speaks of

the cups
That cheer but not inebriate.

Before this can pass into genuine popu-
lar use, two things must be done : "cups,"
the particular, must be generalized into

"cup" ; and the construction of "not" be-
fore the finite verb, good Elizabethan
English but now a little antiquated, must
be got rid of. We hear much in these
days, with a fine disregard of metre, of
"the cup that cheers but does not inebri-
ate."

Horace said of the verses of Ennius
that no matter how you disarranged
them you could not make prose of them,
you would still recognize the poet in
them:

invenias etiam disjecti membra poetae.

"The limbs of a dismembered poet" is

not a phrase that the world can do much
daily business with, but "disjecta mem-
bra" is worth something. Nevertheless,
the world goes on dismembering its

poets, and for no reason more often,

apparently, than its love of driving words
in pairs. Let it acknowledge and con-
fess its manifold sins and wickednesses
in respect of this rhetorical trick, the

striving for dignity by means of an ob-
vious symmetry. It has been a charac-
teristic of the English language for
more than a thousand years, and the old
notion that it originated in a desire, by
employing a French word and its Eng-
lish synonym, to make oneself intelligible
to a bi-lingual population, still lingers
among people who should know better.
The real origin of the device is to be
sought in the desire of translators, from
the earliest times, to do full justice to
their originals and to that of certain
writers of the Renaissance who strove at
once to enrich the English language and
to make their French or Latinate impor-
tations intelligible. No longer con-

sciously aimed at in carefully made
prose, it still lingers as one of the char-
acteristic tricks of proverbial wisdom.
"My way of life," says Macbeth, "is
fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf."
"Sear and yellow leaf," however, fits

better. Milton closes his "Lycidas" with
the dawn of

Tomorrow to fresh Woods, and Pastures
new.

So he wrote it, but the world prefers
"fresh fields and pastures new." Fields
is more nearly than woods synonymous
with pastures.

Fate has played a similar trick with
the poet Prior, who, overlaying with
classic gilt the fine gold of the "Nut-
brown Maid," describes the tapering
waist of his Emma as

Fine by degrees and beautifully less.

The popular muse, however, tickled with
the phrase, substitutes small for fine, for
no other reason apparently than that
small and less make a better matched
pair. I had thought that the quotation
Like angels' visits, few and far between

was a popular perversion of the lines
in Blair's "Grave":

In visits
Like those of angels, short and far between.

The change from "short" to "few," ob-

literating a distinction and employing
two more or less synonymous words, is

precisely what is to be expected. But
on looking the matter up I find that the

popular form has been dignified by in-

clusion almost verbatim in Campbell's
"Pleasures of Hope":

Like angel visits, few and far between.

Such is sometimes the fate of the popu-
lar misquotation. Hamlet's "heart of

heart," meaning, as he said, the heart's

core, has been altered, probably in imi-
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tation of such Hebrew superlatives as

"King of Kings," into "heart of hearts."

In this form I think Wordsworth some-

where uses it

No book has contributed more to the

general stock of misquotations than the

Bible. No book exists in such a multi-

tude of forms, which may account for

some of the popular departures from the

wording of the King James Version.

But it is not easy to supply reasons for

most people's habit of saying "In the

sweat of thy brow," when the text reads

"in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat

bread." Why "the parting of the xoays"
instead of the "parting of the way"?
"Bone of my bone," instead of "bone
of my bones and flesh of my flesh" may
be due to the desire for perfect parallel-

ism. And the same explanation may
hold for "Thus far shalt thou come, but

no further," instead of "Hitherto shalt

thou come." But why the general pref-
erence for "better part," when we are

expressly told that "Mary hath chosen

that good part" ? The Vulgate, for what-
ever reason, says "the best part"—op-
timam partem—often cited in the Middle

Ages in proof of the superiority of the

contemplative life, as represented by
Mary, over the active life, symbolized by
Martha. But apparently no such con-

trast was originally intended. Why,
again, "a multitude of sins," when it is

said of charity that it "shall cover the

multitude of sins" ? Perhaps there is no
other reason save that the tongue is an

unruly member; such at least the world

agrees in calling it, though the Biblical

text describes it as "an unruly evil."

Harry Ayres

Some One-Act Plays
Father Noah and Other Fancies. By

Geoffrey Whitworth. New York:
Robert M. McBride and Company.

The Moon of the Cabibbees. By Eugene
G. O'Neill. New York: Boni and
Liveright.

Everybody's Husband. By Gilbert Cannan.
New York: B. W. Huebsch.

Bits of Background. By Emma Beatrice
Brunner. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf.

Numbers. By Grover Theis. New York:
Nicholas L. Brown.

THE
most remarkable play now before

me is a small affair in free verse to

which its unknown or dimly-known
author, Mr. Geoffrey Whitworth, has

given the unpromising title of "Father
Noah." One is surprised to learn that,

with literature as captain, the Ark is

still seaworthy. The first success of the

play is the choice of its setting—the hold

of the vessel. The second is a question

put by the grave Noah to the humane
Japheth after Shem and Ham have made
them the unwilling witnesses of a sor-

did wrangle on the subject of inheri-

tance: "Do you desire that this world
should go on?" The third altitude in

the play is a bit of mechanics—a chain
attached to a bung in the keel of the

Ark, the removal of which will admit the
water by which the scant remnant of a

corrupt race will be swept to the death
that has overwhelmed its companions.
Noah's hand reaches for that chain.

Here is a situation at once finely gran-
diose and truly great, a situation that

would have charmed Hugo and shaken

Carlyle—the Pyramids and the "Iliad,"
the "Prometheus" and the Laocoon, Cal-

vary and Pentecost, the Roman Empire
and the fleets of Venice, Titian and Co-

pernicus, Shakespeare and Angelo, the
Declaration of Independence and the
French Revolution, hanging on the dis-

placement of a valve. The other quali-
ties of the play, character, craftsman-

ship, rhythm, diction, while by no means
on a par with these sublimities, are not

unworthy to be their setting and sup-
port.

Mr. O'Neill's seven rather long one-

act plays all deal with sea or sea-shore,
and in four of them the same group of

low, but not vile, seamen reappears. Mr.
O'Neill's work I should call literature—
vigorous though repellent literature. I

am less sure that its quality is dramatic.

There is an obvious fitness for the stage
which, resting on action, passion, climax,
and suspense, is palpable even to the

book-reader. A jockey can often recog-
nize a fast horse even in a stable. Not
all fast horses can be so recognized, how-
ever, and there is an occult fitness by
which plays sometimes succeed in the
absence or the dissimulation of the vir-

tues I have named. I am not able, and
never expect to be able, to discern this

occult fitness with any security on the

printed page. The point of certainty is

that Mr. O'Neill's plays do not possess
the obvious fitness. The tension is

slight, the movement dilatory, and the
absence of logical cement is the emi-

nently logical outcome of the absence of

events to be cemented.
The "Moon of the Caribbees" is simply

a specimen—a sample, if one likes—of

a sailor's row in the West Indies, the

incitements to which are supplied by
contraband whiskey and venal women.
"Bound East for Cardiff," perhaps the

best of the seven, instructs us in the
fashion of a sailor's death. In "He,"
another outstanding play, a wife's brain
is turned by the refusal of the husband,
a sea-captain, to return with insufficient

profit from a protracted voyage. It is

curious that the two ugliest and hollow-
est plays, the "Long Voyage Home" and
the "Rope," are precisely the two in

which Philip Henslowe or David Belasco

might have been expected to see possi-
bilities.

These plays are grimy, but grime and
slime are two distinguishable things, and
the plays are on the wholesome side of

that distinction. "This sailor life," says

the dying Yank, "ain't much to cry about
leavin'—just one ship after another,
hard work, small pay, and bum grub;
and when we git into port, just a drunk
endin' up in a fight, and all your money
gone, and then ship away again." The
sturdy and pounding diction of this pas-

sage is sufficient proof of the author's

sensitiveness to the ruder forms of vigor
in words. As for the sentiment, it is

that of Pierre Loti's "Mon frere Yves,"
with the shimmer gone. Mr. O'Neill's

sailor is at least a good fellow, but the
extrication of the good fellow from the
drink and the lust and the blasphemy
and the riot in which he is stowed away,
like treasure under hatches, demands
time and patience and faith. Mr.

O'Neill, who is unhelped and likewise

unhindered by any subtleties, had a true

feeling for the larger prominencies, or

headlands, of masculine character. His
Yank—upright somehow on his very
deathbed—and his Smitty—prostrate
even when erect—abound in vital, be-

cause unacknowledged pathos.
Mr. O'Neill saves human nature—

saves it, as it were, by a reprieve at the
foot of the scaffold; but when it comes
to that other culprit, life or destiny as

you choose to call it, he suffers the exe-

cution to go forward. The seven plays
are all dark; Mr. O'Neill depicts a piti-

less universe. The reader may partly
console himself with the observation

that, to prove the savagery of life, Mr.
O'Neill is often—not always—obliged to

resort to those accidents or misunder-

standings which are interruptions to the
normal course of life. To prove a man's

cruelty by adducing his conduct in his

cups would be tantamount to admitting
that he was humane when sober. Of
course in presenting the dramatist as
the prosecutor of the universe, I go
much too far. Mr. O'Neill is simply an
artist on whose artistic sense certain

truculencies in the behavior of the cos-

mos have made a strong impression.
Tommy Traddles drew skeletons, not be-

cause he was morbid, but because skele-

tons were the things that it amused him
to draw. Mr. O'Neill's artistic pessi-
mism has very probably no deeper and
no darker source.

Mr. Cannan's pliancy and nimbleness
are seen to good advantage in the han-

dling of the pre-nuptial play, "Every-
body's Husband." The girl, on the eve

of marriage, is beset with doubts, which

mother, grandmother, and great-grand-
mother, appearing successively in a spe-
cies of fantastic masque, confirm by
their very disagreements. The piece is

light and bitter; it uses bodkin or hat-

pin as stiletto. The women are agreed
that the perversity of husbands is gen-
eric rather than individual. But to in-

dict a sex has its difficulties, like the

indicting of a people. There is every

probability that husbands are as differ-
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ent as men. The play is daintily malign
in sending the girl to the altar after all

its protests; Mr. Cannan, in effect, gives

away the bride. His conduct in this

point is rather painful. He has the right
to say: "Marriage is an evil; don't

marry." He has the right to say : "Mar-
riage is good; do marry." He has also

the right to keep still, a right of which
he seems quite willing to forego the ex-

ercise. But he has chosen to do the one
thing which he can not decently and
rightfully do; he has said in substance:

"Marriage is an evil; do marry." To un-
nerve the volunteer for the step which
you finally commend to his acceptance,
to dishearten, yet not to dissuade—that
is diablerie, if not diabolism.
Miss Brunner in "Bits of Background"

and Mr. Theis in "Numbers" are still in

their dramatic pupilage; they produce

TlFFANY&Co.
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NewYork

inventions, contrivances, experiments.
Not one of the playlets has an inside;

Miss Brunner, in particular, amid the

strongest emotional crises, exhibits a

witchlike faculty of handling hot iron

and treading on hot ploughshares with-

out contamination from the heat. Mr.

Theis, in serious themes, is powerless.

"Numbers," a one-act war play, which
somehow suggests the proximity of

trench to latrine, aims to be searching,
but really gropes; "Between the Fires"

is one of the gripping plays which

merely fumble. In lighter themes he is

more at home; the last three plays,

though made to order, show marks of

ingenuity and spirit. Miss Brunner's

training has gone further; the work is

studious and disciplined. The motives
are incisive and novel, and she has mas-
tered the mallet-like or bludgeon-like

dialogue of the modern expert. Each of

the first three plays has a real asset.

"Over Age," though plotted to death, has

timeliness, suitability to the moment.
The "Spark of Life" has a tremendous

motive, under which, as under an ava-

lanche, its fragility is crushed and bur-

ied. "Strangers," much the best of the

plays, is strong in process, in the varia-

tion and graduation of interest. The
combination of these parted assets might
help Miss Brunner to a future.

0. W. Firkins
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THE promptness with which Finance
Minister Erzberger has taken hold

of the problem of ways and means to

meet the indemnity is worthy of all

praise. According to the announcements
that have thus far come by cable, he
means to take hold of the job without

giving any countenance to schemes of

repudiation, and without indulging in

any idea that the money can, in the main,
be raised in any other way than by a
tremendous tax on wealth. The notion
that repudiation of the home debt would
have to be resorted to is doubly false;
for the money can be raised without

repudiation, and repudiation would not
be of the slightest help in raising it. To
repudiate the home debt would not mean
that people would, on the whole, be taxed
any less, but only that the tax would be
levied more inequitably—that those who
had put most into Government loans
would be punished by being subjected to
the greatest exactions. In addition to
the dishonesty and the injustice of this,
there would be the disastrous effect upon
banks, savings institutions, etc., which

would clearly be thrown into bankruptcy
by the destruction of a large part of

their assets. This circumstance has
been put forward as a reason why Ger-

many can not pay the indemnity at all;

the argument being that she can not

meet the foreign demand without repudi-

ating her home debt, that repudiating
her home debt would mean bankruptcy
for banks, savings institutions, and other

great corporations, that this bankruptcy
would mean ruin to millions of "little

people," and that the ruin would so un-

dermine the morale of the whole nation

that its productivity would be fatally im-

paired. A long chain, and hanging to-

gether very well; but the trouble is in

the peg from which it hangs—the idea

that repudiation of the home debt has

any connection with payment of foreign
claims. Herr Erzberger evidently knows
better than that; he is perfectly aware
that robbing Fritz will not make it a bit

easier for Fritz and Max together to pay
Pierre and Paul.

FOR
sheer bad taste it might be hard

to choose between Sir Edward Car-

son's "serious admonition" to America:
"You attend to your own affairs," and
the reply of a Sinn Fein enthusiast in this

country : "America won the war and has

therefore a right to dictate the terms of

peace." The fomenter of rebellion in

Ulster happens to have the right of it as

against the fomenter of rebellion in the

rest of Ireland. Most assuredly it is

none of our business; there are few

things that give promise of causing more
trouble in the world than our thought-
less encouragement of Irish nationalistic

propaganda in this country. Nothing
could be more absurd than the Sinn Fein
contention that America went to war to

bring self-determination to all the op-

pressed peoples of the earth. America
went to war to rid herself and the world
of the German menace. Having aided

materially in the achievement of that

purpose, America's interference in the

internal affairs of the British Empire
would be just as improper and just as

fraught with danger to the well-being of

the world as it would have been before

the war. But we should like to say very

seriously to Sir Edward Carson that his

own frantically irresponsible utterances,
and his own behavior, which differs from

ordinary sedition chiefly by reason of its

truculence, are at this moment quite the

most serious threat aimed at good under-

standing between the United States and
Great Britain. If, as he says, he has the

maintenance of such relations at heart

he must at all costs keep himself, his do-

ings and his sayings, out of the news-

papers.

IN
his eagerness to fasten upon the

United States the role of Chosen Peo-

ple, Mr. Wilson strains recent history
and present facts rather sorely. In his

message to the Senate he says, "We en-

tered the war as the disinterested cham-

pions of right." Were that really true,

we should have entered the war very

early. The "intolerable aggression" of

Germany was as evident in three months
as after three years. As a matter of

record and cold fact, President Wilson

kept us out of the war under a narrowly
legalistic theory of neutrality, and he

brought us into the war at length be-

cause our national rights had been gross-

ly and repeatedly assailed by Germany's
submarine warfare.
Nor is it easy to justify his account

of the nature of what was put into the

war by the spirit of our soldiers and
sailors. "A great moral force," he says,

"had flung itself into the struggle. The
fine physical force of these spirited men
spoke of something more than bodily

vigor. They carried the great ideals of

a free people at their hearts and with
that vision were unconquerable." There
was unquestionably this fine spirit in

our men; but it was not a spirit that be-

longed to an ethereal region unknown
to others. The implication that the

French and British lacked our "vision"

or ideality will be resented by every well-

informed soldier and sailor. Was it just

bodily force that thrust the victorious

German armies back from La Fere

Champenoise? Was there lack of moral
force in the thin line that barred the

road to Ypres and the sea? Were those

immortal Frenchmen who held at Verdun

deprived of any vision of freedom that is

ours? The moral superiority which Mr.

Wilson ascribes to our fighting troops
will be painful to really reflecting sol-

diers and sailors. For them it is honor

enough to share a moral and military

equality with their French and British

mates.

Considered in the light of his own
record and of facts, all these theories of

our campaign as a crusade and our na-

tion as a chosen people are so many sub-

lime afterthoughts. We may wish to
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make them real retrospectively. That is

precisely the issue before the nation. It

is far too important an issue to be

prejudged along lines of sentimentalism,

and misrepresentation of our actual war
and pre-war record.

STRIKES
and food riots have run

through Italy, breaking out not

merely in such classic centres of agita-

tion as Rome, Florence, Milan, Brescia,

Naples, and Palermo, but also in such

tranquil municipalities as Padua, Vi-

cenza, Parma, and Perugia. In the

Genoese region, Calabria, and Sicily the

picture is the same. As yet there is no
indication of organized revolution,

though in Florence a workmen's com-
mittee transiently assumed control. The
immediate cause of the disorders is high

prices and poverty—urgent distress

accentuated by the thwarting of political

hopes aroused by the victory. The usual

thing has happened. There has been

wholesale looting, tempered by com-

mandeering of stocks, arbitrary lower-

ing of prices, and punishment of profi-

teering by royal decree. The sacking has
been indiscriminate. Especial sufferers

have been the admirable cooperative
stores. The rather obvious remedies
that have been applied are of a sort that

can not soon be readministered. It is

easy to make a merchant in terror of

complete spoliation sell his stock at a

loss, but it is difficult to compel him to

restock for future sales at a loss. What
the Nitti Government is gaining is

merely a breathing spell. Short of food
control by the nation for a considerable

period, it is hard to see a way out. It

should be recalled also that Italy suffers

not merely from hunger but from dis-

appointed hopes and moral isolation, for
which the Versailles Conference and Mr.
Wilson are largely responsible.

WHEN
the New York City police for-

bade the meeting that was to be
held in Carnegie Hall on July 4 under
the auspices of anti-Bolshevik Russian

societies, it was generally surmised that
there was at least the justification of
some special information actuating the

police and unknown to the public. It is

no longer possible to suppose that even
this excuse existed. Governor Smith's
answer to General Dobrjanski's digni-
fied and proper letter of protest does not
enter into the question, being merely a
disclaimer of jurisdiction; but presum-
ably the letter would have been made
the occasion of an explanation from some
quarter, had an explanation been pos-
sible. That a perfectly legitimate meet-
ing should have been choked off, not be-
cause of any suspicion whatsoever as to
the character of the meeting or the pur-
poses of its promoters, but solely be-
cause of fear that lawless people opposed
to the meeting might make trouble, is

humiliating to the last degree. Surely
Americans have not reached the point
where they are afraid to meet for a law-

ful purpose because of the harm that

may come to them from persons un-
known who are hostile to that purpose.
Whether Bolshevist plotters would have

attempted a bomb outrage if the meeting
had been held, nobody can say ; but noth-

ing is more certain than that such an

attempt, whether successful or not in its

murderous design, would have aroused

public resentment so fierce as to put an
end for a considerable period to all

further danger from Bolshevist propa-
ganda in this country.

IN
the multitude of comments on the

prohibition question the remarks
made by Professor Giddings in an ad-

dress at the Church of the Ascension in

New York stand out as of unusual inter-

est. Strongly as he is opposed to the

prohibition amendment, he declares his

conviction that if it "had been offered to

the people of the United States for a

popular vote they would have voted for

its adoption." While many signs point
the other way, it is by no means im-

possible that Professor Giddings is right
in his opinion. The amazingly skilful

campaign—to use no harsher designa-
tion—of the Anti-Saloon League is with-
out question primarily responsible for

the putting through of the amend-
ment with a rapidity which has aston-

ished its advocates as well as its oppo-
nents. But something more is necessary
to account for a phenomenon which even
a few years ago would have been pro-
nounced utterly impossible. That some-

thing else is the decline, among appar-
ently all classes of the population, of that

regard for the idea of liberty which a

decade or two ago we thought to be al-

most universal.

What Professor Giddings says of this

is that "a certain degree of fanaticism
and bigotry has prevailed in this coun-

try in respect to all questions that

touch upon liberty." But evidently
what he has in mind is not only the posi-
tive factor of "fanaticism and bigotry,"
but quite as much the negative factor of

indifference to the ideal of liberty in it-

self. When any good end is proposed,
the question of whether its attainment
involves a fresh intrusion upon the do-

main of liberty, a question which in for-

mer times would at once have been in the

forefront of all men's minds, is in these

days raised but feebly, if at all. The
erecting of democracy into the position
of not merely one essential, but the be-

all and end-all of national life, has
shoved the idea of liberty almost com-

pletely into the background. The time

may come when a juster balance will be

restored, but for the present there is

little indication of any limit to the exist-

ing tendency. How great a departure

this tendency is from the original spirit
of our institutions, Professor Giddings
reminds us:

How can we protect liberty against ma-
jority? Is there no way in which we can
say to the majority: "Thus far shalt thou
go and no further"? The Constitution of
the United States and the Supreme Court
were created by the founders of this Repub-
lic as an attempt to do precisely that thing—as an attempt to say to the majorities:
"You may do some things, but there are
some things that you shall not do."

Familar as all this was to Americans a
short time ago, we fear that to many to-

day it will be an intellectual novelty.

THE
President did a courageous act

as well as a public service in vetoing
the Agricultural appropriation bill on
account of its rider repealing the day-
light-saving law. That rider was peculi-

arly unjustifiable because the repeal
would not come into practical effect until

next Spring, so that there was ample
time to have it considered upon its

merits in a separate bill. Any delay that

might have resulted in making the ap-

propriations available would have been

chargeable wholly to Congress, but Mr.
Wilson was of course quite aware that
he would have been made to bear much
of the blame for it, as well as the ill-

will of those farmers who are opposed to

the daylight-saving plan. If that plan
is to be abandoned, the country has a

right to demand that it be done by a

straight vote of Congress and not by a

provision smuggled into an appropria-
tion bill.

A LIFE hard to match in its many-
sided beneficence, in its devotion to

high principles of thought and action,
and in the love and admiration which
have been accorded to it by the elect and
the multitude alike, was that of Dr.
Abraham Jacobi. His astonishing vigor
and activity in extreme old age was only
the last phase of a life almost as remark-
able in its early beginnings as in the pro-
fessional eminence and extraordinary
usefulness which marked his medical
career. He made signal contributions to

medical progress both in the way of

scientific research and of the improve-
ment of medical education and the ad-

vancement of professional standards;

yet he was not less notable for the num-
berless acts of kindness which marked
his sixty-five years of active medical

practice. And he was as fine an example
of the sturdy citizen and lover of liberty

as he was of the medical scientist and
the humane physician. His association

with Carl Schurz in connection with the

German revolutionary movement of 1848

was the beginning of a friendship as

loyal as any that history or legend cele-

brates; and nothing was more beautiful

than to hear the doctor speak of the

statesman and publicist in accents almost
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of veneration. Many a time, during the

dark days of 1914-17, must all who knew
of the bond between these men have

thought with deep regret of the loss

which our fellow citizens of German ori-

gin suffered in not having the voice of

Schurz to rally them—as we feel quite

certain it would have done—to the side

upon which Dr. Jacobi unhesitatingly

planted himself, the side of freedom and

right.

THE present war did not count solely

on the playing-fields of Eton to fur-

nish forth victory. It drew heavily, to

be sure, on the finished product of school

and college athletics, but to make assur-

ance doubly sure it organized its own

playing-fields. In a thousand camps,
here and "over there," the old athlete

"came back" and put himself into condi-

tion for a struggle outranking in im-

portance any of his former contests.

And there, too, the young man of brawn
whose upbringing had afforded no oppor-

tunity for the refinement of both spirit

and muscle that only organized athletics

provides, found in life a new joy while

learning to become a better soldier. It

would be a pity if so valuable an instru-

ment as the war has proved athletics to

be should be allowed to fall into disuse

with its close. Ample opportunity for

athletics, especially among the factory

population of the Eastern states, would

materially have reduced the thirty per
cent, of rejections in the draft. Some-

thing, too, might well be done for those

to whom military training has given an
enthusiastic and effective liking for

athletics. Mr. Walter Camp, in a recent

article in the Outlook, performed a serv-

ice by pointing out what England is al-

ready doing to make possible a more
general participation in athletic sports.
It is a matter which we in this country
might well look to. The war has taught
us how to organize athletics effectively
on the large scale. There is no reason

why its lessons should not be wisely ap-
plied in time of peace.

WHEN
Field Marshal Sir Douglas

Haig said that the British won the

war, he evidently did not mean that they
did it alone—he is far too canny for
that. Yet in his inmost heart Haig,
being a Scotchman, doubtless thinks that
that the Scotch did it, and upon occasion
he would freely say so. "God gie us a

guid conceit o'oursels," is the Scotch-
man's morning and evening prayer, and
he tries to live up to it. Self-confidence
such as this is a great source of strength
to any people. Certainly, the British, in-

cluding the aforesaid Scotch, the Eng-
lish, the Welsh and the Irish, together
with their kinsmen from Canada, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, South Africa, India,
and other parts of the Empire, did great
work by land, on sea, and in the air. The

old "contemptibles" who struck in at

Mons late in August, 1914, made possible
the victory of the Marne, and from that
time on the bulldog did not relax his

hold on the dachshund's throat until the
latter animal turned over on his back,
beaten. But fortunately we can all say
that we won the war, because the war
could not have been won without us.

Belgium's matchless daring delayed the

invading hosts for three weeks and made
possible all the defense that followed.

Russia has the glory of helping to save
Paris by effecting a diversion in East
Prussia. Serbia's brave struggle, at the

beginning, kept the armies of Austria

away from the western front. Italy's

timely aid saved the situation at least

twice. If the United States had not

come in at the eleventh hour the war
would have been at the best a draw—
and therefore a victory for Germany.
There is glory enough for all, and it ill

becomes any one of the Allies to depre-
ciate the work of any other.

President and Senate

THE
President's speech in New York

upon his return to the country, his

address to the Senate, his talk with the

newspaper men, and Senator Swanson's

speech in opening the great debate, leave

the issue of the acceptance of the Treaty
and Covenant little, if at all, changed
from what it has been these many
months. There was a genuine impress-
iveness about the President's address to

the Senate that has often been lacking in

previous utterances directed to the same

general end; for it enforced upon the

mind the gravity of the difficulties with
which the Versailles Conference had to

grapple, it claimed nothing like perfec-

tion for the result, and it was marred

only here and there by phrases of senti-

mental unreality. One could not rise

from a reading of it without the feeling
that whoever stood in the way of the

completion of the work done at Ver-
sailles was assuming a responsibility
which no consideration less than that of

the highest needs of our nation could

cover. Beyond this, however, the ad-

dress did not carry; if there were hon-

est reasons for hesitation before, those

reasons remain.

What is going to happen in the next
few weeks, if one may judge by present
indications, is much less the threshing
out of the inherent merits either of the

peace terms or of the Covenant than the

feeling out of the situation. There is no
doubt that substantially the whole of

the Republican membership of the Sen-
ate is strongly set upon the policy of

attaching reservations to ratification,

and that in this stand one or two Demo-
cratic Senators concur. It is equally cer-

tain that the President desires uncon-

ditional ratification, and that he can

command the unhesitating support of

nearly the whole body of Democratic

Senators in this programme. The un-

determined question is the degree of

firmness— in other words, the degree
of confidence—with which the two sides

will back up their position.

To our mind the best solution of the

impending difficulty would be found in a

sincere attempt of the two sides to get

together upon some reasonable ground.
The President's great weapon for the

forcing of unconditional ratification is

the picture that he can hold out of ter-

rible consequences which may possibly
result from prolonged delay. But this is

a weapon that can be wielded by the

other side also, provided it shows the

necessary sagacity in its proceedings.
There is no reason why men who are

willing to accept the League in principle,

but who sincerely dread what they re-

gard as great potentialities of evil in

some of the features of the Covenant,
should be cowed by a mere bugbear. The

question whether any proposed reserva-

tions hold out a genuine danger of up-

setting the work done at Versailles de-

pends on whether those reservations are

of such a nature as would be at all likely

to incite any of the important Powers to

protest against them. The urgent task

now laid upon the Republican Senate
leaders is that of so formulating their

proposed reservations as to make the

danger of such a happening too improb-
able to be taken into serious account.

The greatest weakness of their posi-

tion lies in their failure thus far to have
arrived at such a result. With this ac-

complished, the whole strategy of the

situation would take on a new character.

It would be perfectly competent for them
then to say that the path to an early

settlement lies not through their uncon-

ditional surrender to the President, but

through his assent to a plan which, in

deference to the need of the time and
not in fulfilment of their own judgment
of what ought to have been done, they
had framed as a reasonable and practic-

able solution of the problem.
It may be said at once that the com-

plete striking out of Article X proposed
in Mr. Root's recent letter does not come
under this description. To reject Article

X would be to arouse in the minds
not only of statesmen, but of peoples,

throughout the world, an instant feeling

that the Covenant had been attacked in

a vital part. It would be felt everywhere
that the whole thing would have to be

gone over again. This is over and above

the comparatively technical considera-

tion that a qualification of this kind

would fall unmistakably and completely
under the head of an amendment, not of

an interpretation, of the Treaty. What
we have to reckon with, in the extraor-

dinary and unprecedented muddle in
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which the world's affairs now are, is,

first of all, the reactions actually to be

expected from anything we may do.

Mr. Root's earlier proposal, made some

months ago, that we limit our obligations

under Article X to a period of five years
would be clearly an amendment likewise,

but it would not in its nature be funda-

mentally disturbing. It might or might
not be overtly objected to; probably the

chances are that it would not.

But a way still less open to this danger
is plainly suggested by some of the

President's own words in his talk with

the newspaper men, and also by Senator

Swanson's statements in the Senate. The

ground of objection to Article X is that

it may place upon this country the obliga-

tion to take part in wars which Congress
or the country did not approve. The
words of the Covenant do not empower
the Council of the League to command
such participation, but only to advise it;

and Mr. Wilson and Mr. Swanson tell

us that Congress would be quite free to

refuse to act upon that advice. What
opponents of Article X have asserted is

that although on its face the action of

the Council is stated in the Covenant to

be advisory, the whole structure of that

instrument implies that the Council's

advice would carry with it the full force

of a moral obligation. If Mr. Wilson

feels that this is so, his statement that

Congress would be free to disregard the

advice is an evasion of the issue; if, on
the other hand, the President means that

Congress would really have this free-

dom, that in the exercise of its own
judgment in the premises it would not

be violating any obligation of honor or

duty, then a reservation declaring this

to be the Senate's understanding of Arti-

cle X could be open to no objection,

either as an amendment that alters the

Treaty or as a declaration that defeats

its actual purpose. Nor is it to be sup-

posed that a reservation having this con-

tent, and worded in a way to give the

least possible offense, would, if adopted

by the Senate, stir up any of the Allied

Powers to make trouble over it. It must
be remembered, after all, that if we in

America have reason to wish the settle-

ment promptly established lest dreadful

consequences ensue in Europe, Europe
has at least as much reason to be chary
of making difficulties about our cooper-
ation.

The other two reservations proposed
by Mr. Root—those relating to the power
of withdrawal and to our position on
the Monroe doctrine and on questions
which we regard as purely domestic—
require no further comment at this time.

It seems clear that if the Republican
leaders embody these and a careful and

conciliatory treatment of Article X in a

well-drawn resolution—if they do this

and eschew all extreme proposals and
all displays of mere irritation or obstrep-

erousness—they will place themselves in

a position to test out, with considerable

prospect of success, both the feeling of

the country and of the Senate.

They ought to do this without a mo-
ment's delay. Even so, the President

may elect to go to the country with a

flaming appeal for the acceptance of the

Versailles document just as it stands.

It is possible, too, that in a whirlwind

campaign he may succeed in bringing
out a sentiment in its favor so strong as

to sweep everything before it. But this

is by no means certain. Once, twice,

thrice, he may rest his case solely on

generalities; but in the end he would
have to come to grapples with the specific

issue between him and the critics of the

Covenant. The one thing needful is that
the issue be defined. The President has
the immeasurable advantage at present
that his side of the issue is perfectly
defined already. To make good against
it a position which consists only of a

miscellaneous lot of inharmonious objec-
tions would be manifestly a hopeless

undertaking.

Production, Distribu-

tion, Happiness

IT
was by accident, not design, that two

articles, contributed to the last two
numbers of the Review, dealt, from quite
different points of view, with two of the

vital aspects of all socialist schemes of

economic distribution. Professor Love-

joy discussed the assumption, which un-

derlies so much of the socialist agitation
of our time, that "there annually accrues

to society a surplus income vast almost

beyond calculation, and adequate, if it

were more equally divided than at pres-

ent, to assure a high standard of well-

being to all." That this assumption is

without foundation, and that in fact an

equal division of existing income would

place all individuals in a stage above

poverty, indeed, but not greatly above

poverty, was Professor Lovejoy's con-

clusion from the best available data.

Accordingly, the stress of his article was
laid upon the importance of increased

production as an indispensable basis of

that radical improvement in the general

well-being which many social reformers

imagine can be attained by a mere
change in the principles of distribution.

Furthermore, if such change had the
effect of lessening productivity, it might
prove to have attained its goal of sup-

posed justice in distribution only "at

the cost of the general impoverishment
of the community, as well as the whole-

sale sacrifice of other values, moral and

material, which belong to the life of

man."
The wholesale sacrifice of moral values

to which Professor Lovejoy thus refers

in passing, is presumably that which

competent thinkers in general apprehend
as the consequence to be expected from
an abandonment of that individual re-

sponsibility which, along with individual

liberty, is of the very essence of the

regime of competition. Upon the nature

of that sacrifice, the article on Hungary's
experience under communism, by "Ex-

aminer," a writer having exceptional ac-

quaintance with the facts, throws most

interesting light. What thoughtful men
have inferred from the characteristics

of human nature, the Hungarian experi-
ment shows to have actually taken place.

That the experiment is not conclusive,
we cheerfully admit; it may have to be
tried many times, and under many vari-

eties both of external circumstance and
of human agency, before anything like

a trustworthy verdict can be passed upon
it. But in one essential particular the

Hungarian experience goes a long way
towards being convincing. "Examiner"
tells us that the vast majority of the

people of Hungary hate the communist

Government, not because it has failed to

give them the material comforts that

they expected, but because it has reduced
their lives to a mechanical routine.

Towards the paternalism that has "re-

moved from them all causes of worry"
they are not grateful, but resentful.

Hours of labor have been shortened, but
the worker "finds himself more than ever
a little piece of machinery and nothing
more, unable to complain, unable to

change his trade or even the factory in

which he works, . . . with no privacy,
no rights of his own."

In the Hungarian experiment this

moral loss, this loss of individuality, has
not been accompanied by material gain;
as in Professor Lovejoy's supposititious

case, so in this real case, the casting
down of the rich and well-to-do has re-

sulted not in betterment for the masses,
but in the general impoverishment of
the community, as well as in the whole-
sale sacrifice of moral values essential to

the life of man. On the side of produc-

tivity, it would undoubtedly be possible
to do much better than has been done in

Hungary. With sufficient skill and en-

ergy, with sufficient purpose and intelli-

gence, on the part of a socialist or com-
munist Government, people could be got,

in one way or another, to do fairly well

in the matter of the mere quantity of

production. But the other difficulty we
believe is insuperable. You may adopt
this device and that, but you can't fool

people into feeling that they are free

when they are not ; still less can you give
them the sense of having fought their

way through the world when they have
been labeled and docketed and supervised
and graded by a paternal government,
however benevolent. Instead of the

crudities of the Bela Kun regime there

may be introduced the utmost refine-

ments that socialist theory can devise;
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yet the one thing needful will be lacking—the possibility of escaping from the

machinery.
It may be answered that for the vast

majority of men there is under the exist-

ing order little chance of escape from a

pre-ordained fate. Little enough, per-

haps, when coldly and practically ex-

amined ; but between that little and none

there is all the difference between life

and death. When we say we have to

submit, we really mean only that if we
don't submit we shall be worse off;

hardly anybody is so situated that it is

literally and absolutely impossible for

him to kick over the traces. He may
feel that as a practical matter it is out

of the question for him to change; but

yet he has always the consciousness that

it is he himself who decides that it is

out of the question. And it is nobody's
business but his own. He is not publicly

labeled a failure because he earns twenty
dollars a week instead of forty; he may
ascribe his condition to outrageous for-

tune, to spite, to injustice, or even to his

own indifference. And in any case—if

we except the actual derelicts of society—there is the consciousness that one has

kept his head above water, that he has
maintained himself without being be-

holden to anyone's grace. It is the ab-

sence of the sense of struggle, as well

as the absence of the feeling of liberty,

that makes the fatal flaw in any socialist

regime.
You may make such a regime very

pretty, but you can't make it virile.

How essential it is that the system be
made interesting, attractive, stimulat-

ing, and not merely economically produc-
tive, Fourier a hundred years ago knew
so well that it is somewhat surprising
how little thought is given to that vital

requirement by the socialists of to-day.
But perhaps they recognize that, ingen-
ious and in some respects profound as

was Fourier's scheme, its artificial per-
fections provided after all no real equiva-
lent for the natural realities of human
striving and struggle. Happiness can
not be handed to men on a silver salver—at least not if the salver is for every-
body. It was not in pursuance of any
theory, but in obedience to one of the

deepest of human instincts, that the

young women for whom A. T. Stewart
built that futile home on Park Avenue
would have nothing to do with his per-
fect arrangements, or that the workmen
at Pullman found that model town more
unendurable than the most squalid city
quarter. Vicissitude, individual varia-

tion, the possibility of faring worse quite
as much as of faring better—all this is

necessary to the savor of life. When we
leave "the warm precincts of the cheer-
ful day," it is at "this pleasing anxious
being," not this pleasing care-free being,
that we "cast one longing, ling'ring look
behind."

More Secret Treaties
W71TH the publication of the Anglo-W French agreement concerning Pal-

estine and Mesopotamia we probably
have the last of the famous secret

treaties. Like its fellows, it does not

correspond minutely to the principles of

the Covenant of Nations, but it does,

like most of these too much decried

treaties, meet the emergency in view of

which it was drawn with a reasonable

measure of justice and common sense.

This will appear as its terms are ana-

lyzed.

The agreement was confirmed on May
16, 1916. Its object was to dispose of

the German claims connected with the

Bagdad Railway,, while considering the

new fact caused by the Arab revolt

against Turkey, the Hedjaz Movement.
The practical issue was to bring some
sort of order into regions where Turkish

sovereignty was vanishing, and to con-

trol the terminus of the German cor-

ridor to the East. As underlying prin-

ciple, France and England agreed to

work for an independent Arab State.

The territory was to be divided into an A
(French) zone comprising most of Mes-

opotamia with the potentially rich val-

leys of the Euphrates and Tigris, and a
B (British) zone running from the lower
Palestinian coast to the British protec-
torate at the head of the Persian Gulf.

The Palestinian ports of Acre and Haifa
were to serve respectively France and

England. The French sphere of influ-

ence finds its Mediterranean outlet at

the port of Aleppo, Alexandretta, and
thence southwards covers the coast to

about the Lebanon region. Thus France
falls heir to the Bagdad railway.
The jurisdiction of France and Eng-

land was necessarily left vague. Each
had commercial priority in its own zone,
each agreed to respect existing conces-

sions of the other. England agreed to

build a railway from Haifa to Mesopo-
tamia, connecting with Bagdad, reserv-

ing the right to move troops by this

railroad at all times. France promised
to furnish a stipulated amount of water
from the great rivers to the parched
Syrian regions in the British sphere of

influence. Each nation agreed to put
its railroad facilities equally at the dis-

position of the other, and not to alienate

its zone without the other's consent to

any power save the independent Arab
state. To safeguard the sea approaches,
England engaged not to cede Cyprus
without the consent of France.

In minor details the treaty respected
the existing order of things, doing noth-

ing to dislocate present trade relations.

The Turkish tariffs were to stand for

twenty years, the revenues going to the
zone for which the goods were billed.

The whole territorial agreement was to

be submitted to Russia for approval.

Meanwhile Russia collapsed. Summing
up the matter, there was to be an Arab
state divided into a French protectorate
and a British. The French zone bor-

dered on the Russian sphere of influ-

ence and was commercially the more

promising. The British zone was stra-

tegically important as checking Germany
and protecting the approaches to the

Suez Canal. It covered regions to which
it has been long known England would
admit no unfriendly power. Finally the

immedate capital-charges involved in the

treaty were mostly assumed by Eng-
land. As regards commercial conces-

sions, England and France claimed

priority in their own zones; as regards

general trade by other nations, the situa-

tion was to remain unchanged.
We have perhaps tediously analyzed

the treaty, because it has been repre-
sented as a peculiarly iniquitous and im-

perialistic one. We wish our readers to

be in a position to judge for themselves.

Unless one is prepared to maintain that

the Palestine-Mesopotamia question
would settle itself without European in-

tervention, one is in poor case in con-

demning the treaty. What are the

alternatives to an Anglo-French pro-
tectorate? What nations are likely to

do better in the premises than these two

powers who for years have dealt suc-

cessfully with Moslem dependencies?
The only thing lacking to make the

treaty valid under the new Covenant of

Nations is the consent of the protected
tribes. We have no doubt that the ar-

rangement actually is acceptable to the

Arab tribes involved and that their con-

sent could readily be obtained. In short

the framers of the treaty, envisaging as

they did expressly the future sovereignty
of the Arab State, and avoiding the pit-

fall of joint control, showed an extraor-

dinary prevision of the spirit of the

League of Nations. We feel confident

that the League can but confirm in essen-

tials the treaty of May, 1916.

Subsequently the agreement was
marred by the admission of Italian

claims in Asia Minor—especially in

Smyrna and Adalia. This was unques-

tionably a mistake, for it put a Greek

population capable of self-rule under
alien control. It was, however, a natural

error, for Greece, the natural reversion-

ary of these regions, was at the moment
virtually hostile to the Entente, while the

temptation was strong to give Italy such

inducements as she might wish for her

military support. Only unreasonable

theorists will imagine that in the agony
of a world war military considerations

will not occasionally becloud political de-

cisions. Perhaps the negotiators of na-

tions fighting for life ought to maintain

the intellectual detachment of a Norman
Angell, or the high serenity of an Os-

wald Garrison Villard. As a matter of

fact they do not. As for the Italian
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pretensions in Asia Minor, Italy herself

has shown the moderation and sense not

to insist on them. Thus the error has

already largely been righted. If Italy

should wish to trade on these conces-

sions, it need surprise only those who
believe that human nature has just now
been radically reconstructed at Ver-

sailles.

A vast amount of nonsense has been

written about the secret treaties con-

tracted during the war. These agree-
ments have been represented as the

malign or stupid work of diplomats sunk
in that nether depth of political murki-

ness, the old order. The publication of

the treaties reveals a truth at once more

prosaic and more convincing. We see

the honest effort of puzzled and wearied

men of affairs trying to keep up with
the whirling changes incident to the

war, here making a plan to meet an emer-

gency, here temporizing, always seeking
in stress and confusion something like

order and justice, making their mistakes

and rectifying them as they can, meeting
the need of the moment in some sense

that may tend to future peace—such is

the human background of the despised
secret treaties. They have their defects,

but by and large they do credit to the

old-style diplomacy that framed them.

To have the prophetic gift to discern

peace covenants months and years be-

fore they are drawn, to preserve entire

wisdom and serenity while a world is

rocking with war, is too difficult a poise
for mere diplomats to maintain. It

comes easier to doctrinaire apostles of

peace and to editors of journals endowed

beyond human hazards.

The Ocean Flights

IN
the portent of three transatlantic

nights within eight weeks that tena-

cious thinker, the late Henry Adams,
would have found welcome evidence of

his favorite theory of acceleration. Suc-

cessively a flying boat of our Navy, a
British Army bombing plane, and a Brit-

ish Army dirigible have flown from
shore to shore. All three flights were
made in untoward conditions of weather.
The hypothesis of luck has to be ex-

cluded. The air route across the Atlan-

tic is as definitely demonstrated as was
some four hundred years ago the pas-

sage round the Horn by Magellan. It

is too early to forecast the practical re-

sults of these ocean flights for commerce,
pleasure, or war. We prefer rather to

review these achievements as a whole,
and especially to point out the very dif-

ferent human capacities called for by
the three successful flights.

On May 17, Lieut. Commander Read
took NC-4 through an opportune hole in

a cloud to a safe anchorage at Horta in

the island of Fayal. Read had flown

the 2,150 miles from Trepassey, New-
foundland, in twenty-six hours and
twelve minutes. His flight was made pos-
sible through the most elaborate prepa-
rations. Every fifty miles a destroyer
marked the way. The navigational

preparation, however, especially the
wireless direction finders, failed to work.
That NC-4 won through where her fly-

ing mate NC-1 perished, while NC-3
limped in disabled to Punta del Garda,
was due, as such successes usually are,

to a combination of good luck and good
management. Read flew the truest

course of the three, he showed judgment
in running away from his bad weather
faster than his fellows did. The clouds

opened for him and did not for them.

Being in the best position to profit by
any incidental luck, he had it, and in

fullest measure deserved it. He has

modestly said: "The voyage of the

NC-4 was very monotonous on the whole.
It's a fact that I believe the science of

aviation will benefit more from the ex-

periences of the men in the NC-1 and
NC-3."
To one who knows the sea the extraor-

dinary adventure in the Navy flight was
not the successful hop of NC-4, but
Commander Towers's feat in bringing
the crippled NC-3 through the storm-
tossed billows running between Corvo
and San Miguel. He says : "We learned

after a fashion to sail the big seaplane.
That is, we turned it stern foremost to

the waves, and by manipulating the
controls got the wings and rudders to

act as sails. We got pretty good at this

after twelve or fifteen hours of it." All

this in fifty knots of wind with a hull a

shade stronger than that of the ordinary
cedar canoe. We can not imagine a
more hazardous feat of seamanship more
gallantly accomplished.
The NC flights, while they brought

undying glory to the adventurers, prac-

tically tested only materiel. The newer
navigational methods either failed or

were not employed. The success was
won under conditions which could not
be generally reproduced. Lieut. Com-
mander Read's personal triumph rested

on that sort of knack and adroitness

which consummate pilotage requires. It

had been proved that both above and on
the water the flying boats had unex-

pected endurance. Not much more than
that was won from the experiment.
When in the early morning of June 15,

Capt. John Alcock and Lieut. Arthur
Whitten Brown of the British Royal
Air Force landed their Vickers-Vimy
biplane in an Irish bog near Clifden,

they had completed the most sensa-

tional of all the ocean crossings. They
had flown the 1,960 miles from New-
foundland in sixteen hours and twelve

minutes, through storm, wind, and
scud, and by an extraordinary effort of

pure pilotage they hit their mark ex-

actly. Unlike Hawker, who, in a spirit of

pure deviltry, stimulated by great money
rewards, attempted the flight in a single

engined plane and with slight naviga-
tional resources, Alcock and Brown had
powerful wireless and disposed of two
engines. But the wireless broke down
in the first few minutes, the heavens
were covered, the flight was made by
dead reckoning. Nothing favored the

intrepid pair of aviators except that the
storm winds followed, veering from
Southwest to Northwest, and approxi-
mately equalized the drift. To make the
desired landfall under these conditions
was an extraordinary feat. Yachtsmen
recalling the worry of a five hours' run
through fog for a lightship in an uncer-
tain tideway may begin to appreciate
Lieut. Brown's problem. The chances
of his hitting within fifty miles of the
aviation field at Clifden were one in a
hundred, and when he saw the outer sea-

mark, High Island, slipping westward
below him, his heart must have leapt
within him. If the pilots of the world
want to take on a saint or a hero as

patron of their hardy calling, we know
no fitter candidate than Lieut. Brown.

Lieut. Commander Read's terse com-
ment on Alcock and Brown's transatlan-
tic jump was, it was "one great stunt."
It is the fitting word for all the cross-

ings, complete or partial, by heavier than
air machines. What emerged was sim-

ply the unexpected toughness of the
structure and mechanism of the planes
themselves, and the fully expected clever-

ness, hardihood, and endurance of the

flyers. It was clear that these passages
strained human endurance to the break-

ing point, that they were likely to re-

main in the field of adventure and scien-

tific experiment, that nothing like a

regular air service across the ocean was
likely to come that way. To be sure,
certain critics considered the possibili-
ties of gigantic flying boats, with cabin

accomodations, and organization for

proper relief of the officers and crew.
What was not considered was the greatly
increased danger incurred by these giant
planes when on the water. Indeed about
the most useful invention for a flying
boat would be a device by which, on being
forced down to the water, it could at

need shed its wings. Almost without

exception the transatlantic fliers agreed
that for a regular air service we must
look to the lighter than air machine, the

dirigible. This view was soon justified

by the most significant of all ocean cross-

ings, that of the monster British Army
dirigible R-34.

The R-34 is indisputably the finest air-

ship in being, yet from an American
point of view not quite up to date. She
was sustained not by the new non-inflam-

mable helium gas but by the tricky hy-
drogen, which deprived her crew of the

solace of smoking. Apparently her
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navigator was not provided with that in-

dispensable new instrument, the bubble

sextant, which contains within itself an
artificial horizon. Such conservatism
was eminently British; they like a few

handicaps. The airship carried in rela-

tive comfort twenty-nine officers and

men, with abundant stores. She made
her crossing like any seagoing liner, by
dead reckoning corrected by celestial

observations and by the new wireless

direction finders. She first proved out
on a great scale what is likely to be the

navigation of the future. The direction

of an incoming wireless wave may be
read. At one time R-34 knew her direc-

tion lines from East Fortune, Scotland;

Clifden, Ireland; St. Johns, Newfound-
land; and the Azores. By simply plot-

ting these four lines on a chart, their

intersection would give an accurate fix.

She followed the classic procedures of

seamanship. When a storm centre was
located she ran around it ; she rose above
or skirted local thunder storms. She
covered 3,200 nautical miles in 108 hours
and 12 minutes, progressing at an aver-

age speed of 29y2 knots, about two knots
faster than the Mauretania. She illu-

strated in every sense the practical sea-

going superiority of the airship over the

aeroplane. She could stop and drift, sav-

ing her engines and gasoline, whereas a

plane must keep going. The strain on
her captain, Major Scott, and on her

navigator was severe ; but the conditions
were exceptionably adverse, and the per-
sonal wear and tear of a sort to which
sailors are well accustomed. She fully
demonstrated the weatherly qualities of

airships and the fact that their naviga-
tion is now well understood. What re-

mains to be dealt with in order to make
airship lines regular and common is

merely the problem of cost and the tech-
nical difficulties of landing and anchor-
age. With these latter difficulties inven-
tion should be able to cope.
The successful ocean fights will en-

courage flying everywhere, whether over
sea or land. Upon sport, travel, and mail
communication it must produce far-

reaching results. Now is not the mo-
ment to play the prophet's part. Evi-
dently life is going to be immensely
speeded up. Plainly there is going to be
a tremendous increase of noise. Such
at least is the conviction of one who
winters on the New York-Washington
air-mail route, and summers on the beat
of a jitney biplane. Flying for flying's
sake and for war's sake has been thor-
oughly exemplified. Remains the seri-
ous problem of flying for good and
permanent use. In any event the ro-
mantic chapter has closed, leaving undy-
ing fame to the gallant men who have
made or attempted the ocean flights, and
the utilitarian chapter opens. A new
and great power has been placed in the
hands of man. How will he use it?

Unbinding the Spellers

THE University of Wisconsin has bold-

ly cut the Carnegiean knot. By its

faculty vote to grant diplomas to three

young men who had failed to pass the

regulation spelling test, it has estab-
lished the precedent—which, as every-
body knows who is acquainted with the

ways of faculty legislation, means the
solemn principle—of allowing students
to graduate who spell neither by the
reform rules nor by the rules of orthodox

orthography, but by the grace of God.

The history of the seven-league stride
in educational progress thus happily ac-

complished is, according to recent ad-

vices, somewhat as follows. A number
of years ago, a senior in the College of
Letters and Science having failed to
meet the spelling test, a motion by a

prominent member of the faculty to

grant him a degree none the less was lost

by only a few votes—whereupon, it may
be added, the young man went off, learned
to spell, and took his degree in the Sum-
mer Session. The injustice rankled,

however, in the heart of the defeated
parliamentarian. Not many years after-

wards, a young woman, who, like the

young man, was "a brilliant student in

every other respect," also failed in the

spelling test. The faculty attitude this

time, as manifested in the discussion of
the case, was noticeably less dogmatic,
and the motion to graduate the young
woman would probably have carried
without farther persuasion; but its pro-
poser, the professor above mentioned, re-

moved all possible doubt by calling atten-
tion to the fact that the student in

question had already been elected to

membership in Phi Beta Kappa, and that
it would ill become a mere university
faculty to reject where an organization
of so superior quality had accepted.
The motion was passed with considerable

enthusiasm, only the good spellers and
the non-Phi Beta Kappas dissenting.
But there was room for still another

stride in the march of freedom. A
definite principle was lacking : not every
poor speller could be expected to belong
to Phi Beta Kappa. When the names
of the three unorthographical young
men of the class of 1919 were intro-
duced with the familiar recital, not
omitting the "very brilliant in every
other respect," the doughty champion of
the orthographically oppressed led his
forces once more unto the breach. As
these candidates were not PhBK's but
were SATC's, a conscientious and really
discerning but tactically mistaken pro-
fessor, thinking to avoid trouble, moved
that all SATC seniors who had failed
in the spelling test be granted their de-
gree. In this way, he argued, the faculty
could be both faithful to the principles
of their fathers and merciful to the un-

fortunate victims of the rule; the SATC's
would all soon be graduated, and it was
not likely they would occur again. This
brought to his feet the paladin of emanci-
pated spelling with an amendment to
grant the diploma without regard to
service in the SATC. It was noisily
carried two to one; not that there were
more poor spellers on the faculty than
before, but that the love of freedom had
grown, together with the conviction that
the right not to spell was somehow
bound up with the principle of democ-
racy.

And is this all? God forbid. The
friends of freedom in orthography will
next year make one more drive against
autocracy in spelling. They will not, as
might be expected by the superficial, de-
clare for the superior facility of Car-
negie spelling, nor yet for the Henry
Holt variety. The sort of orthographical
genius that writes "neckless" for "neck-
lace," and presents three versions of
"little" in one short sentence, will hardly
with eyes open subject itself to the tyr-
anny of rules that require "kist" in-
stead of "kissed" or "kisst" or "kict," or
"yu" instead of "yue" or "yew" or "yoo."
Their effort will be in a different direc-
tion. We are "credibly informed" that
they have already under way an elabo-
rate array of statistics culled from the
records of the registrar which will have
the effect of at last giving the deficient
speller his due. They will prove with
these statistics that the failure of a
student to satisfy the spelling require-
ment is unimpeachable evidence that he
is "brilliant in every other respect," and
that he should be graduated without
question and without delay. They will
place the burden of proof where it really
belongs, on the shoulders of the spirit-
less slaves of tradition who imagine that
law is a necessity and the keeping of
the law a virtue. They will prove Dog-
berry corrupt, and emend him: "To be
a well-favored man is the gift of fortune,
but to read and write and spell comes
by nature. . . . Well, for your favor,
sir, why, give God thanks, and make no
boast of it; and for your reading and
writing and spelling, let that appear
when there is no need of such vanity."
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"Little Americans"

THE
term has been coined and has be-

gun to pass current. What does it

mean and what will be its value in the

campaign now gathering force for the

great decision?

To be a little American is to oppose
unreserved acceptance of the League of

Nations. The reasoning has become
familiar. As the isolation of this coun-

try is now a thing of the past and we
must look forward to playing a respon-
sible part in world politics, especially in

helping to maintain peace, therefore—
with such broad premises various con-

clusions might follow that "therefore."

Yet let the "big American" do the rea-

soning: therefore we must agree ex-

plicitly to all the clauses of the Cove-

nant. Is it not curious that many who
now boldly preach this doctrine are the

very ones that helped to make our en-

trance into the war long overdue? The
issue was as clear cut as any issue is

likely to be in the future, yet they hesi-

tated until the mere mechanics of inter-

national relations forced us in. As the

saying is, they were "all right after we
got into the war." Most of the so-called

"little Americans" devoutly wished that

the United States might take up arms

nearly two years before the President

gave the word. Though no binding

agreement existed, they felt that de-

cency and devotion to the best principles

of civilization required us to throw in

our lot with those Powers which had
chosen to risk all rather than submit to

the dictates of a despot.

Can it be that those who proudly label

themselves big Americans have become

big so quickly that their growth is of

the mushroom variety? This is not a

cheap fling at them. It brings up a con-

sideration which goes to the heart of the

matter and which must give pause to

many a man who otherwise might not

be averse to the proposed plan of the

League. The real question is this: To
what extent are the advocates of the

League convinced of its regulative power
and to what extent have they fallen

under a spell as soft votaries of a per-

fectionist? In their half-formed con-

ceptions of the new order to be ushered

in by the League there are much the

same aspirations which visionary paci-

fists have cherished these many years.

By organization, the latter have argued,
the rivalries of nationalities, even the

feeling for nationality, can be wiped out

and the world transformed into a Chris-

tian brotherhood. Organization—that

was ever their cry. It would not be

strange if pacifists should now claim

the credit for the great reliance placed

by the "big American" upon organiza-
tion as a cure-all.

In a previous paper I attempted to

show that debate on the League has not

been characterized by reasoning that

reaches home—on the one side an array
of theoretical cases designed to show the

embarrassing positions in which this

country might find itself as an unquali-
fied member of the League; on the other

the repeated assertion that America's de-

fection would spoil a glorious plan to

compose differences without bloodshed or

ill-feeling. Admitting that our presence
in the League may indeed be needed for

the first few years, one is bound, in any
just consideration of the permanent
value of the League, to reason from the

known character of the American people.
Will it be to our moral advantage to have
much of our thinking done for us by a

world council? Shall we as a people re-

tain our passion for fair play if, in the

presence of altercations abroad, we are

practically forbidden to lend our moral

support as conscience dictates? Can a
nation with such a proud past, even if

it would, silence its sympathies? Let
it be remembered that the President's

admonition to be neutral in our thoughts
made, not for neutrality of thought, but
for the unloosing of violent partisanships.
For it encouraged pro-Germans to trot

out technicalities and allegations which
would have appeared ridiculous if the

issue had not been officially put in ques-

tion, and it forced their opponents into

equally silly positions.

One can not believe that even the "big

Americans," with all their high hopes
for the League, would cease exercising
their sympathies as international dis-

putes came up for adjustment. They
would start, no doubt, by relying upon
the sweet reason of the League's repre-
sentatives. They would trust that this

body would not put reason through such

capers as those devised by that other

representative body, the United States

Senate. Yet even when reason is made
to function properly one has to admit
that there are certain questions which
do in truth require other -resources than

reason. After reason has failed, man is

left with convictions which transcend

reason and are compact of various sub-

tle elements, from his home training on,

which make him what he is. And it

might well happen that the best senti-

ment of the American people would

strongly dissent from the decisions of

the League. Ah, but America would
have its representative. Well, America's

representative at Paris, just returned,

acquiesced in an agreement concerning
Shantung which has made his fellow-

countrymen blush with shame and has

subjected China to a crushing disillusion.

(Must we break the heart of such a vast

nation in order to keep the "world's

heart" intact?)

The country is still rumbling with the

injustice done to China, and we may be
sure that there would be numerous
occasions in the future on which we as

a people should feel humiliated to obey
the mandates of the League. If so, would
we not resort to technicalities so as to

release ourselves from the action we
were called upon to take? This, in my
judgment, is the most dangerous possi-

bility of the League idea. From a na-

tion which has habitually experienced

strong moral reactions, we might tend

more and more to look to the small points
of law for our warrant. At the outset

these would be used in the interest of

our solidest convictions; later, as the

habit grew, they would not do us credit.

The experience along these lines during
our overdone neutrality prior to 1917
makes the assumption in no sense ridicu-

lous.

"Little Americans," "big Americans"—how foolish the distinction! The dif-

ference lies not in the calibre of the mind
so much as in the quality. For there is

beyond question in both camps an earn-

est desire to see the whole world put
in as decent order as may be. The "big
American" has a mind which yields

easily to the glowing picture of vast

political machinery, of civilization or-

ganized. He has the trusting nature
which can hardly imagine that out of all

the discussion which has been going on
at Paris there should not come a sov-

ereign remedy for the world. "Big
American" has the superior manner
which becomes the fanatic. He has
seen the light of happiness about to

dawn for small nations, and if you can
not see it too, why, perhaps you will by
and by. Let him, however, beware of

this feeling of moral superiority. Paci-

fists have already exhibited it overmuch.

Finally, "big American" has the sort of

mind for which the language of lofty

exhortation may pass as solid argument.
"Little American" has a tougher mind—some would call it cantankerous. Per-

haps it is, in fact, a heritage from the

traditional Yankee. He has more faith

in the conception of original sin than in

that of man's perfectibility. He wishes
to make the whole world happy if it can

be done, but he is determined that his

own country shall not be sacrificed for

an experiment. He hears the House of

Commons greet a serious mention of the

League with a derisive shout, and knows

by other testimony that Europe views
the proposed organization somewhat

cynically. Is he to blame if he im-

agines that there may be danger ahead
for his country? In some respects his

moral sense is more highly developed
than that of "big American." Thus he

fears that the League might conceivably

prevent us from giving comfort and sup-

port to peoples in distress quite as much
as he fears that we may be drawn into
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an imbroglio which legitimately should

be none of our affair. While devoutly-

hoping that the better feeling which has

come into the world through the war

may be perpetuated, he looks to practical

realities and not to short-cuts.

These are the two types of mind which

are now attempting, in debates formal
and informal throughout the country, to

come to grips, hoping that a good Ameri-
can campaign of education will at length
enable the country to reach a right de-

cision.

H. de W. F.

The Non- Partisan League
IF

the activities of the Non-Partisan

League in North Dakota were merely
an experiment in state socialism worked
out on a large scale, those who disbe-

lieved in its theories might perhaps
stand by complacently to see it "run its

course" as a necessary and inevitable

demonstration of its futility, even

though, meantime, it was disastrous to

all business interests as well as to the

misguided victims of the socialist propa-
ganda. But it must be recognized as the

personal adventure of an unscrupulous
man with a more than shady past, who
has gathered into his own hand almost
absolute power over the political and
property rights of one of the sovereign
States of the American Union, and who
will use his control of that State to pro-
mote and extend his political power in

adjoining States and throughout the en-

tire country—most of all perhaps at the
National Capitol.
A. C. Townley is a political boss with-

out an equal in the history of the United
States. His power is comparable to that
of Nicholas Lenin, with the difference
that he has no Trotsky to share the
throne. Nearly every member of the
State's Government from Governor
Frazier down is of his designation and
takes orders from him. More than two-
thirds of the members of both houses of
the Legislature have been elected by the

Townley machine and are pledged to

carry out the will of a "caucus" which
received its instructions direct from the
head office in St. Paul, or from Townley
in person and on the spot. It would not
be proper to say that many of the courts
in North Dakota are manned by Town-
ley's creatures, but the Justices of the
Supreme Court elected on the Townley
ticket show great alacrity in interpret-
ing the law as the needs of the machine
may require. Indeed, Chief Justice
Robinson declared from the bench that
he had made a pre-election promise to
overrule the decision in State ex rel. vs.

Hall, and that he would not have been
elected if he had not done so.*

There can be no question that the
Government represents the present
wishes of the majority of the people of
North Dakota, but how was this ex-
traordinary power obtained? How were
they persuaded to put themselves into

*See State v. Hall, 171 Northwestern
Reporter, p. 234.

the hands of a man of Townley's char-
acter "without recourse"? Why did

they supply the two million dollars or
more that enabled him to carry through
his successful campaign? It is an ex-

traordinary tale of political and financial

"green goods" operations. Admitting
that the farmers had grievances against
the business men, as all people may have
against those with whom they do busi-

ness, those grievances have been made
the basis of an extravagant campaign of
vilification and misrepresentation de-

signed to arouse the bitterest class

hatred. This campaign has been con-
ducted by an organization of smooth-
tongued agitators of the soap-box vari-

ety. By denunciations, and warnings
against the "kept press," Townley has

managed to close the ears of the farmers
to every voice but his own. Now he has
secured a "strangle hold" on the mem-
bers of his league by creating a "kept
press" of his own which embraces a very
large proportion of the country news-
papers throughout the State. Strange
that all this power should be in the hands
of a man whose actual residence is in

Minnesota and who is not even a tax-

payer in North Dakota. Indeed, the
Federal Court formally pronounced him
a bankrupt, in December, 1918, with less

than $1,000 assets against listed liabili-

ties of $70,000. This bankrupt now has
control of all the property, all the wealth,
and all the business interests in the
State.

Although Townley speakers and writ-
ers have been almost exclusively drawn
from the ranks of professed social-

ists, he has until recently denied that
his movement was socialistic, since the
farmers themselves have little use for
socialism. Now that he has fixed his
hold on the Government he has thrown
off the mask. The Hearst paper in

Chicago in an article dated Bismarck,
February 1, says:

The Non-Partisan League no longer
denies that its programme is socialistic. In
fact, it rather glories in the term once
applied in reproof. Members insist that
socialism means merely the rule of the peo-
ple, by the people.

The Legislative programme was de-
scribed as follows in an article in the
Chicago Herald and Examiner:

They have imposed on Governor Frazier
more power than ever before has been held
by a state executive. As chairman of the
Industrial Commission, he will be head of

North Dakota's greatest bank. He also
will be head of America's greatest state-
owned distributing agency, the greatest
elevator and flour mill system outside the
Twin Cities, and of the Home Building As-
sociation, which expects within a few years
to have millions of dollars in assets. He
also has absolute veto power. The Indus-
trial Commission has wide powers of its
own without specific legislative authority.
The Constitution has been amended to
enable the state to engage in any business
not prohibited a private individual.

This programme was carried through
during the session of 1919 with neatness
and precision. Every Non-Partisan
member of the House or Senate had been
bound by a pre-election pledge to abide

strictly by the will of the majority in

caucus, and the new legislation was
determined in caucus meeting, held be-
tween 8 P.M. and midnight. All impor-
tant bills were introduced from the
caucus, and no amendment—not even
correction of typographical errors—was
permitted on the floor of the House or
through Legislative Committees.
The foundation of the Townley sys-

tem is the Industrial Commission. This
powerful body is composed of three mem-
bers, the Governor, the Attorney Gen-
eral, and the Commissioner of Agricul-
ture and Labor. The right of the Indus-
trial Commission to engage in any busi-
ness not prohibited to a private individ-
ual is accompanied with the right "to
determine the location of such utilities,

enterprises and industries"; "to acquire
by purchase, lease or by exercise of the
right of eminent domain all necessary
properties and property rights"; and
"generally to use the same so as to pro-
mote such utilities, enterprises and in-

dustries"; "to fix the buying price of
things bought and the selling price of

things sold, incidental to the said utili-

ties, enterprises and industries"; "to
make rules, regulations and by-laws";
"to procure the necessary funds by nego-
tiating the bonds of the State of North
Dakota"; "to conduct investigations of
all matters directly or indirectly con-
nected with or bearing upon the suc-
cess of any of the utilities, enterprises
or industries under such management
and of all matters which may directly or

indirectly affect the manufacturing, pre-
paring, or marketing of any of the prod-
ucts or by-products thereof." The bank-
ing and grain businesses have been
brought within the scope of Townley's
operations and a "home building" plan
has been developed "whereby every city
worker will be placed in a $5,000 home
and every farm hand on a $10,000 farm,
if he so wishes," presumably by a lib-

eral exercise of the right of eminent
domain.

All these enterprises are to be sup-
ported by discriminatory taxation, an
extensive issue of State Bonds, and the

possible manipulation of funds in the
State Bank—a system of confiscation and
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financial inbreeding which will make the

State independent of outside capital and

lift it to prosperity by its own boot

straps.
The launching of all these schemes

involves a tax levy of over $6,000,000 for

the coming year—or $12,000,000 for the

biennium—which is three times the levy

of the preceding year. Most of the

taxes, of course, will fall on people who
do not belong to the Townley league—
that is to say, the money will be paid by
one set of people and spent by another.

When to this amount is added some

$2,000,000 from special revenues and

fines, $17,000,000 to be raised by the sale

of State Bonds, the estimated $40,000,-
000 legal reserves of State banks to be

placed in the People's Bank of North

Dakota, and the School and Institution

Fund of some $60,000,000, we have the

enormous total of $131,000,000 at the

disposal of Mr. Townley and his fellow-

adventurers.

The perpetuity of the political ma-
chine is assured in several ways. There
will be thousands of comfortable jobs
at the disposal of the Government; not

only the usual public offices, but the em-

ployees of the Bank, the Home Building
Associations, the Elevator Company, and
all the other State enterprises. This will

assure political solidarity among all the
beneficiaries of the State. Control over
elective offices is effected by the power
vested in the Governor to remove from
office "any County Commissioner, Clerk
of the District Court, County Judge,
Sheriff, Coroner and County Auditor,
Register of Deeds, State's Attorney,
County Treasurer, Superintendent of

Schools, County Surveyor, City Com-
missioner, City Treasurer, City Auditor,
Mayor, Chief of Police, Police Magis-
trate, Deputy Sheriff, or other public
officer, or any custodian of public
moneys, except the State Treasurer."
The legislative provisions for the

Townley propaganda are very complete.
In each county a League newspaper desig-
nated by the State Printing Commis-
sion is to be put on the payroll, and it

is estimated that this will put some two
hundred independent country news-
papers out of business. The League
workers are to be State employees and
their salaries and hotel expenses will be
paid by the State. Most yminous are
the provisions for control of education.
A State Board of Administration will

supersede the State Board of Regents
(the present Board of Education) and
will have complete control of the public
school system, nullifying in practice the
office of the State Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction—the one State office

which was carried by the opposition in
the autumn election. The State will

print and publish its own school texts.
Instruction in socialism is thus assured
from the kindergarten to the university.

When the significance of the portent-
ous laws enacted by the Legislative ma-
chine dawned on the public conscious-

ness, a movement was instituted to have
them submitted to a referendum of the

voters. In the face of the strenuous

opposition of the Administration a suffi-

cient number of petitions was obtained,

calling for a referendum on seven of

the principal laws, t. e., those relating to

the Industrial Commission, the Bank of

North Dakota, State Printing (the

League Newspaper bill), the Board of

Education, the Tax Commission, the

Commissioner of Immigration, and Ju-

dicial Redistricting. Governor Frazier
set an early date for the election with the

view of shortening the discussion as

much as possible. The intensive two
weeks' campaign was made more bitter

by the active participation of six of

the State officials elected on the Townley
ticket who had revolted against the

Townley autocracy. Attorney General

Langer (who will be one of the members
of the Industrial Commission), State

Auditor Kositsky, Secretary of State

Hall, State Treasurer Olsen, Tax Com-
missioner Packard, and others fearlessly

exposed the personal crookedness of the

League managers and emphasized the

dangers of turning over the resources of

the State to them. But the entire force

of the Townley organization was brought
into action. Townley himself took the

stump to vituperate the "renegades"
who were opposing the laws. He con-

tinued his speaking campaign till the

eve of the election, disregarding an en-

gagement with the judge in Jackson,

Minnesota, where later (July 12) he was
convicted of conspiracy under the State

Sedition Law.
The referendum vote on June 26 re-

sulted in the confirmation and approval
of all seven of the laws, which will, there-

fore, go into effect during the present
month; albeit the League majorities
were much reduced from the election re-

turns of last November. Thus the farm-

ers, after hearing both sides, approved
the programme. The Voice of the Peo-

ple confirmed the Voice of the Machine.
The people of North Dakota, of course,

have a right to do as .they please, and
if the constitutional rights of a minority
are violated they can secure protection
from the Federal courts. What concerns
the people of other States is, not the

experimental temper of North Dakota,
but the national ambition of the man
who is the temporary master of the
State and the genius of the Non-Partisan

League. The power which Lenin has
obtained in Russia by violence and revo-

lution has been obtained by Townley
through political means, but the actions

of both men seem to be based on the
same theory—the taking of property
from one set of people to give it to

another.

It may seem extravagant to say that

Townley desires to be the Lenin of Amer-
ica, but both words and deeds of him-
self and his lieutenants give color to the

suggestion. An article in the Chicago
News of January 14 entitled, "New Polit-

ical Party Seeks Entrance Here," told of

the offer of the Non-Partisan League to

cooperate with the new Independent La-
bor Party in Illinois in a kind of political

marriage for the coming municipal cam-

paign in Chicago. This was confirmed
three weeks later when Governor

Frazier, on February 8, met the labor

chiefs in Chicago and made plans for

uniting the farmers and the city work-

ingmen for political purposes. The la-

bor representatives approved of the idea,
and action was taken looking towards a
national convention of representatives
of farmers and city workmen.
But the most significant part of the

article in question is the report of an
interview with "one of the men high in

authority in the League, who is under-
stood to be the incarnation of the

League's inward spirit." The interview
is well authenticated and gives a frank
statement of the ultimate objects of the

League :

"DEMOCRACY IS A FAILURE. There
is no hope for economic redemption through
any of the political expressions of democ-
racy. We must have an entirely new sys-
tem, a system based not on politics but on
industry. The producers on the farm and
in the shops must unite in one great polit-
ical union. All party lines must be ignored.
The old parties are only empty shells. This
new party composed of producers will take
all the machinery of government produc-
tion and distribution in the interest of the
people." "That would be class govern-
ment," it was suggested.

"Oh, no," said he, "it would be govern-
ment by the majority. There are 6,000,000
farmers and millions of workmen. These
constitute the vast majority of the United
States. It is the purpose of the Non-
Partisan League to bring these two great
bodies of workers together; then we can
dictate terms to the balance of the country.
OUR UNION WILL BE MODELED
AFTER THE RUSSIAN SOVIETS with
the elimination of the objectionable fea-
tures. It will be an adaptation of the Rus-
sian idea of government, of the producers,
for the producers and by the producers, to
American habits of thought. It will, how-
ever, be of THE COMPLETE RUSSIAN
IDEA IN AN AMERICAN FORM."

These views, radical as they are, are

quite in harmony with the utterances of

Townley himself, who said, at a political

meeting at Stillwater, Minnesota, on

February 19, this year, "The red flag
has always been the emblem of the op-

pressed." They are in harmony with the

rejection by the Legislature of a bill

prohibiting syndicalism and sabotage
and the use of the red flag. They are
in harmony, also, with the known views
of Townley's henchmen—Le Sueur, at-

torney for the I. W. W.; Gilbert, for-

merly editor of the Spokane Socialist;
Walter Thomas Mills, author of books
on socialism; and others of that ilk.
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Townley is not yet a Bolshevik, per-

haps, but he is moving rapidly in that

direction. He is not a potential Lenin,

much as he may desire to emulate him,
for he has not half of the Russian's

ability. He is a smart and capable dema-

gogue, however, one of the dissatisfied

who has rebellion in his heart, and who,
for that very reason, is able to play upon

the heart-strings of thousands of his

fellow-men. To put it another way, he
is a sailor—not a trained seaman—who
has lost his bearings, who has persuaded
the people of his State to break away
from their moorings, and who, if long
allowed to hold the wheel, will run the

ship upon the rocks.

Eye-Witness

The Freedom of the Seas

IT
is to be feared that, in spite of the

appalling experiences of the past five

years, we are but too often beguiled into

acceptance of striking phrases and are

still reluctant to look facts squarely in

the face or to go behind epigrams. The
term "Freedom of the Seas" is a con-

spicuous example. It is neither out of

place or time to inquire into its true

signification.

That it is a term used from the begin-

ning of history is admirably shown in

Miss Brown's little book*, which gives a

resume of the contentions of opposing
parties and interests of all eras and of

the various efforts to establish a code of

maritime law founded on the principles
of abstract justice. The earliest in-

stances she quotes, such as the Rhodian

statutes, the Consolato del Mare (that

great Pisan contribution of the twelfth

century), deal more with matters of ship

discipline, contracts, jettisoning, etc.,

than with the freedom of the seas. They
may fairly be classed as relating rather

to admiralty than to international law,

although, unquestionably, leading to a
broader view of the rights of all who
go down to the sea in ships.
The story of the monopolies claimed

and, where possible, exercised over colo-

nial trade, remote fisheries, and waters

adjacent to a nation's shores, extending
in some cases to limits that seem to us

to-day wildly preposterous, is briefly
told by this author. Rightly, she points
out that commercial greed on the one
side and commercial envy on the other
were largely responsible for the wars
of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eigh-
teenth centuries, in which colonies and
trade with colonies were the great prizes.
It was to plead for Holland's share in the
wealth of the Indies that Grotius wrote
his "Mare Liberum"—not at all to open
up to foreigners the advantages she al-

ready possessed. It was to urge Eng-
land's sovereignty over the North Sea
and elsewhere that Selden retorted with
his "Mare Clausum." To understand
the innumerable wars which arose from
the determination of every maritime na-
tion in Europe to keep in its own hands
all traffic with or between its colonies
one must cast aside notions of pure jus-
tice (pace Grotius) to find the under-

"The Freedom of the Seas. By Louise Fargo
Brown, New York: E. P. Dutton and Company.

lying causes in sheer national selfishness

coupled with ignorance of the economic

falsity of the belief that one can only
thrive on the losses of one's neighbors.
Doubtless to these causes was added the

indignation felt in Protestant countries

when Popes Nicholas V and Alexander
VI gave to Portugal and Spain the entire

newly discovered world with exclusive

navigational rights in and on the seas

lying between it and Europe; yet those
same Protestant countries were not
moved to open up to others indiscrimi-

nately the fruits of their own victories.

The treaties that ended the struggles
associated with the name of Napoleon,
in which Orders in Council, Berlin and
Milan Decrees vied with each other in

assaults on neutral trade settled few
of the cardinal points concerning ship-

ping. (Miss Brown's review of these

prohibitory measures, bringing out, as

it does, the mercantile character of

twenty years of hostilities, is well worth
the reading.) Our own treaty with

England, that of Ghent, which closed the
War of 1812, is silent on the main issue,
the impressing of British, or alleged

British, seamen from American vessels.

The Navigation Acts, through whose
operations the British sought to bar
foreigners from trade with British
colonies or indeed from the carrying of
British goods, had for one of their ob-

jects to develop a large merchant ser-

vice as auxiliary and tributary to the

great navy which her insular position
made absolutely essential to her inde-

pendent existence. Irritating as were
these and similar efforts, they gradually
passed into "innocuous desuetude" and
repeal, to be replaced by a policy of as-

tounding liberality. Long prior to this
War of the German Aggression, foreign
shipping was admitted freely to British

ports, home and colonial, on the same
terms as British shipping. Great Bri-
tain moreover had borne her part, and a

major one at that, in suppressing piracy
in all quarters of the globe, from the
Yellow Sea to the Caribbean. Inciden-

tally, it is pleasing to remember that our
own country aided vigorously and effec-

tively in this laudable undertaking. If

Germany lent a hand at any time or any-
where the fact has escaped my notice.
It is her habit to reap where others have
sown. Practically our cousins abroad

policed all navigable waters, establishing
and maintaining a freedom of the seas

under whose aegis Germany was able,

at no expense whatever, to create and

develop the second largest merchant navy
in the world. In time of peace she cer-

tainly had cause for gratitude rather
than complaint.

While we also have profited by so

satisfactory a state of affairs, it must
not be forgotten that we have always
made one important reservation in per-

mitting no vessel flying a foreign flag to

carry freight or passengers between
American ports, not excepting Hawaii
and the Philippines. This remote echo
of the old English Navigation Acts has
alone prevailed to keep the American en-

sign afloat. In this fact lies the com-
plete justification of our departure from
the fundamental doctrine of the "Mare
Liberum;" yet it should entail upon us

a certain charity of criticism.

It is only in days of war that the term
"freedom of the seas" is made use of to

claim for neutrals privileges or rights,
as some see them, inimical to the opera-
tions of belligerents. Although the

principle, "free flags, free goods," ap-
pears in a treaty of 1742 between France
and Denmark, it was forty-three years
later that Frederick the Great gained
the reputation of champion of the free-

dom of the seas in the treaty of 1785 be-
tween Prussia and the United States.
The former, not being a maritime power,
sought transit for her wares unre-
stricted by the nations actually engaged
in hostilities. How completely she has
ignored this treaty of late needs no tell-

ing.

It should be borne in mind that inter-
national law, as it existed until Ger-

many reduced its whole structure to

ashes, was the outcome of precedents
and compromises and never based on ab-
stract justice, useful and powerful as

appeals thereto might be. Conflicting
interests had often to be resolved by
resort to a tertium quid. It is to be

hoped that the new code which must
be devised after the conclusion of peace
will be based more upon right than
upon opportunism; but the lessons drawn
from the Hun's wrecking will serve

eminently as a guide in the remaking.
Returning to the original question,

what exactly is the freedom of the seas ?

To this there is no satisfactory reply.
Each interprets the phrase in his own
favor or in accordance with his own
point of view.

Of President Wilson's fourteen points
the second ran as follows:

"Absolute freedom of navigation upon
the seas, outside territorial waters, alike
in peace and war, except as the seas may
be closed in whole or in part by inter-
national action for the enforcement of
international covenants"; or, as sum-
marized, "Absolute freedom of the seas
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in peace or war, except as closed by in-

ternational action."

The enthusiastic acceptance of this

point by Germany and its prompt rejec-

tion by Great Britain are too recent to

be forgotten. Naturally the former

heartily approved a ruling which would

enable her, despite her naval inferiority,

to import at will food stuffs, raw mate-

rials, and munitions without let or hin-

drance, even while waging war on a

maritime power, and would nullify any
and all attempts at blockade. She knew
well enough that "international action"

based on unanimity of the members of a

league of nations was, to say the least,

highly improbable. For her no other'

course was conceivable. Great Britain,

on the other hand, would have nothing
to do with a proposition to deprive her

of her one most effective weapon, the

exercise of long established belligerent

rights.
These cases are both typical and illumi-

nating. The necessities of the crisis may
be expected to prevail over transcen-

dental notions of abstract justice, how-
ever praiseworthy. It was a matter of

course that Germany should take the

affirmative side of the question, since

therein lay her own profit as a mighty
land Power. Equally might it have been

foreseen that Great Britain, a mighty
sea Power, would adopt the negative. It

is pertinent to ask what would be the

condition of civilization to-day had the

German view of the freedom of the seas

been in force during the last five years.
Even this countiy has exercised the

immemorial right of visit and search

during this war—most properly, I hold—nor has she refrained from reviving
the ancient "law of angary," seizing and

operating foreign vessels which hap-
pened to be in her ports. It would ap-

pear that, under the compelling of Mars,
"la necessite n'a point de loi." But
prudence dictates caution in abandoning
a procedure which has served us well

until a new state of things shall have

provided us with absolute and irrefrag-
able safeguards.
No one can or does deny that the

ocean, as the greatest of all channels of

commerce, is unreservedly open, in time
of peace, to every sailor who cares to use
it for legitimate purposes, subject to the
one condition that this use does not con-

flict with the rights of others. This
common enjoyment obtains in war as

well, the qualification "non-interference
with the rights of others" taking shape
as the obligation of strict neutrality.
When A and B are at war, C must do

nothing to help or harm either. Now C,
as a government, may be perfectly sin-

cere in its policy and intentions, but its

subjects or citizens are not always proof
against the temptation of huge profits

through carrying to A or B goods de-
clared to be contraband. Hence arises

the necessity on the part of B or A to

assure itself of the due observance of

the rules of neutrality by exercising the

right of search on vessels flying C's flag.

In a life and death struggle, such as we
have just seen, B or A can run no risk.

Their very existence is at stake. It must
fairly be admitted that the hardships
inevitably imposed on C's shipping, and

great they doubtless were on occasion,
were reduced to a minimum by our
Allies.

The slogan "free ships, free goods,"
when viewed in the light of recent

events passes into the limbo of theories

rejected because they could not meet the

test of facts. One shudders in thinking
of the result had this specious phrase
allowed Germany to draw upon the re-

sources of the world in furtherance of

her nefarious schemes.

And there is a corollary to this cry for

the freedom of the seas which is quite

universally overlooked. If freedom of

the seas, the great neutral zone, why not

the freedom of the land, the lesser neu-

tral zone? Let us take the case of Ger-

many, situated in the heart of Europe.
She can draw freely upon adjacent coun-

tries, not hostile to her, for whatever
she needs and they can supply. The vast

products and raw materials of Russia,
for example, would, but for her crimes,
now be at her command, and could, by
her, be easily denied to her foes, of whom
the principal depend upon ocean traffic

for almost everything. Germany would
never for a moment think of letting for-

eigners cross her territory for the arti-

cles with which to equip and maintain
their armies when at war, yet she
clamors for a freedom afloat which she

would not allow on shore. A demand
for the freedom of the seas might, to be

logical, be coupled with an equal demand
for that of the land, but the mere state-

ment of such a proposition carries its

own refutation, so that I need not labor

a grotesque point. Again, when the

Prussians besieged Paris, they were

merely waging war according to the

rules, but when the Allies blockaded

Germany they were fiends in human
form. It requires reasoning powers be-

yond those of an average man to under-
stand this distinction.

We are irresistibly drawn by a study
of our subject to the conclusion that the

forthcoming code of international law,
if ever such a one be compiled, will in

all probability be founded upon concrete

facts rather than upon ideas of abstract

justice, unless some instrument more
potent than written engagements, which
the present chief offender among the

nations has not the least intention of

observing, shall have been created to

secure and preserve equal rights for all.

Until that be done, the freedom of the

seas will remain what it is to-day, a mere
phrase of little value other than an ex-

pression of the individual views of any
and binding on none. Even then, we
can draw comfort from the knowledge
that the sea in time of peace will be

free and open because the British may
be depended upon to adhere to their

traditions and practice of clearing it of

piracy and of policing it honestly for the

benefit of all. If we are not satisfied

with this benevolent work, we owe it to

ourselves not to cavil, but to bear our
share in it loyally and manfully to the

same righteous end. Such should be the

spirit and attitude of all maritime peo-

ples who in harmonious cooperation will

bridge the chasm between the present

day and the formation of a proper inter-

national marine police force. Can this

ever come to pass or, in hoping that it

may, are we merely cherishing a counsel

of perfection? The reply lies in the lap
of the gods.

Caspar F. Goodrich

Correspondence
Proper Salesmanship for

w. s. s.

To the Editors of The Review:
Your commendation of Secretary

Glass's announcement "that the sales of

Savings Stamps and Certificates will be

indefinitely continued," etc., in your is-

sue of June 28, is aptly phrased—"It

puts the possibility of Government in-

vestment within the reach of everyone
at all times." So do Smith, Jones &
Company when they compound their new
panacea place it within the reach of

everyone at all times. The latter do

not, however, stop their efforts at the

"compounding and placing," nor do they
rely upon the good will of the amiable

physician whom they can personally

cajole into prescribing their remedy.
War Savings Stamps are a first aid

for the cure of impecuniousness. If

they had been handled with the same
business acumen and salesmanship that

is a prerequisite to success for the in-

troduction of any new and unknown
product the goal set for the thirteen

months succeeding their presentation to

the public might have been, probably
would have been, more than fifty per
cent, reached. They are beyond ques-
tion the best kind of small investment
to beget the saving habit and particu-

larly in those sections of the country in

which savings banks are inaccessible.

I have recently taken the pains to in-

quire at various W. S. S. agencies which

display the Government sign that they
have the stamps on sale, as to the pres-
ent demand for stamps. There isn't any.
Interest in them seems to have ceased,

and will, in my opinion, not be re-

aroused, even to the rather limited ex-
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tent to which it had during the war been

aroused, unless the stamps are backed

by salesmanship and publicity.

With all their merit and social value,

can not the Treasury Department be

roused to a realization that reasonable

and proper methods of keeping them be-

fore the public are in order?

Jesse Isidor Straus
New York, July 8

Questionnaire or Questionary
To the Editors of The Review:
There's a new-fangled game known as

Questionnaire,
Such a mouth-filling word with a scholar-

ly air,

But the form is not English, though
thought debonair,

To prove it, just look in the Diction-

naire !

Would you write Functionary or Fonc-
tionnaire?

Do you like Missionary or Missionnaire?
Which form would you place in your

Vocabulaire?

Questionary's good English; 'tis time to

forswear
That sesquipedalian Questionnaire.
Note—The great Oxford English Dic-

tionary, edited by Dr. Murray and others,
shows that Questionary was used in Eng-
lish as a noun as long ago as 1541, while
in the London Athenaeum of September 10,
1887, it was used precisely as the French
form is used here to-day ("answers to the
society's questionary of sociology and eth-

nography"). The adjective use is traced
back to 1715 and earlier (Burnet's History
of Our Own Time), and is found in Chal-
mers' writings of 1838. Is it not time to

go back to the anglicized form of the word?
F. L. Palmer

Stillwater, Minn., July 5

States Rights and the League
To the Editors of The Review:
The reservation by the United States

Senate either of the Monroe Doctrine or
of the United States' right to withdraw
from the League might be as worth-
less and ineffectual as the like reserva-
tion of the alleged right of Virginia,
New York, and Rhode Island to secede
from the Federal Union, contained in
the respective ratifications of the United
States Constitution by those States, was
held to be during the Civil War. By the
'sword of war, and later by the decision
of the Federal Supreme Court, it was
established that, notwithstanding ex-
press reservations in their ratifications
of the Constitution of the right of those
States to secede, the Federal Union was
perpetual and indissoluble. Texas v.

White, 7 Wallace, 700, 722, 725-6.

Virginia's ratification of the Federal
Constitution does "declare and make
known that the powers granted under
the Constitution being derived from the
People of the United States may be re-

sumed by them whensoever the same
shall be perverted to their injury or

oppression." 2 Documentary History of
the Constitution of the United States,

p. 145. New York's ratification of the
Federal Constitution declares "that the

powers of Government may be re-as-

sumed by the People, whensoever it shall

become necessary to their happiness."
2 Documentary History, pp. 190, 191.

Rhode Island's ratification declared "that
the powers of Government may be re-

assumed by the People, whensoever it

shall become necessary to their happi-
ness." 2 Documentary History, p. 311.

The Executive Council of the League
of Nations is an autocracy like the Holy
Alliance without any Supreme Court or

any other council or legislative body to

hold it in check. It is the sole judge of

its own powers. It is a union of the

executive, legislative, and judiciary
merged into one body. If its decision,
however erroneous, is disregarded, an
international boycott, embargo, or taboo
will be followed by an international war
in which it is the duty of every member
state to support the international war to

the utmost of its strength. There is no
more reason to believe that in an emer-

gency the Monroe Doctrine would be re-

spected because reserved, or the reserved

rights to secede peacefully allowed, than
in the case of Virginia, New York, and
Rhode Island in 1861.

Henry A. Forster
New York, July 8

Book Reviews
The League of Nations

The League of Nations. By Mathias Erz-
berger. New York: Henry Holt and
Company.

The Society of Nations. By T. J. Law-
rence. New York: Oxford University
Press.

The British Empire and a League of
Peace. By G. B. Adams. New York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons.

The Political Scene. By Walter Lipp-
mann. New York: Henry Holt and
Company.

HERR
ERZBERGER pivots his league

of nations upon compulsory arbitra-

tion, and so rejects the familiar distinc-

tion between "justiciable" and "non-

justiciable" disputes.
"All international conflicts," he as-

serts, "however thickly invested with the

pathos of irrationality, may be referred

back, in the last resort, to a concrete dif-

ference, which is expressible in legal
terms and is always formulated in an
ultimatum (p. 178). . . . Every con-

flict, even that which is apparently in-

capable of settlement by legal means, is

really susceptible of an objective solu-

tion. The decisive point is the obliga-
tion to resort to arbitration . . . fresh
data will give rise to new legal prin-

ciples" (pp. 180-81). Unfortunately,
Herr Erzberger does not attempt to en-

lighten us as to the nature of the new
legal principles which he expects to see

arise, and that is a very essential mat-
ter. The great national states have al-

ways felt that they could not consent to

a crystallization of the status quo, and it

is that fact, rather than lack of legal

principles, which still constitutes the

supreme difficulty in the way of univer-

sal arbitration.

The machinery of Herr Erzberger's
league is naturally very simple. The
court of arbitration is always an ad hoc

body to which each of the two dispu-
tants, acting through its legislature, ap-
points a member, these two in turn

appointing a third; but in cases of per-
sistent disagreement as to the third

member, a more elaborate method may
be resorted to (p. 181 ff.). Recalcitrant
states are treated first to a severance of

diplomatic relations, then to commercial
and economic isolation, and finally to

blockade (p. 322). Other features of
the general plan are disarmament, "free-

dom of the seas," "equality of economic

privilege," and the neutralization of
Africa.

Herr Erzberger's notion of freedom of
the seas is essentially the same as that
which was taken to Berlin by Colonel
House in 1915 and which afterwards
found expression in President Wilson's
"Peace without Victory" speech of Janu-

ary 22, 1917, and more vaguely in the
second of the Fourteen Points. The
most important trade routes of the

world, like those through the Straits of

Gibraltar, and the Suez and Panama
Canals, must be internationalized; the

rights of belligerents in connection with
blockade and contraband must be abol-

ished; there must be a general disarma-
ment at sea. A rather optimistic pro-
gramme for a German to have set out
as late as September of last year!

Nevertheless, Herr Erzberger is quite
right in insisting that the problem of
freedom of the seas is still with us. As
he writes: "Only an absolute Utopian
will believe that it is possible to devise
such arrangements as will preserve the
world from the clash of arms under all

circumstances," wherefore the regula-
tion of land and sea warfare is still not

superfluous (pp. 211-12). And espe-

cially is this so in view of the possibili-
ties of the submarine, which has al-

ready put the superdreadnought in peril,

has immensely enhanced the resources
of defense by sea, and has made block-

ade a weapon available to large and small
states alike. "This is why," Herr Erz-

berger sums up, "all states must re-

nounce the use of warships for their

own private purposes" (p. 218).
Professor Lawrence's volume also

went to press after the victory of the
Entente had become assured and takes
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color from that fact. Comparing a "dic-

tated peace" with a "peace by negotia-

tion" he remarks: "A peace dictated by
a conqueror to a thoroughly beaten foe

might conceivably be just, and even gen-

erous. A peace reached by diplomatic

bargaining might be unjust and sordid

to the last degree" (p. 146). "Con-

ceivably"—there is much virtue in the

word. Certainly it is more than ques-

tionable whether Dr. Lawrence's further

assurances to Germany have been borne

out by subsequent fact. "She will dis-

cover," he writes, "that the Allies have

no intention of depriving her of a rood

of land that is really German, or crip-

pling her by penalties more severe than

what is needful for reparation and se-

curity" (p. 151).
The necessary foundation of a "society

of nations," Professor Lawrence urges,

must be the recognition by every state

of its obligation to assist in the enforce-

ment of International Law (p. 182).

Other features of his plan he summa-
rizes thus : "First, the provision of Ar-

bitral Courts to deal with cases suscep-

tible of judicial treatment; secondly, the

establishment of Conciliation Com-
mittees for the settlement of cases not

capable of legal adjustment; thirdly, the

organization of an international force

to be used in the last resort for the pur-

pose of compelling recalcitrant states to

submit to the decisions of these Tribu-

nals and Committees; and fourthly, the

proportional and simultaneous disarma-

ment of all civilized powers, saving only
the forces necessary to safeguard the

social fabric" (p. 186). Finally, there

must be "something in the nature of a

Legislative Assembly" to continue the

work of the Hague Conferences (p. 187).

For, no more than Herr Erzberger, does

Professor Lawrence expect to see war
abolished at once, wherefore it must be

regulated. Indeed, the organization of

the League of Nations, far from being
one of the incidental tasks of the Peace

Conference, "will take years to accom-

plish" and "will tax the utmost energies
of the best intellects and highest char-

acters to be found among men" (p. 153).
Nor is the problem exclusively, or even

predominantly, a mechanical one—at bot-

tom it is "moral and spiritual. There
is no real security for a better and
nobler international society save the en-

noblement of the thoughts and desires

of men" (p. 188). As was to be ex-

pected, Professor Lawrence brings to

his problem the luminous spirit of ample
learning and disciplined reflection. His
instructive pages should have many
readers.

In decided contrast with the two pre-
ceding volumes is Professor Adams's
suggestive little volume. From his im-

portant studies of the British Constitu-

tion, Professor Adams has derived a

point of view and this point of view he

now brings to bear upon the problem of

international reconstruction. The Brit-

ish Constitution has in great part de-

veloped "unconsciously," that is, in piece-
meal fashion, and has never ceased to

rest upon good, everyday, British human
nature. How entirely to be expected,

then, that a life-long student of this

process should avow his skepticism of

"codes and constitutions" which exact

either "the existence of common moral
standards and ideals of conduct among
nations"—in short, "a re-making of

human nature"—or else must be en-

forced by war (p. 34). But the fact is,

of course, that "no evidence has yet
been presented by any nation, at least,

outside of words, or by any body of men
of controlling influence, that a decisive

change has taken place" in the "ele-

mental feelings and ambitions" of men.

Hence, "even among the avowed sup-

porters of a league of peace, the belief

is freely expressed that future war can
not be prevented, that the utmost that

can be hoped for is to make it difficult

and more than ever dangerous." It is

apparent, therefore, that no sure convic-

tion of success is derivable from "arti-

ficial and mechanical" plans drawing
their only life from treaties and resting
on the menace of armies. "What is im-

peratively demanded is an object lesson,

an actual instance of ... a league on
a large scale among nations, with prac-
tical machinery that does its work." Nor
is such an instance lacking. "The An-
glo-Saxon nations at the present moment
almost furnish the required example"
(pp. 29-31).
Professor Adams clearly indicates the

stages by which the league of nations

he sketches would emerge into actuality.
In the first place, the purely British

problem of Imperial Federation would
be solved by the transformation of the

British Empire into a commonwealth of

equal nations, each vested with exclusive

powers of internal legislation but acting

together for external purposes through
a body akin to the Allied War Council.

To such a commonwealth of nations the

United States would readily seek admis-

sion, and after it, Italy and France. The
adhesion of Russia and the Central

Powers would depend upon the estab-

lishment within their borders of a gen-

uinely democratic regime. Japan would
be a more doubtful problem still.

Quite aside from the question whether
he does not overestimate considerably
the moral solidarity of what he calls

"the Anglo-Saxon race," Professor
Adams has been led, by his favorite

studies, one suspects, to undervalue the

importance of "artificial and mechanical"

constructions. Hence, there are certain

problems of organization calling for

clear-cut answers from the outset to

which his own answers are indefinite and

unsatisfactory. The central body of his

league is an international council in

which each nation would have "an equal
share" and whose method of arriving at

decisions would be that of negotiation—
but suppose negotiation should fail!

Again, in attempting to draw the line

between "internal" and "external" in-

terests, he favors leaving "the vexed

question of protective tariffs" and that

of naturalization to local legislation, a

solution which flies in the face of our
own history as a federation. It may be

true that "the primary and most essen-

tial object of a British federation or of

an English-speaking alliance is not in-

ternal regulation but external unity" (p.

14) ; but the question remains, what in-

ternal tensions will make for and what

against unity. And this question would
not become less exigent with the expan-
sion of the federation into a world union.

The great contribution which Profes-

sor Adams makes to our discussion is

the reminder that the solid bases of

international amity are not to be pulled
out of a hat by some political prestidigi-

tator, that they are the fruit of history,

and that where they already exist they
should be cherished, both for their own
sake and for the support they may be
made to lend to world peace and order.

But it does not follow that their place

may not be supplied to some extent, and

indeed, their growth facilitated by "me-
chanical and artificial" means. More-

over, Professor Adams bids too high.

"League of Nations" and "World Federa-
tion" are still far from synonymous in

the vocabulary of most men.
Mr. Lippmann's agreeably written if

somewhat misleadingly entitled little es-

say brings us approximately down to

date and lands us somewhere in the

neighborhood of the Peace Conference,
from which, however, our too curious

gaze is at once tactfully diverted by a

rattle of interesting talk about "abso-

lute victory," "the Covenant," "Bolshev-

ism," etc.

While avowing himself a great be-

liever in President Wilson, Mr. Lipp-
mann evidently does not share to the

fullest extent his chief's high opinion
of the Covenant, at any rate, the original

draft of it. "It can not be asserted too

often," he writes, "that the indispens-

able action to be taken at Paris is to

provide for a continuous meeting. Noth-

ing else in the Twenty-six Articles can

be regarded as beyond the reach of

criticism and amendment" (p. 54). He
then adds this interesting suggestion:
"Revision need not delay the making of

the Peace Treaty, because the Congress
of Versailles—if it does not adjourn—
can adequately perform the immediate

tasks of the League." How unfortunate

that this idea never occurred to the bril-

liant political strategists who brought
forth the Knox Resolutions only to ma-

noeuvre them into an untimely grave!
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Mr. Lippmann succeeds in re-phrasing
criticism of Article X and adds a point
or two to the usual indictment. This

clause, he writes, "will not protect a na-

tion's independence against the kind of

economic penetration which to-day con-

stitutes the chief mode of conquest. But
it will protect a government in bad prac-
tices and oppressions. It will hamper
the honorable nations by ruling out in-

terference; it will assist the dishonor-

able governments who have learned to

manipulate affairs in a costume of legal-

ity. It may put minorities beyond the

scope of the League's protection, and en-

force the privilege of the oppressing
state" (pp. 56-57).
Yet on the whole Mr. Lippmann's atti-

tude towards the Covenant is one of ap-

proval. He commends, as Senator Root
has done more recently, its provision for

automatic conferences at a definite place
when there is danger of war, its pro-
vision for joint action in matter's of com-
mon interest, its provision for delay and
for bringing disputes between nations to

the bar of world opinion. But then,

these are features which might well

occur—probably would occur—in any
scheme for a league of nations. The
really distinctive excellence of the pro-

posed League is something quite differ-

ent; it consists in the fact, so Mr. Lipp-
mann contends, that it makes "Anglo-
American sea-power the nucleus of world

organization," guarantees "its uses be-

fore the whole world," and binds "our-

selves in honor to employ it only for the

security of all nations. That," he pro-
ceeds, "is what the League does. The
actual ownership of power remains in

British and American hands, but its

uses are stipulated in a covenant" (pp.

51-52). To complete the argument, we
should add, from an earlier page of the

volume, a description of sea-power as

"irresistible in conflict and yet" incap-
able of being used "permanently to con-

script and enslave alien peoples" (p. 42).
I must own to finding this compla-

cent picture of a Pax Anglo-Americana
not altogether convincing. What evidence,
for example, has Mr. Lippmann that

sea-power is "irresistible" except in very
special circumstances, and what evidence
has he further, that when it is "irre-

sistible" it is incapable of serious oppres-
sion? Again, where in the Covenant are
the uses of sea-power stipulated? In the

preamble of the document, forsooth?
But when did a preamble ever want in

fair professions? The preamble of the

Holy Alliance could hardly be exceeded
for its pious benevolence.

The fact is that Mr. Lippmann ad-
duces no convincing proof either that

Anglo-American intentions—assuming
their harmony—would prevail in the

League, as organized in the Council; or

that, if they did, the League would be

essentially different from a mutual un-

derwriting by the two Powers of one
another's foreign policies. Moreover, he
fails to distinguish things that need dis-

tinguishing. Few well-intentioned folk

but will admit our duty as a nation to

pledge our support to some mode of pro-
cedure having for its purpose the im-

partial and peaceable consideration of

international differences; many will

question very sharply whether the per-
formance of this duty carries with it the

obligation to join with a few other great
powers with numerous axes to grind in

assuming the role of international arbi-

ter on all occasions. The enforcement of

the processes of the peaceable adjustment
of international difficulties is one thing,
the assertion of hegemony quite a differ-

ent thing, and one which, carried to the

lengths suggested by the Covenant, ex-

acts the abandonment of one of our
soundest national traditions.

Edward S. Corwin

Foreign Capital in Mexico
Mexico Under Carranza. By Thomas Ed-

ward Gibbon. New York: Doubleday
Page and Company.

MR.
GIBBON has written a remark-

able book. Though incomplete, and
at times one-sided, his presentation of

the services which foreign capital has
rendered to Mexico deserves closest atten-

tion. To it her railways owe their very
existence. They were for the most part

honestly constructed and, contrary to a

widely held opinion, comparatively mod-
erate privileges were obtained from the

Government in the form of subsidies and

grants. The subsidies granted to the

Mexican Central Railway, against which
the Carranzistas have brought so much
criticism, were small as compared to the

subsidies that were necessary to induce

capital to build railways in the United
States under even more favorable condi-

tions. An examination of the details of

this much-criticised "concession," which
is printed in the appendix of the book,
bears out Mr. Gibbon's contention.

Concerning the great services of for-

eign capital in developing the mines and
the agricultural and other industries that

largely depend upon the mining indus-

try, Mr. Gibbon presents a strong case.

For the most part, foreign enterprise
had increased wages and raised the

standard of living within its sphere of

influence. A review of the history of

every important gold, silver, and copper
mining camp in Mexico shows that in

practically every case it was high-pow-
ered pumps, the handling of low-grade
ores, and the reworking of abandoned

dumps that enabled the American and

foreign miners to extract a wealth
that could not have been produced by
Mexican methods. And what is true

of mining is essentially true in other

important branches of industry.

In view of the many current rumors as

to the fabulous wealth gained by Ameri-
cans through lucrative "concessions," it

may be enlightening to many in the

United States to learn from Mr. Gibbon
that "no citizen of the United States,

during the Diaz regime, ever acquired,

by grant or subsidy, a dollar's worth of

oil territory, gold or silver or copper
mines, or land." And further, "None of

the mines owned or operated by for-

eigners was ever acquired as a conces-

sion or grant through the favoritism of

Diaz, or any other head of the Mexican
Government. They were, in nearly all

instances, either purchased or leased

from Mexican owners and were all ac-

quired under the general laws govern-
ing the acquisition of mineral prop-
erties."

Mr. Gibbon brings against the Car-
ranza regime one of the most severe in-

dictments ever brought against any ad-

ministration in modern times. He cites

the unspeakable misery of a large mass
of the people; poverty beyond the imag-
ination of those who have not seen it;

the "criminal waste of public funds";
the graft among the army paymasters
and other officials; the robbery of the

people and "an unbroken crescendo of

accumulated woes." To this he adds
the destruction and confiscation of prop-
erty of both foreigners and nationals and
the deliberate breaking of faith by Car-
ranza. "The experience of the masses
of the people under the government
given the major portion of Mexico by
the Carranza party furnishes a striking

parallel to that of the Russians at the
hands of the Bolsheviki."

It is an extreme charge but unfor-

tunately a part of nearly every count in

the indictment is true. But what Mr.
Gibbon neglects to tell us is that an im-

portant part of the condition which he

presents is due not to Carranza but
would have occurred under any one of

the seventy-five governments that he
credits to Mexico in the last one hundred

years. Mr. Gibbon would not like to be
told that his method of presentation is

a "striking parallel" to that followed by
the Bolsheviki and other extreme radi-

cals in attacking the present economic

system. Such, unfortunately, is the case.

The radical conjures up most of the ills

of society that have been accumulating
for the last few centuries, some of which
existed three thousand years ago, and

dramatically presents them as the re-

sults of modern capitalism. Mr. Gib-

bon, in defending capitalism in Mexico,
attributes to the Carranza regime a large

part of the sins and sufferings that have
been accumulating for many generations.
Part of his book is so well done, it is to

be regretted that he has been so undis-

criminating in dealing with the Car-

ranza Government. His facts are in the

main correct, but they are the facts of
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a physiography, a race, and a conquest

of three hundred years' standing and not

solely of the political conditions of the

last six years.
To Americans, perhaps, the most in-

teresting of the conclusions of Mr. Gib-

bon will be those concerning the policy

of President Wilson in regard to Mex-
ico. We now have books upon current

Mexican problems written by represen-

tatives of each of the contending inter-

ests in that country. Three of the most

striking are the one written by the well-

known publicist of Diaz's time, Francisco

Bulnes, the one written by the Mexican

Ambassador to the United States under

Madero, Manuel Calero, and the one

written by Mr. Gibbon, a lawyer of Los

Angeles. All three represent different

points of view, but all three reach sub-

stantial agreement upon two points, viz.,

that the rights of Americans in Mexico

have been inexcusably neglected by our

own Government and that instead of as-

sisting the Mexicans, we have but added

to the misery of that unhappy people.

While the diagnosis of Mexico's ills

and the remedy offered are not entirely

new, Mr. Gibbon presents some aspects

with a high degree of interest. He finds

Mexico's chief difficulty to be one of race

antagonism and a minority tyranny
changing but never changed for three

hundred years. "Mexico is inhabited by
two distinct races: one, the decendants

of the aborigines comprising probably

eighty per cent, of her total population,

who furnish practically all the common
labor of the country . . . who as a

class are uneducated and non-property

holding. The other twenty per cent, of

the population are the descendants of the

Latin conquerors, who, beginning by
monopolizing all the landed and other

wealth of the country and possessing all

its educated intelligence, have continued

to hold that position of advantage which

has made them the governing race and
conferred upon them and made them

responsible for the control of the unedu-

cated and non-property holding eighty

per cent."

Such a situation inevitably results in

the degradation of the majority and the

corruption of the alien minority. And
against the fitness of the Latin-Mexican

minority to rule the majority, he finds

overwhelming evidence. Oppressive be-

yond description, they have monopolized

education, property and political control ;

they have been the disturbing element

for a century, for "with few exceptions,

every revolution in Mexico has been led

by some representative of the Latin

population;" and lastly, they have de-

generated in their public morality until

their indulgence in peculation has be-

come a national scandal. In justice to

the present Government, however, the

author should have added that the prev-

alence of graft, especially in the army,

has been frankly acknowledged by some
of the members of the Carranza Govern-
ment and that the problem of removing
this public thieving is one of the largest
with which President Carranza has had
to deal.

Mr. Gibbon's conclusions are reached

after having considered all other possi-
bilities of reform. Will revolution de-

throne the corrupted class that has

ground down the native majority for so

many years? The evidence of history,

he thinks, is overwhelmingly against this

hypothesis. Mexican history up to Diaz
was one of almost perpetual revolution.

Seventy-five rulers headed the Govern-
ment in fifty-five years, and in almost

every case the Latin-Mexican came to

the top. Each revolution represented
not the overthrow of the alien minority

by the native majority, but the over-

throw of one section of the minority by
another. Carranza's revolution was no

exception, and the Latin-Mexican ele-

ment still dominates.

Since, therefore, the cunning of the

Latin-Mexican will bring him into power
in every revolution, Mr. Gibbon sees

only one solution and that is "the inter-

vention in her affairs of some saving

power such as England has afforded to

Egypt or our nation to the Philippines
and to Cuba, in a degree, under the

authority of the Piatt amendment."

Vulgarity Outside and In

The Bounder: A Vulgar Tale. By
Arthur Hodges. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company.

Saint's Progress. By John Galsworthy.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

THE
author of "The Bounder" once,

in "Pincus Hodd," pleased at least

one jaded reader of pseudo-bohemian fic-

tion with a merry and hearty little story
in that now somewhat unhopeful field.

Since then, Mr. Merrick's "While Paris

Laughed" has done the trick more per-

fectly, but that is not Mr. Hodges's

fault, and we who recalled "Pincus"

turned the first few pages of "The
Bounder" in smiling anticipation. It

was to be a "vulgar tale," apparently in

the sense that it dealt with vulgar people.

And by vulgar people we were to under-

stand the kind of free, striving, racket-

ing young experimenters with life and
art at whom dull respectability is doomed
to frown. There has to be this abrupt

contrast, we know, or the piquancy of

Bohemia vanishes. Let respectability
once perceive that "artists" are not

necessarily vulgar and may very well be

dull, and it will cease to support (as of

course it does support) the convention-

alized fiction of Montmartre and of our
own proud Greenwich. . . . Mr. Hodges
is too, too right with his subtitle: this

is not merely a tale about persons and
scenes bound to be held as vulgar by

conventional or supercilious observers.

It is a vulgar tale in essence, and, alas!

a very dull one. No matter how free

and easy the denizens of "Kilkenny" are

in their speech and conduct, how faith-

fully and almost methodically they get
drunk and make love, and are humorous
for our benefit, we find it increasingly
difficult to keep our eye on them, as the

chapters go by. They do not seem to

have rehearsed the piece; they give an

impression of making up not only the

lines but the plot, as they go along.

Therefore, it is a dull performance. Per-

haps the real trouble is that Mr. Hodges
has not found it worth while (since he

was only going to write a novel, which

may be anything you like) to decide

what he meant to do. The medley he
achieves of Bohemian comedy, Southern

melodrama, and sex-realism, is neither

savory nor entertaining. The action

maunders along interminably, and the

characters are . . . dull. For the

rest, a plural in the title would have
been fairer to all concerned.

Between the patent vulgarity of a book
like this and the inherent vulgarity of

"Saint's Progress," or any other of Mr.

Galsworthy's recent novels, there is an
undoubted barrier. But it is mainly a

barrier of style. The author of "The
Dark Flower" and "Beyond" is clearly

under his own spell; under the hypnotic
charm of his graceful and fluid diction,

and also under the enchantment of a

misty humanitarianism, a largely emo-
tional penchant for liberty and brother-

hood and a world in which all injustice
shall become magically impossible. And
being thus spellbound, with many of

his readers, he is, one may believe, un-

aware of the grosser magic that holds

him and determines the character of his

work, as apart from its form and atmos-

phere. To put it grossly, there is a "yel-

low streak" in this famous writer, a
secret sex-obsession the more unwhole-
some in essence and influence because

veiled beneath a manner of extreme re-

finement; a coarseness of fibre almost

concealed by the fastidious hand of a

skillful artist. "Camouflage" apart, there

is not so much difference between the in-

herent vulgarity of Mr. R. W. Chambers,
to which we alluded last week, and that

of the author of "Saint's Progress."
Not to leave this as a vague allegation,

we may glance at the detail of this story.

The plot may be "passed" readily enough
by current standards. It is based upon
a common and moving situation of re-

cent days—the young girl who gives
herself in haste to her soldier-lover on

the eve of his departure and who, after

her lover's death in battle, becomes
mother of a "war baby." We may accept
the solution for her, in this instance, of

later marriage with a much older man
who "knows all" and thinks none the

worse of her. What we think of such a
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plot, or feel about it, depends altogether

on its handling. Does the story-teller

interpret it, or does he merely use it for

his (conscious or unconscious) pur-

poses? Does he treat it finely or

crudely? And the answer in this case

is that, with all his air of connoisseur-

ship, he treats it crudely. He starts

from the crude idea, and decorates

rather than develops it: the girl with

inherited "temperament" approaching
womanhood at the moment when young
men are becoming scarce in England;
her impulse to make sure of one young
man while she may, even for an hour:

and what happens thereafter. Noel Pier-

son is presented insistently as a girl

of amazing charm, and perhaps we
reward her creator's insistence by as-

sent. It all turns on our ability to accept

the right impression of her physical

presence. Otherwise, having shaken our

eyes clear of the verbal glamour spun
about her, we have to recognize her as

a wilful, emotional and distinctly "com-
mon" young egotist. She thinks coarsely
and speaks coarsely—is coarse. As for

the "saint," her father, the Reverend Ed-
ward Pierson, he is (stripped of that

same glamour) among the woodenest

parsons of fiction, despite that wild little

heater we are commanded to observe

burning under his clerical waistcoat.

With insidious, and, for all one knows,
unconscious irony, Mr. Galsworthy pro-
ceeds to make a fool of this supposably
excellent man. Oh, yes, he is all very
virtuous and so on, but that is all the

effect of painful repression. He would

probably have been a better man among
men if he had not, with anguish,
"starved" himself physically after the

death of his wife, on account of his

theory that one should only marry once.

He is really dominated and stifled by
sex, if only by its negation. And here
is Noel's delicate summing up of him,
towards the end of the tale. Pierson
doesn't want her to marry James Fort
because an older cousin of Noel's is, or
has just ceased to be, Fort's mistress :

She took up her father's letter, and bent
it meditatively against her chin. He wanted
her to pass the time—not to live, not to

enjoy! To pass the time. What else had
he been doing himself, all these years, ever
since she could remember, ever since her
mother died, but just passing the time?
Passing the time because he did not believe
in this life; not living at all, just preparing
for the life he did believe in. Denying
everything that was exciting and nice, so
that when he died he might pass pure and
saintly to his other world. He could not be-
lieve Captain Fort a good,man, because he
had not passed the time, and resisted Leila;
and Leila was gone! And now it was a
sin for him to love someone else; he must
pass the time again. "Daddy doesn't be-
lieve in life," she thought . . . "Daddy's
a saint; but I don't want to be a saint, and
pass the time. He doesn't mind making
people unhappy, because the more they're
repressed, the saintlier they'll be. . . ."

"Denying himself everything that was
exciting and nice": these are the terms
in which Mr. Galsworthy, novelist and

moralist, represents the modern daugh-
ter of better-class England, whom he ad-

mires, as scorning her already more than

middle-aged father for keeping his body
to himself in a world of "enjoyment" and
of women.

H. W. Boynton

The Whole Law of Income
Tax

Income Tax Procedure. By Robert H.

Montgomery. New York: The Ron-
ald Press.

THE
chief interest of the various edi-

tions of Montgomery's books on the

Federal income tax, aside from their

authoritative character, is to be found
in the fearless criticisms of the unjust
features of our income tax procedure,

originally in the law or read into it by
the decisions of the officials of the Treas-

ury Department. In many of the crude
and doubtful decisions of 1916 and 1917,

the officials of the Treasury Department,
presumably acting in good faith, com-

pelled corporations to follow accounting

practices at once unsound and nothing
short of illegal if applied in other

branches of accounting. From the first,

Montgomery has done valuable service

in pointing this out with clearness and

emphasis. It is therefore comforting to

read in the preface of his latest edition

that "the 1918 revenue bill is almost a

good one." Those who have wrestled

with these laws, complicated by succes-

sive Treasury decisions, will note with

interest the change in the character of

Montgomery's comments on the intelli-

gence of the Treasury officials. For the

first time he finds the Treasury officials

amenable to reason and the spirit of the

law. "Fortunately for the business in-

terests of the country the Bureau of In-

ternal Revenue has vastly improved its

personnel and its rulings. Questions of

doubt are considered on their merits, as

they should be."

The book in its present form renders

several valuable services. . It offers, first,

a practical guide, notably clear and com-

plete, to the taxable person in deter-

mining what part of his income is tax-

able under the law.

A second object, the one apparently
nearest to the author's heart and involv-

ing his most valuable contribution, is

served by the criticism of the law and
the Treasury rulings from the point of

view of sound accounting. It is doubt-

ful if anyone could have been found to

do this better, a service which in itself

entitles the book to recognition.
A third contribution of the author,

brief out of all proportion to its impor-
tance, is his contention that fiscal admin-

istration is a two-party affair and that
the Government alone can not hope to
obtain good results until it considers the

taxpayer as a partner in the administra-
tion. Too little has been made of this

point in the United States, although it is

well understood in some European coun-
tries. Experienced students of prac-
tical fiscal administration know that a
large part of tax evasion is forced upon
the taxpayer either by the injustice and
partiality of the law itself, or by the

stupid attitude of tax administrators.
Dr. Montgomery has rendered the Gov-
ernment as well as the taxpayer a real
service in pointing out repeatedly and
forcefully that successful administra-
tion consists not in the attempt to

squeeze out of the taxpayer the last
cent that can be obtained, but in the
attempt to deal with the taxpayer in a
broad-minded and helpful way ; in treat-

ing him as a gentleman; and in enlist-

ing his support instead of bewildering
and antagonizing him.
The value of the book, both for the

practical purposes of ascertaining tax-
able income and for purposes of general
reference, has been enhanced by the in-

troduction of foot-notes. Much of the
text of previous editions, while of inter-
est to the student of taxation, was not
necessary for the immediate purposes
of the payer of income tax. The present
form enables the taxpayer to obtain the
needed guidance with a minimum of

searching and yet retains in the foot-
notes much valuable material that would
otherwise have to be omitted.

War and Treaty - Making
Power

Constitutional Power and World Affairs.
By George Sutherland, Former United
States Senator from Utah. New York :

Columbia University Press.

THIS
small volume, based upon lec-

tures given in 1918 at Columbia
University upon the Blumenthal Foun-
dation, represents a type of publication
which is of distinct value. It is a dis-

cussion in a clear and scholarly, and yet
popular manner of questions of public
law which are of great moment to the
American people. The topics treated are
those of the war and treaty-making
powers under the United States Con-
stitution, and the reviewer finds him-
self in substantial agreement with the
conclusions which are reached.

With regard to "war powers" Sena-
tor Sutherland points out that, with the

exception of those vested by the Con-
stitution in the President as Com-
mander-in-Chief, they reside in Con-
gress : as Commander-in-Chief, the pow-
ers of the President are determined by
the usages and laws of war; as Execu-
tive, they are enumerated and limited
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by the Constitution. The power which

Congress has to declare war carries with

it the right to authorize any action which

can be reasonably deemed expedient

for waging war effectively and success-

fully: hence the constitutionality of the

great body of legislation by the Sixty-

fifth Congress.
As regards the treaty-making power,

Senator Sutherland discusses the par-

ticipation of the Senate in its exercise,

and the constitutional limits upon the

matters that may be regulated. There

is not here space even to summarize his

argument, but it may be said that his

conclusions are such as will be deemed

satisfactory by the most liberal con-

stitutional constructionist. In fact,

Senator Sutherland's general thesis is

that the time has come when we should

measure the authority of the general

Government not only by the powers
which the Constitution affirmatively

grants, but by those which it has failed

to deny. To the statement so often made
that the Constitution is an undemocratic

instrument in that it places so many re-

straints upon legislative action, Senator

Sutherland points out that these re-

straints are not upon the people but upon
the Government. Viewed fundamentally,

"It is the most democratic thing we

possess, for it is the one thing above all

other things that makes articulate and

clear the claim that all political power
comes from the people. . . . The limita-

tions of the Constitution are not bonds

which fetter the people; they are re-

straints imposed by the people them-

selves upon the government which they

have created as an instrumentality

through which they rule in order that

their creature may never forget that it

has a creator."

He is not sanguine as to the results to

be obtained from the proposed League of

Nations, and would prefer to see devel-

oped the projects already initiated by
the two Hague Peace Conferences.

The Run ofthe Shelves

MR.
CHARLES LATHROP PACK, or-

ganizer and president of the National

War Garden Commission, deserves high

praise for rapidly estimating the critical

position of America with respect to the

world's food supply and for the effective

measures which he set afoot to meet an

emergency of the utmost gravity. The
story is told in his "War Garden Vic-

torious" (J. B. Lippincott Company).
The object was simple enough; to set

idle lands and idle hands to work, and
in America's bright lexicon to give added

meaning to the word "can." But before

this could be realized in the form of

backyard gardens, school gardens, com-

munity gardens, demonstration gardens,

factory gardens, soldiers' gardens, and

community canneries, a deal of organ-
izing had to be done and the cooperation
of many sorts of people had to be effec-

tively called forth. The success of the
vast enterprise could not have been

greater, it could only have been more
striking, if the war had continued. Day-
light saving, we are told, increased by
many millions of dollars the value of the
food produced in the United States. It

is pathetic to read of the author's hopes
for the continuance of the backyard
garden, with its very material contribu-

tion towards the solving of problems of

labor and of transportation, in the light—or rather in the darkness—of subse-

quent legislation by Congress. In an

appendix are reprinted two of the books
issued by the Commission, "War Gar-
dens" and "Home Canning and Drying."

Voltaire is perhaps the greatest and

certainly the sprightliest of modern let-

ter-writers. S. G. Tallentyre has ren-

dered acceptably, together with a run-

ning commentary, eighty-four letters of

the ten thousand or more that appear in

the collected correspondence. ("Voltaire
in His Letters"; Putnams.) He is

guilty, however, of an occasional lapse—for example, when he confuses La
Motte Houdard with La Motte Fouque,
the author of "Undine." Some readers

would have preferred the explanations
of the more obscure allusions to appear
in their appropriate places at the bottom
of the page rather than bunched at the

beginning of each letter. The fear of

the foot-note is being pushed in certain

recent volumes to a point that is almost

morbid. In his attitude towards religion

Mr. Tallentyre seems to suffer from
some of the limitations of his author.

The saying that he quotes with approval
that though anathema to the church
Voltaire had done more good than all the

Fathers put together is already begin-

ning to have a somewhat old-fashioned

flavor. Mr. Tallentyre presents with

special fullness the letters that enable

us to follow the relations between Vol-

taire and Frederick the Great. He dis-

covers points of likeness between Fred-
erick and the present representative of

the house of Hohenzollern and quotes
with satisfaction a passage from his

Life of Voltaire written fifteen years
ago: "No man ever wore better than
Frederick the fine coat called Culture.

He fitted it so well that even a shrewd
Voltaire thought it his skin, not his cov-

ering, until he-rftt&ig it on the ground
and trampled ffi. U"
As an illustration of the merits of

Mr. Tallentyre's translation and also of

the inevitable loss in lightness and agil-

ity that Voltairian prose suffers in its

passage into our clumsier idiom, one

may take the well-known beginning of

the letter to Rousseau in acknowledg-
ment of the receipt of the Discourse on

Inequality. "I have received, sir, your
new book against the human species, and
I thank you for it. You will please

people by your manner of telling them
the truth about themselves, but you will

not alter them. The horrors of that hu-

man society—from which in our feeble-

ness and ignorance we expect so many
consolations—have never been painted in

more striking colors: no one has ever

been so witty as you are in trying to

turn us into brutes: to read your book
makes one long to go on all fours. Since,

however, it is now some sixty years since

I gave up the practice, I feel that it is

unfortunately impossible for me to re-

sume it: I leave this natural habit to

those more fit for it than are you and I.

Nor can I set sail to discover the aborig-
ines of Canada, in the first place, because

my ill-health ties me to the side of the

greatest doctor in Europe, and I should

not find the same professional assistance

among the Missouris: and secondly, be-

cause war is going on in that country
and the example of the civilized nations

has made the barbarians almost as

wicked as we are ourselves. I must con-

fine myself to being a peaceful savage
in the retreat I have chosen—close

to your country where you yourself
should be."

"Aristokia" is an amusing extrava-

ganza by A. Washington Pezet (Cen-
tury) , playing around life as it may, but

probably won't be towards the close of

the century. After the great proletarian

revolution, and the establishment, in

1925, of the Universal International So-
cialistic Democracy, the lot of ex-royalties
and of all unreconstructed adherents of

the capitalist tradition was for a time
hard indeed. Justice, however, was
eventually done them and a tract of land

in what was formerly Germany was set

apart for them in which they might con-

tinue the old world of dinner parties

(instead of capsules), tips, alcohol, mar-

riage and divorce, titles and resplendent

uniforms, without interference from the

drab proletarian world. All this splen-
dor is maintained by opening Aristokia

during three months in the year to the

vulgarly wealthy proletarian tourist in

search of an archaeological or a moral

holiday. Here many years after comes
John Smith, knowing only the world of

international democracy, and tastes

strange drinks, and engages in strange
adventure with Prince Willy, grandson
of the defeated commander at Verdun,
and with Gwendolyn. The satire, which
often promises well, too often blows up
into extravagance or collapses into hu-

mor. The humor is rather strikingly

American; the author is by birth a

Peruvian. We shall doubtless soon see

many books on themes of this sort.

Something really memorable might be

forthcoming if the mass of them could
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be given condensation and point by an
editorial board consisting, say, of Lucian,

Eabelais, Cyrano de Bergerac and
Jonathan Swift.

There is very little left of the con-

scientious objector when Major Walter
Guest Kellogg gets through with him in

his book of that title (Boni and Live-

right). Before a penetrating and not

unkindly good sense his heroics evapo-
rate and he stands clearly revealed,
whether he happens to be a half idiotic

Mennonite stranded in the backwaters of

a couple of centuries ago, a voluble negro
a-grope in his own misty verbiage, or a

glib idealist who takes lofty stand on
some inner or outer perfection hidden
from the eyes of ordinary mortals, as

the narrow-minded, anti-social parasite
he really is. Fortunately, there were not

many of them. Something less than
four thousand made good their claim to

a conscience that had caused the atrophy
of all their intellectual powers. And, all

in all, they received better treatment
than the intelligence and sympathy of
most of the fellow countrymen whose
protection they sought but to whom they
would lend only a carefully qualified
assistance would have been able or will-

ing to accord them. France had neither
time nor inclination to recognize the

scruples dark and nice that might ob-
sess some unfortunates among them.
Much could be said for the French way
of managing the thing. But that, for
better or worse, could hardly be the

Anglo-Saxon way. Canada, to be sure,

exempted, from combatant service only,
those whose conscientious objections
were fortified by membership in a reli-

gious society which forbade participa-
tion in war, and, under an old agree-
ment, its Mennonites and Doukhobors
from service of any kind. England and
the United States undertook to reckon
with the pathology of the individual con-

science; England through its local boards
and America by means ultimately of a
Board of Inquiry on conscientious objec-
tors.

As chairman of the board Major Kel-
logg succeeded Major Richard C. Stod-
dard. The other members were Dean
Stone, of the Columbia Law School, and
Judge Julian W. Mack. It would be
difficult to render the board too much
praise for the spirit in which it ap-
proached its large—really too large—
task. The legal mind, unembarrassed by
precedents, has had few fairer oppor-
tunities to exercise a kindly acumen.
Their recorded experience is of great
value. Careful heed should be given
the suggestion that objectors who estab-
lished their sincerity and who refused
non-combatant service (the Quakers as a
class accepted this in the finest spirit)
and who then refused farm or industrial
furloughs under the direction and in the

pay of the Government should be segre-

gated in one or more convenient posts
at a safe distance from all real soldiers.

Their presence in military camps during
the war was more than a nuisance, it

was a menace. Finally, the possessor of

a conscience which could bring itself to

assume no part of the nation's war
burdens should certainly be made to find

his privileges in time of peace curtailed

to the extent of deportation or, where
such action is not appropriate, of com-

plete political disfranchisement. There
is a residuum of objectors which neither

justice nor expediency would desire to

force into any form of service. Such
enjoyed a fair measure of comfort and
complete personal safety during the na-
tional crisis whose existence they refused
to recognize. Steps should be taken at

once to give legal confirmation to their

self-chosen severance from the body
politic.

Some History that

Might Have Happened

IN
reading casually an old volume a

short time ago, I was impressed by
the new interest the war had given to so

many past and half-forgotten events.

The book I had in hand was one of the
volumes of Young's "Around the World
With General Grant," published in 1879.

Grant's exchange of views with Bis-

marck, and his reception by the courts
and peoples of Europe, elicited compari-
son with the recent travels of our Presi-

dent; but when I read a report of a
conversation with the General about the
situation at the close of the Civil War,
the strangeness of the devious ways of

history was forcibly brought to mind,
and I began to wonder what the logic of

it all was. Here we find ourselves, I

thought, in 1919, suddenly plunged into

the affairs of the world,—unexpectedly
to many if not to most of us, unneces-

sarily some probably still think,—and
quite in the face of our homely provin-
cial ways and against our traditions and
contrary to the "Farewell Address."
What is the reason for this fate of ours ?

I asked. Are we just where we are be-

cause, as Sir Thomas Barclay, the dis-

tinguished English student of interna-
tional relations tells us, of a natural and
inevitable consequence of our Monroe
Doctrine itself? Or, again, does history
hang upon the toss of a coin, so to speak,
or upon the decisions and caprice of a
moment? Or, once more, is there to be
seen in it a fate or a purpose that tran-

scends chance and Monroe doctrines
alike?

All this reflection follows from being
reminded of a fact which most of us have
probably forgotten, and many of ua
never knew, that just as the Civil War

was closing and shortly thereafter Gen-
eral Grant strongly urged an immediate
invasion of Mexico. Secretary Seward
opposed the plan. President Johnson
was probably in agreement with Grant.
What did actually happen is a matter
of recorded history. A strongly worded
note went from our Department of State,
and certain French troops that had oc-

cupied Mexico since about the beginning
of the war were promptly withdrawn.
The loss of this support promptly sealed

the fate of the Austrian Prince Maxi-
milian, whom Napoleon III had placed
upon the throne of Mexico, the collapse
of the Clerical and Royalist parties in

Mexico followed, and European intrigue
there came for the time to an end.

It is good for us to recall some of
these events, for they show us how closely
after all we are united to the Old World,
and that world-politics is by no means
dependent upon wireless and airplane.
Then it was France, and not Germany,
that was for the moment our menace.

Napoleon III was ambitious for empire
in Central America. Opportunely, too,

leaders of the South, foreseeing separa-
tion from the North, were looking
towards a union with Mexico; and the

politicians of Mexico and the Confeder-

acy were talking of a great empire, en-

circling the West Indian Seas, and at
last to absorb the Caribbean Archi-

pelago. Spain also looked for the res-

toration of her Western Empire; and
she wished and expected to see a Bour-
bon prince placed upon the throne of
Mexico. England was not without inter-

est, and might have had reasons for

wishing to see the territory of the
United States limited in South and West.
Everyone knows that in December,

1861, a Spanish force landed at Vera
Cruz, and occupied the city. A French
force soon followed and then an English
force. This was by agreement among
the three nations. The immediate cause
was the suspension by the Mexican Con-
gress of interest payment on the national
debt. Events moved swiftly in Mexico
from that day, as they are likely to do
in such unstable countries. We know
that the Spanish and English forces with-

drew; England, satisfied with the settle-

ment of her claim, Spain, upon seeing
that her dream of Western Empire was a
forlorn hope. The French were left in

control of Mexico. Austria and France
were brought together by a new diver-

sion and a family tie, so to speak, and
our Republic had the added burden of

watching new European diplomacy and
guarding against Mexican intrigue.

It would be interesting to know what
would have happened if, the South sub-

dued, Grant had been free to impart to

our policies the military view. Sheridan
was sent to the Mexican border, Grant in-

tending that he should cross and advance
to Mexico City, the State Department on
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the other hand wishing to add emphasis
to a diplomatic note. In Grant's view

the situation was a military one. Na-

poleon in Mexico he believed to be a part

of the Rebellion, and he believed that

Napoleon's army was definitely opposed
to ours, that there was never a more

justifiable occasion for war and he was

ready to act upon the evidence that

Maximilian's Government had committed

acts of hostility on the Rio Grande, and

to assume that, if he were supported by

Napoleon and the acts of the French and

Mexican forces were not disavowed, war
with both France and Mexico was in

order.

Grant had, too, his own views about

the wider results of such a situation.

First of all, he thought all descendants

and issues of Napoleon I to be evil influ-

ences in Europe, and looking back upon
these events after twelve years, during
which the Franco-Prussian War had
been fought, it seemed to him that the

whole course of European history might
have been changed by an invasion of

Mexico by the combined armies of North
and South. Napoleon's Empire would
have fallen five years sooner than it did,

German and Austrian history would
have been different. Incidentally the

life of Maximilian would have been saved

and the world spared a painful tragedy.
France would have been a Republic, and
the French people, with reliance upon
their own true genius, would have aban-

doned their militarism. Above all,

Grant's interest in the Mexican invasion

was in its possibilities as a means of

solidly uniting South and North, of turn-

ing the attention of the defeated South

outward, and finding outlet for emotion
and irreconcilable opposition and a new
hope for thwarted careers. A great

army could be recruited, he thought,
Sheridan alone, with his corps, could

march to Mexico City without a serious

engagement, and, he hoped, many South-
erners could be induced to remain as

settlers.

All this might very easily have come
to pass. From a military point of view
it seems sound reasoning. It was pre-

cisely the argument of Bismarck, more-
over when he looked for a means of unit-

ing antagonistic German states. We
should have come sooner to recognize our
concern in European affairs. A crucial

five years of European history would at

least have been different. We should

certainly have been united, North and

South, on a different principle, and

Europe would have had a new interest

in the rise of a great Western empire
and have found, perhaps, such a ground
of mutual accord as Nicolai, for one,

says would quickly be discovered among
Western peoples, if the Far East should

begin to move, in its deepest currents,
towards the West.

G. E. Partridge

The French Stage

During the War

AT first, when the European conflagra-
tion broke out, the French theatres

closed their doors. Even the Comedie-

Francaise, which had defied the siege of

1870-1871, was obliged to suspend while

the greatest drama of history was being
staged at the frontier. But after a fort-

night of mortal anguish the battle of the

Marne brought relief. Paris, saved tem-

porarily, sought relaxation. Although
only sixty miles from the conflict, Pari-

sians proceeded to revive their least dis-

pensable amusements—motion pictures,
music halls, cabarets, and vaudevilles—
and to reopen, also, the regular play-
houses. Ere long, the capital wore again
a semblance of gayety, and the drama
flourished. "Never," declares Adolphe
Brisson, "was our theatrical trade so

prosperous as during those bloody years
1916 and 1917." Indeed, it was not un-

til the spring of 1918 that the drama
suffered another temporary check, this

time from the long-range Berthas, which,
for a little, drove theatrical troupes into

the cellars or forced them to seek a liveli-

hood in provincial cities like Lyons, Mar-

seilles, and Bordeaux.

In the field of serious drama producers
relied for some time after the outbreak
of hostilities upon pieces already famous,
either classical or modern. Not until the

third year of the conflict did any note-

worthy new plays appear. For its re-

opening, on December 14, 1914, the

Comedie-Frangaise chose Corneille's

"Horace" as best in keeping with the

heroic mood displayed by France at her

entrance into the war. This magnificent

glorification of civic duty was applauded
as never before. Even the murder of

Camille by her brother—an episode usu-

ally regarded as inhuman—was accepted

by the spectators without a murmur,
thanks to the stern lessons of the time.

The charming idyl of Erckmann-Chat-

rian, "L'Ami Fritz," was the next drama
presented at Moliere's playhouse, seem-

ing as fresh as when first produced in

1876. It was appreciated as a splendid
tribute to Alsace, the goal of French

hopes. Especially appropriate was the

warning, "Les peuples qui cessent de

croitre marchent a la decadence."

The remaining plays revived by the

Comedie-Frangaise, though not distinc-

tively patriotic, were thoroughly na-

tional. Moliere's natal day (January 15)
was celebrated, in 1915, as during the

siege of 1871, by a performance of "Tar-
tuffe." In 1916, the troupe played

"Georges Dandin," and, in 1917, "La
Critique de l'Ecole des Femmes," which,
like the revival of Voltaire's "Zaire,"

appeared to have been dictated by no spe-
cial need of the moment. Of modern

pieces, Augier's "Les Lionnes Pauvres"
served appropriately as a rebuke to cer-

tain extravagant women for their offen-

sive display of luxury. In France, as

elsewhere, the war created many a Sera-

phine Pommeau. Donnay's "L'Autre

Danger" possessed literary excellence

and the merit dear to Frenchmen of de-

veloping the triangular theme. "La
Course du Flambeau" deserved to be

heard, not only as Hervieu's masterpiece,
but as one of the greatest dramas of our
time. So much for the Comedie-Fran-
caise.

Of the well-known plays revived at

other theatres, we may mention Lave-
dan's "Servir" and Zola's "L'Assom-
moir." "Servir" had first made its

powerful appeal for military discipline
and patriotic sacrifice in 1913, Colonel

Fulin embodying what is noblest in the
soldier: bravery, chivalry, and devotion
to his native soil. The scene in which
he reprimands and threatens his son, the

pacifist lieutenant, breathes a martial
fire that inflamed all hearers. "L'Assom-

moir," a striking specimen of Zola's dra-

matic "naturalism," evoked emotions
dear to Frenchmen of the older genera-
tion, and proved timely in its condemna-
tion of intemperance.

"Colette Baudoche," the first new piece

presented at the Comedie-Francaise, is a
dramatization by Pierre Frondaie of

Maurice Barres's novel of that name
(1909). It bears the same relation to

Lorraine as does "Les Oberle" to Alsace.

Like Bazin's play, it depicts the tenacious
resistance and the superior civilization

of the French in the "lost" province.

Colette, brought up by her grandmother
in the cult of France, rejects her Prus-
sian suitor, a young professor engaged
in the dissemination of Kultur. Humili-
ated and disappointed, he exclaims : "Oh !

ces Francais! On croit qu'on les a. On
ne les a pas. Jamais leur conquete n'est

achevee!"

The Comedie produced three other

plays worthy of attention: "Les Noces

d'Argent," by Paul Geraldy, "L'Eleva-

tion," by Henry Bernstein, and "La Tri-

omphatrice," by Mile. Marie Leneru. The
first, dealing with filial ingratitude, im-

plies that as soon as children become
fledged they desert the home, requiting
parental affection with indifference.

Like Hervieu in "La Course du Flam-

beau," the author concludes that affec-

tion moves only forward, from fathers

to children, rather than backward from
children to fathers. Geraldy's gloomy
outlook upon life led one critic to call

his piece "a landscape without sunlight."
Written before 1914, it could not reflect

subsequent events. But "L'Elevation"

was intended to show the uplifting influ-

ence of the world war. In this it is not

altogether successful, for the heroine,

convinced of her "right to happiness,"

recognizes neither marital nor social du-
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ties. Only when her lover is about to

succumb to wounds received in battle

does she begin to realize vaguely the

purifying force of the national trial.

Unfortunately, we doubt both the dura-

bility of her eleventh-hour conversion
and the wisdom of her husband's com-

placency.
In "La Triomphatrice," on the other

hand, the husband, married to a famous
bas bleu, is obliged to be tolerant. But
the "triumph" of this woman of genius
ends in disaster. Her fame, after ab-

sorbing the attention of disciples and

admirers, not only alienates the affection

of her daughter, but (what is infinitely
more important) eclipses her lover, a
celebrated confrere, and eventually elicits

the hostility of critics. Deserted by all,

disconsolate at the loss of her lover, the

"triomphatrice" realizes the truth of
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Mme. de StaeTs saying, that "la gloire

est, pour une femme, le deuil eclatant du
bonheur." "La Triomphatrice," though
somewhat artificial, ranks on a level with
"Les Affranchis," Mile. Leneru's first

dramatic success.

Among new war pieces at other the-

atres, mention should be made of Henry
Bataille's "L'Amazone," Jean Fonson's
"La Kommandantur," and Francois Por-
che's "Les Butors et la Finette." Ba-
taille's young heroine, having taken

refuge from the invasion with relatives,

becomes both their good and evil genius.
Active and cheerful, despite her afflic-

tion, the little sorceress captivates every-

body. In order to resist her charm
and escape her caustic remarks about

slackers, M. Bellanger, a husband with-

out reproach, enlists, although he is past

military age. But this beneficent influ-

ence the "Amazon" more than counter-

balances by alienating his affection from
his wife and daughter. When they learn

that his testament, written at the front

an hour before his death, is addressed

to the intruder, their cup of bitterness

overflows. Little wonder, therefore, that

Mme. Bellanger's ghost, appearing to the

"Amazon" after the war, should serve to

break up her marriage and drive her into

charitable work.
If Bataille's characters seem abnormal,

those of Jean Fonson were, on the con-

trary, decried by the spectators at the

Gymnase for too intense realism, much
to the author's surprise, since his drama,
"La Kommandantur," with its Belgian

setting, had enjoyed a successful run in

London. But the brutality of the Ger-
man invasion, as here depicted, proved
too shuddering a spectacle for the
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French, who, unlike the English, had
suffered the horrors of a similar devas-

tation.

It is to the desire to avoid shocking
realism that we owe Francois Porche's

allegory, "Les Butors et la Finette," the

best French drama of the war. Thanks
to disguise, symbolism, and transposi-

tion, the play attains its purpose without

exhibiting the repulsive terrors of actu-

ality. La Finette, a personification of

recent France, young, light-hearted, gen-
erous, a lover of the arts and sciences,

becomes the victim of the Butors, who
requite her hospitality by invasion and

rapine. The Marshal, commander of the

Butor armies, proposes harsh peace
terms, but the faithful subjects of the

Princess repel the brutal invader. Her
marriage to a man of the people will in-

sure to the country democratic govern-
ment. Porche's allegory in vers libre

thus appeals to popular sentiment. Rich
in well-balanced contrasts, it excels as a

portrait of the French populace. By
blending symbolism and observation,

lyrism and analysis, fantasy and truth,
the dramatist has invented a form rang-
ing from notes nearest prose to the full-

est poetic strain. We can well under-
stand why the audience at the Theatre
Antoine applauded the piece night after

night, some spectators in their enthusi-
asm acclaiming it as the peer of

"Cyrano."
William H. Scheifley

The Canadian Trades and
Labor Congress

ON the 20th of September next, in the

city of Hamilton, Ontario, the
Trades and Labor Congress of Canada
will hold the thirty-fifth annual conven-
tion. This year that meeting will be of

exceptional importance. The Congress
has at last joined hands with the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor in a crusade

against the One Big Union movement.
Official steps on the part of organized
labor in Canada have been taken, this

week, to suppress the policy or influ-

ence of this "One Big Union," which is

on the lines of the I. W. W.
The President of the Congress, Mr.

Moore, has appointed a deputy to act

for him in the West. The choice fell

upon Mr. R. A. Rigg, former Vice-Presi-

dent of the Congress, and ex-member of

the Manitoba legislature. Mr. Rigg lost

no time. He was appointed on last Sat-

urday, and on Monday he was in Win-
nipeg. His field of activities will extend
from Winnipeg to the Pacific Coast.

This action was taken with the object
of having constituted union authority
observed and for the restoration of con-

fidence in legitimate trade unions.

In speaking to the writer the Presi-

dent of the Trades and Labor Congress
made this clear explanation: "People
have got into our organization who have
ulterior motives and it is necessary,
if confidence is to be restored in legiti-

mate trade unions, that energetic meas-
ures should be instituted to see that con-

stituted trades union authority be ob-

served."

This week a man named Mike Hulyk
was arrested at a place called Lac du
Bonnet, near Winnipeg, as a registered
alien who traveled without a permit. He
is a fair sample of the scores of for-

eigners who have come into the country,
with the avowed intention of advocating
the overthrow of all constituted govern-
ment—federal, provincial, or municipal.

Many of the International trade
union executives are arranging to send
Canadian representatives into the west-
ern provinces, with the intention of

cleansing the movement of those who
are advocating the policies of the 0. B. U.
The American Federation of Labor is

now directly represented in Winnipeg by
Mr. William Varley, ex-business agent
of the Builders' Trades Union of To-
ronto.

This indicates the beginning of a

struggle by the legitimate trades union
movement as a whole to rid itself

completely of the advocates of revolu-

tionary action. The envoys of the
I. W. W. have unceasingly misrepre-
sented the Trades and Labor Congress

of Canada, and have sought to make it

appear that organized labor in the Do-
minion was in sympathy with the "Red"

propaganda that has caused so much
trouble of late.

It is high time that such action should
be taken. One of the great mysteries
of the situation, during the heat of the

recent Winnipeg disturbances, was the

apparent inactivity, the seeming indiff-

erence, the positive silence of the most

important body in Canada—the Trades
and Labor Congress. It is well that

action has been taken by the executive
of that organization, otherwise it is diff-

cult to see how its officers could face the

convention of September next. This

action, taken in a determined manner and

firmly kept up, will go a long way to

clear the atmosphere and to allay the un-
rest that has troubled the breast of

society since the war ceased.

J. K. F.

Ottawa, Canada, July 8

Books Received

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

Barker, Elsa. Last Letters from the

Living Dead Man. Mitchell Kennerley.
$1.50 net.

Crawford, W. J. Experiments in Psy-
chical Science. E. P. Dutton. $2.00.

BIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

Benedict, Bertram. A History of the
Great War. Vol. I. Bureau of National
Literature.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS

Culbertson, William Smith. Commercial
Policy in War Time and After. Appleton.
$2.50 net.

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM

Alpha of the Plough. Leaves in the

Wind. E. P. Dutton. $2.50 net.

EDUCATION

Alexander, Hartley B. Letters to Teach-
ers. Open Court Publishing Co.

Ford, J. D. M. Main Currents of Span-
ish Literature. Henry Holt. $2.00.

TO BE PUBLISHED JULY 23d! ! THE TAKER
By DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN, Author of "Hagar Revelly"

$1.75 everywhere, postage 10c extra

This new novel by Mr. Goodman is an even more masterful and absorbing picture
of reality than his widely discussed "Hagar Revelly." He has shown us here the souls
of a man and some women in such a way as to reproduce the very color of existence.

WHAT THE CRITICS SAY:
Goodman is an author of the first rank among those civilized writers interested in a serious development of our native literature.—

Chicago Evening Post.
"He goes direct to life for his material and deals honestly and reverently with what he finds."—Ida M. Tarbell.
Mr. Goodman is a sincere, powerful man of letters. Now and again such as he will appear, be suppressed or ignored by the chumps,

and praised by those who appreciate good work. After a hundred years we shall perhaps erect monuments to such as he on
Boston Common.—John Macy, in The Boston Herald.

Mr. Goodman writes with a power that reminds us of Thomas Hardy.—Review of Reviews.

BONI 6 LIVERIGHT, 111 W. 40th Street, N. Y.
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YOU'RE
damned if you do and you're

damned if you don't—that is the

situation into which the prohibition
mania has plunged the country. Even
some of the most relentless of the Anti-

Saloon League champions in the House
are balking at the enactment of search-

and-seizure provisions which, not many
years ago, would have aroused fierce re-

sentment in every American breast, and
which it is feared that even in their

present estate the American people will

not submit to. But whether the line be
drawn at one point or another, the mis-
chief in the main is done. It was done
when the nation was put into the strait-

jacket of the Eighteenth Amendment.
You may ease it up more or less, but it

will be there all the same; and it is an
open question whether the country will
be better off with a strait-jacket of the
most thorough-going kind or with one
that will gall less but may fail to do its

work. As a choice of evils, we, for our
part, prefer to have the invasion of per-
sonal liberty kept within as moderate
limits as possible; but we can not deny
that if the law stops short of the des-

potic control of private life which the

extremists advocate there will be conse-

quences that are far from edifying. And
one of them, the difference between the

rich man's and the poor man's chance
to get a drink, may take on an aspect
more serious than many of us seem to

imagine.

THE
race trouble in Washington is

matter for national grief and hu-

miliation not only because it has taken

place at the Federal capital, and not only
because the lawlessness was so largely
the work of men wearing the uniform of

the armed forces of the United States.

While both these circumstances greatly

aggravate the seriousness of what has

happened, the mere fact that it took the

shape of a real clash between whites and

blacks, of riots in which the negro popu-
lation as a whole was terrorized and
struck back, gives it a seriousness of a
kind not belonging to the ordinary lynch-

ing. The fiendish barbarities of most of

the Southern lynchings of the past ten

or twenty years has been such as no

language can do justice to; but at least

the individuals thus hunted and tortured

either were, or were supposed to be,

guilty of some crime. It has only been
in exceptional cases that the mob, after

satisfying its lust for vengeance, ex-

tended its persecution to the colored

population of the place indiscriminately.
This has been the one redeeming feature

of race troubles in the South in general.
In Washington we have not the bar-

barities of the lynching bee, but on the

other hand we are face to face with
what if not checked will in the long run
be an incomparably graver evil. Upon
the authorities, local and national, rests

the duty of taking measures so prompt,
so energetic, and so comprehensive, as

to put an absolute stop to the trouble in

its first beginnings.

UNTIL
the other day we took no inter-

est in Henry Ford's libel suit

against the Chicago Tribune. There are

some natures so inherently preposterous
as to be morally immune from both cari-

cature and libel. Mr. Ford seemed to

us to belong to that class. And there

are some newspapers from which abuse
is negligible. The Chicago Tribune,
with its record of pro-Germanism ap-

proaching disloyalty seemed to fall into

that category. Accordingly the law-

suit appeared a pot and kettle dispute

without general significance. We began
to be interested when a recent cross-

examination revealed certain character-

istics of Mr. Ford's mind. He gave a

very striking demonstration of a truth

which the world is just beginning to

grasp, that while the attainment of great
wealth implies ability of some sort, the

possession of millions is no guarantee
that the owner commands either com-
mon sense or superior intelligence. We
must extend to multimillionaires the

charity that has in the past been re-

served for artistic genius. The gift in

either case seems a special one. Outside
their specialty, no one need take them
too seriously.

AMONG
the unusual elements in the

situation between the President and
the Senate is to be counted Mr. Wilson's

statement to the newspaper men that a

two-thirds vote would be requisite for the

insertion of any qualifying resolutions

in the Senate's ratification. Whether
this was an off-hand remark or the de-

liberate expression of the President's

position it is impossible at present to say.

There is no doubt, however, of the Sen-

ate's own view—quite aside from any
partisan or other division among its

members. The Senate has a long-stand-

ing rule on the subject, which declares

that a majority vote is sufficient for the

adoption of any proposed qualification.

This rule, of course, will stand.

It is possible that the President may
have made his statement quite deliber-

ately, and yet not have meant to chal-

lenge the Senate's rule. What is going
on all along the line is a measuring of

strength between the two sides, and this

question of two-thirds or majority may
be looked upon as simply a phase of that

game of matching strength. Looking
forward to the final stage in the process,
Mr. Wilson may believe that his side will

be strong enough to say : "You have the

power to inject your reservations by ma-

jority vote. But we regard them as

fatal to the treaty, and we shall be

bound to vote against an instrument

that we know to be futile. Since you
don't command a two-thirds vote, the

treaty will be defeated; but it will be

you, not we, that are responsible—and

it is a responsibility that you will not

dare to shoulder."

The adoption of such a position is

manifestly out of the question except
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upon the assumption that public senti-

ment had been shown to be overwhelm-

ingly opposed to the reservations. At

present there is little reason to expect

any such condition. But everything de-

pends on the wisdom and moderation

with which the Republican leaders may
shape their programme. A proper

scheme of reservations will not meet

with pronounced dissent in the country

at large. A plan good enough to hold

together in its favor a majority of the

Senate will also be good enough, in all

probability, to place the odium of rejec-

tion of the treaty upon those directly

responsible for the rejection. The reser-

vations must be such that reasonable

men will feel that they are not designed

to endanger the treaty; if that is taken

care of, everything else will take care

of itself.

THE
Nation has routed the defenders

of Kolchak—horse, foot, and drag-

oons. It prints an official dispatch of

January 25, 1919, "for Colonel House

from Bullard, Tokio," to which the

Nation "is happy to give first publica-

tion," which states that Kolchak's "per-

sonality is of small significance," that he

is "dependent on the support of reaction

elements," that "several units have

already revolted against the brutality of

officers," and that Allied support of him
"is a feature regrettable." The mere
fact that this communication came from

a person officially employed by the United

States might, of course, not make it the

last word on the subject. But the Na-
tion has grounds more relative than this.

With impressive brevity, it appends to

the dispatch merely this simple com-

ment:

Mr. Bullard was, next to Mr. Sisson, Mr.
Creel's star reporter in Russia.

Only two removes from the great Creel,

and almost as authoritative as Sisson!

No wonder the Nation is happy.

THE
attitude of some urban commun-

ities, and especially of New York,
toward the traction problem is one of the

anomalies of the moment. A community
is generally proud of its steam railroad,
or wishes it could be proud of it. But
nobody loves a trolley car; the Subway
Sun fails to warm the heart. Such in-

difference, studied in some quarters and

quite thoughtless in most, must at no dis-

tant time be faced with the reckoning.
A very simple arithmetic will bring in

the answer to doubled costs and station-

ary income. We do not pretend to sug-
gest the extent or precise form of the

obviously necessary remedy. That,
clearly, is matter for a commission with
power to make adjustments appropriate
to conditions. There is some promise in

the fact that the Federal Electric Rail-

ways Commission is taking testimony.

It is to be hoped that some sort of settle-

ment may be reached on broad grounds
and general principles. The matter is

too big to be allowed to go by default,

while the public, effectively abetted by
an ignorant and opinionated city govern-

ment, looks on in indifference or in un-

reasoning and superficial hostility. It

would be pleasant to retain in our life as

a sort of curiosity one thing that hasn't

gone up with all the rest. But it is too

expensive a luxury. When the crash

comes the disturbance of credit will,

through insurance companies and sav-

ings banks, reach to the plainest citizen.

The individual holders of securities will,

of course, comfort themselves as they

may. And the public will pay the bill in

the form of greatly increased fares and
the poor service that goes with the ex-

travagant inefficiency of municipal

ownership.

IT
is interesting and almost amusing to

find the Non-Partisan League posing
as followers of Henry George, while the

genuine single-taxers pat the young
neophytes on the head as though they

really expected them to grow into full

mental stature in the course of time.

Little fish will become big fish if God
lets them grow—unless they are tad-

poles. There was and is unimproved
land in the Northwest. The railways
had some, and non-resident speculators

bought it. Then, too, some land is owned
by that class of undesirable citizens

known as retired farmers. No farmer
should ever retire. Moreover, some bona-
fide horny-handed settlers are unwilling
or unable to improve their land as they
should. What simpler way of dealing
with all these "parasites" than to tax

them on the unimproved value ? Then .

those who can improve their land will

do so, and those who can not will sell to

better men. Thus non-resident holding
will be done away. Tenancy will dimin-
ish and the unearned increment will be-

long to the people. Landless men may
see much merit in this scheme, but will

the farmers of the West carry it through
to its logical conclusion? Will they
agree to raise all local and State and Fed-
eral revenue by a tax on land values,
until the whole economic rent—and thus

the whole capital value of land—is taken

away and all landholders in town and

country become tenants of the people?

Nothing short of this will satisfy the

simon-pure single-taxers and the landless

men for whom they speak. Perhaps the

farmers already see the direction in

which they are being led—perhaps not.

A SOMEWHAT encouraging straw in

the housing situation is to be found
in the rapid rate at which building

operations have been resumed at Spring-
field, Mass., according to a detailed ac-

count given in the Springfield Repub-

lican. Despite the bad outlook for a

building revival during the early spring
months, the half-year closed with a total

of $2,159,000, which is more than double

the amount of building done in the whole
of the year 1918. It is expected that the

year will close with a record of approxi-

mately 150 new one-family houses and
100 new two-family houses. The char-

acter of the development is worth

noting :

A large part of the new dwelling house
construction is going forward in sections
of the city that are being developed by real

estate men. Sections that only a few years
ago were covered with scrub growth of
oak and birch have been laid out and re-

claimed by real estate men. Many of these
sections which were in the making three
or four years ago are now pretty residential
sections.

This is characteristic of what goes on

generally in the extension of building in

our cities, and those who imagine that

the great obstacle to such extension is

to be found in speculative "holding of

land out of use" are invited to consider

whether it is holding out of use or put-

ting into use that preponderates as the

result of leaving the development of

urban and suburban sites to the free

play of supply and demand—speculation
or no speculation.

WHATEVER
may be the exact

amount of the indemnity which

Germany will have to pay, it is obvious

that it can not be paid in gold, but must
in the main be paid in goods. The world,

therefore, must either trade with Ger-

many or forego the indemnity. During
the war the importation of beet-sugar,

chemicals, dyes, cutlery, toys, and other

goods made in Germany was prohibited,
and in their fierce indignation at her
atrocities many people in the Entente
countries vowed that they would never

use German-made goods again. The
manufacturers encouraged them in this

resolve, for they were enjoying high

profits, which they hoped would continue

until they had at least got the money
back which they had expended on capital

account. Now, however, the indemnity
looms large, and people are becoming
reconciled to the thought of trading with

their former enemy. For many years to

come imports of ordinary goods from

Germany must greatly exceed exports of

such goods to that country. Many manu-
facturers will not like this, but the Allied

countries as a whole can not be im-

poverished by the addition to their na-

tional supply.

MR.
MAX EASTMAN, in a spirited

defense of the "proletarian revolu-

tion," describes "democracy," "liberty,"

"suffrage," "responsible government,"
"free speech," "the right of assembly,"

"the people," as "plausible ideologies and

moralistic diguises of the rule of capi-
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tal." Mr. Eastman, doubtless, can put

searching questions to the capitalistic

regime, but one question, searching or

otherwise, may be put to Mr. Eastman.

"Democracy" and the rest are disguises.

Does a man borrow his disguises from

his friends or his enemies? What is the

disguise of atheism? Piety. What of

knavery? Uprightness. What of lying?

Candor. The relation between a disguise

and its wearer is one of opposition. The

German spy wears the English or Ameri-

can uniform. Let us assume, for argu-

ment's sake, that capital is fiendish.

What follows? If the Devil can quote

Scripture for his purpose, shall Mr.

Eastman throw our Bibles into the fire?

If all those good things in our inherited

Magna Charta, which become evil things

for Mr. Eastman by simply passing

under the awnings of quotation marks,

are disguises of the iniquity of capital,

they are opposed to that iniquity. Why,

then, does Mr. Eastman wish to over-

throw a bill of rights which is hostile

to that very order of things to which

Mr. Eastman himself is implacably op-

posed? If capital can compass its vile

ends only by hoodwinking the Constitu-

tion, why go to the expense and trouble

of abolishing the Constitution which

many people are still foolish enough to

love, when the same end could be more

cheaply met by simply opening its eyes?

If one's father has been fooled by an

intriguer, is parricide the only remedy?

"rpHE social revolution," said a uni-

X versity professor from the Middle

West, "is not coming, merely; it has

already arrived, as I can show from my
own experience. The other day I was

going out to a country town to deliver a

commencement address, when to my dis-

may I found that the train was likely to

be late in starting, as there were several

trucks of baggage and the men were

painfully slow in loading the stuff. I

wanted to help, but I feared that my in-

terference might be misunderstood. Be-

sides I did not want to spoil my best—
and only—black suit of clothes, nor to

disturb the serenity of mind so essen-

tial to a successful lecture. So, as I

waited there, inwardly fuming, I entered

into conversation with another bystander—the locomotive engineer, a burly Irish-

man in blue overalls—and presently I

told him of my trouble, whereupon he

very kindly said he would see what he
could do in the way of making up time
between stations. Then arose a problem
which puzzled me not a little: should I

or should I not offer him a tip
—about a

dollar, I thought, would be appropriate,

which, indeed, I could well afford rather
than miss my honorarium. I was on the

point of taking out my purse when the
conversation became confidential and he
told me that his wages—he did not say
'salary'

—were $300 a month. My own

income I did not reveal, but I decided to

keep my dollar, as I did not wish to

offend him, although he was once a bag-

gage-man. Besides, if the truth must
be told, he did not need it as much as I,

for he wore overalls costing, possibly,
two dollars a pair; whereas my black

suit, which had seen its best days, could

not be replaced for sixty dollars, and I

had other expenses due to my social

position. My address took place as an-

nounced, and I was pleased to receive a

liberal honorarium—professional fee,

you understand. As to the kind engi-

neer, I wrote him a letter of thanks, as

I could reward him in no other way."

WHILE
the clamor for a new world

still continues, it may seem reac-

tionary, if not silly, to protest against
the defacing of a fine bit of old New
York. Yet New York is in a peculiar
sense a possession of the whole country,

especially since the visits, during the

past two years, of thousands upon thou-

sands of Americans who had never been

here before. In the progress up Fifth

Avenue of the numerous processions that

started at Washington Square and of

the several missions from abroad, how
much genuine admiration must have
been expressed for the four corners at

Ninth Street! Here the Avenue is fur-

nished with a noble introduction. At
one corner is the historic mansion of

Henry Brevoort, recently bought by Mr.

George F. Baker; diagonally opposite is

the Mark Twain house, of which the

present owner might, if he had been less

public minded, have disposed at a hand-

some profit to the seekers for gain. On
the southwest corner is the Berkeley, a

dignified family hotel of only six stories,

and the remaining corner is occupied by
the brave relic of a former day, the

house of the late General Sickles, whose
side yard and hedge and magnolia tree

have for years added a touch of beauty.
It is this corner, together with the

two adjoining properties to the north,

which it is now the intention to dis-

mantle in order that an apartment house

of thirteen and a half stories may be

erected. Many persons, in private con-

versation, have characterized this pro-

ject as almost criminal, and we believe

that some concerted action might still

defeat it. The plans have been filed, but,

as we understand, have not yet been ap-

proved by the building commission. Let

it be recalled that even after an auction

of building lots on the historic site of

Fort Washington had actually been ad-

vertised, an awakened public sentiment,

culminating in a fine act of private lib-

erality, effected a rescue. In the case of

the Sickles house, granting that it must
be replaced if the property is to be made
to yield a proper return, the public has

a deep interest in the preservation of the

general architectural effect produced by

the four corners. The time for action

is short, but not too short if a few right-

minded citizens will organize an ener-

getic movement at once.

The Senate and Shan-

tung

PLUS
ca change, plus c'est la meme

chose—the more the situation in the

Senate changes the more it remains the

same. The new element that has been

injected into it since the last number of

the Review went to press is the Shantung

question. On the face of it this intro-

duced considerations affecting the ques-
tion of ratification quite different from
those which had previously been the

centre of controversy. Instead of the

general merits of the League of Nations,

a specific international issue involving

the gravest possibilities suddenly took

possession of the field. For a time it

even seemed as though this issue might
so overshadow that of the League Cove-

nant as to become the real fighting

ground between the President and his

opponents in the Senate. But, while we
have by no means heard the last of the

Shantung question, it is already plain

that it will play the part not of a sepa-
rate and capital issue, but of a mere

accompaniment of the general situation.

In the various estimates of strength that

continue to be made so industriously at

Washington the count, real or imagi-

nary, is made on the same basis as be-

fore; acceptance, or reservation, or

amendment—these are the lines of divi-

sion, and not any particular opinion

concerning Japan and Shantung.
If the Senate were a debating society,

or if the American people were being
called upon to pass judgment on the

abstract merits of a proposed settlement

of the world's affairs, all this might be

pronounced highly illogical. As a mat-
ter of fact, it is the most logical thing
in the world. Although the division in

the Senate has been almost entirely on

party lines, it rests at bottom on per-

fectly rational differences of opinion.

But these differences can not in the

nature of the case have the free play of

academic divergences of thought. The

dominating fact of the situation is the

imperious necessity of bringing the

world's settlement to a close. On the

Democratic side this has naturally had
the effect of keeping the party in an

almost unbroken mass unwaveringly
with the President. On the Republican
side it has practically paralyzed every

attempt that has been made at radical

opposition to the treaty. When the ques-
tion of Shantung came up there was an

outbreak of violent opposition and in-

dignant censure, just as there was in

regard to some of the features of the

Covenant; but to all cool-headed ob-
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servers it must have been evident from
the start that when the realities of the

situation were to be grappled with, these

manifestations, whether sincere or not,

would have but little connection with

the Senate's final action. In the Shan-

tung matter, as in the matter of the

Covenant, the limits within which any-

thing can be done are strictly circum-

scribed by the imperative necessity of

promptly arriving at a settlement which
will give the world the rest it so desper-

ately needs.

There are a few extremists in the Sen-

ate who are, or who profess to be, ready
to tear the treaty to pieces rather than

permit Japan to have what it gives her

in Kiaochow and Shantung, just as

there are a few who are ready to tear it

to pieces rather than assent to our entry

into a League of Nations. But these

men, who in their views are at the op-

posite pole from the international "ideal-

ists," are entirely at one with them in

their gross ignoring of realities, past and

present. Much as is obscure in regard
to Japan's actions and intentions, there

is one thing certain—that in the general
clash of interests at Versailles what was

granted to Japan was the least with

which she would be content. That por-
tentous consequences may possibly in

the future result from the hold she has

thus obtained upon China, it would be

idle to dispute. But her demand is not

made in pure wantonness; it is the

equivalent that she claims for her part
in winning the war, a claim that was in

substance recognized by her European
allies when her aid was felt to be essen-

tial. If we are quite sure that it is so

flagrantly unjust, or so fraught with

danger to ourselves, that we are ready
to go to war with her rather than let

it be granted, it is open to us plainly
to assert that position; but the pre-

posterousness of such a stand is too

obvious to require any argument. It

would be folly, and worse, in any circum-

stances ; in the present state of the world
it would be nothing less than criminal

insanity. It may be well for the Senate
to register its sense of the injustice done
to China, and the desire of this country
to bring about, through future nego-

tiations, that restriction of her rights
which in a general way Japan herself

more or less distinctly promises; but it

can not trifle with the possibility of

smashing the Versailles settlement, mak-
ing a mortal enemy of Japan, and throw-

ing the world into chaos.

In all practical thinking upon this

phase of the situation, as well as upon
that involved in the League Covenant,
the point of departure must be the sub-

stantial acceptance of the Versailles

treaty. It is not a perfect instrument.
But neither do its faults cry to Heaven,
as some of its opponents imagine or pre-
tend. It does not abolish the Constitu-

tion of the United States, it does not

make us a slave of other nations. With
the Monroe Doctrine clearly protected,
the right to leave the League upon two
years' notice safeguarded, and reason-

able limitations attached to the obliga-
tions of Article X, the people of the

United States can afford to give the

League of Nations a fair chance to show
what it can do. Not only will it be the

duty of every one of us to help make
the best of the League, but the same
thing is true in regard to Japan and

Shantung. Japan is not going to gobble

up China in a day, nor will the influence

of the United States, either in the

League of Nations or in its relations to

the individual countries concerned, sud-

denly become negligible. We are not of

those who pretend that there is nothing
more serious in Japan's pretensions re-

garding China than in those of Britain

and France; Japan's ambitions are of

a wholly different nature. But to mag-
nify the possibilities of the future—to

give them the character of a danger call-

ing for immediate resistance, whatever
the consequences—is to do precisely the

kind of thing that Germany did when
she made her fear of the "iron ring" a

justification for plunging the world into

the most terrible war of all history. To
put the world on the way to recovery
from the ruin of that war, and to give
it all the chance we can for immunity
from any repetition of the calamity, is

the transcendent duty of the hour.

Whatever can be done for the good of

our nation, or of the world, compatibly
with that duty, let us do. Whatever is

not compatible with that duty we must

unhesitatingly reject. And there is not

the slightest question that any proposal
that flies in the face of that supreme re-

quirement will meet with the overwhelm-

ing condemnation of the American peo-

ple.

The Coal Crisis in

Great Britain

IT
may seem absurd to say that the de-

liberations of the British Coal Com-
mission, however important they may
ultimately prove, have only a remote

bearing on the critical emergency with
which the industries of Great Britain are

now confronted in consequence of the

coal difficulty. Yet such is the conclu-

sion to which one is almost driven upon
consideration of the statement made a

few weeks ago by the Coal Controller

that the weekly output per miner is

steadily falling, and that serious dis-

aster threatens Great Britain from the

decline of her most basic industry.

According to the Controller's estimate,
the weekly output of coal per man in

1913 was 4.95 tons; during the first 20
weeks of 1919 it averaged 4.2 tons; and

after July 16, when the 7-hour day be-

gins, it will average about 3.78 tons—
more than a whole ton less than the out-

put per man in 1913. This means an
annual reduction in output of more than

55,000,000 tons—nearly three-quarters
of the surplus exported in 1913. The
lack of coal for export has already pre-
vented the import of pig-iron, as the

ore ships can not get their former out-

ward freight of coal. It also hampers
the trade with Argentina and other

countries from which Great Britain im-

ports bulky raw materials and to which
she sends a smaller tonnage of more
valuable goods, together with a large
amount of coal as ballast.

The question of the price of coal is

even more serious. In order to meet the
enhanced cost of production due to the

concessions in wages and hours made to

the miners, the Government lately an-

nounced that it would raise the price of

coal six shillings a ton, this to take effect

on July 16, and that it might be neces-

sary to raise the price by nine shillings

later on. This announcement came like

a thunderbolt upon the British public,

although they had every reason to expect
it. Such an increase would almost kill

the export trade in coal, already suffer-

ing from American competition, and it

would strike at the root of all the other

industries—the manufacture of steel and

textiles, the railways, shipbuilding and

shipping, gas works, electric plants,

laundries, bakeries and whatnot—threat-

ening so great an increase in the cost

of production all along the line as to de-

prive Great Britain of a large part of

her export trade, without which she can
not support her population of 45,000,000
souls.

The announcement startled even the
labor leaders, who had not fully realized

the consequences of their demands. Wil-
liam Brace, President of the South
Wales Miners' Federation, declaring that

the miners loved their country and had
no wish to ruin it, offered to cooperate
with the Government in devising means
for increasing the output, provided that

the recommendations of the Coal Com-
mission for the nationalization of the

mines were carried out. The Govern-
ment proposed a commission of inquiry
into the causes of and remedies for the

declining output, to report within three

months, and agreed to postpone the six

shilling increase until July 21, pend-

ing the decision of the Miners' Confer-
ence. The Conference insisted on na-

tionalization as a prerequisite to any
compromise, and the Government an-

nounced that the increase would take

effect without further delay.
The present crisis is the outcome of

long-standing trouble, which came to a

head in January last, when the Miners'

Federation of Great Britain asked for

a 30 per cent, increase in wages, a re-
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duction of the working day to six hours,

and the nationalization of the mines.

In this they were supported by the Triple

Alliance or "Big Three," a formidable

aggregation of miners, railwaymen, and

transport workers, at the head of which

is Robert Smillie, President of the

Miners' Federation and the most out-

standing figure among British labor

leaders. The miners had the whip-hand,
and the Government presently appointed
a Commission consisting of representa-

tives of the miners and mine owners, to-

gether with representatives of labor in

general and employees in general, with

the Hon. Mr. Justice Sankey as Chair-

man, to investigate and report. On
March 20 the Commission made not

one but three reports, that signed by
the Chairman and the representatives of

the employers in general being adopted

by the Government. This gave the

miners a seven-hour day beginning July

16, 1919, with a further reduction to

six hours from July 13, 1921, provided
the economic conditions of the industry

should justify it. It allowed also an in-

crease in wages of 2s. (48.7 cents) per

day for adults and Is. (24.3 cents) for

workers under sixteen.

These conditions were fairly satisfac-

tory to the miners, as it was understood

that the Commission would continue its

sessions and report on the question of

nationalization at a later date. This

final report was published on June 23,

and about it the battle has raged until

the present time. There were, in fact,

four reports, as might have been ex-

pected from the composition of the Com-
mission. The main report, signed by the

Chairman and supported by the six labor

and socialist representatives, recom-
mended nationalization of the mines
within three years, and immediate ac-

quisition of coal royalties by the State,
with proper compensation to the owners.
The report of the'six representatives of

labor—Mr. Robert Smillie, Mr. Herbert

Smith, and Mr. Frank Hodges, of the
Miners' Federation, with Sir Leo
Chiozza Money, Mr. R. H. Tawney and
Mr. Sidney Webb—expressed substantial

agreement with the main report, but de-

manded nationalization of royalties with-
out compensation. Five of the represen-
tatives of employers—Sir Adam Munro,
Mr. R. W. Cooper, Mr. Evan Williams,
Hon. Arthur J. Balfour, and Sir Allan
Smith—declared against nationalization
in any form, but favored state ownership
of the coal itself. The fourth report,
signed by Sir Arthur Duckham only,
opposed nationalization, but put forth a
rather promising scheme for the amalga-
mation of colliery interests and better

cooperation between employers and
workers.

It is evident that the Commission,
after all its investigation and discussion,
had been avoiding the most pressing

issue at stake; and, while wrangling
about the distribution of the joint prod-
uct of the mines, had almost forgotten
that there might be little product to dis-

tribute. The miners might, of course,
absorb the sixpence per ton which is

paid in royalties, but they would not get
rich on that. They might take the entire

profits of the collieries—averaging about
one shilling per ton during the five years
before the war—but that would be to

destroy the tap-root of private enter-

prise, from the decay of which they
would be the greatest sufferers. They
might—and this is what they wanted to

do—force the Government to nationalize

the mines; but there is good reason to

think that, if this were done, the result-

ing inefficiency would eat up the sixpence
of royalties and the shilling of profits,

and force the Government, in addition,
to subsidize the mines as they are now
subsidizing the railways and bread, mak-
ing up the deficit, as Sir Eric Geddes

puts it, from the bottomless purse of

the taxpayer. But that way lies na-

tional bankruptcy.
There is little hope for the British

coal trade along any of these lines, and
the sooner this is generally understood,
the better for all concerned. The prob-
lem of distribution is not the most ur-

gent question at the present moment,
although most people think it is. The
British miner has done pretty well in

having his annual wages raised from
$400 to about $825 during the war, even

though the cost of living may have gone
up somewhat more than that. Most
wage-earners and salaried people have
not fared so well, and if the miners are
to escape their share of the war burden
other wage-earners must bear more.

True, the miners, with the Triple Alli-

ance at their back, have the British pub-
lic by the throat; but the time may come—and soon—when the strangle-hold will

be relaxed, because the millions of the

underpaid and unemployed, as well as
some of the miners, will presently realize

that it is better to have half a loaf than
no bread.

As to the urgent need for more coal,
and how to satisfy it, that is a problem
for the miners and mine owners to work
out, with what help they may receive

from the Government. The Government
is doubtless right in suggesting an in-

vestigation of the causes of the reduc-

tion of output, although it is a pity that
this was not done before. It is said that
the collieries are not properly organized,
that there is wasteful management, ne-

potism, soldiering, lack of labor-saving
machinery, as well as lack of good feel-

ing between management and men. Per-

haps the trouble has gone so far as to

make a revolution inevitable—which is

what some labor leaders desire. If so,

there will be the devil to pay, and he is

a hard master.

The New Privileged
Classes

THE
mental picture generally asso-

ciated with social privilege has been

about like this: One imagined portly

people overfeeding expensively on a roof-

garden, or speeding impassively in an

impressive limousine, or lolling luxuri-

ously about the silvery decks of a great
steam yacht. As a matter of fact, we
must learn to look for privilege else-

where. The plutocrat of yesterday is

coming to be about the least privileged

person imaginable. He pays over from

forty to sixty per cent, of his income to

the Government and is still "Hoover-

izing" from habit, he uses his limousine

to placate his restless domestics, his

steam yacht has been patroling for

Uncle Sam at a charter figure of one

dollar annually, and the damages which
Uncle Sam prudently allots for roughest
usage will just about give his whilom
immaculate yacht the aspect of a fairly

kept ocean tramp. If this be privilege,

make the most of it.

No, we must seek privilege in new
quarters. All Irishmen are privileged,
all incendiaries who do not employ phys-
ical fire, all parlor socialists, in short

agitators of every stamp. To their evi-

dent faults government is charitably

blind, to their virtues of an extraor-

dinary kindness. The other day the Rus-
sian democrats wished to hold a public

meeting in New York. The authorities

refused permission, on the ground that

the police could not insure protection

against the Bolshevists. From the point
of view of privilege, the case is instruc-

tive. It means that any sufficiently law-

less and violent faction in New York
can deny the right of public assembly to

its political rivals. A little later the

alleged President of the Irish Republic
held his meeting uproariously. It was
attended by many officeholders. The Irish

flag was paraded beside our national

ensigns. The audience indulged in gross
and voluble disrespect of our Chief Mag-
istrate. Professor Valera had just re-

turned from a New England tour on
which he was formally received by
mayors and legislatures. Now one may
believe the independence of Ireland de-

sirable and due, without approving the

indiscretion of our dictating to the Bri-

tish Government on the subject. Every
public official who shared in these dem-
onstrations was from the national point
of view indulging in pernicious political

activity, embarrassing the United States,
and setting his racial sympathies before

his duty as an American citizen. But
the activities which were lately frowned
on in the case of the militant German-
Americans are generally condoned in

the case of the militant Sinn Feiners.

Only a few papers have had the courage
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to rebuke those whose American patriot-

ism is plainly secondary to their hatred

of the Saxon. Surely among the privi-

leged classes the inimitable Irish are

taking a foremost place.

By a stretch of now obsolete privilege,

a millionaire once remarked "the public

be damned" and became proverbially
odious thereby. To-day it is merely a

tolerated vivacity to hint that the mili-

tary authority of the United States and
its national policy may be damned. This

was shown clearly in the case of young
Robert Minor. This enterprising young
journalist sat at the feet of the Russian

Bolsheviks, brought their greetings to

the German Spartacists, and with the

latter arranged to stir up the American

army of occupation against their mili-

tary duty of holding the Rhine. He con-

cocted a manifesto in which he reminded
American soldiers, among other things,
that they were being drilled so that they
should not think, and were being kept
on the Rhine to oppress the workers of

the world and to serve "the big bankers
of Wall Street and of Paris and London
and Berlin." While Mr. Minor was thus

having the time of his life, he himself
and his handbills were cleverly appre-
hended by the military authorities, and
court-martial charges were drawn of a
sort that virtually insured conviction

and imprisonment for inciting the troops
to mutiny. As luck would have it, how-
ever, Mr. Minor was not merely a mem-
ber of the new privileged classes, but
also a Texan. Proper representation to

the omnipotent and inscrutable Colonel
House secured the revocation of the
court-martial charges by some power
higher than the army. Mr. Minor is free
to continue the sport of making Ameri-
can Spartacists, and the army stands
rebuked for failing to recognize the pre-
rogative of a typical representative of
the new privilege.
We have perhaps sufficiently indicated

the highroad to the new privilege. Get-

ting rich is no longer of much use. It

puts one in a suspect and proscribed
class. Minding one's own business is

even less advisable. It makes one unin-

teresting to the powers that be, and in

case of trouble secures a regular and
harsh application of the laws. Nobody
loves or fears either a fat or a quiet man.
Being what used to be thought a patri-
otic American is even less expedient. Re-

sponsibilities still adhere to the role, but
no privileges of any kind. It shows a

spirit too backward-looking and unenter-

prising. To enter the new privileged
classes, one thing seems needful—a pro-
found and vociferous contempt for
American interests and institutions as

they are, and withal a stalwart revolu-

tionary spirit and an unwearied bla-

tancy. Privilege has passed from those
who are merely rich in dollars to such
as are rich in the spirit of revolt.

The Flivver Mind

IT
is impossible not to feel sorry for

Mr. Henry Ford. That he has

brought his troubles on himself ought
not to extract all human compassion
from the laugh he has raised. He is in

great part the victim of circumstances.

As a nation we are too much given to

encouraging ultra crepidam excursions

on the part of our successful men. The
man whose native ability in a particular
field brings him into the public eye is

under peculiarly dangerous temptation.
He finds himself suddenly in the ex-

ploited class of the very rich, without

knowing how to defend himself in the

position. He does not feel the humility
in the face of good fortune which the

sudden inheritance of wealth might en-

gender. He is cut off from the normal
outlets of enjoyment which habituated

possession of wealth would have fur-

nished him. He lives in a million-dollar

house, but he is not very comfortable in

it. Art, music, and literature afford him
neither relaxation nor stimulus. For

sports he has neither time nor inclina-

tion. For the disposal of his wealth to

the general good he is wholly dependent
on the possible wisdom of others. Even
the simple social relations which he is

qualified to enjoy are probably pretty
well spoiled for him by the encumbrance
of riches.

Some of these things he may learn to

use, but the road may well be a hard
one. It will be the more difficult in pro-

portion as he carries over into new fields

the spirit and the methods that have
made him successful in his own. There
he has been a cloud-compeller, a moulder
of men, tyrannical over circumstance; in

short, a success. Having once in his life

rushed in with a success denied to angels,
he feels no proper distrust of his own
powers to keep him from rushing in

again and yet again under a special li-

cense of Providence. The prey of every
designing person, of every sort of in-

triguing suggestion, his overweening
self-confidence marks him as the hero of

an inevitable tragi-comedy. Bid him
run for the Senate, for the Senate he
runs. Suggest to him that war is a

terrible thing—very well, we will stop
the war. Persuade him that someone
has written him down an anarchist—he
starts a libel suit the only possible result

of which, regardless of legal decision, is

to write him down an ass.

It is not Mr. Ford's large ignorances
that make him ridiculous. A clever

lawyer can, if he sets out, make a fool

of almost anybody on the witness stand.

In matters of this kind all the advantage
lies with the attacking party. The vic-

tim soon becomes sullen, frivolous, or

fatigued to the point of admitting any-
thing that promises soon to get it all

over with. We know very few people
who could at a moment's notice discourse

informingly on the causes of the War of

1812. Most of us have flivver minds, and

they are quite good enough for the day's

business, and indeed a credit to the pos-

sessor, since many people have no minds
at all. For the flivver is versatile as well

as wonderfully efficient. It will saw
wood and haul a plough, besides an ap-

parently unlimited number of the

owner's uncles, cousins, and aunts. It

may even, with a self-starter, oversized

tires, and shock-absorbers, present an

impressively stylish appearance. But it

is still a flivver, and there are lots of

things in this world of sin and sorrow
that a flivver ought not to try to get

straight. The flivver mind, even though
endowed with wealth, surrounded by
people fertile in ideas for the ingenious

spending of it, its considerable vacuities

stuffed with good intentions, ought also

to be willing to recognize its limitations.

The trouble lies not with Mr. Ford's

ignorance, painful as the exhibition of it

may be to himself and to the world. It

lies with the things he has been patheti-

cally brought to believe that he knows.
There again he does not deserve unquali-
fied blame. He merely repeats as best

he can what he supposes, not without

reason, to be the views of all really su-

perior minds. He will be an ignorant
idealist if he must, but an idealist he will

be. The lure of intellectual display is

stronger and subtler than the attraction

of mere material ostentation. And ma-
terial ostentation does not command the

attention it once did. But when a daz-

zling intellectual display means only a

magnification of one's own native kindly
and generous, if muddled, feelings, the

lure is irresistible.

"History is bunk. I live in the pres-
ent." Have we not in New York a school

where some of our ablest intellectuals

are dedicated to the scientific establish-

ment of this proposition?
"I was against preparedness." Were

not all our humanitarians in like case?

"War is murder." Would any con-

scientious objector, whether he happened
to be caught in the toils of the draft or

not, presume to doubt it?

"The war was engineered by the news-

papers and the bankers for profit." The
Nation would not put it so crudely.
"The Germans drank beer and the

French drank wine. That made them
irritable and started the war." The

country is now ruled by a group of people
who would regard such a theory as quite
irrefutable.

"I would hoist the flag of humanity."
There are plenty who would pull down
the stars and stripes for him, if he

didn't care to do it himself.

"If the war just concluded does not

bring universal peace, I am in favor of

another great war without delay to clean
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up the situation." All our ex-pacifists

are looking forward quite excitedly to

this war.

If not the very words, these are the

things which Mr. Ford allowed himself

to be persuaded it was his duty to preach
to his countrymen. We may blame him
for being gullible. Most of us will not

wish to blame him too much. Like Mr.

Ford we are very easy-going. In action,

the American people often, like Mr. Ford,
exhibit traits that argue something like

an infantile mind—a mind that dwells in

a world almost unreal, where things most
unattainable come for the asking and
achievement seems to wait only for the

outstretched hand. In this view, the

gulling of Mr. Ford, the exploitation of

his wealth and his good-natured igno-

rance, becomes a moral fable of such tre-

mendous import, conveys a warning so

clear and to the point, that his own piti-

fully diminished head sinks quite out of

sight.

T. M. Osborne, Sea-

man 2

LIEUT.-COMMANDER
Thomas Mott

Osborne, alias "Tom Brown" of Au-
burn Penitentiary, is again alias some-

thing or other and wearing the undress

whites of a seaman in the crew's quar-
ters of the North Dakota. Mr. Os-
borne thus hopes to obtain a vivid and
correct knowledge of the life and espe-

cially of the grievances of the enlisted

men with a view, presumably, to extend-

ing to the navy generally the humane
policy he has initiated in Portsmouth
Naval Prison. Mr. Osborne's adventure
has the high sanction of the Secretary of

the Navy. The occasion of this tempo-
rary demotion is said to have been the re-

mark of a seaman of the North Atlantic
Fleet who insisted upon a general court
martial because he felt sure of better

treatment as a prisoner at Portsmouth
than he could get on any ship.
We have a real admiration for Mr.

Osborne, who has the gift of putting
abundant heart into his work for pris-
oners. We believe that every serious

report of brutality in the army or navy
should be thoroughly investigated.

"

The
admirable legal protection which all en-
listed men have under regulations can be
made worthless through the negligence
of a commanding officer or the high-
handedness of the petty officers imme-
diately in charge of the men. Our Navy
tradition is such that mistreatment of
the enlisted force is most exceptional.
For all that, vigilance is the price of the
seaman's liberty. We are glad Secretary
Daniels followed up what frankly seems
to us an unpromising lead.

Whether Mr. Osborne will get any sub-
stantial benefit for the Navy out of his

month of travesty, we very much doubt.

There is an inherent defect in all these
histrionic researches. A zealous econ-

omist, the late Prof. Walter Wyckoff,
swung pick and wielded shovel for wages
in order to understand the life of the
common laborer. At the end of some
months of such investigation, he was
honest enough to avow that what he had
learned was how a scholar felt when he
was playing a laborer's part. What Mr.
Osborne is likely to learn is merely how
a warm-hearted millionaire feels when
he is pretending he belongs in the fo'csle.

Moreover, though Mr. Osborne is serv-

ing incog, he has also been well adver-
tised and is doubtless known. That cre-

ates a situation which, ticklish anywhere,
is trebly so on shipboard. What would
we not give to hear the tales that are be-

ing poured into Seaman Osborne's sym-
pathetic ear—horrors to stagger a Mar-
ryat, a Herman Melville, a Dana ; compli-
cations of discipline that never were on
sea or land, the entire bright repertory
of the sea lawyer under advantages the
sea lawyer has never before enjoyed.
Mr. Osborne is likely to have thrills for
a lifetime, but we much doubt if his

month as a sailor will be very informa-
tive. He is after all an outsider in the

Navy, though a valued one, and the

Navy, from Admiral to Mess Attendant

4, is a close corporation which needs a lot

of knowing. Even the seaman who pre-
ferred Portsmouth to a superdread-
nought may not have spoken from bitter

depths. He may have been just an Irish-

man delicately "kidding the Lieutenant-
Commander along."
The adventure has a more serious side.

It isn't the habit of naval officers to slip
into enlisted men's uniforms for purposes
of even the most high-minded spying.
In particular, a naval officer who should
do this on a brother officer's ship would
be likely to be sent to Coventry. Only
the gravest emergency could justify such
a procedure. The layman may be in-

clined to make light of such issues of

etiquette as finespun. But it is precisely
these traditions of scrupulously honor-
able conduct that make the American
Navy what it is. It is the weakness of

Secretary Daniels, who generally has de-

veloped greatly while in office, that his

open-hearted enthusiasm for enlisted

men renders him somewhat blind to the

more delicate considerations that make
the efficient and respected officer. But
imagine a fine young Cuban War officer,

such as Lieutenant Richard Wainwright,
in disguise aboard Captain "Bob"
Evans's "Texas" to see if there were any-

thing amiss below decks.

Such expedients are not even useful in

any broad sense. If the Navy has rea-

son to suspect something is going wrong
on a ship, it has merely to detail to the

vessel a competent petty officer from the

Intelligence Department, and in a week

whatever there is in the story will be
made perfectly clear. It isn't necessary
for officers to put off their proper uni-

form and assume that of their men in

order to find whether a Chief Bo's'n's

Mate is manhandling his mates or not.

Every experienced division officer knows
to the smallest detail the needs and the

grievances of the men in his division.

No one who has occupied such a position
is much inclined to credit discoveries in

his division, even by the most eminent
casual aboard ship. No very bad busi-

ness can go on except through the utter

incompetence of the division officers, who
are as a class carefully selected, highly
efficient, and usually in a genuinely pa-
ternal relation to their men.
We can unreservedly commend Lieu-

tenant-Commander Osborne's enterprise
only from the point of view of advertis-

ing. Unquestionably his adventures as

"Tom Brown" of Auburn Prison were
incomparable advance publicity for the
useful work Warden Osborne was to do
in cleaning up Sing Sing. We doubt if

it had any other value. A competent in-

vestigator, acting in his own person,
could, we believe, have got the essential

information on easier terms. When the
New Jersey State Prisons were recently

overhauled, nobody pretended to be a
convict. If it is advertising of a reform
crusade that Mr. Osborne has in mind,
he must, like all advertisers, be judged
simply by results. If he resumes his

proper uniform with any important new
tale to unfold or reform to effect, his

service as a seaman will give pictur-

esqueness and force to his plea. For the

public takes a childish delight in dis-

guise for benevolent intent, whether in

or out of the Arabian Nights. If Mr.
Osborne, on the contrary, comes back to

the quarter-deck empty handed, he will

have made himself pretty ridiculous, as

having, with however good intent, need-

lessly offended against the customs of
naval service the world round.
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Wilson and the Senate

THE
issue between the President and

the Senate over the ratification of

the Covenant is developing a struggle

for power between parties and between

two branches of the national Govern-

ment that is of really historic dimen-

sions. It is true that thus far both sides

to the controversy have deprecated the

charge of "partisanism" as explanatory
of their respective attitudes, but there

is no good reason why they should do

so; and still less is there reason for the

Senatorial opponents of the League to

fight shy of the other charge which has

been leveled against them, that they are

waging war upon the President's pro-

gramme in order to vindicate "the dig-

nity and prerogatives of the Senate."

The maintenance of the Constitutional

prerogatives and dignity of an important
branch of the Government is itself a

matter of moment ; and that must be an

exigent issue indeed which is capable of

relegating it to a secondary or incidental

role.

In a striking passage of his "Promise

of American Life," Mr. Herbert Croly

passes estimate upon the outcome of the

protracted struggle which took place in

Jackson's time between the President

and the Senate. It resulted, he says—
I quote from recollection—in a victory

for the President "because the people
decided for him," "as they must always
do" when the occupant of the Presiden-

tial chair is a man "no worse than An-
drew Jackson" and his antagonist a

man "no better than Henry Clay." Is

this interesting verdict applicable to the

contest which to-day impends? That is

to say, Woodrow Wilson being no worse
than he is and Henry Cabot Lodge being
no better than he is, which way ought

popular sympathy to incline in a struggle
for power between the institutions repre-
sented by these two men?

There is no quarreling with Mr.

Croly's complacency over Jackson's tri-

umph, for had not the Presidency been

aggrandized at the moment when John
Marshall was sinking into his grave and
the powers of Congress were being

brought more and more under the sur-

veillance of a jealous particularism, of

which the Senate itself was the very

citadel, the cause of the Union would
have had in 1861 no rallying-point. But
the situation has altered since then, and

to-day the question is not the preserva-
tion of the Union, it is the preservation
of constitutional government in face of

an almost world-wide tendency towards
one-man power. Confronted with such

a situation, the Senate may be very well

warranted in feeling that it ought to

insist somewhat upon "its dignity and

prerogatives."
In his lectures on "Constitutional

Government in the United States," which
were published in the spring of 1908,
Mr. Wilson discovers three seats of au-

thority in the national Government, to

wit, the Presidency, the Senate, and the

Speakership of the House of Represen-
tatives. Since then the Speakership has
been put in commission in great part,
so\hat to-day, if the President is to be

effectively checked, it is the Senate which
must do the business. Nor has any
writer presented the claims of the Sen-
ate to popular confidence more appeal-
ingly than Mr. Wilson himself, in the
volume just cited. The Senate, he de-

clares, "represents the country, as dis-

tinct from the accumulated populations
of the country, much more fully and much
more truly than the House of Represen-
tatives does." It is a place, too, "of in-

dividual voices," and "the suppression of
a single voice would radically change its

constitutional character." (There is no
thought here, it will be noted, of stig-

matizing the "wilfulness" of "little

groups.") Again, the men who make
up the Senate are "men much above the

average in ability and in personal force,"
and if they are not always wise coun-

sellors, still their "experience of affairs

is much mellower than the President's
can be," for "the continuity of the Gov-
ernment lies in the keeping of the Senate
more than in the keeping of the execu-

tive, even in respect of matters which
are of the especial prerogative of the

presidential office."

Turning then to the subject of the
relations of the President and the Senate
in the control of appointments to office

and treaty-making, Mr. Wilson writes:

There can be little doubt in the mind of

any one who has carefully studied the plans
and opinions of the Constitutional Conven-
tion of 1787 that the relations of the Presi-
dent and Senate were intended to be very
much more intimate and confidential than
they have been; that it was expected that
the Senate would give the President its

advice and consent in respect of appoint-
ments and treaties in the spirit of an
Executive Council associated with him upon
terms of confidential cooperation rather
than in the spirit of an independent branch
of the Government, jealous lest he should
in the least particular attempt to govern its

judgment or infringe upon its prerogatives.

Unfortunately this idea has not in gen-
eral prevailed, and the relations between
the two branches have fallen too often
under the control of a spirit of distrust,

mitigated to some extent by a sort of

"customary modus vivendi, as of rival

powers. The Senate is expected in most
instances to accept the President's ap-

pointments to office, and the President
is expected to be very tolerant of the

Senate's rejection of treaties, proposing
but by no means disposing even in this

chief field of his power." However, there

have been "one or two Presidents of un-
usual sagacity" who have recurred to

something like the earlier practice, as

any President is free to do:

He may himself be less stiff and offish,

may himself act in the true spirit of the
Constitution and establish intimate rela-
tions with the Senate on his own initiative,
not carrying his plans to completion and
then laying them in final form before the
Senate to be accepted or rejected, but keep-
ing himself in confidential communication
with the leaders of the Senate while his

plans are in course—in order that there

may be veritable counsel and a real accom-
modation of views instead of a final chal-

lenge and contrast. The policy which has
made rivals of the President and Senate
has shown itself in the President as often
as in the Senate, and if the Constitution
did indeed intend that the Senate should in
such matters be an Executive Council it is

not only the privilege of the President to
treat it as such, it is also his best policy
and his plain duty.

Could a more telling indictment be

penned of President Wilson's entire

course in connection with the League of

Nations Covenant? Here is a proposal
of vital interest to every section of the

country, a proposal not needing to be
elaborated in secret, certainly not after

the first draft of it was published some
months ago, a proposal furthermore for

the final perfection of which the utmost
allowance of time is even yet available,
since it is now the announced intention
of the Allies to act for some months to

come in carrying out the Peace Treaty
through the Council of Five. Yet not

only has the President never consulted
with the Senate as a body about this pro-
posal, nor with any of its leaders except
in the most cursory fashion, but he has

expended the greatest ingenuity in an
endeavor to deprive the Senate of all

freedom of action with reference to the

proposal when this shall finally come be-
fore it. Writers on our political system
with a bias in favor of executive au-

thority are prone to criticize the legisla-
tive "rider," a device whereby a measure
of minor importance is put safely past
the danger of veto on the back of a more
important or more urgent measure. It

it safe to say, however, that concocters
of "riders" now have a new record in au-

dacity set them. And in this connection
it is pertinent to recall the announce-
ment which was first given out from
Paris regarding the proposed guaranty
treaty with France. The President, we
were told, had not positively committed
himself to the arrangement but had

promised to refer it to the Senate, pre-

sumably for advice. Yet, as compared
with the Covenant, the guaranty treaty
would mark a relatively slight departure
from our national traditions. Little

wonder that the President has subse-

quently abandoned his scruples about the

lesser compact—the discrepancy in pro-
cedure would have been too glaring. Yet
even as matters stand, the Senate is to
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be allowed a free hand with the guaranty

treaty.

There are certain other facts which

cast additional light upon the Constitu-

tional significance of the impending

struggle over the Covenant that may be

set down more or less at random. On
the debit side of the ledger for the Presi-

dent appear such facts as the Ishii agree-

ment, which was never referred to the

Senate; also the understanding between

the United States and Great Britain,

which was testified to by General March
the other day before the Senate Military

Committee, that both these Powers shall

maintain a military establishment four

times larger than before the war (we
know now, perhaps, why President Wil-

son appealed to the country last autumn
for a Democratic Congress) ; again, such

facts as the numerous instances during
the present Administration of wars

waged without Congressional sanction,

indeed, without Congressional knowl-

edge; and the still more numerous in-

stances of diplomatic appointments with-
out reference to the Senate. Meantime,
the demand for "open diplomacy," at

least for democratic control of diplo-

macy, has been rising higher and higher
throughout the world, while by the
Seventeenth Amendment the Senate has
been rendered a democratic body as
never before.

Finally, it requires no extraordinary
insight to perceive that if the League of

Nations Covenant is ratified, the oppor-
tunity—indeed, the necessity—for in-

dependent Presidential action in the dip-
lomatic field will be much augmented.
This is not of itself a conclusive argu-
ment against ratifying the Covenant
were it otherwise satisfactory, but it is

a very powerful argument against the
Senate's consenting to any unnecessary
abdication of its participation in the

shaping of our diplomatic policies.

Edward S. Corwin

Caveat Negotiator
He shall have power, by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate, to make
treaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators
present concur.—Art. II, Sec. 2, Par. 2.

FOR
the past century the relations be-

tween the President and the Senate

in treaty-making have been vastly dif-

ferent from those which the framers of

the Constitution had in mind when they
drafted the treaty clause of that instru-

ment, and from those which Washington
attempted to set up. Our earliest inter-

national agreements were made in ac-

cordance with the theory that the obliga-
tion of the President to seek the advice
and consent of the Senate extended to

the entire process of treaty-making.
Consequently before initiating a negotia-
tion Washington at first formally se-

cured Senatorial sanction not only of the

general principles, but even of the de-

tailed provisions of the proposed treaty.
The Senate then very clearly felt that
it was bound to accept the resulting
agreement without amendment, pro-
vided that it conformed to the plan pre-
viously agreed upon. This feeling was
based upon a spirit of fair play with the

President, and upon an acknowledgment
of the then generally recognized prin-
ciple of international law that a govern-
ment was virtually pledged to ratify
what its agent had signed provided that
the latter had acted within his powers.
The President sought the concurrence of
the Senate by personal consultation in
the Senate chamber, by written com-
munications presented and explained by
the Secretary of War, or of State, or by
messages delivered by his private secre-

tary. The Senate acted by formal reso-

lution, and in a number of instances gave

its approval with qualifications by which
it modified the proposed treaties as

planned by the executive.

But procedure based chiefly upon the-

ory can not long withstand the impact
of practical politics, and the treaty-mak-
ing process was soon modified by events.

The terms in which the advice and con-

sent of the Senate were given to the ini-

tiation and conduct of negotiations be-

came decreasingly detailed; its scrutiny
of signed treaties increasingly independ-
ent and critical. In 1793 an Indian treaty
was negotiated independently of Sena-
torial advice. It was rejected. A year
later, after consultation with his cabinet,

Washington decided to conclude another
such agreement without previously lay-

ing his plans before the Senate. He
feared that should he do so his proposals
would become known to the British Min-
ister and the success of the negotiation
be prejudiced. In this instance the Sen-
ate consented to ratification. It was in

connection with the Jay treaty, however,
that the established relations between
the President and the Senate were sub-

jected to the greatest political pressure.
And in making it Washington frankly
abandoned his earlier practice and sub-
stituted for formal consultation with the
Senate a working agreement with the
five Federalists who were the backbone
of the administration party in that body.
Because it seemed extremely unlikely
that the Senate could be brought to agree
upon any detailed plan which the Presi-
dent and his advisers might submit, it

was recognized that if the legislative
branch of the treaty-making power was
to serve as a "council of advice" in the

existing crisis it must be through the

instrumentality of a small number of

its members in whom both the executive

and a majority of their colleagues had

great confidence. In later years this

became the normal procedure, with a

standing committee on foreign relations

composed of both majority and minority
members acting the role first played by
the five Federalist friends.

The permanent use of the method
chosen in 1795 meant relinquishment by
the Senate of its right and its duty to

exert a direct and effective control over
treaties in the making. At the same
time, however, the new procedure re-

lieved it from the obligation to assent to

the ratification of those signed in accord-

ance with terms previously agreed upon
by it and the President. On the face of
it the President was to have a free hand
in deciding what treaties it was desirable
to make, and in writing into them what-
ever of his policies he could lead the
other parties thereto to accept; while the
Senate retained a like freedom to accept,
to amend, or to reject the results of his

efforts. Obvious considerations, how-
ever, have impelled most Presidents to

ascertain just what the other half of the

treaty-making power would or would not

approve before entering upon and during
the course of a negotiation. The devel-

opment of a recognized method of gain-
ing this information was the next step
in the evolution of our treaty-making
process. Twenty years elapsed before it

was achieved. During the interim it

became customary for the Senate to ap-
prove by implication the general objects
of a proposed treaty in confirming the
nomination of the agents who were to

negotiate it. This had been done in the
case of the Jay treaty, and the precedent
was followed down to and including the

Treaty of Ghent.

Meanwhile, however, the Senate Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations had come
into existence. This body is the oldest

standing committee of the Senate and
the most interesting American political

organ whose history is as yet unwritten.

Ultimately it became the connecting link

between the President and the Senate
when performing their joint functions.

Through it successive Presidents and
Secretaries of State regularly ascer-

tained the opinion of the Senate upon
both the general and the particular ob-

jects to be sought by proposed negotia-
tions. It enabled the Senate to influence

the making of the treaty from the outset

by exercising the three rights which

Bagehot ascribed to English kings : "the

right to be consulted, the right to en-

courage, the right to warn." And like

sensible and sagacious monarchs it

needed no other powers. Nevertheless,
the new procedure deprived the Senate

of direct control over treaties during the

stage of negotiation. Consequently its

obligation to exercise its coordinate Con-
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stitutional powers completely and fear-

lessly at the time of ratification was pro-

portionately increased. This obligation

it has met in many familiar instances by
the rejection or amendment of agree-

ments which it could not sanction as they
stood. In passing it is worthy of note

that this means of liaison between the

two branches of the treaty-making power
was personal, informal, and secret. The
record of its use is to be found only in

chance letters and memoranda in the files

of the State Department, and in the

memoirs and the correspondence of the

individuals directly concerned—sources

unavailable until long after the events

which they elucidate.

How does the Wilsonian picture fit

into this historical background? Very
evidently the President decided to col-

laborate with our allies in the conclusion

of a general treaty of peace, to make
the United States a signatory to a league

of nations, and, later, to enter into a

military alliance with France, without

having consulted with either the Senate

or its Committee on Foreign Relations.

Nor did he give the statesmen who are

now called upon to consent to the ratifi-

cation of these treaties an opportunity
to influence their making either by par-

ticipating in the selection of the nego-
tiators thereof, or by including one or

more of their number in the American
commission. At only one point during
the course of the negotiations did he

attempt to maintain contact with the

Senate through the recognized medium
of the Committee on Foreign Relations.

In fact, he has failed to use any of the

methods by which his predecessors from

Washington down have enabled the Sen-

ate to perform, to greater or lesser de-

gree, its Constitutional functions during
the formative stages of treaty-making.
But although he has thus failed to util-

ize the customary means of consulting
with the Senate, does it necessarily fol-

low that Mr. Wilson has actually nego-
tiated these treaties without the guid-
ance of its advice? To ask the question
is to answer it. Senators have indeed

"been daily cognizant of what was going
on" at Paris. And what one among them
all has been too humble, or too proud,
to raise his voice in suggestion, encour-

agement, or warning? Has any Presi-

dent ever received so complete and frank

an exposition of the sentiment of his

Senatorial colleagues upon every essen-

tial provision of a treaty before the docu-

ment was signed and sealed ? The meth-

ods of Mr. Wilson are not those of his

predecessors. They are not of the past,

but very distinctly of the present. They
are consonant with "open covenants,

openly arrived at," and with the political

theories which lie behind the phrase.
It should be recognized, then, that a

new principle has been introduced into

the relations between the President and

the Senate in the negotiation of treaties.

What is the resulting effect upon the

situation of the two parties with refer-

ence to the ratification of the pacts which
Mr. Wilson signed at Paris? Certainly
if any conclusion can be drawn from the

history of American treaty-making it is

that the new procedure leaves the Senate

absolutely free to accept, to amend, or
to reject these treaties upon their merits.

If the President's methods allowed him a

singular freedom in following or ignor-

ing the Senate's advice, his course has
left to that body an equal independence
in considering his treaties. Further,
it may fairly be said that as Mr. Wilson
has seen fit to substitute for long-estab-
lished processes a new mode of ascer-

taining what his colleagues on the hill

would or would not assent to, the re-

sponsibility for correctly gauging their

sentiment rests squarely upon him. It

is clearly a case of caveat negotiator.

Nevertheless, Senators are faced with
a fait accompli. They, and the people of

the United States, are told that very seri-

ous results will follow any attempt to

modify the agreements made at Paris.

There are those who declare that the

magnitude of such evils is the measu-re

of the Senate's duty to make the best of

the treaties as they stand and promptly
to give its advice and consent to their

ratification. The opposing position is

that this very difficulty of amendment
laid upon Mr. Wilson a corresponding
obligation to conclude only such agree-
ments as the Senate would permit him
to ratify. A consideration of the clear

language of the Constitution and the

practice of one hundred and thirty years
of actual government can hardly leave

a doubt that the latter view must prevail.

Unquestionably there is a powerful pre-

sumption in favor of the acceptance of

these treaties as they have been signed.
But if the Senate is to maintain its place
in our Constitutional system it must act

with the courage of its convictions should

it finally decide that amendment is neces-

sary to protect the vital interests of the

nation. Ralston Hayden

The Trial of Townley
and Gilbert

THE
trial of Mr. A. C. Townley, Presi-

dent of the National Non-Partisan

League, and Mr. Joseph Gilbert, former

organizer of the League, before the Cir-

cuit Court at Jackson, Minnesota, for

"conspiracy to teach disloyalty during
the war," came to an end on July 12,

when the defendants were declared

guilty by a jury of farmers. A stay of

sentence until September 15 was granted

by Judge E. C. Dean to permit the prepa-
ration of court records on a motion for

a new trial.

Naturally the friends of the defendant

allege that the whole proceeding was a

"frame-up" by the big-business oppo-
nents of the League, but the court did
not take that view of the case. They
complain of the long delay in bringing on
the trial, but the indictment was brought
immediately after the offenses were com-

mitted, and the delay was caused by the

appeal of the defense to the Supreme
Court, which held up the trial for more
than a year. Counsel for the defense
wished to bring in positive evidence of

the defendants' loyalty, but the court held
that their business was to prove that

they had not been disloyal. Finally, after

the lawyers had been dismissed, on ac-

count of this decision, Mr. Townley arose
in his shirt-sleeves and asked leave to

speak in his own defense, but this request
was refused by Judge Dean on the ground
that he had been sufficiently represented
by four able attorneys. These points
will be brought before the Supreme
Court of the State, and it will be inter-

esting to see how they will be decided.

Among other evidence presented by
the prosecution were statements of wit-
nesses as to speeches made by the de-

fendants, quotations from a pamphlet
published by the League, and the testi-

mony of F. A. Teigen, a former League
organizer, that Mr. Townley told him in

1917, "We are against the war, but can't
afford to advertise it."

The following quotation from the de-
fendants' speeches have certainly a flavor

of disloyalty, if nothing else:

We were stampeded into the war by
newspaper rot, simply to pull England's
chestnuts out of the fire. If this is such a
great democracy why should we not vote
on conscription? You may say this is

sedition. If it is, make the most of it. I
understand they are going to send a lot of
coffins to France, but I hope they are not
going to use them for our boys. (Mr. Gil-
bert at Kenyon, Minn., August 18, 1917.)
Jackson county officials wrapped them-

selves in the stars and stripes and spelled
their patriotism with a P. A. Y.—the farmer
boy of Minnesota and North Dakota should
be left on the farm. They are better off
on the farm than they are in the trenches
5,000 miles away. You farmers have
worked harder than ever before. You have
had to subscribe to the Liberty Loan, Y. M.
C. A., and the Red Cross, and on top of all

of that now they take your boys away.
(Mr. Gilbert at Lakefield, January 23,
1918.)
You have already raised billions and bil-

lions of tons of food for your boys across
the water and you are going to buy millions
of tons back from the food gamblers. . . .

I do not believe it is right for us to go to
war and put the nation some billions of dol-
lars in debt. Then when the war is over
to ask these boys to come back and pay off
the war debt. The rich man's boy is not
going to go. He, the rich man, is making
the rules of the game. . . . Hundreds and
millions of the boys will be sacrificed; many
will lose arms, legs, sight and hearing.
They will come back to their mothers and
sweethearts and the Government will give
back what is left but no more. (Mr. Town-
ley at Glencoe, June 21, 1917.)
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Correspondence
Legislative Draftsmen

To the Editors of The Review :

In his interesting communication to

the Review of June 28, Mr. L. F. Loree

makes the following suggestion :

Bills which committees [of Congress]

propose to report should be by them re-

ferred to a legislative draftsman with a

view to practicability of enforcement, effect,

clarity of language, and limitations of the

Constitution.

A Legislative Drafting Service has al-

ready been created in Congress by Sec-

tion 1303 of the Revenue Bill of 1918,

which provides for a legislative drafts-

man for the House and one for the Sen-

ate, whose duty it shall be to draft bills

for the chairmen of committees. This

service was created by the spontaneous
act of the Committee on Ways and

Means, which recognized, as does Mr.

Loree, the importance of this service.

The present draftsman for Congress
is Mr. Middleton Beaman, formerly a

member of the staff of the Legislative

Drafting Fund of Columbia University,

and the draftsman for the Senate is

Major Thomas I. Parkinson, formerly of

the staff of the Judge Advocate General,

and previously Professor of Legislation
in Columbia University.

It is of great importance to the future

of legislative drafting in the country
that the Republican party, as urged by
Mr. Loree, should seize the opportunity
to strengthen this service.

J. P. Chamberlain
New York, July 15

Japan's Need of Shantung
To the Editors of The Review :

Your general assumption that the

present situation concerning Shantung
is abominable may perhaps warrant the

laying before your readers of another

opinion, based on observation during
travel a few years ago and nowise col-

ored by predilection for either China or

Japan—both indifferently foreign to the

observer.

Except politically, China has never
been a nation in the modern sense of

the word. It is only a region, hardly
more uniform in character and language
than Europe, but united for two or three
thousand years as Europe was actually
united under the Caesars or theoretically
under the Holy Roman Empire. Japan,
on the other hand, is not only politically
but in blood and in language the most
populous and the most sensitively pa-
triotic nation that ever lived. Chinese

patriotism is a philosophic abstraction;

Japanese patriotism is a personal pas-
sion.

Under modern conditions, the inde-

pendence of Japan demands, for safety,

that no considerable centre of military or
naval force be established on the con-

tinental shore of the sea behind the

Japanese archipelago. Any such centre
would be a standing danger of attack on

Japan from the rear.

When circumstances connected with
the Boxer troubles gave Germany a foot-

ing in Shantung, Germany proceeded to

make Tsingtao, previously negligible, a
fortress of exceptional military and
naval strength, and so to connect it by
railway with interior China as virtually
to base it on the whole available re-

sources of the Chinese dominions. This

proceeding was completely beyond the
control of Japan, consequently menaced
as never before.

When the world war broke out, Japan
took advantage of it to seize this threat-

ening base of attack on herself, as need-
ful for her protection as the Panama
Canal is for that of the United States, or
the Suez Canal for that of British India.

Unless she continues to control it—par-

ticularly so long as the multiplex political

nationality of China remains in a state

of recurrently revolutionary chaos—
she will be in constant danger of attack
from the rear by indefinitely consider-

able forces directed against the most
homogeneous and passionately patriotic
of recorded nations.

B. W.
July 20

Admiral Stockton on Ad-
miral Goodrich

To the Editors of The Review :

In the interesting article in the Re-
view of July 19 by Admiral Goodrich

upon the Freedom of the Seas some re-

marks upon the status of international

law seem worthy of a notice.

The writer states that "Germany re-

duced its (international law) whole
structure to ashes."

Most students of this subject are not

ready to coincide with such perhaps hasty
statements. Germany in her course dur-

ing the world war has been guilty of

many violations besides that of the rules

of war as agreed upon in international

law. She has and did violate the rules

of honor, of good morals, of ordinary
veracity, and of common decency and hu-

manity. Nevertheless, those rules still

exist, and as criminals do not by their

actions abolish criminal law but only call

for a stricter enforcement of the law, so

provision should be made for a more
definite enforcement of the international

law rather than a cry of abandonment.
No nation approaching civilization dis-

claims the rules of international law. In
our country it has been stated by the

highest authority that its acknowledg-
ment and practice is essential to a

proper entry into the family of nations,
and doubtless such an acknowledgment

should be required from Germany before
her entry into the proposed League or

Society of Nations, which in its pre-
amble claims as a basis the understand-

ings of international law. Upon the

entry of the United States into the war
an excellent code of the laws of mari-
time war was promulgated for the use
of the Navy, and such a codification will

in due time, without doubt, result from
the assemblage of nations and its conse-

quent conferences.

After all, the existence of a vice does
not destroy the virtue, and rules founded

upon facts, usages, and unwritten lawa

duly reduced to writing should be an
established matter in the near future.

International law, like all law, muni-
cipal and constitutional law included, is

in a state of moderate evolution, but like

the pendulum with respect to the hands
of a clock, though the pendulum moves
forward and back, the hands go steadily
forward.

C. H. Stockton
Santa Cruz Park,
Haines Falls, N. Y., July 19

Government vs. Private

Control of Railways
To the Editors of The Review :

The experience of the Government of
the United States in its control of the

operation of the railways, and the rapidly
increasing deficits which have accom-

panied this control, have naturally given
rise to considerable discussion over the
relative advantages of governmental op-
eration and private operation. On this

question the experience of France will

throw a good deal of light. Although
recent figures covering the operation of

French railways are not available, and
would not be significant if they were,
some of those contained in the last pub-
lished report of the Minister of Public

Works, for the year ended December 31,

1913, may prove of interest, as illustrat-

ing a condition that is evidently preva-
lent in the United States at the present
time. The writer, having been in France
since the latter part of 1917, is not
familiar with actual physical conditions

surrounding the operation of the Ameri-
can railways, but is under the impression
that despite the heroic measures taken
to economize, such as elimination of

duplication of service, the Government,
with much higher rates, has utterly
failed to make the railways pay their

charges, despite the fact that the gross

earnings compare very satisfactorily
with those of any period under private

operation.
The French railway system consists

in the main of six systems, which com-

prise 24,550 of a total of 32,300 miles of

railroad. Practically all of the mileage
no* ^eluded in these six principal sys-
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terns is made up of narrow gauge branch

lines of short length. The six systems
are those of the Eastern, Northern,

Southern, Paris-Orleans and Paris-

Lyons-Mediterranean Railway compa-
nies, and the lines operated by the Gov-

ernment, which latter have included,

since 1909, the lines formerly owned by
the Western Railway Company.
The lines operated by the Government

comprise a system of 5,620 miles of road.

The French railways system gives to

each of the six principal companies a dis-

tinct field, in which they are virtually

free from competition. That occupied

by the lines of the "Etat," as the govern-

mentally operated system is called, lies

to the west and southwest of Paris, the

lines of the system extending from that

city to all of the principal Atlantic sea-

ports of France. Geographically it is a

territory relatively free from natural

obstacles, and one in which operating
costs should be relatively low, but such
is far from being the case.

For purposes of comparison in the fol-

lowing tables the lines of the old "Etat"

system and those acquired from the
Western Railway Company in 1909, are

segregated, so that the result of govern-
mental operation, as applied to the latter

lines, may be apparent. For purposes of

comparison the figures for the Paris-

Orleans system are also given, those lines

serving, in a general way, a territory
similar to that of the system operated by
the Government.

(All figures are reduced to dollars and
miles at the rate of one dollar to five

francs and five-eighths of a mile to a

kilometer.)
Results per mile in 1905:

Gross Oper- Net
Earn- ating Earn-
ings Expenses ings

Lines operated
by Government $5,920 $4,250 $1,670

Western Railway
Company 10,850 6,080 4,770

Paris-Orleans

Railway Co.... 10,680 4,960 5,720

In 1908, the last year in which the
lines of the Western Railway Company
were operated by a private corporation,
the following were the results:

Gross Oper- Net
Earn- ating Earn-
ings Expenses ings

Lines operated
by Government $6,370 $5,120 $1,250

Western Railway
Company 11,700 7,970 3,730

Paris-Orleans

Railway Co. .. 11,600 6,240 5,400
In 1913, when the lines formerly be-

longing to the Western Railway Com-
pany were operated by the Government,
in conjunction with its other lines, al-

though the accounts were segregated, re-

sults were as follows:

Gross Oper- Net
Earn- ating Earn-
ings Expenses ings

Lines operated
by Government $7,650 $6,590 $1,060

Lines formerly of
Western Rail-

way Company .$13,400 $11,400 $2,000
Paris-Orleans

Railway Co. . . 12,800 7,550 5,250
The percentages of receipts expended

in operation were as follows:

1905 1908 1912 1913
Old lines operated
by Government. 74.2 80.7 91.4 86.2

Lines formerly of
Western Ry. Co. 56.4 67.8 89.4 85.2

Paris-Orleans Ry.
Co 46.7 54.1 56.1 58.9

Eastern Ry. Co... 54.4 58.9 60.3 61.7
Northern Ry Co.. 53.1 57.8 61.3 61.5
Southern Ry. Co.. 47.0 51.8 54.2 55.7
Paris-Lyons-Medi-
terranean Ry.
Co 49.4 53.0 56.5 57.0

While the entire story is told in the last

table, all possibilities of quibble are re-

moved by introducing figures showing
gross earnings per mile, which clearly in-

dicate that the disparity is not one of
traffic density. That the source of

higher operating costs is unquestionably
governmental control and all that that

implies is shown in the rapid increase in

the percentage of operating expenses to

receipts of the lines of the old Western
Railway Company after they were taken
over by the Government.

Fabian F. Levy
Paris, June 25

Other Peoples' Windows
To the Editors of The Review :

As one of your "oldest subscribers" I

hail the appearance each week of the

Review, bringing joy to our home in the
New England hills. But I registered a
mental protest when in one of the recent

issues I read "Fed up with the French."
I remembered how in the past I had been
cheated by the customs house officials

and overcharged by the ticket-sellers

and hotel keepers in Germany—but never
in France—and how the London cabby
had looked through his trap door to see

whether I wore English or American
shoes—and had doubled the fare accord-

ingly. I remembered, too, an incident of

my last trip on the Bar Harbor express.
I had had a conversation with a young
New Englander, recently discharged,
who expressed great bitterness because
he had had to pay a large price for a
knife in France and had, he thought,
been overcharged for eggs. It happened
that we got off at the same station, and
I inquired his name and learned that his
father was one of the selectmen of the
little lake village where I spend my sum-
mers. Then I recalled that the selectmen
had assessed my cottage twice as much
as that of the more valuable property of
the farmer next to me; that this same
boy's aunt charged us above the current
rate for eggs and was so careful to pick
out all the big ones for the Boston mar-
ket that at times I have wondered
whether she had not changed her hens

for pigeons; that this boy's cousin, who
plays golf on our hillside links, had a
short time since "borrowed" a dozen

golf balls from my locker; that the vil-

lage clergyman, who is a distant relative

of this boy's, after selling me my prop-
erty on the lake, arranged with a friend
to claim that the title was faulty and
that the lake front had belonged to him
and not to the clergyman, and the two had
tried for six months to blackmail me out
of an additional sum of money for the
land: all these things because I am to

these people a New York millionaire,

though in reality a college professor on
an inadequate salary. And these are not
the only evidences that the wooden nut-

meg type still survives in New England ;

my friends and neighbors have had
similar experiences.

It seems to me that it might be as
well for us to forget for a while the mote
in the eye of the French peasant, and
consider the ways of our own peasantry,
and for very shame cease to criticize.

Veritas

Book Reviews
Dr. Hill's Views on the

League
Present Problems in Foreign Policy. By

David Jayne Hill. New York: D.

Appleton and Company.

THE
fashion in political writing

changes. This may be due to clever

leadership on the part of the writers or

it may be responsive to the taste and
wishes of the public. At any rate, dur-

ing the vitally important period of the

great war, political thinking has, to a

certain extent, been dominated by a

group of young men who call themselves

"liberals" and who have rather startled

the public with certain novel conceptions
of international relationships. Their

method is to start with certain general

assumptions and, these being accepted
without due scrutiny, to proceed with

clever dialectic to build up a whole
fabric. This fabric is then adorned with

moral precepts and idealistic conceptions,

and forms an excellent cover for pacif-

ism and defeatism.

One turns with a feeling of relief to

the clear, direct political writing of Dr.

Hill, and as one reads his analysis of

the political problems connected with the

war and the terms upon which it has

been ended, it is as if a stream of pure
fresh air had swept into the fetid atmos-

phere. He is concerned first of all with

facts as facts, and not with finding facts

to fit theory; and, in the second place,

he views world relations from the stand-

point of a vigorous Americanism and
not of a dilettante internationalism.

His present volume has to do with the
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League of Nations proposal in its vari-

ous aspects. He recognizes at the outset

the desirability of some plan that shall

bring about such improvement in the re-

lations between nations as to obviate in-

ternational conflicts. But he places his

hopes upon the natural and normal de-

velopment of an entente rather than

upon an artificial organization. He is

optimistic as to the possibility of a con-

tinuous advance in international law

and in international ethical standards,

and believes that these may well be pro-
moted by conference and mutual adjust-
ment. But the history of previous at-

tempts at the artificial organization of

leagues or super-governments does not

lead him to place any confidence in their

practicability as a means of averting
war. He traces this history in an illu-

minating manner.
In general, all of these plans have

failed to take into account certain in-

equalities of culture and rivalries of

economic interests which could not pos-

sibly be harmonized by the proposed or-

ganization. The whole structure of in-

ternational peace and justice rests upon
the character of the peoples who form
the society of nations. The perfection
of this understanding is a matter of

growth and gradual adjustment. It can-

not be accomplished by a stroke of the

pen. In fact, to impose such an artificial

organization upon a mass of discordant

states, utterly diverse in relative develop-

ment, would be to increase rather than
lessen the probability of war.
As an American, Dr. Hill takes issue

with the theory that the interests of

humanity should prevail in the forma-
tion of so general an organization as a

League of Nations rather than the in-

terests of the people of the United States.

He has no patience with the "trustee

theory, the guardianship theory." The
statesmen of every other nation that

might enter such a League would be
bound to consider the alleged benefits

and disadvantages of joining, and in the
case of Great Britain, France, Italy, and
Japan, care has been taken to secure all

their special interests in advance.

America, on the other hand, obtains

nothing but liabilities, and, since she

represents perhaps the most advanced
member of the proposed League, she
would greatly weaken her power for good
by being associated on a parity with
numerous petty and more or less back-
ward and unstable states.

A popular fallacy that has had an im-
portant influence upon the negotiations
at Paris, in so far as they concerned the
League of Nations, has been the idea that

peace was to be made between peoples
and not between governments. This the-

ory, which assumes that if peoples, in-

stead of their representatives, had the

settling of international affairs, there
would be no war, did not originate pri-

marily in the confused doctrinaire think-

ing of certain Americans, but found such
a sponsor in England as Mr. Austin Har-
rison. The absurdity becomes evident
when one considers that the delegates at

Paris of the various governments repre-
sented their peoples, and if an appeal
were to be made over their heads on the

ground that the respective peoples would
act differently, it would simply mean
that the way to achieve a satisfactory
and permanent peace would be to bring
about a violent revolution in each of
these countries so as to overthrow and
displace the negotiators. Surely Amer-
ica has no desire to bring such a message
to Europe nor is America prepared to

give up any part of her sovereignty or

independence of action in order to be-

come a member of an organization whose
average standard must of necessity be
lower than her own.
Herein lies also another logical am-

biguity. The proposed League pro-
fesses to be composed only of free na-
tions. What nations are to be classed as

"free"? Certainly no nation that holds
in subjection any people not permitted to

enjoy self-government. Are we to as-

sume the validity of the doctrine of com-

plete self-determination and at the same
time require a partial renunciation of
national sovereignty? On the one hand,
some nations are regarded as too inde-

pendent, too powerful, and too aspiring
to be considered safe for the rest of the

world, unless they are willing to have im-

posed upon them certain restraints;
while, on the other hand, some nations
are too much oppressed, too feeble, and
too submissive to assert successfully just
national rights, and must therefore have
secured to them a degree of sovereignty
which is not in reality theirs.

Juristically, independent and respon-
sible states, whether large or small, have
equal abstract rights to existence, self-

preservation, self-defense, and self-de-

termination; but culturally, economic-

ally, and potentially they are, and must
remain, unequal. Besides this, these
states are not only unequal in the polit-
ical sense, but their problem of inde-

pendence is sadly complicated by the
world's economic developments. It is

not reasonable to suppose that the

League of Nations would prove an effi-

cient organ to compel individual nations
to make economic sacrifices for the bene-
fit of others, or to establish a central

control of resources so as to dispense
benefits which the recipients have not
shared in creating. Such a League would
prove a bondage that would be resented
and would not be endured. It is all very
well to talk about "service of humanity"
and the changed order in the world, but
human nature and national sentiment
are not susceptible of such drastic altera-

tion.

Dr. Hill's experience as Ambassador to

Germany has enabled him to analyze
with great clearness what he terms Ger-

many's "pose for peace." The efforts

made by the German leaders to escape
the penalties of their crimes, when con-

fronted by the certainty of military de-

feat, were greatly aided by American

theorizing. When we tried to draw a

distinction between the German Govern-
ment and the German people and further

indicated distinctly that the way for

them to obtain favorable consideration

from us was to do away with the mon-

archy and form a republic, the leaders

of German policy quickly took advantage
of our doctrinaire conception. Not only
did they at once form a cabinet which

they stated had been formed by confer-

ence and in agreement with a great ma-
jority of the Reichstag, and represent
that the Chancellor spoke in the name of

the German people, but, as if in evi-

dence of their change of heart, they
asserted their devotion to President Wil-
son's Fourteen Points. It was as if the

people of Germany were preparing to

say at the peace table: "We demand
peace because we are an innocent and
defenseless people. First of all we are
a 'people' and how can you punish a

whole people? You are trying to make
the 'world safe for democracy.' We are
now a democracy. See, we have dismissed
the Kaiser! We shall have no more of

him. Have mercy upon us, Kamaraden!
We accept all your glorious democratic

principles. Now, undoubtedly, you are

ready, since you would make the world
safe for democracy, to make our democ-
racy an asylum of safety for us."

Thus does Dr. Hill, from the wealth of
his experience in Germany, portray Ger-

many's pose for peace. There is no
change of heart. Millions of Germans
have not suddenly become Social Demo-
crats, least of all the millions of troops
and the hundreds of thousands of officers.

As a matter of fact, there is no note of

penitence or contrition in Germany's
attitude. It is simply that every effort

is being made to get off lightly and
escape as far as possible the penalty of

non-success in the endeavor to dominate
the world.

A frequent topic of discussion in

America is whether the injection into

the - Peace Conference of the project
of a League of Nations has or has
not obstructed and delayed peace. In

considering this, Dr. Hill makes the

cogent observation that the delegates
to the Peace Conference seem to have
been concerned more with the preven-
tion of future wars than with the satis-

factory ending of the present one, and
that this attitude of mind is responsible
for the postponement of many of the

pressing problems, with the result that
all Eastern Europe is aflame and in an
utterly unstable condition, while beau-
tiful projects are being drawn up for
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the millennium to come. It is not only
the time taken up by the discussion of

the League of Nations that has delayed
the conclusion of peace, it is rather the

attempt to inject into the settlement of

every immediate practical problem gen-
eral theories which could not be har-

monized in practice. For this he feels

that President Wilson not only was

largely responsible, but that in so doing
was not justified by the backing of the

American people. Certainly the Presi-

dent professed to be the spokesman of

the American people, but upon what au-

thority?
Instead of promoting peace, the efforts

of the President of the United States to

impose his own views and to array the

populations of other countries against
their own governments have seriously

impeded and obstructed the only peace
in which the world is really interested at

this time, and for the need of which
whole nations are dying of hunger and
are kept in an abnormal and dangerous
state of mind. In the meantime, the

Entente is weakening through discour-

agement and the enemy is reorganizing,
if not for resistance, at least to display
a revolutionary attitude towards condi-

tions of peace that at one time could

have been easily imposed. According to

Dr. Hill, the President's mind seems al-

ways to dwell in a region of abstractions.

The concrete does not appeal to him. His

policy has been, and is, world reconstruc-

tion first and peace afterward. This

policy has obstructed and prevented the
action by the Entente Allies that should
have been taken, and would have been
taken but for his personal interference.

In another chapter, entitled "The
Debacle of Dogmatism," Dr. Hill devel-

ops more fully the theory underlying the

Conference that all possible future wars
must be prevented now, and that unless
this can be done immediately the present
war can not be ended, this being the

theory that is implied in the statement
that the League of Nations must of neces-

sity be a part of any treaty of peace. In
the words of Dr. Hill, this theory dates
from the attempt to prepare a compro-
mise peace or to create a future situation
with which all the belligerents would be
satisfied. It rests upon the assumption
that, while governments are often bad,
all peoples are good ; and that if the gov-
ernments could be overthrown and the

peoples could have their way, there would
never be any more war. This theory he
holds to be not only incapable of proof,
but utterly erroneous. If it were true,
we should be able, in a short time, to

secure universal peace by a general ple-
biscite. The truth is that all nations
want peace, but they want it in their
own way; and, as their own ways differ,

they are not likely to consent to perpet-
ual peace until there is created a com-
mon interest so great that, to secure it,

they are willing to forego all less urgent
aspirations. Such a community of inter-

est, while an excellent ideal, is some-
thing unattainable at the present time;
yet it is more likely to be approximated
by the practical adjustment of their
immediate differences than by an arti-

ficial organization that takes no account
of these differences. With reference to

the President, Dr. Hill notes that only
four years ago he voiced his conviction

that America should live her own life,

and stated that the reason why we must
keep free from entangling alliances was
because America had set her face in a
certain direction and no other country
was going the same way. Then we be-

came associated with the great Powers
in Europe, had a common cause and
fought valiantly with them against a
common enemy. We won a victory, and
what was demanded was a peace of vic-

tory. But, according to Dr. Hill, the
President had set his mind on a peace
of reconstruction. America's life was
no longer to him the highest purpose.
He wanted to be the creator of a new
world. From that moment, the Presi-

dent no longer represented America. He
was the victim of his own obsession, the
reconstructed world. He did not even
care for America's consent.

While Dr. Hill's treatment of the is-

sues involved in the League of Nations
is clear, logical, and convincing, it by no
means covers the whole field. Rather he
restricts himself to those phases of the

question which touch particularly the

interests and the sovereignty of Amer-
ica. As such, it is not only a valuable

contribution to American political litera-

ture but an inspiring appeal to loyalty
and patriotism.

From Mons to Ypres
Nineteen Fourteen. By Field-Marshal

Viscount French of Ypres. With a
Preface by Marshal Foch; with Por-
trait and Maps. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company.

THIS
is not a military history but a

personal narrative. "My main ob-

ject," writes the author, "is to explain
as clearly as possible to my countrymen
the line of thought which was in my own
mind, the objects I set out to attain, and
the reasons why I directed the troops
as I did." As a picture of the mind of a

great commander at a critical moment
of the world's history, the book is of last-

ing importance. It is grave and meas-

ured in style, rarely rising to eloquence.

It is amazingly frank, revealing almost

too unsparingly the social prejudices of

a British cavalryman, distrust of the

French commanders, as of his own gen-

erals, doggedly admitting fault and limi-

tation of judgment and as stolidly claim-

ing all due credit. The narrative is not

always quite in good taste, but it evinces

a massive good faith. Let us follow it

in brief.

On August 15, 1914, Field-Marshal
French had his two corps, amounting
with auxiliaries to 100,000 men, ready to

deploy on the Mons line. His general
expectation was of a war of movement
and manoeuvre. Like everybody else, he
counted largely on Russia. His particu-
lar expectation was to attack as left wing
of the Allied armies in the north and

eventually to effect a juncture with the

Belgian army in a great offensive. On
August 15, President Poincare joked
hopefully about a joint French-English
victory at Waterloo. The next day Mar-
shal Joffre exposed the plan of the offen-

sive more fully. Nobody knew the

strength of the German wedge in Bel-

gium.
On August 18 Field-Marshal French

called his corps commanders and their

staffs together and ordered an advance
on the Mons-Dinant line, at the left of

General Lanrezac's Fifth French Army.
Two French Cavalry divisions were to

protect the exposed flank. They were
never supplied. August 21 was set for

the advance. Meanwhile came news of

overwhelming German force. Early on the
22nd Field-Marshal French, while seek-

ing General Lanrezac, found the Fifth

Army in full retreat. Without notifica-

tion of any kind, it drew back ten miles,

leaving the British positions on the
Mons-Conde line dangerously exposed on
both flanks. General Lanrezac not only
omitted to explain his retreat and failure

to communicate, but made the prepos-
terous proposal that the British should
attack. Field-Marshal French refused
so suicidal a move, but agreed to hold
the Mons line for twenty-four hours.
In the meantime his new comman-
der of the Second Corps, Sir Horace
Smith-Dorrien, had shown symptoms of

irresolution, though on the whole he
fought a good action until relieved by
the intrepid First Corps under Sir Doug-
las Haig.
The British commanders' conference

on the 23rd of August must have been
a black one. Confidence in the French
Fifth Army and its commander had
naturally gone, the glories of clearing
Belgium had already given place to the

unremitting punishment of the long re-

treat. Field-Marshal French's confidence

in the leadership of half his little army,
the Second Corps, had been shaken. His

general orders bade him to seek a "mini-
mum of losses and wastage" and fore-

bade him to engage in any hazardous
forward movement without the permis-
sion of the War Office. Thus the famous
retreat from Mons began, not as a part
of Allied grand stategy, but on the per-
sonal initiative of the British High Com-
mander, considering his orders and the
local military situation. Two untoward
incidents complicated the British with-
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drawal. On August 26, General Smith-

Dorrien, judging that the Second Corps
was to tired to move, contrary to

orders undertook the general engage-
ment of Le Cateau. It cost the little

British army some 14,000 casualties and

nearly 80 guns. From this moment,
Field-Marshal French declined to com-

mit himself to a major action until he

should be reinforced in men and mate-

riel. After the French Fifth Army
gloriously thrust back three German
army corps at Guise, Joffre pleaded with

the British High Commander to stand

and attack on the line Soissons-Com-

piegne. The President of France and
the British Government urged the move.

Lord Kitchener came over to Paris to

put it through. Kitchener inconsider-

ately came in a field-marshal's uniform
and with the air of a commander-

in-chief, compromising Field-Marshal

French's position. There was a moment
of personal difficulty, but the great-
hearted soldier saw General French's

point and quietly returned to London.

That to have fought on the Aisne was
to court disaster for the entire Allied

armies is the author's profound convic-

tion. It seems, indeed, that nobody real-

ized the punishment the English had
taken at Le Cateau, least of all the War
Office. It was, as a mater of fact, the

politicals who insisted the retreat should

be halted. Joffre and Kitchener readily

accepted French's view.

The British decision not to stand short

of the Marne and reinforcement condi-

tioned the strategy of the most famous
of battles. The plan was not long-laid,

but one of occasion. To make this clear

is a chief merit of this book. General

Joffre's genius, which is most generously

praised, was shown in making all the

minor moves along lines which should

produce ultimate model dispositions. It

is plain that in disposing the British on
a north and south line facing east, with

Manoury's new Sixth French Army
ready to extend the left northward,
Joffre had primarily in view, not the

great counter-offensive, but the defense
of Paris. But the move automatically
made a trap into which any German ad-

vance was likely to be fatal. Kluck en-

tered the pocket between the British
and the Fifth French Army, now under
Franchet d'Esperey, only because the

Germans were strangely ignorant of the

existence of the new Sixth Army, while

they regarded the British as soundly
thrashed. Apparently the Great General
Staff absolutely felt there was no Allied

force to the north and west that needed
to be taken into account. Kluck was sup-
posed to strike an exposed French left,

whereas he was placing two hundred
thousand rifles on his own exposed flank.

It was unfortunate that French and
Mancury got no prompt intelligence of

Foch's success in the centre. As it was,

the blow of the Allied left fell a day too

late to produce disaster. More correctly

Bpeaking, Foch's magnificent assault was
not timed strategically, but forced upon
him by occasion, and from the point of
view of grand strategy it came too soon.

None of these considerations detract a
whit from the glory of the victors of the
Marne. We merely substitute for the

legend of a long-planned and all-encom-

passing stategy the more thrilling reality
of successive emergencies correctly met,
of minor moves so delicately coordinated
that they united almost without a gen-
eral plan into a vast and correct disposi-
tion from which victory was almost cer-

tain to be wrung. It appears that Joffre,
about September 3, partly through the

gross miscalculation of his foe in mov-
ing eastward and more through his own
gradual guidance of the retreat and pro-
vision for the defense of Paris, suddenly
saw the opportunity for the blow which
he actually ordered September 4. What
in reality decided the day, though here
we seem to have Field-Marshal French
against us, was less the enveloping
movement at the Allied left than Foch's

desperate thrust at La Fere Champen-
oise. When Field-Marshal French
speaks of his attacks on the Petit Morin
as "practically decisive of the great re-

sult," he either claims far too much or,

as is rather to be believed, expresses
himself infelicitously. So far as the
local result at the Allied left is con-

cerned, his statement will stand uncon-
tested.

We have covered the chief points of

novelty in this notable book. Everybody
knows the essential features of the race
to the sea and of the defense of Ypres.
We learn merely of Field-Marshal
French's extraordinary prevision of the
ordeal he was to undergo. From the
moment when on the great retreat he
had to abandon his base at Havre, leav-

ing Boulogne, Calais, and Dieppe thinly
guarded by two divisions of French ter-

ritorials, French had seen where the
threat to England lay. Twice Germany
had ignored her true objective in the

vainglorious hope of Paris and a new
Sedan. He felt sure the right move
would be made, if tardily. He besieged
the War Office and the French High
Command to move the British Army to
its old position at the left. The battle
of Ypres developed as part of the great
turning movement in the north, in which
Field-Marshal French had the rare good
fortune to have General Foch as asso-
ciate. The battle lasted nearly six weeks,
from October 15 to November 21. It

culminated in the defense of the Kem-
mel position by the Cavalry division un-
der Allenby, and in the prodigious de-
fence of the Ypres salient by Haig's
tried First Corps. On October 31 and
November 1 Field-Marshal French saw
the battle for the stakes of England's

existence all but lost. The Kemmel ridge
had been nearly cleared by the assailants

and the thin line pierced. Foch met the

critical situation with his watchword

"attaque!" and sent a few French bat-

talions who helped restore the line. At
the most desperate moment a battalion

of London Scottish territorials went in

at Kemmel and held for two days while

they suffered 34 per cent, of casualties.

It was a magnificent baptism of fire for

England's volunteer army, and the earn-

est of the victory to come. To the Terri-

torials and to all the military prepara-
tions of their founder, Lord Haldane,
Field-Marshal French pays the most just
and enthusiastic tribute.

After Ypres, the trench warfare be-

came stabilized. The British in the field

had to fight against quite incredible

blindness in the War Office. Munitions
were doled out grudgingly, the indis-

pensable high explosive shells hardly at

all. The minor tactics of trench warfare
were worked out on the spot without aid

from London. Hand grenades and trench

mortars were improvised, and the

trenches began to assume the aspect
which they were to wear for four years.

Towards the end of the year 1914, Field-

Marshal French, without a week's ammu-
nition reserve, was ordered to turn over

twenty per cent, of his reserve for the

Gallipoli army. In despair he took the

unmilitary but wholly justifiable course

of appealing to the public through the

Times correspondent, Colonel Repington.
The result was the Coalition Ministry
with Lloyd George as Minister of Muni-

tions, and the beginning of brighter

days.
From this record one chiefly learns

that a sufficient mental preparation for a

great war is an impossibility. In the

light of the Manchurian campaigns, it

seems incredible that neither the Ger-

mans nor the Allies realized the new
limitations set to war of movement.
Field-Marshal French believes that, had
the lesson been read in time, the Mons-
Dinant line could have been held indefi-

nitely. The Germans, with their far

superior preparation, practically beat

themselves in the early months of the

war through the choice of false and im-

possible objectives, and through gross

underestimation of the worth of their

foes. All that any leader can do is to

establish correct dispositions and give a

reasonable direction to the attack. The
rest is a fine and audacious profiting by

opportunity as it arises. In this the

British and French were superior to the

Germans, and had their reward. Per-

haps even more impressive is the lesson

of the weakness of any allied army with-

out unity of command. That, in spite

of this handicap, the French and British

outmanoeuvred the Germans in the early

months and for nearly four years fought
on equal terms in the trenches is one of
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the baffling paradoxes of military his-

tory. It almost justifies a theological ex-

planation—that the gods, meaning to de-

stroy the Germans, had made them mad.
But such inductions the reader may bet-

ter make for himself in Field-Marshal

French's terse, resolute, and soldierly
narrative.

The Six-Hour Day
The Six-Hour Day and Other Industrial

Questions. By Lord Leverhulme.
New York: Henry Holt and Company.

IT
is almost startling to find a success-

ful manufacturer like Lord Lever-

hulme—better known as Sir William
Lever of Port Sunlight—seriously de-

fending the proposition that a six-hour

day would be good for the employer as

well as the happy laborer, provided that

sufficient machinery were used and that

the working day could be divided into

two shifts of six hours each. The argu-
ment has the appearance of a simple sum
in arithmetic of which the answer

emerges as soon as the problem is stated.

Let your expenditure for overhead in a
48-hour week be equal to your expendi-
ture for wages—say $1,000 a week for

each—and let 1,000 items be the output
of the shop or factory. Then, of course,
the cost is §2.00. If, however, you have
a 72-hour week with two shifts of la-

borers, each working 6 hours a day at

the same wages as before, the output
will be 50 per cent, greater, or 1,500

items, and the cost also will increase by
50 per cent.; for, while you pay $2,000
for wages, your overhead is still $1,000,
or very little more, and the total ex-

pense ($3,000) divided by the number
of items (1,500) still gives $2.00 as the
cost per item of output. Similarly, if

the expenditure for overhead were
greater than the expenditure for wages
—say $2,000 for the one and $1,000 for
the other—the 72-hour week would give
a lower cost of production than the 48-
hour week, as can easily be seen.

Furthermore, if the laborers, being free
from fatigue, did as much in six hours as
in eight—as Lord Leverhulme says they
could—the output would be increased by
more than 50 per cent, and the cost per
item would be less, or wages more, or
both. But whether the laborers do more
work per hour or not, the employer
gains through increased production and
quicker turnover.

Lord Leverhulme's calculations might
be stated in the form of a general propo-
sition, thus: When the expenditure for
overhead equals or exceeds the expendi-
ture for wages, it will pay the employer
to establish a 72-hour week, working two
shifts of laborers six hours a day each,
and paying the laborers at least as much
as they received under the 48-hour week.

Indeed, he could afford to pay a higher
wage than before and still make a gain

for himself, as the element of fatigue
would be greatly reduced and every-
thing would go harmoniously and at a

rapid pace.
It would be possible to cavil at Lord

Leverhulme's rough calculation, or at

his assumption that overhead would be

constant; but in the main his contention
is correct that, under the given condi-

tions, two shifts of six hours each would
yield at least as good results as a single
shift of eight hours. Professor S. O.

Chapman in "Work and Wages," pub-
lished in 1914, makes the same point in

favor of the 8-hour as compared with
the 10-hour day, although he makes some
assumptions and qualifications which
Lord Leverhulme does not mention—that
the depreciation charge varies as the
hours worked, that the rate of interest

is constant, that the equipment remains
as before, and that, as economists love

to say, all other things are equal.
Lord Leverhulme does not pose as a

philanthropist, but as a clear-headed man
of business who owes his success to hard
work and clever seamanship. Finding
that the trend of the times is towards
shorter hours, he skilfully sets his sail

to the prevailing wind ; and, rather than
make an 8-hour trip with a single crew,
he makes a 12-hour trip with two suc-

cessive crews, because he does not wish
his expensive ship and cargo to remain
idle. Indeed, Lord Leverhulme would

keep his capital going continuously if

that could be arranged by means of four
6-hour shifts. Of course, it would be

impossible to squeeze four full 6-hour
shifts into 24 hours, but Lord Lever-
hulme does not discuss such details as

this. Nor does he give more than pass-
ing mention to the suggestion that a 16-

hour day of two 8-hour shifts has some
advantages over his 12-hour day. He
assumes that under practically all cir-

cumstances the laborers will do as much
in six hours as in eight, which is not a
fact.

While employers like Lord Leverhulme
are trying to make up by the activity of

capital what they are likely to lose by
the inactivity of labor, the laborers them-
selves have a point of view which is

somewhat different. In most lines of

business, whether much or little ma-
chinery is used, healthy men and women
can work more than six hours without
serious fatigue; and, if suitable remu-
neration is offered, they will gladly do

so, especially in these times of rising cost

and standards of living. What our rail-

way men wanted, in the fall of 1915, and
what the Adamson law allowed, was not

a straight 8-hour day, but an 8-hour
basic day with more than proportional

payment for overtime—a totally differ-

ent conception. If the connection which
at bottom subsists between work and pay
could be clearly seen, and if the effect

invariably followed the cause, it is safe

to say that most laborers would repudi-
ate the 6-hour day, or spend part of their

leisure in some form of remunerative
work. Perhaps Lord Leverhulme can
maintain the system for some time in his

model town of Port Sunlight, because of

the peculiar conditions of the soap-manu-
facturing business; but that it will be-

come the prevailing wage system in Brit-

ish manufacturing in the near future is

by no means likely.

Lord Leverhulme reminds one of the

late Lord Brassey, but he is far from

being as good an economist. He is a

self-made man who likes to talk about
the steps which have led to his really

notable success, and like our Mr. Ford,
he naively imagines that all employers
should do what he has shown can be done.

He is not always careful in the use of

statistics, and some of his speeches have
a Sunday-school flavor; but his views
must be treated with respect as those of

an experienced business man who can

show, in the garden-city of Port Sun-

light, the 6-hour day and an ingenious

system of labor co-partnership in actual

and successful operation.

Living Greece
Greece Before the Conference. By "Polyb-

ius," with a preface by T. P. O'Con-
nor, M.P., and an Ethnological Map.
London: Methuen and Company.

THIS
clear and fair-minded account

of the complex of questions in the

Near East has especial reference to

Greece. But it should also claim the at-

tention of everyone, not already pos-
sessed of equally trustworthy informa-

tion, who wishes to arrive at a correct

estimate of the Balkan and Turkish as-

sets and liabilities, which the "receivers"

at Versailles must now disentangle.

The author, for some reason best

known to himself, chooses to remain in-

cognito. As guarantee, however, of his

right to speak, his readers are entitled

to know that he has had long experi-

ence as a correspondent of the great Lon-

don dailies as well as connections with

our American press, while at the same
time engaged in active life as a Greek

citizen. Though born of an American
mother and educated at American and

European universities his foreign paral-

lax has merely served to correct the

errors of a too near-sighted patriotism.
For those who can remember the days

of Gladstone the enthusiastic preface by
the well-known journalist-statesman will

lend endorsement to the anonymous
author. It is a pardonable echo from
the past when Mr. O'Connor writes:

"One thing is by this time settled in the

mind of all Europe, that, so far as Eu-

rope is concerned, there is no policy for

the Turks but the old Gladstone policy

of driving them out of Europe, bag and

baggage." This thesis is developed in
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a reasoned and far more convincing way,
in Chapter III, by the author himself.

But he does not there confine himself to

the question of Turkey in Europe. Re-

enforcing his arguments by well-ana-

lyzed statistics, faithfully exhibiting

Turkish predominance where it exists, he

makes suggestions, doubtless inspired by
Mr. Venizelos himself, for a proper and

workable readjustment of the interlock-

ing Greek, Mohammedan, and Armenian

populations in Asia Minor as well as in

Thrace and Constantinople. Especial at-

tention may be called to the author's in-

sistence, both here and -elsewhere— (e.g.

in regard to Macedonia and Epirus)—
that the principle of self-determination,

indisputably a desideratum, must be laid

down in no procrustean manner that ig-

nores the facts most essential to justice.

In addition to the four factors of lan-

guage, race, religion, and national senti-

ment, which often cross each other un-

expectedly, we must, in some instances,

reckon with wholesale deportations of in-

habitants which would turn an imme-
diate plebiscite into a mockery.
The body of the book, Chapters II-V,

discusses the contacts of Greece with

Turkey, Bulgaria, Italy, and Albania,
which involve readjustments on the Asia
Minor coast, in Thrace, Macedonia, the

Dodecanese and North Epirus. At all

these points the complications defy a

resume, except in the Dodecanese where
the problem is extremely simple. The
determination of the underlying facts,

however, is of such vital importance for

the peace and prosperity of the Near
East primarily, and, indirectly, of the

whole of Europe, that they constitute a
lien on the conscience of the court of

decision.

As to Bulgaria, the Prussia of the

Balkans, no one whose heart has bled

with Serbia, no one who believes in hu-
man liberty, no one who has followed
with agony the needless tragedy of the

Dardanelles could brook the suggestion
that this cruel and treacherous nation
should emerge from the war with addi-

tional loot. The author states his case

against her dispassionately but relent-

lessly. The matter of the North Epirus
boundary is complex and delicate. The
author is convincing and devoid of un-

mannerly bitterness towards Italy. Like

Venizelos, he strives for a friendly re-

lation with the non-imperialistic patriots
of Italy, now that the sinister double-

dealing of Constantine with imperialism,
both north and south of the Piave, has
been removed.
The Dodecanese—the Twelve Islands

of the Southern Sporades—is wholly
Greek by sentiment, religion, race, and
language. When it was seized by the
Italians there were a few thousand Turks
on the Island of Rhodes only. It has
been held as a pawn in the diplomatic
game since the secret treaty of 1915.

There is no other reason to urge against
its union with Greece. The author's de-

tailed statement amounts to a Q. E. D.

The net claim at the end of the book
is this: "All that the Greeks ask is the

unification, not of all the lands that have
been Greek in the past, nor of all those

where strong Greek populations live to-

day, for that would be impossible, but
of those more compact sections of the
Greek family which can conveniently
be bound up into one state, without

prejudice to the due rights of neighbor-
ing races."

All this should be read in the light of

the first chapter, a dignified statement
of what Greece has contributed to the
cause of the Allies in actual warfare and
a reminder, which seems to be necessary
for some ill-informed foreigners, that

the little nation, in order to take sides

with Serbia and the other allies, was
first compelled to free herself by the

supreme effort of an internal revolution

from the power of a pro-German cabal

headed by her own king, a traitor to her
democratic constitution. Surely this

should be counted to her as a special
form of righteousness.
The excellent ethnological pocket-map

makes the detailed reading of the book

thoroughly intelligible.

The Run ofthe Shelves

THE Century Company has been in-

formed by a representative of the

Department of Justice that action will be

brought to prevent the further distri-

bution and printing of Thomas F. Mil-

lard's "Democracy and the Eastern Ques-
tion," because of confidential matters it

contains. What these matters are we
have no means of knowing. The book
was informingly reviewed in these col-

umns (July 12) by Prof. W. W. Wil-

loughby, whose residence during the last

four years in the Far East and close

study of its problems from a peculiarly

advantagous position excellently quali-
fied him to point out the striking im-

portance of Mr. Millard's work. Pro-
fessor Willoughby's paper has already
created considerable interest among
those who appreciate the gravity attend-

ing our relations in the Orient, especially
with respect to Shantung.

How many writers of sapient edito-

rials, when they quote the line, "Let

dogs delight to bark and bite," or, "How
doth the little busy bee," know that they
are borrowing from a volume of juvenile
verse which a pious dissenting clergyman
composed for the children of his bene-

factress just two hundred years ago?
Wilbur Macey Stone has done a work at

once useful and entertaining in publish-

ing an essay on the poet and his book,
with a bibliography ("The Divine and

Moral Songs of Isaac Watts," privately

printed for The Triptych). He has been
able to trace some two hundred and fifty

editions of the "Songs" in Great Britain
and above three hundred in America,
five hundred and fifty in all—this against
some three hundred and fifty recorded
editions of the "New England Primer."
Out of the many copies Mr. Stone has
himself handled he has gathered a good
deal of amusing information in the way
of inscriptions, alterations of the text for

theological reasons, imitations, etc. Per-
haps the most important item is the
fact that the last word of the last line
of the most famous stanza should read
"For 'tis their natures too," instead of
to as it is commonly written. One .ought
to know that the preposition used ellip-

tically for the infinitive ("to" for "to
growl and fight") would scarcely have
been within the range of the careful
poet's English.

The "Men Who Make Our Novels"
(Moffat, Yard and Company) is a more
interesting book than might be sur-
mised from its occupation of the third
place in a brazenly popular series of
which the "Women Who Make Our
Novels" and "Our Poets of Today" were
the primary installments. Mr. George
Gordon, who acts as author or editor,
finds space in two hundred and sixty-
two pages for forty-seven novelists, and
the elasticity of standards which rise to
include Mr. Howells and broaden to ad-
mit Mr. Chambers is hardly subject to

question. Mr. Gordon is not primarily
writing criticism; he is satisfying that
curiosity about persons to which, in a
distressingly large class of readers, the
curiosity about books figures mostly as
pretext. The novelists, where they can
be coaxed to talk, supply the materials
themselves, and thus, of the two great
defilements of gossip, the first, malice, is

wholly done away with, and the second,
lying, is presumably reduced. Where the
communication is large and frank, the
result is interesting even to the class
which approaches journalism of this sort
with the condescension which adds a sea-

soning to pleasure. When the reserve of
the novelists is unyielding, Mr. Gordon
describes them by other mouths, or, at
a pinch, supplies the blank with critical

pungencies which he has found in others
or sought in himself. His pungency is

rarely ill-natured, and his delight in his

position as outrider or postilion to the
coach of modernism is unstinted. There
is much whip-cracking for the pure joy
of speed, and much lip-smacking over the
quality of the refreshment supplied by
the trenchers and tankards on the route.
The book is harum-scarum, and quite
breaks down in the good-natured attempt
to render a small practical service by list-

ing and dating each novelist's works.
Mr. Gordon treats Mr. Howells with that
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veneration which numbers patronage

among its ingredients. He complains
that the dean of American letters has

been slow in pressing his own claims

upon a public responsive merely to ad-

vertisement. Exposure to this sort of

reproach must help to console Mr. How-
ells for the obscurity to which he has

been sentenced by his fame. He may
add this obscurity to his other honors.

Where should the cloud dwell but on
the peak?

Mr. Gordon's book contains a para-

graph from Mr. Theodore Dreiser which
is worth reprinting.

I am quite sure that it never occurred to

many of us that there was something really

improving in a plain, straightforward
understanding of life. For myself I accept
now no creeds. I do not know what truth

is, what beauty is, what love is, what hope
is. I do not believe any one absolutely and
I do not doubt any one absolutely. I think

people are both evil and well-intentioned.

The compact and finished self-contra-

diction in this passage is beyond praise.
How can a plain, straightforward under-

standing be valuable to a man who does

not know what truth is? How can a

plain, straightforward understanding be

improving to a man who does not know
what hope is? Truth surely is the

ground of understanding, and hope is

the incitement to advance. "People are

both evil and well-intentioned," concludes

Mr. Dreiser. Many of them are, but the

illness of their deeds and the soundness
of their intentions imply in the percipi-
ent the apprehension of good and evil.

Surely Mr. Dreiser, in whom the percep-
tion of truth, beauty, hope, and love has
been improved away by a plain, straight-
forward understanding must be humili-

ated by his failure to achieve that in-

sensibility to good and evil which, in

contempt of Genesis, has its source in

the eating of the fruit of the modern
Tree of Knowledge. He will hasten to

rid himself of the last rudiments of per-

ception which stand between him and
that total blindness to which his succes-

sive enlightenments are infallibly con-

ducting him. But when this Nirvana
has been attained, what point will remain
in books which derive their present
meaning from the co-existence of good
and evil in human nature?

The Daily News of Greensboro, N. C,
published, on July 2, a special edition in

which the erection of an 0. Henry hotel

by citizens of Greensboro is amply and

fittingly commemorated. Much good
sense, stout perseverance, and affection-

ate pride appear to have found expres-
sion in the handsome structure in which
Manager Wade H. Lowry will lease to

customers one hundred and eighty-seven
rooms (with bath) at a minimum rate

of two dollars on the European plan.
A hotel seems a fitting memorial to

O. Henry. He is an author whom one

could read in lobbies and quote in ele-

vators. His spirit might chafe in a

mausoleum, but the tingle of bells, the
rattle of expresses, the crispness of tele-

grams, the alacrity of dining-rooms,
would restore it to peace. The life he
saw and drew was like a hotel—geo-
metric, teeming, dazzling, noisy, and
compact. Even our sober retrospects
must wonder at the man; in every sense
0. Henry was prodigious. He had both
invention and knowledge, both feeling
and intelligence, both substance and art.

No faith ever carried a greater weight
of seeming cynicism, or carried it more
triumphantly, and the very pomp and
plenitude of his sophistications may have
pointed to an ultimate simplicity. His
New York was a stirring, and would
have been a great, New York, if he had
not always seemed to view it from the
seatboard of a moving fire-engine. He
was more than mere conjuror or elec-

trician; his penetration at times was
admirable. It is pleasant to be told by
Dr. Archibald Henderson, in an interest-

ing article in the commemorative edi-

tion, that American soldiers literally
tore up a volume of his works in their

eagerness to consume it, and that in the
six months prior to February 1, 1919,
Messrs. Doubleday and Page sold 150,-
000 volumes from his pen.

Drama
Parnell Redivivus

IT
is doubtless a pure coincidence, but

with peace comes by far the most in-

teresting play we have seen since 1914.
It is called "The Lost Leader," and its

author, Mr. Lennox Robinson, was at one
time manager of the famous Abbey
Theatre in Dublin. At that theatre the

play was first produced, in February of

last year. It has now come to the Court
Theatre, where it is acted by a mainly
British cast; but the Irish peasant char-
acters have fortunately been imported
from their native heath.

"The Lost Leader" is Parnell. When
it was understood that a play dealing
with that tragic figure was about to be

produced, some people jumped at the
conclusion that it must have been in-

spired by the success of Mr. John Drink-
water's "Abraham Lincoln," and would
prove to be a series of tableaux from the
career of the Uncrowned King. Not only
do dates, however, negative that theory—the whole character of the two pieces
is entirely different. Mr. Drinkwater's
is, in essence, a chronicle-play; Mr.
Robinson's is an imaginative creation

quite independent of history, though of
course with a political background.
When a man of great mark dies under

circumstances which are, or can be made
out to be, in the least mysterious, the

myth-making instinct is always apt to

seize the opportunity and set up a rumor
that he is not dead, but will come again,
in the fullness of time, to work out his

mission, whatever it may have been.

Right down to the armistice, thousands
of people knew on the very best author-

ity that Lord Kitchener was alive, and
a prisoner in Berlin. The Czar Nicholas,
if I am not mistaken, has already been

resurrected, and it would not be in the
least surprising if some pretender, per-

sonating him, were one day to play a
serious part in Russian politics. Par-

nell, it may be remembered, died quite

unexpectedly, shortly after the divorce

case which ruined his career. It used to

be whispered in Ireland that no one had
ever actually seen him dead—and on that

whisper Mr. Robinson has built his play.
The date is October, 1917. We are at

a small fishing hotel in the village of

Poulmore, kept by a capable and not un-
cultivated woman, Mary Lenihan, with
whom lives her aged uncle, Lucius. One
evening, in the smoking-room, a psycho-
analyst physician from London, Powell-

Harper by name, and his friend, Frank
Ormsby, foregather with a bustling
young reporter, Augustus Smith, who
has come over to work up the political

situation. As Dr. Harper is always will-

ing to talk shop, they fall to discussing
hypnotism, and Smith, who is a bad
sleeper, asks what the doctor would do to

put him to sleep. They scarcely notice

that old Lucius Lenihan is in the room.

Mary, his niece, has mentioned that his

sleep is constantly disturbed by dreams ;

and we see him prick up his ears eagerly
when the doctor says to Smith,

In your case, just by suggestion, I would
begin by suggesting to you sleep, a deep,
dreamless sleep, a sleep like black velvet, a
sleep as deep and as dark and as calm as
Poulmore Lake when, on a still autumn
evening, the mountain throws across it a
deep purple shadow.

He then holds up a bright coin, and
bidding Smith look hard at it, continues
his incantation until his subject does

actually drop off to sleep for a moment.
But Lucius Lenihan, having intently fol-

lowed the whole process, has succumbed
to the influence, and when the others look

around, they find him with his head
fallen forward on the table, profoundly
hypnotized. Powell-Harper determines
to seize the opportunity of freeing the
old man from his bad dreams, and the

following scene ensues:

Harper. Mr. Lenihan! [Lucius stirs

slightly.'] Mr. Lenihan! sit up, I have
something to say to you. [Lucius struggles
to sit up.] Sit up straight. You can, per-
fectly well—straight. [Lucius sits up
straight.] You sleep badly, don't you?
[Lucius bows his head.] Answer me, you
are able to speak.

Lucius. [In a very low voice.] Yes.

Harper. Speak louder, please.
Lucius. [Loudly.] Yes.

Harper. That's better. To-night you are

going to sleep soundly.
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Lucius. [Uneasily.1 I can't, I can't.

Harper. You mean your dreams will

keep you from sound sleep?
Lucius. Yes, the dreams of twenty years

ago. They come back, they come back.

Harper. Quite so. But now I am going
to take them away.

Lucius. Right away?
Harper. Yes. [He takes the cigar box,

empties it of the half-dozen cigars it con-

tains, and holds it up.] Look, I am going
to take your bad dreams and shut them up
in this box, and tie a big stone to it and

drop it in the lake and there they will lie.

Lucius. For ever?

Harper. For ever. There they go. One
two, three, four.

Lucius. I have more than that.

Harper. I have room for more . . .

We'll name the bad dreams as we put them
in. Here's the first. What is it called?

Lucius. A coffin.

Harper. Good. [He places a cigar in

the box.] There goes the coffin. Now the
next.

Lucius. A woman.
Harper. [Dropping in a cigar.] There

she is, in the coffin.

Lucius. [Excitedly.] No, no, she's not.

I'm in the coffin.

Harper. My mistake. I beg your par-
don. A coffin and a woman. Now the third?

Lucius. My false friends.

Harper. [Dropping a cigar in.] They're
gone. The fourth?

Lucius. My name. [There is a little stir

of surprise.]
Harper. Your name?
Ormsby. For God's sake stop this, Jim.

I don't like it, it's not fair. He doesn't
know what he's saying.

Smith. But it's dashed exciting. . . .

Ormsby. It's none of our business.

Harper. [Dropping in a cigar.] There
goes your name—Lucius Lenihan.

Lucius. No, no, that's not it, that's not

my name.
Harper. You're right. Beg pardon, I

can't read the name. But as you're ashamed
of it, we'll drop it in and say no more about
it.

Lucius. [Vehemently.] I was never
ashamed of it. My name, sir, is Charles
Stewart Parnell.

I can not tell how this may affect the

reader, but it certainly gave the specta-
tor one of those subtle thrills that are

among the triumphs of the theatre. The
old man is put off to sleep again, and
when he is awakened he knows nothing
of what has passed. This is how the

episode ends :

Lucius. [Rising a little shakily.] Was I

asleep, gentlemen?
Harper. I believe you did nod off for a

minute.—As I was saying, the first day I

only got half a dozen, the next day I hired
a boat from old Peter, and we fished the
upper lake. You've fished it, haven't you,
Frank?
Ormsby. I—oh—ah—yes, yes.
[They are watching Lucius, who has

crossed to the door.]
Harper. [Softly.] Mr. Parnell! [The

standing figure seems to grow slightly more
rigid.] Mr. Parnell! [The figure seems to
grow taller, seems to be holding itself in
and back.] What about turning in, Frank?
Ormsby. Yes, let's.

[Lucius turns, he is holding himself up,
he is taller, his eye is flashing, he looks
rather formidable. He makes a step
towards the group at the fire, and they in-

stinctively shrink back a little.]
Lucius. Sir—[He pauses, he appears to

change his mind, and stalks from the room.]

In the second act, next day, it appears
that the irrepressible Smith has tele-

graphed to London the news of the

alleged re-appearance of Parnell, and
tokens of growing excitement come pour-
ing into the village, in the shape of tele-

grams and demands for rooms at the
hotel. Mary Lenihan is in despair. She
believes Lucius to be really her uncle.

She knows that he imagines himself to

be Parnell, but, on her late father's au-

thority, she takes this to be a monomania.
And to the end—such is the author's

delicate art—we do not know which
theory is the true one. Both work out

quite plausibly. It may be that Mary's
father, in 1891, gave house-room to a

younger brother, just released from an

asylum, and still with a bee in his bon-

net; or it may be that he was himself a

passionate admirer of Parnell and was
prime mover in the plot whereby a
friendless Russian immigrant was buried
in the coffin which was supposed to con-

tain the remains of the great Tribune.
In our hearts, however, under the

glamour of the scene, we have not the
least doubt that Lucius is the real Par-
nell. He himself has no doubt that the

time has come for him to cast off his

masquerade and stand forth to save Ire-

land. He has his plan:
I knew that there must be a way out,

there must be a solution of the problem;
and fishing one day, between two casts of

my fly, I found it. It was so simple, it

could be told in twenty words. I let my
rod drop, and I sat down on the bank,
laughing at the simplicity of it. It only
needed to be told to Ireland by a man with
personality, a man who was loved and
feared, and the problem was solved for
ever. ... I hadn't courage to take the

plunge, I hadn't faith enough in myself, I—I—And then a voice out of the darkness—like the voice of the Almighty God him-
self—someone called me by my name. And
then I had no longer any doubts. It seemed
to me to be a sign from heaven itself.

The rather decrepit old man is now
erect and powerful, confident and com-

manding. Some excellent comedy is got
out of the bewilderment and confusion
into which the local representatives of

the different political factions are thrown
by so strange a resurrection. Is he the
real Parnell? And if he is, ought one
to hail him as a deliverer? or to take

steps to bury him again as soon as pos-
sible? There is only one man in the im-

mediate neighborhood who knew Parnell—and he is now blind. Brought into the

presence of the Claimant, the old ballad-

singer touches his features, and then
falls at his feet declaring him the veri-

table hero of his worship. But a blind

man's evidence is scarcely sufficient, and
it will be evening before men can arrive

from Dublin who knew intimately the
Uncrowned King. Lucius commands
everyone to meet. him at the Standing
Stones on Knockpatrick, a neighboring
hill, shortly before the Dublin train is

due.

The last act has been criticized as an
anti-climax—in my opinion most un-

justly. It consists for the most part of

a palaver between Lucius and the repre-
sentatives of the different parties, but
it is instinct with character and drama.
"You're not Parnell," cries Long John
Flavin, the local usurer, "Parnell never

spoke like that!" And Lucius replies:

Of course he didn't. Do you expect me
to speak as I did twenty-five years ago, to

forget nothing, to learn nothing? Do you
expect Ireland to change and me to stand
still? Bah, the world's crumbling to pieces
under your feet and none of you seem to
feel it. There'll be a new heaven and a new
earth, and you're blinder to it than Tomas
Houlihan.

How the debate ends I do not propose
to reveal, for the play will certainly be
seen in America, and it would be a pity
to discount the final scene. Suffice it to

say that Lucius is dead—his healing
word unspoken—before the men from
Dublin arrive, and that, when a lantern
is held to his dead face so that one of the
newcomers may see it, the man says,
"It's like his features, it might be—but
it's years since I saw him—I don't

know."

Apart from the works of J. M. Synge—which of course are hors concours—
"The Lost Leader" is decidedly the best

thing the Irish movement has given us.

It has produced many delightful sketches
of manners and character, local satires,
and bucolic farces; but this is a solid

piece of dramatic architecture. The part
of Lucius is played with invaluable au-

thority by Mr. Norman McKinnell, the

only drawback being his slight Scotch
accent. But a Scotch Parnell is less un-
thinkable than the Irish Abraham Lin-
coln who is still drawing crowds to Ham-
mersmith.

There has been only one other recent

production of any note: "A Temporary
Gentleman," by Mr. H. F. Maltby. It is

a sort of pendent to Mr. Harold Terry's
pleasant comedy, "General Post." Mr.
Terry's play dealt with one of the social

problems incident to the rising wave of
the war, Mr. Maltby's deals with one of
the problems which the falling wave
brings with it. What is to become of the

young men of very modest social stand-

ing—clerks and the like—who have
served as officers in an army of aristo-

cratic traditions, and now return to civil

life with new ideas, habits, claims. It is

simply not in human nature that they
should be content, in the new order of

things, to go back to the mechanical, un-

derpaid, dreary drudgery of the past.
Mr. Maltby treats the whole situation

with a good deal of insight and a great
deal of humor, and himself plays ex-

cellently the part of a smug and self-

satisfied profiteer.

William Archer

London, July 4
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Amy Lowell's Collec-

tion of Modern Verse

MESSRS.
Doubleday, Page and Com-

pany give notice of a "Bookshelf,"

comprising fifty-four volumes of repre-

sentative modern verse, selected by Miss

Amy Lowell, and offered for sale, in col-

lected form, at the New York bookstores

of the firm. The choice of Miss Lowell

as chooser is sagacious, and the inclusion

in her list of four volumes written by
herself is altogether right and proper.
Books in the "old idiom" are allowed a

minority representation; one anthology
and three books of criticism are included.

The series is to furnish an "authorita-

tive guide" to people interested in new
verse who have heard "the clamor of

the fight from far." (The metaphor is

interesting as symptomatic of the out-

break of poetry in our time in the com-
mercial notices of publishers; to-day not

only the vines, but the elms that support
the vines, bear grapes.) If there is any
weakness in the interesting plan of

Messrs. Doubleday and Page, it lies pos-

sibly in the vagueness of the constit-

uency to which they appeal. Undoubt-

edly they can find persons who need to

be guided to the primary text-books in

modern verse. Presumably they can
find persons who are willing to read fifty-

four volumes of modern poetry, though
the Review would shrink from participa-
tion in the search. But where is the
reader to be found who belongs in both
these classes? One hardly spreads a
bookshelf before persons who are obliged
to inquire the road to the library.

Depths of ignorance commonly go with
shallow curiosities. Miss Lowell's list

will certainly interest critics, but the
man whom Messrs. Doubleday and Page
have in mind would be better served by
counsel to read the Monroe-Henderson
anthology through in connection with
Miss Lowell's "Tendencies in Modern
American Poetry."

In partial compliance with a sugges-
tion of the publishers, the Review will

give here and now a brief summary of
the chief steps in the radical movement
of contemporary verse.

In 1855 Walt Whitman published
"Leaves of Grass." He handled many
topics and used many words which were
strange to the poetry of his day, and
he wrote in a rhymeless and metreless
verse of which the rhythms were indefi-

nite and variable. The verse was thought
to be new and free. Its freedom was
unquestionable; its novelty had to be

judged in the light of the fact that

poetry which looked like prose and prose
which sounded like poetry were not un-

known, or even very unusual, in English
and other literatures. More must be
known of prose rhythm and more of free-

verse rhythm before the amount of orig-

inality in the latter can be fixed with

any permanence.
Whitman, then, was a double innova-

tor: an innovator on the side of matter
and diction, and an innovator on the side

of technique. Both of these novelties

had sequels. The sequel in England,
which may or may not have been a re-

sult, was an expansion in matter and
diction on lines not markedly Whit-
manesque. In 1874 W. E. Henley pub-
lished his "Hospital Sketches." Kip-
ling's electrical "Barrack-Room Ballads"
and "Seven Seas" came out in 1892 and
1896. Thomas Hardy's grim verse had
its beginning in "Wessex Poems" in

1898. In 1913 came the shock of John
Masefield's "Everlasting Mercy," a poem
riotous in diction and setting, though its

teaching was meekness itself. Mean-
while, the plays and tales of Mr. W. W.
Gibson had put into the plainest lan-

guage the crudest facts in the lives of

humble men and women.
Innovation in England, then, applied

itself mainly to subject and vocabulary—in France it laid hold of versification.

Between 1890 and 1893, a group of young
French poets, very unlike Whitman, but

very tired of the old French verse-

forms, fell in with Whitman's liberated

rhythms. M. Viele-Griffin published
translations of the American poet in his

review, Les Entretiens politiques et

litteraires. M. Henri de Regnier, be-

tween 1890 and 1900, put elasticity and

versatility into French rhythms, with-
out robbing them of their ancient stay of

rhyme. M. Paul Fort, fertile in "Bal-

lades" between 1894 and 1898, made the

boundary between verse and prose waver
and oscillate in the freakish diversity of

his experiments.
These undertakings in France found

an eager and adroit pupil in Miss Amy
Lowell, an American poetess, whose
"Sword-Blades and Poppy-Seed," dating
from 1914, was followed in 1916

by "Men, Women and Ghosts." Free

verse, as Miss Lowell wrote it, may be
defined as a rhymeless form in which the

verses (or lines) obey no single or com-
mon law. But while her coadjutors,

mostly English, perfected the fine and

fragile technique of the form, Miss
Lowell herself was turning to another
form known as "polyphonic prose."

Polyphonic prose, though sprinkled with

rhyme and assonance, is prose to the eye,

and its basis is a richly rhythmed and

strongly segmented sentence, the mem-
bers of which show a balance that is both

exquisite and monotonous. Miss Lowell
is experimenter and expositor quite as

much as poet. She placed militant pref-

aces, like vedettes, in front of her books
of verse, and, viewing them, very prop-

erly, as non-combatants, supplied them
with bodyguards in the shape of two
critical treatises, "Six French Poets"

(1915) and "Tendencies in Modern
American Poetry" (1916).
America had thus reclaimed from

France the metrical impulse which
France in the early nineties had bor-

rowed from Whitman. She was also to

reclaim from England—or perhaps mere-

ly to revive in herself—the impulse to-

wards liberality of subject in which she

had anticipated or prompted the mother

country. The very curious thing is that

these things happened at almost the same

time; the formal revolt and the material

revolt were practically simultaneous.

"Sword-Blades and Poppy-Seed" was
issued in 1914. In 1914 and in 1915 ap-

peared "North of Boston" by Robert
Frost and "Spoon River Anthology" by
Edgar Lee Masters. Neither of these

books lacked novelty in form, but the

significance of both lay in their material,

in the appropriation by poetry of real-

istic intensities which had hitherto been

relinquished to prose on the ground that

they were homely or sordid. They were

very different books in other ways : Mr.
Frost gave poignancy to inner heart-

breaks; Mr. Masters imparted grimness
to melodrama on a civic scale. But to-

gether they formed the complement
to Miss Lowell's work; America had
fathered both tendencies; like parted
brothers they rejoined each other at

their common birthplace.
The result of these coincidences must

have surprised everybody. The public
took fire; books of poetry were bought,
were read, were sought by publishers;

poets wrote under new stimuli for a

widened audience, and an amazed nation

called itself to account, in criticism and

debate, for its unexampled interest in

poetry. Into the worth or duration of

this movement it is not the purpose of

this meagre and imperfect summary to

inquire. We have carried Messrs.

Doubleday and Page's reader as far on
his journey as we could, and we now
abandon him, with a friendliness not

untouched with compassion, to his fifty-

four volumes.

On Literary Convivi-

ality

IF
Wordsworth had written a cycle of

drinking songs, though the supposi-
tion taxes the imagination, he might
have set down complete data as to the

times, places, and circumstances of their

composition. Writers of Bacchic verse

have lacked the Wordsworthian habit of

annotating their poems. Shakespeare, Ben

Jonson, Fletcher, Dekker, and many of

their contemporaries seem to have lived

greatly in the spirit of their excellent

convivial lyrics. Robert Burns, who
could write the most sympathetic drink-

ing songs, was regrettably more given
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to example than to lyrical precept. It

could easily have been Goldsmith him-

self, rather than Tony Lumpkin, who so

confidently declared,

When Methodist preachers come down
A-preaching that drinking is sinful,
I'll wager the rascals a crown
They'll always preach best with a skinful.

And yet, barring a few biographical tra-

ditions and some occasional bits of local

color, such as the Mermaid Tavern or
the inspiration of "Willie brewed a peck
o'maut," we are left unenlightened as
to the immediate circumstances attend-

ing the production of this class of poems.
Will the drinking song automatically

disappear from our literature at the
same time that the drink itself is voted
out of our reach? Will convivial lyrics,
which date back to earliest history, be-
come as obsolete as the songs of the
troubadours? Or will this large body

TlFFANY&C0.
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NewYork

of literature remain, preserved, so to

speak, in the memory of its own
alcohol?

Even purely vicarious topers find en-

joyment in this sort of verse. To its

rhythmic sprightliness, its irresistible

metrical enthusiasm the physical pulse

quickens as to a hornpipe or a jazz

melody. At the same time, there is a

gradual relaxation of customary formal

restraints, ranging all the way from a

grateful acceptance of the present mood
to a feeling of reckless abandon, finding
such climactic expression as "We-won't-

go-home-until-morning" ; or the pro-
fane inquiry at the end of "Hail, hail,

the gang's all here"; or, to cite a more
classical example, Thomas Dekker's lines,

Empty the cask, score up, we care not;
Fill all the pots again, drink on and spare

not.

These devil-may-care climaxes, how-

ever, should not be taken too literally.

They are a necessary but largely con-

ventional part of the typical drinking

song, and they are best enjoyed, as Lamb
said of comic acting, when their rendi-

tion is accompanied by tacit awareness

of the exaggeration. On the principle—
for we must choose our analogies with

care—that only a sober bartender can be

trusted to mix drinks artistically, only a

person in reasonable possession of his

faculties could expect to write an accept-

able Bacchic poem.
If this is sound, and the appeal of a

drinking song is largely independent of

the associations of its subject matter,
then a practical demonstration should be

possible. Suppose that a perfectly sober

writer, mindful only of the literary ex-

hilaration which comes from reading
bibulous verse, should attempt to write

a lyric of this kind. To show the im-
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portance of form as compared with sub-

ject matter, suppose his theme to be a

beverage not legally classified as alco-

holic, but only carbonized for the occa-

sion. To be sure he could not be ex-

pected to use the form of a typical

drinking song in writing a homiletical

anti-drinking poem. The old song,
"Touch not the cup," has sufficiently

demonstrated the futility artistically

speaking of that approach to the subject.

No, this poem must be a bona fide drink-

ing song, with its positive attitude and
its due proportion of metrical joy. And
to emphasize the part which may be

played by convention, suppose the writer
has no great enthusiasm for the bever-

age described but is only assuming a

cordial attitude for the sake of writing
sympathetically.

All the conditions enumerated are ful-

filled in the drinking song quoted below.

A TEMPERANCE DRINKING SONG
There's never been a dearth of drinking

lays.
From ancient Anacreon down to date,

Poets have sung enthusiastic praise
Of liquors—vinted, malt, and distillate.

Of milder potions some have made their
boast,

But there is one that's never had its turn ;

So take your cup, and let this be our toast:
The lacteal by-product of the churn.

Oh, the drink I celebrate's a hearty one;
It will leave a fellow feeling fine as silk.

For convivial liquidation

Of a social obligation,
There is nothing in creation

Like a glass of buttermilk!

This cheerful cup of liquid cheese and whey,
This blend of richness and lip-smacking

tang,
Will quench our thirst a dozen times a day
Without a single alcoholic pang.

In private or in public, just the same,
No screens to hide us from the passer-by,

We'll seize our bumpers, innocent of blame,
And drink—until the cow is voted dry!

Oh, the drink I celebrate's a trusty one;
It defies the tattling gossips and their ilk.

There's no need of litigation
To defend your reputation
If your regular potation

Is a glass of butter milk.

C. W. P.

Every Reader of "The Review"
should read these articles in

the August number of

HARPER'S
MAGAZINE

Philip GlDDS—writes of his recent impressions
of America—an illuminating article by a keen

observer.

Arthur Bullard—who recently returned from

Russia gives a vivid picture of topsy-turvy con-

ditions in the land of the Bolshevik.

Harry A. Franck—who until recently was
an officer in our army and later made a trip

through Germany on foot throws new light on

the psychology of the conquered Boche.

Buckner Speed—a distinguished engineer puts
his finger on the difficulties which aviation has

yet to solve.

These are only a few of the many striking
feature* of the August Harper's—a magazine for

forward-looking men and women. The fiction
in this number is of unusual distinction. One hun-
dred and sixty pages of worth-while reading.
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pasturage.
There are fourteen buildings on the property,

substantially built at a cost far exceeding the

present price of the entire property.
If the purchaser desired to sell the timber,

(recently estimated at a high value by the State

Forester,) a very considerable reduction in the

net price of the property could be effected.

It is suggested that anyone who is interested

would profit by addressing the undersigned at

an early date.
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IT
would be folly to deny the gravity of

the race rioting at Chicago. Such a

clash between whites and blacks in the

second city of the country would be mat-
ter for sober thought at any time, and

gives occasion for peculiar anxiety now,
when the minds of men are unsettled and
multitudes are infected with the virus

of revolutionism. But we see no reason
whatever for regarding the disorders at

Washington and Chicago—even if they
should be followed by similar outbreaks
elsewhere—as the beginning of a "race

war," or even the signal for an entirely
new regime in the relations between
whites and blacks in this country. The
South ought to learn a lesson from
them, for it has certainly fallen far short
of its duty toward the negroes; and in

the North, too, there is plenty to be done
in the way of improvement. But we have
to recognize to-day, as we have had to

recognize these fifty years, that there
is no short-cut solution of the race prob-
lem. Give the negro a fair chance for
education and employment; put an end
to the unspeakable atrocity of lynching;
let him be sure of impartial justice in

the courts. All this can be done, and
must be done if we are to have decent

relations between the races; the rest

must be left to the slow work of time.

There have been several previous occa-

sions—East St. Louis and Atlanta need

only be mentioned—when race troubles

have looked quite as formidable as they
do to-day, but proved to be only passing

explosions. And although the present
outbreaks suggest sinister possibilities
on account of the Bolshevik element that

enters into them in a greater or less de-

gree, it would be foolish to jump to the

conclusion that they will actually take

on the dimensions of an extensive race

struggle.

""P|OG eat dog" is the phrase that comes
i-f to mind nowadays in following the

various quirks and turns of German
revelations. The Erzberger bombshell of

last week was one of the most curious of

these developments. One felt like ap-

plauding a move that seemed to have for

its object the fixing of guilt for the pro-

longation of the war upon German arro-

gance in the face of conciliatory ap-

proaches by the Allies, but while there

are a great many things yet to be cleared

up, the presumption is overwhelming
that no really new knowledge of this

kind can be forthcoming. Germany's
case is bad enough without any artificial

heightening of her guilt. The devil may
be as black as he was painted, but it is

pretty certain that he is no blacker.

Those outside of Germany who remem-
ber the events of the time were little

stirred by the Erzberger story, which
bore internal evidence of being a falsely

colored version of the well-known facts

connected with the papal intercession of

1917. And now comes M. Ribot, who
was French Premier and Foreign Min-
ister at the time, and flatly declares that

Erzberger's statement is "a distortion of

the truth"—that the proposals for over-

tures to Germany originated with Pope
Benedict and were declined by both

France and Great Britain with "the

politest acknowledgment to the Pope, but

nothing more." That the German mili-

tary clique would have received any over-

tures in a truculent spirit, if the over-

tures had been made, is possibly what

Erzberger's documentary evidence really

shows. But that hardly required proof;
and in any case the demonstration of this

hypothetical wickedness is too much like

the antiquarian's exhibit of Balaam's

sword to command any great interest.

APOLOGISTS
for the transfer of the

German rights in Shantung to Japan
have advanced the plea that German in-

fluence is still too deeply rooted in that

region to be eradicated by so weak a

power as China. The case is said to

need a strong hand, and to call for a

temporary occupation. This contention

involves a matter of fact which has not

been made clear. If the facts are such,

the whole case could be settled by an

explicit expression of intention from

Japan accompanied by a promise to with-

draw when the mission shall have been

fulfilled. Short of a Japanese Piatt

amendment, the situation remains in-

herently threatening and most preju-

dicial to the claims of the Covenant.

What makes the case worse is the recent

brutal repression of the disturbances in

Korea. Japan has not shone as a self-

appointed mandatory. She does not

come with such clean hands that the Sen-

ate is bound perfunctorily to accept her

apparent spoliation of China. Proper

diplomatic assurances from Japan would

clear the air and are emphatically in

order.

THE
British are having trying times,

and it is hard for outsiders to under-

stand why they do not settle down to

work and enjoy the fruits of victory.

But internal troubles, especially the

miners' grievances, are causing more

anxiety than the terrific German drive

of last year in Picardy and Flanders. It

was thought that the miners would be

satisfied with the seven-hour day and
the increased pay allowed them by the

Interim Sankey Report, as it was under-

stood that piece rates would be adjusted
to the new conditions, so that, although
the output would be reduced by about

ten per cent., the miners would get for

seven hours the wages which they had

previously received for eight hours, and

two shillings a day besides. But the

Coal Controller, it seems, made some
mistake in his calculations, and the

Yorkshire miners with some from other

counties—about 250,000 in all—went on

strike until the difficulty should be set-

tled. They feared that they were going
to be defrauded of their rightful due;
but in general they were in a bad frame
of mind—disgusted with the Govern-

ment and the bureaucracy, suspicious of

the mine owners, stubborn in their de-

mand for nationalization, angry about
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the increase in the price of coal, the high
cost of living, intervention in Russia,

and smarting under the lash of public
criticism. They must have been in an

ugly mood or they would not have de-

serted the pumps, leaving the mines,
their own source of livelihood, in danger
of being ruined.

The Government took immediate steps
to prevent this disaster by sending blue-

jackets to man the pumps and soldiers

to protect the bluejackets, and then Mr.
David Lloyd George, with his mighty
men—Hon. Andrew Bonar Law, Sir Eric

Geddes and Sir Auckland Geddes—made
haste to hold conferences with the lead-

ers of the miners, for already manufac-
turers were shutting down their plants
for lack of coal, exports had ceased and
the danger of extensive trouble was
imminent. The difficulty was settled in

the usual way, by concessions to the

miners, and one more crisis in British

industry was over. But it is evident

that further trouble is brewing, for the

miners are determined to force the issue

of nationalization, which Parliament
does not want, and their leaders, who
have urged them on, are unable to keep
them in hand. The politicians, too, are

beginning to wish that they had been
more chary of their promises. Workers
in other industries, together with the un-

employed, are beginning to see that the

miners have gone too far with their

policy of rule or ruin, and there is grow-
ing indignation against them. The other

members of the Triple Alliance—the rail-

way men and the transport workers—
suffer when coal is dear and when the
miners go on strike, so there is a possi-

bility of their wavering in their loyalty,
for the solidarity of labor is by no means
complete. Sooner or later it may be

necessary for the Government, backed

by public opinion, to come to grips with
the miners, and when they do there will

be a terrible struggle, the outcome of

which no man can foresee. Once more
the keystone of the British industrial

arch seems to be weakening, and there
is danger that the whole structure may
collapse. It is surely time for our Eng-
lish cousins to pull themselves together,
and to say to one another, in the fine

words of Shakespeare: "Nought shall

make us rue, if England to itself do
stand but true."

CLEMENCEAU
has received two votes

of confidence, with increasing ma-
jorities, within a week. It is plain that

the snap vote against the Minister of

Provisions had no general bearings, and
the Tiger's position seems quite safe for
the few weeks or months he is going to

want it. His vindication, though fully

expected, is welcome as showing that

despite superficial revolutionary talk,

everything is really taking a normal par-

liamentary course in France. Alarmists

who see in Europe nothing but organized
revolt would do well to note the collapse
of the general political strikes set for

England, France, and Italy on the 20th
and 21st. These were to be demonstra-
tions that would shake the existing polit-
ical order. On the day set for the sym-
bolic uprising, there were sporadic
strikes, but nothing of consequence. The
Social Revolution was indefinitely post-
poned. All of which goes to prove that
labor unions, parliaments, and men gen-
erally are more sensible than their con-
stant talk and occasional actions would
seem to indicate.

IT
is not premature to give to commer-

cial aviation the best consideration

the country is capable of. With the air

mail-service attaining to the dignity of a

strike, it is plain that, in however limited

a way, the fields of air are susceptible
of still further profitable cultivation. If

so, America can scarcely afford to lag
behind. It does not do to assume that

primacy in what may prove to be an im-

portant form of human achievement
must inevitably gravitate to us, without
effort on our part. Nor will it do to

importune the Government to do some-

thing about it. The Government might
do much more than it is doing if it

maintained some of its plants and fying
fields, if it made available its store of

Curtiss training planes to the many
hardy young men who are eager to con-

tinue, or to learn, the business of flying.

It might do much to bring up a race of

flyers useful for the enlargement as well

as the preservation of the blessings of

peace. But if commercial flying is to

amount to anything, it must come as the

result of courageous and unwearying
private enterprise. Already, we under-

stand, private enterprise in England is

prepared to spend $60,000,000 in the de-

velopment of flying. America starts

with a handicap in the matter of motor

patents and of plane patents. But the

door is not closed to us yet, though that

may happen soon. The suggestion of a

speaker at a recent meeting of the Aero-

nautical Society that planes of similar

performance to our DeHavilands be em-

ployed for trans-oceanic flights in a sys-

tem of eight-hundred-mile relays, a

plane dropping its thousand-pound cargo
on a mother ship cruising about a fixed

point, then refueling and returning to

its base, leaving its cargo to be carried

over the next stage by another plane,

may not be the ultimate solution. But it

is well worth looking into. There is

promise of ample business in the form
of matter usually sent by cable, of draw-

ings, signatures, and other urgent mail

matter, to make it pay. And as a chal-

lenge to Yankee enterprise in a field of

great possibilities, if not too precise

promise, it is something that can not

wisely be ignored.

SPEAKING
of the possibility of legis-

lating people into virtue, Mr. Bryan
a while ago cited the example of dueling.

People went on fighting duels, he seemed
to say, until some high-minded folk

passed a law against it, and then they

stopped. The facts are quite otherwise.

In England and America, when dueling

flourished, there was always plenty of

law against it, and plenty of ably ex-

pressed opposition by thoughtful people.

The trouble was that the law was too

severe to be enforced. What ended duel-

ing was not legislation at all, but a

gradual change in the manners of the

small class that engaged in it. There
was plenty of law against dueling in

Germany, where it existed under about

the same sort of protest that football

evokes here, as a form of indoor ath-

letics. There is plenty of law against

dueling in Latin countries, where it still

survives as a more or less harmless way
of ending an uncomfortable discussion.

After all, instead of nursing a grievance

against your even-Christian, it is per-

haps more conducive to mental health to

fire a pistol into the air somewhere in his

neighborhood, and then shake hands and
make up. It is only a gesture, perhaps;
it is easily ridiculed, as when Sainte-

Beuve insisted on fighting under an um-

brella, or an American selected for

weapons baseballs at fifteen paces ; but il;

may serve wonderfully to purge the pas-
sions. It is something other than laws,

something behind them of which they
are the convenient and effective expres-

sion, that in the long run keeps society

from doing things that are harmful to

it. And, it is sometimes worth while to

be reminded, life does not consist in not

doing things, but in doing things—
wisely.
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Bring It to a Head !

THERE
is nothing strikingly novel in

Mr. Hughes's letter to Senator Hale.

Yet we are inclined to find in it a really

hopeful significance. For the real thing
that is going on in Washington is far

less a process of examination and discus-

sion than a process of alignment of

forces ; and Senator Hale's inquiry, taken

in conjunction with Mr. Hughes's reply

to it, indicates, to our mind, more of an

approach to a reasonable alignment than

anything else that has thus far come to

the front. The essence of Senator Hale's

letter is contained in this passage :

Rather than take the Covenant as it now
stands I am very certain that considerably
more than one-third of the Senate would
refuse to ratify the treaty altogether.
As far as I am personally concerned

I do not want to see this happen and I do
want to see some plan devised whereby the

United States may safely enter the League
of Nations.

And the crux of Mr. Hughes's reply is to

be found in what he says about the

strategy of the situation in the Senate:

If the Senate should adopt reservations

by a majority vote, I assume that these will

be made part of the proposed resolution of

assent to the treaty, and the question will

then be whether the Senate will give its

assent, with these reservations, by the re-

quisite two-thirds vote. If the proposed
reservations are reasonable, the responsi-
bility for the defeat of the treaty, if it is

defeated, will lie with those who refuse the
vote essential to the assent.

Upon this task—the task of formulating
a set of reasonable reservations, reserva-

tions which would safeguard vital

American concerns, which would be in

substance as little disturbing to the Cov-
enant as is compatible with this require-

ment, and in form interpretative and not

amendatory—the Republican leaders

should from this time forth firmly centre
their efforts. For such a set of reserva-
tions there is every reason to believe that
a majority vote can be obtained; and
when this has once become evident the
end of the long drawn-out struggle over
the treaty ought to be in sight.
To the attainment of this object Mr.

Hughes makes a valuable contribution in
the form that he has proposed for the
reservations. As regards the Monroe
Doctrine and the control of what the
United States regards as purely domestic
questions the form does not greatly dif-
fer from what has been proposed by Mr.
Root and others ; in the matter of notice
of withdrawal from the League, how-
ever, as well as in the matter of Article
X, one observes a very definite exercise
of lawyer-like skill in reducing to a
minimum the possibility of objection
from other signatory Powers. As to the
right of withdrawal, Mr. Hughes's pro-
posed resolution declares that the with-
drawal of any Power shall take effect at
the time specified in the notice, "notwith-
standing any claim, charge or finding"

of non-fulfilment of obligations; but it

adds that "such withdrawal shall not
release the Power from any debt or lia-

bility theretofore incurred"—thus em-

bodying what may well be regarded as

a substantial compliance with the provi-
sions of the Covenant as it now stands.

In the case of Article X, the broad
statement of the first sentence goes, we
believe, beyond the intent of Mr. Hughes,
and should be modified; what follows is

the essential thing—the declaration that
the United States assumes no obligation
to take any action in pursuance of the
recommendation of the Council of tne

League unless such recommendation be

approved by Congress. It has been con-

fidently asserted, both by advocates and

by opponents of the unreserved accept-
ance of the Covenant, that this is all that

Article X means anyhow; and it has
been asserted with equal confidence, both

by advocates and by opponents, that the

recommendation of the Council would

carry with it an obligation that we could

not disregard without a violation of our
national honor. Mr. Hughes's proposal,

therefore, is purely interpretative; and

yet it completely removes the chief ob-

stacle to the acceptance of Article X.
It is high time for the Republican

floundering in this great matter to come
to an end. It has been a most unedify-
ing spectacle—not as an exhibition of

excessive partisanhsip, as is so often

charged, but of lack of intelligent

leadership. Indeed, the floundering is

rather a sign of non-partisanship than of

partisanship. It is far easier to get to-

gether upon a scheme of partisan war-
fare than to come to an agreement as to

a large public question upon its merits.

The great variety of opinion and posi-
tion manifested among Republican Sena-
tors is proof that at least a considerable

proportion of them are acting according
to their individual views of the subject.
What has been lacking is an apprecia-
tion of the necessity, if anything is to be

accomplished, of agreement upon some
line of action which, while not satisfying

every individual, would embody the es-

sentials upon which all except a few
extremists could agree. However, in

fairness to the Republicans it is only

just to say that the unity among the

Democrats is to be ascribed not to whole-
hearted enthusiasm in behalf of the

League, but to that support of the

President in his position which is natu-
ral and inevitable in the circumstances.

In and out of Congress there is probably
a majority who feel that the League
holds out the possibility of a great and
beneficent future—who accept it as the
best thing in sight, as something entitled

to a fair chance, as an opening which
we can not afford to turn down. But
the number of those who hail it with joy
as the sure harbinger of an era of peace
and good will is so small as to be almost

negligible. In these circumstances, it is

but natural that any sacrifice of national

tradition or policy which it demands
should be viewed with a jealousy which
would otherwise be out of place; and
we may be sure that this feeling exists

among Democrats as well as among Re-

publicans.
What the President is going to do to

bring about a solution of the problem is

still far from clear. Thus far he has

done nothing to change the situation that

has existed these many months. Appar-
ently he adheres to the purpose of mak-

ing a great appeal to the people to stand

by him against all opposition or criti-

cism. What his chances are of bringing
this attempt to a triumphant conclusion,

he is perhaps better able to judge than

any one else; yet in such enterprises he
has been by no means uniformly success-

ful. One instance of signal failure was
that of his appeal on the eve of the Con-

gressional elections of last year; but,

properly viewed, the series of speeches
he made at the outset of his peace-mak-
ing mission in Europe is an instance no
less impressive. In neither case did the

sentiment to which he appealed suffice

for his purpose. In the tour which he
now contemplates his experience may be

quite different. But he certainly runs a

great risk. He may succeed in develop-

ing a state of public sentiment to which
the opposition in the Senate will be com-

pelled to bow; but if he fails the opposi-
tion will undoubtedly be strengthened,
and made in many ways more dangerous.
Would it not be the part of wisdom for

him rather to watch his chance for a

great stroke of conciliation and legiti-

mate compromise? Indeed, is not such a

chance open to him now? Would it not

be a great stroke for him to accept Mr.

Hughes's proposals, or something very
like them? This it seems clear would
take the ground from under the feet of

the opposition. It may be that the psy-

chological moment has not yet arrived

for such a step; but in this direction we
are convinced is to be found the way out

of a situation which every succeeding
week of its continuance will make more
and more injurious to the prospects of

our country and of the world. It is

not only Congress, but also the Presi-

dent, that has not risen to the height of

the occasion. Had he from the start set

the note of a united endeavor in which

Americans without distinction of party
were called upon to bear an equal share,

the whole development of affairs would

have been very different. But it is not

too late even now. By a single stroke

of boldness and magnanimity, Mr. Wil-

son still has it in his power to assure

not only the success of the treaty but

the establishment of a feeling that that

success was not a mere personal or party

victory but an achievement of American

patriotism and good sense.
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The Seamen's Strike
rriHE seamen's strike, which seriously
A interfered with shipping all along
the Atlantic and Gulf coast for about

three weeks, was a matter of direct con-

cern not only to the American Steamship
Company, chief spokesman for the pri-

vate owners, but to the United States

Government itself, which, through the

Shipping Board, is the largest single

owner, and will presently have more
ocean-going ships than all the private
owners put together. Mr. Edward N.

Hurley, Chairman of the Board, put the

case very clearly before the National

Marine League on March 27, when he
said:

The United States Government now owns
555 ocean-going steel cargo ships, aggre-

gating 3,385,475 deadweight tons. In addi-
tion it has under contract 1,336 similar ves-

sels of 9,275,006 deadweight tons. If our

present programme be carried out there
will be under the American flag next year
16,732,700 deadweight tons of ocean-going
steel cargo and passenger ships. This fleet

will be the equivalent of almost half of the
merchant tonnage which plies the seas to-

day under the flag of all nations combined.
The Government will own about 70 per cent,

of it.

In view of these facts, it is evident

that there is now going on a tremendous

expansion of our ocean-going marine, to

say nothing of the multitude of smaller

vessels engaged in the coastwise trade,
on the great lakes and other waterways.
Whether by accident or design, the In-

ternational Seamen's Union of America
chose the strategic moment for present-
ing its demands, not only because the
new ships must be manned, but because
of Europe's urgent need for foodstuffs,

cotton, coal, and other necessaries of life.

Then, too, there is in the interior a great
scarcity of farm labor for the harvest-

ing of our enormous crops, so that many
seamen might have taken a vacation in

the harvest fields, while their less enter-

prising shipmates drew strike pay for

picket duty along the waterside of the
coast cities.

As usual, there are several points of
view from which the strikers' demands
may be regarded, none of which gives
absolute knowledge of the question—for
it is many-sided. They asked for an all-

round increase in wages of $15 a month,
for an 8-hour day in port and the corre-

sponding three-watch system at sea, for

preference to union seamen, and for
better accommodations on shipboard.
Some of their demands were considered

vital, while others were thrown in for

good measure, as the unions knew quite
well that they could not get everything
at once.

The trouble began on July 10, with a
strike of firemen, oilers, and water-
tenders, presently extending to the regu-
lar seamen until many ships were tied

up all along the coast from Portland to

Galveston. The private owners were not
inclined to concede much, but the Ship-

ping Board replied to the strikers' de-

mands by telegram on July 13, fixing
the wage of boatswains at $90 a month,
able seamen $85, ordinary seamen $60,
and boys for training purposes $40. A
flat increase of $15 a month was granted
to stewards and chief cooks, and a flat

increase of $10 for all other positions,

including firemen, oilers, and water-

tenders, who were the first to strike.

Concessions were also granted to deck
officers and engineers, but these are not
members of the Seamen's Union. The
Board agreed to the 8-hour day in port,
but would not allow the three-watch

system at sea, because that would in-

crease the size of crews at a time of

great shortage of sailors. The Board de-

clared its intention to establish joint

grievance committees in important ports
to interpret rules and arrangements, but

nothing was said about reference to un-

ionists, except that other pending ques-
tions were to be subject to negotiation.
The American Steamship Company, on

behalf of the private owners, accepted
the decision of the Board under protest.
The seamen, on the other hand, although
fairly well satisfied with the wages al-

lowed, determined to stand out for their

original demands, especially the three-

watch system and preference to union-

ists, and the strike continued for five

weeks longer, after which the Shipping
Board and the private owners made
some further concessions and a settle-

ment was effected on July 26. By the

final terms boatswains are to receive $95,
able seamen $85, ordinary seamen $65,

boys $40; while the crew of the engine-

room, the fireroom, and the steward's de-

partment are allowed proportionately
more than the seamen. The three-watch

system was allowed to wheelmen and
lookout only, but preference to union sea-

men was not granted. The officers of

the Union consider the strike a great

success, and they have every reason for

that opinion.
What the Seamen's Union wanted

most of all was preference to unionists,

but that is what they were unable to

get. It was not a demand for the closed

shop exactly, since non-union seamen

might be employed when union men were
not available; it was rather a prelimi-

nary measure designed to build up the

membership of the Union, to increase

its power, and to prepare the way for

further demands at a later date.

True, the Seamen's Union had some
such preference during the war, which
it regards as a precedent that should

obtain in time of peace. This, however,
is a dangerous argument for the Union
to use, for it proves too much. The
preference in question was granted in

consideration of special and dangerous
war service; then it was demanded as a

right without the offer of any equiva-
lent whatever. Other precedents might
be cited, but they all show that prefer-
ence to unionists is a franchise or spe-
cial privilege which generally is, and
always should be, granted on the basis
of a quid pro quo. Thus, under the late

lamented Protocol in the New York gar-
ment trade, preference was allowed the
Garment Workers because they agreed
to submit disputes to arbitration.

Similarly, in New Zealand the Arbitra-
tion Court commonly allows preference,
but only to unions registered under the
Arbitration Act and never to those which
reserve the right to strike.

Recent events in Great Britain have
called attention more than ever before
to the importance of transportation as
the keystone of the industrial arch, with-
out which the whole fabric would col-

lapse. The unions, especially the more
radical of them, have made practical ap-
plication of the circumstance, while the

employers and the Government have al-

lowed matters to drift until they are now
confronted with the powerful and tru-

culent Triple Alliance of miners, rail-

waymen, and transport workers, whose
strangle-hold on British industry it

seems almost impossible to release. The
Triple Alliance could, if it wished, bring
about a social revolution, or, at the least,
a disastrous civil war. The situation

there clearly shows the danger that may
come to a whole country from the con-
centration of power in the hands of a

group of special interests, without any
guarantee that it will not be used for
unsocial ends.

The I. W. W. of this country, con-

fessedly revolutionary, well understand
the relation of transportation to all the
other industries of the country; and
realizing that a general strike of the
orthodox type is impracticable, they plan
to reach the same end through a general
strike of transport workers. In setting
forth the merits of their scheme, James
Scott, Acting-Secretary of the Marine

Transport Workers' Industrial Union of

the I. W. W., says:

Remember, fellow workers, that trans-

portation is the keystone of the present in-

dustrial system, and that when transporta-
tion stops, industry stops.

Our Seamen's Union, of course, is not

revolutionary, and such leaders as An-
drew Furuseth have no sympathy what-
ever with the I. W. W. ; but they would
be something more than human if, find-

ing themselves in a position of great

power, they were not tempted to misuse
it when occasion offered. Besides, these

relatively conservative leaders might at

any time be displaced by others far more
radical, and if the Shipping Board and
the private owners—both trustees for

the country at large—were to encourage
the creation of such a power within the

state without taking from it the right
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to strike, they would be selling the coun-

try's birthright for a mess of pottage.

All this, of course, takes no account of

the interests of non-union seamen, nor

of the private owners and the Shipping

Board, all of whom may have rights that

should be considered. Indeed, both the

Shipping Board and the private owners

may find it hard to make both ends meet

when the enormous fleet now building is

put in commission, and when Great Brit-

ain and other countries resume their

long interrupted traffic. The Seamen's

Act of 1915, commonly known as the

La Follette Act, but really the work of

Mr. Furuseth and the Seamen's Union,
has unquestionably increased the cost of

operating American ships as compared
with those of other countries, and it is

still a question whether we shall be able

to do our own ocean carrying without

government subsidies or government
ownership, both of which depend, in the

last resort, upon the good will of the

taxpayer.

The Austrian Terms

UNQUESTIONABLY
the most sensa-

tional result of the war is the reduc-

tion of Austria from one of the greatest
of Empires to one of the smallest of re-

publics. Three-quarters of the Reich has

been shorn off for distribution to Poland,

Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, Italy, and
Rumania. Hungary is to be treated sepa-

rately, with the prospect of being first

conquered in a supplementary campaign.
What remains of Austria is some 32,000

square miles, about the area of Portugal,
with a population of 7,000,000, approxi-

mately that of Belgium before the war.

Of the new states carved out of old Aus-

tria, the sole inheritor of the name is the
most homogeneous, being almost exclu-

sively German. Of the entire popula-
tion nearly a third, 2,000,000, live, or

lived, in Vienna. The land is largely
mountainous and neither fertile nor rich

in mineral resources. It can barely sup-
port its own people and surely can hardly
maintain a world city like Vienna on the
old basis.

The Republic of Austria is to bear the
war damages and indemnities due in

Italy and the Balkans, though presum-
ably Hungary will eventually be made to
share in the reparations. The sum is

not fixed, but there are assurances that it

will be justly apportioned according to
Austria's ability to pay, while the pay-
ments will be completed within thirty
years. Reparations of a particularly
exemplary sort are to be exacted prompt-
ly in the shape of livestock to resupply
the Italian and Balkan regions lately
overrun by the Austrian armies.

All national debt existing before the
war is to be assumed by the new states
with Austria, the proportions to be ad-

justed by the League in conference with
the parties concerned. The very thorny
matter of the war debt is virtually let

alone. All the new states are cleared of

liability of any sort, nor can they as
nations or individuals put Austria in dis-

traint to pay the war bonds. She re-

mains answerable for the war debt held
outside of the former Empire. But this

must be a negligible amount. The clause

will have to be safeguarded, for it in-

vites to fraudulent transfer of the war
bonds to foreigners. The treaty provi-
sions for the war debt virtually force

repudiation, which is possibly the only
way out of the tangle. In the matter of

shipping destroyed during the war, Aus-
tria, like Germany, pays ton for ton.

Such are the main provisions of the

treaty. The very interesting arrange-
ments for artistic indemnity and search
of title as regards the Austrian art treas-

ures we shall probably treat later in a

separate article.

On the whole, the terms, while severe,
are just and practical. They may be

mitigated somewhat when the settle-

ment with Hungary is made. They leave

the Republic of Austria in a most anoma-
lous condition. She holds one of the

most splendid capitals in the world with

very slight resources for its upkeep. The
Republic is about in the position of a

very poor young man who has fallen

heir to an inalienable palace. Deprived
of the great industrial districts of

Galicia and Silesia, as of the fertile

steppes of Hungary, Austria has for the

moment, with sorely impaired capital,

an almost embarrassing residuum of so-

cial prestige. She will naturally try to

make up in trade and finance for what
she now lacks in territory and natural

resources. One would be glad to see her
find compensations in the realities foi

her old factitious renown.
From the new Slavic states she has lit-

tle to expect, at least until time shall

have healed old grudges. They are

likely to give their former tyrant few
preferences of any sort. With Hungary,
who, if not loving German Austria more,
at least loves the Slavs less, the Repub-
lic of Austria is likely to resume close

social and commercial relations. The
way of rehabilitation distinctly lies in

forming a new and perhaps unwritten

Ausgleich. Despite the racial enmity,
which is rather superficial, there is a
real affinity between the German Aus-
trian and the Hungarian temperament,
the Germans having been to their bene-
fit partially Magyarized. The real bond
should work more potently now that the
unnatural political union is annulled. Ru-
mania is on the whole likely to seek her
trade and personal relations rather with
Austria and Hungary, states consider-

ably influenced by Latin civilization,

than with the new Slavic nations or Rus-
sia. It is very important for all South-

eastern Europe that the European tradi-

tion represented by Austria should be
maintained and strengthened. She will

find her real future rather in winning
back the sympathy of her former sub-

jects than in the obvious course of turn-

ing to a German alliance.

For the present the League will pre-
vent any such alliance between Austria
and Germany. In the long run it may
have to be permitted. That it is inevi-

table we do not see. So far as the reali-

ties of self-determination are concerned,
a union between Austria and Bavaria, a

renewal of the old South German Con-

federation, would be far more logical

than the greater union. As Catholics

and inheritors of a European tradition,
Bavaria and Austria are far more akin
than either is to Prussia. If the League
works the miracle of removing interna-

tional fears, such regroupings based on
affections rather than on the need of

protection should become possible. The
natural and necessary endeavor of the

Republic of Austria to build up a new
sphere of influence in the regions it

lately controlled through political force

and guile will be watched with interest

and even sympathy. The future of Eu-
rope is going to be largely determined,
within a few years, on the soil that was
once Austrian. If the states indulge in

tariff wars and encourage racial hatreds,
the partition of Austria will merely have
extended the Balkans to the headwaters
of the Rhine. For the League remains a

gigantic task of arbitration and concilia-

tion, a task in which the new Republic of

Austria, with her extraordinary tradition
of diplomacy, may be of great influence.

No nation of modern times has cared
more earnestly for prestige. The only
lines along which it can be regained for
Austria seem clear. As a province of

Germany, she might be richer than she
is likely to be in independence, but with
the path to national renown completely
closed.

Housing and Prices

FOR
sound sense and careful thinking

we have seen few reports more de-

serving of commendation than that made
by the Housing Committee of the Mer-
chants' Association of New York. In
such a problem as that which presses
so acutely upon the population of our

greatest city, it is almost as important
to avoid going off on false scents as it

is to work out genuine remedies. In-

deed, it is more important; for if the

public has its attention centered upon
grievances that are unreal, or upon pro-
jects that can not possibly result in ex-

tensive improvement, not only can there
be no chance of adopting any useful pol-

icy, but there will actually be paralysis
of those spontaneous activities which are
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independent of any policy at all. The
Merchants' Association report has the

great merit of unflinchingly pointing out

the real elements in the situation, and

of showing the baseless character of

some of the ideas that are most current

concerning it. The fact that most of

the points of this nature made in the

report are common property among
people who understand the subject, does

not lessen the value of the firm and lucid

presentation of them in the report.

The very first thing to be recognized,

and the thing never to be lost sight of,

is that the only way to solve the housing

problem is to build houses. Profiteer-

hunting may be more interesting, and
is certainly more exciting, than a sober

tackling of the question of supply; but,

as is pointed out in the report, not only
is the practice of "profiteering" a very
minor element in the case, but what little

good in the way of easing of the situa-

tion can be accomplished by the hunting
down of actual profiteers is far more
than balanced by the discouragement of

legitimate building enterprise through
fear of the odium which these proceed-

ings tend to attach to houseowners in

general. This is not to say that a just
and sober endeavor should not be made
to stop abuses; the trouble is with the

undiscriminating spirit of a general cru-

sade into which such agitations are so

apt to fall If we are to have more
houses, we must encourage builders ;

and
we do not encourage them when we seek

to prevent those who already own houses

from obtaining the return which natu-

rally comes to them upon business prin-

ciples. You may intimidate a man here

and there into taking less rent than the

business conditions of the time warrant ;

but you won't intimidate very many,
and you will prevent a great many others

from going into a business which you
have virtually blacklisted.

This, however, is only one point of the

committee's report. It finds the impedi-
ments to the construction of the neces-

sary housing to consist chiefly in two

things :

I. Lack of money for building operations
caused by

(a) Insufficient return on mortgages
due to Federal taxes.

(b) Insufficient return on operation of

buildings, and apparent hostility of the

public to the collection by the owner of a
sufficient return, and
II. Doubt as to the continuance of the

prevailing high prices of building construc-

tion, and reluctance to build now while they
do prevail.

On the subject of taxation the committee

urges exemption from income taxes of

the revenue from real estate mortgages
up to an aggregate amount of forty thou-

sand dollars in the hands of any one
individual. A recommendation of this

general nature was made some time ago
by the joint committee on housing of the
New York State Legislature. As stated

in the Review at the time, such exemp-
tion would be justified on the ground of

urgent public necessity, and is also in

keeping with existing legislation in the
matter of farm loans. The degree in

which this might be expected to be help-
ful is shown in the Merchants' Associa-
tion Committee's report to be greater
than might at first thought be supposed,
and it is to be hoped that the measure
will be urged upon Congress.
The question of high prices of build-

ing construction belongs in a different

domain, and all that the committee or

anybody else can do in regard to it is to

express a judgment which might have
influence on practical men. The com-
mittee believes, in common with almost
all economists and business men who
have studied the question, that there is

no prospect of a general lowering of

prices for a long time to come. The
world is on a new price level, caused not

by extortionate practices, or the plots
of evil-minded persons, but by the enor-

mous expansion of credit and of paper
currency throughout the world, together
with the diversion of a large part of the
world's energy from fruitful productive

enterprises to the purposes of war mak-
ing. To some extent there should be a
recoil in the direction of lowered prices

through the restoration of normal pro-
ductive activities. But the great factor

of monetary inflation is with us to stay,

certainly for a long time, and even the

other process will be slow in making any
marked impression upon prices. More-
over, while wages of labor have in some
directions gone beyond even the great
rise in the level of prices, labor on the

whole, especially if we take into account
the salaried as well as the wage-earning
classes, has not caught up with that
level. Accordingly, in the adjustments
that remain to be made, there is every
reason to expect, for a long time to come,
increases in cost of production that will

tend to cancel those decreases which will

take place where scarcity of labor has
run wages up to extortionate heights.
Take it all in all, it is idle for persons
contemplating building to wait for a

drop in building costs that is certainly
far off, when returns in the shape of

rent, for a series of years at least, will

be on an unusually high scale.

The whole situation offers a typical

example of the way in which economic

hardships tend to be lessened not by cry-

ing out against them, nor by resorting
to repressive legislation, but by letting

economic forces do their natural work.
The way to reduce rents—that is, to re-

duce them on a large scale, and' not

merely in the case of an instance here
and there—is to let them take their

course. If you say you won't tolerate

rents that strike you as exorbitant, in

face of the plain fact that they are not

high enough to tempt capital into taking

advantage of them by going into build-

ing enterprise, you will be cutting off

your one recourse. Let the temptation

stand, and you may for a while have to

pay rents that are beyond the natural

return of capital, but you won't do it

indefinitely because capital won't let you.
On the other hand, if capital, already

shy on account of the inherent difficulties

of the case, is further frightened by
unreasoning denunciations or threats,

capital will keep out of the field; and
no substitute for it will be supplied

by anything that the denunciators or

threateners will undertake to do in the

premises.

Disorganizing the

Army
THE

American Army, which has given
a good acount of its foes, might well

pray to be delivered from its friends.

Its necessary reduction and reorganiza-
tion is being effected by a simple process
of Congressional starvation. Secretary
Baker made perfunctory recommenda-
tions that the Regular Army be kept at

506,000, pending consideration of our

permanent establishment. The proposal
was in itself reasonable. It permitted
the retention of a complete organization
on a working basis. It afforded units

sufficiently large to give proper tactical

training to officers and enlisted force.

It gave a chance for the army to avail

itself of the new officer material devel-

oped in the war. Finally it furnished a

slight margin of force to be used if our
new responsibilities should require.

Mr. Baker, it seems to us, was much
at fault in not pressing his recommenda-
tions. He has yielded readily to Con-

gressional parsimony. It is to be feared
that both the President and the Secre-

tary of War make a virtue of neglecting

army matters as a pledge of sincere de-

votion to the principle of disarmament.
In any case Mr. Baker seems to have

accepted the decision of a stupidly eco-

nomical Congress, his recent appearance
before the House Commitee being too

late to undo the mischief.

The Army is being reduced by the

simple process of cutting the force to fit

the appropriations. All technical serv-

ices, such as aviation, tanks, and chem-
ical warfare, must be limited to a depot
basis, without provision either for ac-

tive practice or for investigation. The

personnel for these special services must
be drawn from the regular force, which
is quickly to be reduced to 180,000.
About 23,000 temporary officers, the

flower of the volunteer service, who have

applied for permanent commissions,
must be discharged. We have fairly in

sight once more the platoon of fifty mas-

querading as a company with a major
in charge, and the company of two hun-
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dred figuring as a regiment and com-
manded by a brigadier-general. In short,
the army is being allowed to slip back
to pre-war conditions at a rate which is
in itself most demoralizing.
Now all this is simply bad business.

It is saving a dollar now to spend a hun-
dred later. Under whatever world condi-
tions, we shall have to have an army.
Membership in the League of Nations
will involve contingent military obliga-
tions of a serious sort, to which our pros-
pective force is quite inadequate. Simply
as a matter of sound political tactics,
the friends of the Covenant should seek
to bring this nation into the League with
a normal military establishment. It will
hardly please even the more enthusiastic
champions of the League to be asked to
increase the army greatly as a result of
League membership. But precisely that
is likely to happen as a consequence of
the failure of the Administration to de-
fend the business interests of the nation
that are involved in the regular army.

Senator Chamberlain, formerly one of
the most enlightened friends of the
army, now deals with best of intentions
a sore blow to our morale. Et tu Brute!
He has introduced a bill granting com-
plete amnesty to all soldiers convicted
of purely military offences. One and all,
they are to have the reward of the faith-
ful soldier, honorable discharge. Deser-
ters are to have their forfeited citizen-
ship restored. This bill follows close
upon action of a special clemency com-
mission which has cut all sentences by
three-quarters and has already strained
the quality of mercy to the limit. The
proposed general amnesty would reduce
the value of an honorable discharge. It
would annul the immemorial regulations
which rightly allot to a military offender
who has not by subsequent exemplary
conduct cleared his record only an or-
dinary discharge. Finally, this general
jail delivery would discredit unfairly our
military courts for a long future. Who-
ever has misled Senator Chamberlain has
done a disservice to the army. The bill
should be allowed to die in committee.
There impends a great task of reor-

ganizing the military system of the
United States. It wants considerate and
prolonged debate. It can not be under-
taken until our relation to the League of
Nations is fixed. What is being done
now, through the ignorant parsimony of
Congress and the slackness of the Ad-
ministration, will make the ultimate re-
organization immensely more difficultand costly than it need be. Sometimes

Tw 'I °5
a few comPetent managersat Washington who should be chiefly con-

cerned with doing the business defined in
their oath of office. When Mr. Baker
lets army reduction take care of itselfhe is merely reducing the security of the
nation and prospectively increasing its
expenses.
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A Great Physician
T^HE opening of the Johns HopkinsX Medical School marked an epoch in
medical education, and in the progress
of medical science and practice, in Amer-
ica. The standard there so boldly set
and so firmly adhered to, has since be-
come dominant in leading institutions,
old and new, in all parts of the country;
and now it is only by an effort of memorr
that we can recall how far we were from
any such standard, and how doubtful
seemed its prospect of successful estab-
lishment, when the new project was
launched thirty years ago. In that great
work Dr. Osier was a leading figure;
and it is therefore matter of national in-
terest that, on the occasion of his seven-
tieth birthday, there is presented a sur-
vey of his life and work, and an account
of his rare and picturesque personality.To this object the July issue of the Bul-
letin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital is

entirely devoted. It is natural that such"
a tribute should have been paid him by
his former colleagues and disciples; but
hi doing so they have rendered a service
to all who are capable of appreciating
the highest possibilities of a great phy-
sician, teacher, and leader.
The fifty quarto pages of the Bulletin

comprise papers dealing with every
phase of Osier's many-sided activity-
Osier as Chief of the Medical Clinic,
Osier the Teacher, Osier and Patient,
Osier as a Citizen and his relation to
the Tuberculosis Crusade in Maryland
Osier's Literary Style, are five of the
eighteen heads—and wind up with a
copious bibliography. A perusal of these
papers can not fail to impress any one
with a sense both of the largeness of
Osier's nature and the fruitfulness of his
work; but the very division of the sub-
ject interferes with the obtaining of that
rounded picture of the man which a
general account from a single hand
might more successfully convey. Fortu-
nately, however, the article contributed
by Dr. W. S. Thayer, the present holder
of Osier's chair, contains a characteriza-
tion which those who have known Osier
will recognize as truthful, and which will
give to those who have not had that
privilege a vivid realization of a person-
ality that it is good to hear about. After
laying down the rules that should guide
a physician and teacher, Dr. Thayer goes
on in a passage which, though almost too
long to quote, it would be a pity to
abridge :

hension that grasps in a minute the kernel
of the situation, and a memory teemingwith instances and examples that throw
light on the question; an unusual power of
succinct statement and picturesque expres-sion exercised quietly, modestly, and
wholly without sensation; if you can bringinto the lecture room an air of perfect
simplicity and directness, and, behind it all
have an ever-ready store of the most aptand sometimes surprising interjections that
so light up and emphasize that which youare setting forth that no one in the roomcan forget it; if you can enter the sick-
room with a song and an epigram, an air
of gaiety, an atmosphere that lifts the in-
valid instantly out of his ills, that producesin the waiting hypochrondriac so oleashtra confusion of thought that the written listof questions and complaints, carefully com-
piled and treasured for the moment of the
visit, is almost invariably forgotten; if the
joy of your visit can make half a ward
forget the symptoms that it fancied were
important, until you are gone; if you can
truly love your fellow, and, having said
evil of no man, be loved by all; if you can
select a wife with a heart as big as yourown, whose generous welcome makes yourtea-table a Mecca—if you can do all this

rW «S,
y ^5,,*? be t0 others the teacher'

that "the chief" is to us!

Happy the man to whom such a tribute
can be honestly paid !

If you can practice consistently all this—and then, if you can bring into corridor
and ward a light, springing step, a kindly
glance, a bright word to every one you meetarm passed within arm or thrown over the'
shoulder of the happy student or col-
league; a quick, droll, epigrammatic ques-
tion, observation or appellation, that putsthe patient at his ease or brings a pleased
blush to the face of the nurse; an appre-

Turning from Osier to the achieve-
ment at Baltimore in which he played so
important a part, it is worth while to
take every opportunity to emphasize the
cardinal fact about it—the fact that it
was big men, not big money, that did the
work. The Johns Hopkins Medical
School did enjoy the advantage of havinga great hospital—the Johns Hopkins
Hospital—at its disposal; the foresight
of the founder and his advisers had from
the beginning provided that the Hospital
should be an integral part of the Medical
School. But the endowment of the Med-
ical School itself was only half a million
dollars, which it owed to the liberality of
Miss Garrett and her devotion to the
cause of women's education—the admis-
sion of women on equal terms with men
having been made an essential condition
of her gift. It was the big men—Welch,
Osier, Halsted, Kelly—that drew to
Johns Hopkins the pick of the medical
students of the country; it was the in-
spiration of these men, and not buildingsor apparatus, that made the Baltimore
school the focus of such energetic and
fruitful enthusiasm as had never before
been known in this country, and as has
so largely contributed to the growth of a
like spirit in our medical schools in gen-
eral. The lesson is not that money is of
no importance in universities. It is of
very great importance; much money
must, in the present development of
science, be spent upon apparatus as well
as upon men. But no amount of appa-
ratus can accomplish great things if you
haven't big men; while big men may
accomplish great things though they
have at their disposal no extraordinary
supply of money or apparatus.
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Sticking Labels on Frenchmen
"/CLEMENCEAU is a Reactionary—he
V>* doesn't know what it is to be a

Radical," said one American Peace Con-

ference correspondent.
"Pichon is an Imperialist," added an-

other. "The Birmingham Post in Eng-
land says the French Foreign Office is

the last survivor of the Old Regime."
"French Government and French

people are out for our money," cried a

third.

"The French husband is the worst in

the world, as everybody knows," con-

cluded the lady correspondent who had

just been protesting that she was not a

German sympathizer.
That settled the hash of France for

one day. There is nothing like having
fixed ideas—and labels with which to

make the ideas stick.

In the world's great bitterness noth-

ing has done more to poison public opin-
ion in England and America than this

plastering of labels on the French

people's backs. In the difficult working
out of peace it still goes on. It serves

the purpose of those who are unwilling
that any restoration of devastated

France and Belgium should touch the

prosperity of the German people who
have wrought the ruin. It is wound up
in the efforts of those who, to save Ger-

many, would go further and see half our
civilization changed in the revolutionary

twinkling of an eye.

Lord Curzon may not be up to any
vital evolution of the human society into

which he was born, but he reduced the

only present question to its lowest com-
mon-sense denominator when speaking
to the House of Lords, July 5, on the
Peace Treaty of Versailles:

"As to the proposal to give a guarantee
to France against aggression, France
has been devastated twice in the last

fifty years. By geographical position
she holds the frontiers of civilization,

and all the nations of the world owe their

present liberty and security to her. It is

right that those who profit by these

sacrifices should guarantee France

against the necessity of repeating them."
A good example of uncertainty in the

application of labels was given a few
days later by General Smuts in a speech
to an English political audience. He was
explaining the limits of his approval of

the Peace Treaty, to which he was a

party. "Clemenceau called us British

delegates—fourteen savages." It is

doubtful if the General understood, and
it is certain his hearers would not un-

derstand, that this lumping together of

delegates from the Mother Country and
her Dominions—Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, India, South Africa—contained
no allusion to red Indians. Sauvages—
which M. Clemenceau meant to say—is

French political slang for men who, in

Parliament or in their party, take each
his solitary way and act without solidar-

ity like wild men of the woods.
A really mischievous application of

labels to the French people—and to some
others—is the current use of the word
"proletariat" and even of the word
"people."

Counting roughly, one-half of the

population of France is still made up of

peasants or workers of the land; one-

fourth is bourgeois, or property-holders
of towns; and the remaining fourth com-

prises workmen living by day's wages.
The nobility has done brilliantly during
the war, but it is inconsiderable in num-
bers—one to a hundred of the popula-
tion at most—and, being without legal

standing or other separation from the

common run of mortals than a certain

society recognition, it has to be counted
with the bourgeois. High-salaried men
with prospects are bourgeois, low-sala-

ried men without hope gravitate the

other way. Intellectuels, less numerous
than nobles, are like the British Peace
Delegates—"savages."

Peasants, or the agricultural class,

gave three-fourths of the French soldiers

actually fighting in the war. Bourgeois,

nobles, clergy, gave what they had.

Workmen oftener than other classes were

kept back in munitions factories, but
otherwise they fought with the rest.

All slept in the swaths when the night
was falling.

All these in war were the French people,
birds of a feather flocking together to

defend their common existence as a na-

tion. From the labels attached by a cer-

tain foreign press, it might be thought
that only workmen for day's wages are

proletariat or people.
So far as the primitive sense of the

name proletariat is concerned, such

workmen in France have few more chil-

dren than the bourgeois. However it

may be in other countries, in French
cities there is always an inordinately

large proportion of unmarried workmen
and this is not favorable to offspring.
Now as in the past France has to look

to her peasants for the coming genera-
tions and even for a constant supply of

industrial workmen. One of the worst
confusions resulting from this misuse of

labels is forgetfulness or plain ignorance
of the essential fact in all French his-

tory—Revolutionary or not—that France
is preponderantly an agricultural coun-

try. If she had been, like England, with-
out her own grain and her own cattle,

she could never have held out for one

year of war.
The confusion of labels becomes posi-

tive abuse when they are misused in

political slang. French Socialists are

the French People, so are the Syndi-
calists and the Anarchists—but the peas-
ants whom even Jaures could never make
to run with either are not People.

In the French Republic the maximum
electoral strength of workmen in this

restricted proletariat sense is 4,000,000
votes. Like other Frenchmen, many can

not or do not vote and surprisingly many
vote like the bourgeois for whom they
work and to whose ranks they are aspir-

ing as never before. The entire vote

for Socialist candidates to Parliament
does not exceed 1,200,000, while the en-

tire General Confederation of Labor
which tries to unite all Syndicalists or

Labor Unionists that go in for the So-

cialist conflict of classes or revolutionary
methods has never reached 400,000 mem-
bers. The "Free" or unattached Syndi-

calists, who are often held together by
religion and are very uncertain politi-

cally, are nearly as numerous. Yet
Socialists and Syndicalists only are

counted as the French People when for-

eigners pronounce their oracles on

popular government in France.

The present particular instance is

most flagrant. In relation to the Peace

Treaty the French People has come to

mean to many in England and America
that fraction of the Socialist party which
has for its member of Parliament in a

Seine constituency Jean Longuet, grand-
son of Karl Marx. In like manner, the

Intellectuels of France have been sup-

posed to be represented by a manifesto
of which the only signature known to

publishers, book-sellers, or readers was
that of Henry Barbusse—doubtless

magni nominis umbra, but a shadow
only. And to such as these, fractions of

a fraction, Germans entrust their hopes
of a near revision of peace.

Once there was the People—Terror gave it

birth—
Once there was the People and it made a

hell of earth.

Perhaps Kipling would find it hard under

present circumstances to situate such

verses, and Tennyson, who was also a

poet, might not find in Paris nowadays
"the red fool-fury of the Seine." Per-

haps the present confused count of Bol-

sheviki rests on labels similarly reckless

of figures and facts.

Another flagrant instance is the use

of the word "Republic." Out of some
six hundred members of the French Par-

liament who are elected by universal

suffrage, six may have declared them-

selves in favor of some kind of mon-

archy when it shall become possible, and

a dozen may assume the name of "Liberal

Republican" to show that, while they
are of the ancient religion, they have

accepted the modern political regime.
Yet periodically for those to whom the

People is a fragment of the population—the Republic is in danger.
In a memorable session of the Cham-
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ber of Deputies, July 7, 1919, Aristide

Briand spoke his mind on this point,

brought out acutely by the change in the

electoral system which was being voted.

He is also a "savage"—an independent
Socialist who has never entered the party
unified by Jaures, but has been kept in

Parliament by the workmen—real people

they—of the factory centre of Saint-

Etienne. "I do not believe the Republic
can be put in danger. Issuing from this

war in which she ha3 been so fully iden-

tified with France, the Republic has a

strength against which all attacks would
be broken."

Stoddard Dewey
Paris, July 10

China's Reaction to the Shantung
Settlement

THE
decision made by the Peace Con-

ference at Paris to transfer Kiao-

chow and all German rights in the prov-
ince of Shantung to Japan served as a

signal for an intensely nationalistic

movement throughout China. This

movement has manifested itself largely

in opposition to certain Chinese officials

at Peking who were said to have been

pro-Japanese and responsible for Japan's
enormous ascendency in China in recent

years, in anti-Japanese activities, and
above all in a general awakening to the

urgency of national self-defense. The
Chinese people have simply plunged
into another vortex of frenzied and vio-

lent emotionalism, as they have often

done since their contact with aggressive
foreign Powers. The present outburst

seems, however, more frenzied and vio-

lent than any they have indulged in be-

fore, not excepting the display of emo-
tional intensity in the days of the famous
Twenty-one Demands.

Self-chastisement is a pronounced
Chinese characteristic. When anything
goes wrong with them, the Chinese first

of all bring themselves to account and,
in the case of national affairs, undertake
a search for the foes within, much as
the late Col. Roosevelt conducted his

warfare upon the hyphenates. Accord-

ingly, on May 4 several hundred students
of the metropolitan colleges and schools,
under the leadership of the students of
the Government University, rushed to

the house of the Minister of Communica-
tions, Tsao Yu-ling, and there beat him
and his two friends, the one the then
Chinese Minister and the other an ex-
Chinese Minister to Tokio, who were
dining at the house. The house was
partly burned by the students. Thirty-
one of the defiant youths fell into the
hands of the police. Immediately the
whole country rose with one voice to de-
fend the action of the students, and de-
manded punishment, and even execution,
for the three officials above mentioned.
After much popular clamor and after
the resignation of the Minister and the
Vice-Minister of Education and of the
Chancellor of the Government University
as an acknowledgment of their failure
to restrain the students, but in reality as

a protest against the arrest, the thirty-
one youthful heroes were finally released

and acclaimed as patriots. But the Gov-
ernment did not discharge the three

officials until almost all branches of busi-

ness throughout the country had been

suspended for three days as a national

protest.
Meanwhile the agitation for boycott-

ing Japanese goods spread like wildfire.

Mass meetings of all classes of citizens

were held, Japanese goods were burned,
and violent anti-Japanese speeches were
made. Several students in the leading

cities, while engaged in anti-Japanese
demonstrations, are reported to have
died of wounds received from the police.

May 7, the anniversary of the day four

years before on which China received

from Japan the Twenty-one Demands,
was observed everywhere this year as a

day of national mourning, with height-
ened sorrow and hatred. Even more
sensitive to the Japanese aggressions
than the people at home were the Chi-
nese students residing in Japan, who
numbered several thousand. Hundreds
of them have returned to China, with
the special purpose of leading the na-

tion-wide movement against the Island

Empire.
But you can not resist the enemy with

mere feeling, or as the Chinese would

say, with empty fist. The boycott move-
ment is but passive resistance and not a
solution for the problem of the Japanese
menace. Nothing short of the creation
of a strong national army, to replace the

existing personal armies of the selfish

and truculent military governors, will

make the voice of the Chinese people
heard in international dealings, or enable
them to redress their grievances. At
present, universal military training is

urged as the only means to safeguard the
territorial and other rights of the nation.

And, with the fear of impending domina-
tion of Shantung by Japan, the more
thoughtful Chinese have realized, per-

haps for the first time, that what is even
more important than territories and po-
litical and economic rights is the great
ancient culture of their country. Shan-

tung, being the birthplace of Confucius
and the Jerusalem of China, should not

be debased by alien rule, especially by the

rule of a country which has apparently

outraged Confucianism, the creed of

peace and righteousness. The thought
of Shantung necessarily leads to the

consideration of the whole country not

merely as a vast land of natural re-

sources and material wealth upon which

the teeming millions depend for subsist-

ence, but as a cherished historic home,
rich in memories and achievements of

the great sages and poets and artists.

The superior man in China may be par-
doned for being somewhat apathetic con-

cerning the railroad and mining conces-

sions which his Government is obliged

to grant to foreigners, but he should be

ready to die for the defense of the ideals

and institutions which he has inherited

from the great men of his race. The

hope of China then lies in the rise of a

vigorous but intelligent and balanced

idea of nationality in which the masses
and the educated can come together for

the preservation of their spiritual as

well as their material heritage.
The Chinese failure to steer a proper

course during the past few years has

been due to lack of sound political leader-

ship. With the European Powers fight-

ing among themselves, the Chinese were

temporarily relieved from outside pres-
sure and were in a position to put their

house in order and make themselves a
self-reliant and strong nation to remove
the danger of further humiliation after

the war. Instead of so doing, their poli-

ticians and militarists have all along
revelled in the luxuries of unmolested

holiday rowdyism, with the Japanese as

an "impartial" spectator surreptitiously

cheering and encouraging now one side

and now the other. And the people at

large were captivated by the romantic

picture that a certain type of statesman
in the West gave of the world which was
to evolve out of the then prevailing chaos

and barbarism. President Wilson's war
addresses, translated into Chinese by a

Ph.D. of Columbia University, ran

through many editions. On the signing
of the armistice last November, lantern

processions were held everywhere by the

students to celebrate what they termed

the "triumph of humanitarianism."

From that time on, they thought, jus-

tice and right would reign everywhere,
and China would be accorded all the jus-

tice due her without the need of con-

stant military preparation. Consequently,

when the Shantung settlement was an-

nounced, the blow to the Chinese was a

severe one. In unison with the discon-

certed votaries of the "New Order" in

the West, the Chinese now look upon
President Wilson as a "lost leader."

But perhaps their disappointment in

America is greater than the disillusion

which followed the Allied professions.

It is well to remember that China joined

the war on the Allied side at the invita-
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tion of America, the nation always con-

sidered as her most trusted friend.

With the help of America at the peace
table, China felt pretty sure of the

chance to repudiate the pretensions of

Japan. No doubt President Wilson and
the other American delegates did their

best to stand by China, but the circum-
stances and necessity which accounted

for their final yielding can not be fully

appreciated by the Chinese. Mortals as

they are, the Chinese naturally feel some
sort of embarrassment and discomfiture

towards a friend who seems to have left

them in the lurch. A prominent Ameri-
can weekly in Shanghai has recently

gone so far as to remark that the Shan-

tung decision has greatly lowered the

prestige of Chinese students returned

from America, who were the loudest and
the most enthusiastic vouchers for

America's friendship.
It is unnecessary here to review the

story of Kiaochow. There may be oral

assurances by Japan that she will re-

store the Shantung Peninsula to China,
with the retention of only certain eco-

nomic rights in Shantung formerly en-

joyed by Germany. But China knows
too well from past experience the value

of merely oral assurances made by Japa-
nese diplomats. She can not rest as-

sured, unless it is clearly and definitely

written down in the peace treaty, that

Japan will return Kiaochow and the

Shantung rights either immediately or
within a short specified time. Failing
in this, China will have nothing definite

to base her claims upon in the League of

Nations, even if we grant that this much
vaunted international machinery will be
able to overrule the imperialistic ambi-
tions of expansive modern nations.

For the plain truth is that modern
Japan, like most other modern nations,
is out for unlimited expansion. Nothing
is so evident as her failure to learn any-
thing from the war. Her so-called "ideal-

istic" statesmen have sought to regen-
erate mankind by a piece of political

machinery and to establish universal
brotherhood by some means of coopera-
tive pursuit of material interests. Mean-
while the realists in statecraft outwit
the "idealists" and make tools of them.

Japan has never cared for any such polit-
ical scheme as the "idealists" have pro-
posed. For she has become a true

disciple of the West in that she is thor-

oughly saturated with the expansive
ideas which the teachings of modern
history and economics and science have

given her. Over-population is the bogey
and racial superiority the battle-cry of

her statesmen. China, together with
certain other "backward nations," is

rapidly becoming "Japan's burden."

Japan, too, it seems, has a "mission" to

fulfill. The importation of morphia in

large quantities through the Japanese
post offices in China, the secret encour-

agement of the local bandits in Shan-
tung, the bribing and cajoling of certain

Chinese officials at Peking into granting
large economic privileges, and the fur-

nishing of large loans to both the North-
ern and Southern Governments to

prolong the civil strife and obstruct po-
litical unity and reform in China—these
are some of the features of Japan's pro-
gramme in her attempt to impose her

"superior culture" and fulfill her "mis-
sion" in the Asiatic mainland.

Kuang-Ti May

The American Com-
mission in Syria

The American Commission whose busi-

ness is to investigate the Syrian situa-

tion and report to the Peace Conference
at Paris is now sojourning in Syria
and conducting what seems to be a ple-
biscite based on the principle of self-

determination. It will have no trouble
in finding out what the people really
want ; but, having found out, will it pre-
vail upon the Allies to act upon its re-

port?
Much has been written about the his-

toric claims, the vested interests, the

treaty rights of this or that European
Power in Syria; but little or no consid-

eration has been given to the claims, the

interests, and the rights of the people
themselves. True, they are various and
conflicting. But hitherto no attempt has
been made to discover a possibility at

least of reconciliation, even though Syria
has always been the object of the solici-

tude, the protection—or the subtle ex-

ploitation—of one or more of the Euro-

pean Powers. It is even more so to-day.
For though it be religiously a maze of

cross-currents, politically, inchoate and

nebulous, it is economically a land of

promise. As it was in the past, before
the Suez Canal was built, Syria is to be-

come again the gate to the East. In re-

cent years, subject alike to Turkefying
and modernizing influences, it was the

backyard, so to speak, of Oriental civili-

zation and the vestibule of the civiliza-

tion of Europe. And it is destined to be
the melting pot of both. But can it be-
come a self-governing state? Can the

people, Mohammedans and Christians
and Jews and Druses, cooperate in a com-
mon cause, strive to achieve nationality?
Or are they to be kept apart from each
other under separate autonomies and to

remain divided politically as well as re-

ligiously?
The findings of the American Commis-

sion will have a bearing upon these ques-
tions. But will they have any influence

on the action of the two Governments
that are most interested in Syria to-day?
The Tu^k, who was the principal agent
of division, is gone. But are the Allies,

who have freed the country of his crim-
inal rule, going to divide it into princi-

palities and states independent of

each other—into different protectorates

rather, or various spheres of influence

and control? Instead of one govern-
ment, the country to-day has three.

They are military and provisional, of

course. But the fact that the English
are now occupying Palestine; the Arabs,
Damascus; the French, Beirut and the

coast, foreshadows an international pro-

ject for the creation of a number of

small weak states on what is called "the

sphere of influence" plan, which will

offer them protection and encourage
their growth and development.
How do the people of the land feel

about this? To answer this question,
it is necessary to know who the people
are. Approximately, two-thirds of the

population are Mohammedans ; about five

per cent, of the other third are Jews;
the rest are Christians of various

sects and prejudices—and complaints.

Racially, they are one people, speaking
one language—Arabic Politically, they
are a dozen peoples, speaking a dozen

languages. The minorities, whether

Christians, Druses, or Jews, are the crux
of the problem. But under the rule of

the Turk, the minorities did not suffer,

as is generally believed, from religious

persecution. The Turk is tolerant by
nature as by policy. But they did suffer

from a religious idea translated into po-
litical supremacy ; and so, in self-defense,

they wrought political weapons of their

respective creeds. Every sect rallied

under the banner of its patron saint and

placed itself under the protection of one
of the European Powers. The Maronites
looked to France; the Orthodox, to Rus-

sia; the Protestants and the Druses, to

England ; begging, crying at times aloud

for deliverance, not from Mohammedan
oppression, but from a Turkish adminis-

tration that acquired its power and
worked its will through a Mohammedan
majority. Thus, while religious tolera-

tion was the rule and practice, religious

sentiment and sectarianism, zealous and
blind in the Christians and the Moham-
medans alike, were at the bottom of

every grievance, every political issue or

combination, every concession or com-

promise. And the European Powers,

although aware of these conditions, made
no attempt to change them.
But there is a dominant national note

to-day in most of the political parties
and factions, no matter how colored they

may be by religious sentiment or preju-
dice. For though the people are still

divided on many questions of minor im-

portance, they are, with one exception,

all agreed upon four fundamental polit-

ical principles : First, that Syria, Pales-

tine, and Mt. Lebanon, included, shall re-

main one and undivided; secondly, that

there should be but one central govern-
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ment; thirdly, that Arabic shall remain
the principal language of the land; and

fourthly, that the Jews shall not be per-

mitted to establish a Zionist state in

Palestine. The exception referred to is

Mt. Lebanon. But even the Maronites,
who are the majority Christians of Mt.

Lebanon, are divided into three parties,

one desiring independence from the rest

of Syria under French protection, an-

other desiring absolute independence
without any mandatory at all, the third

favoring a union with the other Syrian

principalities which stand for the four

cardinal principles of the national pro-

gramme. The American Commission
will find this out in a single day and
would find nothing else if it remained
in Syria for a year.

Now, having determined upon these

political principles as a foundation, the

Syrians are entitled to the right—they

ought to be given the opportunity—of

choosing and establishing a government
of their own. But for the peace of the

world and their own future welfare, it

should be a government free from the

exclusive domination of any one people
or creed—absolutely free, in other

words, from any domination based upon
a religious claim, a religious sentiment,
or a religious concession. There is

small doubt that such a government, if

placed under the protection of one Power
only, to be designated by the League of

Nations, would gradually achieve self-

dependence and strength, and would

prove itself capable of administering jus-
tice and maintaining peace and security
in the land. I said one Power only, be-

cause a trusteeship of nations or more
than one mandatory in the country,
would prove fatal to the four cardinal

principles mentioned. Indeed, two or

more mandatories in Syria would have
a tendency to engender the interna-

tional jealousies and rivalries of the old

"sphere of influence" plan, and would
hinder, even defeat the new movement
of what may be called de-religionized
nationalism.

The autonomous government of Mt.

Lebanon, guaranteed and protected by
six Powers before the war, is a case 't>

point. Nominally, it had but one gov-
ernor, a Christian; virtually, it had six.

For the Consular representatives of
these Powers, who were to act as ad-

visors, often became dictators. And in
their striving for political prestige and
influence at the capital, they encouraged
and supported local factions, political
and religious, and thus perpetuated and
accentuated the sectarian divisions that

kept the people denationalized and re-

tarded the country's progress. Egypt,
under the protection of six Powers,
would have been, in this sense, another
Mt. Lebanon.
Lord Cromer, who is a competent

judge in such matters, speaks of inter-

national control, or administrative inter-

nationalism, as tending "towards the

creation of administrative impotence."
In other words, it results in less control,
more friction, and no protection at all.

For if those who are to guide a nation

coming into being disagree among them-
selves or side with this political factij »

or that religious sect, what chance is

there for any real guidance and pro-
tection? During the elections in Mt.
Lebanon the Consular representatives of

the so-called protecting Powers were so

many political bosses, each one support-

ing the candidate of his choice.

There is no doubt that the American
Commission will dwell in its report on
these matters, emphasizing the essen-

tial principles on which almost all the

Syrians are agreed. And it is to be

hoped that the Allies, true to the lofty

principles of racial integrity and na-

tional freedom for which the war was
fought and won, will consider the report
of the Commission favorably and will

not experiment again in Syria with any
project based on the religious differences

of the people in order to justify the

designation of two or more mandatories
in the land.

Ameen Rihani

Correspondence
Ireland—Expostulation and

Reply
To the Editors of The Review:

It occurs to me that some of your
readers who may be interested in the

recent article of Professor Turner on the

Irish question would like to have him ex-

plain two of his statements.

As I recall it he says that the Irish

live under the same laws as the English.
What does he mean by this? Does he
mean the same thing as we do when we
say that the Georgia negro lives under
the same laws as the whites? Lord Mor-
ley tells us that his first experience in the

Irish office was the examination of a case

in which a priest was convicted of a
crime and the jury that tried him was
composed exclusively of Protestants al-

though the country in which he was tried

was 97 per cent. Catholic. In fact, every
county in Ireland has almost exclusively
a tory administration of justice, regard-
less of the population. Is this the kind
of laws under which the English live?

I have no library to which to refer and
do not know whether I am correct in

stating the above or not, but I do know
that for the past fifty years every reform
that has been granted to Ireland has
followed a suspension of the writ of
habeas corpus and the arbitrary im-

prisonment of the leaders that advocated
that very reform. Such has been the

case in land reform, the attempts to en-

act Home Rule and other acts about
which we hear so much when English
rule is praised.
The other statement which I should

like to have explained is the one that the

act of Union was approved by the Irish

and the present Government is of their

own choosing. Who were permitted to

vote at the election and how was the

election carried on? Were Catholics

allowed to vote ? It seems to me that the

great body of the Irish race was dis-

qualified from voting. My earliest recol-

lection of Irish affairs is a description
of an Irish election held shortly after the
act of Union in which Richard Lalor
Shiels describes the voting. All voting
was viva voce and the landlord stood be-

side the tenant and shook him until he
voted as told. The hero of an election

was the dare-devil who voted against
the landlord and he was generally

severely punished.
With the landlord desiring English

protection for his rights and controlling
all votes, and with the great bulk of the

population disfranchised, it seems to me
that the less said about that election

the better.

Just one word in defense of the inter-

est taken by the Americans of Irish de-

scent in the Irish question. Ireland lost

by starvation in two years five times as

large a percentage of her inhabitants as

England lost in the four years of the
World War. She lost by emigration
every year for the next 60 years after
the famine two-thirds as large a per-
centage as England lost in the four years
of war. This was all under the English
rule. Generally speaking, the emigrant
left on account of that rule. Do you
expect him to forget everything and
leave no tradition to his children? You
urge friendliness for England on ac-

count of certain traditions and inheri-

tances ; we take no exception to this, but
it seems to me that the Irish have a right
to retain an interest in and a desire to

better the land of their fathers. I

might add that the United States to-day
has a typical Ulsterman for President,
with all his intolerance and bull-headed-

ness; does the Review like it?

Reader
Kennewick, Washington, July 12

To the Editors of The Review :

With respect to the first of the ques-
tions of your correspondent, I meant my
assertion as I made it: "Irishmen have
as members of the United Kingdom ex-

actly the same political status as other

citizens in the British Isles." That is

to say, the laws of the United Kingdom
are made by a parliament composed of

representatives of the people of the

United Kingdom, elected by the people;
and in this parliament sit representa-
tives of the Irish as well as representa-
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tives of the other inhabitants. It may
be added that the Irish now have twice

as many representatives as their popu-
lation warrants.

The statement contained in the second

question is not one which I have made.
Your correspondent will find on refer-

ring again to my paper the following:
"the act which accomplished this [the
Act of Union] in 1800 was unpopular
and was brought to pass through bribery
and intimidation." I did not in my brief

statement add, what Lecky has explained
so well, that no measure of reform or

change could have been carried through
the old unreformed Irish parliament
without bribery and corruption, since,

like the British parliament before 1832,
it represented a small number of people
and was unwilling to sanction any meas-
ure which might abridge its special

privileges and vested interest.

It is not necessary for me to do more
than note briefly that the negroes of

the South are to a great extent debarred
from taking part in the government of

the communities where they live and are
at the same time subject to numerous
discriminations made by the white

people, while Irishmen participate in the

government and are not normally subject
to any discriminations; that the numer-
ous suspensions of habeas corpus in the

past fifty years, regrettable as they are,
have yet seemed necessary if the authori-
ties were to cope with the violence and
disorder used by Irishmen trying to

effect changes which they wished—the
disorder might seem to those who par-
ticipated in it entirely justified, but it

was at the same time proper from the

point of view of the authorities that
order should be maintained; that there
was no election on the issue of the Union,
and that Catholics were not allowed to
vote in elections then—but no more were
most of the people in England or the
United States at that time; that in the

early part of the nineteenth century vot-

ing was almost everywhere restricted
to a few, and many of those who were
allowed to vote were very largely con-
trolled by landlords or employers; that
the evils of earlier English administra-
tion which caused emigration, so far as

they did cause it, have for some time
been done away with; that it is most
proper for Irishmen or their descendants
in this country to wish well to Ireland
and try "to better the land of their

fathers," but that they will assist more
successfully if they first obtain adequate
information about present Irish condi-

tions, and then act fairly and justly;
that to call President Wilson "a typical
Ulsterman" will seem to many people the
highest possible compliment to north-
east Ireland.

Edward Raymond Turnee
Ann Arbor, Mich., July 22

Professor Corwin on the

Covenant
To the Editors of Thb Review:

In the welter of declamation against
the Covenant of the League of Nations,
it is refreshing to encounter the re-

strained and dignified argument of Pro-
fessor Corwin against it in the Review
of June 7. No advocate of the Cove-
nant can maintain that there are not sub-
stantial objections to it. Every advance,
every adoption of a new policy or aban-
donment of the old, is a step into the
unknown and must be taken with some
risk and in the face of unanswered
doubts. The conservative who puts the

argument against a change clearly and
strongly does a useful service, especially
so if he avoids common exaggerations
which awaken only intellectual contempt.

In any discussion of the Covenant,
there are two general considerations
which should be regarded as fundamen-
tal. In the first place some of the argu-
ments advanced are not so much against
the Covenant in particular as against
any covenant which could be formed, if

it created a league with really efficient

powers. This fact is not an objection
nor an answer to the arguments. To
attack any league is a legitimate attack

upon this one. But it is desirable for
the defender of the Covenant to be able
to say whether a point which troubles his
mind is an objection to this Covenant
merely, and therefore perhaps suggests
a change which ought to be made or a

misunderstanding which ought to be cor-

rected, or is an objection to every work-
able covenant and therefore probably to
be disregarded. Examples of such gen-
eral attack are to be found in most of
the objections which have been made to
Article X.

In the second place a good deal of the
argument proceeds on the supposition
that the United States can and ought to
have everything that it wants exactly as
it wants it. The necessity of compromise
in a complicated situation is ignored, and
the present is a complicated situation
full of conflicting interests which on
both sides are valid interests. It is prob-
able that Professor Corwin has taught
his students the necessity of the compro-
mises of the Constitution, but the pres-
ent situation is closely parallel to that of
1788 and it is hard to see what compro-
mise of the Covenant is likely to awaken
after two generations such serious ob-

jections on moral or other grounds as
did the slavery compromises of the Con-
stitution. To deny the necessity of com-
promise, to insist that the United States
should have its own way on every point,
no matter what other nations may be
forced to yield, is to render the forma-
tion of any covenant impossible.
A specific instance of this kind of ar-

gument is the assertion that the special

promise to France by England and the

United States to defend her frontiers

against future German attack is evi-

dence that the makers of the League dis-

trust their own work and feel the need
of adopting supplemental measures. As
this point has been sometimes stated, it

has been difficult not to believe that it

was deliberate misrepresentation. This
accusation can not be brought against
the statement as made by Professor Cor-

win, but it seems clear that the infer-

ence to be drawn from the special agree-
ment is quite the opposite from his. To
refuse France's demand that the special

protection she desired should be provided
in the Covenant, where it would be dis-

tinctly out of place, and then to induce
her to consent to its omission and to

quiet her natural but unnecessary nerv-
ousness over her exposed eastern frontier

by the supplementary agreement, is to

show confidence in the League not dis-

trust and is a legitimate compromise,
made with special wisdom outside and
not in the Covenant.

A more important impeachment of the

Treaty, based on a demand for the ideal

without regard to actual conditions, has
reference to the Shantung agreement.
I doubt if anyone in England or America
would undertake to answer all the ob-

jections which can be made to that agree-
ment. It is certainly not ideal. There
is no doubt, however, that Great Britain
and the United States stand somewhat in

advance of the rest of the world in the
demand that ideal justice and right be
carried out in actual international ar-

rangements. What are the statesmen of
these two countries to do when the task
is laid upon them of making a working
partnership with other nations who will

have as much to do in carrying on the
business as their own two countries and
without whom it can not be carried on at

all? If the ideal is insisted upon in

every particular, especially where the

peculiar interests of other nations are

urgently pressed, what will be the re-

sult? Under such conditions, if a league
is to be made, only one outcome is pos-
sible—compromise, and the duty of the
true statesman is not to demand inflex-

ibly the ideal but to see to it that that

compromise is made which is the best
that can be had from the ideal point of

view. Special antagonism to the Shan-
tung agreement is excited by referring
to it as an example of an alleged yield-

ing to the discredited principle of the

balance of power. This assertion is an
inference merely, not supported directly

by any facts which we know at present,
and it need not be accepted by anyone
who does not wish to do so, so long as
an equally good inference as to the rea-

son for the agreement is forthcoming.
In the first place, if I were arguing with
some of the Senators, I should say that
it is logically indefensible to use a term
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of technical significance out of its ordi-

nary meaning in order to cast odium on

an arrangement not approved. If it is

necessary to maintain the possibility of

a defensive union against an unrepent-
ant Germany—the hard necessity, as Pro-

fessor Corwin calls it—there is then no
historical justification for applying to an

agreement for that purpose the technical

name of a peculiar international doctrine

and practice invented by European diplo-

macy after the fifteenth century. If

there is, then every defensive alliance

since the days of the cave man is an ap-

plication of the doctrine of balance of

power. That an alliance endeavors to

balance or to out-balance a prospective

enemy does not make it an instance of

the balance of power, historically so

called, for historically the term has a

quite other and special significance. In
the second place it must be remembered
in considering Shantung that France,
Italy, and other nations have insisted on

securing national interests and obtain-

ing compensation in a somewhat similar

way though with more historical justifi-

cation. It would be very strange if

Japan, which has shown no evidence of

being even so far advanced as these

peoples in regard for ideal considera-

tions, did not in turn urge similar inter-

ests and the need of like compensation.
If granted to others, it would be prac-
tically impossible to deny the claim of

Japan. It would not be a Japanese alli-

ance with Germany or Russia that would
be otherwise to fear, but the tumbling of
the whole structure of the peace treaty.
But where outside of Shantung could
a similar concession to Japan be found?
The answer to this question is what the
statesman must find, and the attempt to
do it by a critic of the treaty would be
an enlightening experiment. The ar-

rangement demands nothing of China
which she has not already granted, and
the definite promise of restoration gives
her a new advantage. This argument
must not be understood to be a defense
of the Shantung agreement on any
ground but that of necessity, but it is

an emphatic declaration that in judging
of it the necessities of the situation must
take precedence over ideal considerations.

In comment on Article X and on the
Monroe Doctrine, Professor Corwin is

much more discriminating than many
critics of the Covenant. There appear,
however, the same two sets of objections,
one based on misunderstandings or ex-
aggerations and the other revealing a
fundamental difference of attitude and
faith which must either prevail against
the League or give way to it. The second
can easily be disposed of. Professor
Corwin says : "It is clear, I think, that
this Article is quite out of place in the
League Covenant." The answer to this
is simple and draws the fundamental
issue squarely. It is that the Article is

indispensable to the Covenant, that it is

its very backbone, and that without it no
league can be formed of any value for
the preservation of peace. If there were
any hope of removing this fundamental
contradiction of view, it would lie in

doing away with the misapprehensions
which have gathered about Article X.

Plainly it protects the members of the

League against one specific thing and
one only, "external aggression." There is

perhaps some carelessness of formulation

here, but the words should be ambiguous
only to a criticism which is determined
to criticise and not to understand. The
execution of a judicial mandate or a
mandate of the Council is not aggression.

Only the unwarranted attack of an out-

side power is included. The Article does
not protect against internal revolution,
nor against the separatist action of a

part, nor against partition with the ap-

proval or by the influence of the League,
or by purchase and sale or by any kind
of negotiation. The relation of the Ar-
ticle to the Monroe Doctrine, though that

has been generally overlooked by oppo-
nents, should help to make it clear. The
United States is asked to assume by this

Article no obligation which it has not

already officially assumed towards the

States of the American continents with
reference to non-American Powers. It

is now asked to extend that obligation,
and no other, to all the members of the

League and to join with them in carry-

ing it out everywhere, an immense en-

largement of the influence of the United
States and, if we can trust the honesty
of our own purpose, an immense moral
advance for the world. It is quite evi-

dent from the character of much of the
discussion regarding the effect of the

League upon the Monroe Doctrine that

the objectors have in mind popular ex-

tensions of that doctrine—a virtual dic-

tatorship of the United States over all

American states for one example—which
have never been officially affirmed and
which have never been, nor ever would

be, accepted by any strong American
state. Unless the United States pro-

poses to do by excuse of that doctrine

something which the moral opinion of

the world will not approve, we should re-

joice that the rest of the world has come
to our position in regard to aggressive
action by one state against another and
is ready to join with us in forbidding it.

To object is as absurd as would be the

position of a man who, being asked to

look after a neighbor's house during the

absence of the family, should refuse the

assistance of the police as an interfer-

ence with his rights.

In conclusion there are several other

points in Professor Corwin's argument
which should be briefly considered. That
Article XXIII calls upon the United

States to transfer to the League powers
of government which can only be trans-

ferred by the Constitution making sov-

ereign is an important suggestion and
should be carefully considered, but it de-

pends manifestly upon an interpretation
of the Article in question which involves

several nice distinctions which can not

be here discussed, even if one accepted in

the case the necessity of an amendment
to the Constitution. That the League
exists "primarily to safeguard the in-

terests of the Powers controlling it,"

that it has "for its primary purpose
the maintenance of a solidarity of inter-

ests among its principal members" seems
to me an assumption without justifica-

tion. It is based upon a belief which is

surely mistaken, that the League repre-
sents no moral advance in international

relations over the period of the balance
of power. The apparent excuse for it is

the preponderance of power in the Coun-
cil given to the Big Five, but would it be

possible to work a League as a going
concern in any other way? And Profes-
sor Corwin has just before noticed in re-

lation to the establishment of "an inter-

national tribunal comparable to the

Supreme Court of the United States,"
which he desires, that "the thing which
more than anything else has stood in the

way of its establishment has been the in-

sistence of small states upon equal repre-
sentation in its membership." Is it true
to say that "the authors of the League
have confused two very different prob-
lems . . . that of furnishing the peace
settlement . . . and secondly the prob-
lem of providing a permanent procedure
for the peaceable settlement of interna-
tional controversies." That the Con-
ference has attempted to settle these two
problems together and in the same docu-
ment is no doubt true, but that is an en-

tirely proper thing to do and does not
involve confusion, and the effort to show
that confusion has followed is not suc-

cessful. The Council of the League is

not "a continuation under a new name
of the Peace Conference." Its powers
are quite different and much more inde-

pendent. It is rather a continuation un-
der a new name of the War Council of
the Allies, and one of the surest founda-
tions of hope for the future success of
the League is the great simplicity of the

machinery which the Covenant estab-

lishes for its management against all

sorts of temptations to complication.
Conciliar management of an alliance of
nations has abundantly proved its suc-

cess, and the omission of elaborate legis-

lative, judicial, and executive regulations
is clear evidence of careful reflection.

"Regional understanding" was not a for-

tunate designation of the Monroe Doc-
trine since it may undoubtedly mean an
understanding between two parties, but
it may also without question mean a
one-sided understanding which prevails
throughout a region, like the understand-

ing about negro suffrage which prevails
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in the South and like, I imagine, the un-

derstanding concerning the enforcement
of prohibition which will prevail in many
regions, some of them not large, when
that law comes into force.

"Despite some appearances to the con-

trary, the Senate to-day occupies a posi-

tion of great stategic advantage." May
the party of moral ideas which controls

the Senate see the moral issues which
are involved in the present decision!

George Burton Adams
New Haven, Conn., June 28

Article XII; Not Article X
or Article XXI

To the Editors of The Review:
A treaty thus unequal in its conditions,

thus derogatory to our national rights, thus
insidious in some of its objects, and thus

alarming in its operation to the dearest in-

terests of the United States in their com-
merce and navigation, is in its present form
unworthy the voluntary acceptance of an
independent people, and is not dictated to
them by the circumstances in which provi-
dence has kindly placed them. It is sin-

cerely believed, that such a treaty would
not have been listened to at any former
period, when Great Britain was most at
her ease, and the United States without
the respectability they now enjoy. To pre-
tend that however injurious the treaty may
be it ought to be submitted to in order to
avoid the hostile resentment of Great
Britain which would evidently be as im-
politic as it would be unjust on her part, is

an artifice too contemptible to answer its

purpose. It will not easily be supposed,
that a refusal to part with our rights with-
out an equivalent will be made the pretext
of a war on us; much less that such a pre-
text will be founded on our refusal to

mingle a sacrifice of our commerce and
navigation with an adjustment of political
differences. Nor is any evidence to be
found, either in history or human nature,
that nations are to be bribed out of a spirit
of encroachment and aggression by humilia-
tions which nourish their pride, or by con-
cessions which extend their resources and
power.
To do justice to all nations; to seek it

from them by peaceable means in pref-
erence to war; and to confide in this policy
for avoiding that extremity; or securing
the blessing of Heaven, when forced upon
us, is the only course of which the United
States can never have reason to repent.

No, this is not a present-day discus-
sion of Article XXI, or Article X, or the

Shantung cession, or any other of the
contents of the Versailles Treaty of

1919; it is an excerpt from a letter writ-
ten by James Madison ("The Writings
of James Madison," edited by Gaillard

Hunt, Vol. vi, pages 256-257), written

August 23, 1795, in reference of the Jay
Treaty of 1794. One part of that treaty,
Article XII, encountered so much hos-

tility in the United States Senate that,
when the treaty was finally ratified by
that body on June 24, 1795, an amend-
ment provided that Article XII should be

suspended.
E. F. Humphrey

Princeton, N. J., July 25

Book Reviews
Economics and British Com-

mon Sense
New Fallacies op Midas. A Survey of

Industrial and Economic Problems. By
Cyril E. Robinson, with an introduction

by Sir George Paish. New York:
Robert M. McBride & Company.

THE
writing of a book on political

economy which is comprehensive
without being exhaustive, scientific yet
not academic, interesting but not trivial,

is a real achievement; especially in these

days when intelligent laymen, lacking
the courage to wrestle with one of the

standard text-books, are eager for more
knowledge of economic questions than

they can get from newspapers and

magazines. The text-books are good,
of course, and necessary to a thorough
knowledge of the subject, but for a book
like this, which contains so much sea-

soned thought in so small a compass, the

busy layman should be truly thankful.

The first part of the book is a sort of

primer of political economy, a prelimi-

nary exposition of certain fundamental

concepts—work, value, capital, monopoly,
rent, expenditure and the like—leading

up to an examination and criticism of

industrial society from the points of

view of socialism, syndicalism, and in-

dividualism. None of these ideals, the

author finds, can be realized in human
society, for all have their fatal defects;
but they have also their strong points,

which, if taken over by capitalism, would
make that system almost ideal and well

nigh invulnerable. This is sheer eclec-

ticism, no doubt, but Mr. Robinson calls

it compromise, and roundly asserts that

by means of it the English have created

political democracy, and will sooner or

later achieve industrial democracy as

well. Certainly, the conservatives of

England have shown extraordinary

capacity for absorbing the best ideas of

their opponents, even as the aristocracy
has maintained its vitality by the influx

of new blood from the middle class.

However that may be, Mr. Robinson

points out, as many others have done,
that socialism, notwithstanding its

ideals, is theoretically unsound, and that,
if fully realized, it would involve a servi-

tude more irksome than the "wage
slavery" of the present day. Besides,
there is no assurance that state socialism

would give the wage earners any perma-
nent benefit; on the contrary, it might
cause a serious falling off in production,
in which case there would be universal

poverty and no diminution of social dis-

content. Unless we could be content, like

the ancient Greeks, to be civilized with-

out being comfortable, socialism would
be a failure; and, emancipated but dis-

appointed, we should be longing for the

flesh pots of Egypt. And yet, socialism

has contributed something to politico-

economic theory by showing what the

state can do, and any plan for improving
industrial society must take this into

account.

While socialism has lost its hold on
British labor, and the socialist members
at Westminster are but a "handful of

discredited cranks," syndicalism, less

political but more revolutionary, has

occupied the vacancy; and now the cry
is for decentralization, direct action and
unions of productive labor. Let the

miners own the mines, the railway serv-

ants the railways, the agricultural
laborers the farms, and let the state be
little more than a statistical bureau, de-

termining needs and adjusting values.

Obviously, private property becomes

group property under this system, and
there is danger of exploitation as before,

necessitating interference by the state,

thus bringing centralization in by the

backdoor. For all that, syndicalism has

made an important contribution to polit-

ical thought by showing what esprit de

corps can be aroused in a productive

group, and what notable results might
be achieved if this enthusiasm could be

utilized for increased production.

Similarly, individualism, notwith-

standing its glorification of the strong
and its cynical neglect of the weak, has

its own offering to make for the general

good. Liberty is the most precious pos-
session known to man, more highly
valued by the freeborn than life itself.

From the economic side two phases of

liberty are essential to happiness and

progress—the right to choose or bargain,
and the right to save, both involving, as

prerequisites, the right to personal free-

dom and the ownership of property. The
future industrial society, if it is to be

truly successful, must provide for these.

Gathering up the threads of his argu-
ment, Mr. Robinson gives in rough out-

line his conception of the future indus-

trial society. Capitalism will hold the

field against all comers because no other

system can give proper scope to the

bargaining and saving instincts of man.

This, however, by no means involves the

concentration of property in the hands
of a few; on the contrary, the ownership
of capital can be and must be widely

diffused, so that the workers may have

a two-fold income and thus a double in-

terest in the success and permanence of

the capitalistic system.
The capitalism of the future will in-

clude what is of permanent value in

socialism, for the state will carry on all

those activities which can be done better

by collective than by individual effort,

although the limits to state activity can

not yet be clearly defined. Similarly,

capitalism will take what is best in syn-
dicalism by giving more responsibility

to groups of workers, allowing them,
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where possible, a voice in the manage-
ment, and encouraging them to acquire a
financial interest in the business in

which they are employed. Although
profit-sharing has not yet been very suc-

cessful, other plans for labor co-partner-

ship are more promising. The time may
even come when capital will no longer
hire labor, but labor, whether of hand
or brain, will hire capital. Then there

will be no question of expropriating
capital, but of encouraging its accumula-
tion in order that it may be furnished
to labor at the lowest rates.

Perhaps Mr. Robinson is a little too

optimistic in his forecast because of his

faith in the innate reasonableness of the

English people. They grumble; they
threaten; they rebel; but when con-

fronted with an emergency they see

where their true interest lies; they com-

promise their differences and unite with
their former enemies until the trouble is

overcome and the field is clear for other
issues and new battles. State socialism
is an importation from Germany, which
the British have never taken seriously.

They have played with French syndical-
ism in the same way and it is not likely
that they will allow it to ruin the coun-

try. Fabianism is more to their mind,
but the possibilities of improvement
along that line are quite limited. Co-
operation has been a great help to the
laborers as consumers, but has not solved
the problem of production. There is left

the possibility of an alliance between
labor and capital, and, as Mr. Robinson
intimates, this is the only hope of indus-
trial reconstruction in Great Britain.

Mr. Robinson's optimism seems to lead
him astray in at least two directions. In
the first place, he has no fear of the com-
ing depletion of Britain's coal deposits,
for long before coal is gone, we may be
certain that some substitute for coal will
be discovered. Engineers and other
scientific authorities are not so confident
as to that. Again, Mr. Robinson lightly
dismisses Malthusianism as mere moon-
shine, and argues that the world is not
within a thousand years of being over-

crowded, because Russia has a population
of only 23 persons to a square mile while
Belgium formerly had 625. Such loose

thinking in these respects does not, per-
haps, invalidate Mr. Robinson's general
argument; neither does it alter the fact
that the United Kingdom has 45,000,000
people to support and can not maintain
these in comfort unless she can hold and
increase her trade with the less populous
regions of the earth.
As to Midas, the author presents him

at the beginning of the book and again
at the end to point the moral, telling
what a great mistake he made in wishing
that everything he touched might turn
to gold and in thinking that a miracle
could make him a happy man. Now, as
in the day of Midas, wealth is not the

same as welfare, and material things
alone can not satisfy the soul. The life

is more than meat and the body than
raiment. If capital and labor both
realize this, and if teachers plan their

systems of education with the highest
ends in view, a brilliant future lies be-

fore the British people.

National Readjustments
Problems op Peace. By Guglielmo Fer-

rero. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons.

The Great Peace. By H. H. Powers. New
York: The Macmillan Company.

PROFESSOR
FERRERO, in a bril-

liantly written little volume, has

sketched interestingly and accurately the

main outlines of European history from
the downfall of Napoleon I to the con-

clusion of the Great War. He does more
than this. With his breadth of historic

vision, his insight, and his power of

coordination, he points out the failures

of statesmen in the past and the way of

wisdom for the future. His main con-

clusion, on the last page, in favor of the

League of Nations deserves to be quoted,
both because it is the mature opinion of

Italy's foremost historian and because

it differs from so much of the imperial-
istic and anti-American talk which has

been finding expression in Italian news-

papers: "The Americans, who have

already saved Europe from German
domination by intervening when Russia

abandoned the common cause, can do

much to help Europe to save itself from
the dangers which await it by using all

the authority America so justly enjoys
to encourage and impel the old continent

to follow this path resolutely. They
will by so doing render a great service

to Europe, and to America as well. West-
ern civilization is a grandiose Gothic

vault, soaring sublime toward the sky.

One of its arches is Europe, the other

is America. If either arch is broken,
the other will be endangered."

There is in Ferrero's volume relatively

little special pleading for Italy. Italy,

he thinks, however, was originally com-

pelled to become an ally of Germany and
Austria in 1882 in order to defend her-

self, not against France which had
seized Tunis, but against Austria which
was dangerous because Austria and
Prussia had put an end to their long

antagonism to each other. Italy really

got nothing but the assurance that Aus-
tria would not harm her, while Italy on
her side had to repress "irredentism."

The Triple Alliance of 1882 was, there-

fore, for Italy nothing but an empty
shell. But when the alliance was re-

newed in 1887 Count Robilant obtained

real advantages from the pact with the

Germanic Powers by two additional

clauses; by one Germany undertook to

give armed aid to Italy if France, in

Africa or elsewhere, attempted to alter

the balance of power in the Mediter-
ranean to Italy's disadvantage; by the

other clause Austria pledged herself to

respect the status quo in the Balkans as

far as possible, and, in the event of being
compelled to occupy more Turkish terri-

tory, to consult and compensate Italy

adequately. Italy's motives in entering
and carrying on the Great War may not
have been quite what the author would
have us believe, but there is truth in his

contention (p. 252) that "though the
effects of Italian intervention were at

first not much felt by the Allies it may
be said that the forces of Italy were the
salvation of the world at the most ter-

rible crisis of the war, between the col-

lapse of the Russian front and the arrival

of American reinforcements in sufficient

numbers." For Italy's reward he per-
sonally makes only the modest and
wholly justifiable claim to the Trentino,
Trieste, and Istria. "Part of the nation
would like to add Dalmatia and its

islands and a protectorate over Albania
. . . and her share of Asia Minor. But
the Italian people are not in agreement
about these claims, because influential

groups maintain that the national, his-

torical, and strategical reasons which
justify the former demands do not cover

Dalmatia, and they are very reluctant to

involve Italy too deeply in Eastern
affairs" (p. 242).

Professor Ferrero does not discuss in

detail any of the complex problems which
President Wilson had to face at Ver-

sailles, but only sets forth a few guiding
principles which a century of history
has made manifest, especially the impor-
tance of the recognition of the principles
of Liberalism and Nationalism. By all

lovers of Italy his volume will be wel-
comed as a little missionary which aims
to retain for Italy the high regard of the
American people.

Mr. Powers begins where Ferrero
leaves off. Writing last autumn when
victory was in sight and a peace con-
ference imminent, he attempts to indi-

cate the details of a just and lasting

peace. After an elaboration of general
principles he considers in turn the vari-

ous regions of the earth where nation-

alities wish to be recognized, boun-
daries drawn, and wrongs set right.

Many of the questions which were of su-

preme interest when the author wrote
last October have now been settled (for
the time being, at any rate) by the

treaty which Germany has ratified. Most
of them have been settled in a more
radical, thorough-going, and anti-Ger-

man way than he advocated or antici-

pated. Mr. Powers easily knocked to

pieces the simple, off-hand solutions

which were so freely offered early in the
war by well-meaning persons who knew
little of the complexity of European
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problems. For he has traveled much in

Europe and is able from personal knowl-

edge to set forth warningly and impress-

ively the difficulties and complications of

rival claims. But he has failed to catch

the enthusiasm and optimism of the

newly-liberated nationalities; he often

remains without a satisfactory solution

of his own, or is pessimistic as to the

suggestions of others. Austria-Hun-

gary, he thinks, ought to be kept to-

gether, with the possible exception of

the Czecho-Slovaks, but even for these

"the prospect is not bright." "Polish

history offers an inadequate basis for

faith in a Polish future," the German
menace of economic domination is dan-

gerous, and hence he favors for Poland

autonomy and federation with Russia

rather than a nominal and unreal in-

dependence. To none of the other border

peoples of the former Russian Empire
would he accord any recognition, except

perhaps the Finns. In the liberated

parts of Western Asia and Africa he
would probably favor the mandatory sys-

tem, if that had been invented when he
wrote. Time only can show whether his

more conservative way of handling the

problems of nationality would have been

the wiser course.

A Novelists' Novelist and
His Clients

The Works of Leonard Merrick: Limited
Edition.

Cynthia. With an Introduction by Maur-
ice Hewlett. New York: E. P. Dutton
and Company.

The Actor-Manager. With an Introduc-
tion by William Dean Howells. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company.

Conrad in Quest of His Youth. With an
Introduction by Sir James M. Barrie.
New York: E. P. Dutton and Company.

While Paris Laughed: Being Pranks and
Passions of the Poet Tricotrin. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company.

"rpHERE have been many author's
A editions," says Barrie in his pref-

ace to "Conrad in Quest of His Youth,"
"but never, so far as I know, one quite
like this, in which the 'author' is not
the writer himself but his contempora-
ries, who have entirely 'engineered' the

edition themselves and have fallen over
each other, so to speak, in this desire to

join in the honor of writing the prefaces.
Such is the unique esteem in which Mr.
Merrick is held by his fellow-workers.

For long he has been the novelists' novel-

ist."

A title glorious enough but not free

from negative implication. We may
fancy Leonard Merrick accepting it with
smile responsive but slightly rueful,
since to be the tidbit of the elect is to

be caviare to the general. This joint
tribute of his fellow-craftsmen is a sort

of amende. "Why, then," says Mr. How-
ells, after giving his testimony, "is not

this masterly novelist a master univers-

ally recognized and accepted? That is

something I have asked myself more
than once, especially in reading the criti-

cisms of his several books, not one of

which has lacked the praise of some
critic qualified to carry conviction of its

merit." Perhaps, he answers tentatively,
because these books do not deal with
titled persons and a great world; or be-

cause, however individual poverty and

misery may be conquered in the given
story, there remains a sense of the pov-

erty that still remains in the world; or—and here we abandon geniality for

criticism—because "the stories are al-

most always unhappy, very unhappy.
There is no consolation in their tragedy;
they do not even 'raise a noble terror'

such as was once the supposed business

of tragedy. Upon the whole, they leave

you feeling mean, feeling retroactively

capable of the shabby things which have
been done in them."

This is a grave indictment, too grave,
one must think, to be urged against the

spirit of genial irony which rules Mr.
Merrick's work as a whole. The novel

for which Mr. Howells here in a way
stands sponsor is "The Actor-Manager,"
which he thinks "in every way the best

of Mr. Merrick's stories." He adds, it is

true, "so far as I know them;" but this

qualification does not change the fact

that the book for him sums up satisfac-

torily enough the merits and defects of

his author. But what of the other three

stories on our list? From them, surely,

we turn without any such sense of dingy
complicity as Mr. Howells fairly con-

nects with that rather dispiriting study
of the theatrical world, "The Actor-Man-

ager." Mr. Howells finds hearty praise,
and rightly, for the rare excellence

of Merrick's "form." The appraiser says
he can not explain what he means by
form, but mentions this practitioner's

easy concealment of mechanism, and has
in mind also, one supposes, that instinc-

tive economy of means and that firm

flow of narrative which are so much
more commonly mastered to eastward
than to westward of the Strait of Dover.

There are John Galsworthy with his

perfect handling of the major episode,
Frank Swinnerton (in "Nocturne," at

least), Sherwood Anderson but now in

the tense restraint of his "Winesburg,
Ohio" sketches. But Mr. Leonard Mer-
rick is more easily and lightly a master
of form than any of these. It is inher-

ent in his action, keeps us continuously
and expectantly in motion, with never a

pause or a hiatus. "There is no one with
a greater art of telling a story," says

Barrie, accordingly, "if that art consists

in making us forever wonder what we
are to find on the next page."
But the one thing we may be sure of

(and this may be what has prevented
Merrick's "universal acceptance") is that

we shall find at the end no pat and com-
fortable solution of what may be called

the running problem of the action. The

story will have been told, but we our-

selves left, as it were, with one foot in

the air. Mr. Hewlett nearly puts his

finger on the point when he speaks of

Merrick's "underlying, deeply-funded

sympathy with real things and fine

things, and the seriousness of aim which,

tantalizingly, stops short just where you
want it to go on, and provokes the

reader to get every book of Mr. Mer-
rick's as it appears, just to see him let

himself go—which he never does. He is

one of the most discreet dissectors of

the human heart we have." To dissect

the human heart is bad enough (says the

universal acceptor) ; to be discreet about

it is hardly tolerable.

Meanwhile it is interesting to see how
each of this man's fellow-workmen finds

what he wants in him, and distrusts the

rest. How natural that Barrie should

exult in "Conrad in Quest of His Youth,"
and should express a good-humored envy
of a performance which is, indeed, a

good deal in his own line. How natural

that Mr. Howells should be atracted to

the careful, if not highly enlivening real-

ism of "The Actor-Manager," and should

trace an analogy to his favorite Rus-
sians. And as for Mr. Hewlett, what
more in character than his deprecation
of the main theme of his chosen tale, and
his exaltation of the romantic character

of Cynthia. Apart from their "form,"
their excellence of structure, these books
have in common a mood of unimbittered
disillusion. "Cynthia" and "The Actor-

Manager" express the almost foredoomed

struggle of the honest but not inspired
artist between his conscience and a liveli-

hood. "Conrad in Quest of His Youth"

expresses the hopelessness of middle

age's yearning for past days and their

irrecoverable zest. Strange how envi-

ous and apologetic the early forties are

in the presence of the early twenties—
as if the lesser age were the real posses-
sor of the earth, and the greater a mere
lingering encumbrance! "While Paris

Laughed" gives utterance to the mel-

lower remembrance, indulgent without

envy, of maturity for youth and its follies

and ecstasies. The poet Tricotrin is very
ridiculous: who would not have been in

his shoes, at that age? Mr. Merrick has

accomplished no more surprising feat

than the sublimation, in this book, of

those very materials which have been
so tediously pawed over and refurbished

by commercial chroniclers of the pseudo-
Bohemian life.

This limited edition, newly set with
the author's final corrections, is notable

for its modest excellence of format and
its very reasonable price.

H. W. Boynton
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Three Books About Poetry
A New Study of English Poetby. By

Henry Newbolt. New York: E. P.

Dutton and Company.
Convention and Revolt in Poetry. By

John Livingston Lowes. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company.
The New Era in American Poetry. By

Louis Untermeyer. New York: Henry
Holt and Company.

MR.
HENRY NEWBOLT'S twelve lec-

tures on English poetry constitute

an informal "Poetics" for our time. Mr.

Newbolt is a liberal with reservations.

We doubt if he has melted down his plate ;

perhaps he has merely sent it to the new
firm of silversmiths, Messrs. Bergson
and Croce, for rcengraving. He re-

states the old poetical faith in terms con-

formable to the new philosophy, as fifty

years ago theologians were recasting the

Pentateuch in forms considerate of Dar-

win and Spencer. Mr. Newbolt is finally,

we suspect, a sacristan in the great Cath-

olic and Apostolic Church of English

poetry, but a sacristan proud of the new
memorial windows to Bridges, Yeats,

and Binyon, and willing to place an altar

candle at least for Mr. T. Sturge Moore.

He has a quick and various delight in

poetry; his attitude toward it is almost

chivalrous; his faith brightens his po-

lemic, like a glove worn upon a helm.

He is, in short, a mixture of analyst and

rhapsodist, a very good analyst some-

times, a very good rhapsodist sometimes,
but not free from the liabilities or dis-

abilities implicit in the combination. It

is natural enough that his analysis
should be happiest in negation. His dis-

approval of anything modern is the

weightier for being cautious and polite;

in an excellent lecture he disposes of the

futuristic plea of Signor Marinetti with
a suave thoroughness in which the thor-

oughness is braced by the suavity.
Mr. Newbolt defines poetry as "the act

of expressing an intuition in words"

(page 8), and an intuition is apparently
little more than a sensation or impres-
sion realized as ours. This identifies

poetry with an elementary psychic act,

and in its vast comprehensiveness the

old notion of rarity and specialty in

poetry is lost like a chapel in an amphi-
theatre. Mr. Newbolt, however, is a

worshiper, if man ever was, and he pro-
ceeds to restore the rarity and specialty

by a definition of great poetry on lines

quite remote from the definition of

poetry itself. Great poetry is that which
"touches the universal longing for a
perfect world" (page 17). This defini-

tion seems not so much erroneous—as

supine. The analyst is reposing ; for the
moment Mr. Newbolt is not so much
rationalizing poetry as poeticizing logic.

Mr. Newbolt is much stronger in his

contention that forms must vary and
renew themselves, since form is merely
the embodiment of spirit, and the sign

of the authenticity of spirit is difference

or variation. This removes the dykes,
but Mr. Newbolt, never so radical as his

advertisements, restores the greater part
of them by a very sensible remark to the

effect that a "form, a metre, a stanza,

may be used a hundred times by a hun-
dred writers, and each time with origi-

nality" (page 305). In other words, the

multiplex in metre is not the condition

of multiple effects. For Mr. Newbolt

personal expression is supreme. He does

not quite class epics and dramas with

lyrics, but he seems to regret that he
can not nerve himself for the plunge.
Of course he is right in the ultimate

sense that poetry inheres finally in the

man. We can not lock Shakespeare out

of "Hamlet" ; Shakespeare could not lock

himself out. But Mr. Newbolt seems to

us ill-advised in slurring the evident

and important distinction between what
moves us directly through its influence

on ourselves and what moves us indirect-

ly through our sympathy with its effect

on others.

Mr. Newbolt seems at times on the

point of acquiescence in Croce's doc-

trine that the test of artistic merit is

the agreement of the artist's work with
the artist's intention. But Mr. New-
bolt is not an Englishman for nothing;
from that verge he recoils, asking with

quite irrefutable force: "A work of

art may be a perfect expression of the

maker's feeling, but what if that feeling
be a cruel, a cynical, a frivolous, or an
insane feeling?" (page 353). To which

nothing need be added. The exorcism
of that spectre is complete.

In the first chapter of Mr. Lowes's
notable book, "Convention and Revolt

in Poetry," the author is troubled by the

fact that in poetry the means of com-
munication is words, and that words,
unlike the things they stand for, have
neither form, color, warmth, taste, nor
smell (page 7) . How can this be? Mr.
Lowes's distress grows out of his failure

to perceive that words do not give ob-

jects directly, but give meanings which
do give objects, and that, while the rela-

tion of word to meaning is that of a
check to its umbrella, the relation of

meaning to object is that of a shadow
to its substance or an echo to its sound.

Now checks—with patience—will fetch

umbrellas, and shadows are images of

things; and those two obvious but over-

whelming little facts are the quietus to

all Mr. Lowes's perturbations on the sub-

ject of the arbitrariness of words. Mr.

Lowes, having decided that words can
not express things, decides that they

express nothing but relations, and by re-

lations he means the likenesses of which
simile and metaphor are the conduits

(pages 8-14). Language can not give
an eye or a star, but may express their

similarity; as if the relation between an

unimagined eye and an unimagined star

could be conveyed in any form that

would have value for an art whose basis

is the imagination.
After this first misadventure comes

a bright and deft, but not supremely im-

portant, chapter on the "Ways of Con-

vention," and then the booh—the real

book, the great book, begins. It is diffi-

cult to be patient with Mr. John Livings-
ton Lowes. What is to be said of the

sheer rapacity of a man who adds wisdom
to scholarship and modernity to wisdom
and equipoise to modernity and bril-

liancy to equipoise and geniality to bril-

liancy? What is to be said of the moral

obliquity of a writer who robs his

readers of the legitimate consolation of

finding his defects in some particulars
commensurate with his preeminence in

others? What lastly, is to be said of

a man who has packed into one book all

the good things that the reviewer ex-

pected to say about poetry in the next
ten years, and has rifled his existence of

its meaning? It is doubtful if another
American could bring an equal knowl-

edge of the past to the assistance and

support of an equal knowledge of the

present. He is perhaps the single critic

among us whose attitude toward innova-
tors is wholly admirable, an attitude by
which their friends and their adversaries

might equally profit, and he has a smile
as tolerant as Chaucer's for the queer
grotesques who add themselves daily to

the varicolored and noisy pilgrimage to

our poetical Canterbury in this April
of uncertain winds.

Mr. Lowes's cogency is great. He
forces even the born quarreler, the man
who peaks and pines in the lassitude of

assent, to a continuity of agreement by
which he is at once astonished and pro-
voked. One half wishes, however, that

he would omit those Meredithian par-
allels to free verse on pages 277-279
which plague one with a flitting doubt as
to his possession of the soothsaying ear.

Surely that doubt is calumnious ; without
that gift how shall we explain that store

of perfect phrase from the masters
with which his memory is gemmed? We
may add, much in his own vein, that the

profusion of this pearl and gold in a

judicial treatise strikes us as a little

barbaric; a court of justice is not a cave
of Aladdin.
A reader fresh from the catholicity

of Mr. Lowes finds it difficult to keep
step with Mr. Louis Untermeyer in the

depreciation of the New England poets
which occupies the foreground of his in-

troduction. They lack "keen and racy

originality," the quality that makes "the

art of all great writers a human and en-

during thing" (page 5). This detrac-

tion, even if successful, would be use-

less. On the current theory, which is

undoubtedly Mr. Untermeyer's, that the

fitness of literatures to peoples is a rela-

tive and a changing fitness, the sound-
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ness of yesterday is no threat to the

validity of to-day. The June number
of a magazine need not defend itself

against the competition of the May num-
ber by assertions that the May number
was vapid or droning; it has a much
surer defense in the far less debatable

affirmation that May is May and June
is June. In any large view the genera-
tions stand or fall together; futile ances-

tors will have baffled descendants. God,
or Nature, or Destiny, or what you will,

has not begun to love this waspish little

world since 1850. Not even the birth of

Carl Sandburg and Edgar Lee Masters

has sweetened the temper of the uni-

verse. Does not Mr. Untermeyer see

that if Emerson and Lowell and Whit-

tier, in their day and in their way,

really lived, the chances of a real life

for Mr. Sandburg and Mr. Masters and
Mr. Untermeyer, in their differing day
and way, are indefinitely heightened?
We deprecate Mr. Untermeyer's caus-

ticities because it seems to us that he
belies his own disposition in their utter-

ance. In him these prickles are cutan-

eous; they have no roots in the large

geniality of his temper. Again, one

notes with interest that the same sin

has different gravities in different per-
sons. It is very wrong to enforce morals

in poetry if you can offer no better ex-

cuse for this impertinence than the fact

that you are Emerson or Lowell. But
if you are Mr. James Oppenheim, the

case is altogether different. It is regret-
table that the privilege of being Mr.
James Oppenheim is so unequally dis-

tributed in the United States of Amer-
ica.

Mr. Untermeyer's specialty is hardly

thought; least of all is it analysis.

Scholarship is a wrap for the aged and
infirm with which his redbloodedness

can cheerfully dispense. His clash with
tradition now and then penetrates even

to his grammar, and a profuse, hearty,

jovial English does duty for style. On
the other hand, his acquaintance with

present-day verse is wide enough to

shame other critics into a recognition of

their own shortcomings. His sensibili-

ties, naturally keen, if not subtle, have
been quickened by the exercise of a

poetical gift which, if somewhat over-

worked and undertrained, is neverthe-

less a true gift, revealing a frank and

joyous commerce with the world as its

distinctive property. This leads us to

the pith of his criticism. Mr. Unter-

meyer is an appraiser of vitality.

In the old days it was assumed that liv-

ing people were alive as a matter of

course, and literature undertook, not to

bestow that life, but to give it shape and
direction. Nowadays we have discovered

that the world which physicians and bi-

ologists innocently presume to be alive

is really in a state of semi-swoon or

stupor, and the first object of literature

is not to guide it or fashion it, but to

bring it to. If your patient has fainted,
the cordial is more timely than the food ;

above all things you must cut his stays.
The matter is burlesqued a little in the
above phrases, but the burlesque covers

a real, if qualified, sympathy with Mr.

Untermeyer's attitude in this point. The
characteristic vice of aesthetic impres-
sions—of impressions of beauty—is

tenuity; the desideratum in such feel-

ings is often, not fineness or nicety,
but energy. Mr. Untermeyer tests the
new poetry for life, and that touch-

stone, even within the confines of

the newer verse, is fruitful in discrim-
inations. Toward H. D. and the Ima-

gists he is cool ; even the homage to Miss

Lowell, though ample and unhesitating,
is official in tone; it reminds one of a

military salute. It may be thought that

Mr. Untermeyer's criteria of life and
death are rough-and-ready. In some per-
sons he mistakes the convulsive for the
animated ; there are other persons whom
he buries alive. The writer of this arti-

cle can find a good deal of vitality in his

graveyard, possibly because he is an
inmate of the place. After all deduc-

tions, however, our critic has done a

thing that it was well to do and that only
a radical could have done for radicals.

For that service let our thanks be ample.

The Run ofthe Shelves

ERNEST
DOWSON is not a wholly

admirable figure. If he had added
rather more than he did to the world's

store of beauty, it would, of course, not

have found itself particularly troubled

by the helpless dissoluteness, the utter

lack of purpose and of self-control that

marked the thirty-three years of his life.

As it is, it will not be disposed to judge
him too harshly, it may well, indeed, ex-

tend its pity and a measure of gratitude ;

for there are plenty of "drunk and dis-

orderlies" who contribute nothing in ex-

change for the nuisance they make of

themselves. Dowson, at least, did some-

thing. But it is one thing to be Poe,
and it is another thing to try admiringly
to behave like him—and worse ; it is one

thing to be Keats, and quite another to

be, as Arthur Symons describes Dowson,
in a little volume of his "Poems and
Prose" (The Modern Library: Boni and

Liveright), a "demoralized Keats."

Equally not at home in England and
in France, he plumbed the depths of

decadence and literally ended with the

century. Incapable of giving body to

the vague dream of beauty that haunted

him, he sought a petulant and thwarted

revenge by immersing himself in the

sordid. French literary cenacle and cab-

men's shelter in London were alike to

him, since all were nothing. "Cynara"

is the poem most generally remembered,
"certainly one of the greatest lyrical

poems of our time ... an intoxicating
and perhaps immortal music," says Mr.

Symons. But a very tawdry poem, for

all that. The little "Requiem" for Neo-
bule comes nearer, in our opinion, to an

adequate expression to his very pretty
and generally frustrated gift.

In his "Women Novelists" (Charles
Scribner's Sons) Mr. R. Brimley John-
son undertakes the not unprofitable task

of presenting the file of English women
novelists from 1778 to 1876 in that solid-

arity always produced in women by the

withdrawal of the interfering male. As
critic Mr. Johnson is not authoritative;
indeed his criticism, of which the due

supply is punctiliously forthcoming, is

mere inspectorship in which gauging and

measuring take the place of sensibility.

It is hard to believe that he has even

applied his mind to some of his own
judgments. Speaking of Miss Austen's
comic figures, he says : "We laugh with
the eccentricities, not at them" (page
242). Now the difficulty of laughing
with Mr. Collins or Lady Catherine de

Bourgh, for example, though a very sim-

ple one, is quite insuperable: Mr. Col-

lins and Lady Catherine do not laugh.
If Mr. Johnson means that we identify
ourselves with these persons, he exag-
gerates our humility ; it is as difficult to

feel with Mr. Collins as to think with
Mr. Johnson.

Mr. Johnson has a "Great Four," com-

prising Miss Burney, Miss Austen, Miss

Bronte, and George Eliot. He is friend-

ly to Miss Burney, zealous for Miss Aus-
ten, circumspect with Miss Bronte, and

apprehensive of George Eliot. George
Eliot's faculty, her varied executive

force, is almost harassing to Mr. John-

son; he seems to view it as an incum-
brance to George Eliot herself. (The
luggage of women is always a distress to

their male companions.) She had not
so great a genius as Jane Austen or

Charlotte Bronte; of that Mr. Johnson
is certain (pages 208-9). She was "once
acclaimed very humorous" (page 242)—
sic transit gloria mundi. Mr. Johnson
is more happily employed in the recall

to momentary prominence of gifted

writers, like Mrs. Craik, Mrs. Oliphant,
and especially Miss Charlotte M. Yonge,
whose fall from popularity to neglect was
effected with merciless celerity. He has
a good eye for critical documents; in

fact he might have compiled an interest-

ing chronicle of the rise and fall, or the

flux and reflux, of these writers in criti-

cal and popular esteem. His true office

in relation to these ladies is that of

escort.

The grouping of these novelists calls

attention to an unusual trait or contrast

of traits which many of the leaders illu-

strate. Revolt and check-strong revolt
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kept in hand by stronger authority—is

almost the peculiarity of the clan. Even
in Maria Edgeworth and Jane Austen

the potential rebellion is discernible.

Both wrote decorous—ultra-decorous—
novels, yet both showed a vigor of satiric

impulse which, in another time, another

race, or another sex, might have over-

turned decorums. Mrs. Shelley, who
defied society in her elopement with a

married man, lived to write the romance

of "Frankenstein," which upheld, to

quote her own words, "the excellence of

universal virtue." The Bronte sisters,

Charlotte and Emily, wrote novels

equally remarkable for daring and the

arrest of daring, novels in which a pas-
sionate originality bows finally to the

restraints of a Yorkshire parsonage.

George Eliot's case, probably the most

signal of its kind in history, hardly calls

for discussion. Never did emancipation
go so far only to find itself halted and
turned back by refusals peremptory
enough for a Scotch Calvinist or a Mas-
sachusetts Puritan. Even Mrs. Ward,
whom Mr. Johnson does not touch, ex-

hibits traces of the same anomaly. Her
fame began with a novel whose radical-

ism extorted a polite rebuke from the

leader of political liberals, Mr. Glad-

stone; at the present date the securities,

including perhaps the sobrieties and gen-

tilities, would claim her as a valuable

ally. The examples seem too numerous
to be accidental. View these women
novelists as disciples and subjects, and

you are struck by their independence;
view them as rebels and protestants, and

you marvel at their conformity. The
double temper is possibly explicable by
the sex; perhaps it relates itself to the
life of an island people, a people to

whom the call of the sea is excelled or

equaled by only one other force—the call

of the port.

"A Treasury of War Poetry" (Hough-
ton Mifflin) appears in Second Series,
under the editorship of Prof. George
Herbert Clarke. It is a treasury, filled

with banners, various and splendid, and
if a little faded by the passage of only
a few months, still capable of stirring
and summoning. It would be rash to

say that there is a single great poem in

the collection, but with such a record the
future will never be forced to wonder
what it felt like to live the war. As to
what it was fought for, the poets are a
good deal clearer than the politicians.

The reflux of British interest and
sympathy into ante-bellum channels may
be mildly presaged in the publication of
the "Life and Letters of William Thom-
son, Archbishop of York" (John Lane
Company), prepared with taste and affec-
tion by Ethel H. Thomson, his daughter-
in-law. The appeal of such a book will
be mostly to the fellow-citizens and fel-

low-believers of the kind Archbishop
who was successful for twenty-eight
zealous years in reconciling manliness
with a cassock and modesty with a
throne. An American will linger a
little over the signature, "W. Ebor," in

which the shortened form of the Latin

rendering of York (Eboracum) hides
the homespun name of Thomson in the

amplitude of its spreading train of his-

torical associations. Ritualism is a con-

spicuous topic in the book, and, from the

standing-ground of 1919, one looks back
with a mixture of envy, pity, and aston-

ishment at the seeming beatitude of a
time and class which resorted to points
of vesture and gesture to supply its de-

mand for conflict and excitement. One
is reminded of the early prosperous days
of the Vicar of Wakefield in which the

migration from the blue bed to the
brown assumed the magnitude of an
event. The Vicar's family, like England
in our time, had its terrible awakening.
Will the new time be restorative of the
old values? One would be glad to know
if the Primroses, in their old age, amid
the fading memories of the anguish
which had convulsed the family life, ever
reinstated in its old significance the an-

nual transition from the blue bed to the
brown.

In the latest text-book on American
history, published in the year 1918, is a

paragraph on "The Meaning of Land
Ownership," in which the authors tell

us that "the peasants of Europe were
also engaged in tilling the soil [though]
very few of them owned outright the
fields they tilled. It was otherwise in

the colonies." Later, in a section on
"Land Ownership and Liberty," they
say further that "the embattled farm-
ers" were "free landowning citizens"

who "paid tribute to no barons of the
soil." In general they leave the impres-
sion upon the mind of the reader, in

most cases a young pupil attaining his

first knowledge of American history,
that in colonial America every man
owned the land he tilled in full and abso-

lute title and was the greater lover of

liberty because of that fact. While the
connection between landowning and lib-

erty, as these authors state it, is some-
what problematical in view of the known
conservatism of the landowning classes,

and while it is idle to quarrel with those
who would dignify every revolutionary
radical and agitator as a lover of liberty,

we do take exception to their statement
that every American colonist was the
owner of the lands he occupied and culti-

vated.

The authors of this text-book, and
others of like minds, will do well to study
carefully a work that has just been is-

sued by the Yale Press, entitled "The
Quit-Rent System in the American Col-

onies," by Professor Beverley W. Bond,

Jr., there to discover that outside of

Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode
Island, not a colonist legally owned an
acre of the land he held, and that thou-

sands of them, either willingly or unwill-

ingly, paid "tribute" in the form
of a quit-rent to "barons of the soil."

Whether this payment to the king in the

royal colonies or to proprietors else-

where played any very vital part in

checking or increasing the spirit of in-

dependence or is deserving of any great
amount of consideration at the hands
of the historian is not the question. The
point is that such a quit-rent existed and
was paid by thousands of the "embattled
farmers." It is high time that the
writers of our text-books and others
with more ambitious literary pretensions
familiarized themselves with the facts

regarding our colonial land-system, if

they intend to write about it, and to all

such we recommend Professor Bond's
book as an admirable source of informa-
tion.

Among the books of Henry Holt and
Company's Autumn list are "Colas

Breugnon," Romain Rolland's first novel
since "Jean-Christophe," DeMorgan's
"Old Madhouse" and Inez Haynes Irwin's
"The Happy Years," a new Phoebe and
Ernest book.

It All Depends
Both in this country and in Canada

the volume of outcries against what is

termed the suppression of radical pub-
lications has been increasing among
those who are pleased to call themselves
revolutionaries. During the war the
Governments of both countries in gen-
eral and their post office departments
in particular were the targets of bitter

denunciation for their refusal to allow
certain publications the use of the mails ;

among them Socialist periodicals that
were believed to have given proof of

opposing enlistment and obstructing the

pushing of the war against Germany.
The seizing of power by the Bolsheviki

has called forth legislation aimed to pre-
vent the introduction of Bolshevism here.

Although their control of Russia itself

is anything but secure, the Bolsheviki
have been boasting that they would
make it hot for other countries, and
there is not lacking proof that they have
been sending funds to America and
Canada to produce similar revolutionary
movements. The sudden springing into

existence here of Bolshevik periodicals
evidences a campaign of agitation.

These periodicals, as well as certain

native weeklies, have been declaiming
against the Government for what they
call its tyranny in adopting laws directed

against freedom of the press and free-

dom of speech. In this cry the Socialists
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have vehemently joined—widely split

as they now are into Right and Left

wings. At the same time they are doing
or trying to do more in the way of cen-

sorship than the Government ever ven-

tured to do. Before the split, the press
of the pro-Bolshevist wing was full of

charges that the regular Socialist-news-

papers refused to publish notices of its

meetings and proceedings, and such

charges were not unfounded. The regu-
lar Socialists now retort that if the

Lefts ever obtained majority power or

rule by force they would ruthlessly sup-

press all moderate Socialist publications,
as they have done in Russia. But what-

ever the two factions may do and say

among themselves, both assume the role,

before the great outside public, of being
valiant defenders of the complete free-

dom of the press against what they de-

nounce as reactionary forces.

Such professed solicitude for both the

abstract and the practical rights of free-

dom has a most touching quality, and

easily imposes upon the unsophisticated.
No agency, in point of fact, has been as

rigorous and arrogant a suppressor of

a free press as this self-same Socialist

party. Before the war, it was vigor-

ously suppressing; and the precedents
it then instituted still remain as prec-
edents to be similarly exercised whenever
its leaders think it expedient. The case

of the New Review is an exemplification
of this policy.

The New Review was an independent
Socialist periodical founded in New York
City in 1912 by Herman Simpson, Will-

iam English Walling, Alexander H.

Fraser, Bertha W. Howe, and others, all

of whom were then members of the party
in good standing. In its issue of August,
1913, the New Review published an arti-

cle entitled "Danger Ahead," which
showed that the membership of the party
was declining at an alarming rate, that in

a single year 50,000 dues-paying mem-
bers, or about two-fifths of the entire en-

rollment had deserted. The figures were
in fact taken from the Party Builder, the

official organ of the party's National

Executive Committee. But as published
in that journal, their significance, owing
to the obscure way in which the matter
was put, was not easily visible, even to

party members. Moreover, it was sup-

posed that few outside the Socialist

party ever read these dry, formal state-

ments. But the article in the New Re-
view was full, explicit, and conspicuously
featured. It pointed out that this great
defection was in large measure due to

a constitutional clause forced through
the Indianapolis Socialist National Con-
vention in 1912 by Mr. Hillquit, Mr.

Berger, and other leaders which provided
for the expulsion of any member advo-

cating sabotage. While the editors of

the New Review likewise opposed the

use of sabotage, they believed that the

passage of the constitutional clause

was unwarranted and unnecessary. The
bureaucrats, naturally, could not deny
the accuracy of the facts which the New
Review had published. What enraged
them was the "exposure" and the extent

of public attention which it attracted.

But in addition they had long resented in-

dependence of spirit within the party,
and they now determined, by stifling the

New Review, to discourage the starting
of any similar periodicals.

The Central Committee of Local New
York thereupon passed a formal resolu-

tion boycotting and blacklisting the New
Review. This proscriptive order barred
not merely the issue containing the arti-

cle to which objection was raised. It

prohibited the sale and circulation at

Socialist party meetings of all future

issues, notwithstanding the contributors

of the New Review were leading Social-

ists in many countries. What the order

signified was the assumption of a hier-

archy to dictate to members and prospec-
tive members what they should and
should not read. Yet the claim could not

be substantiated that the sole object was
to circulate exclusively Socialist matter.

At one juncture, when it suited the de-

signs of certain of the leaders, the entire

national machinery of the party was used

to boost the circulation and sale of the

Metropolitan Magazine, a non-Socialist

publication. The mailing lists of the

party were placed at the disposal of the

business office of that magazine, and
members were employed as canvassers

to drum up subscriptions within the

party ranks. The nominal justification

for this promotion was that the magazine
contained a series of articles by Mr.

Hillquit. But the subscriptions solicited

were not for these few issues, but for

six months or an entire year.

Just what the order against the New
Review did may best be gathered from
extracts of a written protest sent, on

September 24, 1913, by the New Review

Publishing Association :

To the Central Committee of Local New
York, N. Y. City. Comrades: Through the
Socialist press and otherwise it has come
to the notice of the Board of Directors of

the New Review Publishing Association
that the Central Committee of Local New
York (Manhattan) has promulgated an or-

der forbidding the Branches of the Local
from selling or distributing The New Re-
view at public or propaganda meetings.

While comprehending perfectly the mo-
tives underlying this order, the Board of

Directors of The New Review Publishing
Association desires to protest vigorously
against it. The members of the Board, who
are also members of the Socialist Party,
deny the right of any authority in the

party, even the highest, to dictate to the

smallest subdivision of the party what kind
of Socialist literature it may or may not

use in the propaganda of Socialism. This
Board regards the action of the Central
Committee as a usurpation of authority,

which, if permitted to stand, threatens to

destroy within the party all freedom of

speech or press and to suppress all honest
and free discussion.

Free speech and free press are the most
fundamental of all democratic rights, an-

tedating the birth of the Socialist move-
ment, and no progressive movement, least
of all the labor movement or the Socialist

Party, can thrive without the freest discus-
sion of principles, policies, tactics and meth-
ods of procedure.

It has been asserted that this act of the
Central Committee is not a violation of free

press because it relates only to public
meetings. The members of this Board deny
that any valid distinction can be drawn
between propaganda and other meetings.
In the first place, the sale and distribution
of literature takes place almost exclusively
at propaganda meetings; hence to prohibit
the sale of The New Review or any other

publication at such propaganda meetings is

equivalent to prohibiting its sale at prac-
tically all meetings. Secondly, to prohibit
a minority from disseminating its views

among those not yet members of the party
is practically to prohibit that minority from
propagating the ideas of Socialism in ac-

cordance with its own lights.

The protest concluded by demanding
that "the high-handed and usurpatory
order in question be reconsidered and
rescinded." It was complacently ignored,
not only by the body to which it was
addressed, but by the whole Socialist

party and its regular press. The very
Socialist newspapers and periodicals
which later, during the war, shrieked

about governmental "violation of free-

dom of the press," had not a single word
of condemnation to say on this occasion.

To them the expurgation of the New Re-

view was a perfectly proper and neces-

sary demonstration of Socialist party

discipline, and they stoutly defended it

as such. But the main justification

given was that the New Review was
tacitly siding with the believers in

sabotage. This was a pretext, as events

proved. Less than four years later,

when German agents were instigating
the sabotaging of industrial plants here,

a resolution was passed, in a formal

national committee meeting, revising its

attitude on sabotage.

Proscriptive tactics of this nature

have been carried further by Lenin and

Trotsky. Having the power to decree

anything they please, they have sup-

pressed, not merely bourgeois and mod-
erate Socialist publications, but also

trade-union magazines. One instance of

many is the following decree published
in the Bolshevik organ, Bednota, Sep-
tember 17, 1918:

Suppression of the newspapers.—The De-

partment of the press decides definitely to

suppress the following magazines, which
stirred up agitation and made appeals to

the upsetting of the power of the Soviets.

They are: The Professional Union, The

Typographer, and the newspaper, The Free
Voice of Labor.

The list of publications suppressed by
the Bolsheviki is a long one. No printed

matter of any kind disapproved by the

Bolshevik rulers, whether newspapers,

(Continued on page 264)
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Ago
As early as 1 888 Francis B.

Crocker and Schuyler S.Wheel-
er conducted electrical experi-

ments which later led to their

association in the organized firm

of Crocker-Wheeler.

Professor Crocker and Dr.

Wheeler are still associated in

the management of the Crocker-

Wheeler Company.

Both are past presidents of the

American Institute of Electrical

Engineers.
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Industry.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE PACIFIC.

By Mr. C. BRUNSDON FLETCHER, a prom-
inent Australian journalist.

"The only way to make the Pacific safe," says
Sir Wm. Macgreggor in the preface, "is to keep

political Germany out of it."

"A helpful contribution to the understanding of an impor-
tant subject."—The Sun. $3.00

FIFTY YEARS OF EUROPE (1870-1919).
By CHARLES DOWNER HAZEN:
The author of "Europe Since 1815," etc., writes of that

period between the Franco-Prussian and World wars when
the shadow of the former and the dread of the latter hovered
over the minds of men. Maps. $2.50
"A masterly study of a period that, in importance, is with-

out a rival in the annals of modern Europe . . . will bear
reading and rereading ... it informs and interests, it will
have the effect of inducing even the least serious of its readers
to think."—N. Y. Times.

MAIN CURRENTS OF
SPANISH LITERATURE.
By J. D. M. FORD, of Harvard.

Present interest in Ibanez, Benavente, and other Spanish
writers makes this book especially timely. It also pays
attention to the work of writers of Spanish America. Given
as lectures, the chapters retain the directness, simplicity and
interest of the spoken word. 284 pages. $2.00

HENRY HOLT & CO.

I

19 WEST 44th ST., NEW YORK CITY

imnDDin
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(Continued from page 262)

magazines, books, or pamphlets, is

allowed. The suppression is not merely

temporary, it represents a permanent
and implacable policy, attended by sum-

mary shootings. It has been hailed with

delight by the Left wing of the Socialist

party in the United States, which de-

clares it "a necessity of class warfare."

The Right wing, although disapproving
of the suppression of moderate Socialist

newspapers, strongly relishes the sup-

pression of all "bourgeois" publications.
Yet facts such as these make no im-

pressions upon the gullibles who, taken
in by a flow of professions, rush for-

ward to represent the radical press here
as victims of a grinding governmental
oppression.

Gustavus Myers

Books Received
FICTION

Aikman, Henry G. The Groper. Boni
and Liveright. $1.60.

Emerson, Willis George. The Man Who
Discovered Himself. Forbes & Co. $1.50.

Goodman, Daniel Carson. The Taker.
Boni and Liveright. $1.75.

Locke, W. J. Far-Away Stories. John
Lane. $1.50 net.

Off Duty. Compiled by Wilhelmina Har-
per. Century. $1.50.

Tarkington, Booth. Ramsay Milholland.

Doubleday-Page. $1.50 net.

Weyl, Maurice. The Choice. Mitchell

Kennerley. $1.50.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS
Fitzpatrick, Edward A. Budget Making

in a Democracy. Macmillan. $1.50.
Kalau, Maximo M. Self-Government in

the Philippines. Century. $1.50.
Purinton, Edward Earle. Personal Effi-

ciency in Business. McBride. $1.60 net

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
Edwards, William J. Twenty-five Years

in the Black Belt. Cornhill Co. $1.25.
Hershey, Amos S., and Susanne W.

Modern Japan. Bobbs-Merrill. $1.50 net.

Power, Rhoda. Under the Bolshevik
Reign of Terror. McBride. $2.00 net,

POETRY AND DRAMA
A Treasury of War Poetry. Second

Series. Houghton Mifflin. $1.50.
Dowson, Ernest., Poems and Prose of.

The Modern Library. Boni and Liveright,
70 cents net.

Drinkwater, John. Abraham Lincoln, a
Play. Houghton Mifflin. $1.25.

Hagboldt, Peter. The Test. Cornhill
Co. $1.25.

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
Hyslop, James H. Contact With the

Other World. Century. $5.00.

Kelman, Rev. Dr. John. The War and
Preaching. Yale University Press. $1.25.

MISCELLANEOUS
Gillian, Strickland. A Sample Case of

Humor. Forbes & Co. $1.25.

Husband, Joseph. A Year in the Navy.
Houghton Mifflin. $1.35.

Symons, Arthur. Studies in the Eliza-

bethan Drama. Dutton. $3.50 net.

Tompkins, Raymond S. The Stoxy of the

Rainbow Division. Boni and Liveright.
$1.60.

Trevelyan, G. M. Scenes from Italy's
War. Houghton Mifflin. $3.50.

The London Spectator Welcomes

The Review
"The Review ... is destined, we are

sure, by its sanity and its wit to a long
and prosperous career. It has been a

cause of keen regret to many English
readers that the once famous New York
Nation, which used to reflect the spirit

of New England, has become openly pro-

German, pro-Bolshevik, and anti-Eng-

lish, while the New Republic, which was
started some years ago to compete with
the Nation, has also displayed a curious

partiality for the Germans and Bolshe-

viks, though it is less hostile to this

country. We are pleased to find the

genuine American note sounded in the

Review, as it is in the Bellman of Min-

neapolis, the Villager, and, of course, in

the popular illustrated weeklies. It is

highly important in these days that the

educated public here should study the

development of American opinion, and
the Review will, we believe, represent
the real America and not the wealthy
little cliques which are more at home in

Berlin or Moscow than in New York or

Boston or Washington.—From the (Lon-
don) Spectator, June 14, 1919.

On the bare announcement
of the publication of THE REVIEW, many hundreds of annual subscriptions were received even before the

first issue went to press. A magazine dealer of forty years' experience has described as unprecedented the

welcome thus accorded this publication.

Subscribers frequently send us the names of others who are likely to be interested in THE REVIEW. In

this way a remarkable number of names have been received.

In order to make sure of receiving every issue of THE REVIEW, place your order with your

newsdealer.

If you find this inconvenient, send your subscription direct, using the coupon below.

The Review, 140 Nassau Street, New York:

Dear Sirs: Enter my subscription for fifty-two issues beginning imme-

diately and bill me for five dollars.

Name

Address

(If you prefer not to be billed for the above subscription, please enclose

check for five dollars with this order.)
R829

The following may also wish to subscribe:

Name
Address

Name
Address

Name
Address

Name
Address

Name
Address

R829
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THE
question of the treaty and the

League has suffered a sudden eclipse.

At both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue,
and everywhere throughout the country,
the railroad issue has taken the centre

of the stage, with labor troubles of many
kinds and the problem of the high cost

of living playing the part of a good sec-

ond. In this new situation, the expo-
nents of every view of the ratification

question are looking about to find stra-

tegic advantage. But it is to be hoped
that something more useful is also going
on. The interval of inertia in the

League contest might easily be availed of

to shorten rather than lengthen the

agony of cross-purposes. While eco-

nomic and social issues are in the spot-

light, intelligent leaders could, if they
but understood their duty and their op-

portunity, quietly mature a final and
reasonable programme. Just before the

injection of the new issues into the field,

the possibility of such an achievement
seemed brighter than at any previous
time. Seven Republican Senators of

weight and standing had started a pro-
cess which gave promise of resulting in

just that kind of reconciliation of ap-

parently conflicting views which the case

has all along demanded. To dispose of

the treaty promptly is no less important
to-day than it was ten days ago. The
urgency of it is out of sight for the mo-
ment, but is sure to emerge again into

the public consciousness before long. Is

it utterly impossible for the leaders, and
the great body, of the Republicans in the

Senate to rise to the manifest require-
ments of the situation?

"T DON'T know of a Government-owned
-I- plant that produces more than two-

thirds efficiency, and there are numerous

examples much below this line." Com-
ing from Chairman Hurley of the United
States Shipping Board, on the eve of his

retirement from that post, this verdict

has unusual weight. And it is all the

more impressive from the care Mr. Hur-

ley takes to make it plain that he has no
fault to find with the men who were as-

sociated with him in the vast under-

taking of which he was the head. He
found loyal cooperation on all sides—
the public officials, the heads and man-

agers of private concerns under govern-
ment control, and the workmen employed,
did all that could be expected. What
was wanting was that force that keeps
costs down, which is constantly operative
under private ownership—the inevitable

connection between good management
and business success. "Special appeals,"

says Mr. Hurley, may "for a short time"

take the place of that incentive of profit—or survival—which puts life into pri-

vate management; but sooner or later

the efficiency of the substitute disap-

pears. The difference between the two
kinds of stimulation, we take it, is a

psychological one of fundamental nature.

The motive of profit, or business sur-

vival, keeps a man's energy tense while

not requiring him to be keyed up to

any high state of moral tension—a

state which, in time of crisis, bears him

up as nothing else can, but which, except
in extremely rare individuals, can not

be maintained day after day and year
after year.

JUSTICE
NEWBURGER'S decision to

stand for reelection against the candi-

date chosen by the Tammany boss is of

even more interest this year than the

like event would have in ordinary times.

At all times Tammany's command of

judicial nominations has been one of the

touchstones of good citizenship in New
York. From that undisputed sway
which the organization and its bosses

had in the days of Tweed, its power in

this field has dwindled, until for some
decades it has been confined within nar-

row limits. The renomination of a man
like Justice Newburger has come to be

regarded as a matter of course, and not

only the nomination, but the election, of

such a man has been a foregone conclu-

sion, because of the practice of endorse-
ment by the Republicans, which has in

a large measure taken New York City

judgeships out of partisan politics.

Murphy has chosen this particular mo-
ment to defy public sentiment, possibly

counting on Justice Newburger, who is

only four years from the legal date of

retirement, not having enough person-
ally at stake to be willing to take up the

gauntlet. In doing so, he is performing
a high public service, and the first re-

action to his announcement appears to be
a state approaching panic in the Murphy
camp. It remains to be seen whether
the public will do its duty and justify
the boss's alarm. What tells in favor of

Tammany in the impending contest is

the overwhelming mass of public ques-
tions of the most vital character which
are absorbing the attention of the com-

munity. It will be most interesting to

see whether in the face of all this tumult
the simple duties of old-fashioned citi-

zenship will successfully assert their

claim. A signal victory in this matter
will mean much for the general idea of

civic soundness, as well as for the im-
mediate issue of a judiciary free from
Tammany's dictation.

THE
Chamberlain-Kahn bill for army

reorganization has much to recom-
mend it. It provides for a rather small

regular army, 225,000, with whatever
reserves can be obtained by volunteering.
All physically fit male citizens, with the

usual exemptions, between 18 and 20

years old are to be required to pass six

months of army or naval training. By
special exemption, the required training

may be taken later, but not later than
26. These trained men may volunteer

into the army or navy reserve, in which
case they are for five years answerable
for three weeks of training each year.
If voluntary enlistment should ever fail

to maintain the army and navy at the
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peace figures, the deficiency may be

made good by draft from the six-months

men. What is proposed is a modification

of the Swiss plan, universal training

being the central idea. No healthy

young man will be required to give more
than six months to military training,

but he will be encouraged to enlist in the

reserve. The plan has the approval of

the National Training Camp Association

and doubtless represents General Wood's
ideas of what is practical in reorganiz-

ing our military system. Detailed dis-

cussion must await Congressional de-

velopments.

AMENDMENTS
to the Army court

martial code forbid the reviewing

authority to increase a penalty imposed
by the lower court, or to reverse a finding
of not guilty on any charge. Enlisted

men are allowed to employ civil counsel

at their own expense. For the layman
we may recall that every court martial

case is twice judged, once by the original
court martial and finally by the authority
that constituted it. The new regula-
tions somewhat diminish the power of

the reviewing authority and similarly

strengthen the hands of the court of

first instance. Very little practical dif-

ference will result from the changes.
The reviewing authority almost invari-

ably acts in the direction of clemency,
and such an act as sending a case back
for retrial and heavier penalties is ex-

tremely rare. Rather few enlisted men
will want civil counsel. The new regula-
tions chiefly bring into the code the

principle that a man may not be put
twice in jeopardy for the same offense.

As an answer to the exaggerated agita-
tion for tearing up the historic code this

revamp is adequate. The reform ex-

presses the judgment of the professional

army that the court martial code is good,
but was badly administered during the
war. Here comparative statistics are

eloquent. The army (Col. Ansell's fig-

ures) court martialed one man in twelve,
the navy one man in seventy-five. The
codes are virtually identical in the two
services.

BY salving the sunken German ships,

England raises an interesting point
in law and policy. An abandoned, and
all the more a sunken, ship is anybody's
ship. It belongs to the first salver whose
grapnels seize it. Hence the problem
of the disposition of the German fleet

becomes a simple one. Whatever hulls

England chooses to raise henceforth will

fly the cross of St. George and St. An-
drew. We do not see that the most ap-
prehensive American patriot needs to

protest at this turn of naval events. The
German ships, so highly is naval war-
fare now specialized, are rather trophies
than reinforcement of the line of bat-
tle. The law of findings keepings may

not work theoretical justice, but the

ships are in hands that will not abuse

them. What is amusing, and perhaps
instructive, in the close of the incident

at Scapa is the outcome of the German
attempt to spite the English. Here at

least is poetic justice, even if the treach-

erous scuttlers are left at large to be

punished only by a contempt seasoned
with ridicule.

WHETHER
a real anti-tobacco cru-

sade is on or not, it is somewhat
difficult at this moment to make out.

But there is no inherent improbability
in the report, except possibly as to its

following so close upon the heels of the

Eighteenth Amendment. Accordingly, it

is possibly not too soon to point out a few
features of the situation with which
such a crusade would have to deal. In

the first place it would have no barriers

to overcome in the shape of an estab-

lished regard for State rights, for local

autonomy, or for the rights of minori-

ties. All that was swept away, like chaff

before the wind, in the onrush of the

movement for national prohibition of

alcoholic drinks. That the idea of per-
sonal liberty has suffered complete
eclipse would be perhaps too much to

say, but surely it has shown but the

feeblest capacity to assert itself. Unless
a reaction in public sentiment should

take place, the fight on tobacco, if it

should actually come on in earnest, will

be concerned with a mere calculation of

specific losses and gains.
It will be shown that a vast amount

of money is spent upon tobacco and that

the nation's life and efficiency can be
sustained without the use of the weed,
thus making all this enormous expendi-
ture a dead loss. That the loss is cheer-

fully incurred by each individual spender
has nothing to do with the case. If the

tobacco money were translated into food

and clothing, the community as a whole,
it will be triumphantly argued, would be

vastly better off. As regards the gains
and losses from a more human stand-

point, it may be argued in behalf of to-

bacco that while it may be highly waste-
ful there do not result from it the hor-

rible consequences which attend upon
excessive drinking; but on the other

hand, neither do the joys of tobacco play
a part in social and personal life any-
thing like so important as that which has
been played by temperate drinking

throughout the entire period of recorded

history. The abolition of smoking will

not be acclaimed by anybody as the one

thing needful for the extirpation of vice,

crime, and wickedness generally; but
neither will its abolition make anything
like so radical a change in ordinary hu-
man life as the abolition of drinking.

If, then, we no longer care anything
about local self-government, and care

next to nothing about the principle of

personal liberty, there doesn't seem to be

any very convincing reason why tobacco

should not go the way of its elder

brother.

DR.
JOHNSON'S growl about patri-

otism has been bandied about a good
deal of late without any clear indication

that its users were aware of what he

meant by it. Like the man who refused

to believe in the Bible because of its

manifest absurdity in insisting that the

voice of the turtle could be heard in the

land, they have rashly jumped to the con-

clusion that by patriotism Johnson meant

exactly what they would vaguely and

variously understand it to mean. But
Johnson meant by it something quite
definite. "Patriotism," he burst out in

a determined tone, "is the last refuge of

a scoundrel." To Johnson and to his

hearers patriot was a perfectly under-

stood term of reproach ; in a later edition

of the Dictionary Johnson wrote: "It is

sometimes used for a factitious dis-

turber of the government." Wilkes, who
has recently been trotted out to display
his martyr's crown to the edification of

the Twentieth Century, was in Johnson's

meaning a "patriot," and his adherents

were even more "patriotick" ; for, as

Wilkes was anxious to explain, he was no

"Wilkite." Other times, other manners.

People nowadays are less at pains to

assume a virtue if they have it not ; they
are more willing to set up an ersatz-

virtue—philosophical anarchism, or in-

ternationalism, or pacifism. But there can

be no doubt whom among us Dr. John-

son would to-day regard as perfectly ful-

filling his definition.

IT
is not surprising that many should

now begin to desire that our dead be

brought from France and restored, how-
ever pitiful a fragment, each to his

family. It is a very primitive and hu-

man yearning, one not rudely to be

brushed aside; yet those who feel it

might well consider whether their desire

is at the moment wholly wise and reason-

able. Many, we know, are hardly capable
of reasoning in a matter like this ; their

instinct rises from strata that were laid

down in our common humanity before

reason began to work. To such, an idle

cenotaph is a mockery, a shrine without

its relic to heal and console. Yet to

satisfy, and by no means surely or with

a complete and lasting satisfaction, this

instinctive desire to live amidst our own
dead, consider what must be done.

The kindly reticence of many thou-

sand graves must be invaded, their

pathetically broken yieldings carried

through a land burdened already to the

breaking point with a grievous sense of

loss, subjected to all the restlessness and
uncertainties of the ocean, and here dis-

tributed from one end of the country to

the other. No, particular disappoint-
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ments would be too many, and the gen-
eral indignity of the proceeding too

painful, to admit of it. Roosevelt spoke

wisely: "In the place where the tree

falleth, there it shall be." And the place

is worthy of them. By the side of com-

rades with whom they shared the great
vision of life and death, in the fields

which their blood shall serve again to

make beautiful, their simple monuments

lovingly tended for all time and hallowed

by the reverent visitings of a whole

world, let them rest in proud tranquillity.

Let us leave them there with their en-

during glory.

CITIZENSHIP
in a democracy is a

great and glorious privilege, no

doubt, but it involves so much responsi-

bility that the common man, if he real-

izes his limitations, must feel quite un-

equal to the task. Consider, for example,
the duty of keeping posted on the ques-

tions of the day—the League of Nations,

intervention in Russia, the Shantung
concessions, government ownership of

railways, domestic and foreign trade,

the management of the world in general.

Consider the time it would take to read

up on the least of these "social prob-

lems," for, if we may believe the scholars,

the reading of a dozen books and fifty

magazine articles would only give a be-

ginning of knowledge—not light, but

only darkness visible. So the case is

hopeless, unless the citizen can himself

drink deep of the Pierian spring or keep
in constant communication with those

who do. Such considerations as these

should make the citizen realize that it is

just as democratic to follow as to lead.

In certain fields this democratic humility
has already been attained. No layman
pretends to original views on questions
of mathematics, chemistry, physics, and
other relatively exact sciences, except a
few paranoiacs who have squared the

circle, invented perpetual motion, or dis-

covered that all animals were vegetarian
before the fall of man. In the fields of

political and economic science the case is

otherwise, for there important interests

are in conflict, sympathies are involved,

doctors differ, authority is despised, and
there is such a riot of loud-mouthed

opinion that the still, small voice of truth
can scarcely be heard. And yet, in a

time of great emergency and danger men
instinctively crave some form of authori-

tative guidance.

"OPEED up production" is so much the
O cry of the hour that even the Brit-

ish poet laureate becomes a target for

the shafts of Parliamentary wit. The
raw material is supplied him—England's
part in the war, triumphantly concluded ;

he has been paid his salary; where is the
finished product? Where are the battle

songs? Where the odes to peace and to

the League of Nations? Does the excel-

lent Dr. Bridges realize the transcendent

importance of his position ? As Fletcher
of Saltoun said, "Let me make the songs
of a nation and I care not who is Food
Director or Home Secretary." One face-

tious member asks whether the cash pay-
ment made to the Laureate might not be
once more recommuted for the tradi-

tional butt of Canary wine. Perish the

thought! Better to be a butt than, in

these days, to draw inspiration from one.

In short, they dare the poor man to pro-
duce something—anything. It isn't fair.

Dr. Bridges is a scholar and a gentle-

man, a poet of taste, if of no greater en-

thousiasmos. He can cite excellent

authority for an incumbent of his posi-
tion writing nothing at all, just as he
can point to the horrible example of

those who wrote too much, even in days
when to write a pretty good poem was
about equivalent to writing a pretty
good sermon. If this sort of thing keeps
on, the unhappy poet will be driven to

eat his laurel wreath and go mad. Some
seem to regard this eventuality as highly
desirable. Like Orpheus, harried and
torn by the mad women of Thrace, the
head of the disjected poet might not re-

main, it might become, vocal.

The Country and the

Brotherhoods

THE plan proposed by the four Broth-

erhoods of railroad employees for

national ownership and cooperative con-

trol of the railroads has been put for-

ward with great suddenness. Neverthe-

less it demands and will receive the most
serious and concentrated attention of

the public as well as of Congress. The

questions which it raises are of the most

profound and far-reaching importance,
and will be considered from every pos-
sible point of view. But, profound and
vital as is the issue in itself, a still more
vital question confronts us on the very
threshold of the discussion. It is a ques-
tion transcending that of railroad status

or management, transcending the claims

of labor and the interests either of cap-
italists or of consumers in the economic

effect of what may be done or left un-

done in regard to the railroads. What
has to be settled from the very start is

whether Congress is going to be a free

agent in dealing with incomparably the

most momentous question—other than

one involving the preservation of the

nation itself—that it has ever been called

upon to decide. The charge that the

Brotherhoods are "holding up Congress
and the Government" has been promptly
denied by them in a formal statement;
let every Congressman and every right-

minded American citizen see to it that

the denial is made good. Here is a pro-

posal the adoption of which would mean

a permanent and basic change in the en-

tire economic structure of the nation,
a change inevitably involving also the

most far-reaching effects upon govern-
ment itself. To pass upon it otherwise
than deliberately, and according to the

best judgment of the people's repre-

sentatives, would be a gross betrayal of

the country. Whatever else may be
doubtful in regard to public sentiment
on the question, it is absolutely certain

that a manly assertion of Congressional
independence would be met with the en-

thusiastic applause of the nation.

Coming to the proposal itself, one can
in a brief space take up but a very small

part of the questions it raises. Among
the foremost of these must be counted
the question whether the plan is calcu-

lated to accomplish the object which is

put forward as the immediate occasion
for the demand. That demand was made
at this particular moment on account
of the assumed impossibility of meeting
in any other way the difficulties pre-
sented by the high cost of living. The
raising of wages, the Brotherhoods say,
can effect nothing, because it is imme-
diately counterbalanced by increased

prices due to that very raising of wages.
Their plan, on the other hand, they
claim, will keep costs down. The work-
ingmen, being given a share in any sur-

plus of revenues over expenditures, will

be interested in reducing costs through
increased efficiency; and it must be ad-
mitted that the share they propose to

themselves in the surplus is a most rea-

sonable one—being limited to five per
cent, of the gross operating revenue.
The full argument by which this scheme
is to be supported has not yet been pre-
sented to Congress or to the public; but
on its face there does not seem to be any-
thing in the scheme to warrant the ex-

pectation that it will keep down costs.

Obviously, the interest of the working-
men in increased wages will be far

greater than their interest in the five

per cent, dividend. The gross operating
revenues of the railroads are now in the

neighborhood of $5,000,000,000 annually,
five per cent, on which is $250,000,000.
This amount divided among upwards of

two million employees would give them
not much more than $100 each, and
it is not for increases of thirty or

forty cents a day that the great fights

of the railroad organizations in these

times are carried on. Moreover, that

limit once having been reached, the only

thing left to do would be to strike, as

of old, for higher wages. The cooper-
ative or profit-sharing idea is, in itself,

excellent. Presented on its merits as a

separate proposition, it would be entitled

to most favorable consideration; but as

a solution of the cost-of-living question
it appears to offer nothing of substantial

value.

It is further most important to ob-
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serve that, whatever advantages the

principle of participation in surplus rev-

enue may present, either to the em-

ployees as such, or to the public as inter-

ested in efficiency and economy, it is in

no way bound up with nationalization of

the roads. It would be quite as feasible

under private ownership, and it is essen-

tial that the country be not stampeded
into acceptance of Government owner-

ship upon the plea of its being necessary
for this purpose. The interest of stock-

holders in keeping down costs is of a

radically different kind from that which
the employees would have under this

proposed five per cent, arrangement. The
whole dividends of all the railroads of

the country amount to less than ten per
cent, of the operating revenues, and ac-

cordingly a matter of five per cent., or

even much less than that, is of vital im-

portance to every stockholder. This it

is which gives the spur to efficient rail-

road management under private owner-

ship; whereas under the Brotherhoods'

plan, not only would the absence of a sur-

plus be on its face of comparatively little

importance to those in control, but there

would remain the Fortunatus's purse of

the public treasury to draw upon by spe-

cial legislation.

In the case for the scheme as presented

by the Brotherhoods, it is assumed not

only that the present high level of prices
will be maintained permanently, but that

it is sure to continue to rise indefinitely

and without limit. For this assumption
there is no sound basis. No one can con-

fidently predict the course of prices, but

there is quite as much reason to suppose
that in the natural course of things they
will in the near future begin to decline

as that they will continue to rise. As
it is all more or less matter of conjecture,
this might have no important bearing on
the impending discussion, were it not
for the circumstance that in attempting
to rush legislation by whip and spur the

assumed certainty of indefinitely con-

tinued rise of prices will be worked to

the utmost. Among the many things

upon which it will be necessary to keep
our heads level, this is by no means the

least important. To give in to the de-

mand for the adoption of a policy to

which only yesterday it was generally
admitted that the whole country was
opposed, on account of the sudden dis-

covery, for which no rational ground is

assigned, that ordinary adjustments of

wages are henceforth impossible, would
be the height of fatuous folly.

The Brotherhoods say that they are

not engaged in holding up Congress and
the Government. "This appeal," they de-

clare, "is made to the American people
direct. It invokes the judgment and
common sense of public sentiment, of all

the public which earns a wage or a

stipend." There is one way, and only

one, of ascertaining "the judgment and

common sense of public sentiment." It

is for that purpose that under our sys-
tem of government elections are insti-

tuted. By means of elections, and in no
other way, can the nation's verdict be
obtained on an issue so serious and of

such vital and permanent import to the
whole future of the country. In the in-

terval between elections, upon a question
on which there has been no popular
mandate, nor the faintest semblance of

one, the duty of every member of Con-

gress is to act according to the true
dictates of his own judgment and con-

science. That the members of both
houses shall do this, without fear or

favor, without calculation of partisan or

personal advantage, is all that the coun-

try demands. With this the American
people will be satisfied; upon anything
less than this they will be sure to pass
the judgment of a righteous condemna-
tion.

Bernhardi Carries On
EARLY

in the Great War the world
made the terrifying discovery of

General Bernhardi. He had prophesied,

perhaps even made, the war. The sensa-

tion passed, and General Bernhardi fell

to the relative obscurity of Corps Com-
mander, first in Russia and then in

Picardy. From his present peaceful re-

tirement under the Riesengebirge he re-

sumes his most successful occupation,
that of choragus of all

Ancient voices prophesying war.

Nay, he even foretells the particular next

war. It is not, as the merely superficial

surmise, to be between the United States

and Japan. There is neither adequate
clash of material interests nor satisfying

promise of a real military conclusion.

Neither nation can beat the other, then

why should they fight? No, the war of

the future is to be between the United
States and England. Against that Tag
we must cherish a by no means un-

friendly Germany to be our European
bottle-holder.

General Bernhardi takes pains to ex-

plain that he is not trying to stir up
enmity anywhere, he is merely doing a

plain duty as predicter of inevitabilities.

He wishes ill to nobody, his fighting days
are over. His voice and pen are engaged
in the interest of humanity to let hu-

manity know the worst. What is im-

pressive in the attitude is its old-fash-

ioned grace. Bernhardi must be pretty

nearly the last leaf on the mechanistic

tree, and he is cheerful in his isolation.

He still holds, in the face of recent facts,

that the fates of nations are mechani-

cally determined. National free will,

national morality are snares of the lexi-

con; the reality is national egotism, an
inconscient will to greatness. To have
held this view thirty years ago was to

espouse the fashionable commonplaces
of philosophy ; to hold it now is as hero-

ically idealistic as wearing a Websterian
beaver hat and swallow-tail coat in day-
light.

The quaintness and pathos of the view
almost inspire respect. It is so neat, so

self-sufficient, so regardless of the mil-

lions that lie in untimely graves and of

the tens of millions of mourners that go
about our streets. They occur, says Bern-

hardi, it is deplorable, but the formula

requires it. The formula is, in simplest
terms, that if two locomotives manned by
blind and deaf engineers approach on
the same track there must some time be
a head-on collision, in which the weaker
mechanism will get worst smashed. Na-
tions are like that. They must advance,

they will clash. Foresight is limited to

making good provision for the collision.

Here is perhaps the logical weak spot
in the formula. No nation, to continue
our similitude, can be foreseeing enough
to provide the locomotives with engi-
neers neither blind nor deaf, nor yet to

build switches or erect danger signals.
To do so might be good for the loco-

motives, but it would impair the formula.

But, lo! one may add unnecessary steel

to the locomotive, accelerate its speed,
furnish it with spurs and rams, so that
when it does crash into its fated oppo-
nent it may with least damage to itself

do most harm to him. Philosophy per-
mits no benevolent but only malignant
precautions. A nation's will to power is

unalterable, nothing is controllable by
man except the particular tactics by
which that will to power shall wreak it-

self. All this from a benevolent and
clever old gentleman sipping his beer
sub tegemine, with the midsummer
clouds slowly balancing over the gentle
undulation of the Giant Mountains.
The human picture is appealing. Is

this the Bernhardi at whom we used to

shudder? The voice is the same, but
how different the effect to-day! Long
may he live, keeping the formula warm,
venerable gossip of such unsurrendering
survivors as Julian the Apostate, Prince

Charlie "the young Pretender," and Par-

son Jasper, who manfully lived and died

in the faith that the world was shaped
not like an orange but like a flapjack.
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American Finance and

World Restoration

IN
considering the problems of the re-

habilitation of Europe's economic life

and our relation to them, it is to be

hoped that the American people will be

at least as much interested in the duty
of organized endeavor to meet the need,

so strongly insisted upon both by Mr.

Vanderlip and Mr. Davison, as they were
in the vivid and probably too terrifying

picture drawn by the former of the Eu-

ropean conditions themselves.

We lack somewhat the historical per-

spective which would enable us to look

upon an after-war situation with the

comparative calm that is natural to Eu-

ropeans. Our own Civil War is just

beyond the border of memory for most of

us, but some may find something remi-

niscent in the stagnation of industrial

life which Mr. Vanderlip describes. It is

easy to forget that through fourteen
centuries the nations of Europe have
known- many periods of apparent gen-
eral destruction and chaos, disastrous de-

feats, and triumphs often equally dis-

astrous. They have been many times in

a worse plight economically than they
are now, their populations more exten-

sively cut down by famine and intestine

strife, their lands and industrial equip-
ment more thoroughly laid waste. Yet
nothing is clearer in the historical rec-

ord than the fact of the quick recovery
of even the most hopelessly crushed and
ravaged. Ten years after the Parisians
were dining on rats, and France trampled
and despoiled by a relentless victor and
torn by internal dissension, the nation
had made an industrial gain of fifty-five

per cent, and was able to mock with her
prosperity the financial indigestion and
depression which the billion-dollar in-

demnity had given Germany. During
the Thirty Years' War the population of

Germany was reduced from 20,000,000
to 6,000,000. Saxony lost half her people
and the rest were burdened with the sup-
port of the army with which the Swedes
occupied the country. From then to the
time of Napoleon the nation was racked
by civil strife and repeated devastations
of invaders, her population starving
amid gruesome horrors that make Mr.
Vanderlip's picture of Europe to-day
seem sunny and joyous. Yet less than a
hundred years later this nation could
dare to bid for world domination and
could hold practically the rest of the
globe at bay for four years.
But every European peace readjust-

ment in the past, as well as our own re-
construction struggle after the Civil

War, was almost wholly a local and na-
tional process, more or less haphazard.
On the other hand, it is clear that the
present readjustment, like the war itself,

will involve international cooperation on
a scale and by methods hitherto un-
dreamed of, and it is here that there is

the greatest call for the American im-

agination and for a constructive national

consciousness. Europe will recover from
the destruction of this war as she did

from the equally paralyzing devastation
of the Napoleonic wars a hundred years
ago. But while it was then a matter
of comparatively little concern to us

whether she recovered in ten or fifty

years, it is now of vital importance to

every American that she recover as

quickly as possible. Industrial stagna-
tion in Europe means industrial stagna-
tion here, perhaps on an even greater
scale, since our industrial plant has been

vastly extended by the stimulus of the

war.

Only by some such "capitalization of

faith" in the quick recovery of Europe
as Mr. Davison calls for, can she and we
recover without long and dark difficulty.

As a basis, however, for the practical

handling of the situation it is evident

that we need in the first place a reliable

and unbiased survey of the economic
needs and capacities of the various na-

tions. We can no longer depend upon
each individual nation to take care of

itself in coming out of the war chaos,
nor can we depend upon the uncoordi-

nated work of individuals or single or-

ganizations in this matter, involving, as

it does, broad questions of international

relations. At present there is little ex-

act information on the financial and ma-
terial requirements of the old and new
nations of Europe. Various govern-
mental and private agencies have, with-

out coordination, submitted estimates of

their requirements, making the situa-

tion appear worse in some instances and

failing to present the needs of certain

nations in others.

A second need is for some effective ma-
chinery commanding the confidence of all

nations for allocating supplies and credit

and for arranging the basis of security
and the method of distributing the bur-
den of such international financing as

this unprecedented situation requires.

Only a body of international character
and responsibilities similar to and work-

ing along the lines of the Inter-Allied

Supreme Economic Council, but repre-

senting all nations, and not only those

of the present alliance, can make such a

survey and adequately supervise such

machinery. Since the United States will

be called upon to furnish the bulk of the

supplies and credits it is especially in-

terested in seeing an organization of

authoritative character established for
these purposes. However constituted,
such an organization of the world's re-

cuperative resources is as imperative now
as like organization was to the needs
of war, and should command the earnest

thought of all Americans.

A Sweetly Reasonable

Anarchist

THE
Problem of the State" is the

title of an editorial "featured" on

the cover page of the latest issue of the

Nation. Let it not be supposed that it

is with any mere fiddle-faddle of im-

provement or reform that the article is

concerned. One may speak of the prob-
lem of typhus, or the problem of counter-

feiting—things that are not to be regu-
lated or improved, but abolished—and it

is in this way that the Nation, from and
after August 2, 1919, must be regarded
as looking upon the problem of the State.

Half disease and half crime, the time has
arrived when the human soul is going
to throw off the incubus. The duel has

begun, and "the ultimate issue is certain
and near at hand; the instrument must
finally yield to its creator."

Such being the Nation's conviction, we
can not forbear to compliment it upon
the exemplary patience which it mani-
fests in looking forward to the emanci-
pation of mankind from the miseries of

government. By "near at hand" some
thoughtless enthusiast might mean a
few years, or at most a decade or two;
not so this shrewd and sagacious guide.
"Philosophic anarchism," he says, "is a
creed that postulates too much nobility,
too much self-restraint and self-abnega-
tion, in common human nature to be

immediately practicable. For many dec-
ades (perhaps even a few generations)
longer, man must continue to bear as
best he may with those accusing symbols
of his moral imperfection, the policeman
and the soldier." The arithmetic is a
trifle puzzling, for it is difficult to see
how one can have "many decades" in
less than "a few generations"; but that
is a detail. The plain fact is that the
Nation does not expect to have the moral
nature of all men completely perfected,
thoroughly saturated with nobility and
self-abnegation, in a period less than,
say, sixty years, and is prepared to wait
as much, we take it, as a round hundred
years if absolutely necessary. Whether
the editor of the Nation plumes himself
on this exhibition of self-restraint, we
have no means of knowing ; but we think
he is quite entitled to be, like the British

conqueror in India, astonished at his

own moderation.
Nor does this careful and sweet-tem-

pered anarchist fail to make due provi-
sion for the guidance of mankind in the
interval. "If, then," he prudently re-

flects, "the State can not at once be dis-

pensed with, the alternative is reform,
revision, melioration of the State idea."

Just how this is to be accomplished is

not, indeed, indicated with any definite-

ness; but as to the source from which the

improvement is to come we are left in
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no doubt. Just as the end is to be em-

bodied in the moral perfections which
are to be the common attribute of all

men, so the means by which the end is

to be attained are to be the contribution

not of some superior mind here or there,

but of the common thinking of common
men. The Nation quotes the remark of

a well-known writer that history is

chiefly a record of the failures of govern-

ment, and solemnly declares that "every

good citizen must feel the stigma of that

humiliating truth." Just how long it

will be before "every good citizen" will

feel that stigma as he should, we are

not informed; but presumably it will be

very soon indeed, for it is under the

stimulus of that feeling of burning
shame that he is apparently supposed to

be stung into immediate action. Once

get him going, however, and progress
will be rapid:

He [every good citizen] must grapple as

best he can with the problem of the State.

As a beginning, Thoreau's suggestion is

perhaps as good as any: "Let every man
make known what kind of government
would command his respect, and that will

be one step toward obtaining it."

Easy as rolling off a log—what a pity

that it has taken the world some thou-

sands of years to think of this simple
method of finding forms of government
to choose from ! The only open question
is as to whether the eighty years, more
or less, of waiting are to be consumed
in discussing these various interesting

proposals or in trying them out, one

after another.

With so much to praise in the broad
lines of the article, it may seem a small

matter to point out any special merits

in the merely incidental reasoning that

occurs in it. Yet there is one point of

this kind that is so indicative of the

superior mentality of the writer that we
can not refrain from dwelling on it.

After urging the absolute claims of in-

dividual freedom—"not the shadow of

freedom but its substance; not political

freedom merely, but moral and economic

freedom," he exclaims: "If a govern-
ment can not permanently exist half

slave and half free, how much less can a

human being!" A knock-down argument
against the restraints of authority which
has been waiting to be urged these

sixty years ; for we do not remember this

obvious application of Lincoln's famous
declaration ever having been made be-

fore. The trouble with so many people
is that they are slaves not only to the

traditions of politics, but to the tradi-

tions of logic. When Lincoln declared

that the country could not permanently
endure half slave and half free, he was

talking about two physical halves of the

country, in one of which slavery existed

and in the other not; a situation which
he thought was bound to result, sooner

or later, in a decisive trial of strength

between the one part and the other, un-

less the discrepancy was removed. That
was just plain ordinary logic; but here
we have something that spurns the limi-

tations of logic. Human beings have

lived, each separate one of them, "half

slave and half free"—in other words
at liberty to do as they please about
some things and not about others—as

long as there has been such a thing as

human society; but no human being has
consisted of two physically separate

parts, one free and one slave, as would
be necessary in order to make Lincoln's

saying have any bearing whatever upon
the case. That is, any bearing according
to the principles of rational thinking;
but that only shows how necessary it is

to abolish not only the laws of society
but also the laws of thought.

If there is any fault to be found with
this remarkable article, it is that it gives
no hint of there being any excuse what-
ever for the blindness of the past. Man-
kind has borne so long with the State in

spite of "its crimes against humanity,"
in spite of history being "chiefly a record

of the failures of government," so many
men accounted among the best and wis-

est of the race have in all ages looked

upon government as the most indis-

pensable agency of human welfare, that

it can hardly be supposed that there is

no good side to the thing. Tar be it

from us to defend either intellectual or

moral cowardice; but possibly the sup-

porters of the idea of law and govern-
ment are to be accused rather of a lack

of courage than of downright stupidity
or absolute moral callousness. What they
have done, and what the Nation is too

high-minded to do, is to make compari-
sons not with that perfection which is

now seen to be had almost for the asking,
but with what mankind has been in the

past, and with what, so far as human
judgment can discern, it would have been
in the absence of law and government.
"The failures of government," these old-

fashioned people have thought, measure
what government has not succeeded in

doing, but show nothing about what it

has succeeded in doing. If history deals

so largely with the failures, it is because

the successes, when once firmly estab-

lished, no longer call for recording—they
are taken for granted. When men no

longer go armed for self-defense, the

fact is never mentioned in the annals

of nations; when robber barons no

longer levy toll on peasants and burghers,
robber barons cease to figure in historic

record ; when women are safe from viola-

tion, when the highways of a whole king-
dom are as secure as the centre of its

capital city, when justice is meted out

equally to high and low—nothing is said

about these things. Of course, all that

law and government has accomplished
for human welfare and human develop-
ment since the days of the cave-man is a

small matter in comparison with that

sublimated perfection which the next

eight or ten decades are sure to achieve ;

yet the contemplation of it does afford

some slight explanation of the blindness

of those who have not yet seen the light

that shines on the editor of the Nation.

Art Homeward Bound

THERE
is an interesting provision in

the Peace Treaty, which gives to Bel-

gium two masterpieces of old Flemish

painting owned by the German Govern-
ment. This is not a restitution. The
wings of the "Altarpiece of the Adora-
tion of the Lamb," by the fathers of

modern painting—Herbert and John van

Eyck—were honestly acquired by the

Berlin Museum some ninety years ago.

So were the wings of Dirk Bout's famous
"Last Supper," painted for the now
desecrated church of St. Peter at Lou-

vain, legitimately purchased by the

Museums of Berlin and Munich. The
reunion of these severed wings to their

parent panels at Ghent and Louvain is

in no sense a restitution of stolen prop-

erty. It is partial indemnity for the

destruction of works of art in Belgium
caused by German ruthlessness.

The transfer very clearly asserts the

principle that indemnity for destroyed
works of art should be rendered in kind.

In most cases no other reparation is pos-

sible, since a fine work of art is unique
and irreplaceable. There is not money
enough in the world to repay the outrage

wrought at Reims. A hundred million

dollars will not restore her Cathedral to

its former beauty. But the city of Reims
could be partially compensated for the

loss of her chief artistic attraction by
receiving, say, all French Gothic, stained

glass, sculpture, and enamels in German
museums. That would make Reims once

more a place of pilgrimage for lovers of

Gothic art. No mere payment of money
would do so.

From the strictly legal point of view

it may be noted that to give objects

in German museums to communities

deprived of their art treasures through
German violence would be merely
to attach national property for the

payment of a national debt. With the

former royal collections, the museums
are state property. As the particulat
awards of indemnity are considered

there will be many instances in whicl

German money will not pay the bill

Justice demands that in every case wher
German responsibility is legally shown
and money can not pay, reparatioi

should be made in objects of art—in kinc

In this regard the Peace Treaty does ir

adequate justice to Belgium. It do€

afford a valuable precedent for simila

future awards.
In the Treaty with Austria the prec

dent is considerably extended. The R
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public of Austria agrees to negotiate

amicably for the return to their country
or origin of "artistic, archaeological, sci-

entific, or historical objects" in the na-

tional or crown collections. For a special

list of precious objects, including the rel-

ics of the Norman kings of Sicily and the

Crown Jewels of Tuscany, with Polish

and Bohemian archives, a judicial com-

mittee of three is to decide. If these ob-

jects turn out to have been illegally

acquired, they are to be returned to the

place of origin. Naturally Austria must

give back all works of art seized during
the present war. But here the Italians

with amazing foresight and energy
snatched the more important objects
from under the batteries advancing from

Caporetto. What is asserted in the

Treaty is that exiled objects of art be-

long where they originated unless very

good cause to the contrary can be shown.

Evidently a general application of this

principle would mobilize the public and

private galleries of the world. We have
to do, however, with a special case due to

recent spoliation. Having certain resti-

tutions to dictate, the Allies simply apply
to objects of art the principle of self-

determination. No question if the Ber-
lin Van Eycks could speak they would
vote to go back to St. Bavon's church at

Ghent, and assuredly the insignia of the

Norman Kings would prefer to rest

within sight of the Matorana and Mon-
reale.

Vienna, when all is said and done, will

remain a capital of art. Most of the

pictures in her museums go back to the
old Hapsburg collections and were legiti-

mately acquired. On the other hand, a

proper insistence on reparation in kind

may well transfer to Italy certain impor-
tant pictures now at Vienna. Austria
can not repay Venice in money for the
shattered splendor of the Scalzo, once

painted by Tiepolo, nor yet for the de-
struction of that rightly named jewel of
a church, Santa Maria Formosa. But
Austria can and should give to Venice
that rarest of Venetian pictures, the

Philosophers by Giorgione. That would
somewhat make up for the destruction

wrought upon Venice by the Austrian
airmen.

We believe that as the committees on
reparation consider the destruction of
works of art, they will constantly be
faced with the dilemma of fixing no in-

demnity or assigning futile damages in

money. They will also find the defeated
nations very reluctant to add to the
indemnities for purposes of artistic repa-
ration. Simple justice will then require
that the indemnity be paid in kind from
the national art treasures. Thus a gen-
eral homeward tendency of older art may
be merely foreshadowed in the Peace
Treaties. As far as such reinstatements
are called for by justice, they will be
welcome to all lovers of history and art.

American Gardens Threatened
IT

is not easy to get at the essential
merits of the controversy that rages

between the nurserymen and the Fed-
eral Horticultural Board over a ruling
known as Plant Quarantine 37. Protests

against it accumulate and the Board re-

joins, explains, and scatters "releases"
until the literature on the subject has
attained formidable proportions. Yet it

is a matter which profoundly concerns
all lovers of growing things throughout
the country, a matter in which they
ought to inform themselves with the ob-

ject of forming some sort of opinion.
Briefly, the ruling, which went into
effect on June 1, prohibits, with a few
carefully guarded exceptions, the im-

portation of all foreign nursery stock.

This means that no yew or box or rhodo-
dendrons from Holland, no roses of name
and pedigree from England, no peonies
of the great French hybridizers, to name
only a few of the more sumptuous of

garden ornaments for which we are
almost wholly dependent on Europe, can
find entrance into this country. The ob-

ject of this drastic action is not to ex-
clude the shrubs and vines and trees

which have conferred distinction on the
recent renaissance of gardening in

America; it is to exclude the pests that
come with them.

No object, in the abstract, would be
more laudable than this. Pests are not

pleasant things. Our chestnuts are gone,
the poplars, perhaps, are going, the white
pine is troubled. The San Jose scale

wrought havoc in our orchards, though
the spraying necessary to check it

worked to the improvement of fruit

crops. Pests uninvited, like the gipsy
moth and the brown-tail, or invited, like

the grackles and starlings which bid fair
to oust the sparrow from his pinnacle of

disfavor, have no place in the best of all

possible worlds in which we are about to
live. The question here, as in so many
fields, is not between good and bad; that

brings its own answer with it. It is

rather to ask whether the guarantee of
future immunity from trouble promises
to be good enough to compensate for the

present sacrifices that must be made. If

not, is there any other way to meet the
situation?

The picture painted in the publica-
tions issuing from the Department of

Agriculture is most doleful. The sys-
stem of foreign inspection established

by the law of 1912 has completely failed

to cope with the difficulty. Some of the

pests defy even the most expert detec-

tion in their early stages. Reinspection
of importations from Holland, whose sys-
tem is counted among the best, discloses

no less than 148 species of injurious in-

sects. Perhaps it is fair to say that

none of these plagues has yet got a foot-

hold in this country. Our real troubles

nearly all date back of 1912, and most of

these, though not all, had their origin
in the Orient. It is plain that even the

sweeping action of the Horticultural

Board merely reduces, without wholly re-

moving, the danger of introducing un-

welcome guests among us; such are not

given exclusively to committing their

pupa? to nursery stock or the earth about
its roots; the burlap of bales, the wood
of boxes or crates which enclose quite
other merchandise will at once compass
their purpose and our ruin. Since Eden,
it has proved difficult to keep intruders
out of gardens.

In the present controversy neither side

can be regarded as unprejudiced. The
scientific mind is always a little un-

scrupulous in cutting its way through
the facts of life toward the conclusion
of an interesting experiment. Govern-
ment just now has the feeling that
it has a free hand to make a thorough
job of ridding the world of all that's

wrong with it, with a hint that the ac-

tion taken was necessary as a war meas-

ure, and now that it has gone so far the
matter may as well be pressed to the end.

The importers and growers, on the other

hand, are ready to take some risk rather
than see their business crippled. They
can hardly lay claim to complete inno-
cence of interested motives, although the

campaign carried on by such a paper as
the Florists' Exchange is characterized

by a genuine desire to discover the
course of wisdom. Though warned of
the impending fall of the axe, the com-
mercial men do not feel that they were
consulted as to where it should fall.

Doubtless with this bit of legislative

perfection, as with much else, we shall

contrive to get on. Perhaps it will even
achieve part of what its proponents claim
for it. It may be that it will encourage
the development of our native plant re-

sources. It may be that the amateur
gardeners of the country will be willing
to pay the price necessary to justify in

this country the propagating and con-

tinued transplanting of yew and rhodo-
dendrons. But it is only too apparent
that for a long time any man who aspires
to a garden must pay a high price for

poor stuff. Fortunately the quarantine
is subject to future modification; it is

not embodied in a Constitutional amend-
ment; it is only a ruling of the Horticul-

tural Board. And surely as time goes on
there will be ample opportunity for the

experts of the several countries to come
together in conjunction with the more
far-seeing importers in the hope of find-

ing more and more points at which the

ruling may with safety, and with great
advantage to our gardens, be consider-

ably modified.
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Capitalism and the Proposed
Alternative

THERE
is an old adage to the effect

that however painful it is to be

sizzled in a frying pan, a leap into the

fire is unlikely to furnish relief. To the

collectivist who, though he has no love

for bourgeois capitalism, yet clearly sees

the evils of Bolshevist sovietism, the

aptness of this adage is constantly borne

home. He has small desire to exchange

a system under which, for all its defects,

he has definite guarantees, a wide range

of opportunities, and a certain freedom

of action, for one under which he would

have nothing but the memory of what he

had lost.

Yet Bolshevism, or some variant of

that political and ethical chaos, is the

only alternative to capitalism that is now

offered him. All the so-called radicals,

of all conditions, from mere left-wing

democrats to transcendental super-

Socialists, and from "blanket stiffs" to

the illuminati of the coteries, unite in

singing its praises. Though rival fac-

tions quarrel a good deal over its terms

and conditions and still more over the

manner in which it is to be brought in

and the agencies which are to be in-

trusted with the dictatorship, Bolshe-

vism or near Bolshevism is their com-

mon goal. Up to five years ago the offi-

cial Socialists had an alternative pro-

posal which every collectivist could ac-

cept. From a variety of causes, how-

ever, these official Socialists have reacted

from almost everything for which they

stood in the years before 1914, and have

now succeeded in virtually identifying

Socialism with Bolshevism. Some recent

tendencies toward a modification of their

attitude are observable; but they have

to do with means rather than ends, and

they have been forced by the excesses of

the dervishes and the impossibilists of

the movement. They indicate no funda-

mental change. And thus, since all radi-

cal roads lead to Bolshevism, more than

ever before it becomes necessary for the

open-minded collectivist seriously to

compare the thing that is with the things

proposed. On the one hand is the sys-

tem of capitalism as it obtains in the

"bourgeois republic" of the United
States. On the other is the set of con-

ditions which prevails in Russia under

the rule of Lenin, Trotsky, and Peters,

and the proposals advanced by pro-Bol-
shevists in this country.

In the first place, capitalism promotes
political democracy. No one has shown
this fact more plainly than Marx him-
self. The progress of political democ-

racy has been greatest in the most

highly developed capitalist countries.

Bolshevism, on the other hand, openly

repudiates popular rule. There is noth-

ing novel in the fact that an oligarchy,

by whatever name it calls itself, merci-

lessly uses the bayonet in maintaining
its power. The novel thing—the com-

plete break with the past—is found in

the attitude toward democracy now held

by Socialists and other pro-Bolshevists.

Formerly, with most of these, democracy
was a cardinal article of faith. Now it

is either disavowed and rejected, or dis-

ingenuously explained to mean some-

thing other than what they have hereto-

fore held it to mean. The first duty of a

proletarian revolution, says Lenin, is to

crush out opposition; and where this

necessity rules, he further says, democ-

racy can not exist. This doctrine, so

brutally frank, is by the more fervent

pro-Bolshevists accepted as holy writ.

But it is too strong for the stomachs of

many who call themselves Socialists or

radical democrats, and so they resort to

new interpretations. Democracy, it

would appear, is any kind of rule im-

posed by an oligarchy so long as it is

imposed in the holy name of the prole-

tariat; if this be not democracy in per-
fection it is at least a preparation, and
will be complete, pure, and perfect as

soon as all its opponents are bayoneted,

hanged, or starved to death. It is some-

thing less than democracy only because

misguided and wicked persons, blind to

its blessings, refuse to accept it. This
latter view has been developed at length

by several Socialist and near-Socialist

pundits and appears now to be the most
favored one among the moderates. But
whatever the angle of view, all the Bol-

shevists and pro-Bolshevists agree that

opposition is to be suppressed. Capital-
ism allows for wide differences of opin-
ion and constructs elaborate machinery
for the protection of minorities and for

the change of rulers as yesterday's min-

ority becomes to-day's majority. Bol-

shevism in practice, as well as its sister

creeds in theory, protects neither mi-

nority nor majority so long as it is in

opposition to the regime. All opposition
must acquiesce or be blotted out.

In the second place, capitalism does

not convict the individual offender by
secret accusation but by public trial

according to long-established forms.

Neither Bolshevism nor any of its sister

creeds has any scruples about the means
so long as it gains its end. Let it be

granted that before our courts there is

often found to be one law for the rich

and one for the poor; it is certain that

in Russia there is one law for the Bol-

shevik and another for the non-Bolshe-

vik. Granted that in this country we

sometimes have a Mooney trial; in Rus-

sia all trials are Mooney trials if only

the accused is a bourgeois, an intellec-

tual, or a Menshevik; and so they would

be in America under any revolutionary

group—I. W. W., S. L. P., W. I. I. U,
Left-Winger or Right-Winger—that suc-

ceeded in bayoneting itself into power.
The cynical apologies for terrorism as a

means of installing and maintaining the

reign of brotherhood, benevolence, and

justice, which one now hears on every

side, leave no intelligent person a doubt

that what has happened in Russia would
be wrought out here on a larger scale

and with a more ferocious intensity.

Let it be further granted that in this

country we have outbreaks of lynch law.

But in the first place, our lynch law is

sporadic; it has not been developed into

a system, as in Russia; and in the second

place its most typical example—that of

the hanging or burning of a negro for

rape—has nothing to do with the eco-

nomic conflict and might conceivably as

readily happen under communism as

under capitalism. Nothing that our

vociferous revolutionists offer us in the

matter of the administration of justice
is likely to convince others. It is even

to be said that these revolutionists do
not convince themselves ; for there is not

a sane one among them who would not,

as he reflects upon the animosities of

the contending groups, a thousand times
rather trust his chances before a tri-

bunal to a capitalist judge than to a

revolutionary judge from a rival faction.

In the third place, capitalism permits
its opponents to live and move and have
their being. Bolshevism, on the other

hand, is largely occupied with putting
its opponents out of the way; and the

pro-Bolshevists sanction this course as

one eminently wise and necessary for the

protection of the regime. Under capi-
talism the antagonist of the government
seeks the limelight. Under Bolshevism,
unless he can buy immunity, he is more
likely to seek an underground cell; and
he would be equally self-effacing under
a regime of any of the groups that are
now clamoring for a proletarian dicta-

torship. This "bourgeois republic"
draws the line at interference with the

prosecution of a war and at plotting for

a violent overthrow of the government;
but outside of these self-preservative
restrictions it allows its antagonists an
almost unrestrained freedom of speech,

press, and assemblage. Of all contradic-

tions in a contradictory world there can

hardly be one more absurd than the sight
and sound of voluble agitators giving
themselves up to every violence of accusa-
tion and incitement and in the same
breath denouncing the government for its

repression ; in the same breath, moreover,
while denouncing the minor repressions
of a democratic republic, excusing and
even extolling the major repressions of
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a usurping oligarchy in Russia. No
very lively sense of reality can be pred-
icated of such persons. They see—that

is, those of them for whom the role is

not a mere theatric pose—everything in

a distorted perspective. They have
fanned their emotions into fanaticism,
and as fanatics they see, and feel, and
speak.

These are but three instances in a list

of comparisons which any sincere and
intelligent collectivist can indefinitely
extend. Such a one has no need to for-

get or ignore what he has always re-

garded as the inherent defects and the
attendant evils of capitalism. He has no
need to surrender any part of his faith.

He may believe as ardently as ever in the
ultimate coming of the cooperative com-
monwealth. He has merely to compare,
open-mindedly and point by point, the

system under which he lives with what
now prevails in Russia and to test the

comparison in the light of the utterances
of the Bolshevists and their American dis-

ciples. He can not but conclude that the

part of wisdom is rather to bear those
ills he has than fly to others that he
knows too well. Many of these ills, he
will see, are remediable ills—amendable
or eradicable even under the system
which he believes creates them; and he
can, in his devotion to the cause of

humanity, far more profitably give him-
self to the common effort toward amelio-
ration than to the countenancing of tur-
bulent and anti-social revolutionism. He
may grieve that a fusion of charlatanism
and revolutionism has for the time de-

spoiled him of his hopes and that the
goal which a few years ago seemed so

promising has been pushed back into a
future more remote. Yet he can not but
see that this flamboyant and corybantic
revolutionism is a transitory thing; that
it has no roots in the great mass of the
people; that it is almost unanimously
rejected by labor, which has most to say
in the matter, and that its high priests
and apostles are for the most part mere
dilettanti of the coteries.

And possibly he could further see, if

only he might read the inner selves of
these revolutionary super-souls, that the
goal they profess to seek is not at all

the thing they want. Despite the evils

they attribute to this bourgeois republic
and notwithstanding the blessings they
attribute to a Bolshevist regime in an-
other country, they choose to remain
right here; while the threat of deporta-
tion directed against some of their allies
rouses them all to an extreme frenzy.
They are, in fact, happiest and most
fortunate in their present environment.
Bolshevism would prove sorry times for
them indeed. For a few of them there
might be the brief ecstasy of sharing in
the group dictatorship of power; and as
they are all idolaters of power for its
own sake, the transport and rapture of

this experience would be transcendent.
But to most of them Bolshevism could
provide none of the things which they
now lack, and it would deprive them of
all that now contributes to the perpetual
flood of stimuli so necessary for their
life and proper functioning. In no con-
ceivable order of society could they be
so favorably placed as in bourgeois capi-
talism. It can hardly be doubted that in
their lucid moments they recognize this
fact. It is further gravely to be sus-
pected that with many of them the in-

tensity of fervor for Bolshevism is in
direct ratio to the degree of realization
that it is unattainable. American Bol-
shevism can not be sure of its own sup-
porters.

The capitalist order can assuredly
draw no plaudits from one who has seen
and comprehended the vision of the co-

operative commonwealth. But when set
off in sharp contrast to the wretched
alternative now proposed, it reveals at
least an acceptable modus Vivendi—a
workable means of going on. At any
rate it carries a franchise from the ma-
jority; it is responsive to criticism; and
it maintains itself by a constant series
of adjustments to human needs. Bolshe-
vism and its sister creeds base them-
selves on a terroristic reaction which
denies the most primal rights of human
beings and asks no other franchise than
the bayonet.

W. J. Ghent

Why Is Kolchak Attacked ?

TN the Review of July 12, I called atten-
A tion to the malicious misrepresenta-
tions of Admiral Kolchak and the Omsk
Government contained in an article by
Dr. Joshua Rosett in the New Republic
of July 9. In answering this attack I

endeavored to analyze fairly the char-
acter of his argument and explain in de-
tail its bias and falsity. I made no state-
ment that could not be supported fully
by reliable witnesses and documents.

In its current issue, the New Republic
attempts a rebuttal of my answer, partly
by editorial comment and partly by a
memorandum by Dr. Rosett. The edi-
torial comment states that "the answer
admits the essential charge—that Kol-
chak crushed a democratic, anti-Bolshe-
vik government in Siberia. It does not
deny that acts of cruelty and tyranny
without number have been committed by
Kolchak and his clique. Mr. Landfield
not only corroborates the accusations,
but approves of the coup d'etat and its

methods." It further states that I char-
acterized the Constituent Assembly as
Bolshevik!
The best answer to this grotesquely

unfair comment is my article itself, from
which no such inferences can possibly
be drawn. So far from admitting any
such charges, I entirely disproved them
by reference to the established facts.
That the New Republic should seek
refuge in such comment is in itself a
confession of its inability to meet the
facts.

In his memorandum, Dr. Rosett is no
more fortunate in putting his case than
in his original article. Again he not
only falls back on newspaper comment
but disingenuously twists it to suit his
needs. The main feature of his memo-
randum deals with the attempted rising
of December 22-23, 1918, at Omsk. Not
having been in Omsk himself, but three
thousand miles away, he makes up a
story concerning this affair based upon

quotations from the Omsk newspaper,
Zaria, which he manipulates rather
stupidly to prove his thesis that mem-
bers of the Constituent Assembly were
murdered by Kolchak.
A simple statement of the authentic

facts of the rising and of the lynching
that followed its suppression will suffi-

ciently indicate the general untrust-
worthiness and malice of Dr. Rosett's
charges. A month before, Admiral Kol-
chak had been asked to take upon himself
the task of reorganizing the government
at a time of great crisis. The Avksentiev
Directory had not only shown itself

utterly incapable of running a govern-
ment and of forming an army to meet
the Bolshevik menace, but its head had
been discovered intriguing with Chernov,
chairman of the Socialist Revolutionary
Committee at Moscow, who had come as
an emissary to persuade Avksentiev and
Zenzinov to betray their more moderate
colleagues and deliver Siberia over to
the Soviet Government. They had
already started propaganda among the
soldiers. At the same time, news of the
armistice had come and the Czecho-
slovaks were planning to withdraw,
which, thanks to Avksentiev's incom-
petence in forming a Russian army,
would have left the people at the mercy
of the Bolshevik forces.

Kolchak had nothing to do with the
coup d'etat. Let that be clearly under-
stood. He was at the front when it

occurred, returned in response to an
urgent telegram, was offered the onerous
task of leadership because he was the
one man suited to it, and accepted unwill-
ingly, but as a patriotic duty. During
the following month there were two plots
against him. The first was a monarchist
plot. This was discovered and frus-
trated. The second was a plot of dis-
gruntled Socialist Revolutionaries and
Bolsheviks, and resulted in the affair
to which Dr. Rosett refers. It was elabo-
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rately organized and the conspirators

even went so far as to have an office,

with typewriters and other equipment.

The insurrection took place as per

schedule, but it was quickly put down.

One feature of it was the release from

jail of the prisoners, both political and

criminal. Certain of the prisoners volun-

tarily returned to their confinement

when they saw that the rising had failed.

A reactionary officer with a squad of sol-

diers subservient to him went to the

jail, and by presenting a forged order re-

moved several of the prisoners, who
were members of the old Constituent

Assembly, and killed them. To hold

Admiral Kolchak responsible for this

lynching, as Dr. Rosett does, is foul

slander. The Government deplored this

outbreak of mob violence and Admiral

Kolchak rose from a sick-bed, where he

was lying threatened with pneumonia, to

put an end to it and to prevent a recur-

rence. He had an enquiry instituted at

once. The officer and a government offi-

cial implicated were arrested, tried by

court-martial, and shot. When this

rising occurred, it must be borne in

mind that the new government had been

established but a month, that conditions

were exceedingly disturbed, and that

everybody was fearful lest there should

be a return of Bolshevik rule.

Now read the paragraphs from Zaria

quoted by Dr. Rosett. They do not only

corroborate this true statement of the

affair, but they reflect the embarrass-

ment of the Government lest it should

be held responsible in the eyes of the

world for an act that they would have

prevented at all costs. Admiral Kol-

chak's declaration, thanking the troops
and uttering a stern warning against

any further uprisings, referred to the

quelling of the insurrection and had

nothing to do with the lynching. But the

gem of Dr. Rosett's collection of mis-

used quotations is the following :

"Why was this done?" asks a govern-
mentally-disposed newspaper. "Is it pos-
sible that the members of the Constituent

Assembly were murdered with a view to

killing the idea of a Constituent Assembly
itself?"

The purport is perfectly clear and evi-

dent. The editor, probably mindful of

the earlier monarchist attempt against

Kolchak, ventures this explanation of

the purpose of the officer guilty of the

crime. Most assuredly he did not imply
that this was the purpose of the Govern-

ment which executed the officer for his

crime. Instead, it shows the loyalty of

Kolchak to the Constituent Assembly
pledge which he had made.

It would seem hardly necessary to ad-

vert to Dr. Rosett's other charges. He
objects to my characterization of Aga-
reff, whom he speaks of as "the regu-

larly elected Mayor of Vladivostok, a

man of great ability, sincere and firm in

the performance of his duties." Pic-

ture to yourself a corresponding situa-

tion in an American city. Imagine a
notorious Bolshevik securing for him-
self a position as Mayor through the
franchise of a mob of transient I. W.
W.'s, and then resisting the authority of

the Federal Government that loyal Amer-
icans had set up to restore their country
after the chaos wrought by Bolshevism.
This was the position of Agareff at

Vladivostok. As to Nikiforoff, I have

only to refer Dr. Rosett to the criminal
records at Vladivostok.

But after all Dr. Rosett is only an in-

significant Bolshevist. Under ordinary
circumstances his misrepresentations
and false statements would scarcely cir-

culate beyond his own radical circles.

The significant fact is that the New Re-

public exploits his story. The editors

may, of course, have been taken in by
him, but surely it was their duty to make
the necessary enquiries concerning his

record in America and his record at

Vladivostok. The head of the American
Red Cross there would have given them
information. Further than this, they
could have checked his statements by
consulting with such men as Mr. John A.

Embry, Dr. R. B. Teusler, Lieut. M. P.

Cushing, and others, all absolutely trust-

worthy men with first hand information,
men who had observed these things on
the spot, and not simply heard about
them as gossip three thousand miles

away at Vladivostok. Why do the edi-

tors feature such tales? Why do they
persistently attack Kolchak and Denikin,
and advocate dealings with the Soviet

tyranny that has killed democracy in

Russia? It is for them to answer.
Some months before the outbreak of

the Great War there was formed in Ber-
lin an association for influencing the

press of other countries. Sir Edward
Goshen in February, 1914, reported it as
a vast system of international blackmail.
It was directed by Harmann, head of the
Press Bureau of the German Foreign
Office, and participated in by representa-
tives of the Deutsche Bank, the Diskonto

Gesellschaft, the North German Lloyd,
the Hamburg-American Line, the Gruson
Works, the Allgemeine Elektricitats Ge-

sellschaft, the Schuckert Works, Siemens
& Halske, and Krupps. There is no space
here to enumerate even a few of their

known operations or how they acted as
a sort of special General Staff to direct

the activities of a great organization all

over the world that was the complement
of Germany's military machine. Many
of their operations in Spain, in Switzer-

land, and in Italy have been exposed
through treason trials, through the con-

fessions of anarchists, through the dis-

coveries of the secret service. Every-
where they promoted strikes and labor

unrest, subsidized socialist and other
radical papers, influenced public opinion

by the circulation of lies. Their biggest
success was in Russia.

But here in America they were no
less active. They worked through many
groups and in divers ways. First there

was the honest pacifist group. Innocent-

appearing peace societies were organ-
ized. In one instance a fine old Civil

War veteran became the president and

leading spirit of such a society and did

not discover until later that he had been
made use of by German agents. Berlin

chortled when Mr. Hearst espoused the

German cause and began his attacks on

England and Japan. Lying tales of Rus-
sian atrocities in East Prussia, tales of

which the Germans themselves now ad-

mit the falsity, were circulated to alien-

ate sympathy from Russia and to offset

the authentic reports of German mis-

deeds in Belgium. Agents were sent

among the negroes to stir them up
against the whites. Later on these fiend-

ishly clever men seized upon the Zim-
merwaldian formula of "No annexations
and no indemnities," the secret treaties,

and the restatement of war aims as a
means of splitting the Allies and con-

fusing liberal thought in America. But
these are only a very few of their mani-
fold activities. Their military machine
broke down and the war was ended—
that is to say, military operations ended.
But their propaganda machine is still

doing business at the old stand, en-

deavoring to weaken the application of
the terms of peace, and to gain control

of the vast resources of Russia.
I have no space to chronicle step by

step the campaign they have carried on
in our own press. It is enough to indi-

cate the anti-interventionist propaganda,
the pro-Soviet propaganda, the "Why are
American soldiers in Russia?" propa-
ganda, the "Let the Russians settle it

themselves" propaganda. At the present
moment it is the anti-Kolchak propa-
ganda. The scheme is clear and simple.
If Kolchak and Denikin succeed in their
noble and patriotic efforts, the national

Russian state will emerge again. It will be
directed by Russians and will be friendly
to the Allies who helped them. If, on the
other hand, this attempt can be killed,

then chaos will reign again and the only
power left in Russia will be the Soviet

Government. The Germans have no illu-

sions as to this grotesque experiment in

government, but they have commenced
trade with it and they will allow it to

continue for a time while they are ac-

quiring from it all possible stocks of raw
materials. They know perfectly well

that it can not last, but they know that

with the fall of the Omsk Government
the stock of the Allies in Russia will go
to zero. What will happen when Lenin
and Trotsky come to the end of their

tether? The line is already indicated.

It is not likely to be a violent revolution.

Already the Soviet Government has de-
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parted far from its communist pro-

gramme and its Marxian theories. Tha

Bolshevik leaders are now chiefly con-

cerned, not with theory, but with the

retention of their loot. Already thou-

sands of Russians, despising the Bolshe-

viks, but hating the Allies for their be-

trayal of Russia and their treatment of

her at the peace table, are working

whole-heartedly in the Soviet organiza-

tion. They do so because they realize

that the Bolshevik rule is but a passing

phase and they are preparing against

the time that Russia will come into her

own. The Germans realize this and

know that they will be called upon to

take part in the work of re-organization.

The prize is in their grasp if only the

Allies and America continue their stupid

policy and let the Omsk Government fail.

Why then should they not stir up the

workingmen in all the Allied countries

to demand that their Governments with-

draw from Russia and give no aid to

Kolchak and Denikin? Why should they
not propose the absurd idea of an im-

mediate Constituent Assembly to under-

mine Kolchak, just as they harped on the

revision of war aims as a means of

splitting the Allies? Why should they
not attempt to damn Kolchak the Liberal

and Patriot, by representing him in

their subservient press as an autocrat, a

tyrant, and a restorer of Czardom ? God

grant that America may awake and see

the truth before it is too late.

Jerome Landfield

Post-War Education

THERE
are those who expect too much

from a crisis and talk of a new dis-

pensation or a new world-order; and
there are others who are without vision or

who close their eyes to the signs of the

times and clamor for "business as usual."

It is folly to expect too much : the chem-
ical elements of the earth and the laws

of physical nature, the mind of man and
the character of human nature, are not

to be altered by that which, though it

looks to the awe-stricken participator
like a convulsion, is, in the infinite per-

spective of things, no more than a flurry.

It is the same old world, even after the

Great War. And yet it is not altogether
the same, either. Things are never the

same after such a stirring of what are,
to our slight fathomings, the depths.
However loud the cry for life-as-usual,

life has not been as usual—not then, dur-

ing the war, and not now, after the war.

Indeed, it seems quite safe to assert that
one phase of the life of this nation, not
to say of human society in general, has

passed and another phase begun. Be-
tween has lain a transition period, as

indefinable as that which separates
youth and manhood.
The nation has sensed this change and

it is recognized in the much talk about
reconstruction. It is as if a great fire

had wiped out part of a city and provided
a chance for wider streets and better

architecture. Or it is as if rigid forms
had been broken down and dissolved into

wet plaster, capable of being re-shaped,
if it can be kept stirred up until we can
decide into what new forms to cast it.

The idea of reconstruction has been per-
vasive. There are few social forms that

have not been subjected to questioning
scrutiny: economic relations, govern-
ment, religion, even the constitution of

the family. But it is the educational sys-

tem, perhaps, that has come in for the

most thoroughgoing criticism and pro-

spective overhauling. This is natural

enough if education is to be conceived

of as an induction of a new generation
into its responsible place in the general
social order of the nation.

The crisis past, we naturally prize
that which saved us. But what did save

us? There has been a test as by fire,

and certain sorts of knowledge seem to

have come out of it resplendent. Why
should we not feel that the next genera-
tion must concentrate more attentively

upon that which preserved the nation

and, indeed, civilization itself? The
studies of the future, according to one

clear-minded educationalist, are to be the

physical sciences with their applications,

especially in engineering; the modern

languages, particularly those of the Ro-

mance group; history; and, perhaps
above all, the social sciences.

On the face of it the chemist seems to

have emerged from the late ordeal with
the greatest acclaim; but he is closely

followed by the physicist, the geologist,

and all those specialists whose knowledge
has made possible the better care of the

wounded, the sick, and the under-

nourished. In this "war of the labora-

tories" the physical scientists have had
their chance to make a demonstration,
and they have seized it. Also, the mono-

lingual American has derived from his

European contacts the realization that

it is well to know another language; and
he has come to be enlightened, particu-

larly, as to the utility, present and pros-

pective, of the other great tongue of the

Americas. The world has compressed
and drawn together during the recent

struggle, and language-barriers to free

communication, formerly pretty much
ignored by us as distant and theoretical,
are now seen to be nearer than was
thought, and practical. We are more
nearly in the situation of the smaller

European nations at whose command of

foreign tongues we have marveled in

the past—we have lost our traditional

position of isolation and self-sufficiency,

and are crowded together closer upon our
fellow nations.

It is not that we propose to practice
the vindicated arts of war in preparation

for other wars. Those of us who feared

the inoculation of our nation with mili-

tarism have felt an ever deepening con-

tent during the post-armistice period,
for if the last half year has shown any-
thing it has shown the nimble recession

of the American people from an enforced

status of militancy. Chemistry does not

possess its undoubted eminence as an

indispensable to the art of war; it is

cherished because of its promise, more
sharply revealed during the exigencies of

war, as fundamental for the arts of

peace. For through all the ages the arts

of war have thus transformed themselves

into, or at least have contributed copi-

ously, to the arts of peace.
The claims of history and the social

sciences are a little less obvious than
those of the physical sciences and the
modern languages. It was not alone by
our knowledge of chemical formulas,
beneficent sera, or the laws of hygiene
that we were saved. The faith that en-

gendered morale rested its case upon
the repeated verdicts of history and a

perspective of the undiverted course of

social evolution. This is implicitly rec-

ognized in the publishers' lists and in

the records of libraries. There seems to

be a feeling that we had better know
the past life of our fellow nations a lit-

tle more intimately than we knew that of

Germany, and that it is well to under-

stand, in general, how this recent cata-

clysm came to be. The past has been

brought nearer to the present in some-
what the same way as the nations have
been thrown into closer proximity; bar-
riers of time as well as of space have be-

come subject to attrition. There is a

practical side to all this. The war has
revealed to us that there were many eco-

nomic, political, and social phenomena
under our eyes which we did not appre-
hend or understand, but which ought to

have been seen and appraised; as a con-

sequence of the war still other vital ques-
tions of the same order challenge us ; and
now we want the next generation to be
better prepared to grasp and deal with
them—not in view of war again, but
under conditions of prospective peace,
and with a view to an enduring peace.

It is doubtful whether any studies can

aspire to much prominence unless they
are seen to have a practical bearing on
the art of living. The race has always
been obliged to cultivate utilities, as a
condition of existence or of reaching
a better existence. The popular studies

of any nation have always been those"

that issued in utilities, or were thought
so to issue. But if any one is listing evi-

dences of design in the universe, he
should note that studies which are plain-

ly pursued in view of their practical

product always carry with them unfore-
seen influences of a less material order.

They both stimulate and satisfy intel-

lectual curiosity, and every one of them
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leads at length to an insight into the

nature of things that fathers sentiments

of wonder and awe in the presence of

power—of limitless force acting in or-

derly fashion under all-pervading law.

Thus there are no purely practical

studies at all; and even if the curricula

of the future are to be limited to the sub-

jects of science, language, and history,

provided these are really taught and

really studied, there need be no misgiv-

ing as to irreparable spiritual loss.

There are said to be certain studies

which yield the immaterial satisfactions,

but do not yield, or do not any longer

yield, actual services in the art of liv-

ing: Greek, for example, or astronomy.
This is disputable, of course: if the hap-

piest man is, as some one once defined

him, the man with the greatest number
of interesting thoughts, then, since no

one can very well contend that happiness
is not practical, studies like Greek can
not be stripped of all utility for the art

of living. For certain endowed and for-

tunate souls these less practical studies

will always be the most practical.

But for the average citizen they can
not be so. He can not work up into the

empyrean because his life is irrevocably
concerned with the immediacies. There
is no convulsion of society that could con-

ceivably arouse in him a taste for the
remoter studies. In general, and more
specifically, he gets what can be pre-
sented in the public schools, including,
if he is better-to-do, the high school. He
has always seen the value of the three
R's. He has never seen the value of the

studies, especially as they have been

pursued, that educational reformers and
pedagogists (who are not clear in their

minds, though enthusiastic with the
vision of half-knowledge, and wordy to

the hypnotizing of school boards) have
succeeded in foisting upon the schools.

But now a crisis has revealed a popular
interest in certain subjects—disciplines
more advanced than the elementary ones,

yet with a character sufficiently practical
to be practicable. It is the acceptance
and development of this lead, vouchsafed

by the automatic out-working of things,
that is indicated as a policy of educa-
tional reconstruction. The list of sub-

jects used as a text in the foregoing
may not be exhaustive, but it is typical.
The hint is unmistakable to any intelli-

gence not prepossessed: it is time to

drop out the educational fads and fancies

and to develop those studies interest in

which has been evoked by the revelations

of the recent crisis.

A. G. Keller

Herman Melville
(In Two Parts)

MY introduction to Herman Melville is

due to Edwin Lucas White, the au-

thor of "El Supremo" and of much verse

equally notable, if too little known.
Amid the rigors of philology, to which
we were then both bound, we kept cer-

tain private delectations of a literary

sort. One afternoon he took me to his

study and instead of the expected sono-

rous passage from Victor Hugo's "Le-

gende des Siecles" he read me the fol-

lowing words out of a stout, shabby,
cloth-bound book named "Moby Dick, or

The Whale":

To a landsman, no whale, nor any sign of

a herring, would have been visible at that

moment; nothing but a troubled bit of

greenish white water, and thin scattered

puffs of vapor hovering over it, and suffus-

lngly blowing off to leeward, like the con-

fused scud from white rolling billows. The
air around suddenly tingled and vibrated,
as it were, like the air over intensely heated

plates of iron. Beneath this atmospheric
waving and curling, and partially beneath
a thin layer of water also, the whales were
swimming.

(Then began the chase)

It was a sight full of wonder and awe!
The vast swells of the omnipotent sea; the

surging, hollow roar they made, as they
rolled along the eight gunwales, like gigan-
tic bowls in a boundless bowling green; the
brief suspended agony of the boat, as it

would tip for s>n instant on the knife-like

edge of the sharper waves that almost

seemed threatening to cut it in two; the
sudden profound dip into the watery glens
and hollows; the keen spurrings and goad-
ings to gain the top of the opposite hill;
the headlong, sled-like slide down its other
side—all these, with the cries of the heads-
men and harpooners, and the shuddering
gasps of the oarsman, with the wondrous
sight of the ivory Pequod bearing down
upon her boats with outstretched sails,
like a wild hen after her screaming brood—
all this was thrilling. Not the raw recruit

marching from the bosom of his wife into
the fever heat of his first battle; not the
dead man's ghost encountering the first

unknown phantom in the other world—
neither of these can feel stranger and
stronger emotions than that man does, who
for the first time finds himself pulling into
the charmed, churned circle of the hunted
sperm whale.

The tang of this was unforgettable.
That reading made a Melvilleite out of

me. I bought everything Melville pub-
lished—it took me ten years to do it,

and my collection was only completed
with the two privately printed pamphlets
of poems, through the gracious gift of

Melville's daughter. I read my collec-

tion up and down with increasing de-

light. Gradually I learned that to love

Melville was to join a very small circle.

It was like eating hasheesh. Robert
Louis Stevenson and Charles Warren
Stoddard had given him brave praise.
John La Farge told me of meeting in the

South Seas two American beachcombers
lured towards the Marquesas by the spell
of "Typee." La Farge made the charm-

ing drawing of Fayaway standing in

the bow of a canoe and serving as mast
and sail. It was for the ill-fated reprint
of "Typee" and "Omoo" edited by the
late Arthur Stedman, and I saw another

charming Fayaway in clay in the studio

of the sculptress, Miss Elizabeth Corn-
wall. I owe to my enthusiasm for Mel-
ville acquaintance with extraordinary
persons on both sides the seas; for no
ordinary person loves Melville. So on
the centenary of his birth it is a double
debt of gratitude which I repay most
inadequately in giving some account of
one of the greatest and most strangely
neglected of American writers.

I

Herman Melville was born August 1,

1819, in New York City, of fighting
Revolutionary stock on both sides. His
paternal grandfather, Major Thomas
Melville, had been prominent in the Bos-
ton Tea Party. His maternal grandsire,
General Peter Gansevoort, made a gal-
lant defense of Fort Stanwix against
Burgoyne's army. His father, Allan

Melville, was a prosperous merchant in

Boston and New York. He himself mar-
ried the daughter of Chief Justice
Lemuel Shaw. His youth was passed
in such mansions as he describes in

"Pierre"—"an embowered and high-
gabled old home." He lived much with
his Gansevoort kin at Albany, where he
got his schooling, and much at Major
Thomas Melville's farm at Pittsfield,

"Arrowhead," which Melville himself
later owned. Major Melville had lived

long in France and retained "a faded
brocade of French breeding." Thus
young Herman Melville came up a rare

combination, a country boy nurtured in

good books, gentle manners, and a cos-

mopolitan tradition. It was a paradoxi-
cal fate that led him to pass his young
manhood in forecastles, and on Poly-
nesian beaches, and his old age in the

obscurity of a New York customs in-

spectorship.
Like many another well-born lad of

the day, Herman Melville chose an ad-

venturous life and went to sea. At eight-
een he shipped before the mast for Liver-

pool, and his experiences later were told

in "Redburn." There was an interval of
school teaching. Then in January, 1841,
he shipped on a New Bedford whaler.

Magnificently poetized, his impressions
of whaling are presented in "Moby
Dick." Disheartened by the brutality
and hardship of this life, he jumped ship
with a companion "Tony" at Nukaheva.
His flight took him to the liveliest vale

of the Marquesas, Typee, where he spent
four months amid the gentlest of sav-

ages. A whaler needing a hand rescued
him from this earthly paradise, and Mel-
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ville soon again took French leave at

Tahiti. For months he lived as a beach-

comber, and finally shipped on the

Frigate United States, reaching Boston

in October, 1844, bearing with him quite

unconsciously literary treasure trove of

purest assay.

Melville repeatedly told the story of

his Polynesian days to friends. He was

rehearsing his best loved books, "Typee"
and "Omoo." By 1845 the manuscript
of "Typee" was ready. Melville's brother,

Gansevoort, who was going to London as

Secretary of Legation, handed it on to

John Murray, and it was simultaneously

published in London and New York in

1846. It brought Melville intoxicating

acclaim, making him the most talked of

author of the day. On the strength of

this success he married Elizabeth Shaw,

August 4, 1847, and through their long

union and its sadder vicissitudes she

made him an ideal wife. Late in 1849 he

made a flying trip to London, where he

was much lionized. "Omoo," 1847, de-

scribing his Tahitian wanderings, fairly

followed up the success of "Typee." "Red-

burn," 1849, being the log of his first

voyage, and "White Jacket," 1850, were

less favorably received. The great whal-

ing epic "Moby Dick," 1851, found an

indifferent public. Meanwhile, in 1850,

Melville, now bearing a father's respon-

sibilities, took over the old Major Mel-

ville place, "Arrowhead," at Pittsfield,

and tried to settle down as a gentleman

farmer, in a life diversified by lyceum
lecturing, active but unremunerative

literary production, and occasional

Southern cruises with his sailor brother,
Thomas. His neighbor, Hawthorne,
through the happy accident of their

being both driven by a storm to the same
mountain ledge with only the encyclo-

paedic Duyckinck as chaperon, became
his fast friend, and Melville, Haw-
thorne's enthusiastic critic. The associa-

tion may have accentuated certain mys-
tical tendencies already preponderant in

Melville.

Melville, in prose, for he was also no
mean poet, had three styles, like an old

master. The swift lucidity, picturesque-

ness, and sympathy of "Typee" and
"Omoo" have alone captured posterity.
Melville lives by his juvenalia. "Red-
burn" and "White Jacket" are straight-
forward manly narratives, less colorful

than their predecessors. They have not
stood the competition with Dana's quite
similar "Two Years Before the Mast."

They are not quite as solid as that

classic, but their chief fault was merely
in being later. Then Melville developed
a reflective, mystical, and very personal
style, probably influenced by Carlyle,
which the public has from the first

eschewed. It asserts itself first in the

strange allegory, "Mardi, and a Voyage
Thither," 1849, it pervaded "Pierre, or
the Ambiguities," 1852, and other later

books. "Moby Dick" shows an extraor-

dinary blend of the first and the last

style—the pictorial and the orphic; is

Melville's most characteristic and, I

think, his greatest book. Still, for the

average reader Melville is merely the
author of "Typee" and "Omoo." Chro-

nology and the popular will, if it can be

at all invoked in Melville's case, alike

bid us slur his single historical novel,
"Israel Potter," 1855, and his middle-
western character sketches in "The Con-
fidence Man," 1857, and even the excel-

lent "Piazza Tales," 1856, in favor of

the Marquesan idyl and the picaresque
account of Tahiti.

As Herman Melville staggered down
the cliffs and cascades above the happy
valley of Typee, a famished cripple fear-

ing the redoubtable cannibals, the first

human beings he saw were:

A boy and girl, slender and graceful, and
completely naked, with the exception of a
slight girdle of bark, from which depended
at opposite points two of the russet leaves
of the bread-fruit. An arm of the boy,
half screened from sight by her wild tresses,
was thrown about the neck of the girl,
while with the other he held one of her
hands in his; and thus they stood together,
their heads inclined forward, catching the
faint noise we made in our progress, and
with one foot in advance, as if half in-

clined to fly from our presence.

The direct, assured, unaffected style of

this holds through the entire book.

Melville was adopted by the king, Me-
hevi, nursed back to health by the loveli-

est of mistresses, Fayaway, and most
devoted of aged retainers, Kory Kory.
For four months he saw the life of the

gentlest of barbarians in every aspect.
He chatted with the bachelors at the Ti

(men's club) ; he saw the wild dancing
at the feast of calamashes, shared in the
rites of the puppet god Moa Artua, en-

tered the funeral fastnesses where the

effigies of former heroes eternally pad-
dled canoes adorned by the skulls of their

foes. He heard the clamor of a cannibal

feast, and lifted the cover of a tub
where lay a fresh human skeleton. He
heard the superb warrior Marnoo incite

the folk to resistance against the invad-

ing French. He mused by pools, splash-
ing with laughing bronze nymphs. Every
evening these anointed him for the heal-

ing of his wounds and better sleep. He
saw, without fixed religion or other law
than a wholly capricious tabu, an en-
tire population living in brotherhood and
peace. He saw honesty without courts
or prisons. He measured this idyllic
life against civilization and wrote:

The term "Savage" is, I conceive, often
misapplied, and indeed when I consider the
vices, cruelties, and enormities of every
kind that spring up in the tainted atmos-
phere of a feverish civilization, I am in-
clined to think that so far as the relative
wickedness of the parties is concerned, four
or five Marquesan Islanders sent to the
United States as missionaries, might be
quite as useful as an equal number of

Americans dispatched to the Islands in a
similar capacity.

But it is, after all, less opinion than

pictures which counts in "Typee," and
the pictures are so vivid because there is

no condescension in the observer's atti-

tude. Melville was one of the earliest

literary travelers to see in barbarians

anything but queer folk. He intuitively

understood them, caught their point of

view, respected and often admired it.

Thus "Typee" in a peculiar sense is

written from the inside. The ready
tolerance that Melville had learned in

the forecastle had not blunted the gentle-
man in him, but had prepared him to be
the ideal spectator of a beautiful life that

has forever passed. As having distinctly

saved a vanishing charm for posterity,

"Typee" is perhaps Melville's most im-

portant book.

Quite unlike the well-compacted pro-

portions of the Marquesan idyl, is

the straggling, picaresque vivacity of

"Omoo." From the unspoiled loveliness

of Typee, Melville passed to the tainted

life of the Tahitian beaches. His com-

panion was one of those amazing dere-

licts which the sea best affords, Dr.

Long Ghost, reduced to the forecastle,

but having at some time or other "spent
money, drunk Burgundy, and associated

with gentlemen." They jumped ship,
were imprisoned and put in the stocks;
wandered in rags from village to village ;

saw strange British despots who ruled

by virtue of rifle and powder-horn; and
even reached the presence of Queen
Pomaree. The casual, care-free flavor of

the book can not be suggested in quota-
tions. Its manly vigor, as certain Brit-

ish reviewers duly pointed out, recalls

the masterpieces of George Borrow.

Among underworld romances it is

strange that it has not taken the high
place which on its merits it deserves.

The style, as in the case of "Typee," had
doubtless profited through Melville's

habit of telling these yarns to friends.

There is a clarity which tends to fade

in the later and more consciously literary
works. I don't know that any American
writer has had a better eye than Mel-

ville. He is not merely a capital story-

teller, but a most trenchant picture
maker. In a few just strokes, without

pretentiousness or faltering, he achieves

his sketch. I choose, not from the famous
books but from "Redburn," a picture
whose original I have often seen—calm

and the sea-approaches to New York:

The ship lay gently swelling in the soft,
subdued ocean swell; while all around were
faint white spots; and nearer to, broad

milky patches, betokening the vicinity of
scores of ships, all bound to one common
port, and tranced in one common calm.
Here the long devious wakes from Europe,
Africa, India, and Peru converged to a line,
which braided them all in one.

Full before us quivered and danced, in
the noonday heat and mid-air, the green
heights of New Jersey; and by an optical
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delusion, the blue sea seemed to flow under
them.

In its combination of precise and deli-

cate observation, curious felicity of

phrase, and implications of mystery and

immensity, with just a tinge of conceit-

fulness, this passage is purest Melville.

In one sense "Typee," the adventure and

the book, made Melville. At twenty-

seven, from being an oddity of the fore-

castle, he jumped into fame. From

"Typee" and his antecedent experience at

sea came the subject of every book of

his that has lived. In another sense

"Typee" undid Melville. Its success

barred other roads. Surviving himself

by 'nearly forty years, Melville tried

restlessly in one direction and another

to work out a sort of philosophic romance
in which he relatively failed. The so-

journ under King Mehevi's palm trees

had made a skeptic of Melville, yet a

skeptic with philosophical yearnings and

profoundly religious intuitions. It had

destroyed also all political and social

theories and gone far to efface conven-

tional maxims of morality.
These may seem only long words for

the forecastle mood, which "bolts down
all events, all creeds, and beliefs, and

persuasions, all hard things visible and

invisible; as an ostrich of potent diges-

tion gobbles down bullets and gunflints."

It is a mood, however, endurable only
for one who thinks little, and Melville

thought tremendously. To doubt every-

thing, yet to retain certain saving in-

tuitions became his avowed programme.
This work of critical destruction and re-

integration was that of Melville's times—the Victorian mood. But few of Mel-

ville's contemporaries had gone so far in

disillusion, few had razed prejudice so

thoroughly, few had lived so much. What
might have been a triumphant process of

reconstruction—for Melville had the in-

telligence and apparently the force—
lapsed through invalidism and misfor-

tune into occasional strenuous gropings
not without their nobility and pathos.
Herman Melville was gradually eaten up
by his desire to understand the eternal

mysteries, and his activities were not of

a sort to clarify his quest. His fate

superficially was that of the Ohio honey
hunter, described in "Moby Dick," who
"seeking honey in the crotch of a hollow

tree, found such exceeding store of it,

that leaning too far over, it sucked him
in, so that he died embalmed. How many
think ye, have likewise fallen into Plato's

honey head, and sweetly perished there ?"

The human interest of Melville's later

and forgotten work is so great that I

can not follow my predecessors and bet-

ters in criticism who have agreed to

ignore it as unreadable. We may best

approach Herman Melville's cavernous

phase from the vantage point of the

great transitional romance "Moby Dick."

Frank Jewett Mather, Jr.

Correspondence
Self-Determination

and Expediency
To the Editors of The REvrEW:
May I carry one step further the very

interesting discussion that has been de-

veloping in your columns over the mat-
ter of self-determination and some other
political principles that are now so seri-

ously agitating the minds and the con-
sciences of us all? The articles that I

have especially in mind are that entitled
"The Psychology of Woodrow Wilson"
(May 24), and the letter called forth

by it (May 31), as well as the reviews by
Professor Willoughby in the same issue.

We have, most of us, taken existing
political systems very much for granted—have in a cold-blooded fashion analysed
and described them, and noted their ten-
dencies. Aware of some of its faults, we
have seen in democracy the forward-
looking movement of the age—but our
active interest in it has very often gone
no further than that ; and when we have
realized that in many places its develop-
ment was being thwarted by reactionary
governments, most of us have, I fancy,
calmed ourselves with the comfortable
faith that in time the forces making for

progress must prevail over those mak-
ing for reaction—that where autocracy
existed it must finally give way to

popular government, and where old con-

quests still held people more or less un-

willingly subject, some sort of system
would ultimately work itself out where-
by greater local self-government should
be accomplished.
But all this we have, to repeat,

thought and felt in a very passive way.
Our belief in democracy—for the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries have on
the whole believed in it—has been becom-
ing more and more a belief in its general
expediency, rather than in its unique
character as ordained by the laws of
nature or of God, and for this very rea-
son—because the expedient carries with
it no great inspiration—this belief has
been accompanied with little fire.

The burning enthusiasm for democ-
racy as a gospel belongs to the period of
the French Revolution especially—and
to a lesser degree, perhaps, to the revolu-

tionary periods of the nineteenth cen-

tury. It is, of course, particularly to
Rousseau that we look as the chief ex-

ponent of the doctrine, and his teach-

ings were at the time received "with the
fervor of a religious faith," as one re-
cent writer has put it. If we were to
seek the reason for this state of things,
we should find a very significant explana-
tion in the fact of the then common be-
lief in the theory of Natural Rights,
which Rousseau in his writings put forth

in perhaps its most extreme form. A
very fundamental characteristic of this

theory is its absoluteness and finality:

these rights thus described as natural

and inalienable belong to each and every
individual by the very fact of his birth,

and depend on no incidental circum-

stances or relationships. They are his

to do with as he will, and no outside

power may rightfully tamper with them
without his consent—hence the inevi-

tably democratic form of any govern-
ment logically derived from this doc-

trine. As the nineteenth century wore

on, however, this doctrine was first ques-

tioned, and then disproved, and accord-

ingly, little by little, it lost its poignant
force. Belief in political democracy re-

mained, but it was in its later phases a

belief based on the conviction that self-

government is in the majority of cases

ethically right because practically most

expedient, and grounded also in large

part on the actual facts of social develop-
ment—on the natural desire of men to

manage their own affairs, and on the

growing power of the masses to insist

on the fulfillment of their desires. From
one point of view it may be said that

much of the early enthusiasm of the doc-

trine of political democracy was shifted

to the economic field ; for, in the works of

Karl Marx and others, the ringing

appeal of Rousseau is certainly to be

found, and in this present revolutionary

age is being heard anew in the revived

"Proletarians unite!" of the Bolshevists

and the Spartacists, who, like Marx, also,

are fusing in their programme the polit-

ical and the economic in the so-called

democracy that they claim to wish to

establish, and who are putting forth a
doctrine as absolute and as final as any
of the era of the French Revolution.

In more recent times, also, some of the
more purely political aspects of democ-

racy have again been attracting much
attention, and so far as formal expres-

sion, at least, is concerned, the doctrine

of political democracy has taken on a
somewhat changed emphasis from that

of earlier days. The "consent of the

governed" is a more than a century old

formula, but the "right of self-deter-

mination," although recognized and ap-

plied in former periods, belongs in its

more definite formulation rather to the

present age. Even so, however, it is

already proving a stumbling-block, and
the interesting and significant thing
about it is, that the reason why it thus

sometimes seems to be serving as an

obstacle rather than a help to a peace-
ful settlement of the difficult world situa-

tion, is because it is by many being

adopted in as absolute and final a form
as that which at the beginning of the

revolutionary era the larger doctrine

of Natural Rights assumed. In Presi-

dent Wilson's earlier enunciations of the

doctrine he himself gave it somewhat
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this universal character. In his 1917

speeches and addresses one finds it in

this form:

No peace can last or ought to last which
does not recognize and accept the principle
that governments derive all their just
powers from the consent of the governed,
and that no right "anywhere exists to hand
peoples about from sovereignty to sover-

eignty as if they were property. ... I

speak of this not because of any desire to

exalt an abstract political principle which
has always been held very dear by those
who have sought to build up liberty in

America; but for the same reason that I

have spoken of the other conditions of peace
which seem to me clearly indispensable,—
because I wish frankly to uncover realities.

Any peace which does not recognize and
accept this principle will inevitably be up-
set.

And again:

I am proposing as it were . . . that no
nation should seek to extend its polity over

any other nation or people, but that every
people should be left free to determine its

own polity, its own way of development un-

hindered, unthreatened, unafraid, the little

along with the great and powerful. (Ad-
dress to the Senate of the United States,

January 22, 1917, on The Terms of Peace.)

In April, 1917, in his request that

Congress declare war against Germany,
he said: "We are glad ... to fight

them . . . for the rights of nations great
and small, and the privilege of men
everywhere to choose their way of life

and of obedience." In his later speeches
he seems to have realized that modifying
circumstances must sometimes be recog-
nized in the application of this principle—that it can be a right only in so far as

it is expedient and makes for the real

peace and welfare of the world, and in

that sense not a "natural but an ethical

right under the given circumstances."

Early in his address to Congress of Feb-

ruary 11, 1918, it is true, he says:

The Reichstag resolutions of July them-
selves frankly accepted the decisions of that
court [of mankind]. There shall be no
annexations, no contributions, no punitive
damages. Peoples are not to be handed
about from one sovereignty to another by
an international conference or an under-
standing between rivals and antagonists.
National aspirations must be respected;
peoples may now be dominated and gov-
erned only by their own consent. "Self-
determination" is not a mere phrase. It is

an imperative principle of action, which
statesmen will henceforth ignore at their
peril.

But later in the same address, he
sums up the principles to be applied in
the peace that should end the war, in

part as follows: "... Second: that

peoples and provinces are not to be bar-
tered about from sovereignty to sover-

eignty as if they were mere chattels and
pawns in a game, but . . . Fourth : that
all well-defined national aspirations shall

be accorded the utmost satisfaction that
can be accorded them ivithout introduc-

ing new or perpetuating old elements of
discord and antagonism that would be
likely in time to break the peace of Eu-

rope and consequently of the world"—
qualifying statements that clearly re-

move this principle from the realm of

absolute natural right to that of prac-
tical expediency.

Among the oppressed peoples of the

earth, moreover, it has quite naturally
been taken up in the more absolute form
of President Wilson's earlier utterances.

Indeed, before his official statements of

the doctrine, it had already received

some expression among those nations
themselves. In Russia, as early as 1915
a treatise by Lenin and Zinoviev had
stated it as a socialist ideal: "The so-

cialists can not attain their great aim
without combating all national oppres-
sion. They must therefore insist that
the Social Democratic Parties of the

oppressing countries recognize and de-

fend the right of oppressed nations to

self-determination, in the political sense
of the term—that is, as a right to polit-
ical independence," and Leon Trotsky
in his book "The Bolsheviki and World
Peace," written for the most part, appar-
ently, between 1915 and 1917, states un-

qualifiedly as one of the necessary con-

ditions of a possible peace "the right
of every nation to self-determination."

One has, also, but to understand the

spirit that has animated the peoples that
chafed so long under the Turkish yoke
and under Austrian domination, to know
that the belief in such a "right" was
there, although not always definitely ex-

pressed as such.

However, although belief in the more
extreme form of this principle is quite
natural, it is equally impossible that in

an ordered world it should prevail and
be applied in that form. As the writer
of the letter in the Review of May 31

very rightly fears, and as Professor

Willoughby in his reviews of Mr. Laski's
and Miss Follett's books very ably points
out, so applied, it could only make for

political disruption and anarchy. Like
the original doctrine of Natural Rights,
such a doctrine of self-determination,
carried to its logical conclusion, might
lead us to an individualistic regime in

which each individual self might prove
entirely self-conscious and self-deter-

mined.

My especial point in making these
observations lies, to repeat, right here.
We shall, I believe, find the answer to the

present difficulties—logical and practical—in which, in connection with the mat-
ter of self-determination, we find our-
selves only by taking this aspect of the
doctrine of democracy out of the realm
of absolute natural right into which
men are tending to put it, and bringing
it over into that of practical expediency
and ethical right.

Ellen Deborah Ellis
Mount Holyoke College,

South Hadley, Mass, July 19

Japan and Shantung
To the Editors of The Review :

In a letter published in your issue of

July 26, "B. W.," after describing China
as a heterogeneous "region" and Japan
as a homogeneous nation, goes on to say :

Chinese patriotism is a philosophic ab-

straction; Japanese patriotism is a personal
passion.

Under modern conditions, the independ-
ence of Japan demands, for safety, that no
considerable centre of military or naval
force be established on the continental shore
of the sea behind the Japanese archipelago.
Any such centre would be a standing dan-

ger of attack on Japan from the rear.

After describing the strong fortifica-

tion of Tsingtao by Germany, and her

procedure "so to connect it by railway
with interior China as virtually to base

it on the whole available resources of the

Chinese dominions," your correspondent
goes on:

When the world war broke out, Japan
took advantage of it to seize this threaten-

ing base of attack on herself, as needful for
her protection as the Panama Canal is for
that of the United States, or the Suez
Canal for that of British India. Unless
she continues to control it—particularly so

long as the multiplex political nationality
of China remains in a state of recurrently
revolutionary chaos—she will be in constant
danger of attack from the rear by indefi-

nitely considerable forces directed against
the most homogeneous and passionately
patriotic of recorded nations.

In view of the fact that the population
density of Japan is about twice that of

China and that Japan's natural resources

are negligible compared to those of

China, one is first moved to wonder why
China should ever contemplate an aggres-
sion on Japan. An aggression by Japan
on China would seem more logical under
the circumstances.

A nation, or "region," which "remains
in a state of recurrently revolutionary
chaos,"—a house divided against itself—is hardly as likely to inaugurate an
overseas aggression as is a naturally

poor and overcrowded nation, charac-
terized as "the most homogeneous and
passionately patriotic of recorded na-
tions."

In view of the natural, racial, and
political conditions of Japan and China,
as above suggested, is it not more likely
that Japan in control of Shantung would
seek to penetrate by rail "the whole
available resources of the Chinese domin-
ions" than that the distraught Chinese,
whose "patriotism is a philosophic ab-

straction," should spring overseas to

land on an already overcrowded archi-

pelago ?

Quite apart from such considerations
in "Realpolitik," there is the human fact

that the Chinese province of Shantung
is Chinese and not Japanese—that it is

occupied by 38,347,000 Chinese.

G. H. W.
New York, July 28
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Book Reviews

The Tariff and
World Commerce

Commercial Policy in War Time and
After. A Study of the Application of

Democratic Ideas to International

Commercial Relations. By William
Smith Culbertson, member of the

United States Tariff Commission, with
an Introduction by Henry C. Emery,
sometime chairman of the Tariff

Board. New York: D. Appleton and

Company.

IT
is interesting to find the author of

this excellent book following so closely

the lines laid down a century and a quar-

ter ago by the great Federalist, Alexan-

der Hamilton. The states that had so

lately broken away from British control

could not live in harmony under their

feeble confederation largely because of

commercial rivalry, so they formed a

"more perfect union" and gave to the cen-

tral government power to regulate com-

merce between themselves and with for-

eign countries. Thus it came about that

Hamilton laid the foundations of the

tariff policy of the Union, the corner

stone of which was—and still is—the de-

sirability of the diversification of Amer-
ican industries, that the United States

might become, not a nation of mere culti-

vators but "a nation of cultivators, artifi-

cers and merchants." Hamilton could

not, of course, foresee that these founda-

tions would be strongly reinforced by
the world war; but such has been the

outcome, and now they seem likely to

last indefinitely unless superseded by
some broader principles under a still

"more perfect union."

Until that time—probably remote—
the question as to whether we are to have

a tariff or not may be regarded as de-

cided in the affirmative; while the second

and third questions—as to the articles

to be protected and the extent of the

protection required—are still open for

debate. Dr. Culbertson carefully avoids

discussing the protection of particular

articles, but points out in a suggestive

way the development of certain indus-

tries during the war, as, for example,
the manufacture of coal-tar dyes and

glassware for scientific purposes. The
relation between the production of dyes
and the manufacture of explosives is

very intimate, as Germany was well

aware. A good example of this is found
in dinitrophenol, one of the derivatives

of benzol, which melted with sulphur
and sodium yields sulphur black, a dye;
but when heated with nitric acid gives

picric acid, a high explosive. Doubtless

the United States will not lose interest

in the dye industry for some time to

come.
It is not the business of the Tariff

Commission to give advice to Congress
as to matters of policy, but it can and
does prepare data for the use of the

Congressional committees in their ardu-

ous task of constructing a scientific

tariff. If a given article is to be pro-
tected the import duty must of course

be equal to the difference between the

normal costs of production at home and

abroad, due regard being had to vary-

ing costs, transportation charges, boun-

ties, and all the other factors which
enter into the problem. For example,
the cost of production of beet sugar in

the United States in the year 1916-1917
varied from $47.31 per ton in one group
of factories to $123.48 in another, while

the cost of production of cane sugar in

Cuba varied from $44.57 to $78.65 per
ton. If, therefore, these figures were
used as a guide to the fixing of the duty
on sugar, representative factories in the

United States and Cuba might be taken

and the tariff fixed to cover the differ-

ence in costs with a fair margin. Or, if

it were decided to remove the tariff, it

is evident that the price would fall to

some extent, the high cost American
factories might be eliminated, new Cu-
ban producers would take their place,

and other results would occur, some pre-

dictable, some highly uncertain. In

reading Dr. Culbertson's lucid discussion

of such facts and figures one wonders
how Congress got along before the days
of the Taft Tariff Board and the piesent
Tariff Commission, and to what extent

the Congressional committees now rely

on the Commission for advice on ques-
tions of policy as well as for the statis-

tical data which it is their chief duty to

supply.
Dr. Culbertson gives many details as

to the commercial policies of various

nations before the war, together with
his own interpretation of their signifi-

cance. The practice of dumping is to his

mind a serious evil, justifying the spe-
cial legislation passed against it in the

year 1916; but how the manufacturers
of the United States endured it before

that time, or how Great Britain, which
has long been the dumping ground of all

nations, has existed at all, is not made
clear. There are at least three varieties

of dumping : a merely temporary bargain-
counter selling of surplus stock, a con-

stant and deliberate selling abroad at a

price insufficient to cover total costs, and
a predatory price-cutting intended to de-

stroy competition in the import market.

Export bounties encourage a peculiarly

persistent form of dumping, but Dr. Cul-

bertson does not tell how the nefarious
devices of the wicked may be circum-
vented for the benefit of the just, as

when the German sugar bounties became
the basis of the jam and marmalade busi-

ness of Great Britain.

Discrimination in tariff making is an-
other bogie that Dr. Culbertson raises,

and it must be confessed that the recital

of its misdeeds in the past and its bad

intentions for the future are enough to

scare us back to free trade or forward

to the League of Nations and an inter-

national tariff commission. Unquestion-

ably, some discriminations are serious,

but some are merely amusing, like item

No. 103 of the German conventional

tariff, which surreptitiously favors Swiss

alpine cattle by a special rate on "large

dappled mountain cattle or brown cattle,

reared at a spot at least 300 metres above

sea level and which have at least one

month's grazing each year at a spot at

least 800 metres above sea level." Less

amusing to us, but possibly more so to

the Swiss, was the prohibition of the im-

portation of American hog products by
Germany from 1883 to 1891, on osten-

sibly sanitary grounds. Similarly, spe-

cial taxes were levied by Italy and Aus-

tria on imported cotton-seed oil when
other edible oils were exempt. A free-

trade country, the author thinks, is help-

less when confronted with such discrimi-

nation, as it has no bargaining power;
but he omits to state that such a country

might impose a penalty duty and that

when a protected country makes a con-

cession it reduces its bargaining power
in the direction of free trade, especially

when a concession to one country is auto-

matically granted to many other coun-

tries by the most favored nation clause

so common in commercial treaties.

No doubt the nations of the world

have been engaged in unseemly and dan-

gerous rivalry in their eagerness to ob-

tain colonies, concessions, spheres of in-

fluence, open doors, preferences, financial

control, and all the other prizes of inter-

national competition. This ruthless com-

petition—back of which is the pressure
of increasing population and the demand,
even more insistent, for better stand-

ards of life—was one of the chief causes

of the world war, and is likely to bring
on other wars unless measures are taken

for the amelioration of the struggle for

commercial supremacy.
To this end, as the author believes,

the ratification of the Covenant of the

League of Nations is a prerequisite,

after which international commissions

should be appointed which should do for

the associated nations what the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the Federal

Trade Commission, and the Tariff Com-
mission have done for the United States.

Such commissions would naturally have

two functions. In the first place, they

would administer such rules, perhaps in

the nature of a code, as were adopted in

treaties, provision being made for appeal

when desired to the League of Nations.

Secondly, they should have wide powers
of investigation and publicity relative to

all economic questions arising between

nations, whether covered by treaties or

not, and their work should do much to
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remove misinformation and misunder-

standing.
But—and here again we are reminded

of Hamilton and Marshall and the other

Federalists—all this makes for central-

ization and limitation of independence.
It is well to see the direction in which

we are moving even though there may
be no looking back. Economically no

country is independent, for the commer-
cial nexus is binding the civilized nations

into one, and the political development,
if it lags too far behind, will be cast

aside like an old-fashioned and outworn

garment.

Possession, Psychic
and Spiritual

Across the Stream. By E. F. Benson.
New York: George H. Doran Com-
pany.

Miss Fingal. By Mrs. W. K. Clifford.

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

The White Island. By Michael Wood.
New York: E. P. Dutton and Com-
pany.

WITHOUT
departing from his easy,

chatty manner, Mr. Benson here

undertakes to tell a story more difficult

than his wont. That interest in "psy-
chical" matters which the sudden be-

reavements of war, and certain deposi-

tions like the "Raymond" of Sir Oliver

Lodge, have notably intensified during
the past year or two, is naturally re-

flected in Anglo-American fiction. Alger-
non Blackwood and others have given

imaginative treatment to the themes of

reincarnation, possession, multiple per-

sonality, and so on. More and more the

minor creative fancy is playing with
ideas of the interflow and continuity of

then and now, here and there. The mo-
tive exists more subtly and therefore

more powerfully in "The Three Black

Pennys" of Joseph Hergesheimer; not

merely heredity but some obscure or even
occult inheritance links the three dis-

tant generations of that striking chroni-

cle. One may call Mr. Benson's instance
a case of auto-possession, if there be such
a term in the lingo of the occult. After
Mr. Blackwood's method, he takes an
English youth of robust body and
healthy, normal mind, and endows him
with abnormal psychic powers. These
powers are a puzzle to himself, but do
not make him morbid, or queer in the

ordinary business of life. They spring
from a natural trick of self-hypnotism.
In his trances, at first brief and involun-

tary, he seems in communion with the
spirit of a brother, dead in childhood,
whom he has never seen. This spirit's
influence upon the living boy is benefi-

cent, but is withdrawn as he reaches
manhood. Then a malign spirit mas-
querading as the other gets control of
him. We take it to be the embodiment of

his lowest self; it springs in the form of

vapor from the youth's own breast, takes

form and substance, and before with-

drawal intensifies by direct speech and
action its influence over the victim. A
case of possession, as it would have been
called in old days—but of possession by
a subtly embodied subconscious self.

The case of Dr. Jekyll is analogous; but

Mr. Benson succeeds in giving the idea

a fresh twist, and permits the almost

doomed one to be rescued in time by the

woman who loves him. But for his

dropping here and there into that sort of

wordy languor in which, in all his later

books, this writer seems to be talking

agreeably against time, the tale is effec-

tively told. At bottom, it is hardly more
than an episode, fit for the more compact
handling of the novelette, or, to use a
somewhat less clumsy makeshift for a
form which has no good English label,

the nouvelle.

"Miss Fingal" is another example of

the easy and verbose British novel deal-

ing with "the better sort" socially, but

given a new turn by the inclusion of a

"psychical" motive. Miss Fingal is as

nice for a girl as Mr. Benson's young
man is for a boy. But circumstances and
her nature have brought her well into

womanhood in a kind of negative state, a
delicate but empty vessel into which life

has not yet been poured. The signal of

her awakening is conventional enough—
nothing less than that sudden and un-
looked-for inheritance of wealth which
has been setting shabby-genteel heroines
on their feet since heroines began to

have feet. With the charming ingenu-
ousness of British chroniclers, Mrs. Clif-

ford now shows us Miss Fingal being
cordially taken up, for her money's ac-

count, by the kind of people who have

(quite as naturally) ignored her in her

shabby years. The ensuing action con-

cerns two persons especially, a pair who
have loved and parted because they had
to, to make the story. The still young
and beautiful wife is ill and doomed;
the husband is regretful but unbending.
Miss Fingal is drawn to both of them.
Then she is smashed up in a motor acci-

dent, and lies unconscious at the moment
when the wife dies. There has been

strong sympathy between them. Now
into the pure but empty cup which is

Miss Fingal is poured the richer per-
sonality of Linda. When she recovers
consciousness she is, we take it, a sort of

composite rather than (as the publishers
say) dual personality. She is Aline
Fingal plus Linda Alliston. For the
children of the dead wife she conceives a

strong devotion, and it is through her
relation to them that her new-old per-
sonality attracts the husband, and the
desirable thing, romantically speaking,
happens.
From the not too exigent field of polite

psychical romance we make something of

a step in turning to "The White Island"

of Michael Wood, who is, since Hugh
Benson, the most eloquent among Roman
Catholic novelists in English. He also

has a story of possession to tell, but of

that divine possession to which we give
other names. His Rene Clinton, unlike

Mr. Benson's Archie, is markedly odd

from the beginning: with "a wraith-like

quality about the whole personality" and

with a strange effect as of a physical

luminosity. He cares nothing for

boyish matters, and can not be taught
the usual things at school. He has

nearly reached manhood when his par-

ents, both normal, intellectual people,

fairly give him up as half-witted, and

by chance commit him to the care of a

kindly priest who is at the head of a

private religious community in the coun-

try.

Here Rene's spiritual quality, of which
he seems wholly unconscious, slowly
manifests itself. Released from pressure
towards conformity, he expands health-

ily, like a plant set in the right place. He
has mystical powers of healing by his

presence those who are spiritually dis-

eased, and of confounding those who are

spiritually vile. He is not exceptionally

religious in the formal sense. His

only vivid emotional experience relates

to a vision, recurrent from childhood,
of a White Island in which are green

pastures and a Joyous Shepherd and

perfect beauty and harmony of sight and
sound. Something, in short, dwells in

him, an angel his body entertains un-

awares. The good priest who tells the

story leads up to, as climax, the only
vision of his sixty years—the mystical

glimpse by him and Rene's father of

the boy alone on the downs at night,

"wrapped in a turmoil of white light.

... It was the divine Substance of

Life; it was a living Body, and Hand-
maid of Him Who made It. I saw it did

not wrap Rene round. It flowed through
and through him; so that the pure body
and childlike soul became an expression
and an instrument of the White Glory.
I gazed, as I thought, on a foreshadowing
of the mystery of the resurrection of

the body. I saw holy, holy divine Power
linked in an eternal marriage with per-
fected and glorified matter." And about
the youth, all unconscious of this shin-

ing, move companies of angels going
upon their good errands. . . . We see no
more of Rene, need see no more of him,
since his function is to be, rather than
to strive or to grow: to demonstrate, in

the unconscious play of his influence,

how incalculably the hand of God may
work for the good of man. In its char-

acter of religious novel, the book has as

true a quality of art as a religious paint-

ing by an "old master." Why not, in-

deed, "religious novelist," as well as "re-

ligious painter"?
H. W. BOYNTON
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The Fight for Reform

Fighting the Spoilsmen. Reminiscences
of the Civil Service Reform Move-
ment. By William Dudley Foulke,
LL.D. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons.

AFTER
Theodore Roosevelt, no Ameri-

can publicist of the closing genera-

tion has enjoyed a lively political battle

more keenly than William Dudley Foulke.

Politically, he is to be classified as an in-

dependent, deserving, perhaps, a good
deal of extra credit for the moral

strength which enabled him, on due oc-

casion, to reverse a natural tendency

towards a vigorous Republican partisan-

ism. Two concrete illustrations of his

independence were furnished by his re-

fusal to support Blaine in the election of

1884, and Harrison in 1892. In the lat-

ter case, the sole reason for his opposi-

tion was the unsatisfactory record of

Harrison in the administration of the

civil service reform measures provided
for under the Pendleton Law of 1883.

Mr. Foulke entered the field of Indiana

politics, as a member of the State Senate,

just after the organization of the Na-

tional Civil Service Reform League at

Newport, in August of 1881. Sound con-

ceptions of public duty led him naturally

into the new movement, and the condi-

tion of Indiana politics gave to his con-

victions an immediate opportunity for

practical expression. There was a large

Democratic majority in the legislature,

and its political leaders saw an oppor-

tunity for profitable patronage in the

three great asylums, for the insane, the

blind, and the deaf and dumb. It was, of

course, a far easier matter to unite the

Republicans in opposition to this abuse

of power than it would have been if the

spoils had lain open to their own grasp;
but in Mr. Foulke's case there is no

ground for the suspicion that the grapes
of patronage at the expense of the un-

fortunate would have been any less re-

pulsive if within his own reach. Fre-

quent as such lootings of benevolent in-

stitutions have been, inevitably attended

by brutality to the inmates, one hates to

think that any man of humane and gen-

tlemanly instincts ever looked upon such

work with anything but sincere aver-

sion. The bill was passed, and was soon

followed by its normal crop of corrup-

tion, inefficiency, and cruelty. A fight

for the reform of the asylums was im-

mediately begun, under Mr. Foulke's

leadership, and was finally successful.

In 1885 Mr. Foulke began to attend

the annual meetings of the National

Civil Service Reform League, and soon

formed a very close personal friendship
with its president, George William Cur-

tis. From that time on, his name has

been inseparably linked with the civil

service reform movement, and no man
living is better fitted to write a personal

record of the vicissitudes which the

movement has undergone. If there is

any flaw in his treatment of the subject,
it lies in a failure perhaps fully to real-

ize the peculiar difficulties encountered

by Cleveland in 1885, and Wilson in

1913, as compared with Harrison, Mc-
Kinley, Roosevelt, and Taft, no one of

whom followed a long era of opposition
control. One may question, too, Mr.
Foulke's apparent view that ambassadors
and ministers to foreign powers should

always be appointed from the lower
ranks of our diplomatic service. A hard
and fast rule of the kind in the past
would have excluded men who have been

among the very brightest lights in Amer-
ican diplomacy. Perhaps the author
went just a little further than he in-

tended in his justifiable feeling that a

President should give no occasion for

suspecting that a diplomatic appointment
is a reward for a campaign contribution.

It must be admitted, however, that we
have had diplomatic service of very high
value, occasionally, from men who have
made campaign contributions used in

the election of the Presidents by whom
they were later appointed. The true

solution of this difficulty lies in no abso-

lute rule that a campaign contribution

shall exclude the contributor from ap-

pointment to office, but in the cessation,

either voluntary or enforced, of the ac-

ceptance of any campaign contribution

of sufficient amount to be regarded as a

possible bribe. The day has passed
when an enormous campaign fund can

really do much to improve the chances

of a party or an individual at the polls,

and one may be excused for suspecting
that these funds are solicited to satisfy
the appetites of hungry campaigners,

fully as much as to insure success in the

campaign.
Mr. Foulke passes in review the

growth of the movement from its incep-
tion in his early manhood to the present

day, constantly enlivening his pages with
humorous incidents of the struggle, or

brief character sketches of prominent
persons involved, such as George William

Curtis, Carl Schurz, Dorman B. Eaton,
John R. Proctor, and Presidents Cleve-

land, Harrison, McKinley, Roosevelt, and
Taft. The Presidents, he thinks, have
all been at heart friendly to the reform

movement, and the differences in con-

sistency of its application under differ-

ent administrations have been very
largely due to differences in power to

resist the enormous pressure of office

seekers and Congressional office brokers.

To Roosevelt he gives credit for the high-
est measure of success in this respect,
with Harrison at the opposite end of

the scale. If one finishes the story with
some pride in the evidence that the high
ideals with which Curtis and his follow-

ers began the reform had a practical

basis, and have in very profitable meas-

ure been realized, he will also be con-

vinced that it is not a gain which can be

put in safety deposit, as it were, and
retained with no further effort. Honest
and efficient government, in any single
one of its many phases, will never come,
or continue, except as the result of un-

failing watchfulness and intelligent en-

deavor.

Briefly stated, character and ability
in the appointive public service has been
the aim of the movement recorded in

Mr. Foulke's volume. Perhaps one may
add that the most obviously necessary
defensive movement for the preserva-
tion of the ground already gained lies in

a similarly persistent effort to improve
the character and ability of our legisla-

tive personnel, local, State, and National.

It may be questioned whether the "army
of office seekers," of which we have heard
so much for nearly a century, would ever

have been numerous enough to give
trouble except for the stimulation which
it has continually received from the low

grade of politicians allowed to creep into

our legislative bodies, from the United
States Senate down. It is they alone

who stand in the way of the adoption of

adequate civil service regulations, they
chiefly through whom pressure to neg-
lect or violate such regulations is

brought to bear upon executive officials

in whom appointing power is lodged.
But we choose our legislators by the
vote of the mass, and relief will come
only with the quickening of intelligence
and sense of duty in the electorate.

Every life of vigorous effort for defi-

nitely conceived and attainable ideals of

good government, such as the life of

Mr. Foulke has been, every book such as

the record which he has just given us, is

a well-marked advance in the direction
of that quickening.

The Run ofthe Shelves

AT
last we may know the reason for

the rise of the radical tide in Ameri-
can social life to-day. Our Bolshevist

apologists, Rand School idealists, and

I. W. W. agitators, are the reincarnated

souls of North American aborigines,

who, disinherited from their free owner-

ship of this land, are now inhabiting
white bodies (preferably of the Euro-

pean immigrant variety) and are im-

pelled by their past wrongs to rebel

against restraining influences. Fur-

thermore, the souls of the American
Indians still on the spirit plane are filled

with hatred of civilization, and are by

fixity of thought "trying to excite a

scattered company of men in these

United States—men of a low grade of

intellect but of psychic temperament—
to deeds of violence and destruction."

This information, conveyed to Elsa

Barker through automatic writing in
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"Last Letters from the Living Dead
Man" (Mitchell Kennerley), would seem
to indicate the desirability of a Psychic
Division of the Department of Justice.

The Living Dead Man has already con-

ducted a considerable automatic corre-

spondence with Mrs. Barker, in succes-

sive volumes of "Letters" and "War Let-

ters," and he is a spirit acquaintance of

the Vagrom Angel, whose "Songs" were
also brought from the spirit plane to

earth level by Mrs. Barker. The present

volume, we are earnestly assured, con-

cludes the Living Dead Man Series, for

the transcriber, in an extended psycho-

analytical-occult introduction, records

her decision, unless "accidentally" in-

tervenes, to do no more automatic writ-

ing.

The letters themselves were written

between February, 1917, and February,
1918, and portray the Living Dead Man,
by precept and example, portentously

doing his bit to end the war. Exhorta-
tions to the souls of the North American
Indians, designed to calm their revenge-
ful passions, exhortations mentally pro-

jected into the consciousness of earth-

bound American legislators, and spiri-
tual discomfiture of pacifists, were

among his activities. On July 18, 1917,
he solemnly announces: "No lecturer on
earth ever had so busy a month as I have
had this last month. I have spoken to

hundreds several times every day, going
from place to place, from state to state,

from city to city. I can speak in San
Francisco in the morning, in New York
at noon, in New Orleans at two o'clock,
in Butte, Montana, in the evening. I am
not limited to railway time-tables, nor
do I pay my fare." Dwelling on the

spirit plane, with a cosmic view of this

world, he offers counsel and consolation

striking in its force and originality: "Do
not fancy this war will end without
greater changes than the world has ever
known before." "America, do not de-

spair, your destiny is assured!" "I am
all for unity now. Do not let yourself
be weakened by fear of the parts.
America is a whole and as a whole she
must work." "Build ships, build more
ships, keep the men occupied." "The
time has now come for America to get
out into the world and take her place in

the federation of nations." There is

special cogency in the following: "The
world will go on, and you will go with
it. Make no mistake about that. The
world is going very fast. All these new
'psychic' books are an evidence that the
world is going fast. A few years ago no
publisher would have issued them. I do
not wonder that your head swims."

There is a summer resort of Whit-
manites at Bon Echo, in Ontario, Canada,
and the Review has received the last is-

sue of the "Sunset of Bon Echo," of
which Mrs. Denison, otherwise Flora

MacDonald, is the editor. Mrs. Deni-

son's occult powers may be divined from
her ability in the year 1919 to hold ex-

tended conversations with Walt Whit-
man. Her literary attainments may be

inferred from her description of Mrs.
Anne Gilchrist as "marvelously won-

drous," and her announcement that "love

and cheer exuded" from the being of

John Burroughs—a being which is

characterized in the same passage as

"jaunty." These remarks are entirely

friendly on Mrs. Denison's part; Mr.

Burroughs must long for the shelter of

enmity. One can imagine the sort of

praise which is lavished upon Whitman
by the Bacchic choir to which Mrs. Deni-
son acts as corypheus. He is extolled in

almost the precise spirit, in almost the

precise diction, in which the poets of the

New England group were extolled by the

followers of that convention to which the

Burly Whitman is supposed to have given
a quietus. Even Mr. John Haynes
Holmes employs this language : "To-day
when we chant the 'barbaric yawp' of

'the good, gray poet.'
" The world

moves, if it does not progress. The
"barbaric yawp" can now be chanted,
and the "good, gray poet," the phrase
which annuls all distinctions between
Whitman and Bryant, for example, is the

title under which his followers now de-

light to cloak his originality. Whitman,
of course, is not responsible for the con-

duct of his disciples. The imprint of

bronze on mush will be mushy, and the

strong man—assuming Whitman's right
to that title—will be loved by his weaker
followers after the fashion of their weak-

ness, not in the measure of his strength.
But the orthodoxy of these Whitmanites,
the prevalent similarity and complacency
of their opinions, remains a curious and

amusing fact. It is probable that Mrs.
Denison would no more admit a rebel-

lious or discordant note into the "Sun-
set" than the Atlantic Monthly in 1858

would have published a chapter from
"Enfans d'Adam." But is an outcome
of this kind, which assimilates Whitman's
fame with the correct and immaculate
fames of the New England school, the

most perfect of rewards or the artfulest

and most ironical of retributions? The
second view is at least possible. There
was one method of paralyzing Voltaire

which the Papacy never thought of: it

might have canonized him.

"A Year in the Navy" by Joseph Hus-
band (Houghton Mifflin Company) be-

gins rather tamely at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station, where the
author enlisted, but ends excitingly

enough in the transport, big yacht and

destroyer service off France. We have
seen no better account of the difficulties

of convoy guard, which the author ex-

perienced in the responsible position of

a watch officer.

Plays Indoors and Out
The Living Corpse. By Leo N. Tolstoi.

New York: Nicholas L. Brown.
Without the Walls. By Katrina Trask.

New York: The Macmillan Company.
The Open-Air Theatre. By Sheldon

Cheney. New York: Mitchell Kenner-
ley.

A WORSE title than "Redemption" for
the Tolstoian drama which was pre-

sented to New York last October, it

would be difficult to imagine, unless it

were the "Living Corpse," under which
title an English version of the drama
by Mrs. E. M. Evarts is now published.
There is a good novel and a good play
in the idea of the man who feigns to

die, or dies legally, to allow his virtuous
wife and her virtuous lover to reconcile
virtue with felicity in a second marriage.
But the novel should be long, the play
short; Tolstoi has pared the novel and
gorged the play; the result is too obese
for a play, too meagre for a novel. The
six acts are a mere extravagance, since
the second and half the third are use-
less. The crises, the botched suicide,
the feigned suicide, and the real suicide,

together with the reports of the hus-
band's life and death to the palpitating
lovers, should be good; but Tolstoi's in-

terest in non-essentials is so uncontrol-
lable and his interest in essentials,

though genuine, is so entirely control-

lable that the play, which saunters be-
tween the culminations, may almost be
said to saunter through them. Fedya,
living among crises, is cushioned against
shock by the indolent placidity of his

temper; and the play's temper is pat-
terned upon Fedya's. In his final sui-

cide, the crisis, though not the revolver,
misses fire; the act, like Hamlet's actual

slaying of Claudius, is a rectification,
and rectifications do not startle us.

The handling of the thesis is still

worse. Something is wrong with the
divorce laws in Russia. Undoubtedly,
but just what? We have a floating in-

dictment of a hovering iniquity. Where
the accusation is momentous, it is vague ;

where it is precise, it is diminutive.
When Tolstoi, for instance, descends to
the littleness of blaming an official for

asking the vocation, age, and faith of a

defendant, we feel that the captiousness
of law has supplied him, not only with
a target, but with a model. The truth is

that the story and the moral suffer from
the same ailment; the shredded thesis is

the exact counterpart of the crumbled
tale.

The work, of course, has valuable

qualities ; of that fact its authorship was
the guarantee. Its psychology, though
imperfectly dramatized, is astute; the

dialogue, though not witty, and far from
literary in the greyness of the English
version, has warmth, warmth as of new
milk or a new-laid egg, the sign of re-
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cent contact with vitality; several of the

episodes might interest us, if they did

not furnish a dilatory story with an ex-

cuse for slackening its pace or stopping
altogether. The strength of the play is

Fedya. Some of his actions are merely

pinned to his character, but, taken in the

round, he is authentic and appealing.
The feigned suicide has precisely that

mixture of shiftlessness and magna-
nimity which would recommend it to

both sides of his divided nature. His

goodness will hardly make his badness
incredible except for readers who have

yet to learn that goodness may be shelter

as well as screen for the faults which

ripen undetected in its shadow.
Mrs. Trask's "Without the Walls"

need not detain the serious reader long.

It may interest moderately the reader

who thinks himself serious, for whom a

limpid and tepid account of a love-affair

between a Jewish girl and a Roman sol-

dier can be enlivened by a nominal artic-

ulation with the preaching and martyr-
dom of Christ. The relation ceases to

be perfunctory at one point only—when
the earthquake that accompanies the

Crucifixion shatters the prison wall that

opposes the reunion of the lovers. Stand-
ards of reverence differ; Mrs. Trask is

doubtless reverent in her fashion
; but to

my mind the employment of that august
means for that frivolous end is as if one
used a splinter of the Cross for a tooth-

pick. The drama, however, has its mo-
ment of elevation on a hill outside Jeru-
salem at the time of the Crucifixion,
where four men, a Roman soldier, a Ro-
man courtier, a Greek philosopher, and a
ruler in Israel, participating in the ani-

mation of the tumult from the safety
of its edge, discuss the news from Cal-

vary as the lips of gasping messengers
report it. The idea is fortunate, and the
execution not unskilful.

Mr. Sheldon Cheney is readable and
sensible in his compact monograph on
the "Open-Air Theatre." His interests

are mainly contemporary, and the his-

tory of the form, though not overlooked,
is treated with that incidental homage
with which a well-bred young man sa-

lutes his elders on his way to more invit-

ing companionship among the juniors of

the party. Mr. Cheney divides open-air
theatres into three groups: the archi-

tectural theatre, man-made, but placed
in the open; the nature theatre, which
man finds and chooses, but does not

make; and the garden theatre, in which
nature is supplemented by such man-
made adjuncts as pergolas, stairways,
stone walls, and trellis-work. The gar-
den theatre is clearly only the architec-

tural theatre with scant architecture,
and the classification has the logical in-

security which marks all divisions where-

by differences of kind and of degree are

coordinated; as if one, for instance,
should divide weathers into rain, drizzle,

and sunshine. Here the harm done is

very slight; where shelf-room for facts

is the grand desideratum, convenience is

paramount to logic.

The architectural theatre, according
to Mr. Cheney, is adapted to Greek plays,
the nature theatre to pageants, and the

garden theatre to the poetic drama. This
fitness for specialties is a virtual ac-

knowledgment of the unfitness of the

open-air theatre for plays in general,
and Mr. Cheney is wise and candid

enough to make the acknowledgment
not merely virtual but explicit. At this

point—I leave Mr.. Cheney for a moment—the relation of auditorium to scenery
becomes instructive. The indoor audi-

torium is universal in its utility because
it is neutral; scenery, that is, any given
piece or "set" of scenery, adapts itself

notably to a few occasions at the cost of

unfitness or futility everywhere else.

Now what the open-air theatre does is

to put the auditorium on the footing of

scenery, to destroy both its neutrality
and its generality, to contract and to

intensify its fitness. There is meaning,
also, in the fact that, in all three of the
dramatic kinds which Mr. Cheney in-

dorses for the open-air theatre, drama
is subordinated, or at least accommo-
dated, to some non-dramatic element, to

ritual in the Greek play, to picture in

the pageant, to poetry in the poetic
drama.
Another point occurs to me which I

advance with the tentativeness of one
whose first-hand knowledge of the open-
air theatre is inconsiderable. A drama
is a figment. Do we help a figment by
making reality its neighbor, even its

servitor? A normal playhouse is doubt-
less real in a sense, but, like the play, it

is a human fabrication, and a fabrica-

tion, moreover, which the interests of

a play have prompted, fashioned, and
adorned. In the normal theatre the shell

of art is art. Would the substitution of

nature be a help? Is not a real sky or

a real forest among a group of sem-
blances liable to the same misgiving that

would attach to a real friar in the part
of Friar Laurence or a true prince in the

part of Hamlet? Reality may crush and

domineer; its position among mere sim-
ulacra may be as incongruous and dis-

concerting as that of Achilles in woman's
dress among the maids. The mention of

Achilles recalls the success of the open-
air theatre among the Greeks. I grant
the force of this example, but one must
remember that the Greek in his mild
climate viewed sky and earth with that

habituation which annuls their intrusive-

ness, and that a Greek play, though in-

cluding representations, was to the rev-

erent Greek what the Mass is to a
Catholic—a part of actuality, a veritable

deed. It is noteworthy, also, that the

pageant, the one form of drama which
Mr. Cheney thinks appropriate to the

purely natural theatre, is the form which
comes nearest to being an act or fact in

its own right, which stresses least the

mimetic element in drama. I voice im-

pressions rather than views in the above

argument, and they are impressions
which I hold myself ready to surrender
at a moment's notice to the persuasions
of so liberal and kind a critic as Mr.

Cheney.
0. W. Firkins

A Living Poet of

Greece
""\7"0U might just as well say that the
A glory that was Greece is no more."
This was the sad conclusion of a mod-

ern traveler who had just returned from
Greece. Homer, it seems, had not come
down to the docks of Piraeus to welcome
him with his lyre, and Pallas Athene had
not smiled at him personally from among
the gold-stained columns of the Par-
thenon. He had not found any people

looking like the ancients, had found no

art, no literature, and no beauty.
Now when I hear this story again and

again, I grow suspicious of its veracity,
and my suspicions fly to the boatmen of

the Greek harbors and the horse-boys of

the interior who do not always exercise

their monopoly in conformity with the

traveler's views of economy. As a result

they prejudice the impatient tourist

from the very start and Greece has to

suffer in the estimation of the world.

The same thought came to me on hearing
my friend's tirade, candid, and proud of

it, in thus giving a Greek born a piece
of his mind. Fortunately he was in my
own room where I had immediate access

to my reserves.

"For heaven's sake," I protested, "no

art, no beauty, no literature, in Greece?"
"None except the ancient," my friend

asserted furiously, "and even that is not

understood there; they speak a corrupt
idiom . . ."

"Now listen. Do you mean to say that

during the numbered days you spent in

Attica you did not see

Sky everywhere and sunbeams on all

sides?

Something about like honey from Hymet-
tus?

Did you not see

The lilies grow of marble witherless and
old Pentele shine, birthgiver of Olympus?
Does not

The digging axe on beauty stumble still,

and Cybele's womb bear gods instead of
mortals? Does not fair Athens bleed with
violet blood each time the afternoon's ar-
rows strike her? Does not the sacred olive

keep its shrines and fields? And in the
midst of crowds that slowly move, like

caterpillars on a white flower, does not the

people of the relics live and reign, myriad-
souled? Does not the spirit glitter in the
dust? And did you not feel it battle in

you with darkness—
(Continued on page 286)
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MICHAEL by Compton Mackenzie

Sylvia Scarlett, already known to Mr. Mackenzie's
readers (and if you don't know her she is worth meet-
ing!), turns up in Russia a vagabond cabaret singer,
having left behind her the safety and success she had
found in England. Through Russia, Rumania and Ser-
bia, Sylvia makes her way, having one adventure after
another and learning much about life as she faces it

under the heightened stress of war. In the debacle
of Serbia, she and Michael Fane are thrown together,
and caught up and hurled into the thick of great events.
In the end they find love and peace—and a Greek Island
in the .Sgean. An unusual romance, with its outstand-

ing characters, its train of strange events and the magic
of Mr. Mackenzie's style to heighten the reader's

enjoyment. $1.75

THE CUP
OF FURY By Rupert Hughes

"The romance of the shipyards (our own Hog Island)
is told with a wealth of detail by Mr. Hughes, who
shows not only the wonderful work accomplished in a
few months by tremendous energies judiciously applied,
but mingles with the whirr of swiftly moving wheels
of industry the whirr of hearts beating for love and
victory. The story is a big one and is full of the

spirit that impelled this great nation to forego the ways
of peace to help check the demon that was menacing
the world. Mr. Hughes has no reason to feel that the

end of the war will lessen the interest of novel readers
in 'The Cup of Fury'."

—Philadelphia Record.
Illustrated. Post 8vo. $1.75
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(Continued from page 284)

as in the poet whom I am quoting to you
now?
The relentless friend seemed im-

pressed but was quick in dealing another

blow:
"There you go again, quoting some of

the old poets! They are dead and gone
thousands of years ago. What I want

to know is why the Greeks of to-day

don't speak or write that way. Their un-

bearable jargon is so babarous, so . . ."

I laughed radiantly; he was mine.

"But this poet is a modern poet," I

interrupted.
"A Greek?"

"Yes, if you don't dispute his descent."

"How modern?"
"You might have visited him in

Athens, where he lives now; but, it

seems, you have missed the privilege of

scolding him for writing such stuff in

what you call an abominable jargon."
"Let me see that book." He snatched,

rather unceremoniously, the manuscript
from which I was reading, and read at

random hurriedly and eagerly. His re-

peated comment during this procedure
WIS '

"Well, I bed d!"

Suddenly he rose enthusiastically:

"Listen to this," he said and proceeded
to read:

Fatherlands, air, and earth, and fire, and
water!

Elements indestructible, beginning
And end of life! First joy and last of mine!
You I shall find again when I pass on
To the grave's calm. The people of the

dreams
Within me, air-like, unto air shall pass;
My reason, fire-like, unto lasting fire;

My passions' craze, unto billows' madness;

Even my dust-borne body, unto dust;
And I shall be again air, earth, fire, water;
And from the air of dreams, and from the

flames
Of thought, and from the flesh that shall be

dust,
And from the passions' sea, ever shall rise

A breath of sound like a soft lyre's com-
plaint.

"This is a universal note,
" he ejacu-

lated. "What is the man's name?"

"Kostes Palamas."
"I never heard of him before."

"That is not his fault."

"Why has he not been translated?"

"The important thing is that he lives

and that he is writing things worth
while in the living language of the

Greeks of to-day. He is not alone of his

kind either, though he is certainly the

greatest. There are many who write
literature worth your attention and
whom you might be induced to compare
with some of your old dead friends.

These are Greeks, too, Greeks in flesh

and Greeks to the core. Palamas was
born in Patras, the very city where you
landed and among the very people whom
he understands and loves in spite of you.
He was brought up almost opposite

Patras, in Missolonghi. Byron—Marco

Bozzaris; eh? Then he went to Athens,
where he studied and, later on, became
the secretary of the University for many
years. He is now about sixty. Know
him? Why should you? His name is

not in Baedeker, nor are his books ad-

vertised in foreign or Greek magazines.
For a long while even the Greeks did not

know him; and when they came to know
him they called him a 'hairy one' and
a 'traitor' because he stuck to the people
and to their living traditions and above
all to the people's language, which you
call corrupt and which he calls a long-

neglected 'thrice-noble fairy, born of

sunlight and crowned with stars.' Only
when his fame reached beyond Greece
and a French critic picked him out as

the greatest poet of Europe
x
o-day

people began to pay attention to him."
"He must be the only one in Greece."

"No, not exactly; you can not have a

Shakespeare and an JEschylus without a

miracle play or a Thespis to precede
them; and when they come they may be

suns outshining the stars, but the stars

are there. In Greece to-day there are

literary and artistic schools rivalling
each other and struggling for expression.
It could not be otherwise; in a land

where the mountains drip with purple
blood and the sea is a mantle of violet

silk winding about you wherever you

go and the people persist in preferring
dreams to realities and in conversing

with wood-nymphs and water-nymphs,
there is bound to be something of the

old spirit of adoration for beauty. As
Palamas puts it, in such a land one feels

like Life's 'wedding guest, who travels

far abroad to see the bride, thrice beauti-

ful, and the bridegroom, a wizard;' and

on his way to the wedding, he finds com-

fort

With sounds that like sweet longings,
waken him;

Old sounds familiar, low whispering
Of women's beauties and of home-born

shadows;
Then flowers pour their fragrances for him,
And blossoms with no scent have their own

speech,
The speech of voiceless eyes that open wide;
And candidly he speaks his words in rhymes
That with uncommon measure echo forth

The flames that burn within the heart, the

kisses
That the waves squander on the sandy

beach,
And the sweet birds that sing on children's

lips.

"Well, let us know something more
about these wedding guests."

"That is just what I would say. Know
them! Know them before you praise

them, and above all know them before

you condemn them. Don't get the idea

of ruins and death just because you see

poverty that is proud, and can not see

beauty that is hidden, simply because

you suffer from ruinitis. The few
Greeks you meet on the docks and in the

hotels are not those who make Greece.

You have to look for them in their huts

and villages, in the mountains and in the

towns, but you will never see them un-

less you approach them without declar-

ing war on them and unless you under-

stand their minds and their language.
Of course, one who knows them might
write for the benefit of others, the Philis-

tines. But even that is difficult. Re-

member how long it was before even

Homer found his way into a foreign

language and God knows how many
thousand years will have to pass before

we can say that we understand him to

our satisfaction."

Aristides E. Phoutrides

ENGLISH PAGEANTRY
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By ROBERT WITHINGTON, Ph.D.
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THE
President has received, and de-

serves, unqualified praise for the

words in which, in his address to Con-

gress, he dismissed the thought of any
sudden adoption of a radical change in

our economic system. "We can not," he

says, "hastily and overnight revolution-

ize all the processes of our economic life.

We shall not attempt to do so." This is

unmistakably directed at the proposals
of the four Railroad Brotherhoods, em-
bodied in the Plumb bill, and it disposes
of that bill as an immediate issue in Con-

gress. And it must be said, to the credit

of the Brotherhoods, that they have con-

sistently adhered to the denial, which
they issued immediately after the pres-
entation of their plan, of any intention
to use threats or undue pressure in an
attempt to force it through. Before the
President made his communication to

Congress, they had repeatedly declared
that a strike, or the threat of a strike,
was no part of their programme, and
that if Congress did not choose \o act
in pursuance of their scheme they would
appeal to the people at the polls. If

they shall faithfully maintain this atti-

tude, they will be entitled to a fair hear-

ing for their proposal, and may count
upon its claims being thoroughly
threshed out between now and the na-
tional election.

HAT the President said about

v
strikes was equally meritorious,

and^Was put in impressively persuasive

forrti; but whether it will have the in-

. fluenbe to which it is entitled is unfor-

). tjK»tely doubtful. Many labor leaders

ndoubtedly understand that "strikes

undertaken at this critical time are cer-

tain to make matters worse" for every-

body, that "the worst, the most fatal

thing, that can be done now is to stop or

interrupt production or to interfere with

the distribution of goods by the rail-

ways and the shipping of the country."
But the temptation to attain an imme-
diate gain is often too great for the

virtue of the reasonable leaders, while

the extremists take little thought of any-

thing but immediate success or the

demonstration of power. The very
distinction which the leaders of the fif-

teen organizations of railroad employees
make between their efforts for higher

wages or reduced cost of living on the

one hand and the adoption of their

nationalization scheme on the other,

meritorious as it is in itself, points dis-

tinctly towards the use of the strike

weapon on a great scale in the near

future unless their needs are otherwise

met. This situation calls for the utmost

wisdom in its handling by Congress and

by the United States Railroad Adminis-

tration. Something may be accomplished
in the shape of reduced prices of neces-

saries by governmental measures, but

surely not enough in a short time to

make any notable impression upon liv-

ing conditions. It is possible that a

tendency to lower prices may manifest

itself independently of governmental ac-

tion; but this, too, there is little reason

to look for in the immediate future.

Accordingly, a prompt and thorough in-

quiry should be made into the wage
question, so that the Government will be

prepared to meet the employees upon a

basis that will make resort to a strike

unjustifiable, and array public opinion

solidly against such a move.

THE questioning of Secretary Lans-

ing by the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations can easily be made
the subject of ridicule. If it be assumed
that the purpose of the questioners was
to prove that the President had trans-

cended his Constitutional powers, it can

easily enough be shown that they are

quite ignorant both of law and of the

practices of diplomacy. But there is

no reason to suppose that that was the

object in view. Apart from the desire

to get specific information on particular

subjects, if the Republican Senators

were aiming to make a point against the

President, it was not the point of illegal-

ity or unconstitutionality. Everybody
knows in a general way that the Presi-

dent was the whole thing in Paris. But
it is one thing to know it in a general

way and another thing to have the fact

exhibited in a form that will strike the

public imagination as conclusive. Mr.

Wilson may have been not only legally

justified, but warranted by considera-

tions of wisdom and sagacity, in settling

every crucial question according to his

own unaided judgment; but it is a per-

fectly legitimate move in the game to

establish the fact. If the Secretary of

State had little or nothing to do with

the Covenant or with controversial

points in the treaty, it is all the more

likely that nobody else in the Paris dele-

gation had any influence in the decisions.

That of course does not prove anything
about the merit of them. But it does

accentuate the fact that what the Presi-

dent is demanding of the Senate is an

absolute and unquestioning acceptance
of the result of his sole individual judg-
ment. Mr. Lansing's appearance before

the Senate Committee seems fully to

have accomplished what was expected
of it.

SENATOR
WADSWORTH has intro-

duced the Administration army bill.

It marks a great advance in providing
for a genuinely national force under

easy conditions of universal service. At

nineteen, all physically fit male citizens

are to receive three months of intensive

training, as part of regular units. For
two years thereafter, the trained men
are bound to report themselves peri-

odically, and in case of war may be called

to the colors. As it is estimated that

each class would exceed 600,000, there

would always be available a partially

trained citizen army of 1,200,000, be-

sides the regular army. That is to con-

sist of twenty-one peace-strength divi-

sions, which, with auxiliary services,

would require about 510,000 men. The
National Guard would be maintained,

subject to federalization. On the side

of organization and principle the bill

is excellent. It involves a minimum of

sacrifice, and should provide adequate

security. Three months in camp would

not merely greatly advantage the in-

dividual soldier, but would powerfully
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work for Americanization of our mixed

population. Moreover, three months is

about the limit of really intensive work.
The weakness of the bill is the figure

set for the regular army. Before the

war, it was hard to keep it recruited to

90,000, and it will prove impossible to

raise a half million by voluntary enlist-

ment. If any such number is needed,

it is utter folly to let the regular army
run down to 200,000, which, in view of

shortened appropriations, is in imme-
diate prospect. The number proposed
in the Chamberlain-Kahn bill, 225,000,
seems in every way more reasonable.

That should man our stations, provide
an instructional force, and as well the

nucleus of a mobile army. Nothing
more is needed, and nothing less should

be considered. Both the Wadsworth bill

for universal service and the Chamber-
lain-Kahn bill for universal training
have already aroused short-sighted and

provincial opposition from National

Guard quarters. To underestimate the

political weight of this dissent would
be unwise. A considerable campaign of

education will yet be necessary before

this democracy can be persuaded to han-
dle its military business in a demo-
cratic way.

THE
balance of trade is highly "fav-

orable" because of the fact that for

nearly five years the value of our ex-

ports has vastly exceeded the value of

our imports, and the difference has been

payable—though not paid—in gold.
This difference, during the fiscal years
1915 to 1918, amounted to about $10,-

000,000,000, and could not possibly have
been paid in gold, as that amount of gold

money does not exist in the world. We
have received about $1,000,000,000 in

gold and the rest in securities and prom-
ises. Of gold money we have now about

$3,000,000,000—more than one-third of

the world's supply. One result is that

the American dollar stands higher in

the world's markets than ever before,
when compared with the money of other
countries. When compared with itself

it is cheaper than ever before, but that is

another story. The dollar used to be
worth 5.18 francs, 5.18 lire, 4.2 marks,
4.93 kroner, or 1.94 rubles; now it is

equivalent to 7.73 francs, 9 lire, 40
kroner or 15 rubles. Even the British

pound sterling, which was once worth
$4.86, now bows before the dollar and
offers itself for $4.33, more or less. Of
course, if the sovereign, or any other

gold coins, were to come over to America
in person they would be worth as much
as ever, for gold is gold ; but as they send

only scraps of paper their promises to
deliver themselves at some future time
are taken at a discount. This is all

very fine and "favorable" for us,' and
extremely gratifying to our national

pride, but the upshot of it is that we

have parted with our goods and received

only gold and promises in return, which
do not put food into our stomachs, nor
clothes on our backs, nor shoes on our

feet, nor do they give us cheap apart-
ments in which to dwell. Like Midas
of old, everything that we touch turns
to gold, and yet we find it hard to live.

Fortunately, our "favorable" rates of

exchange are unfavorable to the con-

tinuance of this one-sided trade, and
when Europe is done borrowing she will

import relatively less and export rela-

tively more, while our situation will be
the reverse of hers. She will be paying
her debts and we shall be receiving pay-
ment in things that we can use. This
will involve an "unfavorable" balance of

trade—not necessarily a decrease in

normal exports, but a marked increase

in imports and a most desirable fall in

the cost of living.

THE
New York State income tax law

made a shocking muddle of the case

of the non-resident who happened to

make his living, or a part of it, with-
in the State. Some of its more glaring
inequalities were interpreted away by
the Controller, but it was still incum-
bent upon the non-resident to pay the
tax of one per cent, on his whole income
within the State, with none of the de-

ductions—the same as those provided
in the Federal law—which are allowed
to residents. The non-resident was fur-

ther discriminated against in being for-

bidden to deduct anything for business

losses, and the whole arduous labor in-

volved in the particular adjustment of

general injustice was placed upon the

employer. The decision of the Federal
Court that this part of the law is un-
constitutional expresses what has been
obvious to the plainest citizen. One
would think that the Albany legisla-

tors might have foreseen this outcome.
But it is not certain whether they
merely bungled or had some vague no-

tion of raising up a generation of me-
toikoi in New York City, who should be
suffered to do business there under pen-
alties painful to themselves, but per-

haps in the short run profitable to the

State. If, however, the Constitutional

guarantee of equal privileges and im-
munities means anything, it should re-

gard small infractions with the same eye
as big ones. The erection of barriers

between States is the last thing to be
desired. And if the present decision

means, which it by no means certainly

does, that non-residents will pay no tax
at all this year, heedless legislators may
be in the way of receiving a salutary
lesson.

CLOSE
upon the establishment of the

American Legion Weekly comes the

Stars and Stripes, mud of the trenches

washed off and khaki exchanged for

mufti, which proposes to carry on, with
some or all of its old editorial staff, as

the Home Sector. "The fun-loving,

bunk-hating spirit"—if the reborn paper
can keep that, as it promises, there will

be others besides the old overseas men
who will be ready to give it a welcome.
It will be remembered that it was
solemnly resolved in France to bury the
Stars and Stripes with the dispersal of
the A. E. F. Let it be hoped that in its

new incarnation no one will be reminded
why it was that Cervantes felt con-
strained to kill off his Don Quixote, and
Addison his Sir Roger de Coverley.
Along with all this, Collier's announces
that it provides more information about
the American Legion than any other

publication except the official organ.
There promises to be no lack of oppor-
tunity for the returned soldier to make
others see him as he sees himself.

HOTEL
rates are to go still higher.

Nobody is surprised, and some, no

doubt, find gratification in the thought
that a guest so pays directly for the

splendor amid which he lives, and not

indirectly by way of an expensive poison
which he, or his fellow-guests for him,
consumed under a mistaken notion
that it was what he wanted. Such peo-
ple are quite capable of saying, "if you
don't like the prices, stay at home." Ah,
Marie Antoinette, but there are so many
now who have no homes, and can find

none, save the warm, but now prohib-
itively expensive, welcome of an inn.

The remedy is perhaps not unattainable.
A sober eye does not require for its

gratification the barbaric pearl and gold
that is supposed to adorn what are
somewhat widely known as our luxurious

caravansaries, wearied limbs will find re-

pose in a bed that is not of a period, an

appetite unjaded with stimulants will

find satisfaction in very simple fare.

We can not, of course, return to the sim-

plicity of the Eighteenth Century and

earlier; the real Puritans, alas, all un-

suspicious, held traffic with the demon
Rum. But the later "family hotel," on
a teetotal basis, managed a harmless
sort of existence even in the unregen-
erate days. Such should be the type and
model of the new age. Let us simplify
at the top, and there will be a general
scaling down all along the line. Now
that the beast has been destroyed, per-

'

haps only in this way can entertainment
for the man be provided upon terms
which he can afford.

BEFORE
Chemistry—and that is nol

so very long ago—was Alchemy
And before Applied Psychology, whicl
is very recent indeed, was Phrenology
The old alchemical dream has neve:

quite faded; there are still people wh<
are hot on the scent of the secret whicl

shall turn base metals into gold, am

!
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who are quite untouched by the shock-

ing revelations of Geoffrey Chaucer and
Ben Jonson. But alchemy is after all a

fugitive in holes and corners; chemistry
has established itself beyond the possi-

bility of harm from the survivors of an
earlier intellectual day. But the newer
science of applied psychology stands in

some danger from the activities of the

"lunatic fringe," more especially from
those who are eager to transmute its

rather alluring promise into immediate

gold through the agency of correspond-
ence courses. So far as applied phychol-

ogy can by simple tests anticipate and

arrange the judgments of experience and
common sense, it can do a good deal to

help people to an understanding of the

things they are most likely to succeed

at, and, even more, of the things they
are not—or not yet—fitted to do well.

Such tests performed a genuine service

in the selective draft; as a means of in-

dicating promise and power they now
stand at the entrance gate of some of

the colleges; they give promise of use-

ful application to business. And so long
as they are used in a way that does not

subtly intimidate and discourage, so

long as reliance is not placed upon them
to the exclusion of other opportunities
for a man to demonstrate his quality,

they will find an increasing place for

themselves. But before this is achieved
there must be a heavy mortality among
"phrenological" exploiters of the idea.

The Struggle Against High Prices

THE
President's address to Congress

has started a vigorous endeavor to

check, or reverse, the rising tendency
of prices. Whatever it may seem pos-
sibe to do by administrative measures
will certainly be done with all the energy
that Mr. Wilson and the officials of the

executive departments can command;
and there is no doubt that Congress will

be animated by the same spirit. Ap-
parently even partisan jealousy has, for

the nonce, been shoved into the back-

ground. The thing comes so close home
to the daily need of every man and

woman, and is seen, moreover, to be so

fraught with possibilities of national

peril through its relation to revolution-

ary discontent, that the ordinary ob-

stacles of petty politics seem, for the
time being at least, to have been swept
away.

This is not to say, however, that opin-
ion is unanimous, or anything like unani-

mous, as to what is to be accomplished.
Upon the soundness of many of the
President's recommendations to Con-
gress, and of his indications of execu-
tive policy, there is, indeed, fairly gen-
eral agreement; the difference of opin-
ion comes in chiefly in the estimate of
their importance—of the extent to which
the measures proposed are capable of

bringing about large practical results
in the shape of lowered prices. And it

is to be observed that nowhere in the
address does the President himself give
any, even the most distant, indication
of the quantitative value that he at-

taches to the programme which he lays
out. A certain degree of comfort, a cer-
tain improvement in the tone of public
feeling, will have been imparted by the
note he has struck; people will feel that

something is going to be done, that their
case against the shrinking dollar is not
given up by default. But it must be
noted that no definite hope of any speci-
fied degree of relief is being held out to
them. Whether this is to be regarded as
a merit or not depends on one's con-

fidence or skepticism as to the extent of

the efficacy of the proposed measures.

Upon this point there is room for

much difference of opinion ; but the rea-

sons for skepticism as regards more
than a very moderate degree of relief

are unfortunately very strong. Let us

take, for example, the matter of monopo-
listic practices; and in particular, the

most conspicuous example of concen-

trated control of prime necessities, the
case of the packers. The Government is

rightly setting in motion a thorough-
going judicial test of their practices.
The nation can not see with indifference

the possession by a small group of men
of power so enormous and ramifying in

so many directions. If the packers have
been guilty of violating existing laws,

they must suffer the penalty ; if, though
keeping within the law, they have ex-

ercised a power which is baneful either

in its direct economic effect upon the

public or in its interference with the

legitimate opportunities of other men,
new measures should be enacted to curb
that power. But all these things, be they
ever so bad in themselves, may have lit-

tle or nothing to do with the high cost

of living. The comprehensive indict-

ment of the "Big Five" made by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission presents an im-

pressive picture of the strangle hold

which these corporations have not only

upon the meat supply of the United

States, but upon that of many other food

products in this country, and upon a

large portion of the food supply of Eng-
land, France, and Italy. Coming to the

profits accruing from this stupendous
business, the Trade Commission says :

The packers' profits in 1917 were more
than four times as great as in the average
year before the European war, although
their sales in dollars and cents at even the
inflated prices of last year had barely
doubled. In the war years 1915, 1916, 1917,
four of the five packers made net profits
of $178,000,000.

Now $178,000,000 is a staggering figure,

to be sure. But what does it amount
to as related to the cost of meat for, say,
half the people of the United States?
We must first divide by three, for it is

the profits of three years, not of one
year. This gives $60,000,000 a year;
and the very picture that the Trade Com-
mission draws of the vast ramifications
of the monopoly, both into other food

products and into foreign countries, re-

quires a big deduction from this figure.
Another big deduction must be made,
so far as meat is concerned, on account
of the great sale of by-products which
forms a large part of the packers' busi-
ness. But let us deduct only one-sixth
in all, and we have $50,000,000 as the an-
nual profit in the war years of these con-

cerns, or one dollar per capita for half
the people of the United States. Surely,
it is not to these two cents a week of
tribute paid to the packers that the
American people owe much of the diffi-

culty they have had in keeping up with
the cost of living, nor would its entire
extinction do much to relieve them of
their troubles.

Again, consider the question of the
accumulation of great stores of food-
stuffs. The President is very explicit
in his recommendation of legislation

limiting the time during which goods
may be kept in storage. It is difficult to
see how in any large sense, and in any
continuingly effective way, such limita-
tion can operate as a remedy. In popu-
lar discussions of this question of stor-

age the obvious fact is constantly for-

gotten that the man who keeps food-
stuffs in storage for purposes of com-
mercial profit can only get that profit
when he sells them. A conspiracy in the
nature of a corner, or storage on an
enormous scale by absolute or almost
absolute monopolists, could indeed run
prices to fantastic heights, and result

in vast profits through the sale of only
a part in time of scarcity, in which
case the selling of the remainder, even
at a comparatively low figure, would be
a matter of indifference to the manipula-
tors. But in the present situation noth-

ing of this nature is even charged.
It may or may not be that more food

is being put in storage than a sound
calculation of the prospects of supply
and demand justifies; but it is upon the

calculation of those prospects that the

operation is based. It will not profit

speculative holders to keep eggs or

wheat or corn or cotton in storage for

six months, or a year, or two years,
and then sell them, unless the market

prices at the end of six months or a

year, or two years, is decidedly higher
than the present market price. It is in

the belief that this will be the case that

the storage—if indeed there is such stor-

age—is persisted in. If the calculation

is correct, the effect of the storage will

be not merely that accentuation of pres-
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ent scarcity which is so conspicuous in

the public eye, but also a corresponding
relief of scarcity at a time when that

relief will be even more necessary than

it would be to-day. Taking the matter

by and large, does it seem probable that

our lawmakers are more likely by a fixed

regulation to bring about an adaptation
of supply to demand than are those

whose fortunes depend upon their ability

to adjust their operations to the facts?

If indeed the Government would go
further and adopt measures which would
act directly upon supply and demand—
such as rationing at home or an em-

bargo upon exports—the matter would
assume an entirely different aspect. But

nothing of this kind appears to be con-

templated; and so far as an embargo is

concerned, considerations of humanity

imperatively forbid it. In the absence

of it we can not see how any large or

permanent influence in the direction of

lowered prices can be exerted by re-

strictions upon storage for commercial

purposes. Hoarding by individuals for

personal use is a different matter; the

practice of this upon a large scale might

produce scarcity when there was noth-

ing in the situation to justify it.

Probably the most hopeful of all the

efforts that are now under way is that

which relates to retail prices. There

is every reason to believe that in "normal

times the retailers' profit in the staple

commodities of everyday use is kept

fairly close to the minimum of what

is necessary for the purposes of con-

venient distribution. But at a time

when chaotic changes, practically all of

them upward, are taking place with

great rapidity, the forces which make
for normalizing of profits have not time

or opportunity to work. The customer

is prepared for almost any price that

may be asked, and competition does not

come into play in time to prevent unrea-

sonable exactions. It is quite possible

that with strong effort, whether by legal

regulation, by effective publicity, by con-

centrated effort on the part of citizens

and special committees, or by a com-

bination of all these, important results

may be achieved. A spirited beginning
in this direction has already been made

by Attorney-General Palmer in his

"fair prices" campaign, which deserves

the hearty cooperation of the public.

However all these things may be, it is

essential that the general public should

understand that the essential cause of

high prices lies far deeper than any of

the practices of profiteers or hoarders.

The enormous expansion of the currency
of all countries, including our own, to-

gether with that inflation of the circu-

lating medium which is produced by the

unprecedented expansion of credits, is of

itself sufficient to account for a large

part of the rise of prices. The vast

diversion of productive energy in Eu-

rope, and in a large measure in our own
country also, from the creation of use-
ful commodities to the supplying of the
demands of war is another factor of per-
haps equal potency. The first of these
factors will continue to operate with
almost undiminished force for at least

a considerable time to come. In the case
of the second factor there will be, it

is to be hoped, a steady and rapid im-

provement from now on; yet it will be
a long time before the productivity,
agricultural and industrial, of Euro-
pean countries and the facilities of

transportation will be restored to the

pre-war level. With normal money re-

sources enormously swollen, and with

supplies for the world's prime needs

enormously shrunk, the level of prices
must necessarily be abnormally high. It

is to the recovery of Europe from her

desperate condition, and the consequent
easing up of demand as compared with

supply, that we must look for substan-
tial relief. And there is no reason to

suppose that such relief will fail to come
within a comparatively near future.

Some mischievous misapprehensions
are bound up with the current talk about
the "vicious circle" of rising prices. The
railroad Brotherhoods say that "the
vicious circle is infinite"; and even the
President in his address to Congress
speaks of "a vicious cycle to which there
is no logical or natural end." The temp-
tation to speak in this way is obvious;
when we see so exasperating a process
continuing so long, it is perhaps natural
to throw up our hands and say that it

will go on forever unless something ex-

traordinary be done. But in point of

fact, though it is quite possible that

something can and should be done, yet
even if nothing were done the process
would not go on indefinitely. In the era
of low prices, a quarter of a century ago,
the same feeling existed as regards the

constantly falling value of the dollar,

and it was the assumption that things
were sure to go from bad to worse that

gave such vitality to Mr. Biyan's great
free-silver campaign of 1896. It is true

that higher wages call for higher prices,

that higher prices in their turn call for

higher wages, and so back to higher
prices again. But somebody has got to

pay the prices, if they are to stand ;
and

a point is reached at last where the

prices will not be paid because people
haven't the wherewithal in the shape
of money to pay them—unless, indeed, a

senseless policy of inflation is pursued
by the Government. The Brotherhoods

say that capital "fixes" the prices at

which commodities shall be sold ; but no-

body has the power to fix prices beyond
the capacity of the community to pay
them. It may be difficult to keep our

heads level on such a point as this at a

time when great suffering and hardship
are being experienced by millions of peo-

ple, but nevertheless it is of the utmost
importance that we do so. If the evils

from which we suffer were really of the
character ascribed to them by those who
look upon the rise of prices as brought
about simply by a cycle of arbitrary in-

creases to which there is no natural

check, we should be driven, in the event
that minor remedies prove of little effect,
to desperate measures whose disastrous

consequences no man can foretell. So
far from its being "academic" to insist

upon the fundamental truths of the rela-

tion between prices on the one hand and
monetary inflation and productive effi-

ciency on the other, there is no one thing
which it is of greater practical impor-
tance to keep steadily before the pub-
lic mind.

Are President and Sen-
ate Getting Together?

THE
first indication of a break in the

deadlock between President and
Senate occurred when Senator Pittman
of Nevada declared his unqualified ap-

proval of every one of the reservations
which the seven Republican Senators
who are trying to bring about a prompt
settlement favor. What Mr. Pittman

says is generally understood as repre-

senting the President's own attitude.

The approval, it is true, was itself ac-

companied by a most important reserva-

tion; for the Senator insisted that the

reservations proposed should be made in

a separate resolution and not as part of

the ratification of the treaty. It may
further be pointed out that Mr. Wilson
himself had in private conversation used

language to almost the same effect, for

he had expressed an unqualified belief

that what is demanded in those reserva-

tions is already contained in the treaty
as it stands. Accordingly, Senator Pitt-

man's declaration does not on its face

either satisfy the requirements of the

conciliatory Republicans or go beyond
the President's own informal statements
made some time ago. Nevertheless,
there is psychologically a great differ-

ence. For a step, though perhaps but
a small one, has been taken in Adminis-
tration quarters towards some kind of

compromise as regards the actual stand
of the Senate in relation to the treaty.
There is no reason why the Re-

publican Senators who have been con-

scientiously favoring reservations should

be content with this small concession.

If the reservations are to be effective

for their purpose, they must be made
part of the ratification. The duty that

thus lies upon the Senate is to make the

substance and form of the reservations

such as will not imperil the settlement,
and this duty the seven Senators are

scrupulously endeavoring to perform.
In any such matter a certain degree of
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risk must be incurred, and it does not

lie in the mouth of either side to charge
the other with partisanship or pig-head-
edness if it insists that not all the risk

must be borne by its side in the conten-

tion. It is perfectly evident that a body
of thoroughly sincere and honest opin-

ion, both in and out of the Senate, re-

gards with profound misgivings fea-

tures of the Covenant which hold out

possibilities of unnecessary and mis-

chievous involvements in the future.

It is purposed to remove these possibili-

ties, so far as such removal is practi-

cable, without inviting any serious dan-

ger of disturbance of the Versailles

settlement. The mere existence of a

chance of such disturbance, a chance so

small that reasonable men are justified

in regarding it as negligible, can not

serve as a club to suppress all doubts

and objections. The advocates of un-

reserved ratification declare that the

reservationists' fears as regards the

future are shadowy and artificial; the

moderate reservationists have fully as

much right to assert that the uncom-

promising Administration men's fears as

regards the immediate effect of interpre-
tative reservations upon the status of

the treaty are exaggerated or imaginary.
The Republican Senate leaders have

quite enough to answer for in the blun-

dering and chaotic way in which they
have handled the situation. To charge
them with a monopoly of partisanship or

wrong-headedness is to go quite beyond
the mark. The primary responsibility
for the state of mind which has all along
existed in regard to the question is with
the President himself. To say that he
had the Constitutional right to carry on
the negotiations in his own way is to

say what no one seriously disputes. He
was under no legal necessity to take
counsel either with the Senate or with
his own associates in the Commission to
Paris. He was under no legal obligation
to keep the country informed as to what
he proposed to do, or as to what he
actually did do from time to time. But
in deciding upon the course which he
pursued in this regard he had to take
its natural consequences. If the result
was open to criticism, if the great
scheme to which upon his own unaided
judgment he proposed to bind the coun-
try raised far-reaching issues of perma-
nent national policy upon which intelli-

gent and patriotic men were divided in

mind, it was for him to endeavor to win
over after the fact the support which
he did not feel it necessary to invoke in
the course of the negotiations. He has
thought fit to do nothing of the kind;
apparently his calculation has been that
the inherent forces of the situation
would of themselves compel assent to
his programme. The exasperation pro-
duced by this attitude is at the bottom
of a great deal of the trouble which has

been experienced. If, on the one hand,
that exasperation has now in a great
measure worn off, and on the other the

President is prepared to some extent to

revise his calculation, the country is to

be congratulated. Let us hope that we
are on the eve of a settlement in which
both sides will act with the firm purpose
of arriving at a prompt and reasonable

conclusion.

Andrew Carnegie

IT
is no small tribute to Andrew Car-

negie that, in the comment aroused

by the news of his death, his traits as a
man fully divide interest with the mag-
nitude of his colossal fortune, the way
in which he acquired it, and the public

purposes to which so large a part of it

was devoted. Probably no man ever

before accumulated such enormous
wealth in a lifetime beginning in pov-

erty ; and the magnitude of it was hardly
more remarkable than the unparalleled
economic development of which it was
partly effect and partly cause. The in-

dustrial era with which Carnegie's name
will be associated began after he had
reached manhood, and so great have
been the changes of recent years that it

may be said to have ended before his

death. His gifts to the public have been
on a scale unprecedented in past times,
and rivalled in our own only by those

of Mr. Rockefeller. Yet almost every-

body's first thoughts on hearing of his

death were directed no more to these

things than to the picture of the shrewd
and humorous Scotsman which has so

long been familiar to the American pub-
lic. A racy personality, self-assertion

sometimes crude or naive but never

silly and almost always marked by pung-
ency and sagacity, manifestly sincere

devotion to the ideals of individualist

democracy, unbounded confidence in the

possibilities of human improvement—
all this, accompanied by genuine humor
and enjoyment of life, has made Andrew
Carnegie a figure not only interesting
but likable, even to those who find more
to blame than to praise in his career as

a whole.

In the case of Mr. Carnegie, as in that
of Mr. Rockefeller, the two aspects of

their vast accumulation—its getting and
its spending—evoke conflicting feelings.
Between Mr. Carnegie's methods of

aggrandizement and Mr. Rockefeller's

there were great differences ; but the two
were alike in the extreme exploitation of
the opportunities that existing economic
conditions laid open to them. Yet the
worst things that can be said of the
means by which the Standard Oil mo-
nopoly was created are wholly inappli-
cable to Mr. Carnegie's operations. Car-

negie's dominance was built up by the

energy and sagacity with which he seized

upon every opening for the development
of new processes and new methods in the

steel industry, his extraordinary ca-

pacity for discovering and utilizing the

talents of other men, especially young
men to whom he opened the way to

fortune, and, it is true, also by bold and

unsparing strokes in his warfare against

competitors; but the systematic and
illicit suppression of competition which

lay at the base of the Standard Oil

monopoly did not enter into Carnegie's

programme. As for the exploitation of

labor, that is a different matter; Mr.

Carnegie was not in advance of his time,
and some of the hardships of labor most
characteristic of the hardness of the

capitalist regime at its acme were ex-

perienced by the Carnegie workmen.
In the giving of hundreds of millions

for the benefit of their fellow men, both
Mr. Carnegie and Mr. Rockefeller are

entitled to praise far above that which
attaches to the mere parting with that

amount of wealth, when what is left is

so far beyond the possible desires of

any individual. In both cases, there
has been evident an intense interest in

the ends to be achieved. In Mr. Rocke-
feller's case, indeed, there must be rec-

ognized a degree of conscientiousness as
to the best possible utilization of his-

benefactions which is probably without
precedent. He seems to be guided by an
almost entirely impersonal desire to com-
pass the maximum of human benefit

with a given expenditure, irrespective
of any personal predilection. Mr. Car-

negie, more human than Mr. Rockefeller
in other respects, was also more human
in this. Not only did he quite frankly
indulge a harmless but somewhat child-

ish vanity in the persistent affixing of
his name to almost all of his countless

public gifts, but the direction of them
was determined, in the main, by his per-
sonal inclinations. It was his own ex-

perience, as a poor boy, of the need
of books that made the founding of

libraries for so long a time the exclusive

object of his benefactions ; and in nearly
all of his later gifts it was causes which
he himself had at heart, and not pur-
poses recommended to him by experts,
that drew out his millions. But his in-

terests were wide and varied; he loved

intercourse with great and wise men,
and was stimulated by it not only in his

thoughts but in his acts. Whether any-
thing like his career will again be pos-
sible in this country, may be doubted.
But there was about it something in-

spiring which may be lacking in a bet-

ter age. In any case, Americans who
wish to do justice to the age that is now
passing may look with justified pride
on the public spirit of those of our mil-

lionaries—and their name is legion—
who, whatever faults may be laid to

their charge, have been to all the world

exemplars of noble use of great wealth.
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The Hungarian Tangle

BELA
KUN has fled. A million dollars

in various currency were taken from

him and his ministerial colleagues as he

crossed the Austrian border. A Ru-

manian army holds Budapest, and a

Jugo-Slav force will be there before this

goes to press. Members of the new
Socialist Ministry are held as hostages,

and their authority has been flouted by
the Rumanian commander. The local

representatives of Italy, England, and

the United States are endeavoring to

restrain the Balkan armies of occupa-

tion. The attitude of the French repre-

sentatives is ambiguous. Within a day
of the Rumanian occupation, and evi-

dently in collusion with the conquerors,

rebellious Hungarian gendarmes seized

the remnant of the Peidll government,
and Archduke Joseph proclaimed him-

self dictator, promising a coalition min-

istry. To be sure he has waived his

hereditary rights and supported the

Karolyi government, but he rules not in

the interest of the Entente but of the

Rumanians, and may reasonably be sus-

pected of dynastic ambitions. The
Peace Conference has a new and incal-

culable fact to deal with. The confu-

sion is a fitting last act for the pro-

longed tragi-comedy played between Ver-

sailles and Buda.

Hungary was the first enemy state to

put herself in order for negotiation and
in line for clemency, and she has been
the worst treated of all. When Count

Karoiyi proclaimed the republic, last

October, the Allies had a friend to deal

with and a national mind resigned to the

inevitable reckoning. Provisional guar-

antees of the integrity of old Hungary
were given, and the Hungarians, under

blockade and hunger, settled down to

wait for terms. None were forthcoming.

Versailles was busy with future peace.

Meanwhile, the armies of Rumania,

Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia pushed
over the neutral zone and into Magyar
territory. Repeated protests from Count

Karolyi demonstrated that the Entente

was either unable or unwilling to check

its Balkan allies. The Magyars are a

proud race, without the Austrian cyni-

cism, and as they saw themselves sub-

jected to piecemeal invasion and dis-

memberment, and realized that the

pledges of the Entente were valueless,

they fell into despair. Count Karolyi

bore with unauthorized aggressions.

When he was formally commanded to

turn over to the Allied armies a com-

pletely Magyar zone between Hungary
and Rumania, his position became unten-

able, and he yielded the power to the

Socialists of his Ministry.

Thus, late in March, opened the dic-

tatorship of Bela Kun, perhaps the

shrewdest demagogue in the world to-

day, which is saying much, for the breed
abounds. By a wholesale policy of con-
fiscation of wealth he caught the work-
ing people. Unquestionaby Count Ka-
rolyi had faced the desperate expedient
of seeking aid from Bolshevist Russia.
This became Bela Kun's chief maxim.
He has failed, largely because Russia
had no surplus of force to lend her un-

expected ally. Bela Kun, under the tute-

lage of Lenin, avoided the more shock-

ing forms of terrorism. He was a bit

easy on small landowners, and even on
small industrial concerns. His aim was
to present Bolshevism in fair and nego-
tiable guise, to gain standing with the

Entente, and incidentally to be an ad-
vance agent for Russian Bolshevism. He
was to be communistic enough to satisfy
the Reds and plausible enough to allure

the numerous radicals at Versailles.

Ultimately the Entente was to recognize
the Bolshevik governments of Hungary
and Russia.

Towards these ends Bela Kun's policy
was very shrewdly framed. It met, how-
ever, two obstacles. The Magyars had
never had any real zeal for confiscation.

It soon became evident that while there
was much seizing of property, there was
little distribution. A highly individual-

istic people soon became tired of regi-
mentation. And the Entente, whose
permanent folly as regards Hungary
Bela Kun was fully justified in predicat-

ing, actually had learned something.
The conferees at Versailles had seen

Hungary shift startlingly from their

easiest to their thorniest problem. They
declined to deal with Bela Kun except
for his abdication. They encouraged the

Balkan folk to nibble at the Hungarian
boundaries, tightened the blockade, and

gave a modicum of military support to

the invading armies.

At the end of July, with the Rumanian
guns in hearing, Bela Kun fled with his

plunder, and a provisional government
was set up with a Socialist Ministry
headed by Julius Peidll. On August 3

this government addressed Versailles

and was promised recognition. The
situation had swung back to where it

was in October. With the difference,

however, that this time the Rumanian
army was near. Although forbidden by
the Conference to occupy Budapest, 30,-

000 troops paraded there in triumph, the

Rumanian general took the day-old So-

cialist ministers as hostages, set up a

military government, and issued an
ultimatum for a burdensome separate

peace. All this was pure revenge for

the invasion of Rumania. Nothing more
was called for by the situation than a

police guard in cooperation with the

civil authority. The Jugoslavs, who also

have an uncompleted revenge, hope to

follow the Rumanian example, and the

Czechoslovaks are on the way.
Probably an adjustment is somewhere

in sight, but there is no ground for re-

joicing, except in the fall of the outpost
of Bolshevism. And here exultation is

tempered by the reflection that, with

ordinary considerateness on the part of

the Entente, Hungary never would have

gone Bolshevist at all. The friendly

Karolyi was betrayed, the friendly Peidll

has been unnecessarily discredited and
humiliated. To a demonstration of folly

Versailles has added one of impotence.
There could be no better proof of the

madness of sacrificing the peace of the

present to the peace of all the future
than is afforded by the case of Hungary.
The acid test for the old Entente and
for the incipient Society of Nations is

at hand. If Rumania and the new Slavic

states can wage a separate war of plun-
der regardless of the Peace Treaty, why
then Central Europe has been Balkan-

ized, and the League is the hollowest of

mockeries. It was bad enough not to

foresee the result of trusting the work
of Europe to Balkan armies. The situa-

tion can now be saved only by decisive

action which, while reestablishing a

people's government in Hungary, shall

transfer its military control to France,

England, and Italy.

Direct Action and the

Public
To say that the public is a third party

to every strike is to utter a commonplace
to which nobody would give a second

thought but for the fact that the coun-

try is full of strikes and threats of

strikes. The most disturbing feature of

the situation is not the temporary incon-

venience, however great, but the fact

that our industrial system is so highly

developed and so specialized that even a

temporary stoppage of certain functions,

such as transportation, threatens a
serious collapse. Syndicalists and other

revolutionists are well aware of this

and are preparing to strike at the vul-

nerable point when the time comes; but

ordinary unionists also, who have only
their own welfare in view, are frequently

ready to do the same thing, and it is not

clear what defense the general public
can make against this mode of attack—
a sort of jiu jitsu by which a determined

minority can force the majority to grant
whatever it may ask. Fortunately, the

public is not altogether helpless, as the

records of a number of serious strikes

clearly show.
The well-known "general strike" in

Sweden in the year 1909 is a case in

point. It was a strike of "folded arms,"
without violence, but none the less formi-

dable, for the strikers purposed to aban-

don all works, except the care of the

sick and of domestic animals and the

provision of light, water, and sanitation.
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At one time as many as 285,000 out of

460,000 wage-earners were on strike.

The railway workers and the agricul-

tural laborers, however, stayed at their

posts. The strike was especially severe

in Stockholm, but there, as elsewhere,

the public—that is to say, the middle

and upper classes, with a portion of the

wage-earners—saved the day by forming
a volunteer brigade which carried on all

absolutely necessary work until the

strike broke down. They manned the

tramways, drove automobiles and de-

livery wagons, supplied food and fuel,

loaded and unloaded ships and cars,

guarded the waterworks and electric

stations, and, in general, kept the indus-

trial machine running, though slowly,

until the emergency was over.

A similar strike, though not so gen-

eral, occurred in Wellington and the

other chief seaports of New Zealand in

October, 1913, when the waterside work-
ers ceased work for a trivial cause at a

time when large supplies of dairy prod-
uce were awaiting shipment and cold

storage facilities were inadequate to

keep them from spoiling. The seamen
and coal miners came out in sympathy
with the wharf laborers, and there would
have been a general strike of transport
workers but that the railway men re-

fused to join the movement. Business
in the chief cities was almost paralyzed,
and for a time the outlook was serious,

politically as well as industrially, for
the strikers had strong syndicalist lean-

ings, and the "Ked Fed," which directed
the movement, was closely connected
with the I. W. W. of the United States.

The Government determined to main-
tain order, and the strike was broken by
the farmers, who, determined to pre-
vent their produce from being spoiled,
formed the backbone of a volunteer bri-

gade in two divisions—the one a body of
wharf laborers, the other a body of spe-
cial police who protected their colleagues
from the vengeance of the strikers. With
the help of professional people, clerks,
and others, they loaded and unloaded
the ships and did the work of seamen,
but they did not attempt to operate the
mines. The watersiders' strike was
practically over in three weeks, but the
miners held out somewhat longer. After
this defeat the "Red Fed" turned its

attention to political activity rather than
direct action, but the world war broke
out before their plans could be perfected.

Still another illustration of the suc-
cessful defense of a community against
a semi-revolutionary attack is found in
the recent "general strike" in Winnipeg,
which began on May 15 and was not
called off until June 26. The cause of
the trouble was the refusal of the Vul-
can Iron Works, the Manitoba Bridge
and Iron Works, and the Dominion
Bridge Company to recognize the Metal
Trades Council in a dispute about the

wages of their employees. The metal
workers appealed to all the wage-earners
of the city, of whom more than 30,000

responded to the call—a very large num-
ber out of a population of about 200,000.
Business was completely paralyzed. The
city was without mail, telegraph, or tele-

phone service; the street cars stopped,
and no daily papers were published ex-

cept the Labor News; practically all fac-

tories and wholesale establishments and
most retail stores were closed ; there was
no gas for cooking, and bread and milk
even were hard to get.
A Strike Committee or Council was

formed, consisting of about 300 repre-
sentatives of the unions, and the Rev.
W. Ivens, the leading spirit of the strike,

announced that two representatives of

the City Council would be invited to sit

with the Strike Committee at the Trades

Hall, and that the new form of govern-
ment would shortly be in power in all

the cities of Canada. The Strike Com-
mittee was in effect a Soviet, and went
so far as to issue cards permitting
bakeries, restaurants, and theatres to

remain open ; but Mayor Charles F. Gray
presently put a stop to this, declaring
that he would recognize no such as-

sumption of municipal authority.

Mayor Gray, with the help of Gen-
eral Ketchen, soon had the situation

pretty well in hand, and determined that
at all costs the city should be supplied
with food and water, and that violence

should be sternly suppressed. The Strike

Committee also discouraged violence,
but later on, when the strikers were
losing ground, there were two serious

outbreaks resulting in a number of casu-

alties. Within a few days of the begin-
ning of the strike a citizens' committee
of 1,000 was formed to keep order and
to carry on the essential activities of the

city, and many thousands more were
under arms or sworn in to hold them-
selves ready in case of emergency. After
a while the police force of the city
showed signs of disloyalty, and some
176 members were dismissed for refus-

ing to sign an agreement not to take

part in any sympathetic strike. Alto-

gether, about 2,000 employees of the

municipal, provincial, and federal gov-
ernments were dismissed for participa-
tion in the strike, and the civic em-
ployees were severely blamed for going
out, as they had but recently signed a
contract for a year.
The Winnipeg Great War Veterans'

Association at first decided to remain
neutral, but later took sides against the
strikers as the revolutionary character
of the leaders became apparent. The
dismissed police were replaced by re-

turned soldiers and by the Northwest
Mounted Police, but the direct aid of the

military was not required, nor was the

city put under martial law. At one
time it looked as though the railway men

of the three great systems were about
to be called out, but later they decided
not to strike, and even issued a declara-

tion condemning the whole movement.
Sympathetic strikes were declared in

numerous other cities, from Vancouver,
British Columbia, to Amherst, Nova
Scotia, but they had no effect on the
final outcome.

It was generally acknowledged that
the metal workers had a fairly good case

against their employers and that the

sympathetic strike might have been suc-

cessful if their leaders had not early
shown the cloven hoof of Bolshevism and
thus turned all the conservative elements
of the city against them, including the
returned soldiers and a considerable part
of their own following. The strike was
practically a failure early in June,
although it dragged on until near the
end of the month. On June 16 the em-
ployers, with the approval of Hon. G. D.

Robertson, Minister of Labor, issued a
statement making considerable conces-

sions as to collective bargaining. On
the following day nine of the strike

leaders were arrested by authority of
the Dominion Government, on charge of

sedition. These events, however, were
results of the strike, rather than causes
of its failure. The strike leaders natu-

rally were furious at the final outcome,
and one of them made a very significant
statement :

There will be no sympathetic strike in
future. We will now resort to the ballot.

Constitutional measures only for us in
the future, but we will have sympathetic
elections. We are a majority of the elec-

torate and we will next fall fill the city
offices, and every public body, with the
friends of labor. Then we will run things.

If organized labor can control the elec-

tions, a general strike, or anything like

it, is a blow—and possibly a fatal blow—against themselves. If, on the other

hand, they are a minority, and, as is the

case of the revolutionists, a minority of

a minority, an attack on industrial or-

ganization or any vital part of it will

only cause the public to summon all its

powers of resistance to defeat, and, if

necessary, to crush the conspiracy. But—and this is the crux of the whole situ-

ation—the powers that be, ordained by
the will of the people, must not abdicate.
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The Middle West and the Soviet

I
AM not at all sure that the Middle

West knows just how to classify a

soviet I have heard persons speaking

of those shocking Russians, Lenin, Trot-

sky, and Soviet; and though both news-

papers and public speakers have been

full of the doings of the Bolshevik there

are some here who still wonder whether

it is a foreign breakfast food or a new

poisonous gas. To the question whether

they believe in the soviet, the rank and

file in these prairie States would prompt-

ly answer no. And in general their an-

swer would be correct. They are Ameri-

cans first—as their attitude in the war
has proved beyond shadow of doubt.

They fought to preserve the American

tradition, and they will have none

of these foreign nostrums and quack
remedies.

But notwithstanding their downright
Americanism and their general devotion

to the American tradition, there are

some signs in the Middle West that

seem to indicate that many persons there

are disaffected. The fact should not

be glossed over that there are a con-

siderable number of agitators, some

quite unselfish, who preach a doctrine

altogether dissimilar to that inculcated

in the Constitution.

In many respects the programme of

the Non-Partisan League in North Da-

kota, in Nebraska, and in many other

prairie States smacks only too ostenta-

tiously of a farmer's soviet. County-
owned banks, county-owned newspapers,

county-owned means of marketing grain—all this has an unpleasant connotation

to those who fear inroads upon our
American tradition. It might easily be

gathered from a general summary like

this that the Middle West—like the Mid-
dle West of the days of Populism—had

gone stark radical, and was ready to

plunge the country into the wildest ex-

cesses of political and social experimenta-
tion. But in passing it must be remem-
bered that the Middle West to-day is

rich—twenty and more years ago, in the

heyday of Populism, it was poor, so poor,
that Sockless Jerry was a joke only in

the Golden East. In many a farmer's

barn there is to-day beside the faithful

day-laboring Ford a high priced touring
car for more formal occasions. At a re-

cent meeting in a south Nebraskan vil-

lage of less than five hundred I saw
drawn up along the curb among Cadillacs,

Buicks, and Hudson Super Sixes, at least

a dozen Packards of the latest design.
The farmer of to-day invests in stocks

and bonds. He is a poor man indeed who
has not at least $25,000 in Liberty Bonds
alone, and only his banker will be able to

tell you how heavily he has invested in

local and even distant enterprises. No,
the Middle West to-day is rich and in-

terested in more than local securities—
it is not going to wave unadvisedly the
red flag.

But it is still in place to say a word
concerning the farmers' pseudo-soviet—
the Non-Partisan League. It is not a

thing of to-day—its origin was before
the war and its leaders men who caught
their inspiration before wheat was over
two dollars a bushel. Had the war not

come, like Populism, it might for a time
have swept these States, for there was
much talk then, as to-day, of profiteering
and corners in wheat, and it was pro-

posed as a remedy that the new party
should establish some sort of direct con-

trol over the marketing of the farmer's

produce by means of elevators and pack-
ing plants owned by State or county. It

was distinctly a farmers' union to pro-
tect the farmer. But to-day it has lent

itself, purely for political motives, to the

general spirit of unrest, and allied itself

with the I. W. W., the sentimental Bol-

shevik, and the soap-box socialist.

Thwarted in its original object by war
prices for foodstuffs, it has extended its

arms to all who have a grievance; and
thus in one large bed lie owners of prop-
erty who hope by the help of the League
to obtain more property, the wayfaring
I. W. W. who disbelieves with all his

heart in any property save in the name
of the combined industry operating it,

and the doctrinaire socialist who would
make the State final arbiter in eugenics
and birth control. It will be interesting
in this Noah's ark of social and political

ideas to read the editorials of the first

State or county owned newspapers.
It is possible even to prophesy that

with the possession of political power the

League will become conservative. The
history of radicalism in every field of

thought is a story of succeeding waves
of radicals, each of which after a term of

storm and stress lapses into a spirit of

greater and greater conservatism. It is

hard to reconcile anarchy and respon-

sibility. The various schools of medicine
are a case well in point. The Homoeo-

paths, as soon as they had become more
or less scientific, were followed by the

eclectics, and these in turn by the osteo-

paths, and these last by the chiropractors.
The human mind is not so constituted

that it will forever wave the red flag of

revolt—the call for a settled order and
tradition is too strong to be withstood
forever. Even the wild delights of a
dawn when it is bliss to be alive and to

be young very heaven give place in time
to a beauteous evening calm and free.

All over these prairie States there
were before the war potentially signifi-

cant farmers' alliances or farmers'
unions with the avowed purpose of

influencing legislation in favor of

farmers. They were radical organiza-
tions with much of the programme of the

League to smash the control of capital
over the buying and marketing of grain
and cattle. They all talked State-owned
or farmer-owned elevators and packing
houses and even railroads; and New
York and Wall Street were their modern
Carthage. But to-day, reading of the
wider excesses of the new radicals, they
are creeping back into the fold of the
old parties. In Nebraska there is to be
a Constitutional Convention this autumn.
To be sure, the League has its emissaries

abroad, but so also have the older schools

of radicals, and these now have united

with the traditional political parties and
have called in to their aid many of a
former stand-pat persuasion.
The Middle West loves to pose as radi-

cal, as it loves the circus, and with this

love is the adventurous man's eager-
ness to try anything once, but it loves

its property still more; and ingrained
with this love of adventure is a hard-
headed common sense. It went for

Populism with the zeal of a new convert,

many of its leaders being men with

thoroughly honest purposes, but when
they urged upon it violent excesses,

many of them not dissimilar to those

urged to-day, common sense came to the
rescue. The same result would hold

to-day; even if the radicals should as-

sume power, their control would be only
in name. There will be no attempt to

set up a soviet in the Middle West, for

the one thing this section loves more
than political theories, or constitutional

changes, or the voice of the sycophant
demagogue, is the call of its own broad
and fruitful acres. The love of land is

too deeply ingrained here to permit any
rival. The Middle West flirts with the
ideas of Progressivism, Populism, and a
thousand other theories, until it sees that

their intentions are serious, then back
it goes dutifully to its first love with

apologetic fervor. Perhaps we can never
cure the Middle West of this habit.

Nor is it paradoxical to say of this

prairie country that in spite of its love

of radical and sensational posing it is

the most conservative section of the

country to-day. As a result of a long
continued series of courses in political

science in its State universities it has,

in spite of the lucubrations of some of its

chosen Senators and representatives, a

more fully developed political conscious-

ness than either the East or the West.
It may be true, and probably is, that the

very reason it seems so willing to ex-

periment in politics is because it really

knows a good deal about politics. Obvi-

ously a great deal that has been taught
has been wrong, and it has paid dearly
for its poor teachers, but these lessons

have made it conservative in the head,

though at heart it may be radical.

There are several reasons why there
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should occur these sporadic outbursts of

radical socialism in the Middle West in

spite of its wealth and general sound
sense. During the war the spirit of self-

denial and sacrifice and work perhaps
went farther on western farms than in

eastern urban communities. It is liter-

ally true that these farmers who had
the wheat and the flour—all they needed
and more—skimped and experimented
with substitutes on a scale that would
put many of us who grumbled in the
East and in the army to shame. They
bought Liberty bonds and saving stamps
with the same zest that before led them
to buy each other's farms. Now that
the war is over, a natural reaction is on
in full blast, and they take the same
liberties with the Government a child
takes with his teacher when school is

out. An irresponsible press report that
the American Peace Delegates indulged
in any orgy of "booze fighting" at the
Hotel Crillon, is to many in this "silly
season" an argument for Mr. Townley.
And so there is a deal of vapid talk, and
a little irresponsible voting. It is an in-

teresting comment, however, that the re-

turning soldier is having nothing to do
with the business. In more or less si-

lence he is going back to his farm, and
thinking. What he will have to say later
will be highly significant, but it will

hardly win the applause of any group
whose war record is not clean.

But now that the suppressing hand of
the war has been lifted, high prices and
an inflated currency have brought a re-
newal of the old gambling spirit of the
West. Every one is trying to buy or
sell on margins. Some farms change
hands two or three times in a season,
each time at a considerable advance in
price—and this is particularly true of
the newly broken semi-arid land near
the foothills of the Rockies. Big for-
tunes have been made by speculators in
the narrow compass of a few months,
until much of the land in these prairie
States has a purely fictitious value.
The natural result is a further stimu-

lation of prices already too high and a
feeling of uncertainty about the future.
At these feasts of Middle West high
finance sits always the skeleton reminder
of the day of reckoning to come, of the
day when the bills for this day's debauch
must be paid in lower prices for land and
produce. And, as in the days of Popu-
lism, people have fleeting thoughts of
turning over the bills to the State to pay,
to make it the receiver and legatee of
their gambling debts and penances.

There is no severe labor problem in
the Middle West—no so-called exploited
class—no proletarian group dependent
entirely upon shop foreman and time-
clock. Yet there has been, even in farm
and small factory labor, a feeling of in-

security in the face of high prices and
high wages. Labor here has no serious

complaint now, when even an unskilled

brick maker can command almost the

wages of a college professor. It is the

feeling of uncertainty about the future
that makes him irresolute before the

pleadings of a socialist or I. W. W. who
promises State guarantees for future
labor and future prices.

In short, the Middle West, like the

country at large, is wrestling with the

enigma of the future. The reason why
the farmer soviet is so much talked about
is the same, with conditions merely
anticipated, which made Populism dis-

cussed so shamelessly twenty years ago.

They discussed Populism then, they even
voted Populism and sent Populists to

Congress; but when it came to acting

Populism—their sound common sense
saved them. The same thing may hap-
pen to-day—it has happened in North
Dakota—but it is not likely that it will

happen on a large scale. They may make
the Non-Partisan League a Middle West
platform, but it will not be a stage ; they
may speak from it, but they will not act

on it. There will be no soviet in the
Middle West. The Middle West is not
made that way.

Philo M. Buck, Jr.

The Leopard's Spots
IT

may be that the character of an in-

dividual can change overnight as the
result of a revival meeting, but it is un-

likely that the change extends to the

roots and fibres of his being. When the
converted sinner keeps on the straight
and narrow path it is generally, if not

always, the result of changed environ-

ment, of submission to the constant in-

fluence of good men. The character of

such a huge group of sinners as consti-

tuted the German nation can not possibly

change overnight. It can change only

gradually and under the steadying influ-

ence of wise and high-minded leaders.

Yet a great many good Americans felt,

and still feel, that Germany, by the very
fact of the November revolution, had
substituted a saintly for a demoniacal

character; that it emerged from autoc-

racy full grown in democratic virtue.

The better simile would be that of bap-
tism. Perhaps Germany was "reborn,"
but birth connotes an extreme of immatu-
rity and helplessness. The German char-

acter can be, let us hope will be, remade,
but the building of the new nation must
be even slower than the building of a
new man. Germany to-day is an infant
with the thoughts of a man, bad
thoughts, many of them, that must be
eradicated if the world is to live in

safety. Its curse is that it has no great
men to lead it into sanity. It is drifting,

and, as it drifts, the old ideas, halted but
not destroyed by the revolution, natu-

rally reassert themselves. Character-
istic currents flow out to make trouble
for the future just as they did in the

past.

It has been asserted to the point of

weariness, but must never be lost sight
of, that the great trouble is that Ger-

many does not know it was beaten. Ger-

many to-day knows that its plans were
foiled, but the mass of the people, in

their growing execration of the old lead-

ers, blame them not for having made the

plans, but for having failed to carry
them through. Blind adoration of the
Kaiser is dead; but will the world be

much better off if this adoration of the
Kaiser is merely replaced by equally
blind adoration of the state? The cry
is all too frequent in Germany: "The
Hohenzollerns have failed us. Demo-
cratic Germany will be able to forge
ahead into the dominant place that

destiny has reserved for our nation." The
rest of the world has got to live with

Germany and has no right to restrain

German progress. All that we must de-

mand is that progress shall be achieved

through legitimate means and that the

rights of nations shall be respected. The
mere overturn of an autocratic govern-
ment does not and has not yet assured
this result.

A few weeks ago a circular letter, pur-
porting to be signed by Erzberger, was
delivered to many prominent people
throughout Germany. When the letter

came into hostile hands Erzberger
promptly denied the authorship, claiming
that it had been written on purpose to

discredit him. Whether or not this is

true the letter undoubtedly expresses the
ideas of a large part of Germany. The
author claims that the war was merely
one phase of Teutonic development, and
that although Germany is at the moment
out of favor, its position is really better
than before the war because the Allies

no longer hold firmly together. It has
a word of advice as to the best means of

increasing these misunderstandings and
then turns to the favorite German topic
of the "Drang nach Osten." Germany's
road to the East must be kept open at all

costs, especially by preventing Poland
from becoming strong. A possibly spu-
rious letter may be poor evidence, but in

this case it is supported by facts.

Poland must not be strong because

Germany must have free access to the

great markets of Russia. Germany
therefore pleaded with the Allies to

leave her the mines of Silesia, on which
so much of Poland's prosperity will de-

pend. She claims that those regions
were an integral part of the realm, that

although a majority might be Polish-
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speaking they preferred to remain a part

of Germany because of the inestimable

benefits resulting from German rule.

The Peace Conference made a wise con-

cession in decreeing a plebiscite for large

parts of the disputed territories. What
Germany hoped then, and probably ex-

pected, was that German officials would

continue to control until after the vote

was taken. Then there would have been

no doubt of the outcome, because only

those would have voted whose votes could

be depended on. But the Peace Confer-

ence decided that in the interim the

territory should be governed by an in-

ter-Allied Commission. German troops

are already withdrawing from the dis-

tricts and evidently realize that if their

return depends on a popular vote they
will never return, since they are carry-

ing away with them the stock from the

farms and even the furniture from the

farm houses. The Germans have been

reduced to propaganda, but since democ-

racy has not removed the old officials

there are plenty of trained propagan-
dists. The Polish miners are told that

Poland will re-introduce the ten-hour

day—and this in spite of the fact that

Poland has an eight-hour day. They are

told that they will have no electric lights

and paved streets under Polish rule—
although why a change of overlordship
should quench the lights and remove

paving-stones from the streets is not

specified. They are informed that the

pension and insurance systems will lapse—and this in spite of the fact that Po-
land has been instructed to retain them
and in any case has equally good systems
of her own. It is the old style of propa-
ganda, based on lies. On the border
there are clashes daily between German
and Polish troops, but since the signing
of the Treaty the German hope of cre-

ating, through Polish nervousness, a rea-

son for active military intervention is

fading. The German officials who have
so politely escorted Allied reporters
through the territory have shown them
what they wanted them to see. This is

why some American papers have had ac-

counts of the meetings in Silesia of those
in favor of remaining a part of Germany
and have failed to record the far greater
spontaneous demonstrations, held under
fear of savage reprisals by the authori-

ties, in favor of union with Poland.
But to keep Silesia away from Poland

is only one of the German plans and is

less sinister because the game must, to a

large extent, be played in the open. The
Ukraine is still, in its western portions,

disputed territory. It is largely Bol-
shevist and the Bolshevists are fighting
the Poles. They are supported by the
Germans. The Ukrainian armies are
officered by Germans, they have German
guns and German ammunition. Their

propaganda, their attempts to stir up
trouble in adjoining districts, are pecu-

liarly Teuton. More and more are the
Ukrainians being bound to Germany, so

that, whatever the outcome of the terri-

torial questions, they will remain the
debtors of Germany, their territory a

friendly road into Russia.

Poland must also be hemmed in to the

north, Polish ambitions—often unfair

enough, it must be admitted—must be
curbed in the Baltic states. The Allies

in this region did not quickly realize the
German purpose, so cleverly was it hid-
den. The new states, Esthonia, Latvia,

Lithuania, were desperately weak
against the armies of Russian Bolshe-
vists. For a time, therefore, German
troops were allowed to remain to assist

in the defense. These troops became
more and more arrogant, paid daily less

regard to the local authorities. After
the overturn of the government in Latvia

by the Baltic barons, who are mostly
German, assisted by German troops, the
Allies at last understood that, so far as

the independence of the new states was
concerned, the Germans were a greater
menace than the Russian Bolshevists,
and ordered the German evacuation of

the territory. Long before this the local

inhabitants had sensed their own danger.
They knew that it could not always be
chance that whenever the Russians at-

tacked there were no German troops in

the defense, that whenever the Russians
retreated there were always German
troops to occupy the land. It was not
lost on them that in many instances when
the Bolshevists advanced the territory
behind them was found to be occupied
by Germans. It was evident enough that
the defenders within the city were in

complete accord with the attacking
forces beyond the walls. Germany's road
to the east along the Baltic littoral is

closed, or nearly closed, for the moment,
but it will not be permanently closed

until Russia has been re-organized by a

really democratic leader, be he Kolchak
or some other yet to arise.

There is an eastward road farther
south that leads through Hungary and
Bulgaria. This road also Germany
wants to keep open for her commercial
armies of the future. But here again
the newly democratic German does not
see that victory may come as well by fair

dealing in open competition as by in-

trigue. The exact relations between

Germany and the Hungarian Bolshevists
have been and still are carefully hidden.

The whole policy of Count Karolyi was
based on friendship with the Allies.

When they failed him—or when he be-

lieved they hac is iled him—he turned
the governirvery hear to the communists.
Bela Kun ateous e^ tribe are anti-Ally.

They depend op«se/ on Lenin, secretly
on Germany. One instance, too little

noticed, is enough to prove this. Four
months ago, the Red Army of Hungary
was little better than a rabble. A few

weeks ago it attacked the Czecho-Slovak

army, made up largely of veteran troops,

and drove them back a hundred miles

and more. How was this possible? The
answer is that Bela Kun, under instruc-

tions from the Germans, had introduced

strict discipline. His army was officered

by Germans who, in a few weeks, turned

a rabble into an efficient fighting force.

In making the Red Army efficient, Ger-

many knew that it was prolonging a

period of disorder, and this is every-
where the German aim. Czecho-Slova-

kia, Poland, Rumania, the Baltic Prov-

inces, must be kept in such a state of

unrest on the borders that they will have
no opportunity for orderly self-develop-
ment and the establishment of stable

governments. The best method, under

present circumstances, appears to Ger-

many to be the encouragement every-
where of Bolshevism or that state of

radical unrest which finally issues in

Bolshevism.
This German manipulation of Bolshe-

vism is perhaps the most serious dan-

ger facing the world at the present time.

It extends not only to support of the

Soviets in Russia and in Hungary. It

includes as well the support of radicalism

in every country, carried on mainly for

the broad purpose of demoralizing Ger-

many's rivals, sometimes for the narrow

purpose of securing a specific advantage.
For example, there have been serious

dock strikes in Denmark, the strikers

supported by German money. Quite re-

cently a steamer, loaded and ready to sail

for America, was held up for lack of

coal. A little group of men offered to

put the coal on board at a rate approxi-
mating $7 an hour. Rather than sustain
the greater loss of delayed sailing the

company paid. This sort of thing is to

the interest of Germany specifically, in

that it must have the effect of diverting
trade from Copenhagen to Hamburg and
Bremen. The tragedy is that German
agents play on the passions of the igno-

rant, persuading them to strike, not for

their own advantage, but to destroy their

very means of permanent livelihood for
the benefit of German interests.

It may fairly be said, of course, that

German support of Bolshevism, although
of imminent danger to the rest of the

world, may mean the ultimate ruin of

Germany's own plans. The German is

playing a desperate game for high
stakes. The highest stake of all is Rus-
sia. Germany has announced the re-

sumption of trade with Soviet Russia.
It must have been German ammunition
that has driven the Kolchak forces east-

ward from the Urals—must have been,
for the Bolshevists are making little

or no ammunition. The Bolshevists at-

tacking the Baltic provinces used Ger-
man gas shells, in spite of the fact

that the German troops were associated
with the defenders. Whenever, in this
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region, the Germans retreated they pur-

posely left their ammunition to fall into

Bolshevist hands. German experts have

been sent to Moscow to assist in the ne-

farious enterprise of manufacturing
counterfeit money. The Germans are

thus trafficking with the Bolshevists both

along the lines of open support—eco-

nomic and military—and through assist-

ance in practices which even the most
ardent advocates of Bolshevist doctrine

admit to be immoral except, perhaps, as

temporary measures. With the almost

universal collapse of belief in individual

rights has appeared, also, a passive ac-

ceptance of the theory that any means
are justifiable if they tend to a good end.

But few people outside of Germany will

contend that German domination of Rus-
sia through a continuance of Bolshevism,

outwardly despised and at the same time

manipulated by German agents, would
be a worthy end.

The great hope is that Germany, in

thus for selfish ends supporting the

Soviet Governments of Russia and Hun-
gary, will lose the very commercial mas-

tery for which she aims. Few people,

except the shallowest radicals, believe

that Bolshevism as a system can sur-

vive. When its fall comes, will not the
liberated peasants and artisans look

about them and ask, "Who supported this

odious thing which has so nearly
wrecked our country?" Unless Germany
has been extraordinarily successful in

hiding what she has done the answer will

be plain, and the freed peoples may well

turn in anger and disgust from the

guilty nation.

It is necessary for the world that Ger-

many should again become strong and
sound, but equally necessary that Ger-
man regeneration should be moral as

well as physical. Until Germany eschews
deceit as she has eschewed the Kaiser,
until new men with new ideas arise who
have a finer sense of international and
other-national rights, the Allies must
not close their eyes to what is going on.

This is necessary for their own safety,
for the safety of the new children in the

society of nations, for. the sane upbuild-
ing of Germany herself. Declarations of

righteousness must be supplemented by
scrupulously honorable deeds.

Examiner

On Cultivating the Fundamentals

NO
service is done to education by

anyone who tries to introduce new
subjects at the expense of the funda-
mentals. The fundamentals are few, and

they are easily recognizable. There is

never any trouble in securing a consensus
as to the indispensability of reading,

writing, and spelling—the manipula-
tion of the national tongue—and of an

acquaintance with geography and with
numbers and computation. Without
such knowledge a person can hardly ex-

pect to get on at all in modern life; the

experience of the race, over many gen-
erations, has made these subjects tradi-

tional. And now we are coming to see

that both individual and national well-

being call also for those studies, in earli-

est youth, whose pursuit leads to knowl-

edge of the human body and of the laws
of health. There is no tradition behind
this fundamental, but a strong national

persuasion is developing among the bet-

ter educated classes, and hygienic liv-

ing, if not adopted voluntarily, is likely
to be imposed upon the stupid, indiffer-

ent, or recalcitrant. It is fair enough
to call physical education a fundamental.
But since its future seems bright
enough, and since the tendency is to ex-

tend rather than to encroach upon and
limit it, there is no occasion to defend
its claims as, it is to be feared, there
is occasion to stand up for the tradi-

tional subjects.
The assumption seems to be that any

one can teach the "three R's"—that they
are easy to deal with. It is not so. Like

anything else worth while, they are diffi-

cult in themselves; and they are ren-

dered the more redoubtable to the in-

structor because they come first. The
teaching of a second modern language
would lose a large proportion of its

arduousness and have greatly augmented
prospects of success if the student but
knew his own mother-tongue thoroughly
and accurately. There would be no need
to study Latin in order to understand

linguistic structure, if English gram-
mar had been thoroughly taught. Many
of the exasperations of college teachers
of economics would disappear if the
students could carry out simple arith-

metical computations with exactitude.

In short, we have here something basic;
and the transmission of it is the harder
because it is basic and thus involves the

making of a beginning—the getting of

a foothold. It is no function to be in-

trusted to greenness, frivolity, and in-

experience.
This earliest teaching, besides, is that

which holds the strategic point in the

formation of mental habits. The mate-
rial it encounters is highly plastic; there

is, as yet, not so much to unlearn. If

the home were a school for life, as it

ought to be, instead of a chaos devoid

of discipline, or a hothouse, as it so

often is, there would be a still smoother
tabula rasa ready for the stylus of

those who are called upon to write first.

In any case, however, these latter have

an opportunity to cultivate the by-prod-
uct of mental discipline such as none of

their successors can ever have. But this

by-product is, after all, pretty nearly
the main thing in the educational pro-
cess ; it is a by-product only in the sense
that it, like character, can not be sought
directly, but arrives as a consequence of

doing definite duties, voluntarily or
under compulsion. It is better, perhaps,
a sort of emanation or synthetic prod-
uct—a quintessence that comes out of
the faithful and repeated expressing of
minor essences or essentials.

A mind is disciplined, not by reason
of the quantity of related or unrelated
matter that has been displayed before

it, or crammed into it, but when it has
learned to confront the difficult with
intrepidity, relying upon methods of at-

tack which it knows it can use with

dexterity and precision because it has
been using them right along, and which
are in the available kit of tools just as

the carpenter's saw and chisel lie in his

chest sharp and ready for the grip of
his hand. Mental discipline is a matter
of the quality of instruction, and the

quality of the mental application de-

manded by the instructor, rather than
of the quantity of subjects presented.
Hence a few proper subjects, in quali-
fied hands, are enough to make a start

with.

It is well that the fundamentals are

few; and it is highly desirable that they
shall have the whole field to themselves

until, at the hand of competent instruc-

tion, they are thoroughly learned and
assimilated. For they are difficult

enough to afford a wholesome resistance

to assault, calling for a strain and ten-

sion conducive to the strengthening of

intellectual sinews; and the methods by
which they can be reduced are the stock
methods of all intellectual siege-oper-
ations. If any one has these funda-
mentals early, thoroughly, and exhaus-

tively ground into his very being, there
are not many intellectual gyrations that
he can be called upon to perform for
which he will not have the adequate
mental musculature and stamina. He
will have plenty of time later on, and
also the capacity, to pick up a collection

of the graces for himself.

Therefore there is the strongest ob-

jection to crowding upon and interfer-

ing in any way with the thorough learn-

ing of the fundamentals; and if any
one who holds the foregoing views un-
dertakes to advocate new studies in the
schools to meet the spirit and oppor-
tunities of the time, it is understood
that he is offering a challenge to the
less fundamental parts of the curriculum
alone.

If the earliest school years are as de-

terminative as they have been asserted
to be—if the proverb, "As the sapling
is bent, so is the tree inclined," is ap-

plicable in this connection—then a plea
for better education must begin with a
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call for better primary instruction. It

is perhaps bootless to recall the fact

that many members of former genera-
tions got a substantial start in the old

district schools, under the ministrations

of some crotchety dominie who, perhaps,
did not go very far, but was thorough
as far as he went, and a disciplinarian

always; who made keeping school his

life-work, was proud of it, and enjoyed
the respect of a community that was

proud of him. With the concentration

of population and its attendant social

adjustments the day of such characters

has passed; but it sometimes appears
that their after-types are discharging
their functions with no such steadiness

of purpose and success. Perhaps these

after-types know so much more that

they are above their jobs. Perhaps for

this reason, and because so many of them
are young women, with destiny as wife
and mother summoning them, they look

upon their teaching as a temporary stage
in their life-careers rather than as an

important service to society, and an end
in itself. With all deference to thousands
of good women throughout the land,

there ought to be more men in the ele-

mentary schools, especially in schools

for boys. Boys are not by nature

docile; they need the strong hand; and

then, too, they are inclined to hold any-

thing that seems to be typically "wom-
an's work" in slighter esteem. There is

a prestige and also a wholesomeness to

be gained for elementary education by
getting more men teachers into it; as

things are, it is too one-sidedly unmas-
culine.

But it is almost laughably Utopian to

expect men to go into the teaching of

letters and numbers. A college pro-
fessor often feels that his students

hardly regarded his instruction in trigo-

nometry or history as real man's work;
they may, later on in life, but that does

not help his standing and efficiency

while they are under him. The dominie
"has it on him," as the saying goes, in

this respect; for there no longer exists

that reverence for learning per se that

people used to have. And this altered

attitude, which reserves its applause for

the verb "to do" rather than the verb
"to be," and is too impatient to see that

first the blade and then the ear must

precede the full corn in the ear, has its

inevitable reflection in both the material

and the immaterial rewards of the pro-
fession. If the best college seniors

scarcely contemplate college teaching as

a career, how can any one expect strong
and ambitious men to go into primary
teaching? How, indeed, can you ex-

pect any one, man or woman, to take up
that occupation except as a stop-gap, or

to continue in it except with discontent

and a numbing sense of frustration and
failure?

There are inalterable social laws that

set the conditions of social recognition
and recompense for all the various voca-

tions. It would appear that they do

this, in many cases, independently or
in defiance of the findings of reason.

Theoretically everyone believes in sound
education; nevertheless, in practice,
that prime desideratum can not be at-

tained in full measure because the re-

wards of service in this line are far
below the grade necessary to attract the
most highly competent into it. It is

not desirable that the rewards shall

stand comparison with those in, say,

business; for the best teaching must
always have in it the elements of dis-

interested enthusiasm and of self-

sacrifice. But no one who is not a
fanatic can contemplate a life, for him-
self and his, in which the proportion of

sordid care is prospectively so great.
It is impossible to offer any solution

of this, the ultimate crux of the educa-
tional problem. If popular sentiment
for education were strong enough—if

people prized it as highly as they think

they do—the solution would doubtless

appear. But when everyone freely ad-
mits that general education is a good
thing, and lets it go at that, there seems
to be no point d'appui at all. There is

no heat generated, not even that of con-

troversy. It is probable that there is

need of some startling revelation to

transform a theoretical but indiffer-

ently held persuasion into something
more alive and efficient. Perhaps the
war has done something to awaken
sensibilities in this direction, as in so

many others. In any case, the happen-
ings of the past few years have some-
what altered the mood of the teachers,
who seem inclined to less patience and
resignation in their lot than heretofore.
If the profession, having become im-

poverished, should now be deserted by
the remaining desirables, perhaps it will

have struck rock-bottom at length, and
may start to rise.

The time now to come will call for
education as never before. We have
pretty well exhausted the natural advan-

tages which we have had for the asking,
and we have got to know more, as a
nation, in order to hold our own in the
closer competitions that are coming.
All education, but especially the funda-

mentals, must be better done if we are
to adjust and reconstruct under the im-
minence of altered life-conditions. But
education demands schools; and schools
are not mere piles of inorganic mat-
ter, however elaborately fashioned. A
school is an atmosphere, generated by
a teacher—a mere log, if the compelling
personality sits at one end of it. The
present pressing problem of education
is the personnel of the faculties, and
especially of those that attend to the

elementary fundamentals.
A. G. Keller

Herman Melville
ii

IN
1849, about two years before "Moby

Dick," appeared that strangest of

allegories, "Mardi, and a Voyage
Thither." The two works are compan-
ion pieces: "Mardi" is a survey of the

universe in the guise of an imaginary
voyage of discovery, "Moby Dick" is a
real voyage skilfully used to illustrate

the cosmos ; "Mardi" is a celestial adven-

ture, "Moby Dick" an infernal. "Mardi"
is highly general—the quest of a mys-
terious damsel, Zillah, a sort of Beatrice,
a type of divine wisdom; "Moby Dick"
is specific, the insanely vengeful pursuit
of the dreaded white whale. The people
of "Mardi" are all abstractions, those of

"Moby Dick" among the most vivid

known to fiction. "Mardi" was far the

most ambitious effort of Melville's, and
it failed. Personally I like to read in it ;

for its idealism tinged with a sane

Rabelaisianism, for its wit and rare pic-
torial quality, for the strange songs of

Yoomy, which, undetachable, are both

quaintly effective in their context, and
often foreshadow oddly our modern free

verse. It is often plethoric and over-

written, it drops out of the Polynesian
form in which it is conceived, and be-

comes too overt preaching and satire. It

justifies the Bacchic philosopher Babba-
lanja's aphorism—"Genius is full of
trash" ; but it is also full of wisdom and
fine thinking. It represents an intellec-

tual effort that would supply a small

library, and I suppose it is fated to re-

main unread. Perhaps its trouble is its

inconclusiveness. Again Babbalanja is

enlightening :

Ah! my lord, think not that in aught
I've said this night, I would assert any
wisdom of my own. I but fight against the
armed and crested lies of Mardi, that like
a host, assail me. I am stuck full of darts;
but tearing them from out me, gasping, I

discharge them whence they came.

The very seriousness of "Mardi" tells

against it. One feels something, a
breaking heart under the literary horse-

play. Thus it can not hold its own
either with such neatly fashioned ideal

republics as Edward Bellamy's "Looking
Backward," nor with the Horatian ele-

gance of Samuel Butler's "Erewhon,"
nor of course with the grim impassivity
of "Gulliver's Travels." The occasional
delver in "Mardi," however, will pluck
out of it all sorts of surprises from fore-

shadowings of the superman to an an-

ticipation of Samuel Butler's vitalism.

"Moby Dick" has the tremendous ad-

vantage of its concreteness. Captain
Ahab's mad quest of the white whale
imposes itself as real, and progressively
enlists and appalls the imagination. Out
of the mere stray episodes and minor
characters of "Moby Dick" a literary

reputation might be made. The retired
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Nantucket captains, Bildad and Peleg,

might have stepped out of Smollett.

Father Mapple's sermon on the Book of

Jonah is in itself a masterpiece, and I

know few sea tales which can hold their

own with the blood feud of Mate Radney
and sailor Steelkilt. The style still has

the freshness and delicate power of

"Typee," but is subtler. Take the very
modern quality of a passage which a

Loti might envy:

It was while gliding through these latter

waters that one serene and moonlight
night, when all the waves rolled by like

scrolls of silver; and by their soft, suffus-

ing seethings, made what seemed a silvery
silence, not a solitude; on such a silent

night a silvery jet was seen far in advance
of the white bubbles at the bow. Lit up
by the moon, it looked celestial; seemed
some plumed and glittering god uprising
from the sea.

There is also a harsher note befit-

ting the theme. The tang of it is in the

passage with which this essay opened.
The tragic and almost incredible motive
of the quest of the demon whale gains

credibility from the solid basis of fact,

as mad captain Ahab himself is based,
so to speak, on his ivory leg. The in-

sane adventure itself grows real through
the actuality of its participants: Was
there ever such a trio as the savage
harpooners? Their very names, Feddal-

lah, Tashetego, Queequeg, are a guar-
antee of good faith. A reader instinc-

tively hurrahs at the deeds of such mates
as Starbuck and Stubbs while with them
he cowers under the fateful eye of Cap-
tain Ahab. Throughout the book are

shudders, sympathies, and laughs.
But "Moby Dick" is more than what

it undisputedly is, the greatest whaling
novel. It is an extraordinary work in
morals and general comment. In the
discursive tradition of Fielding and the
anatomist of melancholy, Melville finds

a suggestion or a symbol in each event
and fearlessly pursues the line of asso-

ciation. As he and Queequeg plait a
mat on the same warp, the differing
woofs and resulting surfaces become a

symbol for man's free will asserting it-

self against the background of fate.

Such reflections are in a grave, slow-

moving style in which Burton has
counted for much and Carlyle for some-
thing. It is the interplay of fact and
application that makes the unique char-
acter of the book. As for the Christian
fathers the visible world was merely a
similitude or foreshadowing of the eter-

nal world, so for Melville the voyage of
the Pequod betokens our moral life in

the largest sense. An example may best
show the qualities and defects of the
method. "Ishmael" (Herman Melville)
is at the wheel at night gazing at the
witches' kitchen of "trying out" the
blubber. The glare sends him into a

momentary doze and a strange thing
happens :

Starting from a brief standing sleep, I

was horribly conscious of something fatally
wrong. The jaw-bone tiller smote my side,
which leaned against it; in my ears was
the low hum of sails just beginning to
shake in the wind. I thought my eyes were
open: I was half conscious of putting my
fingers to my lids and mechanically stretch-

ing them still farther apart. But, spite of
all this, I could see no compass before me
to steer by; though it seemed but a minute
since I had been watching the card, by the
steady binnacle lamp illuminating it. Noth-
ing seemed before me but a jet gloom, now
and then made ghastly by flashes of red-
ness. Uppermost was the impression, that
whatever swift, rushing thing I stood on
was not so much bound to any haven ahead
as rushing from all havens astern. A
stark, bewildered feeling, as of death, came
over me. Convulsively my hand grasped
the tiller, but with the crazy conceit that
the tiller was, somehow, in some enchanted
way, inverted. My God ! what is the matter
with me, thought I. Lo! in my brief sleep
I had turned myself about, and was front-

ing the ship's stern with my back to her
prow and the compass . . .

Look not too long in the face of the fire,
man! Never dream with thy hand on

the tiller! Turn not thy back to the com-
pass; accept the first hint of the hitching
tiller, believe not the artificial fire when its

redness makes all things look ghastly. To-
morrow, in the natural sun, the skies will
be bright; those who glared like devils in
the forking flames will show in far other,
at least gentler relief; the glorious, golden,
glad sun, the only true lamp—all others
but liars.

Upon the reader's slant towards this

sort of parable will very much depend
his estimate of "Moby Dick." Are we
dealing with trimmings or essentials?—that is the critical question. Cut out
the preachments, and you will have a

great novel, some readers say. Yes, but
not a great Melville novel. The preach-
ments are of the essence. The effect of

the book rests on the blend of fact,

fancy, and profound reflection, upon a
brilliant intermingling of sheer artistry
and moralizing at large. It is Kipling
before the letter crossed with Sir
Thomas Browne, it comprises all the

powers and tastes of Herman Melville,
is his greatest and most necessary work.
So while no one is obliged to like "Moby
Dick"—there are those who would hold

against Dante his moralizing and
against Rabelais his broad humor—let

such as do love this rich and towering
fabrique adore it whole-heartedly—from
stem to stern, athwart ships and from
maintruck to keelson.

In a sense "Moby Dick" exhausted
Melville's vein. At thirty-two he had
put into a single volume all that he had
been in action, all that he was to be in

thought. The rest is aftermath, yet it,

too, is considerable. The year after

"Moby Dick," 1852, appeared "Pierre, or
the Ambiguities." Legend assigns the
author's swift obscuration to the dis-

praise "Pierre" aroused. It is too simple
an explanation, as we shall see. The
book is repellent and overwrought, yet
powerful. The theme is the endeavor

of a long-parted brother and sister, a
mere lad and lass, to cut loose and lead
their own lives, as nominal husband and
wife. The ambiguity of their situation
leads to misery, madness, and ruin. Con-
vention triumphs over a boy's genius
and chivalry, as over a girl's unmeasured
tenderness. The struggle is painful,
without winning much sympathy. The
moral that one must somewhat bend to

things as they are is almost common-
place. The demonstration is powerful, but
without much sequence; reflection and
satire burgeon over the mishaps of the
luckless brother and sister, as if the red,

red rose and the briar should finally con-
ceal the twin tombs of the ballad lovers.

Yet as a literary curiosity "Pierre" is

worth reading, and it is at least a curi-

ous coincidence that it completely antici-

pates in wire-drawn fashion what was
soon to be the leading motive of "The
Ordeal of Richard Feverel." The paral-
lel is commended to would-be doctors of

philosophy.
In 1863 Herman Melville sold "Arrow-

head" to his brother Allan and soon
went to New York and obscurity. A
disastrous driving accident in 1864 and
the resultant shock for months sapped
the nerve of the former whaleman, and
when he emerged it was to a new and
smaller life. Family cares now pressed
upon him, and in 1865 he took a position
as customs' appraiser, humble duties

which he exercised at the old Gansevoort
Market for upwards of twenty years.
He lived, a cheerful and courteous re-

cluse, satisfied with his books and his

home. Literary New York forgot him
and social New York never knew him.

Shortly before his death the magnani-
mous poet-critic, Edmund Clarence Sted-

man, managed a complimentary dinner
for him, and with difficulty got him to

attend it. It was about the only public

recognition he ever received. I had the

pleasure of seeing the home in which he

died, an apartment in the now vanished

"Florence," at 18th Street and Fourth
Avenue. It was the mellowest home I

have ever seen in Manhattan. There
was a fine portrait of the Gansevoort

grandsire, by Sully after Stuart; Wash-
ington Alston would have highly ap-

proved the prints after Claude and Sal-

vator, and Charles Lamb would have
reveled in the lustrous brown folios of

the old English worthies. The simple
old furniture was worthy of the rest.

I liked to think that Herman Melville's

last anchorage was in so sweet a port.

Perhaps Melville had written himself

out, lasted just as long as his incompa-
rable sea material, and no longer. For
a smaller man the explanation would be

adequate, as it is the simplest. I rather

think poor health and brooding must
chiefly account for the collapse. Among
the numerous aphorisms in "Pierre" we
read, "When a man is really in a pro-
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found mood, then all merely verbal or

written profundities are unspeakably re-

pulsive, and seem downright childish

to him." And again, "Yoke the

body to the soul, and put both to the

plough, and the one or the other must

assuredly drop in the furrow." "Pierre"

is one long parable of living too in-

tensely morbidly, and individually. It

probably reflects a personal struggle of

the author for a mental equipoise which
he attained at the cost of surrender of

old activities and ambitions. Mean-
while he had greatly isolated himself.

By telling the truth about the Poly-

nesian missionaries he had sorely ruffled

the devout, and had increased the offense

by skeptical asides in his novels. From
the New England writers, most of

whom too clearly revealed "the striped

origin of their German and Neo-Pla-

tonical origins," he stood off. He came
to a New York in the literary doldrums.

Solitude easily became a habit which
stuck.

For recreation he still occasionally
turned to verse, but nothing except "Bat-
tle Pieces," 1866, was even intended for

the public Of the war poems only
"Sheridan at Cedar Creek" is remem-
bered—

Shoe the steed with silver

That bare him to the fray

is deservedly in the anthologies. There
are single lines and stanzas in the vol-

ume that are thrilling. The poems to

the Swamp Angel, the great gun that

reduced Charleston, is fine, as a stanza

proves, in sustained irony and symbol:
There is a coal-bleak Angel
With a thick Afric lip

And he dwells (like the hunted and
harried)

In a swamp where the green frogs
dip

But his face is against a City
Which is over a bay of the sea,

And he breathes with a breath that is

blastment,
And dooms by a far decree.

There are again striking anticipations
of the terse and sententious method that

Kipling was to make famous. Kipling
himself might have thought this pro-

phetic stave to the Monitor's victory:

Hail to victory without the gaud
Of glory; zeal that needs no fans

Of banners; plain mechanic power
Plied cogently in War now placed—
Where War belongs

Among the trades and artisans.

Melville had rather the soul of a poet
than great poetical capacity, or facility,

but there is power and probity in his

feelings that atone for halting verse and
occasional makeshift rhyme. He is too

original a figure in American poetry
ever to be quite forgotten.

After "Battle Pieces" the rest with
Melville if not silence is whisper. He
sunk resignedly into his habits. In a

literary way he was not idle. I have
seen in manuscript an historical novel,

half a dozen short stories, a volume of

lyrics and some long narrative poems,
but have had no opportunity to read this

unpublished material. For a time Mel-
ville had the genial and accomplished
Richard Henry Stoddard as an associate
in the customs office. Towards the end
he was in correspondence with the Eng-
lish writer of sea novels, W. Clark Rus-
sell. But in general Melville's situation

was that which he treats in the privately
printed poem, "John Marr," printed in

1888—a disillusioned mariner living by
great memories and by family affection,

drawing ever more aloof from the sur-

rounding world.

In his early fifties Melville made the
Mediterranean trip, leaving certain
memories of it in his two privately

printed volumes of verse and more com-
prehensively in the reflective poem,
"Clarel, a Pilgrimage in the Holy Land."
Of those who have actually perused the
four books and two volumes of "Clarel"
I am presumably the only survivor. Yet
there are in "Clarel" vividness, humor,
irony, and mind-stuff sufficient to stock
the entire imagist school ; only the blend
was never quite right and the fashion
of the poem has passed. Melville brings
a group of flippant and serious skeptics,

theologians, men of action, poets, and
traders into Palestine and notes their
reaction to the legend, scenery, and
shrines of the Holy Land. There are

charming lyrics, sharp and well-been de-

scriptions. The problem of faith and
doubt is turned over in every sense, the

bearing of both on public and private
morals is constantly adumbrated often
with prophetic intuition.

Arts are tools;
But tools, they say are to the strong;
Is Satan weak? weak is the Wrong?
No blessed augury overrules;
Your arts advance in faith's decay;
You are but drilling the new Hun
Whose growl even now can some dismay;
Vindictive in his heart of hearts,
He schools him in your mines and marts—
A skilled destroyer.

This should show the vigor of the think-

ing in "Clarel," and prepare the way
for its eminently Victorian conclusion.

Melville admits all the doubts, but quand
meme let the individual hold his modi-
cum of faith in humanity and a God,
and his hope in immortality.
If Luther's day expand to Darwin's year,
Shall that exclude the hope—foreclose the

fear?
* * * *

Yea, ape and angel, strife and old debate,
The harps of heaven and dreary gangs of

hell;
Science the feud can only aggravate—
No umpire she betwixt the chimes and knell ;

The running battle of the star and clod
Shall run forever—if there be no God.

* * * *

Then keep thy heart, though yet but ill

resigned—
Clarel, thy heart, the issues there but mind ;

That like the crocus budding through the
snow—

That like a swimmer rising from the deep—

That like a burning secret which doth go
Even from the bosom that would hoard

and keep;
Emerge thou mayst from the last whelming

sea
And prove that death but routs life into

victory.

With its patent longueurs and lapses
"Clarel" is about all America has to show
for the poetical stirring of the deeper
theological waters which marked the

age of Matthew Arnold, Clough, Tenny-
son, and Browning. And we need not be
ashamed of our representation.

In the deepening twilight of his later

years Melville printed for private cir-

culation two little pamphlets of verse,
"John Marr and Other Sailors," 1888,
and "Timoleon," 1891. Here and there
are flashes of the old genius which the
Melvilleite will cherish, many fine lines

and no quite fine poems. The little

brochures were fittingly dedicated to

W. Clark Russell and to Elihu Vedder,
artists who respectively accord with the

objective and the mystical side of Mel-
ville's vein.

I have left myself little scope for dis-

cussing the problem of Melville's de-
cline. He seemed written out at thirty-

two, when most authors are just begin-
ning to strike their gait. Yet it should
not be forgotten that not even the most
neglected works of his are negligible for
a reader who values rich idiosyncrasy.
"Pierre" is perhaps the only positively
ill-done book, and it is stuffed with
memorable aphorisms. Amid the some-
what dreary wastes of "The Confidence
Man" are numerous tidbits of irony and
wit. "Israel Potter" contains the best
account of a seafight in American fic-

tion. But it is undeniable that after

"Moby Dick" Melville never conceived a

good book—"White Jacket" was a hang-
over; his inventive processes became un-
certain and fluctuating, the moralist in

him eclipsed the man of letters. The ex-

traordinary artistry, the ineffable magic
of words so frequent in his beginnings
becomes intermittent and rare. The new
sententiousness and oracular eloquence
never quite fulfill themselves. What he
lacked was possibly only health and
nerve, but perhaps even more, compan-
ionship of a friendly, critical, and under-

standing sort. In London, where he
must have been hounded out of his cor-

ner, I can imagine Melville carrying the
reflective vein to literary completion.
As sensitive a friend as the poet Stod-
dard has written: "Whether any of

Melville's readers understood the drift

of Melville's mind, or whether he under-
stood it himself, has often puzzled me."
Yet there seems no mystery in the ambi-
tion to make great fulness of life con-

tribute to fuller understanding of life's

deeper enigmas. Robert Browning
would readily have seen what Melville

was driving at.

If Melville relatively failed in the
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synthesis he sought, he left the evidence

of its possibility in "Moby Dick." In

sheer capacity to feel most American
writers look pale beside him. Out of

his loins grows the recent "strong
school." They have nothing in common
with him but his emphasis. At his best

he commanded a witchery of words be-

yond any American save only Edgar
Allan Poe. He combined in an extraor-

dinary degree impressionistic delicacy
and precision with emotional and mental

vigor, and withal robust humor; he was
both drastic and refined, straightfor-
ward and deeply mystical, precious, and

delightfully homely. He felt keenly the

task of harmonizing so many opposites,
and perhaps has left the sufficient key
both to his ambitions and disappoint-
ments in one of the poems of "Timo-
leon." With it we take leave of the

most personally alluring of American
men of letters:

AET
In placid hours well-pleased we dream
Of many a brave unbodied scheme.
But form to lend, pulsed life create,
What unlike things must meet and mate ;

A flame to melt—a wind to freeze;
Sad patience—joyous energies;

Humility—yet pride and scorn;
Instinct and study;—love and hate:

Audacity—reverence. These must mate,
And fuse with Jacob's mystic heart,
To wrestle with the angel—art.

Frank Jewett Mather, Jr.

Correspondence
How Women Vote

To the Editors of The Review:
The prophecies of J. Rogers in his let-

ter of July 12 have a strangely familiar
sound. For many years the public has
been hearing from suffragists of the
marvelous things which would happen
when women vote; but in cities where
women do vote proof of these claims is

startlingly absent.

Mr. (?) Rogers claims that the vote
will give to women "a new sense of

municipal responsibility" and will insure
"the passing of the bartender." Would
he be interested to know that at the

February primaries in Chicago, when it

was to be decided whether the city's
notorious Mayor was again to be the
Republican candidate, and whether a
worthy Democrat was to oppose him,
that out of the 660,000 women eligible to

vote, more than half a million stayed
away from the polls, showing no sense
whatever of municipal responsibility?
And that of the 135,000 who did vote by
far the largest number cast their ballots
for Mayor Thompson, who received more
than six times as many women's votes as

the reform candidate who ran against
him? It is under woman suffrage that

Chicago has earned the verdict of our
returned soldiers of being "the most de-

spised city in the United States." In

regard to "the passing of the bartender"
Mr. (?) Rogers may be interested to

know that two out of three of the women
who voted in Chicago voted in favor of

saloons, and that California under
woman suffrage has twice defeated Pro-
hibition.

At a suffrage meeting in Boston a

suffrage speaker when confronted with

disconcerting facts exclaimed indig-
nantly, "Facts? What do I care about
facts? Facts have nothing to do with
this question!" Unfortunately this atti-

tude seems typical of the psychology of
adherents of "The Cause."

Margaret C. Robinson
"The Clearing," Jaffrey, N. H., July 16

The Cost of Living
To the Editors of The Review :

In the usual American home 44 per
cent, of the nutritive value of the food
consumed is in the form of bread and
milk. Each year the average American
consumes bread made from five bushels
of wheat, and this gives him 38 per cent,

of his total food supply. The same five

bushels of wheat in the process of milling
yield nearly enough bran (80 pounds) to

supplement the rough fodder of cows
in the production of approximately 100

quarts of milk for the annual use of the
individual. This fulfills about 6 per
cent, of his nutritive needs. The modi-
fication of the cost of at least 44 per cent,

of the nation's food lies therefore with
the Government in the controlled price
of wheat.

Applicants for a reduced cost of food
are apt to overlook one determining
factor. It is obvious that cheap food
can not be produced where farm labor
is high. The high pay of union labor
not only attracts men from the farms,
but it adds highly to the cost of the
farmer's clothes and boots, his barns
and his machinery. At the present day
one almost never hears of the fall in the
price of any service or commodity.

It is obvious that the Government has
the power to reduce the cost of 44 per
cent, of the food value taken by the
American people in the form of bread
and of milk, but this would be a short-
lived relief unless labor agreed to a re-
duction in wages. Such a suggestion
never comes from labor circles, and yet
it follows as a necessary corollary if

there is to be any permanent reduction
in the cost of living. For cheaper food
depends on cheaper labor.

On account of the inability of many
to grasp this situation it is improbable
that there can be any permanent relief

from war prices. The demand for more

money and less work lies in a universal

human instinct. Whether such a com-
bination of ideals is for the general wel-

fare of mankind appears, however, to be

philosophically questionable.
The profiteers are not individuals

alone. We may well ask ourselves

whether as a nation we are not profiteer-

ing. For we are selling to an impover-
ished and suffering world indispensable
food and clothing in the form of wheat
and cotton at prices based primarily

upon inflated wages.
Graham Lusk

New York, August 1

Book Reviews
A Modern Diogenes

The Vested Interests and the State of
the Industrial Arts. ("The Modern
Point of View and the New Order.")

By Thorstein Veblen. New York: B.
W. Huebsch.

PROFESSOR
VEBLEN is not a so-

cialist, perhaps, nor yet a social re-

former of any familiar type, but rather

a sort of Diogenes going about with

lantern in hand looking for an honest

man and finding none. His lantern is a

powerful flashlight which he turns on all

the badness in the body economic, and

he has a sharp stick with which he

touches all the sore spots; whereat the

enemies of capitalism rejoice, and its

friends begin to wonder whether there

is any part of it that can bear examina-

tion. However, as he finds only the

same old troubles, there may be less

satisfaction on the one side and less

anxiety on the other as to the final out-

come.
This little book is a reprint of a

series of articles lately published in The

Dial, and in it the author gives the es-

sential teachings of his earliest books—
"The Theory of the Leisure Class" and

"The Theory of Business Enterprise"—
together with an argument from eco-

nomic history designed to show that in-

dustrial society is about to get rid of the

ideas of the 18th century, which it has

long since outgrown; and, incidentally,

to shake off the vested interests which,

like the Old Man of the Sea, have so

long been riding on its back. Then, too,

the author extends the application of

his theories to world politics, defending

the thesis that the same vested interests,

reinforced by the divine right of nations,

are chiefly responsible for the world

war. From this point of view national

self-determination is a doctrine as out

of date as the "natural right" to

individual self-direction in domestic

affairs; for a nation is an organization

for collective offense and defense, es-

sentially based on hate and fear of other
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nations. Most people would say that a

nation is something more than this, even

as a man is something more than a fight-

ing animal; but Profesor Veblen de-

lights in half truths and paradoxes,
which are certainly throught-provoking
even when least convincing.
The theory of business enterprise

which the "certified accountants of eco-

nomic theory" usually teach is that busi-

ness men—farmers, manufacturers, mer-

chants, and the rest—are producers first

of all, engaged in the work of supplying
the world with goods and services; al-

though secondarily and incidentally,

while serving others, they usually make
a living for themselves. Were it not so,

society would be muzzling the ox that

treadeth out the corn. Veblen, on the

contrary, turns the proposition around,

saying that men engage in business first

of all to make money for themselves, and

secondarily, if at all, to produce some-

thing for other people. Obviously, the

two statements are expressions of the

same process, the difference being chiefly

one of emphasis. Still, they seem to

give different results, for the economists,

laying stress on service, glorify busi-

ness ; while Veblen, seeing that business

men are seeking filthy lucre, finds them
guilty of avarice and all the other deadly
sins.

The indictment is serious, and the

prosecuting attorney makes a strong
case against the defendants. Business

men, thinking chiefly of price, are not

greatly interested in production ; in fact,

they usually seek to limit production in

order to increase the price, and it is no-

torious that few factories ever run up
to their full capacity. The factories

of the country could produce twice
as much—yes, four times as much—as they do if the business managers
would give more attention to output and
less to piratical corporation finance, and
the meretricious devices of salesmanship
and advertising. And yet, Professor
Veblen would surely admit that most
manufacturers do like to have a large

output, as that involves low overhead
costs per unit of output, and is the only
source from which large manufacturing
profits can come. Also, he would prob-
ably admit that the total output of the

mills and factories could not be doubled
or quadrupled without a corresponding
increase in the supply of raw materials,

though where those raw materials are
to come from is not quite clear. He
would admit, too, that some advertising
and salesmanship would be necessary
under any system, although he would in-

sist, with all students of the question,
that some is wasteful and some decidedly
meretricious.

But Professor Veblen's chief attack

is launched against the highway robbery
so frequently practised under the guise
of corporation finance, and here he is

on stronger ground, although, as usual,
he overstates the case. For example,
there is nothing heinous about the capi-
talization of such intangibles as good-
will, even though accountants may not
recommend it, for such capitalization in

itself gives no control over the price of
the article sold. Whether a popular
newspaper company is capitalized at

$100,000 or $1,000,000 makes no differ-

ence in fixing the price of the paper, for
it is the good-will itself and not the

capitalization of it that counts. How-
ever, with a public service corporation
whose rates are subject to control, the
case is different. But wage earners and
consumers as such are not much inter-

ested in corporation finance, although as

small investors they may be deeply con-

cerned, for it is a case of dog eat dog,
and the old rule of caveat emptor gives
neither protection nor consolation to

those who are taken in by the denizens
of the ground floor. Probably the chief

evils connected with corporation finance

will be removed by the gradual educa-
tion of the small investor, by the growth
of higher standards of business ethics,
and by legislation, and the residue of

incurable badness will be no more than
would necessarily attach to any form of
human activity.

But denunciation of the evils of capi-

talism, as Veblen is well aware, will

never overthrow it unless it contains
within itself the seeds of its own de-

struction. On the contrary, just criti-

cism may serve to strengthen it, if it

can learn to profit thereby. What men-
aces capitalism at the present time is the
fact that it is out of joint with itself,

because its articles of faith, which were
valid enough in the 18th century, are
out of harmony with the material condi-

tions of the 20th century.
What industrial property there was in

the 18th century was for the most part
the property of master craftsmen, who
were investors, employers, and workmen
all in one, much like the typical Ameri-
can farmer of the present day. They
performed three functions, each of which
was indispensable to the conduct of their

business, but they received only one in-

come, which they did not clearly differ-

entiate into interest, profits, and wages,
as economists do to-day. Quite natu-

rally, then, they had strong faith in per-
sonal liberty and all that it involved on
the economic side, including the right of

self-direction, free bargaining, and the
unrestricted ownership of property.
These "imponderables" proper to the
time were expressed and stabilized in

the writings of such publicists as Locke,

Montesquieu, the Encyclopaedists, the

Physiocrats and Adam Smith, as well as

in such public documents as the Declara-

tion of Independence, the American Con-

stitution, and the French Declaration of
the Rights of Man.

These ideas might have continued in-

definitely to command the faith of man
but for the changes that have taken place
in the industrial world, especially the

creation of a vast material equipment, a
machine so tremendous that it has sub-

merged not only the individual laborers,
who are small parts of a great whole,
but the "gentlemen-capitalists" as well,

who are seldom or never seen about a

given plant, and who, in so far as any-
one can see, perform no necessary func-

tion at all. Because of the conditions of

their material environment, the "varie-

gated mass of common men" who do the

work of the world are rapidly losing
their faith in the old imponderables—
self-help, personal initiative, free bar-

gaining, and the unrestricted right to

property—while the "kept classes," the

gentlemen-capitalists, the owners of

vested interests, vainly hold to the out-

worn faith of the 18th century. But
this faith will not save them, for it is

not the faith of the common men. Thus
a discrepancy has arisen between the

accepted principles of law and custom,
which properly belong to a past age, and
the mechanistic development of the new
era ; and since the mechanical side of in-

dustry is quite unbending, the impon-
derable side of make-believe must either

bend or break.

This argument is evidently a varia-

tion of the familiar Marxian interpreta-
tion of history, without any mention of

bourgeoisie, concentration of capital, ex-

ploitation, class struggle, or social revolu-

tion ; but all are there in veiled form and
all point to the disruption of the eco-

nomic system and the domination of the

proletariat. It would not be hard to

show certain flaws in the argument, even

assuming the questionable premises.
For example, the fact that the shares in

the common product of industry, are
now clearly differentiated into interest,

profits, and wages, does not justify the

assumption that the owners and inves-

tors perform no function and are en-

titled to no return, even if they are, for

the most part, out of sight. The policy-
holders of insurance companies are
never seen by the farmers to whom they
have lent money. Yet they have rights
that should be considered. And if, as

in the case of these insurance companies,
which are among the most important of

investors, the ownership of property
could be widely diffused, might not the

common men still remain true to the
faith of the 18th century, which, in

fact, is almost as old as humanity it-

self? Certainly, Professor Veblen, who
has pondered deeply on the subject, has
not yet suggested any new system of

make-believe to take its place. As a

mere observer of the industrial proces-

sion, he is not obliged to do this, but it

would be interesting to know what the

creed of the new era is to be.
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French Criticism of the

"Anglo-Saxons"
Mystiques et Realistes Anglo-Saxons.

By Regis Michaud. Paris: Armand
Colin.

FROM
a short trip abroad it is easy

to bring home knickknacks and

curios and even, if one is swiftly im-

pressionable, something of foreign man-
ners and fashions. But as the inter-

course of nations increases the curios

become less curious and the difference

in fashions and manners diminishes.

Presently a traveler who wishes credit

for a foreign sojourn will have to stay

long enough to acquire some knowledge
of the genius and character of the coun-

try with which he professes acquaint-
ance. Then the period of international

understanding will begin to succeed the

period of international caricature; and

one will hesitate to assert that one
knows the French people well after a

week in the restaurants of Paris, or the

English after an altercation with a Lon-
don 'bus driver.

A young French man of letters visit-

ing New York a year or two ago told

the writer of this review that up to

date he had been disappointed by his

adventures among us. He had come
expressly to study the point of view of

our younger generation. The people
that he had met were too sophisticated
to exhibit distinctive markings. Intel-

lectually the young New Yorker was
hardly distinguishable from he would not

say the young Parisian, but the young
European. He should have to go west,
he said, to find what he was seeking. It

was obvious that he, like most for-

eigners on a first tour of the land, was
in quest of what we used to call "local

color." He had come to establish a pre-

conception. The Younger Generation of

his dreams was to be pungently native,

adorably naive, insolent with great ex-

pectations. His mind was sensitized to

detect if not the direct influence of the

prairies and the redskins upon western
literature at least some bold exuberance
of the brave new world. His ears were
keyed to catch the famous barbaric

yawp. Somewhere between New York
and Chicago he found, of course, just
what he wanted. He met philosophic
novelists innocent of grammar and with
a vision of life as primitive as Adam's,
poets with the singing voice of a village

auctioneer, literary editors handling the
vernacular with a touch like Jack Demp-
sey's and stamping o'er the heads of the
elder generation of American writers
like the wild ass of Omar Khayyam. Ac-
cording to the custom of romantic trav-
elers he went home with these selected

impressions to give his countrymen a
vivid and interesting misconception of
the spirit of American letters.

It is the frequency of such reports

that makes one value a work of inter-

national interpretation conceived in the

spirit of Regis Michaud, who does not

mistake the noisy for the significant,

nor the queer for the characteristic.

Considered as a liaison officer of the

newly forming Anglo-French-American
entente, he has already performed highly
useful services which one hopes he may
be encouraged to continue. On the one
hand he has lectured here on French
literature at Princeton, Smith, and the

University of California, and has given
us a French explanation of such national

figures as Clemenceau and Maurice
Barres. On the other hand he has pub-
lished in France a translation of Emer-
son's journals—a work as yet inade-

quately noticed in this country—and is

preparing an elaborate study of Emer-
son and American Transcendentalism.
It would be difficult to suggest a more
valuable work of literary intermedia-
tion than thus leading French readers
to the pure and undefiled headwaters of

intellectual life in America. In the book
now before us, the publication of which
was delayed by the author's three years
of war, Professor Michaud proves the
breadth of his curiosity and understand-

ing by admirably intelligent and skilful

expositions of Emerson in relation to

Montaigne, Pater, Whitman, Henry
James, Mark Twain, Jack London, Upton
Sinclair, Mrs. Wharton, and Bernard
Shaw. Now a Frenchman who has
studied American characteristics in

Emerson and Upton Sinclair, in Henry
James and Mark Twain, in Jack Lon-
don and Mrs. Wharton will not have a

conception of current fashions as clean-

cut and decisive as if he had confined

himself, say, to the Imagists or the Chi-

cago School of Poetry; but in compen-
sation he will know infinitely more about
the national character and genius.
The "message" of Professor Michaud's

book, if one can be found in a work gen-
erally so objective and dispassionate, is

doubtless directed primarily to French
readers. And behind his effort of mere
comprehension and interpretation one
is perhaps justified in discerning a sig-
nificant emphasis upon traits of Ameri-
can literature and life which a genera-
tion that sat at the feet of Renan and
Anatole France would regard as for-

eign, and which a generation that fought
under Joffre and Foch would regard as
desirable. He recognizes at any rate
in Emerson that "Puritan mysticism,"
that glow of idealistic exaltation, which
distinguishes his skepticism from that
of Montaigne and transforms the latter's

nonchalant and almost Epicurean en-
durance of the world into the spirit of

courage and practical enterprise, issuing
in Emerson's disciple Whitman in a
well-nigh orgiastic optimism, tremen-

dously bracing when "the world with
devils filled," as Luther sang, "threatens

to undo us." In Mark Twain, whom he

rightly calls the Homer of the American

epos and a good soldier of truth and

justice, he signalizes the burly independ-
ence and self-confidence begotten by an
immense popularity, springing in turn

from an unsurpassed representation of

indigenous manners and democratic
sentiments. In Jack London's tales of

the wild he finds the romance of Ameri-
can energy, the deep racial urge to ad-

venture. "These Anglo-Saxons," he de-

clares, "must have blows, hazards, life

in the open, privations, battle with the

elements. They know that in order to

conquer the formidable and anonymous
powers which sport with our existence

one must give blow for blow, and appro-

priate their strength. Life, as Emerson
was fond of declaring, is rough. The
heroes of Jack London love her as she is

and meet her with an equal roughness.
It is the ideal of the race, and that

counts for much at times."

Whatever check the French reader

requires on this somewhat Rooseveltian

conception of our racial destiny Profes-

sor Michaud supplies in his subtle appre-
ciations of Walter Pater, Henry James,
and Mrs. Wharton. As one glowing still

with the relics of an old flame he de-

scribes Pater's exquisite researches for

an aesthetic escape, his fusion and con-

fusion of art with religion, the seduc-

tive morbidity in his reduction of life

to reverie. With frequent glints of

satire yet still with the insight of sym-
pathy he analyzes the beaux meandres of

the Jacobean novel and the aesthetic

"globe trotters," saturated with emo-

tion, art, and poetry, who people that

royaume des beaux esprits—"Chive et

regrettie Cosmopolis!" In Mrs. Whar-
ton he recognizes a fine conscientious

talent of the first order, original and

personal; and he savors her tales of

society written for the fashionable

magazines and the Fifth Avenue folk,

yet still "biblical and puritanic," indi-

cating, as he says, that the soul of the

American people has changed less than
the manners. It is characteristic, no

doubt, of us grave and purposeful "An-
glo-Saxons" to put forth now and then
such flowers as these, a scrupulous artist

or two, an aesthete who prefers burn-

ing with a hard gem-like flame before an
Italian painting to following the wolf-

dogs across the Alaskan ice. But the

countrymen of Renan, Flaubert, and
Baudelaire do not need to go abroad to

study the art of fiction or the confusion,
delicious to the dilettante, of the good
with the beautiful.

From a critic who perceives and ex-

plains so clearly both the fine and the
robust American virtues—particularly
all the athletic qualities of body and soul

comprised in Mr. Roosevelt's "valor of

righteousness"—it should not be in-

tolerably painful even to Americans,
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thinnest skinned of the Caucasian

peoples, to hear that they have their

amusing peculiarities, which, as reflected

in this French mirror, might almost be

called defects. It is a defect of their

self-respect, observable in the pages of

Mark Twain, and since his time rather

on the increase than on the wane, that

they tend, as Professor Michaud sug-

gests, to erect irreverence into a system
and to be unceremonious and rude on

principle; and a comic aspect of their

independence is illustrated by our na-

tional humorist's "application of the

Monroe Doctrine to the fine arts." It

is a defect in their culture, as exhibited

in the novels of James, that when in-

tensely pursued, it tends to the produc-
tion of delicately perfumed expatriates,
and fragile creatures like Milly Theale
in "The Wings of a Dove," a pensive

picture in a beautiful frame, "who dies

of being only that." In French eyes,

it is at least a curiosity in their social

institutions that marriage is arranged
by "a flirtation according to rule in

which the woman offers herself without

knowing whether she will be taken."

Perhaps the comment which cuts deepest
into the soft spot of the "typical Ameri-
can" is this on the heroes and heroines
of Mrs. Wharton : "All, men and women
alike, seem to apply to life and the pur-
suit of happiness the recipes of the
mechanistic psychology of William James
and the pragmatists. Psychology is re-

duced for them to a science of external

behavior. Presence of mind takes the

place in them of reflection. No previ-
sion. . . . There is lacking in their
souls that background of memories, tra-

ditions, habits, and those moral reserves
on which every well-directed life is nour-
ished. They do not live; they improvise."
If this is true, the austere moral disci-

pline of our ancestors, which has so

potently molded the American charac-

ter, must be losing its grip ; the inherited
Puritan conscience, long discernible even
in the uneducated and the "self-made

man," must be growing dangerously
vestigial and unintelligent.

Fabulists

Fae-Away Stories. By William J. Locke.
New York: John Lane Company.

Ramsey Milholland. By Booth Tarking-
ton. New York: Doubleday, Page
and Company.

AT the end of "Far-Away Stories"

Mr. Locke provides, by request, a
note on Septimus and Marcus Ordeyne
and other well-known characters of his,

in war-time. They are shadows, he
says: "But shadows are not cast by
nothingness . . . These shadows of

things unseen are real. In fable lies es-

sential truth." In true fable—yes. The
really important question about Messrs.
Locke and Tarkington and romances of

their sort is whether they are true fabu-
lists or clever fabricators. Do they be-
lieve in fairies? Is faith in the simple
human virtues their real clue? Do they
deal in types rather than characters be-
cause they can't manage anything better,
or because type rather than character
is proper to romantic fable? We may
give the generous answer. These men
believe in themselves and in their job.
Whether they altogether understand
what it is they believe in and what their

job is, may be another matter. In fable
lies essential truth, but truth in a sin-

gularly elementary and emotional form.
Let the fabulist beware how he con-
founds it with the richer if sterner
truth which is the hard-won guerdon of
creative realism.

The fables in Mr. Locke's book are

gleaned from the past of many years,
all but one having been "written in calm
days far-away from the present convul-
sion of the world." This makes their

uniformity of temper and method the
more striking. They are not markedly
original in plot: what good fable is?
To accept and slightly adapt some fairly
familiar "situation," with the aid of

tolerably familiar types, is the right
game. Here are the pair of maiden-
ladies, sisters, whose delicate and ab-
surd self-sufficiency is broken into by
the advent of a beautiful youth (cast
up by the sea) for whom they suffer love
and jealousy and so have their brief
moment of life before he passes on, as

youth and fortune decree. Here is a
wicked old paterfamilias who at last

awakes to his faults, reforms, and be-
comes a generous parent and a doting
grand-daddy. Here is an unhappy little

princess whose adventuress-mother is

about to sell her to an infamous Jew-
financier when the penniless young Eng-
lishman carries her off to safety and a

cottage. And here are four tales of
blind people whose disability merely
gives them color and saliency as figures
of romance. The substance of "An Old-
World Episode" has been embodied in

more than one short story of recent

years, but never more skilfully than
here. It is the tale of the two mates,
the one blind, the other horribly dis-

figured, whose happiness is menaced by
the operation that is to restore the blind
one's vision. Mr. Locke's handling well
illustrates his instinct for the acceptable
way out. Your naturalist would show
the wife helplessly loathing the horror
to which she is legally bound. Your
creative realist or high romancer would
show her triumphing over the physical
revulsion in the name of a spiritual
union. Neither would be a tolerable

"ending" for the reader of romance. His
standards are those of the popular the-

atre; one has only to refer to these
standards to see how impossible any
solution must be which permits the

physical revelation. Our fabulist finds

a "pleasant" way out by letting the wife
recover her sight for an instant, so that

she may see her child, and having her

then deliberately destroy it that she may
not see her husband. We quite frankly
admit that she has only to see him to

abhor an attitude that doubtless repre-
sents the survival of the ancient and

elementary identification between the

physically ugly and the spiritually foul.

"Ramsey Milholland" is Mr. Tarking-
ton's fable of young America facing the

war. Ramsey is that lad of the mid-
lands (geographic and social) whom
this writer has so often painted; a close

kinsman to William Baxter of pleasant

memory. He is the same uncouth, self-

conscious, mumbling, sound-hearted

stripling whose comic amours and vague
quests we have so often followed, with
Mr. Tarkington, in the past. From his

lips fall those half-articulate sounds
which we more or less ruefully identify
with the speech of American boyhood.
But it may not be quite snobbish to re-

mark that it is the speech of a certain

stratum which does not altogether repre-
sent American boyhood at its average
best. In confining Ramsey Milholland
as a college junior to the same sort of

disjointed illiterate prattle that served
him back of his teens, the story-teller
somewhat overstrains our credulity.

However, one of Ramsey's chief traits is

that he uses as little speech as possible
of any kind. All the strength in him is

of a kind that can not be heard or seen—
must at best make itself dimly felt as an
emanation. He is almost a fool at his

studies, almost a clown in social con-

tacts, almost a negative quantity in mat-
ters of belief and principle. And yet
there is a kind of solid power beneath,
which can be called on at need, and
makes itself recognized by people who
can not define it.

Offset against this awkward half-sub-

merged personality is the clever and ar-

ticulate Dora, a natural leader of classes,

deliverer of orations, winner of prizes
and praises from all quarters. Not con-

tent with confounding him by contrast

throughout his schooldays, she must
carry on the process at the university,
where fate more than once opposes them.
But the law of opposites is working, and
a small thing brings them together.
Meanwhile great forces gradually hem
them in. The war which in their Fresh-
man year had seemed so remote begins
to sound nearer: "The long strain was
on the country; underneath all its out-

ward seeming of things going on as

usual there shook a deep vibration, like

the air trembling to vast organ pipes
in diapasons too profound to reach the
ear as sound: one felt, not heard, thun-
der in the ground under one's feet." It

grows louder: to Dora as the sound of a

horror approaching, the unspeakable, in-
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excusable horror of war; to Ramsey as

a dimly apprehended summons, to be

neither prated of nor disobeyed. He
loves her, but not to argue with; and
when she discovers that her faithful

hearer is by no means her comrade, they

quarrel. The boy goes his way to war,
and the girl is roused to see that it is a

rightful war which must be fought that

wars may cease. "And she beheld the

revelation sent to her. This ordinary
life of Ramsey's was but the outward

glinting of a high and splendid spirit,

as high and splendid as earth can show.

And yet it was only the life of an every-

day American boy. The streets of the

town were full, now, of boys like Ram-
sey." Yes, Ramsey and Dora are types,

their story is a commonplace one, but
shot through with the simple feeling, or

if you will sentiment, for goodness and
unselfishness and faith that gives virtue

to every honest fable.

H. W. BOYNTON

The Run of the Shelves

EDUCATION
and Social Movements"

is the far-flung title under which
A. E. Dobbs (Longmans) promises to

develop this thesis: "There is truth in

the paradoxical statement of a modern
writer, that progress in English educa-
tion has owed less to the zeal of its advo-

cates than to changes in the structure
of social life which have often no appar-
ent connection with educational move-
ments." His purpose is to show the

"points of connection between educa-
tional and social history" from 1700 to

1850. As we read the first paragraph
we find that the style is dignified, even

stately. By the time we have finished
the third paragraph we forget the style
and wonder what is wrong with the
matter. Have we been inattentive? We
apply our mind more intently, deter-
mined to follow the author's thought,
and are mortified at not finding any
thought. Surely we must be dull; for
here are sentences that would do credit
to Lecky, deft coherence, imposing foot-
notes—all is just as it should be among
the best histories. Again we apply our-

selves, and force our way through the
first long chapter. It's no use. The
book remains to our most receptive
mood and our most determined attack
a chaos of historical make-believe. All
the proper motions are imitated with
gravity and grace; all the outward seem-
ing is of astute power; but inwardly
there is only emptiness. We are moved
about through the deep realms of cita-
tion from Vinogradoff and Marshall and
Seebohm, but we get nowhere. In the
later chapters, to be sure, we come here
and there upon consecutive pages that
convey meaning. There are even pas-
sages of droll quotations, and at one

point imagination is kindled by the

statement that "a circle of Methodists

read Paine's 'Age of Reason.'
" But we

have learned nothing.
It is pleasant to turn to the homely

"cut it out" and "shy on" with which

Evelyn Dewey tells us of education in

her "New Schools for Old" (Dutton).
Here is the story of how a Mrs. Harvey
brought salvation to the farming com-

munity of Porter in Missouri. She was
interested in making a pedagogical ex-

periment with the run-down, one-room
school and with the quarrelsome, back-

ward village. Her zeal, guided by a tact

that amounts to genius, remade the

school and worked outward from this

through the whole community. Within
six years Porter was metamorphosed—
socially, religiously, agriculturally, es-

thetically. How much the picture is

overdrawn we can not tell. We can not

believe that "any teacher should be able

to follow her," or that the success of one
zealous genius can be a model by which

200,000 wage-earning teachers in one-

room schools can regenerate rural edu-
cation. But we are glad to know of

what one earnest spirit accomplished.

A bookseller's pamphlet brings us the

following extract from Anatole France's
last book, "Le Petit Pierre":

"Oh, sweet and great Racine ! best and
dearest of poets! . . . Beside you Cor-
neille is hardly more than a skillful

rhetorician and I do not know that Mo-
liere himself is so true as you, Supreme
Master, in whom all is truth and beauty !

. . . You alone have put real women
on the stage. What are the women of

Sophocles and Shakespeare in comparison
with those you inspired? Dolls! . . .

Yours alone love and yearn; the others

talk."

The Review has not verified the pas-

sage, which M. France doubtless assigns
to the mouth of his "petit Pierre"; but
there is little reason to suppose that the
translation is not substantially accurate
and that the avowal is not personal to

M. France. We are not called upon to

be solemn with the French critic over a

passage in which he is probably not seri-

ous with himself. He is entitled to his

whim, and his fondling of the glossy and
serpentine Racine in the open market
will neither lift the dramatist nor lower
the critic materially in the minds of a

discriminating public. M. France and
his paragon have points of similarity;
a sexual fervor enclosed by a tempera-
mental coolness is a distinctive property
of both. Moreover, Racine has his value,
and the unobtrusiveness of his merits
endears them to critics who love a re-

cessed and curtained excellence. He is,

like Euripides, an author whom one dis-

covers or re-discovers, to whom we bow
the knee at fifty in atonement for having
shrugged our shoulders at twenty-five.

As for the disparagement of Sophocles
and Shakespeare, it may be received
with a smile in which M. France, with
his accustomed suavity, would doubtless

join us. When the nurse said to Juliet,
"Romeo's a dishclout to him," the good
woman intended no disrespect to Romeo ;

she merely felt that the praise of Paris
was opportune. The doll Antigone and
the doll Juliet will content the aspira-
tions of the unexacting Greeks and
Britons. If we took M. France at his

word, we should have to compare his
immolation of Sophocles and Shake-
speare to the infatuation of Herod: Sa-
lome dances prettily before him, and he
gives her the head of John the Baptist
in a charger.

In the second series of war letters

written by the tender and manly Lieu-
tenant Coningsby Dawson to his family,
"Living Bayonets" (John Lane Com-
pany), there are two little passages
which should be put side by side:

"Above the clatter I heard a sound
which was almost alarming: the clear

brave note of a thrush, piping, piping,
piping. He didn't seem to care a rap
how often the guns blew their noses
or how often the Hun shrapnel clashed
like cymbals overhead; he had his song
to sing in the sunshine, and was deter-
mined to sing it, no matter how the

song might go unheard."
"In the wood I found a hawk wounded

by shrapnel and pressing close behind
a fallen trunk."

The indifference of the bird-world, self-

centred and joyous amid the. cataclysms
which shake and rive the human uni-

verse—that is one side of the picture;
the other is the penetration even of that

security by the arrival in the careless

feathered world of the ricochet of the
human catastrophe. The two thoughts
draw significance from contiguity.

In the "Survey of the Ancient World"

(Ginn) Professor Breasted covers the

period from the Stone Age to the time
of Charlemagne. This is a tremendous
amount of history—some four thousand

years—for a secondary-school student
to assimilate in detail, a student who
must also somehow find time to learn

something about Roosevelt as well as of

Themistocles, the Marne as well as Mara-
thon. Professor Breasted, therefore,

in subordinating the details of political

history to matters of ancient art, sci-

ence, industry, and religion, puts the

whole subject more nearly within the

grasp of the secondary-school student.

The student really feels the importance
of the Hebrew religion, Greek thought,
and Roman laws. The title suggests a
brief account, but it is brief only in poli-

tics and even there enough is given to

enable the reader to see vividly the play
of social forces between nations.
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Drama
"A Voice in the Dark" and

Other Melodramas

MELODRAMA
in New York gravi-

tates towards the detective play.

The latest example is Mr. Ralph E.

Dyar's "Voice in the Dark," audible for

the first time in this city on July 28

at the Republic Theatre. It would be

folly, no doubt, to take Mr. Dyar's play
too seriously, but I do not commit that

folly when I say that it is better—better

by a clear margin—than the three de-

tective plays from tried hands which
have racked both the brains and the

nerves of the New York public in the

present summer. Those plays are Mr.
Davis's "At 9:45," at the Playhouse;
Mr. Broadhurst's "Crimson Alibi," at

his own theatre; and Messrs. Shipman
and Marcin's "Woman in Room 13,"

which Mr. Dyar's bright experiment is

displacing at the Republic.
I doubt, myself, if drama be the fit

vehicle for any detective story of which
the threads are numerous and the woof

complex. That description applies to all

four of the above plays, in three of

which the aim is to cast suspicion upon
several persons for the taking-off of a

miscreant whose existence is almost a

ground for the repeal of the sixth com-
mandment. Now a detective play is a

demonstration, a logical chain-work;
and if the logic is to be not only suffi-

cient but efficient, it is clear that every
link in the chain must be first valid, and,

secondly, visible and conspicuous. A
novel can take its time; a novel can re-

visit its point ; but the touch of an acted

play on many of its particulars is so

swift and so slight that it rarely suc-

ceeds where its success means the lodg-
ment of many small but indispensable
details in the mind and memory of the

spectator. Some link is always missing
before, if not behind, the footlights.

Moreover, the natural way to make sure
that a chain holds together is to

straighten it out; if it lies in laps and

coils, its continuity is almost indemon-
strable to the eye. But it is just these

coils and laps, these inversions and per-
versions of the natural time-order, that

are the pride and delight of the con-

temporary detective play.
I feel this difficulty more or less in all

four of the specified melodramas. Some-
thing has always to be taken on faith;
and I have the same disgust in granting
faith in any point to a detective play
that I should have in accepting the

promissory note of a man who had lured

me to deal with him by the anouncement
that he always paid in cash. The criti-

cism relates to complex woofs of which
the constituents are many and small.

Detective plays are perfectly legitimate
when their lines are broad and simple
enough to make the verification of their

cogency feasible and enjoyable.
There is another vice in the prevalent

handling of melodrama. The thing we
are all bound to remember and all prone
to forget is that the persons to whom
grim and strange things happen are

people like ourselves. If we once come
to look upon these horrors as their

native and congenial element, we shall

sympathize as scantly with their per-
turbations as with the eyelessness of the
fishes in the Mammoth Cave. People
should be shown at the start or elsewhere
in natural, easy, placid circumstances,
as in Bernstein's "Thief" or Veiller's

"13th Chair;" the normal should serve

as border and prologue, that it may serve

as contrast and metre, to the abnormal.
Now the current plays begin with hor-

rors: "At 9:45" begins with shrieks

after the pistol shot; the "Crimson
Alibi" rises on the act of murder; a
"Voice in the Dark" begins at the cor-

oner's with the body on the stage

(though Mr. Dyar has made amends for

this precipitation in the second act).

When a dramatist ties people into a
hard knot, the danger is that the people
themselves will change into strings, and
the audience will go home wondering
how plays so sanguinary can be so blood-

less. Mr. Broadhurst's "Crimson Alibi"

(dramatized from Mr. 0. R. Cohen's

novel) finally obviates this difficulty by
a second-rate but serviceable remedy.
He is quite outplotted and outknotted

by the authors of "At 9:45" and the

"Woman in Room 13," but his play is

the most enjoyable of the three, because
the frank and rank sentimentality, how-
ever worthless and trivial in itself,

humanizes the unfeeling plot. After too

much hardtack, one has relentings toward
mush.
The main lines of Mr. Dyar's tech-

nique will surprise no one who -is con-

versant with "On Trial." There is play
within play, the secondary play being
the immediate and visible presentment
of the narrative and retrospective ele-

ments in the primary drama. Mr. Dyar,
however, is original in the dip of the

emphasis, not towards the victim or his

actual or presumptive assailants, but to-

wards the witnesses, and in the violent

but striking hypothesis that one of these

witnesses is a blind old man, the other

a deaf old woman. Both tell their

stories in a lawyer's office, and the drama-
tization of their testimony is original in

the use of pantomime to denote the

woman's deafness and of darkness to

suggest the blindness of the man. There
are two lapses in the treatment to which
the extreme difficulties of the problem
invite us to be merciful. The pantomime
is valid on the theory that the drama-
tization of a deaf old woman's memories

should not include sounds which she,

being a deaf old woman, could not hear.

But how can Mr. Dyar justify the in-

clusion in this pantomime of sights
which this old woman failed to see be-

cause her eyes and mind were concen-

trated on a book? The mistake with the
blind man is a little different. If the

darkness typifies the blindness, it is

plain that both should be total or both

partial; Mr. Dyar, however, makes the

darkness partial and the blindness com-

plete.

I take pains to define these lapses, less

because they are momentous than be-

cause they have interest of the novelty.
Few of our so-called adepts have force

enough to invent a blunder. Mr. Dyar's
force is unmistakable in the admirable
treatment in most respects of the sec-

ond scene of Act I, in which the old

woman's testimony is dramatized. The
simple but stirring transition from
library to glade, the dramatic vigor and
occult interest of the pantomime, the

profound, the really valuable, suggestive-
ness of the proximity of horrors and
serenities in the strange order of this

checkered world—all this is forcibly and

finely done. I should add that the bold

stroke of repeating the pantomime in

Act II with the addition of voice had
the success which its valor merited.

So much for Mr. Dyar's own play. I

wish that play had contented him. But
Broadway had to be reckoned with. Mr.

Dyar was impelled from within or from
without to annex to his fairly original

play a second drama, a drama wholly

conventional, which might serve as life-

boat if the ship should founder. In its

exhibit of modernities this second play
is unimpeachable. Everything is there,

the fiendish victim whose death enrolls

his slayer among philanthropists, the

corpse on the stage, the suspicions which

glance everywhere with dire impartial-

ity, the blackguard or blackmailer with

visitations of magnanimity, the guilt-

less claimant of guilt in whom lying rises

to sublimity—all is there even to the

leprous roadhouse. Most of this is

smart and shallow. Mr. Dyar is business-

like even in his aberrations, and one may
congratulate the tradesman in commis-

serating the artist. From one or two

things even the tradesman should have

shrunk. The puerility of the locomotive

in Act III almost confutes the supposi-
tion that Mr. Dyar was its engineer. In

another point his resistance to pressure
should have been immovable. In the

first scene of the first act the speech of

the old woman, which has hitherto shown
a bullet-like directness, begins all at

once to move in loops and spirals, to be,

in the Latin sense, voluble; it is hoped
that these corkscrews may extract a

laugh.
The play is remarkable for the pre-

cision and lightness of its gait. The
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events have a good carriage; they avoid

that combination of shuffle and spring
which marks the latest phase of the de-

tective play. The performance was com-

petent, without rising to distinction;

an unhurried alacrity was a noticeable

merit. The honor of the largest contri-

bution to its success fell to Miss Florine

Arnold in the part of the old woman.
I see no reason why the play should not

enjoy a prosperous run, or why other

runners in a brightening series should

not follow in its trail.

O. W. Firkins

Music
Oscar Hammerstein

THERE
are certain figures we never

associate with mortality, and Oscar

Hammerstein was one of these. We
knew that he had already passed his

three score years and ten, but what did

that signify? With him age was but

a word divorced from rhyme or reason.

He was both far younger and far older

than most of those half his age.

Oscar Hammerstein was an idealist,

and that his ideal was inextricably en-

twined with his ego only increased its

all-absorbing intensity. Caring nothing
for money, physical ease or any of the

ordinary satisfactions of life, save only
that of tobacco, he could the more com-

pletely dedicate himself to the mission

which he believed was his. German by
birth, Jewish by race, he was both ex-

traordinarily a cosmopolitan and pecu-

liarly an American. He was a cosmo-

politan in that he would have been

equally at home in Paris or Rome as he
was in New York. He was an American
in the expansive optimism of his spirit

and his methods. In whatever country
his lot had been placed his genius would
have found its outlet, but its peculiar
form could have come into being only
in America and probably only in New
York. His sympathy with French opera,
his dealings with Italian artists, his

understanding of the American pub-

lic proved again and again the catholicity
of his spirit. It was only in England, a

country which cares infinitely more for

the sacredness of tradition than for the

impact of a revolutionary ego, that he
failed of a sympathetic understanding.
The failure of his London Opera House
was immediate and colossal. London
can be conquered by audacity, but it

must be an audacity tempered with tact

and of tact Oscar Hammerstein was con-

spicuously ignorant. But New York
was a different matter, and in New York
he found an admirable field for the ex-

ploitation of his personality.

Despite its long operatic history New
York had never been an operatic city,

and it was to conquer this operatic
inertia that Oscar Hammerstein dedi-

cated the last fifteen years of his life.

That he did not wholly succeed is self-

evident. New York to-day has still only
one first-class opera house, and there

seems little likelihood of its having
more. Yet Mr. Hammerstein's influ-

ence on that opera house was potent.
The Metropolitan Opera Company owes
him a debt of gratitude for raising it

out of the rut of self-satisfaction, and

perhaps something worse, into which it

had fallen in the Conried regime. Mr.
Hammerstein stimulated its perform-
ances, and at the conclusion of his four

years of opera at the Manhattan added
to it an opera-loving public which he
himself had created.

Oscar Hammerstein believed in ad-

vertising, believed in the light but not

in the bushel, loved color, loved exag-

geration, loved the appeal to the pub-
lic. Whether he also loved that public—whether he even believed in that pub-
lic—we shall never know. Perhaps after

all he was really a Coriolanus disguised
under a hat and a cigar. He alternately

praised the public for its appreciation or

belabored it for its artistic obtuseness,
and as to which belief was really his we
shall forever be ignorant. Oscar Ham-
merstein was not of those who wear
their hearts upon their sleeves.

But in two things he believed with
all his might—in grand opera and in

Oscar Hammerstein. Whether or not

his belief in the former was well placed

may be debated, but his belief in the lat-

ter was surely justified. He failed in every

operatic enterprise he undertook, that is,

he failed according to the definition of

the world. The Manhattan, the Philadel-

phia, the London, the Lexington opera

enterprises passed out of his hands and
are no more. Yet who can say that

Oscar Hammerstein died a failure?

There is a world which is builded neither

of hands nor of bank accounts. Accom-

plishment is not a matter of length of

time, but of final result, and purged of

all its bluff and bluster and brag, the

Hammerstein influence is potent to-day,
and potent for good. He gave to us

modern French opera as modern French

opera should be given; he gave to us

Maurice Renaud and Mary Garden and
John McCormack and Luisa Tetrazzini

and Mariette Mazarin and a host of

lesser artists, but best of all he created

a public and an interest in opera where
a public and an interest had not been

before, and by his competition vitalized

the Metropolitan Opera Company and

radically changed its basic policy. The

Metropolitan Opera Company is not to-

day the private enterprise of any man-
ager, but has become a semi-public in-

stitution which is none the less such in

that it is supported by private capital.

And this change we owe largely to Oscar
Hammerstein.

Grenville Vernon
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AS
we go to press, public interest in

the treaty question is centred upon
the meeting between the President and
the Senate Committee on Foreign Rela-

tions. The next day or two may bring
about such a clearing of the air as has

long been prayerfully looked for, we are

sure, by a large proportion of the Ameri-
can people. Upon the abstract merits

of the League Covenant—not to speak of

the many disputable features of the

treaty settlement apart from the Cove-
nant—there is room for great and hon-
est differences of opinion; and the room
has been abundantly occupied. But we
believe that at least a very large, and

probably a preponderant, body of opin-
ion among thoughtful men recognizes
that neither the merits of the Covenant
nor its defects are of such character as

to justify on the one hand unyielding in-

sistence upon unreserved acceptance, or
on the other hand such action as would
put the whole settlement in danger.
The need of the world, in its present
state of unparalleled disturbance, for re-

lief from the strain and uncertainty
under which it has labored ever since
the armistice is a consideration that

must override every preference that does
not rest upon unmistakably vital neces-

sity. Let us hope that the meeting at

the White House will bear fruit in the

shape of a determination on both sides

to meet upon a middle ground and bring
the long agony to a close.

HERE is one side of the situation in

Siberia which is overlooked by our

/liberals, and that is the internal struggle
for liberalism and democracy. The
tragedy of this situation lies in the fact

that while many of them, misled as to

the facts, are attacking Admiral Kolchak
as a reactionary, he is the very man who
is putting up a brave fight against reac-

tion. It is his misfortune in his Hercu-
lean task of organizing civil government
out of chaos, and at the same time carry-

ing on war with ill-trained and badly

equipped troops, that he is obliged to

depend upon second-rate and inexperi-
enced helpers. And it is of course true

that among the supporters of his Gov-
ernment are many men, especially of

the officer class, who are reactionaries

and have no use for democratic ideas.

Admiral Kolchak, in his honest en-

deavor to fulfill his pledges, has felt that

he could count on Allied and American
moral and material support. He has
met with serious reverses in the field and
he has a population wearied of long-con-
tinued war. The reactionaries taunt him
with the failure of the democratic gov-
ernments to come to the assistance of

Russia, and advocate throwing over the
liberal programme and securing the

assistance of Japan. They would even
enter into relations with the Germans.
The crisis of the past fortnight has been
less military than political. Kolchak has
for the time being triumphed over the

reactionaries, but if he does not receive

American support it is doubtful if he
can continue long to stand off the forces

which plausibly point out a solution of

Russia's tragic difficulties at the cost of
democratic institutions.

MARRIAGES
between American sol-

diers and German girls, which

bring tears of benediction to the eyes of

the internationally minded, are evoking
criticism in Germany. The pure Teu-
tonic strain, it appears, is in danger of

contamination from the riff-raff of the
world—"round"-heads, all of them; and
a truly patriotic German mother can

successfully give birth only to "narrow"-
headed children. Really, however, it

makes very little difference to Germany
or to the world whether the Teuton of

the future is a broad-head or a narrow-

head; her best endeavors ought to go
to cutting down the birth-rate of square-
heads. Brachycephalism or dolichoceph-

alism, it is of no importance; what the

world will be interested in for a long
time to come is a hopeful decline in Ger-

man megalocephalism. The reports of

recent travelers, like Lieutenant Franck
and Lieutenant Dawson, are not reas-

suring.

INFORMATION
has come unofficially

to the Senate that President Cabrera,
for thirty years dictator of Guatemala,
and from all accounts a pretty just and
wise dictator, has been notified by our
State Department that he must not be a

candidate in the coming elections—in

other words, that he must step down and
out to make way for a regime that more
nearly fits the formula which the United

States, with unhappily mounting fre-

quency, undertakes to prescribe for its

neighbors in a small way of business to

the South. On the face of things Ca-
brera has far from a bad record. If

somewhat too much in the manner of

Diaz, he has at any rate kept the peace
in Guatemala and brought to it the pros-

perity that is born of comparative free-

dom from revolution. He and his little

country did their bit, and a good bit, in

defending the world against Germany.
Cabrera is no longer young and, grievous

fault, presumably wealthy—the sort of

job he has held is too risky not to com-
mand good pay. No doubt we can make
him see the desirability of retirement if

we resolutely set about it. But in the

thin, cold moral atmosphere into which
we invite him to enter and perish,
fire still burns, and national fingers,

scorched already at this dangerous game,
are still sensitive. It is much to be

hoped that the present report is un-

founded, or that action, if contemplated,
will be pressed no further until we get
some formula less remote from facts

than any we as yet seem to be pos-
sessed of.

QUESTIONNAIRES
sent out by a

committee of forty-eight, with a

view to getting material for the formu-
lation of a platform for a new "liberal"

party, brought out a strikingly unani-

mous response. Almost without excep-

tion, the persons appealed to expressed
their support of the programme of the

American Labor party and of the Non-
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Partisan League, voted for the initiative,

referendum, and recall, an executive

budget and a responsible cabinet, the re-

moval of absolute control of foreign re-

lations from the hands of the President,

some limitation of the power of the

courts to pronounce laws unconstitu-

tional, proportional representation, the

abolition of secret diplomacy, "the

restoration of free speech," and equal

legal and economic rights for women.
The only points at which something this

side of unanimity was noticeable was in

the question on the Plumb plan, which

got only 40 per cent, of the vote, 42 per

cent., however, preferring some form of

government ownership, while a remnant
of 18 per cent, voted for private owner-

ship; compulsory military training,

which was voted down by only 85 per

cent.; and supertaxes on profits, which
were endorsed by only 83 per cent. It is

obvious that all these matters do not

stand on the same plane. Some repre-

sent ideal aspirations or mere common-

places rather than real measures ; others

are questions of such grave importance
that the judgment of a man who is cock-

sure about them may well be considered

of doubtful value. But it is painfully

plain that, to the hand-picked list who
were favored with the questionnaire, any
proposal which possessed the merit of

never having been tried was irresistibly

attractive. It will be interesting to see

if a similar unanimity greets the pro-

gramme of the new party—for the for-

mation of which, by the way, a mere 80

per cent, voted—when, and if, it is sub-

mitted to the country.

SATISFACTION
with the prompt ter-

mination of the Interborough strike

should not divert attention from the

gravity of the problem of which that

strike must be regarded as only an

exemplary warning. Mere adjurations
to the sense of duty, or the civic loyalty,

of would-be strikers are very far from
sufficient to guarantee our exemption
from repetitions, and much more seri-

ous repetitions, of the menace which has
for the moment, and in this particular

matter, been disposed of. There is no

telling at what time, unless really effec-

tive measures are taken to prevent it,

the life and the business of this great

metropolis may be thrown into utter

confusion, and the business of the coun-

try suffer infinite injury. Nothing but

positive legislation can protect the pub-
lic against the anarchy which constantly
lurks in the present relations between
the public service corporations and their

employees. A law compelling the post-

ponement of any threatened strike or

lock-out until the case is passed upon
by a duly authorized body is an abso-

lutely essential requirement of public

safety. The rigorous enforcement of
such a law by adequate penalties would,

with the present awakened condition of

public sentiment, command the energetic

support of the community. Popular
sympathy always tends to go with the

workingmen when they strike for an im-

provement in wages or working con-

ditions; but this last strike—not to

speak of others of similar character—
has been so unreasonable, and the danger
by which all of us are threatened in

every such situation has become so mani-

fest, that the public is ready to draw the
line. We believe that no move would
meet with more general approval and

applause than a call by Governor Smith
for a special session of the Legislature
for the sole purpose of enacting a law to

cope with this ever-present danger. The
time has come for a real test of the

strength of public sentiment upon the

question. We are confident that if the

Legislature were assembled for this pur-
pose, it would be made to feel unmistak-

ably that the demand of the public is

for a real, a courageous, and an effective

treatment of the problem.

THE
charge made by Mayor Hylan

that the Interborough strike was
brought about by collusion between the

company and the striking Brotherhood is

of a kind which one usually rejects on
the ground of inherent improbability.
In this instance the source from which
the charge comes is such that the im-

pulse to reject it would in ordinary cir-

cumstances be so strengthened as quite
to settle the matter. But the circum-
stances are not ordinary. The Inter-

borough is in a position of intolerable

financial difficulty, and might quite con-

ceivably welcome almost any chance to

force to a conclusion its demand for

higher fares as the only means of oper-

ating without loss. The superficial facts

concerning the strike tend to bear out

the idea that the company was not so

anxious either to prevent it or to fight it

as is usually the case with traction cor-

porations. Whether or not there is any
real likelihood of Hylan's charge having
any foundation, it is greatly to be de-

sired that the truth about it be estab-

lished beyond cavil.

While the strike was promptly settled,

thanks to the vigorous and sagacious in-

terposition of Commissioner Nixon and
Governor Smith, it must be noted that

the situation involved more than the

usual degree of peril for the community
on account of the peculiar relation to it

of two out of the three parties dealing
with it. The men, of course, were out

for big wages and nothing else—that is

quite the regular thing. But neither the

company nor the city administration
was single-minded in the matter. The
company's interest in the question of in-

creased fares—whether this affected its

conduct or not—was more intense than
its interest in the wage question; and

Mayor Hylan is everlastingly on the

watch for a chance to break the company,
and thus bring about a realization of his

pet scheme of municipal ownership and

operation. That in the face of this

weakening of the forces naturally to be

counted on in such a crisis some kind of

settlement was so promptly arrived at,

must be ascribed to the efficiency and

intelligence of the mediatory efforts of

Mr. Nixon and Governor Smith, together
with the tremendous force which public

indignation over the outrage to which
it was being subjected put behind those

efforts.

THE
delegates of the National Federa-

tion of State Farm Bureaus said

some very sensible things about the high
cost of living in their long interview

with the President. Extravagance in

consumption and carelessness in pur-

chasing unquestionably have a great deal

to do with the difficulty which we are all

experiencing. In connection with this it

is to be noted, however, that when these

gentlemen tell us that theatres and

places of amusement, resorts, and water-

ing places are crowded, and that in spite
of the price of shoe-shines being doubled
or trebled, people have to stand in line

for their turn, although they could easily

shine their own shoes at home for less

than one cent, they bear testimony to the

fact that while a very large part of the

community is suffering intensely from
the prevailing high prices, another very
large part—and that including a large

proportion of the laboring classes—have
been having their incomes increased

much more than their ordinary expenses
have been increased by the high prices.
That is one of the things which are go-

ing to be changed in the impending ad-

justment, and the loss to the exception-

ally well-paid classes will prove the gain
of the others.

AS regards the exactions of the

"middleman," it can hardly be said

that the illustration which the farmers'

committee put to the fore in their talk

with the President is very impressive,

although in many quarters it seems to

have been so regarded. If the materials

that went to the making of a dinner for

five, of which these gentlemen partook
at a Washington hotel, fetched only 82
cents to the producing farmers, while
the hotel's charge for the meal was $11,
the discrepancy shows nothing really
substantial concerning the trouble with
the high cost of living. The charge may
have been entirely unreasonable; but the

point is that there is no "natural" rela-

tion between cost of material and the

price which a given type of hotel finds

it necessary or expedient to charge. If,

as some people say, it is self-evidently
monstrous that those who had to do with
the matter after the stage of original
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production absorbed ten times the

amount got by the producers, why would

it not also be monstrous if they absorbed

five times as much? The things that go

to determining the prices charged in a

hotel of a given character belong in

a distinct domain, and in that domain

are subject to every possible variety.

That same eleven-dollar meal could be

got for four or five dollars in plenty

of places in the very heart of the

business section of New York City,

and on the other hand there are places

where much more than eleven dollars

would be charged for it. The same kind

of startling arithmetical discrepancy oc-

curs, and always has occurred, in a great

many matters in which it is quite clear

that the discrepancy is only apparent,
not real. It costs more to send a letter

from one part of New York to another

than it does to send it from Chicago to

New York. The publisher of a news-

paper has to give as much to the news-

boy who sells it on the street corner as

he does for the whole enormously com-

plicated process of its manufacture. The

druggist has to make several hundred

per cent, profit on the sale of many drugs
in order to obtain an ordinary living

from his business. In the case of every

particular "middleman," the circum-

stances of his special business or func-

tion have to be considered before any
conclusion can be drawn as to the rea-

sonableness or unreasonableness of the

percentage of gross profit which he

makes in the handling of his goods.

THE
American Convention of the

Episcopal Church to be held at

Detroit next October will have an inter-

esting time of it if it takes up for con-

sideration all the recommendations con-

tained in the report of the Commission
on the Revision and Enrichment of the

Book of Common Prayer. These recom-

mendations combine with an approach
to the practice of the Roman Catholic

Church a tendency to recognize some of

the facts and prejudices of contemporary
life. Presumably these latter, which are

concerned chiefly with the phraseology
of the marriage service, will meet with
less opposition than will be called forth

by such matters as instinction, prayers
for the dead, the reservation of the

sacrament for the communion of the

sick, and the office of healing by prayer,

accompanied with the use of holy oils or
the imposition of hands. Not a few of

these practices are already in existence;
the question will turn on giving them
official recognition, and no doubt the
discussions will develop a great variety
of values attaching to the "dissidence of

dissent." Very few, presumably, will

object to dropping the word "obey" from
the responses of the woman. Patient
Griselda is no longer the ideal wife. Nor
do Isaac and Rebecca wholly fulfill the

modern view of perfection in matrimony.
They will not be greatly missed. Against
the gallant and generous offer to the

man to endow his bride with all his

worldly goods there seems to be very
little weighty objection, though there

have been weddings at which it has
started something of a smile. The argu-
ment that the law sufficiently protects
dower rights affords no very strong rea-

son for dropping all reference to them
from the service. The law is capable of

taking care of the whole thing, for the

matter of that.

A PAUSE in the conversation gave
Professor McAndrew Cantlie a

chance to discourse on the short-time

and long-time effects of the indemnity.
"If the Germans pay it—and how can

they do otherwise?—they will spend the

next forty years in the wilderness. Not
that they are the chosen people to my
way of thinking—far from that—but

they will have the discipline of the wil-

derness just the same. They will have

hard work, long hours, low wages, small

profits, high taxes, plain food, poor
clothes, overcrowded dwellings, and
much distress. Many will die. Indeed,
the generation that made the war will

leave their bones in the wilderness. Jus-
tice will be satisfied and a new genera-
tion will arise that have not known Egypt
but have been trained in a hard school.

By Saint Andrew, if they can endure

it, it will make men and freemen of
them—like the Romans, the Jews, the

Armenians, the Yankees, the Scots. We
Scots are a great people, and we owe it

to our poverty—our barren moors, our

rough crags, our niggardly soil, our dour

climate, our oatmeal, our Shorter Cate-
chism. True, we are of good stock, but
the Germans are akin to us and the

pressure of necessity may make them
incredibly capable. Time will show.

Meanwhile, we conquerors are going to

take it easy, with ca'canny, the six-hour

day, and all that. Very enjoyable, no
doubt, but I fear it will make us soft

in body and mind—I fear it."

Inflation and Prices

IN
the very important letter of the Gov-

ernor of the Federal Reserve Board
to the Chairman of the Senate Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency, noth-

ing has attracted more attention than
this sentence:

The increased volume of Federal Re-
serve notes in circulation during the last

three years, in so far as it is not the result
of direct exchanges for gold and gold cer-

tificates which have been withdrawn from
circulation, is the effect of advancing wages
and prices, and not their cause.

What Governor Harding here says is, in

a sense, indisputable; but it is a mistake

to regard the statement as going to the

bottom of the question. It does not even

go to the bottom of the question of the

part played by the Federal Reserve notes

themselves; still less does it justify in-

ferences which have been drawn from it—inferences certainly not intended by
Mr. Harding—as to the influence of an
increase in the volume of the currency
as a whole, and of the expansion of bank
credits, upon the level of prices.

So far as regards the stock of cur-

rency in the country, nowhere does there

appear in Mr. Harding's careful and

comprehensive discussion any intimation
that the great influx of gold which
marked the period between the begin-
ning of the great war and our entry into

it was not instrumental in causing a

great rise in the general level of prices.
And as to bank credits, we have some-

thing more than the absence of denial

to go upon. The credit expansion which
has taken place as an accompaniment of

our war finance was, Mr. Harding de-

clares, inevitable, but will be corrected

as the securities issued by the United
States Government for war purposes are

gradually absorbed by investors. This

expansion is measured by "the difference

between the total of the war expendi-
tures of the Government on the one

hand, and on the other the total amount
raised by the Government through taxa-

tion and by the sale of its obligations so

far as paid for out of savings." And to

remedy "the present situation" not only
must we "produce and distribute the

largest possible volume of commodities"
and "exercise reasonable economies" in

consumption, but also the Government's

"obligations, so far as they are carried

by the banks, must be absorbed." It is

most important that the public should
understand that this clear acknowledg-
ment of expansion of bank credits as a
cause of high prices is contained in Mr.
Harding's statement ; for no single thing
is capable of doing more harm in the

present critical time than the idea that
the level of prices is brought about

simply by the exactions of those demand-
ing high compensation—whether capi-
talists or laborers—and is subject to no
limitation in the basic facts of money
and banking.

Let us go back now to the special ques-
tion of the relation between the issue of

Federal Reserve notes and the level of

prices. Mr. Harding says that the high
prices are the cause and not the effect

of the increased volume of such notes
issued against commercial paper. Un-
doubtedly the prevailing high prices
cause a greater volume of such paper to
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be offered for discount at the banks, and

to be by them deposited in the Federal

Reserve banks in exchange for Federal

Reserve notes secured by that paper. But

these notes in their turn enlarge the

volume of the currency, and thus help

to sustain the high prices; the check

which the limits of the circulating me-

dium tend to apply to the rise in the

scale of prices is, to that extent, nulli-

fied. In the sentence immediately pre-

ceding the one which has attracted so

much attention, and which was quoted

above, Governor Harding says:

Thus there can not at any time be more
Federal Reserve notes in circulation than

the needs of the country at the present
state of prices require, and as the need
abates the volume of notes outstanding
will be correspondingly reduced through
redemption. [The italics throughout are

ours.]

"At the present state of prices," un-

doubtedly; but one of the factors deter-

mining the present state of prices is

the volume of the currency, and one of

the factors determining the volume of

the currency is the volume of the Fed-

eral Reserve notes. Governor Harding
refers to the fact that, in addition to the

deposit of commercial paper, a 40 per
cent, gold reserve is required to be held

against the notes. Suppose that instead

of 40 per cent, only 20 per cent, had been

required, and suppose—as we well may—
that this would not have interfered with

the fulfillment of any actual demand for

the redemption of the notes in gold. Is

there not every reason to believe that

this would have resulted in a still greater

enlargement of the country's currency?

Every dollar of Federal Reserve notes

would still have been issued in response
to the needs of the country at the exist-

ing price-level, and in that sense would
have been "the effect of advancing wages
and prices"; but, though not displacing
the gold standard, it would also have

played its part as a cause of high prices,

through the support it gave to them in

the shape of increase of the circulating

medium.
Our country, alone among the great

commercial nations of the western world,
remains strictly on a gold basis; all

forms of the dollar are on a par with

gold, there being no doubt in any one's

mind of the practical exchangeableness
for gold dollars of any of the various

forms of the dollar in use. Some part
of the obscurity in which the question of

the relation between "inflation" and

prices is involved in many minds must be
ascribed to the ambiguity of the word.
If inflation of currency is defined as such
a condition of it as makes it worth less

in gold than its nominal amount, our cur-

rency is not inflated. But while the

application of the word is doubtful, the
fact with which we have to deal is clear

enough. In the United States, precisely
because it is the only great financial and

commercial country that now squarely

upholds the gold standard, anything that

affects the volume of the medium of pay-
ments—whether in the shape of cur-

rency or of bank credits—has a potent
influence upon prices. When the

gold standard was actually maintained

throughout the great world of commerce,
a change in the banking or currency
policy of any one country which brought
about an enlargement of its media of

payment other than gold had a compara-
tively small effect, because it would drive

out gold and would (except for a brief

interval) raise the price-level in the

particular country only as it raised the
world-level of prices; in the present
situation, on the other hand, the United
States is practically a closed domain so

far as regards its circulating medium,
and therefore anything in its banking
or currency policy which tends to expand
or to contract its circulating medium has
an effect upon prices far more marked
than it would have in normal times.

Another source of misunderstanding
concerning the relation of the money
supply to the level of prices is to be
found in a sheer logical oversight. No-
body pretends that the volume of the

currency is the sole determinant of

prices; nor even the volume of the cur-

rency together with its rapidity of cir-

culation and the extent to which banking
and credit arrangements take the place
of tangible currency in the transaction
of business. These things constitute

only one side of the equation; the other
side is furnished by the volume of busi-

ness. When there is an increase in the
effective monetary supply—i.e., the
volume and circulating efficiency of the

currency, together with the resources
of the credit system—and at the same
time an increase in the volume of busi-

ness—i.e., the volume of production,

transportation, and exchange as measured
in kind and not in money—two opposing
tendencies are brought into play: the
increase in the monetary supply tending
to raise prices, the increase in the things
to be handled with the money tending
to raise them. The quantity theory of

money takes both these elements into

account, the second just as much as the

first; but opponents of that theory often
think they have overthrown it when
what they have actually done is simply
to overlook the second element. Thus it

has been pointed out, by way of showing
the falseness of the quantity theory, that
in the period from 1873 to 1896, which
marked the great decline in prices from
the highest to the lowest level of that

century, the amount of money per capita
in circulation in the United States actu-

ally increased by about 18 per cent. But
it was precisely in this period that there

took place an unprecedented development
of productioin and exchange, the intro-

duction of labor-saving machinery on

an enormous scale, and the transforma-
tion of the United States from a com-

paratively primitive, and in the main
agricultural, country to a great modern
industrial and financial nation. Before
one can draw from the figures mentioned

any inference as to the soundness of the

quantity theory, one would have to de-

termine whether the increased quantity
and changed character of the nation's

productive activities—not forgetting the
immense development of modern agricul-
ture and transportation—was not far
more than a match for the increase in

per capita circulation and the enlarge-
ment and improvement of the credit and
banking system.
What has happened in these last years

is the concurrence of a vast increase in

the effective monetary supply with a
vast diminution in the production of use-
ful commodities, the world over. In-

stead of two factors of opposing tend-

ency, both factors have worked in the
same direction, and their combined effect

has been an unprecedented rise of prices.
To check, or reverse, the rising tide, we
must no doubt rely in the main, for a
considerable period at least, on the in-

crease of the world's productivity. If

that beneficent process, which, speaking
broadly, had been steadily going forward
for many decades, shall be renewed, it

will tend, as it has always tended, to pull

prices down. But it would be most un-
fortunate if we should become blind to

the fact that the unwholesomely ex-

panded condition of the effective mone-
tary supply—currency plus credits—is

also a most potent element in the situa-

tion, and, though it may not lend itself

to immediately remedial action, demands
the scrupulous attention of those re-

sponsible for our banking and currency
policy.

The Crisis in Siberia

UNLESS
the news given out by the

State Department is unduly pessi-

mistic, the Omsk Government is facing
a crisis which brings it to the verge of

collapse and threatens to render unavail-

ing Admiral Kolchak's valiant efforts to

stem the red flood of Bolshevism pouring
in from European Russia. If the col-

lapse occurs the human toll will be

frightful, as is sufficiently indicated by
the hundreds of thousands of pitiful

refugees who are now making their way
eastward out of the districts already
evacuated. In addition to this vast

welter of physical suffering, there must
be taken into account the moral degra-
dation of that portion of the Russian

population which up to the present has
been most wholesome and sane, and has

promised best for the rehabilitation of

Russia. Perhaps the greatest problem
which the world faces to-day as the re-
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suit of nearly two years of Bolshevik

rule in Russia, is the menace of a hun-

dred million people degraded and de-

moralized, a source of infection to other

nations. Even if organized government
is speedily restored, years must elapse

before anything like moral order can be

regained, and this period will be pro-

longed by the untoward events in Siberia.

Allied and American policy in Siberia

defies analysis, and it is impossible from
available data to apportion the blame for

its inexcusable failures. There should

have been no hesitation from the first in

drawing the line between the German-

inspired Bolshevik movement, with its

warfare on civilization, and the efforts

of the Russian people to throw off this

alien tyranny and restore the national

Russian State. A year ago a golden

opportunity was providentially offered

to lend aid to the loyal Russians, who
were still our allies, and the Czechoslo-

vaks. Such aid would have enabled them
to hold the line of the Volga and detain

German forces and materiel, so that they
could not be employed against us on the

Western front. But we seemed utterly
to misunderstand the nature of the

struggle, and assistance was withheld, al-

though there were hundreds of thou-

sands of Russian rifles and other mate-
rial available in this country that could

have been drawn upon without prejudice
to our needs in France. Upon the fail-

ure of the incompetent Avksentiev ad-

ministration, Admiral Kolchak accepted
the onerous task of carrying on the fight.

Again a splendid opportunity was offered

for cooperation with a regime that repre-
sented liberalism and order. We owe to

England and France our gratitude for
the assistance rendered by them, al-

though it was of necessity pitifully weak.
Our own detachment of 9,000 men, sta-

tioned at Vladivostok and bound by
orders which limited their activities and
enforced a false attitude of "neutrality,"
was a hindrance instead of a help.
Meanwhile there was let loose in

America a flood of vicious propaganda
falsely attributing to Admiral Kolehak

reactionary and Tsarist designs and
making utterly unfounded accusations

against his administration. How far
this plot to undermine the efforts of the
Russian people to restore their country
succeeded in influencing our own Gov-
ernment can only be surmised, but its

effect in confusing public opinion has
been serious.

On the heels of the report of Kolchak's
reverses and imminent peril comes an-
other significant item of news. It is

reported that the United States Govern-
ment has authorized the shipment to

Siberia, for the use of the anti-Bolshe-
vist forces operating under Admiral
Kolchak, a large quantity of guns and
ammunition. It is understood that 200,-
000 rifles have already been delivered

to the Russian representatives and that

these weapons, with large quantities of

ammunition, are now being shipped to

Vladivostok. The implication is that our
Government has changed its policy and
has at last recognized the nature of the

struggle and our own vital interest in it

That which should have been done a year
ago is now being tardily undertaken.
The delay will cost hundreds of thou-

sands of lives, but the supplies may come
in time to prevent the threatened col-

lapse.

The actual military situation of Kol-

chak's army may not be so bad as the

reports given out would seem to indicate.

Fighting in Siberia takes place not on a

continuous front, but along railway

lines, of which there are but two west
of Omsk. The Bolshevik forces in their

recent advances have over-extended their

lines of communication, and they are at

the same time seriously threatened by
Denikin's victories in the south. The
Siberian population, although sadly ex-

hausted by the unequal struggle, are a

unit in supporting the Omsk Govern-
ment in its struggle against the return

of the hated Bolshevik rule. Private

advices indicate that the Bolshevik ad-

vance has been held up and the Siberian

army is making a brave stand. It is to

be hoped that the Allies and America
will now make up in energy for the pre-
vious lamentable delay, and save the

situation before it is too late.

The German
Constitution

THE
new German Constitution, which

came into force last week, seems a

robust and healthy one worthy of a free

and self-reliant people. Little else could

be expected from a new democracy that

claims to have cured itself of the sores

of an obsolete despotism. But even the

healthiest constitution is liable to a
breakdown unless the body obey the dic-

tates of its inherent laws. Its worth
must be tested by the use that is made
of it : not on its wording but on its work-

ing does its value depend. "All citizens

of Germany shall enjoy complete free-

dom of belief and conscience," so the Con-
stitution lays down; but what power is

vested in the letter of that declaration

if the people's spirit remains infected

with the poison of anti-semitism ? "All

schools must make an effort to educate
their students in the spirit of the Ger-
man people and in the spirit of recon-

ciliation with the peoples of the world,"
is another of these fundamental lessons

in social conduct. But this twofold in-

junction will remain mere verbiage if

the spirit of the German people be it-

self irreconcilable with that spirit of

reconciliation it recommends, as we are

told it is by such as have visited Ger-

many since the armistice. Little is

changed there, they say, except that the

Kaiser is gone. Comrade Noske is an
autocrat in Socialist disguise, ruling by
the grace of the Junkers, who supply
him with the military power for the

maintenance of order. And this new
Constitution may, in practice, prove to

be what minority socialists take it for:

a democratic travesty of the old regime,
to be thrown off when time and oppor-

tunity serve.

One may have full confidence in the

legislators themselves, giving them
credit for single-mindedness and sin-

cerity of purpose, and yet suspect the

work of their brains, which, being the

product of this ambiguous and puzzling

time, is bound to share its ambiguity.
That Germany, at this precarious junc-

ture, has a government at all is due to

an unnatural alliance of Roman Catho-
lics and majority Socialists. Hence the

Constitution inevitably shows the ear-

marks of compromise. The Socialist

ideal of one German State in which the

individual States of the old Empire
would be merged has had to yield to the

opposition of the Centre, which, by its

agitation for a Rhine Republic, has
shown itself to favor opposite tend-

encies. The old frontiers within the
realm remain intact. The unity of the

"Reich" is not, in the first instance,
realized by legislation, but is to be
effected by economic means such as the

socialization of national resources and
the centralized control of production and
distribution. The individual States re-

tain legislative rights in all matters
which are not exclusively governed by
Imperial legislation. The problem of re-

population is naturally one of those

which must be regulated by "Reichs-

gesetz"; immigration, protection of

motherhood, and hygiene, which bear on
the same question, are also exclusively

subject to superstate legislation.
The individual States, however, are

not deprived of all influence on the mak-
ing of these Imperial laws: no bill of
that nature can be introduced in the

Reichstag without the consent of the

Reichsrat, or Imperial Council, which
will be composed of representatives of

the individual States. In this revival

of the old Bundesrat the number of votes

that each State is entitled to will de-

pend on the number of millions of in-

habitants within its borders. To obviate
the dangerous predominance of Prussia,
the root of all evil in the past, the Con-
stitution provides that no State can
have more than two-fifths of the total

number of votes in the Council. The
power of the Reichstag, in which the
will of the sovereign people is vested, is

restricted by the Reichsrat in yet an-
other respect: the nation's representa-
tives can not raise the amount of the
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budget without reaching an agreement
with the Council; in other words, the

control of the national finances by the

representatives of the German people is

held in check by other representatives
elected by the same voters in their sev-

eral capacities of Prussians, Bavarians,

Saxons, Hessians, etc

Even the possibility of war between
the "Reich" and one of its States is faced

by the Constitution. "The President,"
it says, "can employ armed forces for

quelling disturbances, and may send

them against States which do not ful-

fill their duties." Thus the Empire is

given the right of punitive war against
a recalcitrant or criminal member of the

German community of States. This re-

striction of the right of war to the func-

tion of an interstate police is the ideal

towards which the project of a League
of Nations was primarily directed; how
far the actual League constructed at

Versailles falls short of it, all the world
is fully aware.

The Actors' Strike and
Others

THE
sensational and humorous fea-

tures of the actors' strike should

blind no one to its significance. We
have a strike mostly of high-paid artists.

The really oppressed persons of the

theatre, the chorus and supernumeraries,
joined later out of sympathy. The walk-
out was less for specific grievances than
on the old issue of recognition of the

union. The actors are merely doing on
a conspicuous scale what other wage-
earning intellectuals had begun to do.

The News Writers of Boston are union-

ized, and without a strike have secured

higher pay. Certain college faculties

have allied themselves with the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor. When pay falls

to the hardship level, considerations of

gentility dwindle to the vanishing point,
and justly so. Artist and artisan, re-

porter and ironworker, professor and
coal miner, are not so different in the
face of short rations. Even the Authors'

League has come near to being trans-

mogrified into a union.

We have fairly in sight unions of pro-
fessional people, for the same reason that

we have unions of workmen. So far

the new kind of union acts just like the

old, is indeed gladly guided by managers
from the workingman. Thus the Actors'

Equity Association really picked a quar-
rel with the managers in order to make
a test of strength. It called the strike

when performances were going on, caus-

ing as much trouble as possible to every-

body. It showed it was strong enough
to make its members obey unreasonable

orders. It planned to frighten the

managers into immediate submission.

As yet the event remains uncertain.

Actors have flocked into the union, but
some of great weight, like Mr. Sothern
and Mr. Warfield, have resigned. Mean-
while the managers have sued a brilliant

list of union actors for damages caused

by the strike.

Despite the famous decision in the
case of the Danbury Hatters, labor

unions have generally contrived to avoid
financial responsibility. It is plain that
if we are to have unions of professional

people, such unions will have rich mem-
bers who under present law can be made
answerable for illegal damage caused by
the union. We shall doubtless have a

howl for legislative relief, but it is diffi-

cult to see how in justice a labor union

may indulge in destructive practices that

are forbidden to a commercial corpora-
tion. The mulcted hatters of Danbury
gained sympathy, as poor men, which
will not attach to the wealthy members
of the actors' union. But the principle
is in either case the same—there is a

point at which a union is not allowed to

push its special quarrel to the general
hurt. Such considerations ought espe-

cially to restrain the new unions of in-

tellectuals. As a matter of fact the

actors too readily lent themselves to the

stereotyped tactics of the walking dele-

gates.
There is a fallacy in the view that all

any union needs to do is to hit hard

enough and it will be feared thereafter.

A union is not judged wholly by its

force but by the judgment it shows in

the use thereof. For a generation the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
was the most influential union in Amer-
ica. It rarely had to call a strike, it

would have scorned to call the engineers
off trains en route or to have left perish-
able freight at sidings. As the rail-

road unions have adopted the method of

threat and political agitation they
have sacrificed public sympathy. So the

actors by taking the view that a strike

is only a brute demonstration of force

have done much to alienate support. In

a democracy power must be respected or

it will be suspected. The unions may
gain particular points by indulging an
industrial Prussianism, but they will not

thrive in the long run unless they make
a reasonable use of their power. Strik-

ing is not war, it is merely an acute

stage of negotiation. It is to be feared

that the managers of labor unions are

mixing up the notion of collective bar-

gaining with that of class warfare—the

English industrial strike with the French

political strike. If intellectual workers
are to be unionized, as seems likely, they
would do well to study their own inter-

ests and develop their own technic of

controversy and negotiation. The way
of a tragedian with his manager is not

necessarily that of a boilermaker with
his boss.

R. A. Blakelock

RALPH
ALBERT BLAKELOCK died

in the Adirondack home of friends

on August 9. He was one of the most

original figures in American painting
and surely the most pathetic. Born in

New York City, October 15, 1847, his

early life was without incident except
for a trip to the Rockies, which left

permanent memories of the glamour of

Indian life. A few very early canvases

show the sturdy and somewhat clayey
naturalism of the Diisseldorf land-

scapists. He had probably, with his

generation, admired the Achenbachs and
their American emulators. But he was

completely self-trained, and soon devel-

oped a fantastic mood all his own.
A characteristic Blakelock is a twi-

light thing conceived in mellow browns
and russets, accented with deep yellows
and a dash of scarlet, and relieved by a

patch of blue. The theme is generally
a fret of dark trees against the sky;

perhaps there are Indian lodges, or

faintly indicated squaws and braves

dancing, resting, or drifting in canoes.

Everything depends on elementary pic-

turesqueness of silhouette and on tone.

The surface is worked and kneaded into

a vibrating, lustrous veil apparently
illuminated from within. Superficially
the method is like the more sober phase
of Monticelli. Blakelock was keenly
sensitive to music, and the elusive

quality of the more modern harmonies
is in his pictures. In the main contours

is a certain obviousness or even harsh-

ness which is made beautiful by the en-

veloping tone. One might say that the
overtones count for more than the domi-
nant. There is little reference to nature,
but the mood is poetic and consistent in

the orchestration of the arbitrarily
chosen hues.

These delightful fantasies from the

first left the public cold. They fitted

into no admitted category. In poverty
Blakelock resolutely pursued his vein.

When it was clearly impossible to sell his

occasional canvases, he painted for the

auctioneers hundreds of little composi-

tions, often on cigar-box covers. These
were knocked down for twenty dollars or

so in the cheap auction sales of thirty

years ago, the artist realizing a few dol-

lars a picture after frames and expenses
were paid. Naturally his fame does not

depend on this class of work, though it

includes much that is charming. In

direst need and haste the element of

taste and poetry was never lacking in

the man. But he will be remembered
for his few great compositions like the

nobly spectacular "Moonlight," now in

the Toledo Museum, and for such master-

pieces of an operatic mood as the "Indian

Dance" in the Metropolitan Museum.
In his early fifties the losing struggle
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with poverty and neglect at length broke

the sensitive spirit. For eighteen years
he was to live in the insane asylum, in-

dulging beneficent delusions of unlim-

ited wealth. The sensation aroused by
his breakdown, which was pitiful in its

circumstances, brought him a fame
which his mere art had been unable to

procure. His pictures actually brought

good prices, and in the remarkable auc-

tion sales which from 1903 began to

establish new values for American pic-

tures, Blakelock reasonably held his own
with Homer Martin and with Inness.

He became a legend, was the subject of

an excellent memoir by his friend Elliott

Daingerfield, had the honor of being
counterfeited by skillful forgers. It is

to-day almost as difficult to get a real

Blakelock in the casual market in New
York as it is to buy a real scarab on the

streets of Cairo.

The growing legend of Blakelock was
enhanced still further through the piety

of admirers, who in 1916 removed him
from the asylum. Under kindly guardi-

anship he revisited New York, saw his

pictures in museums, was able to detect

the spurious imitations, realized in a

measure the fame that had befallen him.

It was like a resurrection, and it pro-

foundly impressed the world. That it

was a sadly incomplete resurrection the

pictures which Blakelock now painted

plainly showed. His friends had won
for him two years of liberty and some
taste of fame. He went back to the

asylum and only reemerged to die amid
the forests he loved to dream of in life.

He was seventy-two years old.

Unquestionably Blakelock was cruelly

neglected in his prime. He never could

have been popular simply for his paint-

ing—it was too individual for that—but

any community really sensitive to im-

aginative painting would have seen
to it that he had a living. He fell on a

time when there was little independence
of judgment as regards American art.

The dealers, who very largely controlled

the collecting of the seventies, handled

preferably the sure and profitable com-

modity provided by Salon exhibitors.

Blakelock himself received an honorable
mention in the Paris exhibition of 1900,
but he was already mad, as he was when
the National Academy in 1913 elected

him to its membership. He suffered in

fullest degree all the penalties that a

professedly individualistic age visited on
almost every sort of artistic originality.
One marvels at such proscription when
one recalls how gentle and ingratiating
Blakelock's modest self-assertion was.

His is a muted kind of painting. We
possibly as much overestimate it now
because of the glamour of his personal
legend as we underestimated when his

signature in its arrowhead frame meant
nothing. His vein is at times a little

cloying and thin. He had neither the

full-flavored romance of Monticelli nor
the pondered and massive inventive-

ness of Albert Ryder. Alongside of

these quite kindred artists, the limita-

tions of his genius may readily be
measured. Under more favorable con-

ditions he would have done much more
and better—the great decorative can-
vas "Moonlight" is the evidence that he
but seldom fully realized himself as a

designer. But even in its incompletion,
his art has its authentic vein of a shy
poetry which should keep it alive longer
than the unhappy legend of its creator.

College Salaries and

College Quality

IN
connection with the Harvard cam-

paign for endowment there was ut-

tered a warning that those who fear

Bolshevism can not afford to underpay
the men who teach their sons. The con-

text leads one to infer that the remark
was not altogether a joke. It is not.

The sturdiest faith of even a conserva-
tive spirit, in the expediency of the

order of things, can not survive years of

petty harassment under that order. If

there is anything that a mental worker

requires it is peace of mind. In general,
the professor does not make excessive

demands for material rewards; he has
"taken the vow of poverty" in a certain

very real sense. It does not worry him
that he has no steam yacht or limousine
of luxury; he is quite content to go to

some rustic region of a summer, and
still further wear out clothes once dis-

carded for reason of tenuosity. But
there are heart-sinkings when he sees,

as the reward of his economies and do-

ings-without, the gradual mounting of

debt—of obligations for whose discharge
he can see no means of providing. His

salary has virtually been cut in half

since 1900, and he was not doing too

well even then. A pervading feeling of

fear and depression lames his powers,
and at length, when the hopefulness and
resilience of youth is past, renders him
critical and resentful. Add to this a
certain concern lest all may not be well

with his chances for a Carnegie pension,

upon which he has hitherto reckoned,
and you have a state of mind and temper
that army authorities call low morale.

And if the professor is getting into this

state, what of the instructor? The latter

has youth on his side; but he is, in a

number of cases, as shown by a collec-

tion of young college teachers' budgets,
either putting off marriage, putting off

a family, or living with wife, or wife
and family, in restricted quarters—"in

a room with alcove"—and meanwhile,
unless he has some savings, running into

several hundred dollars of debt every

year.

A man in this condition of mind dis-

trusts the social system under which he

suffers, and is on the road to a convic-

tion that it can not be the worse for a

change. Any one of us who has been
careful and economical feels that he

ought to have something to show for it.

If care and economy do not get results

in the world, it must be the fault of the

system—not ours. The conclusion is

that the system must be changed. Your
professor, at any rate, is not getting on
under it. He is being cramped and
humiliated on all sides, is conscious that

he is becoming quasi-miserly through
over-attention to pennies—in fact, is

himself living a petty and sordid life,

and, what is much worse, sees those he
most cares for, and for whom he is re-

sponsible, involved in the same destiny.
He willingly took on the vow of poverty
for himself, perhaps, but not for them.
He would go into plumbing if he knew
enough. He is in the clutch of an out-

and-out exasperating experience, one
that is destructive both of his dignity
and his self-respect.

Whether, under this harrow, he reveals

bolshevoid tendencies or not, a man in

such a mood ought not to be teaching
our sons. He is bound to be wearied
and distraught, if not bitter and cynical.

It takes enthusiasm and fervor to fire

the heart of youth. There is call for the

clear and equable mind, sufficiently at

rest as respects its own concerns to be
able to spare that force upon which his

charges ought to have the right to draw.
As things now go, the best men will keep
out of teaching, and presently the in-

ferior ones, less robust and resistant of

nonsense, may actually fall, as some have

already fallen, into the status of sug-

gestible malcontents. The heads of most

professors are not yet weak enough for

Bolshevism; but certain journals that

dish up brain-softening compounds, full

of insinuation and suggestion, are far

too popular among them. To such in-

fluences they are becoming ever more
"open-minded." This is dangerous. If

the cure of Russian Bolshevism is more
food, the prophylaxis of professorial Bol-

shevism is more salary.
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Science and Our Social Problem

WE are moving rapidly into an almost

panicky condition concerning the

high cost of living and the whole social

problem connected with it. We are cry-

ing out rather hysterically for a better,

or as we more usually call it, fairer dis-

tribution of means to buy food, clothing,

fuel, and the other things necessary to

keep alive, and preferably comfortably

alive. When we look to the encouraging

statistics of last year's production of

food crops, raw materials for clothing

and shoes, of coal and oil, and to our

hopeful official guesses of what this

year's total production will be; when we
read statements concerning great food

stocks existent in the hands of packers

and War Department and of tremendous

exportations to Europe by food handlers

and by Government, and then when we

try to buy what we want to eat and wear,

we detect something very rotten in Den-

mark, and set up a loud and prolonged

howL
This howl has been heard in Washing-

ton. And Washington, that is, Govern-

ment, is hurriedly trying to do some-

thing. The President is having confer-

ences ; Senators and Congressmen are in-

troducing bills; departments and com-

missions are starting investigations.

But all these activities are chiefly aimed

at immediate palliations of one kind or

another. Above all they concern them-

selves with possibilities of an immedi-

ately better distribution of existent

means to buy things and of existent

things bought, and with immediately ap-

plied restrictions of one sort or another

on profiteering and on overmuch middle-

man handling between producer and con-

sumer. All these are highly desirable

things to accomplish, and all undoubtedly

capable of some degree of accomplish-

ment, but all take into too little account

one of the fundamental causes of the

difficulty, perhaps indeed the cause with-

out whose remedy no very serious pallia-

tion of our trouble can be expected at all,

and with whose remedy—and it is a

matter eminently capable of radical rem-

edy—will go naturally a palliation of

several of the other difficulties now
being so anxiously considered.

It seems like uttering a paradox to

say, in the face of our grain and meat
and wool and leather statistics and our

figures of food-stocks and exportations,

that the fundamental remedy for our

social problem is a higher productive

capacity and more actual production. Of
course, any added supplies from higher

production must not be left to the un-

controlled tender mercies of profiteering

criminals, nor started on a career of

middleman handling and taxing that may
involve a half dozen superfluous purely

trading operations, nor, finally, offered

for purchase to a public mostly devoid of

means to buy anything. Some of these

things must be attended to by Presiden-
tial conferences, Congressional bills, and

departmental investigation and action,
in a word by Government and State in-

terference. But some of them will get
themselves straightened out naturally by
the prime remedy for the whole difficulty.

Professor Arthur Lovejoy, who is a

philosopher by profession and a man of

much close observation, keen ratiocina-

tion, and common sense by natural en-

dowment, has most effectively revealed

in the Review (July 5) the fallacy in the

assumption, commonly made by men now
interesting themselves in finding some
swift solution of our social problem, that

there exists a social surplus and hence
that the whole remedy is one of better

distribution. It is not. The fundamen-
tal remedy, not the whole remedy but
the basically necessary one to which
others need to be added, but without
which there will be no real remedy at

all, is better, higher, more productivity.
And this increase of productivity from
the use of the same given number of

acres, same number of hours of labor,

or even the desirable fewer hours, from
the same amount of rainfall and sun-

light, and in the face of whatever other

naturally fixed conditions there may be,

can be effected, and effected only by ac-

quiring more scientific knowledge and

using more of what is already known.
If Harvard succeeds in raising eleven

million dollars for the increase of the

salaries of its professors, so that these

gentlemen and their families can keep
comfortably alive, it will be a pleasant
thing to note and will be given much at-

tention as an effective contribution

towards solving a very special social

problem. But the really important thing
that may come out of this Harvard mod-
ification of the difficulties of a few hun-
dred men will be a permanent con-

tribution to the material and social

problem of the whole country, made by
only one of them perhaps, thus aided to

continue his work of scientific research

without the present drawbacks of hun-

ger, nakedness, and worry; his discov-

ery alone may add eleven million dollars'

worth a year to our present possible pro-
duction. That will be a Harvard con-
tribution to the solution of the country's
social problem to be truly proud of. But
it will, indeed, perhaps depend on the
earlier temporarily palliating contribu-
tion of the better salary.

This added productivity that may be

possible because of the Harvard scien-

tific man's discovery, or that will cer-

tainly be attained, if we stimulate effort

in scientific research among scientific in-

vestigators throughout the country, will

not, as many will at first claim, perhaps,

simply add so much more potential well-

being to that which is already apparent
but tantalizingly out of reach of realiza-

tion by most of us. It will rather tend

strongly to put its new self and all that

which already exists into our hands,
because it will lower prices; it will

change the relation of value between the

available amount of commodities and the

available amount of money.
The chief reason why our production,

unusually good as it was last year and
unusually good as it will probably be
this year, does not suffice to effect the
needed lowering of prices now, is be-

cause it has to face an unprecedented
demand, a demand created by a happen-
ing which we all hope, and most of us

are trying to insure, will never occur

again. It is the demand created by a

protracted war of which an astounding
destruction and a seriously lessened pro-
duction of food, fuel, and the materials

needed for clothing and shoes were con-

spicuous incidents. The elevation of

prices because of this great demand is

materially added to by the notable in-

crease that has taken place during the

war and post-war period of the wages of

all labor involved in production. These
increased wages will not decrease, or will

decrease but little. And the demand
from Europe for food and materials

from America will last for several years.
We might, perhaps, if our producers
would permit it, and we could close our

eyes and ears to the terrible need in

Europe, restrict our exportations by a

series of rigorous embargoes. We might
let all Europe go hungry, as we let Ger-

many, during the war as a war necessity,

go hungry. But Europe, too hungry,
might make more trouble for us than
will a persistence of high prices here
until we can get our remedy of more
production at work. And, anyway, we
"have a heart." We do not want any-
body in Europe to starve.

The relation of scientific discovery and
the application of scientific knowledge to

increased productivity and increased

well-being hardly needs to be labored.

We are all sufficiently educated to under-
stand it. But we are inclined to pay too

little attention to the conditions under
which we can expect science to do its

part towards helping us out. To get from
to-morrow on, by the help of science, an
annual addition of eleven million or

eleven hundred million dollars' worth of

added production out of the same acres,

materials, and labor that we now have,
we may need to be willing to put up at

first eleven million dollars of which the

income or even the whole shall be used
to make the necessary scientific activity

possible. It is necessary to prime the

pump.
Curiously enough, England, whom we

have never accused of appreciating and
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sustaining scientific work more than we

do, has better learned the lesson of the

war in this regard than we have. Per-

haps she needed more to learn it. At any

rate, England, seeing that Germany was

able to make the formidable war effect

she did make largely because of her aid

from science, and seeing that the final

overcoming of this effort by the Allies

and America was also largely due to a

successful appeal to science, has already

taken steps to keep science promptly
available to her in all future time by a

material encouragement of scientific re-

search. She has established a Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Re-

search, with a beginning fund of five

million dollars to enable it to stimulate

and support scientific investigation for

the benefit of the Empire. In addition,

the Dominions, notably Canada and Aus-

tralia, have independently appropriated
funds for similar work on problems

peculiar to their own conditions. Japan
has also established a National Labora-

tory for Scientific and Industrial Re-

search with a fund of two and a half

million dollars for use during the next

ten years. Italy, despite, or perhaps be-

cause of, political and social difficulties,

is also establishing a National Research

Council. France is less forward in

efforts along this line, although the mat-
ter is under active discussion.

All these efforts to promote the recog-
nized fundamental basis of national

material strength and well-being are out-

growths of the war's revelations. The
British, Japanese, and Italian founda-
tions date from 1916 and 1917. And
from the war period also dates our own
establishment of a National Research
Council—without, however, any Govern-
mental endowment or any Governmen-
tal support at all since the end of the
war. The Council was established to

mobilize, as it were, the scientific men
and knowledge of the country to aid in

achieving victory. And it really did aid.

The Departments of the War and Navy
will gladly testify to that. Now that the

victory is won the Council has reorgan-
ized itself on a peace-footing, and in-

tends to try to make itself useful in con-
nection with any of those problems of

peace time to the solution of which
science can directly contribute. It has
found some support from private sources,
sufficient to maintain it as an organiza-
tion, with an administrative staff and
central office, and to maintain it in a
position to appeal to the scientific men
of the country to renew their efforts

in research and to suggest and encour-
age cooperation among them in attacks
on problems too many-sided for individ-
ual handling. On the other hand, Amer-
ica does give Governmental support,
and for the most part very generously,
to a number of well-developed scientific

bureaus in various Government depart-

ments. But these bureaus are all pretty

heavily burdened with routine duties and
the popularization of scientific knowl-

edge. They can and do devote some
time and energy to scientific investiga-

tion, but they can by no means give
themselves exclusively to productive re-

search. And it is this that we need now
above all else.

Our problem of higher productivity,

greater actual production, and increased

well-being of the citizenry, in a word our
social problem, for the social problem is

chiefly only a summation of these vari-

ous material problems, demands for help
in its solution the immediate renewed
and persistent efforts of science. And
we must see to it that these efforts are

forthcoming. They can yield wondrous
results. They must, if we are to sur-

vive.

Vernon Kellogg

The Tragedy of Liberalism in

Siberia

FOR
some weeks things have been go-

ing very badly for the Omsk Gov-
ernment. After a disturbing silence the
State Department has made public re-

ports that show the imminent danger
which threatens that bulwark against
Bolshevism. Perhaps by the time these
lines are printed the Kolchak organiza-
tion will have collapsed, or will be mak-
ing a final stand in Eastern Siberia.

Such a collapse would be a tragedy not

only for the Russian people but for the
Allies and America as well.

A year ago last June, the resistance of

the Czechoslovaks to the treacherous

plot of the German-directed Soviet Gov-
ernment to annihilate them made pos-
sible the freeing of Siberia from Bol-
shevik rule. Immediately there sprang
up local governments which attempted
to reorganize community life and bring
order out of chaos. Gradually these gov-
ernments were merged into larger or-

ganizations, with their chief centres at

Omsk, Ekaterinburg, and Samara. The
Government at Omsk was more distinctly
Siberian and at the beginning showed
less interest in European Russia. The
Government at Samara was decidely So-

cialistic, and, under the leadership of
such theorists as Avksentiev, was in

some ways not much better than Bolshe-

vik, and embodied all the weaknesses of

Kerensky's deplorable regime. But a
conference at Ufa, in which all the avail-

able members of the old Constituent

Assembly participated, together with
representatives of other national units
and local organizations, laid the founda-
tion for a new Russian Government. The
form of administration was a Directory
of five members, at the head of which
was Avksentiev.

With the collapse of resistance on the

Volga, this Government was moved to

Omsk, and in order to secure harmony
and cooperation there was elaborated a
Cabinet in addition to the Directory.
After functioning for a short time and
showing utter inefficiency, both in ad-
ministration and in the formation of an
army, this Government was overthrown
on November 18. Of Avksentiev's

treachery and the other causes of this

revolution, I have written in earlier

numbers of the Review. As a result of

this coup d'etat, Admiral Kolchak was
asked to undertake the supreme com-
mand and save the Government in its

terrible crisis. Having had no share
whatever in the coup d'etat, and being a

loyal, patriotic, liberal, and self-sacri-

ficing man, he accepted the heavy task.

The difficulties facing him were stu-

pendous. A whole new governmental
organization had to be constructed after

seven months of Bolshevik rule. An
army had to be created to meet the
forces of Bolshevism in the west, and
for this munitions and money were lack-

ing, and the brunt of the fight had to

fall at once on raw levies. In the east

his lines of communication were threat-

ened by independent bands who did not

recognize his authority and who were
supported by the Japanese. To assist

him in these gigantic tasks, Admiral
Kolchak was obliged to depend upon
second-rate and inexperienced men.
Many of the Russian leaders had been
killed or were in hiding. Others had
fled to the south of Russia, or had sought
refuge abroad. Of those of the intellec-

tual classes who were in Siberia, many
were poisoned with Socialism, and those
who had had experience in administra-
tive service under the old regime and
who could have given valuable assistance

were excluded because their employment
would bring with it the suspicion of re-

action.

The simplest materials for organizing
were lacking. As an illustration of this,

one of the men who took part in the
establishment of the Ministry of Com-
merce and Industry told me that no maps
of Russia were available, but he managed
to get from the local agency of the In-

ternational Harvester Company some
little maps that they had published as

advertisements. Newspapers and official

announcements were printed on brown
paper. Transportation was in a fright-
ful state and a large amount of the avail-

able rolling-stock of the railroad was
occupied by refugees, who could not be
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turned out to freeze in the snows of the

Siberian winter. Speculators sprang up
on every side and sent prices skyward
with their extortionate demands.

During the first month of its existence,

Kolchak's Government was threatened by
two plots, one monarchist and the other

Bolshevik. In the confusion following
the suppression of the latter, certain re-

actionaries took from the prison some
radical Socialists who had been members
of the old Constituent Assembly and

lynched them. Although Kolchak at once

secured the arrest, conviction, and exe-

cution of the guilty persons—more than

can be said of some of our own Gov-
ernors—lying propagandists in our par-
lor-Bolshevik journals are charging Kol-

chak himself with the murder.
Observers on the spot did not believe

that Kolchak's Government could last out

the winter in the face of the fearful

obstacles that confronted it. But it had
the support of all the people of western

Siberia, with the exception of a few
bands of criminal Bolsheviks that had
taken refuge in the woods and made
occasional bandit raids on unprotected
communities. Bolshevik atrocities in

eastern Russia sufficiently explain why
the Siberians mobilized 450,000 strong,

freely and without demur, to prevent a
recurrence of soviet government. It is

not difficult to understand why the peas-
ants of two provinces, Tobolsk and

Tomsk, this spring voluntarily paid their

taxes a year in advance to aid the Gov-
ernment.

But America would not understand.
Just at the time when help and sympathy
were most needed, both were withheld.

Our Government seemed to believe that

the Kolchak Government represented a
monarchist plot aimed at the newly won
liberties of the Russian people. There
were not lacking cunning agitators to

spread this insidious slander. Men like

Raymond Robins circulated such mis-

representations with persuasive oratory
and clever writing. Note the steps in

the tragic drama. Roland Morris was
American Ambassador at Tokio. He
undoubtedly had his views of Russia,
about which he was entirely ignorant,
colored by Raymond Robins, the friend
and apologist of Lenin and Trotsky.
President Wilson sent him to Vladi-
vostok to report on the Russian situa-

tion, than which no place in all Russia
was less suited for such an investigation.
Is it strange that our Government failed

to judge the situation correctly, espe-
cially since no effort was made to evalu-
ate the evidence of scores of available

witnesses in the light of the knowledge
of serious students of Russia?
As a result our military expedition to

Vladivostok, sent "to guard the rear of
the Czechoslovaks," was confined to the
environs of that city and our military
zone became a haven and vantage ground

for bands of Bolshevik outlaws, towards
whom we observed a benevolent neu-

trality, enabling them to commit depre-
dations on the surrounding country with

impunity. The Russians, who had been
led by our fulsome promises to expect
aid in their struggle against the common
enemy, came to believe that our only

object in sending troops was to guard
the stores at Vladivostok in which we
had a financial interest. Our War Trade
Board, by instituting everywhere in-

quiries as to the needs of the popula-
tion, raised hopes of assistance, hopes
that were dashed to the ground. Inter-

ested parties managed to permeate the
Y. M. C. A. organization with so many
Russian-Jewish Bolshevik agitators that

it had to be withdrawn from the front.

The Omsk Government, although pos-

sessing a gold reserve of over $300,000,-

000, had no small currency and no paper
or equipment for printing any. In New
York was an abundant supply that had
been engraved for the Provisional Gov-
ernment. It was shipped as far as

Vladivostok on its way to the Omsk Gov-

ernment, but here we stepped in and

prevented its delivery. This currency

shortage has been one of the most seri-

ous handicaps of the Omsk Government
and has contributed heavily to its pres-
ent plight.
The feeling against America among

the Siberians runs very high. They say
that our promises are but empty words.

They regard us as the friends of the Bol-

sheviks and know that several times we
were very near to recognizing the Soviet

Government. They feel this the more

keenly because for a year the raw levies

of Kolchak and the volunteers of Deni-

kin, lacking all the necessaries of war-

fare, have borne the brunt of a terribly

unequal struggle in our behalf.

The Bolsheviks have an army of at

least 300,000 under strict discipline,

splendidly equipped and munitioned from
the reserves of the great war or pur-
chased from the Germans. These troops
were trained by German officers and

frequently led by them. In Eastern

Europe there have been set up a multi-

tude of little republics, shaky and inse-

cure. The Allies hoped that these would
be able to stand alone, and withdrew

military assistance. What will happen
when the militaristic autocracy of Mos-
cow shall be free to turn its forces upon
them? It will do so the moment
its armies are not fully occupied by
Kolchak and Denikin. The fact is that

Soviet Russia, aggressive and imperialis-

tic, is building up the one remaining
great military machine in Europe, at a

time when the Allies are disbanding
their armies and reacting against the

spirit that could call them back into be-

ing. Bear in mind the close relations

between Bolsheviks and Germans. Note
that the theoretical programme of the

Bolsheviks has gone by the board, and
that their leaders are now ready to adapt
themselves to any system that gives

promise of permitting them to retain

their loot. Picture the next few years
in Europe if Germany, recovering eco-

nomically by exploiting Russia's natural

riches, has in addition ready to hand a

trained army capable of being expanded
to any size. Then ask if the struggle
of Kolchak and Denikin is any of our
affair! Then insist that the Russians
"be allowed to settle it themselves" !

The Omsk Government is undoubtedly
in a desperate situation. For that we
must bear our full share of the disgrace-
ful responsibility. But it may not be as

bad as pictured in the gloomy reports.
Our Government has evidently seen the

light, if tardily, and is now sending large

quantities of arms and munitions to

Siberia. The Bolshevik forces are prob-

ably over-extended in their Ural advance
and are having difficulty with their com-
munications. Word comes that Kolchak's
tired forces are making a successful

stand not far from Ekaterinburg. If

they can hold out until supplies arrive,
all may yet be well, and we may have
the opportunity to atone for our griev-
ous errors of the past. In the south,
Denikin is driving the Reds before him
and is reclaiming the whole Black Sea
coast. The Bolsheviks themselves are by
no means happy. They have an army
and an abundance of arms and muni-

tions, but transportation has broken

down, food is terribly scarce, and work-
men and peasants are kept in subjection

only by force and terror. Winter is

coming on to increase their difficulties.

Therefore let us not lose hope in the face

of present adversity, but have faith that

right will triumph. Rather let our
efforts be redoubled in aid of our friends
and allies to the end that the tortures

of Russia may be the more speedily
ended and the era of her resurrection

begin.
Jerome Landfield

Correspondence
Repentance First

To the Editors of The Review :

There appeared in the press last week
references to the unchanged German
spirit, as expressed at the meeting held

by Germans (it would be an insult to

add Americans) at Liederkranz Hall in

New York on July 24. As such a state

of mind as this meeting proclaimed still

exists among Germans in America, it is

surely desirable that vigorous steps
should be taken through State or Fed-
eral power to investigate, and abolish if

necessary, the Liederkranz and other
similar German societies.

Good can not come out of organiza-
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tions which are unconsciously or of set

purpose organs of propaganda; for this

reason such societies of foreign origin
are to-day a national danger in our large

cities, or wherever they exist among us.

As harmful as the German are the Sinn
Fein and other Irish societies, all of

which import into our conglomerate
American life elements of divergent
emotion and violence, which are easily

playad upon in political life and which in

their various reactions are wholly anti-

American.
The average American, owing to his

or her almost complete ignorance of

foreign affairs and European history, is

very gullible; but let any one who is

now inclined to sympathize with Ger-

many's present pains, and to forget what
German doctrine and lust of power
brought of agony, sacrifice, and horror
to the world read Brand Whitlcck's "Bel-

gium." There the intolerable days and
hideous facts are recorded. In those two
volumes the horror mounts and grows:
Schrecklichkeit in all its savage fury is

set down in German affiche and docu-
ment—if more than Mr. Whitlock's own
statements were needed—till one's soul

sickens with the appalling story. The
only ray of light through those volumes
is the impression of the unconquerable
Belgian spirit and the record of the

humane, the wise, the great work of

mercy, accomplished through unceasing
difficulties—which often threatened to

wreck the work—by Mr. Whitlock, Mr.

Hoover, and every member of the C. R. B.

The world can never afford to palter
with the truth. Those who still condone
the deeds of Germany are not fit for

citizenship in a land, where—and it is

a proud boast—we can produce such men
as Brand Whitlock, as Mr. Hoover, and
his aides and helpers.

If through that "American good na-
ture" which we sometimes so mistakenly
praise we tolerate to-day the whitewash-
ing of the crimes against the laws of
nations committed by Germany, we
should recognize that it is a lazy moral
and intellectual sense which makes us do

so, not a virtue.

It is not enough for a nation to have
one Prince Lichnowski. Not until thou-
sands of Germans at home and abroad
say to the world, "forgive us our crimes,"
should German frightfulness be put out
of men's minds. We know the verdict at

the bar of history: Germany's cynical
official documents have settled that; the
witness is unneeded.
As one thinks of the women, the chil-

dren, the old men done to death by Ger-

many's ruthless, bloody hand, the same
that did "the multitudinous seas incar-

nadine," the solemn and magnificent
words of one who was appealing against
savagery rise to one's lips: "Avenge,
Lord, thy slaughtered"—"saints" we
make no claim they all were.

That Germans should now make appeal
for favors and sympathy—pity them we
may—is revolting, and their frequent
denial of crimes which their own docu-
ments are proof of brings inevitably to

mind the line from Faust, strangely
applicable to Germany herself: "Ich bin
der Geist der stets verneint."

Let me end with a word which needs

repeating, from the Times: "It is shar-

ing of her guilt to declare her [Ger-
many's] punishment undeserved and to

denounce those who in absolute justice
are inflicting it."

Sara Norton
Ashfield, Mass., August 11

Cause and Effect?

To the Editors of The Review :

Taken in connection with the fact that
revolution in Russia came not long after

the suppression of strong drink there,
the race riots now reported in this

country may perhaps throw an unex-

pected light on one aspect of national

prohibition. In this world there must
always be suffering, and suffering must
always lead to discontent. The sedative
or anaesthetic most practicable through-
out European history has been alcoholic

stimulant. That evils have resulted

from abuse of it everybody knows. That
deprivation of it may result in madden-
ingly incessant consciousness of suffer-

ing and therefore in socially destructive

discontent hardly anybody seems to have
imagined. Prohibition undoubtedly de-

creases petty crime and individual vio-

lence; there is some reason to suspect,

however, that it tends to increase in-

sanity. Bolshevism and race riots,

though evidently due in large measure
to other causes, point that way.

B. W.
July 31

The Role of Joseph Caillaux

To the Editors of The Review :

"J'ai ecrase I'impot sur le revenu en

ayant I'air de le defendre." These cynical
words from a letter attributed to Joseph
Caillaux were printed in heavy type in

Le Figaro by Gaston Calmette, the edi-

tor, on March 14, 1914. On March 16
Mme. Caillaux went to the office of the

Figaro and shot and killed Gaston Cal-
mette. She was tried and acquitted.
Then came the war and M. Caillaux was
mobilized. In November he left France
for South America. For years he had
been suspected of strong German sym-
pathies superinduced by certain financial

interests. This suspicion was notable at

the time of the Senate investigation of
the Accord Franco-Allemand of Novem-
ber, 1911. The Senate committee paid
much attention late in 1911 and early
in 1912 to the embarrassing pourparlers

offlcieux said to have been carried on by
M. Caillaux, premier at that time. These
pourparlers, it was alleged, were car-
ried on without the knowledge of the
President of the Republic, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs, or the French Am-
bassador at Berlin. As a result of in-

formation in the possession of M. C16-
menceau at that time a ministerial crisis
was created and M. de Selves, the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, handed his

resignation to the President of the Re-
public, and M. Caillaux was a few days
later obliged to retire from office. M.
Caillaux at that time was considered as
one of those great financiers whose in-

terest in public affairs is based almost
exclusively on their financial affiliations;
whose political attitude is conditioned by
their business relations, and whose posi-
tion on questions of national or inter-
national policy is largely determined by
their own personal financial connections
rather than on their country's welfare,
security, and honor. In short, he was
considered as favoring a close political
and financial understanding with Ger-
many. He was Germany's friend.
The war had not been going three

months when there appeared in the Ger-
man press an indication of what hope
the Imperial Government placed in

Joseph Caillaux and his power to domi-
nate French policy eventually. The
Journal des Debats on November 11,

1914, under the caption L'Allemagne
Deconcertee, printed the following ex-
tract from the Neue Freie Presse of
Vienna. (It is to be observed that the
correspondent wrote ostensibly from
Bordeaux.) "M. Caillaux has many par-
tisans among the republicans," the ex-
tract read. "He is one of the few men
in politics in France who are not worn
out. The others for the most part are
impossible because of their past, which
loads them down with a share of respon-
sibility for the war—a responsibility
with which M. Caillaux could not be re-

proached, for he has always spoken in
favor of good relations with Germany.
. . . When the French begin to sober up,
M. Caillaux will play in his own country
an important role and, it is to be hoped,
a happy one."

According to Charles Maurras, this
same passage was to have appeared in
his paper, the royalist organ, L'Action
Frangaise, on October 26, 1914. "Before
appearing in this Austrian paper," he
says, "it was published in the Frank-
furter Zeitung, October 17. This paper
having fortunately come into our hands,
we gave the passage relating to M.
Caillaux. The censor requested us to put
instead a blank space" (Maurras, La
France se sauve elle-meme, p. 421). It
was not until November 17 that Le
Temps published the same note, which
was accompanied by the following com-
ment: "Is there in these invitations
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from the Neue Freie Presse and also, we
are told, from the Frankfurter Zeitung,

a still more absurd hope, if possible,

namely, to divide French public opinion,

to arouse partisan spirit, to indicate

more or less vaguely a pact for the

future between certain republicans and

the two German empires assuring 'rea-

sonable politicians' a long lease of power
in return for a reconciliation and an

entente with Germany?"
Who can these "certain republicans"

be? Why have certain Socialists in

France supported Caillaux and consist-

ently opposed Clemenceau? Why the

courtesy and attention showed to Cail-

laux by German officials in South Amer-
ica during his stay there? Why espe-

cially did the German censorship give the

following instructions to the German

press on June 16, 1917: "For political

reasons it is urgently requested that

nothing be written about the former
French Prime Minister Caillaux and that

his name be not mentioned under any
circumstances." To be sure, the former
Premier warned the German authorities

against the excessive praise bestowed

upon him by their papers, especially the
Neue Freie Presse, and desired that the
Mediterranean and Morocco agreements
should be adversely criticized. His po-
sition in France was much injured by
German praise.

Caillaux is to go before the High
Court for trial. Will the Republique
des Camarades reassert itself and rescue
the quondam premier? Is Joseph Cail-

laux destined to play in his own country
an important role and, it is to be hoped,
a happy one? It is for the French Sen-
ate to decide.

W. A. McLaughlin
Ann Arbor, Mich., August 9

The Victorian Centenary
Persons

Queen Victoria, b. May 24, 1819
Arthur Hugh Clough, b. Jan. 1, 1819
John Ruskin, b. Feb. 8, 1819
James Russell Lowell, b. Feb. 22, 1819
Walt Whitman, b. May 31, 1819
Charles Kingsley, b. June 12, 1819

George Eliot, b. Nov. 22, 1819

Time—Their Centenary Year, 1919
Place—The shelter of IgdrasU, the Ash-

tree of Existence, whose roots reach down
into The Kingdom of Death, whose trunk
reaches up Heaven high, and whose boughs
spread over the Universe

RUSKIN
(vnth sublime assurance).

Your late Majesty, aspect and shad-

ow of bygone royalties, which only the

spectral "likeness of a kingly crown"

have on, now sees around you worthy
head-workers, still well remembered on

the "bank and shoal of time" (or shall

we say, "bench and school of time"?):—immeasurably the truest claimants

these to the Victorian name, since all

of them were born just one hundred

years ago in your Majesty's own birth

year, and since all of them, unlike rust-

kings and moth-kings and robber-kings,

gathered treasures of wisdom for the

English-speaking folk during the long

lustres of your reign. Though I, John

Ruskin, who outlived all save your Maj-

esty, was born in London, ghastly heap
of fermenting brick-work, my art-gift

belongs to me by birthright, and came,

by Athena's will, from the air of Eng-
lish country villages and Scottish hills;

Charles Kingsley here, like me a strong

and deep disciple of Carlyle and his gos-

pel, and inferior only to Turner and

myself in his loving thought of things
and people and in his sense of form and

color, sniffed in his cradle the western

breezes of Dartmoor and the Devon

coast; George Eliot, born Mary Ann
Evans, was reared to womanhood in as

sweet a Warwickshire home of ivy-cov-

ered red brick as ever hallowed the
hearts of my readers (such word-pic-
tures of mine bettering even the real-

ity) ; and here is Arthur Hugh Clough,
whose young eyes were first blurred by
the smoke and soot and cinders of Liver-

pool, a city smeared by civilization's

dirty finger. But these two Americans,—one of whom, James Russell Lowell,

your Majesty will graciously remamber
at St. James's in the eighties of our cen-

tury, and whom I knew through my
friend Norton,—dwelt happily (so could

not I) in a country that boasted neither

castles nor cathedrals.

Lowell (incisively). The only "Cathe-
dral" that this American ever reared

(my poem of Chartres) was straight-

way brought by you, Mr. Ruskin, within
the range of your critical canon. I have
often felt the working of the old-world

spell in the gray seclusions of the college

quadrangles and cloisters at your Ox-
ford and Cambridge; and yet I have re-

turned to the unvenerable buildings of

my own Cambridge with a deeper and
fonder emotion than any antiquity could

stir. And do not forget that we of the
older Yankee stock spring from Shake-

speare's and Milton's England, and hence
have drunk more deeply of wells of Eng-
lish undefiled than
Whitman (interrupting aggressively).

I am Walt Whitman, a growth and idiom
of America, my tongue, every atom of

my blood, formed from this soil, this

air, born here, of parents born here,
from parents the same, and their parents
the same. I did loaf and invite my soul

far from decrepit old Europe, its ennui,
its feudal shapes, its centuries, caste,

heroisms and fables, cults and tradi-

tions, arts and languages.
Queen Victoria (loftily). We are not

entertained.

George Eliot (solemnly). A new gen-
eration has arisen that denies and blas-

phemes our gods. The fortunes of our
house have tottered, our characters have
bled on every side, our faith has been
questioned, our works belied, our wit
forgotten, our learning trampled on, our
very name, Victorian, derided—and,
worst of all, our furniture and carpets
banished! This perverse generation
needs, as Mrs. Poyser says, "to be
hatched again and hatched different."

Kingsley (with vehemence). What
can be hoped, your Majesty, from an age
which omits from the Coronation Oath
the requisite declaration against Roman-
ism? (Queen Victoria starts ever so

slightly.) Can such an age breed Eng-
lish gentlemen and yeomen?

Clough (sadly). What hope is there
of a time which prefers to the mettle-
some prancing of hexameters the club-
footed pedestrianism of free verse—beg
pardon, Mr. Whitman, I quite forgot
you—and turns from the mountain air
and water of my Highland "Bothie" to
the dust and ashes of the Spoon River
graveyard ?

Lowell (benignly). In truth, we types
of the true elder race need no longer
shake a rattle and talk baby to this

bumptious century, for it has lately been
matured out of much of its juvenile self-

conceit. Though pert, the youngster
has never been prudish. It may have
yawned over your "Hypatia," Mr. Kings-
ley, but it has never, like your first

public, denounced the book as immoral,
and it seems as little inclined to bowdler-
ize you, Walt, as to expurgate Mrs.
Hemans and Mrs. Howe. Moreover, the
authoress of "Daniel Deronda" must re-
member that this generation, which she
deems perverse, has converted her Mor-
decai's prophecy of a Jewish political

nationality into the popular programme
of Zionism through the power of a
righteous war.

George Eliot (severely). Righteous
war! Can the bloody sword of battling
rage do right?

Ruskin (magisterially). You forget,
Madam, that, fifty years ago, I reminded
the women of England that war was
sometimes willed by Him of whom,
though Prince of Peace, it is also writ-
ten, "In righteousness He doih judge
and make war." Every soldier vows to
his country that he will die for the

guardianship of her domestic virtue, of
her righteous laws, and of her any way
challenged or endangered honor. In-

deed, I told every young soldier of Eng-
land then that I had much rather that
he should ride war horses than back race
horses—much rather would I have him
slay his neighbor than cheat him. War
causes an incalculable amount of human
suffering, but it breeds beautiful char-
acters and great nations.
Whitman (head high in air). I hear,
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in the hurrying, crashing, distracted

war-year, the song of the banner, a new

song, a free song, drums beating, trum-

pets , blowing, millions jubilantly shout-

ing, armies tramping, sentries challeng-

ing, guns roaring. I hear Liberty.

Kingsley (with enthusiasm). The
same song filled the misty air of our

fenlands when the last heroes of the

old English race flocked from every ham-
let to back Hereward the outlaw in his

guerilla struggle for freedom against
the Norman William, and when the

chivalry of Elizabeth's England poured
forth from every haven in tiny pinnaces
to measure its strength against the

Spanish Armada, and to determine the

law which God had appointed for the

half of Europe and the whole of future

America. For the self-same stakes men
have just been playing the war-game.

Clough (dreamily). In the mid-cen-

tury I knew wars of the spirit, fervent

soul-struggles, that wrought far more
for liberty than the wretched clash in

the Crimea. As Matt. Arnold said in

his "Thyrsis," my piping took a troubled

sound. I died before the raging storms
had passed.

Queen Victoria. Against all the wars
of our reign—wars with Chinamen, Rus-

sians, Boers—thoughtful subjects of

ours lifted grave voices of warning, as

they lifted them against the American
War in our royal grandfather's time.

But against the World War of to-day
our spirit's ear hears no Anglo-Saxon
cry of protest.

Lowell. Your Majesty, "civilization

doos git forrid sometimes upon a pow-
der cart." Hosea Biglow was long dead
in 1914 or men would then have heard
one nasal Yankee war-note blending
with the British. Thank God, John and
Jonathan, who in my prime often shook
fists at each other, have at last joined
hands against what Hosea would call

"a pesky varmint."

Queen Victoria (with grandmotherly
sternness). Mr. Ruskin, you know the
Bible and many other books. Was it

Solomon or Shakespeare who said

"Sharper than a serpent's tooth it is to
have a thankless child"? Had there
been more laying of hands by his

Father and Mamma on that imperial
imp, William, in his "tetchy and way-
ward infancy" (that's surely Shake-
speare), there would have been less lay-

ing of hands upon the world in his subtle
and bloody age. We ought never to

have let Victoria marry a Prussian; but
in those days of my beautiful Prince
Consort my people rather liked the Ger-
mans. (The Victorians glance some-
what shamefacedly at one another.)

George Eliot (bravely). Yes, your
Majesty; we even admired them—with
reservations. Much of my younger time
was given to German religion and phil-

osophy—Strauss, Feuerbach and Spin-

oza—and three months in Weimar with

my dear husband, George Lewes, him-
self steeped to the heart's core in Goethe
and Schiller, are a cheerful recollection.

But I was never blind to the heaviness
of Germanity, never unaware that all a

German's subtlety is reserved for the

region of metaphysics, and that his per-

ception is seldom delicate. Indeed, I

have said in my comment upon the one
famous exception, Heinrich Heine, that
German humor generally shows no sense
of measure, no instinctive tact; that it

is either floundering and clumsy as the
antics of a leviathan, or laborious and
interminable as a Lapland day, in which
one loses all hope that the stars and
quiet will ever come. A German comedy
is like a German sentence: you see no
reason in its structure why it should
ever come to an end, and you accept the
conclusion as an arrangement of Provi-
dence rather than of the author.

Lowell (smiling). What a language
it is to be sure! with nominatives send-

ing out as many roots as that witch-

grass which is the pest of all child-gar-
dens, and sentences in which one sets

sail like an admiral with sealed orders,
not knowing where the devil he is going
to till he is in mid-ocean. Like the
criminal classes, I object to long sen-
tences !

George Eliot. I perceived in Ger-

many—who would not?—the gross un-
wisdom of a bureaucratic plan of gov-
ernment, and the evils of a system which
disregards traditions and attachments,
and combats the healthy communistic life

of the peasant. The German mind and
the German method made a long and
noisy day. But now the stars and quiet
may come at last.

Ruskin. Men have often charged me
with inconsistency; and I admit with
my wonted frankness that in one in-

stance they amply sustain their charge:
for the waves of my opinion in respect
to Germany's wars knew many an ebb
and flow. It is true that finding, with
Carlyle's good help, many merits in the
political economy of Prussia, I ap-
plauded the fitness of the hereditary
name of its princes, "Friedrich" or
"Rich in Peace," and crowned them with
wild olive; yet I was hospitable to the
view that Frederick's history was sad
stuff for anyone to read, unless he be-
lieved man was made to be a butcher
of his fellow-man. It is true that I pro-
claimed Germany's success in 1870, "the
victory of one of the truest monarchies
and schools of honor and obedience ever
organized under heaven," yet elsewhere
I emphasized with equal force the dan-
gers of a military organization into
which the Devil put pride of caste. It
is true that, at first, I refused to raise

my voice against the ravage of France,
deeming this inevitable; yet when I

apprehended the imminent danger to

Strassburg Cathedral and Sainte-Cha-

pelle, and sensed the horrors of human
suffering at Paris, frantic head and
heart cried out together against these

wrongs. While in the body, my spirit

bewailed the harm wrought to Tinto-

retto's great canvas at Venice by Aus-
trian shells; now it hovers over the

shattered columns of Rheims and the

fallen Cloth Hall of Ypres.
Kingsley (penitently). Mea culpa!

Mea maxima culpa! I loved these Ger-
mans once, and tried to read them
aright, but my interpretation seems now
all awry. The idealism of their older

and better days—all their talk about

genius and high art and the rest of it—I rejected. Goethe seemed to me the
ruin of Germany—a great fog coming
down on the German people and wrap-
ping them up. I blamed them in the

mid-century, because they had been for

fifty years finding out and showing
people how to do everything on earth,
and yet doing nothing themselves. And
so when Germany's great day of action

came in 1870, I rejoiced that her people
were at last ready, and I was full of hope
for them, believing that the war would
work good for generations to come. I

was as blind as my own Amyas Leigh,
and with far less warrant.

Lowell. Say rather that our tiny

tapers gave too little light. And yet
often men of to-day foolishly extinguish
their own flashing arc-lamps and turn
for illumination to the dim little candles
of precedent. They must upward still

and onward, who would keep abreast of
truth. You and Mr. Ruskin were led

astray by Carlyle, who, in his later time,
took as his type of what is highest in

human nature, not the sagacious and
moderate Goethe, but some Gotz of the
Iron Hand, some assertor of the divine

legitimacy of Faustrecht. Like the

latter-day German, Carlyle mistook

downright violence for strength, and
seeking sheer inhumanity, he got at last

to kings, types of remorseless force. As
I once phrased it, this is his conclusion
so congenial to Teutons: constitu-
tional monarchy is a failure; represen-
tative government is a gabble; democ-
racy a birth of the bottomless pit; there
is no hope for mankind except in getting
themselves under a good driver who
shall not spare the lash. As an Ameri-
can I have a deep-rooted dislike for the
flick of the royal whip.

Clough. In 1870 the broad-bosomed
earth had received me. Twenty years
before, "Hermann and Dorothea," my
only German inspiration, did not greatly
endanger my freedom of soul. Such an
idyll is a peaceful path, you know.
Whitman. Give me, instead, the noisy

open road with jostling journeyers as

companions. In 1870 all my hopes were
with the star of France, dim smitten
star, panting o'er a land of death, heroic
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land, the struggle and the daring, rage
divine for liberty, star crucified. Then

I, the only seer among you all, foresaw

(do I speak verse or prose?) the clouds

dispelled, the travail o'er; and reborn

high o'er the European world (in glad-

ness answering thence as face afar to

face reflecting ours, Columbia) thy star,

France, fair lustrous star, in heavenly

peace, clearer, more bright than ever,

beaming immortal. I saw truly, because

1 did not build my faith on old con-

querors, old campaigns, old reigns of

kings across the sea—all phantoms—but

on such realities as the democratic aver-

age and basic equality, the pride of man
in himself, and from first to last the

soul of the working man, the working
woman.

Kingsley (with dignity). Others of

us may have lacked, Mr. Whitman, your
gift of prophecy, but one thing as-

suredly we did not lack, a very practical

sympathy with our brothers, the work-
men. I was a Church of England parson—Parson Lot, because I looked not back-

ward—but a fighting man as well, and

throughout the Chartist movement,
Labor's struggle for the suffrage, I was
in the forefront of the battle. Carlyle's

teachings inspired in me the fiercest

hatred of society's great king, Laissez

faire ("Devil take the hindmost!"), who
slips with smug complacency along the

ruts of easy-going routine and do-noth-

ingism, and takes no thought of tinker

and tailor. Christian Socialist to the

core, I taught that Jesus Christ, the

poor man who died for poor men, would

bring about freedom for them, though
all the Mammonites of the earth were
against them. In my novels I entered
the Cockney home and the Cockney
sweat-shop, and read amid the dirt and
darkness the ignorant hearts that I

found there—what a contrast to the

country, the yard in which the gentle-
men live! Through all this war for the

rights of man, I sought to keep my loy-

alty, my love, my zeal,
—my faith that a

nobler day was dawning for England, a

day of freedom, science, industry. With
a like hope, my eyes are fixed on Weimar
now.

Queen Victoria. We always loved our

subjects. Mr. Tennyson, shortly after

we made him Poet-Laureate, told the
Americans that they must not mix the

English queen with those that wish to

keep their people fools, that she com-

prehends the race she rules, and that the

foes of its freedom are her foes. I read

your books, Canon Kingsley, about the

fight between the rich and the poor, and
those of Mr. Disraeli and of Mrs. Gas-

kell, who seemed to see both sides very
much better than you men. But you
must admit, Mr. Kingsley, that your
Chartists behaved very badly indeed
with all their rows and rioting. Why,
the Duke and seventeen thousand spe-

cial constables had to go out to stop
them. Still, in the end, after many
years, they got what they wanted; and
on the whole they caused much less

trouble than the masses seem to be giv-

ing to-day.

Clough. I, too, sat at the feet of

Carlyle. And I can show what I felt

about landlordism's comfortable doc-
trine of Laissez faire, if you will let me
transpose some of my "Bothie" hexam-
eters. Laissez faire says to the rich:—"0 ye rich ! be sublime in great houses,
purple and delicate linen endure, cast
not to swine of the sty the pearls that
should gleam in your foreheads. Live,
be lovely, forget them, be beautiful even
to proudness, not for enjoyment truly;
for Beauty and God's great glory."

George Eliot. I remember that my
Felix Holt told the working men after

they had got the suffrage, that the value
of their political power depended en-

tirely on the means and materials—the

knowledge, ability, and honesty—they
had at command ; that a society, a nation,
is held together by the dependence of
men on each other and the sense they
have of a common interest in preventing
injury; that society can not be steadily

improved by the attempt to do away di-

rectly with the actually existing class

distinctions, but by the turning of class

interests into class functions or duties;
that the danger hanging over change
is great just in proportion as it tends to

produce disorder by giving any large
number of ignorant men, whose notions
of what is good are of a low and brutal

sort, the belief that they have got power
into their hands, and may do pretty
much as they like; that each class should
be urged by the surrounding conditions
to perform its particular work under the

strong pressure of responsibility to the
nation at large—such counsels seem
more timely than ever!

Walt Whitman. I follow you, lady,
for I am of every hue and caste, of every
rank and religion, a farmer, mechanic,
artist, gentleman, sailor, quaker, pris-

oner, fancy-man, rowdy, lawyer, physi-
cian, priest. What is commonest, cheap-
est, nearest, easiest is Me, not asking
the sky to come down to my good will.

I breathe the air, but leave plenty after

me, and am not stuck up, and am in my
place.

Buskin. In my early life, I sought
to raise men's sense of the beautiful in

art; in my later, to raise men's moral
standard in life, to transfuse into the

younger generation a social sympathy.
I lectured, preached, instructed, coun-
seled the poorest and most ignorant,
caring for their bodies, their minds,
their souls. I warred against Laissez

faire, not in the terms of a soulless polit-
ical economy, but by taking my Bible
and acting on it. I grew also daily more
sure that the peace of God rested on all

the dutiful and kinaiy hearts of the

laborious poor; and that the only con-

stant form of pure religion was in use-

ful work, faithful love, and stintless

charity. Is not that the essence of the

religion of Humanity'/
Lowell. You are right, Mr. Buskin,

in insisting that humanity makes a part,

by far the most important part, of polit-

ical economy. But our republican ears

fail to catch, in the teachings of your
master, Carlyle, the accent of democracy.
The Carlyle gospel is the feudal one of

master and man—let mankind find the
bravest and best, and obey him! Democ-
racy means to Carlyle despair of find-

ing any heroes to govern you, and con-

tented putting up with the want of them.
It is to him a ship trying to round Cape
Horn in bad weather by vote of the

sailors instead of by will of the captain.
And you, Mr. Buskin, say that all free-

dom is error, that liberty is on the whole
and in the broadest sense dishonorable
and an attribute of the lower creatures.

Not so, Mr. Clough, spoke Philip Hew-
son, the hot radical hero of your Bothie,

which, you will remember, I admired
when you visited us at Cambridge. Not
so your dearest friend and elegist, Mat-
thew Arnold, when he tells us that "cul-

ture seeks to do away with classes, that

to live in a society of equals tends in

general to make a man's spirits expand,
and his faculties work easily and ac-

tively, and that our inequality material-

izes our upper class, vulgarizes our
middle class, brutalizes our lower class."

Not so speaks the British Constitution,

which, under whatever disguises, is es-

sentially democratic. But even Carlyle
admits that universal democracy, what-
ever we may think of it, has declared

itself as an inevitable fact of the days
in which we live. Not only is universal

democracy with us, but, as I said to an

English audience at Birmingham thirty-

five years ago, America is in the air that

all men breathe.

Queen Victoria (sympathetically).
We like to hear you talk, Mr. Lowell.

Whitman (rapt in vision). The time

has come to enfold the world. One
thought is ever at the fore—that in the

Divine Ship, the World, breasting Time
and Space, all peoples of the globe to-

gether sail, sail the same voyage, are

bound to the same destination. I see not

America only, not only Liberty's nation,

but other nations preparing; Freedom

completely armed and victorious and

very haughty, with Law on one side,

Peace on the other, issuing forth against
the idea of caste; men marching and

counter-marching by swift millions; the

frontiers and boundaries of the old au-

tocracies broken; the landmarks of

European kings removed; and this

day the people beginning their land-

marks.
Frederick Tupper
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Book Reviews
Spiritualism and Science

Experiments in Psychical Science: Levi-

tation, "Contact," and the "Direct

Voice." By W. J. Crawford. New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company.

Contact with the Other World: the

Latest Evidence as to Communication
with the Dead. By James H. Hyslop.
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

BOTH
Dr. Crawford and Dr. Hyslop

are convinced spiritists, but there-

after they have nothing in common. Dr.

Crawford is a lecturer in mechanical en-

gineering and has had much experience

in graphic statics and temperature

charting; Dr. Hyslop was a professor
of logic and ethics, a psychologist

through and through. Naturally, then,

in the great division which splits the

spiritist body, they came out on opposite

sides. Dr. Hyslop gives sixteen pages
to the physical phenomena; Dr. Craw-
ford deals with practically nothing else,

and while he "admits the genuine
nature of mental phenomena," he is

"appalled at the difficulties of sifting

them; the mind of the medium has far

too much to do with the results." Even
for specific communication from the de-

parted he prefers "the direct voice" and

"psychic photography." It is a clean-

cut antithesis of physicist and psychol-

ogist.

And naturally the physicist gets the

most definite and assured results—as-

sured, that is, apart from easy "they are

all lying" criticism. The book is a con-

tinuation of his previous "Reality of

Psychic Phenomena" and the greater

part is occupied with experiments with

Miss Goligher, the Belfast medium.
About thirty-eight pages are given to

"direct contact" phenomena with other

mediums, that is, phenomena in which
the hands of the sitters are in contact

with the table, and to "direct voice"

phenomena through so-called "trump-
ets." In both cases his mechanical ex-

perience has enabled him to make dis-

tinct advances in criticism and verifica-

tions. The real possibilities in contact

were marked out through ingenious elec-

trical apparatus, and even the direct

voice, otherwise under the darkest sus-

picion, was made to register into a

phonograph under excellent test condi-

tions; excellent, that is, apart from the

darkness which is asserted to be neces-

sary. From the "blasting" effect on the
record—so called by phonograph manu-
facturers—the voice would seem to have
been very close to the horn of the phono-
graph, and if that was the case, the
mouth-end of the "trumpet" must have
been at least four feet from the medium.
Yet, because of the darkness, Dr. Craw-
ford keeps these experiments by them-
selves and publishes them only to put

them on record for what they may be

worth.

The others are in quite different case.

They are further elaborate verifications

and examinations of his hypothesis that

table-levitations, raps, and the like are

produced by cantilever rods projected
from the body of the medium. These

rods, which are sometimes, when great
force is required, struts with a basis on
the floor, consist of matter in a so far

unknown form, apparently possessing

weight but not palpability, and invisible

under ordinary conditions. Yet if the

hand is put through one of them a "dis-

agreeable, cold, spore-like sensation" is

felt. Their presence, nature, and work-

ing can be precisely demonstrated by
mechanical tests; they are disintegrated

by all light, except red light; they do
not change the temperature of the table ;

their free ends are not conductors of

low tensive electricity; they can not pass

through open mesh cloth screens unless

these are closely wrapped round the

medium. If the medium touches the

table with her bare hand, some kind of

psychic circuit is made, the force is dis-

charged and the table at once drops. If

the hand is gloved the table drops more
slowly; similarly, if the contact is

through iron or copper. But a piece of

twisted paper or of wood in the medi-
um's hand did not seem to make the cir-

cuit. This evidently connects with the

use of a wooden table as a concentrator

of the force; it is a kind of Leyden jar.

All manner of raps are produced also by
these rods acting apparently as ham-
mers on the floor. The mechanical re-

actions upon the medium as to weight,

push and pull, and tipping strains were

elaborately tested and recorded. It is

also demonstrated, to all appearance, by
exact weighings, that while the matter
of these rods is taken from the medium
and is returned to her without diminu-

tion, the force used is mostly taken
from the sitters in the circle and in-

volves a permanent loss of weight of

half a pound each, more or less. All

these experiments were carried out with
the hearty cooperation of the so-called

"controls," communication with whom
was maintained by raps.

Dr. Crawford admits his indifference,
for the purposes of these experiments,
as to whether these "controls" are "dis-

carnate human beings" or "masquerad-
ing sub-conscious elements of the me-
dium's brain." But he is himself quite
convinced that they are the first, and
we now look to him for his reasons for
this conviction. He knows certainly
how much more difficult this step in his

demonstration will be. He has put dyna-
mite under our ordinary conceptions of

matter and shown it mobile and plastic
under the direct action of mind and
will. Can he demonstrate that the mind
and will in the case are discarnate?

Almost all spiritists have either been

ignorant of this difficulty or ignored it.

Again, Dr. Crawford does not make
plain whether he regards the projected
material-rod method as that by which
all telekinetic phenomena are always pro-
duced. He seems even to explain personal
levitation by it, but would it meet the

cases of levitation recorded of D. D.

Home, for example? Also, would his

hammer-like rods explain all rappings?
Other physicists have been driven to the

hypothesis of little explosions in the

molecular structure of the material from
which the raps seemed to come. Further,
the material of his psychic structures,

in its invisibility, seems essentially dif-

ferent from that which is used in ma-
terializations—as those of Schrenk-

Notzing—although the two are alike in

mobility and plasticity under the direct

influence of mind and will. It is true

that Dr. Crawford is evidently working
towards a hypothesis that there are two
different unknown forms of matter in

his psychical structures. He is driven

to that by the problem of how, at the

one end, these rods can make connection

with the body of the medium without

injuring it, and, at the other, with the

objects moved so as to affect them in

these different ways. Finally, there can

be no question that these two sets of

experiments mark the greatest advance

that has been made as to the physical

phenomena since their reality was estab-

lished to the satisfaction of Sir William
Crookes. It may even be that they mark
an epoch in our knowledge of the ulti-

mate structure of matter as definite as

the discovery of radio-activity.

No one could leave Dr. Hyslop's book
with a similar feeling of certainty and

possibility. His methods are almost en-

tirely mental and his recorded results

have evidently an utterly different effect

in print from that which they had on

the first-hand recipients. Neither Will-

iam James nor Mark Twain nor Isaac

K. Funk nor Carroll D. Wright is in

the least convincing. After working
through their communications the feel-

ing remains that we have seen a great
deal too many ghosts to believe in them.

There is some music which is very inter-

esting to the player but bores the audi-

ence, and the "cross-correspondence" en-

gineered by certain members of the Eng-
lish Society for Psychical Research, and

intended to be absolute logical demon-

strations, have had little weight outside

their circle of origin.

On another side Dr. Hyslop is so con-

vinced a spiritist that the disinclination

which most of us feel to the admission

of an entirely different class of moments
in the balance of forces, or kind of per-
sonalities in the drama—as you please
to put it—does not exist for him. Dis-

carnate spirits acting through mediums
still in the body are part of his accepted
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scheme of things. Thus, when telep-

athy is urged as a counter-explanation
to "spirits," he asks why telepathy may
not be worked by "spirits" and points

out, rightly enough, that telepathy is

scientifically as unexplained as "spirits."

He has passed entirely beyond our ordi-

nary position that it is "easier" to posit

that A's mind directly affects B's than

to posit that A's mind by means of dis-

carnate spirits affects B's. That is, he

has passed beyond Occam's law of the

limitation of agencies to the strictly

necessary. Of course he can answer that

we do not know what is "strictly neces-

sary." Similarly, he has a chapter on

"obsession," and accepts it. And it is

true that much of the popular spiritual-

ist literature of the present day shows
a distinct drift in that direction. Whether
that will tend to sanity in the popular
mind is another matter; it is hopeless
now to attempt to keep the most hazard-

ous guesses of the laboratory out of the

talk of the market-place. The popular
mind must go through with everything
until it becomes immune again. We can

only hope that the "obsession" will not

reach the peak of witch-burnings.
Dr. Hyslop's best chapter is undoubt-

edly that on "the process of communicat-

ing." This is very clearly and fully

worked out—fully, that is, within the

limits of our present psychological

knowledge and the spiritist hypothesis—
and many investigators of experience
might well take it to heart. It shows

that, at the best, the process is a deal

more complicated than such new Pil-

grim's Progresses as "The Seven Pur-

poses" would suggest. Even so sane a

student as Dr. L. P. Jacks might find

light there on "Old Scott," "Young
Scott" and "Sir Walter Scott," in his

"Adventures in Psychical Research."

Whether it would lead him to "spirits"
or to still more pronounced agnostic

despair is another matter. For the pic-

ture of that process which Dr. Hyslop
puts before us is not an attractive one
and raises wonder how under these con-

ditions anything evidential can ever

come through. The "spirits" seem like

a cloud of moths fluttering round a can-

dle or like the shades which swarmed
round the trench of Odysseus, all trying
to communicate at once. And even the
one which, for the moment, has caught
the medium's eye may send over all

kinds of penumbral, fleeting thoughts
besides that which he really means to

communicate. And then the medium's
"sub-conscious" comes into play with

possibilities of Sally's and obsessions.

That hoary old reprobate, Dr. Phinuit, a

creation as human as Falstaff, seems
solid beside all this.

But while Dr. Hyslop's book suggests
all these limits and cautions, it can be
read by any one to good purpose. And
it is urged throughout by a passionate

belief that only in acceptance of the

spiritist position is there any hope of

stemming the ever-rising tide of crude
materialism. On that key the book be-

gins and ends.

British Labor
Management and Men. A Record of New

Steps in Industrial Relations. By
Meyer Bloomfield. New York: The
Century Company.

ONE
of the most extraordinary fea-

tures of our modern life is the

rapidity with which books are made. In
the good old days most writers were
slow in formulating their thoughts—
Adam Smith spent ten years on his

"Wealth of Nations"—but now it is pos-
sible for one skilled in gathering mate-
rial to compile in a few months a volume
of 600 pages and to write several read-

able magazine articles as well. This

journalistic tour de force is what Mr.
Bloomfield has achieved since he visited

the industrial centres of Great Britain
in the fall of 1918, and while such a work
may be quite ephemeral, it must be ad-

mitted that it has considerable value at

the present time when those who are
interested in industrial movements are

eager to keep in touch with what is going
on abroad.

Like several other recent writers, Mr.
Bloomfield has included in his book an
enormous appendix of illustrative mate-

rial, such as the Whitley Reports in full,

the Constitution of the British Labor
Party, and various pronouncements as to

the shortages of houses, the interna-

tional distribution of raw materials, the

employment of women during and after

the war, the restoration of trade-union

restrictions, and other problems of in-

dustrial reconstruction. This penchant
for documents must surely have orig-
inated with the red, white, blue, and
otherwise colored books of the early war
period; and to those who like to drink
from original sources the appendix will

be quite welcome, although those who
prefer their information boiled down
may be somewhat disappointed in the
scant 200 pages of "main text." It

should also be said, in passing, that men
will look in vain in this book for any
light on questions of time and motion

study, bonus systems, shop discipline,

overhead, turnover, or other phases of

management so dear to the heart of

efficiency experts—for it is a book on
British plans for promoting good feeling
between management and men, which,
perhaps, may be prerequisite to the suc-

cess of those other devices.

There was much ill-feeling between
labor and capital before the war, and
although they made a truce by which
organized labor for the time of national

peril gave up the right to strike and
its cherished trade restrictions, as

soon as victory seemed assured the truce

was declared off and the forces of labor

began to be mobilized for a determined
effort to obtain better living conditions

and a larger part in the control of in-

dustry, if not for a revolutionary attack

on the strongholds of capitalism. Labor
was well aware of its services at home
and abroad, without which the war could

not have been won, and, when peace and

security were restored, demanded as

much consideration as when life, liberty,

and property were threatened by a ruth-

less enemy. The employers as a class

have been very free to recognize these

services, and have gone far in conces-

sion to the demands of labor, but their

advances have been received in a spirit

of suspicion and hostility that augurs ill

for the success of the schemes for indus-

trial cooperation that have been launched
with so much eclat. Perhaps, as Mr.
Bloomfield suggests, this distrust and
irritation may be due to the nervous
strain under which the British people
have labored and fought during four

long and weary years ; but, whatever the

cause, the trouble is there and threatens

to break out into a civil war in which
Great Britain may bring upon herself

the disaster which all the armies and
navies of the Central Powers were un-
able to inflict.

Certainly British labor is none too

modest in its demands, as the following
list of items in its programme clearly
shows :

The throwing open of land for use and
development by the people; a public health
act to prevent illness; a million new houses
built at public expense and let at fair rents;
nationalization of the public services, mines,
railways, shipping, armaments, and elec-

tric power; extension of trade unionism; a
national minimum wage for each industry
based on determinations by industrial

boards; abolition of the menace of unem-
ployment; limitation of the hours of labor;
drastic overhauling of the various laws
dealing with factory conditions, safety and
workmen's compensation; enlargement of
the cooperative movement; international
labor legislation to deal with the competi-
tion of sweated goods; revision of taxation

upward; and equal treatment of men and
women in government and industry.

Comprehensive as this list is, it does

not include the most important point of

all—the demand for a greater share in

the control of industry. The unions, of

course, exercised a certain negative—
and very injurious—control through
their trade customs or restrictions,

which tended to reduce the output of in-

dustry; but, as these may never be fully

restored, they demand, as an equivalent,
a large measure of positive control,

promising to cooperate with the em-

ployers for the increase of output and

the general prosperity of the country.
Some such control as this many unions

exercised during the war, through the

shop steward and works committees ; but

now they want these powers continued
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and extended and will be satisfied with

nothing- less.

The appointment of the Whitley Com-
mittee by the Asquith Government in

the year 1916 was designed to anticipate

trouble by providing a workable plan for

the cooperation of capital and labor in

the rehabilitation of industry after the

war. The first report of the committee

was made in March, 1917, the second in

October; and these, together with the

supplementary reports, contain many
valuable suggestions as to methods of

cooperation between employers and em-

ployed, even though the general plan

may be still highly experimental and

probably not applicable to conditions in

other countries. The committee devised

an elaborate, though elastic, scheme for

industrial councils which it was thought

might be adopted with modifications by

practically all the well-organized indus-

tries of the country. Three sets of coun-

cils were recommended: First, National

Joint Standing Industrial Councils to

consist of representatives of employers
and employed in equal numbers elected

by their recognized national associa-

tions; second, District Joint Industrial

Councils similarly constituted but of

limited jurisdiction and subordinate to

the National Councils; third, Works
Committees composed of representatives
of employers and employed in particular
works or establishments. All this points
towards the creation of a National In-

dustrial Council, and this, in fact, was
unanimously recommended by the Na-
tional Industrial Conference at its ad-

journed meeting on April 4, 1919. The
setting up of an Industrial Parliament
beside the ancient Parliament at West-
minster would be a startling innova-

tion in British life and would have most

interesting and far-reaching results.

Already the Whitley scheme has been

adopted by a considerable number of in-

dustries, so that the experiment is re-

ceiving a fair trial under the most
varied conditions. The inauguration of

the first Whitley Council—The National
Council of the Pottery Industry—took

place at Stoke-on-Trent on January 11,

1918. Major F. H. Wedgwood, of Wedg-
wood and Sons, was elected chairman;
Mr. S. Clowes, of the Potters' Union,
vice-chairman; Mr. A. P. Llewellyn, sec-

retary to the Manufacturers; and Mr.
A. Hollins, secretary to the Operatives.
The National Council of sixty members—thirty on each side—was elected, rep-

resenting such manufacturers as Doulton
and Company, Furnivals, Ltd., the Wedg-
woods, Cartwright and Edwards, and
many other well-known firms. A con-
stitution was adopted stating the chief

object of the Association to be the ad-

vancement of the pottery industry and
of all connected with it. The work of
the Council was specified under the fol-

lowing heads: To induce all manufac-

turers and operatives to join their re-

spective associations; regular considera-

tion of wages, piece-work prices, and
conditions of industry; maintenance of

such prices as will afford reasonable

remuneration to both employers and em-

ployed; consideration and settlement of

disputes; regularization of production
and employment; removing of danger to

health in industry ; encouragement of re-

search and invention, and publication of

results, where desirable; collection of

statistics of wages, prices, profits, costs,

and the like; representation of the

needs of the industry to the Government
and to the community generally.
As Mr. Bloomfield frequently points

out, the Whitley scheme is still in the

experimental stage. All that has been
done is to provide machinery for joint
consideration of certain phases of indus-

try, and its successful operation will

depend on the spirit of tolerance and

cooperation animating the heretofore op-

posing interests. The employers will be

slow to turn over to the workers any
important share in the management of

their properties, and the workers, who
are aggressively pushing for all they
can get, will not be satisfied to receive

the shadow of power without the sub-

stance. Then, too, as Dr. Addison, for-

merly Minister of Reconstruction, has

pointed out, the Councils might be used

to form trusts or price rings inimical to

the interests of the public. Again, there

is some danger of political interference,

although the committee has sought to

guard against that. Like any other hu-

man invention, the plan has its strong
and weak points, some of which will not

appear until it is put in operation, and
the progress of the experiment will be
watched with intense interest on both

sides of the Atlantic.

More or Less Truth
The Taker. By Daniel Carson Goodman.

New York: Boni and Liveright.
The Groper. By Henry C. Aikman. New

York: Boni and Liveright.
The Choice. By Maurice Weyl. New

York: Mitchell Kennerley.

HERE
are three new stories, two of

them "first" novels, which express
anew the marked impulse in our recent

fiction towards sober interpretation.

They make no attempt to be amusing.
They doubtfully attain that rating as

"good stories" which, we may fairly say,

belongs as a matter of course to all

novels of the broadest merit, as well as

to a vast number of novels which have,

otherwise, no merit whatever. For the

crude elements of a good story are, like

those of a good play, almost self-suffi-

cient. You can find them in the fables

of the late Shakespeare or the later

Henry James, but more or less overlaid

with literature and things. The advan-

tage, for the clientele of the hour, re-

mains, say, with Messrs. Rex Beach and

George M. Cohan, in whose works you
can find little else. And it is a real ad-

vantage, especially when the comparison
lies between the Cohans and Beaches on

the one side, and writers like those with

whom we are at the moment concerned

on the other. Everybody loves to be en-

tertained,
'

but not quite everybody
hankers to be enlightened as well—still

less instead.

These three books are, if you like,

chronicles and commentaries rather than

tales. Their common theme is the quest
of the individual for personal success

and happiness. Their method is con-

sciously realistic, to use the word in

its vague popular sense. Mr. Goodman's
realism is not far from Mr. Dreiser's:

not far, that is, from naturalism or ani-

malism. It wishes above all things to

eschew sentiment, and succeeds in senti-

mentalizing the squalid. Men are a little

higher than the animals, and thereby
less happy. They lack the courage of

their impulses, yet impulse prevails.

Leonard Vernon is the spoiled son of a

widow of the American midlands. At

eighteen he wearies of her spoiling and

flings off to make his own way. He
knows how to go about his task: "I'm

going to get on . . . I'm going to be

hard and mean . . . I'm going to be

cold—strong." He gets foothold in an
"Art Glass Works," marries his em-

ployer's daughter, becomes a master of

men in his business hours, and of women
when business permits. His commercial

prowess we take pretty much for

granted. The more (or less) enlivening
task is ours to assist at his petty and
miscellaneous philanderings. He has cast

off a Jennie and married a Mabel and

escaped her for the moment, when we
are privileged to have a day off with him
in New York: "Walking up Broadway,
with chest out and shoulders back, which
made his grey walking suit fit unusually

well, he thought how different he was
from all the people who passed him, the

actors out of jobs with their careless

apparel, the rough-looking men with
weak faces who lined the curbs—sud-

denly he felt ashamed that he should
be seen walking in this district . . .

So at Forty-Fourth Street, he turned
and went across town to the more
adorned trumpery of Fifth Avenue.

'Here,' he thought, 'New York puts on a

varnished mask over her harlot's heart,
and doesn't betray herself.' And with
his muscles echoing to the will of his

mind he assumed a more elastic, tripping
manner in his gait, while with his cane
he cut the air every few steps. As he
walked, he noticed how women turned
and gave him a second glance." In
course of time, two women commit
suicide for the sake of this amiable citi-

zen. He has a notion of doing it later,
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himself, but finds it easier to get drunk,

and then to take back the comfortable

original Jennie, and then and forever

to go on ogling the women on the streets

and feebly flirting with the new girl at

the cigar-counter. . . .

After all, a good test of creative real-

ism is its giving us people we can some-

how tie to. These feeble cads and ego-

tists with whom current pseudo-realism
so largely concerns itself sufficiently re-

fute their authors. There are plenty of

people in the world like these, but why
harp on them? They are of relatively

little consequence in the larger scheme

of things. It is not they or their phil-

osophy that makes the world go round.

We are not all "takers," pure and simple.

Many of us, thank God, are finders, and

more of us at least are gropers after

something higher and better than the

blind and brutal enjoyment of the hour.

Lee Hillquit of "The Groper" is not an

heroic figure, he gropes often in miry

places. But there is a decency in him,
a spark of aspiration that will not be

quenched and that in the end kindles his

life to meaning and to a generous happi-
ness. It is in his hour of failure, when
the fabric of his easy "success" has

crumbled and he must take a lesser place

in the world, that his heart is eased to

understanding of what honest labor and
honest love still have in store for him.

He, like "the taker," returns to his first

love, but for giving as well as taking.

Her need as well as his own strengthens
the solid foundations of their union,

which is to bring him "a regenerating
faith in himself," and in "the funda-

mental integrity of his own lonely soul."

"The Choice" is a study of marriage in

which the woman holds in the fore-

ground. Asenath McBride is a remark-

able portrait. There is nothing salient

about her except her beauty, which we
have to take the author's word for.

Daughter of a narrow-minded and pious

laborer, she is narrow-minded without

being pious. She has instinctively good
taste in music, in dress, in all civilized

trappings; but no intellect. Her speech
is crude, half-articulate. Yet while still

in her teens she strongly attracts two
men of superior breeding, and marries

the one who has the better mind. There
are obvious consequences. The young
husband, a man hungry for intellectual

companionship, is gradually disillusioned

as to his wife's possibilities. He sees

that the mental sympathy he has given
her credit for has been merely unreason-

ing assent. A great part of his life lies

in the mind; and he must live it alone

in so far as he lives at home. Asenath
realizes her disability, but is powerless
to change; and that fine gift of honesty
which is her great possession forbids her

making conscious pretense, even if it

could conceivably be of use. But the

husband happens to be a fine, honest,

normal fellow. It doesn't occur to him
to desert his wife, or to be unfaithful to

her! He sees that his wife's lack is not
her fault. They have many things in

common: music, pictures, their child.

Somehow they are together, the choice
made: "Had it been his choice? Was it

he that has selected her or was it some-

thing stronger, something which over-
ruled his judgment? Instinct?" After
all, it doesn't matter ; they belong to each

other, and the best they can make of it

may turn out to be very good indeed.

"She was his wife and the mother of
his child. And he was humbly grateful."
In realism of detail there is little to

choose among these three records. As
for "truth to life," it lies for one reader
with those interpretations which are
based upon a conviction of the funda-
mental integrity of that collective soul

we call human nature.

H. W. Boynton

'

'Orchestrating'
'

Society
Towards New Horizons. By M. P. Will-

cocks. New York: The John Lane
Company.

THE publisher's note that the discus-

sions in this book are mainly with
reference to the League of Nations and
the place of labor under the new condi-

tions to be created thereby is not very
well borne out by the text. Still less is

the statement justified that "Miss Will-

cocks possesses unerring insight into the

deep springs of human action," and the

concluding reference to her book as a

"thoughtful analysis of world condi-

tions" presses the advertiser's license to

the extreme limit.

In sober truth, Miss Willcocks has no

particular care for the League of Na-
tions at all, unless the nations concerned
should go into virtual dissolution in the

process of giving it birth, in which case

it would, of course, cease to be a League
of Nations. If the extreme opponents
of the League could once convince the
world that its terms involved an inter-

national suicide pact of that kind, not
one of the nations represented at Ver-
sailles would ratify it. It is no blind

tumbling into racial and political chaos
that is intended, but the discriminating
attempt of well-defined national entities

to aid one another in preserving, not de-

stroying, the legitimate national func-
tions of each.

If "unerring insight" and "thought-
ful analysis" were characteristic of Miss

Willcocks, one would expect to find also

that lucidity of expression which is the
normal attendant of these qualities.
What one actually finds is the vague and
incoherent language which springs inevi-

tably out of an unanalytic habit of

mind, and either the inability to see the

deeper things of life as they are, or an

unwillingness to look deeply when the

first glance is not favorable to one's pre-
conceived views.

If one can sift out a fairly constant
note running through this volume, it is

that the days of private property are
numbered. The change from the present
regime to an absolutely "socialized" sys-
tem of production and distribution may
require generations rather than years,
a new and untried race may have to be

brought to the front as the instrument
of the new order, but the era of "posses-
sion" is doomed, all the same. And yet
when Miss Willcocks feels the need of

answering the objection that the fine

arts would not thrive under such a sys-
tem of communism as she heralds, she
assures us that "with enormous labor-

saving devices and with a world-wide
wealth in the hands of the people, there
will be leisure for art and ample means
out of which the artist will be paid, not

by individual patrons, but by the State."

How inevitably, in every writer of this

class, some such slip as this betrays the
utter failure to follow their supposed
principle through to its necessary re-

sults !

In her chapter on Self-Determination,
Miss Willcocks betrays her own posses-
sion of that individualistic instinct

which, in spite of its abuse, has been one
of the strongest and most constant fac-

tors in the progress of human civiliza-

tion. Some one has well said that the
most reliable safeguard against the final

triumph of communism in England or
the United States is the fact that the

average English or American laborer
is at bottom so individualistic in tem-

perament that when it should come to

the test he would shoulder a gun to free

himself from the shackles of such a sys-
tem. Miss Willcocks is evidently haunted

by the fear that under a system of the
absolute leveling of the rewards of labor,

together with the individual's self-de-

termination of his sphere of activity,
some rather important branches of labor

might not find the necessary number of

recruits. But she evades any close grip
with the difficulty by imagining the race
so transformed that the joy of creation

is a reality, and that men and women
can be "orchestrated" to the joint work-

ing out of some conception that is wide
enough to claim the services of all types
of character and of all degrees of mental

power. "Orchestration" was an unfor-
tunate word for her to use. Let her go
to the leader of some really successful

orchestra and ask him just how much
room there is for self-determination in

the musicians whom he directs. The
negro slave before the war was not so

wholly subject to his master's will as are

the members of a successful orchestra to

the will of a great leader during the

time while they are functioning as an
orchestra. But if they do not like it they
may resign, a privilege for which the all-
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embracing industrial orchestra so easily-

imagined by Miss Willcocks has no pro-

vision. The simple truth is that a com-

munistic control of all production and

distribution, doing away with all private

property, is humanly attainable, as

nearly as it is attainable at all, only as a

system of state slavery.

Miss Willcocks tells us that when "so-

cial production" comes it will be but a

return to the primitive type of produc-
tion. When we look into primitive com-

munism, she thinks, we see "the very

warp and woof of human nature itself."

And what we find there, she holds as

good, "especially to us, who seem born

to come into contact with nothing but

human selfishness." The first instinct

in those times, she adds, was to see that

none of the tribe should go hungry.
Miss Willcocks is, of course, not the first

to draw from imagination this rosy

lining to the sombre cloud of early hu-

man history. The flaw in it is simply
its utter lack of harmony with amply
attested facts. The level of primitive
communism was a level at the bottom of

human comfort and convenience, in

which "the instinct to secure that none
of the tribe shall want" often failed dis-

astrously of realization. And failure of

the means of subsistence then did not

start streams of aid from afar, as in

these days, when we "seem born to come
into contact with nothing but human
selfishness." The "very warp and woof
of human nature itself" is not to be

sought in the fact of a greater or less

degree of primitive communism, but in

the individualism which, starting with
the desire to better one's own position,
has made countless advances of benefits

to all. If this individualism can de-

generate into a selfishness requiring
restraint, it can also rise to the

highest manifestations of self-sacrifi-

cing altruism.

Miss Willcocks imagines that "so-

cialized" production and distribution will

put so vigorous a spirit into the laborer
that the rate of production will at once
be greatly increased, making it possible

eventually to reduce the day of labor to

four hours, if not even less. As to the
food supply, "by applying atomic energy
to agriculture we shall produce on a
scale that baffles all measurements of

to-day." It had been our impression that
atomic energy was already at work in

agriculture, but perhaps it was unionized
and ordered out on strike at the close
of the golden reign of Saturn, when
the crops ceased to grow without human
toil, honey no longer exuded from the
leaves of trees, and the advent of Jupiter
made it necessary for mortals to live by
the sweat of the brow.
But we can go no farther with the

vagaries of Miss Willcocks. The volume
is significant only as a well-marked
symptom of what she herself, with a

flash of insight wholly uncharacteristic,

names "the peculiar mental disease

of this time—a vague desire to make the

world better, combined with absolute

ignorance of how this is to be done."

The Run ofthe Shelves

IN
the alarms and excursions of the

present time, with its racial frictions

and dynastic overturnings, it is refresh-

ing to find Spain producing and print-

ing its first translation of the Travels

of Kabbi Benjamin of Tudela, its great
Jewish wanderer and geographer (Viajes
de Benjamin de Tudela. Por Ignacio
Gonzalez-Llubera. Madrid: Sanz Cal-

leja). There is a good introduction,

especially on the personality of the au-

thor and his place among mediaeval

geographers, critical apparatus, com-

mentary, bibliography, and full indices
—in every way a useful and creditable

production. It is a monument of the

new Spain and should have been dedi-

cated to the Manes of the Jews of the

old time.

"Patriotism and Popular Education:

Thoughts and Questionings on these and

many other Matters of Urgent National

Concern" is the title of certain "hot dis-

cursive thoughts" addressed by Henry
Arthur Jones to Mr. H. A. L. Fisher,

president of the English Board of Edu-
cation (London: Chapman and Hall).
Mr. Jones, whose plays are but scant

indications of the range and even the

quickness of his mind, is one of the

sprightliest writers and one of the keen-

est and most caustic debaters with the

pen to whom England can point at the

present moment. It is impossible to fol-

low through all its flexures the "discur-

siveness" of a criticism which will

quicken reflection in minds predisposed
to reflect, and provoke in others that

anger which is the reaction of thought-
lessness to thought. We may pause on a

single topic. Mr. Jones thinks popular
education in England largely a failure,

and he also thinks that the disappear-
ance of Shakespeare from the English
stage at a time when popular education
is becoming universal is illustrative and
demonstrative of that failure. He is

cruel enough to remind his countrymen
that "in the year before the war there
were sixty-six companies playing Shake-

speare in Germany, . . . while 1,104

representations were given of 'The Mer-
chant of Venice' alone. Our English
record for that year is too contemptible
to be set down."

In America, Mr. Jones's test of the
soundness of popular education seems

irrelevant, not to say impious. We do
not connect Shakespeare with popular
amusement in this country any more
than we connect prayer with baseball.

Still, there is Mr. Jones, the inexorable
Mr. Jones, with his peremptory and in-

criminating test. Is that test unfair?
The proof of a man lies in the voluntary
rather than the involuntary part of hia

days, in the hours for which he lives

rather than the hours by which he lives;
and for the common man that chosen
part, those vital hours, are represented
by amusement. It would certainly not
be fair to test popular education by its

failure to make Milton or Bacon popu-
lar, but Shakespeare is quite another
matter. There was no barrier between
Shakespeare and the common man of his
own time, and there seems every reason
to suppose that the common man of to-

day is a better fellow in sense, knowl-
edge, and taste, if not in wit, than his
Elizabethan prototype. Shakespeare
never forgot that man in the street by
whom he is now so obdurately forgotten.
In New York to-day Shakespeare would
be just the man to stand shoulder to
shoulder in staunch comradeship or eye
to eye in genial understanding with the
very clerks and artisans who now desert
the "Taming of the Shrew" and the
"Comedy of Errors" for vaudeville and
the cinematograph. Shakespeare "spells
ruin," and it is difficult to argue with
ledgers; still, it is a little curious that
the love of pounds and dollars should
bar from the stage in our time a set of
plays to the making of which the love
of crowns and sixpences was an unmis-
takable incentive. It is as hard to be-
lieve that Shakespeare in New York to-

day would find the Messrs. Shubert or
Messrs. Klaw and Erlanger incompre-
hensible as that he would find Mr. Eu-
gene Walter or Mr. Bupert Hughes un-
sympathetic. Without overstressing a
line of argument which has many dis-

heartening facts to meet and face, it

seems almost worth while to put once
more the question whether the division
between Shakespeare and common folk
is an organic and necessary division, or
whether it is a matter of fashion and
habit which reform in education might
control. There is that insulting German
record of 1,104 representations of "The
Merchant of Venice" in the year before
the war.

A few years ago a lot of extraordinary
gold and jeweled ornaments came out
of Egypt and were sold to American,
English, and German collectors. The ob-

jects included heavy pectorals adorned
with coins and medals, necklaces with
medals, a remarkable openwork breast

chain, jeweled bracelets and earrings.
It happily occurred to the late Professor
Walter Denison to publish these splendid
things, widely scattered as they were,
in a single volume, which now appears in
the University of Michigan Studies

(Macmillan). The date of the treasure
is the middle of the sixth century A.D.
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There is a very interesting medallion

bearing an Annunciation and Miracle

at Cana, not to mention large cameos

of various dates. While Professor Deni-

son's minute and thorough commentary
is naturally intended for archaeologists,

the numerous plates will delight anybody
who cares for fine goldsmith's work. The

perforated ornamentation forecasts inter-

estingly both later Byzantine metal work
and the splendors of the Saracenic style.

At last the fur-covered animals are

receiving deserved recognition—in a re-

liable, popular, illustrated account of

their lives and their place in the fauna of

this continent. It is high time, since,

more quickly than the birds which fly

above us, or the reptiles which creep

beneath, mammals are going to the wall

before the onrush of human dominion.

Another half century will unquestion-

ably see the end of most large mammals
except in game preserves and zoological

gardens. Mr. Nelson, Chief of the Bi-

ological Survey, in his "Wild Animals of

North America" (Natural Geographical

Society) has written over one hundred
brief biographies, giving a resume of the

habits and the ways of life of North
American Mammals, and this is accom-

panied by a wealth of colored plates by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes, sketches by
Seton, and photographs. There is no

attempt at systematic classification, the

two parts of the thin, limp cloth volume

being divided arbitrarily into the Larger
and the Smaller Mammals, and all the

troubles of subspecies are hidden away in

the phrase "and its relatives." The ac-

counts are well balanced, many given at

first hand; the book should help to at-

tract some of the interest which in most

lay lovers of nature is wholly expended
upon flowers, insects, and birds.

"Marie Bashkirtseff : the Journal of a

Young Artist," published thirty years

ago, has appeared in a new edition (Dut-
ton), with the text of the translation

revised, and with some additions, very

slight in amount, from the original
French. The journal begins when the

writer is twelve and ends just before her

death, when she is twenty-three. The

early pages are, from one point of view,
as insufferable as ever, with their ex-

hibition of childish vanity and self-ana-

lytical precocity. Yet even these out-

pourings have a peculiar value, for they
are written by a child, not, as in other

documents of self-revelation, by a ma-
ture man or woman looking back with

humorous compassion on the silly dreams
of long ago. Vanity and petulant self-

analysis remain till the close, but they
are tempered by real and growing power
as the writer, working courageously
under the handicaps of ill health and tra-

ditions of idle wealth, develops her talent

as a painter. Her comments on the

world and on art, pungent, penetrating,
and sympathetic, become more frequent
than her praise of her own good looks

and cleverness. Literary talent appears :

bits of description of Spain, for example,
are masterly in tone. And through the
whole runs that aspiration for power and
fame based on solid achievement, and
not on mere social charm, which was the

dominating note of the woman's char-

acter. Despite all its tinsel, the book
has gained a permanent place, and a

place of high honor, in the literature of

self-revelation.

The Orange Conven-
tion in Canada

DURING
the last week of July the

ninetieth annual convention of the

Supreme Grand Lodge of British North
America took place in the city of Ot-

tawa. Over two thousand lodges were

represented and the resolutions adopted
mark a very significant departure in

the annals of the Orange organization.

Three facts stand out in relief, as con-

sequences of the lengthy deliberations

of the delegates. The reelection of the

Supreme Grand Master; the attaching
of the Order to one particular political

party; and the extraordinary attitude

assumed in regard to the Irish question.

The reelection, by acclamation, of Mr.

Horacio C. Hocken as Supreme Grand
Master of the Orange Order in British

North America, was not unexpected, nor

was the distinction undeserved. Cer-

tainly no more zealous and competent
man holds office to-day in the organiza-
tion. Mr. Hocken is a Canadian by
birth, of English parentage and a jour-
nalist by profession. He has been

Mayor of Toronto and sits to-day as

Member of Parliament for one of the

divisions of that city. He received his

education in Canada and worked up
from the "case" to the editorship and

proprietorship of The Sentinel, the or-

gan of Orangism on this continent.

Were he not so closely attached to the

one special interest—that of his Order—there is every reason to believe that

a brilliant future might await him. He
has administrative and executive ability

of no mean order, and, with his kindly

disposition, strong determination, and
natural talents, he is possessed of all the

qualifications of a Cabinet Minister. He
has, however, chosen another sphere of

activity, and certainly he has so far been

very successful in that.

On the third day of the Convention
the Orange Order adopted, unanimously,
a resolution to the effect that hence-

forth the whole body, and each individ-

ual member thereof, should support the

Union Government and help in estab-

lishing in Canada a Unionist Party.

This is very significant. According to

the charter of the Orange Order, ob-

tained in 1890, the objects of the Asso-
ciation are set forth as being mutual

benefit, fraternal cooperation, patriotic

endeavor, and the protection and propa-

gation of Protestantism. Ever since it

has been the unvarying theme of the

leaders of the Order to proclaim abso-

lute independence in politics. Even Mr.
Hocken's own organ, The Sentinel, not

later than last June announced that the

Orange Order was attached to no spe-
cial party, but held itself free to support
for the time being any policy that

agreed with their own special aims. By
this last resolution the entire Order, in

Canada, is bound hand and foot to one

political party. That independence
which was heretofore its strength seems
to have vanished with the closing of

this convention. This is a situation

that needs no elaboration. Suppose that

the Knights of Columbus, in convention,
were to pass a like resolution, it is quite
obvious that such a course would lead

to disintegration within the Society,
and to an immediate falling off of its

influence in the affairs of the country.
So is it with Orangism in Canada;
henceforth, instead of being an inde-

pendent factor in the great political

struggles of the Dominion, it will be
considered merely an auxiliary of one

party.
The third remarkable expression of

this Orange Convention is its attitude

towards the Irish issue. One could

readily understand its absolute sym-
pathy with Sir Edward Carson ; its offer

of support financially, morally, and

otherwise; its faith in Ulster and all

that the Carsonites stand for ; its opposi-
tion to Home Rule in any form; its an-

tagonism to Sinn Feinism, and all that
the extremists of that ilk profess and
propose; but it is hard to reconcile their

persistent demand for an undivided,

peace-enjoying, and prosperous British

Empire with their declaration that they
will not have any settlement of the Irish

question. If they mean by this that

they are opposed to the division of Ire-

land into North and South, or the estab-

lishment of Home Rule along the lines

of Dominion government, or the crea-

tion of a Federal system for England,
Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, they do
not say so. They indicate no special

policy, they suggest no solution. They
simply declare that they are opposed to

the settlement of the Irish question. If

they mean what they say, certainly it is

not for the greater peace and prosperity
of the Empire they are acting. It is

scarcely conceivable that any body of

men, or any person in particular, who
has an honest interest in the welfare of

the Empire, could wish to see the thorny
Irish trouble perpetuated unto the end

(Continued on page 330)
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Do animals talk? Dr. William J. Long says
they do, and his assertion is based on long
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he shows us the great affinity be-
tween them by showing us the
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(Continued from page 328)
of time. We can conceive how natural

is the antagonism of the Orange Order
in Canada and elsewhere to the "Irish

Republic," the Utopia of De Valera and
his following; all that is in the order of

things. But we vainly seek for an ex-

planation of the two resolutions above
referred to—support of the Union and

opposition to all settlement of the Irish

question—unless A. G. Gardiner throws
some light upon it. In his "Pillars of

Society," speaking of Carson's motive,
that observant journalist says:

The motive is the Ascendency of his caste
established and maintained by the Union.
For a century or more the Orangemen

have had Ireland under their heel. . . .

With the Castle at their back they have
held Ireland like a conquered province—
they have held it as the British hold India.

They have planted their nominees in every
fat job; they have controlled the adminis-
tration; the police have been an instru-
ment in their hands; justice has been the
:ool of their purpose; the law has been
of their fashioning and the judges of their

making. And now the Ascendency is done.
The outworks have gone; the walls are
crumbling. Landlordism has been put to

flight. The Irish people are emerging
from the dust. They have their land; they
have their local councils; they stand erect
and ask for full freedom in their own
household. The whole fabric of Ascend-
ency is collapsing before our eyes. A new
Ireland is dawning across the Channel.
And against the dawn there stands a figure

baleful and heroic, challenging the new
day—a figure emblematic of an ancient
tale of wrong and a night that is past.

Does this passage explain the excep-
tional attitude and the peculiar resolu-

tions of the Orange Order in British

North America?
J. K. F.

Ottawa, Canada, August 4
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THE
President's decision upon the

railroad wage question is what the

situation clearly demanded. His appeal
to the railroad men ought to find a re-

sponse in their patriotism and their re-

gard for the public weal ; whether it will

or not remains to be seen. The atten-

tion of the country is so centred on the

hardships of high prices that the Presi-

dent's insistence on the impossibility of

keeping prices down and at the same
time yielding to constant demands for

raising of wages will be sure to find a

hearty response among the people at

large. With this state of public senti-

ment to reckon with, it may be that the
railroad workers will realize that not

only public duty, but also a calculation

of their own interests, counsels a rea-

sonable attitude and acquiescence in the
President's decision. If this should

prove to be the case, well and good. But
the question that must be in the mind
of every one seriously considering the
situation is, what will happen if the
railroad workers persist in their inten-

tion to strike?

PERSUASIVE
as the President's ap-

peal to the railroad employees is in

many ways, it lacks one note which it

would have been wise as well as cour-

ageous to sound now, instead of putting
to some time when the situation

e more acute. To be conciliatory,
t out that a little waiting may re-

e situation, to assure the railroad

t their just claims will be taken
in the future if this expectation
be disappointed—all this is right

enough. But it is taking a great risk to

implant in the minds of the men the
idea that everything is likely to be
mended in a short time, and that if it

isn't they can count on the Govern-
ment giving them all they want. For if

things do not work as smoothly as the
President appears to expect, there is

going to be trouble; and when trouble

comes the Government will have to take
a stand, unless it is prepared to clothe

the railroad unions with the power of

being supreme judge in their own case.

Short of this, it will become necessary,
as it has so often been in the past, to

assert the rights of the public by some-

thing more than smooth words. A re-

minder that in the last resort the work-
ers must submit to orderly methods for

deciding their claims, and that the right
of the country to uninterrupted working
of its transportation system will be

firmly maintained, would have been
most salutary.

THE
radical action taken by the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee on the

question of Shantung must not be re-

garded as at all indicative of the atti-

tude of the Senate. The vote was 9
to 8, Senator McCumber voting with the
Democrats. With this exception the Re-

publicans voted solidly for the change
in the treaty; but the two most extreme

opponents of the League—Borah and
Johnson—and several others almost as

extreme were included among them.
This is, of course, not at all representa-
tive of the Senate Republicans as a
whole.

Nothing more dangerous to the peace
of the world at the present time, and to

the prospects of good international re-

lations in the future, can well be im-

agined than the adoption by the Senate
of this violent and ill-considered move.
The objections to it were formulated
with admirable clearness and force in a
statement made by Senator McCumber
immediately after the vote of the com-
mittee. That it would render necessary
the reopening of the entire treaty ques-
tion is self-evident. For us to under-

take in this way to pass unqualified

judgment against Japan would be an
affront to which she could not passively
submit. That she would not only harbor
resentment against this country, but
would refuse to complete her member-
ship in the League of Nations, may be
set down as certain. President Wilson
is probably right in his view that the

settlement as made was the best to which

Japan could be brought to consent at

Versailles; but, whether so or not, to

tear up the settlement now would mean a

break of good relations which would
bear the seeds of infinite mischief in

the future.

What is necessary as matters stand is

to work patiently towards the bringing
about of justice to China, building both

upon Japan's promises and upon the

underlying principles to which she, in

common with the rest of the nations of

the world, is committed by membership
in the League of Nations. The Senate
should put on record, in connection with
the ratification, its judgment of what
ought to be done, thus refusing to give
its sanction to the Shantung provision.
To go beyond this assertion of the de-

sire and attitude of our country would
be reckless and dangerous folly.

THE Hungarian situation has reached
a temporary balance without much

advance towards a solution. The Ruma-
nians have explained that they entered

Budapest before orders to the contrary
reached them, and they have abated their

demands on the Magyars. They remain
in military possession of Hungary as

acknowledged agents of the Supreme
Council, and subject to the orders of a
local mixed commission of the Council.

How this patched-up arrangement is

working does not yet appear. Mean-
while the Rumanian Government has dis-

claimed all sympathy for or responsibil-

ity concerning Archduke Joseph's dicta-

torship. Remains to explain how his

stroke was made at the moment of the

Rumanian occupation and with the tol-

erance of the conquerors. The Archduke's
coalition cabinet shifted almost from day
to day. The spectacle of a Hapsburg in

control of Hungary was highly disquiet-

ing to the new Slavic nations. The Su-

preme Council—thanks, possibly, to Her-
bert Hoover's courageous and indignant
protest—has at least cleared the air by
compelling the withdrawal of the Arch-
duke.
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A CURIOSITY of Sinn Fein agitation

is a Society of Friends of Freedom
for India largely officered by Irishmen,
and including several disloyal Ameri-
cans of pacifist and pro-German stamp.
A similar organization undertakes the

cause of Egyptian autonomy, and we
may doubtless expect a Hiberno-Persian

and a Hiberno-Tibetan brotherhood.

The idea is to raise a smoke against

England in every possible direction, ap-

pealing to the latent Anglophobia of the

country. These movements will be

judged by well-informed people accord-

ing to the membership of these societies.

America will not wish to be instructed

as to the liberties of the world by those

hate-blinded Fenians who only lately re-

garded Germany as the guarantor of

universal liberty, nor yet by hyphenated
Americans who sought a victorious peace
for the Kaiser, nor even by unhyphe-
nated Americans who opposed the rais-

ing of our armies. Doubting Americans

may yet come to love England for the

enemies she has made.

THE
American Rights League was

born of the Lusitania outrage, and
its patriotism is altogether beyond chal-

lenge. It has issued an appeal for

prompt ratification of the treaty which

ought to have weight with the Senate.

The arguments setting forth the urgent
need of immediate action, and the bene-

fits to be hoped for from the League of

Nations, are put in concise and effective

form. On the subject of reservations,
the language is not entirely clear, the

statement being that there should be
no reservations "of a nature to make
necessary a reopening of questions the

adjustment of which has been accepted
by the representatives in Paris." If

these words are to be understood as per-
mitting the reservations formulated by
the Republican group of seven in the

Senate, we entirely approve the position
taken by Mr. George Haven Putnam
and the patriotic league of which he has
been president during these four fate-

ful years.

THE
Thracian dispute promises to end

in a lame compromise under Mr.
Wilson's universal formula of inter-

nationalization. Originally the whole
region was Grecian, as it still is pre-
dominantly. Through persecution and
proscription the Bulgarians, since the
Balkan War, have artificially created a
small Bulgarian region in western
Thrace. Our delegates in the Peace Con-
ference have ill-advisedly honored this

poor claim to western Thrace, on the

theory that the Bulgars would fight if

they were not satisfied. France and
the European members of the Confer-
ence generally urged the cession to
Greece of all of Thrace except the zone
behind Constantinople. The real argu-

ment of the Bulgars was simply the out-

rages committed by them in recent years
and whatever atrocities they may be dis-

posed to add in the future. This plea
was naturally not sufficient to sustain
our brief for Bulgaria. So the Confer-
ence is now considering the creation of
the classic neutral strip, under the

League, which will give Bulgaria an out-

let to the Aegean Sea, while dividing
Grecian Thrace into severed parts. It

is the Dantzig makeshift repeated. On
the merits of the case, Bulgaria has no

just territorial claim in Thrace, and
her commercial aspirations could be sat-

isfied by proper port and railway facili-

ties. To multiply unnecessary juris-
dictions merely weakens the League.
We trust our delegates may be instructed

to abate a quixotic championship of the

most dangerous and treacherous of

Balkan Powers.

AS
remarked in the Review last week,

Admiral Kolchak's determination to

fulfill his pledges to maintain a liberal

and democratic policy and resist all at-

tempts at reaction has placed him in an

extremely difficult situation, because
those Governments which sympathize
with this policy have not brought timely
assistance. This lack of moral and ma-
terial aid had played into the hands of

the monarchist reactionaries who desire

a restoration of the old regime, and who
count among their number many of the
officer class. These men taunt him with
the failure of his friends to help, and

propose close cooperation with the

Japanese, and later with the Germans.
For the time being Kolchak has sur-

mounted a serious crisis and is main-

taining his position. The strength of

the opposition, however, is indicated in

the following propaganda news despatch
which appeared in the American papers
August 22:

Tokio, Sunday, August 17 (by the As-
sociated Press).—The All-Russian Govern-
ment at Omsk has transferred its gold re-
serve and archives eastward to Irkutsk,
according to apparently reliable reports
received here. Other information from
Siberia indicates that the Omsk Govern-
ment's position is growing weaker instead
of stronger because of the advance of Bol-
sheviki and the desertion of Siberian troops.
The Hochi Shinbun today published a

despatch from Peking that the Omsk Gov-
ernment had fallen, but added there was
no confirmation.

It is believed here that the Japanese
Army, if it becomes necessary, will attempt
to prevent an advance of the Bolsheviki
east of Irkutsk.

The casual reader would immediately re-

ceive the impression that the Omsk Gov-
ernment was on its last legs, which is

not borne out by the authentic news
from there. On the other hand, this

communication from Tokio indicates

clearly the connection between the reac-

tionary opponents of Kolchak and the

Japanese authorities, and evidently is in-

tended to prepare the public for an an-

nouncement of Japanese intervention if

Kolchak falls.

WE have to confess a serious error in

understanding the Evening Post's

reference to the fact that between 1873

and 1896 prices fell in spite of an in-

creased supply of currency in this coun-

try to have been meant to show the

falsity of the quantity theory of money.
As the Post justly points out, this sta-

tistical fact was cited by it as refu-

tation of the notion that currency ex-

pansion is "the sole and single cause" of

changes in the price-level. As against

any such crude notion as this the fact

adduced is, of course, quite sufficient.

We can only say, in explanation of our

misunderstanding, that the Post's re-

mark, although attached to the crude

notion in question, was made by way
of showing that Mr. Harding might have

strengthened his case if he had referred

to those figures of 1873-96. But in point
of fact Governor Harding nowhere in his

letter made any reference whatever to

the notion which the Post attacks. He
was engaged in showing that the in-

crease of Federal Reserve note issues

was not the cause but the effect of high
prices; and his argument to that end
could not in any way have been strength-
ened by proving that currency expansion
is not the only cause of increasing

prices.

Curiously enough, the Evening Post
misunderstands our own position in re-

gard to Governor Harding's letter. It

says:

The Board is criticised [by the Review']
for not making full allowance for the in-

fluence of the great import of gold, between
1914 and the middle of 1917; also for not

giving due attention to the part played by
expansion of bank credits in the rise of

prices.

So far from criticising Mr. Harding on
these points, it was a large part of the

purpose of our article to draw attention

to the fact that Mr. Harding's statement
about the expansion of Federal Reserve
note circulation—from which we dis-

sented—was not to be understood as in

any way denying that expansion of the

currency as a whole operates as a cause

of high prices, still less that expansion
of bank credits operates in this way.
On the first of these points we said:

Nowhere does there appear in Mr. Hard-
ing's careful and comprehensive discussion

any intimation that the great influx of

gold which marked the period between the

beginning of the great war and our entry
into it was not instrumental in causing a

great rise in the general level of prices.

And, after quoting Governor Harding on
the second point, we said:

It is most important that the public
should understand that this clear acknowl-
edgment of expansion of bank credits as a
cause of high prices is contained in Mr.
Harding's statement.

The danger against which we were seek-
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ing to guard is illustrated in such a re-

mark as this, in the New York Times's

leading editorial on Mr. Harding's let-

ter:

Those most fearful of inflation regard it

as the cause of the rise in prices complained
of in the protests against the high cost of

living. The Board regards it as "the

effect of advancing wages and prices, and
not the cause."

It was not as to "inflation" in general,

but only as to the increase of Federal Re-

serve notes, that the Governor of the

Federal Reserve Board made this asser-

tion.

THE
attractive crime of arson has

found its devotees among the aspi-

rants to fame ever since the days of

Herostratus. The latest addition to this

long line of pyrotechnic celebrities is

made by a man who would seem to need

no flaming distinction to be remembered
with awe by posterity. This modern

Herostratus, however, has a more subtle

way of going about his incendiary busi-

ness; he left the crime to be committed

by others, not from any conscientious

objection to its effects, but that he might
the better surprise the world with the

subsequent discovery that he was its

actual instigator. In a letter to Gen-
eral von Falkenhayn, only recently pub-
lished but written as early as Septem-
ber 17, 1914, he recommended a newly
invented flame-thrower for military pur-

poses. "I consider the suggestion to

make use of the new invention from air-

ships to be a very happy one." "Happy"
is, indeed, the most felicitous term to

describe this novel means of spreading
Kultur. The torch of civilization kept
burning and handed down from genera-
tion to generation is a symbol too com-
monplace and insipid to suit the imag-
ination of these more refined days. A
statue of dapper Herr Erzberger, the
writer of the letter from which we have
quoted, passing a flame-thrower with his

pudgy fist to a martial emissary of

Kultur, would have far more appropri-
ateness. We consider the suggestion to

make use of this statue for the embel-
lishment and rehabilitation of the now-
discredited Sieges-Allee in Berlin to be
a very happy one.

A PAUSE in the conversation enabled
Professor McAndrew Cantlie to slip

in a word about the obliging ways of

railway officials. "I asked for a return
ticket to a near-by suburb and instead
of giving it to me at once the ticket-
seller most considerately explained that
a war tax was placed on all tickets over
forty-two cents, and, as a single ticket
to my destination cost only thirty-nine
cents, two single tickets would be less

expensive than a round trip. Indeed,
his thoughtfulness saved me six cents.
I was most grateful. Only the other day,
too, my wife desired to see our eldest

daughter off on her first railway journey
alone. But it appeared that they must

part in the crowd that was surging
about the gate. It seemed that there

was no legal way in which her maternal

solicitude to see her child safely de-

posited in the coach could be satisfied.

An official, however, was again most
fertile in suggestion. He proposed that

as she passed the man at the gate she

make a gesture indicative of the pos-

session of mileage in some inaccessible

corner of her bag. When the doubtful
success of this experiment was pointed
out, he suggested that she buy a ticket

herself, and after having employed it as

a sop to the Cerberus at the gate, carry
it to an officer upstairs provided for that

purpose and there redeem it. The efforts

of these officials to eke out the imperfec-
tions of the law are most worthy of com-
mendation."

Obligations and Reservations

IN
the meeting between the President

and the Senate Committee on Foreign

Relations, the central theme was the

nature of the obligation imposed by Ar-
ticle X. of the Covenant of the League
of Nations, and the way in which that

obligation might be affected by reserva-

tions. Any fair critic must, we think,

admit that a remarkably high degree of

ability was displayed by both sides in the

discussion; the questions put were per-

tinent, the answers were in clear and

straightforward language, and the ar-

gumentation on both sides was keen and
concise. But the question remains, Was
anything accomplished by this "match-

ing of minds"?
If we mean by this question, Was

either side brought to a new view of the

subject, Did the two sides come closer to

an agreement, the answer must be "No."
But if we mean by it, Were the issues

more sharply defined, Is it more possi-
ble than it was before for fair-minded

men to pass a trustworthy judgment on
the situation, then the answer must be

emphatically "Yes." For it was brought
out beyond peradventure that the Pres-

ident understands the obligations of Ar-
ticle X. to be just what they are under-
stood to be by the great bulk of those

who, ready to assent to the League Cove-
nant with effective reservations, are re-

solved not to permit ratification without
such reservations. Accordingly, there is

every reason to believe more strongly
than ever, what there has long been

strong reason to believe, that the final

issue on the League in the Senate will

be simply that between adopting reser-

vations separate from the act of ratifi-

cation and adopting them as part of the
act of ratification—in other words, be-

tween really securing the points covered

by the reservations and merely putting
them on record without securing them.

In his attempt to remove the serious-

ness of the differences between these two
forms of action, the President wholly
failed. His plea for the adoption of the
less effective course on the ground that
the more effective one would involve

delay has just such weight as any one

may feel inclined to assign to it; his en-

deavor to break the force of the inherent
need of the reservations themselves can

not bear the test of serious examination.
His distinction between legal and moral

obligation was ingeniously and accu-

rately phrased, but leaves the matter just
where it was. The question is, and has

again and again been stated by advo-
cates of reservations to be, just this: If

Congress were in any instance to refuse
to take part in that preservation of ter-

ritorial integrity which is guaranteed by
Article X., would such refusal constitute
a violation of the obligation imposed by
the treaty? Mr. Wilson admits that the

treaty imposes "a very grave and solemn
moral obligation," and declares that "a
moral obligation is of course superior to

a legal obligation, and, if I may say so,

has a superior binding force;" the only
way in which a moral obligation is less

constraining than a legal one is that in

the former "there is an element of judg-
ment" and in the latter not. But if that
element of judgment relates only to the

question of fact—the question whether
the contemplated contingency has arisen—it does not meet the objection; and if

it goes beyond this, if it means the right
to judge the claim of the situation on its

inherent merits, then it reduces the

guarantee of territorial integrity to a

nullity. There is not the slightest rea-

son to believe that the other Powers that
are parties to the agreement view the

obligation in this way; and if that is the
view the United States takes of the obli-

gation it is assuming, it is essential that
this be made clear at the time that we
enter into the contract, and as part of

it. In point of fact, the resolutions that

represent the views of the important
group of Republican Senators known as

moderate reservationists do not go so far

as this. They do not go into the abstract

ethics of the matter at all, but they set

forth in unmistakable language the fact

that the execution of the undertaking of

Article X., in so far as it may require
"the use of American military or naval
forces or economic measures, can under
the Constitution be carried out only by
the action of the Congress," and declare

that failure of the Congress to take such
action "shall not constitute a violation of

the treaty." If that is what we mean,
that is what we ought to say, and we
ought to say it in such a way as to be of
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binding effect upon our relations with

the nations with which we are to be

associated.

It might conceivably be urged that the

express statement of this attitude would

lessen the moral effect which, in the

absence of such statement, Article X.

would have in spite of everyone's knowl-

edge of the actual limitations of our

Constitution. In the case of any treaty

whatsoever, a future Congress has, of

course, the power to refuse the means

of its actual execution; yet everybody
understands that, unless for very excep-

tional reasons, the obligation, resting as

it does on the good faith of the nation,

will be observed. The peculiarity of the

present treaty, however, as regards Arti-

cle X., is that its scope is so extensive

and varied as to involve from the start

the gravest doubts whether the nation

ought to bind itself in anything like so

absolute a way as is the case with an

ordinary treaty agreement. For those

who entertain such doubts, it is clearly

the demand of honesty that warning of

the actual attitude of the country should

be clearly and authoritatively given.

And, strange to say, the course proposed

by the President, as interpreted by one

of his leading spokesmen in the Senate

on the day following the White House

conference, does all that the effective

resolutions would do to impair the moral

effect in question, and yet fails to pro-
tect the country from a future charge of

bad faith. The resolution introduced by
Senator Pittman is identical with that

of the Republican reservationists except

in the single point of being proposed as

an act distinct from the act of ratifica-

tion. This cuts from under the feet of

the Administration every argument
against the adoption of the reservation

as part of the act of ratification except
the single plea of the delay which the

latter course might entail.

That the treaty should be ratified at

the earliest possible moment no one has

felt to be more urgently necessary than

has the Review. But it is highly im-

probable that any serious difficulty would
be experienced in getting the express

acquiescence of the principal Powers,
and the tacit acquiescence of the rest,

to these reservations by the United

States, if the Administration accepted
them with the sincere purpose of

promptly securing such assent. Accord-

ing to the President himself, they but

confirm an understanding already ex-

tant; and whether this be so or not, the

interest of all the rest of the world in

completing the settlement is so intense,

so much more imperative than that of

the United States, that the reservations

would almost certainly command ready
concurrence. It was pointed out by Sen-

ator Knox at the conference that ex-

change of diplomatic notes would be

quite sufficient for the purpose. In any

case, the object is too important to be

waived on account of the bare possibil-

ity of immediate difficulty in the ar-

rangements for securing it.

One cause of intellectual confusion in

regard to the whole subject is to be

found in the circumstance, inevitable in

any such large matter of controversy,

that some of the arguments invoked by
opponents of the Covenant as it stands

are in conflict with others. There are

those who strenuously contend that the

Covenant violates the Constitution by de-

priving Congress of its right to deter-

mine the question of peace and war.

That this contention is not sound has

been amply shown, and was brought out

with particular conclusiveness in Sena-

tor Kellogg's able speech a few weeks

ago. It is not a question of Constitu-

tional legitimacy, but of far-reaching

national policy, that is at issue. It is

precisely because the obligation assumed

in the treaty is not different in kind

from what many former treaties have

embodied that the reservations are called

for. Not only in Article X., but also in

the question of withdrawal, the question

of the Monroe Doctrine, and the ques-

tion of control over what we regard as

purely domestic issues, the matters dis-

posed of or affected by the treaty are of

such comprehensive and fundamental

significance that a due regard for the

integrity of our future policy and con-

duct demands a plain statement of any
limitations which the considered judg-

ment of the nation recognizes as neces-

sary.
The time has come for facing with in-

telligence and resolution the actual facts

of the situation as between President

and Senate. If the impasse is to con-

tinue, the fault will lie either upon the

President or upon the leadership of the

Republican party in the Senate. The
little group of irreconcilables can not be

blamed for it. They squarely take their

stand upon ground on which it is im-

possible for those to meet them who wish

to bring the affair to a reasonably

prompt close. Such is not the case,

however, either with the President or

with the great bulk of the Republican

representation in the Senate, not except-

ing Senator Lodge. A clear way is open
to them for a rational settlement of the

existing differences. Mr. Wilson has no

reason to believe that the Republicans
will yield to his demand, or that the

country insists upon anything of the kind.

The failure of leadership on the Repub-
lican side has consisted in its inability

or unwillingness to take a definite stand.

If the resolutions proposed by the reser-

vationists should be adopted as repre-

senting the position of the main body of

the Republicans, the President would be

confronted with the necessity of a clear

decision between the acceptance of that

programme and insistence on one which,

upon his own showing, has almost noth-

ing to recommend it. Let the issue be

sharply drawn in this way, and we feel

sure that the country will make its

wishes unmistakably known.

Lloyd George Faces

the Coal Situation

ALTHOUGH
Lloyd George is prob-

ably the best-hated man in the

United Kingdom, he is apparently quite

indispensable. At any rate, he has held

high office through all the vicissitudes

of the war and in every time of emer-

gency and crisis both friends and ene-

mies have looked to him for deliverance—and never yet in vain. But trouble

did not end with the signing of the

armistice, and it remains to be seen

whether this astute leader will be able

to meet the new difficulties that arise

on every side, not the least of which is

the dispute about the nationalization of

the coal mines.

The Premier seems to have been
afraid of the Miners' Federation, and
no wonder; for it has a membership of

800,000 out of 1,100,000 coal miners in

Great Britain, and it is backed up by
the railway men and the transport

workers, the other members of the for-

midable and notorious Triple Alliance,

an aggregation of more than 1,500,000
men under the leadership of Robert

Smillie, who is also chief of the miners.

If all these workers were to strike to-

gether, as they have frequently threat-

ened to do, all the industries of Great
Britain would be paralyzed, and irrep-
arable damage might be done to the

economic life of the country. So Lloyd
George has time and again taken orders

from Robert Smillie, and the Sankey
Commission allowed the miners practi-

cally everything that they demanded,
going so far in the final report as to

recommend, by a vote of 7 to 6, state

purchase of royalties and the nationali-

zation of the mines.

Socialists in Great Britain and Amer-
ica have viewed this process with undis-

guised satisfaction, and have heralded it

far and wide as the twilight of capital-
ism and the dawn of socialism, forget-

ting that there might come, between

twilight and dawn, a dark night of ruin

and chaos. Ruin is what stares Great
Britain in the face at the present time,
for coal-mining is her most basic indus-

try, and the total output, as well as the

output per miner, has been rapidly fall-

ing off. Various causes have contributed

to this result, but the fact remains that

the export trade in coal is threatened
with extinction, while the general export
trade also is menaced and with it the

means of subsistence of millions of

people.
Nationalization is put forward by the
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miners as the one and only remedy for

this state of affairs, but their arguments,
which have in them a large element of

personal interest, are not very convinc-

ing. Of course, they did not convert

the six employers' representatives on the

Sankey Commission, nor did the employ-
ers' arguments convert the six represen-
tatives of labor. Justice Sankey, the

Chairman, who heard all the pros and

cons during four long months, seems

to have thought that the opponents of

nationalization had the better of the ar-

gument from the merely economic point
of view; but he gave the casting vote

in favor of nationalization on the ground
that it would promote better feeling

among the miners and thus contribute

to increased production. Obviously the

Chairman's decision was somewhat in-

fluenced by political considerations, es-

pecially by fear of the long-threatened
strike of the miners and the whole Triple
Alliance.

While public opinion was slowly form-

ing on this great question, and the Gov-
ernment were retreating from one com-

promise to another, the miners were ad-

vancing with great confidence, and it

began to look as though they could whip
the whole country into line and levy toll

on every industry. But in their trium-

phant career they made several rather

bad blunders. It was not wise in them
to threaten the British nation, for while
John Bull is a good fellow at his best he
is a nasty customer at his worst, and
will not take more than a certain amount
of rough usage even from his best

friends.

Again, the Executive of the Triple Al-

liance made a stupid move in advocating
a strike for political ends, such as for-

cing the Government to withdraw from
Russia. Direct action for political pur-
poses is quite foreign to the spirit of

the British people, as the promoters of it

presently learned. The railway men,
through their Secretary, J. H. Thomas,
declared against the proposal; the trans-

port workers did the same; the Lanca-
shire miners also; so it was finally re-

ferred to the Trades Union Congress for

decent burial. The second strike of the
Yorkshire miners, too, which was really
a failure, was another hard blow to

Mr. Smillie, for it was an act of rebel-

lion against both the Federation and the

Government, and did much to alienate

public sympathy and to show lines of

cleavage in the once solid Triple Alliance.

Finally, the miners' dogged insistence on
nationalization without regard to the
serious objections urged against it, or
to the interests of the country at large,
has made a bad impression and deepened
the conviction that, sooner or later, the

long-standing dispute between the min-
ers and the general public must be
fought to a finish.

Lloyd George, with the instinct of a

born politician, must have nicely gauged
the strength of the various factors in

the situation or he would not have come
out so strongly against nationalization

as he did in his speech of August 18.

Evidently he feels that the time for con-

cession and retreat is past and the time

has come to stand in his battle position,

and, if possible, to advance. For in

solemn truth the country is in a bad

way. It has been living for five years
on accumulated capital and on borrowed

wealth, producing less than formerly and

consuming more, and the time has come
to call a halt if bankruptcy is to be

averted. Since the year 1914 the annual

output of coal has declined from 287,-

000,000 tons to 200,000,000; the "ad-

verse" balance of trade has increased

from $729,000,000 to $3,800,000,000;
the public debt has increased from $3,-

100,000,000 to $37,900,000,000 ; and ster-

ling exchange on New York has fallen

from $4.86 to $4.20 and even lower.

These and other facts indicate a serious

state of affairs for which, as the Premier

said, there is but one remedy:

We shall never improve matters until we
increase production, or we shall be driven
later to reduce even lower the standard of

living in this country. There is no alterna-

tive except quitting the country for which
we have fought for four years.

The application of such hard facts to

the coal situation is obvious. Nothing
must be done that will reduce the output
of coal by a single ton, and the cost of

production must, if possible, be cut

down. By these tests nationalization

stands condemned. Moreover, there is

no assurance that the miners will not

quarrel with the Government, as they
did in the Yorkshire strike; so the ar-

gument upon which Justice Sankey rested

his casting vote falls to the ground.
The Government will buy out the owners
of royalties, as recommended in the Re-

port, but they will not nationalize the

mines at the present time. They will,

however, proceed to unify and reorgan-
ize the mines by districts, giving the

miners representation on the advisory
bodies and the district directorates—much as outlined in the minority re-

port of Sir Arthur Duckham. Every-
thing possible will be done in the way
of improving housing and other living

conditions; and of course all efforts will

be made to restore harmony between the

mine owners and the miners, to reduce

the cost of production and to increase

the output.
Without doubt the miners will be fu-

rious at the miscarriage of their plan.
And yet they have no just cause for com-

plaint, as the question of nationalization

is one that concerns not themselves

alone but the whole British people. They
may call a strike, but if they do, it will

not be an ordinary legal strike for their

own benefit, but a political strike de-

signed to force upon the Government a

policy which the country has not ap-

proved—the very sort of direct action

which their own allies so lately con-

demned. That the British people will

submit to anything so revolutionary is

not at all likely, and the miners will be

well advised if they do not force the

issue.

Accounting for

Caporetto

GREAT
military disasters are seldom

fully explained. The beaten army
or nation prefers to let a bad matter
alone. But Italy, with Latin lucidity,

decided to probe the catastrophe of

Caporetto to the bottom, and has begun
with a court of inquiry which finds Gen-
eral Cadorna and two of his generals

responsible. The next step should be a

court martial. These measures seem

harsh, but they should be judged in

view of what actually happened.
Early in the autumn of 1917 the Aus-

trians and Germans located a morally
rotten spot on the Italian front. Strikers

from the northern industrial cities had
been sent to what was regarded as the

quiet sector of Caporetto. Soon they
demoralized the discipline of certain

regiments. Insubordination became the

rule, Socialist and pacifist agitation a

regular camp activity. Upon these dis-

affected units of the Second Army the

Teuton worked by direct propaganda and

by deceit. Forged editions of famous
Italian journals were circulated with

disheartening news of the war, and
statements that peace had been declared.

The war-weary shopmen and peasants
were made to feel that they were fighting
alone while more prudent nations had
withdrawn from a hopeless struggle.
The Russian revolution was dangled be-

fore them as the earnest of a new
order in which the plain people should

rule. Meanwhile came tidings of in-

creasing hunger from the families at

home. So when the Germans struck, on
October 24, whole regiments surrendered
without firing a shot, others fled, and in

a day the position was pierced to a

depth of over twenty miles on a front

of nearly forty. Such was what the

Italians appropriately call "the treason
of Caporetto."
As the whole front was turned back,

the retreats sometimes amounted to

thirty miles a day. The artillery was
sacrificed. The traffic management,
which had always been bad in the Italian

army, became null. Under these condi-

tions panic infected much of the Sec-

ond Army. It was stricken from the

rolls after certain regiments had been

paraded in the great cities with arm-
bands reading "Traitor to the father-

land"—Traditore alia Patria. It had
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suffered undeserved ignominy for the

baseness of a few of its units. How the

battered armies at Asiago and the Piave

thrust back the Huns and saved a breath-

ing space for recuperation is one of the

proudest chapters of Italian military his-

tory.

Caporetto, it will be seen, means two

quite different things—the initial break-

through, made possible by treason, and

the subsequent retreat. Only the first

could fairly be made the subject of a

Court of Inquiry. Here the responsi-

bility of General Cadorna seems unques-
tionable. It is a hard but a necessary

dispensation that a commander-in-chief

is held for complete knowledge of the

condition of his command and for all

acts of his subordinates. Evidently the

Italian high command either was igno-
rant of the wretched morale behind Monte
Nero or failed to act on information re-

ceived. General Cadorna could not rea-

sonably be expected to know that too

many strikers had been assigned to a

single sector. That was a detail of staff

management. But once demoralization

set in, the commander-in-chief should

have detected it and dealt sharply with
it. It may be admitted that it was very
difficult for the company and regimental
officers involved to report the rottenness

of their commands. Whatever error of

suppression they committed, however,
most of them paid promptly with their

lives. Again, it was the General's duty
to make the report or to get the informa-
tion through the secret service. Defec-

tive information explains many military
failures but excuses very few. It is as-

sumed that every commander's informa-
tion about his own force is complete.

Presumably some sort of punishment
will be inflicted upon General Cadorna,
but it is doubtful if any penalty can

exceed the horror of seeing the positions

gained through months of heroic fighting
lost shamefully in a couple of days.
While the military responsibility for

the breakthrough seems clear, in a

larger sense Caporetto should be charged
to the ignorance of the Italian peasant,
to the fanaticism and treachery of the

Italian Socialists, to the plotting of the

Clericals, to the agitation of the pro-
German defeatists of Giolittian stamp,
and above all to that Campanilism which

prevented in all but elect spirits any
vision of Italy as a whole. Caporetto
was an eye-opener. The Italians saw
the price of humoring traitors, of in-

dulging small politics and local squab-
bles in the face of the enemy. The work
of military and moral reintegration was
miraculous. From the shame of Capo-
retto Italy issued for the first time really
a nation. That fact will seem important
to historians long after the narrower re-

sponsibility for the crumbling of the
Italian front shall have become a catch

question for minute military examiners.

The Shortened Work-
ing Day

THE problem of the proper length of

the working day has three aspects
which must be clearly distinguished in

any discussion of it, but which are gen-
erally confused or ignored in current
discussion. It is, in the first place, a
question of wage adjustment, in which
considerations of fatigue, output, leisure,

etc., are secondary to the question of
the method of calculating wages. The
Federal Eight-Hour Law, as amended to

apply to war work, the Adamson Law,
and any legislation for a basic eight-
hour day are measures of this character.

They aim to regulate rates of wages
rather than to limit hours. They affect

hours of labor only so far as they penal-
ize overtime by higher rates, and in

practice it has been found that their

effect in this regard is the reverse.

Measures shortening the basic day have
been found not only to increase the

amount of overtime worked by regular

workers, but to increase the amount of
absenteeism during regular hours, for

with premium overtime rates workers
can earn their usual wages in shorter
time and are thus more inclined to "lay
off."

A study of 20,000 shipyard workers
in San Francisco during April, 1918,
showed that for a group of over 3,600
workmen employed at a wage of $5.80 a

day working under the basic eight-hour

day, overtime constituted 11.8 per cent,

of the total hours worked. These work-
ers lost so much regular time that, even
when their overtime was taken into ac-

count they were still 19.4 per cent, be-

hind the full time which continuous
work for the regular eight-hour period
each day would have yielded. By work-

ing at double rates an amount of over-

time equal to about one-half of the total

regular time lost, these workmen earned
99 per cent, of the wages they would
have received for regular full-time work.

Wage measures which establish a basic

length of work-week are more likely to

operate effectually to limit working
hours, since overtime rates become oper-
ative usually only after the full weekly
working period has been worked, and
overtime is thereby largely robbed of its

premium advantage. Wage adjustments
under the guise of changes in the

nominal working schedule are favored by
organized labor, which has consistently,

as at the conventions of the American
Federation of Labor in 1914 and 1915,
defeated resolutions favoring the en-

forcement of a straight eight-hour day
by law, and have opposed other such
measures for hour limitation except in

the case of women and children.

The problem of working hours is in

the second place a question of industrial

efficiency, and in the third place a ques-
tion of social values. It is obvious that

these are really the pertinent issues.

Wage adjustments can be made on their

own merits, whether by force or by
arbitration, quite independently of

working schedules, and are being so

made. But the proper length of the

work-day or work-week is inseparably
bound up with the effectiveness of the

working industrial plant of a country
and with the health, morale, social life

and tone of the workers. The first ad-

justment is primarily a matter of rela-

tive bargaining power; but the adjust-
ment in respect of industrial efficiency

and social values calls for intensive and
extensive investigations of the effects of

various working schedules on output,

organization and costs, and on the health

and lives of the workers, of which we
have as yet had very little.

What we have, however, makes it

abundantly clear that there is not likely

to be any answer of absolute, final, and

general application, and that the proper
length of the working day is as yet an
unknown quantity in a series of com-

plex social equations, a variable depend-
ent upon many other variables such as

the character of the industry, the organi-
zation of the plant, the nature of the

special process in which the worker is

engaged, market conditions, working
conditions, speed of machinery, wage
rates and systems, labor training, me-
chanical development, etc. The requisite

knowledge has as yet been furnished
for only a small portion of a few scat-

tered industries.

The reports of the Health of Muni-
tions Workers Committee, and of similar

British Government agencies, resulting
from investigations undertaken in 1915
to determine the relation between the

length of work-day and the health and

output of war workers, is, for example,
extremely suggestive. Under stimulus

of the war, laws and customs governing
hours of work in British munition fac-

tories were generally abrogated. The
work-week was lengthened until 80, 90,

and even 100 hours became common.
There was widespread discontent among
the workers, evidence of excessive

fatigue, and, what was most serious at

the time, a continued shortage of prod-
uct. These investigations were under-
taken by the British Ministry of Muni-
tions chiefly to see if the latter situation

could not be remedied.

These reports definitely indicate that

exceptionally long work schedules are

uneconomic. Output from 70 or more
actual hours of work per week was, in

almost every case, less than that subse-

quently obtained under much shorter

hours. For certain heavy labor by men,

involving considerable hand work, the

reports show that maximum output was
secured from about 51 hours per week.
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For certain moderately heavy labor, per-

formed by women, they show that maxi-

mum output was secured from about 55

actual hours per week, and they indi-

cate that somewhat shorter hours would
have yielded equal production. For cer-

tain lighter work, chiefly of the machine

type, performed by women, they show
that 55 actual hours per week main-
tained maximum output. For still

lighter machine work, performed by
boys, they show that with 55 actual

hours of work per week, output was
about 4 per cent, less than the maximum
obtained in 69 hours, and that a further

reduction in hours involved a marked
loss.

The value of these studies lies in

broad suggestions rather than quantita-
tive result. They indicate that reduc-

tion in work-hours within certain limits

does not necessarily decrease output, but
on the contrary may, for some classes

of labor, actually increase it. But they
can not be regarded as establishing the

precise number of hours in which maxi-
mum product may be secured. Before
even approximate conclusions on this

point can be arrived at, it is essential

to have a much broader basis of obser-

vation under normal conditions.

It must be remembered that these

reports deal with actual hours, not with
nominal hours which were the factory's
official schedule. The nominal hours
were much longer than the actual hours
and there was no constant relationship
between them, for they included vary-
ing absences, tardinesses, and minor in-

terruptions of work. Furthermore, the

investigations deal with war industries
under war conditions and with British

working conditions. Patriotism may
have exerted an important influence, as

may the high rate of wages. The re-

ductions in hours which took place were
made largely through the abolition of

Sunday labor, and such labor and long-
continued excessive hours may have re-

sulted in an abnormally low rate of pro-
duction at the time the studies com-
menced. Furthermore, output during the

early course of the studies may have
been deliberately cut down by the re-

strictive rules and customs universal in
British industry before the war, and it

is impossible to tell how much the in-

dividual efficiency of the worker was in-

creased by the change from the closed

shop to the open shop during this period.
For these and other reasons it is im-

possible to take more than the broadest
hints from these investigations for
American industries. To say, as has
been said, that they prove that an eight-
hour day is more productive than a
longer one is not justified. The merits
of an eight-hour day are really not dis-
cussed in the reports, but in practically
every instance when actual hours of
work per week fell below 48 (the latter

being, of course, considerably in excess

of the actual hours to be expected under
a nominal 48-hour week) a significant
loss in output is indicated. But the evi-

dence on this subject in the reports is

too meagre to warrant conclusions. Prac-

tically all the British reports, however,

emphasize the importance of rest periods
within the work-day, and considerable

evidence is presented to show that, by
checking fatigue, rest periods may in-

crease total output.
The more recent investigations of the

relation of hours of work to output and
health conducted by the National Indus-

trial Conference Board in several Ameri-
can industries are more timely and more
to the point, although their conclusions

are still far from positive. These in-

vestigations cover 126 establishments

employing 47 per cent, of the total num-
ber of wool-mill workers in the United

States, 85 of which had reduced hours
in recent years ; 166 establishments mak-
ing standard cotton products; 84 estab-

lishments employing 32 per cent, of all

the silk mill workers in the United

States, and 138 boot and shoe manufac-
turing establishments.

These investigations point clearly to

the varying effects of reduction of hours
on output in the various industries, ac-

cording to the nature of the processes in-

volved in them and also according to

the character of the labor employed and
the system of wage payment. Reduc-
tions in hours in the Northern cotton

mills from 58 or 56 to 55 or 54 have in

a great majority of cases resulted in an

approximately proportional decrease in

output. Such data as are available for
Southern mills indicate that hours in

excess of 60 per week do not necessarily

yield a materially larger output than
60 hours, while reductions below a 60-

hour schedule, on the other hand, usually
resulted in substantial decreases in out-

put. In the wool-manufacturing indus-

try the adoption of a 54-hour schedule
in a large majority of cases involved a
loss in output, strikingly in the more
modern and larger mills; but taking the

industry as a whole this loss has not re-

sulted in a heavy burden upon produc-
tion. In the silk industry experience
with a 50-hour week has in a great ma-
jority of instances shown a loss in out-

put, and the point of maximum produc-
tion lies somewhere between 50 and 54
hours per week. This is also true of the
boot and shoe industry, though there is

evidence that there is an opportunity for
a marked increase in efficiency of oper-
ation in this industry through the re-

moval of arbitrary restriction, the more
efficient routing of work and the regu-
larization of nominal hours of work and
of the work of piece-workers, which
might permit as high a productivity on
a 50-hour schedule as on a longer one.

In general the evidence of these re-

ports is that in none of the industries

covered could a 48-hour week be intro-

duced without loss of productivity, and
that this loss is greater in proportion as

the processes involved are more con-

tinuous, mechanical, and automatic, re-

quiring less of personal skill and atten-

tion on the part of the worker. They
show, too, that the location, mechanical

organization, unionization, wage-cus-
toms, and modernity of the plant are

factors that strongly affect the loss or

maintenance of production under change
of hours. So far as these four basic in-

dustries are concerned, these reports

point clearly to the necessity of some
radical reorganization of method such
as a six or eight-hour shift system, or

some new development of manufactur-

ing process, or to some compensating re-

adjustment of price and demand, if the

work-period is to be arbitrarily reduced

generally, in response to arbitrary de-

mand or to social consideration of the

health and leisure of the worker.
It should be noticed in this connec-

tion that innovations like Lord Lever-
hulme's are primarily of the nature of

reorganization of method and manufac-
turing process rather than sheer reduc-

tions of hours, and apply only to those

industries in which the manufacturing
process and the conditions of market de-

mand are continuous. In such indus-

tries continuity of production is of first

importance. Any reorganization which
achieves such steady production, and
thus increases output and at the same
time benefits the worker, is of maximum
social value. In industries which have
not this advantage, a work-week which
will not maintain factory production at

a maximum may nevertheless be justifi-

able on broad social grounds. The rela-

tion of reductions of the working-period
to the health, leisure, and social condi-

tions of the workers is a distinct ques-
tion, upon which the reports throw lit-

tle light and of which there has been

practically no painstaking study. Yet
it is important that there should be such

study, since the demand is everywhere
being made that production should be

generally sacrificed on the ground of
such considerations.
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In the Name of Liberty, Reaction

A MODERN Madam Roland, perusing
am artide by Mr. Norman Thomas

in the Aw*** number of the World To-

mttw, could not bat cry out. "O Lib-

erty, what pleas are made in Ay name!"
Certain lenders, it appears, have found

fault with that periodkaTs habitual pal-

liation of Tfol minis' crime, enforced
of speech.

They are puz-
that a

to stand for crril liberty, tol-

m absolute abstention from the

nee of force shoaM find so much virtue

in a usurping oligarchy which rejects

the idea of aril liberty, which proclaims

::.; mam
koatsj hum c: :"crvx? :z awMemiag ::s

hold. In bewilderment they ask. Why?
The editor, therefore, feels called upon
to explain.

N; :-t 5>.juM mim Ihs exr:.^:::::.

Its chief merit is that it

It shows (I

that
**"

;;

taastni
to blind itself to the

facts and to make
deanm*-

for anything it

seen. It further

the kernel of truth (for it is

not all a truth) in old John Dryden's

civil liberty has long been established,

in praise of a regime under which civil

liberty is openly rejected as a mere
"ideology" of the bourgeoisie; by a citi-

zen of a hum in which broad tolerance

is the rule, however shameful the excep-

tions, in praise of a regime which re-

jected tolerance as a crime and which

openly avows its primary purpose to be
to "crush out opposition''; by a citizen

of a bum in which the jury system, for

all its defects, everywhere prevails, in

praise of a regime under which convic-

tion is by star chamber and individual

decree; by a citizen whose income, what-
ever it may be, is secure, in praise of a

regime under which there is no security
for any form of personal property. In

brief, it is the expression of an individ-

mmronmenl grass
freedom and security con-

sistent with the freedom and security of

others, in praise of a regime under
which avowedly, as well as practically,

the individual has no rights, and under
which any assertion of rights means a
prison cell or a firing squad. The com-

parison can not have been written in

ignorance, since no testimony in any
degree credible can have given warrant
for such fabricated assumptions. Even
the most fanatical pto Bolshevists have

the pretense that any i

in

•faQ

faith

are the:
Oa :::«: M a
m ha m am at

with the declaration tha: none of

things really matters—that the

which they are expressed are

bourgeois "ideologies." The comparison
can have been mitlen only in contempt
of the plain facts and in blind

for the rendering of a just

Fins, he says, the
bad as the

"It

"that the atrocities

of Bolshevik rule . . .

in the ™t—«i affairs of
all the so-called western democracies.

We are even inclined to think that if a
disinterested jury could be empanrilfd,
let as say from the planet Mars, Lenin

might wefl afford to challenge Messrs.

Wikwu and Lloyd George to appear be-

fore it to argue whether there was not
at least as much crvfl liberty, tohranrr
and fair amy, and leas hypocrisy in

by her fees.

But the argument from
mat enough, says the editor; "after all,

it is a sorry defense for a cause to prove
that its foes are as bad or worse." And,
therefore, the crowning argument is pre-
sented—that the end sought estops us
from too dose aw inquiry as to the
main The Bolshevists, it appears, are

actually doing snmrthiag for the world.

First, "in an age whan chauvinistic im-

perialism has reached is bloody apotheo-
sis they have dang to an ideal of inter-

solidarity.- Second, they have
education and hare ~ide :he

of art and music available to

the people. Third, they have adopted the

principle of ormpatinail lepiantnUtion

the manifold slaveries of our profit

by organising society for the

sins of the Bolshevists, even though they
be scarlet, are to be as snow. We must
look lightly upon their derelictions. For
there ere derelictions, reluctantly as the

fact is admitted. In the earlier part of

the article they were even referred to as

"atrocities and tyrannies." But that

use of the terms was probably merely
rhetorical, to set them off against the

"atrocities and tyrannies" practised, for

instance, in the United States of Amer-
ica. In the hitter part of the artide they
become merely mistakes. "In this gigan-
tic experiment," he says, "they [the
Bolshevists] have made mistakes which
the rest of the world ought to avoid." A
more benign and indulgent condemna-
tion could hardly be voiced. But, de-

spite their "mistakes," the Bolshe
are to be arrlaimed "AH Americans who
keep their faith in Liberty [capital L]
must hail their positive achievements
as steps along the road to the ultimate

emancipation of the human race."

That none of these "positive achieve-

ments" has been achieved could easily

be shown were that the point at issue.

On the one hand, the world is farther

from chauvinistic imperialism to-day
than it has ever before been, and, on
the other hand, the profession of an ideal

of "international solidarity" on the part
of a regime which uses to the limit of

its power armed force against every peo-

ple that desires to separate from it is

a hoDow pretense. There may be.

is, a "new passion for

in Russia; but Lunachar-

aky*s imaginative recital of the reforms
be boasts of having accomplished is not
taken at par by any open-minded student
of Russian affairs. The principle of

presentation has indeed

proclaimed; but the practice, ex-

kstanees, m every DM
not been followed. And

, if the Bolshevists are really mak-
ing an "honest attempt" towards "or-

ganizing society for the benefit of pro-

they must be voted the most
st ruling dass that ever

bore sway. The net result of their en-

deavors has been to reduce production,
both in the fields and in the
wefl along towards :

But whether or not 1

i scored, in whole or part,
that may here and now be
What matters is, that the mv
that they are real is used in

of Bolshevist lemessiana. A
"Libertarian,

1' with a supreme faith in

liberty, tolerance, and pacifism as ends

:
...t.'-~ .:":'..V::

- :.V.V:
"

.-".sY ".-•".:-.'.-. -

of opposition, and Bolshevist use of
aimed force as things of small meaaant

of a world

by a gigantic
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war, Bolshevism has won multitudes of

heterogeneous disciples. There is noth-

ing strange in the fact that it draws to

its support those who are indifferent

to the rights and securities of individ-

uals ; who believe in the sole arbitrament

of power; who believe in violent over-

turns, in the smashing and scrapping
of all that the race has won in its long

struggle upward. But it is strangeness

past parallel that it should be lauded in

the name of liberty, tolerance, and non-

resistance—entities wholly absent from
Bolshevist thought or practice. That it

should be so lauded is but another evi-

dence that the turmoil in social condi-

tions is matched by the turmoil in social

thought. New schools have arisen which
vie with one another in the fostering
of a belief in the preposterous. The re-

action from the rationalism of Huxley
and Tyndall is at full tide. We have

everywhere the cult of neo-obscurantism,

which, though it uses the forms and

phrases of liberalism and progress, sets

itself in passionate zealotry against the

substance of liberal aims. In the name of

inquiry it refuses to investigate or to ac-

cept the results of investigation; in the

name of enlightenment it obscures the
truth and darkens counsel, and in the

name of reform or revolution it plays into

the hands of social and political reaction.

It is itself an insidious form of reaction,
and it can not help but ally itself, in

spite of its professions and protests, to

the more open and evident forms. In
the falsely appropriated name of the
noblest aspirations and ideals of the
world's prophets and teachers it lends

its aid to throw us back to stages long
passed by the better thought and convic-

tion of the race.

W. J. Ghent

The Situation in the Mohammedan
World

THE
very stating of such a title as

that above involves absurdities. Is

there one situation? There are a
dozen. Is there any clearly separate
Mohammedan world which can be con-

sidered by itself? There is not. Every-
where, except in parts of Arabia, that

world is enmeshed with other worlds
and their respective actions and re-ac-

tions are of the essence of the problem.
There is only one certain statement
which can be made of all the situations

and of all the worlds in their compli-
cated mutual relationships and that is

that the long armistice and the protracted
negotiations at Paris have permitted
the golden moment to slip by when feel-

ings were warm and hearts were open,
when the sense of deliverance was high
and of brotherhood was real, when am-
bitions, local, dynastic, or personal, were
at least in the background and the great
human realities making for a new sanity
and understanding were clearly in view.
For a time it seemed as though the
world of Islam and those oriental worlds
with which it is entangled were hot
metal on the anvil, to be forged to shapes
and uses of the world's desire and made
a real part of the great machine of

things. That, it is certain, has passed,
and what is left is a strange confused
jumble in which the old elements are only
too plainly to be seen, though twisted by
stresses and strains full of questions
and even misgivings to those who know
the old best. In this annus mirabilis
new things are bound to come even in
the unchanging East; but all orientalists
are certain that however it changes in

forms and formulae, it will be the same
in mass and substance; that the democ-

racy of the People of Mohammed will

mold even Bolshevism to its own image
and find the possibility of Soviets in the
Constitution of Omar. They know, too,

that little economic influences will have
more abiding effects than armies, and
that the ideas which are sure to rule

will be different from those of the West,
however much they may proclaim them-
selves the same.
But taking the Mohammedan world

as much by itself as we can, all roads in

it lead either to Constantinople or to

Mecca, and the deepest of its problems
centre in the relationship of those two.
All that world in its talk to-day is ex-

pressing its sympathy or repulsion, con-
fidence or distrust for the personalities

ruling in the one or the other. At one
time it seemed as though Constanti-

nople and the Turks had hopelessly lost

their hegemony among Moslems and
that, wherever the centre of the Moslem
world might in the future fall, it would
not be found in the capital of the Otto-
man Sultan. That was the time of the

beginning of the great schism when the
entire Arabic-speaking world southward
and eastward from the line of the Tau-
rus fell away in revolt, open or veiled,
and when the non-Turkish Mohammedan
world seemed in sympathy with the
break. But old habits are hard to

change and the glamor of a prestige of
five hundred years can survive even
shattering defeat; and so the figure of
the Sultan-Caliph of the Ottomans who
had reigned for centuries in the City of
the Caesars in a quasi-Headship of Islam
is rising again before the imagination
of the Moslem peoples. And with it re-
turns the fatal and unhappy unity of

these peoples as a power banded for un-

dying warfare against all that is not

Moslem—undying until the whole earth

is reduced to the faith and obedience of

Mohammed. The general Jihad, forced

by German propaganda upon the Turks,
failed for many fortunate reasons, but
the unity which was its basis is rapidly

being restored. The time of the Church-
State has not yet gone by for the East,
and our doctrinaire politicians may,
among other indigestible facts, take that

and its possibilities to heart.

Such is one, and a most unhappy
tendency to unity. Those towards dis-

ruption and multiplicity within that

unity are manifold. It will be simplest
to begin with Arabia, the historical

source of Islam and still the religious
centre of Moslem life. At one time it

seemed as though the revolt of the
Sherif of Mecca against Turkish over-

lordship had swept into unity all Arabia,
Syria, and Mesopotamia, the entire

Arabic-speaking part of Asia. Funda-
mentally the revolt was one of Arab
against Turk; an expression of century-
old antagonism to an alien, intellectually

despised yet heavy-handed conqueror.
The immediate occasion was religious.
The Turks, it is true, were fellow Mos-
lems, but the ruling party among them,
the Young Turk Committee of Union
and Progress, had plainly thrown in
their lot with unbelievers, and in speech
and act had set themselves against
essential Islam. So Arabia and its im-
mediate confines rose, while Syria and
Mesopotamia would have risen if they
had dared. And everywhere little local

causes and situations hastened or hin-
dered the change. The first news of it

all to reach us was that the Druses, not
Bedawin but a war-like people of set-

tled life, had abandoned their plains in

Hauran and withdrawn to their inac-

cessible Mountain. There they re-

mained to the end, holding out against
the Turks and waiting for the coming,
of which they had long dreamed, of
their kinsfolk, the English in red coats.

There will be more of them and of this
dream hereafter. The revolt of Mecca
and of Arabia in general followed, and
the Turkish armies and garrisons scat-

tered through it were either captured
or hemmed in and besieged. An army
in the Yemen and the garrison of
Medina did not surrender until after
the armistice. But Arabia was at once
lost to the Turks. The fate that has
ever befallen all alien invaders of that
land of isolation befell them; they van-
ished in it or withdrew, shattered,
from it.

But meanwhile, in Egypt, the Mos-
lems there either could not—would not—believe in the revolt or they assailed
the motives of the revolters. Since the
British occupation they had not been
under Turkish rule and they had for-
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gotten what it meant. They were more
Turkish than the Turks in their attitude,

and it is plain that even in the recent

revolt of March and April of this year

they had not realized that the Turkish

cause was lost. For them the King of

the Hijaz, despite his undoubted de-

scent from Mohammed and his official

status at Mecca, the centre of the Faith,

was—and is—a puppet monarch set up
by the Allies and maintained by British

gold. This, of course, is in part true;

but true also are the spontaneity of the

Arab revolt and the feeling of the

Arabs against the Turks. In India the

revolt seems to have been similarly dis-

counted although the respect there for

the Sultan of the Ottomans was more
academic and an expression of a feeling

of a need for a visible centre in the

Moslem world.

In Arabia itself, apart from the

Yemen which was held more or less by
a Turkish army, there were, and are,

four elements of which account must be

taken. There is the Hijaz, the Holy
Land of Moslems, the Land of Pilgrim-

age, with its two sacred cities, Mecca
and Medina, the one the City of Allah,

where is the House of Allah, the Ka'ba,

and the other the City of the Prophet
where he lies buried. These with their

surrounding territory are now con-

trolled by a descendant of the Prophet,
of a family—that of Qatada—which
has been prominent there for some seven

hundred years. That may seem to us

a respectable antiquity but other fami-

lies of the blood of the Prophet regard
them as upstarts and criticize the Sherif

who has now taken the title of King of

the Hijaz, as a climber. Kingship, it is

true, is alien to the nature of the Arab
tribe, an individualistic democracy
swayed only by the influence of respected
families and individual chiefs. It is

often said that this "King" has taken
the further dignity of Caliph. That,
so far, is not the case. He was very
slow, even, to throw off all allegiance to

the Ottoman Sultan, asserting that that

Sultan was not responsible for the

actions of the Young Turks who had

usurped the Government at Constanti-

nople. Now, however, he is an independ-
ent sovereign professing to rule in a
constitutional manner over a part of

Arabia. Poets, singing his praises, may
call him "King of the Arabs," but he
has claimed no such title himself and
the rest of Arabia will at most accept
him as primus inter pares. It is hard
to see, too, how he could constitutionally
himself assume the title of Caliph.
That must come to him, if at all, as a
free gift from the democracy of Islam

electing him to that office, and the valid-

ity of his tenure would depend on the
width of the electorate professing to

represent that democracy. It is in his
favor that he controls the Land of

Pilgrimage and thus may extend his in-

fluence through the whole Moslem world.

If that control is just and beneficent the

pilgrims will return, full of his praises,

and he will gain prestige even to the

point, it may be, of being regarded as

the visible head and centre of that

world. But, on the other hand, he must
overcome the reputation of being a

climber and of being "kept" by the

British. And this leaves out of account

the evidently, if strangely, recovering

prestige of the Sultan-Caliph of the

Ottomans.
A second element in Arabia consists

of the little states along the shores of

the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean,

Kuweit, Bahreyn, Oman, etc., down to

the hinterland of Aden, the so-called

Trucial Chiefs, relationship with which

can be regarded as the oldest element in

the British Empire as it goes back to the

days of Elizabeth. Contact between

these and the Government of India has

always been close and they can be re-

garded as practically British protec-

torates. With the Hijaz the British

connection is rather through Egypt, and

just as there were the two Expedition-

ary Forces, Egyptian and Indian, in

Syria and in Mesopotamia, so there are

already signs of cleavage in diplomatic

influence and policy between India and

Egypt. India is under one Secretary of

State and Egypt under another and

their emissaries may meet and even

clash in Arabia, just as in the early part

of last century John Company and Great

Britain sent rival embassies to Persia.

But, whatever may come, the outlook

of these states is eastward across the

sea to Persia, India, and the lands be-

yond. Their sons have wandered far

in these seas and lands for centuries

and centuries; the teller of the story of

Sinbad the Sailor, voyaging from al-

Basra through uncharted ways, was but

an oriental Hakluyt working behind a

thin veil of romance.

The other two elements in Arabia are

strictly Arab in the narrowest sense

and have dominated the politics of Cen-

tral Arabia for almost a century. One
of these is the dynasty of the Ibn Rash-

ids at Hayil and the other that of Ibn

Sa'ud at Riyad. The first is an Arab
court of the desert, probably liker to

the Omayyad court of the old days at

Damascus than anything else which yet

survives; it took the part of the Turks
and in consequence, for the time, but

for the time only, is negligible. The
other is the surviving representative of

the Wahhabite power of a century ago,

which for a time threatened to spread
from Egypt to India and to found again
a great and militant Moslem empire.
At present Ibn Sa'ud is the rival in

Arabia of the King of the Hijaz. He is

not so astute a politician; he has not

known how to change and rise with the

times ; but he is a far more sincere Mos-
lem and holds the respect in a higher de-

gree of the sincere Moslems of Arabia.

But he is handicapped by the sincerity

of his religious principles and by the

memory of the Wahhabite rule, to which

Moslems look back, much as did the Eng-
lish to Cromwell's Protectorate, with a

feeling of never again. Yet there can

be little question that in his desert

capital he is drawing around him the

Bedawi tribes and trying to make them
more thorough Moslems and a weapon
fit for his hand. He is, apparently,

using for this the old method of Fra-

ternities, perhaps linking up with that

of the Senusites, but on all this our

information is still too scanty and un-

certain. It may even seem strange that

so much attention should be paid to a

little town buried in Arabian deserts,

but Ibn Sa'ud is the one rival in sight
to the King of the Hijaz and there are

signs that Indian Moslems think more

highly of him. In consequence, emis-

saries from the British Indian Govern-

ment have visited Riyad, journeying
from the Persian Gulf. It is not well

that any one man, especially the ruler

of Mecca, should feel himself too in-

dispensable, but, on the other hand, to

play with Wahhabism is to be on terms
with the most intransigeant form of

Islam and may call for a very long

spoon.
But the Arab problem is only the

other side of the Syrian and the Meso-

potamian problem. All these popula-
tions call themselves Arabs in a sense;

they all speak Arabic and serve them-
selves as heirs on the entire Arabic

past. But this does not mean that they
are Bedawin, Arabs of the desert; or

even that they are all Moslems. The
Syrians are intensely jealous for their

old Syrian civilization, reaching" back,

they maintain, to Phoenician times. Da-
mascus has its memories and historical

ambitions, expressed in 1913 at a Con-

gress in Paris; Aleppo has its different

memories linking up with the Kurdish

Ayyubids and Saladin. Over the popu-
lation of Palestine, Christian and Mos-

lem, the fear of Zionism has fallen—and

lies; to them it is the coming of Jewish

capitalists to seize their sacred places
and exploit their peasantry. Plainly,

only a scheme of the loosest confedera-

tion would meet such a conglomerate of

cases, but equally plainly there had to

be some centralization.

For that, political exigencies pointed
to Mecca and the Kingdom of the Hijaz
was created with one of the great Sherif

families as its ruling house. This pure-
ly Arab state was to be—one dare
not say, is to be—flanked by a British

Protectorate in Mesopotamia and a

French one in Syria; the Zionist prob-
lem in Palestine was to be treated sepa-

rately. Decentralization was, if neces-
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sity, to characterize the government and
there were to be, besides, separate au-

tonomies as the Lebanon and Kerbela-

Nejef. Such, at least, was the scheme
worked out on the British side by Sir

Mark Sykes and carried through as far

as the sovereign state of the Hijaz was
concerned. It was expressed in the

proclamations of General Maude on
his entrance to Bagdad and of General

Allenby on his entrance to Jerusalem.

But it is plain that such a scheme re-

quired thorough understanding and good
feeling between the confederated ele-

ments. That might have been possible
in the early days of the conquest when
the feeling of deliverance was strong
and fostered sentiments of brotherhood
and mutual tolerance. But as time

dragged on there reappeared in full

force the old sectional jealousies, the

fear of each others' ambitions, the per-
sonal rivalries, the fickleness to pur-

poses, the inability to form enduring po-
litical structures, which have character-

ized the Arab race as long as history has
known it. Six centuries ago Ibn Khal-

dun, the first philosophical historian, ob-

served that nothing has ever united the
Arabs except the personal influence of a

prophet, and Disraeli in his novel

"Tancred" has given a striking and

thoroughly true picture of this temper-
ament in the person of Fakhredeen.

Characteristic, too, of this temperament
is a tendency to assert that its views are
those of all Syrians.
One fundamental split was, as always,

that between the Bedawin, more or less

nomad Arabs of the desert and its

oases, and the settled races of the fertile

soil, peasants, farmers, merchants, man-
ufacturers. The troops of the King of
the Hijaz in Damascus might well send
shudders of apprehension through that

city population, for the desert has looked
forward to plundering it for hundreds
of years. Even the Druses, a heavy-
handed people accustomed to hold their
own and thinking themselves kinsfolk
of the English, swung away from them
at what they saw of favor to the Beda-
win. Further north in the old Kurdish
capital Aleppo the Kurdish-Armenian
strife flared up again in massacre.
Further north still in Asia Minor the

railway lines and the principal centres
are being held, but we know little about
what is happening off them. The most
cheering news is that General Allenby
has been put in command of all the
Allied troops there and it is certain that
the British will need to remain in force
north of Mosul in the mountains. There
the Turks and Tartars combined are
hoping to take control again. For
all this the delay at Paris is largely re-

sponsible; uncertainty leads to unrest,
and both have done their work. The
recent attempt to shoulder off responsi-
bility on the Senate is, of course,

absurd; the mischief was done months
ago and is now becoming evident. The
recent speech by Lloyd George, too, has
made plain that the British Government
was led by the President to believe that
the United States would accept a man-
date for the new Armenia. But the

people of the United States do not seem
to regard the matter in the same way.
In Palestine the situation produced by
Zionist hopes and British encourage-
ment of them is equally tense if out-

wardly more peaceful. The non-Jew-
ish population, both Moslem and Chris-

tian, has united to form anti-Jewish

committees, and "pogroms" are now in

order. On that point, at least, Syria is

as one. It does not mean to be exploited
by the capitalists of a race which
lost all historic sovereignty nearly
two thousand years ago. And the

Syrians, claiming to be the heirs of
the Canaanites, and still holding the

land, are prepared to take up the war
again against Joshua and the invading
Bedawi tribes of Hebrews. Thus his-

tory comes round after more than three
thousand years.

So much for the situation, moving
from Mecca out. What of Constanti-

nople? For the Turks themselves Con-
stantinople is a foreign city; they have
always rightly recognized that Asia
Minor rather was their home and they
would probably move to Brusa or Konia
with no great shock to their national

feeling. But it is different with the
wider Moslem world and more different
the farther away that world stretches.
For India, especially, much of the mag-
ical glamour which surrounds the figure
of the Sultan-Caliph of the Ottomans
is because he rules there at Stambul.
Far away, shadowy, half-mythical, he
is for them a dim uniting figure in all

their divisions, political and religious.
Heretics and schismatics, sects cast out
and refused recognition by historical
Islam itself, all feel that he speaks the
oneness of their world. This, appar-
ently, is the explanation of the sudden
upflaring of Indian Moslems against the
dismemberment of the Turkish Empire
and especially against its expulsion from
Constantinople. This, too, is the ex-

planation of whatever hesitation has
showed itself in Great Britain towards
the "bag and baggage" policy. Cynical
theories about the Turkish debt may be
discounted; as also that there is a hope-
less pro-Turkish prejudice in the British
official mind. The feelings of a popula-
tion which runs into hundreds of millions
must be considered. Yet it must also
be considered that in a Moslem state,
under Moslem law, no non-Moslem can
have the rights of a citizen. He may
be protected; he can not be on an
equality. If a Moslem state abandons
this position it forfeits the support of
all true Moslems.

But far more dangerous is a theory
of Islam openly propounded by the

spokesmen of these inarticulate millions

and made the basis of their claims. It

is that the Caliph has been and is a

spiritual head, a Pope, and that the

separate secular governments should

recognize his spiritual headship and rule

over their Moslem subjects. When this

is urged by Moslems it can only be in

conscious reliance on the ignorance of

the non-Moslem governments to which

they address it. All educated Moslems
know that the Caliph has always been

simply an executive, the administrator
of Islam as it exists. He can not state

doctrine or law; he can not even in-

terpret them. He is, in legal term, a

"corporation sole" for all the machinery
of Moslem government. The agreement
of the Moslem people provides him with
the law which he must administer and
he has no part in reaching that agree-
ment except as an individual Moslem.

Any government, then, which recognizes

him, recognizes a super-state, a foreign

sovereign who has been yielded the right
to administer a separate and complete
system of law in territory which is not
his own. Against this kind of Pope
English sovereigns had to pass statutes

of premunire. That he can be or become
a spiritual Pope is rendered absurd by
the fundamental fact that Islam yields
to no one spiritual authority over an-

other; that a class of priests in Islam
is an impossibility. All this is the
merest commonplace among the consti-

tutional lawyers of Islam and any one
who denies it is relying on the ignorance
of his audience.

Of farther-lying Islam it is hard at

present to say anything. What have
Bochara and Samarcand done with and
to the Bolshevists? We may guess
that the old Emirs are back in power.
Afghanistan is evidently passing through
a dynastic revolution under external

stimuli, which makes it for the time a

most uneasy and unpleasant neighbor.
From the Moslems of China we hear

nothing. Persia has kept on protesting
its neutrality, but its fate will be inti-

mately connected with Mesopotamia and
India. At present it is pretty thor-

oughly policed. What new thing Africa
will send forth no one can tell. The
Senusites have had their lesson but
Lake Chad guards its secrets and the
desert of Jupiter Ammon suggests orac-
ular style. It is certain that every-
where men are awake and alert; that
the unrest is general, but its forms mul-
titudinous; and that if Pan-Islam is to
have again a meaning it will be one
entirely different from any it has had
in the past. The hope of the future in
the East as in the West is in the growth
of national attitudes which respect,
understand, and support one another.

D. B. Macdonald
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Romain Rolland's

Return to Fiction

IT
is with mixed feelings that many

readers will learn of the appearance

of a new book by Romain Rolland. Hos-

tility towards Rolland has been very

strong of late. The war had hardly be-

gun when people took to speaking of

Romain Rolland et sa bande, and only

yesterday his name appeared in the un-

flattering title: M. Romain Rolland,

Vinitiateur du Difaitisme.

So strong, indeed, is this feeling that

we are tempted to see in it an explana-

tion of the fact that, though his "Colas

Breugnon" was ready to appear five

years ago, the publishers have only re-

cently seen fit to put it on the market.

That Rolland the man, as distin-

guished from the author, has deserved

this obloquy, there can be no doubt. One

must of necessity associate "Au dessus

de la Melee" with Rolland's retreat to

Switzerland, and this retreat itself with

the dire need of France at the moment
and the evident justice of her cause.

Rolland was too old or too young, either

too prominent or too obscure, to take

with impunity the stand he did during

the war. Only a sage supported by the

thought and. observation of a long life-

time and corroborated, in his general

tenets, at least, by the approval of thou-

sands, could be forgiven for that com-

placency which permitted Rolland to cut

himself off from the physical suffering

and the moral anguish of his fellow-

countrymen, to assume, far from the

scene of torment, the role of a detached

seer preaching wisdom to a world dis-

traught; and only a stripling, misguided

by the generous inexperience of his years
and enjoying the privileges of irrespon-

sibility, could be excused for setting

such an example as he of inopportune-
ness: the value of ideas, even of noble

ideas, is contingent upon the circum-

stances of their expression, and the ut-

terances of Rolland at a moment when
his country needed, not vague preaching,
but the whole-hearted support of all her

sons, was as poison in the veins of

France as she fought for a lofty ideal.

Rolland's new novel, "Colas Breugnon,"
can offend no one: it has no connection

with the inspiration of "Jean-Chris-

tophe"; and if anything is needed to

reconcile us with its author, nothing
could be more effective than the seven

or eight hours of delight which it

affords. This is a good book, strong,

healthy, well written (in my opinion,

though many will think otherwise), and

bearing the stamp of a quality not far

removed from genius. It is without
doubt one of the best novels that have
come out of France in the last twelve-

month.

"Colas Breugnon" is unlike Rolland's

previous books. The author's own ex-

planation of the fact is not without in-

terest to those who are occupied with
the gens irritabilis vatum. For all their

preoccupations, novelists as a class are,

it appears, not so different from the

rest of us, after all. They, too, require
relaxation and yield at times to the pres-
sure of instincts much like our own.
Have we not read recently the following
most gratifying confession by Paul Mar-

gueritte? "Si differente qu'elle semble
de ma maniere, cette mediocre nouvelle,

fAbdication, repond au gout d'aventure

qui m'a fait ecrire depuis . . . trois

grands romans d'action." Much the same

spirit appears in the Avertissement au
lecteur of "Colas Breugnon": "Les lec-

teurs de Jean-Christophe ne s'attendent

surement point a ce livre nouveau. II

ne les surprendra pas plus que moi. . . .

Cette ceuvre insouciante ... est une
reaction contre la contrainte de dix

ans dans l'armure de Jean-Christophe

qui, d'abord faite a ma mesure, avait fini

par me devenir trop etroite. J'ai senti

un besoin invincible de libre gaiet6

gauloise, oui, jusqu'a l'irreverence. En
meme temps, un retour au sol natal

... a reveille en moi un passe que je

croyais endormi pour toujours, tous les

Colas Breugnons que je porte en ma peau.
II m'a fallu parler pour eux. Ces sacres

bavards n'avaient pas encore assez parle,

de leur vivant!"

This passage sets the tone for the

whole volume. Colas Breugnon, its hero,
is what the French would call un fameux
original. From first to last, he fascinates

us by the display of an amusing and ag-

gressive personality in which are suc-

cessfully fused very different elements.

Strange as it may seem, Rip van Winkle,

Cellini, frere Jean des Entommeures, he
reminds us vaguely of all three, this

crony of the trees and the birds (Guil-
laumet the finch, Marie Godree the

robin, and la grise Sylvie the warbler) ;

this wood-carver loving his art "de la

bonne maniere, voluptueusement, de

1'esprit et des membres"; this physical
exuberant whose gastronomic enthusi-

asm before a full bottle or a well-laden

board is equaled only by the joy of his

muscles when dealing mighty blows.

Life in its totality, teeming and

varied, justified and glorious because of

its appeal to all our faculties, animal,

aesthetic, and intellectual, this is Breug-
non's delight. He has the vigor and the

curiosity of the wide-eyed civilization of

the Renaissance; and it is fitting that

Rolland should describe him sitting at

the head of the table surrounded by his

numerous progeny, in a passage recall-

ing the canvas of some full-blooded

painter of the sixteenth century: "Ce
soir, nous sommes a table, tous mes
enfants et les enfants de mes enfants.

Cela fait trente, en me comptant. Et

tous les trente crient ensemble: Le roi

boit ! Le roi, c'est moi. J'ai la couronne,

sur mon chef un moule a pate. Et ma
reine est Martine : comme dans les Saints

Livres, j'ai epouse ma fille. Chaque fois

que je porte a ma bouche mon verre, on

m'acclame, je ris, j'avale de travers;

mais de travers ou non, j'avale et n'en

perds rien. Ma reine boit aussi et,

gorge nue, fait boire a son rouge teton

son rouge nourrisson, mon dernier petit-

fils, braillant, buvant, bavant, et etalant

son cul. Et le chien sous la table jappe
et lape la jatte. Et le chat, en grondant
et faisant le gros dos, se sauve avec un

OS."

Breugnon's character is shot through,

as the above quotations show, with an

irrepressible and spontaneous vitality,

the pressure of rich blood and of an

easily kindled imagination which might
be expected to make their possessor blind

to the hard realities of life. This sug-

gestion is further developed by the

peculiar cadences and occasional rhymes
appearing in Rolland's prose. Yet it

should be noted that not a little of our

interest in Breugnon is due to a canny
shrewdness underlying this exuberance.

With what evident satisfaction, after a

season of merrymaking at an inn, he re-

marks: "En trois petites heures eh!

j'avais recolte, avec deux bons diners et

de gais souvenirs, une commande du

notaire pour deux bahuts qu'il me fait

faire!"

The fact is that this flaneur, artist,

and bon vivant is after all essentially a

bourgeois. He has not only the bour-

geois's keen eye for business, but also

his eye for the secret motives animating
those about him, his appreciation of

the practical and the impractical, and his

jealousy of his independence. Thus,

though his exuberance is often a mere
vent for his good spirits, it is often also

a shield to protect him from the conse-

quences of a very personal philosophy,
an impatience of authority and a funda-

mental irreverence. In a passage on the

typical Frenchman's exhilaration as true

as it is amusing, he explains: "Ma
fantaisie s'egaye et donne le spectacle a

ma raison qui la regarde, assise confor-

tablement. . . . J'ai pour theatre

l'univers . . . je crie bis a ces gens qui
se cassent la tete. C'est pour notre

plaisir! Afin de le doubler, je feins de

me meler a la farce et d'y croire. Mais

je n'ai garde, ohe! J'en crois tout juste
ce qu'il faut pour m'amuser. C'est ainsi

que j'ecoute les contes de fees . . . Pas
seulement de fees! II est un gros mon-

sieur, la-haut, dans l'Empyree . . .

nous le respectons fort . . . Mais
entre nous . . . Bavard, mange ta

langue! Cela sent le fagot . . . Seig-

neur, je n'ai rien dit! Je vous tire mon
chapeau."

Such then is Rolland's hero, one who
charms us by the effervescence of healthy
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instincts which the exigencies of our

modern life have chilled to stagnation;
and it is in a setting well suited to the

expression of these instincts that Rol-

land has put this hero: he makes him
a citizen of Clamecy in the days when
France was ruled by Marie de Medici as

regent and by her favorite Concini, "la

vermine que la grosse dondon de

Florence, la reine, apporta dans ses

jupons." Breugnon philosophizes cheer-

ily upon the havoc wrought in the wine
cellars and among the women folk by
the passage of troops whose duty it was,
on the contrary, to protect the body and
to safeguard property. He throws him-
self lustily into the festivities on the

eve of Lent—the eating and drinking,
the quarreling and dancing, the pic-

turesque processions with their cos-

tumes, their banners, and their floats.

He fights with a mighty arm and with
a no less redoubtable tongue in the half-

serious, half-mock battles between the

Clamecycois and the men of a neighbor-
ing town. And when the great curse of

those days, the pest, comes to Clamecy,
he, too, is stricken down, only to rise

again, however, with a vigor such that
he becomes the leader of his more timid
townsmen as they wreak a fearful ven-

geance on marauding bands who, like the
diables pilleurs et meurtriers of Rabe-

lais, are taking everything in the town
except—the pest!

It is in Rolland's treatment of this

setting that we find the most evident
traces of a thoroughly modern, one might
say contemporaneous, art. He intro-

duces us, to be sure, to the vicissitudes
of an age in which all the little amenities
of the Litany, plague, pestilence, and
famine, battle, murder, and sudden death,
added zest to human existence. But he
makes no attempt at an historic recon-
struction. It is possible to read many
pages of "Colas Breugnon" without be-

coming aware of any particular localiza-

tion, temporal localization, of the story.
Differing in this from the novelists of a

slightly older school, Rolland has not

weighed down his account with material
details based upon a presumably scien-
tific study of his period, the early years
of the seventeenth century. His is not
the preoccupation of the writer of an
historic novel : he is interested merely in
an atmosphere or attitude, caring little

for its provenience or its date; or rather,
far from seeking to isolate this atmos-
phere within the limits of the past, he
invites us to assimilate it to the present.
And this peculiarity, one of the most
interesting features of the book, brings
us back once more to what was said of
the diversity of elements contained in
the character of Breugnon.

Here, too, we notice the same peculiar-
ity. I spoke of a vague resemblance to

Rip van Winkle, Cellini, and frere Jean
des Entommeures. A little reflection

would no doubt suggest better parallels

(with the exception of the last, there is

undoubtedly an influence of Rabelais in

the portrayal of both the character and
the incidents given by Rolland). The
one thing to note is the association in

the character of Breugnon of two very
different attitudes, that of the Renais-

sance and that of a civilization much
nearer our own. Passing lightly over

everything that might label this hero as

belonging exclusively to any particular

age, Rolland has fused the past with the

present; and it is in this fusion that lies

what is perhaps the real aesthetic origi-

nality of his novel, and what is certainly
the source of some of its most delightful

pages.

Gently and discreetly, so delicately

shaded as to avoid the cacophony of too

sharp a contrast, there sounds through-
out this book, amid themes and moods
of three hundred years ago, a melody or

bit of harmony belonging only to the

nineteenth, or even to the twentieth cen-

tury. For, in addition to the incidents

of plot and the traits of character on

which I have dwelt already, there ap-

pear others of a different nature, con-

taining a suggestion, for instance, of the

romantic surrender to nature or of that

pervading pity that made Daudet once

say : "J'aurais pu me faire marchand de

bonheur."
The very skill with which this fusion

is accomplished, makes it impossible of

adequate illustration here; but the sen-

sitive reader will not fail to discern it,

and to his particular attention I recom-

mend the chapter devoted to la Belette.

This whole chapter is full of a remark-
able charm; it contains one passage
which I quote because it seems to me
typical of the art of the book as a whole.

After thirty-five years Breugnon has

seen again la Belette, the woman he had
loved and lost in his youth. Their inter-

view has been anything but romantic:

neither has lost the pride and inde-

pendence of former days. Nevertheless,
when Breugnon is on his way home, when
he is alone, surrounded by the trees and
birds which he loves with such pictur-

esque familiarity, he is overtaken by
memories of a beautiful evening spent

years before with this same Belette:

Alors monta des vignes, sur lesquels la

nuit de printemps s'etait posee, la voix du
rossignol. Pour ne pas s'endormir sur les

ceps dont les vrilles traitresses s'allongeaient,

s'allongeaient, s'allongeaient, autour de ses

petons a s'enrouler cherchaient, pour ne pas
s'endormir chantait a perdre haleine sa
vieille cantilene le rossignol d'amour:

"La vign' pouss' pouss' pouss'
Je n'dors ni nuit ni jour ..."

Et je sentis la main de Belette qui disait:

"Je te prends et je suis prise. Vigne,
pousse, pousse et nous lie!"

Nous descendimes la colline. Pres de

rentrer, nous nous deprimes. Depuis lors,

plus ne nous primes. Ah! rossignol, tu
chantes toujours. Pour qui ton chant?

Vigne, tu pousses. Pour qui tes liens,
amour?

It is impossible to read these lines

without feeling their beauty. Their ex-

pression and lilt are reminiscent of the
earliest European lyric. No one, how-
ever, would take them for a genuine
product of the Middle Ages. They are a
modern creation based on an old popu-
lar love song. And it is with the whole
of Rolland's new book as it is with this

passage. In content as in style (I have
already pointed out the peculiarity of his

prose), Rolland has so fused choice in-

spirations of the past and the present as
to create a work of art, vital and full of

meaning, and bearing the stamp of

originality.

A. G. H. Spiers

Correspondence
Professor Corwin's Reply-

To the Editors of The Review :

Professor Adams, in his counterblast

against my "Examination of the Cove-
nant," voices a suspicion that I am try-
ing to excite "special antagonism to the

Shantung agreement" by stigmatizing
it as a concession to the "discredited

principle of the balance of power." I

plead "not guilty" to the charge. His-

torically, to be sure, "balance of power"
seems to have been applied to many and
various situations and to have taken
color from its diverse employment. I

employed it in explanation of the Shan-
tung agreement simply in its literal

sense, and to indicate the idea that un-
less Japan could be induced to join the
League of Nations, there would be a
dangerous preponderance of power out-
side the League.

Like Ex-President Taft, President
Lowell, and other advocates of the Cove-
nant, Professor Adams feels it incum-
bent upon him to attempt to put a pas-
sable countenance on the Shantung
arrangement. I agree with him that he
is under this necessity; with his ex-

planation of the arrangement itself I

entirely disagree. He writes: "The
arrangement demands nothing of China
which she has not already granted, and
the definite promise of restoration gives
her a new advantage." But "the promise
of restoration" is far from covering all

the ground. Japan promises to restore
China's territorial rights in the "leased

territory" of Kiaochow, but on the con-
dition that she be allowed to plot out
for herself a "concession" in Tsing-tao,
and she says nothing about privileges
which, according to the Chinese at least,
she has screwed out of China in terri-

tory surrounding the leased territory.
She also promises to restore China's
"sovereignty" in Shantung, but not the
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mines and railroads which the Peace

Treaty transfers to her, together with

"all rights of exploitation"; and she

stipulates upon the right to police these

railroads. True, China had "granted"
all these things to Japan—at the point
of the bayonet!
But the arrangement was "neces-

sary"! Necessary for what and for

whom ? To be sure, England and France
had already committed themselves; but

not the United States, unless possibly
in connection with the Lansing-Ishii

agreement, our information regarding
which is still perhaps somewhat frag-

mentary. But that possibility aside, our
assent to this gross breach of trust, the

like of which by private treaties would
have subjected them to very stern treat-

ment indeed, was the price our repre-
sentative paid to get Japan into the

League. No doubt the situation was
peculiar, but it was by no means un-

paralleled in the history of international

relations. So the question confronts us,

Do we wish to enter a League the main-
tenance of which may repeatedly exact

a surrender on our part of our freedom
of moral judgment as a nation? Pro-
fessor Adams instances as analogous the

Slavery Compromises in the Constitu-

tion. These were, it will be remembered,
but the first of a series of compromises
touching the same subject, leading down
to the war which grew out of them.

Professor Adams thinks Article X in-

dispensable to the Covenant and indeed
to any league "of any value for the

preservation of peace." It would un-

doubtedly be indispensable to a league
which undertook to provide a conclusive

settlement of all international difficul-

ties, but that is not the case with the

proposed League. Professor Adams
writes that "the execution of a judicial
mandate or a mandate of the Council is

not aggression." Certainly not. But I

find no provision in the Covenant for
such mandates in support of a "recom-
mendation" of the Council; only an
obligation not to go to war against dis-

putants complying with the recommenda-
tion. Furthermore, such recommenda-
tion must be by unanimous voice of the

Council, not counting members who are

parties to the dispute under considera-
tion. So, it seems to me that the con-
tradiction which I point out between
Article X and certain other features of
the League remains. It is the danger-
ous contradiction of the features of a

"strong league" with those of a "weak
league."

Professor Adams takes me to task for

declaring that the primary purpose of
the League must be the "maintenance
of a solidarity of interests among its

principal members." He characterizes
this assertion as "an assumption without

justification." But let us suppose that

solidarity is not maintained among these

principal members, then what becomes
of the League?—indeed what becomes
of the Peace Treaty? So that the criti-

cism boils down, aa Professor Adams
substantially admits, to a quarrel over
the question of the most usual basis of
international solidarity in the long run.
And it is in the answer they return to
this question that the Shantung and
Fiume episodes become so instructive.

Another contention of mine which
draws Mr. Adams's fire is that the Con-
ference confused two distinct problems,
that of enforcing the Peace Treaty and
that of providing a satisfactory settle-

ment of international differences gen-
erally. But is it not obvious that the
former task must be left in great part
to a political body acting subject to con-

stant instruction from the several home
governments, and is it not equally ob-
vious that such a body is not the best
sort of body to win and hold the con-
fidence of the world in its capacity for

the disinterested consideration of inter-

national questions generally? True,
Professor Adams maintains that the

powers of the Council "are quite differ-

ent and much more independent" than
those of the Peace Conference (italics

mine). By "independent," I suppose
that he means independent of political

control; and if so, this is a very im-

portant statement. But what proof is

adduced for it? None; and I am unable
to conceive what proof he may have in

mind. It is interesting to note that

Mr. Taft is beginning to betray some
uneasiness on this point, and that one
of his proposed "reservations" or "inter-

pretations" endeavors to deal with the

problem, though certainly in a very in-

adequate way. As to the powers of the
Council being "different" from those of

the Peace Conference—they are so, I

should say, principally in the sense of

being much more general and undefined.

But, Professor Adams protests, "Con-
ciliar management of an alliance of

nations has abundantly proved its suc-

cess." Precisely ;
if we are in for a gen-

eral alliance, the Council ought to prove
a very satisfactory body for effecting an

exchange of views, for the secret elabor-

ation of policies, the mutual underwrit-

ing of projects. But personally I hope
that this country will never consent to

enter such a council, or to submit to it.

One or two other features of Profes-
sor Adams's article demand passing
notice. His attempted demonstration
that the supplementary treaty guar-
anteeing France against unprovoked at-

tack by Germany constitutes a vote of

confidence in the League itself, I am
unable to grasp. Another matter is his

assertion at the beginning of his com-
munication that "no advocate of the
Covenant can maintain that there are
not substantial objections to it." This
is a mistake which does credit to Profes-

sor Adams's own fairness and modera-
tion—but a mistake just the same.

I have met advocates of the Covenant
this summer—enthusiastic advocates—
who have never read it, and who conse-

quently do not feel free to admit objec-
tions to it—at least, serious objections.

The fact of the matter is, that the great
mass of the supporters of the Covenant

gave this document their sanction before

it was ever disclosed. Being average

Americans, they have great faith in

legislation, even though they don't read

the laws. They know that the Rum
Traffic has just been abolished by Con-
stitutional Amendment, and they see

no reason why war should not be dealt

with in the same efficient way. Besides,
has not the President assured them that

a new era is at hand? It is true that

the President had earlier pledged him-
self—or so they understood him—to

keep them out of war and then failed

to live up to his word.
Nor is this matter of the intellectual

processes of the trusting American pub-
lic beside the point—the point being that

we have missed our destination. We set

out to provide an expected procedure for

the peaceful consideration of interna-

tional differences, a procedure designed
to bring those differences to the test of

the world's reasonable opinion and sense

of justice. We wind up with a scheme
which would make us sit in at every

quarrel. We set out to make our aloof-

ness available in healing age-long ani-

mosities. We wind up consenting to sub-

ject the questions of this hemisphere to

the tangled exigencies of European poli-

tics. We set out picturing to ourselves

a method by which governments would
be compelled to submit their contro-

versies, in the first instance to the un-
coerced and so far as possible unbiased

judgment of good men. We wind up in

an effort to set up a few governments,
whose principal title to the role is their

power and the fact that they have wide-

spread interests and so can not be un-

biased as the arbiters of the world's

affairs. I can conceive of no worse mis-

carriage.
Edward S. Corwin

Ann Arbor, Mich., August 3

A Legacy of Hatred
To the Editors of The Review:
For years the Balkan problem has

been the despair of European statesmen.

Is it certain that the attempts of the

Peace Conference to solve it will be
more successful than other attempts
have been ? The various little wars still

raging suggest a negative answer.
When Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece

combined to overthrow Turkish rule

there was a strong hope that the day
of bitter quarrels among them was past.

Yet in the very moment of victory the
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old dissensions broke out. And what

Bulgaria did to Serbia in this war has

created a gulf that the present genera-
tion need not expect to see bridged. Nor
is this all. Complicated questions, full

of danger, are raised elsewhere. The

Jugoslavs are at odds, not only with

Austria and Hungary, but with Ruma-
nia and Italy. Rumania, her claims

ignored, is dealing with Hungary "off

her own bat." The President blithely

disposed of the Fiume issue, but it re-

mains to plague all Europe. Albania is

another tinder box. There are serious

disputes between Italy and Greece.

Worst of all, America, which was
never at war with either Turkey or Bul-

garia, now seeks, through her delegates
at Paris, to protect Bulgaria at the ex-

pense of Greece. The President as

cheerfully runs the risk of alienating
the countrymen of Venizelos as of alien-

ating the countrymen of Orlando. What
is his purpose? What does he expect
America to gain by this policy of re-

warding your enemies and punishing
your friends?

Probably he would explain it all on
the principle of "self-determination."

But there are dangers in that principle
which he apparently ignores. It is

doubtless easy to misapply the lessons

of history. But it is undeniable that
each new state means a new possibility
of war. If the League of Nations can
hold all the new states in leading-strings,
peace may prevail. Nevertheless the

breaking up of empires has always been
attended with dangers. One need not
be a Cassandra to doubt the reasonable-
ness of Mr. Wilson's confidence in his
own supreme wisdom. The legacy of
self-determination may conceivably turn
out to be a legacy of hatred.

Edward Fuller
Philadelphia, August 11

Poetry
Aftermath

There is a beauty of the withered old
That autumn in its haggard noons has

not,
Nor spring that has lean winter days

forgot
To dream of summer's fullness yet un-

told;
There is a beauty of the withered old
That is not in a lone and lovely plot
Of summer twilight, nor in morning,

shot

By winter's affirmation of the cold;
There is a loveliness in old men's eyes
Not in the asking face of youth ; a wraith
Of deeper presences that we surprise
And then forget and reck no further of;
'Tis but the ensign of an ancient faith:
That wisdom comes alone of given love.

Charles R. Murphy

Book Reviews
Colonel Repington's

Memoirs
Vestigia: Reminiscences of Peace and

War. By Lieut.-Col. Charles a Court
Repington. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company.

WE have in this well-made book the

personal story of the famous mili-

tary correspondent of the London Times

up to the opening of the World War.
The narrative begins with a mass of

genealogy, which the author consider-

ately advises the reader to skip. It con-

tinues idyllically in country places of

Surrey and Ireland, with sports galore
and glimpses of kindly and famous peo-

ple; passes swiftly the brawls and un-
scholastic joys of Eton, and the gentler
recreations of a German coaching school

for the Army; and closes the youthful
chapter at Sandhurst.
Born in 1858, Charles a Court Reping-

ton fell upon the last days of the old

army. The officers were patricians of

abundant courage and physique, often

clever minor tacticians, but hopelessly
ill trained, unadaptable, and unprogres-
sive. They often took their lead from
their Commander in Chief, the worthy
but thick-headed Duke of Cambridge.
Apparently the single military maxim
was the invincibility of the British sol-

dier when led by "one of our sort."

Charles Repington came up saturated
with this belief, and his subsequent
emancipation does him credit.

As a subaltern he had a brief experi-
ence of the clearing of the Khaibar Pass,
where he observed the impolicy of mi-
nute orders imposed from afar upon a
field force. Invalided home, he served
for a time in Parnell's tumultuous Ire-

land. "I carried away with me one con-

viction at least, namely, that only Irish-

men should deal with Irishmen, for they
alone understand them." On a vacation

Repington had written a little book on
the Italian Army, and this with excellent

examinations secured admission to the
Staff College. Here he had mates of the

stamp of the future Generals Plumer and
Smith-Dorrien, and went far in the

study of military theory. He rejoined
his battalion in Upper Burmah and be-
came enamored of the beauty of the

scenery and the gentleness of the folk.

Invalided again, he served as military
attache at Brussels and The Hague, ob-

taining a sound knowledge of European
politics generally. Visits of German
officers both in England and the Low
Countries opened Repington's eyes as to

German military psychology. One whom
he took to the Derby surveyed the
crowd open-mouthed and exclaimed,
"Ach! what a mark for shrapnel."
Already well initiated in the Intelli-

gence Branch, Repington had no diffi-

culty in being transferred to Egypt for

the Atbara campaign, and in the two
great battles he had the luck to be tem-

porarily on Kitchener's staff. Here we
glimpse young David Beatty, the future
hero of Jutland, as an intrepid com-
mander of a Nile gunboat. Kitchener
is graphically hit off. He declined to

have a chief of staff, because it "created
a channel." He gave chiefly verbal or-

ders. For the Atbara only three orders
were issued. "The Sirdar hated func-

tions, public speaking, and ceremonial or

display of any kind. He would, for pref-

erence, have lived in a cloud of smoke,
unnoticed by the world and his men. I

never saw him look at or speak to a
private soldier or take the slightest trou-

ble to ingratiate himself with his

troops." After the assault on the Atbara,
he had fairly to be dragged out to re-

ceive the cheers of the little army. He
hung lovingly around his supply dumps—"nuzling" his staff family called it—
and had little interest in tactics. Asked
before Omdurman how he proposed to

attack, he replied "that he had brought
us 1,500 miles into Africa and had fed

us, and that he expected us to fight the
battle for him." In rare moments of
leisure he loved to drive rivets in the
river boats which were building. "It

was an unwritten law for anyone with
him to mark the K. rivets with a chalk

cross, that they might be riveted
afresh."

After an interval in Holland, at the
first Hague Conference, and in Belgium
came the Jameson raid and its sequels.
It is commented in a most instructive

letter from the Kaiser to an uncle of Col.

Repington's. The notorious dispatch of

congratulation to President Kruger is

described as "the thankful outcry that
our men and money had been saved from
loss and ruin," meaning the German in-

terests in the Transvaal. Col. Reping-
ton was appointed to Gen. Buller's staff.

He found there had been no real estimate
of the military in London, and that
Buller had no plan to meet the peculiar
Boer tactics except "to blow them off

the kopjes with our guns." For a year
the blowing off worked quite the other

way. Buller increased his helplessness
by isolating himself from his staff

(Kitchener had always messed with his)
and revealed the most curious mixture
of sheer rashness and irresolution. The
old Army had developed good field offi-

cers whose mentality stopped with the

regiment. Between the merciful lines

of Col. Repington's narrative one reads
an awful tale of tactical incompetence
and strategic nullity, yet one retains a
certain tenderness for a stupidity so

massive, warmhearted, and consistent
with itself. Buller was likable. After
an unnecessary retreat he once congrat-
ulated the chief of staff on the success
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of the movement. He merely sputtered
in reply, "We have practiced it twice

lately."

Shortly after the Boer War, Col. Rep-
ington resigned and began a campaign
for army reform which led him to the

Times. His extraordinary articles on

the Russo-Japanese War, which, very sen-

sibly, were written not at the front but

at London, gave him a position of great

authority. His problem as a war cor-

respondent was whether to take a strictly

professional or a political and oppor-
tunist view of his function. He wisely
took the latter course and made himself

the champion of such remarkable War
Ministers as Mr. Arnold-Foster and
Lord Haldane. He saw a general staff

organized, an expeditionary army pro-

vided, and the territorials brought into

a divisional organization of all arms,
while the Officers' Training Corps was re-

vivified. English Liberalism has many
failures to answer for, but it should not
be forgotten that no Tory government
has ever taken anything but an amateur
view of army matters, and that but for

Lord Haldane's reforms there would
have been no Expeditionary Army to

help at the Maine and Ypres, the Ger-
mans must have seized the channel ports,
and England's very existence would
have been imperiled. In all these mat-
ters Col. Repington played an influential

role, mediating between Lord Roberts's
sound but politically impracticable pro-
gramme and the indifferent public and
the hampered ministers.

Before the great war he clearly fore-
saw the conflict itself and the effects of
the new inventions. He was right on
the value of the aeroplane, and on the fu-

tility of fortresses; foresaw the subma-
rine peril and the new naval tactics im-

plied, at the moment when the Admi-
ralty was still mumbling about cutting-
off expeditions behind Heligoland. All

these issues were fully discussed in the
remarkable articles "New Wars for

Old," 1910, but the teaching fell largely
on deaf ears. Lord Morley was a true

prophet when he told Col. Repington
that he would never get the army he
wanted until the country was at war.

Perforce we have dwelt on the pro-
fessional side of a book which is rich

also in anecdote and personal reminis-
cence. It is most instructive reading,
and its companion piece, which will treat
the war just finished, will be eagerly
awaited. We could wish that this coun-

try had a journalistic expert combining
the professional accomplishments and
parliamentary sense of the author. Our
few war correspondents of distinguished
parts have done little to aid in an army
reform, which is only less needed here
than it was in England after the South
African misadventure.

This book contains the necessary maps
and a few family portraits of interest,

including a very enlightening miniature
of Nelson's Emma, which was a gift to

the author's grandmother.

A Mighty Hunter
The Life of Frederick Courtenay Selous,

D.S.O. By J. G. Millais, F.Z.S. New
York: Longmans, Green and Com-
pany.

WITH
but very few exceptions, Cap-

tain Frederick Courtenay Selous,

D.S.O., was the last of a long line of old-

fashioned pioneer hunters of African

big game. By long odds he was the
most famous and conspicuous man of
his kind. He lived and hunted from
the period of the big-calibre smooth-
bore elephant gun that he loaded at the
muzzle with a handful of powder as he
ran at full speed, up through the 577

English express rifle of the 70's, to the
modern highly finished Mannlicher of
small calibre and tremendous power.

It is with the feeling of a hungry man
attacking a banquet that every admirer
and friend of Selous will take up J. G.
Millais' volume. Its bulk and the honest

solidity of the types promise well for

the fullness of things. A stirring and
adventurous life of sixty-five years is

not to be dismissed with a few perfunc-
tory and double-leaded pages. And it is

quickly discerned that Mr. Millais, who
never yet did a poor bit of work, has in

this volume come mighty near to turn-

ing out a masterpiece of biography. If

the pictorial flavor were more strongly

Selousian, as it really deserved to be, and
so easily might have been, we should say
that the volume attained perfection. In
these pages we had rather see intimate

pictures of and about Selous than even
the best groups of African game ani-

mals. There is not even one picture of

Selous as a soldier, or of his grave in

the big-game country of the late la-

mented Hun colony.
This volume is not only the life story

of Selous, but incidentally, it is also a
valuable history of the development of

South Africa, including the recent con-

quest of German East Africa. The ac-

tual amount of stirring history is really

great, and it throws a searchlight on

many things that to some of us were
hitherto quite unknown. When Selous

attempted to enlist in the British Army
of Defense in 1914, Lord Kitchener flatly

refused to accept him, on the ground
that his age rendered him useless as

a soldier. Kitchener never made a

greater blunder in his life. Although
sixty-five years of age when he went to

Africa, Selous was as tough as a pine

knot, and while younger and stronger
men fell victim by scores and hundreds
to hardship and disease, Selous marched,
fought, and slept in liquid mud, in tor-

rential and increasing rains, absolutely
unscathed save for one slight ailment

that sent him home for an operation, and
a sound return after three months. Sel-

ous gloried in his remarkable health and

hardiness; and Kitchener should have
known that even at sixty-three the

tough old outdoors man was still in his

prime.
It gives "an old one" a heart pang to

read Millais' quoted accounts of Selous'

yearly adventures as a big-game hunter,

just as it does to read now Roosevelt's

"Hunting Trips of a Ranchman." Every
misadventure and every success ends

with the same thought : "That was long

ago; and he is gone!" Selous began his

adventures haltingly. He made his full

share of mistakes and failures. Often
he called himself the most unlucky of

hunters. He strove to kill elephants in

order to get money from ivory to finance

more hunting trips, to kill more ivory
and pay for more trips. But of all the

great ivory hunters, he was only moder-

ately successful; and we are rather glad
of it! We would not have him an ele-

phant butcher like Neumann, who once

killed sixteen female elephants in one

day.
In every sense of the word, Selous was

a mighty hunter, a great admirer of big
game, a close observer and a strictly
truthful chronicler. His books con-

tributed immensely to the world's knowl-

edge of African fauna. But he was a

dry writer. If he had any sense of

humor, or joyousness of temperament,
he carefully concealed it. He loved the
outdoor life, but he never reveled and
rejoiced in the beauties of nature unless

they wore the hides of wild animals.
But we will not quarrel with the great
Captain on that account. All the older

books of hunting adventures in Africa,
without a single exception, were as dry
as the Kalahari Desert.

It is a pleasure to see it recorded
in cold type that Captain Selous was
throughout life clean-minded and high-
minded, a lover of justice, and a hater of
meanness and folly. A hunter born, his

energy was boundless and irrepressible.
When living where he could no longer
hunt big game, he hunted birds' eggs
and butterflies, with all the zeal of his

youthful quests for elands and harte-

beests. He never made any money to

speak of, save the $10,000 that came
from his "Hunter's Wanderings"; but
his friends were a host and his admirers

legion. In general, he knew that he was
appreciated, even though he felt that
Cecil Rhodes never gave him a tithe of

the credit that was justly his due for
his wise and valuable assistance in the

acquisition of Rhodesia and the founding
of the Great Britain's South African

empire.

Captain Selous was shot through the
head and instantly killed on January 4,

1917, while leading his company against
about ten times its number of Germans.
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He fell at S. Lat. 7 deg., Long. 38 deg. E.,

not near any village, but a few yards to

the east of the main road leading south

from Mikesse on the Central (G. E. A.)

railway to the Rufigi River, ten miles

distant. "It is for the most part,"

continues the report of his death, "the

haunt of a great variety of big game, in-

cluding elephants, giraffes, and rhinos.

Not more than four miles away is a

warm salt spring running down into a

salt lake where hippos, wild ducks,

egrets, and numerous other wild fowl

abound."
Mr. Millais has done well by his friend,

"Great-heart" Selous. We are glad that

this particular story of a most pic-

turesque and interesting life has been

adequately told. Its text may fairly be

regarded as a model.

William T. Hornaday

Idealists in London
Mummery: A Tale of Three Idealists. By

Gilbert Carman. New York: George
H. Doran Company.

IT
is, we suspect, Gilbert Cannan's pre-

occupation with modern life as a thing

positive and self-contained that sets him
a little apart from most of those con-

temporaries with whom he is commonly
bracketed. His people do not so much
spurn the past as affirm the present.

They do not waste energy defying con-

ventions which may be quite comfortably

ignored. They offer no apology to past
or future for a world which belongs to

neither. Compare "Mummery" with
another book of the moment, "The
Moon and Sixpence" of W. Somerset

Maugham. Both concern that "genius"
with which current novelists are so ex-

cessively, not to say tediously busy.
There is nothing in these stories unless

you can swallow whole the initial as-

sumption—that these people (musicians
or painters, nine times out of ten) were

geniuses, did at some time produce mas-

terpieces and +ake the world by storm.

You have to accept the author's word for

this, since he can not produce the pic-
ture or the symphony. Say you do take

it: then you are ready to consider how
your genius was constructed and how he
"worked"—what made the genial wheels

go round.

Now Mr. Maugham's man is, on an
heroic scale, the demonic figure most in

fashion. He is the fellow who sacrifices

the sixpences of respectability and con-

formity and decency and honor and all

other trumpery treasures of convention
to follow the moon of his inspiration.
Or to put him more accurately, he is the

helpless and irresponsible victim of an
obsession. His moon is not an ideal to

be climbed towards or guided by, but a
cruel and obscene mistress who has her
will of him—for the world's good, we are
to suppose. "Mummery," on the other

hand, justifies its subtitle as "a tale of

idealists." It deals, one might say, with

a whole mess of geniuses, irresponsible

enough in little ways, not comfortable

members of society. They are simply
indifferent to the proper thing. But

they do not live for the sake of defying
and outraging that thing; there is more

important business in hand. They wish

to affirm beauty or truth as they feel it

alive in them, or see it alive about them.

Attacking ugliness and untruth is after

all a lesser game, though our "new

novelists," like the New Ones of every

period, are none too ready to perceive
this.

In his last critical utterance of note,

Henry James set down Gilbert Can-
nan's chief merit as fidelity to the fact.

This was before "Three Sons and a

Mother" and "Mendel" and the present

story showed how far beyond a literal

and circumstantial realism the maturer
Cannan was to go. If, as James said,

the younger man shared his colleagues'

impulse to counter the sentimental

"dodginess" of the Victorian novelists,

the best of them, by offering the slice of

life (staple delicatessen for frothy deli-

catesse), certainly the older deals in

another commodity. He has discovered

the romance of the present, and is not

above a dodge or two of his own in

giving it point and saliency. His three

idealists move in a plane quite above

the slough of sentimentalism, Victorian

or other, where so many others still wal-

low—the woman, Kitty, the incorrigible

stage presence of Sir Henry, and most
of his subordinates in "the profession."
The action, after all, is of yesterday, "in

one of those swiftly moving years which
hurried Europe towards the catastrophe

awaiting it." It begins with the arrival

in London of a striking couple, the eccen-

tric and irresistible Charles Mann, and
his Clara Day, beautiful and intelligent,

whom, a year or two since, he has found,
a sort of innocent Trilby (save the

mark!) among the studios of Paris and
taken possession of "exactly as he did

of stray dogs and cats and birds in

cages." Clara Day remains his, in grati-
tude and affection. There is no passion
on either side, Charles being incapable
and Clara unawakened. But she is am-
bitious for him, sees him frittering

away .
his great talent in small enthu-

siasms, and drags him back to England
"where, as an Englishman and, as she

knew, one of the most gifted English-
men of his time, his work lay."

On their arrival she at once scents the
British dragon of propriety, and lest

her poor Charles be hampered by gossip,
has him marry her. Unluckily it tran-

spires that he has already a wife in Eng-
land, deserted casually some years back,
and now disposed to make trouble for the
casual one. Clara leaves him, to his mild

annoyance, but continues devoting her-

self to his interests. They both see in the

theatre a promising field for his genius
in design. Clara takes to the stage,

purely as a step towards furthering his

plans; charms the susceptible Sir Henry,
most powerful of British actor-man-

agers ;
induces him to produce "The Tem-

pest" with Charles's extraordinary set-

ting and with herself in the part of

Ariel. Unluckily Charles's theatre and
Sir Henry's and Adnor Rodd's (he is

the third idealist) are all hopelessly at

odds. Charles, as Rodd says, wants to

use the theatre: "He wants to substi-

tute a static show for a dynamic and
vital performance, to impose his own
art upon the theatre. The actors have
done that until they have driven any-

thing else out. He wants to drive them
out." Sir Henry, of course, sees the

theatre as a money-making concern that

focuses in the exploitation of his own
triumphant stage personality; while
Rodd spends his solitary life writing

plays which he knows have no relation to

the possibilities of the commercial thea-

tre. Among these cross-purposed males
our Ariel flits beneficently. She is half-

married to the visionary Charles; Sir

Henry besieges her with well-seasoned

eloquence—is "in love" with her in

thoroughgoing Victorian fashion; while

Adnor Rodd is her inevitable mate.

"The Tempest," of course, is unsat-

isfactory to everybody but Sir Henry's
public and Sir Henry himself. He
spoils Charles with his electricity,

spoils Shakespeare with his "business,"
does his best to spoil Ariel with his

machinery. So she burlesques herself

the delicate art so painfully mastered
for this hour—and is hailed as a risen

star. She will have nothing of such

success, and turns her back upon the

stage at the moment of her applauded
debut. She has done her best for Charles
and failed, and at last is free to go off

quietly with Rodd towards marriage and
the happiness of mated minds and

spirits.

It has been said more than once of late

that these younger British novelists all

write pretty much alike; that without
their names on the title-pages one could

hardly say who the performer was. Cer-

tainly there is a striking family likeness

among many of them. But this book

belongs to Gilbert Cannan; it could not

conceivably be the work of a Walpole or

a Beresford or a Mackenzie or a Law-
rence or a Swinnerton. Of its plot, as

sketched above, almost anything might
be made in the handling. Clara Day, we
must own, moves among her men with

hardly less freedom than dear Ethel of

"The Young Visiters." The marvel is

that we believe in her coming out of it

all equally scot-free. Miraculously we
believe in Clara Day and are grateful
for her,

H. W. Boynton
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The Psychology of
"
Correspondence

'

Mind and Conduct. By Henry Rutgers
Marshall. New York: Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons.

MR.
MARSHALL has taken the occa-

sion of the Morse Lectures delivered

at the Union Theological Seminary in

the spring of this year to summarize

and, to some extent, to develop his well-

known theories of psychology in simple

and what may be called portable form.

His small volume is a model of orderly

arrangement and clear presentation, and

may be recommended warmly to those

who desire acquaintance with the posi-

tions held by one of our leading

theorists, yet might be frightened by the

bulk of his "Consciousness," not to men-

tion his other and lesser volumes. On
pages 129 to 131 Mr. Marshall gives a

resume of his main tenets in so succinct

and masterly a form that half the ordi-

nary labor of the reviewer might be

spared by simply copying it off.

Mr. Marshall is much concerned with

the theory of "behaviorism," with the

tenets of these so-called psychologists,

that is to say, who virtually eliminate the

soul from their consideration and study

merely the physical acts and attitudes

of a man or an animal under various

excitements. In opposition to this non-

psychic psychology he holds to a parallel-

ism which he terms a thoroughgoing

correspondence. Every situation in con-

sciousness involves a special and specific

mode of human behavior. And, on the

other hand, every mode of human con-

duct has correspondent with it a special

and specific situation in consciousness.

There is no discoverable relation here

of cause and effect, or of priority, but a

mere correspondence. In this way he
thinks the impasse of materialism is

avoided, and at the same time due recog-

nition is given to the scientific pro-
cedure which depends on a mechanistic

hypothesis. At any moment a certain

part of the total field of consciousness

is emphasized and forms what may be
called a "presentation" to the rest of

consciousness, which is somehow un-

conscious. This part of "the complex

psychic system of consciousness," to

which the presentation is made and
which is not present in consciousness, is

the Self. The simulacrum, so to speak,
of this Self, which then is presented to

us at a later moment in memory, is the

ego of which we are conscious. "New-
ness," or creativeness, is a real fact of

the physical world, as it is of the world
of consciousness, but is so gradual in its

operation that ordinarily we are not

aware of its steps. The Self is free to

act in accord with its own nature. The
fact that we choose between alternatives

is due to the creativeness inherent in the

free Self. We are thus always respon-
sible for our acts, since the Self, which
determines our acts, is at any moment
the result of the sum of its previous
acts of choice.

We fear that this summary of Mr.
Marshall's own resume may not seem
quite so lucid as we have described it to

be. If so, this is partly owing to cer-

tain additions of our own in the nature
of interpretation. The truth is that

clearness such as Mr. Marshall has at-

tained in such a subject as he treats is

likely to signify elimination as much
as it does reflection. At every page of

his book questions arise which are not

answered, or even admitted. For in-

stance, his fundamental theory of cor-

respondence seems clear for the very
reason that he waives some of the in-

herent difficulties. Thus he says: "We
find that certain specific forms of con-

sciousness always go with certain spe-
cific forms of behavior, and vice versa.

. . . We can not be angry if we restrict

certain bodily reactions
; if, for example,

we fold our hands and smile." In this,

Mr. Marshall, we think, puts too much
reliance on the conclusions of Professor

James, who here, as so often, is essen-

tially superficial while wearing the ap-

pearance of profundity. A great poet
knows that no such complete corre-

spondence exists between physical ges-
ture and consciousness as Professor

James and Mr. Marshall desiderate. The
poet knows that a man may smile and
smile and be a villain; he sees that the

moral mood of which anger is, so to

speak, the external expression, carries

us into a region of consciousness beyond
the reach of mechanistic search. The
way of escape from behaviorism is not

through the sort of psychology of which
Mr. Marshall is so distinguished an ad-

vocate. So long as we maintain a com-

plete correspondence between conscious-

ness and behavior we have really given
the case to the behaviorist, however we
may seek to conceal the surrender by
denying the relation of cause and effect.

The moralist, whether of poetry or of

religion, knows that logically and in

what may be called the realm of values

consciousness is not only prior to be-

havior but is more extensive than be-

havior.

To take one other point. Mr. Mar-
shall has made certain distinctions be-

tween responsibility and accountability

which are of high practical importance,
but it is questionable whether they lead

to anything philosophically. We are re-

sponsible for all our acts, as noted in

the summary above; we are accountable

only for those acts with which society

must reckon for its welfare and preser-
vation. A man is responsible for yield-

ing to panic in case of fire, because his

act of yielding is a result of his char-

acter, which in turn is the product of all

his previous acts of choice ; but he is not

accountable for such weakness. This is

a true distinction legally, but in the

court of opinion the man is held both

responsible and accountable and the

difference vanishes. Again, the ques-
tion of responsibility as Mr. Marshall

propounds it is rendered clear and sim-

ple, we suspect, by avoiding the real

difficulty. We are responsible for any
act because this act is in accordance

with our total nature at the moment,
and we are responsible for our nature

at any moment because this has been
formed by all our previous acts of choice.

This seems rather a circular form of

argument, but its chief fallacy is still

to mention. Strange as it may seem,
in considering the freedom of choice

by which the nature of the Self is grad-

ually built up Mr. Marshall omits the

initial problem of our character as given

by inheritance. How far are we re-

sponsible for acts of choice which, to

some extent at least, are determined by
the initial substance of the soul?

It will appear that the present re-

viewer does not feel that the theory of

correspondence either delivers us from
the hands of the "behaviorist" or ex-

plains the deeper problems of psy-

chology. But Mr. Marshall's book is

for all that a notable work, one which

every student of modern theories must
take into account.

"English A" in France
"rpNGLISH A"—is it necessary to de-

*-i fine the term? "Freshman Eng-
lish" the students called it. The cata-

logue described it as "Elementary Com-
position, prescribed for all first-year
men in the University." If you ever got
as close as Freshman year to an Ameri-
can university, you know all about it.

You remember paying good money over
the counter for tuition, and then trying
to slip out of the shop without carrying
off the goods, thinking it a huge joke on
the storekeeper. You didn't like the way
the goods were put up. They came in

packages of an hour each in the presence
of a languid or a nervous young instruc-

tor who read you his own undergradu-
ate themes, interspersed with passages
from Walter Pater and Theodore Drei-

ser, by way of illustrating matters you
never took the trouble to grasp because

you knew they were quite unessential.

If you got as far as the graduate school,

you know still more about it. By that

time you were the instructor. You called

yourself a "section-hand," and described

the course as, "Decomposition and Illit-

erature, with Special Studies in the
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Themey Side of Life," and agreed en-

thusiastically with the colleague who
described the professor in charge of the

course as having "an admirable talent

for organizing sawdust."
When we got to France and looked into

our old kit-bags (the original ancestor

of which must have belonged to Pan-

dora) we were surprised to find English
A there along with everything else. It

was like the goblin on the load of furni-

ture that was being removed from the

haunted house,—we did not know it

was going with us. It must have been

woven into the very fibre of our beings,
for we carried no books nor any notes;
we did not know when we started

whether we were going to teach or sell

cigarettes. We were told to include only
bare necessities in our baggage, and it

never occurred to us that English A fell

in that category. But it did. We in-

cluded it without hesitation or discus-

sion in our preliminary list of English
courses for the A. E. F. University.

Naturally we must have a beginners'
course of some kind ; perhaps each heart
did recall a different name, but all sang
English A,—to be sure, it was English
1-A by the time it got into print, but
that was the Registrar's doings. Then,
between the acting of the dreadful thing
and the first motion, we wondered what
it would be like. There were we, indeed,
the same old teachers in spite of our

uniforms, and there would be they, the
same old students. Yes, but think what
they had been through since they left

our class-rooms. "Eccovi l'uom ch' e

stato all' Inferno,"—what will he say to

unity, mass, and coherence, these three?
What will he do to English A? Catch
it and throw it back at us like a hand
grenade? And if he does, will it ex-

plode, or is it a dud?
That was at the planning stage, and

vague planning it was of necessity; we
couldn't make definite plans without
knowing who was to carry them out, and
of the staff for the course we were only
the nucleus. "We" were the profes-
sional teachers, wearing at first the Red
Triangle, afterwards the "Golden Cooty,"
the winged torch of the Educational
Corps,—only four of us at the outset to
stand for the English Department, repre-
senting Massachusetts, Nebraska, Mis-
sissippi, and California. Afterwards we
gathered them in, a major, two captains,
half a dozen lieutenants, and as many
enlisted men. They represented among
them Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Cornell, Am-
herst, and State universities with North
Carolina, Texas, and Minnesota as the
geographical extremes. Among the en-
listed men were some of the best of our
teachers. Any university might be glad
to get such a staff for its Freshman
course, young men who had had experi-
ence enough to make them useful, but

not so much as to turn them into autom-
atons.

So without any tinkering whatever we
set up the old machine at Beaune,
cranked it, and were delighted to find

that it ran more smoothly in its new
surroundings than ever before. Through
no prevision of ours, the surroundings
had been adapted to it in three main
particulars (English A always works by
the rule of three). First, the sawdust
had been properly organized for the
first time in the history of the course—
the Army had done the trick better than
the originator of English A—it was
spread under our feet in the class-rooms
to keep the earthen floor from churning
into mud. At the sight our hearts leaped

up; for once we could keep the sawdust
where it belonged, press it down into

the mud, and if it could sprout in that
soil whence spring the vines of France
and milk of Burgundy, then we might
accept its juice as the growth of God.

Second, the men had not paid for what
we had to offer them, and therefore did
not feel obliged to neglect it. On the

contrary, being paid thirty dollars a
month and found for attending the uni-

versity, they seemed to feel obliged to

carry off all they could get. It becomes
a habit in the A. E. F. to take anything
anybody will give you. You see a line of

men patiently standing, and automatic-

ally you attach yourself to the end of it,

not knowing whether you will get a
month's pay, a pair of pajamas, or a shot

in the arm. It isn't that you get some-

thing you want; you get something for

nothing. And you are not compelled to

stand in the line; if you were it would
be a formation, and you would dodge
it if you could.

That is the third point: English 1-A
was happily not "prescribed for all

first-year men in the University," it was
an elective as was every other course on
the list ; the result was that two hundred
and seventy-nine men elected it. There
were 1,171 registrations (including re-

peaters) in our nineteen courses of Eng-
lish, seven hundred and sixty-five stu-

dents registered in the College of

Letters, and six thousand and odd in the

whole university. After a crude sort

of picking over, they were the pick of

the A. E. F. They were the survivors
of hardship and hard luck, and were as

fit survivors ought to be. They were
high-school graduates who had not

stopped thinking the minute they got
their diplomas. They looked us straight
in the eye, and wasted no words. They
had wiped from their lips the milk of

what they used to call their "preparatory
Alma Mater,"—they were not the same
boys who had left our classes for the

training camps.
In view of these differences it is fair

to question whether English 1-A was
English A at all. It is hard to recognize

English A without the sawdust, and

especially without the elaborate organ-
ization thereof. I have seen English
A at its source organized to the last

gasp, in an office building of its own
with impassable railings, stenographers,
a director's room, files, catalogues, cross

references, and a branch exchange con-

necting all departments. Perhaps this

is necessary where they are training not

only the eight hundred students in the
course but half of the forty instructors.

We had only a baker's dozen of instruc-

tors in English 1-A, and of this staff we
found it necessary to hold only two or
three formal meetings because we were
meeting constantly anyway. Every man
was in the office every day, there were
no partitions to bar the free circulation

of ideas, cigarettes, and experiences. We
agreed almost without discussion on two
or three fundamental topics for the

course, and on the division of time

among them. The order in which they
were to be taken up, and the method of

handling them was a matter for the
instructor to choose for himself. Every
man had a free hand to carry out his
ideas if he had any. If not, he might
consult a syllabus which was kept in

the office to provide material day by day
for the entire course. It was seldom
consulted. Here was a plan intended to

provide ideas and support for those who
were used to working in a machine and
those who were entirely inexperienced,
and at the same time to allow complete
freedom to those who knew how to use
it. It worked admirably, and showed
no flaws that would prevent its working
as well with larger groups of teachers
and students.

We had not even so much sawdust as

is involved in entrance examinations;
not even certificates except such as the
students signed for themselves, which
were merely the registration cards on
which each student declared that he had
attended such a high school from such
a year to such another, and had or had
not graduated. If he had not graduated,
and still felt that he was qualified to

carry on the work of the university, he
was referred to a member of the regis-
tration committee for the Freshman
group. Ordinarily sixty seconds was
time enough to settle the matter. The
instructor asked a few questions, not

so much to learn the answers as to

gauge the student. "How long since you
left school?" "What business were you
in?" "How old are you?" "Do you
think you can swing this work?" If

he «said he could, and said it as if he
meant it, and looked as if it were true,

he got his chance to try, and rare indeed

were the cases in which he did not suc-

ceed. If he, or any other student, was
found wanting in a course in English,
the instructor reported the fact to the

chairman of the department, and either
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the chairman or the instructor held a

conference with the student.

"Aren't you a little beyond your depth
in this course?" he would ask. "You

see, the other fellows have already been

over this ground you are having trouble

with, and we are not doing anything
with it in the course. Why don't you go
over and visit the divisional school to-

morrow? There is a class there study-

ing that very thing; it might be just
what you want."

There was not a case in our depart-
ment in which this did not work pain-

lessly. The student would visit the

designated class, report that it was ex-

actly what he needed, and accept trans-

fer to it gladly. It worked because we
had grammar school and high school on

the university grounds. The "demo-
tion" involved no change of residence,

no publicity, not even the expense of

tutoring. Perhaps no such scheme could

be devised for our colleges here at home,
but those of us who have experienced
the pleasure of setting a student to

studying the thing he needed to study
without having teacher, dean, and par-
ents involved up to their necks in or-

ganized sawdust will have it ever before

them as a far-shining ideal.

There was another element (or ele-

mentary matter) that threatened com-

plications at times. The business end of

the department referred to it darkly as

brass tacks, and assumed that it was a

mystery to the rest of us,—some of us
had been in business before we turned
to the more arduous paths of scholar-

ship, but we didn't tell them so. We
knew that the men were "hard boiled";
their choice of studies at registration
showed their strong trend towards the

practical. Books (at first) were few,
and life abundant; literary material
came more readily from experience than
from literature. Before we met the
students at all, we decided on one thing
at least that they would all be interested

in, the job at home. For the first theme
we had each man write a letter apply-

ing for it, just the position he wanted
and no other, a letter aimed straight at

the man who had it to give. They took
to it eagerly, and were as fussy as any
teacher could wish about details that
make the difference between the letter

that goes into the waste basket and that
which goes on file. Afterwards, in lucid

intervals between classes around the
stove in the class-room, or with our

cigarettes on the sunny side of the

building, the talk was nearly always of

home, and it was from home that they
took most of their subjects in spite of
the wealth of material which their re-

cent experience had placed in their

hands. The last exercise for many of

the sections was an impromptu
'

theme
written in class; they were to imagine
that they had been at home for two days,

and each was to write a letter to a com-
rade still in France describing his home-
coming from the time he got off the
train in his home town. The letters

were nothing if not real. The experi-
ence had been so vividly imagined so

many times that it was hard for the

reader to believe that it had no bodily
life. Every detail was there, and on
one they all agreed; every man with-
out exception (to judge at least by two
sections of the course) had a glorious
dinner of chicken for his first meal at

home.

Poetry had its innings too; indeed,
the students were scarcely less devoted
to it than to their beloved brass tacks,
and they went at it in a very practical
fashion. There was a brisk demand for

it at the library. The men read it

eagerly, they talked to us about it,

showed us clippings they had carried

in the trenches, and laborious copies of

other fellows' clippings. With surpris-

ing frequency they showed us poems of

their own composition, usually of a

crude, ballad-like vigor, often almost
communal in origin—"another fellow

and I cooked it up together," or, "a gang
of us kinda doped it out among us." We
used poetry as a sort of dessert after

matters usually thought of as more prac-

tical; like the "orange after food,"—and
the same question arises in regard to

both: if an orange isn't food, what is

it? If poetry isn't a practical matter,
with us at least it was a matter of prac-
tice.

They were not held back from poet-

ry as is the Freshman at home by
shyness and inexperience. Their emo-
tions were nearer the surface than we
keep them in routine life. The unformu-
lated objection to poetry, that it is a
shameless parade of girlish emotion,
was less of an inhibition to them than
before they left high school. They had
had experience with life that gave them
direct contact with poetry as presenta-
tion of experience. But often, like Hot-

spur, they would shy at the name of

poetry even as they expressed them-
selves in the medium they condemned.
It was usually safer to approach it

diplomatically from the practical side.

If the instructor put it bluntly to the

class, "Shall I read you a poem or dis-

sect some of your themes?" they would
vote for the themes. But let him write
on the blackboard the word "wander-
lust" (as he has written many another

word) and ask a sergeant who has been
in Germany to explain it. In the course
of the explanation the instructor quotes
stanzas from "For to Admire and for
to See," and "Me that have been what
I've been," at which they grin appreci-

atively. He asks them whether they
ever heard of Ulysses, and one mentions
his craft, another his wanderings. The
instructor points out that they ought to

sympathize with him; he was an officer

of the Greek Expeditionary Force, un-

fortunately became a casual, suffering
from the shortcomings of the transport

service, and that when he got home he
found the routine intolerable after his

campaigns. He reads the poem, and if

the keen attention leaves him in any
doubt of the student's appreciation, the

doubt is removed by the lively discus-

sion that follows. A queer echo comes
a day or two later when one of the men
has the order to join his organization
and go home. "It's funny," he says
when the instructor congratulates him,
"now that I've got it I'm not so awful
sure I want to go."

Doubtless the old English A of the

organized sawdust is a thing of the past,
at least in the sense in which the orig-
inator of the phrase meant it, the organ-
ization of all possible "errors" in the use
of language into categories and hierar-

chies, and parading them before classes

with all the pomp of "Sound off"! and
"Pass in review!" It is a joy that soon

palls, this teaching innocent Freshmen
to blush at a pleonasm and shudder at

a split infinitive. One soon begins to

question the utility of teaching students
whole categories of errors they never
dreamed of, and turns to the more posi-
tive process of trying first to bring them
to the point of wanting to write some-

thing, and then trying to help them ex-

press themselves. The sawdust method
is much easier; it is a comparatively
simple thing to take a body of organized
material assumed to be fact and pile it

neatly in minds made vacant for the

purpose, but it has no rewards worth
winning.
The other way has real rewards;

true, they are not always easy to win,
but they can be had if student and in-

structor can meet on any common ground.
In France the students came to meet us

fully half way, and common ground was
abundant, even if it was no more than
the sawdust under our feet. Very likely

the first keenness of the men for the

work would have dulled if we had gone
on longer. After that we should have
had men like those who for one reason
and another leave college and go into

business for a half year or a whole year.

When they return they usually know
pretty well what they want, and go
about with some steadiness of purpose
to get it. There is no obvious way to

bring about this state of mind in our
students here at home. But it sets one
to thinking about the plan for army edu-

cation : would three months or a year of

army training between high school and

college, or even in the midst of college,

give our students an idea of the value

of theoretical training and an appetite
for it such as they showed us in

France?
Robert P. Utter
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VIEWED
in the abstract, Senator

Knox's speech on the German treaty

was a powerful attack. Viewed, however,

as the attempt of a statesman to influ-

ence the course of affairs it can only be

regarded as futile. Mr. Knox brought
home to those who read his speech a re-

markably vivid sense of the hardness of

some of the terms—especially those re-

lating to shipping—which have been im-

posed upon Germany. But Mr. Knox,
like the rest of us, has had many months
in which to weigh this matter, and there

is no more reason to-day than there was
months ago for arriving at the conclu-

sion to which he seems so suddenly to

have been driven. That Germany will

resent her punishment, that she will

cherish a desire for revenge and for res-

toration to her former position of power,
there is only too much reason to believe;

but this would equally have been the case

if the terms had been far less harsh
than they are, far less harsh than any
which could with safety to the world
have been adopted. The United States

is not going to shirk its share of the

responsibility for a settlement which
shall insure the result that its splendid

effort was so vitally instrumental in at-

taining. Senator Knox's eleventh-hour

appeal for rejection of the treaty on a

ground which neither he nor anybody
else had hitherto brought forward can

be nothing more than a flash in the pan.

It appears to have awakened no echo,

and is likely to awaken none.

A CORRESPONDENT sends us a clip-

ping from the first issue of the

Review (May 17) and one from the last

issue (August 30), and thereupon re-

marks :

How can you expect one to have confi-

dence in your sincerity in view of these ab-

solutely contradictory statements? In the
first you admit the iniquity of the Shantung
feature of the treaty. In the second you
condemn the Senate Committee for correct-

ing it.

If we had said on May 17 that the Shan-

tung settlement was iniquitous and on

August 30 that it was just, these two
statements would indeed be "absolutely

contradictory." But on May 17 we were

expressing our judgment of the merit

of what had been done in this particular

at Versailles, and on August 30 we were

expressing our judgment as to what can

now be done in view of the fact that the

treaty stands before the Senate for ac-

tion. This action can not be taken as

though it were perfectly open to us to

change the result in any way we think

fit; it must be taken with a full sense

of responsibility for the entire conse-

quences of what we may do. It is one

thing to say that a treaty is perfect, and
it is another thing to say that it is our

duty to accept the treaty in spite of its

imperfections rather than plunge our

country and the world into consequences

big with evil and disaster. There are

many things in this world—many things
in our own country—which are wrong
and which nevertheless we do not propose
to correct by violent or ill-considered

measures. As regards Shantung, the

conclusion we expressed in our issue of

August 30 was this:

What is necessary as matters stand is

to work patiently towards the bringing
about of justice to China, building both

upon Japan's promises and upon the under-

lying principles to which she, in common
with the rest of the nations of the world, is

committed by membership in the League of
Nations. The Senate should put on record,
in connection with the ratification, its judg-
ment of what ought to be done, thus refus-

ing to give its sanction to the Shantung
provision. To go beyond this assertion of

the desire and attitude of our country
would be reckless and dangerous folly.

Mr. Wilson might have done better than

he did; but if it would be reckless and

dangerous folly to throw the result over-

board—and this is what we believe the

proposed Shantung amendment would
in practical effect do—then it is our

plain duty to say so.

THE
New York State Federation of

Labor has made a fine response to

the appeal made by the President in his

message to his fellow-citizens on Au-

gust 25 relating to the railway troubles.

The Federation strikes the note both of

American patriotism and of individual

responsibility. Increased production and
a firm abstinence from strikes and dis-

turbing agitation are urged by it upon
the workers of the nation. The Presi-

dent has thus far good reason to feel

highly gratified by the way in which his

recommendation for a joint endeavor to

meet the economic crisis in a wholesome
and helpful spirit has been received by
all classes. For the moment at least, the

preachers of discord are relegated to

the rear. Let us hope that the old spirit

of America, a spirit which recognizes no

permanent class divisions, will prove it-

self stronger than our easy-going semi-

revolutionists have imagined.

SHIP
me somewhere east of the three-

mile limit, where there ain't no ten

commandments and a man can quench
his thirst. Cuba seems to be the first

convenient station on the line of escape
from all-encompassing aridity, and re-

ports indicate that the island has already

gone a long way towards transforming
itself into a paradise that shall outdo

the wildest promises of a Mohammed.
For neither Mohammed's heaven nor any
other comprised hotels at thirty dol-

lars a day and gambling palaces that

surpass all that the world has ever seen.

It is plain that we shall soon have to

annex the island, or our locomotive

engineers and window cleaners will have

just grounds for complaining that they
can not meet the high cost of living—in

Cuba. Quite seriously, along with the

high cost of living there is the cost of

living high that we are paying dearly
for. There is no need of a Daniel to

come to judgment on a matter of this

sort; he who runs may read what the
hand writes on the wall.
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THE
daily press of last week contained

obituaries of a descendant of Mr.

Peter Stuyvesant. The old Hollander's

fate has been better than his name. For

Stuifzand, in Dutch, means "loose sand

that is blown away by the wind," but the

Knickerbocker's name and race have

proved firm rock not to be injured by the

breath of time. English and American

history has given due prominence to the

figure of the stubborn opponent of Brit-

ish rule in the Dutch colony. It

is one of the finest traits of the

Anglo-Saxon that he knows how to

be fair to a beaten antagonist. That
virtue should still hold even with regard
to an enemy who, unlike Petrus Stuy-

vesant, did not, in the manner of his

fighting, live up to our own ideals of

fair dealing. We are thinking of the

complaint made in the Senate about the

promised publication, this month, of

General Ludendorff's story of the great
war. Senator Chamberlain desires that

the newspapers refuse publication. But,

apart from the fact that such a course

would run counter to the best of Anglo-
Saxon traditions, it would be detrimental

to ourselves as well. For in the hearing
of the enemy's version lies the best anti-

dote against a chauvinistic teaching of

history. The average reader, indeed,

has neither time nor discrimination

enough to weigh opposing views and
draw his own conclusions, and we admit
that he should be protected against a
one-sided propaganda. But this could

be done by better methods than suppres-

sion, if the publishers could be brought
to understand their responsibility to-

wards the reading public. We should

not object to, but even applaud, the

publication of the German general's

memoirs, if they were brought out with
a running comment representing the

Entente version of the same story,

written with the ability and authority

requisite for such a task.

ONE
result of women's new war-

found capacities is to be seen in the

determined efforts that are being made
to open new lines of effort to women
and to put them on equal footing with
men in the old lines. The Federation
of Women's Civil Service Organizations
is preparing a movement "to open civil

service examinations to women; to

abolish sex eligible lists; to secure equal

pay for equal work in the public service

and equal opportunity for advancement;
to obtain appointments for women on
civil service commissions." For this

Bome new legislation will be necessary,
but for the most part only change of

rules by the Civil Service Commission or

a change of ordinary practice, in all of

which it is to be hoped the movement
will meet little opposition on any but

grounds of real expediency and effi-

ciency. In the civil service we need

ability and conscientiousness, and these

desirable qualities have not been dis-

tributed among us humans on strictly

sex lines.

SINCE
the conviction of A. C. Townley

and Joseph Gilbert by a jury of

farmers at Jackson, Minnesota, on July

12, on a charge of "conspiracy to teach

disloyalty," the friends of these gentle-

men have been busy casting aspersions
on the character of the judge, the jury,

the county attorney, the witnesses, and
all connected with the prosecution. To
their way of thinking, the trial is to be

regarded as a vindication of the accused

and a condemnation of all the accusers.

It may be worth while to show how little

validity there is in many of their com-

plaints.

The friends of the accused allege that

the trial was held in a small town in a

remote corner of Minnesota, omitting to

state that Jackson was the place where
Gilbert's offense was committed, and
where he was promptly arrested and in-

dicted by the local authorities on their

own initiative. They say that the trial

was delayed for over a year, but do not

mention that the delay was due to the

defendant's own demurrer to the in-

dictment, which the judge—now accused

of gross bias—overruled, but neverthe-

less certified to the Supreme Court.

They say that the jury was hand-picked

by political opponents, but the record

shows that counsel for the defense de-

clared themselves well satisfied with the

jury. They point out the fact that the

defense were allowed only four peremp-

tory challenges, but the record shows
also that they used only two of these and
that the prosecution did not use any.

They think it worth noting that each

member of the jury possessed his own
auto, but do not state whether it was a

Packard or a Ford. They accuse the

prosecuting attorneys of making long

speeches as compared with the attorneys
for the defense, but the record shows
that the reverse was the case. They say
that Teigen, the chief witness for the

prosecution, had been in a Wisconsin jail

on a charge of forgery; but they omit

to say that it was the Non-Partisan

League that had him arrested, on the

eve of the trial, and that the charge was
dismissed on the very next day. They
say the Court should have granted a

change of venue on account of local

prejudice, and it must be admitted that

the accused might have had a better

chance of acquittal in some community
less loyal than Jackson County.

It is almost like beating the air to

refute arguments so unsubstantial as

these, especially as they fade away at

the least opposition, only to reappear in

another quarter in slightly different

guise. However that may be, as there

is to be a motion for a new trial the

case is not yet closed, and fair-minded

people will reserve their opinion.

THERE
is a small but very dogmatic

sect of journalists in this country
who have been nosing about amid the

refuse of the old order in Europe in

company with the Bolsheviki and other

friends, and have ferreted out secret

treaties and understandings which, they
aver, have a most evil odor. As to

whether the aforesaid odors are really

nasty, or merely a little musty and un-

pleasant, there might be lengthy debate
between experts in such matters; but
the most peculiar feature of the case is

not the corruption that is found so much
as the mental pathology of the finders.

All odors are alike to them, apparently;

but, inasmuch as the stench of Germany's
misdeeds rises to Heaven, attention must
now be given to the rottenness of our
allies. These gentlemen seem to be sorry
when they find anything which adds to

the total of Germany's guilt, but ex-

tremely glad when they can point an ac-

cusing finger at England, France, or

Belgium and show that they were not

spotless.

Fairness, evidently, in the mind—or
nose—of these faithful searchers, de-

mands that they find odor for odor, sin

for sin, so that the scales of justice may
remain in eternal balance, none being
weighed therein and found wanting.
One is reminded of the words of Paul in

discussing the Mosaic law: "If a man
offend in one point he is guilty of all."

This is old-fashioned theology with a

vengeance, yet it was applied by the

gentlemen in question during the course
of the war as well as now, though how
they could be so nicely logical at such a

time passes ordinary comprehension.
For example, when the Lusitania was
sunk, they were shocked, of course, but
when the British took American ships
into harbor for examination they were

up in arms against so gross a violation

of the rights of neutrals. To them all

transgressions were mortal sins, espe-

cially those which to the common mind
appeared most venial. Right was right
and law was law, and no nation had a

right to call names, because all had
sinned and come short of the ideal.

What would have become of the world
if the plain people had been possessed of

this spirit, it requires no gift of divina-

tion to discover.

A STROLL up Broadway at the lunch-

eon hour gives one cause for re-

flection. The individual walker's accus-

tomed pace is involuntarily slackened

down to the gregarious trend. Then
may only be one in a thousand passers-bj
who marks that slow onward move, bui

it is to that one man's beat that thi

nine hundred and ninety-nine others tim<

their step. The small minority of slack
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ers regulates the motion of the crowd;
to them yield even the impetuous, the

foolhardy, the headlong; to run is the

single man's privilege, the sum of in-

dividuals can only stroll along the

crowded road. It is not otherwise with

ideas. "Les idees marchent," to be sure;
a stagnant idea were a contradiction in

terms. But the speed of that march
decreases in proportion to the increase

of their number. In times when one

all-embracing thought obsesses the

minds of men it rapidly gains ground, as

it finds no competing ideas in its way
to retard its onward motion. The
primitive mind of the Russian people
is such a broad way, empty of contend-

ing thought. That accounts for the

amazing rapidity with which the Bol-

shevist idea has run its reckless course

through the country of the moujik. In
sole possession of the unbeaten road, it

could travel with the speed of a sledge
across the snow. But it has to be more
considerate on the crowded thorough-
fare of Western civilization. There Bol-

shevism walks shoulder to shoulder with
a variegated multitude of isms ; its prog-
ress must mechanically slow down to

the moderate trend of a host of ideas

that are moving on to distant and widely
different aims. The freedom of the road
is a privilege granted to all, and the peo-

ple whose mind is freest of access to the

greatest diversity of thought is likely
to be safest from the danger of being
rushed headlong into error and per-
dition.

THE
experience of Australia and New

Zealand has shown that compulsory
arbitration is a very imperfect remedy
for strikes because of the difficulty of

enforcing the awards of a court against
a large body of recalcitrant workmen.
Even the Canadian Industrial Disputes
Act, which provides, in the case of public
utilities, for compulsory delay pending
investigation, is objected to by the work-
ers, who do not like to give notice of
their intentions, preferring that a strike
should fall—like a bolt from a clear sky
—upon the unsuspecting employers, and,
incidentally, upon the unready public.
Yet what have the public done that they
should be victimized in this way? Are
they to take their medicine with a cheer-
ful smile every time a strong body of
workers choose to cease functioning and
thus tie up some essential industry?
And is the public to wait patiently for
the I. W. W. in its own good time to

bring on the long-threatened general
strike of transport workers whereby to
usher in the social revolution? Such
questions are in the air nowadays, and
an answer must be found. The late
strike of the Interborough employees in
New York was verily a spectacle for
gods and men. It was great to see the
cheerful public driving home through

the pouring rain—some in autos, some in

trucks, some in coal wagons—nearly all

of them taking the performance as a

huge joke. If the strike had not been
settled that very evening, the joke would
have seemed less obvious on the follow-

ing day and the day after.

We ought to have a law like that

which has long been in force in Canada.

But, as the Review showed in a recent

editorial on Direct Action and the Pub-

lic, the long-suffering public are by no
means so helpless as they think; for, if

any particular group of workers quit
their post, a volunteer industrial army
can "carry on" until the strikers—or

their employers, as the case may be—are

willing to listen to reason. Now comes
Lord Wrenbury, formerly Lord Justice

of Appeals, in a letter to the London
Times, proposing to form a permanent
association of industrial volunteers, who
shall hold themselves in readiness to

take the place of strikers when the pub-
lic welfare is seriously menaced. "Strike-

breakers" and "scabs" they would be
called, no doubt; but citizens may be
found to bear even that ignominy for the

public good. Whether these suggestions
be carried out or not, organized labor

might do well to consider them before

going too far along the line of direct

action.

SPEAKING
of the Irish," said Pro-

fessor MacAndrew Cantlie, with a

quizzical smile, "I understand them in

part, but not altogether, as I have some
of the Celt in me, but not too much. If

they were Scots—which unfortunately
they can not be, Providence having or-

dained it otherwise—they would have
less to say about independence and home
rule and Ireland for themselves alone,
and more about recognizing the Union
as a fait accompli and regulating their
lives accordingly. We Scots, as every-
body knows, were independent for cen-

turies, with kings of our own and chiefs
and parliaments and wars and great and
glorious victories, like Bannockburn, to
make us proud, and some few defeats,
like Flodden, to keep us humble; but
when the Union came, much to our dis-

gust—for we misliked the English then
as we do now—we took it as an act of

Providence, foreordained from all eter-

nity. Yes. There we were tied to Eng-
land for better for worse, and we deter-
mined to make the best of it. Speaking
quantitatively and superficially, we were
England's; but in a deeper and truer
sense, because of our superior quality,
England was ours. Like the Israelites
of old we marched in to possess the
land, singing a battle song of our own,
'All the Blue Bonnets are over the Bor-
der.' Man, but it was a great invasion.
Like Julius Caesar, we came, we saw, we
conquered; and we set ourselves down in

the gates of the enemy, where we are

to-day. You have heard of Gladstone?
Son of a Scotsman. And of John Stuart

Mill? Another of that ilk. And the

names of Campbell and Fraser and Hen-
derson and Macdonald and all the rest

are familiar to your ear—you will find

them in any list of England's mighty
men. As to recent times, I will admit
that yon little Welshman, Lloyd George,
is Premier, but what could he do with-

out Bonar Law and the two Geddeses,
the brains of his Cabinet? And what
would the army be without Haig, or the

navy without Beatty—Irish born but of

Scotch ancestry—or the English Church
without its two archbishops, Davidson
and Lang? Possibly Professor de Valera
could see the point if he were a Scots-

man or even a real Irishman."

The Opportunity of

the Seven

FROM
the time that the seven Repub-

lican Senators known as moderate
reservationists first announced their at-

titude, it has been evident that they hold

the key of the situation. The time has
now come for them to make effective

use of the commanding position which

they occupy. There has been no sign of

any weakening of conviction on their

part, and there is every reason to believe

that a more or less considerable number
of other Republican Senators have come
to share their attitude. The radical

course taken by the Foreign Relations

Committee on the question of Shantung,
followed as it was by the adoption of

amendments vitally altering the treaty
in other particulars, has deepened the

line of division between the seven and
the Republican leadership. Senators
McCumber and Nelson on the floor of

the Senate, and Senator Spencer in an

interview, reasserted their opposition to

the policy of the committee very soon
after it had shown its hand. It is not

necessary to accuse anybody of being
actuated by an express desire to wreck
the treaty; but it is manifest that the

course laid out by the Foreign Relations

Committee is one which, if adopted by
the Senate, would have that result. And
the group of seven are sincerely and

profoundly anxious to save the treaty if

they can.

Have they the courage of their con-

victions? Upon the answer to this ques-
tion everything turns. If they have,
now is the time for them to make such
an announcement to the Senate and to

the country as will secure the great end
which they have at heart, and which
circumstances make it possible for them
to command. The changes which the

Foreign Relations Committee proposes
can not be adopted if they vote against
them. On the other hand the treaty as
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it stands, and unaccompanied by reser-

vations embodied in the act of ratifica-

tion, can not be adopted without their

assent. It is quite inconceivable that

anything which may yet be brought out,

either in the Senate or by the President,
can be of such character as to affect the

fundamental reasons on which the po-

sition of the seven and of those who
think with them is based. It would
therefore be no act of arrogance or as-

sumption for the seven, at this critical

moment in the development of the treaty

situation, to make a firm and dignified

statement of the course which they feel

in duty bound to pursue. Others may
be playing for position—may be mak-

ing moves that mean something else than

what they seem to mean, with a view to

strategic advantage. But of this the

seven need not fear to be accused. They
evidently mean exactly what they say.

The only question is whether their ac-

tion will be as bold and firm as their

thought has been conscientious and un-

biased—whether they will rise to the

height of their great duty and their

extraordinary opportunity.
How profoundly this act of courageous

and conscientious self-assertion would
affect the situation, it is hardly neces-

sary to point out. On the one hand
it would reduce all proposals of the kind
which the Foreign Relations Committee
has so light-heartedly adopted to the
status of mere gestures. This alone

would obviate an incalculable amount of

time-wasting debate in the Senate; for,

with their defeat foredoomed, not much
more than the mere form of supporting
the proposals would be gone through.
On the other hand, when the country's
attention is fixed on the President's

speeches on his tour across the conti-

nent, the people would have in their

minds, for the first time, a clear concep-
tion of the practical alternatives before
them. They would know that in order
to secure a prompt disposal of the treaty
it is only necessary that a small addi-
tional number of Republican Senators
should align themselves with the mod-
erate reservationists and that the Pres-
ident should assent to the reservations

being made part of the ratification in-

stead of being voted as a mere expres-
sion of the Senate's views. With public
interest clearly focused on this essential

fact, public opinion could be counted on
to crystallize in an effective way. That
the result would be a speedy settlement
of the long-drawn-out dispute there is

every reason to believe.

Rarely does such an opportunity come
to any man or group of men. If they
will seize it now, at the golden moment,
they will do an act upon which through-
out their lives they will have a right to
look back with just pride. And for the
doing of it they are, in one respect, in
a position of unusual advantage. The

treaty has not been made a party issue.

To assert such a position as we have in-

dicated when it runs counter to the pol-

icy of those who are regarded as the

party leaders does, indeed, require
courage; but it can not possibly in this

instance involve anything like proscrip-
tion or persecution. Half a century ago
there was a group of seven Republican
Senators who performed for their coun-

try an imperishable service for which
the judgment of history has done them
due honor ; but in the heat of party feel-

ing in those intense post-bellum days
they suffered obloquy for what was re-

garded by partisans as party treason.

The seven Republicans who voted for the

acquittal of Andrew Johnson were hon-
ored even at the time by those whose
voices were most worth heeding ; but, as

the consequence of a noble act which all

now recognize to have been of inestima-

ble benefit to their country, they suffered

martyrdom at the hands of the masses
of their party. No such prospect faces

the seven Senators who now stand be-

tween the President on the one hand
and the extremists of their own party
on the other. Without defiance of any
party decree, they can declare with firm-

ness and decision as their active purpose
what they have already declared to be
their conscientious conviction. If they
shall do this, they will make themselves
the instruments of the solution of a prob-
lem momentous almost beyond precedent,
and will earn the gratitude of their coun-

trymen to-day as well as that lasting
honor which history accords to great
achievement.

The Future of Labor

PRESIDENT
WILSON'S Labor Day

announcement that he will call, for

as early a date as practicable, a con-

ference of "authoritative representa-
tives of labor and of those who direct

labor" is most welcome. Such a con-

ference has long been desired by
thoughtful men of almost all shades of

opinion. Whether the President has in

view the advocacy, on his own part, in

connection with this conference, of any
definite policy must for the present be

matter of conjecture. His proposal is

that the conference shall "discuss funda-

mental means of bettering the whole re-

lationship of capital and labor and put-

ting the whole question of wages upon
another footing." Whether this points
to the bringing about of essential

changes by governmental interposition,
or only towards such encouragement and
illumination as may be supplied to in-

dividual efforts by the collective wisdom
of those who take part in the conference,
it is at the moment impossible to say.

That "the world will not be what it

was before the war" has become a

platitude. Nobody disputes it; perhaps
nobody has disputed it from the time
that the war and its accompaniments as-

sumed the stupendous character with
which during the past two years we have
become familiar. But while there is

general agreement on the proposition,
there is every possible diversity as to its

interpretation. To some it means that
the very foundations of the existing so-

cial order are destined soon to disappear ;

to others it means only that important
changes, which, though by no means
revolutionary, seemed only yesterday to

be matters of the more or less distant
future are to-day on the eve of realiza-

tion. While the former view gives rise

to by far the greater share of brilliant

writing and of moving oratory, it is the
latter which, we believe, more and more
plainly represents the conviction of sober

thinkers, whatever their personal predi-
lections. The changes that we are about
to witness—in countries which like our
own, or England, or France, have not
been subjected to volcanic upheaval—will

not be brought about by the introduction
of radically new factors into the social

situation, but by the intensified and
accelerated working of forces that have
long been operative.

Among these none is more important
than that which tends to the humanizing
of the relations between labor and cap-
ital. The ideas of a better understand-

ing, a more harmonious cooperation,
between employer and employed, which
had so long been floating about with
little apparent result except in isolated

instances, have suddenly become endowed
with a new energy, and have found
genuine recognition in quarters where
before they commanded at most but a

languid interest. And there is every rea-

son to hope that they will within a short
time become embodied in actual practice
to an extent that a few years ago would
have seemed impossible.
The direction which this movement is

taking is, above all, that of giving to

labor a voice in the adjustment of work-

ing conditions, not by the occasional

granting of specific demands, but by con-

tinuous contact with the management,
by candid interchange of views and frank
communication of the facts of the situa-

tion. It would be idle to deny that such
a course is beset with great difficulties.

It demands a degree of tact and intelli-

gence, of moderation and good sense, on
the part of both employer and employed,
which are not easily to be counted on.

In many instances, no doubt, even with
these qualities present in a high degree,
there are obstacles too great to be over-

come. But to say that there is difficulty

is only to admit that a great result can

not be obtained by a mere turn of the

hand. If there are to be better relations

between labor and capital, we must begin

by bringing employer and employed
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closer together as human beings ;
let this

but be generally recognized, and ways
will be found for overcoming the diffi-

culties. To realize what is needed is half

the battle. Sanitary surroundings,

"welfare" arrangements, and the like,

were the chief objects held in view by

progressive employers in the past decade

or two, and this was very well as far as

it went. But the new movement strikes

far deeper; and while it presents cor-

respondingly greater difficulty, there is

good reason to expect that it will spread
no less rapidly.

Alongside this movement there is that

represented by the profit-sharing idea.

This, too, has its difficulties—equally

serious perhaps, though of a different

kind. But along this line, too, we may
expect marked progress in the near

future. There is one factor that obvi-

ously tells in favor of profit-sharing and

which is not so obviously present in the

idea of the shop-council. Profit-sharing

can be put upon a basis in which the

share of the profit that goes to labor

depends, partially or wholly, on the

efficiency—or rather let us say the

productivity—of the labor. In the Tay-
lor plan, the plan of "scientific manage-
ment," this is the sole determinant of

labor's extra reward; so much so that

the plan is usually not classed—and

rightly not classed—under the head of

profit-sharing at all. Labor looks askance

at scientific management, partly owing
to a fear which, whether justified

or not, rests upon a real basis—the fear

of undue "speeding up"—and partly

owing to the deep-rooted but fallacious

belief that increased productiveness is

contrary to the interests of labor. But
the basis of profit-sharing may range

anywhere from a division of profits

based on a sheer calculation of the pro-

ductivity of the labor to a division accord-

ing to a fixed percentage, wholly irre-

spective of any such calculation. In any
case, the workmen have a direct and

tangible interest in the prosperity of

the concern for which they work; and
the consciousness of this interest can not

fail to affect profoundly their mental
attitude.

The difficulties connected with profit-

sharing are of quite a different nature
from those that pertain to the shop-coun-
cil plan. Here it is not the personal,
but the economic, element that presents
the obstacle. The most familiar objec-
tion to the sharing of profits is that its

natural complement would be the sharing
of losses, and that labor is neither will-

ing nor able to accept this. But this

difficulty, while real, is by no means in-

superable. A margin which is to be
untouched in the sharing of profits—a
sort of sinking fund set aside in every
good year, to cover the losses of the bad

years, whether past or future—is one
means by which the difficulty might be

met. A more serious trouble, perhaps,
relates to the computation of the profits

themselves—the determination, for in-

stance, of how much of the proceeds
should be reckoned not as profits but as

necessary to cover, besides ordinary

depreciation of plant, the sacrifices of

good plant which the march of improve-
ment makes necessary from time to time.

But serious as any of the difficulties may
be, there is surely a large range of cases

in which they can be overcome, given a

genuine and hearty desire to overcome
them.
The stirring up of thought and feeling

which is now going on all over the world
will certainly turn the attention of great
numbers of employers into such channels
as these. There will be conferences and
conventions at which the various pro-

posed methods of bettering industrial re-

lations will be considered. Scientific

study and governmental inquiry will

throw more and more light on the ques-
tion of the practicability of the methods
in any particular type of enterprise.
With the ideas themselves thus made
familiar instead of remote, and with
their applicability a matter of experi-
ence instead of guesswork, headway will

be made at a rate of which there has
hitherto been no prospect. In the mat-
ter of profit-sharing, progress may be

relatively slow; certainly the demand
for it on the part of the workers is far

less widespread than is that for some
kind of voice in the determination of

shop conditions and shop management.
But in this latter direction there is every
prospect of great advance in the near
future. In our own country, we have
a way of being comparatively slow in

taking up new methods of dealing with
industrial problems; but once they get
a real hold on us they spread with as-

tonishing rapidity. The way in which
State after State enacted workmen's com-

pensation laws, once the ball was set roll-

ing, is a striking illustration of this. If

any plan for enlarged participation of

labor in questions of management proves
itself a good thing in a few conspicuous
instances, it will require no compulsion
to secure its adoption by hundreds of

establishments in every part of the

country.
It is in the steady development of

progress towards better relations be-

tween labor and capital, through the

voluntary adoption of methods that have

proved their merit, that the best hope
of benefit to labor and the community
at large is to be seen. Resort to govern-
mental dictation would not only be full

of hazard as regards its immediate re-

sults, but would carry with it implica-
tions going far beyond the original pur-
pose. You can not compel industry and
trade to follow the ruts laid down for it

by centralized authority and preserve
the immeasurable benefits of individual

initiative, and the elasticity which ad-

justment to the infinite variety of mod-
ern enterprise demands. The temper of

the country is favorable, in a degree far

beyond all past record, to broad and
liberal methods of dealing with all ques-
tions of labor. Upon the working of this

spirit, stimulated, as it is sure more and
more to be, by the pressure of public

sentiment, we may rely for great and

steady progress. But a plunge into a

regime of governmental dictation would
be almost sure to bring about either a

reaction towards the conditions which
have been complained of in the past or

agitation for a downright socialist or-

ganization of society. There is nothing,
we believe, either in the condition of the

country or in the temper of the vast ma-

jority of its people, to justify any such

experiment.

Louis Botha

THE
death of General Botha calls up

recollections of a time and a world

which, though less than two decades
have since gone by, bear little re-

semblance to the present. The right of

self-determination was yet to be in-

vented, and British imperialism, being
rampant then, trampled upon the free-

dom of the two Boer Republics. Lloyd
George was in the opposition and at-

tacked the Government and the jingo
spirit it played upon with so much
fierceness that he narrowly escaped ston-

ing by an incensed London mob. Botha
stood in the "veldt" at the head of his

brave little army, winning by a success-

ful though hopeless guerrilla war against
the "Rooineks" (Rednecks), the admira-
tion of the world, which was not yet
aware of his abilities in the field of

political action. And President Kruger
had gone to Europe, in hope of moving
the cabinets of the great Continental
Powers to joint intercession with the
Government in London on behalf of the
two Republics in agony. His chief con-

fidence was fixed upon Wilhelm von
Hohenzollern, whose sensational tele-

graphic message to him justified those

sanguine expectations.
Paris gave the President a generous,

sympathetic reception, regardless of the

impression which such a welcome might
create on the other side of the Channel.
Berlin came next on the President's pro-
gramme. On his way thither Cologne
received him with a spontaneous out-

burst of feeling for him and his suffer-

ing people. But there and then his prog-
ress came to a sudden end: a telegram
from Berlin requested him to quit the

country and not to insist on an interview
with the Kaiser. "Deutsche Treue" for-

sook the South-African "Stammgenos-
sen" in their hour of direst need. Gen-
eral Botha was forced to give up a strug-
gle which had become hopeless. Kruger
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remained an exile in Holland, and the

Kaiser-Konig in Potsdam made it his

boast that he himself had suggested to

the British Government the plan of cam-

paign which brought the South-African

War to a successful end.

And now Holland harbors again a fa-

mous exile, though not with the homage
and love which she gave to "Oom Paul."

The proud Emperor who requested old

Kruger to quit the country has quitted
it himself in deeper disgrace than his

dismissal of the President could attach

to the latter's departure from Cologne.

Lloyd George is Prime Minister in Lon-

don, and Botha, the defeated enemy of

seventeen years ago, dies Premier of the

South African Union, not long after re-

turning from Versailles, where he sat as

one of the British Empire's councillors

in judgment over the Kaiser's Germany.
It is fruitless to speculate on what the

world might have been if that ominous

telegram had never been sent to Cologne,
and if the Emperor had dared, at that

time, to draw the sword in defense of

a just cause. "Gottes Miihlen mahlen

langsam aber sicher," God's mills grind
slow but sure, runs the German proverb.

By fearing to do in defense of the op-

pressed what he afterwards dared do to

oppress the defenseless, he dug his own
inglorious grave.
But the grave into which, last week,

the remains of General Botha were low-

ered will be a famous landmark for all

time to come. It will be honored not

only by South Africa, which indeed owed
him the greatest debt, but by the grati-

tude and remembrance of the world.

For his championship of freedom did

not limit itself to the cause of his own

people. Rising above the bitter memo-
ries of his own defeat, he gave his sup-

port wholeheartedly to the victor when
the latter rose in arms to defend Bel-

gium and the freedom of the world.

The General's tomb will be a monument
not only to himself but also to the wis-

dom and generosity of British rule,

which made such a miraculous change

possible. Botha had, it is true, his op-

ponents among the Boers, who did not

approve of his siding with the Briton.

Hertzog's party, the nationalists, consid-

ered him a traitor to the injured cause

of the Dutch in South Africa, which, in

their eyes, could be righted only by the

restoration of the independent Boer Re-

publics. Botha, however, like his friend

and colleague Jannie Smuts, scanned
farther horizons than fall within the

scope of party politicians concerned with
the immediate future. His leadership

pointed the way towards a greater South

Africa, an Anglo-Dutch Dominion where,
under Dutch Roman law, the two white
races would gradually unite into one
Africander nation, a development which
the war has precipitated beyond calcula-

tion or hope. The Dutch element is not

in danger of decline in this fusion of the
two races. On the contrary, there are
unmistakable signs of a strong revival

and extension of Africander Dutch all

over South Africa. The speech of the

Boer, no less simple in structure than
the English, is gaining ground and bids

fair to become the ruling language of

the Dominion. Its rich vocabulary is

proving its capacity for the expression
of high thought and deep emotion.

Botha, the hero and statesman, will sur-

vive himself in the verse of the poets
who will sing his praise in his own
Africander Dutch.

England in Persia

THE
arrival of the Shah of Persia

at Constantinople on board a British

cruiser coincided with the publication by
L'Echo de Paris of an Anglo-Persian

treaty which is decried by the French

press as constituting a complete Brit-

ish protectorate over Persia. The con-

sternation caused by this pact in Paris

is somewhat nai've, as the past history
of Central Asia and the part played in it

by British diplomacy find their logical

sequence in this fastening of the Brit-

ish grip on the Shah's country. Eng-
land has thereby reverted to a tradi-

tional policy from which, to the aston-

ishment of Europe and the resentment
of the radical London press, she de-

parted in the conclusion of the Anglo-
Russian convention of 1907. The grow-
ing power of Germany and her Drang
nach Osten had seemed to the rulers of

British India a greater danger than the

steady penetration of Central Asia by
Russian influence. The "secret" treaty
of Bjorko, concluded during Mr. Witte's

absence in America, between the Tsar
and Kaiser Wilhelm—who, abusing the

loss of power and prestige which Rus-
sia had sustained in her war with Japan,
had practically forced this pact upon his

helpless "dear Nicky"—had been a

warning to England to change her anti-

Russian policy in Asia.

At Portsmouth British influences

were at work in August, 1905, to secure

milder peace terms for Russia, and at

the Conference of Algeciras England
joined Russia in supporting the policy
of her French ally. The Northcliffe

press sang the praises of the Russian

people and its recuperative power, thus

preparing public opinion in England for

the acceptance of the Anglo-Russian
Convention, which Sir Edward Grey
concluded in 1907. The liberal and rad-

ical press strongly condemned this al-

liance with the autocracy of the knout.

"Grey must go," was the heading over
a violent leader in the Daily News. But
Sir Edward gained a majority for his

point of view that "rather than being
antagonists, we should be in Russia's

councils," and, in spite of Daily News
denunciations, remained in office until

the course of events brought on by the

war compelled him to resign. The Con-

vention, coming soon after the peace of

Portsmouth, constituted a rehabilitation

of Russia as a Great Power; British

foreign policy understood better than
the amateurish ex-Kaiser how to win a

humbled antagonist: not by abusing his

weakness but by making him forget the

humiliation.

The pact had reference to three semi-

independent states of Central Asia:

Thibet, Afghanistan, and Persia. The
two signatories recognized the sovereign

rights of China in Thibet and the in-

tegrity of the Thibetan territory. Rus-
sia admitted that Afghanistan lay out-

side her sphere of influence, the Emir, as

far as his foreign policy was concerned,

standing in the relation of a suzerain

prince to the government at Calcutta;
but in Persia England made a conces-

sion to Russia: the country was divided

into a northern and a southern sphere
of influence, with a neutral zone be-

tween. The northern sphere, where

English influence had gained ground in

many ways, was ceded to Russia, the

old antagonist of British Central Asi-

atic policy.
The treaty was followed by a German

countermove, whose success was se-

cured with the help of the camarilla of

the Tsar at St. Petersburg: in 1910 Tsar
and Kaiser concluded the treaty of Pots-

dam, under which provision was made
that the Bagdad line was to be con-

nected at the Persian frontier with the

projected Russo-Persian railway net.

Thus England's position in Persia was
made precarious: to obviate a coopera-
tion of Russian and German interests

she had to yield part of her influence in

the country of the Shah to one of her

two competitors, whose adherence to the

treaty could not even be relied upon.
The war has changed the situation.

The two competing Powers are momen-
tarily powerless. The time is propitious
for a reestablishment of Britain's su-

zerainty over Persia. It may take both

Russia and Germany only a generation
to recuperate and recommence the race

for expansion which ended in their pres-
ent collapse. To fasten, at this oppor-
tune moment, a stronger hold on Per-

sia and transform her into a buffer state

between British India and the territory
of the Soviet Republic is, from the point
of view of British colonial policy, a de-

mand of self-preservation. The Shah's

journey to Europe under British aus-

pices is obviously a part of this scheme,
which constitutes a return to the pol-

icy adhered to until 1907. The evidences

of British ascendancy in European af-

fairs will impress him with the advis-

ability of a course to which he may only

reluctantly have resigned himself.
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The Daylight-Saving

Fight

TWO
Presidential vetoes were not

enough to deter a few farmers and

their strangely zealous friends from

robbing the people of the United States

of one of the few undoubted benefits

that recent legislation had conferred

upon them—the added hour of summer
daylight. For their loss the people have

only themselves to thank. And how great
a loss it is, and how shamefully they let

such a boon slip from their hands, they

may now at last begin to realize. It is

the old story of a huge, careless, unor-

ganized majority made the victim of a

small, determined, and narrowly selfish

minority. It is no longer necessary to

dwell on the benefits arising from day-

light saving. The people have had a

taste of them and it is not likely that

they are going tamely to surrender them.

Fortunately, it lies quite within their

power to retain them, if they but choose

to exert themselves a little. If the cities

and towns, through their Boards of Al-

dermen, will vote to set forward the

hour-hand of the clock, forward it goes,
and there, after a little preliminary con-

fusion, is a happy end of the matter.

Happy even for the farmer, for in a few

years he will grow accustomed to the

change and drop his nonsensical talk

about people trying to fool themselves

into thinking it's later than 'tis. The
Dutch farmer, though he grumbled at

first quite as loud as his American

brother, accepted the arrangement cheer-

fully at the end of a three-year trial.

Such is the programme to which the

National Daylight Saving Association

proposes to devote its best energies. It

adds the excellent suggestion that clocks

should be set forward on the last Sunday
in April instead of in March, and back

again on the last Sunday of September
instead of in October. By far the

greater part of the saving falls within
the shorter period, and the change would
remove from discussion the two points—
Spring and Fall—at which the farmer
came nearest to having a genuine griev-
ance. There is every prospect that this

procedure will meet with success. The
Board of Aldermen of New York City
have already, by unanimous vote, ex-

pressed themselves in favor of daylight
saving. New York State is similarly on

record, and several cities East and West.
The means to recover the lost goods is

clearly pointed out. If the people want
it they can get it, and Federal confirma-
tion of their action will follow as a mat-
ter of course. If the hitherto supine
majority is ever to assert itself—and it

can not afford much longer to postpone
laying aside its good-natured lethargy—
it could ask no better rallying point than

this. It is not a matter to loose unholy

passions. It is not a question of indis-

pensable good against incalculable harm.
It is a very considerable good against a

very slight inconvenience. It is a case

of an overwhelming majority against a
small minority. Let the majority rouse

itself and see if in an easily attainable

point like this it is capable of ruling.

Then, perhaps, we shall become fitted to

pass on to greater things.

A Bas Literary
Profiteers

THE
contributors who have been bat-

tening on the bounty of the Review
have been properly brought to book by
the tax authorities of this State. Lurk-

ing in their scholarly fastnesses from
Maine to Oregon, they have duly re-

ceived their space cheques and by so

much have diminished the taxable re-

sources of the great State of New York.

But that is over. We have been ordered

to reveal these secret profits and to with-

hold on every dollar one per cent, for

eventual satisfaction of the State in-

come tax. Meanwhile our prosperous
contributors are torn between reluctance

to disgorge their inordinate gains and

pride at being amalgamated to the

notorious category of profiteers.

Justice is closing down upon this

over-privileged class. It is clear that

a magazine contributor who lives in

Massachusetts, but sells all his copy in

New York, must now pay income tax to

the nation, to the State where he lives

himself, and to the State where his

editor does business. But this is a very

simple and bearable case. Take the

situation of an author who has slyly ex-

tended his connections from Boston to

New York, thence to the homes of the

Ladies' Home Journal, and of the Geo-

graphical Magazine, has experienced the

bounty of the Bellman in Minneapolis
and of Sunset in Los Angeles, perhaps
has been on the payroll of the Sewanee
Review or of the South Atlantic Quar-
terly, has drawn as well rich "space"
from the Yale Review, and has had valu-

able consideration, if not cash, from
Modern Language Notes, and the Ameri-
can Journal of Archeology, now imagine
his paymasters duly traced and his frac-

tional income taxes assessed in ten

States, he having already paid two in-

come taxes at home—what will be the

effect upon that author's character?

We greatly fear it will make for

pride in what has been, if an eccentric,

on the whole a reasonably modest class.

To collect assessments may cost a little

more than to subscribe to a clippings
bureau, hitherto the average author's

most costly besetting vice, but it may
more potently minister to the pleasing
sense of being known. Besides, we are

only at the beginnings of things. Al-

ways writers have been taxed where they

reside, but this principle has been ap-

plied in the large and without due re-

finement. If it is reasonable to tax

authors where they are paid and also

where they write, then as the paymas-
ter's office is precisely located so should

the spot where the copy is actually pro-
duced.

That an author resident at Tenafly

actually produces all his copy there is

a crude assumption. For purposes of

convenience it will be well to continue
to tax him on all his income there, but
as a matter of fact and record his best

seller may have been written in his

Adirondack camp, or in somebody else's,

or in territorial waters of almost any
State, while the climax which made the

best seller what it is may have been

penned in Utah on a transcontinental

express. It behooves all thrifty com-
munities to keep track of their authors
and author transients. If it can be

proved that Mr. Robert Chambers used,
for instance, the facilities of Chatham,
Massachusetts, for conceiving the sub-

aqueous kiss that made the "Fighting
Chance" famous, why then should not
Mr. Chambers pay town rate in Chatham
village until the easement shall have
been requited in cash?

In general it is wise to go for the

literary feller. He has rather few
friends. You couldn't make a Connecti-
cut farmer pay taxes in New York on

eggs shipped to that market. But eggs
is eggs, whereas book reviews, sonnets,
and serials are nondescript and appar-
ently without right of city. Besides it

can only do good to stir the author up.
All the world knows that he thrives on

uncertainty, learning in suffering what
he gives in song. If enough men of let-

ters are subjected to two full income
taxes and half a dozen fractional ones
it should reduce that complacency which
has kept American letters in a subordi-
nate estate. Decimal taxation may well

produce the longed-for great American
novel. We sincerely trust that our vigi-
lant tax authorities will not let escape
any author who can be proved guilty of

any income whatever.
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The Question of Thrace

OWING
to recent developments in

Paris, Thrace seems to be the chief

difficulty of the Peace Conference in

reaching an agreement regarding the

treaty with Bulgaria. Press reports at-

tribute the complication to the attitude

of the American delegates, who, under

Douglas Johnson's influence, have de-

clared in favor of leaving Western

Thrace to Bulgaria, against the recom-

mendation made by the technical com-

mittee on the Greek question. The same

reports have it that the United States

is alone in this stand and that all the

other Powers represented in the supreme
council, including England, France,

Japan, and Italy, are in favor of the

Greek view. Now, by the treaty of

Bucharest of 1913, the territory of

Thrace conquered from Turkey east of

the Nestos River, with the exception of

a narrow strip yielded to Greece for

strategic reasons, was conceded to Bul-

garia, who thereby gained access to the

Aegean between the Nestos and the He-

brus (Maritsa) rivers. It is this part

that Greece demands in order to obtain

a continuous territory bordering on the

proposed state of Constantinople to the

east and in order to exclude Bulgaria
from the Aegean.
About forty miles directly north from

the mouth of the Nestos on the north-

eastern boundary of Greece there is the

height of Yula, or Hill 2,177, near the

sources of the Arda river, which flows

eastward into the Hebrus not far from

Adrianople. The Arda, forming a natu-

ral boundary between northern and

southern Thrace, is proposed by Veni-

ze'.os as the dividing line between Bul-

garia and Greece. From the confluence

of the Arda and the Hebrus, the pro-

posed boundary is identical with the

Turkish frontier of 1913, and runs first

northwest along the Hebrus to Jisr

Mustafa Pasha, thence north to the

neighborhood of Dirinji, and thence

eastward to Iniada Cape.
The population of Thrace presents the

usual variety of a Turkish province.
The old Thracians, whose native deities

exercised a great influence over the

religion of the ancient Greeks, were

closely akin to the Pelasgians, the aborig-
ines of Greece. The Greek equivalent
of the word religion is Opr/owia, which
means simply Thracian ritual. The leg-

ends of Orpheus, Linus, Thamyris, and

Eumolpus originated in Thrace, or, at

least, what was called Thrace, north of

Olympus. But with the exception of

what lives in the modern population as

unconscious racial and folk-lore tradi-

tion, the old Thracians have been super-
seded entirely by the later immigrants,
especially the Greeks, the Bulgarians,
and the Turks.

The Turkish statistics of 1912 give
the population of Thrace, including the

villayets of Adrianople and Constanti-

nople, as consisting of 957,477 Turks,
730,822 Greeks, 183,253 Armenians (al-

most entirely in the city of Constanti-

nople), 112,174 Bulgarians, 65,821 Jews
and 149,825 foreigners. The distribu-

tion of the national elements is unequal.
Greeks are strong on the coast of West-
ern Thrace and numerous everywhere
in Eastern Thrace. With a few excep-

tions, the Bulgarians are grouped north
of the Arda and towards Kirk Kilissi, a
fact which Venizelos has considered in

proposing the Arda as a boundary and
the modification of the Turco-Bulgarian
boundary in favor of Bulgaria in order
to include within the Bulgarian state

the Bulgarian settlements of the neigh-
borhood of Kirk Kilissi.

Of the elements mentioned in these

tables, the Greeks are undoubtedly the
oldest. As far back as 657 B. C, Greek
colonists founded the city of Byzantium,
which later became Constantinople.
Numerous other Greek colonies were es-

tablished in Thrace in the seventh cen-

tury which soon acquired power and

prosperity. The Thracian Greeks con-

tributed 120 ships in the Persian War.
When the Eastern Roman Empire be-

came Greek, Constantinople remained its

capital until it fell to the Turkish in-

vaders in 1453. Under the Turkish

yoke the Greeks persevered in their na-

tional traditions and never lost hope of

ousting their conquerors. In spite of

the presence of the Turkish capital in

their midst, they managed to the present

day to exist and to control the economic
and cultural life of the country. In

numbers they are second only to the

Turkish element. They own 653 schools

with 1,493 teachers and 62,293 Greek
students. Their literary societies in

Constantinople and Adrianople not only
have been centres of nationalism, but
have also produced scholarly and liter-

ary work of distinctive merit, while

their principal schools might serve as

models even for the Athenians.
The Bulgarians of Thrace number less

than 113,000 and are the outposts of

their race, which dwells in a compact
mass between the Danube and the Bal-

kan mountains, and which in recent

years has overflowed into Eastern Ru-
melia. They made their first appearance
south of the Danube in 679 A. D., i.e.,

about 1,350 years after the Greeks. At
present, they form in Thrace only a

minority, being even less numerous than
the Armenians. Their schools are 126,

against 653 Greek; their teachers num-
ber 225, against 1,493 Greek; and the

Bulgarian students are 7,181, against
62,293 Greek. Roughly, there are in

Thrace seven Greeks to one Bulgarian
and most of the Bulgarians are included

in the territory north of the Arda, which
is not claimed by Greece.

The Turks invaded Thrace from Asia
Minor in the fourteenth century and be-

came masters of Adrianople in the year
1361, although their conquest of the

Province was not completed until 1453,
when Constantinople fell into their

hands. They have been there as mas-
ters nearly 500 years, with full oppor-

tunity for economic, social, and political

development under the very shadow of

their Empire's capital. They exceeded
the Greeks in 1912, according to Turk-
ish figures, by 226,655 souls. But,

strange to say, they still form the most

ignorant and backward element of the

population. Economically and cultur-

ally they are inferior not only to the

Greeks, but also to the Armenians, Jews,
and Bulgarians. In fact, they are the

best illustration of the extent to which
a purely fatalistic faith aided by a cor-

rupt government can affect its fol-

lowers.

Claiming Thrace for Greece on the

basis of the principle of nationalities,

the Greek Premier endeavors to

strengthen the case of Greece by the

following arguments:
1. Both Turkish and Bulgarian

sources admit the numerical superiority
of the Greeks over other Christian ele-

ments. The Turkish statistics have al-

ready been quoted. The Bulgarian
recognition of the Greek majority is in-

ferred from the Greco-Bulgarian agree-
ment reached under the auspices of the

Greek Patriarch and Bulgarian Exarch
before the Turkish elections of 1912,

by which the two nationalities decided to

present a solid front against the Turk-
ish vote by supporting in common seven

Greek candidates and one Bulgarian.
2. Even though Constantinople be

agreed upon as the capital of an inter-

national territory, the Greek claim to

the rest of Thrace should be strength-
ened as a compensation for the loss of

the Greek population of that city,

amounting to more than 300,000.
3. Bulgaria, by the probable acquisi-

tion of Southern Dobrudja, where the

Bulgarian nationality predominates, even

after the loss of Western Thrace, will

be the only enemy state which, in spite

of its responsibility in protracting the

war, will issue out of the struggle with-

out territorial losses.

4. The economic reason for an access

to the Aegean Sea for Bulgaria must
not be preferred over the principle of

nationality, a position rendered more

plausible by the facts that Bulgaria is

essentially an inland state, requiring no

naval force for her defense, that she has

free access to the Black Sea, which by
the internationalization of the Bos-

phorus and the Dardanelles will become
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an open sea, and that Greece, eager to

preserve her territorial continuity and

to provide for the defense of her island

population against any future subma-
rine basis on a Bulgarian Aegean coast,

is willing to yield to Bulgaria free eco-

nomic access to her ports under the same
conditions which will be provided by the

Peace Conference for other inland states,

such as Czecho-Slovakia, Hungary, and
Austria.

5. Concession of any part of the

Thracian coast to Bulgaria will be a

favor to an enemy state against a

friendly one basing her claim on the ac-

cepted principle of nationality.

On the other hand, the treaty of Bucha-

rest, which was signed by Greece and
which assigned Western Thrace to Bul-

garia, is the great argument brought
against the present Greek stand. Veni-

zelos explains his former policy as a

policy of necessary sacrifice, dictated by
circumstances. Public opinion in Eu-

rope and America had become accus-

tomed to look upon Bulgaria as the most

important factor in the Balkans and did

not cast aside her claims as altogether
unreasonable. People abroad continued

to think that Bulgaria was being robbed

of the fruit of her labors, a fact made
clear by the strong pressure exercised on
Greece in order to induce her to yield
to Bulgaria even the city of Cavalla.

Strong friends, such as Russia and Aus-

tria-Hungary, were anxious to save Bul-

garia from humiliation. Thus it came
about that, in spite of her defeat, Bul-

garia emerged from the treaty of Bucha-
rest with an area of 47,750 square miles

and a population of 5,517,700, i. e.,

greater in area, population, and wealth
than either Serbia or Greece, her vic-

tors, which exceeded in numbers her en-

tire nationality by almost a million.

But present conditions have revealed

the truth about Bulgaria. The principle
of nationality should be substituted for

that of the balance of power. Bulgaria
joined Germany's forces in spite of the

generous terms offered her by the Al-

lies at the expense of Greece and Ser-
bia. To pursue this policy of unreason-
able generosity towards a state stigma-
tized by highly unprincipled conduct
would be an injustice to the legitimate
claims of other nations, based on ac-

cepted principles of self-determination
and justice.

Aristides E. Phoutrides

Private Judgment and Inefficiency

THE
conflict between authority and

private judgment is as old as human
history. It is to be found in religion, in

philosophy, in science, in politics, and in

law. The question at issue is one of

practice rather than of theory, and it

has less to do with the merits of the

principles concerned than with their

appropriate limits. Most people are

agreed, for instance, that the Ten Com-
mandments express the world's conclu-

sions on certain ethical questions which
it would be unwise to reopen. We are

so nearly unanimous on this point that

we have provided jails and insane asy-
lums for the forcible detention of the

unconvinced minority, and so far as I

know there is no suggestion that we
ought to depart from the practice. On
the other hand, even so warm a dog-
matist as Cardinal Newman was quite

willing to admit that the experiments
of Galileo were not a proper subject of

ecclesiastical discipline. In short, both

authority and private judgment are ad-

mittedly excellent things in their re-

spective places; but the trouble begins
the moment we attempt to determine
what their places are.

The sea of authority (like Arnold's
Sea of Faith) was once at the full, and
Galileo was by no means the only victim

who was caught in the undertow. There
have been times when men have acted

as if convinced of the truth of Pope's
ponderous saying that whatever is is

right—when the obligation of conformity

has stifled every walk of individual en-

deavor, and when art, letters, and the
manifold details of personal conduct
have alike been helpless in the dead hand
of tradition. Those times are past, and
I for one am unreservedly grateful that

my lot was not cast in their midst. But
in our own day and generation we have
had an opportunity of seeing what things
are likely to befall a civilization left high
and dry on the sands of private judg-
ment, and I have set out to discuss some
of the disadvantages of that position
from the standpoint of efficiency, because

efficiency, although itself somewhat dis-

credited by recent events, is neverthe-
less a word to conjure with.

It may be worth while to give a single
illustration of its potency, out of many
available. The prohibition movement in

the United States is almost as old as our
Government itself, and except for a few
minor successes resulting from the wave
of moral enthusiasm which swept the
North in the decades immediately pre-
ceding the Civil War, its progress was
negligible until a few years ago. At a
time so recent as what a radical ac-

quaintance of mine used to delight in

calling "the late McKinley period," the
passage by Congress of a constitutional
amendment providing for national pro-
hibition would have been absolutely un-
thinkable, and yet at the present writing
such an amendment has actually been
adopted and is about to be enforced. The
striking reversal of sentiment which is

reflected in these facts is the direct re-

sult of a change in the appeal of the pro-
hibition propaganda. For more than a

century the basis of that appeal was
mainly religious. We were told that the

use of intoxicating liquors was a sin,

and the even current of public opinion
flowed onward as unheeding as the Nile.

But when the scientists unlimbered their

batteries we suddenly became attentive.

It was made clear to us by experiments
of the psychological laboratories that a
man who has imbibed even a tablespoon-
ful of beer can not roll as many marbles
into a given compartment as his un-

stimulated competitor, and insurance

statistics were pressed into service in

order to demonstrate that a moderate
drinker enjoys an expectancy of life a

definite number of days less than that

of a total abstainer. Being firmly con-

vinced of these facts, we have had no

difficulty in reaching the conclusion that

prohibition is an unmixed blessing, and
we have set about obtaining it for our-

selves and our children. It is beside the

point to question whether the ability to

roll marbles accurately is an adequate
test of a well-lived life, and whether the

fine old maxim, non multa sed multum,
applies to length of days as well as to

the fruits of achievement. The point is

that the argument from efficiency has

done more for prohibition in twenty
years than the argument from religion

was able to do in a hundred. Conse-

quently, it would be foolish to overlook

so formidable an ally in any discussion

which is even remotely directed ad

hominem.

Now, as I conceive it, the argument
from efficiency is all on the side of au-

thority and against private judgment,
and yet, side by side with the philosophy
which would add inefficiency to the list of

the seven deadly sins, has run in Amer-
ica a disposition to dismiss authority as a

thing unworthy of serious consideration.

This disposition has been least promi-
nent in the realm of the exact sciences,

possibly because the exact sciences, as

has been aptly said, "are indeed well able

to take care of themselves." Many a

man who is quick to boast that he cares

nothing for accepted standards in poli-

tics, art, or religion is nevertheless quite

willing to accept the benefits of electric

light without insisting on a personal
trial of the inconveniences of the tallow

dip and the fat lamp. But in almost

every other connection sve have become
accustomed to hearing authority spoken
of as if it were opposed to, or at least

unconnected with, progress.

This attitude is the more curious, be-

cause, as a matter of fact, the exact

opposite is the case. Not only is au-

thority not opposed to progress, but it is

the only possible basis of progress. A
foundation is implied in the very defini-

tion of a superstructure. The idea of
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motion is as inseparably bound up with

the idea of a starting place as a sense

of difference is bound up with an ante-

cedent sense of similarity. Only chil-

dren demand proof in their own persons

that fire is hot and that the moon can not

be touched with the hand. It is be-

cause men have been willing to take

something for granted that they have

been free to move onward to something

else. "The record of things past," said

Louis XI, "is the most profitable, as well

to console, advise and comfort us against

adversity as to avoid the inconveniences

before which others have fallen, and to

encourage us to do well like the best."

Unless, therefore, the present generation

is blessed with a higher natural endow-

ment than those which have gone before,

it can ill afford to make light of the ac-

cumulated experience of antiquity. Still

less can it afford to ignore that expe-

rience altogether. There is, Heaven

knows, enough personal pain and cost in

the age-old insistence of youth to taste

for itself the fruit of the forbidden tree

to discourage a deliberate repetition of

the experiment on a larger scale.

The result of all this is that common
sense would seem to suggest the wis-

dom of testing the conclusions of private

judgment on any given subject with the

weight of authority. If the two agree,

the evidence on the point is cumulative

and convincing. If they differ, the pre-

sumption is that the weight of authority

is right—not only because authority

represents an overwhelming numerical

majority of personal opinions, but be-

cause it is a summary of experience
rather than the expression of a mere

hypothesis. I do not wish to be under-

stood as saying that authority is infal-

lible. The demonstration of the truth of

the Copernican theory, for instance,

etruck down at a blow nearly the whole

edifice of traditional astronomy. But
the presumption is certainly the other

way. There are, after all, only a few

questions of transcendent importance
under the sun. Civilization is not a new
thing, and good minds have been busy
with these questions since the dawn of

recorded history. There is abundant
evidence that the men of to-day are not

the equals of the men of the Age of

Pericles. Indeed, there is little evidence

that the best men of to-day are superior
to the best men of any enlightened age,
but it by no means follows that there has
been no progress since the Age of Per-
icles. "The law," said a great jurist, "is

wiser than any of us," and at least this

ought to be the case. Improvement in

the quality of the race itself may be at

best a debatable matter, but there can
be no question about the steadily grow-
ing richness of its inheritance.

Some months ago I heard a young man
who had just received his doctor's de-

gree in philosophy from one of our lar-

gest universities deploring the fact that

Christian theology as expounded by St.

Augustine and the early Church Fathers

was much influenced by Greek philos-

ophy, and particularly by that of Pythag-
oras and Aristotle. He concluded by
saying casually that "we ought to get

away from this primitive stuff." The

phrase seems to me typical in its placid

disregard for the historical facts of the

case. Whatever else it may be, Chris-

tian theology is not in the least primi-
tive. Pythagoras and Aristotle are not

particularly primitive, and still less so

are St. Paul, St. Augustine, and the

Church Fathers. It may be said with

much greater plausibility that Christian

theology is unnecessarily metaphysical
and subtle, just as a Gothic church may
be said with some show of justice to be

unnecessarily intricate and ornate. Cub-
ism is primitive, but not the Cathedral

at Rheims. Mrs. Eddy is primitive, but

never St. Augustine, and this is so pre-

cisely because the theology of St. Augus-
tine is the result of a conscious develop-

ment, while that of Mrs. Eddy is the

result of an unconscious but significant

reversion to a discredited type.

Probably Cubism and its prototype in

the field of poetry are not to be taken too

seriously, and yet I can not resist the

temptation to quote, by way of example,
a poem by Mr. Ezra Pound, which was

lately reprinted in a widely circulated

magazine, presumably as a favorable

specimen of its author's work. It is

called "Papyrus," but it turns for its

inspiration to an age more remote than

that, or any other, writing material. I

quote the poem in full:

"Spring . . .

Too long . . .

Gongula ..."
Long ago, Carlyle, having in mind that

very continuity of history which Mr.
Pound ignores, said that the word we
speak to-day "is borrowed, not from Ul-

fila the Moesogoth only, but from all men
since the first man began to speak."

Clearly, Mr. Pound has gone back to the

first link in the chain, If Ulfila the

Moesogoth ever spoke after this fashion,
it must have been in a moment of inad-

vertence. For all I know, Mr. Pound
may consider Shakespeare "primitive,"
but if Mr. Pound himself is "advanced"
he must have advanced in a circle, for

he stands at a point on the very border-

line between articulate and inarticulate

speech. Technique and intelligibility

have alike gone by the board, and noth-

ing remains to bear witness to several

thousand years of civilization except the

printed words which are employed to

transmit this amazing performance to

the world, and which seem oddly out of

place in what would otherwise be a per-
fect example of prehistoric survival.

But if the inefficiency of private judg-
ment began and ended in an editorial

willingness to pay for literary experi-
ments in incoherence, there would be no

just cause for alarm. But it does not

end here. The statute books of every
State in the Union are full of enactments

which are either unintentional duplica-
tions of existing laws or revivals of dis-

carded ones. Heresies have been ac-

cepted as new which were old when the

Nicene Creed was adopted. Political and
social theories are on trial which have
been exploded in the past as utterly as

the fallacy of fiat money. All these

things represent a loss in time, in money,
and in good will, which should make us

loth to let them run their course un-

challenged.
No modern problems have been more

insistent and pressing than those which
have arisen from our rapid industrial

development—monopolies, trusts, and the

conflict between organized capital on
the one hand and organized labor on the

other. All of these problems are very
old. Corporations in some form were
known to the Romans, and ordinary
trading corporations were chartered in

England as early as 1600. Trade Unions
flourished before the discovery of Amer-
ica. The corner in corn secured by
Joseph in Egypt was cited as prec-
edent in the Great Case of Monopolies,
which was argued in the seventeenth

century by distinguished lawyers, three

of whom afterwards became Chief Jus-

tices of England. "Government by in-

junction" dates from Jack Cade's rebel-

lion in 1452, and was attacked and de-

fended with the same arguments which
are current to-day. Practically every

provision in the original Sherman Act,

including the allowance of treble dam-
ages to the party aggrieved, was fore-

shadowed in the Statute of Monopolies
which was passed by the House of Com-
mons in 1623. Indeed, the existing com-
mon law relating to trusts and monopo-
lies has always been so nearly adequate
that, in the opinion of Professor Stim-

son, very little legislation by the States

would have been necessary, "except, of

course, to affix modern penalties to such
offenses." When the bulk of this legis-

lation is considered, it is more than ever

apparent that something can be said, on
the mere ground of economy, for the

wisdom that comes slowly down "from

precedent to precedent."
But the final word in the indictment

of private judgment was spoken in Au-

gust, 1914, when the guns of the Great
War startled a world swaddled in the

theories of well-meaning enthusiasts

into a renewed sense of the grim reali-

ties of life. Authority was unquestion-

ably at the lowest point which it has

touched in modern times. Mr. Henry
Ford and Judge Lindsey were in the act

of assuring us in the face of common
sense that there is no such thing as a

bad boy. The Christian Scientists were
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proclaiming in the face of common
knowledge that there is no such thing as

pain. President David Starr Jordan
was writing articles to prove, in the face

of all history, that a civilized nation is

always a good nation. The internation-

alists were in the act of telling us that

patriotism was dead. To find a parallel

situation it is necessary to go back to

the days when the nebulous doubts and

conjectures of decadent Greece and
Rome went down before the vivid affir-

mations of early Christianity. Then

Germany launched her offensive against

Belgium, and since that time the mes-

sage of the unconverted apostles of pri-

vate judgment has sounded strangely
obsolete.

For it has suddenly become apparent
that all our progressives were really re-

actionaries. My friend's philosophy
stands convicted of being more primitive
than that of the Church Fathers. The

spirit of pacifism is infinitely more re-

mote than the spirit of the Crusades.

Emma Goldman is less modern than

Richard the Lion-Hearted. The icono-

clasts who were said to be a thousand

years ahead of their age are a thousand

years behind their age. Even Mr.

Bryan's speeches ring with a far-off,

archaic note of which he is perhaps un-

conscious.

Everyone who has read "Man and

Superman" will remember the dialogue
between Ramsden and Tanner in which
the former boasts that he was advanced
before Tanner was born. "I knew,"
answers Tanner, "it was a long time

ago." "A long time ago," in "the late

McKinley period" and afterwards, until

the war put a stop to the promiscuous
talking of nonsense, there were men who
actually believed that mere goodness of

intention, allied with formal education
and the physical sciences, was enough
to cure the ills that flesh is heir

to and to redeem the world. Faith did

not matter much. History did not mat-
ter much. Nothing mattered except a

vague altruism and the magic of per-
suasive words. We know better than
that now, we who have sat and watched
the younger generation going blithely
about the business of making our great
atonement with untroubled spirits and
contented hearts. It was the old atone-

ment of the innocent for the guilty, of

the spirit of affirmation for the culti-

vated agnosticism that is summed up for
all time in the classic query of Pilate as

to what is truth, and perhaps even now
the younger generation is unconscious
of the meaning of it all. But, whether

consciously or not, the younger genera-
tion, which was never shown the path
that leads to the broad highway, has
found it out for itself and for the world
as well. The old landmarks are miracu-

lously back in their accustomed places.
All the world knows now that it is a finer

thing for men and women to do their

duty than to live their lives, however
specious and virile the argument to the

contrary may have hitherto seemed. All

the world knows now that truth and jus-
tice are solemn and objective realities

which are deeper than any matter of

attitude or of opinion. All the world
knows now that to be innocent and help-
less is no guaranty against the rapacity
of wrongdoing, and that it is indeed a
sweet and seemly thing to die for one's

country. The shining paradoxes of

Christianity have become in a trice more
vital than the dreary logic of the skep-
tics—and it is surely more than a co-

incidence that the only influential skep-
tics remaining in the world are the Bol-

sheviki, who are the only leaders who
have proved themselves wholly unworthy
of their trust.

There will be time enough in the
future to qualify and revise our conclu-
sions—to-day we can do no more than
to note in general terms what things
have been approved by the fire of a

stupendous crisis and what things have
been burned and purged away. "Revi-

sion," as Professor Royce has finely said,
"does not mean destruction. We can
often say to tradition : 'That which thou
sowest is not quickened except it die.'

But we can sometimes see in the world
of opinion a sort of resurrection of the
dead—a resurrection wherein what was
indeed justly sown in dishonor is raised
in honor—glorified—and perhaps incor-

ruptible. Let us bury the natural body
of tradition. What we want is its glori-
fied body and its immortal soul." And
that, I think, will be the heritage and
the reward of the younger generation.

F. Lyman Windolph

Correspondence
The Army Bills

To the Editors of The Review:
Your editorial of August 16 on the

army bills recently introduced in Con-
gress brings out the point that the weak-
ness of the Administration bill is the

figure set for the peace strength of the

Regular Army, to wit, approximately
half a million men. Before the war it

was difficult to maintain the strength of
the Regular Army even at something
less than 100,000, and it is safe to predict
that it would prove impossible to raise

half a million men by voluntary enlist-

ment.
You correctly call the bill in question

the Administration bill. It is sometimes
spoken of as the General Staff bill, but
I am satisfied that it does not represent
the views of the General Staff. It is

most desirable that this bill be not con-
fused with the National Service Act in-

troduced by Senator Chamberlain and

Representative Kahn, and which was
drawn by the Military Training Camps
Association of the United States. The
two bills are very different. The Ad-
ministration bill is faulty under four

principal points:
The first is the size of the Regular

Army, to which I have already referred.

Second, the training given to the

youth of the country is for three months,
which is too short a period.

Third, the youth trained are not or-

ganized territorially into any reserve,
but are turned loose. This means that
at the outbreak of war these men will

have to be organized into units or fed
into the Regular Army to increase its

size. Thus the mistakes of the past will

be repeated. The only trained and or-

ganized force, to wit, the Regular Army
will have to be pulled to pieces in order
to organize the citizen army, with the
result that we will have no force which
can be utilized without going through
the process of organization or reorgani-
zation. In other words it may again be
fifteen months before we can put an
effective force in the field.

Fourth, there is no adequate system
provided for the training of Reserve
Officers. During the war some 200,000
officers were employed, or about 5 per
cent, of the total force of 4,000,000 men.
Theoretical training of officers will not
suffice. They must have experience with

troops in the field. This training can
best be given through organizing terri-

torially the young men trained, calling
them out annually for a short period of
manoeuvres. The organization of men
trained into reserve therefore serves two
purposes: It acts as a training school
for officers as well as providing means
for the prompt mobilization of an or-

ganized force.

On the other hand, the National
Service Act is drawn on the theory that
the strength of the Regular Army should
be the minimum necessary for the per-
formance of the functions that obviously
can not be performed by men tempo-
rarily in the service, such as overseas,

coast, and artillery garrisons, a small
mobile force to preserve order along the

border, administrative detachments, and
training cadres, etc.

Six months' training is provided as
the initial training of the private soldier.

All men trained are to be organized
for a period into reserve according to

their places of residence, and to be called

out periodically for manoeuvres.
The Reserve is to be officered chiefly

by Reserve Officers who, together with
non-Commissioned Officers and enlisted

specialists, are to be chosen from the
ranks after further and progressive
training to qualify them to successive

steps in promotion. Under such system
there will be no fear of militarism

through the creation of a class of pro-
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fessional soldiers, while on the other

hand the entire youth of the country
could be mobilized at shortest notice,

fully organized and prepared to take the

field.

The National Guard is not relied upon
as an expeditionary force, but is re-

stored to its constitutional function of a

guard. Its recruiting is provided for by
excusing from service in the Federal

Reserve a limited number of men grad-

uating from the training camps provided

they serve a short enlistment in the

guard.

T. McIlvaine, Acting Chairman,
Military Training Camps Assn. U. S.,

Chairman, Committee on Uni-
versal Training.

New York, August 21

Government Ownership of

Rights of Way
To the Editors of The Review:

since your periodical is expressly dedi-

cated to general discussion, perhaps you
can grant me space in which to suggest
a treatment of the railroad problem dif-

ferent (so far as I am able to learn)

from any solution now before the public.

The suggestion I have to make will of

course appear academic and unreal to the

men of the hour. It may none the less

forecast the final reconciliation of dis-

cordant and conflicting views.

The Government of the United States

should assume ownership of railroad

rights of way, terminals, tracks, and all

other forms of real estate. Locomotives,

cars, and all other forms of rolling stock

the Government should leave severely and

scrupulously alone. This rational and
clear-cut line of demarkation assimilates

the train to the steamboat, the auto-

mobile, the mule-cart, and the bicycle;
that is, assimilates it to those methods
of transportation which have never
caused political trouble.

Who then will "run" the railroads?

Anybody, nobody, and everybody will

run the railroads. To illustrate. John
Doe has four suits of clothes, two
chairs, and a victrola to transport from
Baltimore to Annapolis. What does he
do? Puts them in a privately owned
truck and hauls them over a publicly
owned highway. Richard Roe has a

boatload of shoes to ship from Boston
to Palermo. What is his procedure? He
sends them in a privately owned boat

over a publicly owned ocean.

Now comes William Coe with a hun-
dred tons of coal to be hauled from West
Virginia to California. The coal must

pass over steel rails; but what of it?

Why should metal rails and wooden
crossties so enormously complicate the

question? Let William Coe get his loco-

motive and his freight cars wherever he

can manage to root them up. Let the

Government maintain the track, let it

maintain an ample mileage in prime con-

dition; and then let private enterprise
do the rest.

Private enterprise is abundantly ca-

pable of meeting the emergency. The
American business man will somehow
secure an adequate supply of wheeled

boxes, technically called freight cars. It

is no more credible that a permanent
shortage of cars should exist than that

scarcity of picks and shovels should
cause a fuel famine.

On the other hand, no business man
can fairly be expected to build or repair
seven hundred miles of rail, when no one
dreams of requiring him to pave, let us

say, ten miles of city street. The gist
of it is simply this: Avenues of trans-

portation constitute a public function
and a public charge. Vehicles of trans-

portation are each individual's private
concern. The part of political wisdom is

to hold the balance even.

Malcolm C. Burke

Washington, D. C, August 17

The "Mark Twain House"
To the Editors of The Review :

The article on page 223 in your issue

of July 26 about the four corners of
Fifth Avenue at Ninth Street will not
suffer severely if you will accord me
space for a suggestion. You speak of

the "historic mansion" of my grand-
father, Henry Brevoort, 24 Fifth Ave-
nue, and then you go on to say "diago-
nally opposite is the Mark Twain house,
of which the present owner might, if he
had been less public-minded, have dis-

posed at a handsome profit to the seekers
of gain." Be the last part of this sen-

tence as it may, I dissent from your
designating No. 21 Fifth Avenue as the
"Mark Twain house," inasmuch as Mr.
Clemens only had the property on lease

from October, 1904, to October, 1908,
and his connection with it lasted only
those four years, whereas my brother-in-

law, Mr. James A. Renwick, and his
forbears have owned the property since
the Indians lived on Manhattan Island.

There is no deed to it that I have ever
heard of and it has never been sold or
been out of the hands of the Brevoort
family or their descendants. The pres-
ent house was built over seventy years
ago by Mrs. James Renwick, only sis-

ter of Henry Brevoort and grandmother
of the present owner, who was born in
the house. In view of this length of

tenure, perhaps you will agree with me
that it is hardly appropriate to dub it the
"Mark Twain house," very fine gentle-
man that he was notwithstanding.

Robert Sedgwick
New York, August 8

Book Reviews
Whitewashing the Bolshe-

viks

Russia in 1919. By Arthur Ransome.
New York: B. W. Huebsch.

WHEN
the Soviet Government is in-

vestigated by its admiring friends,

a biased report is naturally to be ex-

pected. We have had such reports from
William C. Bullitt, Lincoln Steffens,

Robert Minor, and others. We might
have expected something of a slightly

higher order, albeit prejudiced, from the

pen of Arthur Ransome, because he had

something of a reputation as an author
and journalist to maintain. It is, there-

fore, with something of a shock that we
note that his account of the Soviet Gov-
ernment and its operations, gleaned dur-

ing a visit in Petrograd and Moscow last

February, is not only strongly biased,
but is replete with palpable misstate-

ments and downright falsehoods.

Disregard for truth and moral myopia
are bad enough in any book, but they
are particularly serious in the present
volume, which will undoubtedly be used
to the fullest extent as a propaganda
document by our radicals and Bolshevik

sympathizers. If not challenged, many
of these misstatements might pass un-
noticed and, receiving credence among
people unacquainted with actual condi-
tions in Russia and somewhat confused

by conflicting reports, tend to create the

impression that, after all, the present
tyrants at Moscow are not as black as

they have been painted. A careful pe-
rusal of the book leads inevitably to the
conclusion that the author was some-

thing more than a willing dupe through
predisposed sympathies.

Mr. Ransome left Stockholm to go into

Russia at the end of January. It is

noteworthy that he was personally con-
ducted by Vorovsky, former Commissar
of Finance, who took 62,000,000 rubles
with him to Stockholm last year, and
Litvinov, the unaccepted Bolshevik Am-
bassador to London. Naturally, he had
no difficulties, but this circumstance
throws an interesting light on one of
his characteristic misrepresentations.
He relates how on arrival at Petrograd
they loaded their baggage into a motor
lorry sent to meet them, and then notes
that there was a long time to wait while
rooms were being allotted to them in

various hotels. Now it happens that there
were no hotels at that time, and had
not been since October 12, 1918, when
the last of them, the Medvied, was closed.

But the explanation of his statement is

not far to seek. He goes on to state that
as soon as the rooms were allotted he
found that he had been lucky enough to

get one in the Astoria. Now the Astoria,
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formerly a leading hotel, had long before

this become the Soviet House, the resi-

dence of influential members of the

Soviet. The allotment of a room there

is sufficient evidence in itself of the na-

ture of his relations with the Bolshevik

authorities.

But his disingenuous misrepresenta-
tions began even before he reached Pe-

trograd. On crossing the frontier from
Finland he noticed the great contrast:

On the Finnish side of the frontier we
had seen the grandiose new frontier sta-

tion, much larger than could possibly be

needed, but quite a good expression of the

spirit of the new Finland. On the Russian
side we came to the same grey old wooden
station known to all passengers to and from
Russia for polyglot profanity and passport
difficulties.

The facts are that the Finnish fron-

tier station was built in 1913, while Fin-

land was still a part of Russia, and dur-

ing the war was used as a home for con-

valescent wounded soldiers. It is there-

fore amusing to hear it referred to as

"quite a good expression of the spirit of

the new Finland." Furthermore, since

1912 plans had been made to move the

frontier station from Bieliostrov to Teri-

joki, and of course there was no object
in replacing the old wooden station to

which he refers by a new one. All this

is a mere trifle in itself, but the em-

phasis he places on it is an indication of

his general method. Another trifling

observation is worth noting for the same
reason. As he went about Petrograd in

the evening, he found that "the streets

were certainly better swept and cleaner

than they had been since the last Winter
of the Russian Empire!" Now the snow-
fall in Peti-ograd last winter was the
heaviest for years, and the streets had
a covering of packed snow to a height
of three or four feet above the level of

the sidewalk. To state that the streets

were swept and clean is of course pure
invention.

He went, of course, to Smolny for his

meals; Smolny, the headquarters of the

Petrograd Soviet. While walking in the
streets he made interesting observations
and gives us his impressions. He found
that the town, in daylight, seemed less

deserted than in the evening, though it

was obvious that the "unloading" of the

Petrograd population, which was unsuc-

cessfully attempted during the Kerensky
regime, had been accomplished to a large
extent ! Thus lightly does he touch upon
the horrible tragedy of the falling off

of Pstrograd's population to a fifth of
its former size. Disease, starvation, and
executions loom up in the background,
and the piteous streams of unfortunates
who have sought refuge in the country
districts explain the deserted appearance
of the stricken city. Ludicrous indeed
is his remark that "great numbers of
workmen have gone home, carrying with
them the ideas of the revolution." What

a commentary upon this careless asser-

tion is the letter of Lopushkin, the old

revolutionary and Bolshevik, the head of

a soviet in the province of Tambov,
which he addressed to the National

Soviet in Moscow before committing
suicide! After pointing out that in the

country districts the Bolshevik militia

and the members of the Soviet are tired

of the position of outcasts and lepers
which service with the Bolsheviks im-

poses on them, this disillusioned Bolshe-

vik states that no member of the Red
Guard dares to risk his life by returning
to his native village, where his father

would be the first to kill him, and if the

guard falls singly or even in couples into

the hands of the villagers, they are al-

ways murdered. One wonders how Mr.
Ransome can have the presumption to

make statements the utter falsity of

which must soon become patent to all.

His observations on the military are
likewise not without interest as showing
the slant of his mind and the character
of his information. For example, he
remarks that some of the officers and
soldiers are as well equipped nowadays
as they were at the beginning of the

war, but he fails to add that this is due
to the fact that they have donned the re-

splendent peace-time uniforms of pre-
war days, some supplies of which they
managed to find stored away. But what
is more interesting and important is his

tale concerning the famous Semenovsky
regiment. Speaking of his interview
with Zinoviev, he writes:

I told him I was surprised to find him
here and not at Kronstadt, and asked about
the mutiny and the treachery of the Seme-
novsky regiment. There was a shout of

laughter, and Pozern explained that there
was no Semenovsky regiment in existence,
and that the manufacturers of the story,
every word of which was a lie, had no doubt
tried to give realism to it by putting in the
name of the regiment which had taken a
chief part in putting down the Moscow in-

surrection of fourteen years ago.

The fact is that the Semenovsky regi-
ment did mutiny, went over to the anti-

Bolsheviks, and is now fighting against
the Bolsheviks on the Esthonian front.

When he arrived at Moscow, Mr. Ran-
some was much impressed with the na-
tionalization of trade. He found that the
number of closed shops was depressing,
but it appeared that the Moscow Soviet
had opened national shops in order to

prevent speculation and profiteering. He
explains, for example, if a man needs a
new suit, he has to go in his rags to

his House Committee and there make it

clear that the suit is really needed for
himself. He then receives permission
to buy. What Mr. Ransome omits to

say is that in order to obtain such a
permit a man has to pay a bribe of sev-
eral hundred rubles to a Commissar and
then take pot-luck of what happens to be
in the Soviet stores, paying an exorbi-
tant price.

He is equally disingenuous in dealing
with the sale of food. He points out

that, besides the food obtainable by
cards, it was possible to buy, at ruinous

prices, food from speculators, and to

give an idea of the difference in the

prices cites the examples of bread at
1.20 rubles per pound by card as against
15 rubles per pound from the speculator,
and sugar at 12 rubles per pound by
card as against over 50 rubles in the

open market. What he fails to report
is that people stand in long queues with
their cards and, if they are fortunate,
obtain an infinitesimal amount (of sugar
one ounce), and are perforce driven to
the speculators to avert starvation.
But this is enough to indicate the ut-

ter untrustworthiness as well as the de-
liberate misrepresentation of his per-
sonal observations. It is unnecessary to

multiply examples. A considerable por-
tion of the volume is taken up with ac-
counts of his interviews with Bolshevik
leaders concerning their revolutionary
views and the activities of their various
Commissariats. Were he a less intelli-

gent man, one would say that he was an
easy dupe, for it is hard to believe that
any man could be taken in by the stories
told him. Of the operations of the Bol-
shevik Government a recent arrival
from Petrograd remarked : "They would
constitute the greatest of all comedies,
if they were not written in human
blood."

Mr. Ransome relates that on his way
to a meeting of the Soviet Executive
Committee a little, hairy, energetic man
came up and with great delight showed
him the new matches invented in the
Soviet laboratories. In these new Bol-
shevik matches neither wood nor par-
affin is used. Waste paper is a substi-
tute for one and the grease that is left
after cleaning wool is a substitute for
the other! To be sure, no one else ever
saw any of these marvelous matches, and
the only matches that human beings can
obtain are brought in from Sweden and
sell at 5 rubles a box. He devotes a
chapter to the Commissariat of State
Constructions, but fails to say anything
about construction. The director talks
at length on general conditions and
weaves a fairy story about the improve-
ment of canals and the building of rail-

ways. He tells Mr. Ransome that more
than 11,000 versts of railway are under
construction, as well as 1,200 versts of
highway. When one considers that rails
are practically unobtainable and that, in
a stretch of some 30 versts—about the
only piece of actual construction under-
taken—they had to use five different
weights of rails, the director's statement
appears a trifle exaggerated.
Another remarkable story, which Lin-

coln Steffens also brought out with him,
concerns the grandiose plan to furnish
Petrograd with a vast amount of cheap
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electricity developed by water power.

Of course Petrograd is located on a level

plain and for thousands of miles in Rus-

sia there is no fall of water to give

power. An examination of the plans,

however, which Mr. Ransome did not

make, discloses the fact that they were

based upon the seizure of Finland and

utilization of its water power.
For absolute naivete, however, the re-

port upon the progress of education

quite takes the prize. The Bolsheviks

have established numerous universities

and attendance has increased enor-

mously. All education is free and there

are no entrance requirements, as it is

hoped to get as many workingmen in the

universities as possible. It does not re-

quire much imagination to judge of the

kind of education that is acquired. But
the most absurd comedy—or perhaps one

might better say tragedy—is that of the

lower schools. A billion rubles has been

assigned to feeding children in the

schools, and those who most need them
are supplied with clothes and footgear.
These schools have increased greatly in

numbers and in attendance. The expla-
nation is simple. It is contained in the

remark of an old porter concerning his

children. "Yes," he said, "they go there,

sing the Marseillaise twice through, have
dinner and come home." When Mr. Ran-
some questioned the Assistant Commis-
sar of Education about this he said : "It

is perfectly true. We have not enough
transport to feed the armies, let alone to

bring food and warmth for ourselves.

And if, under these conditions, we forced

children to go through all their lessons,

we should have corpses to teach, not
children. But by making them come for

their meals we do two things, keep them
alive, and keep them in the habit of com-

ing, so that when the warm weather ar-

rives we can do better." What a sham
was Lunacharsky's report on Soviet edu-

cation; the report whose rosy pic-
tures were made so much of by our par-
lor Bolsheviks. No instruction given;
children allowed to do whatever they
please; and the inducement of free food
held out to them on the chance that they
may get the habit of coming to school!

It may appear that undue space and
attention have been given to a book so

manifestly untrustworthy, but it should
be remembered that the public is

eagerly devouring all that purport to be
first-hand and eye-witness accounts of
what is happening behind the veil that
hides Soviet Russia from our gaze.

Precisely such false reports are being
used to foment in our own country in-

dustrial and social unrest and provoke
revolution, and many well-intentioned

people are deceived thereby. Only by
the energetic spreading of the truth and
the contradiction of falsehood can the

poison be removed. The mask must be
torn from the ghastly farce that is be-

ing played out in Moscow upon the pros-
trate body of the Russian people, lest

we be forced to see the curtain rung
up on a similar bloody drama in our
own land.

Blasco Ibanez and "Mare
Nostrum"

Mare Nostrum (Our Sea). By Vicente
Blasco Ibanez. Authorized Transla-
tion from the Spanish by Charlotte
Brewster Jordan. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company.

A CHILIAN critic has just accounted

for the amazing popularity of

Blasco Ibanez among us by "the lucky
choice of 'The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse' for introducing him to

American readers." But in fact an
earlier choice had been made. "The
Cabin" (La Barraca) was the first of

the "Borzoi Spanish Translations" issued

by Alfred A. Knopf. Another publisher
was to make the lucky second choice and

apparently to bag the rights in all sub-

sequent American versions of the now
fairly "best-selling" author's work. "The
Cabin," as a regional novel of narrow
scene and sombre realism, was not the

kind of thing to catch a big audience.

Some of us praised it, no doubt a fair

number of copies were sold, and Blasco
Ibanez remained as little known, or as

little famed among us, as he had been
before Mr. Knopf made his experiment.

"The Four Horsemen" also received

at once that dubious meed, the praise of

critics. Here, we said, is a piece of fic-

tion which has great merit but will be

altogether too much for the populace. It

will never "get across." It is too long,
too diffuse, too this and that: pity but
true that there is no big public among
us for this kind of big book. And there
was the title: fancy such a title for a
work by Mr. R. W. Chambers or Mr.
Booth Tarkington ! But the book caught
on, marched steadily to the front, and
has stayed there for close upon a year.
How did it happen? Nobody knows.
Even the title may have helped. Horse-
men are always a good card for romance,
and Apocalypse might well enough be
the name of a castle or ranch! For
those who recognized the phrase, there
was a certain religious or mystical ap-
peal. The world was ripe for a big
religious novel, and ready to welcome a
novel which had a biblical label and
plainly saw the world war, and life in

general, as a spiritual conflict. Add that
we were quite ignorant of the literature
of modern Spain, and that such a source
for the latest "Have you read" gave a

pleasant fillip to our curiosity, and you
have helped to account for its very large
sale, in the first instance. But the book
is still at the top of our booksellers' and
librarians' lists. It has taken hold and
kept hold, as a fact not to be disposed of

on mechanical or fortuitous grounds.
Its broad panoramic effect at a moment
when the world at war seemed more than

ever a jumble of hopelessly unrelated

fragments and tiny episodes, was nerve-

steadying ; as its faith in the triumph of

good over evil was reassuring. And per-

haps we felt, subconsciously, that if a

mad Latin could speak so sanely, in time

of crisis, we others, with our God-given

margin of common sense and principle,

must be safe enough!
One of the benefits of the war, how-

ever, has lain in the shaking up of this

sort of racial self-complacency. For a

time, at least, we have been really more
than willing to emphasize the points of

likeness in the races who were fighting

together for a common cause—or at least

a common object. We have been sur-

prised and charmed to discover how "like

folks" these Latins are when you get

over the barrier of speech. The great
increase in translations from the French
and the Spanish has both borne witness

to and assisted this process of discovery.

That the most popular of them all should

be from the Spanish rather than the

French may be referable to a closer kin-

ship between the Spanish and the

"Anglo-Saxon" temperament and genius.

Rabelais remains the exclusive treasure

of the few among us, but who would ever

think of a Cervantes Club? Don Quixote

simply "belongs"; he is as naturally our

property as Mark Twain. Partly, in con-

sequence, we have thought about him, or

felt about him, as a kind of unique and
accidental product of Spain. As our

South American commentator complains,
"From Cervantes down to Blasco

Ibanez there is here, as in Europe, a

blank ignorance of the intermediary

literary generations. As a matter of

fact, to suppose that the present novel-

ists and poets of Spain have no other

spiritual ancestors than the masters of

the Golden Century is as absurd as it

would be to affirm that the leaves of this

spring have sprung from the fossilized

roots of the trees of a prehistoric age."
In short, Blasco Ibanez belongs to an

unbroken line, and is but one of a family
of contemporary Spanish story-tellers.

The regional novel and the novel of so-

cial or religious or industrial reform

have especially flourished among them.

Most of the novels by Ibanez we have in

English belong to one or both of these

categories: "The Cabin," "The Shadow
of the Cathedral," "Blood and Sand,"
"The Fruit of the Vine" are all com-

pounded of realistic detail and moral in-

dignation. Only in "The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse" and "Mare Nostrum"
do we find ourselves concerned with

larger scenes and forces or, one may say,

with the same forces working upon a

vastly broader scene and scale. Both

novels were written during the earlier

part of the war, while the author was
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living in Paris. "Mare Nostrum," one

may guess, came first. In its larger way-

it also is both regional novel and novel

of protest; a tale of the meridional, and

an attack (so much more vigorously

pushed in the later novel) upon Prus-

sian diabolism. It is of generous, almost

Hugoesque proportions. It tells a dra-

matic story about persons of strong hu-

man interest, but is not to be tyrannized
over by the exigencies of rapid action.

It is extremely copious in dialogue and

especially in description. The love affair

of Captain Ulysses Ferragut and the

siren Freya reaches its first point of

crisis in a chapter of thirty-six pages
entitled "The Aquarium of Naples."

Quite thirty of these pages are given to

the detailed description of the creatures

of the aquarium, scientific names and
all—a remorseless piece of reporting

hardly to be surpassed by Zola. Mean-
while our crisis waits until with her

terrific kiss (the Young Person of yester-

day would not have been permitted to

read about that kiss) Freya seals the

helpless Ulysses for her own. Will the

hundreds of thousands who bid fair to

buy this book (which ran to nine print-

ings within a few days of its publica-

tion) dutifully peruse those thirty pages,
or skilfully skip them and so all the

sooner win to the spectacle of that almost

unspeakable kiss?

It is clear, at all events, that this

writer's prolixity is no bar to acceptance,
a fresh disproof of the theory that the

day of the three-decker is over. In

truth, if the scope of a story be large

enough, there is no visible limit to its

bulk. This tale of the modern Ulysses,
the far-wanderer who adventures on

many seas, is beguiled by Circe, and

plays his part for good and ill in the

greatest of all wars, is but the glittering
focus of a larger action. The publishers
are justified in calling the book "the epic
of the Mediterranean." Mare nostrum,
ancient realm of Amphitrite, watery
arena of so many combats, mother and
survivor of so many civilizations—of

thee we sing ! Her our Ulysses betrays,
in helping the entrance of German sub-

marines to her sacred waters. Her he
thereafter defends; and into her arms he

gratefully sinks, when his time comes,
as into his own place. A torpedo at

last takes his ship, far from shore, where
the lustiest swimmer is doomed: the

doughty Ulysses is doomed. The closing
page or two, in which a man is drowned
naturalistically and a hero romantically
finds his true beloved, well illustrates

the method of Ibafiez. At the height of
his physical anguish our Ulysses is

rescued and made welcome by the cause
of that anguish, the goddess of his sea
whom he has dimly worshiped from
childhood: "She stretched her pearly
arms around him, pressing him close

against her life-giving and eternally

virginal bosom. A dense and greenish

atmosphere was giving her whiteness a

reflection like that of the light of the

caves of the sea. . . .His eyes had

closed, never to open again; a bitter

river of salt was running down his

throat. . . . Nevertheless he continued

looking at her,—more luminous, pressed
closer and closer, with a sad expression
of love in his glassy eyes. . . . And thus

he went down and down the infinite

levels of the abyss, inert and without

volition, while a voice within him was
crying, as though just recognizing her:

'Amphitrite! . . . Amphitrite!'"
H. W. BOYNTON

Moore's History of Religions
History op Religions. By George Foot

Moore. Vol. II. Judaism, Christianity,
Mohammedanism. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons.

IF
there is a suggestive little touch of

shock in finding Judaism and Chris-

tianity, even in the more or less awak-
ened International Theological Library,

figuring side by side with the "ethnic

religions"—once so called—there can be

no question that the experiment has

amply justified itself. The quiet objec-

tivity thus reached helps to steady both

thought and imagination, and these two
volumes go far to give the unified back-

ground for the whole series to which

they belong. They do not give philoso-

phy of religion, or history of doctrines

however broad, or contemporary history
of Judaism or of Christianity; still less

do they give apologetics, but their aim is

to be a picture of religion as man in mul-
titudinous ways has shaped it and

thought it and found it. It was most

fitting, also, that Mohammedanism
should be added as a third, similar in

essential kind to the religions of Moses
and Jesus. The wheel has come full

circle, and it is now recognized, not only

by historical scholars but by theologians
and missionaries, that, on the one hand,
Mohammed was the last in the line of

Old Testament prophets and, on the

other, that his Faith is a Christian

heresy that has broken away from the

parent stem but may again be grafted
into it. And some most devout Chris-
tians even hold that we, in the crude
materialism of our age, shall have to

learn anew from Islam the naturally re-

ligious attitude to life and the spirit of

reverence for God's actual presence in

the acts of men.
In his admirable objectifying of ideas

and their connections Dr. Moore gives
few dates and as few crude facts as he
can. He approaches every change and
development on what might be called the

biological side if metaphors from natu-
ral science were not so often misleading
in matters of mind and emotion. Yet
the little sketches of systems are never

permitted to become abstract or diffuse;

they are most concrete and direct in

phrasing. The balance of importance,
too, is excellently preserved throughout.

Very much, of course, in such a book as

this must be second-hand—even the pro-

portioning is much indebted to Loofs,

Troeltsch, Walker and Goldziher—but it

is second-hand of the best, verified,

weighed, and tested. To and fro, also,

between the three religions parallels of

idea and development are briefly noticed;
a method of illumining and vivifying
which could easily have been carried

farther in the case of the last two.

In all this a high standard of accuracy
and impartiality has been reached. But
besides such qualities Dr. Moore in his

preface desiderates, in the historian of

religion, imagination to think men's

thoughts after them and sympathy to

enter into their feelings. Writing in so

compressed a style it has naturally been
difficult to make these evident, and an
essential coldness of brain, admirable
otherwise for the purpose of such a his-

tory, has to appearance somewhat stood

in the way of sympathy—at least in ex-

pression. We have a most clear picture
of certain religions with great historic

exactness as they looked—certainly as

they now look—from the outside, but

religion seems somehow to have evapo-
rated from them. We are conscious of

a sub-ironic attitude, never reaching the

clumsiness of Gibbon's solemn sneer but

rising to clearness in the last paragraph
of page 379, the culmination of an ad-

mirable description of the modern tend-

encies of Protestantism.
This apparent lack of feeling for the

emotional side of religion has in one or
two cases affected the historical picture
itself. A single paragraph is given to

the "seers," the ecstatic and emotional

"prophets" of early Israel, and in conse-

quence the rise and development of the

so-called "ethical prophets" are left un-
conditioned and inexplicable. Similarly
in Islam the dervish organizations which
carried the soul of the religion not only
of the masses but of the theologians,
while they are mentioned, are not
stressed as they deserve. And it may
safely be said that in these last is to be
found the clue to the otherwise inexpli-
cable appearance of the prophets of the

eighth century in Israel. The part
played also in the development by the
writers of the Wisdom literature is not

brought out. Ecclesiastes, a "human
document" of the first value with an
emotional experience behind its studied

suppression, is not even mentioned. Yet
it is evident that it had made a deep
impression upon Paul and conditioned

part of his system. Job is mentioned,
but the mingled elements in it, full of

significance for the drifts of thought of

the time, are not recognized. Even the
idea of Wisdom itself does not have its
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due, and the relation, now becoming clear,

between it and the Logos doctrine has

(p. 171) only a dubious allusion. Yet it

must have been fundamental for the

thinking and the faith of Hebrews for

centuries. The truth is that Dr. Moore

is still under the spell of the Old Testa-

ment school which was fascinated by the

prophets and could see nothing else of

life in Israel.

In the treatment of Mohammedanism
the statement of the principle of the

Agreement is not sufficiently detailed or

emphatic; it has been formative through-

out the whole development and is the

hope at the present day of a large school

of Moslem reformers. Curiously enough,

reform of Islam seems to be silently ex-

cluded. Judaism and Christianity are

left in a rationally possible development,

but the last chapter on Islam is headed,

"Extravagant sects and derivative re-

ligions." This is hardly fair, for Mos-

lem theology has shown as great capac-

ity as any other for transforming itself

while yet remaining orthodox. The

Agreement has furnished an unassailable

method. Again, the treatment of Ghaz-

zali, detailed as it is, does not do justice

to his philosophical originality or to

the wide influence of his system. The
first Pragmatist, the anticipator of

Hume and the neo-Hamiltonians and

the teacher, if indirectly, of Aquinas, he

played a more formative part in the

thought of the world than Averroes or

any other of the Arabic-writing Aristo-

telians. And may Dr. Moore be entreated

not to speak of "Arab Aristotelians"?

After the dubious case of al-Kindi they
were no more Arabs than a mediaeval

Irish monk writing in Latin was a
Roman.

D. B. Macdonald

The Higher Law
The Reckoning: A Discussion of the

Moral Aspects of the Peace Problem,
and of Retributive Justice vs. an In-

dispensable Element. By James M.
Beck. London: Hodder and Stough-
ton.

THIS
volume, published in America

under one title, "The Higher Law,"
seeks to emphasize certain moral con-

ceptions and from them to draw conclu-

sions which the author would have ap-

plied by the victorious Allies when fix-

ing the terms of peace to be imposed

upon the Germans. As these terms have
now been determined, the volume has

lost its immediate value, but to the

moralist is of some interest because of

the type of its argument.
In the first chapter Mr. Beck had no

difficulty in showing that from earliest

times there have been recognized moral

laws to which have been ascribed a sanc-

tity and binding force superior to either

national enactments or the established

conventions of international law. "Such

laws are higher, in the sense that they
are primal and fundamental laws. They
constitute the great unwritten constitu-

tion of human society. They are ante-

cedent to all laws of the State, and, in-

deed, the latter are but the imperfect
and partial expression of the higher law
of morality."

In this Higher Law Mr. Beck finds

embodied the principle of retribution.

"When the great reckoning comes, if the

demands of the Higher Law are forgot-
ten in the exclusive consideration of

purely ethnological and economic ques-
tions, then this war, no matter what the

result, will have been fought to some
extent in vain. The chief of these de-

mands is retributive justice, and unless

that ideal can be constantly borne in

mind to the very end, the cause of jus-
tice will be compromised." "The
Higher Law demands the destruction of

the Prussianized Empire. To permit that

predatory Government to continue would
be to imperil the peace of the world

afresh, for who can foresee what alli-

ances that Empire, whether it calls it-

self a monarchy or a republic, by its in-

iquitous methods of intrigue, bribery,
and bullying may not bring about in fu-

ture years."
Without denying the correctness of

this last practical conclusion—and also

without admitting it—two objections lie

against Mr. Beck's mode of argument.
In the first place, it is impossible suc-

cessfully to defend retribution as a

moral principle, that is, to justify the

infliction of injury solely for the sake

of causing suffering upon the part of the

persons against whom it is directed;

and, in the second place, the appeal to

a Law higher than that found stated in

the established national and interna-

tional laws of mankind is one that needs

to be more carefully qualified than Mr.

Beck has qualified it. In truth, Mr.
Beck's use of a Higher Law does not

differ in kind from that of the Prus-

sians in their political philosophy. They
posit a Higher Law that has regard
for the prestige and greatness of their

state, and to it subordinate all other hu-

man laws. Their mode of argument is

no more illegitimate than is that of Mr.
Beck. Both are absolutist in character.

They differ only as to what they con-

ceive to be the summum bonum.
In fact, however, Mr. Beck, like most

other writers who begin upon the

heights of absolute principles, soon de-

scends to the plains of the relative, and

argues upon the basis of specific facts.

Thus, in the sentence which has been

quoted, he urges that the Prussianized

Empire be destroyed because of the ini-

quitous methods of intrigue, bribery, and

bullying it has employed in the past.
This is proper argument because it is

rational to expect that what a people
has done in the past it will continue to

do in the future. But it is not a con-

clusive argument, for it is conceivable

that a people may come to see the error

of its past ways whether judged from
the standpoint of morality or of ma-
terial expediency.

Still dwelling in the realm of the ab-

solute and transcendental, Mr. Beck ap-

pears to believe that there is in human
history a Nemesis which with certainty
visits retribution upon those who con-

done wrong. Thus he argues that, had
the other neutral nations not permitted
Frederick the Great to commit the crime
of seizing Silesia, or if they had re-

fused to allow the Germans to annex
Alsace-Lorraine in 1871, or if, on Aug-
ust 1, 1914, they, including the United

States, had at once declared their indig-

nation at the invasion of Belgium which
the Germans were about to begin, the

colossal catastrophe of the world war
might have been prevented. The re-

viewer does not believe that there is

any Higher Law or historical avenging
force which inevitably brings retribu-

tion to those who commit or condone or

otherwise acquiesce in the commission

by others of wrongs, but he is strongly
convinced that, as a matter of prac-

tice, nations as well as persons often

store up for themselves future evil by
a failure to act with energy when they
see developing a situation which, unless

checked in time, must lead not only to

danger to themselves, but to results that

are morally iniquitous. All the other

nations of the world knew that a moral

wrong was being committed when Ger-

many tore from the side of France her

two provinces of Alsace and Lorraine,
but they were then unwilling to take

steps to prevent the deed. Few in

America will now deny that it would
have been far better for the world if,

in deed as well as in thought, America
had at once shown its official indigna-
tion at the invasion of Belgium. Many
there were at the time who wanted this

done, and President Wilson must for

all time bear the heavy responsibility of

having urged otherwise. But if mis-

takes of the past can not now be cor-

rected, they can at least teach their les-

sons to the present. In an earlier con-

tribution to the Review, the present
writer described the situation that has

developed in the Far East, since 1905,

from the determination of Japan to ob-

tain a dominant control in China, and

she is now demanding that the Western
Powers give their sanction to an act of

aggression which will go far towards

enabling her to realize this ambition.

If considerations of justice and morality
are not alone sufficiently impelling, are

the nations of the West to give no heed

to the lessons of the past?
In later chapters of his volume Mr.

Beck views the world war as a drama
and likens it especially to Shakespeare's
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"Hamlet"—the United States being the

Prince Hamlet of the literary analogy.
The comparison is worked out in an in-

teresting and ingenious manner but is

not of sufficient importance to be here

summarized.
W. W. WlLLOUGHBY

The Run ofthe Shelves

The Paris "Figaro" for July 19 con-

tains a declaration of faith on the part
of fifty-four leaders of French thought
headed by M. Paul Bourget. It seems
worth while to reproduce, in rough Eng-
lish translation, a paragraph from this

address in which the majority of Amer-
icans might find pleasure and the minor-

ity profit:

If we feel the need of a philosophical,
moral, and political thought which shall

organize our experiences, if we aim to op-
pose to liberal and anarchical disorder, to

the revolt of instinct, an intellectual method
which discriminates (hierarchise) and clas-

sifies, if in a word, we know what we want
and what we do not want, we do not intend,
on the other hand, to remain mere doc-
trinaires and critics. The methods to which
we adhere require us to understand and
engage us to act; they are essentially crea-
tive. But there exists a thought which
blocks the way of thought, an art which is

the end of art, a politics which destroys
politics; it is these alone that we are deter-
mined to proscribe.

In this hour of unspeakable confusion,
when the future of civilization is at stake,
our safety is in the spirit. By combining
against all the powers that oppose the spir-
it, we shall achieve victory. The human
race will share the profits with us.

One must envy the character that in

war time and on short leave from active

service can write such a book as Romilly
Fedden's "Golden Days from the Fishing
Log of a Painter in Brittany" (Hough-
ton Mifflin). It is in the great tradition
of British angling literature—seriously
fishy throughout, yet sensitive to all im-

pressions of nature and rural man. The
background of Breton legend is novel
and entrancing. Captain Fedden is an
eclectic, using the wet fly when occasion

demands, or even bait ; nor too fastidious
to save a big fellow from the weeds by
overhauling the line by hand. He has
original views about the colors of arti-
ficial flies and believes in tying one's
own. Of form and color we must take
a trout's-eye view, which may be done
with the aid of a finger bowl. The hero
of the book is the local sportsman, Jean-
Pierre, now buried before Verdun. His
fishing of an impenetrably brush-grown
stream with the natural fly is unforget-
table. First with the pruning clippers
he cuts holes in the thicket for his line
and his landing net, then he begins
operations with a bluebottle fly impaled
on the smallest of hooks with only three
feet of gut.
"He is now rhythmically tapping his

rod-butt, and one expects that at any
minute he may break into an incanta-

tion, some Breton equivalent of the
Abracadabra that thrilled us in the

golden days of picture books. But he
only keeps on tapping, while through
the leafy screen of twigs the dead blue-
bottle is seen to be keeping even time,
forever dancing on the face of the
waters." A dark fin appears. "Then
comes a second splash in the water, a
good two feet nearer the fly, who is now
dancing furiously, while our old friend's
mouth grows tight, and curiously trem-
ulous lines appear at its corners. Then
on a sudden his rod bends. There is a
short, sharp fight, till a net is dexterously
inserted in a lower cave, previously cut
close above the bank . . . Through
this opening a fat pound trout emerges
and is plumped upon the grass."
Our somewhat abridged quotation

gives only one side of a thoroughly de-

lightful book which many literary
anglers, and some who are not fishermen
at all, will promptly promote to a position
alongside their Izaak Walton.

The Lyman Beecher lectures on
preaching, delivered in 1918-1919 at the
Yale School of Religion by Dr. John
Kelman of St. George's United Free
Church at Edinburgh, have been pub-
lished in book form by the Yale Uni-
versity Press under the title "The War
and Preaching."

Unlimited suffering, like that produced
by the Great War, might have acted in
either of two ways on religion. It might
have chilled religion by making God less

probable, or quickened it by making Him
more necessary. The soldier might have
been forgiven if present-day Calvaries
had reduced the prominence of Golgotha,
if he found himself questioning the
effectiveness of a ransom which left its

arrears of payment to be met nineteen
centuries afterwards by the sacrifice of
seven million lives. These views would
be natural; on their soundness we need
not pass. On the other hand, if God is a
help to man, four and a half years of
unexampled tribulation should have
made that help well-nigh indispensable.
Canning called the New World into exist-
ence to redress the balance of the Old.
It might have seemed that the demand
of our own day was to call or recall the
spiritual world into existence to redress
the balance of the temporal. What could
warrant the unbounded outlay of gen-
erous life except the confidence in spir-
itual reserves, the prospect of immortal
compensations? Which of these paths
would the world choose? Is there any
evidence that it chose either?

Dr. John Kelman spent much time at
the British front with the Y. M. C. A.
He touched the war

; he saw the soldiers.
If the war spiritualized the hearts of
clergymen, his book should furnish an

example of that fact; if it spiritualized
the hearts of soldiers, the worth of his
book as testimony should be considerable.
Dr. Kelman unquestionably brought to

the front in Flanders a liberal, amiable,
and gentlemanly temper. That he
brought back just that temper, without
material addition in the form of pro-
fundity or fervor, is the supposition
most agreeable to the contents of this

book. Dr. Kelman comports himself

unimpeachably; fire is duly stressed,
heart throbs are suitably commended;
the emphasis bestowed on feeling and
vitality is an emphasis which no intelli-

gent lover of the proprieties would
diminish or increase.

We come next to Dr. Kelman as wit-
ness to the awakening of religion in the
minds of the soldiers. He holds that
some such awakening took place. Its

scope is reduced by various reservations
made by Dr. Kelman himself which re-

dound to the praise of his candor much
more than to the welfare of his plea;
and after the impartial secular reader
has applied his own pruning-knife to
the amended claims of Dr. Kelman, the
residue is unexciting. The revival in-

cludes five elements or phases, which
are called by these names: Fatalism,
Mates, Sacrifice, Death, Resurrection.
Fatalism means the belief that if a man's
"number is up," he will be killed, and
not otherwise. Resurrection means:
"We don't want to sacrifice ourselves
without some good coming to those we
leave behind us." I think it would em-
barrass Dr. Kelman if he were asked in
another world to submit these ideas as

proofs of religion to John the Baptist,
John Huss, John Knox, or John Wesley.
It is not easy to see what would bar an
agnostic or an atheist from the enter-
tainment of these beliefs. The other
three are slightly more religious in

character, but the evidence is limited to
a few generalities and a few anecdotes,
and the dimness with which they are

grasped by the soldierly mind is trace-
able in the honorable caution of Dr. Kel-
man's own statements.

Dr. Kelman's inadequacy as an affirma-
tive witness is no demonstration of the

falsity of his thesis. The establishment
of a negative would be an extended and
difficult process. The Review would be
glad to think that the faculty of wor-
ship, which is surely one of the preroga-
tives and ornaments of human nature,
had been rescued from its obscurity, or
reclaimed from its obsolescence by the
convulsion of a mighty war. Its mind
and the case remain open.

Mr. E. A. Ross's little book, "What Is

America?" (Century), a plain, but
pointed record of timely facts, views
the present situation with grave cheer-
fulness. In a world where cheerfulness
is prone to be frisky and gravity to be
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sombre, grave cheerfulness in a book is

a solace and a virtue. Mr. Ross thinks

that the onset of new conditions has

overtaxed for the moment our powers
of self-adjustment, but our resources

balance our liabilities, if time be granted

us to collect them. To use a figure not

taken from Mr. Ross, we can pay one

hundred cents on the dollar, if Destiny

will but renew our note. Mr. Ross him-

self has confidence in the moderation of

Destiny.
Mr. Ross's title is scarcely precise.

His real question is "Ou en sommes-

nous?" The phrase, "What is Amer-

ica?", might be taken in another sense.

What does America mean? What is her

calling, her significance, among nations?

We imagine a reply on the following

lines. America is the result of the union

of four things, a powerful race, a favor-

able territory, sound political habits,

and a cautious idealism. Her great ma-

terial advantage lay in the fact that she

could oppose energy in the race to oppor-

tunity in the location. Her great moral

advantage lay in the fact that the com-

parative righteousness of English tra-

ditional practice and the comparative

sobriety of American ideals, with their

strong double roots in the egotisms and

the generosities of mankind, enabled

ideals and traditions to blend as they

have rarely blended in the history of na-

tions. The American problem of to-day

arises from the practical termination of

the material advantage. The race, in

the sense of the purity of the race, has

disappeared from our land; an amalgam
of all peoples is henceforth to be trusted

with the stewardship of that tradition

which was once the property of the Eng-
lish stock. The place, in a very real

sense, has disappeared. The land and

water, the plains and mountains, re-

main; but the room, which was the pri-

mary virtue of the place, has gone, and

the distance, which was its secondary

virtue, has been practically done away
with—rolled up as it were by the con-

tractile force of steam and electricity.

The question that now faces us is the

extent to which the fortune and the

character of America will survive the

removal of the material aids to which
their debt has been so mighty. Time
alone can solve that question; we may
be certain, however, that its solution

will be furthered by that spirit of vigil-

ance, endeavor, and hope which is the

animus of Mr. Ross's wholesome volume.

Denmark's popular authors, to judge
from the demand at public libraries, of

which the country, with its population
of two million and a half, has over seven

hundred, are in order Holger Drach-

mann, George Brandes, Zacharias Niel-

sen, Sophus Banditz, Hendrix Pontop-
pidan, Johannes Jorgensen, Wilhelm
Bergso, and Johannes V. Jensen.

The Joy of Possession

WHEN
Bela Kun was in power and

Hungary was used as a laboratory
for communist experiments, the chemical

process of socialization included, among
other elements, the appropriation by the

state of all treasures of art. Private

collections and galleries were confiscated

and declared the sole possession of the

sovereign proletariat. To the Bela Kuns
of Hungary this sort of robbery may
have been nothing more than one of the

many contrivances to torture the pos-

sessing classes into despair, but, strange
as -

it may seem, it was possible to hear
this raid on private property praised

by such among us as, had they lived in

Hungary under Kunian dictatorship,

would have been classed by him and his

red guards as suspect bourgeois. I met
an artist, not long ago, who had been in

Munich during the Spartacist riots and
had witnessed the excesses to which

demagogues are driven by the intoxica-

tion of power. That man, in spite of his

recent experience, was full of admira-

tion for the Buda-Pest raid on private
art.

"I'll tell you why I approve of it," he

condescended to explain. "I possess a

costly picture myself, a genuine Johan-

nes Vermeer, a wonderful piece of work
worth a capital, and, to tell you the hon-

est truth, I feel guilty in keeping it all

to myself. I have no right to exclude

others from its enjoyment. The artist

gave it to the world, and the world is

robbed by me who lock it up in my
studio. On the interest of the money
I could get for it, a poor family I know
in Munich could live and be happy."
"To whom would you sell it if you

sold it, to a private individual or to the

state?"

"To the state, of course, for by selling

it to a collector I should persuade a fel-

low-creature to take my crime upon his

conscience."

"But why not give it to the state? The

community, you say, was robbed by your
possession of the picture; is it fair that

you should make the rightful owner pay
for the thing you stole from him?"

"It would not be fair, I admit, if I

kept the money for myself. But I should

give it away to that poor family I told

you of."

"You said just now that the rich col-

lector, by taking your picture for his

money, would burden himself with your
crime of robbing society. Would that

poor family not fall into the same trap

by accepting the money that you won
by theft?"

"True, but those poor wretches must
live. They need not know how I got the

money. If I gave the picture away to

the state, neither the state nor those

poor people would be the richer for my
honesty."

"I don't understand. The state would
not be richer? Would it not have got

your valuable picture?"
"Don't try to be funny. The state

can not feed them on that."

"But the state could lay aside as much
money as the picture is worth, and give
it to those poor."

"No, it could not. Why should the state

single out one poor family; there are

thousands of homes that have just as

good a claim on the state's support. Be-

sides, the picture, once given to the state,

has no longer any market value. It

would not be worth what I could have

got for it."

"This is a queer puzzle: If you sell

your stolen picture to a private collector,

three will be better off for your dishon-

esty: the collector, whose pride and
sense of beauty will be gratified by the

new acquisition ; the poor family, which,
thanks to your money, will be saved from

want; and the state, which will be re-

lieved of the care of one destitute home.

If, on the other hand, you restore the

stolen treasure to whom you consider to

be its rightful owner, none will benefit

by your honesty: the collector will be

disappointed, the starving home will go
on starving, and the state will possess a

picture which, by its gift to the state,

will have lost its market value? If I

were you, I should abide by dishonesty.
It can not be such a very wicked sort of

dishonesty that has such beneficent

effects."

"You cynical scoffer! Does it not

occur to your materialized mind that

market value is an infinitely inferior

quality to the imponderable value of

beauty? By the gift of that picture I

should enrich the nation with an inex-

haustible fund of pure enjoyment. Hun-
dreds of thousands would come and look

at my Vermeer and go away purified in

soul by the emotion that its beauty
evokes."

"Those poor starving wretches, would

they also come and feed their eyes on its

beauty?"
"Not they; physical hunger makes

them insensitive to any higher craving."
"You said there are thousands of

homes in just the same straits. Would
it not be better if the state let your and

other people's pictures retain their mar-

ket value and, instead of feeding the

eyes of the susceptible on their higher

beauties, devoted special care to the

physical feeding of the unaesthetic poor?

Besides, if all private collections were

nationalized, the beauty of each individ-

ual picture would suffer from the over-

whelming multitude in which they were

hung. Artists never painted their works
for wholesale exhibition. Common own-

ership not only decreases a picture's

market value, it also lessens its aesthetic

worth. Think of the portrait that Rem-
brandt painted of his mother hanging in
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the living-room of his parents' simple

home. Would it not be far more impres-

sive in those surroundings, for which it

was destined by the artist, a manifesta-

tion in color of a great man's devotion,

than on the wall of a picture gallery,

where, among the crowd of other scenes,

the essence of its intimate beauty would

be lost?"

"So you look upon public collections as

the burial-places of art?"

"I do not mean that. Without them

a people's life would be infinitely poorer.

I do not curse the sun for shining upon
all and every one, although I love it most

for the beauty it adds to my garden. I

do not curse the state for the claim it

lays to the devotion of all its children,

although I love my son best not as a pros-

pective citizen, but simply because he is

my own child. Even so I love the picture

best that I possess myself. I count it

mine not because I obtained it at the

sacrifice of my hard-earned money, but

because of my love for its beauty which
made me capable of the sacrifice. There
are hundreds of thousands who feel what
I feel, and the sum of their individual

loves for the treasures that they own is

an essential part of social contentment."

"Can I add to your private content-

ment by selling you my Johannes Ver-

meer?"

"Sorry, I have not the money. Other-

wise I should gladly take your crime

upon myself."
A. J. Barnouw

Bolshevist Propaganda
Ninety Years Ago

BOLSHEVISM
may appear strikingly

new to this generation. But it is.

an old story in the annals of American

history. The only new thing about its

present revival is its name. The essen-

tials of it are antique. Ninety and more
years ago they were widely urged in the

United States. The American workmen
were not only pressed to rise and create

a system based upon them, but a delib-

erate attempt was made to manipulate
the workers' organizations in favor of

the plan. The American workingmen re-

jected the programme, and did so after

giving it the fullest consideration.

If practically all of our American his-

tories are uninforming as to the agita-
tion of that period, excuse can be found
for the ignorance of Bolshevist promo-
ters, many of whom are aliens. To ob-
tain the full details of the extreme social

and industrial innovations then proposed
it is necessary to explore not only the

newspapers but the pamphlets of that
time. Both sides rather profusely cam-
paigned by means of pamphlets. Of
these but a few copies have survived, and
they are discoverable only after extended
search in old archives where, more by

chance than by design, they found safe

lodgment. The pamphlets are the more

interesting, for in them the proposals,

arguments, and counter arguments are

set forth. And it may be noted, by the

way, that the age of pamphlets into

which we seem to be entering is a repe-
tition of the prevalent practice in by-
gone times.

Industrial communism, free and easy
marriage and divorce, children the prop-
erty of the state, abolition of religious
instruction—all of these and other

changes decreed by the Bolshevik regime
in Russia were proposed in the United
States during the years 1826-1834.
Lenin and Trotsky are fond of referring
to Karl Marx as the great creator of

ideas and as the monumental theoretical

authority. But in many respects Marx
only repeated theories that others had
already advocated, and with singular
ability, too.

The Bolshevism of nearly a hundred
years ago, like that of to-day, became
an acute public question with astonish-

ing suddenness. But the approaches
were gradual and may be clearly traced.
The French Revolution and the anti-re-

ligious campaign headed by Thomas
Paine had left their impression. Then
came Robert Dale Owen with his gospel
of perfect social and industrial equality.
The story of the New Harmony Com-
munity of Equality that he established
at New Harmony, Indiana, is tolerably
well known—how all property was to be
held in common and there were to be no
idlers; how the greed of some members
led to bitter disputes over property;
how in 1826 the community was dis-

solved; and how Owen, disillusioned and
weary, withdrew from the enterprise.
What followed this disruption forms

the untold part of the story. A number
of Owen's followers were "bright and
ardent intellects"—exhibiting the quali-
ties which are seen to-day in the

leading agitators for Bolshevism. They
refused to believe that human factors
had any effect in causing the failure, just
as the Bolshevik enthusiasts of to-day
when confronted with facts decline to
admit or even consider them. The paral-
lel goes even further. Owen's chief fol-

lowers stoutly objected to any charge
that the experiment was a failure and
insisted that their theory was unassail-

ably correct; if tried on an extended
scale it would, they declared, infallibly
succeed. Similarly the Bolshevist leaders
of the present, when faced by proofs that
their theory hasn't at all worked out as

planned, hold that nothing is wrong with
the theory ; all that it needs for complete
success, they assure us, is trial on an
international basis.

Those who clung with tenacious con-
fidence to Owen's theories resolved upon
a national agitation, making New York
City their headquarters. One of these

was Frances E. Wright, a British woman
who claimed America as her adopted
country. Miss Wright started on a lec-

ture tour throughout the United States,

speaking in New York, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Boston, Cincinnati, and in

other cities. In her lecture on "Morals"
she contended for free sex unions; for
the separation of children from their

parents; and for the establishment of
state institutions in which the children

were to be placed and reared. She also

demanded the abolition of churches and

Sunday schools. In another of her lec-

tures she demanded the abolition of all

class distinctions and declared that her

goal was so to change the social body
that "the American people shall present
in another generation but one class, and,
as it were, but one family." She de-

nounced "the intellectual and moral in-

efficiencies of our professional classes,"
and appealed to the working classes to

change the whole social order.

Commenting on her lectures the New
York Evening Post, of January 10, 1829,
said in part: "Of those who have at-

tended her lectures in this city, the

greater number have gone for mere curi-

osity, and as soon as this curiosity is

gratified, her audience will be confined
to the few free-thinkers who have suf-
ficient zeal for their doctrines to attend
a regular public exposition and defense
of them. ... In the meantime Miss
Wright is at least entitled to courteous
treatment as long as her errors are

merely speculative, and are not attended
with any practical immoralities." "A
Mother," writing to the Evening Post,
January 27, 1829, declared of Miss
Wright: "She is an echo of Mary Woll-
stonecraft Godwin, whose writings had
at one period so baleful an influence upon
female society in England."
At that period a woman agitator was

a distinct novelty. The excitement was
increased by the ultra-radicalism of the
doctrines preached by Miss Wright. But
she was by no means alone. Seeing ad-

vantage in the sensation that she was
creating, the group of men radicals clus-

tered about her formed a movement to

agitate for industrial communism, and
set about to try to capture control of the

workingmen's organizations, particularly
the Workingmen's Party, formed in New
York City in 1829. The leading spirit
in the formation of this party was Owen
of the New Harmony experiment. The
workingmen were not at all anxious for

any sweeping social changes. They were
strongly individualistic, although willing
to join in unions for the betterment of
their economic status. They were spe-

cifically desirous of such reforms as a
better school system, a mechanics' lien

law, the abolition of imprisonment for

debt, shorter work hours, and a stoppage
of the promiscuous granting of bank
charters, which often had the effect of
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imposing depreciated paper money upon
them as wages. In the election of 1829

the Workingmen's Party polled 6,000

votes, a large vote in the comparatively
small New York City of that time.

How the Bolshevists of 1830 went
about getting the control of the work-

ingmen's organization was related in an
Address issued in 1830 by the "Majority
of the General Executive Committee of

The Mechanics and Other Workingmen
of the City of New York." This Address

opened by denouncing the propaganda to

separate children entirely from their

parents and deprive them of all books

of a religious nature. It told how some
of the New Harmony Community leaders

had, after the failure of that experiment,
settled in New York City. "In this city,"

the Address went on, "they managed
rather adroitly than otherwise;—taking

advantage of public feeling, which had

strongly and almost universally ex-

pressed itself in favor of a more republi-
can system of education, they endeavored
to unite with it their New Harmony
Community and State Guardianship
plan." A number of these propagand-
ists, the Manifesto said, had got on the

Workingmen's Committee. "It was in

vain," the Address further announced,

"they were informed of the determina-
tion of the majority never to engage in,

nor sanction so visionary a project. . . .

But while we advocate a republican sys-
tem of education, as the main pillar on
which our political liberties are to rest,

we stand unalterably opposed to the

State Guardianship or Community sys-

tem; we are not yet prepared to attempt
the subversion of the order of nature, or

to believe that this community will ever
sanction the connexion of Agrarianism
and Infidelity with our political concerns ;

we are too well acquainted with the char-

acter of the workingmen of this city;
we have too high an opinion of the Amer-
ican people to believe for a moment that

they will ever sanction such principles,
or engage in so fanatical a crusade."
The Address concluded by saying that

the Communists promulgated principles

"calculated, as we believe, totally to sub-

vert our civil and social institutions, and
to introduce anarchy, confusion and im-

morality into our country."
Defeated in their efforts to get control

of the workingmen's organizations from
within, the Communists tried the process
of attempting to win converts by outside

propaganda. They obtained control of

two newspapers—the Free Enquirer, and
the Workingmen's Advocate. They tried

very hard to get control of a third—the

Evening Journal—but they failed. Or-

ganizing "The New York Association
for the Gratuitous Distribution of Dis-

cussions on Political Economy" they is-

sued a series of pamphlets preaching in-

dustrial communism. One of these pam-
phlets, published in 1831, urged:

Would it be wrong that every business
that can not be carried on by a single per-
son should be conducted by associations in

which all the members put equal property,
and from which all drew equal profit or
such proportion as they all agree upon?
Would it be wrong that sailors under such
circumstances . . . should own the ship
they navigate? Would it be wrong that a
hundred or other number of ship carpenters
should in like manner possess their shipyard
with its materials, and thus in mutual bene-
fit build ships for those who want them?
Would it be wrong that those who by hun-
dreds and thousands spend their miserable
lives in manufactories, should own those
establishments and work them on their own
account?

All of these and other pleadings of the
same purport were unavailing; the work-
ingmen remained unconvinced. The
Communist movement collapsed. A little

later came Fourierism, and that move-
ment, too, passed away.
The details here given show many ob-

vious resemblances between the Com-
munist agitation of 1826-1834 and the
Bolshevism of to-day. Both denounce the

professional class, although, like the Bol-

shevism of these days, the movement of

nearly a century ago was led exclusively

by professional theorists. The project
of dispensing with technical or adminis-
trative skill in the industries was then

clearly implied, and the supremacy of

manual labor then preached is the pre-
cise dogma upon which modern Bolshe-
vism bases the fierce demand for "a dic-

tatorship of the proletariat." In these

respects, and obviously in many others,
the Communism of ninety years ago bore

striking resemblances to the Bolshevist

programme, but the world in which it

found itself was a very different one
from ours, and we have yet to learn how
speedily the present movement will spend
itself or find new forms of expression.

Gustavus Myers

Books and the News
[Under this heading there will be pre-

sented, from week to week, articles men-
tioning a few books which should be use-
ful to the reader who wishes to go a little

farther into matters of current interest than
the newspapers and periodicals will take
him. Attempt will be made to keep the
articles practical by naming only books
which ought to be available without much
trouble, through publisher, book-seller, or
public library. Books obscure or out of

print will be avoided, and books in Eng-
lish will be preferred to those in other

languages. These articles will not include

bibliographies for the specialist, aiming
at completeness, and including magazine or

newspaper articles, but merely brief, im-
partial, selected lists of books, new and
old, which may help make the news of the
week more intelligible. The articles will
be written by the Editor of Publications of
the New York Public Library.]

Strikes

AS
with all sociological and industrial

questions, one can keep accurately
informed about strikes only" by reading

the most recent sources of information—newspapers, government reports, and
articles in periodicals. An excellent text-

book in some respects becomes soon out

of date, with no reference to the latest

developments. A view of the historical

background, however, a correct account

of the causes and results of notable

strikes, as well as a discussion of cer-

tain unchanging characteristics of all

labor disputes, may better be obtained

from the book of five, ten, or twenty
years ago than from the columns of to-

day's paper.
Carroll D. Wright's "The Battles of

Labor" (Jacobs, 1906) gives brief and
readable chapters on the history of

strikes in ancient and mediaeval times,

descriptions of great American strikes

with their conduct and effects. In "In-

dustrial Arbitration," by Carl H. Mote
(Bobbs-Merrill, 1916), the author dis-

cusses labor legislation and experiments
in England, France, Germany, and Aus-

tralasia, as well as industrial legisla-

tion in America, and the terms of set-

tlement of famous strikes in this coun-

try. The investigator who becomes
cheered by the roseate title of Henry D.

Lloyd's "A Country Without Strikes"

(Doubleday, Page, 1902) is later sad-

dened to read, in other works, of strikes

in New Zealand, the country which Mr.

Lloyd describes. The book is valuable,

nevertheless, for the account of the Com-
pulsory Arbitration Court. Oscar T.

Crosby's "Strikes: When to Strike, How
to Strike" (Putnam, 1910) includes

some interesting, though somewhat pa-

ternal, discussion of the morality and

legality of strikes, questioning: do they

pay? "Boycotts and the Labor Strug-

gle," by Harry W. Laidler (Lane, 1913),
is a valuable and thorough history of

the boycott from the first employment of

the term in Ireland in 1880, with ac-

counts of such events in America as the

railroad boycotts in the 1890's, the

Buck's Stove and Danbury Hatters'

cases, the legal aspects of the boycott,
and the attitude of foreign and Ameri-
can courts towards this kind of weapon.
Julius H. Cohen, in "Law and Order in

Industry" (Macmillan, 1916), describes

the strikes in the clothing industry in

New York, the "protocols" and settle-

ments, while the strikes of coal miners
are given a careful, historical study in

Arthur E. Suffern's "Conciliation and
Arbitration in the Coal Industry of

America" (Houghton, 1915).
Books about the labor question in gen-

eral usually contain sections devoted to

strikes. Thus, there is an important
chapter on strikes and boycotts in "La-

bor Problems," by Thomas S. Adams and
Helen L. Sumner (Macmillan, 1913).
The chapter includes tables showing the

causes of certain strikes, the percent-

age of them ordered by organizations,

{Continued on page 372)
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Textiles

"The Individual Motor Drive

is the logical drive for the Tex-

tile Industry and we will prove
it!"

This was the challenge made

by C -W engineers in 1901.

To-day, America's greatest tex-

tile mills are the strongest ex-

ponents of the Individual Drive.

The C-W Start and Stop Loom
Motor is recognized as the most

economical and satisfactory

method of driving looms.

Here again, the C-W Company
foresaw a vital need of industry

and met it successfully.

Fratdent

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ampere, N. J.

New York
Boston

Syracuse

Chicago

Cleveland

Birmingham

Pittsburgh

Newark
New Haven
Philadelphia

Baltimore

San Francisco

Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Silverware Watches Clocks Stationery

An Incomparable Stock

Purchases maybe made byMail

Fifth Avenue &37-
h
Street

NewYork

SITE for a SCHOOL
OR FOR A

Private Country Place
inn ",'. ifitiiiitTiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiin

With a Group of Substantial Buildings
i iimiiiiimiiMii'iiiiiii i inn mum

In one of the most beautiful and healthful lo-

cations in Berkshire County, Massachusetts, in
the Lenox and Stockbridge neighborhood, an
estate of about 570 acres is offered for sale at a

very reasonable price. About 250 acres are
under cultivation and the rest is timber land and
pasturage.
There are fourteen buildings on the property,

substantially built at a cost far exceeding the

present price of the entire property.
If the purchaser desired to sell the timber,

(recently estimated at a high value by the State

Forester,) a very considerable reduction in the
net price of the property could be effected.

It is suggested that anyone who is interested
would profit by addressing the undersigned at

an early date.

Herbert E. Moore, Lee, Mass.
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(Continued from page 370)

and their success or failure. George G.

Groat's "Introduction to the Study of

Organized Labor in America" (Macmil-

lan, 1916) devotes about one hundred

and eighty pages to a scholarly study of

strikes and lockouts, and is strong on

tables of statistics. There is a briefer

but useful chapter on strikes, lockouts,

blacklists, etc., in Frank T. Carlton's

"History and Problems of Organized La-

bor" (Heath). A. J. Portenar, author of

"Organized Labor" (Macmillan, 1912),

is a firm believer in labor organizations,

who defends the strike as "our last,

dreau resource."

Railroad strikes are of such supreme
importance that the reader may care to

look at Edward Hungerford's "The Rail-

road Problem" (McClurg, 1917). Five

of its readable chapters discuss the labor

situation and the railroads. Another
book on a related topic is "Violence and
the Labor Movement" by Robert Hunter

(Macmillan, 1914). This is a history
of the birth of terrorism and of the use

of violence in the spread of socialism and
in labor troubles, with an account of the

conflict between those who favor "polit-

ical action" and those who are for "di-

rect action" or violence. Finally, the

reader who wishes to know of still more
references about strikes—especially arti-

cles and books antedating those mem-
tioned here—should consult A. P. C.

Griffin's "Select List of Books (with
References to Periodicals) on Labor,
particularly Relating to Strikes." This
was first published in 1903 by the

Library of Congress.
Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received
FICTION

Cannan, Gilbert. Mummery. Doran.
$1.50 net.
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Frost, Stanley. Germany's New War
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JUVENILE
The Children's Fairyland. Translated
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POETRY
Deutsch, Babbette. Banners. Doran.
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Collected Verse of Rudyard Kipling.

Doubleday, Page. $2.00 net.
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Up-to-Date. Winston. $1.00 net.
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Harris, Rendel. The Origin of the Doc-

trine of the Trinity. Longmans, Green.
$1.00 net.

Hopkins, E. W. The History of Relig-
ions. Macmillan. $3.00.

Jastrow, Morris, Jr. A Gentle Cynic.
Lippincott. $2.00 net.

THE ARTS
Herford, M. A. B. A Handbook of Greek

Vase Painting. Longmans, Green. $3.75
net.

MISCELLANEOUS
De Carlo, C. The Flying Spy. Dutton.

$2.00 net
Gaines, Ruth. Helping France. Dutton.

$2.00 net.

Galsworthy, John. Addresses in Amer-
ica, 1919. Scribner. $1.75 net.

Hamm, E. C. In White Armour: Life of
Captain A. E. Hamm. Putnam. $1.50
net.

Harris, J. R. Origin and Meaning of Ap-
ple Cults. Longmans, Green. 60 cents.

Man, Henry de. The Remaking of a
Mind. Scribner.

• Mr. Dooley on Making a Will and Other
Necessary Evils. Scribner. $1.35 net.

Smith, R. W. The Sober World. Mar-
shall Jones Co. $2.00 net.
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GENERAL
PERSHING is entitled to

a deep sense of satisfaction that
such honors as he receives at the hands
of the American people are not a bit

more than he richly deserves. He does
not get an earldom and a fortune, but
he is made free of the small and dis-

tinguished company of America's great
military leaders, and it will occur to

no one that he is not perfectly in place
there. Picked for his job, in the first

instance, very much in the manner that
a corporation would set about choosing
the best available salesman to open a
new and difficult territory, he has done
his job, one of tremendous scope and
beset at every turn with possibilities of

going wrong, in a thoroughly workman-
like manner. It was a soldier's job, and
he discharged it like a soldier. The one
thing needful, without which a poten-
tial American army endowed already
with so many excellent qualities would
never have become a real army and a
victorious army, was discipline. This

indispensable thing he supplied, and sup-
plied successfully because he was him-
self the perfect embodiment of it. If

the history of the war had been differ-

ent, if we had been called upon to face,

like the European nations or like the

North in our own Civil War, long pe-

riods of depression approaching dis-

couragement, then General Pershing
would have been called on to display

other qualities than those of the master

organizer. But military men have enough
to worry about without considering the

"might have beens." As a matter of

fact, the war ended as it did largely

because General Pershing from the

start saw the necessity of building up a

distinctively American army and never

lost sight of the means essential to that

end. What he achieved was perfectly

adjusted to the object proposed. There
was in his performance of the task a

clear-sightedness, a tenacity of purpose,
and a fine economy of effort which a

grateful and admiring people would like

to compliment themselves by calling

American.

I
AM in favor of and would gladly vote

for the treaty and the League covenant
as it was originally presented to the Senate

by the President without amendment or
reservation. ... I also believe it is of the

highest importance to this country and to

the world that it be ratified without further

delay.

What conclusion does Senator Simmons,
Democrat, of North Carolina, draw from
these premises, and from the additional

fact that ratification "without amend-
ment or reservation" is not attainable?

He draws the common-sense conclusion

that the only thing to do is to reach

"some compromise between those who
favor the treaty and covenant without

reservation and those who are in favor

of it with conservative reservations of

interpretative character." It is safe to

say that this is the actual state of mind
of at least three-fourths of the whole

membership of the Senate, Republican
and Democrat. Why not act upon it?

Why not speak out now, and thus hasten—and make sure—the only solution of

the problem that has the merit both of

being attainable and of being reasonably

satisfactory to the country as a whole?

IT
is no ordinary desire to celebrate,

but a profound sense of public need,
that has led to the organized effort to

make this year's anniversary of the

birth of the United States Constitution a

day of special observance. Eight national

patriotic associations have united in this

effort, and have enlisted in behalf of it

the interest of a large number of emi-

nent public men and civic organizations

throughout the country. It is most

earnestly to be hoped that the impulse
thus given will result in a genuine re-

vival of interest in the momentous in-

strument which has been the corner-

stone of American liberty, security, and

greatness. Beyond the eloquence and
the patriotic appeal of the celebration

itself, there should come well-devised

plans of public enlightenment on the

essential elements of the Constitution.

That these have long been lost sight of

by the great mass of our people—not

to speak of the utter ignorance of them

prevailing in a large section of the

population—is one of the primary rea-

sons for the movement, the other being
that undermining of respect for the Con-
stitution which has so long been deliber-

ately promoted by certain "advanced"

thinkers, with little check from its sup-

porters. Our readers will find, in the

article contributed by David Jayne Hill

to this issue of the Review, an impres-
sive account of the situation with which
the lovers of our country's institutions

find themselves confronted.

THERE
was real life and feeling in

the honor done last Saturday to

the memory of Lafayette, ir New York
and in many other American cities. The
enthusiasm that Lafayette's generous
service to the cause of freedom awak-
ened at the time, and again on his visit

to America in his old age, can never be

reproduced. The busy life of a later
,

age will never sufficiently acquaint it-

self with the facts, or get near enough
in spirit to feel their deeper significance.

But the Lafayette tradition lives never-

theless, and holds no minor place among
the ties that keep France and America
at heart together. And every new stir-

ring into active expression of this sen-

timent, as on last Saturday, is heartily
to be welcomed. Before the genuine fire

of such manifestations, petty misunder-

standings and infelicities must wither

away. It is a singularly fortunate

chance that Lafayette day coincides with
the anniversary of the First Battle of

the Marne, which, says Admiral von Tir-

pitz, "was a terrible blow to the [Ger-

man] army leaders, and left them
stunned and baffled as to the future."

With this added reason for celebrating,
so nicely in harmony with Lafayette's
life-work and character, our youth will
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not soon be allowed to forget just why
our forefathers left us so many Lafay-
ette Avenues, Lafayette Squares, and

other forms of Lafayette memorials.

But the greatest gain in the present sit-

uation is the fact that Englishmen and

Americans can to-day join in the two-

fold celebration, honoring without reser-

vation not only the skill and courage
that beat back the first mad lunge of

Prussianism at the Marne, but also the

memory of Lafayette, in whose legacy

of the generous spirit of liberty modern
Britain stands as co-heir with modern

America, and with every true devotee

of human freedom, whatever be his

country or his race.

LYNCHINGS,
and truculent expres-

sions of the lynching spirit, are de-

plorably prominent in recent news from
the South. We have no idea that the

disturbances that have occurred in Wash-

ington, Chicago, and elsewhere presage

anything like a race war. But it is quite
within the possibilities that troubles be-

tween whites and blacks may, in the

present time of widespread unrest and

unsettlement, attain dimensions far be-

yond anything that has been experienced
in the past. The South ought to feel

that the least it can do for the general

welfare, in this situation, is to put a

stop to the lynching savagery, which has

done more than anything else to create

bitterness and ill-will among the ne-

groes. Never has the duty resting upon
Southern men in places of authority or

influence, to do their very utmost to

stamp out this disgrace, been so impera-
tive as it is to-day.

ELIHU
ROOT spoke like the wise man

he is when he expressed himself in

favor of wiping out the business of at-

tempting to bring about justice by a

multiplicity of statutes. A statute too

often represents merely what some
bright young man thinks would remedy
his own particular grievance, or else it

may merely embody that particular stage
of the muddle at which collective igno-

rance, through press of other business,

decides to abandon it, to the confusion

alike of the courts that try to interpret
it and the people who try to live under
it. But the source of the trouble is with
the people themselves: as a people our
confidence in the efficiency of laws has

quite obscured our fundamental respect
for law. Laws are many and complex,
law is comparatively simple. Formulas
and short-cuts and "happy thoughts"
are countless and alluring; common
sense is perhaps only apparently grow-
ing less common and less like sense.

THE
various bills before Congress

providing a bonus to all soldiers

enrolled in our armies are not called

for by existing conditions or by any

sound theory of military service. Our
armies have been compensated more lib-

erally than in any previous instance in

history. For all cases of disability in-

curred in service, and for dependents of

the slain, more ample provision has been
made than ever before. In these pro-

posals for a cash bonus, regardless of

need and based simply on the fact of

enrollment, it is difficult to see anything
else than a bid for the favor of the "sol-

dier vote." Let us hope that there is to

be no soldier vote to bid for in the sense

which such a bid suggests.

THE
idea that nations possess an in-

dividuality as clearly definable as

that of separate human beings is a tenet

of modern thought inextricably inter-

woven with the new conceptions of in-

ternational law and a League of Nations.

The war has revealed to us the truth of

the old lesson taught to an unheeding
world by Grotius three hundred years

ago that a nation should be held respon-
sible for the crimes of its government;
but responsibility presupposes a con-

sciousness of self which is the hall-mark

of individuality. Language gave expres-
sion to this notion long before statesmen

and diplomatists could be brought to ad-

mit that Grotius was right: a brave

people, a young, a mature, an old, a

dying nation are commonplaces of

speech investing the conception of na-

tional entity with the distinctives of in-

dividual existence.

It is in keeping with this conception
that the Great Powers, the wise grown-
up nations, have begun to bring up and
educate the children in the nursery of

Europe. But the training of children is

an art which only the gifted can mas-
ter by dint of long and devoted study. To
suppose that the diplomats and states-

men of the Entente could have wakened
from the nightmare of the war fully ac-

complished pedagogues is an insult to

the teaching profession. A man who
was trained so to use his words as to

conceal his thoughts is not, at a mo-
ment's notice, converted into a mentor
of children, for whom the first command-
ment should be: Be straightforward
with them. And if the children are

given in charge of more than one

teacher, these should take good care to

agree on their methods and programme,
and not to bring their wranglings into

the class-room. It is a dangerous mis-
take to let little Aristides and Cyrillus
know that the masters are not unani-
mous as to which of them deserves the

prize. And to punish Rumanos for his

greed, the natural vice, after all, of his

barbarous age, without, at the same
time, rewarding him for his bravery
which holds a promise for the future,
will undo the good of a year's training

by the poison of resentment instilled

into his proud little mind.

The nurses of the Norland Institute
in London, they say, are taught never to
tell their charges, "Don't do this, don't
do that." To be forbidden is hateful to

children, but they will readily obey a
command if it is explained to them why
it is given. But the fewer one gives the

better, for the less they are made to feel

the tutor's guidance the better chance
their individual qualities will have of de-

veloping their possibilities to the full.

M. CLEMENCEAU is terribly at ease
in the Academy. He does not pro-

pose to let immortality bore him. He
will wear no livery of green and gilt, he
will make no speeches, he will pay no
dues—in short, he will live a mortal

among mortals and visit Olympus only
when and as he pleases. The world will

relish this gesture of his in something
the same spirit that it treasures Dr.
Johnson's letter to Lord Chesterfield. If

he refused altogether, the world would
like him still better. The Academy
needs M. Clemenceau, but having ex-

tended its invitation it could manage to

get along without him. M. Clemenceau
does not in the least need the Academy.
But if he accepts its invitation, once

having in effect expressed his opinion of

the tardiness of it, he should be willing
to play the game.

THE report is current that Mr. H. G.

Wells has turned his attention away
from fiction for the present and is en-

gaged in the composition of a 350,000-
word history of the world. That Mr.
Wells should write a history of the

world, as he sees it, is not at all un-

likely. Such a work would perform a
useful function as underpinning for his

ideas, expressed in his novels, as to what
the world is to-day and what it ought to

do with itself for the future. But why
the assumption that in doing this Mr.
Wells has turned his attention away
from fiction?

ARCHAEOLOGISTS
of the future will

have a merry time of it when some
fortunate among them uncovers the

graceful and appropriate tablet which
the New York World dedicated the other

day to the memory of its staff who served

in the war. PRO PATRIA ET ARMA
they will read, doubtless with some diffi-

culty and misgiving, and then the fun
will start. What language is it? Es-

peranto, in which all cases are alike?

No, a monograph will prove conclusively

that, in the early years of the twentieth

century, memorial inscriptions, whether

they meant anything or not, were always
in Latin. A necessary hypothesis, but

a difficult one on which to work. Pro-

fessor Mullenowitz-Willemdorf of the

Republican-Democratic University of

Berlin will publish a brochure establish

ing, to his own satisfaction, that in the:
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vulgar Latinity of that day arma was

a feminine noun meaning exercitus, or

army. "For the fatherland and the

army—a very beautiful and becoming

thought (dulce et decorum) and an in-

teresting case of the climax of ideas."

A more daring school of conjectural

emendators will advocate the substitu-

tion for the offending arma, or even the

grammatically less whimsical armis, of

the excellently appropriate mundo; "for

the fatherland, and, may I not add, for

the world, or World." The contention

which will eventually carry the day,

however, will deftly throw it out that,

with a view to enhancing the delicacy

of the tribute, the task of preparing the

motto was entrusted to the unaided in-

genuity of the composing room. And
composing rooms, we all know, are every-
where inhabited by descendants of the

prophet Habakkuk, who in his day, as

they in ours, was capable de tout.

"rpHERE is no difficulty in demon-
JL strating," says a writer in the

Dial, "that a unit of human effort and
skill can produce to-day at least a hun-
dred times as much as was possible a

hundred years ago." If the writer had
said that there are certain articles of

which a unit of human effort, aided by
modern inventions and discoveries, can

produce a hundred times as much as was

possible a hundred years ago, a careful

reader could accept the statement as at

least probably true. But the words

quoted are pointless, in their context,

unless they are taken to mean that the

power of production per unit of human
effort as a whole has been multiplied
one hundred times within a century. So

stated, the assertion melts into mere
absurdity to any one who stops to think.

But perhaps that is no serious injury to

its value as an argument for those to

whom it is addressed.

DEPAUW
UNIVERSITY is suffering

a bit of unpleasant notoriety from
lack of due caution, it would seem, in

the selection of a new Professor of

Sociology. President Grose had chosen
Arthur W. Calhoun for the position, to

begin service in September, the perma-
nency of the appointment being condi-
tioned upon approval by the board of

trustees, to whom the matter would be
referred on the occasion of their next

regular meeting. Tentative appoint-
ments of this kind are, of course, of

everyday occurrence in college adminis-
tration. In the meantime, however,
United States District Attorney Clyne,
of Chicago, has given to the press a let-

ter by Professor Calhoun in which radi-
cal socialistic views are expressed, with
unmistakable indication of his disposi-
tion to use his professorship for the
active propagation of such views. He is

not sure of the possibility of "the imme-

diate revolution," but is convinced that

it can be hastened by spreading the no-

tion that it can come soon. To that end,
he believes in "keeping ultimates ever-

lastingly in the centre of attention, to

the exclusion of mere puttering re-

forms." Confiscation is one of the

measures to which he declares his firm

adherence. Incidentally, he mentions a
visit from a representative of the Na-
tion, who assured him that its circula-

tion had greatly increased since it "be-

came Bolshevist." Greencastle dis-

patches state that the publication of his

letter has caused much indignation in

DePauw University circles, and it seems
doubtful whether his appointment, not

yet passed upon by the trustees, will be
allowed to stand. No doubt certain or-

gans of radical agitation will see in this

a violent assault upon freedom of

thought, and a grave peril to democracy.
But the common sense of the American
people revolts against the idea of turn-

ing our colleges into tools for the de-

struction of the very civilization to

which they owe their existence. The
claim that freedom of thought and utter-

ance requires any such policy is absurd.

STODDARD
DEWEY, in another col-

umn of the Revietv, gives an inter-

esting discussion of the causes under-

lying the constant attempts to stir up
prejudice in America against the
French. Doubtless all the causes sug-
gested are at work, but one can not be-

lieve that all combined will be able to

produce any widely spread or deeply
rooted ill-feeling. Too large a portion
of our people are aware of their shallow-
ness and interested in counteracting
them.

There is one source of irritation, how-
ever, not mentioned in Mr. Dewey's arti-

cle, which France herself can and should
remove. We refer to the condition un-

fortunately existing in the Paris police

office, to which American civilians must
go for the requisite endorsement upon
their passports before sailing for home.
The tiresome waiting there seems at

first a mere matter of inefficiency, but a
man with eyes and ears alert can soon
detect that the apparent inefficiency is

only a rather clumsy cover for a detest-

able system of petty graft. The slow of

perception, and the honest, tire them-
selves out with waiting—five hours in

a case personally known to us—while

others, by the deft use of a little money,
purchase their way through in a few
minutes. Persons who had used this

method did not hesitate to come out into

the corridor where others were waiting
and tell the secret of their success. The
numbers handed out to applicants on en-

trance to the corridor were not successive,
but in utter confusion, thus making it a
little less easy to detect the fact that
the holders were not regularly called to

the inner office in the order in which
their numbers had been assigned. A
careful scrutiny of what was going on,
both in the corridor and in the inner

office, gave ample evidence that the force
at hand could easily have taken care of

every applicant with no tiresome wait-

ing, if such had been its purpose. The
trouble was organized graft, not con-
fusion due to the overcrowding of an
undermanned office. An emphatic state-
ment and denunciation of this dishon-

esty, made to one of the officials most
clearly involved, drew only a cynical
smile in reply. It is a pity that hosts
of American travelers must carry back
to their homes so exasperating a memory
of their departure from France. In
the interest of that good feeling which
we all desire, the passport division of
the Paris police office sliould be subjected
to a severe overhauling.

THE
Circulation Department of the

New York Public Library is asking
the Board of Estimate and Apportion-
ment for increased support. The request
is entirely reasonable, and we hope that
it will meet with a prompt and generous
response. The endowment of the Li-

brary is sufficient to support only the

great Reference Department of the Cen-
tral Building, and the Circulating Li-

brary housed under the same roof. The
forty-two branches and six sub-branches
located elsewhere depend upon the city
for their maintenance. These branches

carry almost the entire burden of cir-

culation work of the Library, lending an
average of over ten million books each

year to readers in all parts of Manhat-
tan, Bronx, and Richmond boroughs.
The educational influence of such a work
is beyond measure; and yet the allow-

ance for its support during the present
year was only $765,000, as compared
with $837,000 for 1918. And this reduc-
tion has taken place at a time when
books cost more than ever before, and
when the salaries of librarians and as-

sistants should in simple justice be sub-

stantially increased. Branch librarians
are receiving from $115 to $150 per
month, while the different grades of as-

sistants run at $55 to $65, $70 to $85,

$80 to $95, and $90 to $110. It is evident
that a suitably trained force can not be
held together for such meagre compensa-
tion. The pay must be materially in-

creased, or the work must suffer inevi-

table and serious deterioration. The
higher interests of New York are too

closely bound up with this work to per-
mit of the latter alternative. The li-

brary budget made up for 1920 calls, we
understand, for a little over one million

dollars. This contemplates no great ad-

vance, questionable in these times of

stress, but only a necessary adjustment
of salaries and a modest increase in the

purchase of new books.
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Mr. Wilson on

Stump
the

IF
ALL of the President's speeches had

been like the opening speech of the

series at Columbus, they would have

called for but one comment. The speech

was everything that an appeal to a great

Constitutional democracy, addressed to

it by the head of the nation at a time

of momentous parliamentary crisis,

should not be. "The only people I owe

any report to are you and the other citi-

zens of the United States," was its open-

ing declaration. Near its close, he said :

"I have not come to debate the treaty.

It speaks for itself if you will let it.

... I am not going anywhere to

debate the treaty. I am going to ex-

pound it." And nowhere between this

beginning and this ending did he come
to grapples with the situation confront-

ing him and the country in the actual

division of sentiment so long and so

seriously manifested in the Senate.

The President is within his rights in

"reporting to the people." It is not ab-

solutely beyond the bounds of possibility

that a speech-making tour of the kind

he has undertaken might evoke a popu-
lar response so unmistakable that all

men would recognize in it the authentic

voice of the nation. But against the

attainment of such a result there is in

any case an almost overwhelming pre-

sumption; something infinitely more
conclusive than the mere assembling of

great crowds, or their enthusiastic

plaudits under the speaker's spell, is re-

quired for it. But in the present in-

stance the possibility is incomparably
more remote than in the case of an or-

dinary question of politics or govern-
ment. The issue in the Senate is not

the Bimple issue of acceptance or rejec-
tion of the peace treaty; not even the

simple issue of establishment or non-

establishment of the League of Nations.

The question is whether, in a transac-

tion which its advocates would be the
last to deny is of supreme importance
for the whole future of the nation and
of the world, we are bound to forgo
any effective precaution against what
many men of the highest intelligence
and the most sincere patriotism regard
as grave dangers for the long future,

upon the plea that recourse to such pre-
cautions would involve insuperable dif-

ficulties or bring on unbearable evils in

the immediate present. To suppose that

a question of this kind can be authori-

tatively answered by the apparent popu-
lar response to a series of campaign
speeches is to suppose something very
like a miracle.

In the speeches subsequent to the

opening one at Columbus, there is far
more substantial matter than in that
first utterance; but there is no attempt

to accomplish the one thing needful.

Mr. Wilson does, indeed, expound many
aspects of the treaty, sometimes in very
effective language; but he proceeds upon
the curious hypothesis that to dwell

upon its merits is to answer all charges
of demerit, and the still more curious

hypothesis that any opponent of the

treaty as it stands who does not couple
with his criticism an exposition of its

virtues is a deliberate misleader of the

people. In almost every speech he makes
such thrusts as this:

The Covenant of the League of Nations
is a covenant of arbitration and discus-

sion. Had anybody ever told you that be-

fore? I dare say that everybody you have
heard about this document discusses Ar-
ticle X. Well, there are twenty-five other
articles in it and all of them are about

something else.

If Mr. Wilson's audiences are so lack-

ing in intelligence as this kind of talk

implies, it matters little what they think

about the treaty. Of course, as a mat-
ter of fact, they are not; and if for the

moment such a remark may make an

impression, surely the slightest reflection

will remove it. Everybody knows that

a man engaged in making objections to

Article X is under no obligation to re-

hearse the content of the other twenty-
four articles; and furthermore, the fact

that the Covenant is "a covenant of ar-

bitration and discussion" is as familiar

to the entire public, and has from the

beginning been as familiar to the entire

public, as the fact that a League of Na-
tions is under consideration at all.

Let us consider one of the few in-

stances in which Mr. Wilson does take

up a specific point of objection. In his

speech at St. Louis, speaking of our ob-

ligations under Article X, he says:

What these gentlemen are afraid of is

that we will get into trouble. If we are a

party [to the quarrel in question] we are
in trouble already. And if we are not a

arty, we control the advice of the Council

y our own vote. And, my friends, that is

a little like an open and shut game, and I

am not afraid of advice which we give our-
selves. And yet that is the whole of the

bugaboo which these gentlemen have been

parading before you.

The first part of this facile disposal of

a big question we may pass over; the

President is right in saying, as he did,

that it is practically certain that we
shall not ourselves be a party to any
act of territorial aggression. But Mr.
Wilson must certainly know, and the

more intelligent part of his audience
must also know, the plain answer—a

perfectly obvious one—that has been

given to what he says on the second

point. If we are to preserve the right
of Congress to decide whether the coun-

try shall or shall not follow the advice

of the Council, the presence of an Amer-
ican member in the Council would, in

circumstances easily possible, not be an
aid but a detriment. The American

E

member of the Council might not re-

flect in his action either the sentiment
of the country or the judgment of Con-

gress; and one of the reasons most
strongly urged in favor of the reserva-
tion expressly reciting the prerogative
of Congress in the matter is that the
decision of the one man who happened
to represent us in the Council could not
be regarded as definitely binding the

country. Upon what theory of intelli-

gent public discussion can a shallow bit

of campaign oratory like this be re-

garded as a sufficient answer to the seri-

ous arguments of Senators and publi-
cists?

Nowhere does the President put him-
self more clearly on the plane of the

stump-speaker than in his repeated
challenges to opponents to offer a sub-
stitute. He taunts them with having
nothing to propose; he defies them to

draft a treaty better than the one made
at Versailles. This is wild talk; it would
be wild even if it were true that no pro-
posal were before the country except
that of unconditional acceptance or ab-
solute rejection. It takes away from
the force of the many effective things
which the President says in favor of
the general ideas of the treaty and the

League; for such loose talk—and there
is an abundance of it on a dozen other

phases of the treaty—can not fail to

engender suspicion of the soundness of
those parts which really are sound. And
to sum up his challenge to the Senate in

the phrase "put up or shut up" is to add
to the poverty of the thought and the

inaccuracy of the statement an exhibi-
tion of bad taste for which nothing less

than a triumphant completeness in the

argument could furnish excuse.

We regret to have to say these things.
We have been hoping, these many weeks,
that a common ground could be found
upon which the President and' the ad-
vocates of reservations which would not

imperil the speedy completion of the
world-settlement would get together.
We still entertain that hope. It is even

possible that the President is looking
forward to such an end, and imagines
that his speeches will promote its attain-

ment. If so, we can only say that he
has, in our judgment, adopted a course
calculated to produce quite the contrary
effect. A genuine discussion of the ac-

tual points of difference, a discussion
that would put the controversy on a

higher, not on a lower, plane, is what
the situation demanded. Whatever the
crowds may say or do, from Columbus
to San Francisco, certainly no Senator
is going to be moved to better thought
or to higher action, no Senator is going
to be won over or conciliated, and no Sen-
ator is going to be intimidated, by such

speeches as these. Let us hope, at least,

that if they will do no good, they will do
no harm—that Senators who have all
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along felt the full solemnity of their

duty upon this great question will hold

fast their purpose. If they do—if they

act upon the clear perception that it is

of the utmost importance both that the

treaty be promptly ratified and that the

future of our country be guarded

by reasonable reservations—they have it

in their power to bring about a sound

settlement, regardless of any aberrations

of speech which either the President

on' the one hand or extremist Senators

on the other may have permitted them-

selves.

The Committee's

Proposal

THE
reservations drafted by the Sen-

ate Committee on Foreign Rela-

tions, together with the outright amend-
ments previously adopted by the com-

mittee, make perfectly clear the lines

of division in the Senate. On the one

side are the unqualified supporters of

the President, comprising probably

nearly the whole of the Democratic

membership of the Senate. On the op-

posite side are a large proportion—but

no one knows exactly how large—of the

Republican members, standing for a

course sufficiently indicated by the For-

eign Relations Committee's position.

Between these two extremes there is a

group of moderate reservationists, cer-

tainly of sufficient dimensions to com-
mand the situation so far as majority
votes are concerned, and very probably

capable of determining a two-thirds vote
if only it asserts its position with suf-

ficient impressiveness and determina-
tion. The few extremists, like Borah
and Reed, who are uncompromising and

undisguised opponents of the treaty, we
are leaving out of account.

In this situation, it is of the utmost

importance to realize just what are the
essential differences between these three

elements. As regards the President's

position on the one hand and that of the
moderate reservationists on the other,
it is safe to adhere to the view, hereto-
fore expressed in these columns, that
the difference between these has vir-

tually become narrowed down to the

question whether the reservations pro-
posed by the moderates shall be adopted
as part of the act of ratification or
shall be separately passed as a mere
record of the Senate's understanding.
The President himself has stated that
the substance of them meets his ap-
proval—that they are a mere expression
of what is sufficiently understood with-
out them, and that, therefore, the only
objection to their embodiment in the
act of ratification is that such embodi-
ment would require the reassembling of
the Peace Conference, with the delays

and uncertainties that such reassem-

bling would entail. To this the advo-

cates of the reservations have replied

that the matter contained in them is of

such inoffensive character as to make
the assent of the other leading Powers,
either tacit or by a simple exchange of

notes, practically certain; and that the

vital purpose for which the reservations

are designed would not be served by
separate resolutions, since these would
be of no binding effect on our interna-

tional relations.

The Foreign Relations Committee's

proposals carry us into an altogether
different atmosphere. Among them are

included explicit amendments of the

treaty—amendments demanding for the

United States six votes in the Assembly
of the League, almost completely ex-

cluding the United States from partici-

pation in the commissions created under
the League, substituting China for

Japan in the Shantung provision of the

treaty. Obviously the adoption of these

amendments by the Senate would be a

rejection of the treaty, and would ne-

cessitate a re-convening of the Confer-
ence if the United States is to be a party
to the treaty at all. But even if the

amendments be rejected by the Senate,
the reservations drafted by the Foreign
Relations Commitee would of them-
selves suffice to bring about this result.

Instead of the careful language of the

moderate reservationists, the Commit-
tee has deliberately chosen to formulate
what it calls reservations in terms that

can be understood in no other way than
as outright nullification of the pro-
visions to which they relate. This is

especially true as regards Article X.

Nothing could be more sweeping than
the statement that "the United States

declines to assume, under the provisions
of Article X, or under any other article,

any obligation" to do any of the things
called for in that article ; and the curious

and obscure limitation, "except by ac-

tion of Congress," with which the reser-

vation winds up, does little or nothing
to break the force of this comprehensive
disclaimer. The reservation amounts to

an annulment of Article X, and even

more; and it would have been more
honest to formulate it as such. Mani-

festly, the adoption of it would wreck
the treaty.

To prevent this calamity—for in the

present state of the world it would be
a calamity whose extent no man can
foretell—it is urgently necessary that

sober and right-minded men, without
distinction of party, should, from this

moment forth, use their utmost en-

deavors. No treaty can be passed with-

out a two-thirds vote of the Senate.

There is no reason to believe that a

two-thirds vote can be obtained either

for the treaty without effective reserva-

tions, or for the treaty changed as the

Foreign Relations Committee proposes.
The only standing-ground on which a

two-thirds vote can possibly be assem-

bled is that of the moderate reserva-

tionists. Is it possible that, through ob-

stinacy, or partisanship, or even bad

judgment, the one way to bring about

the settlement for which all the world
is pining, the one way to avoid incalcu-

lable losses and perils, will not be

availed of?

The Peace Treaty with

Austria

AUSTRIA,
in pre-Napoleonic days,

used to be called the stronghold
which protected civilized Europe from
the inroads of Ottoman barbarism. On
her strength the safety of Europe was
felt to depend. When, in 1683, Vienna
was besieged by the Turks, pessimists

prophesied the impending catastrophe of

the civilized world, and at the news of

their repulse by John Sobieski western
culture realized that Austria's martyr-
dom had worked its salvation.

Present-day Europe is no longer con-

scious of any debt of gratitude to Aus-
tria. The rulers at Paris find more
safety for France in her weakness than
in her strength. They do not want her
to be strong so as to be a formidable

opponent of the Turks, they want her to

be weak that she may seem a less eligible

candidate for incorporation in the Ger-
man "Reich." No positive task is hence-
forth assigned to her; she will gain the

approval of Paris by the negative merit
of renouncing any claim of relationship
with Germany. The right of self-deter-

mination seems, in her case, to have been
defined as a negative right only, allow-

ing the Austrian people to decide under
what rule they will not be placed. But
the right to determine of what state

they wish to form a part is denied to the
ten millions who now constitute the

population of German Austria.

The disintegration of the old Dual

Monarchy, though it precipitated the

military collapse of the Central Powers,
is hardly a success for the Entente from
the political point of view. Racial jeal-

ousies will hinder the non-German states

from ever forming a close-knit anti-

German union, and the greater the dis-

cord among them the stronger will be

Germany's position as the only integrate

political Power of Central Europe. The
Council at Versailles sees no better solu-

tion of the vexed problem than by crip-

pling Austria to such an extent as to

make her worthless as an ally of the Ger-
man Empire. The demand of the En-
tente that the clause in the German Con-
stitution providing for the representa-
tion of German Austria in the National

Assembly be excised amounts to little
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more than a formality which will make

surety doubly sure. Being burdened

with a national debt far exceeding her

solvency, cut off from her cognates by a

ring of Slav states, and depending for

her coal supplies on the doubtful good

will of Poland and Czechoslovakia, Aus-

tria is a bankrupt state, deprived of the

means by which she might recover from

her fall.

According to the Associated Press cor-

respondent "there seems to be a general

feeling of dissatisfaction in Peace Con-

ference circles with the Austrian treaty,

which was adapted from the German

treaty and does not fit such a small

Power very well. The Council, however,

agreed on virtually all sections of the

treaty because there was a general weari-

ness over the prolonged discussion." The

words of M. Clemenceau's note contra-

dict this accusation of cynical indiffer-

ence on the part of the Council as to the

fate of the Austrian people. It may be

true that, owing to the initial mistake

of using the German peace treaty as the

mannikin on which the treaty with Aus-

tria was to be modeled, the discussions

became of wearisome length, but the

Council certainly did not turn this re-

sult of a wrong start into a reason for

making a worse finish. Not weariness

of the supreme judges in council, but

their conviction that only a disabled Aus-

tria can safeguard the world from a re-

newal of the late German danger, ac-

counts for their crushing verdict.

The credulity of bygone days attached

prophetic significance to this Latin ex-

pansion of the five vowels : Austria Erit

In Orbi Ultima. Thus pride has its

fall: she who dreamt to outlast all, will

be, not the last, but among the least of

the nations.

Our Duty in Siberia

THE
press dispatches from Washing-

ton of the past fortnight have led

us to expect the recognition of the Kol-

chak Government and the anouncement
of a positive Russian policy. At the

same time, however, these reports have
been extremely pessimistic as to the

situation at Omsk and there is implied
a connection between these latter re-

ports and the delay in recognition. In

other words, the impression is given
that the question of whether we shall

support Admiral Kolchak depends upon
the strength and efficiency of the Govern-
ment of which he is the head. On the
face of it, this seems like a sensible pro-

ceeding and a means of assuring our-
selves that we are not backing a losing
cause. Such a statement of the case,

however, ignores what has gone before,
and indicates an opportunist attitude
that reflects upon our good faith.

Men of vision have seen clearly that

the attainment of durable peace depends
upon a solution of the Russian problem,
and that all other European adjustments
are secondary to it. For a time, there

appeared to be a certain confusion of

mind as to the issue between the Bol-

shevik power and those groups of Rus-
sians who were carrying on the strug-

gle to recover and restore their country
as a national Russian state. But this

confusion, which was exemplified in the

Prinkipo Conference proposal and the
Bullitt and Steffens Mission, finally

passed, and the allied and associated

Powers at the Paris Conference realized

the imperative necessity of supporting
the general movement of all the anti-

Bolshevik forces.

Wishing to reassure themselves as to

the democratic intentions of the Omsk
Government, to which the anti-Bolshevik
movements on all fronts had pledged
allegiance, they addressed, on May 26,
a dispatch to Admiral Kolchak, asking
certain definite questions and laying
down specifically the conditions of recog-
nition. On June 4, Admiral Kolchak
sent a frank and unequivocal reply. The
Paris conference found this satisfactory,
and in consequence declared, on June 12,

that they were "willing to extend to

Admiral Kolchak and his associates the

support set forth in their original let-

ter." This promise was "to assist the
Government of Admiral Kolchak and
his associates with munitions, supplies,
and food, to establish themselves as the
Government of All-Russia." This, of

course, constituted a pledge on the part
of the Powers and was signed by Lloyd
George, Clemenceau, Orlando, Makino,
and President Wilson.

Nearly three months have elapsed
since this pledge was given and there
has been an inexplicable delay in fulfill-

ing our part of the obligation. Appar-
ently, we sent Ambassador Morris to

Omsk to make further investigations and
there seems to be a disposition to condi-
tion the fulfillment of our pledge upon
his report. In other words, if he finds

that, as a result of the three months'

delay, the Omsk Government is in a des-

perate situation, we are to consider our-
selves absolved from our promise of sup-
port.

Such an opportunist policy would not
reflect credit upon America or improve
our reputation for good faith. The pres-
ent difficulties of Admiral Kolchak and
his associates constitute the greater rea-
son for the immediate fulfillment of our
pledge lest we be justly held responsible
for a lamentable catastrophe. It is of
the utmost importance that the unity of
the national Russian movement repre-
sented by Admiral Kolchak's Govern-
ment, and its legal continuity, be main-
tained. The Russians have had all too
little political experience and there is

grave danger that if the present Govern-

ment should fall, it would result in un-
coordinated attempts to set up govern-
ments in other liberated regions of Rus-

sia, attempts that would set loose rival

political ambitions and partisan aims,

happily composed by the general alle-

giance given to Kolchak. The collapse
of the Omsk Government has further a

very immediate significance for America,
as it would result directly in the triumph
of the reactionary element in Siberia,

working in cooperation with Japan and
subservient to her Siberian aims. The
failure to keep our pledge of support
and assistance can not but have a far-

reaching effect upon our future rela-

tions with Russia and the Russian peo-

ple.

The College Back

Again

A TWELVEMONTH ago our colleges
and universities were bending every

energy to adapt their teaching force and
material equipment to the hastily de-

vised Students' Army Training Corps.
Some imagined in this situation a wholly
beneficial wrenching of college wheels
out of long-worn ruts. Education was
now to have direct application, prac-

ticality, punch, if you will. A few saw
nothing but confusion, fatal to real edu-
cational progress at the start and made
worse by rapidly succeeding inconsistent

directions from the governing commit-
tee at Washington. Others, more judi-

cious, regarded the movement as a fair-

ly workable method of providing for cer-

tain war necessities which, in a rough
way, would have accomplished its end
if the war had not ceased just as the

system was getting into action. But no

college man will now deny that it caused
a year of wearisome confusion from
which all immediately involved were
glad to escape. As college men and
women come together again, during the
next three weeks, thankfulness that the
war itself is over will not find more fre-

quent and heartfelt expression than

gratitude that the troubled days of the

S. A. T. C. are no more.
But now that both war and S. A. T. C.

are over, will American college life go
back substantially to its former content

and method? The indications are that

the answer must be, "Substantially, yes."
The pillars of the educational temple
have not been pulled down. One college

may have dropped a specific entrance re-

quirement; in another, certain language
prerequisites to certain degrees may
have been set aside; still another may
have introduced new technical courses

suggested by war experience; and many
have made tentative provision for the

voluntary organization of a Reserve Offi-

cers' Training Corps. But changes such
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as these have marked our college life

every year now for a whole generation.
When one looks for some sign that the

war has really revolutionized that life,

one looks in vain. And thinking men and

women, the parents of the students now
assembling, may rejoice that this is so.

If the devoted thought and toil of edu-

cators during ages past had led us to

results fit only for the pedagogical
wrecking-engine and junk-heap, one
could have little faith that the intellect

of to-day, the product of so miserable a

failure, could devise any wholly new
system, demonstrably better, to take its

place. No, our colleges will suffer no

cataclysmic revolution. Holding firmly to

many good things wrought out in the

past, they will go on as usual in their

search for improvement, at whatever
point the need and possibility may be
shown. New growth will come as the
normal evolution of a live organism al-

ready existing.
It was, of course, to be foreseen that

educational radicals would interpret the
war as a herald of the immediate reali-

zation of their particular ideals. To
one, the eclipse of Latin and Greek was
now to become total and permanent; to

another, current events were to take the

place of the history of the past; to a

third, applied science, in the narrowest
sense of the term, was to have the field

virtually to itself. But all such narrow
visions are doomed to disappointment.
The world of to-day must have the spe-
cialist, that of to-morrow doubtless still

more; but civilization will never survive
on a diet of specialism alone. The more
numerous the varying lines of minute
specialization become, the greater must
be the need for minds broadly enough
trained to grasp these divergent inter-
ests in their relations to one another
and keep them in harmonious movement
towards a unified end. Through lack
of an adequate broadening element in
his education, the specialist himself is

often so blind to important interrela-
tions of his subject as seriously to limit
his own advancement and the value of
his work.

Greek and Latin will still have their
part to play, because they have for ages
constituted a vital element in the fibre
of civilization as it stands to-day, among
the greatest forward-moving races of
mankind. To Greek traits of intellect
and character we owe enormously more
than is indicated by a mere count of the
small number among us who attain any
really extensive accomplishments in first-
hand Greek scholarship. The Greek
spirit is too vital, too penetrating, to
stop within the limits of this small cir-
cle. If the study of the Greek language,
of Greek song and oratory and drama
and philosophy, of Greek life in gen-
eral, were permitted wholly to die, we
should lose not merely the sprinkling of

Greek scholars that we now possess,
but one of the most pervasive intellec-
tual and spiritual influences of the past
twenty-five centuries.
The study of Latin, if any heed is to

be given to thoroughness in educational
methods, stands to gain as a result of
the war. The over-attention given to
German in the public schools was natu-
rally followed by extreme reaction as a
consequence of the war. A proper bal-
ance will slowly be restored, bringing a
due amount of German back into the
High Schools as an elective, but inter-
national readjustments of the past five

years make it certain that modern-lan-
guage instruction in our High Schools,
for a long time to come, will be devoted
chiefly to French, Spanish, and Italian.

Cultural, material, and sentimental in-
terests are now drawing unitedly in that
direction. But French, Spanish, and Ital-
ian are alike daughters of the Latin, and
a considerable knowledge of the latter
is essential to comprehensive scholar-

ship in any one of them. So far as our
new interest in the Romance tongues,
then, is to go deeper than a mere super-
ficial conversational facility, it will carry
with it an increased attention to Latin.
And colleges preparing young men and
women to teach the languages directly
descended from the Latin can not fail
to recommend the study of Latin to
candidates of this class without impeach-
ing their own standards of scholarship.
Nor will thoughtful superintendents
and boards of education be disposed, in

building up their Romance language de-

partments, to place the teaching of these
tongues in charge of instructors who
have neglected this important part of
their preparation. Thus a clearly dis-
cernible vocational interest, touching
thousands among the millions in our
public schools, has been added to the mo-
tives for the study of Latin.
We can not foresee, then, any im-

minent danger that such important sub-
jects as Greek and Latin will be per-
mitted to drop entirely out of our edu-
cational system, or to wither to the
point at which they would cease to be a
vital element in our life and progress.
It is merely a question of more or less;
and we believe that the deeper insight
and broader outlook alike called for as
a result of the war require more rather
than less. This is not to say that there
can be no broadly and soundly educated
man without some direct knowledge of
Latin and Greek, nor is it to depreciate
the necessity and the essential value of

any other line of study. The claim is

merely that experience has demonstrated
the immeasurable worth to the world of
a type of education in which these sub-
jects do form a vital part. And that
worth has declared itself not merely in

perpetuating a certain type of genteel
"culture," the importance of which

many would question, but in giving to
the world countless examples of the
readiest versatility, and the most virile
and profound administrative ability, in

handling the complex problems of mod-
ern social and political life. Whether
this discipline of classical studies can
be "transferred" or not, one need not
stop to inquire, either of the young spe-
cialist in the pedagogical research
laboratory or of the New York Transfer
Company. The laboratory of the ages
has demonstrated that we get from the
more broadly trained mind a broader
and saner grasp of the more intricate
problems of life, and in this fact not
merely Latin and Greek, but all genu-
inely cultural studies, have their com-
plete justification.

In spite of occasional sensational sug-
gestions to the contrary, the American
college is essentially a sanely conserva-
tive institution. In its willingness to
preserve a due freedom of speech in the
class-room, it often tolerates utterances
from ill-trained and indiscreet in-
structors which, presented in startling
form by the sensational press, lead to
the mistaken opinion that it is a very
hotbed of destructive radicalism. And
when, now and then, it drops from its

faculty roster—possibly without ade-
quate justification—some member who
has identified himself with radical agi-
tation, it is denounced by doctrinaire
extremists as the foe of all progress and
the hired tool of vested interests from
which its endowments have been derived.
But through it all, the balance has been
so maintained as to win increasing re-

spect from the mass of thinking people,
who want neither stagnation on the one
hand nor revolution on the other, but
an orderly progress on the upward path
of civilization. It is from this element,
in large predominance, that our college
halls are again filling, fuller, apparently,
than ever before. And the college is to
be congratulated that, in coming out of
the distracting vicissitudes of the war
with unimpaired power and purpose to
resume its traditional service, it is ex-
ercising a potent influence in steadying
the supports of society at other points
of possible danger.
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Leniir's Lying Legion
THERE

is no doubt that the German
Foreign Office reached a high de-

gree of efficiency in the manipulation of

propaganda in foreign countries, both

enemy and neutral. In diabolical plans

this organization ranked in importance
with any branch of the military machine,
and unlike the military did not suspend
its operations with the signing of the

armistice. It is, in fact, probably more
active to-day than ever.

But efficient as they are, the Germans
can give no points to Lenin and Chich-

erin. With them propaganda is the

very basis of military as well as political

strategy, and they have developed it into

a science. They have established schools

for the training of propagandists in all

languages, and with each military ex-

pedition goes a complete outfit for the

printing of handbills and pamphlets.

Agents, plentifully supplied with money,
are sent across the lines to corrupt sol-

diers, and especially to appeal to the

cupidity of the criminal elements in the

rear.

At the present time their chief enemy
is the All-Russian Government at Omsk,
whose efforts to recover and restore the

national Russian state threaten the

overthrow of the tyranny at Moscow.
The Bolsheviks concentrated the pick
of their forces on the Ural front and
for a time achieved noteworthy suc-

cesses over the army of Admiral Kol-

chak, greatly inferior in numbers and
almost destitute of supplies. Now, how-

ever, their advance has been stopped, the

Siberians have again taken the offensive,

and Denikin is pushing up from South
Russia. So the Soviet Government has
redoubled its propaganda activities,

especially in America.
These activities are manifold and

cover many fields. In many cases the

German partnership is evident. Every-
where there is a remarkable coordination

of effort, as if directed by an efficient

General Staff. Take, for example, the

Y. M. C. A. Last year they managed to

infiltrate this worthy organization with
numerous agents in the persons of Rus-
sian Jews of Bolshevik sympathies. The
fact that they spoke Russian was a great

argument for employing them in Siberia,
and it was easy to secure credentials

for them. At the front they got in their

deadly propaganda work, and finally the
whole organization had to be removed,
and America's reputation suffered great-

ly in Siberia. They were no less active

among the American troops at Vladi-

vostok, breeding dissatisfaction and dis-

content.

In America their agents, chiefly Rus-
sian Jews, have been busy circulating
the most absurd lies concerning Kolchak
and his government, in the endeavor to

discredit it in the eyes of the public
and prevent its recognition. To one who
knows the real conditions in Siberia the

purpose of this campaign of falsehood
and slander is evident and the motives
that actuate our pro-Bolshevik press are
manifest. Publicly they disclaim any
connection with or friendship for Bol-

shevism; they are not Bolsheviks, but—they wish to see the Soviet Govern-
ment given a fair deal; they are true
democrats and consider Kolchak a re-

actionary, bent on a restoration of Tsar-

ism; they demand an immediate Con-
stituent Assembly, so that the Russian

people may choose their own govern-
ment; they call for "hands off Russia"
and the withdrawal of American troops ;

but they are all working for one and the

same end: the defeat of the Russian na-
tional movement and the success of

Lenin and Trotsky.
The latest vicious attack upon Ad-

miral Kolchak and his associates comes
from a female pro-Bolshevik, which was
given exceptional prominence in the col-

ums of the New York Globe. The wom-
an in question is Mrs. Gregory Yarros,
a Russian Jewess, formerly known as

Marie Sukloff, and reported to have gone
by the name of Shkolnik during her
recent sojourn in Siberia. Some years
ago, under the name of Sukloff, she wrote
what claimed to be an autobiograph-
ical account of her life as a terrorist

in Russia, entitled "The Life Story of a
Russian Exile." It is a weird book of

fiction in which the author, self-hypno-

tized, related a series of stories of revo-

lutionary adventure adopted as her own.
She and her husband went to Siberia

some two years ago, the latter ostensibly
as a correspondent for the Associated
Press. Strangely enough, they went on
Russian passports. He went through to

Petrograd, while she remained in Siberia
to carry on Bolshevik propaganda. Dur-
ing the seven months that the Bolsheviks
had possession of Siberia, she was in her

element, and afterwards, under Avk-
sentiev, the Socialist Revolutionary, and
the Directory, she met with no difficul-

ties. It must have been rather dull for

her, however, until the Kolchak Govern-
ment started to bring order out of chaos
and gave her a fresh opportunity to

exercise her talents as an agitator and

conspirator. At one time she tried to

return to America and made a fraudu-
lent passport application as an American
citizen, but was found out. More re-

cently she apparently has succeeded in

tricking the passport authorities, prob-
ably with the assistance of Bolshevik
friends in the United States.

It is a weird mass of falsehoods that
she relates concerning the Kolchak Gov-

ernment, and her observations of its

activities are so palpably untrue that it

seems unnecessary to take the trouble

to refute them. Her whole story is a

piece of Bolshevik propaganda. Her tale

of the murder of thirty-six members of

the Constituent Assembly is a sample.
After the Bolshevik rising of December
21, 1918, was put down, some three Con-
stituent Assembly members were taken
from the prison by an officer who pre-
sented a forged order, conveyed outside

the town, and shot. Their bodies were
not displayed in the public square. The
Omsk Government had nothing to do
with this lynching, and the guilty officer

was tried and executed. Yet she re-

lates that Kolchak had thirty-six mem-
bers of the Constituent Assembly killed

and that she saw their bodies lying in

the public square! She was probably
not within two hundred miles of Omsk
at the time. Her tale is simply another
of the hysterical hallucinations that were
to be noted in her book.

On her way east from Omsk she saw
three Bolsheviki hanged from telegraph
poles, and she makes up a fine story that

would have us believe that these cut-

throats were innocent martyrs to liberty.

Of this Consul John A. Embry relates:

By a curious coincidence Mrs. Yarros and
I were fellow-passengers on the express
from Omsk to Vladivostok. I saw every-
thing that Mrs. Yarros saw on the trip
which she described so graphically in the
Globe. It is a fact that there were three
Bolsheviki hanged to telegraph poles near
a little way-station between Krasnoiarsk
and Irkutsk, but Mrs. Yarros failed to add,
in describing this scene, that throughout
this region there were to be seen a dozen
or more trains, wrecked by Bolshevik ban-
dits. Mrs. Yarros also failed to state that

she, like myself, barely escaped being in a
railway wreck that would undoubtedly have
cost us our lives.

We were warned, after leaving Kras-
noiarsk, that these bandits were making so

many attempts to wreck the express that
we could travel only by daylight. I per-
sonally photographed several of the trains

they had wrecked. Naturally the passen-
gers were nervous. We reached the little

station of Taishet about dusk, and some
thought that this would be a comfortable

place to spend the night in view of what
bad been said about travel after dark.

Someone, however, must have given valu-
able information to the conductor, for the
train did not stop at Taishet, but two sta-

tions farther on.
A couple of days later, when we reached

Harbin, we learned that the night which
we spent near Taishet, May 6, 1919, a band
of 1,200 Bolsheviki attacked the station at

Taishet, expecting to capture the express
there, burnt down the station, and killed all

the railroad officials they found there. A
hot battle ensued with the little detach-
ment of Czecho-Slovaks located there, in

which 18 of the latter were killed. The
Bolsheviki left 108 dead on the ground.
It is curious that Mrs. Yarros has nothing
to say about her narrow escape from these

murderous outlaws.

The comments of Mrs. Yarros on the

political situation in Siberia are so ludi-

crously false and so manifestly malicious

that they do not deserve attention.
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There is, however, a tragic side to this

organized propaganda campaign, apart
from its political significance. The men
and women chiefly engaged in it, Mr.

and Mrs. Gregory Yarros, Joshua Rosett,

Louis D. Kornfield, Gregory Zilboorg,

are Russian Jews. The peasants of

Siberia believe the Bolshevik regime to

be a Jewish movement. Admiral Kol-

chak, loyal to his convictions of religious
toleration and to his pledge of protection

to the Jews, is to-day standing between
the Jew and destruction. His overthrow
will be the signal for horrible pogroms,
in vengeance for the devil's work these

propagandists are carrying on. What
a tragedy it is that the very men who
should be supporting the honorable and

high-minded head of the Omsk Govern-
ment are doing everything in their power
to undermine and discredit him.

Jerome Landfield

The Birthday of the Constitution

THE
anniversary of the signing of the

Constitution of the United States

will be celebrated on Wednesday, the

seventeenth of September—one hundred
and thirty-two years after the event—
as it has never been observed before.

This is not, however, the first time
that the Constitution has been hon-

ored with a public celebration of an

impressive character. In 1887 its

one-hundredth anniversary was made
the occasion of a brilliant popular fes-

tival in Philadelphia, its birthplace,
when great processions thronged the

streets, led by troops sent from each of

the thirteen original States, headed by
those of little Delaware, the first State

to adopt the Constitution. President
Cleveland dignified the occasion with his

presence and made a brief address. Two
years later, in 1889, the one-hundredth

anniversary of the inauguration of the

Union under the Constitution was cele-

brated with equal ceremony in New
York, where the new Government was
first located under the Presidency of

Washington; and on this occasion Pres-
ident Harrison was present and voiced
the unanimous sentiments of the coun-

try, as his Democratic predecessor had
expressed them two years before.

A century of experience had left the

people of the United States proud and
happy in the possession of a form of

government which all rejoiced in believ-

ing the most perfect that had ever been

enjoyed by any nation. The dangers of
the critical period between the Peace of
1783 and the era of the Constitution
were almost forgotten and the still more
trying time of the Civil War had been

safely passed. Respect for the Consti-
tution had survived the struggle regard-
ing its meaning. The curse of slavery,
which had threatened to destroy the
Union and create two hostile nations,
had been abolished. The principles upon
which the Government had been founded
had been tested, and had been found to
be sound and practicable. Other coun-

tries, the most advanced and liberal in

the world, had followed the example of
the United States in adopting written

constitutions, and it was universally
conceded that wherever the character of
the people was sufficiently established to

be capable of self-government the prob-
lem of organized liberty had been solved.

No voice in the whole population, which
had grown from less than four millions
in thirteen States to seventy-five mil-

lions in forty States, was lifted in criti-

cism of the nature of the government
which had given the people an unexam-
pled growth in prosperity and content-
ment. The reason for these celebrations

was, therefore, simple and universal—
the Constitution had brought to the
whole people unity, security, and happi-
ness.

During the first decade after those

celebrations, the general reverence for
the Constitution continued unabated.
But new influences were creeping in from
other countries. The marvelous indus-
trial and commercial development of the
German Empire became an object of ad-
miration. The fashion had already set
in of considering Germany the centre
of modern civilization, and her schools
were thronged by young men from
America eager to hear the last word
in every branch of science. Already we
were importing not only German ideas
but even German professors. One of
them will be recalled as describing the
attitude of the American mind towards
the Constitution as one of "ruinous idol-

atry," while in his books he condemned
the Constitution as a "fetish." He, with
his colleagues and disciples, represented
a different political system—the doctrine
of the omnipotent state. Its industrial
and commercial triumphs seemed con-

vincing. Nowhere had "efficiency" at-
tained such apparent perfection. Our
so-called "individualism" was repre-
sented as weak and wasteful. Germany
was organic, and hence true to biologic
law. America was atomic, and there-
fore on a lower plane of development.
We were lacking in authoritative leader-

ship. Politics and economics must be
based no longer upon the individual,
who is of slight importance, but upon
society as a whole; that is, upon the
state as the efficient and authoritative
organization of society. The destiny of
the individual is, in future, it was said,
to accept the commands of the state,
which rules by right of superiority. To
the disciples of the German school of

politics and economics our system, or
lack of system, appeared provincial, and
was denounced as almost an anachro-
nism. What was needed, they said, was
administration. This depended upon
the increase of power in the hands of

the executive. The division of the pub-
lic powers, the localism of the legisla-
tive bodies, but especially the restric-

tions of the fundamental law as inter-

preted by the judiciary, were all re-

garded as obstructive of the ends in

view. Not being in the German man-
ner, they were not considered scientific.

Legislation should be free from all pre-

scriptive control, and it should always
emanate from "higher up." In short,
the true principle of government is cen-

tralized authority; as in Prussia, for ex-

ample. To this the Constitution, they
considered, was an impediment. Unable,
on account of its restrictions, to put into

operation the innovations of ingenious
minds, the intellectuals began to repeat
the derogatory comments of the German
professors, with the result that in our
higher educational institutions, to a

greater extent than the general public
is aware, men of influence had ceased to

be interested in native Americanism and
had lost faith in our political institu-

tions.

Another influence, not less potent and
emanating from the same original
source, has been imported into our
country in the persons of a wholly dif-

ferent class, having the same general
conception of the state, but regarding it

from another angle of vision. To them,
as to the imperialists, the state is power
and the authoritative shaper of society;
but their experience of it has been that
of an expropriating agency. Coming to
this Republic, they observe that the peo-
ple control the state. They look upon
democracy, which they do not under-
stand in the American sense, as a means,
not of changing the essential character
of the state as they have known it in
its omnipotent form, but merely, so to

speak, of changing the ruling dynasty.
In their experience with government
they had seen the prince and the pos-
sessors of wealth who shared his author-
ity sitting alone in the seats of power.
To those who had thus come to view the
state as an instrument of class interests,
under which they were oppressed, the

change needed appeared to be, not a
movement towards individual personal
liberty, for which they cared but little,

but the control of the state by the class

to which they belonged. The change to
be instituted must be a change of mas-
ters, but masters there were still to be.

The doctrines of Marx, which saw the
real enemy in capital, pointed to the
state as the sole proprietor and to the

proletariat as the ruling class in the
state. Where the intellectuals were
merely academic and negative, these men
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were revolutionary. What the natural

defenders of American political concep-

tions had not only ceased to defend but

were prone to treat with supercilious in-

difference, these theorists, often fired by

the fanaticism of intense sentiments

which narrow lives and imperfect educa-

tion rendered bitter and aggressive, be-

gan planning to overthrow completely.

The first objective of this class, now

become dangerously numerous in this

country, is to destroy the system of Con-

stitutional government altogether. Its

vulnerable point is the provision for

Constitutional amendment. When the

barriers to facile change are once swept

away, the process of demolition will be

very simple and very rapid. As a paper

seized in one of the schools of commu-
nism reads : "It is hoped that the pro-

letariat will conquer his enemy, the cap-

italist class, with as little bloodshed as

possible." If the guarantees of the Con-

stitution can be gradually destroyed, the

revolution will be readily accomplished

whenever an active and persistent mi-

nority chooses to impose it. If there are

not in the American people enough per-

ception of these designs and courage to

resist them in their beginnings, the last

acts of intimidation promise to be very

summary.
It is impossible in the space that can

be accorded to this article to specify the

ramifications of the social, economic, and

political theories that constitute the vol-

ume of this portentous movement to de-

stroy the Constitutional system in this

country. Happily, for the readers of the

Review this is unnecessary. The signs

of the times are at present too numer-

ous, too varied, and too foreboding to re-

quire a detailed enumeration. In or-

dinary timep, the propaganda of the ir-

responsible persons who are engaged in

this work of social disruption and who
make of it a profession, would receive

little attention. Busy and contented men
and women would not listen to them.

But at the present moment the soil of

the public mind is peculiarly suscepti-

ble to the growth of ideas distinctly rev-

olutionary. That most of the radical

doctrines propagated are reactionary,

anti-social, and utterly incompatible
with any true understanding of society

as a harmonious and prosperous whole,

makes little difference. The vision of

immediate change comes as a relief to

many minds, quite apart from the ulti-

mate consequences which it would in-

volve. Two conditions favor sudden and
untried experiments: a general feeling

of discontent, and the absence of those

deep settled convictions and moral cer-

tainties that characterized a period when
life was less complicated, when time for

reflection was more common, and when
faith in higher things was more firmly

fixed. We at present have occasion,

therefore, to regard the anniversary of

the fundamental law upon which our
whole system of American legal rights
and social security is founded, quite
otherwise than in the years of the cen-

tenary celebrations when there was no
note of fear for the future. Those cele-

brations sprang spontaneously from the
minds and hearts of a grateful people,
who were filled with contentment and re-

joicing that their heritage of freedom
was so ample and so sure. To-day, we
see the whole structure of organized
liberty menaced on every side, at a mo-
ment when we have undertaken inter-

national responsibilities such as we had
never before contemplated as even pos-
sible. We have conquered the enemy in

Europe; but, unless held in restraint, we
have to deal with a more dangerous
enemy in our own population. Our only
imminent peril at this time, unless we
commit the fault of incurring enmities

which we might wisely avoid, is from
the foes of our own household.

More than ever before in the history
of this Republic, the duty is forced upon
us to reexamine our foundations and to

see that they are adequately protected.
We all recognize that the Great War in

which we have successfully participated
has in many respects unsettled our na-

tional life. Millions of men ordinarily
devoted to the pursuits of peace have
been called to consecrate their time and

energies to the exigencies of sanguinary
strife. They have fought the battle of

freedom abroad, and we believe that they
will, if necessary, fight for it at home.
But what we require at this time is not

preparation for battle, but the under-

standing and the moral strength to up-
hold our national honor and character in

case a conflict should demand our action.

We have a new cause for satisfaction

in our American institutions in the fact

that they enabled us materially to win
the war and Constitutionally to under-
take and carry it to a conclusion ; for we
must not overlook the provisions for the

"common defense" in that great docu-

ment which enable us legally to protect
our national rights even on foreign soil.

But the conditions of peace are not the

conditions of war ; and we must now, un-
less we are to change our form of gov-

ernment, come back to the Constitutional

provisions for peace.
It would be an error, however, to

imagine that the present dangers to the

Constitution have been wholly produced
by the exigencies of war. Before our

participation in the war was dreamed of

by any one in this country, even before

the war began in Europe, the assaults

upon the Constitution were begun.
Considerable numbers of organized
bodies, of large membership, had passed
resolutions against judges being per-
mitted to declare certain legislative acts

unconstitutional. The recall of judges
by popular vote, and also the recall of

their decisions, have had large follow-

ing in this country. The courts have
been attacked in a voluminous literature

because they enforced the guarantees of
the Constitution regarding "due process
of law." In 1913, a situation had been
created that was considered alarming by
close students of public sentiment.

It was in that year, to arouse interest
in such questions in the light of princi-

ples and experience, that "The National
Association for Constitutional Govern-
ment" was established at Washington by
a group of patriotic men who were anx-
ious regarding the tendencies of that
time. It was discovered that a whole
generation had grown up in almost ab-

ject ignorance of what is distinctively
American in our system, that the higher
institutions were under the influence of
German doctrines regarding the ideals
of government, and that in the secondary
schools the instruction regarding gov-
ernment was mostly perfunctory. To
remedy as far as possible this deplorable
situation, a quarterly review of a serious
character was established under the

editorship of a highly trained and ex-

perienced scholar and writer. Acces-
sions came slowly, but with increasing
interest as the need of this work be-
came apparent, until now this move-
ment has become an established institu-

tion, to which all who have an interest
in the subject may rally with the as-

surance that it will continue as long as
there is a Constitution to expound and
defend; and yet it needs and desires a
wider influence, a larger membership,
and a more liberal support as a perma-
nent influence for the preservation of
Constitutional government in the Amer-
ican sense of the word.

Events which it is needless here to
enumerate have tended to revive the in-

terest of thoughtful men and women—
it is gratifying to know that thoughtful
women are enlisted in this cause—in

bringing home to honest minds through-
out the country the meaning and value
of our great inheritance of legally or-

ganized liberty. A few months ago,
eight of our leading patriotic societies

united, under the lead of The National

Security League, in a campaign to make
the one hundred and thirty-second an-

niversary of the signing of the Consti-
tution of the United States an occasion
for a nation-wide educational movement.
An organizing committee, composed of

prominent citizens and an honorary com-
mittee including the Governors of nearly
all the States, mayors of cities, bar as-

sociations, and boards of education, cov-

ering the whole country, has been
formed. Almost all of the forty-eight
States are now organized for the cele-

bration of that day in a manner appro-
priate to its importance. In thousands
of cities, towns, and villages capable
speakers will present to the people and
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to the schools brief expositions of the

meaning and value of our fundamental

law, based on a carefully prepared col-

lection of literature which has been

freely distributed under the direction of

Dr. Robert M. McElroy, educational di-

rector of the League. The purpose is to

impress upon the mind of the public that

true Americanism does not consist in a

mere sentimental attachment to the land

where one happened to be born, but in

devotion to the principles and institu-

tions which have made this a great, free,

and prosperous nation. It is this that

gives meaning to our flag, which is its

visible symbol.
It is not merely the fifteen millions

of foreign-born persons now living in

the United States who need instruction

upon this subject. The majority of our
native voters do not realize the distinc-

tive character of our political institu-

tions. The prevailing idea is that the

people's will is absolute; and that, there-

fore, whatever a majority, or in case of

a divided vote even a minority, deter-

mines to do or demand, irrespective of

its character, it is free to ordain.

It is precisely this domination of ar-

bitrary power which the Constitution
was designed to prevent. As Madison
declared, "Wherever the real power of

government lies, there is danger of op-

pression. In our Government," he con-

tinues, "the real power lies in the ma-
jority of the community, and the in-

vasion of private rights is chiefly to be
apprehended not from acts of govern-
ment contrary to the sense of the con-

stituents, but from acts in which the

government is the mere instrument of
the major number of constituents. . . .

Where there is an interest and a power
to do wrong, wrong will generally be
done, and not the less readily by a
powerful and interested party than by
a powerful and interested prince."
How profoundly discerning this com-

ment is, we have abundant contemporary
opportunity to know. Since changes
have already been made in our laws
which give a majority, and might give
a minority party in power, control over
the whole private income of the nation,
to be expended for any kind of purpose,
we realize that Madison had a clear pre-
vision of the dangers of an absolute

democracy.
The Constitutional theory is, in brief:

1. that government should consist in
limited and specifically delegated pow-
ers; 2. that these powers should be so

separated and divided that no individ-
ual or group should control all of them;
3. that the exercise of them should be
confided to responsible representatives
of the whole people; 4. that legislation
should be limited by the provisions of a
fundamental law; 5. that this law should
contain guarantees of personal rights
and liberties that should never be taken

away by legislation; 6. that this charter

of liberty may be amplified, but never
be changed by a mere majority of the

people, and only by the deliberate act of

a plurality so preponderant as to pre-
vent any group-interest from exercising
its arbitrary will in violation of the in-

herent rights and liberties of an other-

wise defenseless minority ; and 7. the es-

tablishment of a Supreme Judiciary
charged with the duty of seeing that the

fundamental law is not violated by any
State or Federal legislation.
That is, in essence, the American

theory of Constitutional government.
That is what is now attacked; and what
we have to consider is whether or not it

is worth while to defend it, and by what
means.

David Jayne Hill

Because the French
Call Water "Lo"

THE
Frenchman who was in business

in the United States began: "Can
any one tell me why attempts are being
made all the time to prejudice Americans

against the French people?"
"Be sure they do not come from our

soldiers arriving home from France,"
said the American officer who is waiting
to embark. "You will find it is the same
old German propaganda at work."

"I doubt if such appeals to prejudice
are always due to organized propaganda.
They are certainly not recognized as

German. Often they only continue prej-
udices felt before the war," was the

opinion of the American who lives in

Paris.

"I realize that when I am in America,"
assented the Frenchman. "But why are
so many of you ready to judge unfavor-

ably of the French?"
The American of Paris went on from

a long experience of reasons and causes.

"Some look on you unfavorably because

you are Catholics and some because you
are atheists; because your books and
plays are not Puritan and because your
immorality does not come up to expec-
tations; because you are gay and light-
headed and because you take so much
care of your money; because people were
sure your fighting courage in the war
would be a flash in the pan and because

you fought and died to the end without
theatricals; because you Frenchmen
have no word for home and because you
guard your family life so closely from
outsiders; because your women dress so
well and because your men do not dress
well—and because you are French and
call water 'lo' I"

"That last is the real reason," said
the Frenchman. "I was passing through
the Hotel Crillon last week when news
that the Rumanian army had occupied

Budapest was exciting the members of

the American Peace Delegation. One
who was passing said openly—'The
French have been dealing double with
us!' I recognized him as one who does
not speak French. When I began doing
business in the United States nothing
provoked me more than not understand-

ing what American business men were

saying. I, too, felt they were double-

dealing."
"I have felt that way when making

army contracts with the French author-

ities," said the American officer. "Even
your military men seemed to me far too

sharp."

"They have no such reputation among
our own people," observed the French-
man. "What struck me most in this

Rumanian muddle was how easily Amer-
icans think Frenchmen are acting un-
derhand. They never stop to think—
the terrible idea has occurred to me
they do not know—that we Frenchmen
are much more interested than they can
be in protecting Hungarians, for we
wish them to be able to pay the money
they owe us. Has either of you any
notion of the sums lent by Frenchmen in

Hungary to Government and municipal-
ities and private industries?"

"There you are again with your
money," answered the American officer.

"We came over to fight on your side.

How can you expect us to know your
bookkeeping accounts ?"
"We have a right to expect you not

to jump at conclusions that make us out
damned fools," retorted the Frenchman.
"Surely the Peace Delegation ought to
know as much as that."

"Peace-making with us is a sort of

school-mastering," remarked the Amer-
ican of Paris. "Half our public men
have taught school at the beginning of
their career. It engenders in them a

peculiar habit of mind which the old-

time diplomats did not have. They rea-
son out that certain general policies are
good for humanity and they are im-
patient when the particular human vic-

tims of their policies make difficulties."

The speaker recovered himself a mo-
ment and went on : "This habit of mind
is common to us with British Noncon-
formists, from whom we may also have
inherited it. They reason out that there

ought not to be a State Church estab-
lished by law and then try to make indi-

vidual citizens nonconform by legisla-
tion. It is the same with many political
reformers of the Continent. The repub-
lican agitator Lerroux has just been
talking again in Barcelona. At the time
of the Ferrer Affair, in his first speech
after he came back from exile, he as-
sured his fellow-citizens, 'We bring you
Liberty—we shall begin by suppressing
the religious communities !' So the Man-
chester Guardian sees that England
needs Ireland territorially for her own
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independence and feels nothing but dis-

trust when France asks like guarantees

against German invasion."

The American officer broke in : "Your

comparisons are curious to us Amer-

icans."

"Gently," protested the American of

Paris. "My examples may seem gro-

tesque, but they show what habits of

mind can do."

"You have still to explain the habit

of mind which makes Americans listen

to accusations against the French," per-

sisted the Frenchman. "They do not

come from your soldiers who have been

in France, although many of them are

very hot against French profiteering. I

have heard from some that it was quite

as bad around camps at home while they

were waiting to come over to France.

Opportunity makes the thief every-

where. And then such profiteers are no

respecters of persons—French Poilus

and French civilians complained first

and are complaining last of French

profiteers."
The American officer spoke up: "Pri-

%-ate Stover, of Ohio, is a railway engi-

neer who has been going from one side

of France to the other for two years.

He said to me lately, 'None of us has

anything against France. The only

trouble is that, except in the front line,

we never get a chance to meet the right

kind of French.*
"

"I understand," answered the French-

man. "He meant that soldiers in towns

like himself did not get a very good idea

of French society from what his Gen-

eral called 'painted dolls.' For those

who understand French a great many of

our stage performances give about as

bad an idea. Your two million soldiers

may have been unsophisticated, but they

have shown themselves full of common
sense. They must have reflected some-

times that so many French towns with

streets upon streets of well-kept family

apartments and carefully tended chil-

dren could not belong to a people in a

state of dissolution. It is unfortunate

they could not have seen more of French

families. They would have learned that

the average Frenchman is what he has

been for a thousand years—the lifelong

slave of one of three women, his mother,

his wife, and his daughter."
"After five years in the limelight as

no people ever were before, you French-

men need not fear disparagement," said

the American officer, coming back to the

question. "These continuous campaigns
to excite prejudice against you in the

United States tend all to one thing only—to persuade Americans that France is

getting too much out of Germany by the

Peace Treaty."
"So far," replied the Frenchman,

"France is not in sight of getting any

money out of Germany for no one

knows how long. Then what a noise

has been made about the Sarre Basin
because we are supposed to work it for
fifteen years! Our new populations of
Alsace and Lorraine have to be furnished
from it as they were under Germany,
and we have to help out Switzerland and
Italy with whatever may be left. And
meanwhile we are left ourselves to our
coal famine, which the Germans have
deliberately inflicted on us by destroy-
ing, without any military reason, one-
third of our own coal-fields."

"Listen to what Jules Sauerwein has
been writing from Berlin," said the
American officer, picking up the Matin
of August 16 :

" 'A systematic campaign is being car-

ried on to make people here believe that
France alone is responsible for all that

happens to them. Do they lack coal?
France has our locomotives. Do they
lack food? France takes for herself all

that America can export. Have they got
to give up Poland? It is Clemenceau
and Foch that exact it against Lloyd
George's judgment. Is there a Sepa-
ratist movement along the Rhine? Gen-
eral Mangin is at the bottom of it. Is

Austria forbidden to incorporate her-
self with Germany? That's Pichon's

doings.'
"

"Have you thought what the end will

be of all these campaigns in Germany
and England and America?" asked the
Frenchman. "They will end in obliging
France to keep a standing army facing
the Rhine with all our young men forced
to give up the best years of their life in

compulsory military service. Let me
read you something genuine from our
side," he added taking the Liberie of
the same day. "A peasant recalls how
his brother-in-law came home and died
in a month, gas-poisoned and with his

lungs eaten away:
"
'For days and days we could not put

our heads out of our dug-out without
being burned up by the gases. What re-

flections we made ! Men could use things
like that against men! And they call

themselves civilized ! And now you hear
citizens complain that we are too hard
on Germany! Where were they in the
war? In their beds!'"

Paris, August 20 Stoddard Dewey

O. Henry

THERE
are two opinions concerning

O. Henry. The middle class views
him as the impersonation of vigor and

brilliancy; part of the higher criticism

sees in him little but sensation and persi-

flage. Between these views there is a
natural relation; the gods of the

heathens are ipso facto the demons of

Christianity. Unmixed assertions, how-

ever, are commonly mixtures of truth

and falsehood; there is room to-day for

an estimate which shall respect both

opinions and adopt neither.

There is one literary trait in which
I am unable to name any writer of tales

in any literature who surpasses O.

Henry.* It is not primary or even sec-

ondary among literary merits; it is less

a value per se than the condition or

foundation of values. But its utility
is manifest, and it is rare among men:
Chaucer and Shakespeare prove the pos-

sibility of its absence in masters of that

very branch of art in which its presence
would seem to be imperative. I refer
to the designing of stories—not to the

primary intuition or to skill in develop-
opment, in both of which finer phases
of invention 0. Henry has been largely
and frequently surpassed, but to the dis-

position of masses, to the blocking-out
of plots. That a half-educated American
provincial should have been original in

a field in which original men have been

copyists is enough of itself to make his

personality observable.

Illustration, even of conceded truths,
is rarely superfluous. I supply two in-

stances. Two lads, parting in New York,
agree to meet "After Twenty Years" at
a specified hour, date, and corner. Both
are faithful; but the years in which their
relation has slept in mutual silence and
ignorance have turned the one into a
dashing criminal, the other into a sober
officer of the law. Behind the pictur-
esque and captivating rendezvous lurks
a powerful dramatic situation and a
moral problem of arresting gravity.
This is dealt with in six pages of the
"Four Million." The "Furnished Room,"
two stories further on, occupies twelve

pages. Through the wilderness of apart-
ments on the lower West Side a man
trails a woman. Chance leads him to
the very room in which the woman ended
her life the week before. Between him
and the truth the avarice of a sordid

landlady interposes the curtain of a lie.

In the bed in which the girl slept and
died, the man sleeps and dies, and the

William Sidney Porter, 1862-1910, son
of Algernon Sidney Porter, physician, was
born, bred, and meagrely educated in

Greensboro, North Carolina. In Greens-
boro he was drug clerk; in Texas he was
amateur ranchman, land-office clerk, editor,
and bank teller. Convicted of misuse of
bank funds on insufficient evidence (which
he supplemented by the insanity of flight),
he passed three years and three months in
the Ohio State Penitentiary at Columbus.
Release was the prelude to life in New
York, to story-writing, to rapid and wide-
spread fame. Latterly, his stories, pub-
lished in New York journals and in book
form, were consumed by the public with an
avidity which his premature death, in 1910,
scarcely checked. The pen-name, O. Henry,
is almost certainly borrowed from a French
chemist, Etienne-Ossian Henry, whose
abridged name he fell upon in his phar-
macal researches. See the interesting "O.
Henry Biography" by C. Alphonso Smith
and the Greensboro Daily News for July
2, 1919.
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entrance of the deadly fumes into his

nostrils shuts the sinister and mournful

coincidence forever from the knowledge
of mankind. 0. Henry gave these tales

neither extension nor prominence; so far

as I know, they were received without

bravos or salvos. The distinction of a

body of work in which such specimens
are undistinguished hardly requires

comment.
A few types among these stories may

be specified. There are the Sydney Car-

tonisms, defined in the name; love-

stories in which divided hearts, or sim-

ply divided persons, are brought together

by the strategy of chance; hoax stories

—deft pictures of smiling roguery;

"prince and pauper" stories, in which
wealth and poverty face each other,

sometimes enact each other; disguise

stories, in which the wrong clothes often

draw the wrong bullets; complemental
stories, in which Jim sacrifices his be-

loved watch to buy combs for Delia,

who, meanwhile, has sacrificed her be-

loved hair to buy a chain for Jim.

This imperfect list is eloquent in its

way; it smooths our path to the asser-

tion that 0. Henry's specialty is the en-

listment of original method in the serv-

ice of traditional appeals. The ends are

the ends of fifty years ago; 0. Henry
transports us by aeroplane to the old

homestead.*

Criticism of 0. Henry falls into those

superlatives and antitheses in which his

own faculty delighted. In mechanical
invention he is almost the leader of his

race. In a related quality—a defect—
his leadership is even more conspicuous.
I doubt if the sense of the probable, or,

more precisely, of the available in the

improbable, ever became equally weak-
ened or deadened in a man who made his

living by its exercise. The improbable,
even the impossible, has its place in art,

though that place is relatively low; and
it is curious that works such as the
"Arabian Nights" and Grimm's fairy

tales, whose stock-in-trade is the in-

credible, are the works which give almost
no trouble on the score of verisimilitude.

The truth is that we reject not what
it is impossible to prove, or even what it

is possible to disprove, but what it is

impossible to imagine. O. Henry asks
us to imagine the unimaginable—that is

his crime.

The right and wrong improbabilities
may be illustrated from two burglar
stories. "Sixes and Sevens" contains an
excellent tale of a burglar and a citizen

*0. Henry's stories have been known to
coincide with earlier work in a fashion
which dims the novelty of the tale without
clouding the originality of the author. I

thought the brilliant "Harlem Tragedy"
(in the "Trimmed Lamp") unique through
sheer audacity, but the other day I found
its motive repeated with singular exactness
in Montesquieu's "Lettres Persanes" (Let-
ter LI).

who fraternize, in a comic midnight in-

terview, on the score of their common
sufferings from rheumatism. This feel-

ing in practice would not triumph over
fear and greed; but the feeling is natu-

ral, and everybody with a grain of na-

ture in him can imagine its triumph.
Nature tends towards that impossibility,
and art, lifting, so to speak, the lid

which fact drops upon nature, reveals

nature in belying fact. In another story,
in "Whirligigs," a nocturnal interview
takes place in which a burglar and a
small boy discuss the etiquette of their

mutual relation by formulas derived
from short stories with which both are

amazingly conversant. This is the wrong
use of the improbable. Even an imagi-
nation inured to the virtues of burglars
and the maturity of small boys will have

naught to do with this insanity.
But 0. Henry can go further yet.

There are inventions in his tales the

very utterance of which—not the mere
substance but the utterance—on the part
of a man not writing from Bedlam or
for Bedlam impresses the reader as in-

credible. In a "Comedy in Rubber," two
persons become so used to spectatorship
at transactions in the street that they
drift into the part of spectators when
the transaction is their own wedding.
Can human daring or human folly go
further? 0. Henry is on the spot to

prove that they can. In the "Romance
of a Busy Broker," a busy and forget-
ful man, in a freak of absent-minded-
ness, offers his hand to the stenographer
whom he had married the night before.
The other day, in the journal of the

Goncourts, I came upon the following
sentence: "Never will the imagination
approach the improbabilities and the
antitheses of truth" (II, 9). This is

dated February 21, 1862. Truth had
still the advantage. 0. Henry was not
born till September of the same year.

Passing on to style, we are still in
the land of antithesis. The style is gross—and fine. Of the plenitude of its

stimulus, there can be no question. In
"Sixes and Sevens," a young man sink-

ing under accidental morphia, is kept
awake and alive by shouts, kicks, and
blows. 0. Henry's public seems imaged
in that young man. But I draw a sharp
distinction between the tone of the style
and its pattern. The tone is brazen, or,
better perhaps, brassy; its self-adver-
tisement is incorrigible; it reeks with
that air of performance which is opposed
to real efficiency. But the pattern is

another matter. The South rounds its

periods like its vowels; 0. Henry has
read, not widely, but wisely, in his boy-
hood. His sentences are built—a rare
thing in the best writers of to-day. In
conciseness, that Spartan virtue, he was
strong, though it must be confessed that
the tale-teller was now and then hustled
from the rostrum by his rival and

enemy, the talker. He can introduce a

felicity with a noiselessness that num-
bers him for a flying second among the

sovereigns of English. "In one of the
second-floor front windows Mrs. Mc-
Caskey awaited her husband. Supper
was cooling on the table. Its heat went
into Mrs. McCaskey."

I regret the tomfoolery ; I wince at the

slang. Yet even for these levities with
which his pages are so liberally be-

sprinkled or bedaubed, some half-apology
may be circumspectly urged. In non-
sense his ease is consummate. A horse-
man who should dismount to pick up a
bauble would be childish ; 0. Henry picks
it up without dismounting. Slang, again,
is most pardonable in the man with
whom its use is least exclusive and least

necessary. There are men who, going
for a walk, take their dogs with them;
there are other men who give a walk to

their dogs. Substitute slang for the

dog, and the superiority of the first class

to the second will exactly illustrate the

superiority of O. Henry to the abject
traffickers in slang.

In the "Pendulum" Katy has a new
patch in her crazy quilt which the ice

man cut from the end of his four-in-
hand. In the "Day We Celebrate,"
threading the mazes of a banana grove
is compared to "paging the palm room of
a New York hotel for a man named
Smith." O. Henry's is the type of mind
to which images like this four-in-hand
and this palm room are presented in

exhaustless abundance and unflagging
continuity. There was hardly an object
in the merry-go-round of civilized life

that had not offered at least an end or
an edge to the avidity of his consuming
eyes. Nothing escapes from the besom
of his allusiveness, and the style is

streaked and pied, almost to monotony,
by the accumulation of lively details.

If 0. Henry's style was crude, it was
also rare; but it is part of the grimness
of the bargain that destiny drives with
us that the mixture of the crude and the
rare should be a crude mixture, as the
sons of whites and negroes are num-
bered with the blacks. In the kingdom
of style 0. Henry's estates were princely,
but, to pay his debts, he must have sold
them all.

Thus far in our inquiry extraordinary
merits have been offset by extraordinary
defects. To lift our author out of the
class of brilliant and skillful entertain-

ers, more is needed. Is more forth-

coming? I should answer, yes. In O.

Henry, above the knowledge of setting,
which is clear and first-hand, but sub-

sidiary, above the order of events, which
is, generally speaking, fantastic, above
the emotions, which are sound and warm,
but almost purely derivative, there is a
rather small, but impressive body of
first-hand perspicacities and reactions.
On these his endurance may hinge.
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I name, first of all, 0. Henry's feeling

for New York. With the exception of

his New Orleans, I care little for his

South and West, which are a boyish
South and West, and as little, or even

less, for his Spanish-American communi-
ties. My objection to his opera-bouffe

republics is, not that they are inade-

quate as republics (for that we were en-

tirely prepared), but that they are in-

adequate as opera. He lets us see his

show from the coulisses. The pretense
lacks standing even among pretenses, and
a faith must be induced before its re-

moval can enliven us. But his New
York has quality. It is of the family
of Dickens's London and Hugo's Paris,

though it is plainly a cadet in the family.
Mr. Howells, in his profound and valu-

able study of the metropolis in a "Haz-
ard of New Fortunes," is penetrating;
0. Henry, on the other hand, is pene-
trated. His New York is intimate and

clinging; it is caught in the mesh of the

imagination.
O. Henry had rare but precious in-

sights into human destiny and human
nature. In these pictures he is not

formally accurate; he could never or
seldom set his truth before us in that

moderation and proportion which truths

acquire in the stringencies of actuality.
He was apt to present his insight in a
sort of parable or allegory, to upraise it

before the eyes of mankind on the mast
or flagpole of some vehement exaggera-
tion. Epigram shows us truth in the
embrace of a lie, and tales which are
dramatized epigrams are subject to a
like constraint. The force, however, is

real. I could scarcely name anywhere a
more powerful exposition of fatality
than "Roads of Destiny," the initial story
in the volume which appropriates its

title. It wanted only the skilled ro-

mantic touch of a Gautier or Steven-
son to enroll this tale among the master-

pieces of its kind in contemporary let-

ters.

Now and then the ingredient of para-
ble is hardly perceptible; we draw close

to the bare fact. O. Henry, fortunate in

plots, is peculiarly fortunate in his re-

nunciation of plot. If contrivance is

lucrative, it is also costly. There is an
admirable little story called the "Pen-
dulum" (in the "Trimmed Lamp"), the

simplicity of whose fable would have
satisfied Coppee or Hawthorne. A man
in a flat, by force of custom, has come
to regard his wife as a piece of furni-
ture. She departs for a few hours, and,
by the break in usage, is restored, in his

consciousness, to womanhood. She comes
back, and relapses into furniture. That
is all. O. Henry could not have given
us less—or more. Farcical, clownish, if

you will, the story resembles those
clowns who carry daggers under their

motley. When John Perkins takes up
that inauspicious hat, the reader smiles,

and quails. I will mention a few other

examples of insights with the proviso
that they are not specially commended
to the man whose quest in the short story
is the electrifying or the calorific. They
include the "Social Triangle," the "Mak-
ing of a New Yorker," and the "Foreign
Policy of Company 99," all in the
"Trimmed Lamp," the "Brief Debut of

Tildy" in the "Four Million," and the

"Complete Life of John Hopkins" in the
"Voice of the City." I can not close this

summary of good points without a pass-

ing reference to the not unsuggestive
portrayal of humane and cheerful scoun-
drels in the "Gentle Grafter." The pic-

ture, if false to species, is faithful to

genus.
O. Henry's egregiousness, on the su-

perficial side, both in merits and defects,
reminds us of those park benches so

characteristic of his tales which are oc-

cupied by a millionaire at one end and
a mendicant at the other. But, to com-

plete the image, we must add as a casual

visitor to that bench a seer or a student,

who, sitting down between the previous
comers and suspending the flamboyancies
of their dialogue, should gaze with the

pensive eye of Goldsmith or Addison

upon the passing crowd.
In 0. Henry American journalism and

the Victorian tradition meet. His mind,
quick to don the guise of modernity, was
impervious to its spirit. The specifically

modern movements, the scientific awak-

ening, the religious upheaval and sub-

sidence, the socialistic gospel, the en-

franchisement of women—these never
interfered with his artless and joyous
pursuit of the old romantic motives of

love, hate, wealth, poverty, gentility, dis-

guise, and crime. On two points a moral
record which, in his literature, is every-
where sound and stainless, rises almost
to nobility. In an age when sexual ex-

citement had become available and per-

missible, this worshiper of stimulus

never touched with so much as a finger-

tip that insidious and meretricious fruit.

The second point is his feeling for

underpaid working-girls. His passion-
ate concern for this wrong derives a

peculiar emphasis from the general re-

fusal of his books to bestow countenance
or notice on philanthropy in its collec-

tive forms. When, in his dream of

Heaven, he is asked: "Are you one of

the bunch?" (meaning one of the bunch
of grasping and grinding employers),
the response, through all its slang, is

soul-stirring.
"
'Not on your immortal-

ity,' said I. 'I'm only the fellow that

set fire to an orphan asylum and mur-
dered a blind man for his pennies.'

" The
author of that retort may have some
difficulty with the sentries that watch
the entrance of Parnassus; he will have
none with the gatekeeper of the New
Jerusalem.

O. W. Firkins

Correspondence
Educating the Capitalist

To the Editors of The Review:
Ever since the Unpopular (now the

Unpartizan) Review made editorial men-
tion of your publication as one "based on
rational ideas of what constitutes hu-
man progress and how to promote it"

I have been enjoying its weekly "signs
of thinking things through." Of espe-

cially high and timely merit have been

your recent articles, "Is There a Huge
'Social Surplus'?", "Hungary's Com-
munist Experiment," and "Production,

Distribution, Happiness."
The claim of socialism is that capital

(the surplus goods produced above im-
mediate living requirements and the

margin between our present existence

and the hand-to-mouth existence of sav-

age tribes) should be administered by
the state for the greater welfare of the

people instead of by private or individ-

ual interests as at present.
As a matter of fact the test of experi-

ence shows and is showing that greater
efficiency (as measured by the results

obtained from a given amount of human
resource and effort) in "grub-staking"
enterprises involving risk and time for

their realization is obtained through
private administration of capital than

through governmental direction. How-
ever, the latter offers a direct appeal to

the people in the apparently greater
stability it would offer to industry and

thereby to employment.
Private administrators of capital

("capitalists" so called) acquire their

positions of power through their gradu-
ally demonstrated ability to produce re-

sults, and no equally effective means for

selecting governmental officials has ever
been devised. From them and others
we are hearing a great deal about the

necessity of educating the common peo-
ple to a due appreciation of economics,
and of natural law in general, that they
may not kill the goose that lays the gold-
en egg, as is the case in Russia. And
no one will care to deny this pressing
necessity.
But what of the education of capital-

ists? Why do we hear so little of this

need? Why don't we hear of a more
widespread emulation of Mr. Carnegie
and his building of the Bessemer & Lake
Erie Railroad in 1894, when industry
was at a standstill; of Mr. Harriman,
who made it a practice to proceed with
railroad extensions when times were
poor, and labor and material cheap, and
when he had a minimum interference
with the ordinary course of traffic to

contend with?

Why do the most efficient applications
of capital in the way of extensions, bet-

terments, research, "hang up" so per-
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sistently between the devil of a dearth of

immediate demand for commodities and

the deep blue sea of unfilled orders?

Either the times are too poor and the

capitalistic "nerve" is lacking in its ap-

parent view that the bottom of things
has dropped out for all time, or the

plant is too busy to be bothered with

directing capital into the multiplying
channels of production, with the result

that this is rarely done. Were this done
more often industry would be less spas-

modic; the situation would arise less

frequently in which labor is denied the

opportunity to produce the commodities
it needs for its existence. And not only
would labor and society in general profit
in this way, but the gain to the capital-
ist is well illustrated by the experience
of men like Mr. Carnegie and Mr. Har-
riman.

In short, the present capitalistic

mechanism is far superior to any the

state gives promise of devising, but
nevertheless it is highly deficient and
unstable. As a result there is a wide-

spread unrest which enjoys baiting the

capitalist as a sport and has for its

motto "anything but the present order
of things—anything so long as it is dif-

ferent."
It is clearly up to the capitalist to give

an account of his stewardship and to im-

prove it, or he may find his opportunity
even more hampered by regulation than
at present; or else, he may find it re-

moved entirely, which would be a calam-

ity indeed.

The foregoing is submitted by way of

leading up to this request : Can not you
have an article prepared to answer some
of these questions, and to point out to

our managers of capital how much they
stand in need of removing the beam in

their own eyes while they continue to

point out the mote in the eyes of their

laboring brethren?

W. E. Dean
Wilmerding, Pa., July 24

Concerning "Obligations

and Reservations"

To the Editors of The Eeview:
I trust you will not think me hyper-

critical if I take exception to one point
brought out in your most excellent, well-

considered, and in the main carefully
reasoned out editorial in the current
issue of the Review, entitled "Obliga-
tions and Reservations."

In the paragraph I refer to you use
the following language:

There are those who strenuously contend
that the Covenant violates the Constitution
by depriving Congress of its right to de-
termine the question of peace and war.
That this contention is not sound has been
amply shown, and was brought out with

particular conclusiveness in Senator Kel-

logg's able speech a few weeks ago. It is

not a question of Constitutional legitimacy,
but of far reaching national policy, that is

at issue. It is precisely because the obliga-
tion assumed in the treaty is not different
in kind from what many former treaties
have embodied that the reservations are
called for.

To my thinking, the speech of Senator

Kellogg you refer to was exceedingly
faulty in that it contained the same fal-

lacious reasoning which you have fallen

into in the paragraph just quoted. From
the practical standpoint, it seems to me
to be wholly indefensible to say that the

obligations incurred by signing the pro-
posed covenant are similar to those in-

curred by signing an ordinary treaty.
An analysis of the two acts will show
this to be true. When a nation signs a

treaty the amount of sovereignty or in-

dependence of action surrendered is so
small that it is for all practical pur-
poses negligible. As a matter of fact,
treaties are entered into for the purpose
of covering a certain set of facts, which
have been thoroughly considered in ad-
vance.

The agreement relates to certain given
facts and to contingencies which may
arise therefrom, all of which have been

carefully considered in advance. The
obligations and commitments of the na-
tion in connection therewith are in
terms limited and prescribed. After the

signing of an ordinary treaty a nation
is still free and independent to pursue
its own course and to control its own
destiny in the field of international af-

fairs. Clearly this would not be the
case should a nation subscribe to the

proposed covenant. Such a step would
not relate to a given set of facts and to
a particular situation, but it would be a
surrender in advance to the Council of
the League of the right and power to
determine what course a constituent na-
tion must. pursue in connection with all

disputes and issues which arise in the
field of international affairs. When this
is done, a nation is no longer the master
of its own destiny. The situation is like
that which arises when a corporation,
formerly free and independent, has de-
cided to merge its organization with a
number of other corporations for the
purpose of forming what is commonly
called a Trust.

Prior to entering such a combination,
the constituent corporations were free
and independent to enter into contracts.
After the combination is formed, the
right and power to do this has been sur-
rendered and lodged in the merger.
Furthermore, it seems to me to be loose

reasoning to say that should we enter
this League and agree to be morally or
legally bound by the recommendations
of the Council, that Congress would still

be free to determine on its own initia-
tive when we should enter war, how we

should conduct our wars and under what
circumstances they should be ended. Of
course in this instance, as under an or-

dinary treaty, war can not be declared

unless Congress does so, but it is also

clear that should Congress decline to de-

clare war upon the recommendation of

the Executive Council, such an act would
constitute a breach of faith, and this is

quite manifestly the point of the whole
matter.

Under our Constitutional regime, Con-

gress is absolutely free and independent
to determine on its own initiative when
war shall be declared, and how it shall

be carried on. It is one thing for Con-

gress to declare war under a special

treaty, where the facts and circum-
stances relating to the obligation have
all been thoroughly considered in ad-

vance and where our rights and duties

have been limited and prescribed by
special agreement, and quite another

thing for it to be called upon to declare

war at the behest of a Council in regard
to matters which could not possibly have
entered into the contemplation of the

representatives of the nation at the time
the covenant was executed. It is a well-

known fact that strychnia is calculated

to kill the one who takes it in a short

time, but it does not follow that an ex-

ceedingly small dose is fatal or even
harmful. The fact is, as well known,
that in many instances small doses of

strychnia, far from being harmful, are

actually beneficial. From the standpoint
of practical statesmanship it seems to

me that this illustration is a perfectly
fair one.

From my viewpoint, it is absurd to

contend that a corporation surrenders
its independence and freedom of action

when it enters into a contract. On the
other hand, the proposition is too clear

for argument, that when such a corpora-
tion decides to join a merger and sub-
mit to a Board of Directors of that mer-
ger, its independence of action dis-

appears.
J. R. Wilfley

New York, August 29

[The point intended by the remark to

which Judge Wilfley objects was that the
mere fact of the treaty committing the

country to peace or war in certain con-

tingencies does not in itself make the

treaty violative of the Constitution.
Hence the practical consequence that
mere unconstitutionality can not be re-

lied on to relieve us of the extraordina-

rily far-reaching obligations involved in

Article X; and consequently, as we
stated in the sentence following the pas-
sage quoted by Judge Wilfley, it is neces-

sary that the acceptance of the treaty
be bound up with "a plain statement of
the limitations which the considered

judgment of the nation recognizes as

necessary."—Eds. Review.']
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as the European to submit to public
control or to other individual sacrifices

for the sake of increasing the military
power or political prestige of that ab-
stract political entity or personality
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disposed to submit to political regimen-
tation if he is convinced that the result
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beverages that carries with it a more
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radical invasion of their sphere of in-

dividual liberty than would for a mo-
be tolerated in France or Great

Britain or even in the German States.

Thus Americans suffer from the excess

of their political virtues. They are of-

ten unwilling to give to the enforcement

of law and the maintenance of national

power that disinterested support which

should be given, and, on the other hand,

they are willing to endure police control

that is essentially oppressive if the claim

is often enough reiterated that a moral

principle is involved or that other in-

dividuals will thereby be protected

against their own weaknesses or follies.

W. W. WnXOOGHBY

The New "Laissez Faire"

The Politics of Industry. A Footnote
to the Social Unrest. By Glenn Frank.

York: The Centnry Company.

IN"
this interesting and well-written

little book—a reprint of a series of

articles in the Century Magmzine—we
what we have Ions suspected, that

are a nation of improvisers—mud-
dlers, our English cousins would call it

that we should be more for-

in order that we may be

forewarned and forearmed against
trouble. We sadly need a school

prophets—foretellers and forthteflera

shall make a scientific study of

meteorology and send out their

a good while ahead of coming
; but still more do we need a
wise enough to listen—as no

has done since the days of

Unfortunately, prophecies are

par just now; for, while some of

may be as good as gold, others are

worth the paper they are written on.

a prophet should be able to

ir a sign, unless the people also have

inspiration and illumination.

nearly all who study social prob-

agree with Mr. Frank in saying
we are living in a time of great un-
and discontent. Hie world is in a
of unstable equilibrium, yeasty,

and bubbling with new ideas,

suggestible, plastic, flexible, prepared
for a speeding-up of evolution, ready to

take on new forms, to make in ten years
a leap over a social chasm which ordi-

narily would require a century to span.
Now, if ever, great leaders should arise,
men of vision and determination,
of broad and synthetic
constructive statesmen, molders of hu-
man thought, organizers, builders, crea-
tors. If such leaders do not appear and
rise to the occasion, presently things
will stiffen up again and move in the old

ruts, or else inexperienced men will take

control, for when, in such times

society has had to choose
trained blind men and untrained men of

vision, the latter hare invariably been

the people's choice.

Mr. Frank, at least, is not in doubt

as to the men whom he would <

call to this service,

run of politician, for they
artificial geographical drrhuons and have

not been trained as executives and en-

gineers. Not the ill-trained and amatrar
bureaucracy from which we have suf-

fered during the war, nor even a trained

bureaucracy, for that would be ineffi-

cient, unprogressive, and tyrannical.

No, the natural leaden of the hour are

the business men of the country, who, if

they have the right spirit—the spirit of

constructive liberalism—can lead the

Aauurkan people into the promised had.

This repudiation of state socialism, with
:•

-' -5 men and labor lead-

ers will sympathiie, reminds one of the

origin of the well-known and much dis-

credited phrase: laissa-fairt, laxssex-

pmttar, usually attribaflffto the Physio-

crat, Gournay. It goes farther back,

however, to the time of Comert, when a

deputation of merchants waited on the

great finance minister to protest against

protection and governmental interfer-

ence with industry. •Laisjcz-r us

faire,'* said Le Gendre—let us do it; let

the people who know carry on business

affairs, and let the Government inter-

fere as little as possible While the

phrase has been perverted from its orig-

inal meaning and made to stand for un-

restricted individualism, it has still a

value in our day as a warning against
excessive governmental regulation and
tate socialism

In taking np the task of reconstruc-

tion or reorganization, business states-

men should keep three large ends ever in

view: first, greater efficiency in the pro-
duction of wealth; second, greater jus-
tice in the distribution of wealth; third,

greater wisdom in the consumption of

wealth. Many efforts have been made
in the past towards the attainment of

these ends, but none sufficiently compre-
hensive nor altogether successfuL Col-

lective bargaining can never solve the

labor problem, for it is merely a phase
of the class struggle based on the old

system of balance of power and increas-

ing armaments. Conciliation in indue
trial disputes is apt to degenerate into

industrial parifiam and attains only

temporary results. Arbitration is es-

sentially opportunistic and compromis-
ing in character, and its awards are
often flouted by the losing side. Inves-

tigation is a mere antiseptic, negative in

character. Social legislation may give

security to the wage-earners, but that is

not the goal of labor's aspiration. Wel-
fare work savors of patronage and is

irritating to labor. Profit sharing when
most successful tends to break down the

solidarity of labor. Scientific manage-
ment tends to mechanize the worker,
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socialists like Mr. G. D. H. Cole,

belligerent young apostle of the Guild

are stoutly opposed to

that they wffl not invohr

lar|r,Mr.@Ber1 K. CniiaUilii ca-i:dN-

advises labor not to sell its rights of

combining and striking for any plausible
and partial participation in i

for, be says, "the triumph of i

has practically consisted in granting

popular control in such small

that the control could be <

For aU that, Mr. Frank is

thusiastic about the Whitley Councils,

as wen as such experiments in profit

sharing and shop control as have been

successfully tried by William Filene's

Sons Company and other enterprising
business men. He thinks that twenty of

die outstanding leaders of
business could with i

draw up a plan for a new order of in-

dustry, even as the Constitutional Con-
ve-tioti drafted the Cc-stir-ticr. af the

United States. It might be wefl to point

out, in this connection, that the framers
of the Constitution departed very slight-

ly from British and Colonial pmtedcnt,
and that the newest features of the
Constitution have been, as many think,
the least successful It is rather odd,

too, that Mr. Frank says nothing about

ownership as giving a title to control,

and does not suggest that the
before demanding the right to

heuld -Like the erT:rts and

prerequisite to the acquisition of a ]

erty interest in the
without which any huge measure of i

trol might have
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A Historian in the Field

Scenes from Italy's War. By G. M.

Trevelyan. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company.

FOR
more than three years the dis-

tinguished biographer of Garibaldi

commanded the First Ambulance Unit of

the British Red Cross on the Italian

front. The unit served from the Astico

to the Carso, witnessed the sieges at

Bainsizza and San Gabriele, and the

capture of Gorizia; was whirled back,

with the loss of its entire material, after

Caporetto. Thus there passed under

the eyes of one of the most accomplished
of modern historians the main events

of the most sensational fighting of the

world war. All this Mr. Trevelyan
treats with color and discretion and in-

sight. His narrative is accompanied by
maps, and despite the modest title of the

book, it is for the non-technical reader

a definitiye bit of military history, and

withal an engrossing personal narrative.

Mr. Trevelyan traces the mood of

Italy from the outbreak of the war to

the end. His analysis of the great de-

bate which preceded intervention is mas-

terly, as is the explanation of the moral

debacle at Caporetto. The wonder is,

he thinks, not that the disaster came,
but that it did not come sooner and that

Italy so soon recovered morale. For
the war was made in the towns, but

fought by the peasants. These, unlike

their French and English allies, hardly
realized the moral scope of the war, were
sustained by no instructed idealism, suf-

fered terribly (the percentage of deaths

was as great for Italy as for England),
and so were readily affected by pacifist

agitation and easily dismayed in dis-

aster.

The portent of Caporetto is less than
the marvel of the recovery. Certain

units of the second army, strikers from
the munition works ill-advisedly posted
in a quiet sector, voluntarily surrendered

to the Austrians on October 24, 1917.

Widely rotted at the centre, the whole
line had to withdraw. In twenty days
the Italians were driven in about 150

miles from the East and North. Many
of the troops were demoralized, most of

the artillery taken, lost those Alpine
positions which had cost months of in-

genuity and sacrifice. Only the sturdi-

ness of the Duke of Aosta's third army,
which doggedly fought its way back
from the Carso to the Piave, saved Italy

and possibly the world.

The reintegration was conscious.

Italy had suffered from what one of her
own writers called "incomplete nation-

ality." The disease being known, the

remedy was forthcoming. Mutilated
officers organized for propaganda, and
often against opposition, stung the lit-

tle villages to shame and valor. The
nightmare of Caporetto silenced or even

converted the Clerical and Socialist de-

featists. In humiliation Italy built her-

self a new soul.

These processes of national psychology
are traced and interpreted with sym-
pathy and finesse. The gentlemanly re-

straint of the style befits the greatness
of the theme. Although written so near
the events it describes, it has the bal-

ance and detachment of Mr. Trevelyan's
well-known histories, with a glamour of

its own. Nobody who cares for Italy
and wishes to be informed as to her

gigantic sacrifice in the war can afford

to leave this book unread.

The West, Inc.

The Branding Iron. A Tale of East and
West. By Katharine Newlin Burt.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.

Wooden Spoil. By Victor Rousseau. New
York: George H. Doran Company.

The Lady of the Crossing. By Frederick
Niven. New York: George H. Doran
Company.

MR.
REX BEACH says he wishes he

had written "The Branding Iron";
or rather in his enthusiasm he wires the

publishers to that effect, adding that he
"looks forward with confidence to its

great success as a book and as a photo-

play." Most cheering this must be to

the writer of a "first" novel. Hers, in-

deed, is the stuff best-sellers are made
on, and there seems to be nothing against
her early inclusion in that band of Emi-
nent Authors who, with Mr. Beach at

their head, have just dedicated their

genius to the Film. She has a full bag
of tricks and a liberal hand. She has
mastered at sight the rules of the game.
Not even her ownership of a ranch in

Wyoming and her familiarity with

Broadway have been permitted to inter-

fere with the thoroughly "practical" con-

struction of her fabric. Whatever she

may know of Wild West and Wild Ways
is carefully subordinated to the stand-

ardized and tested conceptions of those

parts upon which the authorities of

screen and news-stand have set their

final seal of approval. It is the West of

Owen Wister and Rex Beach, and the

East of R. W. Chambers and Gouverneur
Morris that are brought together in

these pages.

Joan, fierce virgin of the hills, is ro-

mantically wed by Pierre, lone rancher.

They are happy enough till a young
"sin-buster" Holliwell butts in (the

right phrase), a fool (his author seems
to think him rather noble) who, never
mind how, succeeds in rousing Pierre's

jealousy. Instead of shooting the par-
son, Pierre brands his wife between the

shoulders with his branding iron. On
the second, enter male number three,

Prosper Gael, author and elegant man
of the world : shoots Pierre, leaving him
for dead, and carries off Joan. In his

finely appointed cabin in "a secret fold

of the hills," she is cared for and be-

comes, out of gratitude, his mistress.

But the cabin has been built for another

woman, who presently lifts a finger, and
Joan is deserted. On the second, the

young husband turns up alive in the

offing and Joan flees stricken into the

wilderness. Author makes stage-play
out of their story, producer (husband of

"other woman") picks up Joan in ranch
kitchen and decides to star her in the

new piece! Done. Author returns from

Europe to see his latest success. My
goodness, it's Joan—she must never
know I wrote this!—the only woman,
after all, I ever really loved. Bound in

honor to the other woman, though. At
this second, Pierre, the long-lost husband,
arrives on Broadway. A fine fellow—he
has had Joan's address for some years
but has refrained from looking her up
out of consideration for the author's

plot. He is now rewarded, being, for all

his little performance with the branding
iron, the only man Joan ever really loved.

End of the reel. It is all cleverly done,
"well-written" in the verbal sense, and
fulfills its subtitle. Most so-called wild-

Western romance is in fact the romance
of East and West. Broadway and Wyo-
ming—what contrast more "sure-fire"

than the setting against each other of

our two romantic frontiers? Or Nev
England and Montana—there you have
the fillip also. Just now the Eastern
school-marm of "The Virginian" and
"The Great Divide" is, as the theatrical

people say, resting, while the daughter
of the rancho holds the scene.

In the Canadian Northwest the field

of contrast is wider, with barriers of

race and of social convention to be sur-

mounted by the small god. The author
of "Wooden Spoil" makes use of them
all. Hilary Askew, a young American,
inherits from an eccentric uncle a large
tract of timber on the St. Lawrence. It

turns out to be the land of an ancient

seigneury, sharply won by the uncle

from its latest old-school incumbent.
The chateau and a bit of land surround-

ing it remain to the Seigneur. He
dwells there in pride and poverty with
his young and beautiful and spirited

daughter, Mademoiselle Madeleine, and a
faithful old servitor whom we have met
somewhere before. Naturally the Rosnys
do not rejoice at the coming of Mr.

Hilary. However, youth will be served,
and the hearts of Hilary and Madeleine
are presently inclined one to another.

But there is a rich and villainous Canuck
hard by, with designs on Madeleine and
the remnants of the Rosny property;
also an enemy to Hilary for business
reasons. Now Hilary is a remarkably
husky young man, and provides several

scenes of distinguished activity in the

way of fighting, Northern style. Things
are against him, since the old Seigneur
is determined, according to recipe, to
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marry his only child to the sufficiently

patent rascal who has won his sacred

promise, some time since. Later, the

knave being exposed, and Hilary ac-

cepted as Madeleine's lover, a double

abduction comes off, and the tale comes
to a whirlwind finish with much play
of fists and pistols, a shipwreck, and a

providential disposition of escape for the

heroic pair and death for the villain.

Let us not ask too much: this is a yarn,
and frankly so; only it contains bits of

localism and hints at characterization to

exasperate the reader who has reached

his years, or moods, of discretion.

"The Lady of the Crossing" is an at-

tempt to write a marketable romance,

by a writer who knows and is interested

in the real scenes and types of a certain

Western country. His plot is too slight
for the movie scenario. His people

speak the colorless and grammatically
sloppy "American language" of common
use instead of that highly colored lingo
invented by Bret Harte and since de-

veloped and standardized for the use of

Western romancers. His title is a sort

of joke on the expectant reader, since

its "lady" turns out to be not the heroine
but the adventuress of the piece. It is,

as the author confesses at the end, "the

story of Sam Haig and Nance Webster,
though it all began with the lure of
Mildred Henderson." Mildred is the

"lady," the rather uncouth siren of

Kootenay, while Nance is simply a nice

girl with an honest heart worth winning.
Sam Haig himself is no great figure of
a hero. He makes a clever "deal" on
one occasion, and we need not fear that
he will fail to do well for Nance, in the

wordly estimation of his time and place.
The story even lacks a proper villain,
since Marsden, who seems at first to be

shaping for that role, is presently seen
to be a good fellow at heart. Finally
the minor characters, the Timkins and
the elder Websters, commit that utter

superfluity, from the movie point of

view, of existing as persons tolerably
amusing and "convincing" in themselves.

H. W. Boynton

The Run ofthe Shelves

THE
readers of Mr. Galsworthy's brief

"Addresses in America, 1919"

(Houghton Mifflin) will be many, possi-
bly very many ; they will always be fewer
than lovers of wisdom and humanity
could wish. These speeches dwell upon
the moral union of Great Britain and
America in a spirit to which solemnity
rather than festival has supplied the
keynote. Great Britain and America
have been ordained to fellowship through
their joint assignment to an imperative
and mighty task. Mankind is their

ward; let them look to their stewardship.
The second capital point in these ad-

dresses is the protest against "the in-

crease of herd-life, based on machines,

money-getting, and the dread of being

dull," in other words, against the en-

slavement—not to say the extinction—
of life by its own apparatus. On this

ground Mr. Galsworthy is impregnable.
The addresses suggest a man whom life

has profoundly saddened, but neither

embittered nor disheartened. The pitch
of the voice is low. Mr. Galsworthy does

not asseverate; he testifies. There is no

insistence, scarcely any urgency, but the

reader can hardly fail to be drawn to a

side on which good sense, sanity, and

fraternity have so clearly ranged them-
selves. Half the effectiveness of per-
suasion rests on the desire to be in good
company.
The impressive point in these ad-

dresses is their evident disinterestedness.

Here is a man profoundly anxious that

certain things in the future of mankind
shall come to be. Judging merely from
this book, one might almost affirm that

that desire is Mr. Galsworthy. Its effect

in the marshaling of his thoughts is

notable. Mr. Galsworthy utters an orig-
inal thought without concern for its

originality. He utters a commonplace
thought without embarrassment for its

commonness. In a world in which the

importance of truths is not in the least

affected by their early or retarded en-

trance into the consciousness of hu-

manity, the absolute Tightness of this

attitude is undeniable. Exactly the
same temper is visible in his style. Mr.

Galsworthy utters a bright phrase with-
out eagerness. He utters a tame phrase
without misgiving. His preference of

the bright phrase to the tame one may
be conjectured; his preference of the

apt phrase to either is unmistakable. He
governs his route by the compass, not
the scenery. The trend of the higher
literature of our time (Ibsen, Tolstoi,

Howells, Galsworthy) towards integrity
in the amplest sense issues in a certain

jealousy of style, or at least of the
charms of style as distinguished from
its utilities. Its attractions are viewed
as distractions; the servitor of thought
may become its competitor. Whether
the doctrine and the resultant practice
be sound or not, there can be no doubt
that the self-denying attitude of litera-

ture, the sacrifice of its life to the trans-
mission of its message, is a noble and
touching spectacle. Kings have some-
times been most kinglike in the act of
abdication.

"Sky Fighters of France," by Lieu-
tenant Henry Farre (Houghton Mifflin),
is valuable chiefly for its pictures. If

it had only been possible to reproduce
them in color the book would have been

superb. Even as reproduced Lieutenant
Farre's paintings are quite the most
effective representations of war's last

splendid adventure. To realize that

there, at any rate, knighthood is still in

flower, one has but to glance at the por-
traits of Guynemer and William Thaw.
It would be hard to find a nobler picture
of the warrior brought home trium-

phant in death than the "Tragic Return
of Captain Albert Fequant."

Farre, no longer a young man, has-

tened from Buenos Ayres on the declara-

tion of war, and after the usual difficul-

ties found himself an aviator-painter.
In this capacity he had all the flying ex-

periences, which he does not so much tell

us about as allow us to overhear in the
form of snatches of conversation that

are not without a flavor.

"Inventions of the Late War," by A.
Russell Bond (Century Company), is a
good, popular summary with a few
plates, from which may be learned all

that the layman needs to know about
trench gear, poison gas, hydrophones,
depth bombs, and the like. For an un-
reconstructed boy it would make a thrill-

ing present.

Intensive Vacationing

NONE
of the gentler excitements is

quite like that evoked by moving
into the hills; nothing else quite like the

subdued thrill that grows as blue out-

lines begin to heave on the horizon.

There, beyond, is a life apart, there lie

concealed the beginnings of great rivers,

there dwells the mystery of the forest.

It is towards this that we are moving.
For a right setting there should be a

heavy sky, with sharp, bracing dashes
of rain, the hills, as we come nearer, ris-

ing flat and grey from a foreground not

too distinctly seen. Presently, as we
roll along, the farms grow hard and thin,
dark masses of pine and hemlock fling

themselves closer to the road; and the

hills, just now ahead of us only, are sud-

denly on either hand. The sky to the
west is rent with broad planes of light,

and a universal greyness yields place to

varied greens beneath peaks washed
clean to elemental stone by every rain

that has fallen since the world began.
Still we are expectant. We are not yet

enfolded. Benediction has not yet
breathed upon us. We wait. A back-
ward glance shows the hills now closed

in behind us. And then it conies; a

gentle puff of air, cold with evening and
late rain; and freighted with the pun-
gent balm of ancient woods, unescapable,
impelling, healing.
"The hills, my dear ..."
To be sure, the abrupt eminence of

the Catskills had long hung on our left,

a region of mystery and romance, too,
but this time unvisited of us. And per-
haps these "fairy mountains" keep their

charm freshest in the pages of the his-
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torian who has endowed them with an
immortal folklore, "away to the west of

the river, swelling up to a noble height
and lording it over the surrounding

country." In our day Kaatskill has be-

come Catskill, and that is by way of

measuring the difference. Likewise, at

the foot of Lake George, to stand on the

beautifully gardened slopes of the Fort

William Henry Hotel and watch a hydro-

plane drop like a gull to the surface of

the water, is to say: "Yes, this is fine,

but the other, the old life—the steamer

just putting out, you notice, is named
'Horicon'—lies transfigured, too, in

secure immortality." And the piazzas
of the avenue of hotels at Saratoga,
where our grandmothers once billowed

in stately "constitutional," what a human
"zoo," caught, as it were, half-way be-

tween dinner and a Sunday afternoon

nap in their thirty-dollar-a-day rooms.

And now we are bowling along over

perfect roads in the deep heart of the

Adirondack forest, or poised on the

crest of the Wilmington Notch gazing
across pleasant valleys to the rainbow-

patched mountains beyond. What would
"Adirondack" Murray deign to say of

this sort of travel? What, even, the

guides of not so long ago, when we
counted it the best part of three days to

"come in" by North Creek? What, too,

the company of poets and naturalists

who, seventy years since, ventured

among the first a holiday in the wilder-

ness, the party that Longfellow refused

to join because he heard Emerson was
going to carry a gun? Perhaps Long-
fellow, who felt he got quite enough
exercise putting on and off his rubbers,
would have been willing to commit him-
self to the new form of locomotion.

There are almost as many automobiles
in the street of Lake Placid village as

line Saratoga's Broadway. In the leis-

urely days one went into the Adiron-
dacks for at least a month. In these

strenuous times, with perhaps a scant

week of holiday, one perforce vacations

it intensively. Let us not wholly despise
the automobile. . . .

-The Adirondack camp—I do not mean
the sort of shack we had twenty-five

years ago on Brown's Tract Pond a few
feet from where the railroad now runs

by to Raquette Lake—but the huge log

living house on the lake shore, with its

sleeping quarters scattered here and
there through the enveloping woods, and
its dining-room somewhere else witness-

ing the regular conjunction of copious
meals and a company of hungry guests,
such a camp has always been civiliza-

tion's most splendid achievement of an
urbs in rure. To dress as one pleases,
to sleep out of doors, to find oneself, at

the remove of but a few steps, lord of

a pine-needle carpet which seemingly no
man's foot had pressed before, to return
to a fireplace capable of a whole JEtn&

of flame, and there knit up the broken
and twisted strands of old-time friend-

ships, does civilization offer a finer de-

light? To make one's own flapjacks of

a cold morning; to bivouac in the dark
and drizzle, stealthily to stalk the enemy
under guise of deer or trout, that, too,

is magnificent, but it is war. We are

speaking now only of the pleasures of

civilization. It takes a long time to go
camping as we used to do it. But in the

Adirondack camp, the camp that has

perfectly learned to maintain its com-

fort, even its splendor, amid an envious

and delightfully contrasting wilderness,
here even forty-eight hours is not too

scant to contain infinite riches. . . .

There is no missing the look on the

face of a north country. Its marks are

as unmistakable as signs of age or race,

wisdom or folly in the human counte-

nance. Perhaps it is the stone houses

that bring home the sense of it; per-

haps the touch of autumn where four

days back on the road it was full sum-
mer. Huge poplar trees on the shores of

Lake Champlain speak a word for the

south. Arbor-vitse hedges of noble

lugunance proclaim winters that are not

intolerable. And yet the feeling will not

down that before long a cutting wind
will sweep the mighty gorge between the

reposeful Green Mountains across the

lake and the tossing Adirondacks near
at hand.

Chazy is true north, and for us far-

thest north. It is almost Canada, and in

appearance Canada already. There we
flag a broad but incredibly agile ferry-
boat and are soon set across the lake and
left to thread our way over innumerable
islands and endless causeways to the

mainland of Vermont. It is amazing to

see how unappalled these Vermont cars

are by their roads. One is sure they
would start boldly up the side of one of

their own Green Mountains without re-

marking that the way was more than

usually rough. When the good roads

come, all the world will follow. To-day
only those who are blest with very pow-
erful springs, strong brakes, and sound
tires can give deserved attention to an

inexpressibly beautiful combination of

hills near and far, of flashing waters,
and of delightfully old-world towns.
And when all the world does come, it is

to be feared that a little inn on the

shores of Champlain, in the face of

which the sun tips the Adirondacks with
his expiring flame, will lose something of

its homely welcome, and Phyllis will no

longer recommend to a bowl of apple
sauce the addition of heaping whipped
cream. . . .

It is a little anti-climactic to approach
the Berkshires from the north. One has

supped full on mountains. One begins
to take an interest in lesser mountains
of slate, refuse of great quarries, from
which the farmers help themselves to

material for their fences, just as, a little

farther on, they build their fences of

clean Dorset marble. One rejoices, too,

in glimpses of well-kept estates, through
the grounds of which the public no

longer as of old wanders at its will. No
doubt it is the automobile that has put
an end to former hospitality. One re-

joices, finally, in the good roads. From
now on it is plain sailing. The North
is far behind us. In the Connecticut

fields they are harvesting tobacco, whole
families working carefully and neatly at

the delicate task of storing the leaf in

the open-sided barns. The names on the

sign posts grow familiar. The first

house is recognized almost with a shout.

Here is the utmost bourne of our tenta-

tive afternoon drives. Again a soft

tremor of expectancy asserts itself.

Home? Yes, but that always. Some-
thing else. The hills sink lower. A soft

haze drops across the road ahead. We
wait. And presently we move into a

gentle air, touched with a salty coolness.

"My dear, the sea."

Harry Ayres

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few
books which should be useful to the reader
who wishes to go a little farther into mat-
ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam-
ing only books which ought to be available
without much trouble, through publisher,
book-seller, or public library. Books ob-
scure or out of print are avoided, and books
in English are preferred to those in other

languages. These articles do not include

bibliographies for the specialist, aiming
at completeness, and including magazine or

newspaper articles, but merely brief, im-

partial, selected lists of books, new and
old, which may help make the news of the
week more intelligible. The articles are
written by the Editor of Publications of
the New York Public Library.]

Mexico

MEXICO
has been described in books

from the point of view of the na-

tive Mexican partisan—adherent of this,

that, or the other "Chief"—or by the

American publicist whose bias may
exist because he does not approve of

President Wilson, or it may spring from
the fact that he likes President Wilson

very much indeed. There is the Anglo-
Saxon writer who loves the spirit of the

Latin races, and views the lands of

manana not only with sympathy, but

through a haze of sentiment; there is

his opposite, with no patience for peo-

ple without a Yankee habit of "git up
and git." There is the apologist for and
defender of selfish commercial exploita-

tion, ever desiring immediate interven-

tion; and there is the one who can re-

main indifferent to the murder of his

fellow-citizens rather than let anything
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UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO STUDIES: No. 1

"Education and Autocracy in Russia."
By Daniel B. Leary, Professor of Psychology

Offers a basis for a clear understanding of the past and present of Russian
affairs with no effort at propaganda, particularly stressing the social and educa-
tional aspects. Full bibliographies and latest statistics are given.

Price, $1.00 Postpaid

UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO - BUFFALO, N. Y.

A Bargain in Acreage
In one of the most beautiful and healthful lo-

cations in Berkshire County, Massachusetts, in
the Lenox and Stockbridge neighborhood, an
estate of about 570 acres is offered for sale at a
very reasonable price. About 250 acres are
under cultivation and the rest is timber land and
pasturage.
There are fourteen buildings on the property,

substantially built at a cost far exceeding the
present price of the entire property.

If the purchaser desired to sell the timber,
(recently estimated at a high value by the State

Forester,) a very considerable reduction in the
net price of the property could be effected.

It is suggested that anyone who is interested
would profit by addressing the undersigned at
an early date.

Herbert E. Moore, Lee, Mass.
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be done which might directly or indi-

rectly benefit the object of his pet

hatred—his fellow-countryman who hap-

pens to be a "capitalist."

There are monumental works upon
Mexico, like Prescott's "History of the

Conquest of Mexico," and studies of the

earlier relations of the United States

with Mexico, scholarly and extensive,

like G. L. Rives's "United States and

Mexico, 1821 to 1848," and Manning's

"Early Diplomatic Relations between

the United States and Mexico." But the

average reader does not wish to make
historical researches, and if the early

history of Mexico is sketched, and our

earlier intercourse is briefly described,

he is satisfied. In "Mexico, Today and

Tomorrow" (Macmillan, 1919), Edward
D. Trowbridge has written a book which
has received almost unanimous praise.

It contains historical chapters for the

early days, but devotes the greater num-
ber of its pages to the men and events

of the past five years. Mr. Trowbridge's
book is certainly indicated for contem-

porary reading: it is recent, and it en-

deavors to be impartial. George J.

Hagar's "Plain Facts about Mexico"

(Harpers, 1916) is a brief handbook of

economic information; while "Modern

Mexico," by R. J. MacHugh (Methuen,

1914), gives an English correspondent's
observations while Huerta was still in

power. "The Awakening of a Nation,"

by Charles F. Lummis (Harpers, 1898),
is still valuable, and certainly readable,

though it deals with the days of Diaz.

And Clarence W. Barron, in "The Mex-
ican Problem" (Houghton, 1917), dis-

cusses economic questions,—heartlessly,

says a socialist critic, sympathetically,

say others. The production of oil is

dwelt upon.

Caspar Whitney's "What's the Matter
with Mexico?" (Macmillan, 1916) advo-
cates "a strong man" to govern that

country, and criticizes President Wil-
son's policy. Thomas E. Gibbon, who
writes "Mexico under Carranza"

(Doubleday, Page, 1919), arraigns the
Carranza government. "The Political

Shame of Mexico," by Edward I. Bell

(McBride, Nast, 1914), is now five years
old, but it gives the result of first-hand

observation of political manoeuvres in

Mexico City. Mrs. Nelson O'Shaugh-
nessy, in "A Diplomat's Wife in Mexico"

(Harpers, 1916), describes the period
before the American bombardment of

Vera Cruz in 1914; while John Reed,
in a style as lively as fire-crackers, gives
his impressions of "Insurgent Mexico"

(Appleton, 1914).
Of the books of travel, Hopkinson

Smith's "A White Umbrella in Mexico"
(Houghton, 1889) is pleasant, if not in-

forming. Every one reads Harry Franck,
so his "Tramping through Mexico, Gua-
temala and Honduras" (Century Co.,

1916) need just be mentioned. George
F. Weeks's "Seen in a Mexican Plaza"

(Revell, 1918) records the charming
side of Mexican life. "Viva Mexico!"

(Appleton, 1908) is both pleasing and
valuable, and is the work of Charles
Macomb Flandrau, one of the two Amer-
ican authors (the other is Arthur Coss-
lett Smith) whose books are too few in

number.
Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received
FICTION

Lane, Jeremy. Yellow Men Sleep. Cen-
tury. $1.60 net.

MISCELLANEOUS
Burton, C. P. The Trail Makers. Holt.

$1.50 net.

Herron, G. D. The Greater War. Mit-
chell Kennerley.

Kelly, F. F. What America Did. Dut-
ton. $2.00 net.

Raemaekers' Cartoon History of the War.
Volume 3. Century. $1.75.

Ransome, Arthur. Russia in 1919.
Huebsch. $1.50.

Reissenden, P. F. The I. W. W.: A Study
of American Syndicalism. Longmans,
Green.

Russell, C. E. After the Whirlwind.
Doran. $1.50 net.
The America of Today. Edited by Gail-

lard Lapsley. Putnam.
The League of Nations: The Principle

and the Practice. Edited by S. P. Duggan.
Atlantic Monthly Press.

Tuttle, F. G. Women and World Fed-
eration. McBride. $1.60 net.
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VARIOUS
interpretations will be put

upon Mr. Bullitt's disclosures to the

Foreign Relations Committee. Those

opposed to the Covenant in its present

form will naturally make the most of

them. And in default of any denial or

explanation by Mr. Lansing it is hard

to belittle the statement that three of

America's delegates to the Peace Con-

ference are not at all satisfied with

the President's programme. That the

American Secretary of State should

have expressed doubt, as he is alleged

to have done, that the people of this

country would ratify the treaty if they
knew what it let them in for would in

normal times put the success of the

President's plans decidedly in question.
But the moral which emerges most

clearly from this extraordinary situa-

tion emphasizes again the President's

unhappy choice of his advisers. To
exalt a minor employee of the Peace

Mission, who had had the most meagre
experience in the State Department, to

he position of a special delegate to Rus-
sia and to take him into confidence on
)ther matters was rashness itself. But
VIr. Wilson's fondness for the society of

radicals, of no uncertain stripe, is of

several years' standing. A number of

these former friends have turned

against him, as was almost certain to

be the case, unless he went nearly the

whole way with them. Mr. Bullitt's in-

discretion is the latest reminder that

the radical's notion of open diplomacy
differs from the President's or that of

any other gentleman.

THE
President has long been expert

in reforming the world with a

phrase. "Underwriting civilization" is

a phrase of such resonance as almost to

make America's obligation seem com-

plete. If Mr. Wilson's verbal facility

were less, and if this phrase stood out

almost unaccompanied, as though the in-

evitable expression of the utmost fervor

and conviction, its value as an induce-

ment to accept the Covenant unchanged
would undoubtedly be very great. But
it will require more than alluring

phrases to convince a people now accus-

tomed to them. In his tour about the

country he has chosen to give little time

to the "technicalities" which are worry-

ing many Senators and to emphasize
what he undoubtedly regards as the

broad truths which underlie his policy.

Strategically, this may be wise pro-
cedure. If he can stir the country by
broad vistas into a better world, he may
get a tumultuous response. But he will

hardly succeed without the use of defi-

nite argument, even in this somewhat
tenuous sphere of discussion.

When Mr. Wilson states glowingly
that the League will reduce war to a

minimum, why does he not take pains
to answer the objection, felt by many,
that such a concert of Powers, in which

every represented nation will have a

voice in every dispute, may magnify
certain incidents, owing to cherished

grudges, which might otherwise be eas-

ily settled? Will the League, while

serving as a useful medium of discus-

sion, lend itself too easily to the propa-

ganda of strongly organized minorities?

These, to go no farther, are large, vital

questions which should be considered

by the President in a calm judicial

spirit.

Finally, Mr. Wilson is continually

lashing at the politics going on in the

Senate. Well, some of his ardent ad-

herents are not above admitting that he

set the example for partisan politics by
refusing to take with him to Paris such

a strong representative of the Republi-
can party as, say, Mr. Root. The Presi-

dent chose to go it alone. Let him not

complain unduly if he now finds the

going somewhat rough.
i

PARTY
politics should be silent in the

present great crisis, and Senator

McCumber has done a valuable service

in lifting up his voice to this effect.

"Such an attitude," he says, in referring
to the indifference of the majority re-

port to the lofty purposes of the League,
"is most selfish, immoral, and dishon-

orable." Himself an old-line Republi-

can, he speaks of tactics concerning
which he undoubtedly knows much. Into

the merits of Senator McCumber's argu-
ment for the League we shall not enter

in detail. He does not keep himself

within bounds when he says:

No statesman, no philosopher, has ever

yet given a single reason why nations,
which are but collections of individuals,
should not be governed in their interna-

tional relations by the same code of ethics

that governs the peoples of communities or
states in their internal relations.

This is a question with which political

philosophers have, of course, wrestled

for years, but the tone of Senator Mc-
Cumber's argument is such as to con-

vince the public of his sincerity and to

help materially to bring the Senate to

a sense of its duty.

NEW
YORK CITY may well take

pride in the character of its fire

officials. The Uniformed Officers' Asso-
ciation of the Fire Department, in view
of what has been happening in the Bos-
ton police service, has passed a series

of resolutions defining its position.

While recognizing that workers in ordi-

nary lines of private employment may
be justified in striking, as a last resort

to better their condition, this associa-

tion declares explicitly that men in the

position of its own members, sworn

guardians of the public safety, can not

strike under any circumstances without

incurring a guilt akin to that of mutiny
and desertion by the soldiers. The reso-

lutions close with a formal pledge to the

people of the city "that we shall stand

faithful to the trust imposed upon us,

and to our oath of office, unswerving in

our devotion to duty as members of the

uniformed force of the Fire Department
to protect and preserve our city and

government, our department, and the

lives and property of the community."
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Here is genuine leadership, and we pre-

dict that fire and police forces all over

the country will rapidly line up with

these faithful firemen, not with the

mutinous Boston policemen.

NO
one who has observed the activities

of the Bolshevik Government, or

followed closely its policy, can be doubt-

ful as to the close relationship which

existed between it and the German Gen-

eral Staff. The positive character of

this relationship was clearly set forth in

the so-called Sisson Documents, which

were published last year by the Com-
mittee on Public Information. Our

radicals, however, in a frantic endeavor

to free their friends, the Soviet author-

ities, from the charge of being German

agents, declared these documents to be

forgeries, and indeed brought forward

evidence that threw doubt on the au-

thenticity of several of them. Compe-
tent authorities are agreed that the

major portion of these revelations are

entirely genuine, and sufficiently estab-

lish the fact that Lenin and Trotsky
were acting in accordance with German

plans. If further evidence were needed,

it is to be found in a telegram discov-

ered in the files of the Soviet at Vladi-

vostok. This telegram reads:

No. 00784.

Moscow, May 4, 1918.

To Sukhanov, President of the Vladivostok
Soviet.

In accordance with agreement with Ger-
man Ambassador Mirbach, all telegrams of

military importance, issued by Allied Con-
suls or received by them from their Gov-

ernments, before delivering or sending to

addressees, must be sent to following ad-

dress: Moscow, Metropole, Room 205,
wherefrom [code from here on] Brest-
Litovsk [more in code]. After such tele-

grams have been censored in Moscow and
returned, they should be delivered as ad-

dressed. To see that these orders are car-

ried out, appoint a special commission
with full powers. Chicherin, Commissar of

Foreign Affairs.

It is interesting to note that these in-

structions were sent out by the Soviet

Government under the direction of the

German Ambassador at a time when
Colonel Raymond Robins and other de-

luded or disingenuous persons were ur-

ging our Government to recognize the

Bolsheviks.

THE
Jewish situation in Russia is ex-

ceedingly grave. There can be no

question that there is a widespread
feeling among the Russian peasants and

intelligentsia that the Bolshevik regime
which afflicts their country to-day has
a Jewish character; and that this idea

is to be found in the number of men of

Jewish names and Jewish origin who
occupy prominent posts in the Bolshevik

organization and who took a leading

part in its establishment. How un-

just this is can be seen from the recent

report of Dr. Pasmanik, who is a con-

spicuous worker in the Zionist move-
ment in Russia and abroad, and who
has been prominent in the Constitutional
Democratic party in Russia. He points
out that the Jews of Russia are suffer-

ing more from the Bolshevik regime
than any one else, because they belong

chiefly to the intelligentsia and small

bourgeoisie, and he makes it clear how
bitterly they are opposed to it. What
the Russians fail to realize is that men
like Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Larin,
and their like do not consider them-
selves as Jews at all. They are rene-

gades and apostates and have cast aside

religion and nationality. Dr. Pasmanik
has just made a tour of southern Rus-

sia, where he has had an opportunity to

observe Denikin's army, and he testifies

that in spite of the feeling against the

Jews, which has been aroused by the

hatred for the Bolshevik leaders of Jew-
ish name, there has been no pogrom in

the immense territory held by the Vol-

unteer Army. He makes a stirring ap-

peal to the Jews of Europe and America
to support the anti-Bolshevik forces of

Russia as a means of saving from ruin

his co-religionists now under the heel of

the soviet tyranny and expresses his

strong belief that only in this way can
there be brought about an harmonious
collaboration in the interest of the Jew-
ish people. This pronouncement of Dr.

Pasmanik should be given heed in Amer-
ica, where loyal patriotic Jews are also

faced with the problem of renegade sup-

porters of Bolshevism.

THE
Italians live up to their fame as a

preeminently poetic nation. Their

diplomats having failed to satisfy the

national cravings, the poet steps in and
cuts the Gordian knot. D'Annunzio's
dramatic act will, doubtless, make a

powerful appeal to the temperament of

the people. The whole affair was en-

acted with the consummate skill of the

playwright. "I understand you would
fire upon your brethren? Fire first upon
me," the poet, baring his breast, said to

the Italian general in command of the

city. Whereupon the general, overcome

by emotion, exclaimed: "I am happy to

meet you, brave soldier and grand poet.

With you I cry, 'Viva Fiume.' All forces

together: 'Viva Pittaluga*
"

(the gen-
eral's name). "J'y suis, j'y reste," says
the poetic adventurer.

"No worse service could be rendered
to the cause we are defending and have

defended," says Premier Nitti. The
Fiume affair has thus become an issue

between common-sense statesmanship
and national exaltation, and it is doubt-
ful whether the Minister will be able to

hold his own, since the scene of the con-

test has been shifted from the assembly
room to the stage. What will happen
if Mr. Nitti does not succeed in having
his orders obeyed, if the army sides with

the poet, and Fiume remains in the con-

trol of the emotional General Pittaluga?
The Supreme Council in Paris will suf-

fer in prestige if it submits to thus

being faced by a fait accompli. We shall

have a new version of the House that

Jack built. This is the city that the

Italians built. This is the poet who took
the city that the Italians built. This is

the Minister who reproved the poet who,
etc. This is the Council that reproved
the Minister who reproved, etc.

THE
cold facts the Commissioner of

Immigration, Anthony Caminetti,

poured on the current hysteria regarding
the supposed flood of departing foreign-
ers which was drying up our labor sup-

ply settled, at least in part, a question
that has vexed business men, students,
and journalists. But the interesting

question still remains as to who was fool-

ing us in this matter, and how illusions

like that arise and spread. Says the Com-
missioner, 102,513 foreigners have left

the United States since the armistice,
"an exodus that is perfectly natural"

and not in the least exceeding the normal
rate. The rumor about the 1,500,000

leaving or preparing to leave our cold

and inhospitable shores forever, carry-

ing $5,000,000,000 in cash with them,
is hereby returned to lay its head at the

door of the Department of Labor, which
fathered it. The child really ought to

be legitimized.

THE
Review can give the heartiest

commendation to the movement,
now in progress, to complete a $10,000,-
000 fund for the better equipment of the

various benevolent institutions com-

prised within the Federated Jewish

Philanthropies of New York City. What
the cause of philanthropy in general
owes to Jewish liberality in New York

City, no intelligent reader needs to be

told. Jewish aid to causes outside the

limits of its own faith has been so fre-

quent and so generous that this call for

funds for Jewish charities should as a

matter of course meet with spontaneous
offering of aid across the lines of faith

and creed in the opposite direction. Of
the various institutions involved, the

directors themselves had already sub-

scribed more than three million dollars

at the time when the intensive effort to

complete the fund began, a few days ago.

The pressing need for funds just now
grows out of the fact that Jewish benev-

olence was so largely occupied, since

1914, with the support of special war

philanthropies.

MR.
BRATIANO, after riding his

high horse for some time in the

political merry-go-round of the Balkans,

has suddenly come a cropper within a

day of his Government's refusal to sign

the treaty with Austria. The successes
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of the Rumanian Army in Hungary,
leading up to the overthrow of Bela

Kun's dictatorship, were likely to swell

the head of any petty ruler. And
the knowledge that the restoration of

the monarchy under Rumanian auspices
was not unfavorably viewed by at least

some of the Entente Powers must have
added to the self-confidence and pride
of the Premier at Bucharest. The Ru-
manian Government, it is true, has dis-

claimed all responsibility for the usurpa-
tion of power by Archduke Joseph, but
the Hapsburg could never have made his

coup d'etat without at least the conni-

vance of the military occupant. The
Supreme Council, in its telegram to the

Allied mission at Budapest demanding
the resignation of Archduke Joseph,

gave official support to this suspicion by
attributing the formation of the new
Hungarian Government to "a coup of a

political group under the protection of

a foreign army." Mr. Hoover's success-

ful onslaught dealt, consequently, a

heavy blow to Mr. Bratiano's prestige.
But neither that nor the compulsory re-

treat of General Mardaresco's troops
behind the Tisza River, in obedience to

a command from Paris, could shake his

complacency. He would show his im-

portance by refusing to be a partner in

the signing of the treaty with Austria.
He had a good pretext for making him-
self conspicuous by his absence: Ru-
mania could not brook having it pre-
scribed to her how she was to treat the

foreign minorities under her rule. The
distinction to be gained by this sulking
attitude was slightly impaired by the

partnership of the Jugo-Slav state,

although, it is true, it modestly dis-

claimed any prejudice to the treaty.
It was only the momentary non-existence
of a responsible Government that pre-
vented the nation from being repre-
sented at the ceremony.

THE
death sentence pronounced upon

Dr. August Borms, the Flemish ac-

tivist leader, is just punishment for his

traitorous dealings with the Germans.
He took pride in calling himself the
Flemish Casement, and went on lectur-

ing tours through Germany as the guest
of the "All-Deutscher Verband" and the
"Vlamische Gesellschaft," letting him-
self be feted while his own countrymen
were being deported or cringing under
the German heel. He was at the head of
the deputation from the Council of Flan-
ders which entered into transactions
with von Bethmann Hollweg regarding
the partition of Belgium into an autono-
mous Flanders and an autonomous Wal-
lonia; he followed the hearse of von Bis-

sing to the grave, and was admitted by
his patrons to the prisoners' camps in

Germany to recruit from among the Bel-
gian soldiers there an activist army of
malcontents.

How far he was misled in believing
his Flemish people to be in sympathy
with such proceedings has been shown
by the utter collapse of his activist

party. Less than one per cent, of the

Flemings followed his leadership; so lit-

tle did the tenet of pan-Germanism, that

similarity or affinity of language natu-

rally constitutes a tie of sympathy or
even love between peoples, prove true
when put to the test. First to decimate
a nation and then to curry favor with
the ninety per cent, that have remained
alive by an appeal to their affinity of

speech is a policy that only a Prussian
militarist can expect to be crowned with
success. The Flemish people's response
to these approaches is tersely sum-
marized in an anecdote told about Pro-
fessor Paul Fredericq of the University
of Ghent, a prominent leader of the
Flemish movement, on whom Freiherr
von Bissing had reckoned for support
of his policy. One day the professor
was summoned to appear before the
Governor General in Brussels. "Pro-

fessor," said the Freiherr, addressing
the visitor in his native speech, "since

the Germans have occupied Belgium I

have learned to speak Flemish, as you
hear." "Excellence," answered the

Fleming in French, "depuis que les Al-
lemands ont occupe la Belgique, moi
j'ai oublie le flamand."

AMONG
the new items of expense set

forth by President Lowell, in con-

nection with the Harvard movement for

enlarged endowment, was $15,000 for
the physical training of freshmen. The
new system, to take effect with this

year's entering class, is under the direc-

tion of William H. Geer, formerly State

Supervisor of Physical Training in New
York. It is compulsory in amount, re-

quiring three hours of physical exercise

per week, but largely elective as to the

particular form for the individual stu-

dent. Limitations on choice in this re-

spect are those of physical inability to

engage with safety in certain forms of

athletics, as determined by the prelim-
inary physical examination. The only
positive requirement of specific forms of

exercise, apparently, will be in those
cases in which the physical examination
discloses specific defects requiring defi-

nite forms of exercise for correction.

The freshman physical examinations will

be made in the office of Dr. Roger Lee,
head of the department of Hygiene, and
in all parts of the work Director Geer
will have the aid of thoroughly compe-
tent assistants, including the 'Varsity
football coach, the crew coach, and Nor-
man W. Fradd, who was with the Amer-
ican overseas force, in charge of train-

ing battalions for gassed, wounded, and
shell-shocked soldiers. To many, the
first thought may be of the gain to Har-
vard intercollegiate teams to be ex-

pected from this systematic physical as-

sessment and development of the entire

freshman material. It is due to the
Harvard authorities, however, to take it

in good faith as an effort to obtain the
sound body not for victories over Yale
and Princeton but as the fit instrument
for the sound mind.

IN
the death of John Mitchell, in his

forty-ninth year, American labor loses

a leader of very superior type. The
country also loses a useful and respected
citizen. Hard at work at an age when
the law would now protect his right to

be in school, he won his early education

as a side issue, by the evening lamp.
Though always opposed by the more
radical element, he rose high as a labor

leader, serving about ten years as Presi-

dent of the United Mine Workers of

America, and as Vice-President of the

American Federation of Labor. In 1902,
he was summoned by President Roose-
velt to the White House to meet the

rather untractable George F. Baer, and

began negotiations which ended in the
settlement of the great anthracite coal

strike. Mitchell had no love for a strike

as such, looking upon it only as a last

available resort, when mediation and
conciliation failed to do the work which

justice seemed to him to demand. He
was head, for a time, of the Trade
Agreement section of the National Civic

Federation, and served also on the New
York State Workmen's Commission.

During the war, he served as Chairman
of the Federal Food Board, and was also

at the head of the State Food Adminis-
tration Board of New York. At the

time of his death he was in active serv-

ice on the Federal Milk Commission. In
all these relations he manifested rigid

honesty, intelligent insight, great ca-

pacity for labor, and strong common
sense. With the I. W. W. type of agita-
tor he had nothing in common. If he
made use of agitation at any time, it was
only to remove what seemed to him ob-

stacles to industrial justice. He may
have made mistakes of diagnosis in par-
ticular cases, but his purpose was al-

ways legitimate, it was never revolu-

tionary.
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The Situation in the
Senate

SINCE
the last issue of the Review

went to press, the majority and mi-

nority reports of the Foreign Relations

Committee have been presented to the

Senate. It can not be said that the con-

tents of either report have had any in-

fluence upon shaping opinion, either in

the Senate or the country at large. No
new aspect of the controversy was

brought to light; no old aspect received

fresh illumination. The majority report,

besides rehearsing the long-familiar ob-

jections to unreserved acceptance of the

treaty, ridicules the plea that delay is

dangerous to the prospects of the res-

toration of industry and business to a

normal condition. The minority report

lays solemn emphasis upon that plea,

and declares the objections to unreserved

acceptance to be purely factitious. That

nothing novel is brought out implies no

reproach to either side; it might, how-

ever, have been hoped that one or both

of the reports would give a new impres-
siveness or persuasiveness to the case

for its view.

But, though the reports have not in

themselves made any substantial con-

tribution to the crystallization of opin-

ion, their presentation—or rather the

presentation of the majority report—ap-

pears to have been the occasion of a

noticeable change in the Senatorial

alignment. Such appearances are often

deceptive, and it would be a great mis-

take, in the present instance, to regard
them as conclusive. But on the face of

the news it would seem that a tend-

ency among the Republicans towards
union upon a position more radical than
that of the moderate reservationists

was distinctly manifested after the

submission of the report. Senator Mc-
Cumber's refusal, however, to go the

whole way with his fellow-Republicans
in the Committee is a landmark of the

situation which must be kept in sight.

It may be set down as certain that there

are several other Senators who stand

firmly with him; and it is quite within
the probabilities that before the matter
comes to a test this nucleus of steady

supporters of a temperate and practical
course will find a way to present their

view in a form that will rally to it

strong support. When the moment of

actual decision arrives, the temper of

the country and the temper of the Sen-
ate may well prove to be quite different

from that which is evidenced while

everything is still at loose ends.

The issue as between the proposal of

the moderates and that of the Commit-
tee is a vital one. Not only do the mod-
erates propose no overt amendment to

the treaty, but in framing the reserva-

tions they have taken scrupulous care to

make them, in both form and substance,
as unobjectionable as possible to the
other signatories of the treaty. On the
other hand, the Committee has proposed
amendments which would vitally alter

the treaty, and has worded two of the
reservations in language made unneces-

sarily offensive apparently out of pure
wantonness, while the most important
of them—that relating to Article X—can

hardly be understood otherwise than as

outright annulment. The difference be-

tween the two positions is in effect all

the difference between acceptance and
rejection of the treaty.

It is true that even the course pro-
posed by the moderates involves the

possibility of difficulty as to the final

consummation of the settlement. No one
can say just what processes will have to

be gone through to make all safe after

a ratification of which any reservations

form an integral part. The doctors dis-

agree; but common sense seems clearly
to point to the conclusion that, where an
end is intensely desired and urgently
needed by all parties, no great difficulty

will be found in securing assent to a
demand highly important to one of them,
and comparatively indifferent to the
rest. It appears to-day, and it has ap-

peared all along, that there are prac-

tically only two courses before the coun-

try. Either we shall get together upon
something very like the plan proposed
by the moderate reservationists, or we
shall not get together at all.

The Real Issue at

Boston

THE question at issue in the Boston

police strike is one that goes to the

very heart of our national life. It is a

question that is going to present itself

in a hundred forms in the period of

stress through which it seems only too

clear that the country is bound to

pass before things teettle down to a
condition of equilibrium. The question
is whether the citizens of a common-
wealth of freemen owe to the common-
wealth as a whole a paramount alle-

giance, or whether they may at any mo-
ment throw off that allegiance and pur-
sue their own special purposes regard-
less of the claims of public law and the

public safety.
For it is not the state of mind of the

policemen themselves that chiefly makes
the affair at Boston an occasion for

grave solicitude. It is the state of mind
of the people at large. If we have lost

that instinct of loyalty which should
cause the whole community to be in-

stantly shocked by the spectacle of the

appointed guardians of the law deliber-

ately attempting to paralyze the govern-
ment of which they are the physical arm,
then the whole structure of our laws

and our government has lost its only
secure foundation. It is upon that in-

stinct of loyalty, and nothing else, that
democratic institutions, in the last re-

sort, can rest. Without it, they can not
survive any really serious strain; and
that ours are going to be subjected to

very serious strain in the near future
there is every reason to believe.

Undoubtedly the eyes of the people of

Boston were opened to the immediate

significance of the policemen's revolt as

soon as its consequences of shocking
lawlessness and anarchy set in, and they
set in very soon. Undoubtedly, too, a

majority of the population felt at once
that the strike was an intoler-

able offense against the first principles
of government. But the fact that it

took place at all is conclusive evidence
that a very considerable part of the pop-
ulation had no such feeling. Had there

not been an atmosphere favorable to it

in a large element of the community, the
idea of the strike could not have been

seriously entertained by the policemen
themselves.

The issue precipitated in so gross a
form at Boston is one which, in forms
less palpable but by no means less se-

rious, the American people will be
called upon to confront in many direc-

tions. It is quite certain that they have

not, even under the stress of present-day
confusions and excitements, drifted so
far away from their moorings that they
will fail to grapple with it firmly when
the question of order or anarchy is put
before them in a shape so simple and
direct as that of the outbreak of crim-

inality and disorder at Boston. But it is

not so certain that they will adequately
realize what is at stake when sinister

consequences are less obvious and less

immediate, though the principle in-

volved is the same. Upon those who
bear any share in the formation of pub-
lic sentiment, no duty is more impera-
tively laid to-day than that of strength-
ening the hold upon the people of the
essential principles of government; and
upon those who have coquetted with
notions that are subversive of these

principles rests a heavy responsibility.
These misleaders of opinion do not

call themselves anarchists—though, as
we have had occasion to point out, one
of the most conspicuous of them re-

cently came out in an explicit advocacy
of anarchy as a goal to be striven for,
and to be reached in a fairly near fu-

ture. What they do is to cast all pos-
sible discredit upon the existing order,
without incurring the odium of actually

proposing its destruction; to ignore or

belittle what established institutions do
for us and to magnify what they fail to

do; to shut their eyes to the history of

the hard-won progress of the past and
to represent as the simplest thing in the

world the realization of roseate visions
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of imagined progress in the future.

Upon immature or undisciplined minds,
the natural consequences of a prolonged
course of this kind of teaching is to pro-
duce the feeling that government as we
know it is, if not an absolute evil, at

least a thing to which we owe only a

feeble or temporary allegiance.

It is possible that the experiences at

Boston will have the effect of recalling

many who have lightly allowed them-
selves to fall into this frame of mind to a

sober realization of the vital facts of the

social order. That order has not been

created by mere contrivance; it is not

the result of the happy thoughts of a
few clever lawmakers or philosophers.

Society is held together by sentiments
that have grown up in the course of

ages, and that have become almost as

instinctive and as deep-seated as the

feelings of parent for child or of child

for parent. It is full of conflicting in-

terests and jarring passions—interests

and passions of classes as well as of in-

dividuals; and it goes on with tranquil-

ity and harmony because, on the whole,
everybody acknowledges that the au-

thority of law and government is su-

perior to the claims of these interests

and passions. Laws and forms of gov-
ernment are, to be sure, subject to

change; and from these changes may
come great benefits. But all the bene-
fits that can come from any specific

changes which, humanly speaking, can
be looked upon as possible, are of trif-

ling importance in comparison with
those benefits which the mere existence
of law and government—the mere ac-

knowledgment of their supreme author-

ity—is silently conferring upon us all

the time, and of which we are usually as
unconscious as of the air we breathe.
The time was—and that not at all long
ago—when all this was a truism; but
the time has come when it has to be
asserted as a militant principle. It must
be made plain that no such defiance of
the first principles of government as is

involved in the attitude of the striking
policemen will be tolerated by the Amer-
ican people.

Labor and Capital to
Talk it Over

AS
we move nearer to the conference
between representatives of labor

and capital, which the President has
called for October 6, the sense of its

importance increases. If the conference
in the end should accomplish nothing,
the manner in which the mere prospect
of such a thing has been received on all

sides would testify to the existence of a
very general desire that labor and cap-
ital should at this time make every ef-
fort to get together on a human and en-
lightened plane. Continued warfare be-

tween belly and members is not merely
destructive; it is ridiculous. For all to

go down to destruction together is bad

enough, but to do so through stupidity
and selfishness is far worse. But this

conference can not possibly end in mere

negation ; it can do good, perhaps a great
deal of good, or it can do harm and also,

quite possibly, a great deal of harm.
The result will depend on the men who
are to compose it and on the spirit in

which they address themselves to its

delicate and difficult problems.
So far as it has been indicated the

constitution of the conference leaves

something to be desired. Something
like a fairly representative body may
eventually be convened but it can not be
said that the method of its selection is

by any means certain to produce that

result. Of the forty-five members, five

are to be appointed by the National In-

dustrial Conference Board and five by
the United States Chamber of Com-
merce. So far, so good. But the far-

mers, who represent a good half of the

production of the country, appear at

the conference with only three spokes-

men, but one more than the Investment
Bankers' Association, who seem to have

very little justification, if any at all, for

participating in the discussion. The im-

portant industries of transportation and
of mining, on the board, fare worse than

agriculture; they have no representa-
tives at all. Labor is officially repre-
sented only by the American Federation
of Labor, which has as many delegates,

fifteen, as the combined groups already
mentioned. But the many shop organi-
zations and the vast body of unorganized
labor, together greatly surpassing the
Federation in numbers, though not in

power, go unrepresented.
There is, however, one point at which

it is possible to make or break the con-

ference. In the President's hands lies

the choice of fifteen delegates, a third
of the whole number. Here is the op-
portunity somewhat to redress whatever
lack of balance the make-up of the con-

ference may then show. But more im-

portant still, from this group are most
likely to come the men who shall be capa-
ble of directing the conference to wise
and constructive action, the men who
can create its atmosphere of intelligent

good will and generous cooperation
towards attainable ends. Men of vision

they must be, but men also who are capa-
ble of interpreting in a rational man-
ner what it is they see.

The kind of man who takes in all

seriousness Mr. Lloyd George's preelec-

.
tion vision of a "new world, where labor
shall have its just reward and only in-

dolence shall suffer want," which is to

supplant an old world "scarred by slums,
disgraced by sweating, where unemploy-
ment, through the vicissitudes of indus-

try, brought despair to multitudes of

humble homes, a world where, side by
side with want there was waste of the
inexhaustible riches of the earth,

partly through ignorance and want of

forethought, partly through intrenched

selfishness," will not be a very helpful
member of the conference. He might
in all fairness be allowed a voice, but
it should come a long way this side of

being a controlling voice, because he has

nothing to contribute to the ends for
which the conference is organized. His

object is quite other: to destroy this

world that exists, the much hard-won
good, along with the very considerably
remediable bad. To a question what he
is going to make the new world out of

when he has destroyed the old, he has
no answer save a pitying smile. Enough
for him to echo Miranda's cry, "Oh
brave new world!" and, presumably, it

will somehow appear.

If, therefore, the President is fortu-

nate in his selection of men who at once
see the limits as well as the yet un-
realized power of human industry, and
if they in turn are so fortunate as

to meet with representatives of labor

who come to consult on ways of better-

ing a situation by no means hopeless and
not to deliver an ultimatum, October 6

may yet come to be regarded as the

birthday of a world, which by its cour-

ageous and enlightened acceptance of

what man has already achieved for him-

self, coupled with an increasingly in-

telligent desire to improve the condi-

tions to which step by step he has
worked his way up from savagery, may
so transform itself as to deserve, in

long retrospect, to be called indeed

"new."

Cardinal Mercier
"W7HEN General Pershing, leading the^W parade on Wednesday of last week,
arrived at the grand stand in front of St.

Patrick's Cathedral, he dismounted to

accept a bouquet of roses from a pretty
Knights of Columbus worker, who was
thanked by the General with a kiss. It

was then that some one told the hero of
the day that Cardinal Mercier was on
the stand, and he forthwith went over to
salute him. There they stood, face to

face, the wielders of the sword and of
the cross, joint victors in their war for

right and freedom. That the Cardinal's

presence was revealed to the General al-

most by accident is significant of the

quiet, unobtrusive manner in which the

prelate fought his war against the

enemy. All the attention of the world
was riveted on the deeds of the men of

action; the heroism of the battlefield

held the public in suspense, and the
roses which pretty hands gathered when
the victory was won were for the brave
warrior who had faced death in the
trenches. But this Christian warrior
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had faced worse than personal annihila-

tion—the death of all faith and hope in

the hearts of the flock entrusted to his

charge. To fight that ally of the Prus-

sian, the people's despair, systematically

reinforced by the enemy with all the

devilish powers of terrorism, deporta-

tion, and starvation, demanded from the

shepherd a constant heroism of the soul

transcending the courage of the fighting

soldier.

DesirS Joseph, Cardinal Mercier,

Archbishop of Malines, was in the oc-

cupied territory of Belgium the embod-

iment of the nation's resolve never to

stoop to the oppressor. Before the self-

contained power of this physically weak,
emaciate man with the sharp, thin fea-

tures, the German satrap, Freiherr von

Bissing, was forced to yield. Against
his strength of soul physical force could

not prevail. When in January, 1915, the

Cardinal had incensed the despot in

Brussels by some utterances in a pas-
toral letter to his people, which was read

in all the churches of his diocese on the

first Sunday of the new year, Bissing
sent an officer to Malines to demand
from the prelate the retraction of the

offensive passages. But Cardinal Mer-
cier maintained his right as a Belgian
to give utterance to his Belgian feelings,

and refused to withdraw a single word.

"When on August 2, 1914, a foreign

Power, trusting to force and forgetful
of its treaty oath, dared violate our in-

dependence ..." were the words that

had especially roused the ire of the Gov-
ernor-General. A German guard at the

entrance of the Episcopal Palace was the

Prussian argument to disprove the

truth of that statement. But Freiherr

von Bissing was given to understand by
his diplomatic adviser Baron von der

Lancken that this attempt against the

personal liberty of the Monsignore was
contrary to the policy which aimed at

winning the hearts of the Flemish peo-

ple by a show of respect to the Catholic

Church. For it is among the Flemish
half of the Belgian nation that the

Catholic clergy has almost absolute

sway. In the Walloon districts, on the

other hand, with their coal mines and

large industrial centres, socialism pre-
vails. And as the Germans, at that

time, were naively hoping to bring about
a schism between Walloon and Flemish

Belgium by holding up to Flanders the
bait of autonomy under a German pro-
tectorate, they reckoned on the support
of the clergy, whose lead the Flemish

people were sure to follow. So the guard
was withdrawn from the Archbishop's
door; but to screen his defeat the Gov-
ernor issued an order to the priests of

the diocese of Malines in which he men-
daciously gave out that His Eminence
regretted the effect caused by his pas-
toral and no longer insisted on its be-

ing read on following Sundays. The lie

was immediately overtaken by the Car-
dinal's denial: "Neither verbally nor in

writing have I withdrawn any, and I do
not now withdraw any, of my former

instructions, and I protest against the

violence done to the liberty of my pas-
toral ministry."
A year later a similar passage at arms

took place in which, again, the man of

the cross proved the stronger of the two.

His Eminence preached a Lenten sermon
which incurred the wrath of the Gover-
nor. His secretary Monsignore Loncin
and the publisher of the sermon were ar-

rested. But the Cardinal himself the

tyrant dared not touch. Nor could the

words of comfort he had spoken to his

people be arrested on their way from
mouth to mouth : "In recognition of the

moral truth that justice passes force,

you have sacrificed your possessions,

your homes, your sons, your husbands,

and, after eighteen months of suppres-

sion, you remain proud of your deed as

you were on the first day. And all over

the world your self-abnegation is under-
stood and admired. . . . Still from
the very beginning I have made you feel

that I foresaw a long time of trial. But
the natural and supranatural conviction

that the ultimate victory will be ours is

anchored in my soul deeper than ever."

That anchorage has remained firm to

the last, through the heaviest of storms.

Though in many a blast the ship of his

conviction was shaken, it was never

swept off its moorings. By constant ex-

hortation, by the example of his own
unbending spirit, by the devout expres-
sion of his faith in God, he sustained his

weak, his almost dying people. Of all

the figures whose greatness the war has
revealed to the world, Cardinal Mercier
seems to us the most imposing.

"I have come to thank America for

what she has done for Belgium," were
the first words which His Eminence
spoke on setting foot on land. Our debt
to him is greater than Belgium's debt to

us. For he has given to us, as to all

the world, a matchless example of moral

strength and courage, to keep alive our
faith in the power of good over evil.

The Apologies of
Ludendorff and von

Tirpitz
"TV7E were steeped in illusions about
ww our enemies, the nature of their

war aims, their conduct of the war, and
the nature of the economic war," says
Admiral von Tirpitz in the opening par-

agraphs of his memoirs, now in course
of publication by a syndicate of Ameri-
can newspapers. General Ludendorff's
vision is still sadly dimmed by one of

these illusions when he repeats, in his

story of the war, the childish statement

that America simply did not understand,
that she had never really known Ger-

many in time of peace, and was misled
into opposition by viewing all the events
of the earlier period of the war through
the glasses of Entente propaganda. It

might be well for the German universi-

ties to send over some of their match-
less experts in quantitative research and
have a tabulation made of the contents

of American newspapers during the

period when American opinion was get-

ting its bearings on the war. The re-

sult would show that the decision was
hampered by no lack of amplified and

oft-repeated statement of the German
point of view. In fact, Germany suf-

fered in American opinion not because
she was kept from stating her case, but
because she stated it all too clearly. For
even her deliberate misstatements, with
the interpretative comment of her ac-

tions, let the fundamental truth shine

plainly through.
Admirals and generals, the Kaiser

and his chosen counselors, may look this

way and that for someone else upon
whom to lay the blame for the lack of

success of a work so long and so mi-

nutely planned. History will not charge
it to individual errors in execution, but
will find for it a deeper and broader
basis in the fact that Germany, misled

by the host of self-induced illusions

which Von Tirpitz so readily admits, had
thrown herself squarely across the main
current of modern political progress.
In such a contest a final success was im-

possible from the outset. A delay of the

disaster could only increase its violence

and completeness, and the advice of a

von Tirpitz, heeded or unheeded, could

play no fundamentally important role.

It must be said for the Admiral that

he had some sense of the danger to Ger-

many lurking in the ruthless use of

submarines at the start. His desire

was for a less spectacular beginning and
a gradual working up to the point where
outside opinion would have received with

less shock such deeds as the sinking of

the Lusitania. But after the blunder of

the Lusitania had been committed, there

should have been no further hesitation.

Germany should boldly have maintained
the legality of the act, he thinks, and

gone vigorously on. His assertion that

American expressions of indignation at

the act were largely bluff merely illus-

trates how impervious to the thoughts
and feelings of others the callousness of

Prussianism had rendered the German
leaders. The reply to President Wilson's

note on the sinking of the Sussex, he

says, "was the beginning of our capit-

ulation. ... By promising to in-

demnify the families of the victims of

the torpedoing of the Sussex, we showed
the world that we were going down be-

fore America. ... By spurning at

that time the salvation of submarine

li
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warfare Germany signed away her

birthright as one of the great powers.
In fact, the record of the war is a

record of one lost opportunity after an-

other for Germany to wrest from Eng-
land a satisfactory peace." But after

the weakening of 1916, "It is impossi-
ble for me to make up my mind," he

says, "whether, if the responsibility had
been left to me, and I had known all the

facts, I still would have waged the sub-

marine war in 1917. As an actual fact,

at that time I had an instinctive feeling

that it was too late, but I allowed my-
self to be convinced by those in high
office that it must be risked."

All this is only one of many proofs
that the men at the top in Germany
knew even then that the game was lost,

as things stood, and were ready to try

any desperate gambler's chance rather

than face the consequences of admitting
defeat. For it was evident even then,

to all who saw beneath the surface, that

foremost among those consequences
would be the ruin of the Hohenzollerns

and their entire governmental machine.

With the masses of Germany, loyalty to

Kaiserism was largely a matter of the

good things of this world which it prom-
ised. With its confessed inability to

make good, the bond could hold no

longer. But the affection of Admiral
von Tirpitz for the Hohenzollerns con-

tinues, and he looks with a wholly pes-
simistic eye upon the republican experi-
ment. In the emphasis of rights rather

than duties, in the unwillingness to ad-

mit that real benefit to the individual

can come only through living primarily
for the state, he can see no pathway to

national elevation. "I can not but fear,"
he says, "that Germany has lost her last

chance of rising to the position of a real

Power." Nor does he find hope in the

thought of possible estrangement be-

tween England and America. "I can not

foresee any serious antagonism between
the two great Anglo-Saxon Powers."
A correspondent in one of the dailies

likens the memoirs of these two German
commanders to the Commentaries of

Caesar and Xenophon's Anabasis, but he

wisely omits specifications. Neither the

simple charm of Xenophon's smoothly
flowing narrative nor the quick energy
and directness of that of Caesar have

any counterpart hare. What the inspir-

iting power to repeat the Roman's
"Veni, vidi, vici" might have done
for the style of either of them, the
world fortunately will never know. But
in their attempts to shift the responsi-

bility for disaster from their own shoul-

ders, these memoirs may perform a
much needed service. For they are sure
to draw a heavy cannonade of rejoinder,
and from the entire mass of controversy
the truth that Germany's course was one
stupendous blunder from beginning to

end, and not a rational plan thwarted by

avoidable blunders of detail, will at last

work its way effectively into the con-

sciousness of the German masses. And
herein lies the necessary cornerstone

for the rebuilding of Germany's posi-

tion in the world.

A German Version of
Archduke Joseph's

Coup
THE story of Archduke Joseph's re-

cent strange coup d'etat is still en-

veloped in mystery. What were the

forces on whose support he could rely in

usurping power over the Hungarian
state? The French papers, at the time,

were particularly insistent on it that the

unexpected return of the Hapsburg re-

gime in the eastern half of the old Dual

Monarchy had not been brought about

by the Rumanians. Their knowledge of

the event did not go beyond this nega-
tive statement. The Petit Journal, the

organ of Minister Pichon, couched its

comment on the news from Budapest in

the following cautious terms :

The Allies can only state the fact of the
archduke's appearance at the head of the
Government. They will have to await his

actions. The course of events will prob-
ably compel them to enter into negotiations
with him concerning the settlement of cur-
rent affairs. But they will recognize him
definitively and officially only in case of a
majority of the country giving him its

support.

Were the men in power at Paris actu-

ally so completely ignorant of what had

really happened as the Petit Journal
would have one believe? If so, the rep-
resentatives of the Great Powers in

Budapest either gave their benediction

to the coup d'etat on their own initiative,

or allowed the Archduke to take the de-

cisive step without any interference on
their part. They were, at any rate, duly
consulted by the Hapsburg aspirant to

power before he entered upon his adven-
turous move. His first step on arriving
at Budapest, whither a military deputa-
tion from the newly formed militia had
invited him to come, was to call upon the

several Entente missions. "The upshot
of his negotiations with them," said the

Hungarian Correspondence Bureau at

the time, "was the archduke's decision

to take upon himself the solution of the

political crisis."

In view of the scarcity of facts that

are allowed by official quarters to come
to the knowledge of the public, it is of

some interest to hear what the German
comments were on the development of

this mysterious revolution. They are,

of course, not at all to be taken at their

face value; but they may possibly help
to throw some light on an extremely ob-

scure phase of recent history.
There is first a statement, made by

the Berliner Zeitung am Mittag, accord-

ing to which negotiations had been con-

ducted in Switzerland between British

agents and Emperor Karl concerning a

possible restoration of the personal union
between German Austria and Hungary.
The plan was to appoint the former

Emperor King of Hungary, and mean-
while stir up a monarchist movement in

German Austria. The plan was frus-

trated by the refusal of the Emperor,
who saw in the arrangement a personal
degradation to which he would not sub-

mit. Not until the idea of a Danube Fed-
eration had been realized would he con-

sent, he declared, to return to power.
Archduke Joseph, however, was found

willing to take his place in Hungary pro-
visionally, which he was to cede to the

ex-Emperor when the Entente should
have succeeded in constituting that fed-

eration. The Berlin paper accounted for

the wish of the Entente to restore the

monarchy of the Hapsburgs by the fear

of France of a union of German Aus-
tria with Germany.
The Berliner Tageblatt confirmed this

last statement: "The new Danube Fed-

eration, under Entente control, was to

serve as an instrument wherewith to

weaken the German Empire." The edi-

tor, Theodor Wolff, who has long borne
the repute of a reliable and conscien-

tious writer, called the Entente's sup-

port of Archduke Joseph the reward for

his misconduct in the battle of the

Piave, "where Austria was beaten be-

cause the Archduke withdrew his Hun-
garian divisions from the field."

Vorwarts, though it saw in the Haps-
burg revolution not an anti-German but
an anti-socialist move, agreed with the

other Berlin papers in believing some of

the Entente missions to have been the

wire-pullers behind the scene. "The
capitalist governments of the Entente
are on the alert to expel the organized
workers everywhere from the powerful
position they have gained by the revolu-

tion. To attain that end they are will-

ing to join hands with the recently
dethroned and, up to now, hostile dy-

nasties, and they find in reckless Com-
munist adventures such as the dictator-

ship of Bela Kun a welcome pretext for

making such a volte-face."

In the absence of any proof it is im-

possible to decide whether this repre-
sentation of the event, given by German
papers of various political convictions,
was solely due to the German prejudices
which their editors have in common or

had some degree of foundation in the

facts. An authoritative statement of

the relation between Mr. Hoover's pro-
test and the final action of the Versailles

Council demanding Joseph's retirement—whether, namely, that protest caused,
or merely accelerated, the Council's ac-

tion, or whether the two events merely
happened to come so close together—
would do much to clear up the mystery.
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The Demand for Withdrawal From
Siberia

PUBLIC
opinion is much confused as

to the situation in Russia and our

proper policy with reference to it. In

general it may be assumed that the vast

majority of right-minded people look

with abhorrence upon the Bolshevik

Government and what it represents.

They sympathize with the efforts which

patriotic Russians are making to drive

out the brutal, German-inspired tyranny
that has ruined their land, and to re-

store the national Russian state, for

they are coming to understand how es-

sential this is for the future peace of the

world. They are still a trifle uneasy as

to the aims and purposes of the Omsk
Government, for the flood of anti-Kol-

chak propaganda has not been without

some effect. But what they do not see

is that we should take any part in this

movement or interfere in any way in

what they consider to be the domestic

concern of the Russian people. This

feeling is voiced in the insistent demand
that American troops be withdrawn from

Siberia, and certain Senators have found

this a popular and responsive chord to

strike and a vulnerable point at which to

attack the Administration.

Since the war is over as far as we
are concerned, it is not without reason

that they ask by what right and for

what purpose over 8,000 American

troops are maintained in Eastern Si-

beria. To answer the question requires

a brief survey of the situation and the

steps in our policy that led up to it. An
examination will show that we had a

good reason for sending the troops there

and that the question of withdrawing
them is not so simple as it might appear,
but is bound up with and complicated by

weighty considerations pertaining to our

general policy in the Far East. The oc-

casion for sending our troops to Vladi-

vostok in the first place was the obliga-

tion to come to the succor of our allies,

the Czechoslovaks, then at war with

our enemies and threatened with de-

struction by armies of German-led Bol-

sheviks. The need was imperative and

we could not in honor refuse. We did,

however, delay considerably, pending the

conclusion of protracted negotiations
with Japan, whom we suspected of ul-

terior designs, but we finally came to an

agreement whereby both countries were
to send expeditions of specified size,

and accordingly a force of American sol-

diers was landed at Vladivostok.

At this point, however, the American

policy becomes difficult to understand.

It was announced that the purpose of

the American troops was to guard the

rear of the Czechoslovaks, and that they
were therefore to remain at Vladivostok.

This was, of course, absurd, for the

15,000 Czechoslovaks at Vladivostok
needed no guarding; they were abun-

dantly able to take care of themselves.

But the 40,000 west of Irkutsk were in

grave danger. They were in desperate
straits for arms and munitions, and a

powerful and well-armed force inter-

vened between them and their fellow-

soldiers at Vladivostok. As a matter
of fact, these brave men finally suc-

ceeded in breaking through and making
their way eastward without our assist-

ance. So they owed us no gratitude, for

the instructions to our troops prevented
them from going to their aid.

Meanwhile, the people of Siberia and
Eastern Russia, thanks to the Czecho-

slovaks, had been able to throw off the

Bolshevik yoke. They welcomed the ar-

rival of the Americans and believed that

they were coming to aid them. They
had good grounds for such a belief, for it

had been announced that one of the pur-

poses was to stabilize the efforts of the

Russians to establish their government,
and they had been faithful to the Allies

and were fighting against the Germans
and the German-led Bolsheviks on the

Volga front. They saw clearly that if

we helped them maintain the struggle
on this front it would improve the situa-

tion on the western front in France.

But when this help did not come and
the American troops remained inactive

in Vladivostok, wide currency was given
to the belief that they had been sent

there, not to aid the Russian people,
but merely to guard vast stores of sup-

plies in which America had a financial

interest. Meanwhile, Japanese troops
aided the Czechoslovaks and Russians
and cleared the Amur Valley of Bol-

shevik bands.

Another unfortunate situation arose.

Apparently under instructions from

Washington, General Graves, the Amer-
ican commander, assumed what was
termed an attitude of "neutrality" with
reference to Russian "factions." This,
of course, meant neutrality as between
Bolsheviks and anti-Bolsheviks. In the

meantime, the Russians had united in

setting up a government of all Siberia

at Omsk. The decent people of Vladi-

vostok, of course, gave their hearty sup-

port, but the town was filled with tran-

sient Bolsheviks and German agents,
who made strenuous efforts to incite re-

bellion against the central Government.
Our people seemed unable to understand
this and appeared to maintain that any
community had a right to determine its

own government and allegiance inde-

pendently of the Siberian authorities.

The effect of this policy was to protect

the Bolsheviks and afford them a refuge,

while our military zone became a van-

tage ground on which they could agitate

without hindrance and from which they
could launch marauding expeditions. It

is not strange, therefore, that the peo-

ple of Siberia came to regard the Amer-
icans as the supporters of their enemies,
and a strong anti-American feeling

grew up, a feeling which was encour-

aged by the Japanese. So strong, in-

deed, did this feeling become that the

Omsk Government felt impelled to inti-

mate very plainly that it did not wish

any American troops sent westward.

Nevertheless, after an inter-Allied

agreement had been reached with refer-

ence to the Transsiberian railway, a

quota of American troops was sent to

do duty as guards along the line east

of Irkutsk. Here again their instruc-

tions, which limited them to a narrow
zone on either side of the railroad,

made their work dangerous and ineffec-

tive, while the policy of "neutrality"

brought about a situation in which

open conflicts were narrowly averted.

The upshot of the whole situation is

that the American expedition to Siberia

has been a lamentable failure. We have

given no aid to the Russian people in

stabilizing their efforts to set up their

government, but rather have hindered

them and have won for America general

suspicion and dislike. As far as the

Omsk Government is concerned, the

withdrawal of our troops would be a

relief, save for one consideration. They
are, to be sure, employed at present in

guarding a section of the railroad, but

other troops could perform this service

as well. Yet if we withdraw, we leave

the whole situation in the hands of

Japan. From the day our troops leave,

the Japanese will be in complete con-

trol of the railway from Vladivostok to

Irkutsk, and the All-Russian Govern-
ment at Omsk will be entirely at their

mercy. The Omsk Government will be

obliged to come to terms with them and

adjust its policy to their aims. The with-

drawal of American troops from Si-

beria, therefore, is not merely a matter
of policy as between Bolsheviks and
anti-Bolsheviks. The real issue is

whether we shall scuttle the ship and
let Japan salvage it. To do so will re-

lieve homesick boys and anxious par-

ents, and give great satisfaction to the

radical agitators who are playing the

German-Bolshevik game, but it will have
a mighty influence on all our future re-

lations with Russia, when the present
chaos has passed and she comes back

into her own as a national state and a

great European Power. And meanwhile,
we are not absolved from the pledge
of support and assistance to Admiral
Kolchak and his associates given by the

Conference at Paris.

Jerome Landfield
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Italy's Point of View
THE

Governments of France, England,

and the United States have had Italy

by the throat at the Peace Conference.

The situation has been plain enough;

Italy is to-day immediately dependent

upon the Allies, and particularly upon
the United States, for financial assist-

ance, for food supplies, and for the coal

and raw materials required by her in-

dustries; consequently, they can force

her to sign eventually any peace which

they choose to dictate.

It will be remembered that England
and France showed themselves humble

enough in 1915, when cap in hand they

sought Italy's saving intervention in

the war; and the primary consideration

which they sincerely urged upon her

then was her vital interest in the

Adriatic. "Italy has certainly need of

possessing this second lung in order to

breathe normally," declared the London
Times on March 25, 1915. "There is

not a single Italian patriot who does not

understand that the question of the

Adriatic takes precedence over every

other in his country and can be solved

only through her intervention," pleaded
her later arch-enemy Gouvain in the

Journal des Debats of February 4, 1915.

Indeed, as early as August 27, 1914,

the London Times had issued an appeal

to Italy for the liberation from Austrian

domination of "the Italians of Dalmatia

and Istria."

Italy entered the war on May 24, 1915,

entered "in the cause of civilization and

justice;" and the assistance which she

subsequently rendered the Allies by
offering up 460,000 of her best citizens

and from seventy to eighty per cent, of

her national wealth alone made possible
the common victory over the Central

Empires. She risked freely all that she

had, trusting in the honor of England
and France to secure that for which her

heroes were giving their lives—a just
and permanent peace in Europe, with the

completion and future security of Italian

national territory. Now that the vic-

tory has been won and that she is com-

pletely in the power of the Allies, what
is their policy towards her? If the

Nation is to be believed in its statement
of May 3, "they made up their minds
some time ago to cut her adrift by the

first of October and let her sink or swim,
survive or perish, from that time on.

. . . How can she refuse to sign the

peace?" The answer is quite simple:
She can not refuse.
But is the policy of coercion of a faith-

ful ally wise? Leaving aside considera-

tions of their international honor and

integrity, in the name of which the great
war was fought, is it desirable that

England and France—with their asso-

ciate the United States—should force

Italy to sign a peace which she believes

to be manifestly unjust in her regard?
She may well recall Mr. Wilson's state-

ment of February 11, 1918: "Nothing
settled by force, if settled wrong, is set-

tled at all. It will presently have to be

re-opened."

Italy's claims have been frankly stated

from the outset, and consistently main-
tained. Sonnino's declaration in Par-
liament on June 20, 1917, is a character-

istically honest exposition of her posi-

tion, setting it forth as in full harmony
with the international principles laid

down by the Allies: "Our aspirations
are for liberty and security, both for

ourselves and for others. We have no
desire to acquire frontiers that would
constitute a menace to a neighbor or a

peril to anyone, but simply frontiers that

will serve as a bulwark for the inde-

pendence of our country and a guaran-
tee of its pacific civic progress." In other

words, Italy means to have frontiers that

will assure her at least a minimum of

safety, rendering normal disarmament

possible and enabling her people to go
about the business of life without con-
stant preoccupation over the danger of

surprise and attempts at domination on
the part of their neighbors. No one can

deny Italy's right to have such frontiers,
and she hopes to obtain them by the

treaty of peace now under discussion.

If, however, she should be forced to sign
the peace without them, she believes that
it would simply mean that the question
"will presently have to be re-opened."
So it was after the peace "settled wrong"
in 1859. So it was after the peace "set-

tled wrong" in 1866. Mr. Wilson believes

that we are "living in a new world"—
but the eternal course of justice does
not change.
The minimum frontiers to which

Italy has a right for purposes of self-

defense were exactly determined by the

English, French, Russian, and Italian

Governments in 1915, and the decision

was then recorded in a secret document
known as the Treaty of London, which
gave definite assurances. Mr. Wilson,
however, has a particular aversion to

secret diplomacy and secret treaties, un-
less he himself has been in the secret—
though he has made an exception of the
secret Japanese treaty with the Allies,
of 1917, which secures great concessions
to Japan in China, against China's sov-

ereign will. Mr. Wilson, therefore, put
his veto upon the Treaty of London—
although on February 11, 1918, he had
declared that the United States had "no
desire to act as arbiter in European ter-

ritorial disputes." But even if this

binding document is to be treated as a

scrap of paper, the fact remains recorded
in it that England and France recog-

nized in 1915 the justice of Italy's pres-
ent claims.

What has induced the recent radical

changes in policy of France and England
towards Italy with regard to the

Adriatic? For it is generally known
that Mr. Wilson has not stood alone in

contesting Italy's rights at the Peace

Conference, but that his opposition has
been supported, if not inspired, by
Clemenceau and Lloyd George. If the

Allies called upon Italy to liberate the

Italians of Istria and Dalmatia in 1914,

why should they now seek to prevent
these Italians, finally liberated, after im-

measurable sacrifice, from becoming cit-

izens of the Mother Country? It is not

without interest in this connection to

recall certain historic declarations made
in past phases of Franco-Italian rela-

tions. At the time of Garibaldi's famous

expedition of the Thousand in 1860,
Prince Napoleon maintained that from
the French point of view Italian unity
was not desirable : "A nation of twenty-
five millions of men (to-day forty mil-

lions), grouped together under a power-
ful dynasty at the doors of France,

frightened him; the influence which
France had long exercised over the Latin
races would suffer cruelly from it. He
wished an Italy divided into three king-
doms, one at the north, one at the cen-

tre, and a third at the south." Such was
the view of the Government of the Sec-

ond Empire: a united and strong Italy
was contrary to the interests of France.
Nor was the downright policy of the
future leader of the French Republic
different; on March 4, 1867, Thiers de-

clared in the French Chamber: "Had
I enjoyed the honor of directing the des-

tinies of France when this question
arose, I would have employed all the
force at my disposal to prevent Italian

unity."
One can not believe that a similar aver-

sion to a strong Italy prevails among the

majority of the French people to-day,

yet the position taken by Clemenceau
at the Peace Conference would clearly in-

dicate this attitude on the part of the
French Government; and that this is its

attitude is the common belief in Italy.
The French people must realize that a

strong Italy would have saved them from
Germany in 1870, that a strong Italy
did save them from Germany in 1914 and
1915, and that if they are skeptical as

to the efficacy of a League of Nations as

a panacea for all international evils, a

strong and friendly Italy will be an in-

valuable bulwark against the enemies of

France in the future.

But it has been said that Italy's claims
for national defense are exaggerated.
Can this charge be maintained? The
general staff of the Italian Navy, com-
posed of officers of the highest ability
and integrity, have clearly demonstrated
to the Peace Conference, as they believe,
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that Sebenico and a certain number of

the Dalmatian islands indicated in the

Treaty of London are essential to the

security of Italy in the Adriatic These

naval officers have borne the heavy re-

sponsibility of directing Italian naval

defense, characterized by some of the

most brilliant achievements of the World

War, for over three years. Do you now

charge them with ignorance, or bad

faith, in their claims? In one of the

"technical" discussions held in Paris re-

garding Italian claims in the Adriatic,

the American "expert," a smug professor

of one of our great universities, who had

been dressed up in khaki as a major,

declared that the American delegation

was very well informed upon the ques-

tions under debate ; it had been studying

them for three months. "Indeed," re-

plied the Italian naval officer, Italy's

"expert," who had served for three years

during the war in command of a cruiser

in the Adriatic, "we have been studying

them for two thousand years." One may
be permitted to ask whether in questions

of sea power it is usual to submit to the

decisions of other nations issues of vital

national defense? Who decides whether

Gibraltar shall belong to Spain or Great

Britain? And Malta? Have the French

submitted the future of Djibouti to

the League of Nations? Is the United

States ready, at the dictation of an in-

ternational tribunal, to relinquish to a

European power her dominating in-

fluence in Cuba?
But, say those who hold Italy by the

throat, Italy claims Fiume, which is not

designated as Italian in the Treaty of

London; its hinterland is Slav; and the

claims of Italy both in Fiume and in

the zone of naval defense embracing
Zara and Sebenico and the Dalmatian

islands are in conflict with the claims

of the Jugoslavs. The truth is, how-

ever, that Fiume, the vast majority of

whose population is Italian, has of its

own initiative declared its annexation to

Italy—this by the right of self-deter-

mination. The immediate hinterland is

certainly Slav, and is not claimed by
Italy. The vast commercial hinterland,

however, served by the port, is for the

most part not Slav, but Hungarian and

Czechoslovak; and the Hungarian trade

interests at Fiume, which concern prin-

cipally agricultural produce, will be much
safer in the hands of the Italians than

in those of a competing agricultural na-

tion like Jugoslavia. In 1912, to the

commerce of Fiume the Jugoslavs them-
selves contributed but 13 per cent.; for

their own commerce they have abundant

port facilities and opportunity for ex-

tensive further port expansion on the

Slav coast, both close by Fiume, and to

the south where most of the small Slav

export trade would originate. No valid

reason, therefore, can be adduced for

denying to Fiume its right of self-deter-

mination, or for depriving Italy of

Fiume, which is essential to the com-
mercial unity of the Istrian peninsula.

In regard to the claims of the Jugo-
slavs, as Lord Cecil declared in Parlia-

ment on May 22, 1918, "there is no in-

compatibility between the aspirations of

Italy and those of Jugoslavia"—mean-

ing, of course, between their just aspira-
tions. To Italy's honest efforts to har-

monize her claims with those of Jugo-
slavia the records of the Congress of

Rome bear witness. But the Jugoslav
delegates have been false to their pledges
there given; they shamelessly intrigued

against Italy prior to the Peace Confer-

ence, and after having solemnly pledged
themselves to respect Italy's "vital in-

terests" of territorial defense and the

rights of nationality, they have extended
their own claims to include even Trieste

and Gorizia. Trumbic declared on June
18, 1918, that the Slav troops "would
not fight to save Austria." How mis-
taken was his assurance may be gathered
from the bulletins of the Austrian gen-
eral staff upon the fiercely fought battle

of Vittorio Veneto, in which many Jugo-
slav regiments are cited by name as

having fought with singular gallantry;
in the fleet the Jugoslavs were equally
faithful to Austria. The committee of

Jugoslav emigres which was intriguing
with the Allies thus proved to have com-

paratively little following among its own
people, of whom the vast majority de-

sired only independence under a triple

Austro-Hungarian-Slav monarchy, for
which declared end they fought fiercely

against the Allies to the last—even

against their "brothers," the Serbs.

If the Allies fought for the cause of

liberty and justice against Germany,
they fought for the same cause against
the Jugoslavs (Croats and Slovenes)
who faithfully supported Germany until

the great Italian victory of Vittorio

Veneto brought the overwhelming finale.

Yet it is by the unjust claims of Jugo-
slavia that the rights of Italy are con-

tested. For the Allied cause Italy raised

a fighting force equal to over 13 per cent,

of her total population, a percentage
greater than that reached by England,

France, or the United States. Yet you
would reward Italy with injustice in

order that you may give a premium to

the Jugoslavs, two-thirds of whose com-

posite and unstable nationality, to the

last hour of the world conflict, continued

to sacrifice their lives for the cause of

the Central Empires. If this be justice,

we now live in a new world, indeed !

No country in Europe has been more

sincerely favorable to a League of Na-
tions than Italy—but a League of

Nations founded upon justice, guaran-
teeing truly national frontiers and

equitably distributing colonial mandates,
not a League whose deliberations are a

series of compromises dictated in the

interest of the most powerful. "To this

point has the logic of ambition brought
Mr. Wilson," observes the Corriere della

Sera, voicing in its issue of July 23 the

bitterness that is in Italy's heart. "He
has said 'Yes' to Japan because she is

great and strong. He has said 'No' with

regret to China, which is great but weak.
He has said 'No' without any scruple
whatever to Fiume, which is weak and
small."

H. Nelson Gay
Rome, August 5

The Socialist Reaction

AMERICAN
Socialism as a construc-

tive force touched its highest point
in the national convention of 1912 at

Indianapolis. That convention was faced

by a party crisis. The cult of "direct"

action, sponsored by the I. W. W.,
had won many proselytes; and the
term had come again to mean what it

had meant forty years before, in the

days of Bakunin. In its extreme form
it meant, negatively, contempt for gov-
ernment and abstention from political

effort, and positively, reliance upon con-

spiracy, sabotage, and destruction. In
its milder forms it meant anything the
individual chose to read into it. Num-
bers of professed Socialists had caught
the contagion, and they succeeded in

making themselves felt and heard in

the convention.

The left displayed a fairly well-or-

ganized front. Of course, not all its

members—perhaps not even half—were
extreme "direct" actionists. The fac-

tion included persons of every degree

of gradation from propagandists of the

deed to mere emotional flappers. The
faction was, however, at its core, a rein-

carnation of the old foe against which
Marx had thundered and which sup-

posedly had been vanquished and laid

to rest. This reembodied thing had now
come forth in a new guise, and it had

brought to its support a hitherto un-

known element in social radicalism—
an element that had sprung up over-

night some time in the early part of

the year and was now hysterically mak-

ing itself known. This element was

composed of what were then known as

parlor impossibilists and pink-tea revo-

lutionists, though they are now usually

referred to as boudoir Bolshevists. To
the Roaring Jims and Wild Bills of the

hinterland had been allied the Esmeral-
das and Reginalds of the metropolitan
coteries.

This alliance of "fanatic roughneck
and sentimental softhead" in the propa-

gation of a resuscitated heresy was
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looked upon by the guardians of the So-

cialist faith as a grave menace. The
movement meant, unless checked, the

overturn and wreck of all that had been

built up in forty years of hard and

courageous work. In the convention of

1912 the issue was fought out. There
was a memorable debate, and in that

debate the speakers of the constructive

element placed the party squarely on the

side of legalism and order. Unques-
tionably the note of expediency was

heard; "politics" was not forgotten;
but in most of the speeches—particu-

larly those of Delegates Charles Dobbs,
Winfield R. Gaylord, and W. L. Garver
—the ethical note was strongly empha-
sized. "The working class," said Mr.

Dobbs, "is entitled to the best that there

is in our civilization; . . . and if the

capitalist class desires to stain its hands

with fraud and to practise violence, let

us, who represent a new and construc-

tive force, take our stand in favor of

order as against chaos."

The convention agreed with him; and

by a two-thirds vote, amid tense excite-

ment, formally condemned the reaction-

aries of the left and decreed the expul-

sion from the party of every advocate of

sabotage, violence, and abstention from

political effort. A referendum to the

membership of the party confirmed, by
an equal majority, the verdict of the

convention.

All authoritative propaganda of So-

cialism at that time emphasized its con-

structive, its ethical, its humanitarian

aspect. The platform, the official leaf-

lets, the books and other writings of

leading Socialists were consistent with
one another. Had any anti-Socialist of

the period 1906-14 pictured a Lenin-

Trotsky regime as a Socialist ideal, he
would have drawn upon himself from the

propagandists of the faith a storm of

denunciation. Socialism was explained,
not as a reversion to terrorism and loot,

but as the next stage in the march of

civilization. True, there was to be revo-

lution, but in the sense that the change
was to be thoroughgoing. The transi-

tion from capitalism would be made with
the minimum of social dislocation, the

maximum of regard for individual well-

being. Socialism meant international-

ism, but it did not mean anti-national-

ism, and it made ample allowances for

the obligations of national allegiance.
The "bourgeois" state was not to be
overthrown and abolished; it was to be

conquered at the polls and gradually
transformed into a social state, func-

tioning for the greatest good of the

greatest number.

Socialism, it should be noted, did not
mean Communism; it meant the fullest

individualism consistent with the com-
mon welfare. Even the class war, though
emphasized as a fact, was described in

terms not unduly terrifying to the

timid. In those days the capitalist was
not necessarily a bad man; he was quite
as much a slave to the system (even
though a lucky one) as was the prole-
tarian. The chief anathema was reserved

for the revolutionary extremist and his

dilettante worshiper. No dictum was
oftener on the lips of the orthodox than
that the extremist and his sentimental

dupe were, consciously or unconsciously,
mere tools of reaction. Above all, So-

cialism meant democracy; everybody—
at least every adult—should have a voice

and vote in the conduct of the world's

affairs. Without democracy there could

be no Socialism.

This was the picture presented; and

though a few ribald extremists hung
about the fringes of the crowd and

jeered at it, and most of the illuminati

of the coteries superciliously rejected it

as a thing quite too tame for souls of

the real revolutionary vision and fire, it

was the official picture. It had behind
it the sanction of the leaders and the
often repeated verdict of a plebiscite to

the membership.
Of the sincerity of one section of

these spokesmen there can, of course, be
no question. But doubtless also those

who afterwards so completely stultified

themselves were equally sincere. They
pictured Socialism as they imagined it,

and the transition from capitalism as

they believed and hoped that it might
happen. But when, not long after, came
the great test, it was found that among
Socialist spokesmen with presumably
equal degrees of sincerity there were
vast disparities of self-understanding.
Some of them knew themselves, and
some did not. The minority—which in-

cluded, with many others, the men men-
tioned above—found that they could con-

sistently maintain their self-respect

only by seceding from the party. The
majority, under the increasing pressure
of events on which they had not counted,
gradually shifted their ground until to-

day their attitude is on almost every
point a complete reversal of that of five

years ago.
Three factors, then latent but brought

into active expression by the great war,
are responsible. The first was the strong
racialism of the large German element
of the party; the second was the pro-
German subserviency of the equally
large alien, but non-German, element;
and the third, the perverse impossibilism
of a considerable part of the American
element—a mental state which finds its

chief ecstasy in always being on the

wrong side of every question and which
naturally enough found merits in the

autocracy of William Hohenzollern
which it could not find in the democracy
of the Joneses, Smiths, and Robinsons
of the United States. It is well to re-

member, in an age in which so many
juvenile philosophers are perpetually

challenging every accepted belief and
standard, that sometimes at least the ob-
vious explanation may be the true one.
In this case it is the only conceivable

one; and in spite of all the demurrers
and protests of the accused, the fact re-

mains that the Socialist shift is a prod-
uct of Germanism. Had there been no
war, there would have been no Socialist
shift to Bolshevism; the Lenin-Trotsky
regime (assuming that it could have
come into being in a time of world
peace) would to-day be denounced by the
American Socialist leaders as a brutal

travesty on Socialism. They would have
followed Kautsky and Branting in their

verdict; they would have listed the Bol-
sheviki with the counter-revolutionists—
the more or less conscious tools of a
czaristic reaction.

The change is so striking that it can
not have escaped any observer. No time
is now wasted in employing any of the
old arguments. They have been re-

morselessly scrapped. If now you want
a picture of the Socialist state, you are
directed to gaze at Soviet Russia; and
if you ask about Socialist tactics and
means, you are likely to be told that

anything which produces results is sanc-
tionable. Soviet Russia is a model in

operation; and the exegesis and apolo-
getics of Socialism depend, in large
measure, upon what has happened in
that land and what may yet happen. If

you make any inquiry about such things
as liberty, justice, fraternity, and de-

mocracy, you are quite as likely as not
to be told that the terms for these things
are mere "bourgeois ideologies." As for
the word democracy, it was a good and
useful word a few years ago, but new
conditions have rendered its meaning
vague: it may mean anything or noth-
ing.

What matters most is power; and
what matters least is how it was ac-

quired or how it is wielded, so long as
it is maintained in the holy name of the
proletariat. Of the glorification of pro-
letarian power there is no end; and
there is ready justification for the vio-
lation of every right or principle for
which official Socialism stood in the
days before the war. Internationalism
has become more or less anti-govern-
mentalism. The nice distinctions be-
tween Communism and Socialism have
in the main been forgotten. Though
there is still a professed reliance upon
political action as a means of advancing
the cause, an increasingly indulgent at-
titude towards "direct" action brought
about, in 1917, the repeal of the anti-

sabotage clause. Moreover, the old an-
tagonism towards the extremists and
their parlor disciples had by 1917 disap-
peared, and many of these intractable
souls had become authoritative spokes-
men of the movement. That within the
last few months the old breach has
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again been opened, and that the extrem-

ists, with the relentless fury of an army
of dervishes, are warring for the total

obliteration of the Socialist party,

merely adds a sequel of humiliation to

a five years' career of stultification. The

party leaders had nothing to gain and

everything to lose from their truckling
to the extremists, and they are now pay-

ing the penalty. They have drawn upon
themselves a storm of objurgation.
What it is all about must prove puz-

zling even to one long experienced and
well documented in radical controversy.
But in any case it remits nothing in its

sweeping denunciation; it concedes no
shred of merit or honor to the party
leaders. Even their stubborn resist-

ance to America's part in the war, which
cost some of them long prison sentences,
is now denounced by the ultras as an

expression of mere "petty bourgeois

pacifism," a tawdry imitation of the

simon-pure article of international revo-

lutionary proletarian pacifism.
The American Socialist party had its

greatest opportunity in the days of

1914-17. But saturated as it was with
Germanism and pro-Germanism, and
more or less tinctured with impossi-

bilism, it drifted day by day into Bol-

shevism. The gates were opened to

what it once considered its greatest ene-

mies—the Goths and Vandals of revo-

lutionary extremism—with the inevi-

table consequence of opening gates to

enemies. Too late its leaders learned their

mistake. They are modifying their Bol-

shevism, and they are trying desper-

ately to save something from the wreck.
It appears, however, that there is little

to save. The recent national referendum
seems to show an overwhelming major-
ity for Beyond-Bolshevism. The party
as a political factor is thus doomed. It

may continue a sort of death-in-life ex-

istence after the pattern of its prede-

cessor-contemporary, the Socialist Labor
party; or it may be absorbed by some
other organization, or it may merely
die of inanition. Whatever its ultimate

fate, it can now no longer be seriously

regarded as a factor in the political

struggle.
In its better days this party was a

power; and to those of us who were then

among its fellowship it held the prom-
ise of a glorious future. Now, the mere
shadow of its former self, it awaits the
inevitable end. "Men are we," wrote

Wordsworth,

And must grieve when even the shade
Of that which once was great is passed

away.

Yet the fitting regret in this case is

not because of the impending extinction,
but because of the fatuous course of so-

cial and national apostasy which decreed
that fate.

W. J. Ghent

Correspondence
Vim Vi Expellere

To the Editors of The Review:

Having thrown the barn doors wide
open and fastened them back, now that
the horse has been stolen, our wise
and watchful authorities are scurrying
hither and yon, crying stop thief, and
asking for clues. There is one unmis-
takable damning clue which anyone
can see with his eyes shut, and it leads

straight back to the social authorities
themselves and from them higher up. It

was, to begin with, the attitude and ac-
tion of our Government in permitting
Trotsky and his gang, after having
urged the destruction of our institu-

tions, to go to Russia, in spite of the
remonstrances of the Allied Govern-
ments, with the declared purpose of

taking her out of the war; and its

further action when the Bolsheviki, not
yet strong, had entered openly upon their
career of murder and robbery, in refus-

ing to join the Allies in putting them
down and preventing the spread of their
nefarious propaganda; and later its

efforts more than once to treat with them
on equal terms, a course that gave them
clearly to understand that they were at

liberty to send here as many emissaries
and as much stolen money as they chose
with which to spread their poison and
carry on their warfare against us.

This propaganda they have been carry-
ing on without concealment on their

part and without let or hindrance on
the part of those we have set over us.

So serenely confident were they of not
being interfered with, reassured doubt-
less by the declaration of a high officer

of the Government that no matter what
they said they would not be proceeded
against unless there was an overt act,

they have held public meetings, one of
them presided over by a Government
official, where anarchy and revolution
were openly preached, and this after
numerous bombs had been sent through
the mails. The same doctrine has been
proclaimed unhindered in numerous
journals.
We are now reaping the legitimate

results, and all under the monstrous plea
of free speech and a free press. As
well talk of free murder and free plun-
der, which is indeed what in stricken
Russia has been attained. Every one
knows that just as certainly as seed
planted in a fertile soil will grow and
bear fruit, incitements to the use of the
bomb and the torch sown in idle, vicious,
perverted, or disordered minds, spring
up and bear fruits of anarchy and vio-
lence. The authorities know well
enough that all the money spent on
propaganda was not for amusement but

for results, and they know equally well

what those results must be, and yet they
have sat with folded arms and chanted
and chattered of free speech and a free

press, and let the teaching and training
of anarchists and murderers go on be-

fore their very eyes. Worse still, when
a large band of them, caught red-handed
in the West, were brought to New York
to be deported, the Department of Labor,
in which no such power should be lodged,
turned the majority of them loose, and
it is more than likely that it is to some
of them, in token of their gratitude, that
we owe this last exhibition of the beauty
and advantages of advanced Socialism.

Our authorities have shirked their

plain duty, shown themselves incom-

petent and inadequate to meet the

menacing situation which confronts us,
which they have long been aware of, and
it remains for Congress to pass laws
which will not only punish the criminals
but compel timid, inefficient, and dema-
gogic officials to act. This plea of wait-

ing for an overt act—preaching revolu-

tion is an overt act—is as though a
Board of Health, fully informed that
enemies were spreading deadly germs
throughout a community, should say,
"We can do nothing until someone has

developed the plague, and died." The
making of laws and their execution
should be, like the modern practice of

medicine, as far as possible preventive.
There can be no question in any pa-

triotic or reasoning mind as to how
these Bolsheviks and I. W. W.'s should
be dealt with. They are our avowed and
deadly enemies, bent on destroying our

Government, our liberty, and every in-

stitution which we hold sacred. They
despise, scoff at, and violate our laws,
and when confronted with their cow-
ardly and bloody crimes invoke the laws

they would destroy in their own defense.

They are not entitled to their protection.
Those that commit acts of violence
should be hunted down like the vipers
and rattlesnakes they are, and every
member of the I. W. W. and the Bol-
sheviks should be rounded up and driven
out of the country. They hate and
despise it, and lie in wait to injure it;

they are our deadly implacable enemies;
why should we permit them to remain
among us another day? Send the for-

eigners back to their native shores and
bar them and their like out forever.
Send the Americans, for with shame be
it said there are some, to some far-off

uninhabited island, where they can work
out their theories unmolested. As to the

parlor Bolsheviks, send them to Coven-
try. Not one of them will ever go
within a hundred miles of a bomb or

anything else dangerous. Then and not
till then will there be abiding peace and
security throughout our borders.

Veteran
Nonquit, Mass., July 14
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T. M. Osborne, Genius

To the Editors of The Review:
Your recent editorial on "T. M. Os-

borne, Seaman 2," is an example of the

characteristic inability of the Ameri-
can public to recognize and appreciate

genius in its midst. And because of this

very inability, you fail to see that it is

the peculiar and especial genius of

Thomas Mott Osborne that makes his

experiment a most hopeful and signifi-

cant one.

In one paragraph of your editorial you
express admiration for the distinctive

character of his service to prison re-

form. Yet you presume that his experi-
ence at Auburn Prison as a voluntary

prisoner added naught to his equipment.
Now it must be evident that it was some

particular quality of his genius, or his

actual experience within prison walls, or

both, which account for his achievement.

His remarkable accomplishment at the

Naval Prison at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, prefaced as it was by a

voluntary incarceration as a naval pris-

oner, lends great weight to the proposi-
tion that it is the genius of the man,
coupled with the reality of a living ex-

perience, that explains his success.

If this be true, is it unreasonable to

expect that out of this experience as a

"Seaman, 2nd Class," the genius of Os-

borne may reveal not brutalities, but
needless repressions and ways of devel-

oping a more consciously integrated or-

ganization? Suppose that with his rare

creative instinct he should discover some
means of articulation between officer and
seaman, more friendly and less formal,
which would make for greater harmony,
fewer misunderstandings, fewer infrac-

tions of discipline—and a decrease in

the number of naval prisoners. Then
would not his service be of value, and
entirely substantiate the courage and
foresight of Secretary Daniels? And
would not Osborne's capacity for inner

penetration into the fundamentals of
vital relationship command new atten-

tion? It is some such thought as
this which has persuaded Lieutenant-
Commander Osborne that he might per-
form a useful service as a "Seaman, 2nd
Class."

Your discussion of naval tradition is

both confusing and contradictory. After
all, traditions have their day, and pass
away if they do not square with com-
mon sense. The passing of the wine-
mess removed a long-standing tradition.

The war has witnessed many more, even
to the extent of construction officers in

the navy yards putting on civilian

clothes to remove the artificial barrier
between officer and workman. And taken

by and large, they have all been for the
best interest of the service. Nor is this

work of Osborne's in any sense "high-
minded spying." He is aboard the

North Dakota by executive order, with
the full. acquiescence and knowledge of

the Commanding Officer. The very thing
that an Intelligence Officer would do is

the very thing most abhorrent to Os-
borne—namely, spying. In fact all that

any Intelligence Officer would detect

would be some obvious infraction of

naval regulation, and nothing that

reached deep into the very fundamentals
of associated life; its repressions and

conflicts, with illumined suggestions, of

a constructive nature, on the way out.

For this contribution is going to come
from men with perception and profound
understanding of human relationships.

It is no longer the confidence of his

friends that these six years of whole-

souled, unselfish devotion to prison re-

form has cut deep into his financial re-

sources till it is a gross exaggeration to

speak of him as a "millionaire" in a sea-

man's role. He has given without stint

of his principal to sustain the ideal of

a moral principle. With true Christian

spirit he has given all—or nearly so—
for the fulfillment of this service to his

fellow-men. Such is the eloquent testi-

mony to his genuineness.
So the genius and genuineness of Os-

borne may bear much fruit. His clear

vision, his articulate voice, his trenchant

pen, and his constructive imagination
may shed light on the path for others.

Spencer Miller, Jr.

New York City, August 6

Mexico as it Was
To the Editors of The Review:

Permit me to suggest, in connection
with the very interesting resume of
books about Mexico by Edward Lester
Pearson in your issue of September 13,
that readers who wish information and
entertainment par excellence should be
advised to secure "Life In Mexico," by
Madame Calderon De La Barca, now
reissued in Everyman's Library.
Written by a brilliant young Amer-

ican woman, wife of a Spanish diplomat,
who resided in Mexico for two years, it

was first published in England in 1843.
William H. Prescott sponsored the book
with an Introduction.

So accurate was it and so authorita-

tive, that in our war with Mexico in

1847 the book was used as a guide by
the American officers, including Gen-
eral Scott.

Charles M. Roe
New York, September 13

A Correction
To the Editors of The Review:

Galsworthy's "American Addresses"
is published by us and not by Houghton,
Mifflin, as stated in your issue of Sep-
tember 13.

Charles Scribner's Sons
New York, September 15

Book Reviews
Philippine Independence

Self-Government in the Philippines.

By Maximo M. Kalaw, Chief of the

Department of Political Science, Uni-
versity of the Philippines, Secretary of
the Philippine Mission to the United
States. New York: The Century Co.

THIS
is a book which all citizens of

the United States should read, for it

lays before them in direct, courteous,

and dispassionate language the Philip-

pine situation of to-day, and makes clear

the plain duty of this country. Its ap-

peal to our national conscience is only

strengthened by the careful avoidance

of everything that should offend the

most sensitive American, and by its

generous recognition of whatever good
we have done, for the author's forbear-

ance must make anyone who has studied

the facts feel mortified that the repre-
sentative of a nation we have treated as

inferior should so easily demonstrate
the absurdity of our claim to superior
civilization.

The Congress of the United States

with substantial unanimity passed in

1914 the so-called Jones Act, which in

its preamble pledged the United States

"to withdraw their sovereignty over the

Philippine Islands and to recognize their

independence as soon as a stable govern-
ment can be established therein." Mr.
Kalaw shows that the stable government
has been established, and that the prom-
ise of the United States should now be

kept.
The conditions are in all respects sin-

gularly favorable to independence. In

the first place, there has been in the

Islands no dynasty whose representa-
tives might aspire to recover their

power, there are no noble families, no

castes, no political distinction between

citizens, except such as are surmount-
able. The conditions are like those

which existed here in 1776, but are bet-

ter because there are no slaves in the

Islands. We have, therefore, the best

possible foundation for free government
in an essentially democratic people, who
naturally favor republican institutions.

In the next place, we have a homoge-
neous people of the same blood inhabit-

ing a group of islands, with no boundary
questions to disturb them such as have
so long elsewhere disturbed the peace of

the world.

In the third place, they have been

tried in the balance and have proved
their fitness to govern themselves. Of
this Mr. Kalaw furnishes convincing

proof. He quotes the foolish statement

of a writer in the New York Herald,

who, speaking of Mr. Wilson's remark at

Staunton, Virginia, in 1912, that he

hoped the frontiers of the United States

would soon not include the Philippines,
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said that when the news of the speech
reached the Islands, "like a clock in a

house shaken by an earthquake, the new-
found business expansion stopped, like a

pulse in the body struck by lightning
the current of its life ceased to throb.

Capitalists accustomed to place their

money through brokers on commercial

loans drew in their funds; insurance

companies and other institutions that

had been investing their surplus in local

enterprises closed their doors to such

transactions." This statement, on its

face absurd, is typical of many before

and since by which the American public
has been deceived, such as the delusion

that the Filipinos "desired our sover-

eignty," that the opposition came from

only one out of eighty tribes; that the

photographs and living specimens of sav-

ages sent to this country fairly repre-
sented the Filipino people, and that

Aguinaldo was like an Apache chief.

Mr. Kalaw marshals the facts and

figures which absolutely refute the

theory that Filipino government meant
disorder and ruin. In 1913, the total

trade of the Philippines was 202,171,484

pesos. In 1918 it was 468,563,496 pesos.
In 1913, 42.65 per cent, of the trade went
to the United States; in 1918, 63.4 per
cent. The Philippine National Bank was
established in 1916 with some 20,000,000

pesos in resources, which in 1918 had

grown to 230,000,000 pesos. In the last

few years 3,065 domestic corporations
and firms and some 95 large American
concerns have been organized. "For
three years prior to 1913 the Govern-
ment had expended from two to two and
a half million pesos yearly in excess of

its ordinary income, and in 1913 had

expended more than 9,000,000 pesos in

excess of such income" was the state-

ment of Governor Harrison in his first

message to the Philippine legislature.

In the last three years the national in-

come has increased from about fifty-

three and a half million pesos to nearly

71,000,000 pesos, and "at the end of

1918 there was a surplus of nearly

35,000,000 pesos in the insular treas-

ury."
It is very instructive to see how the

Filipinos have worked out a successful

budget system, which this country has

vainly been striving for, under which
the budget is prepared by men elected by
the people.

It was predicted that if the Philip-

pines were independent "the Moros
would revive their piratical life and war
on their Christian brothers, and that the
other districts would be subject to dis-

orders and revolutions." The Philip-

pine officials have disproved all these

gloomy prophecies, and have adopted a

policy of kindness which is steadily civil-

izing all these so-called "savage tribes,"
and has accomplished wonderful results.

Civil government was established under

an American, Governor Carpenter, and
has been continued so wisely that peace
and order reign, and the Moros have
learned to trust and respect the other
islanders to such a degree that their

representative in the Filipino Senate

said, "We are one in spirit and one in

blood."

The Filipinos have nearly doubled
the mileage of first-class road from the

end of 1914 to 1918. They have built

public buildings, school-houses and

bridges, increasing the amount devoted
to public works from about 3,000,000

pesos annually under Governor Forbes
to 17,000,000 in 1919. They have a
Bureau of Labor to serve as a mediator
in disputes between labor and capital of

which both the Director and Assistant
Director are labor leaders. The num-
ber of children at school in 1912 was
440,000, in 1918, 675,000. The number
of teachers in the Department of Min-
danao and Sulu in 1912 was 99, in 1918,
783.

One is tempted to quote more freely
from the abundant evidence which this

volume contains that the Filipinos are a

united, civilized, prosperous people, en-

tirely fit to govern themselves. It is

enough to repeat the words of Governor
Harrison: "The Filipino people have
come out triumphantly through their

trial. By temperament, by experience,

by financial ability, in every way, the
ten millions of Filipinos are entitled to

be free from every government except
of their own choice. . . . They are

intelligent enough to decide for them-
selves. ... I have found the native

Filipino official to be honest, efficient,

and as capable of administering execu-
tive positions as any men I have met
anywhere in the world."

The Filipinos have done their part.
If the American Governor and Vice-
Governor were to sail away to-morrow,
the stable government which the people
have established would go on without

feeling any shock. The question which
for twenty years has vexed the con-

science of the American people recurs.

Shall we whose government stands upon
the immortal declaration that all human
governments rest upon the consent of
the governed refuse to such a people as

this has shown itself to be the same
right of self-government?

If we care nothing for the principles
which we constantly profess, shall we
treat our solemn promise to withdraw
our "sovereignty over the Philippine
Islands and to recognize their independ-
ence as soon as a stable government can
be established therein" as a mere "scrap
of paper," following an example of

broken faith which we all condemn?
Shall we who believe that "every peo-

ple should be left free to determine its

own policy, its own way of development,

unhindered, unthreatened, unafraid, the

little along with the great and powerful"
disregard these fine professions with

cynical indifference?

In a word shall we whose conquest of

the Philippine Islands is a chapter in

our national history of which no Amer-
ican can really be proud, add a yet
blacker chapter to that history by tramp-
ling principles and promises alike under-

foot, and while trying to emancipate
other nations for which we are not re-

sponsible, continue to hold in subjection
the weaker people for which we are re-

sponsible?
Shall we who hesitate to enter a league

of nations because we fear foreign en-

tanglement and do not wish to see our

young men fighting in remote regions
insist on remaining an Asiatic Power
with all the consequences?

If the American people really believe

in their own institutions and value their

own honor, there can be but one answer
to these questions.

Moorfield Storey

The Middle Distance

The Old Madhouse. By William De Mor-
gan. New York: Henry Holt and
Company.

The Gay-Dombeys. By Sir Harry John-
ston. New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany.

IF
there is a boundary between the

prolix and the garrulous, Mr. De Mor-

gan stepped over it in "When Ghost
Meets Ghost." You may say that there

was no superfluous item of fact or of

comment in the nearly nine hundred

tight-printed pages of that remarkable
tale. But there were unmistakable re-

dundancies of manner and superfluities
of phraseology. At times his readers

could but feel themselves, reluctantly, to

be half-charmed victims of beard-wag-

ging, finger-shaking eld. How get to

the 'osses without somehow cutting the

cackle? Why couldn't this delightful old

gentleman speed things up a bit, so that

we might proceed to the next business on

the docket? If nothing else, there were
other story-tellers with a right to be
heard.

It may at once be confessed that "The
Old Madhouse" arouses similar qualms.
Indeed, if De Morgan had lived to finish

it, he might easily, at the pace he was
making, have beaten again all recent

records for the long-distance novel in

English. Some readers, genuine De
Morganites, would have rejoiced in this.

The rest of us will be well enough con-

tent to accept Mrs. De Morgan's sum-

mary chapter of conclusion in lieu of the

three or four hundred pages into which
its substance would have been spun by
the leisurely affection of the author. The
facts are, briefly, that he was working
at the story till within a month of his

death, had talked over its conclusion
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with Mrs. De Morgan, and left notes

from which she was able to solve for us

without peradventure the mystery on

which the plot is based, and to tell how

everything "comes out."

The plot seems, as usual, to be care-

fully and deliberately constructed, and

from the multitudinous cross-references

and minor pertinences which make peril-

ous the skipping of a De Morgan page,

we might have fancied the whole affair

complete in the author's mind before the

penning of a sentence. Mrs. De Mor-

gan's account of her husband's methods
of composition completely destroys this

easy supposition:

When my husband started on one of his

novels, he did so without making any defi-

nite plot. He created his characters and
then waited for them to act and evolve

their own plot. In this way the puppets in

the show became real living personalities
to him, and he waited, as he expressed it,

"to see what they would do."

It was his usual practice to read out
aloud to me every Sunday evening all he
had written during the week. When the
novel was completed we read it aloud again
straight through from beginning to end, so

that he might judge of how the story came
as a whole, omitting or adding parts as

he considered necessary. This process of

weeding or elaborating was not always left

till the completion of the story, but he relied

on being able to do it before giving his

work to the public. . . .

Towards the end of the book, when an
intelligible winding-up of the story became
imperative, the plot was taken up and care-

fully considered, all the straggling threads

gathered together and finalities decided

upon, though latitude was always allowed
for details to shape themselves after their

own fashion. . . . He never made rough
copies and practically finished as he went;
everything was so complete that he found
even a slight alteration in the text would
often let him in for as much work as the

writing of the whole chapter would have
given him.

The plot, in the end, is there, and every-

thing seems to fit into it. And, as usual

with De Morgan, it is a plot based upon
quite simple and external facts: a sud-

den disappearance, the revelation of a

long-concealed passion, the love-affairs

of a few young people as determined by
jealousy, temperament, character, and

opportunity. The old madhouse, so far

as we can see, is introduced—that is, the

former use to which the fine old house
has been put is postulated—purely in

order to account plausibly for the hidden

trap-door which is the primitive engine
employed for the sudden elimination of

poor Uncle Drury. Uncle Drury's ghost
capably plays that part of innocent mys-
tification which is customarily assigned
to the supernatural in this romancer's
work. In truth, he and his faded ro-

mance are pretty lightly linked to the

tale of Fred Carteret and Charley Snaith
and Lu Hinchliffe and Nancy who is our
real heroine—a kind of unsentimental

Cinderella, with the undying appeal of

her role. But whatever in structure and

substance the novel may or may not be

from the technical point of view, it will

have for thousands the character of yet
another delightful communication from
a well-loved friend, the more agreeable

because, in a way, unexpected.
De Morgan writes of his own Eng-

land. It is a little England of nice mid-

dle-class or humorous lower-class peo-

ple, of no visible "problems" beyond the

personal interests of the handful of per-

sons we are concerned with at the mo-

ment; a world snug and safe and self-

contained. Sir Harry Johnston, in "The

Gay-Dombeys," writes also chiefly of

Victorian England, and in an intimate,

discursive vein which suggests De Mor-

gan more than any other recent writer.

But his is the Victorian England of the

ruling class and of steadily broadening

empire, which honestly believed in its

destiny, and shouldered without false

modesty or cant, if sometimes also with-

out discretion, the white man's burden
in many lands. Through his experience
as explorer and British administrator in

Africa and elsewhere, Sir Harry John-

ston was in the thick of this movement
for racial expansion, an empire-builder
in faith and practice. He is evidently
his own model, in some degree, for the

Eustace Morven of the tale. In an en-

thusiastic Preface, Mr. Wells contrives

to mention this fact without assuming
responsibility for it: "Sir Harry has
used his own experiences with extraordi-

nary freedom throughout, and the me-
chanical reviewers from whom all writ-

ers suffer will no doubt, when they are

not saying he is a caricaturist, be say-

ing that the is 'autobiographical.'
"

How much truth may be in these ex-

tra-Wellsian charges is, as Mr. Wells

says, a matter of small importance. Never
mind where he got his materials, the

question of moment is what use he
makes of them? And the answer is that,
not being one of those mechanical novel-

ists from whom all reviewers suffer, he
has retold an excellent story, as a story.
The main action, however aware of the
adventures and achievements of Eustace
Morven abroad, is firmly rooted at home.
"The Englanders" would not have been
a bad title. And the central figure

among them is not Eustace or any other

man, but Suzanne, that island Ceres who
is also a great lady and a dear girl, and
who needs only to exist in these pages in

order to justify them, if there were no
other justification. But the book is rich

in other ways, in portraiture, in ideas,
in humor—a keen and sympathetic study
of that Victorian age which it has been
the fashion of late to dismiss (no, never
to dismiss!) as all of a piece, whether
pathetic, or absurd, or downright damn-
able in its hypocrisy and mediocrity.
There is no dove perched on Suzanne's

finger!

H. W. Boynton

A Courageous Pessimist

A Gentle Cynic. Being a translation of

the Book of Koheleth, commonly
known as Ecclesiastes, stripped of

later additions; also its origin, growth,
and interpretation. By Morris Jas-

trow. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott
Company.

IN
the record of the literature of the

world the Book of Ecclesiastes holds

a unique place. It, in Renan's famous

phrase, is the only lovable book ever

written by a Jew, and the phrase still

holds even with Heine reckoned in. Ec-

clesiastes rings truer than Heine in any
of his stages and can be read and re-

read beyond even the "Buch der Lieder."

No one who has ever caught a glimpse of

the real man behind these broken sen-

tences, swaying with many moods and

truthful to each to the limit of contra-

diction, has ever thereafter been un-

faithful. From St. Paul to Thackeray

they have known that here was a great
creative mind, their kin, struggling to

express itself and to tell the burden and

mystery and attraction of human life as

it had found it, even when the exact

meaning of the words has been held

from them and they could only answer,

spirit to spirit. For this book belongs
to great literature in its very diversity

of possible interpretation, and beyond
the haze of meanings we still can see the

man. He abides our questions, and his

smile, when we can catch its rare

glimpses, is true and warm. He had

part in the common elan vital and he

knew, in spite of all experience, that life

and living were good.

Yet, there is the horror, too, of the

mystery. He was no metaphysician; no
Hebrew ever was. He had to posit a

Personality behind everything and di-

rectly controlling everything, and what
kind of Personality could that be? We
might call it the order of nature and
solve the shrieking paradox between it

and ourselves with a phrase, but for him
it had to be a Will, and in presence of

that Will he had to walk through the

number of his fleeting days here under
the sun. That Will knew neither good
nor evil—all experience of life showed

that; it was inexorable but irritable; in

some strange way it actually feared man—the Garden Story in Genesis was a

myth of the deepest meaning for Eccle-

siastes, though he read it very differ-

ently—and had arranged all the events

of life in opposites to puzzle man. Thus
life could have no plan or meaning, and

every one could see that it had not. But
this Will, also, had put man under a

curse of toil—again just as in Genesis—and for the same purpose. So there

was man, and the whole groaning and

travailing creation, driven to toil on in

endless circlings, without hope of any
advance or new thing, in an essentially

changeless universe. That is this mor-
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tal life, and, when it is over, man re-

turns to the dust, for he is dust and

unto dust he returns. And in the mean-

time let men walk cautiously before this

Will, lest It be angry and he perish by
the way.

If ever pessimism were justified it

would be in presence of such a night-

mare as this. But our tags do not ap-

ply to Ecclesiastes ; he is too great and

different for them all. Yet he is, if

anything, more a pessimist than a

"cynic," and has neither lot nor part

with the snarling curs of Diogenes' lit-

ter. Nor does "gentle" fit him save as

he was a great-hearted gentleman who
faced life steadily and as a whole, ready

to do his duty by it and in it; having
learned the joy that lies in work and

fellowship and human love and that man
could thus transform the penalty im-

posed on him and really live. It is true

that he never speaks of duty, just as he

never speaks of conscience—no Hebrew
ever did—but these things were as real

to him as was that Will behind life

which haunted his dreams. So strongly

beat the pulse of life within him, al-

though he knew well the paradox that it

involved. And what impatience he had

was expended on those who talked and

theorized where no one could know. He
preferred to leave the contradiction as

it stood and to go on with life. The
curious point is that, while he had no

doubt that the Will behind the events

of life did not recognize good or bad, he

never asked himself whence his own ac-

ceptance of these categories came. But,

then, neither did the poet behind Job.

Was the problem hidden for them by
their having no term for "conscience"?

Contrasted with this blindness is the

clearness of the double classification

which he lays down of people and their

actions. One is into categories of moral

good and bad, and the other into what
is pleasing to that unmoral Will and

displeasing to It. Here he even shows

the beginnings of an escape from the

fundamental confusion in Hebrew ethics

between being wise and prudent and be-

ing good. The wise and prudent man
knows how to get along with that Will,

more or less, but the unflinching and
inconvenient moralist destroys himself.

This is somewhat veiled in our English
versions by the translation of a Hebrew
word as "sinner"; in his use of it

Ecclesiastes reverts to its etymological
force of "one who makes a mistake," "a

blunderer."

Beyond this use of wisdom and the

practical fact that "the wise man's eyes
are in his head but the fool walketh in

darkness" Ecclesiastes did not go. He
had no more use for those philosophers
who professed to understand and explain
both the phenomena and the inner mean-

ing of life than he had for those writ-

ers of apocalypses who told of a golden

future and a new heaven and earth.

How did they know? was his rejoinder
to all attempted escapes, by reason or

pious imagination, from the leaden and
certain facts. He preferred to posit the
two sure things, the unmoral personal
Will and the elan vital; and to leave it

there.

All this has been written not to send
the reader to Professor Jastrow's book
but to that of Ecclesiastes. Almost two
hundred pages of Professor Jastrow's
book are given to introduction and about

fifty to translation and commentary—an
intolerable proportion of bread to sack.

Further, he is an Old Testament exegete,

historian, theologian, and as a sworn
higher critic he must have editors, re-

dactions and glosses, and deals with the
Book of Ecclesiastes as though it were
Leviticus or Deuteronomy. But the
laws of literature are not those of his-

tory, or theology, or jurisprudence. It

is a mirror of life and its pure products
may be as full of contradictions as life

and personality themselves. This Ec-
clesiastes well knew, but he could hardly
have known that in thus liberating his

soul he was writing the first and per-

haps the greatest of the books of the
literature of self-revelation. How he
came to do it, how his book became cur-

rent among men, how it became part of

the sacred canon of the Jews, are ques-
tions which show how little we know of

the real life of these centuries of

Hebrew history. The rest is silence,

and literature accepts and respects the

silence.*

Marriage Laws of the States
American Marriage Laws in Their So-

cial Aspects. By Fred. S. Hall and
Elizabeth W. Brooke. New York:
Russell Sage Foundation.

THIS
digest of the marriage laws in

our States and of various proposals
for their reform is preliminary to a

thorough study by the Russell Sage
Foundation of the manner in which
these laws are administered, and of their

relation to family welfare. Readers of

the book are asked to aid the authors

in securing information on the follow-

ing points: "What is the interpreta-
tion put upon the marriage laws of

your State in daily practice? How are

licenses issued? How carefully is the

intention of the law made clear to un-

sophisticated people? How are evasions

punished?" The authors believe that

the women voters will take a keen in-

terest in the subject and will render
effective service in reforming our mar-

riage legislation. Let us hope that such

faith is well founded. There can be no

Of course the Hebrew text of Ecclesi-
astes is not immaculate and the last six

verses are an explicit editorial appendix.
Yet the text is in better condition than
that of a very great part of the rest of the
Old Testament.

doubt that our marriage laws are now
bewilderingly diverse, and their reform
seems beset with many and strange diffi-

culties.

It is a fact rarely referred to, and per-

haps not generally known, that the Con-
ference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws owes its existence largely to

an attempt to bring about uniformity in

our State laws upon marriage and di-

vorce. And yet, while the Commission-
ers were able to draft statutes relating
to negotiable instruments, to warehouse

receipts, and similar topics, which com-
mended themselves to State Legislatures
and are rapidly unifying commercial law
in this country, they made no progress
with marriage and divorce legislation
for many years.

This state of affairs led the Governor
of Pennsylvania to call a National Di-

vorce Congress, the expenses of which
were paid by his State. It was attended

by representatives of all but two States

and resulted in giving a new impetus to

reformatory legislation in this field.

Taking advantage of the interest thus

aroused, the Conference of Commission-
ers formulated a series of uniform
statutes of great importance, viz.: The
Marriage License Act, the Marriage
Evasion Act, the Divorce Act, and the

Family Desertions Act.

It was hoped that they would receive

immediate legislative approval and go
far towards correcting the evils inci-

dent to the defects of our present mar-
riage laws. This hope has not been
realized. Up to the present year, only
three States—Delaware, New Jersey,
and Wisconsin—had passed the Divorce

Act; only four—Illinois, Louisiana,

Massachusetts, and Vermont—the Mar-
riage Evasion Act; while the most im-

portant of the series, the Marriage Li-

cense Act, has been passed in but two
States—Massachusetts and Wisconsin—
and one of these, Massachusetts, modi-
fied the draft in many respects.
How little is known of these Acts,

even by prominent legislators, is shown
by the conduct of Representative (now
Senator) Norris of Nebraska, in intro-

ducing a bill in 1911, providing an appro-

priation of $200,000 for a congress of

delegates to be appointed by State Gov-

ernors, who should assemble in Wash-
ington and formulate uniform laws on

marriage and divorce. A similar bill

was introduced at the same session of

Congress by Representative (now Sen-

ator) Sheppard of Texas. Both ap-

peared to be ignorant or forgetful of

the divorce congress which had been
held under the auspices of the Governor
of Pennsylvania and which had given
rise to the legislation which we have
described.

The present book will be of service in

bringing these uniform acts to the at-

tention of social reformers. Its authors
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agree with the Commissioners that the

welfare of society required that em-

phasis be put upon laws regulating mar-

riage rather than divorce. "It is the

duty of the State to discourage and place

obstacles in the way of sudden and

clandestine marriages, both for the sake

of inducing forethought and deliberation

generally in the formation of indis-

soluble relations; and for the purposes
of preventing illegal and irregular re-

lations, as well as of enabling parents
to protect minors from improvident mar-

riages."

Accordingly, the Uniform Marriage
License Act declares void all common
law marriages; that is, all marriages by
consent or reputation, and without a

civil or religious ceremony. It fixes the

marriageable age. It requires the par-
ties to apply for a license at least five

days before it is issued and to post a

notice of the proposed marriage in a

designated public office. Objections to

the marriage may be filed by near rela-

tives of the parties, to be heard and

passed upon by a designated court.

The manner in which marriage may be

solemnized is prescribed, as well as the

form of marriage certificate; and a

formal public record is provided for.

To what extent the enactment of this

statute would change existing law is in-

dicated by the following facts : Common
law marriages are valid in twenty-eight

jurisdictions; in seventeen States no

marriageable age has been fixed; while
most States require some sort of license,

only eight require a notice of applica-
tion for it, and only two provide for the

public filing and hearing of objections
to a proposed marriage.

In digesting our marriage laws the

authors have summarized their provi-
sions under the following heads: 1.

Common Law Marriages. 2. The Mar-
riageable Age. 3. The Marriage Li-

cense. 4. Solemnization. 5. The Mar-
riage Record. 6. Inter-State Relations.

7. Other Prohibitions.

The compilation appears to be a care-

ful piece of work and quite up to date in

its reference to revised statutes, codes,
and session laws. Jt does not pretend to

inerrancy, and the authors illustrate the
difficulties which they encountered in

gathering their information by the fol-

lowing experiences: "In one State the

secretary of a charity organization pre-
sented our inquiry regarding common
law marriages to two lawyers. When
she found they disagreed, a former
judge was appealed to. The lawyer who
assisted us in another State wrote, in

explanation of a conflict that we had
noted: 'That was a mistake of the Leg-
islature in drawing the Act.'

"

On the topic of common law mar-
riages, the authors would have found
much useful and some corrective infor-
mation in Decker's "Digest" of the law

on this topic, prepared for the Bureau
of War Risk Insurance, but which does

not appear to have fallen under their

notice. This remark is not by way of

disparagement, for the book is entitled

to high praise not only for the informa-

tion it contains but for its sane and

practical suggestions to social re-

formers.

The Run of the Shelves

IN
White Armor" (G. P. Putnam's

Sons) is the interesting record

of the manly and generous life of

a young American captain, Arthur Ellis

Hamm, who died in action on the Lor-

raine front on September 14, 1918. The
recorder is his widow, Elizabeth Creevy
Hamm, and the spirit of the book is one

of proud and tender worship. The fol-

lowing passage illustrates the tenor of

many parts of this unreserved but not

indelicate little book:
"I chose 'The Holy Grail,' and he

leaned his head against my knee and
looked dreamily into the fire as I read.

I lingered a little over the description of

the sending of Sir Galahad upon his

quest [we omit part of the quotation] :

I maiden, round thee maiden, bind my belt.

Go forth, for thou shalt see what I have
seen,

And break through all, till one will crown
thee king

Far in the spiritual city'; and as she spoke
She sent the deathless passion in her eyes
Thro' him, and made him hers, and laid her

mind
On him, and he believed in her belief.

I paused and ran my fingers through
Arthur's hair, and he reached up and
took my hand, and so on to the end of

the poem we read together."
This is not Tennyson at his best, nor

Tennysonianism at its best, by a good
deal. The form in both cases is dilute

and saccharine. The passage (in the

biography, not the Idyll) is precisely the
kind of passage which a prudent writer
or a timid publisher would have been

tempted to excise. Excision, however,
would have been regrettable; the pas-

sage carries a lesson. This young man
who reads the "Holy Grail" with his

head against his wife's knee, with her

fingers in his hair, and his hand in hers,
was a tireless worker, an unequaled dis-

ciplinarian, and a fearless leader in com-
bat. Victorianism in its weakened and
ultra-sentimental phase, Victorianism in

the hour of its decline and its reproach,
is still the pabulum and incentive of

manhood, can still make men all that
their commanders ask and that their

countrymen honor. There is neither
need nor wish on our part to derogate
for a moment from the heights to which
other men, like Alan Seeger and Rupert
Brooke, have been urged by other
stimuli. But Victorianism as a man-
maker holds its own even to-day.

There may be some who will rejoice
at a rumor that the Senate Prohibition
Bill is to permit the manufacture of

cider and wines made from the elder-

berry, the gooseberry, and even the
wicked grape itself. But those who have
lived "In the Sweet Dry and Dry," as

described by Chistopher Morley and
Bart Haley (Boni and Liveright), will be
wise enough not to rejoice prematurely.
They know that Bishop Chuff and his

minions will not thus tamely surrender
at the first skirmish. It is nothing but
a ruse; when the demon begins to work
in these supposedly innocent beverages,
then the homes of offending citizens will

be invaded by his squadrons, armed with
their breathoscopes, and woe betide the

poor Decanterbury Pilgrim whose souse

registers the minutest fraction above
one-half of one per cent., unless he can

prove that his exhilaration is due merely
to communion with departed spirits and
not with those of his own manufac-
ture.

The world is grateful for this revelation

of the lengths to which its chuffs are

prepared to go in their implacable war-
fare against Nature's evil tendency to-

wards fermentation. It may be, how-
ever, that the chuffs, instead of abol-

ishing Nature, may conclude that it will

be easier to abolish all the wicked indi-

viduals who trade upon her weakness.
This seemingly generous concession of-

fered by the Senate is merely a device
to find out who these individuals are.

Let no man, therefore, make his goose-
berry wine with any other notion than
that he is playing into the hands of his

persecutors. The only way of safety lies

in using the dangerous stuff to irrigate
his flowers, as Virgil Quimbleton did,
and thus communicate a tonic quality to
the atmosphere which can be enjoyed
without transgressing the statute "for

beverage purposes." Before long there
will be a law making it a crime to cir-

culate recipes for these noxious home-
brews. It is in the book. And every-
thing in the book is so, or shortly will

be.

"The Story of the Rainbow Division"
(Boni and Liveright) loses nothing in

its telling by Raymond S. Thomp-
kins. And indeed, it is difficult to over-

praise this division culled from the
flower of the National Guard. It was
the first to take over a divisional sector
under its own commander, it was more
constantly engaged than any other unit,
it fought in Lorraine, Champagne, in

the second Marne, and in the Argonne,
having its patrols nearest Sedan at the
moment of the armistice. Some time we
hope to have a real military history and
criticism of its fighting. Meanwhile, this
chronicle and eulogy will more nearly
meet the immediate needs of its mem-
bers and their friends.
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English Political

Parties

THE
present position and prospects

of political parties in England are

interesting subjects for disinterested

observation. Disinterestedness is pre-

cisely the most difficult position to at-

tain, for in England we are all accus-

tomed to regard political affairs from a

party point of view, tinged with per-

sonal preference and aversions. One

thing, however, may be considered cer-

tain—the party system will continue.

The constitutional habit of centuries

will not be altered completely even by
the great cataclysm of the last five years.

Beneath the often rather contemptible

and puerile characteristics of Parlia-

mentary parties is a genuine conflict of

fundamental principles and ideals. The

parties which were so long known in

England as Whig and Tory were actu-

ated by opposing ideals of movement and

rest. The same ideals exist to-day, as

in the time of Gladstone and Disraeli.

The remarkable Parliamentary coalition

which came into being during the abnor-

mal period of the great war was an ab-

normal political fact; and now that peace

objectives and not military are before

us, the same principles which governed
the actions of politicians and statesmen

in the ante-war period must once more
come into play. The coalition is, there-

fore, doomed. Politicians and journa-
lists take short views and talk of recon-

structing offices and changing Ministers,

but though the end of the Coalition may
be deferred, end it certainly will, and

two great parties will again face each

other at Westminster as they have done

in the past. The questions have already

taken shape that afford abundant oppor-

tunity for broad differences of opinion
and subsequent political action. Having
regard to human nature, it is almost

inevitable that there should be one party
which is bold and another which is

timid, one which regards movement as

essential, another which looks upon the

preservation of existing institutions as

the most vital need.

But personal aims and ambitions have

always affected English parties; they
demand effective leadership and are in-

clined to hero worship. It is immaterial

from most points of view whether or not

Mr. Lloyd George became Prime Minis-

ter through personal intrigues; it is

certain that his appointment was ap-

proved by the large majority of the na-

tion who were looking round for cour-

ageous and visible leadership in a time

of war. But having, in the process of

succession, cut himself off from many of

his former associates, and having at the

last election endeavored to establish a

coalition party entirely subservient to

his leadership as distinguished from a

coalition of parties, and having by so

doing brought himself into bitter antag-
onism with the Liberal party, Mr. Lloyd
George can not, as things stand, again
become a leader of that party without a

complete abdication of his present per-
sonal preeminence. Yet the Prime Min-
ister by temperament and opinion is out

of sympathy with the Unionists, who
form the bulk of his present supporters,
nor have they any liking for his aims
in domestic politics, if these are to be

judged by his ante-war political record.

In war-time political principles disap-

pear before the overwhelming necessity
of united action; they rise again, per-

haps stronger, when war ceases. Dis-

raeli, when he became Prime Minister in

a Tory government in 1868, had done
first-rate service to his party during

years of Parliamentary opposition; his

party may not have liked or trusted him,
but he had served it well. But Mr.

Lloyd George opposed the Unionist party
until the war, for a time, eliminated

party differences. Is it to be expected,

then, that he can ever be the head of a

purely Unionist government?
Yet the future of parties seems not

a little to depend on the aims and am-
bitions of this one man, who unques-
tionably by ability and courage and par-

liamentary skill has attained a supreme
political position. Country and party
are inextricably mingled in the mind of

the ordinary parliamentarian; therefore

a successful and courageous leader from
a party point of view is the first of pa-
triots and should be supported. This
fact is Mr. Lloyd George's chief politi-

cal asset. Yet he is in a difficult posi-

tion; he is isolated, from a party point
of view, and has neither the tempera-
ment nor the kind of ability needed in

the difficult, slow, and trying time of

post-war reconstruction. But whatever
course he may follow, he can not prevent
the reemergence of the Liberal party,
which includes the bulk of those who are

in favor of what may compendiously be

called Reform. It does not want for

guides, whereas their Unionist opponents
are in this respect deficient. The Labor

party is not likely to be more than an

independent and advanced wing of the

Liberal party as long as it continues to

be a Labor party. For a Labor party in

Parliament is one which is actuated, not

by political principles, but by the inter-

ests of a class; its objects are selfish and
not national. In furthering these ob-

jects it may support or promote certain

measures beneficial to the nation, but it

does so because in the first place they
benefit a class. This must remain a

weakness of the Labor party in a demo-
cratic and politically well-educated coun-

try, and therefore the Labor party as a

Parliamentary party does not seem

likely to have the importance or the in-

fluence which many appear to expect.

Indeed, the more successful the Labor

party or Labor organizations are in ob-

taining advantages for Labor as a class,

the less will be the influence of that

party, for it lives on the discontent of

its constituents.

E. S. Roscoe
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks

Post-Crisis Studies

THE
wholesale and thorough appraisal

of American manhood by the draft

brought to light a number of conditions

that constituted a challenge to our edu-

cational system. The percentage of re-

jections showed that our physical man-
hood was not so rugged as it might have

been; there were more illiterates and
near-illiterates than we had thought;
and there were too many who had not

been thoroughly Americanized. Since

both the physical defects, not infre-

quently, and also the mental insufficien-

cies were largely due to lack of infor-

mation and training in more tender

years, a considerable portion of our dis-

illusionment had to be referred to de-

fective elementary education. And there

was no comfort in the reflection that,

after all, our system was better than
that of other nations; for the shortcom-

ings of others, especially if we have to

shoulder the consequences, are no pallia-

tion of our own.
Yet it was just the inculcation of the

vital and elementary things that we had

prided ourselves upon. Perhaps we had
been a little lax about insisting upon
physical examination and upbuilding in

the common schools, but we thought that

we were making almost everybody learn

at least to read and write. And then it

has gradually become evident also that

even the common schools have not fully

succeeded in that fundamental service

of theirs: Americanization. Naturally
there could be but little of the peril of

a foreign language press if that indis-

pensable precondition of national unity,
a common language, had been insisted

upon; nor could alien societies with
counter-national objects have existed

long if the young had been thoroughly
imbued with the spirit of our national

ways and institutions. Pro-Germanism
was more vociferous than multitudi-

nous; but there was enough cause for

concern over the hitherto unquestioned
efficiency of the "melting-pot"—and most
of the fusion attributed to that vessel

has always, and rightly, been credited

to the common schools.

The schools are naturally not to blame
for the status of persons who have not

attended them. It is for the Govern-
mental authorities to secure the proper
exposure of all the young to the school

influences. It is true enough that, with

our enormous immigration of afore-
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time, and especially in view of the fact

that a considerable part of that immi-

gration represented only transitory ex-

ploitation of economic opportunity, there

has been much material for the melting-

pot that the schools could not touch. The
need of contriving in some way to Amer-
icanize the immigrant who comes to us

when past the school-age, has offered a

difficult problem to able and devoted spe-

cialists; hence the night-school and
school-centre enterprises, the home-visi-

tations, and many another high-minded
form of service to the nation.

In a general way these newer devices,

summoned into being to meet a positive
and ominous condition, go pretty

straight to their mark and are not much
handicapped by whims and fancies. It

is the institution of long standing that

is subject, not alone to the incrustation

of tradition, but also to the solvent action

of half-grasped, emotionally conceived

"theory." It is the latter sort of insti-

tution that needs reconstruction; the

former are not yet past their period of

construction. The school may not be

responsible for the status of those who
have not attended it; but for those who
do attend, it is evident that more can be

done, and more expediently done.

Elementary education, no matter what
the age, in years, of its recipients, must,
in order to be thorough and disciplinary,
confine itself to fundamentals: to arith-

metic rather than to "infant biology,"
to spelling rather than to those "expres-
sions of individuality" that the gushing
type of so-called teacher seeks to elicit;

to physiology and hygiene rather than
to folk-dances. It is not nearly so hard
to maunder poetically before a class over

thrilling subjects as to inculcate and
discipline a set of resisting minds; and
the thing that is easier to do, and more
interesting, has not had to wait long for
its justification in "pedagogy." But if

the fundamentals are to be taught in a
fundamental manner, there is no time or

place among the subjects for frills or

caprices, even if the latter be assumed
to carry some advantage instead of pro-
ducing slackness of mental fibre.

To have well-learned fundamentals we
must have few fundamentals. All are

agreed, presumably, upon the identity of
some of these, for they have constituted
the basis of education these many cen-
turies. Even the ardent faddist falls in

with the traditional view; only he has

developed some pet scheme for teaching,
say, spelling, in such manner that learn-

ing involves no mental labor or tension.

Indeed, some of the subjects that have
been introduced into the schools are not
at all bad in themselves if they were or
could be introduced in a disciplinary
manner. But we are concerned, for the

moment, with matter rather than man-
ner; and must ask ourselves, therefore,
what subjects are the least dispensable

after the three R's and the scanty re-

mainder upon which practically every-

one, in earlier times and at present, has
been in agreement.

This is a question as to what every
young American, boy or girl, needs most
to know in order to take his place in

the adult generation. Naturally, then,
vocational education, except along the

broadest lines, is excluded. These broad-
est lines will represent rather a survey
of the field of economic opportunity than

preparation for any species of gainful

occupation; that is, an understanding of

the nature and location of the nation's

natural resources and of the industrial

organization that Americans have devel-

oped for the utilization of these re-

sources. Here are the bases and funda-
mentals of American life, that is, of that

type of life which the rising generation
is to lead.

The tendency towards such studies has
been apparent for some years; and the
war has given impetus to it. Perhaps
the world has never seen, even in the

tortured countries of Europe, so dra-

matic a mobilization of national re-

sources and industries as that effected

by the United States prior to and after

its entrance into the war. And strained

attention has been called to this mobiliza-

tion, for it was seen that it was a mar-
shaling into the fighting-line of ulti-

mate and indispensable necessities. What
saved our friends of like mind with our-

selves, and our wives and children, and
civilization? American products de-

rived from rich natural resources ex-

ploited by an adequate industrial organi-
zation. The inevitable inference is at

hand that we have known too little of

these vital things—too little in view of

the need of their mobilization to pre-
serve our existence, and also, we now see,

too little in order to secure the fullest

and most economical national well-being,
now that existence is preserved. The
arts revealed as of such supreme impor-
tance for war are seen to be of a su-

preme significance also for peace.
This economic enlightenment is not

all ; we need more effective "Americaniza-
tion." It has always been of the utmost
moment in time of war that, in whatever
it does, a nation shall act as one man.
Cohesion within has ever been a precon-
dition for successful defense as well as

offense. Likemindedness in the face of

national danger, expressed in loyalty and

patriotism, has had a strong survival-

value among the qualities of nations.

Once it was only a certain controlling

part of the people—those who had the

say—who needed to hang together and
hold their more or less inarticulate fol-

lowers with them. But in this age all

have a say, whether they use it or not;
and for some time they have been in-

clined to avail themselves of it liberally.

Hence it becomes important that pub-

lic opinion shall fuse into one synchroni-
zing rhythm in face of peril. That it

did that in the recent wartime is at-

tested by what is now history; but it

could have done what it did still more
nearly unanimously, more intelligently,
and more quickly. Too much had to be

explained, or powerfully suggested, be-

fore it was accepted. Too much had to

be said about "What America Stands

For"; and what had to be said must
needs be translated into too many dif-

ferent languages.
There is no excuse for tolerating any

foreign language at the expense of Eng-
lish. The most superficial student of his-

tory knows that community of tongue
is almost a prerequisite to political
cohesion. We must profit by our war
experiences at least to the extent of re-

vising our easy-going ways as respects
this essential. Perhaps the literacy test

for entrance into the country is alto-

gether ill-advised; but a test in literacy
on the basis of the national language
should precede any conferring of the

suffrage. The foreign language press is

doubtless useful, or can be made so, in

easing the transition to American citi-

zenship for foreigners above school age;
it should be confined to that function.
To return now to the need of Amer-

icanization as respects the fusing of pub-
lic political opinion. Every native-born
citizen ought to know what America
stands for before he attains his ma-
jority; and every naturalized citizen

ought to have learned that, as an essen-
tial prerequisite of naturalization. But
such knowledge, while most nearly indis-

pensable in time of stress, is scarcely less

dispensable in ordinary times. This fact
is ripe for acceptation, just after the

war, as it could not be after a long period
of peace, with its milder lights and less

burning focusings.

Therefore, it seems that to instruc-
tion in national economic life there
should be added, as a fundamental of
American common-school education, in-

struction also in national political life—in American citizenship. But I hasten
to qualify this term "citizenship." It

does not mean merely "civics," or "civil

government." These are important,
though they have been taught in a me-
chanical, dry, and unilluminating way.
It is not alone the mechanism of Ameri-
can government that the prospective citi-

zen and voter ought to know. It is

something wider, more vital, more inter-

esting than that; something with per-
spective in it and capable of laying hold
of the imagination. It is possible to

learn the names of all the parts of a

completed machine and stop there; but
it is not interesting or "inspirational"
to do so. Facts in themselves are not

only the driest but also the least useful
of things; while as the material out of
which to build, say, an evolutionary
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theory, they are not only full of meaning,
but they will also stick permanently in

the mind.
In such considerations lies the answer

to those who would find fault with the

foregoing fundamentals—economic op-

portunity and citizenship—as material-

istic, not providing for the imaginative
and poetic elements, devoid of the

aesthetic, artistic, and spiritual. This is

no place to enter into controversy over

the matter. There is not time or place
for all sorts of studies; and it is not

claimed that the ones here proposed
would yield the type of poetic inspiration

sought in courses where young children

are called upon, for example, to identify,

in "The Ancient Mariner," Coleridge's

departures from the ballad form. But it

is contended that the body of these sub-

jects is fundamental to the purpose of

common-school education; and that if

they are treated aright, they are not

devoid of appeal to faculties higher than
the acquisitive. It is also contended

that, in contradistinction to some of the

fanciful subjects which aim directly at

enlargement of the soul in the child, the

ones proposed are capable of being
understood by him; and that there is

here a body of definite knowledge that

can be taught, with the result of mental

discipline and the strengthening of fibre

in both individual and nation.

There is here no advocacy of courses

for the schools in theoretical economics
or politics. These are beyond many col-

legians. But it is possible by the use

of simple language and direct and homely
statement to teach children the real

meaning of terms like capital, labor,

money, speculation, competition, wages,
profits, etc.—terms not seldom in these

days so diversely conceived of as to

produce uncomfortable, costly, and even

perilous misunderstandings and en-

mities. It is not impossible to convey to

a boy the working of the law of supply
and demand or even of Gresham's Law.
It is possible to make any subject recon-

dite and intricate; and not impossible to

convey an adequate working knowledge
of a subject without pursuing it into its

metaphysical phases. The line of safety
is the adoption of the historical and evo-

lutionary method: the letter of credit,

for instance, becomes understandable the

more readily in the light of its matter-
of-fact origin, and so does many another
economic device. Similarly as to the

topics under citizenship. Any boy can
be shown the evils of lawlessness and

disorder, of weak and ambiguous govern-
ment ; he can be shown, in historical per-

spective, the pain and labor which the

race has suffered in evolving the liberal

political system which he enjoys and
must presently uphold and defend. He
can readily understand the blessings of

freedom of conscience if he is aware of

the conditions out of which that enfran-

chisement evolved. He can be shown that

liberty is not to be got for the taking, but
is bought at the price of eternal vigilance
and responsibility, and can exist only
under law. History is one long pano-
rama of the evolution of such matters.

It is well for the individual to know
such truths. It is practical to know
them; and it is also enlarging to the
mind and soul to imbibe them, as ideas

so early and so thoroughly assimilated
that they seem "natural" and underived.
The perspective of their historical devel-

opment is something that stimulates the

imagination and fills the mind with
thoughts that are above the common-
place. And if benefit to society be con-

sidered, it is well with any nation that
has citizens whose heads are clear upon
such fundamentals. They will be the
less readily swept off their feet by the

agitator, whose main stock in trade is

highly colored promises of the impos-
sible. They will possess, in their own
minds, a touchstone upon which phan-
tasms can not impinge without reveal-

ing their insubstantiality. Is there fear
of Bolshevism in the United States? Not
very much. And why not? Because our

people are too wise. We can make them
wiser still, and thus still more sturdily

proof against anti-social notions.

A. G. Keller

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few
books which should be useful to the reader
who wishes to go a little farther into mat-
ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam-
ing only books which ought to be available
without much trouble, through publisher,
book-seller, or public library. Books ob-
scure or out of print are avoided, and books
in English are preferred to those in other

languages. These articles are in no sense

bibliographies for the specialist, aiming
at completeness, and including magazine or

newspaper articles, but merely brief, im-

partial, selected lists of books, new and
old, which may help make the news of the
week more intelligible. The articles are
written by the Editor of Publications of
the New York Public Library.]

China

IT
should be remembered that in these

articles no pretense is made to name
the latest sources of information about
the subjects discussed. Such sources

to-day are, more than ever, the daily

newspapers and weekly periodicals.

Books, to be based upon any research,

any consideration whatever, must follow

the event by months, if not by years.
With international politics as changeful,
as apt to take unexpected shapes as the

lava flow from a volcano, with industrial

and social conditions similarly fluid and

red-hot, the printed book, even of 1919

imprint, often can only be read to get

a background for the news of the morn-

ing. Or it may help to make the news

intelligible by showing what a different

turn events have taken since the book
was published.

William R. Wheeler, author of "China
and the World War" (Macmillan, 1919),
is a member of the faculty of Hangchow
College. His book describes China's part
in the war, epitomizes the Lansing-Ishii

agreement between Japan and the United
States re China, and the China-Japan
military agreement of 1918. A Japanese
view is in "Japan and World Peace"

(Macmillan, 1919), by Kiyoshi K. Kawa-
kami, who discusses Japan in the war,
her relations to the League of Nations,
the question of the Pacific Islands, the

Japanese advance in China, and China's

financial condition. The last subject is

studied at length in Theodore W. Over-
lach's "Foreign Financial Control in

China" (Macmillan, 1919), wherein a

description of China's early foreign re-

lations is followed by chapters taking up,

country by country, the influence which
the various nations have had upon China.
For her history, readers are referred

to S. Wells Williams's "A History of

China" (Scribners, 1901), a book com-

posed of the historical chapters from the

author's standard work, "The Middle

Kingdom." A handy book, good for

dates and quick reference, is "A Sketch
of Chinese History" (Kelly and Walsh,
1915), by F. L. Hawks Pott, which gives
a brief outline from earliest times, with

maps. K. S. Latourette has written, in

"The Development of China" (Hough-
ton, 1917), a concise study of China's

history and present problems, up to 1917.

For a detailed account of Chinese
manners and customs, there is Arthur
H. Smith's "Village Life in China"

(Revell, 1899). H. A. Giles, professor
of Chinese in Cambridge University,

gives in "China and the Chinese" (Co-
lumbia Univ. Press, 1902) a brief book
of lectures, taking up a number of in-

teresting points, dispelling some old,

popular errors. Law, government, taxa-

tion, business customs, banks, and rail-

roads are treated in T. R. Jernigan's
"China in Law and Commerce" (Mac-
millan, 1905), while Edward A. Ross's

"The Changing Chinese" (Century,
1911) is a readable book upon the new
tendencies, such as the anti-opium and

anti-foot-binding agitations. Our late

minister to China, Paul S. Reinsch, in-

cludes India, Japan, and China in his

"Intellectual and Political Currents in

the Far East" (Houghton, 1911). K. K.

Kawakami, author of "Japan in World
Politics" (Macmillan, 1917), as well as

the later book, previously mentioned, is

a Japanese, eager to promote good re-

lations between Japan and America. He
writes of China in this book, and of all

phases of Japanese-American relations.

In Stanley K. Hornbeck's "Contempo-
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rary Politics in the Far East" (Apple-

ton, 1916) there are sections devoted to

China and to Japan, considering the re-

lations of both with America and with

Germany.
China is a fascinating subject, and

out of regard for my readers' own en-

joyment, I can lose no opportunity to

urge them to try to see, at some large

reference or university library, H. A.

Giles's "A Chinese Biographical Diction-

ary" (Quaritch, 1897), one of the most
curious and charming books imaginable.
Another work, entertaining and valu-

able, is "China under the Empress
Dowager" (Lippincott, 1914), in which
J. O. P. Bland and E. Backhouse depict
life in Pekin and the intrigues of the

old, Imperial Court. Li Hung Chang's
memoirs (or autobiography—I am not

where I can verify the title) is also cer-

tainly to be read, for pleasure and profit.

Edward Lester Pearson
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statement that many prominent labor

leaders themselves regarded it as unwise
and used their influence, under cover,

to prevent it It has also been known
from the start that a very large portion
of the men employed had no grievances
to press at this time and no desire what-

ever for a strike. A large portion of

those who have gone out have done so

under compulsion and contrary to their

own judgment. If all this were not true,

there would doubtless be a very strong

popular feeling that Judge Gary was
wrong in refusing the conference asked

by the promoters of the strike. As it

is, there are many who feel that such a

conference could have been granted and
conducted without sacrifice of the prin-

ciple of the open shop—a principle which
can not be universally yielded without a

loss of individual liberty hardly consist-

ent with the continuance of a free state.

THE
Italian Government will not use

Italian troops against D'Annunzio's

forces in Fiume, and we hope that the

Entente will be deaf to Mr. Nitti's re-

ported appeal for armed intervention.

For abstention from action is the wisest

course that could be taken at this junc-
tura An armed attack on the adventur-

ous poet, even though it were crowned
with success, would add lustre to his per-
son and gain him the sympathy which
heroic martyrdom always evokes. But
the enthusiasm and its attending glory
will soon lose their glamour when the en-

terprise ends in an ignoble struggle

against starvation. Unless the poet's coup
is soon overtaken by its failure, we shall

witness an epidemic of D'Annunzi-itis.

Danzig is first on the programme, to

judge from hints in the German press.
Gerhard Hauptmann may there find a
welcome opportunity to recover a fame
which his feeble war poetry has sadly

impaired. Maurice Maeterlinck may be
the next to follow Gabriele's lead in

forcing his way, at the head of Belgian

troops, into Maastricht. And some
modern Tyrtseus can make himself

famous overnight by the surprise of a
Thracian fortress in defiance of the prin-

cipal Allied and Associated Powers.

THE
most striking feature of the

peace terms presented to Bulgaria
is their lack of "finish." The two most
vexed problems are left unsettled. "The

question of inducing Rumania to cede

to Bulgaria that portion of Dobrudja
which is wholly Bulgarian in character

will be taken up later," we read in a

summary. This confesson of inability,

on the part of the Entente, to bring one

of its recalcitrant members to reason is

sadly misplaced in a document that pre-
scribes to a defeated foe. Western
Thrace is to be ceded to the principal
Allied and Associated Powers, but how
they will dispose of it does not appear

from the treaty. It only guarantees to

Bulgaria an economic outlet to the

Aegean Sea and assigns to the Powers
the right to return all or part of the

territory to Bulgaria, or transfer part
to Greece and incorporate the remainder
with Eastern Thrace as an international

state, or, maybe, defer the disposal of it

to the Greek calends. This evasion of

the real issue will prove the source of

new strife and unrest. For the Greeks
the indefinite status of Thrace will be
an inducement to fresh agitation, to

which the Bulgarians will not fail to

respond in the true Balkanese spirit.

And this perpetuation of unsettledness

will bring grist to the German mill. The
more the small nations of Central and
Eastern Europe spill their energies in

fighting among themselves, the easier it

will be for Germany to restore her
economic life and recapture her former

position on the world market. We have
the authority of Mr. Morgenthau for

saying this.

IT
was the part of wisdom in Boston

labor organizations to recede from the

first impulse towards a general strike in

support of the Boston policemen. When
brought to the test, public sentiment
was neither slow nor uncertain in de-

claring its opinion that there can be no
toleration of strikes by men to whom
the immediate safety of the lives and
property of all is entrusted, under sworn
obligation to fidelity. There is a prin-

ciple involved here on which there can
be no compromise. And a similar crisis

might show that the classes of work-
men who must be exempted from the

privilege of striking do not stop merely
with the police and fire departments.
If there is any other class without whose
uninterrupted service the really vital

functions of a civilized state of society
can not continue, it should be included.

We are not interested at this time to

show just where the limit of the right
to strike should be drawn. It may take
a very careful study to determine that

question, with justice and safety to all

concerned. The point of importance
just now, to labor organizations and the

public alike, is the clear and final recog-
nition that there is such a limit.

And in the definite recognition of this

fact, the just interests of labor will make
a distinct gain. Let it be once under-
stood that all laborers who are entrusted
with these vital functions of organized
society have renounced all claim to the

right to force an increase of wages, or
other concessions, by the strike method,
and it will be found that society will

very gladly deal generously with them
in answer to this spirit of loyalty to

duty. This limitation of the right to

strike will not diminish the effective-

ness of the weapon where it is legiti-

mately used for securing justice. Most

people are willing to admit that em-
ployers of labor are sometimes hope-
lessly arbitrary. There are few who
would say to-day that a strike is never

justifiable in such cases, if there has
first been an honest endeavor to settle

the controversy by less drastic means.
A strike can win public sympathy only
as it meets with these conditions. And
when it does meet with them, its power
to secure the justice desired will be

definitely increased by every concession
that organized labor has made in the

way of safeguarding society against the

dangerous abuses to which the method
of the strike is always liable.

CALIFORNIA
is a land of contradic-

tions. Her grape growers are
ruined by prohibition, and yet they are

selling their product for more than four
times what they got for it before the
war. California, we are told, elected

Wilson, and supports Hiram Johnson.
But now she has surpassed herself.

With a duplicity perhaps learned from
the Oriental denizens, she has extended
to the President a welcome that for

ambiguity leaves nothing to be desired.
She looked upon him, apparently, "with
one auspicious and one dropping eye."
She must have greeted him with words
modeled upon the impartial utterances
of the Delphic Oracle. How otherwise
could the correspondent of the New
York Times report that "great crowds
gave him a generous welcome," whereas
of precisely the same crowd at precisely
the same time the correspondent of the
New York Sun is obliged to say that
"Wilson meets much hostility in Los
Angeles"? Can it be merely a matter
of whether you believe—or your paper
for you—that a failure to ratify the

League will plunge the world into chaos
or that its ratification marks the end of
American liberty? Or is it rather an
example of the futility of trying to

draw conclusions from the behavior of
a crowd that comes out to hear the
President? A President can always
get a crowd; and among them there will

always be some who come to scoff and
some to praise and a great many to gape
and shout. Is anybody the wiser for
this Presidential parade 'cross country
and its Senatorial trailer? Certainly not,
if its significance is to be interpreted
for us in any such prejudiced way as
this. If trained observers on the spot
can't come nearer to agreement in esti-

mating the temper of a crowd, it must
be because the crowd failed to express
itself very definitely. Maybe it was too

engrossed in wondering when this

whole business is coming to a settlement.

MR.
PADEREWSKI has been playing

an eloquent accompaniment to Mr.
Wilson's plea for speedy ratification. He
seems to fear that a prolonged delay
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will be the prelude to Poland's marche

funebre. Maintaining a front line of

1,500 miles against Bolshevist forces,

hampered by a shortage of food supplies,

clothing, and many other necessaries of

life, the country will not be able to en-

dure the tax upon its strength very

much longer, unless it have the assur-

ance that it can appeal for aid in the

righting of its wrongs to the impartial

tribunal of the League of Nations. It

is not military support the country

wants but a moral protecting power
that will furnish it the opportunity of

solving its difficulties. Mr. Paderewski

may be trusted to touch the right chord.

Of course, the strain patiently borne for

the upkeep of a numerous army is all

for the benefit of civilization, which

owes its safety from Bolshevik inroads

to the Polish front line of 1,500 miles.

And with such ardor Poland, in her ex-

hausted state, discharges her duty to

mankind that the Supreme Council in

Paris has found it necessary to protect

her against herself. "The Supreme
Council," we read in a special cable to

the New York Times, "in a few days
will probably call on Poland to cease

pressing operations against the Russian

Bolsheviki. This step does not mean
love for the Bolsheviki, but considera-

tion for Poland. In other words, the

Peace Conference was satisfied to have

Poland fight the Bolsheviki in self-de-

fense, but now that her armies have in

some regions penetrated 200 miles into

Russian territory the Conference begins
to believe that the necessity for self-

defense has passed." Mr. Paderewski

will doubtless rejoice at the promptness
with which his appeal for moral support
has received an answer from Paris. This

will enable him to withdraw his troops

without laying himself open to the blame

that, for selfish reasons, he left Europe
and civilization without defense.

HERR
SCHEIDEMANN, since he re-

signed as Prime Minister, has

turned his black bourgeois coat inside

out and parades the red lining. On his

return from Switzerland he has seen oc-

casion to denounce his comrade and
former colleague, Gustav Noske, the

German Minister of Defense, as "a tool

of the military reactionaries," expressing

thereby, according to Vorwarts, "what
millions of Germans are thinking."
There is nothing new or startling in the

statement, for millions of foreigners
have not only been thinking but saying
so. What surprises us, however, is the

confession of Vorwarts that these mil-

lions of Germans are only thinking but
not saying it. Do they still silently sub-

mit to the wrongs under which they suf-

fer from a life-long habit of moral cow-

ardice, or is the dictatorship of Herr
Noske maintained by forcibly muzzling

public opinion? Herr Scheidemann's

attack coincided with a sally of M. Lon-

guet in the French Chamber of Deputies.
M. Longuet belongs to the extreme left

of the French Socialists and is, conse-

quently, bitterly opposed to what he calls

"this peace of injustice and violence."

It was Bismarckian, he said, and marked
the advent of a reactionary Utopia.
And by way of illustration he declared

that "Gustav Noske still had under arms

1,200,000 men." M. Longuet seemed to

imply that the German Minister could

not be in command of such a force, in

defiance of the peace terms ratified by

Germany, unless the Great Powers con-

nived at the infraction.

THE Guaranty Trust Company of New
York has issued a booklet on "The

Solvency of the Allies," giving a brief

analytic study of the war debts, internal

and external, of Great Britain, France,

Belgium, and Italy, with some account

of the resources available for their pay-
ment. The general conclusion of the

study is hopeful, and if none of the coun-

tries involved allows itself to be over-

whelmed in a flood of Bolshevistic radi-

calism, the regaining of solid financial

ground should be steady and fairly

rapid. Barring any such catastrophe as

we have mentioned, the concerted effort

of financial leaders in all lands will be

brought to bear upon the problems of

reconstruction with an accuracy of

knowledge, and to an extent, never even

approximately reached in the period of

recovery from any previous war. The
condition of Italy gives most cause for

uneasiness, her debt amounting to about

three-fourths of her entire national

wealth, if the current estimate of that

wealth, between sixteen and seventeen

billions of dollars, is to be taken as fairly

correct. It is evident that she will

sorely need the aid of outside investors

in financing her industries, present and

potential, through the period of recon-

struction. But if the raid upon Fiume
by D'Annunzio and his deluded follow-

ers is to be taken as the prelude to con-

tinued disorders of the same type, it

need hardly be stated that the aid of

investors from without will be out of

the question.
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Basing Industry Upon
Principle

THE
disturbed condition of labor em-

phasizes the difficulty of the prob-
lems with which the coming industrial

conference, summoned by the President,

will be called upon to deal. It is well not

to count too much upon immediate reme-

dies. The difficulties, at least some of

them, are fundamental and require the

most careful discussion, if any perma-
nent progress is to result. Added to the

obstacles which in normal times any such

conference would have to face is an atti-

tude set up by the hope of all sorts of

post-war readjustments. We have been

encouraged to believe by many leaders

of opinion that a new order of civiliza-

tion is coming into being wherein the

weak will receive justice equally with

the strong. Every right-feeling person

certainly desires such a consummation.
But "justice," like "truth," is a concept

upon which agreement is often most diffi-

cult, and, in a period of quick changes
in many spheres of activities such as we
are now passing through, eternal vigi-

lance is needed, lest in the name of jus-

tice we yield to the advocate of panaceas.
The President has .stated that he looks

to see the relation of labor and capital

put upon a new footing. If he means

by this that he will insist upon a thor-

ough discussion of principles, he can

do the country an enormous service. He
will also add to the confidence of the

country in him if he will clearly indi-

cate that he does not hesitate to call

labor and capital equally to account,
should either become obstreperous. One
point should be brought out plainly at

the start, that one's first allegiance is to

the state and that any organization
which threatens the orderly process of

the law will feel the hand of the Govern-
ment upon it. The need of a specific

statement to this effect is all the more
urgent because of recent outgivings by
quick-thinking radicals. So, in its issue

of September 20, the Nation says, with
reference to the strike of the Boston

policemen :

We suggest that President Wilson, Gov-
ernor Coolidge and those who believe that

loyalty to the state is paramount, forestall

such happenings by showing cause for their

belief instead of abandoning themselves to

mere objurgation and scurrility.

And even if the obligation of a police-

man is as sacred and direct as that of a

soldier, the Nation is not put out of

countenance. In the new order the sol-

dier, too, is within his rights if he ques-
tions authority: "Suppose, on occasion,

the soldiers ask, Why?"
This particular consideration will, no

doubt, tax to the utmost the President's

statesmanship. Labor has always fought

any suggestion that it should be respon-
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sible, short of crime, to the Government.

But if the President really has in mind
a new understanding, he can not fail to

see that any association which exerts as

much influence on trade as organized
labor can now compass must, if it is not

to overstep itself, be conscious of a defi-

nite restraint imposed upon its activi-

ties. Whether this can be brought about

by incorporation, which unions oppose,

or by other means is a subject for study.

When the trusts operated in restraint

of trade, public agitation began which
resulted in the Sherman anti-Trust law.

Fortunately, the strike of the Boston

policemen, following upon the tie-up of

subway and elevated trains in New York,
has served to open the public's eyes to

the serious disturbances which it is in

for unless some principle of responsi-

bility on the part of labor is soon firmly

established. What organized labor has

apparently failed to see is that such an

arrangement would, in the long run,

help its cause with the public. Once it

is understood that labor is willing to

submit to legal control similar to that

which applies to its employers, and is

not seeking lawlessly to advance its in-

terests, popular sympathy in particular
cases of unfair dealing will be easier to

obtain.

Yet little can be accomplished by new
statutes unless a spirit of sportsman-

ship is fostered. The Conference should

not be made the occasion for delivering
ultimata. Capital has amends to make.

The spirit of the times requires that

labor should not cherish the feeling that

it is not getting its just share. This is

a problem in the discussion of which it

ought to be possible to get down to

brass tacks. We need, above all, a frank

presentation by capitalists of the work-

ings of their industries. It has been

said that, in the present state of reduced

production, labor is getting more than

its share. Here figures can help, and we
believe that, if the Conference could ob-

tain the cooperation of a few heads of

large businesses, it might do much to

remove the suspicions of labor. The
whole country feels the pinch of high
prices, and labor, naturally, is the first

to cry out. Yet if it can be shown that

there is no sovereign remedy, that cap-

ital, even if it would, could not entirely
cure the evil, certainly not for the pres-

ent, and that both capital and labor can
obtain mutual benefits, perhaps consid-

erable benefits, by getting together in

the spirit of friendly collaborators, a

hopeful beginning will be made.

The course which should be steered at

the Conference is difficult yet plain to

the eye. In so mixed an assembly there

will be the danger, on the one hand, of

much talk and no conclusions; and, on
the other, of too hasty action. What is

desired is an insistence on solid princi-

ples as a basis of agreement.

Holland and Belgium

THE reported breach in the diplomatic
relations between Holland and Bel-

gium has not come unexpectedly. On
June 4 of this year the Ministers of

Foreign Affairs of the five principal
Allied and Associated Powers decided

that to a committee of representatives
of the United States, Great Britain,

France, Italy, Japan, Belgium, and Hol-

land the task should be delegated "of

examining the measures which must re-

sult from a revision of the treaty of

1839, and to formulate proposals which

may not involve either a transference of

territorial sovereignty or the imposition
of international servitudes." For two
months this Committee of Fourteen has
sat in Paris and studied the means
wherewith to build a bridge between the

minimum of Belgian demands and the

extreme limit of Holland's concessions.

The latter were thus formulated by the

chief representative of the Netherland

Government, Jonkheer De Marees van
Swinderen: 1. Holland is willing to

discuss an extension of the present regu-
lations for the common control of the

Scheldt as far as navigation is con-

cerned, so that the Scheldt would ever
answer to the increasing requirements of

shipping; 2. Holland will, in principle,
not raise objections to the digging of a
Scheldt-Meuse-Rhine canal across Dutch

territory, provided an arrangement be
made to establish adequate connections

between such a canal and Dutch water-

ways; 3. neither will Holland, in prin-

ciple, object to the digging of a canal

across Dutch territory from Antwerp
to the Moerdijk; 4. Holland is prepared
to make improvements in the Ghent-
Terneuzen canal, on condition that the

brunt of the cost be borne by Belgium.
But the Belgian delegates were not to

be satisfied by these concessions. They
demanded for Belgium the right to have
all improvements for shipping purposes
made by, and at the expense of, Holland,
and the free disposal of both embank-
ments of the Scheldt for the execution
of these works. But the Netherland

delegates refused to consider these
claims as amounting to a cession of "ter-

ritorial sovereignty and an imposition of

international servitudes," which, accord-

ing to the decision of June 4, might not
be involved in the committee's proposals.
The discussions had practically come

to a deadlock, when an incident occurred
which made matters worse: The Flem-
ish Press Bureau at The Hague pub-
lished the text of a confidential note

alleged to have been addressed by Mr.
P. Hymans, the Belgian Minister of

Foreign Affairs, to the Belgian Army
Headquarters. In this document a plan
was unfolded for a secret propaganda
among the inhabitants of the Nether-

land province of Limburg, which, in

spite of the decision of June 4, is still

claimed for Belgium by a small but

powerful group of annexationists.

"Every Belgian agent in those parts
must help, to the measure of his capac-
ities, to bring about the return of the

province to the mother country," is the

general injunction to these secret propa-
gandists.
To call Belgium the mother country of

Dutch Limburg is just as absurd as to

call Jugo-Slavia the mother country of
Fiume. For the greater part of that

province belonged to Dutch territory at
a time when the Kingdom of Belgium did
not yet exist. What is now called Bel-

gium was known, before the French
Revolution, as the Southern Nether-
lands, which never, since 1585, enjoyed
an independent status. From that year
until 1713 they were a Spanish posses-
sion ;

^
at the Peace of Utrecht Spain

ceded" them to Austria; in 1793 they
were conquered by the French, and, after

Napoleon's fall, the Allied Powers, which
had wrested them from France, consid-
ered themselves entitled to decide their

fate, as Austria did not desire to have
her former possession returned to her.
The union of Holland and the Southern
Netherlands as effected by the Allied
Powers proved, after a fifteen years'
trial, an utter failure, so that, when the

Belgians revolted in 1830, the same
Powers intervened to untie the knot
they had ineffectively made. The guid-
ing principle adopted by them in estab-

lishing the basis of the separation was
thus formulated: 1. "The Dutch fron-
tiers shall enclose the whole of the ter-

ritory, all fortified towns, boroughs and
places, which in the year 1793 formed
part of the late Republic of the United
Provinces. 2. Belgium shall include all

that remains of the territory which in

the treaties of 1815 was given the name
of Kingdom of the Netherlands, with
the exception of the Grand-Duchy of

Luxemburg, which, placed under the au-

thority of the Princes of Orange-Nassau
by virtue of a different title, forms and
will continue to form part of the Ger-
man League." Only in one respect was
this principle qualified by a provision in

Article X of the so-called "Bases de

Separation": "As the consequence of

the principles laid down in Articles I

and II would be that Belgium and Hol-
land would own enclaves on one an-

other's territories, arrangements and ex-

changes between the two countries shall

be effected through the good offices of

the five Powers, which will assure the

complete continuity of their territories

and the free intercourse between the

towns and places situated within their

boundaries."
In accordance with this provision, the

King of the Netherlands received addi-

tional territory in Limburg in exchange
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for a part of Luxemburg, which he

ceded to Belgium. There is no ground,

therefore, in the contention of the Bel-

gian annexationists that Belgium, in

1839, was robbed by Holland of Lim-

burg. The greater part of that province

had belonged to the Dutch ever since the

peace of Westphalia, and the territory

which was added to it in 1839 Holland

received by an exchange to which Bel-

gium herself was a party.

The secret note to the Army Head-

quarters, having stated an historical

falsehood in its preamble, proceeded to

give detailed instructions as to the man-
ner in which the propaganda should be

conducted. The passage which caused

the greatest indignation in Holland was
a hint to the Belgian agents "to give

expression, every day at every possible

occasion, to their gratitude for the good
services tendered by the Limburgers to

the Belgian refugees during the war."

To forge a weapon against Holland out

of the hospitality shown by one of her

provinces to Belgian people is, to say

the least, a perverse form of gratitude.

As the Belgian Legation at The Hague
failed to issue a denial of the charge

against the Brussels Government im-

plied by this revelation of the Flemish

Press Bureau, the Dutch Minister of

Foreign Affairs felt called upon to ask

for enlightenment at Brussels, and a few

days later he announced that he had re-

ceived the complete and authentic text,

and that a great part of it had already
been published in the press. That

meant, translated from diplomatic into

straightforward language, that the ver-

sion which had been published in the

press did not call for correction.

Such underhand dealings are scarcely

calculated to bring the Dutch-Belgian

negotiations in Paris to a satisfactory
conclusion. The certainty on either side

that the other party will proceed with
absolute fairness is a conditio sine qua
non for the success of these transac-

tions. The incident has called forth

sharp criticism of Mr. Hymans from sev-

eral organs of the Belgian press, and in

so far it has had a good effect, as it has

provoked an up to now indifferent pub-
lic opinion to unambiguous repudiation
of the annexationists' aims. De Stan-

daard, a Flemish paper published at

Brussels, denounced them in fiercer

terms than the Dutch papers employ,
which are always more temperate in

tone. "In our negotiations with Hol-

land," says De Standaard, "the motive

powers are downright annexationists,
who would prefer a rupture with Hol-
land to a partial satisfaction of their

dreams. In constantly widening circles

one gains the conviction that Mr.
Hymans' policy will prove fatal to Bel-

gium. Only the political truce has thus
far protected him in Parliament. But
he will not remain scot-free very much

longer; his secret note has aroused too

much resentment to leave his position
unshaken."

Mr. Hymans seems determined to

bring the annexationist issue to a head
while the truce still lasts. The Minis-
ter is playing a dangerous game, for if

it is true, as M. Francois Dessain, as

spokesman of Cardinal Mercier, is re-

ported to have said, that "many Bel-

gians would welcome war," the war with
Holland will lead to civil war in Bel-

gium. For the Flemish people, who
contribute 70 per cent, to the Belgian
army, are opposed to annexation and an
armed attack on the sister state. The
Gallophil Government of Brussels is

hated in Flanders, and Mr. Hymans
might take the warning contained in

the bitter attacks of the Standaard and
other Flemish organs on what they call

his "fatal" management of the country's

foreign affairs.

The New Army Plans

CONGRESS
has before it two well-

balanced schemes for army reorgan-
ization—the Wadsworth Bill, represent-

ing the views of the General Staff, and
the Chamberlain Bill, deriving from the

Training Camps Association. The bills

agree in the essentials that military

training should be required of all young
Americans, and that the organization
should be in divisions of all arms, pre-

serving as far as possible the designa-
tions made historic in the recent war.

The Chamberlain Bill does not require
universal service, assuming that an ade-

quate army reserve can be had by vol-

untary enlistment. The required period
of training would be six months, between
the ages of 18 and 20. Those who en-

tered the reserve would be subject to

at least three weeks' additional training
for three separate years—nine weeks in

all during a five years' enlistment. Vo-
cational instruction would be given so

far as possible.

The Wadsworth Bill calls for universal

service as well as training. In his

twentieth year every physically fit young
man would be called to three months' in-

tensive training in camp, and would re-

main a member of the army for two
years thereafter, subject only to re-

port in time of peace. There is no pro-
vision for vocational training.
As to the size of the Regular Army,

the bills differ radically. The Chamber-
lain Bill calls for a regular force of

225,000, with a reserve dependent on en-

listment and wholly indefinite. The
Wadsworth Bill fixes 510,000 as the

peace strength of the Regular Army,
with about 1,000,000 of reserves. Sec-

retary Baker has recently insisted be-

fore the Military Committee of the

House that no smaller force is safe,

considering our prospective military re-

sponsibilities. This regular force could

be quickly swelled to about 1,500,000 by
calling the two trained classes to the

colors, while the new classes would nor-

mally come out of the training camps at

the rate of over 500,000 every year. This
constitutes a military provision sufficient

for any conceivable case of war, and yet
not burdensome on the youth of the
nation. To give three months to camp
training in one's twentieth year can not
be called a heavy sacrifice.

The two bills, agreeing on compulsory
military training, differ quite radically
as to the composition of the nation's

army. The Chamberlain Bill appeals to

the old volunteer spirit, and should pro-
vide a reserve force very similar to the
British Territorials, who served bril-

liantly in every theatre of the late war.
It is assumed that if you train 500,000
men every year, enough of them will de-

velop military spirit to furnish a suffi-

cient reserve, and this reserve will be a

corps d'ilite, like the best of the British
Territorials and of our own National
Guard. The Wadsworth Bill virtually

rejects the volunteer idea. The enlisted

line is to be just the average youth of
the nation, taken as it comes along. Un-
questionably this is the democratic plan.
The nation requires the necessary mili-

tary service of everyone impartially, de-

pending on no one's good will, self-sacri-

fice or love of adventure. It makes a
pure business of its army concerns,
knows exactly what it can count on and
when.
A weak point in the Wadsworth Bill

is the half-million regulars required.
Presumably it is hoped to attract them
by the allurements of vocational educa-
tion. This hope would probably be dis-

appointed ; it would hardly be found pos-
sible to recruit the Regular Army to the
desired figure. There are distinct limi-

tations to the schooling of soldiers and
sailors, as has already been demonstrated
in the Navy for many years. For in-

structors you depend on your officers,

and, Mr. Daniels to the contrary not-

withstanding, it doesn't follow that your
capable army or navy officer is a zealous
and effective pedagogue of non-military
lore. Much is being done to improve
general instruction in the Army, but the
time is still far distant when the recruit-

ing offices will be thronged simply be-
cause of the army schools. We believe
with General Wood that the lower fig-

ure, 225,000, for the Regular Army
would be adequate, and that in main-
taining the larger figure Mr. Baker is

playing for safety in case the Staff Bill

should fail in Congress.
Aside from cutting down the figure,

the Wadsworth Bill could be much im-
proved by requiring a month in contin-
uation camp for every member of the
national army. The second-camp men
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would be an immense resource in the in-
struction of the new recruits. Their
presence would speed up the training
and double its value. Each second-camp
man would fix the knowledge partly
gained in his first camp, and would come
out a soldier indeed. In the second
camp, too, the officer material would
emerge clearly. In the second camp the
men, who will have received only pin
money during their first training, should
receive the pay of their rank. The plan
of holding a million men, very slightly
trained, to report to duty would almost
certainly result in wholesale evasion and
confusion of all sorts. A continuation
camp would avoid all this, provide better
training, and assure the army of the con-
trol of its invisible force. The second
camp also would be the time to sort out
the men into appropriate special services.
Without it, the engineers and artillery,
for example, would be relatively far be-
low the infantry in efficiency. With the
extra month, the special divisional serv-
ices could be tried out under service con-
ditions without cutting into the infantry
training, which is fundamental for all

branches.
In the matter of general army organi-

zation the Wadsworth bill, as Senator
Chamberlain has cogently shown, has
many questionable features. It multi-
plies generalcies beyond all needs of the
service, increases the already exagger-
ated powers of the Chief of Staff, and
disregards both economy and impartial-
ity in promotion and appointment of
personnel. Congress may be trusted not
to vote away at once its own powers and
those of the civil executive,

f The relation of the National Guard to

•army reorganization is a minor consid-
eration. Our militia system is as obso-
lete as the military corset and shako.
The Guard will have to adapt itself to
whatever reasonable system is adopted.
Under the Wadsworth Bill it would come
off very well. From the millions of

young men who have completed their

military service, the National Guard
would find ideal recruits and officers,
and could readily be shaped into a com-
pact and effective second line. Under
the Chamberlain Bill the Guard would
meet the formidable competition of the
volunteer reserve, and would be in dan-
ger of extinction. This would be a pity,
for, anomalous and costly as the Guard
is, it represents a fine tradition and a
valuable military good-will which should
be utilized.

Apart from any question as to the
desirability of either bill for the funda-
mental purpose which it is designed to
serve, the merits of that fundamental
purpose itself demand more ample con-
sideration than has yet been given to
them. Before adopting either, Congress
nnd the public should thoroughly weigh
the question whether the present situa-

tion of our country and the world makes
it desirable that the nation should com-
mit itself at this moment to the policy
either of universal military training or
of universal military service.

Restriction of Output
"DEFORE the war the statement was
-L* frequently made—and by people
who should have known better—that
capitalism had solved the problem of
production. Assured of an abundant
supply of necessaries and comforts, so-
ciety, it was said, might now give chief
attention to the more important ques-
tion of distribution, in order that the
good things of life might be more fairly
divided among the rival claimants—
landowners, capitalists, business men,
wage-earners, the Government, objects
of benevolence, and what other partici-
pants there may be. An error such as
this is not, of course, the cause of the
bitter conflict over the joint product,
but rather a sort of echo of it. It rests
on a half-conscious assumption in the
minds of ignorant partisans, who imag-
ine an enormous surplus income that
does not exist, and fail to realize that in
the quarrel about the divisor the divi-
dend itself is in danger of being re-
duced. The very persons who are in a
constant state of militancy over the
question of the exact percentage of the
product that should go to capital insist
upon reducing the total product by all

manner of restrictions.
The example of the restrictions im-

posed by British trade unions shows to
what lengths this pernicious policy can
go, and how it threatens the foundations
of national prosperity. A partial list of
the union regulations prevailing in Great
Britain before the war was published in
the London Times in January, 1917, and
is well worth quoting:

They embrace not only the standard rate
of wages, and the length of the normal
working day, together with arrangements
for overtime, night work, Sunday duty,
mealtimes and holidays, but also the exact
class of operatives, apprenticed or skilled,
semi-skilled or unskilled, laborers or
women, to be engaged or not engaged for
various kinds of work, upon particular pro-
cesses or with different types of machines;
whether non-unionists should be employed
at all; what processes should be employed
for particular tasks; what machines should
be used for particular jobs; how machines
should be placed in relation to each other,
and the speed with which they should be
worked; whether one operative should com-
plete a whole job, or attend only to one
machine, or form part of a team of spe-
cialized operatives each doing a different
process; what wages, if any, should be
paid in the intervals between jobs, or whilst
waiting for material, and what notice of
termination of engagement should be given ;

whether the boys or girls or young per-
sons should be employed at all, or in what
processes or with what machine, or in what
proportion to adult workmen; whether
remuneration should be by time or by the

piece and under what conditions, at what
rates or with what allowances, and—but
by no means universally existing—what
amount of output by each operative should
be considered a full day's work, not to be
considerably exceeded under penalty of the
serious displeasure of the workshop.

During the first year of the war, un-
der pressure of military necessity, a
truce was effected between the employ-
ers and the unions, especially in muni-
tions factories, by which some of the
most burdensome restrictions were tem-
porarily given up, with the result that,
with the cooperation of other factors,
production per operative was greatly in-
creased—in some factories as much as
100 per cent. And yet, now that the war
is over, the unions demand that the re-
strictions be restored, or else that they
be given an equivalent in the form of
nationalization or drastic reduction of
hours, or union control of industry—the
results of which may be equally bad.
Evidently, British labor has not yet
fully learned the economic lessons of the
war, and may not until a serious reduc-
tion in the national dividend forces the
country to a lower standard of living.

British writers often praise the
United States as a country where eco-
nomic fallacies have no vogue and re-
striction of output is almost unknown,
but truth compels us to confess that we
are very far below that pinnacle of vir-
tue. Who does not know of painters
and paperhangers loitering over a fat
job, or plumbers holding to their daily
stint of work, or workers in almost every
trade persecuting speeders, or walking
delegates condemning piece-work, or
prominent labor leaders favoring shorter
hours on the ground that they make
work for the unemployed and quoting
that foolish rhyme, "Whether you work
by the piece or the day, decreasing the
hours increases the pay"? Even the ex-
igencies of war did not drive ca' canny
from American industry, but rather in-
creased its power, as in a typical though
extreme case mentioned in a recent re-
port of the National Industrial Confer-
ence Board:

In one of our shipbuilding yards it was
found that a certain steel ship had re-
quired before the war 200,000 hours of
labor to construct it at 30 cents per hour;
to-day a sister ship, in every respect the

!n
mê „h,

as J

'

ust been completed requiring
400,000 hours of labor, but paid at 70 cents
per hour. In this case, therefore, it ap-
pears that the efficiency of labor—irrespec-
tive of materials, engines, etc.—has fallen
in the ratio of 6 to 28. A part of this
loss of efficiency was undoubtedly due to
lack of skill by the new men employed in
the industry, but much of this loss must
be accounted for by the deliberate prac-
tices of the workers. The forces which,
undirected or wrongly directed, have al-
ready brought British industries to such an
impasse, should not, by our careless im-
passiveness, be permitted to produce the
same effects upon our own. [The ratio
6 to 28, it should be noted, refers to the
productivity of a dollar's worth of labor.]
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Whether we like it or not, the fact

must be faced that millions of American
and British wage-earners—the best paid
workers in the world—care nothing for

the employer's interest because they do

not, or will not, see its relation to their

own. The independent farmer, fisher-

man, prospector, berrypicker, craftsman

or trader, is not thus indifferent, be-

cause the product is his own; but when
an employer intervenes, or a whole series

of employers, and the laborer receives

money wages instead of a portion of

usable goods, then, losing sight of the

end, he thinks—if he thinks at all—that

he can obstruct and delay the produc-
tive process without damage to himself.

The union leaders, who give some

thought to these matters, should see the

evil tendency; but they are almost in-

variably, and perhaps necessarily, short-

sighted, seeking immediate ends rather

than long-time results. Moreover, their

policy, short-sighted though it be, has

brought certain temporary advantages
in the way of higher wages and shorter

hours, which have not yet been taken

away by the slow but certain retribution

that is dogging their footsteps, and will,

sooner or later, exact an eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth.

The obscure places in our industrial

organization and in the process of distri-

bution are being gradually lighted up,
and both employers and employed are

beginning to see that, instead of quar-
reling so much about the division of the

product, they had better create a larger

product to divide. Grievances there are
on both sides, but not such as to justify
a general industrial war, which might
destroy the means of subsistence of mil-
lions of people. Now that the nations
of the world are making peace can there
not also be industrial peace on the prin-

ciple of give and take, live and let live?

Certainly British capital and labor, fac-

ing the danger of losing the foreign
trade on which they live, must work to-

gether or suffer together; and American
capitalists and laborers, on the eve of a
great era of prosperity, will never enter
the land of promise except they go hand
in hand.

Photo Music

THE motion-picture is by its nature
a new and transforming artistic

medium whose emotional possibilities
for the individual and whose promise
for the development of a kind of new
folk-lore and folk-art are scarcely
glimpsed. The uncanny power of the
films from the very beginning must be

dependent upon something deeper than
the fascination of the childish tricks,
the buncombe and claptrap, and the
adolescent hocus-pocus of star-worship
that have been its chief substance so
far. Miinsterberg and other psycholo-

gists have attempted various explana-
tions of this holding power, a power so

great that in a country sufficiently pro-
vided with movies, like ours, it may
quietly take the place of a banished

alcohol. These explanations and all

others reduce themselves to the simple
fact: that the moving picture achieves

so unusual a release of emotional power
because it coincides with or resembles

the flow of human consciousness more

nearly than any other artistic medium
but one, and that one ia music. It is

like music in its continuity of flow;

continuity has even become a common
movie term, expressing the ever-to-be-

striven-for goal of the more modern
director. It is like music in its plastic-

ity and fluidity of material and method,
and more than any other art except
music it transcends the limitations of

space and time freely, without effort.

There is no art that achieves anything
like as great a degree of freedom in

boding forth the real things, persons,
and emotions of life. The moving pic-
ture is essentially visual music. It owes
its power to the fact that it does through
the eyes what music does through the

ears. As music achieves a liberating
emotional experience through the crea-

tive selection and flowing together of

ordinary and commonplace sounds, so

out of the commonplace and transient

images and experiences of ordinary life

the motion picture can in its plastic

freedom evoke an equally liberating
emotional insight.

A dim realization of this is what
probably lies behind the call occasionally
heard for "A Wagner of the Movies."
If this means anything, it means that

the movies need not only someone to

liberate them from their present banal

conventions, but someone also to fuse

music and the movies into a better work-

ing partnership. Were Wagner alive

to-day, he might seize upon the moving
picture as the perfect instrument of his

intention regarding the music drama.
His effort of a real union of music and
the drama was a failure because of the

essential inferiority of the dramatic
medium to music in freedom and plas-

ticity. We have to-day in the moving
picture the freest dramatic medium con-

ceivable, hampered only by the stupid-
ities and lack of insight of those whose
commercial plaything it is.

Without music the movies are inev-

itably crippled, dragged down by the

weight of the reality of their material

and by irrelevancies of actor personality.

They need the extra lift of the free emo-
tional inspiration that music alone gives
to enable them to effect true artistic

emotional release. And this can come
only by a musical accompaniment that

enters into the musical quality of the
film itself, and expresses and heightens
its emotional flow.

For such musical interpretation it is

no longer possible to depend upon the

songs, snatches, and musical rags and

patches of the tinkling pianist impro-
viser which marked the early days of

the movies. Producers Boon realized the

deficiencies of this kind of musical sup-

port for the films and made some at-

tempts to concoct more rigid pro-

grammes for the accompanist, cut and
fitted precisely to the various films.

Some went further and employed reg-
ular musicians to attend to this matter,

but, though these would make occa-

sional efforts to write special music for

spectacular films, the run of movie
houses usually heard more or less pre-

arranged potpourris of familiar ballads

and parlor pieces.

Musicians of standing, like Briehl,
whose opera was produced last season
at the Metropolitan, are gradually be-

ing drawn into this work, but the total

effect on the movies thus far is insig-
nificant.

At the same time the closeness of

the connection between music and the
movies has been emphasized to the pro-
ducers from another Bide—that of the
actors. Whether it is because of the
lack of inspiration afforded an audience
or because of the thinness of the situa-

tions and material they are called upon
to portray, many of the stars have of
late been constrained to seek the aid of

musical accompaniment to evoke height-
ened emotions while acting. Thus it is

that Dustin Farnum has himself tagged
about the scenes of studio or wilderness

by a trio of stringed instruments that

play him tears when sad's the word and
laughter when gay, and make shivery
harmonies to slay the villain by.

It is in view of this faltering prog-
ress that nothing has happened in the

moving-picture world of such revolu-

tionary importance as the recent gift

by Mr. Eastman, head of the Eastman
Kodak Company, of three and a half
million dollars for the building and
maintenance, in connection with the

University of Rochester, of a perma-
nent school of music dedicated specially
to the development of music for motion
pict ures. It is not probable that the Na-
tional Association of Motion Picture

Producers, at whose recent convention
Mr. Eastman announced this bequest,
realized the soundness and importance
of the insight into the business that was
behind this project. If they had, they
would have undertaken the thing them-
selves long ago. Mr. Eastman, as one
of the largest producers of photographic
film for the movies, and one who has
been most active in the development of
the motion picture on the scientific side,

sees that the moving picture, on the
commercial side no less than on the ar-

tistic side, is bound up with the devel-

opment of effective musical presentation.
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"Anti-Wilson"
THIS

phrase has been put to much
use, for the purpose of discrediting

the argument of a large class of per-
sons. It is as if one were to say, con-

cerning a man applying for manual

labor, "Oh, he has a withered hand."

The counterpart of the phrase is not

employed with anything like the same

frequency. The fact that one does not

know how to word it is in itself suffi-

cient proof. "An idolater of Wilson"
sounds unfamiliar and "pro-Wilson" is

almost as strange. "Hatred of Wilson"
is a variation which also finds great
favor with his strong adherents. It is

unfortunate that in a crisis which de-

mands searching popular discussion and
real understanding the issue should be

clouded by an overworked label.

That unreasoning hatred of the Presi-

dent exists is true; that its volume ex-

ceeds the amount of the irrational,

emotional worship of him is highly ques-
tionable. The situation is, after all,

not so extraordinary. Men of vigorous

personality in public life are usually the

victims of strong likes and dislikes. The

feeling towards Col. Roosevelt, when
once he began to put all his power into

advocating his doctrines, showed similar

violence. What it is important just now
to recognize is that discussion of the

President's programme is only hindered

by this rather childish calling of names.
No change of heart is effected by it and
bitterness is engendered. Both sides

could help materially by admitting that,

while a certain amount of the irrational

feeling described does actually exist

throughout the country, much of the

sympathy and antipathy addressed to

the President is based upon sober reflec-

tion.

In the minds of many thoughtful per-
sons the President's policies have be-

come suspect, not because of any single

act, but because of what is taken to be

his habitual attitude. Personal ambi-

tion, it is true, is often alleged, and the

bringing of this charge certainly does

not help the present situation. Besides,
there are grounds enough for their view,
such critics hold, outside the sphere of

the personal. In retrospect they find the

first milestone of their lengthening dis-

trust in Mr. Wilson's hasty yielding to

labor in 1916, when there was a threat

to tie up the railroads. To state, with-

out a second thought, as the President

appeared to many persons to do, that a

question of this nature was not "arbi-

trable" seemed like a rash surrender to

bullying methods. It was, to their

thinking, not in conformity .with the

best American traditions. "Be neutral

in your thoughts," came next. Such a
sentiment at such a season was foreign
and impossible to a great many old-time

Americans. A country which had ha-

bitually welcomed to its shores the op-

pressed of Europe and which had been
wont to lend at least moral support to

causes in which it heartily believed

could not be expected to suppress en-

tirely its indignation over the ruthless-

ness of German methods. Even at the

time when the President uttered this

strange mandate, the public was in a

position to determine definitely where
its sympathies must lie, and informa-
tion which transpired later did not

really change the nature of our feeling
towards Germany; it merely revealed

the futility of the President's admoni-
tion.

"Too proud to fight" is a saying which
to this day has never been satisfactorily

explained. Coming, as it did, immedi-

ately after the sinking of the Lusitania,
it was inconceivable to the many Ameri-
cans here in question. They at the time
could think of nothing but the great dis-

aster and the complications resulting
from it, and it would have been im-

possible for them, even in private life,

to consider the country's honor in the

detached fashion which apologists of

the President urge as the explanation.

Strange phrases of this sort have
blazed in the memory of many because

they seem significant of the President's

whole manner of directing public senti-

ment during those critical years. Such

persons are convinced that a more
normal attitude towards the affronts

administered by Germany would have

helped to silence, not only the strong

partisans of that country, but also the

rather wishy-washy endeavor to make
Germany no blacker than her enemies;
and would have excited in America a

quick response to the cause of righteous-
ness.

Throughout the whole period of the

war the feeling has also been wide-

spread that the President wished to play
a lone hand. While other Governments,
in order to meet a situation unprece-
dented in the history of the world, were

calling upon the best talent to be found,
Mr. Wilson, so the argument goes, stub-

bornly stuck to the somewhat limited

abilities discoverable in his own party.
Men of the largest experience in inter-

national affairs were passed over, and

surprise gave way to astonishment when
it was learned that at the Paris Con-
ference the United States was to be rep-
resented by virtually one man. Added
to this was the irritation caused by his

uncommunicative way with the Senate

previous to the first European visit.

Since the President's final return to

this country what looms largest in the

minds of his opponents is probably the

inference which he has allowed to be

drawn that genuine idealists are not to

be found in their ranks. (One is some-
what reminded of Mr. Roosevelt's one-

time unfortunate effort to be known as

the high-priest of common sense.) The
inference has not made for better feel-

ing. The retort has been forthcoming
that Mr. Wilson has been too much in

the company of professional humani-
tarians to understand the limits of true

idealism. If

That man's the best cosmopolite
Who loves his native country best,

those who are not willing to go the whole

way with the President are not bothered

by his insisting that he is not a "little

American." If the President were

wiser, he would see, not only that an
honest difference of opinion is possible
in this case, but that one may disagree
with him here and still be forward-

looking. Many who are opposed to him

sincerely desire to bring wars to an end

and are willing to see sacrifices made by
this country to effect this worthy object.

Only, they are doubtful of the efficacy of

his League. They have seen him in the

past as the enthusiastic advocate of

"get good quick" methods and, quite rea-

sonably, they have become suspicious.

They wonder whether the prophecy of

Samuel Butler, that the next tyrant of

the world would be machinery (organi-

zation), is not likely to be fulfilled if the

President can have his way, and are

sincerely worried by the trust which he

places in the mere machinery of the pro-

posed League. They may rightly call

themselves idealists if in combating a

hasty remedy they are reserving their

powers for a more permanent cure.

These, in brief, are the incidents in

the President's career which have bred

distrust and, often, strong antipathy to

him
; hatred is too strong a word, if by

it is meant an unreasoned emotion. Mr.

Wilson, himself, might have removed
some of the opposition if he had adopted
a franker attitude. He did not need to

be told that the traditional American

way to put through large measures is by
a campaign of education and that the

public is not accustomed to yield until

it is convinced. Instead of taking his

opponents seriously, he has given little

time to their objections and has resorted

to glowing phrases descriptive of the

new world to be. He is a political

philosopher, and from him, if from any

one, one might expect to receive a judi-

cial explanation of his convictions. Put
it this way. Suppose as a professor of

politics Mr. Wilson had proposed in

book form the arguments for a League
of Nations which have been handed out

as such in his several speeches around

the country. How many of his col-

leagues in the profession would have re-

garded the book as anything more than

an enthusiastic vision?
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Party politics should in some way be

silenced in the remainder of the discus-

sion. All decent citizens should be made
to see the extraordinary opportunity
which America now has to help shape the

destiny of the world. It is certainly not

a time for a timid withholding of our

leadership. It is a time to forget par-

tisanship and to practice straight think-

ing. And the person to set the example
of forgetfulness of self and of clear,

earnest argument is the President.

There are many, even among the so-

called anti-Wilsonites, who profoundly
wish that he would fully embrace the

great opportunity that so obviously
beckons to him.

H. de W. F.

The Fatal Defect of the

Cummins Bill

SOME
three years ago, in his book

"Heredity and Environment" Pro-

fessor Edwin Conklin pointed out that

modern civilization had become too com-

plex for the present race of men to

handle. Either we must contrive to pro-

duce abler men or we must be satisfied

with a simpler state of civilization.

The so-called "railroad problem" in

the United States furnishes a good ex-

ample of the truth of this statement.

That "problem," long existent and long

recognized by students of economics, is

now acute and pressing for settlement,

and the efforts that are being made to

find a solution only serve, by their own

futility, to illustrate the apparent help-

lessness of the community to manage the

machine that it has brought into being.

This helplessness is not so much the

result of ignorance of fundamental prin-

ciples as it is the result of lack of cour-

age to apply those principles and follow

them to their ultimate conclusions. We
now know all we need to know about

government operation in the business

of American railroad transportation, and
we want no more of it. We know by
experience that government operation

spells inertia, and that if we want initi-

ative we must go back to private enter-

prise to get it. Since we want initiative

and not inertia we agree that the rail-

roads should go back to their owners.
But our fear that under private oper-
ation of railroads we shall be exploited,
leads us to surround it with all manner
of checks, counterchecks, restrictions,
and hindrances, the inevitable result of

which will be to choke initiative at its

source. Under this kind of private

operation we shall be no better off than
we were under the Director General. As
soon as we find that out it will be but a
short time before that official's name
is once more plastered over railroad

tickets, time tables, dining-car menus,
advertisements, and government reports.
We shall then settle down permanently
in a "simpler state of civilization" so
far as railroad transportation is con-

cerned. That is the prospect which we
new face.

Lest this be regarded as wholly un-
reasonable pessimism let us take for the

purpose of demonstration the so-called

Cummins bill now before the Senate.

Senator Cummins has for many years
been a specialist in legislation affecting
the railroads. He has given every evi-

dence of an earnest desire to settle the

question and settle it right. He has
shown a mind open to new ideas—even
ideas directly opposed to those long en-

tertained by him. He has become a con-

vinced advocate of private enterprise
in railroad operation and his bill is de-

signed to restore it. The bill is the

product, no doubt, not merely of his own
thought, but also of the thought of his

associates on the Senate Committee on
Interstate Commerce. It is, indeed, fair

to say that taking it all in all it is per-

haps the most hopeful essay yet put
forward in the matter of railroad legis-

lation.

Bear in mind that its avowed object is

to restore private initiative in railroad

transportation. Its authors know in a

general way that what the public needs
is abundance of railroad facilities, and
the fullest possible use of those facili-

ties. They know that private capital

voluntarily invested in development of

railroad facilities and private enterprise

freely employed in the working of those
facilities furnish the best means to the
desired end. They know that there is

but one incentive to capital and that is

return. They know that return on cap-
ital invested in railroads must come
through railroad rates, and that the

rate-regulating authority must make
such rates as will give this return. All

this is plainly understood by the author
of the bill.

The bill is, therefore, all the more
significant in the fatal defects that it

discloses, and the significance of these
defects is in the illustration that they
furnish of the truth of Professor Conk-
lin's suggestion. It will suffice to select

one point for discussion out of the many
that the bill provides. That point is the

most important of all—regulation of

rates. There lies the heart of the rail-

road problem. Everything comes to that
sooner or later. The problem is, under
a system of regulated private enter-

prise in the operation of railroads, to

make rates large enough to furnish a

perpetual incentive to capital to flow

into the railroad industry and at the

same time prevent any exploiting of the

general public. Let us test the Cum-
mins bill for its handling of this part
of the problem.

Sections 4, 5, and 6 provide that the

Interstate Commerce Commission is to

divide the country into rate districts,

and the carriers into rate groups for the

purposes of rate making. They provide
that it shall be competent for the Com-
mission to consider these rate districts

and rate groups as a whole, apart from
the question of the reasonableness of

rates upon particular commodities, or

for particular communities. In making
rates for a rate group the Commission
is to consider the interest of the public,

the shippers, labor, cost of maintenance
and operation, including taxes, and a

fair return on the value of property used
in transportation, and to raise or lower
rates accordingly. If any railroad in the

group receives more than this fair re-

turn the excess is to be paid over to the

Transportation Board provided in the

bill. Furthermore, in Section 9 it is

provided that the railroad systems of

the country are to be consolidated into

not less than twenty and not more than

thirty-five systems, and the principle

upon which consolidation is to proceed
is that the consolidated systems shall,

under uniform rates, earn substantially
the same rate of return on the value of

their respective properties. Consolida-

tion is to be compulsory after a period of

seven years (Section 10), which period
is allowed for voluntary consolidations.

The capitalization of the consolidated

companies shall not exceed the value of

the railroad property as determined by
the Interstate Commerce Commission
(Sections 21, 22).
The authors of the bill have in part

correctly apprehended the basic prin-

ciple of railroad rate regulation in the
United States. There is no such thing
as a railroad rate that is "reasonable"

per se. All rates are relative to all other
rates. A tariff is nothing more than a

floating mass of relativities, and this

mass of relativities must be "anchored"
to something. The true anchorage is

found in the "traffic region." In its

recognition of the "traffic region" as the

starting point of rate regulation the bill

is solidly founded upon the rock of

reality.

The "traffic region" is a natural prod-
uct and not an arbitrary convention.
The railroad systems of the United
States are grouped by a natural division

of the country into "traffic regions," and
in each of these regions there is a gen-
eral tariff of freight rates applicable and
peculiar to that region. The principle
of this natural division of territory lies

in the fact that in the large cities which
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form the boundaries of the "traffic re-

gions" virtually all—or at least the

greatest part—of the freight moving
into or out of one region or another

changes ownership. Each region is thus

a natural unit in that it constitutes a

group of markets interrelated one with

the other. This unitary character of the

"traffic region" is expressed in a general

freight tariff—the "regional tariff"—
which is so constructed as to maintain

a general competitive equilibrium be-

tween the various parts of the region
so far as shippers are concerned. These

regional tariffs are the growth of many
years of experience and enjoy a status

which is generally recognized as pre-

scriptive.

The purpose of the "regional tariff"

is to make an equitable distribution of

the entire transportation burden prop-

erly belonging to the region among those

who use the railroads. This regional
burden consists in the obligation of the

region to support the regional group of

railroads. The rates charged for trans-

portation in the region must be such

that their total money product will give
the group of railroad systems in the

region, regarded as a group, a fair re-

turn on the value of property employed
by these railroad systems in transporta-
tion. This is the fundamental principle
of rate regulation so far as the interests

of the carriers are concerned. It is not

necessary in this discussion to consider

the principle governing the distribution

of the regional burden between the users

of transportation further than to note

that it is based upon a general equaliza-
tion of "sacrifice" and "access" with re-

spect both to the shippers and the dis-

tricts concerned.

In the Cummins bill the principle of

the "regional group" and the "regional
tariff" is recognized. It is the first

time in the history of American rail-

roads that this principle has been recog-
nized by lawmakers and we may well be

grateful for its appearance now. The
capital mistake, however, of the Cum-
mins bill is that, having correctly ap-

prehended the principle of rate regula-
tion of regional groups and "regional

tariffs," it proceeds to apply it in such
a way as to nullify the declared purpose
of the bill, namely, the restoration of

private initiative in railroad operation.
It does this by removing the necessary
incentive to private enterprise within
the group—by confiscating the fruit of

enterprise. In attempting to solve the

problem of the "strong" and the "weak"
roads it takes away with one hand what
it has given with the other; encourag-
ing private enterprise at the outset, it

ends by destroying it.

The bill provides for enforced consoli-

dation of railroad systems, and it lays
down as the principle of this consolida-

tion the ruling that it is to proceed with

the object of giving each system the
same "fair return" on the capital in-

vested in the system as is provided for

the group as a whole. It provides that

if any system operating under the re-

gional tariff shall earn more than this

fair return there shall be taken away
from it the earnings in excess of this

amount.
The bill erects a "regional group"

composed of several systems, each of

which is earning the same rate of re-

turn on capital invested as the group as

a whole is earning. This provision is

absolutely wrong in principle, and if put
in effect would be absolutely destructive

of initiative. Let us suppose a "traffic

region" in which there is operating a

group of several systems under one

"regional tariff," and let us suppose that

the product in money of this "regional
tariff" is sufficient to yield a fair return

on the total capital invested in the "re-

gional group" of systems. Let us sup-

pose further that this tariff equitably
distributes between passenger, mail, ex-

press, and freight service this total

"transportation burden" of the region.

Upon what principle is a single railroad

of the group to be deprived of the fruits

of good management as reflected in an

earning capacity in excess of the re-

gional average? What concern is it of

the passengers or shippers in that region
how much any single railroad can man-
age to make under a uniform group
tariff which is admittedly fair to pas-

sengers and shippers alike? What
wrong is done to the public in such case

by one road earning 9 per cent, on its

invested capital while another earns but
3 per cent.? Moreover, it is precisely
the opportunity to earn, profits under
the uniform regional tariff which is

necessary to obtain the full benefits of

initiative in railroad operation. A rail-

road can increase its earnings only by
increasing the use of its facilities, and
the more these facilities are used the

better for the territory which they
serve. The Cummins bill most ingen-

iously provides for removal of the very
incentive which would lead the individ-

ual railroad to strive to build up its

territory when it proposes to confiscate

the reward for so doing. A more com-

plete nullification of the purpose of the
bill could hardly have been devised.

There are, moreover, two lines of

wrong thinking in this matter. One is

the limitation of the profit that a rail-

road may earn under an approved orig-
inal tariff. The other is the attempt to

eliminate "strong" and "weak" roads,
and thereby reduce all the systems to a
common level of return. The latter is

just as much opposed to private initia-

tive as is the former. A road is

"strong" because of the ability and hon-

esty of its managers as reflected in loca-

tion, operation, and financing, and it is

"weak" by reason of absence of these

qualities. Why should those who are

prudent, honest, and able be required to

support those who are less so? Why
should a prosperous district in a "traffic

region" be required to support another

less prosperous district by furnishing it

with transportation that it can not of

itself provide and pay for? What in-

centive is there for "competition" under
such an arrangement?
Under a proper conception of the

"traffic region" as the unit of rate regu-
lation the "problem" of "strong" and
"weak" railroads is of no public concern

whatever. The ideal situation is that of

a regional group of railroads operating
under a "regional tariff," each free to

earn as much or as little as it can under
that tariff, so long as the total burden

imposed by the tariff gives no more than
a total fair return on the total capital
invested in the "regional group." Some
will be "strong" and some will be

"weak"; the "strong" will ever be try-

ing to become "stronger" and the

"weak" will ever be trying to become

"strong," and the result of such striving
will always be for the good of the peo-

ple served. The thing to do is to pre-
serve the largest possible chance for re-

ward of endeavor consistent with ex-

clusion of exploitation. There can be no

"exploitation" under a regional tariff

which is designed in the first place to

be fair to the regional group as a whole.

And there can be no "initiative" unless

the road to reward be left open. The
Cummins bill would effectively close this

road.

One has but to read over the entire

bill to see that its spirit is one of deep
distrust of the very thing which the

bill professes to make possible—private
initiative. This distrust is in part the

product of ignorance and, particularly,

ignorance of the true nature of the part-

nership between the railroad and its

shippers. It is, however, mainly the re-

sult of something much more funda-
mental. All forms of democratic gov-
ernment are at bottom based upon a

mingled fear and jealousy of the indi-

vidual. All are based upon a theory—
sometimes explicit, sometimes implicit,

but always present—that a common
level is the goal of human organization.
Whatever tends to rise above the com-
mon level is suspect. When, therefore,

there is question of something which by
its nature is deeply affected with a pub-
lic interest, such as railroad transporta-

tion, which by reason of its nature
must be subject to governmental regula-

tion, what hope is there that this regu-
lation will be so conducted as to open a

way for the free play of individual en-

terprise and initiative? As men are

constituted nowadays, there is no such

hope.
Thomas F. Woodlock
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'

'Soldier, Soldier,Come
from the Wars--'

:

THERE
was a king in Ithaca who

wandered far through years and

sorrows, and heard the sirens call. In

the end Zeus "cut off the day of his re-

turning," for the home that had been his

pole-star through the epic years was,

when he came to it, but another achieve-

ment of conquest. He held his stead-

fast course through the charms of Circe,

past the might of the Cyclops, and over

all the peril of the sea, only to find him-

self again, as he had been before the

walls of Troy, in the midst of stratagem
and intrigue, and the slaughter of men.

He found no rest by the fireside save for

a moment in the hut of his swineherd;
no hint of welcoming love save for an

old woman kneeling at his feet whose

eyes filled with tears, and an old boar-

hound who wagged his tail and drooped
his ears, but had no strength to draw
near his master.

An exile of to-day came upon the

book, a mildewed Butcher and Lang, in a

Red Cross hut at Brest, a room crowded

with exiles whose nerves were tense

with waiting, raw with chafing at de-

lays, bodies restless, minds obsessed with

the single idea of getting home. The
whole camp was in a turmoil of nervous

activity blown in waves by the breath of

rumor, finding no outlet in accomplish-

ment; nothing but successive stampedes
for new bulletins, and endless tramping

up and down the duckboards from office

to office, unraveling miles of red tape

without loosening a single knot. The
exile took the book and read of the home-

coming, from the time when Odysseus in

the form of a beggar went to Eumaeus,
the master of his swine, to the last

words of Pallas Athene "in the likeness

of Mentor both in fashion and in voice."

He laid aside the book with a new
shadow across his heart. Is this the

way of a man's homecoming after years
of toil and peril? Shall he find only
toil and peril renewed, nothing of love

save in the heart of a dog and the eyes
of an old woman, and only a night's rest

before he "fare forth again to many
cities of men, and death upon the sea at

last, fordone with age." If that were

all, it were scarcely worth while to "go
home and be a king like other folk." In

spite of all the gods, a man's wife should

know him better than his dog, and one

need not hold the homeward course

through twenty years of fabled peril

only to set forth again "with a shapen
oar to find men who know not the sea."

Is all the emotion of the day of the

exile's returning taken up in the driving
desire that sends him on, spent when it

reaches the goal, all but a dying flash or

two? Before he had time to ponder

these things, the exile was made aware
that his name was on the sailing list,

and he sprang anew to the unraveling
of red tape. But the question haunted

him on his journeys with a vague per-

sistence, and his mind made note of what
he saw, seeking in life the force of

which he had seen in the poem the

shadow, gigantic and grotesque, to learn

whether it end in flash and shock or in

steady glow, to measure life against the

poet's dream.
He saw what all of us see of the

homecomings of men, men in hundreds
and thousands, the flow of the stream
from western ports of France to eastern

ports of ours, its branching, flowing,

dividing and flowing again; its individ-

ual atoms filtering into every place of

human habitation, none so remote as not

to know its contact. From these emo-

tionally charged atoms he saw flashes

when he sought them and when he least

foresaw them, and as it was with his fel-

low-voyagers, so was it with his own
heart. Flashes they were, and swift

glimpses, at first seeming never to go
near to the heart of reality, merely a

blurred mirror to his emotion; a shift-

ing light, touching now here, now there,
on a scene faint with mist. But soon he
knew them as all of reality the heart
could endure.

There was the last evening of the

voyage when he stood at the rail argu-
ing about a row of dim lights along a
low shore. He knew the shore, and every
town along its length; he was sure he
was right—but suddenly he found
that he could not trust his voice,
so he turned abruptly and left the group.
One of the fellows thought he was
offended, and came to him later to apolo-

gize; by that time it was easy to laugh.

Again it was the Goddess of Liberty;
he had grown tired enough of the talk

about her; she had never given him a
thrill. But he felt it when first his eye
caught her, a faint greenish shadow
against the morning mist. He was
standing apart in a corner under the

bridge; the men on the forward deck
were yelling and leaping; the band was
playing in the reception committee's

boat, and everybody was at the starboard
rail waving at the women and catching
oranges and bundles of newspapers. The
point of the citied island towered high
and dim in mist and smoke like a gigan-
tic shadow of Mont-Saint-Michel, and
for him there was no more peril in the
sea.

In the smoking compartment of the

Pullman, the exile watched with wonder-
ing curiosity the face of a boyish in-

fantry corporal. He had been through it

all from the Mexican border to Coblenz,
but he bore no trace of it save his serv-
ice chevrons and the little constellation
on his ribbon. His complexion was that
of a child, and his eyes were gloriously

clear and young. His talk rippled over

the surface of his experience as lightly

as his eye "flickered over the landscape

that was now drawing near to the focus

of his heart. There was the pond, he

said it without a quiver of voice or eye-

lash, that he had fished every inch of

for pickerel; he was only ten years old

the first time he swam across it. Father

and mother and the rest were coming to

meet him—he stood in the vestibule and

ran an unwavering eye over the crowd.

"Are they there?"

"Don't see them yet"—his voice rang
clear and steady as a bell.

Then he saw them and charged.

Mother's hat went suddenly askew when
the brim hit his overseas cap. Her eyes

were shut, and there were tears on her

cheeks. Of the corporal, the exile saw

only an unexpressive back.

The train moved, and the exile turned

to his idle conversation with the captain

of engineers. He had been away two

years and a half, making roads behind

the lines. He spoke easily, but some-

what absently, for the most part of his

wife, bravely "carrying on" with re-

duced income and increased expenses.
He fell silent as the train rounded the

base of the hill into his home valley. The
car window swept along the platform of

the little wooden station, and there was
the real hero of the war just where he

had parted from her. A quick change
fell on her face when she saw him. The

captain's jaw was set and his lips

pinched tight. They clung together in

silence. As the train slid past, they
were walking slowly the length of the

sunny platform, she clinging to his arm.

On an electric car, the exile found
another captain, with crossed guns on
his collar and three stars on his ribbon.

He sat very still looking steadily for-

ward. He caught sight of them at last,

under a big sycamore tree on a shady
corner, Towzlehead, Curlywig, and a

shaggy terrier. At sight of the car

they jumped up, craning forward with

hops and squeals of excitement. The cap-
tain swung out on the running board.

Towzlehead saw him first and darted

forward. The terrier was a close sec-

ond. He sniffed at the unfamiliar put-

tees, and got no reaction from the

smell of French leather polish, but when
he got his nose in the captain's hand he

went off like a bunch of firecrackers,

leaping, barking, twisting, whining,

wagging. Curlywig rushed into the

midst of the scrimmage, was caught up
and carried to the sidewalk, her arms
round father's neck and her cheek

against his overseas cap.

For such moments as these, the exile

may make what preparation he can; re-

hearsals of them in imagination, how-
ever frequent, do not dim their poign-
ance. With places, the dream may be

so true to life as to make the actual
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when it comes, as peaceful as the dream
itself. The old garden flanking the pil-

lared white house had been to the exile's

memory through all that was harsh and
hideous as a secret refuge, a hidden in-

most shrine to beauty. Through every
month of the year his imagination had
followed it, seeing in his heart as in a

mirroring pool every change of unfold-

ing bloom or of falling leaf. Day after

day as he walked the numbered paces of

the boat-deck, his eye ranging over the

uncounted miles of racing waves with

No dial shade of any tree or flower
To mark the hour,

night after night as he traced the pen-
dulum swing of the masts among the

stars, or in his narrow berth felt the

slow lift, pause, and fall of the sea, he
drew so exactly before his mind's eye
every stone of the path between the

swords of iris, the grass walk and the

leaning spires of foxglove, the balm and

bergamot, forget-me-not and sweet alys-

sum, that when at last it lay about him
in very fact, it slid into his heart with

familiarity so soft and sweet that he

scarcely felt its touch. Within its bor-

ders lay only the memory of placid
hours. Of other hours the shadow fell

on him unexpectedly days afterwards at

the little hillside farmhouse where the
call had come to him, where he had made
the real decisions—but those had not
haunted his dreams in exile. He went
to the place unsuspecting, walked mer-

rily up the lane with the children and
the busy dog. Then while they clamored
into their familiar corners of the long
empty house, he went alone through the

orchard, leisurely from tree to tree,

thinking of nothing but the future
stores of fruit till he came to the wall
and stood looking over into the wood-
lot. There where with a heavy heart
he had cut that last cord of wood, the

slashings lay unburnt, matted with a
summer's grass and weeds that had
grown up through them and died. He
turned and looked back down the rows
of orchard trees now become a vista

straight into the past, of days in Indian
summer when in haste he had gathered
the apples lest the call should come be-

fore he could store them all, the dead-
ness of his heart at the sound of the
children's voices and the squeaking of

their little wheelbarrows as they busily

helped at the harvest, all the strain of

the waiting. . . . Then the children
came racing down the row of trees, the

dog barking at their flying heels, and
the bad moment was gone.
He returned with them, and stood on

the broad granite doorstone looking
down on the road at the foot of his hill-

side. It was quivering in the heat, and
was bordered with blackberry and Joe

Pye weed that were velvet with dust.

On it moved slowly the figure of a man
in overseas cap and spiral leggins, an

infantry sergeant whom the exile knew.
His mind followed the soldier up the
road he was to go, across the bridge
where the hemlocks grow over the

stream, over the long hill road to the
little upland farm. There where apple
trees slant sturdily against the wind is

the goal of his dreams. He has fought
over the ancient fields of war where
Celt and Gaul have been before him, Ro-
man legionary, Goth and Ostrogoth,
Lombard, Vandal and Hun, rider and
bowman of Burgundy, Orleans, Nor-

mandy, Britain, of Austria, Bavaria,
Saxony—life and death have woven
those fields with the richest tapestries
of history. Through it all his dreams
have been only of the old apple trees

leaning to the wind, the gaunt barn, the

low house with the heavy chimney, and
the far purple hills over which the storm
clouds ride. Night and day he has
dreamed of them, at Rheims, at Toul,
the Argonne and the Meuse, most of all

in dust and idleness at Saint-Aignan
and Brest. They have been to him the
intense and burning focus of all his

being. Are they so still as he plods the

dusty road? Well the exile knew that

he could not learn by asking. He was
tempted to go down across the pasture
to intercept the sergeant as he rested

under the hemlocks at the bridge; but
he knew how it would be. The sergeant
would accept his cigarette; they would
exchange experiences, and wonder that

they had not met at Bligny or Vigny, or

any one of the "fifty-five more all end-

ing in" -gny. But were he to touch on
the main theme, the homecoming—
"Say, this sure does look good to me!"
and further deponent saith not. To the
exile who knew so well the electric ten-

sion of Camp Pontanezen, and of the

nights on the transport when, if the ship
could have been sent on her way by the
united wills of those on board all strain-

ing in one direction, she would have
flown swift and true as the homing
thought—to him that brown figure toil-

ing up the road was the emotional high
light of the landscape. But is there still

in the soldier's spirit enough of fervor
to illumine those harsh upland fields

with the light of his dreams? Has his

hillside welcoming love for him, or only
the promise of battle?

The nature of a man's homecoming is

of the nature of the man himself. Odys-
seus is no sentimentalist. He looks

coolly at the feeble Argos, and one feels

that the thought behind his words to

Eumaeus is of the dog's money value,
or his "efficiency." As for Penelope,
whatever she may once have been, by
the time we see her she is very much
as her lord has shaped her. She has

guarded well the things he values in

herself and in the palace. It ill be-

comes him to reproach her with lack of

warmth since he has taught her naught

but craft. With the dog it is different;

you can teach him many things, but you
can hardly teach him not to wag his

tail and adore you with his eyes, and

you can not inculcate in him any prudent
maxims that shall withhold him from

spending his last ounce of strength in

such welcome as he can give you. The
garden does not leap forth to greet you—no proper garden jumps at you—but
if you have given to it liberally of your
mind and heart and hand it repays a
thousandfold in its soft enveloping wel-

come. If you have put nothing into it

but money, it will not know you when
you return. Not often do the gods "cut

wholly off from the exile the day of his

returning"; they are much more apt to

deal it to him measure for measure.
Robert P. Utter

Correspondence
The Monroe Doctrine—

Policy or Principle?

To the Editors of the Review:

If, by some process of personification,
the Monroe Doctrine were endowed with
a voice, perhaps we should find it utter-

ing that bitterest of laments—"Heaven
preserve us from our friends!" For
the solicitous friends, who seem to

think that the Doctrine can be saved

only by means of the reservation for-

mulated by the Senate Foreign Affairs

Committee, have, in truth, inflicted upon
it the most grievous wound it has yet
received.

It is true, in a sense, that the Monroe
Doctrine is the expression of a policy.
It had its origin, at any rate, in a policy

springing out of a deep sense of self-

preservation, and designed to counteract
and defeat a hostile policy, which, if un-

checked, might have come, in time, to

threaten the safety and independence of

the United States. But the Monroe
Doctrine possesses two fundamental
characteristics which easily distin-

guish it from those dictates of national

interest which are commonly called

policies. One of these characteristics is

that the Doctrine looks not so much to

immediate as to ultimate consequences.
It takes a long view. But the second

characteristic is far more significant.
It lies in the fact that this "policy" is

in essential harmony with men's moral
nature. It has its basis in a recognition
of the indispensable condition of human
liberty, the free development of self-

governing peoples. This is what jus-
tifies its claim to universal acquiescence
and gives it the character almost of a

legal principle. This is why our people,

by a sort of instinctive feeling, have

regarded it as a part of the world's pub-
lic law. Though technically not such, it
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has nevertheless come per vim ipsam
rationis to be looked upon as a just rule

of international conduct.

The reservation proposed by the

Foreign Affairs Committee takes an al-

together different tone. It thrusts the

Monroe Doctrine from its assured posi-
tion as a principle of international con-

duct and reduces it to the level of a

mere self-regarding national policy. If

the Doctrine is to be regarded from this

point of view and dealt with as a mere
declaration of national policy, the pro-

posed reservation is clearly useless, for

every Power is necessarily the sole judge
of the scope and applicability of its own
policy. If it is to be viewed, on the con-

trary, as a principle of international

conduct entitled to universal acquies-

cence, the proposed reservation is

equally senseless and highly mischiev-

ous besides, because it declares that a

principle claiming obedience from all is

to be defined, interpreted, and applied,
as exigency may require, according to

the sole discretion of a single interested

power. Clearly this is to deny to the
Monroe Doctrine in express terms the
character and validity of an interna-

tional principle.

Why, then, should we do something
which is equally senseless from the

point of view of those who regard the
Doctrine as something devised for our
own particular purposes, and from the

point of view of those who believe that
it is an abiding principle governing the
relations of all mankind with the Amer-
ican continent?
A reservation framed, not for the

purpose of embarrassing the ratification

of the treaty, but for the purpose of

giving due notice to the world of our
fixed and unalterable intention to main-
tain this Doctrine or policy at whatever
cost, and to retain all necessary freedom
of action to that end, might have made
use, it would seem, of language more
after this fashion:

In giving its consent to this treaty, the
Senate of the United States declares, its

adherence to the traditional policy com-
monly known as the Monroe Doctrine, a
doctrine which it understands the cove-
nants of the League of Nations not in any
wise to impugn or impair, nor the enforce-
ment thereof by the United States in any
manner to hamper or restrict, but on the
contrary, to recognize as a just and per-
manent principle of international conduct
in respect of the American continent.

A reservation to that effect would
surely go far enough. Yet, being merely
interpretative, it would not be tanta-
mount to an alteration or amendment
of the treaty. Perhaps that would not
recommend it to the framers of the pro-
posed reservation, who, unmindful or
unaware of the moral injury done to
the doctrine about which they are so

concerned, have chosen to deal with the
principle of the territorial and political

integrity of the Americas as if it were

nothing but a point in a selfish diplo-
matic programme.

Henry H. Glassie

Washington, D. C, September 16

How the Real France Feels

To the Editors of the Review:

French and Americans will always
sympathize through the qualities com-
mon to both: quickness of understand-

ing, capacity for enthusiasm and ideal-

ism, frankness of character. French
and Americans will always admire in

each other the qualities by which they
differ: on the one side, practical sense,
love of enterprise, and the habit of

prompt decisions; on the other side, re-

finement of taste, logical and clear think-

ing, and the precious art of nuances,
delicate shadings. They lack nothing
that happens in marriages for love, not
even the little surprises, the passing
quarrels, which sometimes follow the
enchantments of the beginning, and are

remembered afterwards with a smile,
when one has had, as we have had, and
will have again if the case repeats itself,

the wisdom not to take these slight dis-

appointments tragically, and stupidly
magnify them into occasions of divorce.

Yes, a marriage for love, wherein
neither of the betrothed seeks the
other's wealth, wherein they both de-
clare they want no dowry. "Our ar-

rangements are simple," wrote Ver-
gennes in the name of France in 1778,
"we have not desired to obtain any com-
mercial advantage for ourselves which
other nations might envy us, and which
the Americans themselves might in

time regret having granted us." And
the reply came a hundred and forty
years later, when America entered the
war at France's side: "We have no
selfish end to serve," wrote President
Wilson in his message of April, 1917.
"We desire no conquests, no dominions.
We seek no indemnities for ourselves,
no material compensations for the sac-
rifices that we shall freely make."
Pershing, in face of the peril of April,
1918, gave up all his personal plans in
order to put his troops quite simply at
Foch's entire disposition. Rochambeau,
on board the Due de Bourgogne, wrote
in his orders before leaving: "The body
of troops sent by His Majesty to Amer-
ica is auxiliary to the United States,
his Allies, and to General Washington."
And the same advantages which this

generous policy brought both our coun-
tries in the past, and which it enables
them to enjoy to-day, will endure into
the future. It is by remaining in ac-
cord with us and our several associates
in the Entente, England at their head,
that America will maintain her choice

position, her moral hegemony, and, let

us fearlessly add, the immense prosper-
ity by which she makes some people

envy her, many admire her, and all re-

spect her; in this direction may and
must unfold the glorious destiny pre-
dicted for her by the enlightened minds
of the old world and by her own great
men, and of which the present splendor
is perhaps only the dawn. The United
States would not have had the honor,
unparalleled in history, of having
founded the League of Nations if they
had not begun by joining with us for
the defense of the essential principles
of right; they can not in future by
themselves alone, however strong they
may be, assure the existence of the

League, the most beneficent, but also the
most delicate work that humanity ever
undertook.

France, whom her heroism has borne
to supreme glory, France too needs, in

order to preserve her prestige—let ua

say more, in order to live—to keep in

touch with the peoples she has led to

victory, especially with the people of the
United States, who are more numerous,
richer, and more powerful than any of
the others. If our country, to its great
honor and its great peril, constitutes
the vanguard of civilization, America
forms the reserve; and in the always
possible hour of danger we must be
able, as we were this time, and quicker,
to count on her help.

It is true that the Americans came
into the fight only the third year of the

war; but that was the time when we
began to be most in need, and nothing
obliged them to come to help us even
then. And they have not done things
by halves. However jealous of their

independence they might be, however
little inclined to military discipline, they
took upon themselves the heavy law of

conscription. A year later, at the time
of the armistice, this people, so lately
minus an army, had more than 2,000,000
men on the soil of France; and there
would have been 5,000,000 this summer
and 10,000,000 next year: "as many as
are needed." We saw them in Cham-
pagne, in Lorraine, fighting beside our
men; so, let me add, we have admired
them in their homes, ready to do any-
thing for France, and hailing every-
thing that spoke of her. So, finally, will

they remain, in our memory, in our
hearts, in our history.

They not only sent us men, they sent
us money; they denied themselves to
send us food; and we shall not let this
fair picture of what America has been
to us be obscured by vain images of

puerile difficulties, of passing and indi-
vidual mistakes ; we will not be the play-
thing of misunderstandings and false

reports which the enemy, let us clearly
realize, enlarges and exploits with care,
when he has not made them up himself
out of whole cloth. We do not want to
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fall into the error that was Germany's

perdition in the United States—the re-

fusal to believe in the disinterestedness,

the idealism, the youthful power of en-

thusiasm that are at the bottom of the

American soul. Beside all that their

Red Cross has done and given, what
could the unworthy behavior of one or

two greedy merchants count for? What,
beside St. Mihiel and Chateau Thierry,

the too free manners or the turbulence

of some soldiers whose idleness hangs
heavy on their hands? And if it be

true that their President has opposed
one or the other of our claims, was it

not in order to better assure the success

of the whole, to maintain the principles

for the good of all?—was it not to make
more solid the foundations of this great

League by which we shall be the first

to benefit?

With these false grievances, these

trivial complaints, the real France has

nothing to do. Her President, her Min-

isters, her great philosophers, her

learned men and her writers, her finest

artists, her aristocracy and her work-
men of the most advanced ideas pre-
serve for the United States the ardent

friendship of the days of trial and com-
bat. The Ambassador of France in

Washington has expressed the simple
truth when he says at the end of his

latest book: "The Americans have
never forgotten 1778; the French will

never forget 1917." And this is the

just reply to the graceful act of Wash-
ington himself, who, on February 6,

1783, in order to celebrate the anniver-

sary of our first alliance, gave as pass-
word: "America and France," and then
as answer: "United forever!"

Abbe Felix Klein
Meudon, near Paris, August 29

Self-Determination

To the Editors of The Review:

Returning to the subject of the psy-
chology of Woodrow Wilson, it is plain
from the speeches of Senators Borah and
Walsh and the utterances of De Valera
that the fire of self-determination, as an
abstract dogma unqualified by considera-

tions of expediency, is rapidly spreading.
President Wilson's notion appears to

have been that territorial conquest is

always unethical, except that he con-
sidered Alsace and Lorraine to be re-

conquests, and recognized the right of

Italy to enlarged boundaries, along lines

of nationality. With these exceptions
his approval of the Russian formula, "no
annexations and no indemnity," appeared
to estop him from imposing a fine on

Germany expressed in terms of territory
rather than money. Is this a sound and
practical view? Territorial conquest
appears at first view to be plain plunder,
but the first view is not always correct.

It is necessary to look beneath the sur-

face. Conquest as the motive for com-

mencing or continuing war is unethical,
but conquest as a punishment for a

guilty and defeated country like Ger-

many has no such taint. In fact, it has
the advantage of being much more easily
enforceable and much simpler than a

great exaction of money payments run-

ning through many years, or payments
in the form of so many tons of coal, or
iron ore. There is already grave doubt
as to whether the treaty can be enforced
in all these respects. Time alone will

show.
The old way of seizing and holding

territory had its advantages, and it

seems that President Wilson was averse
to it for a single reason, namely, that it

disregarded the rights of the popula-
tion belonging to the conquered region,
that is, the right of self-determina-

tion.

My contention is that such a question
could not be settled by an abstract
formula. As between the rights of the

people of a locality to self-determination,
and the general good of the world, in-

cluding the rest of Germany, as well as

the Allies, it may often happen that in

a conflict of principles and of rights
the greater interests should prevail over
the less.

I fancy that much confusion of

thought has arisen over the case of
Alsace and Lorraine. The immoral
nature of the German treaty imposed
on the French in 1871 does not consist in

the mere fact of territorial conquest and
violation of popular rights. Technically,
France began that war. On this assump-
tion, a false one, Germany might have
found justification for the annexation
as a punishment of France, for punish-
ment does not rest on the idea of re-

venge, but of deterring the guilty party,
as well as all others, from a repetition of
such crimes. The immorality of the
Alsace-Lorraine conquest in 1871 lay
chiefly in the fact, which we now know,
that Germany planned the war, brought
it on intentionally through Bismarck's
fraudulent alteration of the Ems tele-

gram, and did so for purposes of con-

quest and plunder.
This affords clear proof of the conten-

tion that the ethical or unethical nature
of territorial annexation, through force,
can not be determined by the mere prin-
ciple of the right of self-determination.
We must consider the origin, purpose,
and method of the war itself. Since, in

the present war, the Allies conducted a
war of defense, their right to punish the

aggressor by a fine of territory was one
to be determined by questions of expedi-
ency and not by the dogma of self-deter-

mination, without regard to the partic-
ular facts involved.

Augustus Lynch Mason
Little Bear's Head, N. H., July 10

Book Reviews
Frederick the Great

The Life of Frederick the Great. By
Norwood Young. New York: Henry
Holt and Company.

BEFORE
the war Germany had a mul-

titude of Hohenzollern worshippers
who were allured by the prospect of a

chair at the University of Berlin or the

title of Geheimrat, or were fired by a

patriotic zeal which approved the con-

doning of the crimes of Prussia's heroes

and the asserting of Prussia's destiny
and Prussia's right to dominate Ger-

many and the world. In opposition to

these Hohenzollern hagiographers, now
and then appeared a real historian who
cared more for truth than for favor or

for what was mistakenly supposed to be

patriotism—a Max Lehmann insisting
that Frederick the Great deliberately

planned and caused the Seven Years'

War in order to annex Saxony; or a

Max Lenz proving from internal evi-

dence and contemporary memoirs that

Bismarck's "Reflections and Reminis-

cences" are full of errors and deceptions,
and that the Iron Chancellor's account

of the origin of the Franco-Prussian

War is the most untruthful chapter of

all. But these protests against the offi-

cial and prevailing views were no more
than voices crying in a wilderness. Leh-

mann was still refused permission to

print Frederick the Great's "Political

Testament" of 1752, presumably because

it contained the incriminating evidence

which Lehmann suspected. Lenz was
not allowed a glance at the archives

which contained the shady secrets of

Bismarck's machinations. Even von

Sybel, the official historiographer of the

"Founding of the German Empire," was
not permitted by Bismarck to see the

documents relating to Prince Leopold's

candidacy for the Spanish throne—ndocu-

ments which would have revealed the

falsity of Bismarck's allegations. So in

Germany the patriotic versions pre-
vailed. And Hohenzollern heroes were
set on pedestals in the Siegesallee to

enforce the Hohenzollern legend upon
the docile minds of gaping children from
Berlin and of raw recruits from the

provinces.

Now, after the war, when the fruits

of Prussianism are patent, a new inter-

pretation is as inevitable as it is desir-

able. The present volume is a valuable

contribution to history because the au-

thor has freed himself completely from
the facts and conceptions of Frederick's

former biographers. He has created a

new Frederick, based freshly on the

sources—chiefly on Frederick's volumi-

nous political correspondence (in 36 vol-

umes) and his more literary "Oeuvres"

(in 32 volumes) . On the military side he
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checks up Carlyle's credulity by diligent

use of the ponderous narratives recently

published respectively by the Prussian

and the Austrian General Staffs. His

style is simple and clear. And he writes

with conviction—the conviction that

Frederick was a physical coward, an in-

competent commander, an inveterate

hypocrite, a treacherous friend, a cruel

conqueror, an oppressive despot, and a

vulgar braggart. He was "a false, hypo-
critical parvenu among kings," "whose
incurable preference for trickery and
deceit brought many misfortunes upon
him" (p. 184). "Hypocrisy and fraud

were outstanding features in the char-

acter of Frederick the Great" (p. 415).
In fact, "Frederick enjoyed cheating"

(p. 125). "A heartless and callous man,
he cared nothing for the welfare of his

subjects, save in so far as it ministered

to his weakness for power and prestige
on the European stage. He was a be-

nevolent despot like Louis XIV, but with
less benevolence and more despotism—
save only in one direction, that of re-

ligion" (p. 378).
Frederick's supposed military genius

evaporates when we are told that the

numbers and strength of his enemies
have been greatly overstated; that he
twice fled in fright from the field of bat-

tle; that he was guilty of many tactical

and strategical errors (which the van-

tage of a century and a half now enables

Mr. Young to point out) ; and that Fred-

erick, to conceal his deficiencies, pub-
lished doctored accounts of his defeats

which none dared to contradict.

As for being an "Enlightened Despot,"
Mr. Young does not for a moment deny
that he was a despot. But except in

the matter of religious toleration (and
even here Frederick did not accord to

Jews and Catholics all the rights en-

joyed by Protestants) he was not "en-

lightened" at all. He was a century or
more behind his times. In his literary
tastes he declared that he admired noth-

ing so much as the French classicists of
Louis XIV's age. In politics his whole
thought and action were based on the
Machiavellian conception that all men are
by nature base and deceitful. With
Rousseau and the contemporary concep-
tion of the perfectibility of man he had
no sympathy. Of the new German writ-
ers of his day—Herder, Lessing, Goethe,
Kant—he had no appreciation at all.

The author has also discovered several
curious matters in which the "Attila of
the North," as Madame de Pompadour
called the King of Prussia, was the pre-
cise prototype of the twentieth-century
"Hun." As to responsibility for the
Seven Years' War Frederick's subjects
"believed what they had been told, that
Prussia had been attacked by Powers
who were jealous of her prosperity, and
that their King had, single-handed,
beaten off the whole of Europe" (p.

359). In the course of the war Fred-

erick "sent officers with explicit com-
mands to loot the palace of the Elector" ;

"he ordered his men to give no quar-

ter," but "cashiered an officer who tried

to save them, and then issued a state-

ment deploring the inability of his offi-

cers to prevent the soldiers from mur-

dering the wounded and the prisoners.
Similar hypocrisy was shown when he

bombarded the residential quarters of a

besieged town, and made a particular
mark of the Cathedral" (p. 349) ; and
then alleged that the Cathedral tower
had to be attacked, owing to its use by
the enemy as an observation post.
The chief criticism to be made of Mr.

Young's book, aside from some minor
inaccuracies and the inadequacy of the

maps, lies in his frequent practice of

drawing inferences or imputing motives,

always derogatory to Frederick, which
are scarcely warranted by the evidence.

If Frederick were really the kind of man
he depicts, he certainly does not de-

serve the epithet of "the Great," which

history has accorded to him and which
the author, though with some embarrass-

ment, still leaves him. Yet in spite of

this criticism and the belittling spirit in

which the book is written, we repeat
that it is a valuable contribution, for it

affords a much-needed antidote to Car-

lyle and the accepted Prussian legend.
Mr. Young's selection of facts is fresh
and his correlation of evidence is novel;

they are buttressed by careful and exact

citations of the King's own words, and
are therefore beyond dispute. But in

his inferences he has made the mistake
of going to the opposite extreme from
the hero-worshipers. The truth, as

usually, will be found to lie between the
two extremes.

Sidney B. Fay

Square and Sphere
The Querrils. By Stacy Aumonier. New

York: The Century Company.
Little Houses. A Tale of Past Years. By

George Woden. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company.

THE
"new novel" of England has not

come through the war without

change. It has given up something of

its waspish brilliancy and taken on a
friendlier humor. Dear old England
(it says), she is in a mess. But the thing
is not to be clever at her expense, it's to

understand her. There is virtue some-

where among her foibles and frailties.

Not all lords are wasters, not all new-
made knights are bounders. Some work-

ingmen are neither sots nor paladins.

Some modern daughters are neither win-

dow-smashers nor free-lovers. Middle-

class respectability may have its place

in the general economy. Even the fam-

ily bond may not be altogether brutal or

unmeaning.

The Querril family recall Mr. Wal-

pole's Trenchards in "The Green Mir-
ror" and Miss Sinclair's Harrisons in

"The Tree of Heaven." The solidarity

and isolation symbolized by mirror and
tree in the earlier stories has no con-

crete symbol here. "Querrilism" is a
condition to be felt rather than analyzed,

yet worth analyzing since it is a British

quality and, more, an Anglo-Saxon qual-

ity. "Don't imagine you only find Quer-
rils dotted about these lime-washed villas

in Surrey," says the young American,

Tony MacDowell. "They're a by-prod-
uct of an age which has been so long
lulled by refinement and security that

it has forgotten how it arrived. There
are crowds of Querrils hunched around
Boston and even way out at Los An-
geles." The hallmark of Querrilism is

an intense yet placid communal life

within the family circle. A gay, un-

forced, yet carefully guarded content-

ment is its note. "Flee fro' the press"

might be its motto. Mr. Querril thinks

himself very modern, "alive to every so-

cial and religious development," but it

is when he has slipped from business

and other uneasy contacts into "the toga
of his pleasant family life" that he

chiefly lives. Yet this is not the whole

story; for beneath the surface of Quer-
rilism, sworn to quiet gaiety and against
all display of emotion, is the swell of a

contrary tide. Rodney, the eldest son,

feels and consciously rides upon it.

Pleasant acquiescence, he argues, has
done nothing for the world. There has
been progress "because people whom you
despise as interferers have butted in,

made themselves unpopular, and got
their way. Everybody who has done

anything, from Jesus Christ to Lloyd
George, has been described as a busy-
body and a meddler at some time." So
Rodney interferes—interferes with the
Troon family and very nearly ruins his

brother Peter in consequence; interferes

by disobeying the orders of his superior
officer, in France, and is disposed of by
a firing squad. Even old Mr. Querril is

a "passive interferer," according to the

predestined role of the Anglo-Saxon, the
Westerner.

A curious race, the Anglo-Saxon, rest-

less, not quite knowing what it wants, with
the genius of dissatisfaction more acutely
developed than in any other race. He must
crawl all over the earth and see what's
doing. . . . Then he returns home and
after a long time thinks about it all—he's
rather slow in the uptake. And then one
day—or more probably one night—some-
thing starts worrying him. ... He wakes
up and thinks: "No, but damn it all!

babies in the Ganges! A bit thick!" . . .

And he finds that this disturbs his nights.
And one day it gets beyond him. He sud-
denly packs up and goes off to interfere.
He takes his golf clubs, and his ridiculous
clothes, his zinc chapels, his gramophones,
and his evening dress. And being a prac-
tical man, he thinks: "Well, as I'm going,
I might as well take a few pounds of tea
to sell to the natives." . . . And of course
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the malevolent person will say: "Ah, yes!
that's what he goes for!"

In this book, you observe, the Wells-

ian "idea" rears its head. Nice people,

"real" people, as story-telling goes, but

not quite free agents. "Little Houses"
is a work of more ingenuous realism, or

at least of a realism less moralized. For
an analogue we must look not to "Mr.

Britling," but to the "Old Wives' Tale"

of Bennett, the responsible Bennett. A
tale of the near past, but of the past.

Here also we may take comfort in our

detachment from an idea-provoking

present. Like Bennett's Five Towns
stuff, it is plainly built of the most inti-

mate materials of memory. And the ma-
terials are similar. Pedley Hill and Sel-

bridge belong to the same England, if

not the same part of England, as Burs-

ley and Hanbridge. The people, also,

are chiefly of the lower middle class,

average townsmen, none too safe from

poverty and prone therefore to make a

god of frugality. "Seest thou a man
diligent in business?" reads the motto
on the title-page. "He shall stand be-

fore kings; he shall not stand before

mean men." Not the least engaging
thing about the story is its demure re-

fusal to confess in what spirit this

quotation is made. What does the tale

"mean"? Whatever you like, whatever
it is in you to see in it.

One thing, however, you must see:

that the author, however disinclined to

manipulate or annotate his facts, is able

to view them in a mode quite other
than Bennett's cold-blooded, not to say

fishy-eyed detachment. His irony is

both slighter and warmer. He has an
affection for creature man, an equal
kindness for his follies and his high
efforts. The "Little Houses" of his title

seems to mean not only little dwellings,
but little households and little persons—
houses of life: "small souls" in the less

amiable phrase of the Dutch novelist

Couperus. Pedley Hill is this new novel-

ist's microcosm, a Pedley Hill of the

eighties and nineties, place and period
of almost indecent security and comfort.

Omens are not absent, challenges of au-

thority, hints of industrial unease. But
in general the ayes have it by a languid
show of hands. There is nothing to

worry about except one's own affairs

and well-being, which includes, of course,

pleasant relations with one's own world.
. . . The Alldays, the Wheatleys, old

Gentleman Binns, Sam Bloom, the

Kingsnortons, the Benlows, give very
thoroughly the range of Pedley Hill so-

ciety. Is John Allday or Sam Bloom
the "hero" of the piece (a piece it is,

of course, for all its air of being a

slice) ? The answer hangs on your read-

ing of it. Sam Bloom is the dreamer,
the man of big discontent and warm
vague hopes for his kind—by which he
would mean primarily his class. John

Allday is the unconscious egotist, well-

meaning, sensitive enough to what he
can see of other needs and rights than
his own. It is he who "gets ahead," be-

comes the warm man and the solid man
in his community, marries the nice girl
that is bound to make him happy, in-

stead of the devoted woman he is ready
to marry from a sense of duty. Some-
how, at the last moment, matters always
"turn out right" for him. We have our
last glimpse of him going off with the
comfortable girl, while his two lovable

and limited old parents gloat in their

innocent way over their son's steady rise

in the world. Sam gets the hard end of

the crust, somehow marries the wrong
woman (lucky John happens to own her

heart, too) , wastes his spark of genius on
rebellion and drink, and at the moment
when he is ready to forswear sack and
ideals and put his shoulder to the wheel,
a casual death foists upon him undigni-
fied release. . . . It is a piece, a story

well-composed, but its characters give
the illusion of reality in an unusual de-

gree. We know them, and recognize our
kind in them, for all their localism—or

rather by natural consequence of their

fidelity to time and place. For it is in

this sort of compacted realism that we
get, as in a crystal spherelet, our clear-

est images of the human world.

H. W. BOYNTON

The Status of German
Socialists

German Social Democracy During the
War. By Edwyn Bevan. New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company.

IT
was a Marshal of France, we believe,

who in reply to a question from his

king as to what preparations were re-

quired for an enterprise against Milan,

spoke the much-quoted words: "Three

things, Your Majesty, are necessary,

money, money, and still more money."
The German Social Democratic party
has tasted the bitter truth of that his-

toric remark. For it was by its vote

for or against the war-credits that the

party had to proclaim its sanction or

condemnation of the war, and that finan-

cial issue proved the wedge which split

the organization into two irreconcil-

able divisions. "Give us 500,000,000

marks," said the Government on August
4 to the Reichstag, and the Social Dem-
ocratic group of 110 membership to a
man gave its vote for the war-credits.

Still, the wedge had already been driven

in: fourteen, among others the Pres-

ident, Hugo Haase, gave their vote

against their own conscience, in

obedience to party discipline. "Give us

500,000,000 marks," said the Govern-

ment a second time, in December, 1914,

and the wedge's point went in so deep
that the split could no longer be con-

cealed from the outside world: Karl

Liebknecht, in defiance of party orders,

gave a dissentient vote. "Give us 10,000
millions of marks," said the Govern-
ment again, in March, 1915, and this

time Ruhle voted with Liebknecht

against the credits. A year later the
number of intransigeants had grown to

seventeen, constituting a new group
under the presidency of Hugo Haase.

It is difficult for the outsider to do

justice to either standpoint. At the

time, Liebknecht and Haase were univer-

sally admired outside Germany, but
there is some truth in the charge made
by the majority that the applause gained
by them abroad proved their attitude to

be injurious to their country. For who
knows the workings of his own mind so

well as to decide whether his sympathy
for Haase was actually based on pure
appreciation of his logic, undefiled by
any speculation as to the effects that it

might have on Germany's power of

resistance? Haase himself, however,
shrank from the consistent straining of

his own doctrine. To Liebknecht the pos-
sible defeat of his country as a conse-

quence of the abstention of the Socialists

seemed a lesser evil than the betrayal
by the Socialists of the ideals of the

Internationale. Haase was not brave or
not reckless enough to go that length.
He thought he owed it to his Socialist

conviction to vote against the war-

credits, but as a German citizen he
dreaded the imputation that, by so

doing, he played into the enemy's hands.
To disarm his accusers and, maybe, to

soothe his own conscience, he main-

tained, therefore, that he could not en-

danger his country by opposing the

Government because the war was sure
to end in a deadlock, victory being im-

possible for either side: "At the end
of the tremendous conflict there will

probably be neither victors nor van-

quished—or rather, only vanquished
nations bleeding from a million wounds,"
he said in March, 1916. The excuse is

a flimsy texture, still the inconsistency
which it fails to conceal is less to his

dishonor than that of which the major-
ity Socialists were guilty who, to screen

themselves from the accusation that

they betrayed the Internationale, had
recourse to the fiction that Germany
was waging a defensive war. This ques-
tion of guilt, of who was responsible for

the war, was the pivot on which all the

debates between majority and minority
turned. Only the extremists of either

group denied to that question any
weight. Liebknecht was for opposing
the Government in any war, irrespective
of its cause, and Wolfgang Heine would
stand by his Government in any war,

just or unjust. As early as 1907 this

member of the right wing of the major-

ity group foresaw the difficulty, of

which the German Government was to

avail itself, in drawing the line between
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a defensive and an offensive war: "The

fight against military arrogance is one

of the tasks of national civilization.

The consciousness of this does not dis-

charge us from the duty of defending
German civilization, if it is menaced

by outside enemies. And it is true that

in such an event it is hardly possible to

enter upon nice distinctions between ag-

gressive and defensive wars."

This difference between fearless con-

sistency and half-hearted conformity
has caused a subdivision of both major-

ity and minority, which, however, goes

deeper and is of a more lasting nature

in the latter group, the following of

Liebknecht being now known and dis-

tinguished from those of Haase by the

name of Communists.
Mr. Bevan's study, which gives a lucid

and impartial account of the details of

this disruptive process, surveys its

history up to the fall of Chancellor

Michaelis in October, 1917. Since then

little has happened to alter the situation

described at the close of his book, ex-

cept that the Spartacus riots and Lieb-

knecht's share in them have widened the

breach between Haase's following and
the Communists. The present shows no

signs of any inclination of the three

groups to reunite on a common plat-

form; not even the fear of a counter-

revolution has been able to bring about
a reconciliation. Never was German
Social Democracy so weak and disunited

as when it saw one of its leaders raised

to the Presidency of the German Reich.

A Journalist in the Far East

The Far East Unveiled. By Frederic
Coleman. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.

MR.
COLEMAN at one time or an-

other has spent a great while in

the Far East. The present volume, how-
ever, is the result of a special trip taken
in 1916 for the Herald, of Melbourne,
Australia. It is composed of a series of

nearly sixty short chapters or notes

dealing with different items of political
and economic interest picked up in

China, Korea, and Japan, and does not
make pretense of being a comprehensive
treatise on conditions in those countries.
Mr. Coleman impresses one as an intel-

ligent journalist and as without any
thesis to prove. He does not seem to be

especially anxious about the fate of
China or the future of Japan, except in
so far as the interests of the western
world may be concerned. He is not in-

dignant against the Japanese, but the
facts which he saw and heard have led

him to express few opinions favorable
to that people and many to their dis-

credit. "No Englishman will ever for-

get the anti-British campaign in the

Japanese press when Britain was fight-

ing for her life," he reports as the state-

ment of one of the most prominent Eng-
lishmen in the Far East. This cam-

paign, Mr.' Coleman points out, was not

conducted by an irresponsible section of

the press, but was begun by the influen-

tial Tokyo Yamato, and participated in

by all the other newspapers.
Mr. Coleman has much to say regard-

ing the matter of the Open Door in

Manchuria, and closes his chapter with
the answered question : "Has Japan kept
her pledges? I am afraid that the most
charitable of us would be compelled to

answer, 'Well, not exactly.'
"

In the great railway shops at Shaha-

kou, near Darien, Mr. Coleman was in-

terested to find many Chinese workmen
employed and to learn that the Japanese
freely admitted that the Chinese were

decidedly better workmen than their own
countrymen.
Of the Koreans Mr. Coleman says:

"You can hardly imagine the inherent

gentleness of this people. They are so

entirely helpless, so absolutely childlike,

that no one but a brute would wound
their feelings." This, of course, was
written before the recent troubles in

Korea.
The labor situation in Japan, our

author finds far from satisfactory—
long working hours, small pay, many
women and children employed, and fac-

tory conditions in many cases very bad
indeed.

In his last chapter, which is devoted
to a discussion of Japan and American
capital, he says: "My stay in Japan
convinced me that American capital will

find little opportunity for independent
investment in China, however non-polit-
ical its schemes may be, if Japan can
get her own sweet way. Will she get
her way? She will, unless the American
Government makes a great fundamental
change in its policy, which could only
be born of a great change of heart."

The Run of the Shelves

ONE
of the learned publishing insti-

tutions of the world which have con-

tinued to function steadily through the
war is the E. J. W. Gibb Memorial,
founded to promote researches into the

history, literature, philosophy, and re-

ligion of the Turks, Persians, and Arabs.
When Gibb died prematurely in 1901 he
was easily the greatest Turkish scholar
of his time, and his magnificent but un-

happily uncompleted "History of Turk-
ish Poetry" is his abiding monument.
In the series, founded to his memory by
his mother, thirty-seven volumes of
texts and translations have already ap-

peared, seven of them since the outbreak
of the war. Of these last the editors

have been Italian, Egyptian, Persian,
East Indian, and English; the contribu-
tion of the East Indian was most curi-

ously his Ph.D. thesis when studying
at the charges of the English Govern-
ment of India in a German university.
The last volume, just issued, is a trans-

lation by Guy Le Strange of the work
of Hamd-Allah, a Persian geographer of

the middle of the fourteenth century.
Like the sheep's head of tradition it is

of a fine confused feeding. Its value to

the scientific geographer is probably not

great, but the student of more primitive
geography, of folklore, and early voyages,
of popular religion and traditional his-

tory will find his matter here. Its read-

ers will realize that the Arabian Nights
is not a book of fairy tales, of imagina-
tion all compact, but a record, behind a
thin veil of romance, of the wonders of
Allah in this earth of his.

Two years before the outbreak of
the war, Miss Marie Corelli wrote as

follows: "It needs no gift of prophecy
and no special intuition to see that we
are on the brink of some tremendous

change in the destinies of the human
race (pages 44, 45, "My 'Little Bit'":

George H. Doran Company). The
promptitude of the universe in fulfilling
Miss Corelli's prediction seems to have

pointed her out as its confidant and
spokesman, and on the various topics
handled in this collection of war-time

miscellany her voice is authoritative,
not to say imperious. Miss Corelli is a
woman of the most unbending religious

principles. She is critical of institu-

tions, often disdainful of clergymen,
and dogma in her mind has been vola-

tilized into symbol. But she holds this
reduced faith with an unimpaired fer-

vency and defends her modernized God
and Christ with the zeal of a Wesleyan
and the rigor of a Covenanter. The war,
for which we are to thank God but abhor
the Kaiser, is the "punishment of na-
tions for their unrepented wrongs to
another" (page 204). Miss Corelli can
lay her finger on the exact wrongs—so

legible is the mind of Providence. Bel-

gium erred in the Congo, and France
excluded the name of God from the cur-
riculum of her schools. In the last speci-
fication Miss Corelli is unfair to the

general sanity and moderate liberality
of her own mind.
There are obvious weaknesses in Miss

Corelli, but we guess that the impartial
reader who opens her volume with a
smile will close it with a respect in

which some penitence for that smile is

mingled. She is masterful undoubtedly,
but the excuse for mastership is service,
and the book is conclusive as to the fact
that service in many forms, by purse,
pen, and voice, has been faithfully and
bountifully rendered by Miss Corelli. In
this nondescript handful of papers for
the hour, some future Mommsen or
Carlyle might almost read the war in

epitome. He would find there the out-
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break of hostilities, the martyrdom of

Belgium, the faithfulness of the navy,
the advent of America, the war work of

women, the ingathering of recruits, the

fidelity of Canada, the internment of

aliens, the Red Cross and other charities,

the traitors in high places, the restric-

tions on travel, the raising of loans, the

persecution of alleged "hoarders," the

vanishing potato and the deteriorating
loaf. Miss Corelli's convictions are

mighty, and her dealings with the trans-

gressor (a person in whose company she

finds herself with alarming frequency)
are summary and drastic. Has some one

mentioned Hindenburg's eye? "What
have we to do with 'Hindenburg's eye,'

except bomb it out if we can" (page
269) ? Is it a question of sops for Bol-

shevism? "One does not offer a sop
to a mad bull—one kills it" (preface

ix). The style of these injunctions

hardly suggests the vein of fervid,

though florid, eloquence in which most
of the book is written.

Messrs. D. E. Watkins and R. E.
Williams have compiled a book of school

declamations or readings to which they
have given the vaguely exhilarating title

of the "Forum of Democracy" (Allyn
and Bacon). The contributors to this

volume are drawn from America,
England, France, Italy, Germany, Spain,

Belgium, Russia, and other states.

The names are distinguished—Roosevelt,

Asquith, Mercier, D'Annunzio, Maeter-

linck, Kerensky. All the selections per-
tain to the Great War, and the date of
the earliest is confined by that boundary.
The years 1914-1919 exhaust the his-

torical perspective of this book. The
past is shut off behind us as in those

obsolete front scenes in the theatre in

which the intervention of sliding doors
cut off the background at a point six

feet or so behind the footlights. Tem-
porally we are left on a shelf, but at

both ends this shelf is so far extended
as virtually to circumscribe the world.

The meeting of these two tendencies is

illustrated with admirable clearness in

the great temporal contraction and the

vast compass in space or nationality of

this otherwise not very salient little

text-book. Culture once sought to liber-

ate the human mind by giving it the

freedom of the centuries, by making it,

in a word, intersecular. Can the same
result be brought to pass by making it

international? In these days, when
Broadway intersects the Strand and the

Boulevard des Italiens runs into Fifth

Avenue, are the Via Sacra and the street

that is called Straight no longer neces-

sary for the extension of our prome-
nade? Can we trust to the nations to

furnish to our sons the corrective and
sanative variety which the ages offered

to our fathers? The question is too in-

volved for treatment in a random para-

graph ; a single observation must content

us. Nations can profit by their mutual
diversities only as they approach each

other, and approximation means a reduc-

tion of that difference to which it owes
its stimulus and value.

There are two ways of constructing
a class-book of the history of religions.

One is to use the services of a number
of scholars, each an authority in his own
field. The result will be comparative ac-

curacy but lack of unity in method and
even discord in fundamental ideas. If

the teacher who uses the book knows his

business these disadvantages will not

matter greatly; for the sooner the stu-

dent learns that in comparative relig-

ions, as in folklore, which is essentially

the same, you can turn and arrange the

evidence to make almost anything of it

the better it will be for himself and for

the subject. The other is to give it all

into the hands of one scholar and to let

him read up on the religions which he

does not already know. The result will

be unity in handling of a kind, possibly

misleading, and certain inaccuracy in

parts. At the worst it will be like the

celebrated article on Chinese metaphys-
ics, and at the best, when an eminent
scholar of wide sympathy and common
sense is chosen, it will be as in "The

History of Religions," in the new "Re-

ligious Science and Literature Series"

(Macmillan), by Professor Hopkins of

Yale. Professor Hopkins knows India

thoroughly; that is his business. He
has followed, too, the recent investiga-

tions of Greek and Roman religion, that

lies near to his business. For the

others—and the whole religious world is

surveyed, ancient and modern, from
China to Peru, in these six hundred

pages—he must rely on his training, in-

sight, sympathy, and reading. The re-

sult in this case is wonderfully good,

especially when Professor Hopkins looks

away from his accumulations of sup-

posed facts and abandons himself to his

own ideas and generalizations. These
are always interesting and stimulating;
a good teacher will know how to use

them and a lazy student will net be

greatly injured by impressing them on
his memory. As for details, Professor

Hopkins seems to regard Methodism (p.

592) as a product of High Church rit-

ualism, and Agreement and Analogy in

Mohammedanism (p. 476) as "works."

Until Gertrude Atherton set it forth

in a brilliant historical novel, the pa-
thetic romance of Concepcion Arguello
was little known outside of California.

Rezanov, the dashing Russian cavalier,

who came out to Alaska in 1805 to set

in order the affairs of the Russian-
American Company, sails info San Fran-
cisco Bay in his good ship Juno, and

promptly falls in love with the daughter

of the Spanish Commandante and they
are betrothed. In California he sees

visions of a great empire to be taken

from the faltering hands of Spain over

which he and his bride are to hold

sway. He starts back to Russia prom-
ising a speedy return to claim his

fiancee, but falls ill in Siberia and dies

there, and she waits in vain. "Rezanov"
deserves to be termed an American

classic; Boni and Liveright have done
well to add it to their Modern Library
series.

The Redemption of

Philadelphia

AMERICAN
cities are misgoverned

because American citizens do not

vote. The machine rarely commands the

majority of the voters. If it has done

so in Philadelphia, the reason is to be

found in the overwhelming control of

the city by one party. Thus, at the

primaries of the week before last there

were nearly 300,000 Republican votes

cast, but less than 15,000 Democratic
votes. The Democrats have sometimes
done better than this. At the presi-
dential election of 1916 they rolled up
90,000 votes for Mr. Wilson. But the

Democratic party organization has long
been hopelessly discredited. It has be-

come little more than a gang, ready to

trade votes with the Republican factions.

The position of the Republican organiza-
tion has therefore been secure. When
two parties are more or less evenly bal-

anced, a comparatively small body of in-

dependent voters can turn the scale.

Other cities have administered salutary
defeats to bosses in this fashion. But
Philadelphia could redeem itself only by
action within the Republican party.
That is what it has done at last. By a

narrow majority Congressman J. Hamp-
ton Moore, backed by a Committee of

One Hundred representing the party op-

position to the machine, has won from
Judge Patterson, the candidate of the

machine, the Republican nomination for

Mayor; and at the same time a majority
of the Council has been secured for the

forces of reform.
Those who do not understand what

political conditions in Philadelphia have
been for many years will not realize the

extent of this victory. The Republican
vote is large enough to afford the luxury
of two political factions. Eight years

ago, when they quarreled, an independ-
ent candidate for Mayor was elected.

This was the late Rudolph Blankenburg,
"The Rupert of reform," who had

fought many a fight for civic virtue. But
the factions had only to unite to regain
control. Four years ago the city was
theirs again. Fortunately, however, the

Vare faction did not play fair with the

McNichol faction. It captured the weak
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and inefficient Mayor and made him
serve the purposes of the Vare contract-

ing firm, which cleans (or does not

clean) the streets and manages this and
other lines of municipal business for

its own profit. So McNichol, who has

since died, and his friend Senator Pen-

rose found themselves outside the breast-

works. The dissatisfaction of the Sena-

tor was first expressed by an alliance

with the "Town Meeting party" two

years ago. The organization won then,

though the usually apathetic public

opinion of the city had been stirred to

protest. This year the organization was
attacked from a new angle. The battle

for good government was fought in the

Republican primaries.
It should be clearly understood that

this battle was not like any previous
one within the party. Senator Penrose

stood against the Vares and with their

opponents. That he has not been more

scrupulous than they may readily be be-

lieved. That he was moved in the pres-
ent case by any unquenchable zeal for

reform may readily be doubted. But
he threw all his influence on the right

side, and for that he should have the

credit. The impression that he had

any personal advantage to gain by the

election of Mr. Moore is quite unjusti-
fied. He did not select Mr. Moore as the

candidate of the reform element. It

was the Committee of One Hundred,
men and women of light and leading,

that did this. Senator Penrose might
easily have preferred another candidate.

The Congressman has been a strict,

sometimes a narrow, party man, but he
has never been tied to the Penrose
chariot. Nor does his justification for

leadership in a reform movement lie in

his party services. His energy, hon-

esty, and executive ability are his quali-
fications.

The fact that Mr. Moore carried the

primaries by so small a margin that the
result was for a time in doubt empha-
sizes the fact that reform in Philadel-

phia has a hard road to travel. In the

past, thousands of voters have shown
their indifference to disgraceful condi-
tions by staying away from the polls.

Others, who would not for a moment
admit any sympathy with municipal cor-

ruption, voted for the organization as
voters of the same class have voted for

Tammany, because it bore the party
label. Wealthy manufacturers sup-
ported it because they regarded Repub-
lican supremacy as essential to the main-
tenance of a policy of high protection.
Yet the organization was always what
Elihu Root once called it—"a corrupt
and criminal combination masquerading
under the name of Republicans." It was
really a liability to the party, not an
asset. Nevertheless, the difficulty of

overthrowing it will readily be per-
ceived. Even in this election, after its

methods had been thoroughly exposed,
after every newspaper in the city had
taken a stand, and with one exception a

firm stand, against it, there were emi-

nently respectable citizens found to vote

for its candidates. The greatest dis-

appointment to the Moore forces came
in the very wards where the strongest

support was expected. The returns

show positively that the "Contractor

Combine" was defeated in the wards

upon which its reliance had been mainly

placed.
There are intimations that the vote

has not been correctly counted and that

in many instances frauds were commit-
ted by the Vare leaders. Whether this

be true or not, two things are fairly ob-

vious. One is that the agreeable per-

sonality of Judge Patterson exercised a

strong influence over many who did not

approve the methods of the Vares. They
persuaded themselves to believe that he
would be better than his backers, despite

plenty of evidence from the history of

municipal administration that the oc-

cupant of an office can not escape from
a sense of obligation to those who put
him there. Again, to some of these Mr.
Moore was persona non grata because
of his relations with a former city ad-

ministration that went out in bad odor,
of his record in Congress, of his paci-

fism, not to say pro-Germanism, in the

early days of the war. Nor did union
labor take to him kindly, regarding him
as a "reactionary." These were some
of the influences against him.
The other plain conclusion to be

drawn from the vote is that Vareism
owed no small part of its defeat to its

own followers. If the Vare wards had
given Judge Patterson the customary
organization majorities, he would have
won the nomination. In other words,
the plain wayfaring man showed in

many cases a better comprehension of
the real issue than the philosophical re-

former. He felt more keenly the bur-
den of misgovernment. He realized the
menace to his family in dirty streets, in

filthy slums, in the protection of crim-
inals and thugs by the police. Then,
too, no machine can exist long without

incurring the enmities of disappointed
politicians. In this election more than
one such openly or secretly worked
against the "Contractor Combine."

These are the chief circumstances
which make the Philadelphia primaries
of more than local interest. No city
has stood more preeminently in the pub-
lic eye as an example of municipal cor-

ruption than Philadelphia. No city has
been more firmly joined to its idols. Yet
honest citizenship, although working
against a strongly intrenched organiza-
tion, although hampered in various

ways, has at last achieved at least the

beginning of its redemption.
Edward Fuller

Drama
The Re-Opened Theatre

THE
cessation of the discord on

Broadway and the reflux of an

eager public into silenced lobbies and
corridors leads one to remark with in-

terest the very few cases in which the

strike has proved deadly to a play. Off-

hand, I could name but one instance,

and it is curious that the most com-
bative and irascible play on Broadway
in August, Mr. Thomas Dixon's "Red

Dawn," should have been the sole play
to succumb, if indications are trust-

worthy, to the onset of the strike. The
melodramas, naturally invulnerable to

catastrophes, have revived with the fa-

cility of their own chloroformed or

poniarded heroes. The re-emergent
"Crimson Alibi" is once more gripping
and dripping by turns at the Broad-
hurst. A "Voice in the Dark," profiting

by a sightless and soundless interval,

renews its exploitation of blindness and
deafness at the Republic. "At 9:45,"
which kept on heroically ticking when
all the other clocks on Broadway had
run down, is still giving perpetuity to a

fateful moment at the Playhouse. At
the Selwyn Mr. Walter's "Challenge,"
whose attack on labor leaders found an

appropriate nemesis in its own interrup-
tion by a labor strike, resumes its high
place in the catalogue of plays which
think that they think.

The war-play still hangs out its flag,

though one doubts the continuance of

its vogue, and the appearance of "Civil-

ian Clothes" at the Morosco is sugges-
tive of the nearness of a time when the

theatre may doff the khaki. The "Bet-
ter 'Ole" seems to have intrenched itself

in the favor of the public, and one is

glad to see that "Friendly Enemies,"
emulous of its young volunteer, has sur-

vived its own decease. I am rather sorry
that it now advertises the end of its

run, because, in the general paucity of

desert, "Friendly Enemies" is a deserv-

ing play. It was rarely fortunate or

unbelievably subtle in the fact that by
portraying the revolt of a German
against Germanism, it pleaded in a
sense for the race by the very picture
which intensified our horror at its con-

duct. In the humors of returned sol-

diership the "Five Million" at the Lyric
has found excellent game, though its

marksmanship seems to me less consum-
mate than its delighted audiences

suppose.
Even literature is here and there re-

surgent. Barrie's "Dear Brutus" was
long since laid to rest, and no manager
has anointed its eyelids with the potion
which would arouse it from its mid-
summer night's sleep in the enchanted
wood. The "Jest" will continue to offer
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to New York the sanguinary spectacle
of the Italian Renaissance in the blithe-

ness of its own renascence at the Ply-
mouth. I know no fact of more hon-

orable substance or more cheering

augury than the prowess of "John Fer-

guson," which, active in the July lan-

guors and peaceful in the August com-

bats, now reaches the twenty-third or

twenty-fourth week of its prosperity, at

the Fulton. The three plays, taken to-

gether, may arouse some wonder at the

type of play which beguiles New York
into a momentary forgetfulness of its

hostility to literature. "Dear Brutus"
is acrid; the "Jest" is terrible; "John

Ferguson" is lacerating. They seem at

first sight remote enough from the

sort of play whose office is to recommend
literature to a non-literary public. Ex-

planations, however, are not wanting.
Barrie is Barrie, and perhaps the philis-

tine mind forgives his literature in the

same spirit in which the democrat over-

looks his title. The virus of literature

was largely expurgated from the "Jest"

in its passage from Italian to English
and from shelf to stage, though its

other viruses withstood the purge. The
case of "John Ferguson" is quite excep-
tional. The powerful and elementary
appeal of home, a spring sparingly
touched in contemporary literature, is

here presented with a distance of setting
and an originality of circumstance
which takes off the odium of domesticity.
One should be in no haste to draw glow-
ing inferences from a single fact, how-
ever gratifying. New York in the act

of homage to literature is a good deal

like Hamlet's uncle on his knees. Dis-

appointments and reverses are certain,
and the final usefulness of any move-
ment will hinge on its possession of the
moral and material strength to outride

reaction. The Theatre Guild is deserv-

ing of subsidy in both kinds.

In the newer comedies I note with

pleasure certain instances in which zest

combines in the friendliest manner
with innocence and wholesomeness—a
union the possibility of which seems to

have escaped the notice of some mana-
gers and playwrights. I name three
comedies without disparagement to

others with whose merits I have still to

acquaint myself. Messrs. Booth Tark-

ington and Harry Leon Wilson's "Up
from Nowhere," at the Comedy, Messrs.
Samuel Shipman and Percival Wilde's
"First Is Last," at the Maxine Elliott,
and Mr. Mark Reed's "She Would and
She Did," at the Vanderbilt, are all, in

their several ways and differing degrees,
sound stage-ware; yet all are quite un-
dented by that form of sexuality which
has furnished many recent comedies
with a passport to fame hardly distin-

guishable from the "Yellow Ticket."
All three give pleasure; in the two last

the pleasure is keen. It is interesting

to compare the reception of these plays
with those offered to Mr. Owen Davis's

"Those Who Walk in Darkness" (not

properly a comedy), at the 48th Street

Theatre, and Mr. Cosmo Hamilton's

"Scandal," at the 39th Street. Mr.
Davis's play is low without being ex-

actly base, and Mr. Hamilton's is base
without being, in the class or caste

sense, low. The first-named is not

really welcomed, and the second receives

a welcome which dissembles a rebuff.

There is plenty of laughter and applause
for Mr. Hamilton, but the crucial second

act, in which the current stage, long
studious in self-debasement, arrives at

mastery in that facile art, leaves in the

mind of the audience a question mark
instead of the coveted exclamation point.
Neither play is constructively sound.

Mr. Hamilton, who was a diligent and

provident artist in the "Blindness of

Virtue," now reposes on the fortunate

discovery that prurience is a dispensa-
tion from art. Some day the awaken-

ing may be rude. It is no more possi-
ble to content even sexualists with raw
sex than to content drunkards with raw
alcohol or gluttons with raw food.

What impresses me in the plays of

the hour and of the crowd is less the
failure of the public taste to refine it-

self, than its failure to define itself. Its

first requirement, indeed, is definite

enough; the public wants laughs, kisses,

shudders, but its demand and its in-

structions cease at this point. The pub-
lic mind is simple and mysterious like

a child's, and like a child's its mind is

a mystery to itself. It can give no

orders; it can only give vetoes, and,
what is worse, it does not veto practices
or qualities or elements, but simply
plays. The public, though vastly good-
natured, though compliant almost to

the verge of complacency, is neverthe-

less, finally, a hard master. Normally,
a hard master is a good disciplinarian;
a loose disciplinarian is a kind master;
each state has its compensations. But
the theatrical public is at the same time
difficult and lax; it is a hard master and
a loose disciplinarian; its refusals are

many, but it has none of that constancy
and consistency in refusal which is the
essence of discipline.

Nothing is harder to meet than the
demand which is exacting without be-

ing exact. No person is more trouble-

some than the man who, when asked
what he wants to read or to eat, replies
with a genial disavowal of preference,
"Almost anything." Apart from its

primary demand for shudders, laughs,
and kisses, the public requirements and
exclusions are unfixed. With the reser-

vation just made, there is hardly a
virtue which a dramatist is forced to

regard as indispensable; there is hardly
an enormity which he is called upon to

abjure as fatal. Art is the adjustment

of conduct to conditions; it thrives on
conditions. High conditions make high
art; many conditions and sharp condi-

tions make exact art. The reason why
our commercial drama, having sacrificed

everything to pleasure, succeeds so in-

differently in the task of pleasing is

that the demand which it has to meet
is almost a demand for unconditioned

pleasure.
0. W. Firkins

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few
books which should be useful to the reader
who wishes to go a little farther into mat-
ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam-
ing only books which ought to be available
without much trouble, through publisher,
book-seller, or public library. Books ob-
scure or out of print are avoided, and books
in English are preferred to those in other

languages. These articles are in no sense

bibliographies for the specialist, aiming
at completeness, and including magazine or

newspaper articles, but merely brief, im-

partial, selected lists of books, new and
old, which may help make the news of the
week more intelligible. The articles are
written by the Editor of Publications of
the New York Public Library.]

Treaties

THE treaty has been on the front

page of the newspapers for months,
but as the debate over its ratification

comes to an acute stage it may interest

some readers to look at a few books

upon the general subject of treaties and
their making.

Immediately we are in a different

world. The pleasant and romantic sec-

tions of the book-shelves devoted to

China and Mexico, which we looked

through last week and the week before,

have changed to austere rows of heavy
volumes, bound in sheep and duck. If

you ask their custodian for something
"authoritative but popular" on treaties,

he reminds you, pityingly, that inter-

national law is not a subject in which

you may lightly dabble for a half hour
to anything but your own confusion.

And, if the spirit of the law has envel-

oped him, he will put in front of you
some "digest" in ten or twelve fat vol-

umes, or some compilation of "cases"

wherein the foot-notes and references

cover nearly all of each page.

Yet, if his sheep-bound books have not

dried up his humanity, he may admit
that Samuel B. Crandall's "Treaties;

their Making and Enforcement" (Byrne,

1916) is an extensive study and an au-

thoritative work. In this, the second

edition (a stout book), the reader may
pick and choose by aid of the table of

contents, and learn what he wishes of

the history of treaty-making in the

(Continued on page 438)
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The Truth about China and Japan
By B. L. PUTNAM WEALE, author of "Indiscreet

Letters from Peking," "The Fight for the Re-

public in China," etc.

The author has lived in China since childhood and for
the past twenty years has held official positions of high
importance in the Chinese Government. He is one of the

great authorities on the Far East and his book is of vital

importance at this time. It lays bare the whole situation.

Words are not minced and China's case is given a truthful
and vigorous presentation. Ready Sept. 27. $2.00.

Industrial Mexico (1919 Facts and Figures)

By P. HARVEY MIDDLETON
An important book giving actual facts and figures. In

detailing present-day conditions and trade opportunities in

Mexico, opinions, impressions, theories can be had from any
one. The actual facts and figures can only be given after

investigation of the ground by a man qualified to see and
find out. Mr. Middleton is such a man, knowing Mexico
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returned from an exhaustive investigation of the whole
Mexican field. Ready Oct. 18. $2.00.
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By MAURICE MAETERLINCK, author of "The
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The first volume of essays by this famous author in three

years. In the eighteen chapters a variety
_
of subjects are

treated, particular emphasis, perhaps, being given to the occult
and the mystic. Ready Oct. 18. $1.75.
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(Continued from page 436)
United States, and of the powers and re-

lations each to each of the President

and the Senate. The effects of treaties,

and the treaty relations of this with the

other countries are adequately described.

The learned author tells of the first

President's visit to the Senate and of

his indignation at that body's firmness,

but he does not consider it appropriate
to mention the expressions said to have
been used by General Washington upon
that occasion. The reader will have to

go elsewhere to learn that they were

quite unlike "Tut, tut!". Coleman Phil-

lipson, in his "Termination of War and
Treaties of Peace" (Unwin, 1916),
studies methods of ending wars, giving
notable examples of armistices, prelimi-

nary negotiations, and treaties, from
the Crimean to the Second Balkan War
of 1913. "The Great European Treaties

of the 19th Century" (Clarendon Press,

1918), by Sir Augustus Oakes and R. B.

Mowat, is a book of modest and con-

venient size, giving in full, or epitom-
ized, the important treaties from 1815

to 1913. Another book, not too long nor

too technical for ordinary reading, is

Sir Walter Phillimore's "Three Cen-
turies of Treaties of Peace and Their

Teaching" (Murray, 1917). Possibly
useful although hardly more than a

large pamphlet, is Arthur Ponsonby's
"Wars and Treaties, 1815-1914" (Allen

& Unwin, 1918). It is good for the
brief resumes of the treaties.

There are convenient, single volumes

dealing with the whole subject of inter-

national law, and, of course, discussing
treaties. Two of them are George B.

Davis's "Elements of International Law"
(4th ed. Harper, 1916) and Thomas J.

Lawrence's "Principles of International

Law" (Heath, 1912), while a valuable

appendage to the latter is the same au-

thor's "Documents Illustrative of Inter-

national Law" (Heath, 1914).
The rapidly increasing flock of books

about the League of Nations is one of

a librarian's problems to-day. Warm
enthusiasm for the League (or for a

League) is almost invariably their char-

acteristic, and it may be cynicism which
notes that so many of their authors

were, fifteen or twenty years ago, touch-

ingly confident about the powers of the

Hague Court to abolish warfare. Two
studies of a League, written before the

one now under consideration was formu-

lated, are Henry N. Brailsford's "A
League of Nations" (Headley, 1917)
and Ralph C. Minor's "A Republic of

Nations" (Oxford Univ. Press, 1918).
In "Some Historical Reflections on War,
Past and Present" (Oxford Univ. Press,

1916), by Viscount Bryce, is an address

briefly and calmly discussing the theory
of a league.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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THE
people of the country will sym-

pathize deeply with the President

in the illness which has interrupted his

speaking- tour in behalf of the Peace

Treaty and the League of Nations.

Whether one accepts all the principles and
details of the League or not, there can be

no question of the high moral and politi-

cal purpose of the statesmen by whom it

was formulated. It is a sincere attempt
on the part of high-minded men to re-

lieve the world, so far as is humanly
possible, from the constant danger of

such stupendous tragedies as the war
which has just ended. No one has been
ardent enough to predict its unqualified

success, but unqualified success does not

ordinarily come to human undertakings.
One may question certain features of

it, even hold that it has points of possi-
ble danger, without attaching any real

importance to the cries of some that it

is either an inevitable breeder of wars
Dr a shrewd scheme of England and
France for the undoing of the United
States. The Review has advised, and

relieves, that the condition of the world

>eing at present what it is, the Treaty

should be ratified, and without any such

reservations as would either send it back

to the Peace Conference or nullify any
of its vital purposes.

FROM
the standpoint of Anglo-

American solidarity and good feel-

ing it may be considered unfortunate
that the first major issue raised by the

opponents of the League Covenant in its

present form relates to the voting power
of the United States and the British

Empire in the Assembly. But the ques-
tion was bound to be raised, and it is

perhaps better to clear the atmosphere
by dealing with it at once. Three amend-
ments have been proposed to safeguard
the United States against possible preju-
dicial action as the result of the inclusion

of self-governing British dominions in

the League as independent members.
The committee amendment provides that

in disputes to which Great Britain is a

party, and therefore ineligible to vote,

her self-governing dominions and colo-

nies shall likewise be debarred from
voting. Senator Johnson's amendment
is bold and direct. He would give to

the United States a number of votes

equal to the combined vote of Great
Britain and her colonies. Practically,

the adoption of this amendment would
kill the League, and it may well be a

gesture to this end. On the one hand,
it would give England and America
together a voting preponderance that

could not be accepted by the other

Powers, and, on the other, would permit
on overwhelming combination of Amer-
ican and colonial delegates on certain

issues peculiar to their special interests,

particularly in the Pacific. Senator Mc-
Cumber's amendment does not differ in

principle from that proposed by the

Committee, but puts it in better and
less aggressive form.

Either the Committee amendment or

the McCumber amendment would simply
incorporate the interpretation voiced by
the President in his recent explanation of

Article XV and the votes of the Domin-
ions. They contemplate, however, only

negative action—exclusion of voting and
the single veto in the Council—but there

are other possible contingencies to be
considered. Nothing is said about the

combining of votes to elect members to

the Council, a fruitful opportunity for

clever political combinations. Nor does

it seem to be realized that, in spite of

the interposition of a single veto in the

Council, the adverse vote of the remain-

ing members can not but have great in-

ternational significance. If positive ac-

tion is to be expected, then positive
votes are important. The weakness of

the President's position seems to lie in

the assumption that international fric-

tion is caused by disputes that come into

the open and are amenable to debate and
discussion. The deeper causes of fric-

tion must be removed by more positive

action, and nations whose vital inter-

ests conflict will no doubt attempt to

manoeuvre within the League. And un-
less the League is to be an association

designed merely to postpone action, ac-

count must be taken of the voting power
of its members and the future political

alignments. These considerations are

urged, not to raise insurmountable ob-

stacles to an institution which with

proper safeguards should be put into

effect without delay, but to point out
its limitations, lest the oversanguine
should expect too much, and, relying upon
it blindly, give too little heed to the
realities of international relations.

IT
is a shocking advertisement that

Omaha has given to herself in her in-

ability to cope with the lawless mob
which terrorized her streets, tried to

hang her Mayor, burned her court-

house, hanged a negro who was already
in the hands of the law, with no indica-

tion that he would escape the penalty of

his crime, and was finally reduced to the

outward semblance of order only by hav-

ing the streets filled with United States

soldiers. The lesson of this tragedy and
disgrace should impress not merely
Omaha, but the whole country, with the

need of a deeper realization of the vital

importance of law and order on the

part of all who really desire the main-
tenance of a civilized state, and the

necessity of a more watchful and vigor-
ous control of the elements whose wish
and purpose are only too clearly re-

vealed in the Nebraska outburst. It

would be a mistake to account for the

mob on the theory of mere prejudice

against the negro. The color of the man
lynched and the crime he had committed

were, with a large part of the mob,
nothing more than mere pretexts. The
sooner we realize that we have a large
element among us only waiting for some
such spark with which to start a fire,

the easier it will be to find the pathway
to safety.
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GABRIELE
D'ANNUNZIO appealed

to the America of Lincoln when,
"as an interpreter of the valorous sen-

timents of the whole Italian people," he

proclaimed the annexation of Fiume to

Italy. Seeing how difficult it is for con-

temporaries of the late Col. Roosevelt

to agree as to the stand he would have
taken towards Mr. Wilson's League of

Nations, it is hardly worth while to

guess at what President Lincoln would
have thought of the Italian poet's coup
de main. However, here is a quotation
from a letter that he wrote to Mr.

Hodges on April 4, 1864: "By general
law life and limb must be protected, yet
often a limb must be amputated to save

a life, but a life is never wisely given
to save a limb." Put to the test of this

"general law" the poet's attempt would

scarcely have found favor in the eyes
of the man who formulated it. D'An-
nunzio claims Fiume to be a limb of

the Italian body, an organic part of the

whole. But Italy, in her turn, is a limb

of the European body, and by refusing
to give up Fiume, she is in grave danger
of being cut off herself from the organ-
ism to which she belongs. And thus iso-

lated, by her own waywardness, from
the comity of nations, she would appear
to have fallen into the very error to

which Lincoln alluded of having given
her life "to save a limb." For if the
Italian Government is forced to give

way to the spirit of bravura which D'An-
nunzio has aroused in the popular mind,
the country will place itself outside the

League of Nations and suffer all the

hardships which a political and economic

boycott entails.

THE applause into which the entire

Italian Chamber burst when Deputy
Eugenio Chiasa made an enthusiastic

reference to D'Annunzio's adventure
shows how far the poet's interference has
vitiated the entire question of Fiume.
For it never was, with the politically
minded Italians, a matter of sentiment.
If the city actually had a preponderat-
ing^ Italian population, the Italian dele-

gates at the Peace Conference need
never have pressed the strategic reasons
which made Mr. Wilson opposed to their

demands. An appeal to the right of

self-determination would have been a
much stronger argument to base their
claim upon. If Italy, as D'Annunzio
asserts, could not live without Fiume,
why then did she agree to its cession to

Croatia under the secret treaty of Lon-
don? At the time when that pact was
concluded the Dual Monarchy was still a

great Power, and Italy not yet the sole

maritime ruler of the Adriatic. The fall

of the Hapsburg Monarchy gave her the

opportunity of gaining the hegemony
over that part of the Mediterranean,
and Fiume was deemed by her naval ex-

perts to be indispensable for the com-

pletion of its defensive organization. In
the memorandum presented by the
Italian delegation to the Peace Confer-
ence on this question, economic consid-

erations are also urged for the cession

of Fiume to Italy: "The competition
of a Jugoslav or non-Italian Fiume
would, by its competition, prove detri-

mental to an Italian Trieste. But the

two ports, in the hands of Italy, could

without any conflict of interests and to

the common advantage of the respec-
tive 'hinterlands' become of great
maritime service." We do not see why
on these grounds Italy should have been
denied the grant of the city, as the
other claimants, the Jugoslavs, until

the fall of the Hapsburgs was imminent,
were enlisted against the Entente and
had taken an active part in the Aus-
trian attack against Serbia. The more
is the pity that the Italians, by bring-
ing sentiment to bear on the matter,
have obscured the clear aspect of the
issue.

IN
the days when Becky Sharp went to

school young ladies who had finished

their education were presented by the
headmistress with a copy of the Bible.

In Germany the worship of the state has

superseded religion, and in accordance
with that change the adult Fritzes and
Gretchens will henceforth see their hap-
piness at leaving school completed by
the gift of a copy of the Constitution.

Such is the provision of Article 148 of

the new fundamental law of the German
Reich. Fritz and Gretchen will have
better reason than Becky had to fling
the present at the reverend feet of their

late tutors. We do not say this from
any disrespect for the document in

question, for we admit that, as a sam-

ple of democratic legislation, it con-

forms to up-to-date requirements, in-

cluding the nationalization of railroads

and waterways serving general traffic.

But apart from its political and educa-
tional value, it has little to attract the
attention of youthful minds just re-

leased from the bondage of the class-

room.

Still, they may find interesting pas-
sages among its 181 articles, which,
read in the light of the history taught
them at school, will make them realize

their own happiness in living under the
new dispensation. The sons and daugh-
ters of the Liebknechts and the Clara
Zetkins will think of their parents in

prison on reading that "all Germans
have the right to form societies or asso-

ciations for purposes not contrary to the

penal law." "Every German has the

right, within the limits of the general
laws, to express his opinion by word, in

writing, printing, by picture, or in any
other way," begins Article 118, promis-
ing the growing generation a freedom
which their parents never enjoyed. Pro-

visions for the protection of children
and motherhood, for the free develop-
ment of foreign minorities among the

nation, the recognition of the sacred-
ness of the home, and of the right to

complete liberty of worship and con-

science, are only a few of the many fea-

tures which will call up before the reader
of this document the vision of a better,
chastened Germany. It is for the youth-
ful recipients of the constitutionally

prescribed presentation copies to render
life to the dead letter of this law.

IT
does not appear that the drowning

of young McCullough, at Colgate Uni-

versity, merits any severe censure of

the Colgate authorities. So tragic an

ending was only a very remote chance
of a class prank which in itself was far

milder than many such features of

rough-and-tumble class activities in a

large number of our American colleges.

But the tragedy should not pass without

impressing upon both college faculties

and college students the duty of consid-

ering even the remoter chances in such

cases. Any college man knows the real

source of the difficulty in breaking up
the sophomore-freshman "horseplay"
that attends the opening of most colleges—the state of mind of the average fresh-

man himself, who would feel just a lit-

tle miffed, after all he had heard in High
School, if his class were the first to be

subjected to the indignity and noto-

riety of a quiet and dignified reception
into college life. But there is no ques-
tion that the general public is a little

weary of any tendency in college stu-

dents to treat lightly the common obliga-

tions of law and order. And to the

favor of the general public the college

owes too much not to treat its opinions
and feelings with all reasonable con-

sideration. What has been said applies

also to much that occurs in connection

with college fraternity initiations. The
real tragedies in these frivolities are, of

course, extremely rare; but each one

that does occur should mark the rise to

a higher level of college opinion and

practice in such matters. Any one who
has seen the gloom that overspreads a

college community in such a case knows
that no student body can justly be called

careless of the lives of its individual

members.

THE
late Charles L. Freer, who died

on September 25, in his sixty-fourth

year, was one of the most successful art

collectors of his time. He was born at

Kingston, New York, and educated in

the public schools. At Detroit he

quickly made a fortune in manufactur-

ing and in the operation of railroads

and the last thirty years of his life wert

chiefly devoted to collecting in man)
fields. These interests were the mon
intense as he never married and care(
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little for general society. He began by-

acquiring the paintings of the more ad-

vanced American artists, Tryon, Dewing,
Twachtman. From them he passed

naturally to their cosmopolitan affinity,

Whistler. Between paintings, drawings,
and prints his Whistler collection over-

ran a thousand items, including such

a rarity as the "Peacock Room," made
for the shipbuilder Leyland. Whistler,

again, was a link with the exquisite art

of Japan. More than twenty-five years

ago Mr. Freer was carefully buying, be-

sides the color prints, the masterpieces
of Sesshu, Korin, Sotatsu, and Hokusai.

From them he passed to the graver

painting of old China, his collection of

which is equaled in the Western world

only at Boston.

As Mr. Freer passed middle life, his

habit became that of an invalid, and

frequent journeys evoked new interests.

He concerned himself with Egyptian
excavation, purchased sagaciously Levan-
tine objects of all periods, acquired rare

early Christian pieces—manuscripts,

miniatures, and metal work. About
ten years ago he made a unique disposi-
tion of his treasures, deeding them to

the Smithsonian Institution at Washing-
ton, for the sum of one dollar, but re-

taining possession of the collections

(and adding to them) during his life.

This remarkable donation, with attend-

ant legal complications, was furthered by
the tact and enthusiasm of that many-
sided President, Theodore Roosevelt.

Mr. Freer, wishing the installation of

the museum, to represent his own im-

peccable taste, provided a building now
nearly finished. It will be one of the
most delightful museums in the world.
A reserved and unexpressive person in

general relations, Mr. Freer found his

fullest expression only in the field of art.

A chronicler of his doings would dis-

cover countless instances of covert gen-
erosity towards individual artists, teach-
ers of art, and struggling enterprises of
aesthetic intent. To dwell on this little-

known side of his beneficence would
not please him; he cared for results and
not for praise. Mr. Freer combined in
a rare degree independent taste with a

capacity to take advice, whether from
professional critics or his fellow-ama-
teurs. Thus he was easily the most cath-
olic of the great collectors of our time.
He has left to the nation inexhaustible
resources of instruction and delight. Of
few contemporary Americans can one
say as confidently that their memory
is assured.

ACCORDING
to the Census of 1910,

there were in that year no less than
13,345,545 foreign-born whites in the
United States, of whom about 3,400,000
were natives of English-speaking coun-
tries, about 3,000,000 natives of German-
speaking countries, and, roughly, 7,000,-

000 of other nationality. This enu-

meration does not, of course, include

native-born Americans one or both of

whose parents were foreign-born, nor
does it take account of the fact that

many of the foreign-born came to the

United States when quite young and

commonly used no language but Eng-
lish. It is evident, therefore, that there

are many million people in this country
who speak some language other than

English or German, and who, if they
read at all, prefer newspapers, maga-
zines, and books printed in that language.
A recent inquiry made for the Review
confirms this opinion, as it indicates that

there are, not counting the German, at

least 1,225 foreign-language periodicals—
dailies, weeklies and monthlies—issued

in the United States, with a total circu-

lation of about 8,000,000. The list in-

cludes 212 Italian periodicals, 150 Span-
ish, 101 Polish, 81 Swedish, 75 Bo-

hemian, 67 Jewish, 48 French, 44 Slovak,
39 Magyar, 36 Japanese, 30 Greek, 30

Lithuanian, 27 Finnish, 22 Dutch, 18

Chinese, 15 Russian, 14 Serbian, 10

Ukrainian, and many others represent-
ing nearly all the European and several

Asiatic languages. It is frequently as-

sumed that the foreign-language press
in general represents very radical views,
but such is not the case, as in this list

only 80 periodicals can be classed as

Socialist, Bolshevist or Anarchist, and
they have a circulation of only 631,000,
whereas there are in the United States
about 350 radical or red publications is-

sued in English, with a circulation of
about 10,000,000. Of even the Russian
periodicals only 2 are Socialist and 5
Bolshevist or I. W. W., out of a total of
15. Evidently, the foreign-language
press exists primarily for the instruction
and consolation of strangers in a strange
land, rather than for the propagation of
un-American views. It may have some
tendency to retard the Americanization
of aliens and even of their children ; but
it may also serve a good purpose in tid-

ing over the danger period in the moral
life of the younger generation who, ceas-

ing to be foreign, have not yet become
American.

MAN might, it is true, have invented
a better game than baseball, but it

is pretty certain he never did. It is

not a "gentleman's" game—no flannels
and afternoon tea about it. Nor is it,

like golf, a long, lonely struggle with
one's own personality; nor, like foot-

ball, a swift Homeric clash of young and
godlike heroes. It is a game of the

people—of the American people who
have made it and who love it and who
in their hearts feel that they have no
greater blessing to bestow upon the rest
of the world. It is a game that can not

possibly be played so badly as to be

uninteresting, yet can be played so well

as to fascinate by its broad strategy and
thrill by the speed and perfection of its

detail. It affords an outlet for much
instinctive human energy which other-

wise finds expression in all sorts of

nationalistic and economic madness. In

a world's championship series (note the

calm assumption—America first and the

rest nowhere!) there is a preliminary
weighing of chances, balancing of re-

sources, "dope," in short, enough to

soothe the most active-minded political

intriguer and keep him out of mischief.

If a small part of the energy that has

gone to creating—and destroying—a

League of Nations had been expended in

an initial effort to make the National

League international, the American
League universal; if our munitions fac-

tories had been set to turning out base-

balls and bats and gloves for a whole
world of rooters, a planetary fandom, the

prospects of democracy would be consid-

erably brighter than they are at present.

THE
ex-Kaiser is reported to have

bought, besides a castle for himself,
a number of villas in the village of

Doom, which, according to local gossip,
will be used for various members of the

ex-royal staff. The Hollanders will,

doubtless, view this German inroad of

hangers-on of dethroned royalty with

anything but pleasure. Doom is the
Dutch word for "thorn," and a thorn in

the flesh of Holland the village will be
if it becomes the fixed residence of the

ex-Kaiser and a hearth of counter-rev-

olutionary intrigue.

THE representative of the Associated
Press at Vienna is, evidently, of the

stuff that Bolshevists are made of. In
a despatch, or shall we say Bullittin,
dated September 18, he refers to acts

of brutality committed by the Hungar-
ian White Terrorists, giving as his au-

thority "such conservative newspapers
as the Neue Freie Presse and Arbeiter

Zeitung."
If the standpoint of this latter organ

of Labor is, in his eyes, averse to

progress, any policy will appear stag-
nant to him which does not conform to

the practice of Lenin and Bela Kun.
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Results of the Pres-

ident's Tour

MINGLED
with the great regret

which is felt over the President's

illness there must be no little satisfac-

tion, even on the part of his warm
friends, that his series of speeches was

cut short at this juncture. He had

ample time in which to stir the country,

if it was to be stirred, and the last few

days of his tour did not show the Presi-

dent at his best. Unfortunately, the

public is still in doubt as to the impres-

sion which Mr. Wilson made. He him-

self is certain that fully eighty per cent,

of his fellow countrymen are solidly be-

hind him. Yet judging by the press re-

ports, one would probably be justified in

concluding that the country at large is,

even yet, somewhat in the dark as to the

significance of the Covenant but holds

that, if this country can be properly

safeguarded, it would be glad to see the

business in hand dispatched without

further delay. In short, as the situation

stands to-day, the President could prob-

ably come off with a real victory if he

would yield to the position of the mod-
erate reservationists.

Compromise of some sort seems in-

evitable, and Mr. Wilson would work to

his own interest by taking magnani-
mously what is here so clearly offered

him. According to his own reasoning,

our obligations will not be weakened by
setting down in black and white, as in-

terpretation, the manner in which the

United States Government is almost sure

to approach its duties under the treaty.

This procedure must strike the average
citizen as being merely sportsmanlike.
The President, apparently, has no great

objection to such moderate reservations.

He describes them as futile expansions
of clauses which are already plain to the

eye. He would prefer to sign the docu-

ment as it now is and to allow us to in-

terpret our moral obligations in the

light of our best judgment as each case

arises. To our thinking, it speaks well

for the country that it is not ready to

agree to a contract which it feels in-

stinctively it will not live up to, save by
a method of interpretation which must

inevitably set the rest of the world to

thinking that America is not playing
the game.
Taken as a whole, the President's

speeches in the West can not be said to

have added much to the people's educa-

tion. The proof of this is the applause
at Salt Lake City which greeted his

reading of the proposal for Article X
offered by the majority of the Foreign
Relations Committee. The President
had to use strong language to bring the

audience back to a proper respect for

the authoritative version of this article.

One is reminded of the profane laughter

in the House of Commons which followed

Mr. Lloyd George's mention of the

League. At this stage, it seems clear

that the country does not wholly under-

stand the bearings of the League of Na-

tions; that it is quite ready to enter a

League if such an organization is for

the world's best interests; and that it

does not wish our entrance to be nig-

gardly. What has Mr. Wilson done to

clarify the subject? He started by us-

ing generalities and by putting into

words a glowing vision. This may have
been a good introduction. The country
usually responds to what it gladly ac-

cepts as idealistic purposes. But in such

cases it is the man behind the words
which counts most, and there are many
in the West, as in the East, who are not

entirely convinced that the President's

leadership, especially up to our late en-

trance into the war, has been of the

wisest. It is not pleasant to be forever

calling up the past, but this is the more

necessary since the League of Nations,
so far as this country is concerned, is

bound up with the President. And faith

in it, while any real understanding of its

workings is popularly lacking, is predi-
cated upon faith in him. The President,
for example, has been using as an argu-
ment for our unqualified acceptance of

the Covenant the aims for which we took

up arms. Has he forgotten that it was
but a short time before we declared war
that he desired to be told what the

aims of the Allies were?
Under his sweeping generalities must

be classed his statement that the only

organized forces opposed to the League
of Nations are the pro-Germans. This
remark proved to be a disastrous boom-

erang. For it brought a hot protest
from Mr. Henry A. Wise Wood, presi-
dent of the League for the Preservation
of American Independence, an organiza-
tion having for its purpose the support
of members of the Senate opposed to the

Covenant in its present form. Any one
who knows of Mr. Wood's efforts to in-

duce the President, prior to April, 1917,
to assert our rights towards Germany
in the most vigorous manner must ap-

preciate the folly of the President's reck-

less statement. Equally unfortunate,
from the point of view of the past, were
his implication that opponents of the

League are actuated by a spirit of cow-
ardice and his statement, "I can not
understand hesitation."

Even when Mr. Wilson descended to

a discussion of details, he was not effec-

tive. Frankness was lacking from his

explanation of the manner in which this

country could always protect its inter-

ests through its vote in the Council. He
allowed Senator Reed to furnish the in-

formation that one or another of the

British Dominions might be seated in

the Council. This fact, to be sure, did
not overthrow his point, but knowl-

edge of it might better have been given
to the people by him. He has been silent

on the question whether, in a given in-

stance, the veto of the United States in

the face of unanimity on the part of the

other members of the Council might
not breed a serious antagonism. He pro-

posed the Irish problem as a proper sub-

ject of discussion for the League and
said nothing concerning the League's
duties as to the Philippines. He re-

minded us that we did not protest when
Germany acquired the rights in Shan-

tung which have now passed to Japan,
forgetting that we look to a justice-

loving organization like the League of

Nations to improve upon the old diplo-

macy. He asserted that the League
would greatly help the condition of labor

without setting forth any reasons for

his belief. A careful discussion of this

interesting question would have been
most helpful.

These animadversions upon Mr. Wil-
son's argumentative methods are made
in no cantankerous spirit. What the

country most needs to-day is buckling
down to the business in hand. The
treaty should be ratified as soon as this

can safely be done, and it is to be hoped
that, when the President recovers from
the exhaustion resulting from his most
arduous tour of the country, he may seek
to effect the compromise which is prob-
ably his for the asking. He can be con-

ciliatory without abasing himself, and
as a result can almost surely see the

spirit of the League triumphant, even
if the letter is a bit altered.

The Steel Strike

IT
would be unsafe as yet to predict

either an immediate collapse of the

strike of the steel workers or its con-

tinuance over any long period. Events
of a day may hasten or retard the end.

But whether it comes sooner or later,

there is so far no indication that it will

bring success to the plans of the leaders

by whom it was forced. No statement
made in advance, nothing brought out

by the labor leaders who have appeared
before the Senate committee, has con-

vinced the average unprejudiced ob-

server that the men called out had any
such real grievances as to justify a

strike at this time, when the need of con-

tinued production is so acute. The talk

about the "terrible conditions" of labor-

ers in the steel plants was not backed

up by evidence, and not in accord with

the great increase in the rate of wages
which has marked the steel industry

during the war period. Furthermore,
the events of the past week have made
it increasingly plain that the strike

never would have occurred but for the

long and energetic efforts of men not in

the employ of the plants against which
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it was brought. Nor has the theory
that these outside organizers were mere-

ly going to the rescue of men sorely dis-

tressed and unable to help themselves

made any headway in public opinion.
Such a claim finds no easy progress

against the ample evidence that many
thousands of the workmen directly in-

volved did not want the strike at all. In

the circumstances, it was inevitable that

the movement, once launched, should find

itself destitute of any material popular
support.
Yet to say that it lacks positive sup-

port is but half the story. Opinion
could rest at this neutral point only if

the situation concerned merely the em-

ployers and the workmen. But perhaps
no industry in the land extends its rami-

fications in more directions than that of

the production of steel. The inconven-

iences caused by its violent interrup-
tion are countless, and wherever they
occur they arouse a feeling of resent-

ment which could be removed only by
proof that the strike was so clearly a
last resort to secure justice that all

good citizens ought to submit to what-
ever inconveniences it may bring. As
no such proof is forthcoming, the growth
of these attendant inconveniences, as the
strike drags on, marks a corresponding
growth of positive disapproval. But
popular disapproval does not rest merely
on the material inconvenience of the
strike. There is a growing conviction
that the leaders who forced it were not
moved by any particular concern over
conditions in the steel industry at all,

but are merely using that industry as
a tool for ulterior purposes. Mr. Foster,
the leading spirit, specifically identified

himself with a widely revolutionary pro-
gramme only a few years ago. His
closest associations are not with those
who would seek betterment of the labor-
er's position through conciliation, but
with radical revolutionists, who would
be only too glad of an opportunity to

knock the supports from beneath the
whole system of private enterprise in

productive industry. It is clear enough
to the careful observer that this radical

wing has been making a desperate effort

to get control of all organized labor.

This feeling that the strike is not a
sincere movement for the benefit of the
workers in the steel plants at all, but
that it is allied with just the same revo-

lutionary movement which has brought
the ruin of Russia, furnishes a heavy
weight of support to Judge Gary and
his associates in their refusal to nego-
tiate with the men by whom the strike
was organized and is directed. As was
said in these columns last week, Ameri-
can sentiment was never more ready
than to-day to listen with favor to any
just demand for betterment of the con-
dition of those who toil; but American
intelligence is a little too keen to be

convinced that the betterment of the

toiler, or of anybody else, is to be found
in knocking the foundations from under
the edifice of civilization which centuries

of thought and toil have built up.

It is not asserted, of course, that the

masses of men who go out on a strike

of this type are consciously bent upon
revolution. Many of them are wholly
unaware of the deeper designs of their

revolutionary leaders, and would shrink

back at once if a clearly revolutionary

purpose were openly declared. Indeed,
if Mr. Foster were to come out now with

a statement that his immediate aim was
to bring about what he declared as his

programme a few years ago, the chances
are that the strike would collapse in a

day. But this does not remove the dan-

ger. The seeds of revolution thrive in

the soil of violence and disorder, and at

a time when Bolshevistic ideas find so

many agencies of distribution, sober-

minded people can not afford to counte-

nance any course of action which natu-

rally leads to violence and disorder.

The labor leaders, including Mr. Gom-
pers along with the more radical, do not

help their cause in public opinion by the

growing tendency to scoff at the "wel-

fare work" undertaken in recent years
by so many employers. One can not
believe that the rank and file of laborers

themselves are wholly unappreciative of

these efforts to give them pleasanter sur-

roundings in their work, to provide
healthful forms of recreation and enter-

tainment, and to help them in various
other ways which are ordinarily con-

sidered as contributory to the comfort
and pleasure of living. A large manu-
facturing concern can provide far more
of these good things of life than could

be obtained individually for the same
amount of money distributed to the em-

ployees to spend for themselves; and it

is a well-known fact that the companies
which do most in this way are also the

companies which are most liberal in the
matter of wages. No question of pau-
perizing the recipients arises here, any
more than in connection with similar

work done by so many churches. And yet
Mr. Gompers can join with men usually
less thoughtful than he in sneeringly

referring to such efforts as "hell-fare

work." It is hard to find any explanation
of such an attitude. It does not seem to

originate with the laborers, but rather

with the professional labor agitator. In

him, the dislike of the system can very
readily be explained as due to the feeling
that welfare work actually does tend to

make the laborer contented with his lot,

and its prospects, and less inclined to be

continually at swords points with his

employer, less easily led into strikes, less

accessible to revolutionary propaganda.
To arrive in peace and good will at a

really stable concord between labor and

capital, allowing the latter sufficient

profit to stimulate enterprise, and keep-

ing an ever open pathway by which the

laborer of thrift and energy may him-
self become a capitalist, would not suit

those leaders whose tastes and talents are

developed along the one line of agita-
tion and conflict. And it is this class

of leaders which has forced itself to

the front, not only in the steel strike but

in a fairly large share of the epidemic
of strikes that has followed the closing
of the war, both in this and other coun-

tries. We are aware, of course, that

Mr. Gompers has confessed a change of

heart on behalf of Mr. Foster, but the
confession can hardly be accepted as sat-

isfactory in view of Mr. Foster's utter-
ances subsequent to the alleged date of
recantation, to say nothing of the normal
interpretation of his present course of
action. And it is a notable fact that
the committee of twenty-four now advis-

ing with Mr. Foster in the conduct of
the strike is putting no brake whatever
on his radicalism, but aiding him in its

worst features, such as the attempt to

paralyze the activity of the Pennsyl-
vania State Constabulary in maintaining
order.

Revolution by Con-

spiracy

ONE
of the most notable features of

American life was the sense of se-

curity in which our people lived. In

pioneer days, when savages and wild
beasts abounded, and the cold and famine
of winter threatened destruction to the
careless and improvident, danger was
ever present, and fear was a powerful
stimulus to industry, frugality, and un-

tiring vigilance. Now, however, that
those obvious dangers are gone and we
have a continent to ourselves, with

friendly Canada to the north, harmless
Mexico to the south, and broad oceans to

east and west, we dwelt till recently in a

paradise of security, sitting at ease
under our own vine and fig-tree, none
daring to make us afraid. Doubtless the
American people were more care-free
than any that the world has known—
except possibly the British people before
the war and some islanders in the
Pacific Ocean.
Even the World War did not altogether

awaken us from our pleasant dream.
For three years it was to us hardly more
than a terrible spectacle. It was not
until the ferocious German drive in

Picardy began that we had a real tremor
of fear, as it occurred to us that our
own life, liberty, and property might be
at stake; and as soon as the Central
Powers were crushed we laid aside our
armor and resumed our ordinary way
of life, fearing no enemy, without or

within. The people of Continental Eu-
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rope, trained in another school, were not

so easy in their mind; hence they de-

manded all the guarantees they could

get against the recurrence of war, and

they were keenly alert to the danger of

a social revolution that might destroy
what is left of modern civilization.

Now the western world is beginning
to see how badly it has been fooled by
the parlor socialists. Not only did they
lull people to sleep with their song of

peace when there was no peace, but they
described the social revolution in such

terms as to make it appear as an angel
of light. By a sort of intellectual sleight-

of-hand the fearsome word revolution

was made to disappear and the magic
word evolution took its place. The jug-

glery is simple: "Verbally, revolution

is but evolution with the addition of a

single letter; scientifically, it is merely
the last step in a long and gradual pro-
cess of evolution, like the emergence of

a butterfly from the chrysalis or the

breaking of a chicken from the egg;

politically it does not come until the ma-

jority want it, when by the simple cast-

ing of a ballot they quietly take control.

Moreover, capitalism is even now pre-

paring the way by the socializing of one

industry after another—the municipal

monopolies, the railways, the trusts—
and presently there will be almost com-

plete state socialism; whereupon the

property owners, having already parted
with the substance of their power, will

hand over the shadow also—with their

blessing—to the educated, civilized, re-

generated proletariat."

When this theory is applied to particu-

lar countries, it follows that those which

are the most highly developed, indus-

trially and capitalistically, like Great

Britain and the United States, must be

well along the road to socialism; while

those that are industrially backward, like

Russia, must be very far from the goal.

Marx, in fact, had little hope of a suc-

cessful revolution in Russia until the

peasants should be reduced to utter

poverty by the growth of large estates;

and even Lenin, who poses as an orthodox

Marxian, said, as late as July, 1917, that

an agrarian revolution was all that could

be expected at that time. Marx, in his

later and more evolutionary mood, states

the theory thus:

No social order ever disappears before

all the productive forces for which there is

no room in it have been developed ; and new
and higher relations of production never

appear before the material conditions of

their existence have matured in the womb
of the old society.

But theorizing such as this, while it may
be good for purposes of propaganda

among the propertied classes, does not

go far with the proletariat, who demand

stronger doctrine and the promise of

more speedy results. This also socialism

can supply, for while it speaks the lan-

guage of persuasion and sweet reason-

ableness to the timid bourgeoisie, to the

proletariat it speaks the language of

hate and violence, bidding them arise

to destroy and spare not. Marx, with
all his scientific poise, speaks both lan-

guages with equal fluency, although his

intemperate utterances are found chiefly
in his earlier writings. In the Rhein-
ische Zeitung, in 1849, he said :

When our time comes, revolutionary ter-

rorism will not be sugar-coated. . . . There
is but one way of simplifying, shortening,
concentrating the death agony of the old

society, as the bloody labor of the new
world s birth—revolutionary terror.

Marx was no parlor socialist at any time

of his life, and if he were living to-day
he would probably give substantial as-

sent to the following quotation from
Lenin's "Soviets at Work" :

It is not hard to see that during any
transition from capitalism to socialism a

dictatorship is necessary for two main rea-

sons, or in two main directions. In the first

place, it is impossible to conquer and de-

stroy capitalism without the merciless sup-
pression of the resistance of the exploiters,
who can not be at once deprived of their

wealth, of their advantages in organization
and knowledge, and who will, therefore,

during quite a long period inevitably at-

tempt to overthrow the hateful (to them)
authority of the poor. Secondly, every
great revolution, and especially a socialist

revolution, even if there were no external

war, is inconceivable without an internal

war, with a state of the greatest uncer-

tainty, instability and chaos.

In fact, the doctrine of the class strug-

gle, compounded of real grievances with

a large admixture of prejudice, misrep-
resentation and hatred, is not a harm-
less beverage which people can take with

impunity and remain as they were; it is

rather a strong poison that works power-
ful changes in the brain of all who in-

dulge in it, and drives men of unstable

mind to mad attacks upon the society

which they have learned to hate and

despise. It is all very well to tell such

people to be calm, to restrain themselves,

to wait for the day of evolution, which

may not come for a thousand years.

They have been taught to believe that it

was coming soon; they have worked for

it, hoped for it, had visions of it by
night and by day; and now it appears

just ahead, with only a feeble, contempt-
ible little group of capitalists standing
in the way. What wonder if they rush

ahead, like the dogs of war, to destroy
what they can never re-create. Mean-

while, the parlor socialists are aghast at

the havoc which their disciples have

wrought, and would fain stop them in

their mad career. In vain! They have
sowed the wind and they reap the whirl-

wind.

Conspiracy is an essential and in-

separable feature of revolution. It is

the activity of an impatient minority of

believers trying to hasten the day of

their dreams. And their plans fre-

quently succeed—as may be seen in the

history of many revolutions and coups
d'Stat—but over the after-effects of their

achievements they seem to have slight
control. Rigid evolutionists to the con-

trary notwithstanding, there is place in

nature for the cataclysm, the catas-

trophe, for what Marx would call the
mortal leap, but what prudent people who
have something to lose call the leap in

the dark. If the prudent people of Rus-

sia, after the revolution of March, 1917,
had been able to agree on a definite pol-

icy and had been wise and courageous
in carrying it out, they might have fore-

stalled the conspiracy of Lenin and

Trotsky and the Petrograd Soviet which
resulted in the coup d'etat of November
7 and all the misery and chaos of Bol-

shevik rule.

Such calamities, we may even yet be-

lieve, can never come to us. Revolu-

tionary conspiracies have no place in a

country so great and prosperous as ours,
where there is no poverty-stricken
working class and no intellectual prole-
tariat to manufacture discontent. The
foundations of European society may be

rocking, but ours are built of other ma-
terial. Thus we soothe ourselves with
comfortable words, and turn a deaf ear

to those who would disturb the spirit of

our dream. And yet when we consider

certain symptoms of discontent—the dis-

content over the high cost of living, the

demands of organized labor, the threats

of the I. W. W., the epidemic of strikes,

the strange outbreaks of violence here

and there, the semi-revolutionary move-
ments in Seattle and Winnipeg*—we must
find reason to doubt the completeness of

our immunity.

An Analysis of Mr.

Bullitt's Testimony

PERUSAL
of the testimony of Mr.

William C. Bullitt before the For-

eign Relations Committee of the Senate

gives one a feeling of eavesdropping, or

of opening and reading a letter addressed

to someone else. The dominant impres-
sion is that of the caddishness of the

dapper young millionaire who had been

employed in a most confidential capacity
and entrusted with the details of the

most delicate negotiations, pouring forth

with evident relish the piquant gossip

gathered in his association with the

chief figures at the Conference. But,

after all, what else was to have been ex-

pected? Half-baked young radicals have

standards peculiar to themselves, and

are bound, sooner or later, to abuse the

confidence placed in them.
The testimony brought out by the ex-

amination of Mr. Bullitt falls into three

classes—documents bearing on the

treaty; Mr. Bullitt's personal comment
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on the negotiations to which he was

privy; and the reports on the situation

in Russia made by himself and by his

associates, Mr. Lincoln Steffens and Cap-
tain Walter W. Pettit. Among the docu-

ments presented are several of impor-
tance bearing on the Covenant. These

include the plan of Lord Robert Cecil ;
a

typewritten draft of President Wilson's

original plan ;
a printed draft of the

same with advice, comment, and sugges-
tions by Mr. David Hunter Miller and
Mr. Gordon Auchincloss; a draft of an-

other proposal by the President, incor-

porating changes made by him in his

original plan; and also what was known
as a composite draft, largely based on

Lord Robert Cecil's recommendations
and prepared by the British law experts
and Mr. David Hunter Miller. All of

these documents are of importance to

the Senate Committee for its proper

understanding of the Covenant and the

intentions of its makers, and should

have been furnished by the President

in accordance with the spirit of his re-

plies at the White House conference

in March. It is evident from them that

the President had not clearly formulated

his ideas in regard to a League of Na-
tions before leaving America or taken

into consultation on the subject com-

petent experts. The surprising fact is

brought out that the President stood

strongly for a body of Delegates made
up of the diplomatic representatives of

the members of the League, and opposed
the suggestion that there should be rep-
resentation of the congresses of the sev-

eral nations. Yet Mr. Bullitt's own com-
ments on the negotiations, coming from
a disgruntled employee, should not be
taken at their face value until oppor-
tunity has been had to hear the testi-

mony of other parties concerned.

Considerable light is thrown upon the

confusion that reigned in the Confer-
ence in regard to Russian policy. The
Peace Delegates were evidently at a loss

to know how to deal with this mena-
cing situation. One extremely unfortu-
nate gesture had already been made—
the proposed Prinkipo Conference. The
petering out of this proposal was fol-

lowed by the Nansen plan for feeding
Russia, and an important part of Mr.
Bullitt's testimony deals with the his-

tory of this plan, and its failure. In

this, however, his testimony is quite at

variance with the facts. He fails to

point out that the so-called Nansen plan
was suggested originally by the Rus-
sian Committee, and that the object of
the proposal was simply to feed Petro-

grad, on condition that the Soviet Gov-
ernment would not interfere. This
plan was set in somewhat more general
terms when Dr. Nansen wrote his letter

to the President on April 3, and indi-

cated an organization along the lines of
the Belgian Relief Committee. Accord-

ing to Mr. Bullitt, he prepared a reply
to the Nansen letter at the request of

Col. House. This reply introduced a

host of new considerations of a political

nature, including a general armistice on
all Russian fronts, the immediate with-

drawal of Allied and American troops,

the lifting of the economic blockade, and
the utilization of Russian transport fa-

cilities. This, of course, changed the

simple scheme of food relief into a big

political plan for settling the Russian

problem, and it is difficult not to come
to the conclusion that it was designed
to assist the Soviet Government in

maintaining its power. Mr. Hoover put
his finger upon the weak spot instantly,

for he pointed out that the transport

agreement was tantamount to a recogni-
tion of the Bolsheviks, and he vetoed

the proposal.
It is not quite clear from Mr. Bullitt's

testimony who originated the project of

his mission to Russia, or whether it was
in any way connected with his earlier

mission to the Socialist Conference at

Berne, concerning which the Foreign
Relations Committee might well have

interrogated him. At any rate, he went
to Russia fully authorized by Secretary

Lansing and took with him Mr. Lincoln

Steffens, well known as a Bolshevist

sympathizer, and Captain W. W. Pettit,

of the Military Intelligence Division,

formerly a social worker. That Mr.

Lloyd George was privy to Mr. Bullitt's

mission and his proposals for an agree-
ment with the Soviet Government is

sufficiently evidenced by the letter from
Mr. Philipp Kerr, in spite of the fact

that the opinions expressed therein are

insistently declared to be personal and
unofficial.

The reports on conditions in Russia
made by the three precious investigators
are illuminating. The callow Bullitt,

utterly ignorant of Russia and Russian

matters, spent a whole week at Moscow
under the personal direction of the Bol-

shevik leaders, and was completely taken
in by them. He swallowed without

question their statements and displayed
a credulity only explicable by his igno-
rance and his Bolshevik sympathies.
Captain Pettit did not go to Moscow, but

paid three short visits to Petrograd, and
his report is likewise a striking exam-

ple of how a man can be taken in if

personally conducted through carefully

prepared surroundings. It reminds one
of Comte de Segur being taken through
model peasants' villages by Catherine
II. One point in his report is sufficient

to indicate its character. Commenting
on the improvement of food conditions,
he states that the suspension of passen-
ger traffic from March 18 to April 10

had resulted in the Government's bring-
ing to Petrograd sixty to one hundred
cars of food each day, and that one saw
large quantities of food being trans-

ported about the city. By his own
showing in the same report, he left

Petrograd on March 31 and sent his re-

port from Stockholm on April 4. As a

matter of fact, passenger traffic was

suspended, as he describes, and a vast

supply of grain was requisitioned from
the peasants and collected near Viatka,
but so incompetent were the Bolshevik

authorities that no cars were available

for transporting this food and it was all

ruined. Not a single carload reached

Petrograd.
The most illuminating of the three re-

ports, strangely enough, is that of Mr.
Lincoln Steffens, because inadvertently
he admits the whole case against the

Soviet Government. Naturally he mis-

represents the soviet idea, because he
does not understand it, and believes the

silly theories that had been circulated

concerning it, but he indicates clearly

enough that Lenin's effort to utilize a

system which was designed to destroy
the established institutions of Russia

has failed. The result of the revolution

he describes as follows:

The effect is hunger, cold, misery, an-

guish, disease—death to millions—but
worse than this was the confusion of mind
among the well and the strong. We did
not realize, any of us—even those of us
who have imagination—how fixed our
minds and habits are by the ways of living
that we know. So with the Russians.

They understand how to work and live un-
der their old system; it was not a pretty
one; it was dark, crooked and dangerous.
But they had groped around it all their

lives, from childhood up. They could find

their way in it, but now they can remem-
ber how it was, and they decide for the
old ways. . . . And the poor, in their

hunger, think now how it would be to go
down to the market and haggle and bar-

gain from one booth to another, making
their daily purchases, reckoning up their
defeats and victories over the traders, and
they had good food then. And now—it is

all gone. They have destroyed all this and
having destroyed it, they are lost—stran-

gers in their own land.

Mr. Bullitt did more than report on
conditions in Russia—he brought back
with him a proposal for peace—a pro-

posal which was to be offered by the

Allies to the Soviet Government, which
would accept it, provided it were received

by April 10. Fortunately, this pro-

posal died a natural death. Had it been
considered seriously, it would have been
even a greater blunder than the Prin-

kipo suggestion. It would have alien-

ated for all time the Russian people, of

whom not two per cent, were in favor
of the Soviet Government.
The deductions to be drawn from Mr.

Bullitt's testimony are that the inter-

ests of the United States would have
been far better served had the President
called into consultation to pass upon the

knotty problems of the Peace Treaty
and the League of Nations, not inex-

perienced and second-rate advisers, but
the ablest legal minds of America.
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The Latest Witness from Bolshevik
Russia

[Mr. David Aronson, the author of the

following article, is a Russian engineer
who, before the war, spent several years
in America. , He did military service in
Russia during the war. A year ago, he
was able to send out of the country his

wife, who is an American, and their infant
son. He himself was obliged to take
service under the Bolsheviks, and for nine
months worked as an engineer in the Com-
missariat of Public Constructions. This
gave him an exceptional opportunity to
observe the workings of the Bolshevik sys-
tem, not only in Petrograd, but in other

parts of Russia as well. He had the good
fortune to escape from Petrograd the mid-
dle of last July, and brings to us the latest

eye-witness account of conditions behind
the veil in Bolshevik Russia.]

SINCE
July, 1919, when I escaped

from Russia, so little time has

passed that I can not yet accustom my-
self to freedom, to the idea that I am not

still in Bolshevik Russia.

The other day I ran across the

"Metropolitan" magazine and in it the

article entitled "The Climax of Raymond
Robins' Sensational Story, as told to

William Hard."
I read this article over and over again,

and can not make out whether this is a

story of what Colonel Robins saw or of

what he imagined—it must be his imag-
ination. I lived there in Bolshevik Rus-

sia, I worked for the Bolsheviks for nine

months, and in Mr. Robins' account I

fail to recognize the Bolshevist Russia of

reality.

Colonel Robins relates that "there was
more law and order, gentlemen, in

Petrograd and Moscow under the Bol-

shevik Nikolai Lenin than under the

anti-Bolshevik, Alexander Kerensky."
No one has a right to speak of order in

Petrograd and Moscow and give credit

for this order to the ability of the Bol-

shevik Government. There never was
any order, and up to the time I came
away, there was no hope of any. Mr.
Robins speaks about law being enforced

by the Bolsheviks. He must certainly
have forgotten or overlooked the decree
issued by Lenin, for whom he seems to

have such a warm admiration, denounc-

ing the existence of any law and setting

up instead the "revolutionary con-

science." To recall this decree to Mr.
Robins' mind, let me say that it was
issued at the same time he abolished the

legal profession and did away with

lawyers.
He says more, that he saw with his

own eyes how they did enforce law and
order. It must be that by this he refers
to lynching on the streets.

Why did Mr. Robins fail to mention
in his article the many cases when the
Commissars and Red Guards were caught
in highway robbery and, to save them-

selves, shot innocent persons down, in

order to claim that these persons had
perpetrated the crime?
He tells how the Bolsheviks stopped

the use of alcohol. I am sure he must
refer to the raids of the Red Guard upon
wine cellars throughout the town, when
the Red Guard not only drank them-
selves full, but literally drowned them-
selves in the cellars of wine and had to

be dragged out by the fire department.
After these happenings, all the wine left

in Petrograd was confiscated by the
Lenin Government and stored at the
Bolshevik headquarters, and now, after

eighteen months of that order so ad-

mirable in Colonel Robins' eyes, it is

still possible, by approaching some Bol-
shevist officials with sufficient money, to

obtain the prohibited beverage.
To quote Colonel Robins: "Orderli-

ness was produced. I saw it with my
own eyes down to May, 1918." Colonel
Robins must have had this conviction

produced in him by the sight of the dead

lying in the streets of the town after a

night's "enforcement" of law and order.

I will tell even more to Colonel Robins,
that, up to the time I left Petrograd, no
one cared to venture out in the streets

after dark, especially during the months
of February and March, 1919, .vhen the
Chinese employed by Lenin as official

murderers kept Petrograd in terror of

street robberies, not only by night but
even by day. Further on, Mr. Robins
relates of Mr. Hunt and Mr. Levine:

"They saw what I saw. They see a pop-
ulation in which the instinct of personal
self-preservation in hunger and agony is

held in steady and successful check by
the social control of the Soviet power."
He must have been helped to this con-

clusion by a speech made by Zinoviev in

Petrograd, who said "there is no hun-

ger; there is no starvation in Russia, in

Petrograd in particular, as I will con-

sider that we are afflicted by starvation

only when I see a crowd in the streets

of Petrograd fighting to death for a
dead rat lying on the pavement." If

Colonel Robins means this, I agree with
him. People were pretty well checked

up by the social control.

Colonel Robins says the Soviet system
does not consist of riots. I agree with
him! But that the Soviet system is

plain robbery, I do not believe Colonel
Robins in his heart can deny.

I agree with Colonel Robins when he

says that Bolshevism is a system that
can put numbers together in groups,
but I will prove to Colonel Robins that

they failed to make from such a group
an orderly group, and that they suc-

ceeded in grouping only because they

find criminal sympathizers with their

system of robbery and destruction.
In the months of February, March,

and April, 1919, and up to the time of

my escape, scarcely a week passed that

Lenin, Zinoviev, and Trotsky did not,

through the medium of the Bolshevist

papers, implore, and unsuccessfully im-

plore, the different Soviets, especially
those of Petrograd and Moscow, to re-

frain from usurping the authority of
the Central Power. I must mention to

Colonel Robins that in Petrograd alone
there are over twenty Soviets which have
been substituted for the former police
stations. Sometimes law enforced by
Soviet No. 1 will be outlawed in Soviet
No. 2. So, for example, in one part of

Petrograd my passport was suspended
and search was being made for me,
while at the same time, in another

part of town, I was working as a Bol-
shevik official. Among the pictures il-

lustrating Mr. Robins' article is a pho-
tograph of the pass issued to him by
Lenin. Mr. Robins speaks with much
commendation of the power of this

pass, which was so greatly respected all

over Soviet Russia and facilitated his
travel to Vladivostok, and, incidentally,
he sees in this proof of the great popu-
larity of Lenin and understands it as a
real power. May I suggest to Colonel

Robins two explanations? First, it was
well known among the Bolsheviks of

Russia that Colonel Robins was an ad-

mirer of the Lenin-Trotsky-Zinoviev
policy, and furthermore that he would

carry in his report to America the

records of his admiration, and that in

case America should recognize the Lenin-

Trotsky-Zinoviev Government, the Bol-

sheviks felt they could even guess who
might be delegated to them as Amer-
ican Ambassador. Secondly, even Bol-

shevist Russia, regardless of the signa-
ture of Lenin, dared not at that time

tamper with the head of an American
Red Cross Mission.

When Colonel Robins says that the

condition of the railroads under the

Bolshevist regime was better than un-

der Kerensky, he makes a deliberate mis-

statement. I hate to put it more strongly.

The situation of the railroads from the

first day of Bolshevism to the present
moment displays the most outrageous

anarchy. This I can say with authority,

since for nine months I served the Bol-

sheviks in the railroad department.
To quote Colonel Robins: "If Lenin

had been allowed to work his idea out

into practice, there would now be no

poverty in the world and no misery."

Granted, there would be nothing left

existing in the world at all.

It is rather a hard task to cover all

points in a short review of an article

dealing with such a vast subject. It

would be necessary to take it up sen-

tence by sentence. But there are a few
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more things that I feel bound to call

attention to.

Speaking of the Bolshevik army, he re-

marks that the men were more "social-

ists than soldiers, poorly equipped and

poorly trained, under the inspecting eye
of a little pacifist Jew." I suggest to

Colonel Robins he might possibly admit
that they were neither soldiers nor social-

ists but simply cut-throats in uniform,
and that he does not need to point out

that Trotsky is "a little pacifist Jew."
That is all too well known in Russia.

Speaking of the failure of the Russian

church, Colonel Robins does not seem to

realize that the terrible persecution it

has suffered has had an effect unlooked

for by Bolsheviks: that of filling the

churches with vaster and vaster crowds.
I wish the people in America, espe-

cially the working classes, would really

find out the truth about Russia (and
this they can do only when they learn

how they have been deluded by the ped-
dlers of Bolshevism in America), that

poor, bleeding Bolshevist Russia is far,

far away from being a land where the

proletariat rules; and for this Bolshe-

vism is to blame. I wish they could

rightly learn how the Russian proleta-
riat is cheated and how dreadfully they
are suffering under Soviet rule, which

pretends to be the sole friend and savior

of the proletariat. There has never been
a moment in the whole history of Russia
under Czarism that the working classes

have been so oppressed as now.
I know workingmen in America, for

I have been a worker myself for several

years in America. They might fight

governments and capital to better their

lives, but they would not fight women
and children. They would not torture,
for the mere pleasure of torturing, a
human being because he happened to be-

long to a different station of life, as

happens now every day in Russia. They
would not desecrate and destroy
churches, tearing down altars and in-

stalling instead moving-picture shows
in the places which have been for cen-
turies held sacred by nine-tenths of the
Russian people. Nor would they perse-
cute parents and teachers for desiring
to bring up children in religion. These
things the American proletariat would
not do, even if they themselves were
unbelievers. The sect of "Holy Jump-
ers" has as much right here in America
to demand toleration for their meetings
as has any socialistic convention. It is

not so in Russia, in the land of Lenin,
Trotsky, and their associate rascals.

The American proletariat must know
that to "strike" in Russia, where the so-

called friends of the proletariat are in

power, means death by execution to the
strikers and revenge upon their families.

Everyone ought to know that while
the workingmen in Petrograd and Mos-
cow are starving and freezing to death,

the leaders of Bolshevism in Russia are

living in palaces and know starvation

only through the death statistics.

The Russian proletariat which shed
its blood during the four years of the

great war, and in the struggle to over-

throw czarism, has got as its reward the

reign of Lenin-Trotsky-Zinoviev and a
dozen other despots and thieves.

Russia always looked upon America as

a superior friend and now, in this time
of misery, hopes that America may help
her to get rid of anarchy. But these

hopes are not fulfilled if America simply
eases up a bit her starvation and so

prolongs her agony, for in the end, un-
der Bolshevism, all life must perish.

David Aronson

A Commissar
Disillusioned

THERE
has been considerable confu-

sion in the public mind as to the

nature of the Soviets in Russia and the

attitude of the vast peasant population
towards the Bolshevik Government.
Much of this has been due to the myth
industriously circulated by Col. Ray-
mond Robins and other superficial or

disingenuous observers, who alleged
that the Soviet was a natural Russian
democratic institution to which the Rus-
sian people were passionately devoted.

People in America who have been ob-

sessed with this totally erroneous idea

are incredulous when told that the Bol-

shevik power represents the tyrannical

authority of an infinitesimal minority
and is bitterly hated by the overwhelm-

ing majority. With some plausibility

they assert that if this were the case,

the Government would be speedily over-

thrown, but they do not understand the

peculiar conditions in Russia, whereby a
small group, ruthless in its terroristic

methods, with a monopoly of arms and

ways of communication, can maintain
absolute domination over the hungry
and inert masses.

Russia contains few real Bolsheviks

to-day, and those who are exercising au-

thority in the name of the Soviet Gov-
ernment now feel themselves beyond the

pale, the objects of universal hatred.

How true this is is shown by a remark-
able letter that has just come out of

Soviet Russia. Nicholas Lopoushkin
was a well-known revolutionist who suf-

fered under the old regime. Like many
other revolutionists, he became a radical

Socialist and joined the Bolshevik wing
of the party. After the Bolshevik revo-

lution, he was made the President of the

Soviet in his native town of Kirsanov, in

the Province of Tambov. Gradually he
came to see the light and to realize what
a fraud the whole system was. His col-

leagues charged him with lukewarmness
in the cause and lack of revolutionary

energy. Knowing that these complaints
had been sent to Moscow, he addressed,
on April 24, 1919, the following letter

to the National Soviet of People's Com-
missaries :

Comrades:
My colleagues of the Kirsanov Soviet are

writing to tell you that I am no longer fit

to hold the position of President of the

Soviet, that I am a counter-revolutionary,
that I have lost my nerve, and am a traitor
to our cause. Perhaps they are right—I

only wish I knew. In writing this letter
I have no wish to justify my behavior or
exonerate myself in your eyes. I am too
old a servant of the Revolution to plead
at the bar before men who were not born
when I was serving my first sentence in a
Czarist prison. I think also that my past
speaks for itself, and that no one of my
comrades will have the audacity to accuse
me of insincerity, of want of stability, or of

taking a hasty decision. After twenty-four
years spent in exile, in close confinement,
in every kind of revolutionary work, and in
different forms of legal expiation for the
same, I escaped abroad, and became an
ardent Bolshevik, and a sincere believer in
the doctrines of Lenin and his party. But
of late my experiences in Petrograd and
Moscow, whence I have just returned,
coupled with the horrors of the ghastly
nightmare of the sort of existence which I

found on my arrival in my native town,
have combined to shake my faith in the
suitability of Bolshevism for our country,
and, as a consequence, in the logic and
stability of Bolshevik theories and tenets
in general, which we have signally and
dismally failed to prove. Speaking frankly,
we are, in my opinion, on the brink of a
terrible disaster, which will leave its im-
print, not only upon Socialism, but upon
our nation for centuries, a disaster which
will give our descendants the right to re-

gard us Bolsheviks at the best as crazy
fanatics, and at the worst, as foul impostors
and ghastly muddlers, who murdered and
tortured a nation for the sake of an unat-
tainable Utopian theory, and who in our
madness sold our birthright amongst the
peoples for less than the proverbial mess of
pottage.

All around me, wherever I look, I see
unmistakable signs of our approaching
doom, and yet no one responds to my ap-
peals for help; my voice is as the voice of
one crying in the wilderness. In the towns
I have just come from, chronic hunger,
murder, and the license and libertinage of
the criminal elements, who undoubtedly
hold numerous executive positions under
our Soviets, have reduced the population
to the level of mere brute beasts, who drag
out a dull semi-conscious existence, devoid
of joy in to-day, and without hope for the
morrow. Surely this should not be the
result of the earthly Paradise which the
Soviets were to introduce into cur lives?
Nor did I find the position any better on
the railways. Everywhere a people living
under the dread of famine, death, torture,
and terror, everywhere groaning and utter
misery. My countrymen, whom I love, and
whom I had hoped to assist to render happy
above all nations, look at me either with
the mute uncomprehending eyes of brutes
condemned to slaughter, or else with the
red eyes of fury and vengeance. It is

these latter whom I fear—they are so cer-
tain that we Bolsheviks are in the wrong,
that immediately they can do so without
fear of punishment they will kill me, in
the firm conviction that they are thereby
doing their country a service. It is terrible,
and there must be something wrong some-
where. While our brethren in the big towns
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are starving, the whole population in our

district is engaged in distilling alcohol from

surplus grain in their possession, grain
which we can not find, and which no

amount of threats or punishment will ever

make them give up.

Speculation is rife amongst even the most
humble inhabitants in the country villages,

who have forced a lump of sugar up to four

rubles, and a pound of salt up to forty
rubles. And the Bolshevik militia and the

Soviets? When they are called upon to

deal with various infringements of the Bol-

shevik Decrees, they either try to get out

of taking action altogether, or else they

pretend that there is insufficient evidence to

commit for trial. As a matter of fact,

these men too are tired of the position of

outcasts and lepers amongst their fellows,

which service with the Bolsheviks imposes
on them, and would gladly give up their

official status, were it not for the fact that

they have now cut themselves off from all

return. If they fall singly, or even in

couples, into the hands of the villagers,

they are always lmurdered. No member of

the Red Guard dare risk his life by return-

ing to his native village, where his father

would be the first to kill him. I maintain

that there must be something wrong with

a regime which has aroused such universal

hatred, in such a comparatively short time;

and amongst whom? Amongst the very
class it strove to uplift, to free, to benefit,

and to render happy.
I have been closely connected with this

region all my life, and it is no exaggera-
tion to say that the peasant population
never felt one hundredth part of the hatred

and hostility towards the representatives
of the Czarist regime and the gendarmes
that they do towards us members of the

Soviets and our militia. Our aims have
been misunderstood, our actions have been

misinterpreted, and once we have failed to

win the support of those very masses we
set out to save, we may as well confess

that our failure has been complete. There
is a curse upon our party. Ruin and deso-

lation follow in our train, the innocent

blood of thousands cries out for vengeance
against us. Our doom is fast approaching.
Counter-revolution stalks openly amongst
us, the gaunt spectre of utter famine and

complete nakedness mocks us in the towns
and villages alike. But worst of all is

the consciousness of failure; we, the would-

be liberators of the world, who are exe-

crated openly by the populace; we, who see

no safety in the grim looks and expectant
glances of our guards; we, whose names
are used by the dregs of the town as the

foulest epithets; we, who set out so con-

fidently to climb to the sun, and have ended

by falling into the cesspool in our own
back-yard! I was always against the Red

Terror, and bitterly shall we pay for it.

Not thus did we plan in Paris, Geneva, and

Lucerne, not for this did we swelter and
freeze alternately in Czarist prisons in

Siberia, or rot in salt mines. This is not

the end we had in view when we risked

our lives, breaking our prisons, and travel-

ing illegally across the whole of Russia to

pass the Western frontier. Then we were

always upheld in our weak moments, in our

privations, and in our sufferings, by the

thought of our glorious cause, by picturing
to ourselves the day when we should free

this great and glorious nation of ours, and
take our place as old and tried Revolution-

ary veterans at the head of our country-
men in their triumphant march towards

peace, progress, and plenty. This is what
we visioned, and the actuality is what I

have already described. I feel tired and
depressed. I know that the Red Terror
was a mistake, and I have a terrible sus-

picion that our cause has been betrayed at
the moment of its uttermost realization.

Yours in fraternal greeting,
N. Lopoushkin

It is needless to say that this letter

created an unpleasant sensation among
the Commissaries. They passed a resolu-

tion that Lopoushkin should be replaced

by a more courageous and determined

Bolshevik, of less wavering tendencies.

When this resolution was communicated
to the Soviet at Kirsanov, it transpired
that Lopoushkin had committed suicide

immediately after sending his letter to

Moscow.
Jerome Landfield

The Workings of Democracy
MAX

MUELLER declared a genera-
tion ago that the study of philoso-

phy had resolved itself into a study of

terminology. This was merely to say
that in philosophy the critical faculty

had usurped the place of the creative, or,

with a closer approach to scientific defi-

nition, that synthesis had given place to

analysis. While, in view of the fact that

so many of our young men are seeing
visions and so many of our old men are

dreaming dreams, it would be rash to

assert that the study of democracy has

entered this stage, there is evidence,

nevertheless, that the concept of democ-

racy is being steadily and even rapidly
divested of certain of its old elements
and clothed with new ones that are calcu-

lated to transform it.

Democracy, indeed, as a subject of

contemplation, has in all its bearings
pursued a course parallel to philosophy.

To-day it is, in serious minds, approach-
ing the point, if it has not already
reached it, at which Kant found meta-

physics. Time was, says the Konigsberg
professor, when metaphysics was the

queen of all sciences; and if we take the

will for the deed, she certainly deserves,
so far as regards the high importance of

her subject-matter, this title of honor.

Now, he continues, it is the fashion of

the time to heap contempt and scorn

upon her. At first her government,
under the administration of the dog-
matists, was an absolute despotism.

Gradually her empire broke up, and in-

ternecine wars introduced the reign of

anarchy; while the skeptics, like nomadic
tribes, who hate a permanent habitation
and settled mode of living, attacked from
time to time those who organized them-
selves into civil communities. In recent

times, Kant further says, the hope
dawned of seeing those disputes settled,

and legitimacy of her claims established

by a kind of physiology of the human
understanding. But it was found that—although it was affirmed that this so-

called queen could not refer her descent
to any higher source than that of com-
mon experience, a circumstance which
necessarily brought suspicion on her
claims—she persisted in advancing her
claims to sovereignty. Thus metaphysics
necessarily fell back into the antiquated
and rotten constitution of dogmatism,
and again became obnoxious to the con-

tempt from which efforts had been made
to save it. At present, as all methods,
according to the general persuasion,

have, says Kant, been tried in vain, there

reigns naught but weariness and com-

plete indifferentism.

Admitting at the start the danger that

lurks in the use of analogy, Kant's
sketch of philosophy, in its broad out-

lines, is equally applicable to democracy.
Springing, as a subject befitting the mod-
ern intellect, from the dogmatism of

the eighteenth century, democracy has

pursued an antithetical career and is

again an expression of dogmatism.
It is a question how far a theory that

will not work may be considered divine.

Seventy years ago De Tocqueville, while

asserting the divine origin of the prin-

ciple of democracy, admitted that the

most powerful, the most intelligent, and
the most moral classes of France had
never attempted to take hold of it to

guide it. The democracy, he added, had

consequently been abandoned to its wild

instincts, and had grown up like those

children who have no parental guidance,
who receive their education in the pub-
lic streets, and who are acquainted only
with the vices and wretchedness of so-

ciety. Stopping merely to ask if the

picture is any brighter to-day, it may
be pointed out that we have here what

appears to be a contradiction in terms.

Intelligence and ignorance have nothing
in common, nor have equality and sub-

serviency. It may make some difference

whether the dictating influence proceeds
from the White House or from Four-
teenth Street, but the principle of pure
equality is vitiated in either case.

And the fact that the most powerful,
most intelligent, and most moral classes

have never attempted to take hold of and

guide democracy may possibly merit
more than a gibe. Assuming that the

thing under discussion is pure democ-

racy, and that anything less than that

is a contradiction of the term, such

effort might properly be stigmatized as

condescension, or even disingenuousness,
and thus unbefitting self-respecting
minds. The cause of democracy is not

furthered by self-deception.
The revolution to which the world has

applied the name democracy is a per-
sistent force in human affairs, a fact

which it would be fatal to ignore. De
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Tocqueville is right in asserting that

the gradual development of the principle
of equality is a Providential fact, if he
means equality of opportunity rather

than equality of action. In reality, we
find him advocating the intellectual and
moral guidance of the many by the few,
and we hear him asking, "Whither then

are we tending? No one can say, for

terms of comparison already fail us."

Curiously enough, this reminds us of

a remark of the cleverest and most bit-

ter reactionary of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the late K. P. Pobjedonostseff,
chief promoter of the Holy Synod of

Russia. What, he asks, is this freedom

by which so many minds are agitated,

which inspires so many insensate ac-

tions, so many wild speeches, which
leads the people so often to misfortune?

Forever extending its base, the new
democracy now aspires to universal suf-

frage. By this means, the political

power so passionately demanded by
democracy would be shattered into a

number of infinitesimal bits, of which
each citizen acquires a single one. What
will he do with it then? How will he

employ it? In the result it has undoubt-

edly been shown that in the attainment
of this aim democracy violates its sacred

formula of "Freedom indissolubly joined
with Equality." The history of man-
kind, Pobjedonostseff further declares,
bears witness that the most necessary
and fruitful reform—the most durable
measures—emanated from the supreme
will of statesmen, or from a minority
enlightened by lofty ideas and deep
knowledge. And he says that what the
ultimate consequences will be, Heaven
only knows.
Here we have the reasoned utterances

of two men as far apart as the poles.
When dealing with the facts they speak
with almost one and the same mind.

How, then, may we account for the dia-

metrical conclusions embodied in "De-

mocracy in America" and "The Reflec-

tions of a Russian Statesman"? Un-
doubtedly by the different temperaments
of the two men, and by the tendency of
the one to overestimate the capacity of
human nature and that of the other to

underestimate it. With all his reason-

ableness, De Tocqueville was enmeshed
in the dogmatism which gave birth to

the modern theory of democracy, a

theory which, on the other hand, was
repellent to Pobjedonostseff, notwith-

standing his great learning and pro-
found sympathy.
On the surface, at least, time has not

mitigated the circumstances which these
two reflective minds deplored with almost
equal vehemence. To-day democracy is

admittedly the greatest problem con-

fronting mankind, yet we seem farther
from an effective solution of it than we
were seventy years ago, though the world
has grown restive and even reckless,

for the want of such a solution. Confu-
sion reigns in all minds, born of igno-
rance or fear, and in countless instances

of both.

To this pass has the world been

brought by pure dogmatism. The divine

right of peoples is as easily acceptable
as the divine right of kings, but in

neither case is the claim admissible with-

out proof. Government was imposed, or

imposed itself, on mankind for the sake

of the ends it was capable of effecting.

The study of democracy should there-

fore begin with a more or less careful

ascertainment of the ends desired, and
should proceed to a rigid scrutiny of the

means which democracy offers for their

attainment. If the ends are universally

desirable, we may be prepared to admit
that they sanctify the means.

If we should attach any importance
to the phrase "making the world safe
for democracy," we should be forced to

conclude that at present democracy is

incapable of standing on its own legs.

In reality, we are burdened with a con-

fused terminology which obscures rather
than clarifies our vision, and which is

an inevitable product of dogmatism.
Thus, any study of democracy that is

undertaken with a serious intent must
imply a study of terminology.
A Critique of Pure Democracy has

long been needed, analogous to Kant's

"Critique of Pure Reason." Kant said

that by this title he did not mean a criti-

cism of books and systems, but a critical

inquiry into the faculty of reason. In

other words, he aimed at the solution of

the question regarding the possibility or

impossibility of metaphysics and the
determination of the origin, as well as

of the extent and limits, of this science,
and all this must be done on the basis

of principles. On a less ambitious scale

W. H. Mallock has attempted something
of the kind in "The Limits of Pure
Democracy." While lacking the form of

the Socratic irony, his discussion is im-

pregnated with its spirit. A remorse-
less logic, exercised upon indisputable
facts of experience, runs through the
work and imparts to its conclusions an

appearance of finality.

Pure democracy never has had, and
never can have, any counterpart in ex-

perience, except possibly in communities
of smallest extent and most primitive
character. Cecil Chesterton, who has
been engaged in a very temperate at-

tempt to harmonize the dreams of revo-

lutionaries with the bald actualities of

life, defines democracy, in its essence,
as government which, by whatever

means, is actually in accordance with the

general will of the governed. Ideally,

this result might be realized by an ideal

despot. Practically, however, ideal des-

potisms are impossible; and no less im-

possible, except in microscopic communi-
ties, is government by the extreme

alternative—namely, the voice of all the

citizens assembled under the same tree.

The only device, therefore, which is prac-
ticable in the great states of to-day is

the election by the many of a small num-
ber of delegates, to whom the mass of

the citizens specify what the "general
will" is, and whose sole business is to

execute it in accordance with the terms

specified. True democracy exists, Ches-
terton declares, in proportion, and only
in proportion, as the correspondence be-

tween the action of the delegates and
the general will is complete.
A critical analysis of this statement

brings to light a difficulty from which
there appears to be no way of escape:
if the judgments of the average mass
are cumulatively to constitute a "general
will," it is necessary that these judg-
ments shall be, in all important respects,
identical. But this is impossible except
as the units of the average mass are in-

fluenced by select minds of greater in-

telligence or forcefulness than the rest.

In the end, therefore, we find an oli-

garchical content in the concept of de-

mocracy. And this is as manifest in

industrial democracy as in political.
Karl Marx appears to have framed the
International with that very end in view.

Lassalle, too, boldly declared that, if the
wills of the laborers were to be effective,

they must be "forged into a single ham-
mer," and that this hammer "must be
wielded by the sinews of one strong
hand." And Labriola, prominent as a
preacher of syndicalism, says that true

democracy is the concentrating of power
in an elite, who can best judge of the
interaction of social cause and effect.

Such conceptions amount, as Professor
Michels observes, to a deliberate denun-
ciation of democracy in any sense of the

word, or, as Mallock prefers to say, to a

conception of democracy founded on a
new conception of the Demos, the im-

plication being that of any given popula-
tion a certain minority alone is found to

be endowed with the peculiar energies
which exhibit themselves in connection
with social and public questions as the

subject-matter of politics.

There still remains the immemorial
question of what the force or sanction is

which lenders the orders of the few
operative. The common answer, even

among thinkers, is that the force in

question resides ultimately in the peo-
ple. But Mallock easily shows this to
be a mistake. For example, the first

thing which the masses of the people
must do, when they are hoarse with pro-
claiming their freedom to do whatever
they like, is to cringe to an authority
which enforces them to a continuous
production of food, and dictates the

primary terms on which alone food can
be procured. If the power of the peo-
ple is thus limited in respect of the pro-
duction of necessaries, it is limited no
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less stringently in respect of the pro-

duction of superfluities.

The argument applies with equal force

to political government and war. The

power of governmental oligarchy has its

basis in the fact that, unless the many
submit to it, even the simplest indus-

tries are paralyzed, the higher made im-

possible, the welfare, the freedom, the

lives of all will be at the mercy of any
foreign aggressor whose armies, vital-

ized by obedience, put them to flight, or

make them sane by enslaving them.

Thus, the power of the few in reality

has its basis in the permanent needs of

the many.
F. J. Whiting

Poetry
A Ballade of Despots

NOW
that the Freedom of the Seas

Has knelled the submarine's fell

sway,

Now that the Lamb and Lion cease

Becoming one, and twin-like stay;

Now that the World's dark evils may
No longer face the League's just

light-
Would that we had, the gods I pray,

The Great Mogul—a day and night !

If he could see my landlord's lease

What would the Emperor Akbar

say?

Our incomes dwindle and decrease,

Yet all the world is making hay!

Where is the League that should allay

The evils of the Meat Kings' might?
If East is West, then let me play

The Great Mogul—a day and night !

The greedy Grocer—all who fleece

You daily, you might hale away
To my just Durbar, where the crease

Of hemp their necks would soon

display:

Nightly in dreams I hang and flay

These despots of usurious height—
Powers of Four, sans more delay,

The Great Mogul—a day and night!

Envoi

Fellow Determinists, why bay
The League that looms through soft

moonlight?

Our only hope 'gainst Powers that prey—
The Great Mogul—a day and night !

W. G. Tinckom-Fernandez

Correspondence
The Votes of the British

Empire
To the Editors of The Review:

In the criticism of the League of Na-
tions Covenant that centres upon the

disproportion in voting power as be-

tween the British Empire and the United

States, there appears an underlying as-

sumption that the members of the Em-
pire are always going to vote in the

same sense, and, the chance arising,

against our interests. It is assumed
that because the Empire made common
cause against Germany it will make
common cause anywhere and every-
where. This view is childish, if it is

candid. Why should the constituent

states of the Empire not have developed

unanimity against Germany? The
whole civilized world did that. It was a

token of right feeling and trustworthi-

ness. There would have been legitimate

ground for suspicion against any one
of these states that had kept out; it

would have been well to have stood on

guard against such a state, as some Sen-
ators now want us to stand guard
against anything remotely British.

Anyone who harbors in his mind even
the most elementary knowledge of the

Empire knows that its younger constit-

uents have recurrently made them-
selves felt in ways not at all pleasing to

the mother-country. The latter has had
to let them have their way, not alone

with their own destinies, but also with
hers. It is an enduring tribute to

British methods that the former colo-

nies, and even dependencies, rushed so

wholeheartedly to her aid when it was
a question of a big and righteous cause.

None of them had been thwarted in

their more local interests so as to have
retained a sense of resentment engen-
dering a hesitancy about loyal coopera-
tion. The notion that these independent
and self-governing communities can be

dragooned into aggression upon us, or

upon anyone else, is evidence of crude

thinking; for they will follow their in-

terests, and those interests are more
than likely to fall into alignment with
ours rather than with those of the older

country.
For years we have been under the

domination of a tradition as regards
England. It has been nursed up in our
school-books and transmitted as a heri-

tage of unfairness to succeeding gener-
ations. The procedure has been largely
unconscious; but the tradition has al-

ways been susceptible of revivification
at the hand of parties with ulterior mo-
tives. Many of us do not like the Eng-
lish as represented by the specimens we
have encountered; but they deserve our

respect, nevertheless, for their doughty
working-out of institutions of liberty.
If they had not wrought these out, we
should not have been enjoying them these

many decades. This outcry about the

Empire's preponderant voting-power is,

in part at least, an attempt to enlist the

ancient tradition and prejudices. If one
is inclined to apply reason to the matter
he will find that there is nothing to be
alarmed about. If he is playing politics
or seeking to stir the people up against
England, he ought to be hunting out a
less readily collapsible instrument of in-

direction.

A. G. Keller
New Haven, Conn., September 25

The Peace Commission's
Point of View

To the Editors of The Review:

"Italy's Point of View," as explained
by Mr. H. Nelson Gay in the Review for

September 20, is quite clearly also Mr.

Gay's own point of view, and the point
of view which he thinks should have

prevailed at Paris. I am not writing to

challenge this point of view, or to dis-

pute Mr. Gay's facts; but merely to call

attention to Mr. Gay's misapprehension
of the point of view from which the
Fiume problem was actually envisaged
by those who were responsible for the
decision which was reached. I was at

Paris, attached to the American Com-
mission to Negotiate Peace, and al-

though I was not intimately in touch
with Adriatic problems, I know some-

thing of the different proposals that
were made for the disposition of Fiume,
and of the general lines which the dis-

cussion of those proposals followed.

It was a matter of the degree in

which Italy on the one hand and the

Jugo-Slavs on the other merited a "pre-

mium"; no concerted attitude towards

Italy's national growth and expansion
was involved; there was, I believe, no

suggestion, even on the part of the

Italians, that the disposition of Fiume
had any important relation to the very
different question of Italy's naval safety
on the Adriatic. In particular, the prob-
lem was not one of deciding between
two claimants on the basis of past sup-
port or expected future allegiance or
of the special national interests of the

parties to the decision. Mr. Gay pre-
sents the problem in the conventional
terms of the interplay of "foreign poli-

cies." Forces that might properly be so

described played a part in some of the

settlements made at Paris, but the Fiume
decision was not one of them.
The disposition to be made of Fiume

was, as a matter of fact, a difficult and

disturbing problem, honestly faced and

honestly examined in the light of all the

different factors that might bear upon
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the justice of the decision and the wel-
fare of the peoples affected by it. Ques-
tions which Mr. Gay does not even hint
at were deemed important at Paris. For
example: Was it possible to dispose of
Fiume apart from the whole urban dis-
trict (including Susak), in which the
Croats are a majority? What were the
real desires of the people of Fiume, not
as represented by official resolutions ob-
tained in one way and another, but as
indicated by investigations, made on the
ground? Were the larger affairs of the
city and the port in the hands of the
Italian residents of Fiume, or was small
retail trade, for example, a more char-
acteristic employment of those resi-
dents? Was there danger that in Italian
hands the interests of the port of Fiume
might be subordinated to those of
Trieste? Of the various alternative out-
lets for the Serbo-Croats on the Adriatic
was there any one where the construc-
tion of a safe harbor, adequate port
facilities, and the necessary railway con-
nections was, beyond doubt, practically
feasible? Would the interests of Aus-
tria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia in a
trade outlet to the Adriatic be better
safeguarded if both Trieste and Fiume
were in Italian hands or if one of those
two competing ports was held by another
state? What arrangement would be
most likely to attract the capital needed
to enlarge and develop the port of
Fiume? Did Italy ask for Fiume when
the Treaty of London was made, or was
this claim an afterthought? Is the
physical conformation of Fiume such as
to make practicable a solution like that
reached for Danzig, by which sover-
eignty and the actual control of the
facilities of the port were separately ap-
portioned?
To offset the flavor of innuendo un-

avoidable in a list of questions like the
foregoing, I hasten to say that I do not
assert that every one of these questions
was answered in a way unfavorable to
Italy's contentions. I say merely that
the Fiume decision was a balanced judg-
ment, based on considerations such as
those I have listed. The opinion of
Italian experts was not, as Mr. Gay inti-
mates, disregarded, and neither were the
findings • of competent Italian scholars
that were published before the Fiume
controversy arose.

May I suggest further that the con-
troversy whether Fiume should be
viewed as an Italian colony or a Serbo-
Croat port, may be explained in some
measure by an easily understandable
Italian tendency to think of the State in
terms of cities, and by the natural tend-
ency of an agricultural people like the
Serbo-Croats to think of a city as re-
lated to its hinterland?

The League of Nations and
Siberia

To the Editors of The Review:
In your issue of the 20th Mr. Jerome

Landfield contributes a full-page dis-
cussion of the Siberian situation. Now,
while I neither agree nor disagree at
present with Mr. Landfield's practical
conclusion, I still feel justified in pro-
testing most earnestly against his
whole treatment of the subject.
Mr. Landfield nowhere mentions or

even remotely alludes to the League of
Nations. How he has achieved this feat
is to me incomprehensible. Surely even
in the phase of a mere possibility, the
League of Nations plan must vitally
affect the Siberian as well as every other
international tangle. Your contributor
has chosen to ignore the most essential
and significant feature of his topic.

If Mr. Landfield will only tell us what
the supernational League could do and
should do in Siberia, he will have told
us something of surpassing interest and
thoroughly to the point.

Malcolm C. Burke
Montgomery, Alabama, September 23

[To treat the Siberian situation from
the standpoint of a future League of
Nations would afford opportunity for
interesting theoretical speculations. In
the light, however, of immediate prac-
tical needs, it is putting the cart before
the horse. The restoration of the na-
tional Russian state is a prerequisite to
any effective international organization
for peace, and to postpone the settle-
ment of the Russian problem in the hope
that a League of Nations can handle it,
is both to misjudge the seriousness of
the present situation and to attribute
to the League unhoped-for powers.
While Russia remains in a state of dis-
organization and a prey of rival inter-
ests, there is ever present the danger
of a combination that would render
powerless and futile the League of Na-
tions planned at Paris.

Eds. The Review.]

Daylight-Saving Time

Allyn A. Young
Ithaca, New York, September 22

To the Editors of The Review:
It would seem that enough and more

than enough had been written on the
subject of time adjustment, yet I have
failed to see anything that seems to take
into account all the circumstances that
deserve to be considered, especially as
the question affects the prairie northwest.
It makes a vast difference whether the
hour of daylight is added to clocks keep-
ing sun-time, or whether those clocks are
already a half hour off from sun-time.
To illustrate precisely: We are in longi-
tude 97 degrees and use central time;
that is, our clocks are already a half

hour slow; add the hour for daylight
saving and we are one hour and a half
off from sun-time. The condition be-
comes more abnormal farther west; at
Pierre, still using central time, the longi-
tude is over 100 degrees and the differ-
ence between sun-time and daylight-sav-
ing time is nearly two hours. Such is the
condition throughout the Dakotas east
of the river. Now, since the Dakotas lie
between 43 and 49 degrees latitude, our
measure of sunshine in the long sum-
mer days is great and our nights hardly
long enough for the sleep that growing
children need. With daylight-saving
clocks at midsummer it is just twilight
at ten o'clock, making bedtime an hour
too late. Gardens can still be hoed at
that hour and farm chores be attended
to without lanterns. I think we are all
agreed that for us there is no advantage
in daylight saving and there are some
serious inconveniences.

I suspect that opinion is the same in
all places lying much west of the merid-
ian from which their time is reckoned.
Some relief could be secured by breaking
the coincidence of the daylight-saving
change and the standard time change.
All the clocks from Cleveland to Pierre
at present are alike, using in the winter
approximately the time of Chicago
standard central time; in the summer
they are still all alike, but use the time
of New York. Now suppose that during
the summer months the clocks were made
uniform from New York to Chicago,
using the time of meridian 82y2 , ap-
proximately that of Cleveland, places be-
tween Cleveland and New York under-
going no change, places between Cleve-
land and Chicago setting their clocks an
hour ahead. In like manner, have all
places between Chicago and Denver
agreed to use the time of the meridian
97 1,2, approximately that of Omaha The
railroads might find some difficulty in
determining the points at which changes
should be made, but no greater difficultythan was experienced in determining the
limits of standard time. It is well, how-
ever, to bear in mind that those limits
have in some cases, such as the Dakota
prairie, not been determined consistentlywith the convenience of the local public.
If the division points between central
and mountain time were placed as near
the western boundary of Minnesota as
possible, our condition would be much
improved.
The suggestion that the change in the

fall should be made at the end of Sep-tember instead of the end of October is
certainly sensible. With us, from the
first of September, the sun begins to rise
about seven (daylight-saving time), and
thus for two months work begins with
artificial light; there is no saving- elec-
tricity may as well be used at the end of
the day as at the beginning and with a
great deal pleasanter feeling to all con-
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cerned, for it seems to be human nature

to object to getting up before the sun.

The further suggestion that even

without the daylight-saving law the

benefit of the arrangement can be ob-

tained is doubtless true, but to expect

municipalities to take individual action

is not in accord with common sense.

And unless there were practical una-

nimity the inconveniences would offset

most of the gain. Before the adoption of

standard time it was necessary in one

city to keep different times in mind and
make the necessary reductions. Even
after the change many communities still

experienced, in a less degree, the same

difficulty from the reluctance of the peo-

ple, especially the rural population, to

adopt the standard time. Even to this

day there are communities where one
must calculate the difference, if one
wishes to take a train or attend church,
between sun and standard time. To ex-

pect communities of themselves to make
a change in harmony with other com-
munities is more than human nature
will justify. If a Federal law can not
be secured, there must be some concerted

action under leadership of a national

organization. But Federal law could

probably be secured, if painstaking care

were exercised in working out details to

suit as far as possible varying condi-

tions.

William H. Powers
Brookings, South Dakota, September 18

The Canadian Industrial Conference

THE
results of the conference at

Ottawa between members of the

Dominion and Provincial Governments
and representatives of labor and capital

will, of course, be interpreted by differ-

ent men according to their individual

points of view. Some, perhaps over-

sanguine, will be disappointed because

those results were not more tangible and

positive. Others may be astonished that

the conference did not end prematurely
in a free fight between employer and

employee. It may be said, however, with
some authority that those responsible
for the meeting are satisfied that it has

brought the warring elements of indus-

try closer together than they ever have
been in the past, and this at a time

when the possibility of a rapprochement
seemed peculiarly remote.

A word or two as to how and why the

Canadian Conference was brought about

may be timely in view of the approach-

ing conference at Washington. Last

spring the Canadian Government ap-

pointed a Royal Commission on Indus-

trial Relations. That Commission held

public hearings in industrial centres

from Victoria to Sydney, and in June
last submitted its report embodying a

number of important recommendations,
which may be very briefly summarized:

Fixing of a minimum wage, especially
for women, girls, and unskilled labor;
a maximum workday of eight hours and
a weekly rest of not less than 24 hours;
state insurance against unemployment,
sickness, invalidity, and old age; pro-

portional representation; the regulation
of public works to relieve unemploy-
ment; assistance in building workers'

homes; establishment of a bureau for

promoting industrial councils; restora-

tion of the fullest liberty of speech and
of the press consistent with the inter-

ests of the community; recognition of

the right to organize; payment of a liv-

ing wage; recognition of collective bar-

gaining; extension of equal opportuni-

ties in education. It will be seen that

some of these recommendations are
much more contentious than others, and
it must be said at once that while five

of the seven commissioners signed the

report, two put in a minority report
giving only a guarded approval to some
of the recommendations, and one of the

five thought it necessary to explain his

views in a supplementary report.
As the carrying out of some of the

recommendations involved legislation by
the provincial legislatures rather than
the Dominion Parliament, and the suc-

cess of practically all of them depended
upon the attitude of capital and labor,
the Commission suggested that a con-

ference should be held of representatives
of the Provincial Governments and those

of capital and labor, for the purpose of

considering the whole question and, if

possible, arriving at a unanimous deci-

sion. In adopting this suggestion, the

Dominion Government broadened both
the personnel and the programme of the

conference. It also very carefully
avoided any future suggestion that the

delegates were hand-picked. Acting
through such national bodies as the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association
and the Trades and Labor Congress of

Canada—the latter corresponding to the

American Federation of Labor—the

Government invited all the recognized
organizations of employers and employ-
ees to send delegates to the conference.

These formed two of the three groups
into which the conference was divided.

The third, designed as far as practica-
ble to represent the remainder of the

people—that long-suffering middle class

trampled on impartially by both capital
and labor—included delegates from the
Union of Canadian Municipalities, the
Great War Veterans Association, the

Engineering Institute of Canada, the
Canadian Mining Institute, the Cana-
dian Reconstruction Association, mem-
bers of the Labor Sub-Committee which

acts in an advisory capacity to the Cabi-

net, members of the Royal Commission
on Industrial Relations, representatives
of various Federal and Provincial de-

partments, etc. The farming com-

munity was not directly represented, be-

cause it would have been hopelessly one-

sided, farm labor being unorganized,
but indirectly it was represented by dele-

gates from the Federal and Provincial

departments of Agriculture. A fourth

group embracing members of the Do-
minion Government, the Leader of the

Opposition, Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King,
and members of all the Provincial Gov-

ernments, took part in the discussions,
but not in the committee work.
Much of the success of the conference

was due to the careful preparatory work
of the Chairman and the Secretary,
Hon. Gideon Robertson, Federal Minis-
ter of Labor, and Gerald Brown, Secre-

tary of the Reconstruction and Develop-
ment Committee of the cabinet. Acting
throughout in cooperation with a joint
committee of employers and workmen,
they compiled and had printed in ad-

vance for the use of the delegates a

pamphlet containing information as to

the various items of the proposed
agenda, the text of the labor features of

the Treaty of Peace, statistics of indus-

trial disputes in Canada, legislation as

to industrial disputes, hours of labor, and
minimum wage in Canada and other

countries. In addition to this general

information, data of a more detailed

character, on each of the subjects

brought before the conference, were

prepared and distributed to the dele-

gates during the sessions. While every-

thing was done in this way to supply
the material for intelligent discussion,
the committee as carefully avoided the

preparation of resolutions beforehand,
or any of the other familiar expedients

designed to lead public meetings in the

way that they should go.

The procedure of the conference was

simple, and apparently worked very

smoothly. All questions introduced were
discussed for a limited period and then

referred to one of nine committees, each

consisting of three representatives of

the employers, three of the employees,
and two of what was known as Group 3,

the latter to have fullest right of dis-

cussion but no voting power, as the con-

ference was primarily one of capital and
labor. The committees reported back to

the conference, and the question was

again debated, and, if possible, crystal-

lized in a resolution. The conference

met during the day, and the committees
at night, an arrangement which made it

possible to dispose of the many impor-
tant questions on the agenda in six

days, although in one case at least it in-

volved an all-night sitting.

One who followed the discussion in

the conference could not fail to notice
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the very remarkable change in the mu-
tual attitude of capital and labor as the

days went by. At the beginning there

was a sharply drawn difference of opin-
ion between the representatives of capi-
tal and labor on nearly all questions,
and a certain atmosphere of dis-

trust and suspicion. The frank ex-

change of views, however, by men, and
also by women, who showed themselves
not only remarkably familiar with the

questions they discussed, but also sin-

cere, fearless, and in the main fair-

minded, inevitably brought the two sides

within measurable distance of a mutual

understanding. And while it would be
idle to say that the conference has
broken down the wall between capital
and labor, it has unquestionably made
wide breaches, and probably paved the

way to a basis of cooperation that will

be fair and equitable to both sides, and

perhaps even to the large intermediate

group.
It must suffice here to note that the

committees and the conference reached
unanimous conclusions on the following

points: recommending the establish-

ment of joint industrial councils, but
without endorsing any set plan, and the
creation of a Federal bureau to gather
data and furnish information and as-

sistance; recommending the appoint-
ment of a Federal board to enquire into

the subjects of state insurance against
unemployment, sickness, invalidity, and
old age, and widows' pensions; recom-

mending the adoption of minimum wage
laws for women and children in prov-
inces that have not yet enacted such

legislation (five have already taken ac-

tion), the adoption of a uniform law and
method of application throughout the

Dominion, the minimum to be deter-
mined from time to time with due re-

gard to local living conditions, and the

appointment of a royal commission to

investigate wages of unskilled workers;
commending the action of the Dominion
and Provincial Governments in their
united efforts to improve housing con-

ditions; and welcoming the declaration
of the Prime Minister that a Speaker's
Conference would be called to investi-

gate the merits of proportional repre-
sentation; urging the Governments of
the Provinces to establish compulsory
education for full time at least up to
and including the fourteenth year, and
for part time in cities and towns for the
two ensuing years, and that education in
all grades should be made free (these
provisions already in force in most of
the provinces) ; recommending adequate
provision, by public works or otherwise,
by Federal, Provincial, and municipal
governments, to avert serious unemploy-
ment during the ensuing eight months,
and commending the policy agreed upon
by the Provinces of centralization of
labor supply and demand in one agency ;

recommending the appointment of a

board composed of representatives of

the Federal and Provincial Governments,
of the employers and the employees, to

bring about uniformity in the Provin-

cial laws relating to industrial labor.

On some of the more contentious ques-
tions—hours of labor, employees' right

to organize, recognition of labor unions,

and collective bargaining, the commit-
tees were not unanimous, but it may
fairly be said that the representatives
of employers and employees were not

very far apart in principle, and that a

common basis of agreement is now
within measurable distance. The ses-

sion closed with two notable addresses

by representative bankers, who sounded
a warning to both employers and em-

ployees that they must get together and

speed up production, or both they and
their country would come to grief.

L. J. B.

Ottawa, Canada.

Book Reviews
A Good Intent Gone Wrong
Carnegie Pensions. By J. McKeen Cat-

tell. With extracts from letters from
two hundred and fourteen college and

university professors, and an article on
the History of the Carnegie Founda-

tion, by Joseph Jastrow, and the re-

ports of the Committee on Pensions
and Insurance of the American Asso-

ciation of University Professors. New
York: The Science Press.

PROFESSOR
Cattell takes up in this

volume the history of perhaps the

only serious disappointment among the

benevolent enterprises of one of the

greatest benefactors of modern times.

The announcement that Mr. Carnegie

had given ten million dollars to estab-

lish a foundation for the advancement

of teaching, through a system of retir-

ing pensions for college teachers, seemed

at first to herald a distinct advance in

the comfort, dignity, and safety of the

teaching profession. It was felt that a

better spirit and a higher measure of

success would thus be put into the work.

If the plan had developed as intended

by the donor, showing the results that

he and so many others so confidently

anticipated, it would have met no serious

setback in the final discovery that ten

million dollars was only a fraction of

the money which would be required to

bring all worthy institutions within its

scope and carry it to permanent success.

But troublesome questions began to

arise almost immediately. Mr. Carnegie

had not wished to include "sectarian"

colleges in his benefaction. It was, and

remains, the belief of most men con-

nected with "denominational" colleges

that this exclusion grew out of a mis-

taken idea as to the real nature of the

management and teaching in such col-

leges. But with the donor's right to

make the limitation admitted, the trus-

tees never succeeded in drawing the line

in a way which met with general ap-

proval. Certain colleges became "non-

sectarian" by slight changes in their

charters and by-laws which did not in

any essential particular alter their edu-

cational practice, but did subject them
to more or less criticism from patrons
who felt that they were in some degree

forsaking connection with the body of

men to whom they owed their existence

and endowments. Others which refused

to make any change, and thus denied

themselves the expected benefits of the

endowment, though not a whit more sec-

tarian than the denominational schools

which had complied, were criticised by
certain elements in their constituency
as unduly narrow. It was not a pleas-

ant situation for either the colleges or

the trustees of the Foundation, and in

the insurance work to which the Foun-
dation has finally turned its attention,

the attempt to distinguish between sec-

tarian and non-sectarian has faded

away. This feature, however, Mr. Cat-

tell's book does not treat. We have
mentioned it only as an element which

may, even if only as a subconscious in-

fluence, have had something to do with
the fact that it was finally determined
to turn the work of the Foundation into

a new direction rather than raise the

necessary funds to carry it through in

accord with Mr. Carnegie's original

plan.

Again, a doubt arose in many minds,
almost from the start, whether the plan
was fundamentally sound, as a means
for "the advancement of teaching" in

our colleges. A certain proportion felt

that the receiving of a pension, except

perhaps in case of disability arising
from accident rather than age, would
detract from the self-respect of the re-

cipient, and the respect in which he was
held by others—that it would come to

be regarded as a badge of pauperism
rather than of honor. This is a point

wholly beyond the power of argument
to decide. A larger number have felt

that the one right way to provide for

the old age of the college teacher is to

put his salary on a basis more nearly
commensurate with the real value of

his services, so that he may have no
less opportunity to provide in advance
for his old age than that enjoyed by
men of equal ability, character, and

training in other callings; and leave pro-
vision by pension merely to teachers

who through some misfortune break
down at too early a period to have made
their own provision. And each college
should have fixed upon it by public sen-

timent, if not by spontaneous right

feeling, the moral obligation to take
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care of all cases of this type. But it

has been thought that a general retiring

pension fund, supplied by outside philan-

thropy, tends against the due apprecia-
tion of the necessity of a heavy increase

in all college salaries. Trustees and
donors naturally regard the pension as

the equivalent of an increase in salary,

and let the matter rest there. In the

meantime, the professor to whom that

increase will come only after a long
series of years, and when his regular

salary shall have ceased, has to meet the

always increasing cost of living. It is

no wonder, then, that the younger men,
all along, have been ready to say,

"Throw away your pension system that

will normally not help me for years to

come and give me now a salary on which
I can live in reasonable comfort, spend
enough on books, travel, etc., to enable

me to do my real duty to the college, and

lay by a reasonable sum for my own old

age, or for those who may be dependent

upon me." There can be no question
but that this position, when fairly put,
is much more convincing than anything
which can be said for a pension system.
The question which many would regard
as the more debatable is, whether the

pension plan as things now are really

stands seriously in the way of reaching
a proper salary basis.

But even that question has lost its im-
mediate importance through the fact

that the trustees of the Carnegie Foun-
dation have abandoned the pension sys-

tem, except for the carrying out of defi-

nite engagements made before the

change was decided upon. In Mr. Cat-

tell's opinion (in agreement, it must be

said, with that of many others) they
have not properly drawn the line in de-

termining what they will regard as

definite engagements already made. We
do not choose, however, to go into a

discussion of that matter here, or to

thresh out the question whether the

trustees have done an injustice in ex-

pressing the opinion that many college

professors have been unduly ready to

avail themselves of the pension privilege
at the earliest possible moment. It is

the opinion of the author of the book
that the trustees have sought to create

that impression as one means of bolster-

ing up their determination to change
from the pension plan to that of provid-

ing insurance and annuities. But we
doubt whether a discussion of motives
in that connection would interest college
teachers and the public generally quite
as deeply as it seems to interest the

author. The larger number are con-

cerned rather with the merit or demerit
of the new proposal. Is, or is not, the

proposed system of insurance policies

and annuities a thing to commend itself

to the good judgment of the college

world?
The judgments expressed in this

volume are almost wholly against it. It

must be said, however, that these judg-
ments are based partly on an original
feature from which the Carnegie board
has now receded, largely because of the
criticisms of the men whose views the
volume expresses. The objectionable
feature in question was that the taking
of policies was to be obligatory on all

members of the faculties of participat-

ing colleges, except those in service

before the plan was adopted. The un-
wisdom of this requirement should have
been clear to the Carnegie managers
from the start, and the fact that it was
not seen by them helps to increase the

growing presumption that neither the

Carnegie board nor any such exterior

board can wisely attempt to interfere

with the internal policies of educational

institutions, as a condition of doing
them some service. To kill the genuine
independence of such institutions with
the hand of kindness is about the great-
est unkindness which could be done to

them. The standardizing hand is all

right within its proper limits; but when
it is laid upon the things of the mind
(and education has hardly as yet ceased
to be a thing of the mind), it is wholly
outside its legitimate province. Let us
not forget that the land where standard-
ization has had its way more completely
than in any other lies to-day in a heap
of moral and political ruin.

The naturally vigorous resistance to

the now abandoned obligatory require-
ment may have led to a frame of mind a

little too sensitive to other objections.
But there are others, as to the weight
of which men will differ. It has been

shown, we think conclusively, that the
cost of the insurance which is offered

by the Carnegie authorities differs so

little from that of existing sound insur-

ance companies that the Carnegie sys-
tem can hardly be considered as a "ben-

efaction" at all, and that therefore Mr.

Carnegie's laudable desire to do a really

important service to the cause of educa-

tion has been allowed wholly to miscarry.
It is also claimed, by Mr. Cattell and

many others whose views are recorded
in this volume, that the glaring miscal-

culations which have been made in the

past by the Carnegie managers in con-

nection with the pension system give
little promise that they have the special

qualifications necessary to the safe

management of a great insurance com-

pany. Here again, we enter a field

where proof is impossible, one way or

the other. But the mere fact that it

is impossible will, of course, deter many
from taking the Carnegie policies.

As to the book itself, it would be

pleasanter reading if Mr. Cattell were

capable of controlling his unremittent
and exasperating spirit of belligerency.

Belligerency for its own sake grows ex-

ceedingly tiresome to most well-balanced

minds. This criticism does not apply to

the part of the book written by Pro-
fessor Jastrow, or to the two reports

signed by Professors Arthur O. Lovejoy
and Harlan F. Stone, of the American
Association of College Professors. And
the more reasonable tone of these por-
tions gives to their strictures the

greater weight. Naturally, this ma-
terial had already appeared, at different

times covering a period of several years,
and had accomplished at least a part of

its purpose in influencing the Carnegie
board to change certain features of its

plan. American college life, however, is

not through with its dealing with such

external agencies as the Carnegie Foun-

dation, and it is well that this record of

certain pretty serious mistakes should

be preserved and studied, if our higher
education is to get the great benefit in-

tended by such benefactions without

suffering the harm which is always pos-
sible from errors of judgment or purpose
in the human agencies established for

their administration.

Yarns, Medium Size

Yellow Men Sleep. By Jeremy Lane.
New York: The Century Company.

Sorcery. By Francis Charles MacDonald.
New York: The Century Company.

The Siamese Cat. By Henry Milner Ride-

out. New York: Duffield and Com-
pany.

All the Brothers Were Valiant. By
Ben Ames Williams. New York: The
Macmillan Company.

TO
its disadvantage, "Yellow Men

Sleep" is the bulkiest of these tales

of exotic adventure. A yarn loses by
every page it is strung out beyond its

natural proportions. Its best effect

hangs on the utmost economy and com-

pression. It has to beware not only of

dull moments but of the minute slacken-

ings which give threat of dullness. The
author of "Yellow Men Sleep" seems to

have chosen Will Levington Comfort as

his model. He inscribes this book to

that romantic author, mentions him in

the text, calls his hero Levington, and

spins a yarn according to the master's

recipe. Con Levington is son of a

wanderer who has picturesquely dis-

posed of himself with drink and "dope,"

out of grief for his dead wife. The

process has taken many years, in course

of which Con has grown to boyhood. He
associates the memory of his father with

a strange odor, spicy and heady, that

has hung about him in his later years.

That smell you might call the villain of

the piece. It belongs to a heavy, ob-

livion-bringing drug, produced only in a

hidden kingdom of the Chinese deserts.

To destroy this traffic in koresh, the

"soul-dark," the kingdom must be found;

and our friend Levington is the pre-

destined lad for the job. Fortunately

the kingdom is so hard to find that its
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only human link with the world has to

carry a map. This is Chee Ming, Vizier
and sole koresh-distributor for the secret

realm. We steal his map, we beat him to

the kingdom, we rescue the princess (an
American kidnapped in infancy), we
take, as it were, the cake. We are a
trifle elaborate and long-winded about it.

We make phrases when we ought to be

getting on. The tale begins with "a

quiet urge in her veins," and "a gray-
feathered night in spring," and when at

the last the lovers approach each other
for the kiss-curtain, "she was magic
upon him; his voice was dry in a mutiny
of nerves." As in the work of W. L.

Comfort, there is something both hectic

and mincing here, both acrid and syrupy—a smell, above all, but what of?

Our other yarns are swifter, less

musky-flavored, more masculine. "Sor-

cery," for all its central motive, is less a
tale of Hawaiian magic than of East and
West trying conclusions, and less that

than a brisk fable of adventure. The
author is vastly sophisticated; as know-
ing (in a later manner) as the young
Kipling was. Undergraduates should
adore his form, and we suspect his own
undergraduate days are not long past.
In his opening pages he nearly persuades
himself and us that he is concerned with

character-study, "psychological" reac-

tions, and so on, working towards a

tropical tragedy of some weight. And
there is no change in his manner when,
very shortly, we find ourselves racing
through the doorways and tumbling
down the staircases of romantic farce.

Nor, unhappily, does he let up on the

man-of-the-worldly accent even during
the preposterous episode which wrecks
the joyousness of our adventure—brutal
as well as farce because it is too pre-
posterous—that episode which sees our
enlightened Americans torturing to'

death with hot irons an old Kanaka in
order to get a confession out of him.
A group of fairly representative White
Men engaged in torturing an old native
to death with hot irons can not be made
an amusing episode of polite comedy or
even farce. It is altogether out of order.
It violates the code of the White Man,
as Kipling taught it to us—of the
creature who might be a mischievous
boy and an overbearing master, but
could never pass the bounds dividing the
sad dog from the cur, far less the bounds
dividing the West from the East, the
White Man from the Black. But, worse
for our purpose, it also violates the
crudest sense of artistic decorum. On
the whole, "Sorcery" leaves us with the

feeling of having been let in for a
not altogether savory confection which
might have been slyly concocted by Edith
Wharton, Jack London, and Henry Mil-
ner Rideout.
Not that Mr. Rideout, for one, would

have taken a hand. For he has a well-

nigh unerring sense of the decorum of

the yarn. Improbabilities are his stock
in trade, but only as they stop short of

the preposterous. There are fishy epi-
sodes and coincidences in "The Siamese
Cat"—if you look for them. But you
are unlikely to have time or inclination

to look for them: too much is "doing"
and you can't afford to be left behind.

In this tale, also, the action concerns a
few Americans in the Far East. There
is a youth some time exiled, in the name
of commerce, "a solitary white man lost

in the flux and flow of the yellow
myriads." A chance glimpse of a pretty
patriot compatriot on a holiday in Japan
sets him dreaming. In due course they
meet (in China) and queer things begin
to happen, involving a sacred cat, a
stolen ruby, and other gratifying mat-
ters of that romantic order. Of course
the cat and the ruby, however elusive,
are not lost, and the little comedy ends
as such journeys should. The plot, you
may say, is slight and artificial enough.
What makes it "go" is largely the easy
charm of Mr. Rideout's style, which
never strains and is never common. No-
body else now writing this special kind
of thing writes with equal grace and
ease and vigor:

The cat, sitting beside Owen's feet,
blinked sagely at the night-lamp with gob-
lin eyes of changing fire. He yawned hun-
grily, jingled his silver bells, then in slow
revolution trod out a lair and curled down
to sleep. Owen lay wakeful; or, dozing
wearily, started at every flutter of bats
without, every stir of geckoes on his cham-
ber wall. But the pink mists of dawn
glimmered at last through his doors: noth-
ing had happened.

"All the Brothers Were Valiant" is a
yarn of "red blood" which the publish-
ers naturally compare with the sea-tales

of Jack London. The picture on the

jacket of the pair of hulking brutes as-

saulting each other with harpoon and
handspike gives gory promise, not to be
unfulfilled. Here are tempest, mutiny,
and sudden death. Here are brothers at

odds, a woman between them to battle

for. Here, even, is a hidden treasure to

turn men's hearts against each other.
Yet the tale as a whole is quite different
from what London would have made it.

He was the romancer of brute force ; he
would have had Mark Shore win, by dint
of his thews and inches and ruthless
heart. But Mark Shore's heart is not
ruthless: in the end it yields to the

right, as his body has yielded to the fist,

of his younger brother Joel. And it is

Joel, who loathes force, and loves decency
of life not less than his Priss, who sur-
vives to carry on the brave tradition of
the House of Shore. Finally, the love-

element or "heart-interest" of the story
is sound romantic stuff, instead of the

perfunctory commodity London pro-
duced to order. The style of this nar-

rative, also, is worth making note of, for

its simplicity and solidity and, as it

were, its fine dull finish. The yarn has

always been a form worth the highest

pains, and a fresh devotion to it on the

part of responsible writers is a good
sign for any literary generation.

H. W. BOYNTON

Lest We Forget
Helping France. By Ruth Gaines. New

York: E. P. Dutton and Company.

NOWHERE
in post-war books has the

appeal of France to the world been

given with a surer sense of reality than

in this little book. The author was a

member of the Smith College Unit in

France, the first to be sent to France

by a woman's college. It worked as a

part of the French Service de Sante,
until transferred to our own Red Cross

early in 1918. The unit of sixteen mem-
bers had charge of a district in the

Somme of thirty-six square miles em-

bracing sixteen villages. Its duties in-

cluded the supply to the inhabitants of

the first necessities of life—clothing,

beds, stoves, milk, and livestock. The
unit devoted itself particularly to the

care of the children of the district; doc-

tors and nurses made weekly rounds of

the districts, holding dispensaries and

visiting sick children in their homes.
Classes in sewing and carpentry were

opened and a children's hospital was
established at Nesle. It is characteristic

of the German treatment of the districts

they abandoned in the spring of 1917
that the old hospital of the Sisters of

Charity in that town had been stripped
bare by them before their retreat. The
one remaining civilian doctor had "lit-

erally no instruments, no drugs, and no
means of conveyance." During the ter-

rible days of the German drive in 1918,
the unit actually took charge of a mili-

tary hospital at Beauvais. Miss Gaines,

then, is writing of a work in which she
herself took part.
Of the systematic and thorough nature

of the devastation we get repeated rec-

ord in Miss Gaines's book. It is written
for the most part in an impersonal tone.

It is largely, perhaps even too much for
the casual reader's interest, concerned
with organization and interrelation of
the various bodies concerned in the work
of relief. But no one can have lived

through the author's experience with-
out having something to tell at first hand
of the ruin the Germans wrought in the

regions they occupied. From the be-

ginning they proceeded on the plan of

systematically wrecking whatever fell

into their hands. "We are not making
war solely against the French army," a
German officer told the Mayor of Noyon
in 1914, when that official protested
against the violations of the Hague con-

vention, "we are making it against the
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whole of France; our aim is to weaken

it, to ruin it by every means possible.

If we spare ever so little of the civil

population of the war, and do not com-

pel them to undergo all its consequences,
it is because we are not barbarians ; such

are methods of war. The harder they

are, the more inexorable, the shorter will

be the war."
The devastated area extended over

something like six thousand square

miles, inhabited by two million people,

the most thickly populated, most fertile,

and most highly developed industrial

part of France. Something like a quar-
ter of this region was reclaimed in 1917,

only to be again submerged in the flood

of the German drive in the spring of

the following year. At the time of the

German retreat in 1917, skilled me-
chanics wrecked all agricultural ma-

chinery by removing the same essential

part from every machine; expert forest-

ers girdled the fruit-trees, trained chem-
ists poisoned the wells. The harvests of

1914-15-16 were seized by the Germans.
In 1917 there was no cultivation what-

ever, the futile attempt to resume work
in 1918 was completely wrecked, and as

late as January, 1919, only ten acres of

the 750 of arable land had been sown
for this year. It is estimated that it

will take five years to restore the land

to its pre-war cultivation, and that two-

fifths of it is unusable for the present,
because of trenches, fragments of shells,

and unexploded projectiles.
It was into such districts that the Red

Cross section for civilian relief came
with its warehouses, its trucks crammed
with supplies for distribution, its doc-

tors and nurses.

The Red Cross combined with a host

of societies, French, English, and Amer-
ican, which were engaged in assisting
the refugees and rebuilding the ruins,

opened its stores to them, used them
whenever possible as a means of dis-

tribution, and took their place in dis-

tricts which till then had lacked a help-

ing hand. It cooperated in every way
with the efforts of the French Govern-
ment and worked in harmony with the
French officials. But the work of the
Red Cross did not end with the armis-

tice; in fact, the ending of hostilities

only opened new fields. The vast region
abandoned by the Germans in the last

months of the war was in pitiable con-

dition. In the Departement du Nord
alone it was necessary to provide at

once the means of life for over a million

persons, a number increased daily by
thousands of returning exiles. The sit-

uation called for prompt and energetic
action. Working under the direction of

the French Government, the Red Cross
now devoted itself to emergency relief.

It established six huge warehouses in

northern France into which it poured
the stores no longer needed for its serv-

ice with the army ; it organized a trans-

port service to take the place of the
ruined railroads and tramways in the
devastated region, and drew on the ac-

cumulated stores of the Belgian Relief

Commission in exchange for other neces-

sities. The Children's Bureau of the Red
Cross devoted itself with special zeal

to the care of children in the liberated

towns, stunted and weakened by four

years of insufficient food, and established

a chain of school canteens where it was
possible for them to get at least one

hearty meal a day. The task is not yet

accomplished. It will be long years be-

fore the ruin the Germans left behind
them is rebuilt, but every day sees some
part of the task performed, and every
day deepens the hold which the Red
Cross of America has on the affections

of the people of France. It was no

spirit of boasting, but a true conscious-

ness of work well done that led a di-

rector of the Red Cross to reply, when
asked what monument the organization
would leave behind as a memorial, "Our
aim has been to help France in their

own way, our monument will be in their

hearts."

Orthodox Recent History
Fifty Years of Europe. By Charles Dow-

ner Hazen. New York: Henry Holt
and Company.

WHERE
does history leave off and

journalistic narrative begin? This

has been a moot question ever since

French scholars over a generation ago

pointed the way to a conception of his-

tory based on the scientific evaluation

of the evidence afforded by documentary
materials. From this point of view it is

evident that a prerequisite for the writ-

ing of history is the release from the

seal of secrecy of the archives and dip-
lomatic correspondence of the nations

concerned. Naturally such indispen-
sable documents are not available until

the danger of embarrassing contempo-
rary political relations is past.

Manifestly, therefore, an attempt to

tell the story of the last fifty years can
not be regarded as serious history. But
this does not mean that such a narra-
tive must be classed as journalistic. A
solid background of history of the pre-
ceding period makes possible an ad
interim account, subject to some correc-

tions as additional primary material be-

comes accessible, but on the whole sound
and dependable. Looked at from this

point of view, Professor Hazen has
rendered a real service. He has set

forth in readable form a well-balanced
account of the development of interna-
tional relations and of political changes
since 1870. Professor Hazen's interpre-
tation of these political movements is

essentially orthodox, and one looks in

vain for any attempt to place them be-

fore us in a new light. Not that novel-

ties are necessarily desirable or that we
should welcome the upsetting of cher-

ished theories or prejudices, but one

naturally expects that as additional ma-
terial becomes available, it will place a
new aspect on many of the accepted ac-

counts from which we have been all too

ready to draw general conclusions.

From the economic interpretation of

history, a hobby which some of our

sophomoric historical and political writ-

ers have ridden nearly to death, Pro-
fessor Hazen steers clear. While this

is restful to the complacent soul, it is

by no means an unmixed benefit. An
overdose of economic interpretation is

fatal to any historical work, but to treat

the recent development of the British

Empire, the relations between Great
Britain and Ireland, the rise of the Bal-
kan States, or the Russo-Japanese war,
without placing the economic factors in

their proper perspective, is to detract

somewhat from the value of the volume
as a whole.

On the other hand, the author has
shown an admirable fairness and free-

dom from bias. In arrangement and
proportion his narrative is excellent.

The general reader will find it a handy
book of reference with an amazing
amount of information compressed with-
in its 400 pages. The author has no pet
theories to set forth or prejudices to

exploit, and what his book lacks in fresh-
ness and novelty it makes up in bal-

ance and freedom from partisanship.
For the benefit of those who will use this

book as a manual, we may venture the

suggestion that in a later edition Pro-
fessor Hazen include a bibliography
that will guide the general reader in his

selection of authoritative supplementary
material and aid him in avoiding, in the

overwhelming mass of recent publica-

tions, that which is ephemeral and un-

worthy of credence.

The Run ofthe Shelves

IT
may be possible to quarrel with

Theodore Roosevelt, but it is im-

possible to avoid a fondness for the

author of "Theodore Roosevelt's Letters
to his Children (Charles Scribner's

Sons). Perhaps the fondness may
not suffice to conquer stubborn disap-

provals or ingrained dislikes, but the

fondness itself is likewise unconquer-
able, and the lion and the lamb must lie

down together henceforth in one's esti-

mate of the many-sided President. The
letters deal with matters of fact set down
in the most straightforward and un-

hesitating manner. Affection scallops
their edges in openings like "Darling
Little Ethel" and "Blessed Archikins,"
or globes itself into pellets of sugar-like
hardness and sweetness, such as "I loved

your little letter." Of course the letters
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have not the bad taste to be exceptional.

When Skip, the dog, is described as

"bathing himself in the companionship
of the only one of his family he has

left," the reader marks the phrase as the

one adventure of its kind in a plain-

spoken, crisp, and energetic book. The
topics are mainly animals and sports.

The parents are half children, and the

girls are half boys, and the children are

half animals, and the animals are half-

human. The life reminds us of some

primitive elder day, of the fraternity of

man and child, of man and beast, in some
caravanserai of "Ben-Hur," some court-

yard of Homeric Ithaca.

The man whom some thought an auto-

crat in democratic America seems to

have been truly democratic in that dicta-

torship to which he was called by father-

hood. His paternity is not wholly un-

like the parenthood of animals—it is so

quiet, so assured, so undespotic, and so

unpretending. Here is no chasm to be

bridged, no presidency for the children

to surmount; the level on which the

father met the sons and daughters was
a part of his nature as really as it was
the whole of theirs. Advice is forth-

coming, but not forthrushing. When
Ted (now Colonel Theodore Roosevelt)
is balancing the claims of the profes-

sions, the father writes to the son with

priceless good sense, but without any
eagerness or pride in counsel, rather
with a deference to the boy himself,
which is possibly a phase of the good
sense. When there are no dogs or horses
or rabbits or badgers or lynxes or

cougars to write about, he sometimes
writes to Kermit about Dickens. He is

very fond of Dickens, not minding the
detail that "Dickens was an ill-natured,
selfish cad and boor, who had no under-

standing of what the word gentleman
meant" (page 220). That fondness need
not prove a bar to diatribe is a discov-

ery very consoling to former foes who are

beginning to be fond of Mr. Roosevelt.
As for Dickens, one who remembers
Betsey Trotwood's nine words of coun-
sel to her departing nephew : "Never be

mean; never be false; never be cruel,"
will think twice before denying gentle-
manliness to the parent of their parent.
Sometimes the contact of inequalities

in these letters is curiously and amus-
ingly reflective of the neighborship of
diversities in the man's life. On page
132, in a letter to Kermit, he is expan-
sive on Mrs. Roosevelt's approval of the
chicken which he fried in camp; on the
next page, in the same letter, he is

pacifying Russia and Japan. After
chickens, one has time for empires. He
is reasonably modest about his world-
famed Russo-Japanese achievement, but
elation peeps out in his record of the
cookery. A wife's praise of his fried
chicken is a test through which no man's
humility can pass unscathed. The allu-

sions to Mrs. Roosevelt, who appears,
sometimes as Edith, much oftener as

Mother, are always proud and fond. Her
good looks appear to have been a family
treasure to which the housebreaker, Old

Age, must never filch the key.

In that war of opinion which fairly

dwarfed that of the battlefields, car-

toons played almost as important a part
as the printed word. Our Government
found it worth while to prompt the

draughtsmen for the daily press through
a Bureau of Cartoons. The director,

George J. Hecht, now brings together a

hundred of the more effective designs
under the title, "The War in Cartoons"

(Dutton). Cesare, of the New York
Evening Post, is most fully represented,
and for imaginative power well de-

serves his prominence. Kirby, of the

World, touches certain moods of pathos
with a distinction quite his own. The
incomparably just and genial Briggs, of

the Tribune, has only one sketch, con-

cerning reconstruction. He merits a
fuller representation. Ding, Sykes,

Gibson, Flagg, McCutcheon may be sig-
nalized among other notable contribu-
tors. The album suffers somewhat from
incoherence. Cartoons are made to be
seen separately. Probably a better se-

lection could have been made from pre-
war caricature and cartoon. Much ear-

lier than the country at large, the artists

from the press grasped the horror of

German aggression and the shame of our

neutrality. It was not rare to find

papers neutral in the editorial column
while the cartoonist expressed a fine in-

dignation against the words and deeds
of the Hun. The cartoonists helped
loyally in the war, they helped more to

make the sentiment that brought the
war home to us as our concern, and they
did this without the aid of Mr. Creel's

artistic advisers. It will awaken a thrill

to relive the war with the present
volume in hand, but the definitive record
of the service of our cartoonists still

remains to be made.

Few words are needed about Rae-
maekers' "Cartoon History of the War,"
the third volume of which now appears
in the Century Company's popular edi-

tion. The period is that immediately
preceding America's intervention. With
his strong and sensitive imagination
Raemaekers has made visible the verdict

of all civilization. It is a terrible judg-
ment, for it meets the German on his

own chosen ground of Kultur. It shows
Deutschthum in action, and withal the

spiritual forces it evoked to its own un-

doing. Perhaps the severest retribu-

tion Germany has incurred is the per-

manency of this record. Every Ger-

man will shrink from a Raemaekers
album long after the world shall have
learned not to shrink from a German.

Drama
Mark Reed and Eugene

Walter

MR.
MARK REED, said to be a neat-

ling or nursling of the Harvard
dramatic course, is the author of "She
Would and She Did," Miss Grace

George's vehicle at the Vanderbilt. The

play is a regular three-act comedy, and
its theme is the suspension of a young
woman from a golf club for two months
in expiation of misconduct. Let no one

suppose that Mr. Reed is making quiet

appeals to select people; his end is the

common person's common pleasure, and
in his skillful hands this straitened

theme becomes roomy and populous. In-

cident is fertile and movement swift.

The courage of this beginner, who is

hardly sc neophyte, is conspicuous in an-

other point. The subject naturally bris-

tles with legalities and technicalities,

meetings, motions, petitions, minutes,
which the instinct of the reactionary
dramatist would shirk or slur. Mr. Reed
meets this adverse material in a hand-
to-hand conflict in which its defeat is

manifest. No golf-links is exhibited in

his play, and the satire is implicit, not

overt. Other mockers of sport show its

worshipers making fools of themselves

by speech and action in its behalf. Mr.
Reed's satire, sensible everywhere but

tangible nowhere, lies in the irony of

the placid assumption on everybody's
part that golf is one of the conceded

magnitudes of life on which it would
be as silly to rhapsodize as to be dithy-
rambic about food and clothes.

All these things interest me sincerely
in Mr. Reed. His work is mechanism,
but he is an original mechanic. If dra-
matic art among us were creative, if it

gave us new substance, we could dis-

pense with new themes and new meth-

ods; renovation, not innovation, would
be our avenue to force. But in the ab-

sence of the creative faculty, the untried
in the form of theme or method becomes
indispensable. The minute is one sec-

tion of the untried, and Mr. Reed is to

be thanked for the revelation of its pos-
sibilities.

Miss George borrows youth from
Frances Nesmith and lends her buoy-
ancy, versatility, and dash. The part is

one of sallies, retreats, and resiliences,
and is acted with a glancing vibrancy
which finds an appropriate symbol in the
flutter of plumes and play of tassels in

the costume worn by Miss George in

Act II. Criticism—if pleasure and
thankfulness could be critical—might
possibly suggest that the final impres-
sion on the mind is little more than a

memory of sweeps and flashes. Perhaps
this is Mr. Reed's fault; perhaps he left
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no option to Miss George except to act

as convoy to a flotilla of moods. I

think he did blunder in giving his

Frances Nesmith so much chicane with
so little finesse; finesse is the dramatic

justification of chicane. When Moliere

in "L'Etourdi" wanted to depict the

partnership of fraud and precipitation,
he made the partners two persons; Mr.

Reed, outdaring Moliere, embodies both
in one individual. A chasm results, and
Miss George has not succeeded in clos-

ing the gap, though she delights us by
the agility with which she leaps from
side to side.

The other parts were generally well

taken. It was a notable and creditable

fact that the portrayal of an entire so-

cial class by the entire company was bet-

ter than the work of any single player, if

we leave Miss George out of the count.

In the committee scene in Act II, the

ensemble reached a distinction to which
all the players contributed and to which
none of them, individually, attained.

For Mr. Eugene Walter I have a slight-

ly shamefaced kindness. "The Easiest

Way" left its notch in my memory, and
I never lose a chance of seeing "Paid in

Full." My motives in this regularity

may not redound to my own honor or
Mr. Walter's, but it is only just to add,
in defense of myself and in praise of

him, that the same lures in other hands
have been far less successful in control-

ling my movements. In the "Challenge"
(Selwyn Theatre) we are far indeed
from the succinct force, the almost cube-
like compactness, of "Paid in Full." As
a play, a story, an argument, as any
sort of entity to which the article, defi-

nite or indefinite, could reasonably be

prefixed, the "Challenge," for all its

vaulting title, is defenseless. It is a

loitering and rambling play, of meagre
content and half-apposite situation which
hardly begins till it is half over, and
which dies upon a kiss in a trailing epi-

logue. The real characters are three : the

young girl, who does nothing; her mil-
lionaire brother, who bribes a governor;
and her radical lover, who elects the gov-
ernor, renounces the girl, and is ejected
by his infuriated party on the baseless

charge of complicity in the bribe. That
is about all. This scant material is spread
out into six acts, which contract into

three in the skillful tabulations of the

programme. Six acts are admissible in

fact, but intolerable in theory. Many
people will take food five times between
sunrise and sunset who would be shocked
at the proposition of five meals a day.
The design of the play, then, is naught,

but the very looseness of its fabric has
favored the insertion of certain pictures
of manners and conduct which, in their

independence as pictures, have an evi-
dent value. These are the so-called first

act, in which wealth, for once, smells
less of greenbacks than of the morocco

and mahogany in which its genial toler-

ance is framed; the newspaper scene,
forced into the piece by a ramrod, but

stimulating in its irrelevance; and the

conglomerate of types in the radical-

committee scene in which the spectacle
is so much more eloquent than the up-
roar. There is a realist in Mr. Walter,
who sometimes obtains a half-holiday
from the sensationist in whose factory
he works.
The word "factory" reminds me that

this play is a discussion of the labor

movement. One fact is remarkable. On
views, measures, policies, on the "isms"
of the subject, Mr. Walter has simply
nothing to say. He deals with men. Bad
men can not do good things, and he means
to show by report and picture that the

men who marshal the laborers are venal

and brutal. Now it is hard for a drama
to convict a class. It is hard in practice
for the very reason that makes it seem
easy, to wit, that every large class of

men includes members who are recreant

to its principles. Men, for instance, are
often inhuman. The proof, accordingly,

requires an accumulation of instances

to which the concentration of drama is

opposed. Mr. Walter's confession of this

fact is implied in a strange inconsistency
which he has allowed to drift into his

play. He feels that the class of labor

leaders is condemned in the conduct of

the bribe-taking governor, but not for a
moment does he feel that the class of

capitalists is condemned in the conduct
of the bribe-giving millionaire. The
crimes of our enemies are always typi-
cal. The millionaire, on the other hand,
remains so agreeable to Mr. Walter that
he is even intrusted with the enunciation
of the concluding moral, which may be

paraphrased as follows : Eat your bread-
and-cheese between kisses, and leave the
cure of the world to time. That Doctor
Time sometimes carries specifics, or at

least narcotics, in his wallet no one will

deny; but he drives a slow nag, and his
fees are sometimes ruinous.

The performance was creditable. It

was physically too loud; its lungs were
sometimes more audible than its heart.

Mr. Holbrook Blinn as Harry Winthrop
exhibited an easy and affluent charm. I

thought the silk hat an indiscretion.

A silk hat suggests gloss over hollow-

ness, and that is precisely the associa-
tion that is perilous for the courtly
millionaires. Miss Jessie Glendenning's*
powers were tested only in the first act;

they met the test with delicate discre-

tion. Mr. Allan Dinehart as actor, like

his feigned self, Richard Putnam, as

reformer, rather struggles than deci-

sively achieves ; but the gallantry of the

fight in both arenas leaves the beholder
touched and sympathetic.

0. W. Firkins
*Miss Louise Dyer has taken over the

part.

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few
books which should be useful to the reader
who wishes to go a little farther into mat-
ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam-
ing only books which ought to be available
without much trouble, through publisher,
book-seller, or public library. Books ob-
scure or out of print are avoided, and books
in English are preferred to those in other

languages. These articles are in no sense
bibliographies for the specialist, aiming
at completeness, and including magazine or

newspaper articles, but merely brief, im-

partial, selected lists of books, new and
old, which may help make the news of the
week more intelligible. The articles are
written by the Editor of Publications of
the New York Public Library.]

Crime

INTERNATIONAL
politics and indus-

trial troubles seem to be tied for first

place in the news. Next comes the ugly
outburst of crime, the raids upon banks

and bank-messengers, the robbery and

embezzlement, which have so unpleas-

antly forced themselves upon public at-

tention.

That section of any large library

which is devoted to criminology always
stirs my sense of the incongruous, not

to say of the ridiculous. Compared with

other parts of the library it is like the

mixed crowd of passengers who might
be found in a life-boat after an ocean

disaster, as contrasted with the orderly

and respectable gathering in the first

cabin the night before. Fundamentally,
of course, the causes which lead to the

collection of books on crime are melan-

choly, but the results are strangely

varied. Side by side upon the shelves

may stand the gravest scientific treatise

and a lurid work, differing little from a

dime novel in appearance and contents.

For the writings of fifty to seventy years

ago—often the only guide to the thought
of that period—were usually sanctimoni-

ous to the last degree, with a frontis-

piece symbolizing the fruits of virtue

and of evil, honored old age or the gal-

lows, or else they were vulgarly sensa-

tional. So, for the most part, one must

come to the books of the past thirty

years to read the conclusions of the

men and women who have tried to avoid

both sentimentality and harshness in

studying the causes and treatment of

crime.

Burdette G. Lewis's "The Offender and

his Relations to Law and Society" (Har-

pers, 1917) is a good work for American

readers, treating, in one medium-sized

volume, crime and its punishment in

the United States. "Criminology," by

Maurice F. Parmelee (Macmillan, 1918),

is of convenient size, comprehensive,
with references to further reading. Pro-

fessional students of criminology find
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Deadham Hard: A Romance
By Lucas Malet

Author of "Sir Richard Cahnady," etc.

This talented author (Mrs. St. Leger Harrison, the daugh-
ter of Charles Kingsley) may always be counted upon to

give her readers an intellectual treat. Her new story will

not prove disappointing to her many admirers. It is a

splendid example of what a well-constructed novel should
he. $i.go

Maeterlinck's Dogs
By Georgette Le Blanc-Maeterlinck

Author of "The Children's Blue Bird," etc.

A highly entertaining account of some of the dogs owned
at various times by the great Master. The book will appeal
not only to dog-lovers, but to all devotees of Maeterlinck,
because of the intimate picture it gives of the home life of
the Belgian mystic. Mmc. Maeterlinck's animated style makes
the book most enjoyable reading, and she has enlivened her
text with a large number of amusing sketches of the dogs
included in the book. $2.50

The Truth About China and Japan
By B. L. Putnam Weale

Author of "The Fight for the Republic in China," "Indis-
creet Letters from Peking," etc.

The author has lived in China since childhood and for
over twenty years has occir cd high advisory positions in

the Chinese Government. Has very timely book presents
China's case in a fearless manner. Many facts concerning
past and present conditions in China and Japan heretofore
known only to a few insiders are given a lucid presentation
in this book. It should be read by all who aim to keep up
to date on current affairs. $2.00

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
Publishers New York
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that it attempts too much in one vol-

ume, but the average reader will prefer
it to the more minute studies in the

Modern Criminal Science Series, men-
tioned below. A brief and inexpensive
handbook is Charles R. Henderson's

"The Cause and Cure of Crime" (Mc-
Clurg, 1914). The former Police Com-
missioner, Arthur Woods's, monograph
"Crime Prevention" (Princeton Univ.

Press, 1918) is commended. For a

scientific study of not too great com-

pass, Charles Mercier's "Crime and
Criminals" (Univ. of London Press,

1918) is by a frequent writer on this

subject, while James Devon's "The
Criminal and the Community" (Lane,

1912) has received high praise. The
author is medical officer in the prison
at Glasgow, so his conclusions are drawn
from conditions in Scotland. "Criminal

Responsibility and Social Constraint"

(Scribner, 1912), by a teacher of social

ethics, R. M. McConnell, is a philo-

sophical work. Every reader should look

at the famous and terrible study of

heredity, "The Jukes" (Putnam), by
R. L. Dugdale. Criminal anthropology
is the subject of Havelock Ellis's "The
Criminal" (3d ed., Scribner, 1910).

If you wish extensive and scholarly

researches, the Modern Criminal Science

Series (Little, Brown) is indicated.

Among others, the series includes Lom-
broso's "Crime, Its Causes and Reme-

dies," Hans Gross's "Criminal Psychol-
ogy," Aschaffenburg's "Crime and Its

Repression," and (important to-day)
William Adrian Bonger's "Criminality
and Economic Conditions." One or two
books upon the allied subject of prisons
may be mentioned: "The Prison and
the Prisoner" (Little, Brown, 1917), a

symposium, edited by Julia K. Jaffray
and "Within Prison Walls" (Appleton,
1914) by Thomas Mott Osborne. "Ju-
venile Courts and Probation" (Century,
1914), by Thomas Mott Osborne. "Ju-
Baldwin. The fact that Arthur Train's
"The Prisoner at the Bar" (Scribner,

1906) is always readable and often

amusing does not decrease its value.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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An Open Letter to

Senator Hitchcock
fPHE country wants the treaty rati-
*-

fled, and is tired of delay. The
evidence is all in. There are no new
arguments to be heard. Senators who
were undecided at first have had

ample time to reach a decision.

The treaty cannot be ratified un-
less the act of ratification embodies
reservations safeguarding our coun-

try in certain matters of vital con-

cern to its permanent welfare. To
such reservations, drawn in so mod-
erate a form that the acquiescence of

the other Powers of the world may
be counted on as a certainty, a strong
group of Republican Senators have

long been committed. The President
has himself unequivocally expressed
his approval of their substance. His

opposition is only to their being em-
bodied in the act of ratification.

Your present position appears to

be that of a stubborn adherence to

this opposition. But it will evidently
be unavailing. The Republican Sena-
tors who have shown the firmness of

their convictions by standing out

against changes that would imperil
the treaty are equally firm in their

determination that the treaty shall

carry no peril to our country's honor
or safety. They can not be intimi-

dated by the threat that the adoption
of reasonable reservations will bring
with it the rejection of the treaty by
the Administration forces. Upon
those who refuse a rational compro-
mise, and not upon those who pro-
pose it, will rest the guilt of wreck-

ing the treaty.

President Wilson's illness has laid

upon you, and upon the Democratic
Senators of whom you are the lead-

ing spokesman in this great emerg-
ency, a heightened responsibility. It

is impossible, and will obviously for

a considerable period continue im-

possible, for him to take full charge
of the situation. It is well that the

country was not rushed into a pre-

cipitate acceptance of the treaty;
but further delay would be not only
useless, but dangerous. It would be

dangerous as prolonging the period
of uncertainty and disturbance

throughout the world, and it would
be dangerous as imperiling the adop-
tion of the treaty itself.

It is in your power to end all doubt
and delay. You have only to accept
the basis of ratification upon which
the moderate Republican reservation-

ists stand. They have shown the sin-

cerity of their desire to put the

treaty through by standing out

against the leaders of their party on

every proposition that boded danger
to it. Can you afford to spurn their

aid, at the cost of imperiling the

whole treaty? You can prolong de-

lay and make ultimate ratification

doubtful by continued opposition to

their moderate and reasonable pro-

posals; by accepting them you can

make ratification certain and make
it prompt. • Which is your choice?

T/'ING ALBERT'S welcome in America
-**- has view in enthusiasm with that

which greeted Cardinal Mercier. In

times less troubled, and less fraught
with grave anxieties, the manifestations

of our affectionate regard would have
been even more general and more con-

spicuous, but they could not have been
more sincere. In both cases, the recep-
tion was but the outward expression of

an admiration and sympathy to which
no outward evidence could do adequate
justice. Rarely, if ever, has history fur-

nished an instance in which the splendid
self-sacrifice of a nation has been typi-

fied in two figures of heroism at once so

superb and so simple.

TT was like the sudden clearing of a
* dismal London fog when the statement
was issued in Downing Street, on Sun-

day afternoon, that the great railway
strike was at an end. Secretary Thomas,
of the National Union of Railwaymen,
proceeded to Albert Hall and before an
audience of 5,000 railway workers de-

clined to announce a "victory" for the

Union, but preferred to call it rather an
"honorable settlement." And with ad-

mirable courtesy he paid a hearty tribute

to Premier Lloyd George for his aid in

reaching such a settlement. The real

victory is evidently with the deep-seated
British instinct for moderation and self-

control, when any crisis seems to be en-

dangering the foundations on which
their civilization has been built up. Af-
ter Secretary Thomas had made his

statement, and the roar of applause had
died away, the audience rose to its feet

and sang, "Abide with Me." This itself,

in an audience composed of members of

the Railwaymen's Union, says much for

the British solidity of the masses em-

ployed in Great Britain's industries. It

is not good seed-ground for the plant of

"red" revolution. Work was at once re-

sumed on the railways, and negotiations
for permanent settlement of remaining
differences are to continue through the

year. Wages are stabilized at the pres-

ent rate until September 30, 1920, and no
adult railway laborer is to receive less

than 51 shillings per week, so long as

the cost of living remains as much as

110 per cent, above the pre-war level.

The Railwaymen's Union promises that

its men shall work harmoniously with all
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who remained at work, or returned to

work, while the strike was in progress,
and assurance is given that strikers will

not be punished. On resumption of

work, arrears of wages will be paid.

A PART of Judge Gary's testimony be-

"fore the Senate Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor excited considerable

attention. The part which the newspa-
pers played up is as follows: "Speaking
for myself and not the corporation, I

would not object to a law for the Federal

incorporation or licensing of business

which would result in the establishment

of a disinterested commission who should

determine under what conditions the

corporation receive its charter or license

and would have a supervision of ques-
tions even including labor." Here, ap-

parently, would be a big gain for labor.

But notice that Judge Gary concluded

this passage with the clause, "providing
that questions of principle and law might
be reviewed by a legal tribunal." It is

very evident that capital is ready enough
to make concessions, if labor is willing
to regulate its activities according to a
reasonable principle and to make itself

responsible to the law in the same de-

gree to which corporations now are.

Labor will no doubt fight any such step,

but the public, we believe, is tired of

strikes called by ambitious minorities,
and hopes that now may be the time for

a careful examination of union propa-
ganda with a view to ascertaining not

only what responsibilities labor may
properly be expected to assume, but also

how the great majority of laborers may
be freed from the politics of unscrupu-
lous leaders.

TN General Wood's opinion the real

*-"nigger in the wood-pile" at Omaha
was not the man who was lynched. It

was stated in these columns last week
that it would be a mistake to attribute

such an uprising to mere prejudice
against the negro, and that there are dis-

orderly elements among us only waiting
for any possible spark with which to

start a fire. General Wood, after careful

examination, has made the deliberate

statement that the I. W. W. was behind
this disturbance. This may pain the
Parlor Bolshevist press, so fearful of

injustice in charging any wrongdoing
against these distant relatives of toil,

but natural probability is in collusion

with the evidence in General Wood's
possession. Any revolution which the
I. W. W. type of mind can understand
thrives on riot and disorder, and its pro-
moters go for counsel to men like Fos-

ter, whose book on Syndicalism boldly
advises utter disregard for all such ham-
pering ideas as patriotism, religion,

duty, or honor, when they stand in the

way of any effective weapon which falls

within their reach. They have learned
that prejudice against the colored man
is such a weapon, and when a chance to

use it comes to hand there is no reason
to suppose that such men would scruple
to do so. Omaha itself has responded
promptly to the presence of General
Wood and his troops, and seems now
thoroughly disposed to right itself in the

eyes of the country. The quick relaxa-

tion of the stringent military regulations
at first imposed could have been based
on nothing but the most reliable evidence
that this is so.

OECRETARY BAKER, in a statement^ issued through the League to Enforce

Peace, declares that if the proposed
League does not go through, we shall

have to "arm to the teeth" in order to

keep ourselves protected from "any com-
bination of aggressors which may be
formed against us." This deserves to be

put beside President Wilson's equally

startling statement that failure to ac-

cept the Covenant will mean that "we
must stand apart and be the hostile rival

of the rest of the world" and become
militarized in thoroughly German fash-

ion, throwing our democracy to the

winds. Surely if the bonds of friendship
that bind us to our Allies can be snapped
so easily it bodes ill for the future of

the League of Nations, whose success

must depend far more upon the spirit

that governs the members in their rela-

tions to one another than upon the letter

of the Covenant. But are these state-

ments more than wanton recklessness of

speech? There are certainly no indica-

tions of our adopting a hostile attitude

towards the rest of the world. Are there

any indications that the rest of the

world is likely to adopt a hostile attitude

towards us? Are we really more in

danger of aggressors than we were be-

fore the war broke out? If so, we should

like the evidence. We had supposed that

our effective military support of the Al-

lies, our lavish and generous assistance

given to the suffering peoples of Europe
through the Red Cross and other relief

organizations (which was not coniined

to the Allies), and the spirit of frater-

nity in which that assistance was given,

had resulted in creating mutual trust

and respect based upon mutual under-

standing.

YH E have been repeatedly told by the
"* President in the past few weeks
that with the League of Nations in force

it will never again be necessary to send

America's sons to shed their blood on

foreign soil. Yet the Secretary of War,

speaking for the Administration the

other day, declared that in order to meet
the military responsibilities which we
are expected to assume in the new order
of things, we must have a standing army
of half a million men, with reserves of
a million more. Possibly these two propo-
sitions can be reconciled. But the per-
plexed citizen would like to know how.
He would be grateful to Mr. Baker if he
would condescend to give the details of
the reasoning that brings him to his con-
clusion.

rPHERE is some analogy between the
-*• case of D'Annunzio in Fiume and
that of General von der Goltz in the Bal-
tic region. Both hold their own in de-
fiance of the Supreme Council in Paris
and find their strength in the strong
appeal which their insubordination
makes to the masses of Italy and Ger-

many. And there is little doubt that the

sympathy openly shown by the masses
is secretly shared by the responsible
men in power who officially disapprove
of their independent attitude. Both the

German general and his Government
make show of a willingness to comply,
under certain conditions, with the wishes
of the Entente, but conditional compli-
ance by a defeated enemy differs little

from the more open disobedience in

which an ally can indulge. The lurking
pleasure with which the responsible Ital-

ian statesmen must view the growth of

the patriotic movement under the in-

spiring leadership of the insurgent poet
will compensate them for the loss they
suffer in international prestige. The
only sufferer who finds no comfort
to make up for his loss is the Supreme
Council in Paris, whose remonstrances,
followed up by equally ineffective

threats, fall upon deaf ears.

T70N DER GOLTZ has, naturally, his
' most ardent admirers among the

members of the Alldeutscher Verband,
the Pan-German League of which little

has been heard since the armistice dealt

the death-blow to its ambitions. But, em-

boldened by the general's example, the

noisy agitators have crept out of their

holes and are again as busy as ever.

They call their union, with characteris-

tic German modesty, "the Parliament of

the consciously German intellectuals,"

and have formulated the following de-

mands, which may serve as an illustra-

tion of their intellectual standing: (1)

the return of a German Emperor in his

former glory; (2) the restitution of

everything Germany has been robbed of

by the Entente; (3) a union, at any

cost, with German Austria; (4) the lib-

eration of the Flemings and the Baits;

(5) the abolition of the unbearable domi-

nation of the Jews. We had been under
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the impression that King Albert had lib-

erated the Flemings so thoroughly as to

make any further action of the Pan-Ger-
man League superfluous. And as to a
union with German Austria at any cost,

we believe that the cost would have to be

paid by Austria, which, for that reason,

might be less anxious to take her share
of Germany's financial burden. And to

couple the reference to "a German Em-
peror in his former glory" with an in-

citement to anti-Semitic agitation shows
such a lack of good breeding that we
sincerely doubt whether this appeal of

the "consciously German" gentlemen
will meet with a favorable reception at

Amerongen.

i

A S Admiral von Tirpitz goes on with
*"* his story of the war, three thoughts
are pressed with never-ceasing reitera-

tion. First, a war at that time should
have been avoided. This does not mean
that the Admiral had no ambition for

German dominance, but that he consid-

ered Germany to be rapidly approaching
the point where she could have acquired
that dominance by the mere showing of

a stick so big that none would have ven-

tured to oppose. And, of course, the Ad-
miral is in no doubt as to the identity of

the stick. The second point is that the

war which never should have been

brought on was lost by continual blun-

dering. The discredit for this is dis-

tributed with a free hand, the Kaiser

getting the most abundant allowance for

keeping himself surrounded by incom-

petent politicians. And finally, at every
available opportunity, the Admiral press-
es home his conviction that even after

the war had been so unwisely forced, it

might have been won if there had only
been the .disposition to follow his advice

and unchain the German fleet for a life

and death struggle with the British at

the very start. It is a sad tale of blun-

ders, all the way through, though in view
of the wealth of material many are likely

to disagree with von Tirpitz as to the

points where the art of blundering
reached its highest "efficiency." In view
of our habit of referring to the British

conduct of the war as "muddling
through," it is interesting to hear von

Tirpitz confess that "at the end of July,

1914, we found ourselves in a state of

confusion, and that with a talent on the

whole not equal to the British gift for

improvising methods."

r\N another page we publish an article^ on "Courts Martial" which, it may be

hoped, will give some comfort to those

who are concerned over injustice and

hardship suffered by private soldiers

through the action of the military courts.

The writer insists that he saw no inno-

cent man convicted. But there are at

least two phases of the system, as it

operated during the war, which Congress
should investigate thoroughly. First,

although an offence by an officer is sup-

posed to be more reprehensible than that

by a private, returning soldiers assert

that officers were let off easy. One case

has come to our special notice. A pri-
vate was sentenced to a year of hard la-

bor for using a Government motor car

with which to take some Y. M. C. A. and
Red Cross girls to a dance. Nothing was
said about the colonel of this man's regi-

ment, who came to the same dance in a

Government car. An officer who was de-

tailed to investigate the court-martial

system at Brest has informed us that, if

strict justice had been followed, officers

high in command would have been court-

martialed and discharged from the ser-

vice. In the circumstances, dishonorable

discharge is not taken very seriously by
the soldiers.

The other phase has to do. with the

treatment accorded to conscientious ob-

jectors. The newspapers have been tell-

ing us recently of the dismissal from

prison of large numbers of these per-

sons. Obviously, the Secretary of War,
acting by himself, is not justified in put-

ting his veto on the courts' decisions. A
special committee should attack this

problem. Conscientious objectors were
not dealt with properly during the war.

It was outrageous that they should have

been permitted from their sheltered

cages to jeer at soldiers sweating in the

sun; they should have been segregated,

and in regions where the outlook was not

too satisfying.

TWENTY
MILLION DOLLARS placed

by Mr. Rockefeller at the disposal of

the General Education Board for the im-

provement of medical education prom-
ises much for the side of human health

and happiness in the age-long battle with

disease. The donor has specified a pe-

riod of fifty years within which both

principal and accruing interest shall be

expended. This will leave to the Board

a wide range for experiment, making it

possible to draw back; from positions

which do not promise well, on fair trial,

and to strengthen those which do. It is

apparently the intention to use a large

portion of the fund for developing the

resources of the medical colleges of rec-

ognized worth already in existence,

though a statement attributed to Dr.

Abraham Flexner that the needs of the

various sections of the country are to

be considered may point to the establish-

ment of a few entirely new centres of

medical education. The men who are

to administer this gift will have a great

opportunity. The point in which they

might most easily and most dangerously
err would be in laying the money-hold-

ing administrative hand of the General

Education Board too heavily upon the

strictly educational policies of our medi-

cal schools. Unless unquestioned free-

dom is left to the schools in this respect,

the confidence of thinking men will not

be retained, the prejudices of the

thoughtless against all such benefactions

will be increased, and the possible good
in this particular case greatly dimin-

ished.

'T'HE plight of the professor has "got
-*- across" to the public. Everybody
knows it, and that is the best guarantee
that something will be done about it.

Harvard, Princeton, and the rest will

beyond all reasonable doubt raise their

quotas. Then they will presumably raise

the professors' salaries—the professors',

and not merely the instructors'. But
those of the public who are interested

enough to contribute to the desired re-

sult will wish to know very precisely

what proportion of salaries has been

raised and how much. They will be in-

terested for some time to know how
much money is going toward new ap-

pointments and new courses—the false

glory for which college faculties have

allowed their trustees to sell their just

inheritance—and how much,of it is going
to the men who have earned it by years
of self-denying devotion. If the public

can be convinced that the colleges con-

template something like a moratorium,
to be devoted to consolidation rather

than expansion, its generosity, or rather

its conviction as to its duty, will be

found entirely adequate to the demands
of the situation.
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The Labor Conference
HPHE most fortunate circumstance re-
-*-

garding the great labor conference
which assembled in Washington this

week is that the possibilities before it

are viewed by the nation in a spirit at

once sober and hopeful. It is only in a
few hectic minds that the duty before
the conference, or any element in it, is

regarded as being that of introducing a
brand-new order in the industrial world.

On the other hand, it is felt even by cau-
tious people that the opportunity before
the conference is one which presents
rare possibilities of substantial progress
toward placing the relations between em-

ployers, employed, and the public upon
a better1

footing. This has doubtless

been in the main the state of mind that

has existed ever since the conference
was announced by President Wilson on

September 1 ; but two large facts in the
immediate situation have contributed

powerfully to the accentuation of that

attitude. The long-accumulating terror

of the great British railway strike has

just been brought to a close in a manner
surprisingly sudden and surprisingly

satisfactory, and the great steel strike

in our own country is just entering upon
its most critical stage. The facts of

both these situations conspire to pro-
duce a feeling inimical at once to un-

reasoning fear and to Utopian expecta-
tions.

The most conspicuous lesson of the

British settlement] is that what looks

like a battle to the death may in reality

be something much milder, and that

public sentiment can, if it chooses, as-

sert a commanding influence under even
the most threatening conditions. What-
ever else may be said about the compro-
mise that was attained, it was a magnifi-
cent triumph of order and reason. Sec-

retary Thomas, of the National Union
of Railwaymen, after referring to the

struggle just closed as "the greatest

fight of organized workers in history,"

expressed his pride that it had been
conducted loyally and peacefully, and
that in this the railwaymen had given an

example to the world. Whether all the

credit for the peaceableness and order

is to be assigned to the strikers, it is un-

necesary at this moment to inquire too

curiously. To the more sober leaders of

the labor forces a great portion of the

merit of the achievement must unques-
tionably be ascribed; but to lookers-on

upon this side of the Atlantic it seems
evident that the splendid public spirit

shown by the people as a whole in pre-

paring, by extraordinary and efficient

arrangements, to meet the worst that

could happen to the country in the way of

economic obstruction was the factor

of dominating importance. And every
American should take pride in feeling
that in this resource our own country
can, if need comes, prove itself equal to

the best.

The meeting of the Conference at

Washington coincided with the appear-
ance of armed forces of the United
States at the scene of strife in the Gary
district. This might seem on its face
ominous of trouble. The truth, we take

it, is precisely the opposite. Not prompt-
ness, but delay, in a threatening situa-

tion is the breeder of disorder and vio-

lence. Nobody is being coerced at Gary
to do anything except obey the law ; and,
unless we are to abandon the law, that
kind of coercion must be resorted to,

sooner or later, in any such situation as
that which had developed in the Gary
district. The only difference between
an early and a late resort to it is that
a very little suffices if promptly applied,
and a great deal is necessary if there is

weakness or hesitation in the first stages.
A notable feature in General Wood's or-

ders is that, while they prohibit open-
air assemblies, no restriction is placed
upon orderly meetings in theatres or
other public buildings. To prevent meet-

ings which are obviously calculated to

result in disturbance of the public peace
is a means not of suppressing, but of

preserving, the right of free speech in

a time of crisis. Thus the first note in

the steel-strike trouble is that of a firm

insistence on the supremacy of law, com-
bined with a sober regard for the fun-

damental rights of the people.

The speech of the Secretary of Labor
in opening the Conference is deserving
of unqualified praise. Closing, as he

properly did, with an eloquent expression
of hope that the Conference will result

in an achievement "that will promote the

welfare of mankind down through the

ages," there was no word in his speech
indicating an expectation, or even a de-

sire, that the Conference would attempt
anything in the nature of a change in

the fundamentals of the existing order.

Whether by accident or design, President
Wilson's phrase—indefinite though its

meaning was—about "putting the whole

question of wages upon another footing"
made no appearance either expressly or

by implication in Secretary Wilson's ad-

dress. In tone and substance, the speech
was permeated by the idea that indus-

trial relations are capable of being vastly

improved by reasonable understandings
and efficient arrangements directed to

the avoidance of strife and the equitable
settlement of those questions which now
so constantly disturb industrial relations

and impair the general prosperity. All

this is of good omen; and the more so

when we remember that Secretary Wil-

son's prominence in labor matters took
its rise from his connection with th«

original organization of the United Mine
Workers of America.
The hope of solid achievement for the

Conference rests equally on the avoid-
ance of any futile search for a panacea
and on an earnest and effective belief

that results of great beneficence are
within our reach if men of good will and
good sense combine their efforts for the

purpose. For such a combination of ef-

fort the Conference at Washington fur-

nishes an opportunity which the condi-

tions of the time make extraordinarily

promising. Let us hope that the out-

come will realize the just expectations
of reasonable optimists.

Ratification jWith

Caution
T"VHE vote by which the Fall amend-
•*-ments were defeated in the Senate
has apparently left each of the two par-
ties well satisfied. We need not rehearse
at length the modes of reasoning which
lead to the opposite conclusions. Sena-
tor Hitchcock is supposed to find suffi-

cient satisfaction in the thought that

seventeen Republicans were unwilling to

endorse amendments which would send
the Treaty back to the Conference

;
Sena-

tor Lodge is pictured as chuckling over
this Republican flexibility. Mr. Lodge,
the reasoning goes, was not particular
about the Fall amendments. But he will

fight hard to have the Treaty embrace
his own amendments, and when these

have been passed by the Senate, he can
then point proudly to the Republicans'
record of open-mindedness, evidenced by
their previous ballots, and insist that his

additions to the Treaty passed strictly

on their merits.

All this is guess-work concerning a

procedure which is causing many per-
sons much irritation. The people at

large, if we may judge, are chiefly de-

sirous to see the Treaty ratified in such

form that it will be promptly accepted

by all parties concerned. Yet there is

some consolation in the thought that we
as a nation are not jumping into this

new venture blindly. It is encouraging,

even, that the plan of the League has

met with the smallest amount of wild

enthusiasm. Cautious acceptance of it is

best at this time. We all hope that the

League will operate effectively. But it

will assuredly have to deal with prob-

lems which in the past have proved to be

insoluble. It will have the advantage
of a large organization inspired by the

sincere wish to mete out justice, and to

establish such a reputation for justice
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that wars will be unnecessary. The mere

machinery of the League will not be

enough, and this point cannot be stressed

too often. For much of the social dis-

turbance which the world is witnessing

to-day received its initial impetus from
a well-meaning' but mistaken reliance

upon the possibility of creating offhand

a social machinery which would enable

us to realize the loftiest humanitarian

hopes. President Wilson seemed to fall

into this error in his speeches in the

West. He might have gained a large
number of solid adherents to the League
if he had dwelt with the greatest frank-

ness upon its possible shortcomings. It

would have been wiser to lay the empha-
sis, not after the manner of the facile

perfectionist upon the new order which
must be ushered in—for the old world

is not likely to learn entirely new tricks
—but upon the steady improvement in

human dealings for which the League
would pave the way.

For the League—the organization of

the League—will of itself be but a vehi-

cle. And it is not difficult, even at this

stage, for the cynic's imagination to dis-

cover in it possibilities for intrigue on

a larger scale than any previously known
to the world. Representatives of the

various nations will be thrown intimately

together, and each will be instructed by
his Government to agitate in favor of

certain policies; it follows that pressure
will be brought to bear to form coalitions

within the Assembly and very likely in

the Council. Says the cynic: Let us

suppose, not the case of President De
Valera vs. England—cases which have

been well aired are likeliest to receive

fair treatment—but as broad a question

as the equality of races. Japan has al-

ready brought it up ; India is grumbling ;

our own negroes are becoming self-con-

scious. When it comes to the Assembly,
one must be blind not to see that little

groups will rumble with discontent and

will allege the use of autocratic methods

by a strong minority. And then some

promising great Power will be ap-

proached and perhaps induced to say a

good word for dark-skinned races.

Whereupon another greater Power will

fling back at a sensitive point of the first

great Power. Result: Nothing will

happen—save a deal of unpleasant feel-

ing and various resolves to turn the ta-

bles on old adversaries. The League,

says the cynic, will, by the very magni-
tude of its organization, easily make
mountains of what, at the hands of a

less elaborate diplomacy, might at least

remain mole-hills.

This, of course, is not the spirit in

which to approach the programme with

which we are confronted. Mr. Hoover's

address at Palo Alto, if allowance be

made for certain generalizations, ap-
proached the present emergency in the

right spirit. Showing the utmost con-

sideration for those Senators who are
still questioning the merits of the

League, he gave his audience the benefit

of his own rich observations; presented
vividly the serious political and economic
conditions in Europe, and gave it as his

deliberate opinion that only such an or-

ganization as that which is proposed
could keep matters from getting worse.
Here is testimony from one who has had
the most extraordinary opportunity to

observe, and, quite as important, it is

expressed in terms which entirely re-

move suspicion: it is no Utopia which
Mr. Hoover has in mind, but a workable

organization, the product of much care-

ful discussion by some of the best minds
in the world.

'

The Review has never been enthusias-

tic about the manner in which the League
came into being. It has contended that

much hardship might have been avoided

if a treaty had been ratified first, the

great Powers binding themselves to see

it executed, and if in addition the stage
had been set for the formation of a world

league in the near future. This pro-

cedure, however, was not to be, and we
are now confronted by an international

situation which must be settled as soon
as possible in order that each of the sev-

eral countries of the world, including our

own, may get down to the business of

putting its own house in order. Moving
day is bad enough when confined to a
few hours ; having it with us continuous-

ly for weeks and months has become in-

tolerable.

The Crises at Vladi-

vostok
A FFAIRS in Eastern Siberia are fast

-"approaching a crisis, and the Ameri-
can position there is such as to cause

grave anxiety. This situation is the logi-

cal result of mistaken policy, and is the

culmination of a series of blunders, of

tactlessness, and of needless friction, the

responsibility for which must be appor-
tioned between the Administration at

Washington and the Commander in Chief

of the American Expeditionary Forces in

Siberia. It has now reached such a point
that we have not only earned the ill-will

of the Russian people, but that only

prompt action and able diplomacy can

avoid a rupture with Japan.
Let it not be thought that, because of

the present helplessness of Russia and
the general state of disorganization and

chaos that reigns throughout the Slav

Empire, the alienation of these people is

a matter of little moment. It is not good

policy to "kick a man when he is down,"
especially if he is certain to rise later a

giant in strength and long in memory.
Sentiments of sympathy and good-will

play an important role in the relations

between peoples, and we have in the past
enjoyed the admiration and gratitude of

Russia, thanks to some trifling acts in-

dicative of sympathy in times of trouble.

But now, despite fair words and fine

promises, we have failed her in her hour
of greatest need and have added thereto

gratuitous insult and provocation. Bit-

terly shall we repay this in the future.

The successive steps of our Siberian

policy have already been recounted in

the Review. After long delay we sent a
small army to Vladivostok, and the Rus-
sians were led to believe that our purpose
was to aid them. But, thanks to the in-

structions issued by Washington, the
American force not only was of no as-

sistance to the Russian Government in

its efforts to re-establish the Russian

state, but even acted as a hindrance and
a means of opposition, since the zone
which we occupied became a haven of

refuge for Bolshevik bandits and for the

elements working against Russian unity.

Major-General Graves, the American
Commander, is a good, average, routine

officer, without initiative or foreign ex-

perience, and fearful of assuming respon-

sibility. To this is added a tactlessness

that has continually set the representa-
tives of our Allies by the ears and ren-

dered intelligent co-operation impossible.
He has been further hampered by a par-

ticularly stupid chief of staff, whose
crude blunders have given rise to the

probably undeserved charge of favoring
the Bolsheviki. General Graves is the

last man in the Army that should have
been chosen for a position requiring tact

and judgment and demanding considera-

ble latitude of authority to meet condi-

tions which could not possibly be fore-

seen by Washington. On the other hand,
it is apparent that the choice was made
because he was believed to be a man who
would meticulously follow the letter of

his instructions, and never assume the

slightest personal responsibility, no mat-
ter what the emergency.
Now, however, he has been goaded be-

yond endurance and has been led into

inexcusable indiscretions. The hand of

Japan is clearly to be seen in a series of

petty misunderstandings and annoyances
calculated to make bad blood between the

Americans and Russians. The Cossacks

of the Ussuri and the Zabaikal regions
are loyal Russians, and were the first and

most stalwart opponents of the Bolshe-

viks. But they were not easily amenable

to discipline under the conditions of civil

war existing in Eastern Siberia, and

were led by more or less irresponsible
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Atamans. If these Atamans, Semenov
and Kalmykov, have been dependent upon
Japanese money to pay their forces and

have, therefore, been tools in the Japa-
nese game, we have ourselves to blame.

Kalmykov is, to be sure, a crazy, swash-

buckling brigand chieftain, but Semenov,
while no politician, is a patriotic Rus-

sian, and would staunchly support the

Omsk Government, were he not placed in

a position of absolute dependence upon
Japanese assistance. We cannot plead ig-

norance, for we had full and accurate re-

ports concerning him last year.

There have been many ticklish situa-

tions in which hostilities were narrowly

averted, the most recent of which has

been the arrest of an American officer and
non-commissioned officer by Kalmykov's
Cossacks, and the flogging of the latter,

an act apparently abetted by the Japan-
ese. The Omsk Government has repudi-
ated this act, and it may well be consid-

ered an unfortunate incident beyond the

control of the responsible authorities,

and one which should not be allowed to

affect the larger issue of our relations

to the Russian Government.
More serious, however, are the unwar-

ranted acts of General Graves in holding

up at Vladivostok a shipment of arms
destined for the Russian Army, and his

interference with the local Russian press.

The arms in question, some 14,000 rifles,

were bought and paid for by the Russian

Government and had arrived in a Rus-
sian port. General Graves says, in ex-

tenuation of his act, that he feared lest

these arms should fall into the hands of

Kalmykov and Semenov in transit, but

this was not for him to decide in the face

of directions issued by the Russian Gov-

ernment. The act was a very high-
handed proceeding on the part of a for-

eign force, and was liable to serious mis-

interpretation in view of our previous

policy.

The other act, his interference with
the local press, would seem to be even

more serious. It appears that two Vladi-

vostok papers published scurrilous arti-

cles attacking American policy, and they
were so offensive to General Graves that

he threatened the editors with arrest and
the papers themselves with suspension.
One can well understand the annoyance
of General Graves, in view of the hostile

atmosphere surrounding him, an atmos-

phere created by our own policy and ac-

centuated by his tactlessness and lack of

understanding. But he should have taken

into consideration the source of the

propaganda of which these articles were
the expression. It is not amiss to note

in this connection the just grievance
which Russians have when they see such

journals as the New Republic and the

Nation publishing utterly unwarranted

attacks upon the head of the Russian
Government and calling him a murderer
and tyrant.

It is high time for our Government to

adopt a sane policy towards Russia and
to see if we can thereby repair some of

the damage already done, and lay the

basis for a restoration of Russian-Amer-
ican sympathy and co-operation. The
first step should be the immediate recall

of General Graves, who has by these acts

rendered his position there untenable,
and the appointment in his stead of a

tactful officer, acquainted with Russian
conditions and competent to exercise a

wise discretion in dealing with delicate

problems as they arise. We should sup-

plement this by sending to Omsk an able

Commissioner, with authority to act in

co-operation with the British and French

High Commissioners already there. Only
so can American interests be protected,
and the danger of serious mistakes be

avoided. The Russian Government should

be recognized without delay, and a pro-

gram of the widest possible material as-

sistance undertaken. The Russian Gov-
ernment will, of course, be able to pay
for such assistance, and has in its natural

resources a better basis for credit than

any other country in Europe. But far

more important than the question of pay-
ment is that of acquiring in the restored

Russian national state a firm friend for

the years to come. If, on the other hand,
we fail to rise to the opportunity, and
instead withdraw our troops from Si-

beria and abandon Russia, we shall have
ourselves to thank if Japan controls the

economic future of Siberia and if the

Russians are forced to turn to Germany
in the tremendous tasks of reconstruction

that must follow the approaching collapse

of the Soviet regime at Moscow.

Another Week of the

Steel Strike

A T present, the strike shows no signs" either of an immediate collapse or of

a final success. Efforts t\, give it a better

standing in public opinion have not been

happy. John A. Fitch, in the Survey, at-

tempts to show that it is merely a strike

for freedom, but does not get through
his first se.tence without the false as-

sumption that the men whom Judge Gary
refused to meet were the genuine repre-

sentatives of the men working in the

mills of the Steel Corporation. And this

is but one of many points in which Mr.

Fitch puts himself in flat contradiction

to reliable evidence within the reach of

everybody. It is not true that the Cor-

poration has refused to its employees the

privilege of unitedly presenting their

views, or of collective bargaining. The
objection has been to allowing this united
presentation of views and collective bar-

gaining to be managed by powers out-
side the body of its employees and not
under their control. The 24-hour shift,
included by Mr. Fitch along with other

indictments, is perhaps not generally un-
derstood. The fact is that in certain

processes in the manufacture of steel the
unbroken oversight of one skilled work-
man is necessary to secure the desired
result. There are probably few of the
men involved who do not take a justifiable

pride in the skill and fidelity which war-
rants their selection for so delicate and
important a piece of work. The total

number of men to whom this duty falls

is very small, to none of them does it

come oftener than once in two weeks, and
for sixteen of the twenty-four hours
there is a fifty per cent, extra wage.

Mr. Fitch reiterates the opposition of

the unions to the physical examination
of applicants for positions. The asser-

tion is that such examinations are hu-

miliating, and can be used by the em-
ployer to blacklist men who have been
active in the work of labor organization.
The unions will get little sympathy in

this position. The idea that the purpose
of the examination is to furnish a basig

for possible blacklisting is a mere bogey
of the imagination, while the knowledge
which it furnishes is not only a protection
to the company against losses from acci-

dents due to physical incapacity, but <•*

means of safety to the men themselves.

And in many cases it gives to the work-
man knowledge of some physical trouble

still easily curable which might have in-

capacitated him for years, if it had gone
on undetected until firmly fastened upon
his system.

Popular interest has been turned from
the details of the strike itself to the ex-

aminations of various leaders by the Sen-

ate Committee, particularly of Judge
Gary and William Z. Foster. Under
hours of questioning Judge Gary con-

sistently maintained the position that

the Steel Corporation is contending for

the principle of the open shop endan-

gered by the attacks of outside and irre-

sponsible organizations. The question-

ing of Mr. Foster turned very naturally

upon his record as a revolutionary agita-

tor of the Bolshevistic type. Passages
from his earlier book were read to him
and he was asked to answer with a sim-

ple yes or no whether he still holds the

opinions there expressed. After long

evasion he was finally brought to the

point where the question could no longer
be dodged, and asserted that his views

had changed, but was unable to state that

he had ever given any public notice of

that change.
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Unfortunately for Mr. Foster, he has

himself made it impossible for thinking

men to attach any positive value to his

belated recantation. In his book on Syn-
dicalism he did not hesitate to say, "The

Syndicalist is as unscrupulous in his

choice of weapons to fight his everyday
battles as for his final struggle with capi-

talism. He allows no consideration of

legality, religion, patriotism, honor, duty,

and so forth, to stand in the way of his

adoption of effective tactics." In these

words Mr. Foster gives himself unlimited

license to employ falsehood whenever and

wherever it promises to be an effective

tactic. Now, we happen to have him on

record as late as 1914, in a letter to Soli-

darity, the I. W. W. organ, advising I.

W. W. men to give up their separate or-

ganization, not because he had any objec-

tion to its revolutionary objects, but

specifically because of his belief that

those objects could best be attained by

getting into the other organizations and

controlling them. That is, make a decep-

tive movement of apparent retreat in or-

der to prepare for a more effective ad-

vance at the earliest opportunity. One
must have the "will to believe" pretty

thoroughly developed in order to convince

oneself that this is not precisely the ob-

ject of Mr. Foster in his half-hearted re-

cantation under pressure by the Senate

Committee. It is inconceivable that the

employees of the Steel Corporation, act-

ing of their own volition and desiring to

present legitimate and reasonable re-

quests to its executive head, would have

handicapped themselves by selecting any

such discreditable agitator to represent

them.

A Moment's Halt

NONE
too often, in these days, amid

the desert of statistics, the hot and

blinding simoons of propaganda, one

stumbles upon a literary oasis. Such

oases are, of course, plentiful enough in

the literature of the past, but the resort

to them may be troubled by a sense that

the refreshment they offer is the refresh-

ment of escape—a suspicion, probably un-

founded, that the serenity they exhibit

arises from the contemplation of a set of

facts quite different from those of to-day.

When, therefore, someone appears who
envisages life as we ourselves are living

it, and who can yet find things in it that

merit a serene and gracious report, he is

one to be welcomed.

Such a man will probably not express

himself in verse, nor yet in novel or

drama; he will be an essayist. The es-

sayist is by definition a wise man; with

no claim to wisdom he has none on our

attention. The greatest of them—Sen-

eca, Montaigne, Bacon> Addison, Emer-

son—unshamedly trade in it. Lamb and
Stevenson radiate it less directly, but, to

the taste of many, not less effectively.

Wise and witty—etymologically the two
are the same—the essayist is, largely be-

cause he does not expect too much of life.

He digs for the rare and recompensing

gold, not for the obvious and abundant

dirt. His assay—or essay, it is all one—
not only refines the gold, it defines and

puts in its place the dross. Ignoring the

facts of life is one way of putting it;

another is to regard it as judicious and

necessary selection, true elimination.

Take the matter of chimney pots. Mr.

Charles S. Brooks has written an essay

on them, one of the many subjects

touched upon with sanity and grace in

his "Chimney-Pot Papers." One might

gaze out upon chimney pots and curse

them for a sham—our American chim-

ney pots are frequently just that. Or
one's thought might picture

Crouched in the dripping dark,

The man who hews the coal to build my fire,

with what statistical or revolutionary

result we know. Or finally, and this is

what Mr. Brooks does, one might peer

among the chimney pots for glimpses of

a varied human life on roofs and in up-

per windows, of which the chimney pots

themselves are but fantastically aspir-

ing symbols. The contrasting points of

view appear in the essay entitled, "On

Turning into Forty":

A few days since I happened to dine at one

of the Purple Pups of our Greenwich Vil-

lage. At my table, which was slashed with

yellow and blue in the fashion of these places,

sat a youth of seventeen who engaged me in

conversation. ... He flared with youth.

Strange gases and opinions burned in his

speech. ... I was poking at my dumpling
when he asked me if I were a socialist. No,
I replied. Then perhaps I was an anarchist

or a Bolshevist, he persisted. N-no, I an-

swered him, sadly and slowly, for I foresaw

his scorn. He leaned forward across the

table. Begging my pardon for an intrusion in

my affairs, he asked me if I were not aware
that the world was slipping away from me.

There you have it—lyric youth grown
dogmatic, bent of a sudden on bringing

the fine translunary things, on which

with the poets it is their privilege to

dream and eventually to win a place for

some of it in the common heart of man,

plump down to earth, now, here, com-

plete. Castles won't do any longer—in

Spain. Let us get our chimney pots

down onto the sidewalk, and our thor-

oughfares up somewhere adjacent to the

Milky Way. Youth must be served. In-

deed, the man who, in this Greenwich

Village of a world of ours, has really

turned into forty—not one who was born

forty or had forty thrust upon him, but

one who has achieved forty—has

achieved something. Sooner or later,

the men of forty, the quadragenarians
of all ages, will have to learn to assert

themselves. A good deal, as the world

goes, depends on whether they prove to

be few or many. The birth statistics

tell us nothing of their number.

"There is," said Carlyle, with eye bent

alike on past and present, "a noble con-

servatism as well as an ignoble." Per-

haps forty, better than eighteen or

eighty, knows which is which. Forty,
at any rate, is not put into a panic at

the thought that the world is slipping

away from us. Course follows course,

but meanwhile, if wisely, you have dined

well. The necessity of keeping forever

abreast of events was the curse laid on

poor old wandering Ahasuerus. Since

it must slip, then, in good Chaucerian

English, "let it slide." But meanwhile,
observe which end you've got hold of

it by; so much, eventually, depends on

that. The man whom life fobs off with

a stone instead of bread is not wholly
to be pitied if he can extract his own
sermon from it; indeed, his state is

more gracious than his who insists on

the bread, and bread alone.

If one were in search of proof that

all's not wrong with the world, such

might appear in the luxury which the

world seems able to afford itself by
printing Brooks, tricking him out with

other-day wood-cuts, and in its willing-

ness to divide some of its attention be-

tween him and an early autumn fire at

lamp-lighting time. You could do as

well yourself? No one doubts it. The
materials lie all about you. Sit down to

it at once, dip your pen, and smile a

continuous, mouth-twisting smile as the

bright humors distil from the nib of it.

Tell us of laying your course for a jour-

ney afoot by no other whim than the

avoidance of literary shrines; tell us of

the satisfactions that come from carry-

ing a book in your pocket which you never

open; speculate for us on why it is men
choose the vocations they do, and then

speak a just word in praise of carpen-
ters ; make us feel Christmas once again :

tell us the difference between wit and
humor (you will hardly do better than

this, though : "A humorous man has the

high gift of regarding an annoyance in

the very stroke of it as another man
shall regard it when the annoyance is

long past. If a humorous person falls

out of a canoe he knows the exquisite jest

while his head is still bobbing in the

cold water. A witty man, on the con-

trary, is sour until he is changed and

dry; but in a week's time when company
is about, he will make a comic story of

it"). Do these things, and the world

will rise from the reading of you with a

heart refreshed for (how meaningless
are words!) the "real business of life."
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As To Deporting Undesirables
I hear a lion in the lobby roar!

Say, Mr. Speaker, shall we close the door
And keep him out? Or shall we let him in—
Then do our best to put him out again?

THE judicious reader will observe that

the question propounded above is

momentous and of wide application. It

is not at all a question to be decided

hastily without due and careful consid-

eration. Rash persons, who easily give

way to their impulses, would be likely to

say:
"Of course exclude the lion, he has no

business in the lobby, and can be there

for no good purpose."
But the discreet would pause at least

long enough to inquire:
"How did the lion get into the lobby?

What does he seek there? What are his

intentions? If he merely desires to eat

a few superfluous members of Parlia-

ment, could we consider that an injury?
If we exclude him, will he not have the

right to complain that we have abridged
his freedom?"

And, carrying the inquiry further than

lions and lobbies, carrying it even so

far as this country and its Undesirables—Anarchists, Bolsheviks, I. W. W.'s, etc.,—we ask:

"How came they here? Why are they
here? What is their purpose here?
Shall we exclude them?"

It seems to be settled on good author-

ity that three-fourths of these undesir-

ables are of foreign birth and came here
to better their material condition, or

else to escape from oppression. Those

among them who have been industrious

have escaped from oppression and bet-

tered their condition. But that has not
contented them. They find this a land

of equal opportunity where anyone pos-

sessing the requisite ability may pros-

per. That does not please them. Pros-

perity there should be, they agree, but

only for them. Freedom and rulership,

also, there should be—but only for them.

They find this country all cluttered up
with their enemies the bourgeois—
strong, fat, complacent, material-minded
citizens—who do not love them when
they have revealed themselves.

So their purpose here is to take over
the control of this country for them-
selves and to devour the bourgeois and
their possessions. They propose to es-

tablish their economic system, the glo-
rious old system which was in vogue
among men before money was coined or
cities builded. This, too, may well be
called the American system, because
when the white man landed here he
found it practised by the Indians—Com-
munism. Everything belonged to all—
there were no capitalists and no rents to

pay. True, the warrior owned his wife

and children, his weapons, his wigwam,
his canoe, his clothing, but that is about
as far as private property extended. If

he had food and his neighbor none, pub-
lic opinion obliged him to divide his
store. The chiefs were not exempt from
this. They led in war and in hunting,
but they served rather than commanded
their people, and, so far from exploiting
them, were bound to set an example of
unselfish liberality.

There is a difference, however. The
new Communists believe that all things
should belong to a class, their own class

whom they call "The Workers," though
they are only a small fraction of the in-

dustrial and agricultural workers of the

country. Others are given the same sort
of choice as the followers of Mohammed
once gave inhabitants of countries they
invaded, "Death or the Koran!" To at-

tain their ends all means are lawful—
seditions, sabotage, strikes, arson,
bombs, destruction of storehouses and
crops, riots, rebellions, assassinations.

They defy our laws, mock God, deny the

sanctity of marriage and the rights of

parenthood.
How they got in is easily answered.

Our own loose immigration laws, com-
bined with the greed of our own bour-

geois, our industrial chiefs, are respon-
sible for that. Our industrial chiefs
wanted cheap labor and got it. Cheap
and—not nice. Twenty-five years ago
labor in the great factories was largely
American, well paid and self-respecting,
but in twenty years a notable deteriora-
tion was observed. The Americans were
gradually forced out, giving place to the
most ignorant and degraded of the new-
come foreigners—one-process men who
received $9.00 per week, and with their
families existed as best they could on
that.

To that extent, at least, we are to
blame for our own troubles. The bour-
geois are ours—the Undesirables are
here at their invitation. In the high-
ways and byways of the world the in-

dustrial chiefs sought the cheapest
human material, thinking to exploit it.

It has turned on them, and they rail at
its ignorance and ingratitude. What
did they expect?
The camel, seeking refuge from the

oppression of the sandstorm, beseeched
the Arab to allow him to put his head
in the tent and the pious Moslem, re-

membering the precepts of the Koran,
permitted the liberty. Pretty soon he
found himself outside the tent and the
camel in full possession. Then he, too,

complained of ingratitude. But in the

eyes of the camel he was bourgeois and
therefore to be ousted, if not devoured.
Don Quixote, enemy of oppression, de-

livered the galley slaves, and they
stripped him of his modest possessions.
To them, he, too, was bourgeois. We
have boasted that this our country was
the land of freedom and refuge of the
oppressed without considering who the
oppressed are or what caused their op-
pression. We have forgotten Plato's
advice as to moderation, and also that

many of the oppressed need oppression,
or at least such restraint as is furnished
by well-conducted prisons and lunatic

asylums. So we allowed criminals and
madmen to make this country their

home, we admitted them to equal advan-
tages and opportunities, and it is hardly
consistent in us now to complain that
they are criminal and mad. Had we
been more careful it would have been
easy to exclude them. All that was
necessary was for us, through our
agents, the consuls, to examine intend-
ing immigrants before they left their
native lands. In the old lands the police
have the records of their people, and in-

tending immigrants not likely to make
good citizens could have been shut out.
But no, we didn't do that. We pre-

ferred to be able to boast of our Free-
dom, and no doubt Plato would be willing
to concede that Freedom is a good thing—in moderation. His master Socrates
expressly indicated that it is not wise or
right to present a madman with a spear,
even though it be his own spear. There
may be too much Freedom.
Once ideal Freedom reigned in a part

of London. It was called Alsatia, and
lay between Fleet Street and the Thames
river. Here the police and other like

oppressors had no power, and the Bol-

sheviks, anarchists, and I. W. W.'s lived
their own happy lives. It got its name
because of its supposed resemblance to
the debatable land then lying between
France and Germany. All about this
London Alsatia lay the territory of the

bourgeois, which the Alsatians freely
raided. The bourgeois didn't like the
situation. They could not be made to
see that the robber and murderer had a
right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness according to his own ideas.

They petitioned and manifested all

through the reigns of Merry Charles and
Unfortunate James, and at last in 1697
they had their will. The privileges of
London's Alsatia were abolished, the

police burst in on the nest of robbers,
murderers, and cheats, and Freedom
shrieked—at least among certain classes.

Freedom seems about ready to shriek
a lot more; this time world-shaking
shrieks from the greatest nest of rob-

bers, murderers, and cheats that men
have ever seen—Bolshevik Russia.
Under the rule of Lenin and Trotsky
they have been trying out their theories
of government which foreign-born So-

cialists, anarchists, Bolsheviks, and I.

W. W.'s are suggesting to us as a sub-
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stitute for our own, and they have pro-

duced results. Millions of men, women,
and children starved and starving, in a

land capable of sustaining four times its

present population; more than 200,000

men, women, and children massacred for

various offenses against Bolshevik ideals

(many for the supreme offense of want-

ing clean shirts) ; all the industries

ruined; most of the industrial and agri-

cultural machinery destroyed; drunken-

ness restored on a vaster scale than

ever; vice propagated in the schools;

women degraded; churches destroyed;
God mocked, the priests persecuted
wherever found; old tortures revived

and new ones invented, the country ren-

dered utterly bankrupt. Those are a

few of the things that Lenin and Trotsky
and their kind have done to Russia.

What are we going to do? Shall we

pay attention to those amiable Ameri-
cans who say concerning the most un-

pleasant of the Russian happenings, "I

don't believe it"? They said the same

things concerning the German atrocities,

which have long since been proved and

acknowledged. Shall we, then, heed these

same people now when they say, "The
masses of Russia have so long been op-

pressed, what wonder if they have com-
mitted some excesses in their revolu-

tion?" Or "The rich ruled a long time,

now it is the turn of the poor—that's

fair play"?
In accordance with such reasoning the

Russians cast Prospero down and set

Caliban in his place, and Caliban has

ruled—still rules—and has proved him-

self, as all wise men knew he would, a

true child of a witch. There may be per-

sons who, with their eyes open, would

prefer the rule of Caliban. If so, they
should be at liberty to enjoy it, but at

some remote distance where civilization

would not be offended by the ruler's

"ancient and fish-like smell," and other

unpleasant peculiarities.
As to us, we should see to it now that

all who hold to the ideas of Caliban and
want his rulership should go back where

they came from quickly, and that others

of their like are most carefully excluded.

And if Freedom shrieks at that, we
must stand it as best we can.

Sydney Reid

The Spirit of Washington's

Foreign Policy

IN
the confusion of counsels on foreign

policy to-day the real meaning of

Washington's advice seems to be in dan-

ger of distortion. Washington made few
allusions in his messages to Congress on

foreign policy. He addressed the Amer-
ican people on the subject only once, and
that in his farewell address on retiring
from the Presidency. He did express
himself freely in his correspondence
with his friends and political associates.

One must look to these letters to catch

the spirit of his foreign policy.
The earliest statement was made in a

letter to Lafayette, with whom Wash-
ington maintained a regular and inti-

mate correspondence. "It seems," he

said, "to be our policy to keep in the

situation in which nature has placed us,

to observe a strict neutrality, and to

furnish others with those good things of

subsistence, which they may want, and
which our fertile land abundantly pro-

duces, if circumstances and events will

permit us so to do." This was at the
time the world was startled by the open-
ing events of the French Revolution.

The qualifying clause in the letter makes
it plain that the author had in mind no

fixed, unalterable rule like the laws of
the Medes and the Persians, and that he
had expressed little more than a natural

aspiration for peace and the pursuit of

national well-being. What he had said
was based, in the main, upon the legiti-

mate needs of the infant republic for a

period of peace, but in part upon the

view that the European aristocracies

represented a system of government dis-

tinct from that which America was try-

ing, and that needless entanglements
with the European system might endan-

ger the entire American experiment.
Two years passed. The steady demo-

cratic march of the French Revolution

in this period, and the contagious spread
of the movement into Belgium and Hol-

land reduced the distance between the

American political system and that of

the nations of western Europe. Wash-
ington recognized this change and inti-

mated in a letter to the American Min-
ister in Paris the conditions under

which it might become desirable to es-

tablish closer relations with such na-

tions. He said:

The change of systems, which have so

long prevailed in Europe, will undoubtedly
affect us in a degree proportioned to our

political or commercial connexions with
the several nations of it. But I trust we
shall never so lose sight of our own inter-

est and happiness as to become unneces-

sarily a party in their political disputes.
... A change of systems will open up a
new view of things. . . . Should we, under
the present state of affairs, form connex-
ions other than we now have with any Eu-

ropean powers, much must be considered
in effecting them, on the score of our in-

creasing importance as a nation; and, at
the same time, should a treaty be formed
with a nation, whose circumstances may

not at this moment be very bright, much
delicacy would be necessary in order to

show that no undue advantages were taken
on that account. For unless treaties are

mutually beneficial to the parties, it is in

vain to hope for a continuance of them be-

yond the moment when the one, which con-

ceives itself overreached, is in a situation

to break off the connexion. And I believe

it is among nations as with individuals,
that the party taking advantage of the dis-

tresses of another will lose infinitely more
in the opinion of mankind, and in subse-

quent events, than he will gain by the

stroke of the moment.

In short, Washington, who expressed
himself freely on governmental ques-
tions to his friends, here lays down a

rule of procedure which he thinks best

in establishing relations with revolu-

tionary governments. The words seem
to indicate that his mind was yielding

regarding entanglements with Europe,
swept from the earlier position by sym-
pathy with the democratic movement.
If so, the news which came from Morris
in Paris soon checked the drift towards
some form of entente of the democracies

of the world. As rumors of an impend-
ing general European war as an outcome
of the French Revolution reached Wash-
ington he repeated in his correspondence
his earlier ideas on foreign policy. To
his friend and aide, of Revolutionary

days, General David Humphreys, he
wrote: "I trust that we shall have too

just a sense of our own interest to orig-
inate any cause, that may involve us in

it [the impending struggle]. And I

ardently wish we may not be forced into

it by the conduct of other nations. If

we are permitted to improve without in-

terruption the great advantages, which
nature and circumstances have placed
within our reach, many years will not

revolve before we may be ranked, not

only among the most respectable, but

among the happiest people on this globe."
A letter to an English correspondent,
the Earl of Buchan, in 1793, brings out
an endorsement of the earl's idea of

national happiness: "To be little heard
of in the great world of politics." Wash-
ington here says that it is "the sincere

wish of United America to have noth-

ing to do with the political intrigues, or

the squabbles of European nations; but,
on the contrary, to exchange commodi-
ties and live in peace and amity with all

the inhabitants of the earth. And this

I am persuaded they will do, if rightly
it can be done. To administer justice

to, and to receive it from, every power
with whom they are connected will, I

hope, be always found the most promi-
nent feature in the administration of

this country."
Events in Europe moved swiftly. The

leaders of the French Revolution al-

lowed their movement to be swept into

one for territorial aggrandizement and

revolutionary propaganda. Step by step
France declared war on one after an-

other of the states of the old regime in
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Europe. By the spring of 1793 a gen-

eral war had opened which, except for a

brief interruption, was to end at Water-

loo twenty-two years later. On April

8, 1793, Citizen Genet landed at Charles-

ton to claim American aid. Washington
was at Mount Vernon. He made haste

to return to Philadelphia, the capital.

Ten days after the French Minister's

arrival in the United States, Washington
sent a circular letter to the members of

his Cabinet, summoning them to a meet-

ing at his house, April 19, and sub-

mitting for their consideration in ad-

vance a series of questions. These cen-

tred upon two or three problems. Was
the treaty of alliance with France in

1778 still binding? If so, what were

the obligations of the United States

under it ? Should some kind of declara-

tion of neutrality be made to restrain

American citizens from participation in

the war? Difference of opinion developed

in the Cabinet on the first and second

problems, and no conclusion was reached

on these. All agreed that something
should be done to restrain the people

from involving the nation in the war.

Jefferson, the Secretary of State, whose

sympathies with the French Revolution-

ary movement had been keenly awak-

ened, had scruples against the use of the

term neutrality. Responsibility for ac-

tion rested with Washington. On April

22, he issued a proclamation of neu-

trality, omitting the offensive word out

of respect for the views expressed by
Jefferson.

The proclamation of neutrality, ap-

parently the wording of John Jay and

Edmund Randolph, Chief Justice and

Attorney General respectively, stated

the purpose of the United States to

"pursue a conduct friendly and impar-
tial towards the belligerent povrers,"

warned its citizens against committing
acts of war against any of them, and an-

nounced to them that the United States

would not protect them from punishment
of forfeiture in "carrying to any of them
those articles, which are deemed contra-

band by the modern usage of nations."

This document is one of the important
ones in American history. It was the

first official statement of what was to

become a characteristic feature of Amer-
ican foreign policy. It was Washing-
ton's way of extricating the United
States from the "labyrinth of European
politics," and gaining time for national

development. The highest motives of

national interest dictated the act; the

same kind that a few years earlier led

the Continental Congress to make an en-

tangling alliance with France. Wash-
ington's declaration of neutrality re-

ceived the general approval of the com-
mercial elements of the population. It

was not popular with the masses, who
were infected with the French Revolu-

tionary doctrines, and moved both by

memories of gratitude to France and

animosity to Great Britain.

The foreign policy adopted in 1793

was Washington's own. Jefferson and
Hamilton were, next to him, the most
forceful leaders in American politics.

The policy did not exactly accord with

the views of either. Jefferson said : "My
system was to give some satisfactory

distinctions to the former [France], of

little cost to us, in return for the solid

advantages yielded us by them; and to

have met the English with some restric-

tions which might induce them to abate

their severities against our commerce."

Hamilton thought the treaty with France

had come to an end with the passing of

Louis XVI, and desired a reconciliation

of the English-speaking nations. Jeffer-

son sought the growth of an entente

with France; Hamilton with Great

Britain. Both saw the interests of

America bound up with one or the other

of the dominant Powers of western

Europe. Contemporaries thought each,

like his followers, had need of a tag to

indicate that he was for England or for

France. Neither, however, wished his

national favoritism to draw the United

States into the European war. Wash-

ington held his course between that of

his councilors. They were under the

spell of the older forces which drew the

United States into the vortex of Euro-

pean politics; his goal was a national

character and freedom of action.

This paper is not concerned with the

displeasure of the belligerents over

Washington's neutral policy, which did

not show the compliance they expected

from a nation in its swaddling clothes.

Nor will it be attempted here to survey

the passions it stirred in those in Amer-
ica who from their respective sympathies
saw their Government seemingly indif-

ferent in the great struggle of peoples

in Europe. Jefferson, whose support of

Washington's policy had been only half-

hearted, who from his French sympa-
thies had been entangled in Genet's ac-

tivities, and who was out of sympathy
with the Administration on every count,

resigned his office to lead the incipient

party of democratic and pro-French

leanings. Hamilton, on the other hand,

as soon as the issue was clearly drawn,
threw the weight of his pen to the main-

tenance of the foreign policy which

Washington had announced. A series of

papers appeared in the Federalist news-

papers during the summer of 1793.

After the manner of the time they bore

a pen-name, "Pacificus" in this case,

but one which deceived no one. These

papers were followed by another series

over the name of "No Jacobin," and by
another in the winter of 1794 over the

signature of "Americus." Hamilton
undertook to explain the Constitutional

system of handling foreign matters, the

responsibility of Washington under this,

and to justify the proclamation of neu-

trality. It was evidently his purpose

by the later papers to stem the tide of

feeling in favor of France and against
Great Britain. "Americus" essayed the

question whether the cause of France
was truly the cause of liberty. Madison,

largely through the influence of Jeffer-

son, entered the lists in a series of papers

signed "Helvidius," and denounced neu-

trality, Hamilton, and all his works.

The air did not entirely clear until the

era closed with St. Helena.

While the tempest raged throughout

America, Washington's letter to James

Monroe, who had succeeded Gouverneur

Morris in Paris, was the occasion of re-

stating his foreign policy, of expressing

his attitude towards the French alliance,

and of making a fuller explanation than

hitherto of the underlying causes of his

particular policy. In one sentence the

modern doctrine of "the rights of na-

tions great and small ... to choose

their way of life" was foreshadowed.

What Washington said was:

I have always wished well to the French

Revolution; that I have always given it

as my decided opinion, that no nation had
a right to intermeddle in the internal con-

cerns of another; that every one had a right
to form and adopt whatever government
they like best to live under themselves ; and

that, if this country could, consistently with

its engagements, maintain a strict neu-

trality, and thereby preserve peace, it was
bound to do so by motives of policy, inter-

est, and every other consideration, that

ought to actuate a people situated and
circumstanced as we are, already deep in

debt, and in a convalescent state from the

struggle we have been engaged in our-

selves.

Washington rather more happily

phrased his purpose in a letter to Patrick

Henry. Edmund Randolph, the second

Secretary of State, had just retired.

Washington sought to persuade Patrick

Henry to accept the post, though with-

out success. He fittingly explained to

Henry the foreign policy which it would

be his duty to uphold. "My ardent de-

sire is and my aim," he said, "has been

(as far as depended upon the executive

department) to comply strictly with all

our engagements, foreign and domestic;

but to keep the United States free from

political connexions with every other

country, to see them independent of all

and under the influence of none. In a

word, I want an American character,

that the powers of Europe may be con-

vinced we act for ourselves, and not for

others." To Gouverneur Morris Wash-

ington wrote: "Nothing short of self-

respect, and that justice which is essen-

tial to a national character, ought to

involve us in war; for sure I am, if this

country is preserved in tranquillity

twenty years longer, it may bid defiance

in a just cause to any power whatever;

such in that time will be its population,

wealth, and resources."

Washington's letters to the end reveal
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the struggle he was waging. In one

inviting Charles C. Pinckney to become
Minister to France, Washington said:

"It is a fact too notorious to be denied,

that the greatest embarrassments, un-

der which the administration of this

Government labors, proceed from the

counteraction of people among ourselves,

who are more disposed to promote their

own views of another nation, than to

establish a national character of their

own; and that, unless the virtuous and

independent men of this country will

come forward, it is not difficult to pre-

dict the consequences. Such is my de-

cided opinion." The path which Wash-

ington had marked out for the Presi-

dency was expressed in a letter to

Timothy Pickering: "The executive has

a plain road to pursue, namely, to fulfil

all the engagements which his duty re-

quires; be influenced beyond this by
none of the contending parties; main-

tain a strict neutrality, unless obliged

by imperious circumstances to depart
from it; do justice to all, and never for-

get that we are Americans, the remem-
brance of which will convince us that

we ought not to be French and English."
And yet Washington fully comprehended
the difficulties in the way of a policy of

isolation even at that period. To David

Humphreys he wrote: "Nothing short

of general peace in Europe will produce

tranquillity, for reasons which are ob-

vious to every well informed observant

man among us."

Washington's views were carefully,

one would say, maturely, stated in his

Farewell Address at the end of his pub-
lic life. This was a state paper he had
had under consideration since 1792. Its

appearance was timed so as to give the

electors knowledge of his own deter-

mination to withdraw to private life,

and the benefit of his experience. The
arrangement and the language of the

Farewell Address were very largely the

work of Alexander Hamilton, but the

ideas were Washington's own. The por-
tions which dealt with foreign relations

were on the whole a summary of a

foreign policy already expressed in pri-
vate letters and earlier state papers.
There was little in it that was really

new. It was Washington's way of propa-
gating a doctrine which he had already
found means of expressing. It coun-

selled, as Washington had repeatedly
done in messages to Congress, prepara-
tion for war as a wise expenditure of

money. It proposed "good faith and
justice towards all nations" as the watch-
words of national policy. The para-
graphs which followed expressed fear of

foreign intermeddling in the affairs of
the United States, lest the Republic
might become a satellite of some other

power. To escape from these dangers
and to realize these high ideals had
caused Washington to labor to create an

American consciousness of an American
national character. The rest of the

document is in harmony with these

ideas. There is a warning against in-

veterate distrust of particular nations

and passionate attachments for others,
as also against permanent alliances

with any particular nation. The advan-

tage of geographical isolation is again
stressed. Several paragraphs near the

end form a defense of neutrality during
the war in Europe. The course that had
been pursued was identified with na-
tional interests. "A predominant mo-
tive," Washington stated in conclusion,
"has been to endeavour to gain time to

our country to settle and mature its yet
recent institutions, and to progress with-
out interruption to that degree of

strength and consistency, which is neces-

sary to give it, humanly speaking, the

command of its own fortune."

The Presidency of Washington was a

formative period, though one in which
the powers of government had to con-

tend with bitter opposition and stinging
abuse. There were times when Wash-
ington had occasion to fear that anarchy

and confusion might overwhelm Amer-
ica. However, in eight years of labor,

difficult as any he had to perform in a

long public life, he had created a well-

defined foreign policy, and more im-

portant still, had held the nation to the

course prescribed. Its dominant note

was its "American character." It was
an American foreign policy, for Amer-
icans and by Americans. It was con-

siderate of the rights and interests of

others, but conscious first of American
interests. It looked out upon an old

world of kings, princes, and aristocra-

cies; it assumed, what Europe would
not have gainsaid nor envied, that

America was a great experiment in

democracy. Extraction from dependence
on the foreign policy of another nation

cleared the ground for the experiment;
isolation insured it a fair chance. One
must not conceive of Washington as

casting a long look into the future and

setting up an ideal for future genera-
tions to carry out; his policy was fitted,

if ever one was, and as ever one should

be, to the needs of the hour.

Elbert J. Benton

Courts Martial

THE experience of our citizen army
with the courts martial as organ-

ized and administered by the Regular
service has produced considerable criti-

cism, in which defenders of the system
have been rather few. The Judge Ad-
vocate General's Department, in partic-

ular, has harvested a crop of enthusiasts
who have made various suggestions and
adduced some cases of obvious miscar-

riage of justice, but their proposals for

the improvement of the fundamentals of

procedure have, for the most part, been
so far removed from the actualities of

the problem as not to impress most line

officers as practicable. The Judge Ad-
vocate General's Department sits as a

kind of court of final review, in certain

cases, to make sure, from reading the

printed record of the trial, that the for-

mal requirements have been complied
with. During the war, it was largely
made up of lawyers taken from civil

life, who had a most rudimentary idea

of the problems confronting a line offi-

cer in the maintenance of discipline and
the attainment of efficiency in his unit;
and inevitably the conclusions based on

theory differ from those which are the

fruit of experience in the field.

The closet theorist, especially if he be

a member of Congress, is rather skepti-

cal about the outward and visible forms
of discipline. He likes to start with the

hypothesis that soldiers are the "equals"
of their officers in the American army;
but right there he begins to confuse the

subject. "Equal" means nothing definite

until it is indicated in what respect the

equality exists. In physical strength, or

character, or general education many
men may be the superiors of their offi-

cers; but the relevancy of this fact is

not apparent in a discussion of disci-

pline or courts martial.

That the officer and enlisted man
should be equal before the law, however,
is quite right in theory—though in prac-
tice the responsibility placed upon officers

makes it impossible to condone many an
offense which may be overlooked in the

case of a soldier. During the war I was
Judge Advocate of General Courts which
tried both officers and men; I sat on

Special Courts; I acted as Regimental
Summary Court Officer, myself, for some

months; and I never saw a man get an
unfair trial nor one convicted when he
was innocent. But I have seen men
convicted when the conclusion of the

court was absolutely impossible, without

disregarding the rules of evidence; and
I have seen an irate old colonel all but

behead a lieutenant for suggesting that

the verdict of the court was, as a matter
of law, unsupported by the evidence.

The impressive point in connection with

my observation of the workings of courts

martial was that I invariably found that

the courts were trying to do justice with-

out the professional lawyer's reverential

regard for the formalities of the rules

of law. In this they are quite the op-

posite of the civil courts, which try to

decide cases before them by the consist-

ent application of certain rules of law
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with only an indirect regard for the ac-

complishing of absolute justice in the

particular case at bar. It is the essential

requirement of consistency that has led

to the old saying in civil courts that

"hard cases make bad law": meaning
that the attempt to temper the general
rule to a case where it will not work
for justice leads to unfortunate prece-

dents which may afterwards cause con-

fusion and uncertainty in the relations

of men. This possibility does not worry
the courts martial in the least. They
never hesitate to modify the usual rule

to include or exclude a particular case in

the interest of justice, with the result

that it is practically impossible to clog

the procedure with objections or aston-

ishing defenses based on technicalities,

and, in the absence of a court of appeals,

it is not worth while to follow that

time-devouring custom of the profes-
sional lawyers called "making a record

for the appeal."
It is evident, however, that this horse-

sense method of trial produces records

which will not always meet the prag-
matic requirements of the lawyers in the

Judge Advocate's Department. This
does not mean that the trials were un-

fair. It simply means that summary
disposition was made of certain techni-

cal defenses or objections which did not

go to the merits of the case, or that the

court's interest in the substance led to

a disregard of the required formalism.
It very rarely means that material evi-

dence as to which there could be any
doubt was dispensed with, but many a
soldier has been convicted over a juris-
dictional objection which was never

properly threshed out by the court.

Mitigating circumstances are often con-
sidered in the verdict instead of the

sentence, and a deserter, for instance,
is convicted of absence without leave and

given a heavy sentence for that offense—a practical, though illogical, solution

much in favor with juries in the civil

courts also.

The question of heavy sentences is a

knotty one, and has received more ad-
vertisement than almost any other phase
of the matter. No reviewer of a trial

has anything like the opportunity to ob-
serve the demeanor and attitude of the
defendant that the trial court has. For
this reason appellate courts in civil life

have always been loath to pass on the

credibility of witnesses or modify or
reverse rulings dependent on what hap-
pened in the court room during the trial.

Sentences depend considerably on the

impression the prisoner and witnesses
make on the trial court, and the lawyers
in the Judge Advocate General's Depart-
ment are somewhat reckless often when
they decide that a particular sentence is

extreme. Six months for absence with-
out leave may be a severe sentence; but
if it is really a punishment for deser-

tion, which the court was convinced of

but did not care to find officially, then
to the lay eye it may be pretty lenient.

It is with a layman's eye that the trial

court always looks at the trial. This is

inevitable in a service where lawyers are
not present in sufficient numbers among
the officers to exert a controlling in-

fluence. Perhaps, for the purpose of

substantial justice and the dispatch of

business, that is just as well. A mili-

tary Thaw trial would do as much harm
to the army as the mutiny of a division.

Some serious cases obviously arise by
reason of the lack of force of character
or judgment on the part of an officer.

About one officer in ten, and the ratio

is the same whether he is a graduate
from West Point or drafted from civil

life, is a lame duck, and has to be carried

along by the prestige of rank. Only too

often these unfortunates do not realize

they are officers only in name, but the
men always know it and take advantage
of it. The situation can go on for a

long time, but sooner or later there is

almost sure to be a blow-up, and the

Commanding Officer will direct the lame
duck to bring charges against the man.
The resulting exposure of the supposed
state of discipline in that unit is bad
for everyone concerned. The publicists
seize on it as a true picture of the con-
dition of the army as a whole, and the
usual crop of general conclusions are
drawn from the particular instance. For
the men and officers of the ui.it con-
cerned it is a humiliating experience;
but for the sake of discipline it has to

be gone through with. The enlisted

personnel would lose confidence in their

officers if the challenge were not taken

up promptly and vigorously.
As it is, there is a good deal of breath-

less interest in what the "old man" is

going to do about it, and considerable

private betting as to just exactly what
was said to the officer who precipitated
the mess. Even the culprit in the Guard
House is probably grinning secretly at

the remembrance of his crime, and

cheerfully hoping that the Commanding
Officer has temporarily lost some of his

pristine carnivoracity of which the regi-
ment brags so much to less favored units
with ordinary human beings for Col-

onels. These family affairs are hushed
up and settled in the regiment whenever
possible—and usually followed by the
transfer of the officer with the weak
chin to a staff position where he will not
come in contact with the men; but if the
offense is serious it will have to be re-

ferred to a General Court, and no Com-
manding Officer worthy of the name
would hesitate to call for a General Court
merely to save his organization the at-

tendant publicity.
The recourse to the General Court,

which means a court with power to give
more than six months imprisonment or

loss of pay, is really very rare in a well-

disciplined regiment. In the two years
I was in service I remember only two
men from my regiment who were tried

by a General Court, and both of them
had criminal records in civil life. What
is known as "company punishment" is

usually quite sufficient for dealing with

ordinary lapses from grace. This

usually consists in requiring the man
to do certain fatigue work beyond what
would ordinarily fall to his share, and
does not involve a trial or the entering
of any notation on the service record of

the man. In wise hands it is an instru-

ment of the greatest efficacy, and is sup-

ported by the public opinion of the sol-

diers as a whole.

It must not be forgotten that when a
man enlists in the army he gives his

life for the time being to his country.
The nation can not accept men with res-

ervations or on part time. He becomes
a soldier all the twenty-four hours each

day, and in this respect he differs radi-

cally from the factory worker, for in-

stance, who is merely selling the product
of his hands for certain hours, and may
quit any time he pleases. The factory
worker also retains a great deal of re-

sponsibility for himself. His health is

his own business, and he takes care of

it or not as he pleases. The soldier, on
the other hand, is not entirely respon-
sible for his health. He is not trusted

very far with it. He is examined every
little while to satisfy some surgeon that
he is still fit. Accordingly, he takes no
more interest in his health than does a

small child. A man in uniform will do

silly things that the same man in civilian

clothes would never think of doing. It

is also the experience of centuries, reen-

forced by observations in this last war,
that men in uniform fight better than
men in mufti; that men shaven, neat,
and clean fight much better than dirty

men; that men with a pride in their or-

ganization and confidence in their offi-

cers can fight all round men lacking
these advantages.
Without making an exhaustive study

of morale, it is evident that the little

details of private daily life become of

great importance if the army is to be

kept at a high degree of efficiency, and
that such a thing as being dirty or un-

kempt becomes an offense which must
be noticed by those responsible for the

fighting capacity of the unit. Hence
the constant inspections and punishments
for failure to conform to the standards,
of which there is so much complaint by
the closet theorists. But the court

martial is not all the time hanging over

the head of the soldier, nor is it recog-
nized by officers as an ordinary aid to

discipline. The trial of a man is prac-

tically an admission by the officer in

charge of him that the man for the

time being has got out of control, and
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that is, of course, always an unwilling
admission.

The outstanding feature of courts

martial is that they accomplish their

purpose remarkably well. To introduce

a jury of enlisted men, as has been sug-

gested, would add about five hundred per
cent, to the amount of time a trial would

consume, and would not increase the

confidence of the accused in the fair-

ness of the trial one iota. I have been
tried as an enlisted man, and I have had

charges preferred against me as an

officer, so I really have a good idea of

the feelings of a defendant. It might
improve the looks of the records to have
a lawyer handy to make sure that all the

technical requirements had been com-

plied with, but he would probably slow

up the wheels of justice without accom-

plishing much. The fact remains that

justice is done, and if there are mistakes

they are the mistakes of amateur judges
and not the calculated omissions of pro-
fessional advocates.

After all, the whole question of dis-

cipline depends on the atmosphere of a

regiment, and that is a thing which
can not be traced to one or two concrete

sources, but rests on the personality of

the officers. The recipe is not found in

any book, nor the result arrived at by
following too closely the methods of

someone else. If the officers have suffi-

cient force of character, there will be
no reasonable complaints about the con-
duct or sentences of the courts martial.

George W. Martin

Correspondence
The Principle of the Closed

Shop
To the Editors of The Review:
The question of the "closed shop" is

to-day occupying so much attention that
I venture to refer to a phase of it which
does not seem to me to be generally un-
derstood.

The principle which underlies it has

appeared in commerce, industry, science,

politics, society, and organized religion
from the dawn of civilization and has,
I think, invariably resulted in the moral
deterioration of those who have victor-

iously employed it.

We call this principle by all sort3 f.f

names—monopoly, closed shop, old school,

autocracy, the machine, orthodoxy, con-

ventionality, etc.—but its objective is

identical in every field of activity and it

invariably means the subordination of
the many to the few and the measurable
demoralization of the latter.

In industry it is known as "closed

shop" and its intention is the reservation
to a limited number of the opportunities

of employment. It creates an artificial

stability to tenure of position which be-

gets indifference and carelessness among
those who are protected in employment
by it. It is enforced in the building
trades in New York and has meant the

rrbitrary exclusion from apprenticeship
of many an ambitious young American.

Every spring before the war many Euro-

pean tradesmen came to this country
equipped with International Union cards,
which admitted them at once to employ-
ment, and then returned to their homes
in the autumn taking with them a con-

siderable share of the compensation that

might well have gone to Americans, the

exclusion of whom from trade employ-
ment made room for the aliens. Practi-

cally all the unions restrict the master
workmen to a limited number of appren-
tices and compel those apprentices to pass
five years in learning a trade which may
readily be acquired in half of that time.

The unions, moreover, charge an initia-

tion fee sufficiently large to be measura-

bly prohibitive to applicants for journey-
men cards.

The "closed shop" la losponsible for the

long-continued opposition of the unions
to trade education in this country. This

opposition has only been relaxed in recent

years, and even now concurrence in popu-
lar demand applies solely to such educa-

tion in public schools. All private trade

teaching is strenuously opposed by the

unions. The examination of journeymen
applicants for Civil Service positions in

New York City has a peculiar significance

in relation to this subject. While the

qualifications of these would-be public
servants are doubtless below the stand-

ard of New York tradesmanship, yet

many of these are union men whose in-

capacity is largely protected by the

"closed shop." I submit the following
table of results of the examinations for

the years 1914, 1916, and 1918 in the

principal trades :

Year Trade Passed Failed

1914 Steam Fitter 29 43

Plumber 20 26

Electrical Wireman . . 25 42

Varnisher 14 14

Bricklayer 16 28

Carpenter 43 41

House Painter 33 27

1916 Varnisher 7 16

Electrical Wireman. . 6 16

Bricklayer 12 15

Plumber 17 32

House Painter 36 10

1918 Bricklayer 6 18

Electrical Wireman. . 8 24

Gas Fitter 21 47

Plumber 12 22

Steam Fitter 7 11

House Painter 52 29

Plasterer 6

These examination tests are designedly

easy—they have been adapted to the ca-

pacity of the applicants and failure to

meet them reveals a low measure of pro-

ficiency. Nevertheless, the unionists

among these rejected incompetents are

not actually of the elect of the industrial

army in New York. One must admit that

the tendency to superimpose "closed

shop" upon civilization springs primarily
from the instinct of self-preservation,

whence, however, it inevitably gravitates

to pure selfishness. It is a misuse of the

advantages of organized cooperation,

and its vice is in the effort to transform

that principle into an agency of oppres-

sion. We may well sympathize with the

attitude of the older tradesman who sees

in the extension of the principles of trade

training to youth a menace to the perma-
nence of his employment, and who there-

fore seeks by the "closed shop" expedient

to protect himself by restricting the num-
ber of those permitted to practice the

trade. His real defence against this

danger lies in the knowledge and profi-

ciency gained by experience and the repu-

tation for honest and efficient work which

he has earned by years of faithful toil.

Society cannot permit him to shackle the

justifiable aspirations of American youth.

We are forever struggling to combat

the "closed shop" tendency, and our Sher-

man acts, open primaries, open shop, pub-

licity, and modernism are all crude en-

deavors to resist its encroachments. Un-

scientific and even damaging as some of

these expedients are, they are better than

a nerveless acquiescence in the tyranny

of this principle.

Nowhere, perhaps, has it done great-

er injury than in the church. Time and

time again the rigid exclusion of the

r.on-conformist has made it necessary

for the reformer to break open the or-

ganization, but he has no sooner won the

victory than he becomes himself the cap-

tive of his former antagonist. The Puri-

tan escapes from the closed shop of the

Anglican establishment, only to establish

in the new world an equally rigid coun-

terpart of that from which he has fled.

The more completely does this principle

succeed, the more pronounced becomes

the evidence of dry-rot.

I do not think I am wrong in discern-

ing in this principle one which inevitably

makes for the moral and mental deca-

dence of those who practice it, and I sin-

cerely believe that for their own sake the

unions should be prevented from enforc-

ing it. It discourages proficiency, begets

tyranny, fosters hatred, and swells the

ranks of unskilled labor. It is not neces-

sary to the policy of trades unionism and

really misrepresents its true ideals. The
unions are too valuable to be ruined by
this fatal tendency, and if they can be
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made to appreciate the danger of com-

pelling industry to adopt it, they have a

great future before them. Let us have

"open shop" and an honest one. There
are employees who interpret that term
to mean "non-union," and they must be

watched to see that they do not discrimi-

nate against the unionist.

R. Fulton Cutting
New York, October 1

As it Looks in Omsk
To the Editors of The Review:

Perhaps your readers would be inter-

ested in some account of conditions at

Omsk, where I arrived about two weeks

ago. The journey from Vladivostok to

Omsk is a trying one. First of all, it

is most difficult to get a berth, as there

are lots of people wanting to go and only
two so-called "express" trains per week.

Besides, most of the places are com-
mandeered by the Government for peo-

ple traveling in some military or official

capacity. I managed to get a place

through the Naval Department, but we
were four men in a small stateroom or

cabin. During the journey the heat was
intense, no possibility most of the time
to open the windows because of the dust
and smoke, very little water for washing
and a restaurant car where one could

get only poor food and tepid drinks—
no ice to be had—at exorbitant prices.
I would like you to try and realize what
one feels after nine days of journey
under such conditions. I forgot to say
that one is comforted on the way by the

sight of railroad trucks lying by the line

topsyturvy—the results of Bolshevistic

activities, when the line is not suffi-

ciently guarded.
By the time this letter reaches you,

if it ever does, the situation here will

have altered again. If the reverses on
the front continue, as they do now, and
more territory is lost to the Bolsheviki

army, Omsk will have to be evacuated
and nobody knows what this may signify.
It is not impossible that the All-Russian

Government, whose headquarters are in

Omsk, will fall, as it will no longer be
able to unite the people of Siberia—
about 40 millions—and those parts of

European Russia where fighting against
Bolsheviki is taking place. It will be
very sad if after over a year of existence
and hard work, this Government is swept
away because the Allies did not see their

way to recognizing it in due time and
giving it such material and economic as-

sistance as it deserved. It will be very
difficult if not impossible, for some time
to come, to constitute anywhere else a
new All-Russian Government, and the
Russian problem will again remain open.

I believe that the Bolsheviki realize
that it is not possible for them to
hold out any longer in European Russia.

On the one hand, after two years Bolshe-

vism has burnt itself out in European
Russia and people have no more use for

it; on the other hand, the pressure of

General Denikin in the south is making
things so difficult for them that the Bol-

sheviki seem to be trying to break

through to Siberia.

They will certainly not find many ele-

ments here in sympathy with them,
though Siberia does not fully realize

what Bolshevism means. It is believed

that they are making their way to China,
where they have serious chances of suc-

ceeding in stirring up a lot of trouble
for many years to come. Bolshevism in

Korea and China (and maybe India)
means more trouble for the whole world
than one can realize at first.

Mr. Morris, U. S. Ambassador to

Japan, arrived here a few days ago, and
I understand that he has come here to

give Washington a detailed report on
the situation and the best means of as-

sisting the Omsk Government in its

struggle. All the Allied representatives
are speaking about the help that is

coming, but as the people here have
heard about this help for a year, and
practically nothing has been done, they
no longer believe in it and the feeling

against all the Allies is rather bitter.

Again and again it should be said that
it is not military help that is wanted,
but economical and financial help. By
refusing to recognize the Omsk Govern-
ment and forbidding abroad all transac-
tions in rubles, the Allies have depre-
ciated the ruble exactly 50 times. To-

day a friend of mine sold here $1,000 for

100,000 rubles. Under normal condi-

tions $1,000 would be the equivalent of

2,000 rubles. Under conditions as they
are the Government and people are un-
able to purchase abroad all that is so

badly wanted here. As Siberia produces
only raw materials, everything is neces-

sary: clothing for those alive and fight-

ing, hardware and machines for produc-
ing foodstuffs, medicines for the sick

and wounded. The mortality is very
great and the wounded have to endure
terrible privations, but when the autumn
and winter come no one knows what is

going to happen.

How the Allies expect the Omsk Gov-
ernment to consolidate its position and
carry on with the war against the Bol-

sheviki under such conditions does not
seem very clear, and what is the good
of the "League of Nations" if the civil-

ized world is willing to close its eyes on
this war, in comparison to which all the
horrors committed by the Germans in

Belgium and France are nothing but
childish play!
There is a strong military party in

favor of political and military alliance

with Japan, which is supposed to be will-

ing to help the Omsk Government by all

the means it has in the fight against
Bolshevism, but is prevented from doing
so by the other Allies. This anti-Allied

feeling, if not stopped in time, may be-
come very dangerous and can bring a
new orientation of Russian foreign poli-

tics, i.e., a tendency to get to an under-

standing with Germany and Japan. In
a few years this would bring the whole
world to a state of affairs similar to that
of 1914, or even worse.
Like everyone else who has visited

this country I am simply overcome by
its possibilities of development and
the wonderful resources one comes
across all the time. Omsk itself is really

nothing but a small provincial town, with
a normal population of 150,000, which
has unexpectedly grown during the last

year to 500,000. Everything is over-
crowded—no possibility of finding living
quarters, Governmental offices located in

shops and stores, and many people liv-

ing in dugouts in town.

Among the different officials and mem-
bers of the Cabinet I found quite a few
friends. What is certainly one of the
characteristics of the Omsk Government
is its youth. Admiral Kolchak, the "Su-
preme Ruler," is about 45, the Ministers

average 30, some of them being young
men of 27 or 28, and if they lack experi-
ence they have a lot of determination to
see the matter through.

Alex. A. Nelidov
Omsk, Siberia, August 8

Becky Sharp's Missile

To the Editors of The Review :

Your slight mistake in recalling the in-

cident of the departure of Becky Sharp
from Miss Pinkerton's School weakens
your comparison with the act of the pres-
ent German Government providing that
students leaving German schools shall be

given a copy of the new Constitution.
It was not a copy of the Bible that

Becky flung back into the garden, but of

Johnson's Dictionary. Doubtless she

might have treated the Bible no better,
but in fact she was not given the chance.
Not religion, therefore, but the ele-

ments of common sense and the oppor-
tunity to learn the fundamentals of De-

mocracy are what we may expect German
students to reject with disdain. They
may have reason for this in their con-

tempt for those pretending thus to teach

them; but, judging from our knowledge
of German character, sufficient reason

may be found in the scornful attitude of

the students themselves. Germans have

long since shown that they are too proud
to learn from anybody. They have no

more use for a constitution than Becky

Sharp had for a Dictionary.
Thomas H. Lewis.

Westminster, Md., October 6.
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Book Reviews
Alfred Noyes, James Oppen-

heim, and Others

The New Morning. By Alfred Noyes.
New York: Frederick A. Stokes.

Poems. By Theodore Maynard. New
York: Frederick A. Stokes.

Poems. By Iris Tree. New York: John
Lane Company.

The Solitary. By James Oppenheim. New
York: B. W. Huebsch.

Banners. By Babette Deutsch. New York:
George H. Doran Company.

Hacnts and By-Paths. By J. Thome
Smith. New York: Frederick A.
Stokes.

Merchants of the Morning. By Samuel
McCoy. New York: George H. Doran
Company.

A World of Windows. By Charles Hanson
Towne. New York: George H. Doran
Company.

Theodore Roosevelt: A Verse Sequence
in Sonnets and Quatorzains. By Rus-
sell Wilbur. Boston: Houghton Mif-
flin Company.

ALFRED
NOYES is the possessor of

two things—convictions and tunes.

The natural accompaniment of convic-

tions, in a thinker, is ideas; the natural

accompaniment of tunes, in a poet, is

words. Now, while it would be calumni-

ous to assert that Mr. Noyes is defec-

tive, or even deficient, in ideas or in

diction, it must be conceded that his

strength in neither point is notable.

The trouble with mere convictions, with
mere tunes, is that you reach the end of

both so speedily. That is largely the
trouble with the lithe and blithe, the

eager and meager, gift of Mr. Noyes.
A great poet he is not, though he is

an appreciably better poet than critics

imagine in those untoward moments
when his laxities encounter their cyni-
cisms.

Mr. Noyes loves America. The ex-

pression of that feeling in the present
volume is not markedly original; the

originality lies in the feeling itself.

Mr. Noyes is possibly the old-school,
traditional Englishman, yet he is prob-
ably the first Englishman, unless Pitt or
Burke might be excepted, whose eyes
have either brightened or dimmed at the

thought of America. A few of these

poems, the "Avenue of the Allies," "Re-
public and Motherland," the "Union,"
have an international significance that

surpasses, and replaces, mere literary
value.

Flag of the sky, proud flag of that wide
communion,
Too mighty for thought to scan;

Flag of the many in one and that last
world-union
That kingdom of God in man;

Ours was a dream in the night of that last

federation,
But yours is the glory unfurled—

The marshalled nations and hosts that shall
make one nation
One singing star of the world.

There are also military and maritime

ballads, legendary pieces, parables, eth-

ical poems still happy in the assurance

That truth and beauty have a friend
At the deep heart of things.

Somewhat more distinctive is the as-

sault on innovation in which diatribe

alternates with burlesque. Mr. Noyes's
feeling towards the modernists is expres-
sible in the words of Mary Magdalen:
"They have taken away the Lord . . .

and we know not where they have laid

him." There is much that is sound in

Mr. Noyes's affection for the sanities

and disciplines of the past, but I think
that he hardly realizes the extent to

which tactics are necessary as the ally
of valor in the contest with what is irra-

tional or subversive in the present. It

is easy to say to humanity: "Turn
round." But humanity will not turn
round. Even if it goes back it will not
turn round. General Grant, in his auto-

biography, illustrates his pertinacity by
the fact that if, in walking, he found
himself on the wrong road, he would

go forward, until, by striking into a

cross-route, he could reverse his direc-

tion without retracing his steps. The
world is like General Grant; it will re-

turn only by a detour which will beguile
it with the illusion of advance. In an

age when conservatism is fashionable,
the radical strategy is to make the new
appear old; in an age, when radicalism
is popular, the conservative strategy is

to make the old appear new. Mr. Noyes
is too frank about the antiquity of his

gospel; he puts part of it explicitly into

the mouth of a grandfather. Now the
world of to-day, rightly or wrongly, can
not take its truth from grandfathers. It

would be better for Mr. Noyes to uphold
virtue and sanity simply as virtue and
sanity, and not to emphasize the single

aspect of those cults which is abnormally
distasteful to his contemporaries.

Mr. Theodore Maynard has ability.
Whether he has ability enough to serve
him in a world in which the price of
fame tends to rise with that of other
commodities is a perplexing question.
He is religious; further, he is Catholic;
further yet, he is scriptural and sacra-
mental. With all this he is a lover and
praiser of laughter. The reader who
permits himself to be surprised at this

combination will have his surprise les-

sened by the discovery that Mr. Ches-
terton is the author of the preface. Mr.
Maynard, though pietist, is not ascetic.

Half the time when he is not praising
Christ he is praising drink, and we
could in a sort epitomize his philosophy
by quoting the refrain of a ballade: "I

drain a mighty tankard to the Pope."
There is in his work a mixture of the

lusty and the picturesque, of the cor-

dial and the prismatic, which should
have done much for him. That it has
done something, the first stanza of a

"Song of Colours" may suffice to demon-
strate :

Gold for the crown of Mary,
Blue for the sea and sky,

Green for the woods and meadows
Where small white daisies lie.

And red for the colour of Christ's blood
When he came to the Cross to die.

Miss Iris Tree is the daughter of Sir

Herbert Tree; the affiliation, the filia-

tion, to art in such a parentage was

clear, and her name was a commission
to write verse. Her work is clever and

individual, or, more strictly perhaps, it

aspires to individuality, for the like-

nesses among the people whose ideal is

difference rank high among the biting
ironies of life. Vultures and leopards
hunt alone; pigeons fly, and sheep graze,
in multitudes: yet no naturalist to my
knowledge has ever told us that the dif-

ference between two vultures or two

leopards is wider than the difference

between two specimens of either of the

gregarious types. The ingredients in

human nature are so few. Miss Tree is

a daring phrase-maker with the occa-

sional rewards and constant penalties of

daring. She can fashion, in her own
words, "delirious verses, tortured stat-

ues, spasms of paint;" or she can apos-

trophize London in resonant and plan-

gent verse:

And all my hopes thy lamps that flick and
glare,

And all my griefs thy beggars in the rain.

The insurgencies of her early poems are
modified in her maturing verse. They
were doubtless the kind of insurgencies
which find their antidote in recurrent

birthdays, their turbulence being that
of an equinoctial storm seasonal rather
than regional or climatic. There is a
fatal periodicity in these things; the
sower of wild oats comes finally to the

point when he breakfasts on oatmeal.
Without ranking the "Solitary" as

great poetry, or even as good poetry if

taken in mass, I prefer it to the former
work of Mr. Oppenheim. It has fewer
things that chafe me, many more things
that please me mildly, and one or two
things or fragments of things to which
my response is instantaneous and cor-
dial. Mr. Oppenheim's weakness lies,

not in the content, but in the method,
of his didacticism. The vast circum-
ference of things surveyed from an in-

tensely individual centre through sym-
bols which assume the connective office

of radii; ideas cosmic, sincere, vaguely
elevated and dimly hopeful, rarely orig-
inal, never finally and sharply embodied ;

these constitute his point of view and
his material. The ideas in the mystical
"Sea" are so far from shocking or de-

structive that I should describe them as
a sort of Christianity with psychology
substituted for theology. The trouble
lies in the relation of the artist to the
teacher. The theorist is always getting
between my feelings and Mr. Oppen-
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heim; the poet gets between him and

my intelligence. Reason is good, and

feeling is good; but their mixture, if

not masterly, is provoking. In the same

fashion earth is good to walk on, and

water is good to swim in; but there is

a mixture of earth and water known

as marsh in which neither walker nor

swimmer can make progress. What Mr.

Oppenheim's philosophy needs is drain-

age—clearing, drying, solidifying; what

it gets is irrigation.

Mr. Oppenheim writes before the

process of composition is complete. The

work is full of arrests and starts, paren-

theses, italics, dots, interruptions, repe-

titions, subjects without verbs. Poetry

may be as continuous and steady as

prose for the same reason that flight

may be as unbroken and regular as

walking; the one thing needed is suffi-

cient wing-power. Mr. Oppenheim's

wing-power is inadequate; he can not be

consistent or progressive; he must veer,

plunge, diverge, lest his inspiration flag.

The defect of imagination betrays itself

in the mutability of his figures. In three

lines on page 38, the sky is successively

a gulf, a pocket, a dome, and a cobweb—
proof not that the sky has been all these

things to Mr. Oppenheim, but that it has

been none of them.

There are better moments when the

imagination is not restless, but active.

A phrase like "music in which lost

armies sang requiems" shames its con-

text for pages forward and back; as

Browning said in his "Memorabilia," "a

hand's-breadth of it shines alone mid the

blank miles roundabout." Sometimes

the inspiration is not cupped in a phrase.

"Europa" begins nobly (I quote with

unmarked omissions) :

Europa
The dark years, the dreadful years are

upon me . . .

The Voice of Egypt
Whither goest thou, Europa, whither

goest thou, dusty and grown aged and

withering at the breasts?
Thou hast not crouched in the desert,

mounting the sand-storm,
Remembering the Ptolemies.

Europa
But the dark years, and the days of

bleak old age are upon me . . .

Once my rosy nipples were lipped by
nations and a great people drank of

them . . .

The Voice of Persia
What hag is this, that against the black

rifts of the storm, and blown by the tem-

pest
Stalks crazily mumbling? Is it thou,

Europa?
Thou hast not seen great Babylon fallen,

gone down with Marduk,
Thou art not merely an Asian breath

from beyond the desert and the ancient

rivers

Strange with Assyrian song and Arabian
rumor . . .

Europa
I wither in a great noise.

That is the real thing, to be honored in

Mr. James Oppenheim as generously as

in any classic. Let him multiply such

titles to homage.
Miss Deutsch's "Banners" is an inter-

esting book. Unlike Mr. Oppenheim,
Miss Deutsch is primarily an artist; she

designs; she composes; she selects. She

is an exact artist; she counts and

weighs her strokes. It must not be in-

ferred that Miss Deutsch is an exact

thinker; on the contrary her present

disability seems to lie in the fact that

the thinker is not sufficiently ripe to

serve as companion and abettor to the

artist. For the time being her wares

are images and sentiments, harbingers

possibly of the thoughts and feelings

which might make the fortune of some

later volume. Even in "Banners" they

meet us here and there, as in the sombre

conclusion to the strong sonnet on

"Solitude."

Single is all up-rising and down-lying;
Struggle or fear or silence none may share;
Each is alone in bearing and in dying;
Conquest is uncompanioned as despair.
But I have known no loneliness like this,

Locked in your arms and bent beneath your
kiss.

At the other extreme of Miss Deutsch's

work is the delectable artifice of the

following :

You also, laughing one,
Tosser of balls in the sun,
Shall pillow your bright head
With the incurious dead.

That "incurious" is masterly.

The merit of the poems is naturally

variable. "Banners" has an unwieldy—
I might almost say, an unwielded—force.

The "New Dionysiac" is spray-like with

the vibrancy and the fleetingness of

spray. "Beauty" is richly done, but is

somewhat too manifestly a fabric. It

is memorable for the lovely phrase (ap-

plied to Beauty) :

And in the moving wind invisibly

Unstable stirs.

The dreamy and the incisive succeed

each other in Miss Deutsch's work. At
times you merely feel her breath upon

your cheek; at other times she drives

her nail with a Jael-like determination

straight into your temple. She is a per-

son about whom prophecy is unsafe. In

quick minds the ardor of youth is a

strong reenforcement to inborn faculty;

it is hard to estimate the faculty until

the reenforcement is withdrawn.

Mr. J. Thome Smith, Jr., is a young
man of alert fancy and sympathetic

rhythms. The bigness and lustiness of

the sea are happily caught in the four

lines which follow:

I love its lonely smoke-hung trails,

Its battered hulks and singing sails,

Its lifting, surging hills and dales

With fleecy, form-plumed crests.

There is a mellow gravity in certain

strains of Mr. McCoy's "Merchants of

the Morning" which conveys a percep-

tible, if fading and uncertain, spell. I

see no reason why the people who have

enjoyed Mr. Charles Hanson Towne in

the past should not enjoy his "World
of Windows." Their world should be
rich in joys.
As poetry or literature, Mr. Wilbur's

"Theodore Roosevelt" has absolutely no

standing; its only protection is its de-

fenselessness. Nevertheless the book is

not destitute of value. Mr. Wilbur has

painted each feature of the many-fea-
tured Roosevelt as individually as if it

had not been a feature but a face; the
method is destructive of unity, but it

favors that comprehensiveness which the

pursuit of unity more or less excludes.

Mr. Wilbur's Roosevelt is an unbound
Roosevelt, a Roosevelt in loose sheets;
for that very reason it includes a range
of matter which a binder would reject as

incompatible.
0. W. Firkins

Two "First Novels"
Peter Middleton. By Henry K. Marks.

Boston: Richard G. Badger.

Iron City. By M. H. Hedges. New
York: Boni and Liveright.

A NEW YORK Sun reviewer asserts of
-"- "Peter Middleton" that "Theodore
Dreiser would like it—Robert W. Cham-
bers would read it through at one «it-

ting." This is moderately doubtful ; but
it is easy to see how these two names
might have been suggested by the story.

To them might be added that of Upton
Sinclair, who has written a novel on ven-

ereal disease. "Peter Middleton" is a

serious piece of work. That is, the story-

teller is not simply trying to amuse us,

but desires to be of use as an incerpreter.

We may accept the current demand on

criticism, that it shall consider what the

artist is trying for, and how nearly he

gets it. Unluckily, we begin and end

in considerable uncertainty as to the

present writer's objective. He wants to

record things as they are—but how are

they? He wants to paint a portrait—
but is the fellow worth painting? He
wants to point (or embody) a moral.

And he wants to tell a tale. . . . These

are among his impulses, if not his con-

scious desires; and they fail to pull to-

gether. The thing as it is, the physical

thing, he presents with extreme fidelity:

"The blinds drawn as then, the sparse,

stiff furniture, rigidly arranged, covered

with brown linen slip covers, the two

massive crystal chandeliers and the oil

paintings in their heavy gilt frames

stretched with cheese cloth, the antique

Empire urns that balanced the marble

mantel—yes, the very smells, faint but

insistent, the self-righteous smells of

floor wax and brass polish, that somehow

he always associated with his mother—
all crowded in upon him and oppressed

him." As for the portrait, it is a good

portrait
—of a weakling. And, of course,
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the world is full of weaklings. But alas,

why entangle this worthy "Dreiserian

realism" with the cog-worn machinery
of the novel, romantic or purposeful?
As a story, the book is spoilt by the

absurdity of the pivotal incident. Let

the hero sacrifice himself, if you must,

according to the deathless if tiresome

habit of heroes; but make us believe in

the necessity and the means of sacrifice.

Peter Middleton, finding his wife un-

faithful, agrees to give her cause for di-

vorce. He goes to a dingy hotel with a

street woman, telephoning his where-

abouts to his waiting wife. Very good,
but why, in the name of common sense,

represent Peter the chivalrous and the

clean as actually "staying" with the drab,

and so incurring the disease which is to

destroy him and his later on? Plainly

the author has made up his mind to show
a decent man ruined by that special en-

emy; and what we have in the end is a

tract with many of the materials that

might have been moulded into a novel of

creative power. For the rest, disease or

no disease, Peter remains a weakling, a

fumbling "temperamental" egotist, who
is looking to life for a hugged-up happi-

ness that always slips beyond his grasp.

At the end only self-destruction remains :

It was as if it had been granted him to see

himself with forbidden eyes. So he saw him-

self: so he contemplated himself with a kind

of triumphant despair. Death for creatures

like himself! Oh! he knew now. He knew

why Nina had loathed him—and Bromley.

They had sensed it. And von Prahl. And
Anita Demling. Even Elisabeth Lissinger
with her great understanding, her exquisite

generosity, even Elisabeth Lissinger. Only
Melanie ! It was for Melanie he would do it

. . . He rarely thought of the disease now.
That was something accidental—accessory.
Disease or no disease, the deeper thing, the

permanent, ineradicable thing, the disease at

his heart was what impelled him. . . . To
get away from it. . . . To annihilate him-
self completely.

Petrovitch Middletonsky?
"Iron City" is also a story of personal

quest. But the person chiefly concerned

pursues something more than either his

own happiness or (in whatever meaning
of the word) success. He has the mod-
ern sense of solidarity with, and respon-

sibility for, his fellow-men. He is wist-

ful for the world's good. And by fellow-

men and the world he means, also in the

modern fashion, the masses, the prole-

tariat, all those whom fate (or "capital")
has wronged by giving them advantages
and opportunities less than his own. He
himself has won them single-handed, to

be sure. John Cosmus, "student of so-

ciety," has made his own way through

college, before coming to Iron City to

begin his cherished career. Iron City is

that thriving midland town, some three

generations from its pioneer days, which
is the scene of so much of our later fic-

tion. Founded by New England Puri-

tans, it has gone through the later phases
of industrial and social expansion. It has
learned to play, and to boost. Thirty
alien races have arrived to test its qualitv
as melting-pot. Its dominant personal-

ity is now crude, pushing, Philistine.

Yet, oddly enough, one of its points of

pride remains the college which was
founded in the Puritan days, and still

clings to the ancient ideals of education.

To Crandon Hill College comes young
John Cosmus, fresh from Harvard, as an
instructor in sociology. He has willingly

given up the lure of money-making : "He
imagined that the American college was
the focal point for the mother-brains,
the creative minds of the race ; he wanted
to be a creative mind, and he wanted to

shape minds with a gift for creation."

But he very soon finds that Crandon Hill

College is anything but a dwelling or a

nursery of creative minds. Its faculty

are infinitely serious about the mighty
past and the trivialities of academic rou-

tine, and blandly indifferent to the great
forces of modern life. President Hugh
Crandon embodies the genial yet narrow
conservatism of this privileged institu-

tion. John Cosmus soon finds his zeal

slackening. His pupils do not wish to

think, his colleagues do not wish them to

think—least of all about the social and

industrial problems of to-day. To tell

the truth, Cosmus himself does not so

much think about these matters as muse
over them, puzzle himself about them,

worry about them. At all events, he is

not long running foul of the let-alone

policy of the College. He protests against

the closing of the college grounds to the

aliens who are crossing them as the

shortest way to and from work in the

great factories which are making Iron

City rich. He protests against the educa-

tional theory which spends thousands on

conventional "scholarship" and offers

nothing to the enlightenment of the com-

munity. Finally, when a great strike

breaks out in one of the huge concerns

whose head is a trustee and pillar of

church and college, Cosmus outrages the

authorities by standing up for the indus-

trial rebels with both voice and pen. He
is dismissed, and the strike fails, and

Cosmus is none too sure, in the end, of

what it has represented. To him also

comes his moment of despair, his thought

of self-destruction ;

His mind worked in and out of problems,

experiences, memories and impressions. He
thought of the day now nearly ten years

before, when he had climbed the telephone

post, tapped the transcontinental wire, and had

got his inspiration to go to college. He
thought of college, graduate school, his hopes
for education . . . and then the factory—
whose faint clangor he could still detect in

the night: and the war. How different, how
vastly different the world was now from the

world as it then seemed to be !

In some moment of this thinking he be-

came aware of the vast night stretching
around him, the earth so wide and patient, the

stars, infinite and tender, the expansive still-

ness of the world. The valley yonder, the

heavy speech of the running water, the city
lights behind—they, too, were part of the

peace of the wider upper universe. Behold,
the night was paternal and enfolding.

Suddenly as he sat there all fatigue wai
gone. It slipped from him mysteriously. He
was strong, capable. Even the war—that in-

explicable orgy—seemed potential with good.
Somewhere in his thinking, some idea, some
raveling of feeling, had brushed his soul cleam
of fear, anguish and hatred. He had let go
and slipped into Life. ... At length he
remembered: that cleansing thought wa» the
thought of God.
So with God and the human love

that has crowned his hour of despair,
Cosmus goes forth, with uncertain step
but not without courage, into a turbulent
world. ... So the problem is set

forth, our own problem, the world's prob-
lem. The author has no humanitarian
or industrial panacea to offer for its solu-

tion, but at best glimpses an omen of

good in the nature of things : "For them
there were just two facts : the perennial
wrongness of cruelty and greed, and the
eternal Tightness of love." For such a

book, beginning and ending on a note of

sane if impassioned inquiry, we may well

be grateful in an hour when, if you sow
the word "liberal," a crop of cocksure
"ideas" and cure-alls at once presents
itself for reaping.

H. W. Boynton.

The Run of the Shelves

WHEN "Stars and Stripes" called

Sergeant Alexander Woolcott from
his platoon to an editor's desk, they
probably broke his heart, but they also

did well. And when the High Command
set him footloose to see and hear what
he could on the fighting front, they cast

literary bread upon the waters. It has
returned after not too many days in the
volume "The Command is Forward"
(Century Co.). Mr. Woolcott has made
the best use of an extraordinary oppor-
tunity. There is a moment of relaxation
after peril when men will tell about
themselves and their fellows with sim-

plicity. The moment passes, and the
facts get reworked into anecdote and
legend. Mr. Woolcott in twenty in-

stances caught the right moment and
fixed it by a masterly act of reporting.
One grasps the unity of the fighting
effort, in the fifteen-year-old doughboy
"dying on his gun," in the brigadier-
general who established headquarters,
most heterodoxically, before the firing

line, in the flying camera men itching
for an illicit fight, in the sweating cooks

defying the elements and traffic regula-
tions to keep up with their units. All
this is made vivid without pretentious-
ness or overemphasis. As pure report-
ing, the war has produced nothing better.
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Mr. Dooley's new volume "On Making
a Will and Other Necessary Evils"

(Charles Scribner's Sons) in its skir-

mishings with food in war, with old age,

with baseball, with golf, with cards, with

history, with Irish movements, has its

instants of fortune and felicity.

"Freedom is like dhrink, Hinnissy.

If ye take anny at all ye might as well

take enough to make ye happy f'r

awhile."

"Dock O'Leary," said Mr. Hennessy,
"tells me a rival is takin' away a lot iv

his practice be puttin' ivrybody on a

dite. He didn't say who it was."

"He told me," said Mr. Dooley, "it's

th' high cost iv livin'."

"Th' two gr-eat American spoorts are

a good deal alike—pollyticks an' base-

ball. They're both played be pro-fessy-

onals, th' teams ar-re r-run be fellows

that cudden't throw a base-ball or stuff

a ballot-box to save their lives and ar-re

on'y intherested in countin' up th' gate

receipts, an' here ar-re we settin' out

in th' sun on th' bleachin' boords, payin'
our good money f'r th' spoort, hot an'

uncomfortable but happy, injyin' ivry

good play, hootin' ivry bad wan, knowin'
nawthin' about th' inside play an' not

carin', but all jinin' in th' cry iv 'Kill

th' empire.' They're both grand games."

These are enjoyable things. Many of

the laughs in the volume, however, will

be of the sort in which the good nature
of the laugher acknowledges the good in-

tentions of the humorist. That the
reader should go half-way to meet Mr.

Dooley is only fair, since Mr. Dooley has
often gone half-way or more than half-

way to meet his joke. We feel some-
times that Mr. Dooley is not so much
conquering as harassing his subject. The
difficulties of an avowedly humorous
book are very great. Literary success
consists largely in the establishment of
a balance between expectation and ful-

fillment. Reduced expectation, increased
fulfillment—these are the instruments of

victory. The trouble with a book that
avows its intention to be humorous is

that it arouses continuous expectation in

relation to a point in which fulfillment

must be intermittent and occasional. In
the straits in which he finds himself Mr.
Dooley becomes rather unscrupulous.
Morally, indeed, nothing can be urged
against him. He deserves honor for
the decency and humanity of his be-
havior in that curious craft of humor
which, with all its virtues and benefits,
so often tempts the humane man to oe
cruel and the decent man to be foul. Mr.
Dooley's aberrations are merely liter-

ary. An example may be drawn from his

paper on oratory. It is undoubtedly
funny to represent after-dinner speakers
as dying with eagerness to speak. It is

equally funny perhaps to represent them
as dying of terror lest they should be

called upon to speak. But when a man
makes use of both these forms of humor
in one short paper, it is clear that his

liveliness is the outgrowth of his in-

genuity, that it expresses no permanent
relation of his mind to the thing. Un-
tidiness of this sort is very usual in

the volume. Mr. Hennessy, the listener,

is perhaps really more humorous than
Mr. Dooley. This gentleman emerges
from long silences into brief remarks
that are perfectly serious, absolutely

banal, and plump and rotund in their

placid self-complacency. He illustrates

that great envelope of dullness in which,
as in a fleece or fur, the stolid world is

cosily and warmly wrapped. He is the
ideal contrast and counterpoise to Mr.
Dooley.

What's Hoover Going
to Do?

U1EW men carry with them from the
A

great war such a record of achieve-
ment as Herbert Hoover, a record of

which all Americans are justly proud.
It is natural that the interest which the
whole world feels in him should not cease

with his retirement from the major
tasks which have occupied him during
the past five years and with which the
welfare of so many millions of people
has been bound up.

In response to an inquiry from a San
Francisco paper as to his future plans,
Mr. Hoover makes a characteristic reply,
which shows that in him resides some-

thing of the spirit of a Cincinnatus.

(1) I plan to adhere to the following rules
for one month :

(a) I will reply to no telephone calls, and
my secretary has directions to explain in the
most amiable manner that as I am spending
a month with two vigorous small boys I cannot
be tied to the end of a telephone all day, and
that I will devote my energies evenings to

replying to the best of my ability to any
telegraphic or written communications.

(b) That I do not myself read any com-
munication which exceeds more than one
page and I must depend upon my, secretary
to inform me of the contents if it exceeds
this limit. These rules are solely for my own
good.

(c) That I must decline the honor of speak-
ing at a large part of sixty-four public meet-
ings to which I have received invitations. I

do this because I am not a spellbinder and I

am satisfied that the American people will
be gratified to find a citizen who has retired
from office who wants to keep still. Any pub-
lic statements from me will have to be writ-
ten before this appears. This rule is for the

public good.
(2) My family is building a "palace" con-

taining seven rooms and a basement, a kitchen
and a garage, all on the university campus.
The old cottage is good enough but we all

think we can build a better house than any-
body ever built before and every American
family is entitled to this experience once in

a lifetime.

I have noted that the skilled labor on this

job is receiving $8 to $9 per day. As trustee
of this university I also note that some 150

instructors and assistant professors receive
from $3 to $G per diem and that they have
families to support. I therefore plan to co-

operate with my fellow trustees who are al-

ready endeavoring to find means to help the
above group of unorganized workers.

(3) After one month I plan to proceed to
New York to pass upon the final settlement
of the expenditures arising from the opera-
tions of the Supreme Economic Council and
of the Belgian Relief Commission. Alto-

gether these accounts involve about $2,000,-

000,000 of inter-accounting chiefly between
eighteen European governments and different

concerns, as to which I am the final arbiter.

Some thousands of earnest men have—some
of them—for years given their services free
for the economical administration that these
sums should save every atom of human life

possible. We are not afraid of this settle-

ment; no one can collect these sums from us.

If there were six less ciphers on these figures
I might be worried.

I also plan to prepare a report for Congress
showing the exact detail of the expenditure
of the $100,000,000 appropriated for relief pur-
poses, and to hand over to the United States

treasury between $85,000,000 and $90,000,000
of this sum in obligations of foreign govern-
ments, together with, an accounting for an ex-

penditure of the balance within the act. I hope
this will be an agreeable surprise. Most of

Congress thought the money was gone for-

ever, but voted for it anyway.
Also I plan to edit a report now in prepara-

tion on the economic measures taken under
my direction since the armistice in Europe.
Also I plan to co-operate with my colleagues
in settling some details of an endowment for
education of children of Belgian people of
limited means, which endowment has been
created out of the residue of funds remain-

ing in the relief after the completion of its

work. This residue did not come out of the
American public; it came from profits on
sales of food to the better-to-do Belgians since

the armistice and proved greater than the

needs of the destitute.

(4) I shall co-operate with the other mem-
bers of the committee of the European chil-

dren's fund, which is now, with the assistance
of various governments and private charity,

carrying on the special feeding of 4,000.000
children in Eastern Europe diseased from
under-nourishment. I have also agreed to

complete the selection, free of charge, of some
American advisers to- various countries in

Europe. These are as badly needed as the

food for children.

(5) I plan to return to California a month
or two later if I can advance the above mat-
ters satisfactorily. I shall then continue to

attend to my duties as

(a) Head of a family;

(b) Trustee of Stanford University;

(c) A member of the committee of the

European children's fund;

(d) The head of the Belgian foundation
above ;

(e) The completion of the "palace" above
referred to; and,

(f) To support the activities under "a"

and "e" from my occupation as a consulting

engineer and income from remaining pre-war
savings.

All subject to the reservation that nothing
more turns up to irritate my conscience or

peace of mind.

I offer this intimate disclosure of private
affairs in order that no further inquiry on
this subject will be needed and so that it may
be seen that I contemplate no mischief against
this Commonwealth, neither actual nor even
in the purviews of the Federal Trade Com-
mission.
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Impecunious Idealism

THE
air of England is simply vibrat-

ing with scattered impulses of

theatrical idealism, all of which are

thwarted (like the good fairies in a

Christmas pantomime) by the Demon

Impecuniosity. Every week brings the

announcement of a new Society Guild,

or League for the advancement either

of the Arts as a whole, including drama,
or of drama in particular, or of some
form of drama, or of the arts subsidiary

to drama. Here, for instance, is "The
Arts League of Service," the aim of

which is "to bring the arts into every-

day life." This object it proposes to

further in many ways, but largely

"through performances of Drama, Dance,
and Music in London and in towns and

villages." On its Council, too, are most
of our leading Young Men of the Thea-

tre—Mr. Bridges Adams, Mr. John

Drinkwater, Mr. St. John Ervine, Mr.

Norman Macdermott, Mr. Miles Malle-

son. Some of these names have prob-

ably not yet crossed the Atlantic, but I

fancy you will hear of them all in time.

Associated with them are many intel-

lectual and' social notabilities, such as

Mr. Laurence Binyon, Mr. H. W. Mas-

singham, the Hon. Neville Lytton, the

Countess of De La Warr, the Hon. Mrs.

Alfred Lyttelton, Lady Emily Luytens,

etc., etc. What the League has yet done
I do not know. I think it gave some

performances in the Parks on the day
of the victory celebrations—but this may
have been some other society.

A more active body is the Drama
League, which has borrowed its name,
but not its aims, from America. It

consists very largely of the same people :

for the Army of Idealism is not really

so large as the number of its various

enterprises would suggest. The Drama
League does not propose to produce
plays itself, but to provide a sort of

bureau of advice and assistance for all

the other idealistic enterprises, great
and small. The fact that Mr. Granville

Barker is the Chairman of its Council
leads one to hope that it may do useful

work. He made an excellent speech at

a conference of the League, which took

place during the latter half of August
at Stratford-on-Avon. At this confer-

ence, too, Mr. Martin Harvey spoke
very much to the point when he urged
the concentration, the focusing, of

idealistic effort upon the one thing need-
ful—namely, the establishment of a

great national theatre in London, and of

repertory theatres in all the great cen-

tres of population, suburban and provin-
cial. This focusing, however, is not

likely to take place for the present. In
the first place, these are bitter bad days
for raising money. In the second place,
the running of small societies offers an

attractive field of activity to numerous
men and women of culture and leisure,

who feel no great disappointment if

their activities end mainly in "drawing-
meetings," or, in other words, in talk.

Thirdly, the really energetic young
artists who leaven the mass of vague
aspiration are bent upon small experi-
ments in the direction of "advanced"
drama and decoration, rather than on

securing for the theatre its proper place
in the spiritual life of the nation.

These young men have been much ex-

cited and stimulated by reports of the

"Little Theatre" movement in America.

They tend to be quite as much inter-

ested in decoration as in the strictly

dramatic side of the theatre. One of

them has been heard to say, "Of course

Barker and Masefield were giants in

their day, but their generation is pass-

ing."

Perhaps the most interesting figure
of this group, or I should rather say of

this stratum in theatrical society, is

Mr. Norman Macdermott, the projector
of a little theatre to be built (D.V.) at

Hampstead. Mr. Macdermott is neither

an actor nor, I believe, a playwright,
but an architect and designer of scenes.

He arranged a very attractive little ex-

hibition of costume designs and models
of scenery for the benefit of the Drama
League Conference at Stratford-on-

Avon; and the most notable exhibit was
a model, by Mr. Macdermott himself, of

his proposed "Everyman Theatre." It

is to seat some 600 people, and can be

erected, complete with an initial stock of

scenery, for £17,500. But where is

such a sum to come from? Of course
there are many men who could write a

cheque for it to-morrow and scarcely
notice the difference in their bank ac-

count; but it seems impossible to get

any of these men to take an intelligent
interest in the theatre. Some of them
are not without a tinge of idealism.

There is, for instance, Lord Howard de

Walden, a man of great wealth, who has
frittered away large sums in well-meant

enterprises which have led to nothing.
At the present moment he is understood
to be backing a "side-show" named the

Art Theatre, which has given two more
or less eccentric performances at the

Haymarket, one at least of which must
have cost far more money than its ar-

tistic achievement justified. I have not

the slightest inside knowledge of the

finance of Lord Howard de Walden's un-

dertakings, from the Herbert Trench

"Repertory Theatre" onwards; but I am
very much mistaken if he has not spent,
with practically no abiding result, sums
which, intelligently administered, might
have made the name of Howard de Wal-
den a landmark in the history of the

British theatre.

In the midst of all the theatres in the

air, however, one playhouse on the solid

earth has been the scene of some excel-

lent work, which may have far-reaching

consequences. I refer to the Memorial

Theatre, Stratford-on-Avon. The his-

tory of the so-called Shakespeare Na-
tional Theatre scheme is too long and
intricate to be even outlined here.

Suffice it to say that there has existed

for years a committee for promoting
such a scheme, and that it has in ita

hands a considerable fund, though very
far from the whole amount required.

Holding itself justified in applying the

accumulated interest on this fund to

training actors for the eventual Shake-

speare Theatre, and to establishing a

sound tradition in Shakespearean acting,
the committee joined hands with the

Governors of the Memorial Theatre,

Stratford-on-Avon, in guaranteeing a

"Shakespeare Festival" for the present
year, to last through the month of

August. We must not look too closely
into the somewhat pretentious term
"Festival." It is applied by established

habit to all performances at Stratford;
and no doubt the assemblage of visitors

attracted by such performances does

give the little town something of a festal

air. From time immemorial, one may
almost say, the direction of these festi-

vals has been in the hands of Sir Frank
Benson; but Sir Frank's company haa
been broken up by the war, and the
Governors were, moreover, not disin-

clined to something of a new departure
in methods of acting and presentation.
Sir Frank Benson has done invaluable

service to the British stage in keeping
the Shakespearean repertory alive in the

provinces, and in giving young actors an

opportunity to learn their business by
constantly playing a wide round of

Shakespearean parts. Many of the
leaders of the profession to-day, from
Henry Ainley downwards, have passed
through the Bensonian school. But, ex-

cept in a few parts, such as Richard II,

it was impossible to say that Sir Frank's
own performances were particularly

satisfying; and in the course of his

gallant struggle with difficult circum-

stances, he had fallen into very slovenly
habits of presentment. One peculiarity
which it was hard to forgive was his

practice of "fluffing" through his parts—seldom speaking three consecutive
lines with perfect accuracy. It is, of

course, too much to demand that an
actor should carry all the leading parts
of Shakespeare constantly in his head,
and be able to turn them on at a mo-
ment's notice; but then no actor is com-
pelled to play all the leading parts. In

short, it was felt that an infusion of
new blood into the Festival perform-
ances would be far from undesirable.

The season was placed under the
direction of a young producer named
W. Bridges Adams. Mr. Adams was
something of a "dark horse," for,
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though good reports had been received

of his management of the Liverpool and

Bristol Repertory Theatres, he had done

very little work in London. He has

brilliantly justified the faith that was

placed in him. With very limited re-

sources at his disposal, and with most

inadequate time for rehearsal, he has

given, not merely adequate, but very

distinguished performances of "The

Merry Wives of Windsor," "The Win-

ter's Tale," "Julius Caesar," "A Mid-

summer Night's Dream," "Romeo and

Juliet," and "The Tempest." The com-

pany contained a valuable leaven of "old

Bensonians," so that the tradition of

many years was not entirely broken.

But it was thoroughly renewed and re-

vitalized. Mr. Adams has the art of in-

fusing zest and enthusiasm into his

actors, and getting thoroughly good
"team work" out of them. One has seen

better individual performances of al-

most all the parts than those of the

Stratford company, but seldom or never

has one seen more enjoyable presenta-

tions of the plays as a whole. In the

matter of mounting, though the strict-

est economy was necessary, Mr. Adams
was enabled, by the fact that he is him-

self a designer, to produce admirable

effects. I doubt whether the very diffi-

cult shipwreck scene of "The Tempest"
has ever been better staged; and the

"Dream" and "Romeo and Juliet" were

presented with remarkable originality

and refinement. The local success has

been decisive, in the face of a good deal

of initial hostility. Never, certainly,

has truer honor been done to Shake-

speare on his native heath than by this

little company of young, enthusiastic,

and well-trained artists.

The performance has given rise to a

very unnecessary, but not quite unin-

teresting, controversy. It happened that

Mr. Bernard Shaw was a member of the

committee which guaranteed the Festi-

val; and Mr. Shaw attempted to intro-

duce into the manager's contract a
clause rendering him liable to instant

dismissal if he cut a single line of

Shakespeare's text (or rather of the

text commonly attributed to Shake-

speare) except on the ground of quite

impossible indecency. He did not suc-

ceed in making this a condition of the

contract ; but he did succeed in terroriz-

ing Mr. Bridges Adams into retaining
a good many lines which would much
better have been eliminated—notably
some of the grossest indecencies in

"Romeo and Juliet."

Meanwhile a discussion of the prin-

ciples involved found its way into the

magazines and newspapers. All parties
are agreed that the spectacular mana-

gers of the past generation—Sir Henry
Irving, Sir Herbert Tree, and, most of

all perhaps, Mr. Augustin Daly—ruth-

lessly maltreated the poet's text, in

order to make room for the extraneous
ornamentation on which they princi-

pally relied. The widespread reaction

against this postponement of Shake-

speare to spectacle is entirely justified.

But Mr. Shaw and his partisans now
maintain that there is no middle course

between wantonly mutilating Shake-

speare and repeating every line that is

attributed to him in the First Folio.

The party of common sense, on the

other hand—I call it so because I hap-

pen to belong to it—lays down the fol-

lowing principles:

(1) It is wrong to make any excisions

either in the interests of spectacle, or be-

cause we do not think such-and-such a

speech or passage "worthy of Shakespeare."
Therefore his shorter plays, which come
easily within the limits of an evening's en-

tertainment, ought to be presented to all

intents and purposes intact.

(2) But there are many lines and pas-
sages which, owing to the lapse of time,
or to corruption of the text, have lost all

meaning, and can be understood, if at all,

only by the help of footnotes. These it is

not only justifiable, but highly desirable, to

omit. They are dead tissue, useless and
even hurtful to the living organism. A
more difficult question arises in the case of

the passages, common in the poet's later

plays, which are so condensed as to be

highly obscure, yet are probably not cor-

rupt. It may be argued that these ought
to be retained at all costs; but the better

opinion would seem to be that no good pur-
pose is served by reciting lines which the

actor probably does not understand, and
which certainly convey no meaning to the
vast majority even of an intelligent
audience.

(3) Some of Shakespeare's plays, even
if very rapidly acted and with no encum-
brance from scenery, are far too long to be

brought within the three hours of a modern
theatrical evening. It is overwhelmingly
probable that the poet never intended the
full text to be presented on the stage. At
all events we are justified in so far reduc-

ing such plays as to bring them within a
reasonable time-limit—the more so as their

dramatic effect is invariably found to gain
by such condensation. And in making
these time-cuts, as they may be called, we
must naturally try to discriminate between
the essential and the inessential, the vital

and the obsolete.

Mr. Shaw and his adherents maintain

that no distinction must be drawn be-

tween the living humor of Falstaff and

verbal quibbles which have entirely lost

what little humor they may ever have

had, and which are not improbably mere

"gags" incrusted in the text. They pre-

tend to understand clearly passages
which six generations of commentators
have striven in vain to elucidate. And
Mr. Shaw himself declares (in this

slightly differing from his disciples)

that the public must be trained to ap-

proach Shakespeare in the Bayreuth
spirit, and to sit reverently through a

performance of five or six hours, if the

poet so decrees. When we remember
that Mr. Shaw began his career as a

professed enemy to Shakespeare, we
can not help wondering whether there is

not a touch of perfidy in this apparently
frantic partisanship.

Yet, in the main, even Mr. Shaw is

doubtless sincere. His principal ally in

this controversy is Mr. John Drink-

water; and it is understood that Mr.
Granville Barker leans to the same opin-
ion. Now it is to be noted that these

three gentlemen are all playwrights, and
all inclined to prolixity. Mr. Drink-
water's "Abraham Lincoln," for exam-

ple, would gain incalculably by the

omission of the lyrical interludes be-

tween the acts. There can be little

doubt, I think, that they are moved by
a professional fellow-feeling for Shake-

speare, and include him in a sort of

Authors' Trades-Union to protest

against the unhallowed audacity of crit-

icism in hinting that a dramatist can
ever write too much. One can under-
stand their sensitiveness; but they can
make up their minds to this—that if

posterity does not "cut" their works, it

will only be because it ignores them.
Time is a mighty winnower.

William Archer
London, England, September 2

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few
books which should be useful to the reader
who wishes to go a little farther into mat-
ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam-
ing only books which ought to be available,
without much trouble, through publisher,

book-seller, or public library. Books ob-
scure or out of print are avoided, and books
in English are preferred to those in other

languages. These articles are in no sense

bibliographies for the specialist, aiming
at completeness, and including magazine or

newspaper articles, but merely brief, im-

partial, selected lists of books, new and

old, which may help to make the news of the

week more intelligible. The articles are

written by the Editor of Publications of

the New York Public Library.]

Foreign Visitors

117 E no longer ask each visitor how he"
likes America; nor dees he write

such unpleasant hooks about us as "Mar-
tin Chuzzlewit," Capt. Basil Hall's

"Travels in North America in 1827-28,"

or Mrs. Trollope's volume. Indeed, Mrs,

Trollope, painfully truthful in great part,

as she may have been, contrived to be

irritating even in her title. "Domestic

Manners of the Americans" suggest? a

scientist's investigations of the interior

economy of the woodchuck's burrow, or

observations on the life of the gopher.

Not all of them are flattering, even in

more recent times. Max O'Rell's "Jona-

than and His Continent" (Cassell. 1889)

was friendly indeed, but frisky; Kip-

ling's "American Notes" is caustic; G. W.

Stevens, who reported the Presidential
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campaign of 1896 in "The Land of the

Dollar" (Dodd, 1898), was "smart," and
always on the lookout for bad manners;
while Sir Philip Burne-Jones, in "Dol-
lars and Democracy" (Appleton, 1904)
was both superficial and supercilious.
Wu Ting-Fang's "America, through the

Spectacles of an Oriental Diplomat"
(Stokes, 1914), is worth reading. Very
courteous books are by two Frenchmen
and an Irishman: Abbe Klein's "In the

Land of the Strenuous Life" (McClurg,
1905), Charles Wagner's "My Impres-
sions of America" (McClure, Phillips,

1906), and George A. Birmingham's
"From Dublin to Chicago" (Doran,
1914).
After looking at some scores of these

books, and reading a dozen or two of

them, there remain in my mind, as honest

and readable: "The Land of Contrasts"

(Lamson, Wolff, 1898), by J. F. Muir-

head, of Baedeker's guide book fame; H.
G. Wells's "The Future in America"

(Harpers, 1906); Henry C. Shelley's

"America of the Americans" (Scribner,

1915), and William Archer's "America

To-day" (Scribner, 1899). Every real

l eader of the greatest of them all, Bryce's
"The American Commonwealth" (Mac-
millan), knows that the author never em-

ploys soft-soap to win our affections.

Baron D'Estournelles de Constant's

"America and Her Problems" (Macmil-
lan, 1915) is as painstaking and thor-

ough as Miinsterberg's "The Americans,"
and has the advantage of being French.

Arnold Bennett's "Your United States"

(Harpers, 1912) is another of the better

sort, and so is Frederick de Sumichrast's

"America and the Britons" (Appleton,

1914). It is worth while to read "Amer-
ica and the Americans from a French

Point of View" (Scribner, 1897) to guess
which American wrote it. Price Collier

is the man.
If you have only time for one, it should

be that intelligent commentary on the

whole subject, sensible and charming—
"As Others See Us" (Macmillan, 1908),

by John Graham Brooks.

Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received

POETRY
Piper, E. F. Barbed Wire and Other

Poems. Iowa : The Midland Press.

Wilkinson, Marguerite. New Voices.

Macmillan. $2.

Wilson, A. F. The Township Line.

Harper. $1.35 net.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS
Gibbons, H. A. The New Map of Asia.

Century.
Goodnow, F. J., and Bates, F. G. Mu-

nicipal Government. Century.
McLaren, A. D. Germanism from Within.

Dutton. $5.

Sloane, W. M. The Powers and Aims of
Western Democracy. Scribner. $3.50 net.

THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING BROTHERHOOD
AND THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

i2mo, cloth, 224pp.
By Sir Charles Walston, M.A., Litt.D.

$1.60 net

Author of Arlstodcmocracy ; Patriotism, National and International, etc.
A timely volume which treats in its several chapters of Nationality and Hyphenlsm ;

The Expansion of Western Ideals and the World's Peace; the English-Speaking Brother-
hood; tho Next War—Wilsonism and Antl-Wllsonlsm; League of Dreams or League of
Realities.

The book, which has a direct bearing upon the affairs of the day, Is the work of
a practical Idealist, and should exercise a sane and helpful influence In the formation of
public and private opinion.

Columbia University Press

30-32 East 20th Street
Lcmcke & Buechner, Agents

New York City

American Men of Affairs

are Interested In

THE REVIEW
the weekly that aims

"to maintain those American principles which have

made this a country of self-reliant freemen"

because it contains sound, authoritative articles on Economics,
Finance and Government.

The president of one of the largest manufacturing concerns in

America (not himself a stockholder in THE REVIEW) recently sent

us his check for $30 for six annual subscriptions to THE REVIEW
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many itself. It was simply the English
"skill in making their own point of view

plausible even to their opponent." The

"English version that the submarine war
was something immoral" gained support,
he thinks, from Germany's display of a

bad conscience in yielding for a time to

America, still speaking from the stand-

point of a neutral. An American might
be disposed to feel slighted by the dis-

position of the Admiral to put the Eng-
lish stamp so exclusively upon the view
that the submarine war was essentially

immoral, but he at least gives us credit

as apt pupils of the English moralists in

this matter when he assigns to the sub-

marine correspondence a large share of

the responsibility for "the astonishing
vehemence with which the American na-

tion plunged into a war so foreign to its

own interests." England and America
are coupled side by side, however, in an

unqualified tribute he pays to the energy
and success of the Allied measures,

which, he says, exceeded all the German
fears, and increased at a rate far greater
than that at which Germany was able to

build U-boats. These measures, he cal-

culates, had in the end reduced the de-

structive power of the individual U-boat
to one-fifth of its earlier efficacy.

T^HE latest semi-official Japanese de-
-* fence of the Shantung decision comes
from Baron Shimpei Goto, a member of
the Japanese Diplomatic Advisory Coun-
cil. It is a curious blend of naivete and
guile. The Baron believes "that every-
body is entitled to an honest opinion"
and he is "glad that Japan has not at-

tempted in any way to influence the opin-
ion of the Senate." He has no desire to

criticize the appearance of "various gen-
tlemen" before the Senate committee on
behalf of China. He is confident that
the 'leading publicists" understand the
"real facts." President Wilson threw a
"bright light" on these facts when he
pointed out that Japan had promised to

return everything—"except a few eco-

nomic privileges." And the Baron adds,
as if to show the magnanimity of Japan,
she is going to "take China into partner-
ship in the enjoyment of these privi-

leges." She cannot say how soon this

will be, because she "intends to settle

the matter so promptly that it is im-

practicable to set a date." She will, after
she has ratified the treaty, "ask Germany
to hand over all documents concerning
Shantung" and will then "submit to

China a definite and liberal proposal."
This train of thought is hard to follow.

Why must Japan wait to see how much
of a hold Germany had on Shantung be-

fore formulating her "liberal proposal,"
unless it be to see how much she herself
can retain and yet give the semblance of

liberality to her actions? Moreover, it

never seems to penetrate the Japanese
consciousness that the iniquity of her
contention is due to the fact that the
German claims are flatly stolen goods.

TWr BRATIANO'S resignation follow-
!»-"

ing immediately after his refusal

to sign the Peace Treaty with Austria
was believed to be a diplomatic victory
of the Supreme Council and a test case

of its growing prestige. But subsequent
events have put a different light on the

matter. M. Bratiano is still at the head
of the Government, and the Rumanian
troops have not yet left Budapest. Their
withdrawal is said to be made conditional

on the acceptance by Hungary of a sep-
arate peace with Rumania, which will

give the latter better satisfaction than
the peace terms she has refused to sign.

These did not give her the complete na-

tional unity to which she aspires, and
contained some clauses relating to the

rights of minorities and the right of

transit which are felt by the Rumanians
to be an infringement of their national

dignity. Insistent rumors that reach us

from the Balkans strengthen the suspi-
cion that this defiant attitude of the Ru-
manian Government has its clue in the

secret support of Italian diplomacy. It

is even said that a secret treaty has been
concluded between Rome and Bucharest,
under which the Rumanians promise to

hold the Jugoslavs in check in case of a

clash between Italians and Serbs over the

Adriatic issue. "However, the Supreme
Council is confident of its ability to put
at naught any agreement that might ex-

ist between the Rumanians and Hun-
garians," says a Paris correspondent in

a special cable to the Times. It is some
comfort to learn that the growing fre-

quency of cases of open rebellion against
the decisions of the Supreme Council has
not been able to shake the Olympian con-

fidence of that august body.

rp HE one big idea is making way in
*• the world—Norway has adopted pro-
hibition. But prohibition of a sort and
in a way that will hardly commend itself

to the professional promoters of that

amiable doctrine in this country. Nor-

way, which, like the other Scandinavian

countries, had already made several

highly intelligent efforts to deal with the

problem of strong drink, first decides to

make it literally a question of strong
drink—wine and beer are definitely ex-

cluded from the operation of the law—
and then proceeds to submit the whole
matter to popular vote. Presumably, if

it doesn't work, the law can by the same
ready means be modified in either direc-

tion. It is said that the example of the

United States exerted a good deal of in-

fluence upon Norway's decision. If so,

it must have been chiefly as an illustra-

tion of how not to do it. It is quite true
that the Fathers of American indepen-
dence, when they established a represen-
tative government, did not contemplate
the machinery of popular referendum.
But neither did they contemplate such a

monstrosity as the imbedding of prohi-
bition in the Constitution of the United
States.

'T'HE Nation, reprinting Mr. Bynner's
-*• verses:

If this was our battle, if these were our
ends,

Which were our enemies, which were our
friends?

seems to be in search of information. If

it speaks with editorial plurality, why
quite obviously it has no enemies. The
Bolsheviki of all tints, for whom, of

course, it holds no brief, can not be
counted among its enemies. The Presi-

dents, Premiers, legislators, Governors,
and Mayors who are trying to manage
the affairs of the world under law are not

enemies—they are merely wrong-headed
individuals who must eventually yield

control to others whom the Nation would
more enthusiastically hail as friends.

Who these friends are, the Nation should

be in a better position to know than the

public to which it appeals for enlighten-
ment. If, again, by "our" the Nation
means that nation from which in other

days it took its name, it may be wondered
whether the two have not now drifted so

far apart as to destroy any identity of

"ends" and thus to deprive the terms

"friends" and "enemies" of any mean-

ing. If, finally, by "our" the Nation

means the One Big Nation, that is a con-

cept that has not yet sufficiently defined

itself to have attained the dignity of

either "friends" or "enemies" — or

"ends." The public might be imagined
as responding metrically somewhat in

this vein :

Our friends and our enemies? The answer

depends
On whether you reckon our enemies

friends.

A IR flights across the continent are not

**-so spectacular as the single hop from
shore to shore of the Atlantic, but they

are in some respects more valuable. They
are tests of the reliability of machines,

of the ability of a large number of pilots

to do an effective day's work in the clouds.

It is not that one or two men display

superhuman endurance; it is that some-

thing better than a dozen machines suc-

cessfully make the journey. It is not the

speed with which it is done; it is the

amazement, if we were left with the ca-

pacity for amazement, that this thing is

done at all. With so many starters there

were bound to be some regretable acci-
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dents. Flying is not yet a safe business;

one has, among other things, to be born

lucky to succeed at it. But the men who
fall in an enterprise of this kind, unlike

those who crush out their lives in auto-

mobile races, are sacrificing themselves

in the forwarding of important work.

The possibilities of aviation of the every-

day, commercial sort are limited, no

doubt, but still very great. When they

are realized, as they are sure to be, the

world will not be forgetful of the intrepid

spirits whose collective efforts endowed

it with wings.

*

fP HE war uncovered a multitude of
•*•

charities, most of them well-inten-

tioned, a few dishonest, and rather more
than a few inefficient. And by no means
all of these cease with the termination

of hostilities on the Western front. One
is still importuned through the mails to

contribute to the housing of ex-soldiers

and similar enterprises, and it is not al-

ways easy to decide whether or not such

enterprises have a just claim on the pub-

lic purse. Considerations of this sort

justify the continuance of the National

Information Bureau, whose first annual

report has recently been issued. Organ-
ized during the war to protect the com-

munity war chests in the distribution of

their funds, it has done good work in in-

vestigating and exposing such social and

philanthropic agencies as did not de-

serve support, and in helping others that

Were astray in their object or their meth-

ods to take up a useful field and occupy

it effectively. If the Bureau continues

its work in the same spirit as in the past,

it will deserve well of the generously-

minded public.
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rpHE danger to which from the begin-
*-

ning the adoption of the Treaty has
been exposed has centered in the fact that

modifications, whether in the shape of

reservations or amendments, are passed
upon by a majority vote of the Senate,
while the final act of ratification requires
a two-thirds vote. Throughout the inter-

mediate stage of the discussion there is

in consequence of this circumstance no

sharp concentration of responsibility for

the final outcome. And yet by action

taken in this intermediate stage the

final outcome may be irretrievably

determined. At this moment the danger
of a fatal misstep remains as acute as it

has been at any time in the whole course

of the controversy. It is, therefore, to

the avoidance of such a misstep that the

efforts of all who realize the immense im-

portance of getting the Treaty adopted
must be insistently directed. A subver-

sive amendment, or a reservation of such

character as to have the effect of a sub-

versive amendment, once adopted by a

majority vote, the prospect of a favorable

outcome will be almost desperate.

It is for this reason that we have so

earnestly urged upon Senator Hitchcock

the gravity of the responsibility which

now rests upon him above all other men.

It is idle to discuss the various possibili-

ties which are exercising so many minds

as regards the character of the Presi-

dent's illness. Hopes and fears concern-

ing its seriousness are alike irrelevant

to the practical situation which confronts

the Senate. However unexpectedly rapid

the President's progress in health may
prove to be, it is a certainty that he can-

not for many weeks be in a condition to

exert that commanding influence upon the

conduct of crucial affairs to which the

country and the Senate had grown ac-

customed. If mischief is in the air, the

task of meeting it rests upon the Sena-

tors themselves; and if the mischief is

done it will be upon their conscience that

the guilt will fall.

The immediate problem before the

friends of the treaty is to secure the de-

feat of amendments which would throw

it back for renewed consideration by the

Conference of the Nations at Versailles.

To take chances on the defeat of each in-

dividual amendment, when the margin
is acknowledged by both sides to be ex-

ceedingly narrow, is to play a game of

extreme hazard in a matter of transcen-

dent concern to the safety and welfare of

our country and of the whole world. The

way to avoid this hazard is clear. It can

be effected in no other way than by the

Administration leaders coming to an un-

derstanding with those Republican Sena-

tors who are sincerely anxious for the

prompt adoption of the Treaty, and who
demand only, as a condition of their sup-

port, the adoption of carefully framed
reservations which will safeguard the

future of our own country, which involve

no violation of the spirit of the Covenant,
and which may be counted on to arouse

no serious objection on the part of

other nations. During the last two or

three weeks such eminent Republicans as

ex-President Taft and President Lowell

of Harvard University have been exerting
themselves to bring about such an under-

standing. The Massachusetts Republican
Convention at its recent meeting adopted
a resolution pointing emphatically in the

same direction. That there should be in

the Republican party at large, and with-

in the ranks of the Republicans in the

Senate itself, so strong an element favor-

able to this rational and feasible settle-

ment is a circumstance extraordinarily

fortunate for the Democrats. To fail to

make the most of the opportunity thus

presented to them would be to manifest

a most deplorable inability for sound

statesmanship.
We do not presume to prescribe the

exact procedure by which such an under-

standing should be arrived at and made

effective, nor even the exact terms

of the understanding itself. Fun-

damentally it must coincide pretty closely

with the position declared by the original

group of "mild reservationists," or that

declared by Senator McCumber immedi-

ately after the presentation of the major-

ity and minority reports of the Foreign

Relations Committee. In the time that

has since passed there has been appar-

ently some drifting of the McCumber

group toward a portion of Senator

Lodge's position, especially as regards

the wording of the reservation relating

to Article X of the Covenant. But ob-

viously the situation is still plastic, and

surely it cannot be impossible for the

earnest desire of the moderate reserva-

tionists and the urgent need of the Ad-

ministration Senators to be made to con-

spire together toward the adoption of a

basis satisfactory to both. With this

accomplished, and the safety of the

treaty seen plainly to be dependent upon
faithful cooperation between these two

elements, there could no longer be any
doubt of the defeat of any proposals,

whether in the shape of amendments or

reservations, which would endanger the

final result. The majority stage of the

controversy being thus safely passed, the

country's attention would be fixed as it

never yet has been upon the simple ques-

tion of acceptance or rejection of the
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treaty; and upon this question there can

be no doubt that public sentiment would
be manifested in such overwhelming
fashion as to remove all doubt—if any
should then exist—of the obtaining of

the requisite two-thirds vote for the ap-

proval of the Treaty.
So plain are the requirements of this

situation that we should feel no doubt

as to the actual course of events, were
it not for the possibility that action may
be paralyzed by consideration of the

President's part in the matter. Under
ordinary circumstances, loyalty to such

understanding as Mr. Hitchcock may
have had with the President would prop-

erly serve as a bar to the taking up of

any course of action concerning which his

approval might be doubtful. But no one

has insisted more ardently than the

President himself upon the fatal danger
involved in delay. To wait for his com-

plete recovery is out of the question; to

halt in paralyzing hesitation on the

chance of some stray word from him
when at best he can give to the momen-
tous question but feeble and fragmentary
consideration, would be equally repugnant
to the plain dictates of common sense.

It is now, and not months or even weeks

hence, that the decision must be made.
Let us hope that the courage and patriot-
ism necessary to the making of it will not

be found wanting.

The Conference
Under Way

WITH
the position of the three groups

of the Labor Conference in Wash-
ington presented in the form of general
proposals, it is natural to endeavor to

take stock of the prospect of a fruitful

outcome of the meeting. In favor of such
a prospect must undoubtedly be placed
the evidence, to be seen in the proposals
themselves as well as in the general at-

mosphere, of a sincere desire for coopera-
tion and good understanding. Nothing
provocative—not to speak of anything
pugnacious or incendiary—is to be seen
either in the substance or the language
of the statements of either the labor

group or the employers' group. And the
best of it is that there is no surprise in

all this ; on the contrary, we have grown
so accustomed to the idea that mutual
good-will is the indispensable requisite
of the welfare of all concerned that it

seems almost superfluous to mention it.

The suggestion formally made by Mr.
Frederick P. Fish, of the employers'
group, that all the delegates should think
in terms of the general good, and not of

the good of any group, was not a mere
bit of pious language, but reflected a

genuine and active purpose which, though

not absolutely, yet within wide limits,

animates a large proportion of the mem-
bership of the Conference.

Next in order among the favorable ele-

ments of the situation is the acceptance

by the employers' group of the idea of

adequate participation by labor in the

discussion and settlement of disputed

questions arising in any industrial estab-

lishment. This acceptance is, indeed,

cautiously worded, and is accompanied by
the statement that "there should be no

improper limitation or impairment of the

exercise by management of its essential

function of judgment and direction" ; but
for a starting-point in the discussion of

ways and means to achieve the purpose
it does very well. The rapidity with

which this idea has spread throughout
the country is not only gratifying in it-

self, but is full of encouragement as

showing the reasonable spirit with which,
in these days, any practicable proposal

having genuine merit can count upon be-

ing met. And it is upon this spirit,

rather than upon the magic efficiency of

any one particular device, that we must
reckon for that progress toward indus-

trial peace and harmony which has be-

come one of the most urgent immediate
needs of the world.

But it would be a mistake to suppose
that the central difficulties whose exist-

ence has been the occasion for the calling

of the Conference will be found other

than formidable. The specific points

upon which the employers' group and the

labor group are seen to be in agreement
are not those upon which the portentous

struggles in the industrial world have

turned. Anything that improves the

daily relations between employers and

employed will tend to avert such strug-

gles, and in the long run progressive im-

provement of this kind may eliminate

them altogether. But for the present,
and for a long time to come, we must be

prepared for the menace of such clashes,

and the most crucial problem of the day
is how to deal with them when they arise.

On this great question it must be con-

fessed that the employers' group and the

labor group are very wide apart.

And the reason of their difference is

deep-seated. The spirit of trade-union-

ism, as it has thus far been developed,
is bent upon the closed shop as its goal
and upon the maintenance of the formida-

ble power of national organizations as its

instrument; and on both these points the

employers stand in sharp opposition to

the unions. The unions, it is true, do not

demand the closed shop as an explicit

part of their programme, and the em-

ployers' group in the Conference ex-

pressly assent to the closed shop when-
ever it may be the result of voluntary

agreement between an employer and his

workers. But this does not do away with
the underlying facts. The problem of

how to settle a difference which turns not
on questions of wages, or hours, or shop
conditions, but on the principle of the

closed shop, or on the principle of the

right of national labor organizations to

interpose in the affairs of an establish-

ment whose management prefers not to

be subject to their control, remains for

the present just where it was. How to

meet this difficulty is the toughest job
with which the Conference has to deal.

There is a strong temptation to deny
the existence of any inherent conflict of

interest between the three parties to the

work of production—those who supply
the capital, those who supply the man-
agement and intellectual direction, and
those who supply the manual labor. It

is perfectly true, and it needs constantly
to be re-asserted and re-emphasized, that

all three of the parties, as well as the

public at large, have a common interest

in the increase of productivity. The in-

come of all, the welfare of all, depends on
the magnitude of the aggregate product.
Whatever diminishes that product cuts

down the possibilities of wages just as

it cuts down the possibilities of interest

on investment, of profit on enterprise, of

reward for the contributions of managing
ability, of invention, and of intellectual

endeavor generally. No error has been
more unfortunate, and none has been
more persistent, than that which has
so largely possessed the minds of work-

ingmen, and has so constantly influenced

the policy of organized labor, that the

condition of the working people can be

improved by "making work"—that is, by
diminishing the output of the productive
effort of the world. To extirpate that

error is one of the most necessary of the

tasks before the educators of public opin-

ion. Until it is recognized as a funda-

mental truth that labor and capital and

enterprise have an absolutely common
interest in the increase of the joint out-

put, every effort for true and whole-

hearted cooperation will labor under a

terrible handicap. But while this is the

truth, it is not the whole truth.

While labor and capital are alike helped

by every increase of productivity and

hurt by every restriction upon it, the

interests of each are also affected by the

terms upon which the joint product is

divided between them. To deny this is to

shut one's eyes to facts, and to interpose

a barrier to the possibilities of that real

understanding which can come only from

a frank acknowledgment of facts. What
is true in spite of this conflict of inter-

ests is that there are very sharp limits

within which any adjustment must be

confined, if it is to work out in practice.

Arbitrary determinations of rates of
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wages or hours or methods of work break

down in the face of the underlying condi-

tions for successful business. And except
in cases where an undue control of con-

ditions, an essentially monopolistic con-

trol, is lodged in either side, those con-

ditions will of themselves, though doubt-

less with some delay, come very near to

bringing about as good an adjustment as

can be made by outside decree. In the

main, what can be accomplished by the

interposition of the machinery of arbi-

tration and conciliation, or by the deci-

sions of any governmental authority, is

the prevention of temporary injustice.

But though these ameliorative agen-
cies cannot accomplish results of funda-

mental or transcendent importance, the

degree of importance that they do have
is such that workingmen cannot be ex-

pected to be indifferent to their benefit.

Neither can they be expected to forgo
their desire to gain what can be gained,
and to resort to strikes for the purpose, if

no better means are available. But strikes

are an agency too terribly wasteful,
and so productive of consequences even

more evil than waste, that every possible
endeavor must be made to reduce their

occurrence to an absolute minimum. No
one can rightly say that there is nothing
to fight about; but it can be said with

perfect truth that the objects to be ob-

tained by strikes are usually magnified in

the workers' minds to a point amounting
to delusion. To bring them to see these

things in their true proportion is one of

the great desiderata of the time. To
have them viewed by employers in a like

reasonable spirit is another. And to pro-
vide agencies by which those difficulties

that persist in spite of this reasonable-

ness—or in the absence of it—may be got
over rationally and peacefully is the

third. Let us hope that the Conference
will bring about a great advance in re-

gard to all three.

Guarding the Trans-

Siberian
A NEW development in the Siberian

"-situation places squarely before the

American Government the necessity of

making a decision of incalculable im-

portance. It is not too much to say that

upon this decision rests the future posi-
tion of the United States in the Pacific,

and it may easily determine whether
America shall be permitted to develop her

international relations in accordance
with the hopes of a new world order el-

oquently voiced at Paris, or whether we
shall be forced into a programme of un-

precedented competitive armament. The
crisis is not the less epochal because it

is not spectacular. Its deep seriousness,

perhaps, lies in that very fact, since our

people are not only unconscious of the

danger, but popular opinion seems in-

clined to obstruct any action to meet it.

The new situation has arisen out of

the decision to repatriate the Czecho-
slovakian soldiers. These valiant troops,

by a series of heroic exploits scarcely

equalled in the war, enabled the Russians
of Siberia to throw off the Bolshevik

yoke. At the time, they were on their

way to Vladivostok, en route to the Wes-
tern front in France. At the request of

the Allies, and in the belief that they
were thereby aiding their own country
to achieve its independence, they turned
back and took up again the struggle

against the Germans and Bolsheviks in

the Ural and on the Volga. Soon after

the signing of the armistice, they were
withdrawn from the front and since last

December have taken no part in the fight-

ing. More recently, their services have
been utilized in the guarding of a con-

siderable section of the Trans-Siberian

Railroad west of Irkutsk. Out of their

withdrawal from this section has arisen

the serious problem that confronts us.

On March 19, the Allies and the United
States entered into an agreement concern-

ing the Trans-Siberian Railroad, and in

connection therewith took on them-
selves the obligation of protecting the

line and keeping it open. The Omsk Gov-
ernment must now meet the situation.

It can not, in justice to the Russian peo-

ple, withdraw troops from the front to

replace the Czechoslovaks on the section

held by them. In fact, they feel that

they ought to take Russian troops who
are now guarding the railway and send

them to the front in order to complete, if

possible, the overthrow of the Bolshevik

regime before winter. They have called

to the attention of the Allies and Amer-
ica the obligation in regard to the rail-

road above referred to, and note that, of

the countries concerned, the task must
devolve upon America or Japan. If

America is unwilling, or unable, to sup-

ply the troops to protect the line aa

agreed, then Japan is ready to do so, for

a consideration.

The outcome of this arrangement can

be clearly foreseen. Hitherto, Japan has

not sent troops west of Irkutsk, and has

contented herself with acquiring a pre-

dominant position in Eastern Siberia.

From the standpoint of American inter-

ests this is sufficiently serious, although
the presence of a small number of Amer-
ican troops guarding the line east of

Irkutsk keeps alive the agreement enter-

ed into with Japan, by the terms of which

the interests of the Russians were safe-

guarded. If Japan were to undertake the

task of guarding the railroad west of

Irkutsk, the whole of Siberia would be

put at her disposal, and the withdrawal
of our troops would at the same time ter-

minate our agreement. The immediate
effect would be to establish the closed
door in Siberia. This is serious enough
for American economic interests, but
there are other consequences of more vi-

tal importance to be anticipated. First
and foremost, it would mean the triumph
of the military party in Japan, and by
success justify the pretensions of their

imperialistic policy. Any hope that we
may have cherished of resuscitating
China and maintaining her political and
economic independence would vanish.

Shantung would become a mere incident
in a vast programme. The penetration
of European Russia by Germans, result-

ing naturally in a German orientation of
Russian policy, would inevitably bring to-

gether Germany and Japan.
This is not written in a spirit un-

friendly to Japan herself. We realize

the struggle that is going on there, and
we hope for the triumph of that pro-
gressive element which will work in har-

mony with our own ideals of a new world
order. We deprecate the success of that

element which would pattern its policy
after the aggressive militaristic plans of

Prussia, and for which the aims of Ger-

many were an ideal. It is therefore in a

spirit of what we believe to be true

friendship, and a desire to serve the best
interests of the Japanese people, that we
point out the menace of the Japanese oc-

cupation of Siberia. Our public is ut-

terly unaware of the grave questions in-

volved. They are inclined to regard Si-

beria as a distant land, whose problems
concern us but little. There is an insist-

ent demand in some circles for a recall

of American troops from Siberia, and
these circles seem to think that by the

presence of these troops we are taking
an unwarranted part in a domestic con-

flict and fighting for one Russian party
as against another. But it cannot be

long before the true significance of the

struggle will be apparent. The Pacific is

sometimes spoken of as the ocean of the

future. Certainly America's interests in

the Pacific and in the open door in the

Orient are of the highest importance.
The question of whether we shall have

imposed upon us the necessity of compe-
tition in armament, and an eventual con-

flict of gigantic dimensions, may well rest

upon a wise decision in regard to our
Russian policy at the present moment.
In this connection it should not be over-

looked that the restored independent na-

tional Russian state, in control not only
of European Russia but also of Siberia,

and well disposed toward ourselves, can

alone make possible the maintenance of

peace in the Far East, with all that that

means for the future of the world.
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The Baltic Menace
to Peace

THE
situation in the Baltic illustrates

pointedly the futility of attempting to

deal with the realities of international re-

lations on the basis of general formulas.

The doctrine of self-determination sounds

well in the abstract, but its application

to the Baltic provinces of Russia at once

exposes its absurdity as a cast-iron rule

in practice. Racial groups must have at-

tained a certain degree of nationality be-

fore they can determine themselves,

and they must furthermore stand in cer-

tain satisfactory economic and political

relationships with regard to their neigh-

bors if there is to be predicated for them
the possibility of independent existence.

The idea that there could be set up in

eastern Europe a series of new nations

that would serve as buffer states was a

chimera unworthy of experienced states-

man. They should have recognized from

the start the fact that such states could

not stand alone, but must be maintained

by outside p^wer; that they must ulti-

mately lean upon either Germany or Rus-

sia, and while theoretically independent,

they must be the object of intrigue from
both sides.

It may well be that Allied policy in the

Baltic, which now faces a disastrous cri-

sis, was based upon this fatuous theory
of self-determination instead of on the

realities of the actual situation. At the

time that the armistice was signed, the

Bolshevik armies were powerful and it

was justly feared that if the Paltic prov-
inces were evacuated by the Germans,
they would be immediately occupied by
the Reds. Consequently, a supplementary
clause provided that the German troops
should remain there until directed by the

Allied Council to withdraw. The suppo-
sition was that the Allies would furnish

their own troops to replace the Germans
and thus stabilize conditions and avert

the danger of a further spread of the

Bolshevik power. They took no steps to

do this, however, and the German forces

have remained.

These German forces were undoubtedly
themselves considerably demoralized, fol-

lowing the armistice, but General von der

Goltz has brought order out of chaos and
has constituted an effective and well-

equipped fighting force. Five years of

warfare by a militaristic nation have pro-
duced large numbers of professional sol-

diers, who, on the conclusion of peace,

were without occupation, and who needed

little encouragement to join von der

Goltz, who could offer them the induce-

ment of pay and the prospect of acquir-

ing land. It is evident that the German
Government connived at this, if it did

not indeed actively aid it. It is clear,

from the communications that have

passed between Paris and Berlin, that

the German Government has been paying
these soldiers, and it has probably also

furnished them with munitions.

The army of von der Goltz in the Bal-

tic occupies a strong strategic position
for the carrying out of three well-defined

aims. In the first place, it stands ready
to support a restoration to power of the

former ruling class of Germany. The
Moderate Socialist Government is at best

an experiment, and is not likely under

present conditions to function with a de-

gree of efficiency that can satisfy the de-

mands made upon it. The German peo-

ple, unlike Americans, do not consider

voting and holding office as the great de-

siderata of national existence. Their

purposes have not changed and they re-

call with regret the disappearance of an
administration under which they enjoyed
order and prosperity. The leaders of

Germany know this and, biding their

time, count on the army of von der Goltz

as the power that will, sooner or later,

restore them to authority.

The second obvious aim is to espouse
the cause of the Baits, or German land-

holding aristocracy, in the Baltic prov-
inces as against the Esthonian and Let-

tish peasants. There is not space here to

enter into a discussion of the agrarian

question in the Baltic provinces and the

interplay of local political factions. It

is sufficient to note that the forces of von

der Goltz have found themselves strong

enough to attack Riga and, in a consid-

erable region, to put an end to the as-

pirations of the agrarian population.
There is evident the intention to restore

the old conditions of German landlordism

and perhaps also to colonize Baltic lands

with German soldiers.

It is the third aim, however, which
most gravely concerns the world at large.

This is the German design upon Russia.

The German troops were, of course, an

obstacle to the extension of Bolshevik

power, even while they were oppressing
the local inhabitants. It is not to be as-

sumed that von der Goltz is to-day any
less hostile to Bolshevik theory and prac-

tice. But conditions in Soviet Russia

have greatly changed, and the position of

von der Goltz and the strong army under

his command is such as to give him the

possibility of playing a dominant role

in the Russian situation, as it is likely to

develop in the near future.

Every German, regardless of political

affiliation, realizes clearly that the great

hope of restoring Germany to its former

prosperity and power lies in the exploita-

tion of the rich resources of Russia.

There is no repentance in Germany, no

inclination to accept new formulas for

a better world order. The Germans rec-

ognize that they have, for the time being,
failed to achieve that for which they set
out in the war; but they see further in

the blunders of Allied policy toward Rus-
sia the possibility of renewing the strug-
gle at a later date, with far better pros-
pects of success. They were willing to

use the Bolsheviks as their tools for dis-

integrating the Russian armies and re-

ducing Russia to impotence. They played
with the Soviet leaders «s long as it

suited their interests to do so. They
knew that the Soviet power could not

last, and that eventually a government
must be set up out of the sane elements.

A year ago, they negotiated with the anti-

Bolshevik leaders in Russia and proposed,
under certain conditions, to break with
the Bolsheviks and back their opponents
in setting up a new government. Their

position to-day is clear. They expect

Trotsky and Zinoviev to fall, and they see

before them a chaotic Russia, needing
restoration of order by a firm hand, and

reorganization of administration and in-

dustry. For these tasks they expect to

be called, not only because they have
scores of thousands of men fitted by Rus-
sian experience for this work, but also

because feeling in Russia has set strongly

against the Allies, thanks to their failure

to save Russia from the horrors of Bol-

shevik rule.

The army of von der Goltz stands ready
and expectant to answer the demand for

the restoration of order. The only thing
that can stand in their way is the triumph
of Kolchak and Denikin and the restora-

tion of the national Russian state. But
even this may be turned to their advan-

tage. The failure of the Allies to give

timely aid to these forces may force them
to come to terms with the Germans. The
insidious propaganda of the latter has, on

the one hand, made it extremely difficult

for the Allies to secure support at home
for the policy of liberal aid to Kolchak,

and on the other hand has caused many
of his followers to advocate a rapproche-
ment with the Germans because of the

failure of the Allies to furnish any effec-

tive aid.

What are the Allies doing to meet the

situation? The Council at Paris has de-

manded that Berlin recall the German

troops from the Baltic, and Berlin tem-

porizes. It is problematical if the Ger-

man Government could exercise sufficient

authority over the army of von der Goltz

to withdraw it, even if it honestly desired

to do so. A partial blockade in the Bal-

tic has been ordered, but there is no rea-

son to expect that this will be entirely

effective as far as von der Goltz is con-

cerned, and it may even lead to the seiz-

ure of Danzig. It is suggested that Great

Britain may supply the Letts and Es-
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thonians with munitions, to enable them
to press back the Germans, but this will

meet with great opposition at home. Not
one of the Allies is in a position to-day to

send a military force to oust the German
army. Berlin now reports that von der

Goltz has relinquished his command to

General Eberhardt and is returning to

Berlin. This may mean a backing down
from the position above outlined, or it

may be playing for time, awaiting the

Bolshevik collapse. On the other hand
it would appear that fresh recruits are

making their way eastward and ostensi-

bly joining the Russian forces.

It need not be pointed out that the

situation is fraught with danger to the

future peace o-f Europe. The very ex-

ample of an independent army operating
at will in eastern Europe and laughing
to scorn the fulminations of the Council

at Paris deals a terrible blow at its pres-

tige. If the situation is allowed to con-

tinue, the present peace can only be re-

garded as a truce, and we must expect

Germany's struggle for domination to be

resumed when the resources and man-

power of Russia shall have been mar-
shaled under German control. It is still

possible that a sane policy of energetic

support to the constructive forces of

Russia under the Omsk Government may
save the situation, but the present moves
in that direction offer no basis for opti-

mism.

What Has Become of

the Debtor Class?
A QUARTER of a century ago, when
•" the free-silver agitation was at its

height, and "the crime of 1873" was the

rallying-cry of the friends of the people,
it was in the name of the outraged
"debtor class" that the cry was most pas-

sionately raised. The masters of the

financial world, the great money mag-
nates, we were told, had decreed that the

purchasing power of the dollar should be
doubled— in other words that prices, and

especially the price of wheat, should be
cut in two—and had thus deliberately
and heartlessly condemned every man
who was in debt to pay twice what he
had borrowed. The farmers, above all,

were being crushed by this doubling of

the weight of their mortgages; and in a

vague and undefined way the poor in gen-
eral were represented as being compelled
to pay this unrighteous tribute to the
rich. Few went to the trouble of think-

ing out the question whether—apart
from the case of the farmer, whose griev-
ance undoubtedly was a real one—there
was any considerable "debtor class"

among the poor. There was a natural

association of ideas between the words

rich man and creditor on the one hand
and poor man and debtor on the other;
and this sufficed the popular orator and
the man in the street. The world was

supposed to be full of poor men whose
load of debt had been grievously in-

creased by the rise in the value of the

dollar.

During the last eight or ten years the

dollar has been falling in value far more

rapidly than it ever rose in the period

following the demonetization of silver,

"the crime of 1873"; and during the last

two or three years the fall of the dollar's

value has been going on with a rapidity
which throws altogether into the shade

anything that was experienced during
the period of its rise. The air is filled

with complaints of high prices, in com-

parison with which the outcries about

low prices in the '80s and '90s were as a

summer breeze in comparison with a win-

ter storm. But who has heard a word
of joy over the deliverance that has come
to the debtor class? For any mention

that has been made of it in public discus-

sion, it might as well be non-existent.

What has become of it? Are there no
debtors? Is nobody being made happy
by his obligations being cut in two? I?

all the flood of talking and writing about
the hardships of high prices, we do not

recall having seen a single allusion to

the compensation which the poor man is

finding in the lightening of the burden
of his debt. Yet every agriculturist who
has a mortgage on his farm, and every

workingman who has a mortgage on his

home, has his burden of debt lessened to-

day in precisely the same way (and in

a much greater degree) as he had it in-

creased twenty-five or thirty years ago.

The farmer who is getting double prices
for his crops, the workingman whose

wage has been doubled, will pay off any
debts he may have contracted by turning
over the number of dollars named in the

contract and no more; and those dollars

mean only half as many bushels of wheat,
or only half the number of days' labor,

that they did. But never a word do we
hear of the matter.

Doubtless one reason for this silence

is that mankind are much more prone to

be vociferous over grievances than over

benefits. It is not only in the matter of

debts that we hear little about the mul-

titudes that are gainers by the regime of

high prices. We do, of course, hear in

ample volume about the rich who have

profited, the men who have made for-

tunes through the rise of prices; but

this is by way of complaint and accusa-

tion, not of rejoicing. From the mil-

lions of farmers who are getting un-

heard-of prices for wheat and cotton—
prices vastly more than compensating all

increase in their expenses—we fail to

discover any loud voices of thanksgiving.
Among the wage-earning classes, though
on the whole they have probably not re-

ceived a rise of pay sufficient to match
the increased money-cost of living, there
are great numbers—probably millions in

all—whose wages have risen far more
than prices have; yet one has to listen

pretty carefully to catch any note of sat-

isfaction rising above the general chorus
of discontent. Those who are hurt cry
out; those who are better off than ever
either keep silent or clamor for morn.
This is merely human nature, no doubt,
and it would be idle to find fault with

it; yet it is well to take note of it as a
fact.

But in this matter of the debtor class

and the fall in the value of the dollar,

there is, over and above this general con-

sideration, something special, something
peculiar to the case. The fall in the value

of the dollar has been, certainly in large
measure and probably in an altogether

predominant degree, brought about by
the increase in the volume of the mone-

tary medium—of actual circulating cur-

rency and of credit which serves equally
with currency to swell the medium of

payments. This enormous expansion ot

the monetary medium has come about,

indeed, under the stress of war; but the

great financial magnates, the same class

who were held guilty of the alleged
"crime of 1873," have been quite as ac-

quiescent in the process, quite as much
principals or accessories in the crime—
if crime there was—as they were in the

demonetization of silver. They professed
innocence in the earlier case ; they denied

that in favoring the gold-standard policy,

it had been part of their intention to in-

crease the burdens of debtors, to press

upon the brow of labor a crown of thorns,

to crucify mankind upon a cross of gold.

There was, indeed, an obvious and de-

plorable hardship in the case; but it had
come about as an incident in a natural

development and not as the result of a

sinister conspiracy. In the minds of the

Bryanite "friends of the people," how-

ever, nothing was more certain than that

the fall of the dollar was the result of

a dark plot entered into by the greai

magnates of the creditor class for the

purpose of swelling their riches by dou-

bling the debts of the poor. This it was
that gave to the "debtor class" cry all

its shrillness and intensity. But what
are the friends of the people to do when
precisely the opposite thing happens—
when the financial policy of the world

has been such as to make the dollar

cheaper instead of dearer, to make the

burden of debt lighter instead of heavier?

Manifestly, the only thing to do is to say

nothing at all about it—and that is what

they have done.
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The Syrian Question
rPHE armies of the Allied and Asso-
-*- ciated Powers, having set out to van-

quish the monster of Prussian militar-

ism, have met with adventures more

strange and incredible than we read of

in the mediaeval romances of knight-er-

rantry. In order to kill the terrible

beast in the centre of Europe, they had
first to cut off its gigantic tentacles with

which it had tried to get hold of remote

lands in the east and south. One it had

stretched across the Bosphorus towards

Bagdad and the Persian Gulf; another,

across Syria, towards Jerusalem and

Egypt. Allenby, like a modern Gawain,
severed them from the dragon's body,

and rescued the lands from their convul-

sive grip. They had been fertile plains in

days of yore, until the Turks came and

turned them by misrule into a desert.

To reclaim the wilderness and restore it

to its former fertility is one of the great
tasks which the Allied and Associated

Powers have set themselves, an ambi-

tious and overwhelming task, to which
M. R. Pinon devotes an interesting arti-

cle in the Revue des Deux Mondes of

September 1. For here from utter ruin

a new life must be recreated reminiscent

of the prosperous days when Cicero was
a Governor in Cilicia and Rome made her

power a safeguard for the welfare of the

various races under her sway.
That safeguard the Sublime Porte has

never given to the raias, the vanquished
whom the Ottomans had enslaved. The
centralized administration of the Porte

had slight regard for the needs and wish-

es of its non-Turkish subjects. And un-

der Young-Turkish rule, which was es-

tablished in 1908 in the name of democ-

racy and while the Marseillaise was sung
in the streets of Constantinople, those

alien races fared even worse than before.

As worthy pupils and tools of their

German instructors, the Young Turks
aimed at a systematic Ottomanization of

the country, either by the planting of

Turkish colonies among the foreign

populations or by the wholesale extermi-

nation of the obnoxious race. The pres-
ence of these non-Turkish elements—
thus they excused their Inhuman policy—was an ever-ready pretext for Euro-

pean Powers to interfere in the inter-

nal affairs of the Ottoman Empire. So
Talaat and Djemal Pasha led in a new
policy of denationalizing alien minori-

ties—a term and a method invented by
their Prussian masters, whose pan-Ger-
man aspirations suggested to the Young-
Turkish statesmen their pan-Turkish
policy. Fortunately, it resulted in the

very opposite of what they had expected :

far from tightening the unity of the

Empire, it led to its disintegration. The
Arabs, exasperated by the wholesale

hanging, at Djemal Pasha's command, of

Moslem notables in Syria, rose up in

arms under Hussein, the Sherif of Mecca,
who in June, 1916, proclaimed himself

independent King of the Hedjaz, and

joined the Allies in hostilities against
the Turks.

Great Britain realized the importance
of this new assistant and made her ap-

preciation manifest by recognizing him
in his self-assumed dignity. England
saw in his Arab state, or in a confedera-

tion of Arab states under his rule, a

counterpoise to the power of a German-
ized Constantinople. But the interests

of France were also involved in the ef-

fects of Hussein's revolt: it opened for

her a chance of re-establishing her for-

mer position in the Levant. These com-
mon interests induced the two Allied

Powers to conclude the Convention of

May, 1916, signed by M. Cambon and Sir

Edward Grey, by which a line of demar-
cation was drawn between the French
and the British spheres of influence in

those parts. To France were assigned

Syria, Cilicia, and a broad strip of ter-

ritory extending eastward as far as the

Persian frontier; to England Mesopo-
tamia and Palestine, which latter coun-

try was deemed by British strategists

to be indispensable to her for the pro-
tection of Egypt. The wishes of the

population were apparently not consult-

ed by the signatories. According to Mr.
Ameen Rihani, a Syrian by birth, who
some time ago contributed an article to

the Review on "The American Commis-
sion in Syria," the people, though other-

wise at odds on various questions, are of

one accord as to the principle "that Syria
and Palestine shall remain one and un-

divided."

The course of events following the con-

clusion of the Convention in May, 1916,

seemed propitious to the realization of

that principle. For while France de-

voted all her concentrated energy on tha

struggle along the western front, Great

Britain, in order to counter a Turkish-

German move against Egypt and to re-

cover her prestige from the shame of

Kut-el-Amara, entered upon a great mili-

tary expedition conducted by General Al-

lenby. Both aims were attained in a

surprisingly short period. Palestine, as-

signed to England's sphere of influence

by the Convention of 1916, was con-

quered from the Turks, and on Novem-
ber 2, 1917, Mr. Balfour conveyed to

Lord Rothschild, on behalf of His Maj-

esty's Government, the famous declara-

tion of sympathy with Jewish Zionist

aspirations which lent a moral justifica-
tion to England's claim of a mandate
over Palestine. The brilliant success of

Allenby's campaign, however, stimulated
the minds of British colonial officers to

a new conception: the formation, under
British auspices, of a great Arab Empire
encompassing all the territories between
the Mediterranean and the Persian fron-

tier. Prince Faisal, the son of King
Hussein and his father's representative
at the Conference in Paris, was believed

to be the British candidate for the pan-
Arab throne, a rumor which gained sup-

port from the fact that, after the defi-

nitive victory of Allenby's armies, he
was allowed to enter with his Arabs the

city of Damascus, where he tried to es-

tablish his rule over Aleppo and the
whole of Syria.

This development threatened to dis-

turb the friendship between the two Al-

lied Powers. The French press was loud

in declaiming against England's am-
biguous colonial policy. "What position
does Great Britain pretend to take in

that part of Asia?" asked V Europe Nou-
velle two months ago, "that of Allenby
and his colonial troops or that which the

House of Commons appears to have

adopted by ratifying, almost without dis-

cussion, the alliance with France against

any attack by Germany? The British

Premier must declare whether or not the

Empire conducts two different policies,

one for continental and the other for co-

lonial use, the former all friendship and

cordiality towards France, the latter se-

cret, false, and selfish." The publication
of the secret Anglo-Persian treaty sup-

plied this anti-British agitation with a

welcome pretext for redoubled fulmina-

tion against the perfidy of Great Brit-

ain's colonial policy. The Government
in London realized the danger of a rup-

ture with France over the Syrian issue,

and, satisfied with its diplomatic suc-

cess in Persia, assured the French ally,

by public utterances of such leading men
as Lord Curzon and Lord Allenby, of

Great Britain's honest intention to rec-

ognize France as the mandatory for Sy-
ria. An agreement between the two

countries regulating the conditions for

the evacuation of Syria by the British

gave effect to these promises, and was

praised by the Temps as an exemplary
solution of the problem.
Another motive, besides the wish to

keep the friendly relations with France

unimpaired, may have caused the British

Government to steer clear of a Syrian

policy initiated on the spot by over-zeal-

ous pioneers of the Empire. Recent de-

velopments in Egypt and India, where

jealousy of the favor shown to Prince

Faisal and his aspirations towards a

Pan-Arab realm had aroused a seditious
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agitation for autonomy among the po-

litically immature masses, must have re-

vealed to the British statesmen at home
the dangers involved in this pan-Arab
scheme. The greed and the passions
bred by all this pan-tribal propaganda,
whether it be called pan-Germanism,
pan-Slavism, or pan-Arabism, are bound
to lead to disaster. Inordinate desires

on the one side and suspicion and jeal-

ousy on the other must, in the end, come
to a clash in which the works of civiliza-

tion are threatened with ruin. Europe
has paid too dearly for this lesson not to

be on her guard against a renewal of

such a conflict among the untutored races

of Asia.
j

A. J. Barnouw

Obstacle Races

rpHERE is a new drink. I heard of it

only yesterday; I have never tasted it

myself, and indeed the report I got of

it was only second-hand. My informant

had never tasted it, either. There is

nothing in it that it is not perfectly

legitimate to buy. Each constituent ele-

ment is as innocent as a white ribbon;
but the mingled sum thereof, I am told,

will obliterate regrets for the cocktail.

No; I am not—for every reason—going
to name those constituent elements. In

the first place, I cannot prove the bever-

age to be all that is claimed for it, and
I should not like, therefore, to sponsor

it; in the second, if it is a really good

thing, I am not going to help to get any
one of those innocent elements prohibited

by the Anti-Saloon League. I have too

many strictly temperate and highly
moral friends who are hard hit by the

Prohibition Amendment, as it is.

The note of civilized comment on pres-

ent-day conditions is, as one would ex-

pect, a note of lamentation. Not merely

"prohibition," of course: that is unim-

portant in itself, though as a "case," it

is infinitely instructive. Also, it may as

well be admitted that in the present state

of the world's affairs, we must develop
a new kind of optimism—one that even

professional pessimists might consent to

adopt; an optimism that confesses most

things to be for the worst, and proceeds

happily to beat the devil round the bush.

Nothing but love of adventure, love of

an obstacle, and sense of humor will cre-

ate this kind of optimism. It is not of

the chaste Candide type : the optimist of

the immediate future will have to com-

bine the resourcefulness of a Gil Bias

with the opportunism of a Mrs. Wiggs.
He will have to take the world as stark

fun, and also as a tremendous incentive

to ingenuity. Some of our dignity will

go by the board. I fancy that we shall

have to be more like Gil Bias than like

Mrs. Wiggs, in the end. Every sort of

difficulty is put in pur way, and it is up
to us to find means to jump over the roll-

ing barrel and circumambiate the va-

grant cow in our path. We shall not be

stately, doing it; but in order to get the

barrel and the cow officially removed, we

shall have to show that they are of no
avail to stop us. When I say "we," I

mean the bulk of our citizens. The crit-

ics, of course, are going to sit back and—
criticize. ,

We are faced with this situation: a

desperate attempt on the part of those

in power in all civilized countries to make
it hard for people to do as they choose—
whether they choose to make war, or get

rich, or drink a highball. The people at

large will not like it particularly, and

they are going to develop an ingenuity

they have never hitherto needed, in order

that those obstacles shall be no let or

hindrance to the accomplishment of their

desires. Sometimes the difficulties will

be met in the spirit of Edison, sometimes
in the spirit of Raffles. But meanwhile
the legislators—even the demagogues,
perhaps—will learn a great deal about

human nature. In that sense, the not

very beautiful evaders of the law will

have served a moral purpose. Therein
will the new optimists find their account.

It is a commonplace of political criti-

cism that the Anglo-Saxon communities
have been a good deal given to writing
laws that could not be enforced. The
statutes were a concession to the moral-

ists, the lax enforcement a concession to

human nature. If prohibition is a good
instance, an illuminating case, to cite,

that is because it illustrates so well the

complexity of the administrative prob-
lem. It does not really outrage any one

very much that a temperate man should

have a glass of wine with his dinner.

The only intellectually respectable "pro-

hibitionist" is the man who thinks that

the temperate man should give up his

glass of wine as a means to an end—the

end being the suppression of drunken-

ness throughout the land. That may be

the true duty of the temperate man. But

you cannot forever carry out legislation

in this spirit. You cannot legislate, that

is, so that crime shall be made impossi-

ble. All that you can do is to make the

way of the criminal exceedingly uncom-
fortable. You can make a murder a very

perilous pastime for the murderer; but

in order to make murder impossible, you
would have to deprive the butcher of his

cleaver, the whaler of his harpoon, the
trained nurse of her disinfectants, the

mining engineer of his dynamite, per-

haps the milliner of her hatpins. Almost
anything is a deadly weapon if you
choose to examine all its possibilities.
Must we therefore go meatless, corset-

less, coalless, and bonnetless? Because
the colored race has a fondness for the

razor as a lethal weapon should we pass
a Federal amendment prohibiting the
manufacture of any but safety razors—
with which, I am told, it is practically

impossible to wound any one but one-

self?

No, we cannot make all undesirable be-

havior impossible by law. Laws, in that

case, would be more absurd than they
are. The reformers ought to realize that

they have got hold of the wrong princi-

ple. There is no use, however, in en-

deavoring to impress the reformers; for

they persist in taking the darkest view
of human nature, and the rosiest view
of the perfectibility of human nature by
statute. They are incredibly illogical.

And, as practical politicians, they leave

much to be desired. Individualism is

very strong in the race, and as strong,

certainly, in the Anglo-Saxon branch as

anywhere else. Also, in Americans, at

least, the imp of the perverse and the

sporting spirit are unconquerable. We
rather like to hit our enemies, and even
more we love to circumvent fools—es-

pecially when fools pull a long face. On
the other hand, we are essentially a law-

abiding people, thanks to the tradition

we inherit from our British forebears.

Also, we are immensely good-natured,
and we do not spend our time in lookim;
for trouble. But our sense of humor is

perhaps over-developed. We will often,

for sheer fun, go beyond a point where,

strictly speaking, fun stops. Mark Twain
is a very typical exponent of American

humor; and to realize that it is general

Anglo-Saxon humor as well, we need only
recall that Oxford gave an honorary de-

gree to the creator of Tom Sawyer.
Imagine the average Frenchman, the

average Italian, or any Spaniard, face to

face with Tom and Huck ! As for a Rus-
sian thus confronted, he would probably
commit suicide. That the type of Tom
and Huck is dear to the American heart

is evidenced also by the popularity of

Penrod and his peers.

Now we all remember what Tom Saw-

yer did when he was told to whitewash
the fence. Most readers have spent their

admiration on the fact that he got the

other boys to do the work. Equally im-

portant is the fact that Tom did not

whitewash the fence himself. The law

said that he was to do it. But he did not.

He evaded the law in so far as it con-

cerned him, although he affected a proper
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respect for it by getting the fence done.

Tom really did not care whether the

fence was painted or not, as long as he

did not have to paint it. He got, there-

fore, what he wanted; but, characteris-

tically, by circumvention, not by de-

fiance. That was very American of Tom.
We are respectful of the law—we treat

it as politely as though it were an aunt—
but if we do not like it, we will get round

it, as far as we ourselves are concerned.

No, we will not break it: we will merely
circumvent it- So far, so good: for of

course when legislators leave a way out,

they must expect that way to be taken

if human ingenuity can discover it. Un-

fortunately some of us are apt to go a

little farther. If a law is so palpably
unreasonable that circumvention is a

positive virtue, and at some moment the

means of circumvention are not there,

we will—ever so gently—fracture it.

But there is no doubt that, as a people,

we prefer to "get round" it. For we
are law-abiding. And the honest fact

is that we take a peculiar pleasure in

evading a law that is popularly consid-

ered absurd. We like to show up its

hypocrisy and its essential weakness. It

is rather a point of humorous honor with

us to find its weak spots. There is some-

thing side-splitting about a statute that

can be broken in the spirit while the let-

ter, is kept. The nation of the comic

supplement could not be expected to treat

such an one respectfully. And just be-

cause we have such real respect for the

foundations of law, we have very little

respect for legislation which is mere

travesty. We go beyond the statute-

books to the reason that lies behind the

statute, and if it seems to be a good rea-

son, no one keeps the statute better than

the typical American. But meanwhile

legislation is apt to get cannily humorous
treatment from the unconvinced.

Now the prohibitionists—to take our

famous contemporary case—have made a

good deal of bad blood. In the first place,

they have outraged the political sense of

serious people by getting something into

the Constitution which the Constitution

was never meant to hold: a sumptuary
law. They have turned that highly re-

spectable document, which we were all

brought up to revere, into a Beatrice

Fairfax column. The daily papers are

full of suggestions from correspondents
as to possible subjects of Federal

amendments, such as short-skirted and

low-necked dresses, gum-chewing, and

the playing of gramophones in apartmert
houses. Whether they are sincere or sar-

castic, they are perfectly logical. There

is no reason why objectors to chewing

gum should not work for an amendment,
if objectors to alcohol have got their

amendment, and objectors to tobacco are

seriously endeavoring to get theirs. As
the Review pointed out in a recent edi-

torial, there is no reason why not an
anti-tobacco amendment, if the people
are willing—as apparently they are -to

change our whole political tradition.

But the people at large, though they

may vaguely feel something wrong
here, are not so preoccupied with consti-

tutional niceties that they instinctively

lay their finger on that flaw. Besides,

they are being told every day by thi Re-

publican Senators of far more sacrileg-

ious threats to the palladium of our lib-

erties. Prohibition may set a match to

the fabric of our institutions; but the

Treaty, they say, is a whole carload of

TNT. Naturally no one worries about
the match in those conditions. What has

outraged the average man, who has per-

haps no keen constitutional sense but
does like fair play—as Americans do—
is the way in which prohibition has been

"put over" on the people. He does not

like the corrupt politics, or the menda-
cious propaganda, of the prohibitionists;

and he has a strong sense that it is as

unpatriotic to take advantage of the ten-

sion of war to slip a minority measure

through Congress, as it is to make big
fortunes on the side. He considers the

Anti-Saloon League a moral profiteer.

Nor does the prohibitionist type of propa-

ganda appeal to the average citizen. It

is too full of lies, juggled statistics, and

palpably false pathology. They seem to

have learned the principles—though not

the art—of advertizing from the late P.

T. Barnum. Their picture-posters are

awful.

For all these reasons the prohibition-
ists have disgusted the average citizen.

As a nation we hate to be fooled ; and we

particularly dislike to be nationally

"worked" in sectarian interests. Nor do

we like our nobler instincts traded on.

We are used to being sentimentally stam-

peded, for we are in the main an inno-

cent folk ; but we are growing more wary.
In the end we loathe, like any great peo-

ple, bad logic in practical affairs. And
above all there is in most Americans the

Tom Sawyer-ish instinct of "see if you
can stop me."

So we have had the spectacle of certain

large cities positively enjoying (so I am
told) the anomaly of war-time prohibi-

tion and a looming amendment, without

the machinery of enforcement. The peo-

ple who resent prohibition for personal
reasons are inclined, I think, to regret

the good-humored orgies: the "wide-

openness" of the big towns. They do not
like temperate folk to put themselves

even technically in the wrong. They are

afraid of giving a, handle, I suppose, to

the Anti-Saloon League. But those of

us who take a less personal and a more

theoretical attitude toward the matter
cannot help chuckling—and becoming a
shade more optimistic. That there is

grave danger of rioting, of perilous sub-
stitutes for liquor, of lawlessness bred of

thirst, we all know. How much better
to show the practical absurdity of a law
than to prove its practical danger! And
I fancy that the people who frequent
those wide-open saloons, rubbing shoul-
ders at the bar with dignified policemen,
are satisfying their sense of humor al-

most more effectually than their thirst.

They like the consciousness of putting it

over in broad daylight on the people who
put it over on them. Nothing is more
odious, socially, than a law which every
one knows cannot be enforced, because
that brings law into disrepute. But no
one would expect the public not to take

advantage of the fact that the prohibi-
tionists tripped over themselves in their

haste. No one supposes for a moment
that the Congressmen who have amused
themselves by making the clauses of the

amendment ever more drastic, intend to

suffer from their own drastic clauses.

Even the Anti-Saloon League does not

expect a dry-voting House to be dry it-

self—not, at least, at present. It merely
holds over them a political club; and

probably is willing that Representatives
should "stock up," as long as the citizens

they represent cannot. But the cynicism
of the Anti-Saloon League ought really

not to be emulated; and it would be a

pity for the whole public to develop a

State-of-Maine complacency. It is all

very well to make faces for a few short

months at temporarily helpless prohibi-

tionists, because they have rubbed the

public the wrong way; but the grimace

ought not to become fixed. It was a tac-

tical mistake for the prohibitionists to

put the public back up; for it is an

American back and a stiff one. By the

time the Senate has conceded cider to

the farmers, and whiskey to invalids, and

the privilege of fermenting fruit juices

to every private person, we shall not be

what you would call bone-dry, after all.

Prohibition will prohibit only for flat-

dwellers and lazy folk. Everyone who
has a cellar in one sense can have a "cel-

lar" in the other.

It will be well for all legislators to take

into account the tendency, very prevalent

in America at least, to be encouraged
rather than discouraged by obstacles.

Not long ago a strike tied up transporta-

tion in New York City. There is every

reason why we should take strikes se-

riously. When you think of the millions

of hard-working people who are incon-

venienced by strikers, you wonder, in-

deed, what is going to be done. All I would

point out is the frank joy of the New
York press in the devices contrived to
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meet the shortage of subway and ele-

vated trains. I remember, many years

ago, in France, living through several

days of a postal strike. It meant that

you were cut off from the world. You
could send or receive no letters, no tele

grams: you could not even telephone.
For all those facilities were part of tho

Government postal system ; and when the

Government has a monopoly, and a whole
Government department goes on strike,

there are no competitors to come in and
save the day. No one in France loved

Government ownership very much at that

moment. And there was no joy in find-

ing ways and means of getting on nor-

mally in spite of the strike. We merely
sat and suffered until the strike was over.

But in America something, I believe,

would have been done; and the more we
were inconvenienced, the more desperate-

ly we should have polished our wits to

find ways of being comfortable. We are

not so fatalistic about the practical busi-

ness of life. We do not let an inch of

sleety snow empty the streets of all traf-

fic, as they do in France. If cabs and
motors refused to sally forth, we should

all make skis—and use them. And if

horses and motors continued to object
to an inch of snow, we should invent su-

per-skis. I do not mean that Americans
are necessarily more ingenious than

other people ; but I. believe they have less

objection than most to being handi-

capped, because they get more fun out

of it. It is perfectly moral for the pub-
lic to take to jitneys when the subway
men go on strike. It is not perfectly
moral to evade State or local prohibition

by hollowing out part of the logs in a

big log-drive, and tucking bottles away
inside, or by running a pipe-line from a

distant distillery into a department store

in a "dry" city. But you may be per-

fectly sure that the fun counts as much
as the "booze," and that a great many
people who would not buy liquor from the

pipe-line are excessively amused by the

device. Juries have a way of proving
our sympathy with any ingenuity that

is not purely devilish. As even clergy-

men chuckle over Tom Sawyer. And out

of inconvenience comes the greater con-
'

venience. See Kipling's "The Benefac-

tors" :

It is not learning, grace nor gear,
Nor easy mean and drink,

But bitter pinch of pain and fear

That makes Creation think.

The more laws tie us up, the more agile

we shall become, and the more we shall

learn about the elasticity of Nature.

This is food for the new optimism.
The League—to come to planetary

matters—will probably, in the end, pre-

vail, even though the Republican Sena-

tors are out-Sawyering Tom in perver-

sity. As I said before, there is a point

where, strictly speaking, fun stops,

though we Americans are a little prone
to pass that point by force of our initial

impetus. The Senators are chivying the

President, probably, in much the same
spirit as that in which New Yorkers are

chivying the Anti-Saloon League. But
just as the New York saloons must even-

tually close, the League must eventually
be accepted, one fancies. I know this

may sound over-optimistic in view of
what is at present going on; but I be-

lieve it. Meanwhile, let Officer Lodge
and Officer Borah lean upon the genial
bar and imbibe their intoxicating reser-

vations. For the world is apparently

ready to put itself into the strait-jacket
of the League. Real ingenuity comes
afterwards. We have all seen acrobats

hang by their heels and get rid of the

strait-jacket.

If it is not my intention to be partisan
on the subject of prohibition, it is even
less my intention to take a political pose
on the subject of the Treaty. If mem-
bers of the United States Senate are

obviously not competent to judge the

matter, what should a non-voting female
who only reads the newspapers know
about it? But any human being of ma-
ture years can watch the drift of things
with keen interest. It can escape no one
that the League is the most tremendous

attempt ever made (not excepting that

of the Roman Church) to put obstacles

in the path of passionate humanity.
Congress has passed many acts far more
restrictive of personal privilege, and we
are growing accustomed to being Feder-

ally balked of our desires. Congress, to

be sure, likes to do the oppressing itself,

and does not like to have that oppression
concurred in by European parliaments
and chambers. It may swallow the do-

mestic camel, but it must, for a little,

strain at the international gnat. The

people, however, schooled by experience,
does not see very much difference. We
are so used to having our personal liberty

curtailed by law that the League does not

particularly worry us. "Give it a

chance," we say amiably; "it may work.
And if we don't like it, we'll find a way
out. We've had worse obstacles to deal

with before this."

I am not taking into account just here

those idealists who believe that the

League is a cure for all international

ills. Those are the old optimists—not

the new ones. They are the folk who
thought that the Adamson law settled

the railroad difficulties, who hoped that

Henry Ford would get the boys out of

the trenches by Christmas, who fancied

that the women's vote would purify Chi-

cago politics, and that the German peo-

ple would be all right if you got rid of

the Kaiser. Nor do I take into account

the obverse of Candide, who thinks that

because a League is created, it must

necessarily fail. It is of the new opti-

mist that I speak—him whom I cited in

the beginning, who can chant whole-

heartedly :

I do not look for holy saints to guide me on

my way,
Or male and female devilkins to lead my

feet astray.
If these are added, I rejoice—if not, I shall

not mind,
So long as I have leave and choice to meet

my fellow-kind.
For as we come and as we go (and deadly

soon go we ! )

The people, Lord, thy people, are good enough
for me I

i

That man is not going to be shocked by
Shantung and surprised by the Ruman-
ians, on the one hand; nor is he, on the

other, going to canonize Lenin, and shed
tears over Bela Kun. He is going to

realize that beyond a certain point you
cannot coerce human nature; and that

man, if he cannot climb the mountain in

his path, will eventually tunnel through
it. To the way of the eagle in the air,

the way of the serpent on a rock, the

way of a man with a maid, he will add
the way of the world with the League.
He will not expect our Balkan brothers

to turn gentle or our oppressed friends

and charges, the Armenians, to turn hon-

est, overnight. He will not be surprised
that the experienced European chancel-

leries are not partial to statecraft of the

Bryan type, and he will honor President

Wilson for having done his best to work
with facts instead of pretending that

theories were conditions. He will watch
the League loyally, supporting it to his

utmost; but he will not be shocked into

insensibility if somebody starts fighting,

and the Council cannot all at once put a

stop to it.

The only sphere, perhaps, in which

pragmatism is justifiable, is politics. If

a law will work, it is good. A bad law
will not work—not in the long run. It

has often been said that a people has the

government it deserves. That is not al-

ways true; but it is true that water
seeks its own level and that you
cannot on the whole make a bet-

ter government for mankind than

mankind is up to carrying out. The
real optimist is ready to try almost any-

thing that has a shadow of reason in it :

because if it turns out to be ridiculous,

he is sure that human nature will show
it up for what it is. He does not even

demand that you shall make laws which

immediately work: he demands only that

if you find a law does not work, you shall

not preserve it on the statute-books be-

cause it makes pretty reading. He pre-
fers to abide by possibility. He will even
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rather welcome the trying-out of Uto-

pian legislation, because the race, thus

tested, will clarify issues much faster

than otherwise it would have done. The
race will find out how much it can stand,

and in process of learning that, it will

learn an infinite number of other valua-

ble things. The pessimist says "prohibi-

tion" will lead us to unguessed-of hor-

rors; the old optimist says that in ten

years no one will miss alcohol at all. The
new optimist says that it is all very in-

teresting and that we shall perhaps really

solve a question that the experts are still

disagreeing about: namely, whether the

craving for alcoholic stimulus is so near-

ly universal that it must be considered

normal and therefore deserving of rea-

sonable satisfaction; or whether it is a

mere human whim, and people maintain

equilibrium, happiness, and efficiency

equally well without it. If the race at

large craves alcohol and keeps on craving

it, it will have to have it Some reform-

ers, working for the suppression of ir-

regular sex-relations, yet faced with the

fact that marriage and the decent rear-

ing of children are becoming almost eco-

nomic impossibilities, have endeavored to

state that the sex-impulse is something
which can safely and easily be ignored.

But of such statements the race is im-

patient. The race knows that Nature has

made better provision than that for its

continuance, and that you cannot totally

abolish both prostitution and marriage.

Some people see in the League the prom-
ise of universal and permanent peace.

Some people, on the other hand, see in

it a mere crippling of nations who are

surely going to have to fight. The new

optimist—the man who has made up his

mind that obstacle-races tend to bring

out all the latent ingenuity, and to reveal

all the fundamental desires, of human na-

ture—will see in it a very interesting,

and a highly valuable, test of how far

certain inhibitions will hold : of just how
vital a need of dissatisfied humans it is

to have it out, as you might say, with

their fists. If it works, so much the bet-

ter; if not, then at least the utmost that

is presently possible has been done, and

you may take to yourself the consolation

of knowing that the race is not ready for

the prohibition of war ; that you actually

cannot, with every chance given you,

make war impossible. Human nature

will not, except for fun, leap over obsta-

cles that do not worry it. Even the fun

does not last very long. If the obstacles

really worry it, they must be removed, be-

cause eternal circumvention of law is a

bad thing for law. If they do not really

worry it, they cease in the end to be seen

as obstacles at all : they are only pleasing

variations in the landscape. Nothing is

stronger than habit—except instinct.

Civilization is not simply a matter of im-

proving our habits ; it is a matter of im-

proving our instincts. Which takes time.

AD legislation is experimental. One's

own life is only one's experiment with

conditions. But you do not expect any
one but the trained scientist to get much
out of the laboratory. Therefore we need

all the knowledge we can get, and we are

sometimes a little annoyed when the ig-

norant are set to rule our lives. We hate

to have a Mann and a Kitchin messing
about among explosives. But even from
a Mann and a Kitchin we can learn. We
learn, for example, that there are enough
Manns and Kitchins to return one Mann
and one Kitchin to Congress. Their real

significance lies in their constituents.

We wish that Wisconsin did not persist

in loving La Follette. But the fact that

it does teaches us much about Wisconsin

that cannot be explained away. We—the

new optimists—are not going to sit down
and weep over these gentlemen, any
more than we are going to pretend that

they are all right. We are firm in our

belief that eventually Manns, Kitchins

and La Follettes will not "go down."

Even the pessimist cannot say that they

are a new portent. We have always had

such in our legislative branch, and in the

end they do not prevail. Bryan has been

adored, but he has never been President.

We regret exceedingly that Bolshevism

has had so long and hideous a run in

Russia. But is there not the chance that

Bolshevism, by showing itself for what
it is, will disgust in time other countries

that might have been tempted in that di-

rection? It is possible, sometimes, to go
further and fare better. I admit that

this reasoning is Mrs. Wiggs-ish. But

I said in the beginning that Mrs. Wiggs
would have to come. She is not to be

confounded with Pollyanna, remember.

And she is going to be tempered by Gil

Bias.

I am far from prophesying that the

wisest minority will get its way. Sel-

dom, if ever, is that true. If you look

at the politics of any given decade, of

any given generation, even, there is ex-

cuse for pessimism. I admit that, to

hold the new optimism, keeping your

eyes open, you must take a wide view.

But we must have done with the melan-

choly state of things wherein all wise-

acres are pessimists and all optimists

were fools. There is as much to sadden

as to delight, in history; yet we have

learned quite as much from what was

deplorable as from what was happy. Cer-

tainly we must trust human nature:

trust it, not to be as wise as the wisest,

but not to be as dull as the dullest ; trust

it, above all, to know eventually what

makes for life and what makes for death.

If the aristocratic republic must still be

a dream, let us not therefore say there

is no prophet but Jeremiah. We may
take comfort in certain facts: the fact,

for example, that the world at large,

though it is not wise enough to prefer
the aristocratic republic, is too wise to

stand long for Bolshevism; that though

you cannot have heaven upon earth, nev-

ertheless we are a long way from wish-

ing to go back to chaos and old night.

Optimism, I grant, is possible only to

the man who has a real intellectual inter-

est in mankind, and who does not con-

sider his own preferences and prejudices—his owfn traditions, even—sacro-sanct.

But he must not see only the flaws. He
must steer well between Diogenes and

Jean-Jacques Rousseau—not so much as

scraping either one.

As a matter of practical policy, he will

want the best legislation the world will

put up with. If the race as a whole will

put up with a certain type of legisla-

tion, then—away with it, however ideally

delightful. You may wish the race were

capable of higher things immediately.

Very well: get out and educate it. But

the optimist will not weep because it

does not consist of plaster saints. He

will, rather, paraphrase the doughboy
and say, "It's a hell of a race, but it's the

only one we've got." The new optimist

will watch with a cheerful heart its "pas-

sionate, almost bloodthirsty clinging to

life." In the end, it will decide. And
because human nature is on the whole

the most important thing on the planet, .

he will cheer it on. It will do dreadful

things—it has recently perpetrated the

Great War and the Russian Revolution—
but it will not do them all over the place

at once. For men want, curiously

enough, to be happy; and though they

may at times choose fatal ways of pro-

viding for that hypothetical happiness,

though now and then a particular class

wants so much to be happy that it does

not care -whether any other class is, hu-

man nature is too various to put up with

the myopia or insanity or piggishness of

any one sect. Even organized labor is

not the whole of the human race; even

Russia is not the world, We may take,

concerning optimism, the course of rea-

soning that Bacon took with regard to

religion : "It is true, that a little philo-

sophy inclineth man's mind to atheism;

but depth in philosophy bringeth men's

minds about to religion: for while the

mind of man looketh upon second causes

scattered, it may sometimes rest in them,

and go no further; but when it beholdeth

the chain of them confederate and linked

together, it must needs fly to Providence

and Deity."

It is a good analogy, at least.

Katharine Fullerton Gerould
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Poetry
A Knight-Errant a la Mode

IN
days when all the world fell out,

Then talked about it and about;
When all creation went to war,
Then argued what they'd fought it for;

When some whose highest expectations
Were centred in a League of Nations

Locked horns with those whose appre-
hension

Saw in it quite the worst invention

That Satan yet had plagued mankind

with;
When others still inflamed their mind

with
Ecstatic dreams of wars to come
In which they should win martyrdom,
Not for their country but their »hop,

That underdog might get on top;
Then did the maddest of all wags,
Theophilus Alexis Spraggs,
Like any valiant knight of old,

Sir Hudibras or Quixote bold,

(The reader here will kindly note he
Must not pronounce it Don Quixote)
Set out to put a wrong world right.

You'd scarce mistake him for a knight,
For arms to him were quite abhorrent.

It grieved him when the shout of war
rent

The quiet of his meditation

Upon the labor situation:

How he could bring the Golden Age
By setting up a minimum wage.
He'd proved that virtue was a matter
Of coin in purse and meat on platter;
That of air so many cubic feet

Per unit 'Id keep the whole world sweet;
In short, the sum of all his wishings he
Found in the single word Efficiency.
And so he'd got it almost fixed up
When came a slip 'twixt lip and 'twixt

. cup.

Theophilus himself, I hope,
Would scorn so bibulous a trope.
Like Thopas or like Percyvelle,
His drink was only of the well—
Of sentiment, fortified with this stick:

A dash of well-shaken statistic;
The whole a brew with such a kicker
He felt no need of other liquor.
And what he had himself no mind to

Must be withheld from all mankind, too.

Per contra, he'd schemes so good that

any o' 'em

Would bring us shouting to millennium.

Theophilus was of the kind
That glories in the open mind.
His own was open at both ends
And through the middle there descends
A sort of open running sewer;
But to the pure all things are pure.
He said he liked to keep it open,
And some had not given over hoping
That those who'd filched away his brain
Would maybe put it back again.

Theophilus was quite contented;
To him the others seemed demented.
Himself had been reserved by fate

Boldly to set all crooked straight.

Thus on a day he sallied forth,
And glancing west, south, east, and

north
To see if aught he might espy
That seemed to him to go awry,
At length he saw a gaping crew
Assembled round a speaker who
With gestures of a windmill scope
Addressed them. Plain it was that soap

(His ears peeped forth from unkempt
locks)

He valued chiefly for the box.

"To Hell with this! To Hell with
that!"

The speaker said, then paused and spat.

Theophilus could not but feel

That this was something very real.

"Though neither chastely couched nor

choice,

This, this is sure the people's voice."

"Down, down with governments and
war!"

The speaker cried, and more and more
Theophilus waxed sympathetic.
"He speaks," said he, "with voice pro-

phetic.
Such penetrating criticism!

Government's an anachronism,
And, peacefully, of course, I trust,
Its end will come; but come it must."
The speaker shouted, "Class 'gainst

class

Capital's tyranny shall pass!
The hosts of toil are marching, march-

ing!"
And Spraggs, who, born to one fat

fortune,
Had got another one by marrying,
Felt exquisitely proletarian.

"I see the dawn," the speaker cried,
"The lamb and lion side by side,

The golden dawn that in shall usher
The sort of thing they have in Russia."

Now Spraggs, who'd several bits of fur,
A borzoi and a samovar,
Also Turgeniev, done in calf,

Considered he was more than half

A Russian now. Just then the crowd
Began to voice itself aloud.

"It is beginning!" Spraggs exclaimed.

Not where he thought was violence

aimed.

Instead of rushing through the town
Pulling the social fabric down,
Establishing a government
With one sole purpose and intent

To love the people and to foster 'em,

They hurled the speaker from his ros-

trum.

They dragged him in the muddy street

And stamped upon him with their feet.

At least they would have, had not he

(0, whither, whither shall he flee?)

Sought refuge from impending harm
Behind the law's blue-coated arm.

"Save, O, save me!" "Sure I will.

Move on there now ! and you keep still !"

Theophilus' personal equation
Was slow to solve a situation.

"Arrest this man?" ('Twas what he

saw)
"Thou minion of tyrannic law!
This sort of wanton interference
Is just the thing that makes adherents
To the very cause you would destroy.
What rights are these that we enjoy?
Free speech? Why, bah! I say, and

pooh!
Arrest this man? Arrest me tool"

Theophilus surely lacked not heart or
Will to die right there a martyr:
If for his country, he would balk,
But gladly, for the right—to talk.******
Yet death of all fates was remotest,
Save death through want of being

noticed.

Harry Ayres

Correspondence
The Open Letter to Senator

Hitchcock
[We print below some of the letters and

telegrams evoked by the "Open Letter to
Senator Hitchcock", published in last

week's Review.]

To the Editors of The Review:

Your Open Letter to Senator Hitch-
cock surely expresses the opinions of a
vast number of conscientious and exas-

perated spectators of the Senate's pro-
tracted discussion of the Peace Treaty.

They want an immediate peace and a

League of Nations, and they want them
insistently. However it may disappoint
our expectations, the League of Nations
is to-day the best hope of civilization; it

transfigures the prosaic diction of the

compact. The patience of the public is

sorely tried by the long delay and your
rational proposition encourages us to an-

ticipate prompt action. Senators Hitch-

cock and McCumber control the situation

and the latter's intelligent and reason-

able modification of the Treaty's text

could not imperil its ratification and
should not meet with the former's oppo-
sition.

R. Fulton Cutting
New York, October 10

To the Editors of The Review :

I think that the Treaty should be rati-

fied without further delay.

Having studied the Treaty closely I

am in favor of its ratification as it

stands. At the same time, if interpreta-
tive reservations are deemed necessary
to secure ratification, I am in favor of

any such reservations to the extent that
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they do not require submission to the

other Powers for their approval. I do

not favor reservations that would re-

quire such submission and approval, as

they would place the Treaty in jeopardy
so far as this country is concerned, and,

in any event, cause injurious delay in

the final establishment of peace all

around.

John G. Milburn
New York, October 10

To the Editors of The Review:
The Open Letter to Senator Hitchcock

points the practical way to progress, and

its counsel is wholly in the public inter-

est. The mind of the country is defi-

nitely made up that the Treaty as sub-

mitted shall not be ratified unless ac-

companied with specific reservations of

the points so frequently recorded. On
the other hand, the overwhelming senti-

ment of the country is that no action

should be taken, particularly no action

with a view to purely partisan advantage,
that would send the Treaty back to Paris

and reopen international negotiations as

to its terms. Senator Hitchcock and
Senator Williams, both of whom are pa-
triotic men of large public experience,
must understand these facts. I cannot

believe that they will stubbornly stand

in the way of quick action of the kind in-

dicated.

Nicholas Murray Butler
New York, October 10

To the Editors of The Review :

Considering conditions here and
abroad I favor immediate ratification of

the Treaty with rational reservations

consistent with our Constitution and na-

tional policies and protective of the ideals

and sense of honor and humanity that

made us a partner in the war for world-

wide Liberty founded on law and order.

Samuel Rea
Philadelphia, October 10

To the Editors of The Review :

Ever since President Wilson last win-

ter brought back from Paris the cove-

nant of the League of Nations I have in

public speeches and writing endorsed it,

though insisting on modifications pro-

tecting American interest. Accordingly,
I now emphatically endorse your open
letter to Senator Hitchcock dated Octo-

ber 11.

Jacob Gould Schurman
Ithaca, N. Y., October 10

To the Editors of The Review :

I believe the people of the United

States desire the Treaty to be ratified

as speedily as possible. Discussion has

been so long and thorough that no new

points are likely to be raised. Each side

is standing stubbornly firm. Some com-

promise must evidently be made. Cer-

tain reservations have been suggested by
a group of Senators which are conserva-

tive and are offered with the intention

of making clearer the position of the

United States. I can see no objections

to such reservations, and I strongly hope
that the Democratic Senators will at once

earnestly consider coming to an agree-

ment with these conservative Republi-
cans. The Treaty must be ratified.

Alfred E. Marling
New York, October 10

To the Editors of The Review:
I fully approve proposed letter to Sen •

ator Hitchcock. Personally, I am strong

for explicit reservations, but believe rea-

sonable compromise imperative and

prompt action desperately needed.

E. H. Outerbridge

New York, October 10

To the Editors of The Review :

I do not approve letter to Hitchcock.

I think Treaty should be ratified with

no reservations. In my judgment im-

portant reservations are equivalent to

amendments and unimportant reserva-

tions are unnecessary.
Moorfield Storey

Boston, October 10

To the Editors of The Revkw :

I have read with very much interest

your proposed open letter to Senator

Hitchcock. While I think your position

is sound, I do not see my way clear to

formally endorse it. I have been among
those who hoped that the Treaty might
be ratified without amendment and with-

out reservations which are in effect

amendments. That being the case, it

would hardly be consistent for me to join

your appeal to Senator Hitchcock, al-

though I quite agree that it is now ap-

parent that a majority of the Senate

will insist upon reservations substan-

tially along the lines of those supported

by Senator Lodge, and for that reason

Senator Hitchcock and his adherents

should fall into line.

Paul D. Cravath
New York, October 10

To the Editors of The Review :

I am in favor of such reservations as

will accomplish the purpose the majority

of the Committee on Foreign Affairs had

in mind when they submitted their rec-

ommendations to the Senate. I believe

if a clear majority adopt such reserva-

tions as will be protective to this coun-

try that Senator Hitchcock and his asso-

ciates should accept same promptly.
T. DeWitt Cuyler

Philadelphia, October 10

Book Reviews
Bolshevism Unadorned

Bolshevism : Mr. Reeling's Five Years
in Russia. By H. V. Keeling. Lon-
don: Hodder and Stoughton.

Bolshevik Aims and Ideals. Reprinted
from The Round Table. New York:
The Macmillan Company.

Under the Bolshevik Reign of Terror.

By Rhoda Power. New York : Rob-
ert M. McBride and Company.

QUANTITATIVE
analysis of the lit-

erature of Bolshevism up to the pres-
ent time would show a preponderance of

books and articles of a polemic character.
This is unfortunate, for the impression
is created that, after all, the issue is one
of argument as to the merits and demer-
its of a theory and programme of social

revolution for the reconstitution of so-

ciety on a new basis and the institution

of communism. The Soviet system of

government, the Soviet Constitution, the

elaborate scheme of elections and repre-

sentation, have been discussed seriously
as actualities, as plans that had been put
into execution and tried out in practice.
Some day a serious study will be made

of the movement engineered in this coun-

try to confuse the public mind in regard
to the Bolshevik regime in Russia. The

investigation will show that a carefully

planned campaign was carried on, the

object of which was to persuade people
that the whole Lenin-Trotsky plot was
a high-minded experiment undertaken to

bring about a better state of society, and

that it enjoyed the approval and support
of the Russian masses; that to interfere

with it in any way would be improper

meddling with domestic concerns and a

denial of the right of democratic self-

determination. Oceans of propaganda
have been poured forth in support of this

thesis, and many ignorant but well-inten-

tioned people have been deceived thereby.

Most pernicious of all has been the propa-

ganda industriously circulated among

workingmen to make them believe that

the Soviet regime was building a work-

ers' paradise and that any attacks on it

were lying slanders instigated by capital-

ists in the endeavor to prevent their own

overthrow by the new dispensation. The

object was clear: to reduce Russia to

helpless chaos and then to prevent any

interference on the part of the Allies and

America, while Germany undertook the

work of reconstruction and exploitation.

To a considerable extent the object has

been attained.

The best corrective of such disingen-

uous theorizing is first-hand, eye-wit-

ness testimony. Of this there has been
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an abundance from Russian refugees, but
it has not carried due weight, because it

has been offset by the tales of other
Russians—Bolshevik sympathizers and
agents—and by the suspicion that the
witnesses were simply disgruntled emi-
gres. Now, however, we have the evi-

dence of foreign observers of diverse ex-

perience and without private interests to

serve.

Mr. H. V. Keeling is an Englishman, a

lithographer by trade and a staunch la-

bor union man. In February, 1914, he
was sent to Petrograd to instal a patent
photo-lithographic process that his em-
ployers had sold to a Russian company.
Presently the war came and he decided to

remain. He had picked up enough Rus-
sian to get on with and found plenty of
work to do. After the Bolshevik revolu-

tion, he was employed for a time as a

photographer under Lunacharsky in the
Commissariat of Education at a salary
of 1,500 rubles per month, the highest
paid to an expert workman, but found
that on it he was unable to keep himself
from slow starvation. So he left the city
and wandered over the country as a me-
chanic and tinker, picking up jobs here
and there, and incidentally obtaining

unique information as to the true state

of affairs throughout Russia.

He does not like the idea of writing a
book—he would rather be at the bench—
but he feels it his bounden duty. As he

puts it:

I have left a country where the conditions
are so terrible and where I have so many
friends—all workmen and peasants—that I

should indeed be a coward, and wanting in the
first elements of simple gratitude, if I were
quietly and meekly to settle down to my
own work without at least making an at-

tempt to place the facts before those who
I know are being deceived by the irrespon-
sible talk of those who have never personally
experienced the actual results of Bolshevism
in action. It is very easy for those who
have obtained their knowledge of Bolshevism
through reading of the Decrees, or whilst liv-

ing as the guests of the Higher Soviet, to
relate wonderful fairy tales of magnificent
ideals, but wh?t I have to relate are the actual
facts and results personally witnessed and ex-
perienced by one who was regarded and
treated in every way as a workman of the

ategory.
It is a graphic picture that Mr.

Keeling paints in his vivid narrative,

nearly every paragraph being replete
with material throwing light on the

operations of the Soviet Government or
on the conditions and opinion of the peo-
ple. When the Soviets took over the fac-

tories, the managers and specialists were
driven out and replaced by committees of

workmen who had, of course, no experi-
ence in the problems of management.
Production dropped and the cost of ma-
terials rose. To meet this a vicious cir-

cle was entered into of raising both

wages and prices. As each factory ceased
to show a profit, the Government stepped

in with a subsidy paid in paper money
printed off at a furious rate. The pur-
chasing value of the ruble went to prac-
tically nothing.
A little later, many of the young and

able-bodied workmen were conscripted
into the Red Army, which was needed to

keep down the rebellious elements that
had begun quite early to express their

dissatisfaction and disgust Many joined
the army to get food. Thus, the number
of good workmen was further reduced
and underfeeding greatly lessened the ef-

ficiency of those that remained. Towards
the end of last year, Mr. Keeling visited

a number of workshops in company with
two Bolshevik commissars. It was pain-
ful to see these places, which were once

flourishing concerns giving employment
to hundreds of workmen, lying idle, with
the machinery rusting and covered with
dust. He asked what was going to be
done with them, and was told that great
central workshops were to be opened to

replace them.

The author was shocked to get back
to England and find that in some labor

circles the Soviet was regarded as a

workingmen's government. He relates

from his experience that if a trade union
did not please the Soviet, it was fined and

suppressed and a new union formed in

its place by the Bolsheviks themselves.

Entry to this new union was open only
to members of the old union who signed
a form declaring themselves entirely in

agreement with, and prepared completely
to support in every detail, the policy of

the Soviet Government. Refusal to join
on these terms meant the loss of work
and pay, together with exclusion from
the first and second categories as regards
food. The workingmen, therefore, were

coerced, and were not allowed to have

any voice at all.

Every incentive was held out to the

poorer people to spy and report on the

others, and special rewards were given
to anyone who gave information that any
member of a union was opposed in any
way. In fact, there was built up a fright-

ful system of espionage that not only

corrupted the whole community, but

bore with especial severity upon the la-

borers. His own union, the printers',

was suppressed and a new one ordered.

When the cards were circulated for the

workingmen to sign, he found that in

the several factories, numbering over 500

employees each, there were never more
than six real Bolsheviks, and in one case

the only Bolshevik was the Commissar.

Yet they did not dare to refuse to sign

the forms. Elections to the Soviet were

an absolute farce. The men to be voted

for were all selected in advance and no

one but a Bolshevik was allowed to be

elected to any post. The Bolsheviks were

able to keep in power by maintaining a
state of terrorism by means of the mer-
cenary Red Army, which had special
privileges in the way of food and pay,
as well as unlimited license. In the army
was an all-pervasive system of espionage,
and the parents of the soldiers lived in
constant fear of their lives, as they were
considered as hostages for the conduct of
their sons.

Most interesting were Reeling's ex-

periences as he wandered through the

country districts as a mechanic. He was
always welcome in the peasant villages
and he grew very fond of these simple
folk and their kindly hospitality. The
only danger he ran was that of being
mistaken for a Bolshevik spy, for the Bol-
sheviks were everywhere feared and de-
tested. From Mr. Keeling's testimony
it is evident that the estimate recently
made that the Bolsheviks numbered two
per cent, of the population is a gross ex-

aggeration. In some of the villages the
conditions were not utterly bad. The vil-

agers would somehow or other elect the
men they wanted to the local Soviet and
for a time would be free from oppres-
sion. But when the Commissar of the
district heard of it, he would send the
Red Guard to break it up and hold new
elections, personally directed. The main
object of the peasants was to conceal

enough food from the requisitioning sol-

diers to provide for their own needs.

Last January, Keeling escaped by way
of Finland. It was an exciting and dan-

gerous exploit and it gives one a thrill

to read a description of it. Once out
of the clutches of the Bolshevik power, he
returned to England, breathing a sigh
of relief but depressed by the sufferings
of the people left behind and longing to

make his countrymen understand and

give assistance. His is a simple and a

moving narrative that impresses one with
its absolute sincerity. It will take rank
in the future among the valuable primary
materials for the study of Russia under
the Soviet tyranny.

"Bolshevik Aims and Ideals" is re-

printed from the Round Table. It bears

no author's name, though some have sus-

pected that it came from the able pen
of Dr. Harold Williams, who stands sec-

ond to none as an authority on Russia.

Although it is a small volume, it is not

too much to say that it is altogether the

most complete and authoritative analysis
of the Bolshevik movement in Russia and
of the movements counter to it that has

yet appeared. In less than a hundred

pages the author has given a resume of

the successive phases of the Bolshevik

revolution and of its theory and practice
that may well serve as a manual for any-
one desiring to obtain a well-balanced,

dispassionate account of one of the most
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remarkable episodes in all history. No
educated and intelligent person should

fail to read it.

Although of much less importance as

first-hand testimony than Mr. Keeling's

narrative, "Under the Bolshevik Terror"

contains much that is complementary to

it The author, Miss Rhoda Power, was a

governess in a Russian bourgeois family
from a time early in the war until after

the Bolshevik revolution. She writes in a

simple, unaffected way of her daily life

in this milieu, and while she has had no

background of Russian experience^ her

tale is perhaps the better for this, for she

does not attempt to generalize or inter-

pret her impressions. And the reader like-

wise should take the narrative for what

it is, personal impressions, and himself

refrain from generalizing.

The family in which she lived and the

life she describes are, however, typical

of a certain class in Russia, and the

vivid picture does not induce admiration

or tend to give confidence in the future of

Russia if it is to rest in the hands of

such selfish, irresponsible people. The

daughter of the household, for whom she

is the companion, is an example of shal-

lowness, aimlessness, and indulgence only

too often to be found in rich middle-class

families. Soon after the Bolshevik revo-

lution the family finds its position dif-

ficult. They are living in the south of

Russia, where the effects of the revolu-

tion are somewhat delayed, but where

presently the power comes into the hands

of the ignorant and criminal classes, and

a reign of terror and an orgy of license

and crime ensue. Adventures come fast

and furious and the young English girl

is a witness of the realities of Bolshevik

rule far from the centre of government.
Here her straightforward narrative of

what she saw and passed through is a

valuable contribution to our knowledge,
for it is possible from it to catch the at-

mosphere of this phase of the revolution.

And this atmosphere is very red. Only
a phlegmatic English girl could write of

what she passed through in such a mat-

ter of fact way. While at Novocherkassk

she was in the midst of the bloody fight-

ing in which the Bolsheviks overcame the

Cossacks. The house in which she so-

journed was invaded by the drunken

brutes, demanding money and threaten-

ing the inmates with death.

During this scene we received a telephone

message that our train would leave the sta-

tion within an hour. It caused us infinite

pain to abandon this unfortunate family, but

we could follow no other course. "Tovarisli."

I said to one of the soldiers, "I must go out
and get a cab." He had his head almost on

my shoulder, and was trying to make love
to me. "You can do what you like, little

pigeon," he replied affectionately, and I ran
to the door. When once outside, however,
it was not so easy for me to do as I liked.

There were soldiers on the pavement and they

surrounded me. "What do you mean by com-

ing out of the house? We shall kill you.
Show your papers." They advanced upon me
with their bayonets. "Now look here, little

doves," I said as boldly as T could, "you can't

go killintr British subjects like that. Tt's not

done." They looked quite unconvinced. "I

am rather important," I said loftily. "There
will be a row with the British Government
if I do not arrive home safely." They seemed
impressed. "Let the barishnia go." said one,
and so I escaped to find my cab. After a

vain search T returned to the house, where
a number of soldiers were standing round
the door refusing to allow anyone to pro-
ceed to the station. Argument was useless,
and if it had not been for a Danish doctor,
one of our fellow-travellers, who knew Rus-
sian sufficiently well to bluff, we should never
have reached the train in safetv. Most of
the soldiers were drunk and their tempers
had begun to get nastv.

The station was filled with members of the

Red Guard, and there were traces of blood
in the sand. . . , Here the men who had
remained on euard to'd us that the scene
had been appalling. The Red Guards and
their camp followers, dancing among the dead
bodies of the Cossacks, had suns and drunk
the whole nieht. and in the morning they had
shot the Ataman.
Miss Power was allowed to leave Rus-

sia via Moscow and Murmansk, for this

was early in the revolution, before for-

eigners were proscribed. Not the least

interesting of her graphic- pictures is

that of Murmansk, with its horde of hap-
less refugees, where she spent an uncom-
fortable six weeks in a wooden shed on

the bleak shores of the Arctic. While

Miss Power's volume covers only a small

phase of the revolution in a limited field,

it is full of interest and charm, and cor-

roborates from another angle the gen-
eral estimate of the preceding books as to

the utter incompetence, confusion, and

brutality of the movement which has, bv

euphemism, been termed the workmen's
and peasants' revolution.

A History of American
^Prisons

Punishment and Reformation. By
Frederick H. Wines. Revised bv
Winthrop D. Lane. New York: T. Y.
Crowell Company.

THIS
is an historical summary of

crime and punishment written up to

1910 by Dr. Wines, brought down to date

by Mr. Lane. Very likely the former
would cry out against the mutilation of

his book could he be heard (he died in

1912), and any who knew Fred. Wines
can imagine his remarks, for he had a

"nimble wit and ready tongue." But
the "mutability of literature" is greater
if possible to-day than when Irving
wrote of it, and the exigencies of the

publishing business perhaps make the

excuses for the deed in this case.

The reviser, in his preface, like the

prisoner crying "guilty" in a loud voice,

hoping thereby to mollify the court,

frankly states that he has used the first

eleven chapters of the original book, but

cut out the remainder to make room for

the developments of the last few years.
Dr. Wines was eminently fitted to write

a history of crime. His father, Edwin
C. Wines, as Secretary of the New York
Prison Association in the sixties, was
perhaps more than any other individual

responsible for the founding of the

American Prison Association, the con-

crete result of the convention of 1871 at

Cincinnati. The good accomplished and
the progress made in the prisons of this

country in the past fifty years may be

said to date from that now famous
convention. The younger Wines was

steeped in prison affairs, and his em-

ployment for many years in the De-

partment of Charities of Illinois gave
him rare insight into the efforts at

reform in the various States. His book

presents an admirable account of the

treatment of the wrongdoer from the

earliest times. Until very lately pun-
ishment was the fundamental thought,
not simply to punish for its own sake,

but to prevent others from evil doing,
but still chiefly to punish. Now we have

progressed to the idea that it is worth
while to try to reform the guilty man;
he will be punished enough in the

process.
The second part of the book tells

specifically of present methods of treat-

ing convicts in the United States, and

faithfully records many experiments and

theories, some of them extreme in char-

acter, which have recently been tried or

proposed. There is little said of the

practicability of any of them; perhaps
the true reformer should not dwell on
such questions but look only to the goal
of his desire. Much consideration is

given to the self-government plans of the

George Junior Republic as applied to a

reformatory for boys in California, and

to adult prisoners at Sing Sing by Mr.
Osborne. The latter might have had
much success if he had been content to

go a little more slowly, but his vision of

perfection overreached itself; and be-

cause those in power differed with him
in some respects he withdrew, and the

self-government plan had a setback

from which it may be long in recovering.

Psychologic, psychopathic, psychiatric
are recurrent terms in discussion. Trans-
lated into everyday speech they stand

for patient study of the individual and
earnest endeavor to treat him while in

prison that he may be fit and able to stay
out when release comes to him. There
is no doubt that great improvement is

bound to come from such studies. The
deductions of Glueck from an examina-
tion of 608 consecutively admitted in-

mates at Sing Sing, quoted at length

by the author, are most illuminating.

Feeblemindedness and its astonishing

frequency in prisons is given intelligent

treatment by reference to many recent

studies. It is a tremendous problem.
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No account is given of the wretched

political use frequently made of the

prisons in this country, nor is anything
said of the situation in the South, where
most of the States exploit the labor of

the prisoner and, it is not too much to

say, plan by their laws to hold him as

long as possible for what can be made
out of him. No intensive study there of

the how and wherefore of crime ; all the

thought is on how husky and fit to dig
coal or raise cotton the prisoner is and

how long he can be kept. Perhaps that

is another story, for the Criminal Law
Reform people to tell, but it "smells to

heaven" and ought to be talked about in

season and out.

Feminine Humor
A Woman Named Smith. By Marie

Conway Oemler. New York: The

Century Company.
Barbara of Baltimore. By Katharine

Haviland Taylor. New York:

George H. Doran Company.

Blue-Grass and Broadway. By Maria

Thompson Daviess. New York:
The Century Company.

Believe You Me ! By Nina Wilcox Put-

nam. New York : George H. Doran

Co-.pany.

TJOLDING firmly to the faith that wo-
-*-*• man as well as man is equipped with

a soul and therefore a sense «>f humor,
we may yet observe that neither soul nor

sense is altogether sexless. There is the

big playground of major comedy where
men and women may be or seem equally
at home, but near-by plaisances offer

more easeful entertainment for moments
of relaxation. Here you may take off

your coat and roar, or let down your hair

and giggle, without fear of being eyed
askance by unsympathetic parties, un-

fitted by nature for the giggle or the

roar. It is not your sister's fault if she

thinks W. W. Jacobs merely silly, or

yours if the cuteness of Bertha Ruck

happens to make you sick. Let us glance
without current superciliousness at some
current books of purely feminine com-

edy.

The Southern maiden keeps her place

as heroine of this kind of story. Why is

plain enough if you notice how natural

the phrase "Southern maiden" still

sounds, while "Northern maiden" has a

slightly facetious ring. The old-fash-

ioned girl is good enough for sweet, pret-

ty stories, and even the aggressively

young females of a later fashion must

keep something of her in reserve to

qualify. The more independent and

dashing she may be in the index, the

more thrilling her surrender in the final

scene. Here, for an example, is the

"Woman Named Smith." To begin with,
she is a Northerner, a city woman, a

business woman in her middle thirties,

plain and efficient. Ally her with the

Hyndses of Hyndsville, North Carolina,

give her a Hynds House as a legacy, lift

her into the middle of a family romance
and mystery with its roots well in the

South and the past, and you very quickly
make another female of her. In the

presence of Hynds House and the godlike
Jelnik whose destiny is so "strangely"
linked with hers, she becomes all tremors
and blushes and maiden stupidity, and
even quite expert at fainting on occa-

sion. It is a tale of priceless heirlooms
and lost jewels and secret rooms and

ghostly scents and sounds, with every-

body dutifully tying themselves up in a

tangle of misunderstandings and cross-

purposes; and childish mystifications,

quite according to the recipe of this kind
of romance. That expert literary arti-

san, Miss Carolyn Wells, has just done
a story out of almost precisely the same
materials, ancient manor house, lost jew-
els, spooks, ingenue and all; though she

has waived the Southern flavor and con-

tented herself with Dobbs Ferry. Her
publisher so clearly recognizes this a3 a

staple product that he advertises "Doris
of Dobbs Ferry" as belonging to a "Mys-
tery-History Series." A later number
of this series, "Barbara of Baltimore," is

extremely girly and "cunning" in its dia-

logue, and contains pretty much all the

aforementioned elements of plot and
situation: old historic dwelling, secret

passages, ghosts in the attic, stolen trea-

sures, and the beautiful young man who
this time happens to be a wealthy Briton,

shell-ravaged and sent to America to be

cured: we have met him frequently in

fiction since the war began. There is a

good deal in the book also about "ladies'

wear," of various degrees of intimacy—
a theme which appears to have endless

humor for the clientele this sort of fic-

tion appeals to. It is proper also to itali-

cise specially cute and bright turns of

phrase, so that the reader's eyes may
spot them in advance without effort and
be prepared to twinkle.

There is no mystery involved in "Blue-

grass and Broadway." Here the glamour
(Southern heroine apart) is not of the

past, but of stage-land; and in the con-

trast of the ingenue making her mark
there at the first attempt. The mortgage
on the old estate of Rosemeade in Ken-

tucky is in peril of foreclosure. Poor

grandfather mustn't be disturbed in his

last days. Therefore pretty grand-

daughter will write a play and make a

lot of money. She does! But the man-
ner of her doing it entails a situation

of real comedy. She is not a genius,

does not take Broadway by storm. Her

purple-ribboned manuscript simply hap-
pens to catch a manager's eye at a mo-
ment when he desires to discipline a
spoiled star. . . . "She needs one good
failure to tone her up. What's the name
of the effusion in ribbons ?" . . . "The
Renunciation of Rosalind," murmured
Mr. Meyer. . . . "We could call it

'The Purple Slipper.' . . ." Not un-

naturally it is the gentleman-manager
himself who falls in love with the in-

genue authoress, and to the tune of much
stage music the affair runs merrily and
even wittily to its rightful close. There
is broader but not less genuine fun in

"Believe You Me !" Under that sprightly
title are assembled five monologues by
Mile. Marie La Tour, who was born Mary
Gilligan and is a famous parlor dancer,
when the war breaks out. Her speech is

that free and easy "American" which, as

Mr. H. L. Mencken has pointed out in

his recent book, "The American Lan-

guage," is by no means without its own
principles of grammar and syntax. Only
two or three story-writers have had the

courage to reproduce this speech in all

its glorious emancipation from the vehi-

cle still labeled "English." Miss La Tour
varies her flow of language with an oc-

casional stock phrase of journalese,
which evidently to her mind presents the

saving evidence of literary breeding.
Beneath her flashy exterior and vulgar
soul she is a good girl and a sensible,

like so many of those who prance and
smirk for the public's amusement. Her
adventures as a war-worker are worth

hearing of; and she has a pretty turn
for aphorism: "A person certainly does

need their strength to enjoy an American
health resort."

H. W. BOYNTON.

The Run of the Shelves

"ipANTASTICS" (Houghton Mifflin
-1- Company) is the name given by

Lafcadio Hearn to a series of short pa-

pers contributed to the New Orleans

Daily Item, 1879-1881, and, in reduced

quantity, to the Times-Democrat of the

same city, 1882-1884. Hearn is quoted
as saying : "They are my impressions of

the strange life of New Orleans. They
are dreams of a tropical city. There is

one twin-idea running through them all

—Love and Death." Colonel Fairfax,

sometime owner of the Item, testifies:

"Hearn was really quite lazy about his

regular work. We had to prod him up
all the time—stick pins in him, so to

speak. But when he would write one of

his own little fanciful things, out of his

own head—dreams—he was always

dreaming—why, then he would work like

mad. And people always noticed those
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little things of his, somehow, for they
were truly lovely, wonderful."

Without disrespect to Colonel Fairfax,
to whom destiny vouchsafed the honor
of discovering Hearn in New Orleans, it

may be said that these fantastics are the

kind of sketches which seem lovely and
wonderful to the class of people for

whom "lovely" and "wonderful" are eligi-

ble adjectives. Their merit is rather evi-

dent than high. They are above journal-

ism; they are beneath literature: more

specifically, they vacillate between jour-

nalism and literature. They contain

many phrases which would fit without

discord into Poe's "Ligeia" or "Morella"

or "House of Usher," the style and tem-

per of which they sometimes rather viv-

idly recall. But other phrases occur, in

equal or greater plenty, which exhibit

the eternal journalistic compromise be-

tween the conscience and the clock. Not
that there is any hesitation or stammer-

ing in the utterance of the author of

these sketches; they are, indeed, almost

too supple and voluble, proclaim with too

little reserve, in the excess of their plas-

ticity, their affinity with clouds and

dreams. The mood immerses the fact,

the description overbears the narrative;

and the voluptuous melancholy in which

Love and Death consort will have its

brief magic for that mood of youth which

delights in the neighborship of flame and
shadow.

The publication of early works of this

kind is supported by an approved and

general practice. Of that practice the

present volume is not an extreme or ven-

turesome example. It is therefore no

special reflection on the work before us

to inquire if publications of this kind are

a boon to the public or a help to the au-

thor. These sketches have their merits:

they are pleasing; they are promising.
But their value as pleasure is diminished

by the temptations they offer to the neg-
lect of higher joys, and their value as

promise is abolished by the fulfilment.

Of what avail in September—or in De-

cember—are the April estimates of the

September crop? These beginnings are

not literature, but biography ; they show
what Hearn was in 1879, in 1881; they
should appear in the record of the life,

in extract or specimen, in such bulk as

the scale of that record authorizes or

suggests. Why should the burial of

noted authors be the signal for the disin-

terment of their crudities, or at least

their insufficiencies? If twelve works

by Shakespeare of the type and merit of

"Titus Andronicus" were discovered to-

morrow, they would have to be published.
But their publication would clearly be

an injury to Shakespeare and a misfor-

tune to the world. Who would care to

have his present reverence for Shake-

speare defiled, or even merely diluted, by
adulteration with the sorrow or revolt

induced by the perusal of twelve melo-
dramas of that grade? Every inferior

publication lessens the average merit of
a man's output, and the test by averages,

though unfair, is natural. If everybody
read the entire product, the case would
still have its inconvenience. But many
persons read only one work of an author,
and choose that work perhaps at random.
An author's only protection against this

source of injustice is the exclusion from
the market of works by which he cannot

be equitably judged.

Even the enemies of Greek admit that

it has some value. The man of science,

anyone, indeed, who uses the English
language at all, finds it helpful to know
the meaning of the many Greek words
which the very scientists themselves

have been active in grafting on to the

English stock. This sort of knowledge
is a hardly avoidable by-product of even
a very little Greek study, but it can

easily be made an end in itself, and
even the possessor of a Shakespearean
modicum of Greek may be glad to have
scattered materials conveniently drawn
together in a way to stimulate and

guide further study. Such a purpose
seems admirably realized by Prof.

Horace A. Hoffman's "Everyday Greek"

(University of Chicago Press). The
little book brings with it no excess bag-
gage; only such Greek words ars dis-

cussed as have some survival in English,
and nothing like an historical treatment
is attempted even of these. The princi-

ples of compounding are succinctly set

forth, and related words are grouped in

a way that sheds many interesting cross

lights. There is an adequate vocabulary.

Mr. George D. Herron, in his small but

pregnant book, the "Greater War" (New
York: Mitchell Kennerley), views the

present world-situation in a vividness of

contrast and sharpness of alternative

which is rarely to be found outside of

the novel or the theatre. We are faced

with ruin on two sides, ruin from a re-

stored Germany, redoubtable in defeat,

employing as its instrument an interna-

tional socialism which it has fashioned in

its image and wrought to its will, and
ruin from Bolshevism which he calls

"freedom's most mendacious yet allur-

ing enemy . . . the eventual harness-

ing of the proletaire to the triumphal
chariot of the financier." Salvation,

however, is open to us, though the open-

ing is narrow and may close irreparably
at any moment. Our savior is democ-

racy, not, however, the democratic state

as history knows it, which is as far from
true democracy as organized Christianity
is from Christ. What is this true de-

mocracy? Mr. Herron, who as critic is

exceedingly lucid, gets no nearer to lu-

cidity on this constructive point than the

following rather baffling sentence : "The
way into democracy is through the volun-

tary and administrative co-operation of
industrial and commercial capital with
associated labor." Mr. Herron's want of

space has cramped his explanations. The
proposed League of Nations is a sham,
but its ratification is imperative as a step
toward its replacement by a reality. The
book, which, in the swiftness of its pas-
sage from vituperation to exaltation, re-

minds us of Shelley, is charged with an

intensity of conviction and a passionate
idealism which it is impossible not to

respect.

Drama
Somerset Maugham and

Zoe Akins
TV/T R. Somerset Maugham, in "Too Many
iV1 Husbands" (Booth Theatre, October

8th) treats of a British major reported
dead who reappears after the armistice
to find that another major has appropri-
ated his wife. The theme is old, themes
and husbands appear to be very much
alike in their capacity for resuscitation.

Mr. Maugham, however, is skilful in the

refurbishing of a timeworn theme. In

the usual handling of this plot, the two
men are antagonists, and the lady is de-

sirable; in Mr. Maugham's play, the men
are comrades, and the lady is undesira-

ble. While the men compete for the hap-
piness of relinquishing their happiness,
the lady, whose impartiality is boundless,

dispels their embarrassment by relin-

quishing both. A third person is on

hand, a sort of courier merging into ci-

cisbeo, like the famous lover of the Queen
of George the Fourth, to whom, after

divorcing the two majors, she proposes
to transfer her affections.

Out of this material Mr. Maugham
evolves two acts of what may be called,

with very little reservation, capital farce.

The third act is largely horse-play and

by-play. The drama is really over, and,

like a soldier between armistice and dis-

charge, beguiles the tedious interval at

the pantomime and dog-show. The writ-

ing of plays is surely very hard when a

man so adroit as Mr. Maugham cannot

compel or persuade a farce even to keep

up its own gait to the end of a prosper-

ous evening.
The parts were well taken, with exag-

geration sometimes, it is true, but with

bounded and provident exaggeration.

Miss Estelle Winwood's Victoria, excel-

lent in points, scarcely justified itself as
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a whole. The sentimentality merely spot-

ted the cynicism, which, in turn, merely

spotted the languor, and the coldness of

the part was a little benumbing to a play
to which warmth of some sort—warmth
of a buffet, if not a warmth of a hand-

shake—was indispensable. Mr. Kenneth

Douglas as Major Cardew was effective

till the third act caught him in its impish
toils. Mr. Lawrence Grossmith as Major
Lowndes gave, in the first act at least, a

really charming impersonation of the

Englishman who, soldier and gentleman
as he is, is pushed about by his instincts

as helplessly and unthinkingly as a child

in a perambulator.
Miss Zoe Akins's "Declassee," at the

Empire Theatre, is a play over which
criticism need not linger. The first act in-

deed has merit; hectic undoubtedly, it is

nevertheless a drama in itself, rounded,

compact, and precise. In the second act

the English earl's daughter and baro-

net's wife, whom her husband has

groundlessly divorced, finds herself in

New York, where she and the drama be-

gin to drift in a fashion that means loss

of caste to plays and women alike. This

second act is a mere corridor, with the

rustling and peeping appropriate to cor-

ridors. In the third act Miss Akins, hes-

itant between various issues, adopts that

capital resource in emergencies—she

summons a taxicab. Its wheels pass over

the heroine, and she expires on a sofa in

a finale in which the sugar of Dumas'

dying Marguerite is mingled with the

bromo-seltzer of Sudermann's dying
Beata. If Miss Akins had any meaning
in the play, her powers of concealment

are extraordinary. There are strivings

for psychology and there are memories
of literature.

The surprise and pleasure of the per-
formance lay in the acting of Miss Ethel

Barrymore. In my former not very large

experience of this actress I had found
in her no trace of power. I had seen her

in plays that called for power, and I had

ungallantly told myself that power fled

at her approach. It has ceased to flee.

I do not know whether her acting caught
fire from her flame-colored gown, or

whether her imagination was stirred by
the mixture in her heroine of the beau
monde and the demi-monde, the two great
delectations of that solid middle-class

which serves as floor to the one and as

ceiling to the other. At any rate she

took the part of Lady Helen Haden with

genuine if febrile vigor, and was effective

in the rendering of a haughtiness which
contrived to be reckless without forfeit-

ing its reserves. The high gale of the

first act became rather zephyr-like in the

second, but the interest did not fail, and
the drops—the vertical drops—from the

dithyrambic to the tranquilly incisive

were particularly happy in this play. Of
course it is not a great part in any his-

toric estimate of drama; a great part
must be first of all a great whole, and
Miss Akins's Lady Helen is not a whole

at all. Harry Charteris in Act III tells

Lady Helen with entire truth that her

character is in pieces, and generously of-

fers to put them together. The sensible

Lady Helen was herself too generous to

burden him with a task which had proved
insurmountable to Miss Barrymore and
Miss Akins.

The support was barely adequate. The

intelligence of Mr. Harry Plimmer as

Sir Bruce Haden bestowed largeness on

a small part and fineness on a coarse one.

Claude King's manliness found neither

space nor ease in the straitjacket of the

ignoble part of Rudolph Solomon.

0. W. Firkins

Among the Old Book
Stalls

IN
Paris the venders of second-hand

books cling to the quais on the left

bank. They spread out their wares in

rows of weather-beaten boxes set on top
of the river wall. Who can ever forget
a morning ramble in May along the

Seine, or the variety of things he

found for sale between the Pont Royal
and the Pont Saint Michel! The ven-

der's stock ranges all the way from vel-

lum choir books to butterflies, old coins,

and seashells, with a yellow patch of

fiction to attract the casual eye. Some
of these portable junk shops held treas-

ures worth digging for. I remember
that an art student a few years ago
found in a portfolio a bundle of draw-

ings by the Old Masters which he re-

cently sold at auction for a hundred
times the price he paid. These stall

keepers are as familiar as the row of

plane trees along the quais, and their

fascinating history by Octave Usanne
is a handbook for all true lovers of book-

hunting. In London the haunts are more
scattered. However, the "grubber"
knows those dingy stalls under St. Paul's,

and certain shops in Charing Cross or

Wardour Street where semi-precious
gems are still brought to light occasion-

ally.

New York has no neighborhood with
bookish traditions like Paternoster Row,
so that the second-hand dealers have

clung to the main cross streets: Fifty-

ninth, Forty-second, and Twenty-third,
whose busy sidewalks are thronged all

day long. Here they burrow into the

basements of old high-stoop houses, and
overflow the wide areaways. A dozen

shops further down in lower Fourth
Avenue are the nearest things we have
to a Bookseller's Row. They are the

first line of defense above the No Man's
Land of commerce which stretches to

the Battery. Away downtown, below

the City Hall, there are a few shops
hidden among the office buildings, but

the trade for the most part has moved
north beyond the circle of banks and
brokers.

All these dealers have regular cus-

tomers and most of them issue cata-

logues, those precious "text-books of

literature" which the old-book lover de-

vours with as fine a relish as the gour-
met does his wine list. Some collectors

even prefer to do their buying at home
beside the fire, marking a catalogue like

a man selecting flower-seeds or plumbing
fixtures. But the sportsman takes the

trail for a likely scent. As soon as a

library has been sold or an auction com-

pleted, the book hunter mounts his

hobby for a round of the shops. He does

not pause outside at the five and ten-

cent tables, filled with rows of faded fic-

tion left to bleach their bones in the

rain and weather He steps inside to

rummage. The true lover will not be

fastidious about dirt, or fear to soil his

gloves, for half the joy of the hunt is

getting delightfully grubby.
If it is Americana or Old New York

you seek, you may find odd copies of

Valentine's Manual, filled with color

plates of streets and houses long
vanished in this day of skyscrapers; a

bound volume of "The Mirror" to which
Poe contributed tales and criticisms;

early editions of Whitman, Hawthorne,
and Washington Irving. But to make
the game supremely worth the candle,

you must be in quest of some long-

sought volume. In six months I col-

lected a complete first edition of Thack-

eray, in the old Smith Elder green cloth

binding. This was in the face of quite
brutal discouragement from all the deal-

ers. One shop in Ann Street had a bat-

tered set, which they would not break,

repeating that I was mad to try for

another, as a similar set had brought an
unbelievable figure at Southby's the year
before. Undaunted my search went on;
down into cellars and up into garrets,

through dingy back rooms where the

candle flame caught the glint of another

prize high on the shelves, until one by
one, all the treasure was unearthed.

There are books which merely by their

titles can make vivid a past generation.
To look through a row of old Annuals,
or Keepsakes, or a stray volume of

Godey's Ladies Book, with their mez-
zotint landscapes and languishing ladies,

the fashion plates of the '50's or the

flowery verse of N. P. Willis and Fanny
Fern, is like overhearing an old lady
talk of her youth. These all find a place
on the stalls. Their day is still too re-

cent for them to be of value, and now
they wait in the dust while their gold-

stamped wreaths and urns grow dull,
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pathetic tokens of our grandmother's

time, for another generation to garner.

They are not old enough to be rare, sim-

ply out of fashion.

You will often find copies of a series

of gift books published in London over

fifty years ago that are worth having
for the pictures. The cover designs are

horrible, the poetry quite as bad, but the

full-page woodcuts, designed by the men
of the '60's, are often masterpieces of

drawing. They belong to that golden
decade of English art when Millais, Ros-

setti, Holman Hunt, Madox Brown, Fred

Walker, Charles Keene, DuMaurier,
even Whistler, were among the list of

artists who illustrated these "Picture

Posies," "Legendary Ballads," and

"Home Affections by the Poets." Some
of the plates are superb examples of

wood engraving that we can not match

to-day.
The second-hand shops are open all

day and sometimes at night, for the busy
collector who likes to spend an hour
over a box of old playbills or autograph
letters. High noon is usually the busiest

time, outside, at any rate. In Fourth
Avenue there are half a dozen shops in

one block where a group of idlers will

gather during the lunch hour, to haul

over the old magazines, to finger dusty

engravings, or become absorbed in some
technical book on the tables; but rarely

to buy.
Charles Lamb always found so much

that was appealing in these "street read-

ers," that a mention of them loses half

its flavor without his account of "the

poor gentry, who, not having the where-
withal to buy or hire a book, filch a lit-

tle learning at the open stalls—the

owner, with his hard eye casting envious

looks at them all the while, and think-

ing when they will have done. Ventur-

ing tenderly from page to page, expect-

ing every moment when he shall inter-

pose his interdict, and yet unable to

deny themselves the gratification, they
'snatch a fearful joy.' Martin B., in

this way, by daily fragments, got

through two volumes of Clarissa, when
the stall keeper damped his laudable am-
bition by asking him (it was in his

younger days) whether he meant to pur-
chase the book. M. declares, that under
no circumstances in his life did he ever

peruse a book with half the satisfaction

which he took in those uneasy snatches."

You may accuse me of impiety for

talking so long about old books before

calling on Lamb, the Patron Saint of

Book-Hunters. He is sure to pop up
sooner or later, like King Charles' head
when Mr. Dick had his say. But the

days for spying out ragged duodecimos
on the stalls has gone by. Lamb would
find no more folios outside on his walks
from the East India House. In these

days of catalogues, like the rest of us,

he would have to be content with smaller

game. The bookseller's catalogues have

brought about a surprising uniformity
of price, so that the sooner the young
book-hunter forgets about the old days
of fabulous bargains and lucky finds, the
better it will be for his morals and his

collection. It takes time and patience,
and then courage to the sticking point to

buy on the strength of your own knowl-

edge. Of course, there is a heaven-
born instinct for finding books as there
is for lighting on four-leaf clovers, but
this belongs to the elect alone. Eugene
Field had it to the despair of his family;
so did T. B. Aldrich and Laurence Hut-
ton.

The most genial bookseller I have
ever known was old Tom Foley, or "Old
Folio" as he was called, who, till a few
years ago, kept a shop in a cellar on
lower Fourth Avenue, behind Grace
Church. Hundreds of books lined the
low room and stood in piles about the
floor. He usually kept the gas burning,
to light up his dusky haunt, as well as

for the small heat it gave him in winter.

He had a room close by in St. Mark's

Place, but got most of his meals on a

tiny gas stove at the back of the shop.
Tom was so crippled with rheumatism
that he sat all day in an armchair read-

ing his favorite author, "Sweet Master

Walton," and occasionally pointing out
his wares with a cane, when a customer

stepped down to look around. He had
been a mighty fisher in his day, and
was never tired of telling of his great
catches, or quoting from "The Com-
pleat Angler," which with its quaint en-

gravings had become his testament for
solace and adventure.

It was here they formed the Second-
hand Book Club. Of course only deal-

ers were admitted to the meetings, when
they came together once a month, to

smoke for an evening and discuss the

trade. Most of them were more pros-

perous than Tom, who looked, in his old

coat, quite one of his frayed first edi-

tions. They were gatherings which
Lamb would have loved, and I fancy his

shade must have slipped in sometimes
to chuckle with them, over their pipes
and grog. At odd times the club met for

dinner, at a cheap table d'hote; but an

evening at Tom's was always more easy,
after they had joined together to buy
him a Franklin stove. When a walking
trip was proposed for a Sunday on
Staten Island, they found it would be
too hard for Tom. His chief objection
was that there would be no chance
for fishing. A compromise was finally

agreed upon—a day along the Bronx
River where he spent the time in vainly

whipping the stream till dusk, after

which they all gathered to dine under
an arbor of a little French restaurant

beside the water.
Poor Tom is gone now, and the Club

has probably moved into finer quarters or

dispersed. The old cellar is still a shop,
with here and there a volume left from
his day, like bits of ivy on a ruin, to

greet you in memory of those brave
times. When the wreck came, his copy
of Walton was lost, I know not how
completely. Some day my search may
be rewarded; until then the quest is to
the dauntless rummager.

Lawrence Williams

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few
books which should be useful to the reader
who wishes to go a little further into mat-
ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam.
ing only books which ought to be available,
without much trouble through publisher,
book-shop, or public library. Books obscure
or out of print are avoided, and books in

English are preferred to those in other lan-

guages. These articles are in no sense biblio-

graphies for the specialist, aiming at com-
pleteness, and including magazine or news-
paper articles, but merely brief, impartial,
selected lists of books, new and old, which
may help to make the news of the week more
intelligible. The articles are written by the
Editor of Publications of the New York Pub-
lic Library.]

American Government
T'HE temporary disability of the Presi-

dent, and the constitutional questions

arising therefrom, the conflict of the

President with the Senate, amendments
to the Constitution, enacted or proposed,
the attitude of the Federal Government
to the industrial situation—all these mat-
ters of daily importance lead one to the

books which describe the actual work-

ing of our Government. The importance
and reputation of Bryce's "The Ameri-
can Commonwealth" (Macmillan) may
cause a reader to neglect a number of

books by American writers who have

combined accuracy with an attractive

style. One of the most recent, a sub-

stantial volume of over 600 pages, is

William Bennett Munro's "The Govern-

ment of the United States, National,

State, and Local" (Macmillan, 1919).

John A. Fairlie, in his "National Admin-

istration of the United States of Amer-
ica" (Macmillan, 1905), describes the

various departments of the Government.

Similar are James A. Woodburn's "The

American Republic and Its Government"

(Putnam, 1916), with eight long chap-

ters on such subjects as the Presidency,

the Senate, etc., and Frederick J. Has-

kin's "The American Government" (Lip-

pincott, 1912). More extensive studies,

buttressed with many references, are

"American Government and Politics"

(Macmillan, 1914), by Charles A. Beard,

(Continued on page 506)
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Steel
Up to 1906, there was no motor manufac-

tured that could be depended upon to

stand up under the gruelling conditions

found in a steel mill.

To develop such a motor became the fixed

determination of the Crocker-Wheeler

Company and this determination was sub-

sequently translated into definite accom-

plishment by C-W Form W Rolling Mill

Motors. The bull strength and high

overload capacity of these motors have

enabled manufacturers to meet the ardu-

ous schedules of production incident to

the super-production of steel.

^MjU
President

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ampere, N. J.

New York
Boston

Syracuse

Chicago

Cleveland

Birmingham

Pittsburgh

Newark
New Haven
Philadelphia

Baltimore

San Francisco

Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Silverware Watches Clocks Stationery

Experience Resources Facilities

PlTlCHASES MAY BE MADE BYMaIL

Fifth Avenue &37
t-h Street

NewYork

J

In White Armor
The Life of

Captain Arthur Ellis Hamm,

32Qth Infantry, U. S. Army

by

ELIZABETH CREEVEY HAMM

The vivid, intimate story of a young man who turned his

back on wealth to fashion his life in conformity with his

own high ideals. It is the dramatic tale of his love,

courtship, and marriage, and of his enlistment in the

army to help "get the terrible business over" as quickly
as possible, so that he might, with free conscience, estab-

lish and build up a true American home. Lastly, there is

tfie record of his life as a commissioned officer overseas,
and of his death in action on the Lorraine front just be-

fore the Armistice was signed. This touching story will

be read with heartfelt sympathy by all who have lost loved
ones over there.

"The Interesting record of the manly and generous life of a

young American captain .... a tireless worker and a fear-

less leader." THE REVIEW.

At all booksellers: 12°. Illustrated. $1.50 net
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and "The New American Government
and Its Work" (Macmillan, 1915), by
James T. Young, which not only tells of

the powers of the Government, but aims
to describe their results, and includes

chapters on topics like "Public Opinion."
John Fiske, in "Civil Government in the

United States" (Houghton, 1904),
achieved a text-book with a popular and
readable style. It begins with the town-

ship and works up through the county
and State to the national government.

Two good text-books, for reference,

are A. B. Hart's "Actual Government as

Applied Under American Conditions"

(Longmans, 1918) and R. L. Ashley's
"The American Federal State" (Macmil-

lan, 1911). A sort of popular text-book,

with interesting illustrations, is "The
Citizen and the Republic" (Longmans,
1918), by J. A. Woodburn and T. F. Mo-

ran, while Charles A. and Mary R.

Beard's "American Citizenship" (Mac-

millan, 1915) is brief, aims to interest,

and considers many new questions of

progressive politics. Jeremiah W. Jenks,

in "Principles of Politics" (Columbia
Univ. Press, 1909), deals with such gen-
eral subjects as legislation and the suf-

frage. The origins and development of

our political system is the topic of Henry
J. Ford's "Rise and Growth of American
Politics" (Macmillan, 1898). Rather a

reference book than a volume to read

through is Frank J. Goodnow's "The

Principles of the Administrative Law of

the United States" (Putnam, 1905).

A reader who wishes to investigate the

opinions of Presidents may enjoy Wood-
row Wilson's "Constitutional Govern-

ment in the United States" (Columbia
Univ. Press, 1911), William H. Taft's

"The Presidency" (Scribner, 1916),

Theodore Roosevelt's "American Ideals,"

Benjamin Harrison's "This Country of

Ours" (Scribner, 1897), and Grover

Cleveland's "The Independence of the

Executive" (Princeton Univ. Press,

1913).
Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received

FICTION

Achorn, E. O., and Teall, E. W. The
Unknown Quality. Marshall Jones. $1.50
net.

Bleackley, Horace. Anymoon. Lane.

Foote, M. H. The Ground Swell. Hough-
ton Mifflin.

MacManus, Seumas. Lo, and Behold
Ye! Stokes. $1.60 net.

Malet, Lucas. Deadham Hard. Dodd,
Mead. $1.90.

Sinclair, B. W. Burned Bridges. Little,
Brown. $1.60 net.

Thurston, E. T. The World of Wonder-
ful Reality. Appleton. $1.75 net.

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM

Brooks, C. S. Chimney-Pot Papers. Yale
Univ. Press. $2.00.

Ellsworth, W. W. A Golden Age of
Authors. Houghton Mifflin. $3.75.

Hearn, Lafcadio. Fantastics and other
Fancies. Houghton Mifflin. $1.65.

Jenkins, MacGregor. Literature with a

Large L. Houghton Mifflin. $1.00.

McGrane, R. C. The Correspondence of
Nicholas Biddle. Houghton Mifflin. $6.00.

BIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
Bill Sewall's Story of T. R. Harper.

$1.25 net.

Dinsmore, C. A. Life of Dante. Hough-
ton Mifflin. $2.50.

McLennan, J. S. Louisbourg From Its

Foundation To Its Fall. 1713-1758. Mac-
millan.

Newbolt, Sir Henry. Submarine and
Anti-Submarine. Longmans. $2.25 net.

Seitz, Don. Artemus Ward. (Charles
Farrar Browne) : A Biography. Harper.
$2.00.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS
Weale, B. L. P. The Truth About China

and Japan. Dodd Mead. $2.00.

Willoughby, W. F. Government Or-

ganizations in War Time and After. Ap-
pleton. $2.50 net.

DRAMA AND POETRY
A Book of Princeton Verse, II, 1919.

Edited by Henry Van Dyke and Others.
Princeton Univ. Press. $1.50 net.

Belasco, David. The Theatre Through
Its Stage Door. Harper. $2.50 net.

Lowell, Amy. Pictures of the Floating
World. Macmillan. $1.50.

Matthews, Brander. The Principles of

Playmaking. Scribner. $1.60 net.

The Collected Poems of Rupert Brooke.
Lane. $1.25' net.

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION

Chas, J. S. California Desert Trials.

Houghton Mifflin. $3.00 net.

Collins, Joseph. My Italian Year.
Scribner. $2.50 net.

'

O'Brien, Frederick. White Shadows in

the South Seas. Century. $4.

SCIENCE

Bond, A. R. Inventions of the Great War.
Century. $1.75.
McFee, I. N. The Tree Book. Stokes.

$1.75 net.

JUVENILE
DuBois, M. C. Comrade Rosalie. Cen-

tury. $1.50.

Saunders, Marshall. Golden Dicky.
Stokes. $1.50 net.

Scoville, Samuel J. Boy Scouts in the
Wilderness. Century. $1.50.

Walsh, G. E. The Boy Vigilantes of

Belgium. Century. $1.50.

THE ARTS
Robinson, A. G. Old New England Door-

ways. Scribner. $3 net.

MISCELLANEOUS
Fox, D. R. The Decline of Aristocracy

in the Politics of New York.. Longmans,
Green.

Hoffman, H. A. Everyday Greek. Uni-
versity of Chicago Press. $1.25 net.

Hutchinson, E. J. Women's Wages.
Longmans, Green.
Thwing, C. F. The College Gateway.

Pilgrim Press. $1.50 net.

Ward, Mrs. Humphry. Fields of Vic-

tory. Scribner. $1.50 net.
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Antique Jewelry
and Trinkets

Fred. W. Burgess

Author of "Antique Furniture," ^^^
"Old Pottery and Porcelain," etc.

8°. Very fully illustrated, $3.50

A valuable handy-book of

reference, entertaining, au-

thoritative, and informing,

for the connoisseur, the ama-

teur collector and the general

reader. Uniform with this

author's other well-known

works on old furniture and

pottery.

The Notebook of
a Spinster Lady

8°. $275

A charmingly written vol-

ume covering the years be-

tween 1878 and 1903. Its

pages live with the most

amusing pen pictures of the

notables of that day. There

are innumerable anecdotes of

the men and women who
made the later Victorian Era

such an interesting page in

history.

G. P. Putnam's Sons
New York London

FIGHTING
THE SPOILSMEN

Reminiscences of the

Civil Service Reform Movement

By William Dudley Foulke, LL.D.

"No student of current day politics
should be without this book."—

The Outlook.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS S2.00 net
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rpHE prospect of a settlement of theA
Treaty question, both prompt and sat-

isfactory, was never so bright as it is at

this moment. Amendments destructive
or dangerous to the Treaty have been
voted down by decisive majorities; and
on the other hand, the strength of the
sentiment in favor of proper safeguards
in the shape of reservations has been

equally manifest. Danger is not yet past,
however. The final outcome still depends
upon the firmness and courage of the

moderate reservationists in the Republi-
can half of the Senate. They are evi-

dently in a position to command the as-

sent of the Administration Senators to

their requirements, and there is no doubt
that on this side they will stand firm.

The real test will come in their dealings
with their own side of the Senate. It is

vital to the attainment of the end they
have had in view all along that they shall

not yield to the insistence of Mr. Lodge
or anybody else in behalf either of mis-

chief-making wording of the old reserva-

tions, or the addition of objectionable
new ones. The great object for which

they have asserted their independence of

a bad leadership is on the eve of accom-

plishment ; let them not falter in the hour
of victory.

T'HE speech of Senator Lodge in the
* Senate and the meetings addressed

by Senators Johnson, Borah and Reed
will cause the thoughtful to reflect on a

serious aspect of the anti-Covenant fight.

For many years America was isolated by
choice. It was the isolation of self-devel-

opment, of the absence of interests over
seas. Our hermit days are over, but we
are faced with the danger of an isola-

tion of a different sort, the isolation of

suspicion and dislike. Thus England
wishes nothing more earnestly than to

be friends with us, for she sees in Anglo-
Saxon solidarity the one sure foundation

for durable peace, but it sometimes looks

as though we were striving to make this

impossible. And toward Russia, land of

untold suffering and unmeasured sacri-

fice in the common cause, we have main-
tained a policy—or lack of policy—such

that, unless prompt measures are taken,
it will postpone indefinitely the resump-
tion of our traditional friendship, based

upon mutual advantage and the absence

of conflicting interests.

In their speech-making tours over the

country Senators Johnson and Borah
have addressed large and enthusiastic

audiences and have received great ac-

claim—from whom? From the anti-

English, pro-German, and radical ele-

ments. They have driven to the support
of President Wilson large numbers of

self-respecting citizens who were out-

raged by an alignment against the

League of a clientele that is redolent of

Hearst and his propaganda. The Repub-
lican party does not desire the adhesion

of this element and could not obtain it

if it did. Senator Lodge has secured at

a deplorable cost the few senatorial

votes that it represents.

It is time to take stock of our position

in the world. No matter what our

strength or self-sufficiency, we cannot

afford to be without friends among the

nations or to invite the possibility of a

hostile coalition. We must cease to play

upon the national or racial sympathies
and prejudices of our citizens of alien

origin in our domestic politics, jeopardiz-

ing thereby our good relations with other

lands. We may well strive to cultivate a

little of the urbanity and national good
manners that play so important a part in

the improvement of international rela-

tions.

<
<"Y""OU

can not pacify hungry men with
*

high-sounding platitudes, or feed

under-nourished children with academic

philosophy," says Acting President Lewis
of the United Mine Workers. But he
fails to explain how the nourishment of

the children is to be improved by their

fathers working six hours a day instead

of eight, or five days a week instead of

six. Of platitudes it can at least be said

that they don't directly cut down the

food supply.

TT is hard for us in the East to under-
-*- stand the periodical flare-ups in Cali-

fornia over the Japanese question. It is

hard to determine how much of this ex-

citement is artificially stimulated by the

politicians for the purpose of scaring the

American workmen and capturing their

votes, and how much is due to genuine

apprehension on the part of sober-

minded and thoughtful citizens over the

menace of an alien and unassimilable

population, accustomed to standards of

living far below the American level. The
number of Japanese in California is cer-

tainly not formidable in comparison with

the numbers of aliens found in other

parts of America. They do not seem to

have kept wages down; they are indus-

trious and law-abiding ; they have no sin-

ister designs for the overthrow of our

government. This does not mean that

we want the bars let down for the admis-

sion of the yellow races. Far from it.

We cannot afford to have another race

problem on our hands. And if the Jap-

anese, as is asserted, are not keeping
their part of the "gentlemen's agree-

ment" (which, as everyone knows, is

merely "exclusion" strewn with flowers

to save the feelings of Japan), the State

Department should attend to the matter.

But it is most regrettable that Senator

Phelan has seen fit to agitate in the Sen-

ate for more drastic anti-Japanese legis-

lation at this time, when there are so

many causes of friction and misunder-

standing between the two countries that

cannot be avoided—causes that go back

to the early days of the Peace Confer-

ence, when Japan was prevented from
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getting into the League Covenant a rec-

ognition of what she called the principle

of the equality of races, and that cul-

minated in the recent discussions in the

Senate. Moreover, Senator Phelan's

strange and ignoble defense of the Shan-

tung provision of the Treaty hardly pre-

disposes one to take seriously what else

he may have to put forth on Japanese
matters. If Japan "must expand," he

says, "then her expansion in Shantung"

("by agreement with China," he adds,—
surely with his tongue in his cheek) "is

more acceptable to us than her expansion
in America, both North and South. If

we exclude Japan from America, as a

wise national policy, we should not be

unduly alarmed about Shantung." In

other words, we should condone the

wrong in China because we thereby save

ourselves. The fatuity of the Senator's

reasoning does not lessen the ignominy
of his stand.

'T'HE Secretary of the Navy has added
* his gem to the collection of fantastic

warnings of the fate that awaits us if we
fail to enter the League. We shall then,

he declares, have to build a navy that

will "more than match" the combined
naval strength of all the nations that do

enter the League. Now the Review is,

and always has been, in favor of our en-

tering the League of Nations, but only
because it is convinced that doing so

means taking upon ourselves the re-

sponsibilities of membership in a family
of friendly and justice-seeking Powers,
a new order of international comity not

simply the effect of the League but

rather the ground of its possibility. Mr.
Daniels is evidently of a different mind.
In fact even we ourselves cannot be trust-

ed outside of the League. That at least

would seem to be the implication of the

alternative that he presents to us, in

these valiant terms: "If we stand aloof

and self-reliant, prepared to meet the

world in arms, moving majestically

along our own path toward our aims,

crushing or prepared to crush beneath
our feet those who oppose us—if this is

to be our course, then we of the navy
must build, build, build, while the rest of

the country must pay, pay, pay." Oh,
Honorable Josephus Bombastes, are we
really like that—a nation of swashbuck-
lers under the skin! And there is Mr.
Chadbourne telling us that our industrial

structure is "rotten and tottering." We
wonder that any of us can sleep o' nights !

M'T1 RUSTING you will be successful in
* your nobler work that you are now

engaged in, lifting humanity into a high-
er sphere of culture and enlightenment."
Such are the closing words of a letter

found in the files of the closed Scandi-

navian-American Bank, of Fargo, North
Dakota. The letter was written by the

President of the Bank, and directed to

Mr. A. C. Townley, who has figured some-
what notoriously as head of the Non-Par-
tisan League. In the sentence preceding
the words above quoted, the writer had

said, "I trust you will devote a part of

your valuable time now to bridge over

this dangerous period, that we may not

fear embarrassment and disgrace." The
trouble was simply that the bank had
been drawing heavily from its funds to

finance Mr. Townley's Non-Partisan

League and two or three subsidiary or-

ganizations. The correspondence shows
that Townley had promised to secure de-

posits for the bank, principally of funds

of the State. He had apparently done a

good deal in that way, but a stream of

new deposits can never avert the final

catastrophe of unsound banking. Town-

ley's "noble work of lifting humanity
into a higher sphere of culture and en-

lightenment" on the funds of the Scandi-

navian-American Bank was not produc-

ing the necessary cash dividends, and the

inevitable crash finally came, with all the

disgrace which President Hagan had

sought to stave off by begging the en-

nobler to secure the flinging of still more
and more deposits into the ever widening
chasm. And so it must be with all

schemes of reform and enlightenment
which are not willing to build upon the

basic principles of morality and mathe-

matics.

"C^OR the returned soldier the best is

-*- none too good—the public is clear in

its mind about that. He deserves a job
and a good one. If he is disabled he is

entitled to be restored, at the Govern-
ment's expense, to the highest degree of

effectiveness he is still capable of. These
are honorable obligations, to be dis-

charged with the full measure that

is born of a deep gratitude on
the one side and accepted as a

just return for services faithfully
rendered on the other. But the

American soldier is a gentleman, and a

gentleman does not expect to be tipped.
Still less does an association of the

earth's best gentlemen—the American

Legion—desire to destroy at the outset

its great power for good by committing
itself to a policy of obtaining tips for its

members. Already the evil omen of a

"bonus" appears here and there. Un-
scrupulous politicians and unscrupulous
newspapers will compete for the cheap

glory of helping it along. And the sol-

dier, if he is not careful, may be caught
off his guard. In the army a soldier quite

properly takes everything he can get and
asks no questions save where he can get
more. Our soldiers—the vast majority

of them—are now citizens. And as citi-

zens they will readily perceive that they
can heedlessly be made to part with some-

thing that is beyond price in return for

a very dirty handful of silver. It is to

be hoped that the view expressed by
Major S. M. Stratton in Tuesday's Times
is a general one among the members of

the American Legion, and that it will in

the end clearly prevail.

TV/TR. LLOYD GEORGE expressed a
***-

wish, the other day, that people

might treat ministers as they treat

horses. "Please slacken reins in going
up hill" is the usual appeal to drivers, to

be read on notice-boards along country
roads. The British Premier has a bold

and summary way of dealing with ad-

verse criticism. The campaign for econ-

omy of the Northcliffe press, to which
the simile was a reply, calls up a differ-

ent image of the minister—pulling the

nation's wagon, with national revenues
of £2,000,000 a day and daily expendi-
tures of double that amount, down a

steep hill to its ruin.

T^ROM the contradictory German and
* Polish reports concerning the situa-

tion in Upper Silesia two facts apear to

stand out with sufficient clearness: (1)
that the German Schutztruppen and
Grenzschiitze have committed atrocities

reminiscent of the worst exploits of

Prussian frightfulness in Belgium; (2)
that the Poles themselves are partly to

blame for their sufferings by giving the

Germans good cause for red-handed in-

tervention. The Polska Organisazia
Woikowska has been carrying on a busy

propaganda in Upper Silesia, and the

Germans, in their turn, are accused of

having provoked the Polish rising of Au-

gust 15 and 16 prematurely, in order to

quell the impending revolt more effective-

ly and at less cost. But this very accusa-

tion brought against them from the Pol-

ish side implies an admission of the Ger-

man charge that a revolution was brew-

ing. The racial struggle is crossed by
an economic conflict between German

capital and Polish labor, and the Ger-

man authorities have made the most of

this twofold aspect of the situation by

laying stress on the dangers of Bolshev-

ism which threaten to disturb the work
of reconstruction in those parts. It

would suit German interests exceedingly

well if the world at large could be

brought to believe in the contention that

the anti-German agitation among the

Polish miners is identical with Bolshevist

propaganda. That is what the Germans
have been trying to do, so as to justify

the temporary closing of mines and the

expulsion of Polish laborers, whose places

have been filled by the immigration of
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German substitutes. In this way the

Germans have done all they could to se-

cure a favorable issue of the plebiscite.

If this mutation of inhabitants has been
carried to the extent alleged by the

Poles, the Allied troops will have little

else to do than to see that the stable-

doors are closed in perfect order after

the horse has been stolen.

HPHE abnormal trade relations between
* America and Europe were again em-

phasized in the address delivered Mon-
day evening by James S. Alexander,
President of the National Bank of Com-
merce, before the International Trade
Conference in session at Atlantic City.
For ten months preceding the armistice,
our exports exceeded our imports by
about $248,000,000 per month. During
the first eight months of 1919, this ex-

cess reached an average of about $400,-

000,000. The excess has been wholly in

our trade with Europe, the balance with

the rest of the world standing about even.

Abnormal in its relation to imports, our

export trade with Europe has also been

abnormal in its character. Crude food-

stuffs and raw materials have given way
to foodstuffs partly or wholly prepared
for use and finished manufactures, which
means that we are sending goods for im-

mediate consumption rather than the

things which could be used in setting

Europe's own industries again in motion.

Thus the flow of return trade is not

started, and the demoralization of ex-

change rates becomes worse and worse.

The time has passed for the artificial

bolstering up of trade relations by Gov-

ernment credits as war measures, and

private enterprise and initiative must

again come into play. It is hoped that

the International Trade Conference will

give a great impetus to the promotion of

this object.

SENSIBLE
advice was given to the

Financial Advertisers Association, as-

sembled in New Orleans the other day,

by Mr. James I. Clarke, manager of the

Service Department of the National Bank
of Commerce. Mr. Clarke would draw the

line straight and plain between legiti-

mate "publicity" and mere advertising
under the guise of news. In a self-re-

specting financial institution, the "pub-
licity man" and the advertising manager
will not wear the same hat. Advertis-

ing is all right, but should wear no dis-

guise, and should be purchased and paid
for at regular space rates, with no bonus
in the shape of a "write-up" in the news
columns. The test of legitimate publicity
matter must be absolutely its news value,
and if a financial institution has no mat-
ter to give out that will stand that test,

independently of any question of adver-

tising, it has no occasion for a publicity

department. The advertising value of

legitimate publicity matter must be only
a by-product, never the underlying mo-
tive. If the order be reversed, editors

are disgusted, readers are bored, and the
end clandestinely sought is not attained
after all.

A CRY for assistance goes up on be-
•** half of Russia's artists, her men of
letters and of science. It was bad
enough in the days of the Tsars, but
in spite of autocracy, in some part be-

cause of the very difficulties it threw
in the way, intellectual life maintained
a vividly and variously effective course.

Under the present regime intellectual

life is strangled. Those who are fitted

to lead it are on the point of perishing.

Sympathy for their plight will naturally
arise in any mind not warped by the

peculiarly dogmatic twist that is to-

day destroying Russia itself. Russia's
troubles spring in great measure from
a failure on the part of those now in con-

trol to resist the false appeal of a dog-
matism unrelated to the facts to which
it is applied. If those of her sons and
daughters who are capable of thinking
straight are to meet with speedy de-

struction, the working out of her sal-

vation is indefinitely put off. Yet it is

precisely these people whom the present
order is bent on hampering. With a view
to aiding in the protection of copyright,
the finding of employment for distressed

authors and artists, the publication of

their works in America, and in general
to give them whatever aid may be pos-

sible, a society has been formed of which
S. M. Ingerman, 219 Second Avenue,
New York, is the Treasurer. Informa-
tion concerning aims and methods may
be obtained by writing to the society at

that address.

TITITHOUT a dissenting voice the New
* * York Board of Aldermen has re-

enacted daylight saving for next year.
This is the first step in a very interest-

ing experiment on the part of a clear

majority of the people to get what it

wants. The next step will consist of

similar action by neighboring towns and
an appropriate adjustment of railroad

schedules. Obviously, the commuter
who has to start an hour earlier for his

office will not be compensated by the ex-

tra hour in the afternoon if there are no

trains, at the hours he wants them, to

carry him to his destination. All this

will either work effectively or work to

some considerable confusion. But in

either case Congress will be in the way
to see a great light—a light that is not

generated by any of the lighting com-

panies.

Y^ REEK and Latin seem unconscious,"
after all, that they were among the

slain in the great war. Some of the

prominent high schools of the country,
such as Scott High School, of Toledo, and
the Germantown High School, of Phila-

delphia, report a heavy increase in the

enrollment for Latin. The Board of Ed-
ucation in Cincinnati has established a

six-year Classical High School, in Wal-
nut Hills, with provision for nearly a

thousand students, in which the curric-

ulum will be based on what innovators

may regard as a hopelessly archaic com-
bination—classics, mathematics, history,

and the sciences. Thoroughness in fun-

damentals is the ideal, and the scheme
seems to have been well thought out by
Superintendent Condon. There is no
sound reason why any city of several

hundred thousand inhabitants should not

have one high school of this type. It

will be noticed that no exclusion of sci-

entific study is involved. Along with his

Latin and Greek and Mathematics, the

student may get his initiation into the

basic sciences, and we shall be surprised
if the Walnut Hills Classical High School

does not send some of the very best mate-

rial into scientific departments of the col-

leges. Montclair, New Jersey, has re-

stored Greek in its high school, another

example which few cities of any size

might not follow with profit. If our

large city high schools, whenever a given
number of pupils applied, would offer to

furnish instruction in Greek, scores of

classes would soon be organized.

"DERHAPS the sorely harassed profes-
*• sor has been kept a little too much in

the foreground in the push for increased

college endowments. If the colleges are

to maintain standards satisfactory to

their constituencies, they must be able

to secure and retain men of suitable

preparation and ability. But such men
are not reduced to the alternative of

continuing in poorly paid college posi-
tions or starving. Most of them could

go into much more lucrative work with

little difficulty, and many of them are

now finding themselves forced to do so

by the present cost of living. The col-

lege is in a worse predicament than the

professor. He can turn to other fields

of work, it cannot. It must either have

very largely increased endowments, or

find its credit injured by the continual

loss of good men from all its departments
of instruction. The "poor professor" has

been long-suffering rather than give up
certain non-financial emoluments of his

calling; but now that the increasing cost

of living has made the situation in so

many cases impossible, he is finding it

only too easy to take care of himself else-

where. It is the college that is in danger.
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A New Chapter Open-
ing in Russia

HPHE doom of Bolshevik rule in Russia
* seems at last to be actually impend-
ing. Long since, the blood-stained ruf-

fians at Moscow saw the hand-writing
on the wall and realized that only Red
revolution in other lands would avail to

save them from their fate. They con-

tinued to cling to power in desperation,
in the midst of a people that hated them
unutterably, only because of the fatalistic

inertia of the starved and terrorized

masses. Latterly they have made fever-

ish but futile overtures of peace to the

neighboring peoples that they had ear-

lier ruthlessly attacked, and now they
see no hint of pity in the malignant
glances of the unhappy beings whom
they have tortured with the most cruel

social experiment of all history. They
know the end that awaits them.
From the outset they had everything

in their favor. Theirs was the inside

position; theirs were the railroads, the

arms, the vast amounts of munitions and
supplies left over from the great war.
At their command were a hundred mil-
lion simple peasants, ready to believe in

them and easily satisfied if only they
were given the opportunity to gain a
modest livelihood and be accorded jus-

tice, and freedom from extortion and op-

pression. Their opponents were penni-
less refugees, and so thoroughly had
they spread abroad their cunning propa-
ganda of falsehood that these opponents
found little genuine support where they
had the right to expect it. But the fatal

weakness of Bolshevism lay in its moral
bankruptcy and in its utter lack of con-
structive ability. Its programme was al-

tered from day to day with cynical ef-

frontery, to meet the demands of shifting
political or economic expediency, though
a few of its leaders continued to affect

the pose of fanatical adherents of its dog-
matic theories and talk the trite patter of

communism and class-warfare.

The anti-Bolshevik forces gathered
strength slowly. The difficulties were
enormous and disheartening. They were
without money, arms, and supplies ; they
lacked unity and were scattered on a
dozen fronts. Numberless risings within
Soviet Russia were put down with ruth-

less brutality, and the cowering popula-
tion could not raise a hand to help its

would-be rescuers from without. Finally
Siberia was liberated, and from its sparse

population the liberal and patriotic Kol-

chak organized an army for the redemp-
tion of his country. But vicious Bolshe-

vik propaganda saw to it that he was
denounced as a tyrant and reactionary,
bent on the restoration of Tsarism, and

recognition was withheld from him,
when recognition would have meant the

saving of millions of lives and years of

chaos. The indomitable Denikin, the

successor of the brave Alexeiev, held out

with a little band of devoted Cossacks
in the North Caucasus, for many months
cut off entirely from the outside world.

The story of the heroic exploits of his

Volunteer Army is perhaps the most ro-

mantic of the whole war. Step by step

they fought their way to the sea and
learned that Germany had been defeated.

Then came British aid, and with a mighty
sweep they reclaimed South Russia with

its 40,000,000 people and great industrial

resources. To-day they are almost at the

gates of Moscow and their victorious

campaign has sounded the death-knell of

Bolshevik rule. But it should not be for-

gotten that it was the work of Kolchak

that made this possible and that his re-

treat last summer, disastrous as it was,

proved the undoing of the Soviet armies.

In the northwest, Yudenich, gathering

together a pitiably small force from

many groups, and suffering from the in-

terplay of local intrigues and conflicting

nationalist interests, is bringing rescue

to the starving remnants of Petrograd.
Hemmed in on twelve fronts by advanc-

ing armies, the Bolsheviks are at bay,

threatened from without and crumbling
from corruption and revolt within.

When at last the curtain is rung down

upon this tragedy of unparalleled blood-

shed and suffering, will it be rung up at

once on a fresh drama of civil strife?

Who is to be the ruler of the new Rus-

sia, whose the power that is to under-

take the task of restoring order and re-

constructing civil life? Will the rival

ambitions of victorious leaders start the

conflict anew, and will the partisan dis-

sensions to which the Russians are sin-

gularly addicted prolong the chaos? If

so, the burden of responsibility must fall

heavily on the Allies and America. The

prompt recognition of the All-Russian

Government at Omsk, a recognition that

would have been accorded long ago had
it not been for the senseless flirting with
the Bolsheviki, would do much to sta-

bilize the forces in Russia that are work-

ing for order. That Government has

achieved a practical unity among all the

Russian groups, and the maintenance of

its legal continuity in the present crisis

is all-important.

Some of our childish theorists affect to

believe that all that needs to be done is

to hold an election and summon a Con-
stituent Assembly. One has but to pic-

ture to oneself the utter demoralization

of civil life, the destruction of all insti-

tutions of government, the break-down
of communications, the ignorance of the

masses, and the menace of an intervening

period of uncertainty, to realize the futil-

ity of such theories. Denikin and Kol-
chak are high-minded and self-sacrificing

patriots. Kolchak is the acknowledged
head of the Russian Government, but he
is far from Moscow, has a weak cabinet,
and may at any time, thanks to Allied

policy, find himself entirely dependent on
the Japanese and subservient to their

demands. Denikin, who has pledged alle-

giance to Kolchak, will be first in Mos-
cow. He has about him a group of able

councilors, far stronger than the cabinet
at Omsk. If the Government at Omsk is

recognized at once, Kolchak may find it

expedient in the emergency to hand over

authority to Denikin, in the assurance
that the legal continuity of the Govern-
ment would not be interrupted. The sup-

porters of Yudenich include many pow-
erful financial and industrial leaders,
who in the nature of things are less

unselfish in their patriotism and think

chiefly of regaining their property. They
may prove a disturbing factor if strong

support is not promptly given to the

present Russian Government.
In the background looms another dan-

ger, the measure of which it is not easy
to take at the present moment. Like a

panther ready to spring but biding his

time, stands the well-trained professional

army of von der Goltz. Civil strife

would furnish the longed-for oppor-

tunity. It would be welcomed as were
Rurik and his Varangians at Novgorod.
A civilian army of German engineers
and industrial organizers would follow

in its train. Order and prosperity at

German hands would mock the Allies and

America, who failed the Russians in

their hour of need. Such a denouement
would mark the debacle of a states-

manship that won the war only to lose it.

The Hitch at the

Conference
T)Y the time this issue of the Review
-*-* reaches its readers, the question
whether the Labor Conference at Wash-

ington is to accomplish anything or not

may have been virtually settled. If the

Conference fails, it will be in spite of the

fact that a real desire to be effectively

useful has animated nearly all the dele-

gates. If it succeeds, it will be in spite of

the fact that the procedure adopted was

such as to precipitate a struggle upon the

most vital and the most difficult of all con-

troversial issues before anything had

been achieved toward bringing the assem-

bly together, either through the develop-

ment of helpful programmes upon less

crucially disputed matters or through the

stimulation of a general good understand-

ing.
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There are many desires which all men
of good will at the Conference have in

common, irrespective of their industrial

status or connections; there is just one

subject upon which a division of the

sharpest and most deep-seated kind ex-

ists. That one is the degree of power
which the great national labor organiza-

tions are to have over the industrial ac-

tivities of the country. And it happens
that that division is at this particular

moment accentuated in an unusual degree

by a strike of almost unparalleled dimen-

sions, in which it is the one controlling

issue. Any principle announced by the

Washington Conference which would be,

or would be regarded as being, a decision

of the question upon which the steel

strike is being fought out, would inevita-

bly throw a tremendous weight into the

scale in favor of the side whose stand it

justified. Even if such were not the

situation, the pronouncement would be

watched with intense jealousy on both

sides. As has been pointed out at the

Conference, there are thousands of small

establishments—concerns employing less

than 250 workers each, but in the aggre-

gate representing a large percentage of

the whole industrial force of the country—in which the owners and managers look

upon freedom from dictation by the na-

tional labor organizations as vital to their

welfare, or perhaps to their existence.

But with the colossal steel strike in the

very throes of decision, every element of

difficulty inherent in the abstract question
is intensified by its immediate and crucial

bearing on this concrete case.

Nor is the difficulty diminished by that

concealment of its real character in

which—doubtless with the best of inten-

tions in many cases—refuge has so gen-

erally been taken. On the surface, all

that labor asks is that the employees in

any establishment shall, in the case of

any difficulty, have the right to be "repre-
sented by representatives of their own
choosing"—a proposal the justice of

which would, if we knew nothing about

actual facts and conditions, be pro-
nounced absolutely self-evident. But it

is in the light of those facts and condi-

tions, and not in the abstract, that the

proposal must be viewed. In the mind of

the labor group, the adoption of the pro-

posal without qualification would have a

perfectly definite practical consequence.
In every serious labor controversy, the

great national organization of the indus-

try concerned puts forward its claim to

be reckoned with as the representative—
through its officers or delegates—of the

employees ; and hereafter, whenever that

claim was denied, the decision of the

Washington Conference would be pointed
to as settling the moral right of that

claim. Accordingly, a long step would

have been taken toward abolishing all

individual arrangements between em-

ployers and employees which did not ac-

knowledge the supremacy of the great
labor organizations. And of course, with
this achieved, the universal substitution

of the closed shop for the open shop—a

constant, though often unavowed, aim of

the labor organizations—would become a

mere question of time.

Nothing could be more misleading,

therefore, than to say that the question at

issue is that of the right of collective

bargaining. The time has been, indeed,
when that principle was disputed, and

unquestionably the employing class was
in former days not only unreasonable and

unintelligent, but unfeeling, in its denial

of the right. But that time is long past ;

the days when employers refused to deal

with their employees otherwise than in-

dividually are gone, never to return. A
sounder argument in favor of the pro-

posal that employees shall have the right
to be "represented by representatives of

their own choosing" is that, in the nature

of things, it is often impossible for them
to find, among their own number, per-
sons who can urge their case with the

necessary ability, and also that repre-
sentatives who are in the service of the

employer are subject to intimidation in

the prosecution of their cases, and to re-

prisal in the event of success. This is a

real difficulty; but in order to meet it,

it is certainly not necessary to lay down
a principle which will in practice be un-

derstood as an acknowledgment of the

right of the great unions to universal

control of the labor situation.

There is no reason why the Confer-

ence should undertake to settle, by a sin-

gle sweeping dictum, a question of such

vital and comprehensive importance. Its

dictum would, of course, in any event,

have no compelling authority. The rep-

resentation of the country at the Confer-

ence is largely haphazard. The President

has, indeed, in his choice of the group

standing for the public—upon which

group rests the responsibility for the in-

troduction of the disputed resolution—
evidently sought to include men of all

shades of opinion. Outright socialism

and the most orthodox conservatism are

represented in its membership. But no

one can say that the group as a whole

carries the weight of extraordinary au-

thority; and still less can it be said that

the resolution it has offered is the prod-
uct of prolonged and thorough considera-

tion. Now that it has been offered, it has

got to be dealt with; for it seems plain

that to shelve it altogether would be to

abandon all hope of anything being ac-

complished at all—the Conference would

either break up or be reduced to futility.

Accordingly, as we write, the best that

is to be hoped is such modification of the
resolution as would grant its large and
general purpose, but would prevent its

having the specific effect which the labor

group desire to accomplish through it.

Even so, it might justly be welcomed by
that group as a gain for labor. If the

labor men spurn any gain short of that

which they had had in view, they will be

guilty of just such unreasonableness as,

in past times, they have charged the em-

ployers with exhibiting. For it is surely
unreasonable for them to demand that

they shall attain, by the snap judgment of

a hastily assembled Conference, an ab-

solute verdict upon an issue which has
been for years, and still is, the centre of

most acute controversy, and upon which
the country at large is far from having
come to the conclusion which the labor

group desires to have recorded. Upon
that issue, as upon many others, we must,
in the future, as in the past, work with

patience; the best that we can hope for

from the Conference is an increase of

good will and of understanding in deal-

ing with it.

The Americanism of

Roosevelt
T3 OOSEVELT MEMORIAL WEEK is
-*- ** well timed. The better part of a year
has elapsed since the Colonel's death, and
in that period has been going on a steady
confirmation in the public mind of an im-

pression which many hoped might re-

main full and strong. Death and time
add dignity to real greatness, and the
fact that the trivial has already fallen

away from the man is the best evidence
of his quality. He always commanded
affection, yet something more than affec-

tion is attested by the almost continuous
stream of visitors to the grave. In his

case, it is as though that historical per-

spective for which biographers are con-

stantly straining had set in much sooner
than usual, and had let his contempo-
raries glimpse him with the eyes of fu-

ture generations.
Roosevelt was fortunate in his end.

He died in big times, when the question
of Americanism had already become

paramount and consequently when what
was probably his most dominant charac-

teristic—love of country—had occasion

to show its depth and intensity. What
would have been his judgment concern-

ing the immediate issue which confronts

the Senate it is needless to inquire. His

judgment was not infallible, even on

questions of broad policy, and no further

words from him could now add much to

the influence which his memory is ac-

complishing. In all the dispute over what
constitutes genuine Americanism, there
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has never been anyone so rash as to doubt

that, whatever it is, it was possessed in

full measure by Roosevelt. His life until

shortly before his death furnished glow-
ing pictures of the sort of hardy activity
which made this country what it is. Yet
he was not provincial. An interested stu-

dent of the history of all ages and a

traveler in many lands, he believed that

a strong national feeling was an indis-

pensable bulwark of civilization. He had
looked forward to some kind of league of

nations as a desirable instrument with
which to fight the war spirit, but to the

One Big Nation which the new-worlders

pictured as the solution of all interna-

tional problems he was opposed on the

ground of common sense. He favored

America's playing a large part in the

business of the world, yet even at a time

when he was honored by the personal at-

tention of European monarchs there was
never any thought that he would come
back with a new international pro-

gramme. A cosmopolite, he was an
American through and through.

This is the aspect of Roosevelt upon
which attention might well be focused

during Memorial Week. For it bears

strongly on great issues upon which the

country to-day is endeavoring to reach

right decisions. It should be clear that

any arrangement with other nations

which would make impossible henceforth

such love of country as Roosevelt had, or

which would remove the possibility of

producing future men on his lines, would
be too costly a sacrifice. However noble

the impulse to cast in our lot with others,

it must be frowned upon unless it safe-

guards to ourselves the rich opportuni-
ties which were his. That, though a dif-

ficult test to employ, is one which appeals
to our deepest and most trustworthy in-

stincts. Here is the irreducible minimum
beyond which we ought to be unwilling to

go. Fortunately, leadership of this sort

is not entirely absent from the discus-

sion in the Senate, though party politics

have frequently frustrated it. There is a

sturdy group of men who, while rightly

jealous of the American spirit and deter-

mined that it shall still be free to develop
in directions long ago marked out for it,

have every desire to see this country as-

sume heavy responsibilities for the good
of the world. The problem is one which
demands the exercise of as deep-seated
and generous an Americanism as Roose-

velt at his best was capable of.

The question of the melting-pot is also

one which in the near future will tax the

best thought and the best instincts of

this country. Already the sentimental

cry is heard, and in quarters where it is

likely to do the greatest mischief—in cer-

tain college faculties—that the newspa-
pers are engaged in a conspiracy to put

the foreign-born element in a difficult po-
sition. The charge is foolish and naive
but it will be hard to silence it unless we
can draw upon the example of such men
as Roosevelt. He liked to emphasize the
mixture of foreign blood in him and was
forever claiming kinship, however jocose-

ly, with the most obscure races represent-
ed by new arrivals in this country. But
by any attempt on the part of foreign-
ers to cast suspicion on our institutions

he was outraged. We shall have need of
this sympathy and this righteous anger
in all the readjustments of industrial and
social conditions which are contemplated.
In a letter just recently published the
Colonel informed his old Maine guide,
Bill Sewall, for whom he had obtained a

ranch in the West, that if he was willing
to work without sparing himself the first

year, and to work hard for many years,
he could count upon a respectable living.
This is a different spirit from that which
is fostered by sentimentalists, and which
at least implies that this country owes
a comfortable existence to all immigrants,
while of the reciprocal responsibility
there is scant mention.

If in stressing the sterling American-
ism of Roosevelt and his great qualities,
we have said nothing about his faults, it

is because his faults, of which he had
his share, furnish no lesson comparable
in value at this time with that to be

got from his virtues. The memorial

planned for him includes several features,
but in all the intention is, we believe, to

emphasize the man in relation to the

country he loved so well. A sym-
bol will thus be created which he who
had known and understood many peoples
would most have liked.

Armenia's Danger
<<TN Anatolia the soul and heart and

-"vigor of the Turkish state has al-

ways lain," says Sir W. M. Ramsay in an
article on "The Conditions in Asia
Minor" in a recent issue of The New
Europe. That is why the leaders of the

Nationalist or Young Turkish party have
seized on that part of the Ottoman Em-
pire to initiate a patriotic revolt against
the Entente. Mustapha Kemal Pasha a

month ago usurped command of Turkish
forces in Asia Minor acting, probably, as

an agent of Selim Effendi, an ambitious

heir to the Sultanate. The Government
at Constantinople made a feeble show of

disavowing the movement by charging
Abdullah Pasha to go and summon Kemal
to resign his self-assumed command. But
instead of Kemal it was the Government
that had to resign as a result of the

Young Turkish rising, and a friend f

its leader, Djemal Pasha, was appointed
Minister of War in the new Cabinet.

This bodes little good for the future
of Anatolia, which, since the armistice,
had thought to see the dawn of a new
life. For Kemal represents the Young
Turkish policy of centralization, which
has been the curse of Anatolia in the past.
"The cure for the evils of western Asia
lies in the wise restoration of local self-

government," says Sir W. M. Ramsay. A
successful issue of Kemal's adventure
would preclude the application of that
cure. Much will depend on the prestige
of the Entente and its power to enforce
its will on the Young Turkish schemers.

Unanimity among the great Powers and a
definite line of conduct are needed to

command that prestige. But both are,

unfortunately, in abeyance. A sensational

editorial in the Temps of October 9 ad-

vocated a policy toward the new situation

in Asia Minor which is diametrically op-

posed to that of Great Britain. The
paper favors absolute abstention from in-

terference with this revival of Youn^
Turkish rule, and the re-establishment of

an independent Turkey not very differ-

ent from the pre-war Empire, although
shorn of Mesopotamia, Arabia, Syria and
Palestine. A crusade against the Young
Turks, the Temps argued, would give
them a pretext for fresh massacres of

Greeks and Armenians. We fear, on the

contrary, that the policy of abstention

advocated by the Paris journal is the

very way to expose those races to the

atrocities it professes to be anxious to

save them from. The extirpation of the

Armenians forms part of the Young
Turkish programme of Ottomanization,
and their political conduct in the past
makes it difficult to attach any weight to

Kemal's favor-begging declaration that

he deplores the massacres of Armenians
and has issued orders to respect their

lives and properties in the future. If he

means what he says, no interference of

the Entente would endanger the Ar-

menians; and if he does not, the great
Powers need not hesitate to furnish him
a pretext, where any stick will do to beat

the poor dogs.
But we have better authority to go by

than these doubtful promises of Mus-

tapha Kemal. Dr. James L. Barton of

the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, who has recently

returned from a six months' sojourn in

Armenia, has told in the Christian Sci-

ence Monitor what the remnant of the

Armenian people has to expect from the

Turks if these are left in absolute con-

trol. The Young Turks, he says, are

everywhere arming themselves with guns

and munitions supplied by the Germans

during the war, and their forces are

joined by regiments demobilized under

the terms of the armistice. Enver Pasha,

in Dr. Barton's opinion, is at the back
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of this movement. There is every rea-

son to believe that this statement is cor-

rect. Enver Pasha is a nephew of Mus-

tapha Kemal, and one of the leaders of

the Young Turkish regime during the

war who were responsible for the Ar-
menian massacres. His uncle has, of

course, contradicted the rumors concern-

ing a secret understanding between En-
ver Pasha and himself. But it is more
than likely that the Turkish revolt in the

Persian province of Azerbaijan, which is

said to be the work of Enver Pasha, is

part of a concerted action of the two.

The nephew's record is such as to make
one fear the worst from his return to

power. The Armenians know what their

lot would be. "Although food is very
difficult to obtain, they did not ask for

bread," says Dr. Barton. "What they
wanted was safety. If we can have

safety, we can get bread somehow."
That safety the Temps would deny

them under pretence of wishing to spare
them a renewal of the massacres. Jeal-

ousy of England, and a secret fear of

her Arabian policy, which the Syrian

agreement has only partly dispelled, seem
to be responsible for this stoical abandon-

ment of the Armenian people. The wish

to counterbalance that policy by means of

a restored Turkey is stronger with the

editors of the journal than the feeling
that Armenia has a claim on the protec-
tion of the civilized world. This attitude

is the real ground of Great Britain's in-

sistence that the United States should

accept a mandate for Armenia. Not the

absence of undeveloped oil fields, as Sena-

tor Borah sarcastically hinted, makes
such a mandate for England undesirable,
but the knowledge that her acceptance of

it would pour Armenian oil, which ac-

cording to Senator King of Utah actually

exists, on the smouldering fire of French

jealousy and distrust.

The Astor Fortune
and Single Tax

rpHE
death of William Waldorf Astor

* has naturally been made the occasion
of a great deal of comment upon his per-
sonal career, a career quite singular in

the circumstances and character of his

expatriation. It is well worth while,

however, to utilize the opportunity which
public interest in his affairs presents for

dwelling upon the part which the Astor
fortune has played in relation to the sin-

gle-tax movement. During the better

part of a century, the vast increase of

value in the real-estate holdings of the
Astor family has furnished the one shin-

ing example of the enormities of the un-
earned increment. The case of the single-
taxers has rested in the general mind

less upon the inherent merits of the

abstract argument than upon the effect

on the imagination of a few dramatic ex-

amples. But it is a remarkable fact that

in all this time the Astor fortune has re-

mained the only one that is of sufficient

prominence to be familiarly referred to.

If people were in the habit of stopping
to think quantitatively in such matters,
this circumstance would be enough, of it-

self, to give rise to serious questionings.
If land-holding or land speculation were
the royal road to wealth which it has

been represented, how does it come that,

in all these decades in which American
riches have been piling up by leaps and

bounds, the Astor fortune remains, as it

was in the day of small things fifty or

sixty years ago, the only accumulation

of wealth obtained through the rise of

land values which has been great enough
to attract national attention? Million-

aires and multi-millionaires have been

made by the score, some of them in the

space of but a few years ; which of them
has got his wealth by means of the un-

earned increment? Henry Ford is mak-

ing annual profits which in the course of

four or five years pile up to an amount

equal to the whole value of the real es-

tate possessed by William Waldorf Astor

as the ultimate result of generations of

the most successful investment in the

most rapidly rising real estate in the

country. Mr. Woolworth, beginning as a

poor boy, built up, by the simple process
of selling miscellaneous articles at five

and ten cents apiece, a fortune quite com-

parable to that of Mr. Astor. And a

thousand examples could be mentioned of

more or less similar success attending

undertakings which, like his, were in no

way helped by special privilege of any
kind. But where are the instances of

like success in the business of land specu-
lation—a business which, be it remem-

bered, has for its field of opportunity

nothing less than the entire land area of

this country with its marvelous expan-
sion in industry and wealth?

Nor does the consideration of the mat-

ter stop with the question of the build-

ing up of extraordinary fortunes by
speculation or investment in land. How
does it stand in regard to the ordinary
investments made by shrewd judges of

business opportunity? Of such judges
the American business world is full.

What does one find in the inventories of

the estates of our rich men when they

die? Very rarely does real estate form

any considerable part of the fortunes

which they leave. All their lives they
have scrutinized the merits of every im-

portant opening for the investment of

their accumulations, and of these open-

ings that presented by land is never ab-

sent. Why do they not seize upon it, if

it is the Golconda that single-tax orators

represent it to be? Above all, why does
so very little of their investment take the

shape of the purchase of vacant land and
of that "holding it out of use" which
is supposed to be so tempting?
There is but one possible answer to

these questions. Particular instances

there are, and not a few, in which the

holding of land with a view to profit from
its increase of value proves a brilliantly

successful venture. It is these instances

which strike the imagination and remain
fixed in memory. But to one such in-

stance there are twenty in which the

profit is no more than normal, and hun-

dreds in which there is not profit but

loss. And the shrewd investor knows

that, so far from land speculation being
an "open-and-shut" game, it is a business

for the successful prosecution of which
the utmost sagacity and judgment are

required. Taxes and interest go on un-

relentingly, year after year; the big ad-

vances come only at long intervals and

only in specially favorable situations. It

is more than doubtful whether, taken as

a whole, investors in land get as much
as an average return on their money, not

to speak of the fabulous gains that they
are supposed to enjoy. Whatever may
be true of a limited number of individ-

uals, there is no such thing in this coun-

try as a class fattening upon the un-

earned increment of land values. And,

though the fact is not perhaps clearly

apprehended, it is probably owing to a

more or less conscious perception of it

that the single-tax crusade has made so

little headway. To confiscate gains while

making no compensation for losses does

not appeal to the American instinct for

fair play.
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Political Justice, 1793 and 1919
'pHE right of private property, the

right, that is, to control any part of

the flow of the products of labor, is a
mere social patent secured and main-
tained by physical force and giving rise

to all social evil. In a world of reason

and good will the products of labor would

automatically go to those that had most
need of them, remaining in the posses-
sion of the producers only until such

need were known. In such a world, so

fertile is the earth and so infinite the

capabilities of man, there would be only

peace and plenty for all. This is not the

case at present because, from time un-

told, the few among whom reason and

good will, for inexplicable causes, do not

prevail have chosen to seize control of

rroperty by violence, violence which pre-

vents truth from being known and good
will from acting. Ostentation and lux-

) -y, the traditional code of manners and

morals, concealing the evil men do and
suffer in a mantle of social graces and an

odor of sanctity, these things are vio-

lence, and violence none the less effective

for not being overt, the flourishing of

tie bludgeon sufficient without the blow.

Fence come poverty, ignorance, fear,

vice, crime, war, and all unrighteous-
ness. Change to a better world, how-

ever, can not in general be brought about

by more violence, since war and revolu-

tion change only masters in rivetting

chains, but by rational persuasion. At
the same time, it must be admitted, rea-

sonable and kindly men, convinced that a

letter world lies just beyond their grasp,

need not stop at a few blows to seize it

and bring it in, justified for one more
war that they may end war forever.

The truth having been conveyed to all

by argument and no more force than is

I ecessary, the incubus of old govern-
ments and all the evil they cause will

drop from humanity's shoulders. There

•will then arise in each individual the

conviction that he only serves his own
interest who forgets it. The only form
of social organization needed will be

some simple instrument for keeping
truth alive and for circulating such spe-

cial information as may be needed for it

to function. This will be no more than

a series of local councils with power to

inform us concerning the wants of men
and the means of supplying them in

•rfer that we may spontaneously pro-
duce and convey to each other whatever

we require, and these councils will be

held together by nothing more than a

central Amphictyonic assembly with like

powers. By some such process and in-

strument, and by no others, can man's in-

humanity to man be finally done away.

Such is the central thesis of the book
called "Political Justice," which William
Godwin was permitted by Pitt to publish
in 1793 at the price of a guinea a copy
on the ground that it was calculated to

do mischief only among such persons as

possessed not a shilling. That it con-
tains much that we all may desire with-
out believing that we are likely to get it

immediately, few will deny. It was not

ostensibly an apologia for any particular
scheme of radical reform, but it is in

effect the complete apologia of all such
schemes. The world has long rung with
the antiphony of voices crying, "Do you
believe in murder?" over against those

who cry, "Do you not believe in the

brotherhood of man?" It is hard to vote

against the millennium, and the last ref-

uge of the radical has always been the
counsel of perfection. Godwin, for in-

stance, supposes that a number of per-
sons incarcerated in a madhouse have

persuaded themselves through the chinks

of their cells that they are being treated

in an unreasonable and unkindly man-
ner. What need they do to gain justice?

Nothing, save quietly to refuse obedi-

ence to all commands and, having calmly

persuaded their keepers that men are

brothers, to walk out of their prison.
Godwin had an extraordinary genius

for being absurd, but if we substitute

for madmen industrial workers and for

their bedlam modern industrial society,

we have the essential elements of the

theory offered in defense of all move-
ments now called, more conveniently
than clearly perhaps, Bolshevist. % If the

theory is sound, is it not illogical of us

to try to put the madmen into strait-

jackets before they walk abroad, or to

object if, instead of quietly laying down
their tools before beginning to argue,

they throw them into the machinery or

at our heads? It is, however, more

strikingly noteworthy that the Kussian

equivalent for Godwin's local council is

soviet, for his amphictyony the all-Rus-

sian Congress of Soviets, and that the

constitutions and decrees of those bodies,

so diligently published in this country,

might easily have been a modern redac-

tion of "Political Justice." To be sure,

the Soviets have felt constrained to use

machine guns to facilitate the communi-
cation of truth and the spontaneous flow

of commodities from those who had them
to those who had not, but even that pol-

icy is confirmed by the neat theory ac-

cording to which Godwin lets in at the

back door that devil of physical force he

had shut out at the front.

These are obvious parallels, but we
have had of late another fully as com-

plete in quite a different quarter. It is

worth noting that the personal origins of
Mr. Wilson appear to have been, like

Godwin's, among English Calvinistic dis-
senters. Now Calvinism, when inverted
into politics by the eighteenth century,
took the form of a mystic faith in an
absolute good dwelling in man as a mass
of morally undifferentiated individuals
and in an absolute evil dwelling in par-
ticular persons and institutions. Theo-
logical Calvinism asserted that, though
men might be saved, man was wicked;
the political Calvinism of such persons
as Godwin and Mr. Wilson asserts that
men are wicked but that man is good,
capable in some miraculous way of ap-
prehending truth and communicating it,

if not to the persons to whom he entrusts
his affairs, at any rate to the philosopher
who holds this particular doctrine. God-
win fails to explain how it was that the
primeval Pitts and Cannings were ever
permitted to fall away from the pristine
reason and good will of their natures,
but his faith in man as the indubitable
vox dei is not therefore shaken. That
voice speaks intelligibly to William God-
win, and however men and systems seek
to stifle it, he hears the truth that it

would utter. So Mr. Wilson appeals with
a religious fervor from the wickedness
of governments and rulers to the right-
eousness of peoples. The German Gov-
ernment and certain Germans might
wrong the world, but the German peo-
ple never. The truth might not be in

the chancelleries of Europe, in this Sen-
ator or that Representative or in the
whole Congress of the United States, but
it was in the people and by them trans-

mitted, however the elections went, to

Mr. Wilson himself.

When, in the light of these considera-

tions, we examine the arguments for the

new solemn league and covenant of which
Mr. Wilson is the sponsor, it is easier to

understand one reason why they have in

many quarters been received with no
warmth of zeal even if without hostility.

The chief advocate of the league asks us

to believe that the League of Nations
can function, not as an authoritative gov-

ernment, but through such a council for

investigation and advice as Godwin pro-

posed as the ideal form of social organ-
ization. We are asked to expect its suc-

cess because of the immediate practical

validity of the principle that in this pres-

ent imperfect world truth can with rela-

tive ease be ascertained, can be com-

municated, and can furnish sufficient mo-

tives to action without further compul-
sion. A central committee is to discover

the facts as to the needs of men and the

means of satisfying them. Though the

committee is to have no power to compel

obedience, no one is expected to seek his
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own interest in hindering its investiga-
tions. No one is expected in any way to

prevent it from reporting its findings,
and all peoples are expected spontane-
ously to act, through governments for-

merly suspect, in accordance with them,
sinking immediate self-interest in uni-

versal benevolence.

It would be idle to insist that nothing
has ever happened in the world to give
color of reason to such expectations.
The great inter-allied commissions of

the war, as the American member of one
of the most important of them has

pointed out, though mere "fact-finding"
and advisory bodies without power, did

somehow cause momentous and beneficent

acts to occur. Action in such cases, how-

ever, was strictly consistent with the rule

laid down by Burke that men's sense of

political right inheres in some tangible
interest and that they act from adequate
motives relative thereto. In other words,
it did not rise from anyone's excited con-

sciousness of the truth residing in altru-

istic principles, but from the character
of particular men under the stress of

compelling circumstance. That the pub-
lic defence of the League has not con-
vinced many thoughtful persons of the

tangible interests it may serve, that it

has not inspired confidence in the men
who are to direct this greatest of fact-

finding commissions, is profoundly to be

regretted. Mr. Wilson's argument has
been too much in the strain of fervid

affirmation of his own mystic political

faith in the principles of universal be-

nevolence and individual wickedness. We
may well believe that men must ulti-

mately be ruled in their acts by intelli-

gent good will or perish, but whether

they are now so ruled, we may be per-
mitted to doubt. The League of Nations
will to some end function, but we have
no sure conviction as to what that end
will be. If Mr. Wilson's faith is justi-

fied, if mankind does indeed stand upon
the threshold of political justice, the fu-

ture will have reason to revere him as

such a seer as we have not often hon-
ored. Meanwhile, without failing in our
devotion to the idea of justice, but re-

membering what things are even now be-

ing done in its name, we may have cour-

age still to question. We are asking
whether the difficulties in the way of his

covenant's success are not so great as tq
demand some special grace from heaven
unless our latter state is to be worse
than our former. He on his part is ask-

ing the old question, whether we do not

believe in the brotherhood of man. We
do, but we may not therefore be prepared
to accept even in these terms the much
disputed doctrine of salvation by faith

alone.

William Haller

The Standard of Living of

Steel Workers
TIHE "Workshop of the World" at the
x

headwaters of the Ohio is credited

with producing a full fourth of our mu-
nition material during the war. The
coming census will, no doubt, return a

population for Greater Pittsburgh, or Al-

legheny County, of 1,250,000; perhaps
more than 350,000 are male wage earn-

ers, in about 3,500 establishments. The
great majority of these workers are en-

gaged in basic industry; more than a
third in steel work alone. Fully two-
thirds of the steel workers are unskilled

laborers. In most of the big plants about
two-thirds of the workers are foreign-

born, usually non-English speaking.
To this class belongs almost all the

unskilled force, save a small number of

negro workers, five to ten per cent, of

the total, who were introduced from the
South with the ceasing of immigration
from Europe. The speeding-up and over-

exertion of the war, only more intense

than in the period preceding, has been
followed by a reaction in the direction of

great restlessness and mobility; for no
new hordes are pressing into our valleys
to bid for the jobs and create a surplus
of labor. An unwonted independence is

seen among the foreign workers. What,
then, is their lot that they should be dis-

satisfied with it?

The wage of this great unskilled labor

force is uniform and standardized. It

was but 17% or 18 cents an hour before

the war; now it has been raised by re-

peated steps throughout the war to 42

cents ; and a late war-bonus measure, an-

nounced first in September, 1918, pro-
vides time and a half payment beyond
the first eight hours of toil, or an aver-

age of over 48 cents an hour for common
labor for most of the workers, who work
the long day.

Tubal Cain is relentless; steel is of

necessity a continuous industry, run on

a two-shift basis. At a conservative es-

timate, about half of the employees in

the steel industry worked during the

war a day turn of ten and one-half hours
and a night turn of thirteen and a half

hours, in alternate weekly shifts. The
mode wage for the groups is, then, for

twelve hours' average work, totalling,

with the bonus payment, $5.88 a day.

During the war, too, the industry was
on the seven-day basis, except in the fin-

ishing mills. This involved always for

blast-furnace crews and in larjje meas-

ure for the open-hearth and rolling-mill

force seven days' work a week with 24

hours' continuous labor at "the turn," or

change of day and night shift, every
other Sunday. With the addition of

clean-up and repair work, done always
on Sunday, perhaps as many as a fourth

of the steel workers have the seven-day

week, although it should be made clear

that some of the Sunday workers have

another day of the week off. In many
processes work is not incessant, and
there is opportunity for rest from the

heat. The effects of the long day upon
family and civic life are the most costly.

There is some public misunderstand-

ing concerning the extent and privilege

of eight-hour work. Judge Gary testi-

fied before the Senate investigating com-

mittee that in the United States Steel

Corporation some 69,284 employees were

working the twelve-hour day; 199,896,

ten hours, and 88,904 "averaged an

eight-hour day." But in this last figure

must have been included office force, lo-

comotive engineers and firemen on cor-

poration lines, and skilled men like

brick-layers, carpenters, and machinists

employed around the plant; or perhaps
it took into account part-week work. So
far as the large steel mills are concerned,

only the workers in some of the plate

and tin mills and the small crews of the

two or three Bessemer converters, still

operated in the Pittsburgh district,

work the eight-hour shift. A recent

statement of classified hours by the

superintendent of a large Corporation
mill showed only two score men working

eight hours in a force of nearly seven

thousand.

The ten-hour working force, in addi-

tion to some of the wire and tin mill

operators, includes a considerable section

of the unskilled laborers doing shovelling

work. The ten-hour common-labor wage,

seemingly about as prevalent as the

longer shift, is now $4.62. In some

plants these yard and general workers

constitute a majority of the force. It is

to be hoped that the forthcoming report
of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

on wages and hours of labor in the iron

and steel industry, 1913, 1915, 1917, and

1919, now in press, will provide classified

figures as to particular jobs by hours,

that authentic generalizations may be

made concerning prevailing hour and

wage groups. It might be mentioned

here that a considerable amount of steel

mill labor is paid on the "tonnage"
rather than the hour-rate basis.

The great problem of the steel indus-

try is obviously not the inadequacy of

wages under these conditions of the
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prevalent long-day and high-war rates,

where semi-skilled work of many kinds

brings a wage ranging from seven dol-

lars a day up to thirty dollars a day in

the very small skilled group of rollers

and leaders. Certainly, at the most lib-

eral estimate, the cost of living since

1914 has only doubled, while the average

wage-increase of the unskilled labor

force has been as much as 150 per cent.

Of course, food costs are high in the

Pittsburgh district. The Monthly Labor
Review of the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics for August, 1919, pp. 4-5, gives the

latest available figures summarized from
the cost of living survey of the bureau of

1918-1919, undoubtedly the most inten-

sive and complete budgetary study yet

attempted in the United States. The
annual expenditure for food for white

families with annual incomes of from

$1,200 to $1,500 was $535 on the aver-

age, Pittsburgh standing twentieth on

the list of the ninety-one cities of the

nation in height of food cost. And of

forty-three cities where families of the

same size (equivalent to 3.35 adult males

and to $1,300 total annual expenditure)
were selected, Pittsburgh stood ninth on

the list, with $559 as the average annual

expenditure for food. The company
store is still a factor in the steel mills,

particularly in the smaller towns of the

district; and it is perhaps true that un-

limited credit encourages extravagant

expenditure. But as a force counteract-

ing the rapidly rising cost of living and

preventing depression of the standard of

life, it must be remembered that unem-

ployment and seasonal employment so

long inherent in steel production was al-

most entirely eliminated by the incessant

capacity production of the war period.
As Andrew Carnegie phrased it long

ago, steel is either prince or pauper; in

the war steel has been prince. Not only
have investors profited; but many of the

steel laborers, more particularly the for-

eign workers, now have a surplus in Lib-

erty Bonds and other savings.
Nevertheless the speeding, excessive

work, over-exertion, and fatigue serve in

a measure to explain the disquiet among
the floating single-man labor force—
how large we do not know—and the in-

creasing discontent among the family

group. And this is true in spite of the

fact that every effort has been made by
the Corporation to bring about physical

improvement in working conditions by
providing lockers, shower baths, drink-

ing fountains, and the like. It should be

stated also that the safety system of the

steel industry has been for some time of

first rank in the country. More funda-

mental, even, is the post-war policy of

the Corporation in eliminating seven-day
work as rapidly as possible. The big

Carnegie mills and furnaces of the Pitts-

burgh district were, before the strike,

already practically back to six-day work.

Only shortage of labor deterred the full

operation of this policy.

When all has been said, however, the

hard problem of the steel workers is that

of living conditions almost as much as

that of working hours and methods.
To put the issue concretely, land is no

longer cheap. Nature, bounteous in her

gifts of billions of tons of coal, has made
the hillsides of our river valleys difficult

and costly places for the building of

homes for people. And there has not

been the incentive for organization and
creation in housing and education that

existed in the provision of machinery
for increasing production and profit.

Land in coal-deposit districts is fabu-

lously high, and speculation has enhanced

its rent. The physical configuration of

Pittsburgh, crowded between rivers and

hills, is a basic consideration. The mills

command the river-valley sites and still

further raise land values. Housing, the

problem of all the industrial sections of

the nation, is in a peculiar sense the

problem of Pittsburgh. Perhaps only a

population of raw peasants from Aus-

tria-Hungary and the Balkans would be

content with the ugly shacks scattered

over the hillsides or find livelihood in the

four and five-room shanties or frame
tenement flats that rent for eighteen to

twenty dollars a month. The visitor

wonders often how some of the ancient

places manage to hold together and to

cling to the sloping hillsides. When the

single-man boarding houses, well-nigh
universal in the foreign groups, are re-

membered, some conception may be

formed of the widespread congestion
and decline of the standard of living.

Estimates of the shortage of houses

vary from 20,000 to 80,000, accord-

ing to the standard taken: for in-

stance, if the sanitary code applicable to

cities were enforced, a considerable per-

centage of the dwellings in which the

foreign and negro workers live would
have to be condemned.

The war overtook us "just as we were

beginning to put our house in order,"

said one of the Corporation officials the

other day. In fairness it must be said

that large housing projects were

planned; Judge Gary referred in his tes-

timony to a- housing expenditure of $39,-

000,000; at Homestead, it is understood,

land was leased and ambitious plans
drawn up ; yet plates of some of our bat-

tleships were made in Homestead under

the shadow of old hovels inhabited now
by negroes, who but lately replaced

Slovaks and Poles
; the latter in turn had

followed the Irish of the nineties into

the same squalid quarters. Man, wife

and child, and eight to twelve boarders
are not unusual in one home. Three and
four-room quarters are the rule; and
modern sanitation has not yet conquered
the hillsides, or even penetrated all of

the valleys. Bad housing contributes

largely, along with ignorance, to the

heavy toll of life that the community
pays. Infant mortality is an exception-

ally good measure of community sol-

vency; the average in the city of Pitts-

burgh is 122.5 as contrasted with New
York's 91.7 and New Zealand's 50. And,
as the study of the Federal Children's

Bureau showed so graphically for Johns-

town, it is likely that among the fami-

lies of immigrant steel workers one
child in every four dies in the first year
of life. In the Pittsburgh district only
at the Clairton plant of the Carnegie
Steel Company and at the Woodlawn op-
eration of Jones and Laughlin Company
have company houses yet been provided
on any extensive system.
The members of the Senate Committee

on Labor and Education investigating

the strike in Pittsburgh on October 11,

12, and 13, after two days of testimony,

emphasized the issue of Americanization

as the phase of the question of most im-

mediate concern to the country at large.

The members of the Committee were

seemingly amazed at the surprisingly

small percentage of naturalized foreign-

born workers in the steel mills and were

perturbed by the prevailing lack of a

knowledge of the English tongue.
The strike was found to be almost

entirely a movement among the unskilled

workers in the steel mills; when it is

clearly understood, as stated before, that

in most of the big mills of the Pitts-

burgh district the foreign-born em-

ployees make up sixty per cent, of all

the workers, and that the number rises

to ninety-five per cent, of the unskilled

working force of these mills, the intima-

tion that the issue is one between Amer-
icans and the foreign born is easily

comprehended. In some of the mill towns

outside of the Pittsburgh district the

percentage of foreign-born workers is

even higher; yet there have been almost

no opportunities or incentives for gain-

ing citizenship and becoming adjusted to

the American standard of life. For in-

stance, Captain William B. Hunter, Dep-

uty Burgess of Monessen and head of

the Citizens Protective League, testified

that in a population of 23,000 in that

industrial town there were only between

2,000 and 3,000 native-born Americans;
that in a school population of 4,500 there

were more Italians alone than American

children; and that no effort had been

made to secure teaching in English

at private Slavic schools, or to organize

adult English education.
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The long day emerged once more, at

the hearing, as the basic issue of the

controversy; about a score of witnesses

testified in reply to incessant question-

ing of the Senators concerning their

failure to become citizens, that they had
had no time for education or naturaliza-

tion during their years of residence here.

In reply to specific questions, August
Mann, Superintendent of the Donora

plant, American Steel and Wire Com-
pany, testifying for the company, ad-

mitted that two-thirds of a force of 4,300
were foreign and non-English speaking.

O'Reilly, a roll setter at the same mill,

stated the day before that of the men in

the plant only 582 spoke English. He
called attention to the fact that the cen-

sus showed only 15 per cent, native

Americans in the town of Donora. Super-
intendent Mann said the company itself

had tried to provide schooling; last year
a canvass of the mill for a class after

working hours had met response from
but eighteen of "the boys." He admitted

in reply to Senator McKellar that it

would increase the efficiency of the plant
if the foreign-speaking workers could be

induced to learn English. A Sunday
meeting for that purpose "got nowhere."
This is the almost universal experi-
ence where efforts at providing facilities

for learning English and citizenship have
been made.

Senators Kenyon and Walsh, and their

more conservative colleagues of the Com-
mittee, were seemingly convinced, after

their visit to Pittsburgh, of the need of

compulsory education for the foreign-

born, as a deterrent of industrial unrest

and the growth of Socialism. Congress-
man Clyde Kelly, who comes from Brad-

dock and knows the steel workers, has

already introduced a House bill provid-

ing for "declaration of intention" at en-

try or within one year, and for compul-

sory citizenship five years thereafter,

with deportation as the penalty. Per-

haps a more discriminating plan of re-

stricting immigration is that advanced

by the National Committee for Construc-

tive Immigration Legislation, which pro-

poses limitation of entry on a percentage

basis, admission to be determined by the

number of immigrants from any coun-

try who have already become citizens

here.

The objection to this and similar coer-

cive legislation is the difficulty of en-

forcement and the possibility of grave

injustice—to say nothing of the arbi-

trary restriction upon increase of the la-

bor force at a time when continued in-

dustrial expansion is essential. Any mea-
sure will indeed be shortsighted which
denies satisfaction to the true demand
for labor. And it must be borne in mind
that the transition to the three-shift

system in the steel industry would re-

quire a forty per cent, increase in the

labor force. The real problem is the

definition and enforcement of this true

demand for labor in terms of standard

of living. Some economists go so far

as to advise the consideration of a new
contract-labor provision, which shall

bond the manufacturer heavily, and fur-

nish administrative control for the en-

forcement of minimum standards.

The frequently suggested Federal leg-

islation for an eight-hour day, or for the

minimum wage, is out of the question by
virtue of Constitutional limitation—in-

stanced by the recent adverse decision

of the Supreme Court in the Child La-
bor law. Both the subterfuge of the in-

terstate commerce clause and the weak
"general welfare" provision are ineffec-

tive. Professor J. R. Commons, of Wis-

consin, about a decade ago advanced the

more constructive, if almost as radical,

proposal that the taxing power should

be used to obtain shorter hours and im-

proved living conditions. His suggestion
was that a discriminating excise or in-

ternal revenue tax, to be administered

through the Tariff Commission, should be

operative in protected industries. The
plan would ensure the passing on of

the promised advantages of the tariff to

labor by securing fair and reasonable

standards for the workers. The employer
might be compensated for increased

costs involved by remission of the ex-

cise, or by revision of the tariff sched-

ules upward.
There is real need now for further

study and deliberation on the problem.

During the war, the War Labor Board
made a considerable contribution towards

fixing minimum standards by Govern-
ment supervision. Such methods, though
they may seem to be innovations in

American life, will more than justify
themselves if they serve to obtain un-

interrupted production and avoid strug-

gles over distribution which defeat their

ends by the bitter animosities they cre-

ate. These conflicts are particularly

dangerous for the stability of American
life when antagonisms are transferred,

as seems to be the case in the steel indus-

try, from the economic to the racial field.

Yet it is most desirable that needed

changes should be brought in through

voluntary effort; the eight-hour shift,

for instance, would have to be in-

troduced slowly to be fully success-

ful. Certainly there can be little hope
from a panacea or legislative short cut

that tends to make us minimize the cru-

cial and difficult local questions of civic

leadership, cooperation, and effective

community organization for housing, rec-

reation, and education.

Francis Tyson

Gabriele d'Annunzio

WHATEVER
d'Annunzio was before

the war makes very little difference

in estimating his service to Italy and to

civilization during the world conflict. If

he was corrupted he cleansed himself
and found regeneration in the intense,

pure, and sacrificing love which he
showed for his country and for the holy
cause of the Allies. Very few men have
contributed more freely and more effec-

tively to the achievement of our common
victory than Gabriele d'Annunzio. His

self-imposed mission was to open* the

eyes of the Italians in order to make
them see what their duty was; to kindle

enthusiasm in them; to encourage them
to brave and noble actions ; to strengthen
them morally at hours of trial; to pray
with them, to suffer, fight and die, if

necessary, at their side. The call for a

fearless, spiritual leader he answered
with the fervor and enthusiasm that

must have animated the ancient cru-

saders. On May 4, 1915, upon his arrival

in Genoa for the dedication of the monu-
ment erected at Quarto in honor of Gari-

baldi and his thousand volunteers, he

delivered his first war message to the

Italian people:

Here I am in your midst. I returned to

Italy to pray with you first and then fight
at your side. But why do you acclaim me
in this manner? If I came to announce a

great victory you could not welcome me with

greater enthusiasm. Well, I am the harbinger
of victory. . . . We have no choice but
war and war will give us victory.

On May 12 the poet arrived in Rome,
where he was acclaimed by the people
as their prophet. His first public ad-

dress, on the same day, had an inde-

scribable effect. The pent-up emotions
of the inhabitants were let loose and
it became immediately evident that there
was no power in Italy to resist the will

of the people. The Government under
Salandra was still undecided as to the

step Italy should take. The anti-war

party under Giolitti, the friend of von

Bfilow, was still very active. But d'An-
nunzio had with him the people of Rome
as well as of all Italy. On the follow-

ing day, May 13, he told the thousands
that had gathered around him that it was
no longer time to talk but to act.

"If it is a crime," he cried out, "to in-

cite the people to violence, I willingly
commit that crime. We are being be-

trayed. The honor and safety of the

Patria is at stake. Go, act. Spare no
one who opposes your sacred rights."
For several days he continued to fan

the patriotic fire which was increasing
in volume throughout the land. The cli-

max came on May 17, when he addressed
a monster meeting at the Campidoglio. At
the conclusion of that address he brought
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forth the sword that had been used by
Nino Bixio, Garibaldi's sturdy com-

panion in the expedition of the Thou-

sand, kissed it reverently and exclaimed:

"The hour has come. Ring your
bells!"

In a few minutes the crowds invaded

hundreds of belfries and began to ring
the bells. Hundreds of thousands of

voices were crying: "War, war!"
The people of Italy had declared war

on Austria. Giolitti, who had tried to

overthrow the Salandra Cabinet and re-

sume the control of Italy, had to abandon

Rome clandestinely in order to save his

life. Von Biilow, head of the German

propaganda, hastened to invoke the pro-

tection of several cordons of Italian

troops around his palace. On the 20th,

Parliament convened in plenary session

to take the necessary measures for the

formal declaration of war. On that same

day d'Annunzio made the following sober

and inspiring declaration to the people
of Italy:

"Victory belongs to those who have

faith in Victory and swear by Victory.

We believe in Victory and swear by it.

We swear that we shall win."

This phase of his work in the great
war being finished, the poet prepared
himself for active participation in the

struggle. On June 20 he enlisted as a

volunteer in the Italian army with the

rank of lieutenant.

In order to appreciate fully his work
as a soldier, we must bear in mind that

he was, at that time, fifty-two years of

age, and that his health was anything
but flourishing. For forty years he had
been pouring out his life over his books.

During those years he had not only pro-
duced a score of volumes, but each one

of them represented what would have
taken a less genial mortal years of

preparation. "Blessed are those who are

twenty years of age," he had said at

Quarto, evidently regretting that he was
so much beyond the days of youth.

D'Annunzio did not choose an easy
task for himself, as his age, position, and

the fact that he was a volunteer would
have entitled him to do. After fighting

for a short time with the land forces

he perceived that he could render a

greater service in the air, and he

learned to fly. One of the considerations

that made the poet join the air forces, I

believe, was his desire to travel rapidly

and carry out his work of inspiring the

Italians troops more effectively. He
went from one place to another along
the several hundred miles of the front

in Italy. He went repeatedly to the

Albanian front and also to France after

Italy sent the quarter of a million troops

to aid the Allies in the West. Whenever
there was a ceremony or an occasion for

him to address the soldiers, with a view
to raising their morale and making them
better fighters, d'Annunzio was present.
His eloquence and implicit faith in ul-

timate victory were especially efficacious

in times of trial. During the Italian re-

verses in the fall of 1917 he worked like

a Trojan night and day. On October 20
of that year he spoke the memorable
words "Rather than give up Venice to

the enemy let us raze it to the ground!"
which electrified the whole world, but

had a miraculous effect on the Italian

troops, who suddenly realized the magni-
tude of the defeat that stared them in

the face. On the following day we find

him on the line of the Piave infusing con-

fidence and determination to resist into

worn-out troops who were gathering on

that frontier of freedom. "Here they
shall not pass," he was crying out at the

top of his voice, up and down the line,

and the tens of thousands who heard him

repeated in unmistakable tone: "Here

they shall not pass!" A friend of mine

spoke of d'Annunzio's plane in those days
as an "angel of victory hovering over

our shaken but not broken ranks."

So far as I have been able to find out,

d'Annunzio was not only by far the old-

est aviator in any army, but also one

of the most active, for he knew no rest

as long as the war lasted. He took part

in hundreds of bombing expeditions, as

well as in numerous expeditions of prop-

aganda. Flying over Vienna on August

10, 1918, he dropped thousands of loose

sheets from his plane which read :

The fortunes of war have turned; they

have turned to our favor irrevocably. Your
hour has passed. The hour of Germany which

dragged you to abject humiliation has passed
lorever. As our faith was the strongest so

our will predominated.
Viennese, do you want to continue the

war? It is your suicide. The whole world

is against you. One million and two hundred
thousand Americans are fighting in France to-

day. By September there will be two million of

them! America is building twice the num-
ber of ships the German submarines are still

able to sink.

Learn to know your enemies. We fly over

Vienna. We could drop bombs by the ton,

but we only drop a tricolor greeting, the

symbol of liberty. We Italians do not make
war on children, women and old men. We
make war only on your blind, cruel, tyrannic

government which gives you neither peace nor

bread, but feeds you with hate and false

hopes.
The Allies will never make peace with your

present government or the government of

Kaiser William. On the other hand they are

willing to make peace with the peoples of

Austria-Hungary and Germany, a peace based

on liberty and mutual respect. The Allies

are ready to furnish you with food and all

you need immediately after the declaration of

peace.

This undertaking was the most spec-

tacular in the poet's life as a soldier.

But he took part in hundreds of other

enterprises which were just as daring

and dangerous as that one. The raid of
the port of Buccari, on February 10,

1918, was, in fact, more dangerous than
the flight over Vienna. He describes this

remarkable feat in his booklet "The Bef-
fa (Jest) of Buccari." Thirty men in

all, and he one of them, having made
their wills, set out, in three small ves-

sels, on an expedition of defiance to the

enemy. For almost three years the
Italians had been challenging the Aus-
trian fleet to come out and accept battle

in the open sea. The Austrians never
stirred. Finally, d'Annunzio conceived

the idea of taking personally a written

challenge to the enemy. He put three

copies of it each in a floating bottle

which was thrown into the water right
under the noses of the hundred guns
which were pouring a stream of fire

upon the intruders.

"To spite the very cautious Austrian

fleet," the note read in part, "which is

still glorying over the tiny victory of

Lissa, we, the sailors of Italy, who laugh
at all dangers and difficulties and who
are always ready to dare the undarable,
have come here in your very commodious
haven to defy you and laugh at you."

After his flight over Vienna all Italy

was anxious to do him honor. A com-

mittee composed of some of the most

illustrious names of the country was
formed for the purpose of conferring

upon him the greatest honor any Italian

could hope to receive, that of being

crowned poet of Italy on the historical

Campidoglio, repeating the ceremony of

the year 1341 when Petrarch was

crowned with laurel. But upon receiving

on August 17, 1918, the formal invita-

tion to go down to Rome for that pur-

pose, d'Annunzio answered that the war

was still on and that he could not spare

the time.

"A few tons of bombs dropped on the

enemy," he told the committee, "is worth

more for the present than all the honors

and eloquence in the world. I shall come

to Rome only after we win a complete

victory."

D'Annunzio remained at his post of

duty as a soldier until the last day. His

military work was summed up in an offi-

cial bulletin issued by the Supreme Com-

mand on February 5 of this year in con-

nection with the conferring upon him of

the gold medal for military valor, which

is the highest an Italian soldier can re-

ceive.

Poet and soldier of Italy . . . apostle

of faith, creator of energy, preacher of duty

and sacrifice. We are proud of having had

him with us, and while we celebrate him as

a stout-hearted soldier, we do not forget his

tenderness at the sight of his companions who

fell in battle. .

Signed: Major General Bongiovanm, Com-

mander General of Aeronautics.
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D'Annunzio may be forgotten as a

poet, but as long as men remember
the great war he will always be spoken
of as the prophet and hero of one of

the Powers which helped to save civili-

zation from the aggression of the Teu-

tons.

Vincenzo de Santo

Poetry
Fairies

Underneath the beech trees,

Lights and shadows glancing,

Surely there are fairies

In the sun-spots dancing!

Underneath the beech trees,

Underneath and in them,
Wait a host of fairies,

Wait for you to win them.

Fairies they are quick folk;

Never may you bind them;
But underneath the beech trees

You can always find them.

Edmund Kemper Broadus

Correspondence
The Personal Equation in

the League of Nations

To the Editors of The Review:

Trickling through the percolator of the

world news, information is accumulating
as to the genesis of the "covenant" of

the League written into the pe?.ce treaty,

or, as Mr. Wilson prefers to intimate,

"inextricably intertwined" in its provi-
sions. It is immaterial whether one be
anti-Wilson or pro-Wilson; for in either

case his determination to have his own
way is obvious to friend or foe. His
recent threat to tear up the treaty rather
than communicate aught but an uncon-
ditional ratification to the Paris Foreign
Office is symptomatic either of that de-

termination or of his then approaching
nervous breakdown.
Whatever the action of the Senate may

be, that action must be certified to Paris

by the State Department in the discharge
of a merely ministerial duty under the

express words of Article 440 of the

Treaty. The work of the American

negotiators (if any object to the use of

the plural, let it go as a use of the plural
of excellence!) is over. They (or He)
are (or is) functus. The Senate is now
discharging its constitutional duty and

prerogative—and with the first gleam of

real interest in the distinctive rights of

tins' country since the Versailles con-

ference opened. Hence it is not inop-

portune to note that the working of the

League is going to depend very largely
on the personnel of the Council, and the

individual motives of and influences be-

hind each member.
Friends of the treaty assume that that

personnel is a known quantity. Assume
it is for a year or so. Is that an argu-
ment pro or con? How ia the pressure
of their joint or several influence so far

being effectively exercised? In re Bul-

garia and Thrace? In re Rumanian ag-
gression? In re Turkey and Armenia?
In re Fiume? Are they in fact acting
jointly or is it true, as charged, that,
for example, in the case of Fiume, one
member alone has assumed to communi-
cate a threat in terrorem unless his will

be done?

Their successors, however, are to be
elected by the Assembly. Bourgeois,
France's first choice, is not sure of a long
lease of life. Mr. Lloyd George might
have a political fall. Italy's representa-
tive is likely to prove protean. We might
have none, after Europe's experience of

our representative omniscience. Any-
how, the personnel may change, and the

governmental policy represented by each
new member may change. National sov-

ereignty remains. New treaties and new
alignments of interest may emerge. Can
we expect of new Russia, new Germany
and Japan a vow of treaty-celibacy? Is

the recent cordial treatment of Germans
in Japan without significance? Should

they unite, a League with no interna-
tional force but economic pressure could

meet their demands only by a new Al-

liance and instant mobilization. A
League without real teeth and the power
to bite, and controlled by motives of high
humanitarianism must be at a disadvan-

tage if confronted by the sudden aggres-
sion of one or more powerful nations—
not so controlled.

Membership in the Council means no
more than service as an arbitrator named
by one party to a dispute. Each acts

for his nominator and the third arbitra-

tor acts as arbiter. Each will hold a brief

for his own nation and its affiliated in-

terests. The requirement of unanim-

ity in acting detracts from efficiency in

an emergency.
The United States has isolated itself

by the mode of activities of its Peace
Commissioners. Yet, assuming to be the

apostle of freedom and of unselfishness,

it hesitates to assume a mandate for Ar-

menia, the first duty expected of it under
such a League. Whether such hesitation

or refusal be justified or not, the fact re-

mains that we, of all the proposed mem-
bers of the League, are still likely to

act with an eye single to our interests.

In any event I doubt the power of the

Senate or of the Executive to coerce the

action of Congress in advance, in this

particular or in any other as to which
the Constitution vests power in that body.

The working of the League is accord-

ingly dependent for success on the per-

sonnel of its Council—and that is to be

indicated by xl as an unknown quan-

tity. If our present representative is

to remain the American member, what

guarantee have we, as Mr. Cleveland once

observed at a Princeton trustee meet-

ing, that American rights will be as-

serted and protected?
Henry W. Jessup

New York, October 20

Safeguarding the Country

Against Bolshevism

To the Editors of The Review:
If any reliance can be placed upon dis-

patches concerning the military and

political situation in Russia and Siberia

which are appearing daily in the news-

papers, the overthrow of the Bolshevik

regime in Russia by the Polish and loyal

Russian forces seems to be nearing ac-

complishment. Granted, if only for the

sake of argument, that this is so, the

necessity of seriously considering the

effects of Lenin's downfall on other

countries as a protection to their in-

terests should be recognized before it is

too late.

That Lenin and his lieutenants will

be forced to seek asylums in other lands

than that which they have succeeded in

destroying, unless they prefer to sur-

render themselves to the mercy of their

conquerors, unless they are captured be-

fore escaping, seems to me to be highly

probable. The many statements attrib-

uted to the Red premier to the effect

that he intends to spread Bolshevism to

other countries, such as England and the

United States, appears to support this

theory. Therefore, his expulsion from
Russia would afford him an opportunity
to put his threats into practise. The
escape of only a part of his gang would
be necessary for such an attempt, or

attempts, as several nations would no
doubt be selected as offering free scope
for activity.

Unless stringent measures are now
taken by the Federal immigration au-

thorities, the possibility of the return of

a former resident of the Bronx accom-

panied by a few "friends" appears to me
to be exceedingly likely. The freedom
which has been accorded here to others

of his class to foment sedition would in-

deed appeal to him.

May I, therefore, urge upon your
readers the importance of rendering our

liberty safe from this new and very
threatening menace? It is high time
that some definite policy be formulated

effectively to combat this danger.
E. H. Campbell

Neio York, October 1
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Book Reviews
The Manifold Problems

of Asia
The Awakening of Asia. By H. M.

Hyndman. New York: Boni and
Liveright.

The Problem of the Pacific. B. C. B.
Fletcher. New York: Henry Holt
and Company.

The Oriental Policy of the United
States. By Henry Chung. New
York: Fleming H. Revell and Com-
pany.

The New Map of Asia. By Herbert
Adams Gibbons. New York: The
Century Company.

rp
HE present Administration has been

*-
criticised for sending half of the

American fighting vessels into the Pacific
and thereby violating the fundamental
principles of naval strategy that a fight-
ing fleet should never be divided. It

might be retorted that in any event each
division is strong enough to protect its

end of the Panama Canal until it can be
joined through that waterway by the
other half. Whether or not this be an
adequate answer, the permanent station-

ing of so many of our war vessels in the
Pacific is a definite recognition of the
fact that the United States has political
and commercial interests upon that ocean
that are of very great importance. As
to a possible enemy, nothing is gained
by concealing the fact that Japan ap-
pears destined for that role. There is

no reason in the nature of things why
war should ever occur between the
United States and that country, but
there is every reason why it should be
recognized by the peoples of both coun-
tries that at the present time their re-

spective national aims with regard to
eastern Asia are in absolute conflict.

America desires the open door; Japan
seeks special interests, and, in certain

regions, paramountcy of control.

The four books listed above are all

of very recent appearance and are ex-

clusively political in their scope and pur-
pose. Of the three the least important
is perhaps that of Mr. Chung, because
it covers ground that has previously been
covered by other writers. The work is,

however, well done, and the volume is

additionally interesting because from the

pen of a native Korean. The title is not

accurately descriptive, for fully as much
space is devoted to tracing the develop-
ment of Japanese ambitions and govern-
mental methods as to outlining the

course of American Far-Eastern diplo-

macy. Mr. Chung is convinced that "con-

solidation of Asia under Japanese domi-
nation is the vision of the Japanese

statesmen; and toward the attainment
of this national goal there is unity of

purpose among Japanese leaders." The
tone of the volume is, however, by no
means acrimonious, and the facts are
stated in clear and logical order, and in

good English. In an appendix occupying
nearly one-half of the volume are given
the documents in the case.

The "Problem of the Pacific," by Mr.
Fletcher, is also a title which is not fully

justified. It is made up of more or less

detached comments upon political condi-
tions in the various countries that are
within or border upon the Pacific Ocean.
The reader is not, however, greatly as-

sisted in solving any "problem" by illu-

minating and reasoned generalizations;

indeed, it is nowhere clearly stated what
is the problem of the Pacific. The state-

ment is made in the preface, written by
Sir William MacGregor, that its kernel

is: "Shall airy of the possessions held

by Germany in the Pacific be restored to

that Power?" This is certainly a far

from helpful statement. Throughout the

British islands of the south Pacific, in-

cluding Australia, in Mr. Fletcher's

opinion, the central economic need is to

secure an adequate supply of labor. But
he does not look to Japanese or Chinese

immigration to satisfy it. The mother

country, he says, must give her assist-

ance, and, in Australia, the control of

the central Government over lands and

railways must be increased in order that

effective means may be devised for at-

tracting thither desirable settlers. Pro-

vided radical alterations are made in the

terms and the details of their service,

he is willing that Indian laborers should

be allowed to enter to replace the natives

who are dying out. "The white man will

not be able to do the manual work re-

quired in the coming days, and the In-

dian or some one else must be given a

chance." On grounds of financial econ-

omy, also, Mr. Fletcher urges in Austra-

lia a greater centralization of constitu-

tional power in the Commonwealth.
"One has to admit," he says, "the grow-
ing feeling in Australia that unification

must come, because the States will not

economize. In this war they have been

competing more or less with the Com-
monwealth for loans in the London and
local markets. Especially has New
South Wales been a sinner in this re-

spect; and public opinion has grown that

Australia in self-defense must get rid of

a great deal of States' top-hamper."
Mr. Hyndman makes the statement

that his book, "The Awakening of Asia,"

was held up by the British censor for

more than two years, and the reason for

this is evident in the frankness with

which political conditions in India are

discussed. Mr. Hyndman is well known

by his earlier writings upon Indian af-

fairs, and the chapters which deal with
that country constitute the most inter-

esting portion of his volume. What he
has to say regarding China and Japan
does not add greatly to the information
which other writers have furnished. It
is interesting, however, to find Mr.
Hyndman expressing an opinion which
is but repeating the judgment of many
other writers familiar with conditions in

Far Eastern countries, that the intro-

duction of western civilization into Asia
has been by no means an advantage to

the people whose modes of life and
thought have been affected. But Mr.
Hyndman certainly has no warrant for

saying, as he does, that European admin-

istration, religious propagation, and
trade have been almost wholly harmful.
Here he is led to an extreme statement

by reason of his decided views as to the
evils which have attended British control

in India.

As regards the imperialistic charac-

ter of Japan's ambitions, Mr. Hyndman
has the same conviction that practically
all other students of political conditions

in the Far East have reached. But it

would be interesting to know the grounds
upon which he founds some of his as-

sertions. For example, he says: "Japan
had (by 1915) made all necessary prep-
arations to meet any difficulties that

might arise. She had established sev-

eral thousand Japanese laborers within

striking distance of the Panama Canal,
she had made careful surveys of conve-

nient landing places in Mexico, notably
at Tobolobampo, she had entered into

relations with the Mexican leaders, she

had drafted preliminary agreements with

Ecuador touching a naval station in the

Galapagos Islands, and she had so placed
herself in regard to the Philippines that

the United States would find it impos-
sible to keep control of those islands

against her, permeated as they were with

Japanese agents." Or what shall we say

of this statement? "Americans them-

selves freely admit that the still rising

Power of Asia has ample grounds for

serious ill-feeling against the Great Re-

public. Breaches of international law

and national pledges have been commit-

ted by the United States Government
time after time. The 150,000 Japanese—
mostly trained soldiers, by the way—
who have taken the place of the Chinese

on the Pacific Slope are regarded with

the same hostility as their forerunners

from the mainland of Asia. A massacre

of the Japanese immigrants, before they

could organize and defend themselves,

was not long ago considered possible."

A writer who will make such assertions

as these has no ground for complaint

if no great value is attached to his views
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with regard to Indian affairs, although
as to them he has a better claim to speak
with authority. He declares that Great
Britain continues to draw to herself

great amounts of Indian wealth for

which no adequate return is made; that

color and race prejudice is becoming
stronger every year; that general dis-

satisfaction on the part of the natives

is increasing; that only one penny per
head is spent on education by the Gov-

ernment and only 1.9 per cent, of the

population goes to school; that native

Indian arts are disappearing; that fam-

ines are increasing in number; that the

agricultural population, already "the

most poverty-stricken mass of human
beings in the whole world" and consti-

tuting four-fifths of the whole of the in-

habitants of Hindustan, are becoming
even poorer.
As for imperial British rule, the au-

thor has the following to say: "India

with its 315,000,000 of inhabitants has

for just sixty years been under the man-

agement of the most extraordinary and
fortuitous system of foreign domination

known in the history of man. The rulers

come in succession from without, edu-

cated, until their appointment at the age
of more than twenty-one, in accordance

with methods as remote from, and as

irreconcilable with, Asiatic ideas as it is

possible for them to be. Alike in their

work and in their pleasures, they keep
so far aloof from the people they gov-
ern as is possible. Very rarely do they

marry Indians: still more rarely do they
settle permanently in the country. The
head of the Government, who himself is

brought out fresh from Europe, and is

entirely ignorant of India, does not re-

main in office more than five years. His
subordinates return 'home' frequently
for their holidays and go back to Eng-
land permanently to live on a consider-

able pension after their term of office

is completed."
Without admitting the blackness of

the picture which Mr. Hyndman has

drawn, practically all English statesmen

admit that radical changes in the manner
of governing India are needed. These

changes, as are foreshadowed in several

important Parliamentary reports that

have been made, will give to the, Indians

control of their own affairs considerably

greater than that which they have pre-

viously had. Whether in this the relax-

ing of the legal imperial bonds will re-

sult, as was the case in the other self-

governing Dominions of the British Em-
pire, in a tightening >f the psychological
ties of union, is a question which no one
is able to answer. Yet the experiment
must be tried.

Since Mr. Gibbons a few years ago
published his "New Map of Europe," vol-

umes from his pen in explanation of cur-

rent international relations have follow-

ed one another in such quick succession

as to make one apprehensive of their

scholarship. In fact, however, though
not buttressed with footnotes and ref-

erences, they have been scholarly works,

exhibiting a wide range of geograph-
ical and political knowledge, and a power
of lucid analysis and exposition, but

possibly a too censorious mind. He
seems to disapprove especially of British

policies. If, however, all the facts and
their values are such as he sees them, he

is, perhaps, justified in his strictures.

Of one thing Mr. Gibbons is convinced,

and that is of the futility of the Treaty
of Versailles, either as an instrument of

justice or as providing a settlement of

national claims that will tend to promote
peace, or a plan of compelling peace if

need arises.

In this, his latest book, Mr. Gibbons

is concerned with the results reached at

the Paris Conference only in the sense

that it makes no attempt to solve the

many problems relating to the Asiatic

interests of the Powers concerned. The

only matters in the Far East which it

attempted to determine are those relat-

ing to the German interests in China

and the Pacific, and the disposition of

these, as arranged for in the Treaty with

Germany, is such as to provoke rather

than to prevent, future trouble.

Mr. Gibbons' volume deals comprehen-

sively with all the European possessions

or spheres of influence or control in Asia

and Australasia, but the most interesting

of his chapters are undoubtedly those

which are concerned with India, with the

disintegration of the Ottoman Empire,
and with Zionism. In view of the re-

cent Anglo-Persian Treaty, what Mr.

Gibbons has to say regarding Persia is of

interest, although, at the time he wrote,

that treaty had not been made public.

The chapters dealing with China are the

least satisfactory. It does not appear

that Mr. Gibbons has ever been in that

country and no one can pass intelligent

judgment upon the results effected or to

be expected from the establishment of

the Republic who has not studied the

situation at first hand.

As regards India, Mr. Gibbons points

out in a striking manner the way in

which Great Britain has been urged on

to a continual expansion of this Empire

by a conviction of the necessity of pre-

serving control over all the routes, by

sea or land, from which India can be ap-

proached or attacked. As regards the

government which Great Britain has

given to that country, Mr. Gibbons ex-

presses highly condemnatory views. "The

title of no people to rule over another,"

he says, "is more questionable in its or-

igin and in its development than that of

the British to rule over the Indians."

"No Britisher tolerates assumption of

social equality on the part of a native,

even though ruler of a large State."

"Economically, famines ara more and
more frequent, and the British authority
seems to be less able to cope with them
than formerly. Trade returns show that

England is taking a hundred and fifty

million dollars every year out of India

with no commercial or material return.

This has been going on so long that India

has become the most impoverished coun-

try in the world." When dealing with a

question of India, even the intelligent

and highminded Englishman is declared

by Mr. Gibbons to have a "perverted or

rather unawakened moral sense." These

statements are strikingly similar to those

voiced by Mr. Hyndman. Indeed, Mr.

Hyndham, who has been for more than

forty years a student and writer of In-

dian affairs, is cited as an authority.

Mr. Gibbons' discussion of the fate of

the Ottoman Empire and the future of

the Ottoman races is exceedingly inter-

esting and valuable. But the question

is too complicated to give even a sum-

mary of Mr. Gibbons' analysis of it. It

may be said that here as in other regions

Mr. Gibbons discerns none but purely

selfish and nationalistic motives actuat-

ing the greater Powers at Paris. The

project of establishing a Zionist State

in Palestine comes in for his condemna-

tion as a device whereby English influ-

ence is to be dominant there; as in vio-

lation of the rights of the Palestinian

Arabs, Christian as well as Moslem; as

likely to provoke French opposition and

thus to endanger Franco-British friend-

ship ; as tending to revive anti-Semitism

in France, and, indeed, in other coun-

tries, especially in the Moslem world. The

Arabs, he says, are far more Mohamme-
dan than the Turks, and, religiously

speaking, have more hatred of the Jews

than of the Christians. It is pointed out

that the Turks are religiously a tolerant

people, and have seldom resorted to

persecutions of non-Moslem peoples ex-

cept when they have aspired to political

control or political equality. Mr. Gib-

bons says that he has known personally

most of the Young Turk leaders and that

not one of them was a religious fanatic.

And speaking of the "Young Turks," it

may be observed that Mr. Gibbons gives

a very excellent explanation of their fail-

ure to regenerate the Turkish state. The

chief cause of their failure, aside from

their political inexperience, was their be-

lief that they could create a popular con-

sciousness of Ottoman nationality by a

process of "Turkicization" of the various

races within the Empire.
W. W. WlLLOUGHBY
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Masculine Comedy
The Man Who Understood Women.
And Other Stories. By Leonard Mer-
rick. With an introduction by Wil-
liam J. Locke. Limited Edition. New
York: E. P. Dutton Company.

After Thirty. By Julian Street. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Company.

Jurgen: A Comedy of Justice. By
James Branch Cabell. New York:
Robert M. McBride and Company.

TF masculine and feminine comedy real-A
ly differ, it may be in their attitudes

towards youth. The imaginative woman
of middle age, you may say, regrets and
worships youth while the imaginative
man of middle age regrets and laughs
at it, or laughs at himself for regretting
it. This is Leonard Merrick's dominat-
ing note, though sometimes his laughter
is pretty plaintive. He himself has been,
or was, for some time a "Conrad in quest
of his youth." The theme echoes in sev-
eral of the tales now collected in the new
limited edition, under the title "The Man
Who Understood Women." You hear
it in the old actor's lament for his lost

romance, with its mocking title, "A Very
Good Thing For the Girl," in "The
Woman Who Wished to Die," with its

pair snatching belatedly at the joy of

youth; in "The Child in the Garden,"
with its demure Victorian title and its

impish flouting of the virtuous middle
age. Queerly enough, in the last story of
the lot (chronologically an early story
perhaps?) Mr. Merrick lets himself han-
dle precisely the "Conrad" material with
something very much like Victorian sen-
timent. Here we have a gay, dreaming
youth bending to the treadmill and be-

coming a man of acknowledged "suc-
cess." At the moment when he has won
general recognition as a great lawyer
and a "dry stick," a relic of his youth
turns up to mock him. Long ago in his

stage-loving days he has written a farce—accepted by a manager but never pro-
duced and almost forgotten. Now it is

to be "put on" in the provinces, and the

author, under his old pen-name, is in-

vited to rehearsals. The upshot is a re-

birth of the "Bob Lawless" whose shoes
have been filled by that dry stick, Robert
Blackstone, prominent member of the

bar; and a "heart interest" which does
not (as so often with this writer) crum-
ble to dust in our hands. Of course he
does not even here lapse into the grosser
errors of the sentimental method. He
does not try to make us believe the farce
a masterpiece :

" 'No Flies on Flossie'

tottered for six nights, died and was
buried" sums up that work. Nor does
he force Robert Blackstone, K. C, to

throw up his job in order to make way

for the cheerful "Bob." But his smile,
as he tells his story, lacks the bitter (not

embittered) quirk which may as much
as anything have protected him from the

embraces of a huge public.

"After Thirty" is the humorous study
of a period which has had relatively
small attention from Anglo-American
story-tellers. It is neither hay nor grass,

youth nor age. The humor and pathos
of a later decade have been much played
on since the day of that "Princess and
the Butterfly," which Bernard Shaw re-

viewed under the heading "Mr. Pinero
on Turning Forty." But the perilous
thirties are only now being opened up
(with us) as a field for literary comedy.
And as a rule it has been the woman
of that age who made her appeal to the

story-teller. Mr. Street's amiable philan-

derer, Shelley Wickett, is an amusing
and by no means far-fetched type. His
amours remain within those bounds of

racial continence which seem so quaint
or so downright incredible from the Eu-

ropean point of view. Shelley is never

physically "unfaithful" to his mate; and
however he may rove, his heart is true to

Poll. As for Poll, or Molly, she under-

stands within reason. Her own eye and
ear have ranged, once or twice; and she

has learned the secret that "husbands

and wives become a little tired, now and

then, of always knowing, in advance, ex-

actly what the other is going to do and
think and say." Therefore she is pa-
tient with the erring one until a certain

coarsening of his taste touches her pride
too roughly: "A wife has to have some-

thing to take pride in," she cries, turn-

ing upon the bewildered Shelley. "And
if she has to put up with a philandering

husband, about all she has left is to take

pride in the kind of woman he philanders
with." In the end Shelley has to be jolt-

ed awake by rude means; but there is a

fair outlook for him and his Molly when
the curtain falls.

In "Jurgen" Mr. Cabell treats the

same theme (among divers themes) in

an infinitely larger and more imaginative
fashion. His fable of the henpecked

pawnbroker who was 'once poet and

lover; who gets back a year of his youth
at his old wife's expense, adventures

after happiness in wild places, and re-

turns enlightened and content to his shop
and scolding mate: there could be no

better vehicle for this writer's wit and

fancy. He has often done the brilliant

and unexpected thing, with an air which
one would call indifferent if it did not

betray a certain defiance. To a recent

volume of essays he appended a series

of the most unfavorable reviews of his

books that the press could be made to

yield. On the other hand, he glosses the

present volume with a number of pre-

fixed "quotations" from alleged com-
ments on the Jurgen story. "Too urbane
to advocate delusion, too hale for the
bitterness of irony, this fable of Jurgen
is, as the world, a book wherein each
man will find what his nature enables

him to see; which gives us back each
his own image; and which teaches us

each the lesson that each of us desires to

learn." Whether the book is really big
or merely a colossal "stunt" one cannot

be sure; but it is worth the re-reading
which will sooner or later answer that

question. Here are eloquence and a nim-
ble fancy, a darting eye and a musing
brain behind it, playfulness, malice, ten-

derness—indecency. For it is a book

of male humor in the good and less good
senses— frank— "Rabelaisian," as we
say, ignoring the fact that there is a

Rabelais wherever men smoke and dine

untrammeled. It frolics in print and

somewhat excessively. . In his learned

"Foreword" Mr. Cabell mocks at the

critic who shall play prude with his inno-

cent tale, this "folk-tale of Poictesme,"

which he now conveys for the tale's sake

to English readers: "And this tale of

old years is one which, by rare fortune,

can be given to English readers almost

unabridged, in view of the singular deli-

cacy and pure-mindedness of the Jurgen

mythos: in all, not more than a half-

dozen deletions have seemed expedient

(and have been duly indicated) in order

to remove such sparse and unimportant

outcroppings of mediaeval frankness as

might conceivably offend the squeamish."

This is disingenuous to the point of im-

pudence; for even the unsqueamish male

draws the line somewhere. Our jester's

erotic symbolism is over-insistent, and

so mars a fantasy which contains much

beauty, in substance as well as in form.

H. W. Boynton

Dante
Life of Dante Alighieri. By Charles

Allen Dinsmore. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co.

FULL
as the world is of books on

Dante—concerning whose abundance

it may be said, as of the multitude of

angels, that "determinato numero si

cela"—it is still possible for a lucky

Dantist to produce a work that shall in-

terest other Dantists. The thing is be-

ing done every year. A new nest of

facts, a novel but plausible theory, a

fresh line of interpretation will command

attention from the most jaded of spe-

cialists. But to publish something that

shall catch the eye of the unattached

literary browser and hold him until he

really shall have breathed the atmosphere

of Dante—that is a performance rare
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indeed, so difficult are the first steps of

introduction between parties that seem

at first sight to have nothing in common.
Unless all signs fail, however, this baf-

fling social feat has been accomplished by
Mr. Dinsmore, whose new book will be,

into the bargain, a delight to the tired

Dante man. So cunningly does our au-

thor stalk his subject, so deftly does he

attack it, so unremittingly does he keep

up the interest, that one could scarcely

conceive a browser walking the earth to-

day "si duro che non fosse punto." Mr.

Dinsmore is no novice at the art. Al-

ready two works by him have commended
him to Dantists, and Dante to the pub-
lic. His "Teachings of Dante," many
years ago, struck at once a sympathetic
chord. His "Aids to the Study of Dante"

has bountifully lived up to the promise
of its title. Now, thrice steeped in the

spirit of the master, full of knowledge
and enthusiasm, he leads the way sure-

footed over the stream and through the

seven gates into the Noble Castle.

To begin with, he furnishes a back-

ground. In fifty-odd pages he gives us

a picture, first of the great 13th century
as a whole with its ideals and its poli-

tics, then of old Florence, her history,

her disposition, her families and feuds.

"Divisions and struggles have their

compensations. If not too exhausting,

they quicken the mental and moral qual-
ities of a people to great activity. They
save from self-indulgent sloth, they train

the citizens to self-sacrifice, devotion,

steadfast loyalty to a common cause. The

glory of Florence was synchronous with

her militant and fevered life. All her
immortal works were done during those

periods when the tide of battle flowed

frequently through her streets. Her
world-famous citizens, from Dante to

Savonarola, were born and trained dur-

ing her periods of storm and stress.

When quietness and order settled upon
the city after the expulsion of the Me-
dici, then the people had peace, but it

was the peace of spiritual and intellectual

death." This Part closes with a thought-
ful comparison of Babylon and Jerusa-

lem, Rome and Athens, Venice and Flor-

ence, in each case a contrast between

stability and brilliancy, between solid-

arity and individualism.

Against this background is projected,

during the 160 pages of Part II, the

career of the hero, as far as it is known
or can be inferred, both his inner and
his social life, both his political and his

literary activities. Considering how
scanty are the data that have come down
to us, the fulness of this narrative—a

fulness attained without padding or pro-

lixity—bears witness to the author's re-

sourcefulness. All that can be ascer-

tained is so treated as to bring out its

complete significance and its effect on

the poet's temperament. Insoluble prob-

lems, such as that of the personality of

Beatrice, are discussed with discretion.

Interesting comparisons are made be-

tween the slowly developing youthful
Dante and other young poets, particular-

ly Milton.

The career of each was divided into three

distinct periods of nearly equal length. Each

enjoyed a studious and leisurely youth, rich

in opportunities for gathering poetic material

and for refining his genius, each early won
generous fame for lyrics and sonnets of un-

usual beauty, each at about the same age dedi-

cated himself to a lifelong task by which he

hoped to gain terrestrial immortality. . . .

Then for each there followed approximately
two decades of severest discipline. The con-

templative singers, dreaming of immortality,
were snatched from their gentle, iridescent

worlds of ideals and cast violently upon the

rocks of actual evil conditions. Each was
made fit to write a world poem by experienc-

ing the world's fiercest passions and its ele-

mental struggles. . . . The nineteen mus-

cularizing years of the English poet were pro-

longed for the Italian to twenty-three. Thus
for two decades at the same period of their

lives these two poets held their supreme am-
bitions in the background while absorbed with

concerns of more immediate moment. Each
knew instinctively that he could not write an

epic until he had lived heroically; that the

characters from which issue immortal poems
are not fashioned by the splendor of dreams

drifting through the mind, but by toil, sor-

row, and spiritual victory. ... In despon-

dency, disillusionment, and faith the one pro-

posed to justify the ways of God to men, the

other to reveal to men the true path to God.

Milton was engaged for some six years on his

"Paradise Lost,"_beginning in 1658 and finish-

ing in 1665. Dante was absorbed in the "Divina

Commedia" for an equal period—from 1314

until his death in 1321.

The third and most important Part

treats of Dante's character and genius.

Here we learn the true meaning of the

"Divine Comedy" to its author and to us,

its political and religious message, and
we are made to feel its stimulating, up-

lifting effect on the reader. Here are

shown to us the intellectual mysticism,
the imagination, the refined sensitive-

ness, the consistency and reserve, the

craving for love and truth and the hatred
of evil, the fondness for order and horror

of discord, the energy of will, the faith

which, in Mr. Dinsmore's phrase, consti-

tute "the Secret of Dante." A highly

suggestive, original little chapter sets

forth the maturing influence which the

conception and the working out of the

"Commedia" exercised on Dante's own
nature and talent. Seven pages suffice

for a survey of his "Defects of Charac-

ter." A consideration of his artistry in

its varied phases leads to a brief "Con-
clusion."

Mr. Dinsmore's own artistry merits all

praise. His choice native vocabulary
mates so easily and richly with Dan-

tesque snatches that the novitiate will

find himself happily reading Dante be-

fore he knows it. The volume is at-

tractive, too, in outward form. In addi-
tion to a map of the 13th century Flor-

ence, it contains seven handsome illus-

trations, among them portraits of Dante,
Farinata, Boniface VIII, and Guido
Cavalcanti.

C. H. Grandgent

The Run of the Shelves
rpHE making of many books is a custom
-* which our race has derided and de-

plored. The need of making the books,
however, was a check upon their increase.
That check is no longer operative. A
book like Mr. Don C. Seitz's "Artemus
Ward" (Harpers) is a demonstration
that in our day books can be written,

printed, published, bought, and read
without being in any effectual sense
made. Mr. Seitz has provided lodging
for so many facts. A book more desti-

tute of fashion, of feature, of any of the

things expressable by derivatives of the
Latin facio, it would be difficult to imag-
ine. It is not a bad book exactly; it

lives in a sort of Nietzschean twilight,

"Beyond Good and Evil." Its facts will

give pleasure to people who like anecdote
and laugh easily.

Charles Farrar Browne, who added an
"e" to a name whose homeliness had sat-

isfied his parents, and who replaced it by
the pseudonym "Artemus Ward" in hi3

commerce with the public, was overtaken

by consumption in England in 1867, dy-
ing at thirty-three in the ripeness of his

talent and the blossom of his fame. He
had beyond question that "genius to be
loved" which Mrs. Browning, thinking of

quite another person, declared should ob-

tain for a man the "justice to be hon-
ored in his grave." Mr. Seitz might have
honored Charles Farrar Browne better

if he had loved him less. He has come
upon many new or half-new sayings and

writings of the funmaker, and his inser-

tions are comprehensive and indiscrimi-

nate. There is a dangerous post-mortem
phase in the career of writers when a

reputation becomes a preservative of

the very things that threaten its own
endurance. The following "mournful re-

joinder," as Mr. Seitz very fittingly

terms it, was made by Artemus to a

friend who told him on a certain retribu-

tive morning that he didn't look like a

humorist: "No. I am a headachist."

Bright men do certainly say things of

this kind, and the memories of friends

are relentless.

Much is made by the critics whom Mr.
Seitz quotes (Mr. Seitz himself in the

matter of criticism keeps strictly to the

side-lines) of the relief which Browne's

platform humor derived from the "acci-

dental pathos," the "hesitating, per-
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plexed candor," of his delivery. It was

that "lively work upon a sad and solemn

ground" which Bacon found so agreeable

in his essay on "Adversity." Now, in

Browne this contrast was temperamental,

and writing was his specialty; it is ac-

cordingly very surprising to find that a

leading trait and the prime defect of his

written humor is the entire absence of

this species of relief. Everything is not

only funny but facetious, not only hu-

morous but jocose. Far more diverting

than nine-tenths of the pleasantries as-

cribed to Browne himself is John

Bright's naive criticism of the celebrated

Mormon lecture: "Its information was

meager, and presented in a desultory,

disconnected manner."

In 1917, under the somewhat pompous
title of "Aristodemocracy," Sir Charles

Waldstein, now Anglicized into Sir

Charles Walston, published a voluminous

treatise on ethics, in which he sought to

bring the world "from the Great War
back to Moses, Christ, and Plato." His

aim was to re-state the old moral truths

of human experience in terms suitable to

modern civilization. Now, as a supple-

ment to that work, he adds a smaller vol-

ume, which he calls "Truth: An Essay
in Moral Reconstruction" (Putnam). In

a series of brief chapters he unfolds the

functions and need of truthfulness in

various departments of private and pub-
lic life. What he has to say in regard
to the essential place of this much neg-
lected virtue in international diplomacy,
in the conduct of certain officials, such

as tax collectors, in the management of

newspapers, and the like, is sound and

timely. No doubt his conclusions are for

the most part familiar enough; but oc-

casionally, as in his analysis of the rela-

tion of truth to efficiency, he presents
certain facts of human nature in rather

a new light and in a manner likely to

arrest attention. No one can get harm
from reading the book, and some may de-

rive benefit ; but it is a pity that the mor-

alist manifests so deep a relish of his

own wisdom, and quotes from his own
earlier publications so complacently.

Truth cries for a more disinterested

lover. We might recommend the reader

of the present work to peruse, or re-per-

use, "The Religion of Nature"—"that
fine soliloquy of Wollaston's," as Gray
called it—which made something of a

sensation in the early years of the eigh-

teenth century. It is in fact a masterly

disquisition on truth as the essential pre-

requisite of all virtue. Benjamin Frank-

lin was employed upon this work as a

compositor in Palmer's printing office,

and was probably a good deal influenced

by it in forming his own religious opin-

ions.

The Larger Education

IN
1862, after years of warfare, with-

out and within Italy, Carlo Cattaneo
declared: "In to-day's struggle, schools

are of more value than armies. For the

latter conquer, but schools convince, and
thus triumph permanently."

The argument has been raised that

militarism and education are not incon-

sistent. Philosophically, we must be

prepared with an answer to the ques-
tion whether education is to be sub-

sumed under militarism, or whether
warfare itself (when it breaks out) is

a part of the great human educational

process. Educationists maintain that

priority of education over militarism is

proved for every practical purpose by
the consideration that education is uni-

versally essential in the development of

the child into the man; at most, warfare
is only an occasional necessity. Hobbes
insisted irresistibly—and the ordinary
man hardly needs persuasion—that a

perpetual state of universal warfare
would be intolerable. A perpetual state

of universal opportunity for education

is, on the other hand, becoming the only
thinkable condition of future human
progress.

Nor do we accept as successful the

attempt which is made, consciously and

unconsciously, to unite the two forces

of militarism and education, bridging
over their contradictions in aims by the
intense inculcation of "patriotism" in

the school. The idea of a narrow "na-
tionalism" has been read into education

by politicians without due regard to pos-
sible consequences. The glorification of

military deeds of the past, concentration
on national military successes, and on
forceful men as national heroes have
invested the "patriotic" with a glamour
which renders it difficult of analysis
from a distinctively educational point of
view. The excellent educational (as
well as political) side of the insistence

on patriotism is so attractive that it is

forgotten that it is all the more likely
to suffer from the excess of its own
good qualities. Self-centredness in the
individual human being is readily recog-
nized by impartial spectators as unpleas-
ing, and as a hindrance to his highest
development. But in a group or a
a nation, even in a small one, and, a for-

tiori, in a large one, it is often curiously
regarded as a positive virtue. We have
witnessed the effect of patriotic obses-
sion in the case of a Treitschke, a

Delbruck, and others. How striking
is the warning of Mommsen: "Have a

care, gentlemen, lest in this state, which
has been at once a power in arms and a

power in intelligence, the intelligence
should vanish, and nothing but the pure
military state should remain!" Patriot-

ism, then, in the sound state, has its

necessary educational limitations. The

overwhelming answer to undiluted pa-

triotism is that self-centredness in the

nation is as detrimental to the highest
educational progress as is self-centred-

ness in the individual. On the other

hand, it is the sine qua non of pure
militarism.

The "new" educationists, having
thrown over the ballast of Greek and

Latin, and having espoused subjects

relatively easy to explain to the ordi-

nary man, feel secure in the plea of

modernity. Mathematics, the natural

sciences, the vernacular language, liter-

ature, and history, a little music, a little

manual work, a little civics, and perhaps
occasional patriotic lessons; surely such

a curriculum, founded on modernity,
saves the school from militarism and

from all forms of obscurantism. Yet, in

avoiding the dogs and wolve3 of Scylla,

the "new" school runs grave risk of

falling into the whirlpool of Charybdis.
In Great Britain there has never been

any fear of education falling a prey to

military exploitation, but schools have

come within the reach of another grip—
that of industry and commerce. Parents

are only too eager to encourage the turn-

ing of modern studies into some prac-

tical, "useful" direction ; more definitely,

into vocational education. It is urged
that the vocational training solves not

only the parents' problem, but also the

educational demand of the nation.

Yet, judged by the standard of self-

centredness, vocational education occu-

pies merely an intermediate position be-

tween individual and national self-cen-

tredness. From the social and human

standpoint, it combines, or may com-

bine, the disadvantages as well as the

advantages of both. It shares the dan-

gers of the local and the national form3

of self-centredness in so far as it is sec-

tional rather than human. It tends to

narrowness, to limitation. Yet the

highest aim of education is to help the

mind to direct itself at will away from

its immediate environment of locality

and occupation, or, as it has been said,

to "estrange itself from itself," so that

it may enter by sympathetic imagina-

tion into the "best" of what has been

thought and done in the past, or of what

in the present is being done at a dis-

tance. The "new" or "modern" educa-

tion in as far as it is confined to the

"practical," the "useful," the "local," the

"national," in short, the present and

near at hand, suffers from the defect

pointed out by Shakespeare :

Home-keeping youth have ever homely
wits.

We must never forget that education

is a form of mental travel. Its aim

might be described as that of sending

the youth en voyage, intelligently.

Hence the inadequacy of regarding the

local as the staying-place, rather than
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the starting-point of education. We
know the breadth of view ordinarily-

characteristic of the "traveled" man.

We should seek in our schools and col-

leges to afford the educands (who are as

yet, and possibly likely long to remain,

untraveled) opportunities of trained

soundness of judgment and width of

perspective, in its measure of possibil-

ities, like the traveler's. The fewer the

opportunities of the pupils for personal

physical observations of things at a dis-

tance (whether in time or space) the

more earnestly should the school en-

deavor, by sound methods, to fill up gaps
of knowledge, and to round out the lim-

ited scope of the pupils' knowledge.

Moreover, with the World War there

has come to us all a great encircling,

cosmopolitan environment, involving
enormous scales and standards, histor-

ically, geographically, and morally, for

which the merely local and occupational
are absurdly inadequate measurements.
Not since the time of the sixteenth

century Renascence, or even the more
distant Crusades, has there been such a

unity of aim amongst the best spirits

the world over. It is this new post-war
humanism which seeks to be brought
into relation to education. The "new"

education, to-day, should be something
newer (and paradoxical as it may seem,
at the same time older) than the "new"
education of the pre-war decade. The
Allies, at any rate, have borne testimony
to the need of enthusiasm for a com-
mon humanism, instead of a lonely

absorption in their own individual na-

tional concerns. And so, the new edu-

cational outlook must reflect the new
human aspirations towards common
ideals. The nation which will save its

educational soul must lose it in some-

thing larger than any solely environ-
mental interests. Education for locality
and for vocation only justifies itself in

so far as it points pupils towards the

higher intellectual, moral, human inter-

ests, which transcend, in their educa-
tional implications, the personal, the

local, the vocational, and even the na-
tional aspects. The latter type of

knowledge—the earliest and the nearest
to the child—supplies the earliest con-
crete subject-matter of instruction.

But the human implications must shine

through the whole of the fields of in-

struction, whatever the starting-point,
whether subjects be called "new," or
whether they be "old;" be they local, or
be they national.

Whether the humanism necessary as
a readjustment to new world-wide
ideals implies a change in the school
and academic curriculum is another

question. To some extent, the subjects,
and certainly their method of treatment,
I think, should be reconsidered. But
humanism itself is not so much a prob-
lem of the subjects taught as of the

quality of the spirit brought into the

teaching. The spiritual rapprochement
of all the Allied nations has come with

a swiftness unparalleled in the history

of the vorld. It is unique in that it

has permeated at the same time both

the teacher and the pupils of the present

generation. The marvelous resources

for almost immediate information—the

wireless, the telephone, the telegraph,

the newspaper, the letter-post
—make

distant environments almost as im-

pressive to our mental vision as our local

surroundings. Multitudes of boys and

girls, as well as adults, visualize scenes

abroad in the mind's eye more vividly

than the school-ground itself. This is

the opportunity for education to unite

the local and the ultra-local into a sense

of the human. Whilst the flood of in-

formation has thus so indescribably

both quickened and widened "wits" at

the same time, the restraint of knowl-

edge has disciplined the will. Multi-

tudes of our people, teachers and taught,
have readily acquiesced in censorships
on knowledge, and waited patiently for

news on which hung their deepest hap-

piness, at the moment, and for the whole

of their future. Both in receptivity of

knowledge, and in the harder task of

self-control and foregoing of informa-

tion, for the good of a cause common to

many countries—a new educational

spirit of humanism is now in existence.

Self-centredness has been suspended.
The entente cordiale is not simply an

Anglo-French understanding; it has be-

come a human sentiment. The problem
is to include this as the spirit of educa-

tional endeavor, and to secure the con-

tinuity of the humanist spirit for the

future as well as for the present gener-
ation. In Great Britain there are great
educational possibilities. Already, that

country is committed to the project of

compulsory education up to 18 years of

age, and if the new Continuation

Schools can rise to their high oppor-

tunity the cause of humanist education

has a great future before it.

In England we can look back to a

striking example of the effect of war on

educational thought, none the less sig-

nificant because so well known. In the

great struggle against the spirit of des-

potism by which the country was threat-

ened from within in the Great Civil

War of 1642-49, in the very midst of

that war, John Milton issued his tractate

"Of Education," June 5, 1644. Amid the

grim expenditure of blood which threat-

ened the extinction of the best of his

fellow-countrymen, Cavalier and Puri-

tan, Milton was brimful with the eager-
ness of his high spirit, and yet saw no

solace except in the thought of the

future influence of culture and educa-

tion. He longed for youth to become
"renowned and matchless men."

This confident Miltonic spirit in edu-

cation is wanted more than ever to-day
throughout the nations, in primary,
secondary, and university grades. It

will not be produced, of course, by
grandiose curricula, though Milton gave
curricula the benefit of the doubt by
suggesting his truly Titanic programme.
Milton wished to give the best to the
select spirits of his time; we, for the

future, may contemplate it as the her-

itage open to all. For we have learned
that the masses of the people also are
entitled to their share in the "best."
The quickened stimulus which England
has received towards the great world
outside, once realized, can not be allowed
to dwindle, without losing a noble edu-
cational opportunity. Educationally this
wider outlook provides the remedy
against self-centredness of groups and
sections, as it does against militarism.
"Armies conquer; schools convince"—
and convince permanently. We shall not
seek to follow Milton's curricula, but we
shall inevitably lose educationally if we
do not seek to imbibe his spirit. "To
govern well is to train up a nation in

true wisdom and virtue, and that which
springs from it, magnanimity. Take
heed of that."

Foster Watson
Orpington, Kent.

Drama
C I

Hedda Gabler" at The
Neighborhood Playhouse

["

BEGIN by the proffer of praise andx
homage to the Neighborhood Play-

house for its courage and bounty in

bringing the English players to act "Hed-
da Gabler" in New York. Ibsen after

Broadway is as great a relief as Hedda
after Tesman. I shall leave Broadway to

extract what solace it can from the reflec-

tion that Tesman, conversely, might be a
relief after Hedda.

I followed Miss Octavia Kenmore's
Hedda with interest, if also with tran-

quillity. Miss Kenmore is a woman
whom the eye willingly follows, and even
where her acting was bloodless I did not
find it insipid. At times, especially in

the first act, she evaded the ear and the

mind, she was gliding and fugitive, she

drooped and swayed, her speech became
a succession of asides. Hedda is frivol-

ous without being fragile; the original-

ity of her, the terror, lies largely in the

opposition between the massiveness of

her temperament and the flimsiness of

her character. Regina in "Ghosts" is

appalling in the same way. There is iron

in Hedda; there is no iron in Miss Ken-
more. Hedda is truculent and insolent,

where Miss Kenmore is, or comes close to
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being, pouting and saucy. The actress

parted from Hedda again and again; I

think she was glad to part from Hedda.
In her relation to the stronger woman
she was almost like Mrs. Elvsted—at

once clinging to Hedda as a resource and

shrinking from her as a menace.
I did not feel that Miss Kenmore al-

ways forsook nature in forsaking Hedda.
She became natural in another fashion.

The last act was well done in a way,
though not in Ibsen's or in Hedda's way.
The attitude in death was original and

superb, but within half a minute of the

shot, the audience was laughing at a

mannerism of Tesman's, and Miss Ken-
more cheerfully acquiesced in the theory
that it was all a joke by the promptness
of her smiling resurrection. Mr. Charles

Henry Meltzer, writing to Miss Kenmore,
is quoted thus: "By sheer intelligence

and art you almost bridged over the abyss
between the two women whom the author

has named Hedda." Mr. Meltzer is, of

course, quite right about the author's

two Heddas, but he seems to think that

almost bridging a chasm is almost as

good as quite bridging it—a notion

which, in the Alps or Andes, he might
be tempted to reconsider. To my mind
Miss Kenmore finds one Hedda and fum-
bles for the other.

Mr. Leigh Lovel's Judge Brack is pri-

marily a lawyer, a Dickens lawyer, of the

sapless Tulkinghorn or phlegmatic Grew-

gious type, who draws the net around
Hedda with the effect of foreclosing a

mortgage, and utters the convulsive final

words: "People don't do such things"
with the air of announcing : "The court

is adjourned." He has address of a kind,

but no pungency. His Judge Brack is

resignedly elderly, while Ibsen's is com-

batively young. An amour in middle

age, like a picnic in October, is con-

ceivable, but one fails to imagine a pic-

nic in November or an amour in Mr. Lo-

vel's Judge Brack.

Mr. Albert Bruning's Tesman is a suc-

cess; it is even more remarkable than

successful. The play is crowded with

Tesman; Tesman dominates and over-

rides the play, the little Tesman, who in

Ibsen's version was the fly upon the pane,

buzzing indeed, but petty in its obtru-

Biveness. Mr. Bruning's Tesman is large-

limbed (Ibsen's seems almost frisking),

with movements ponderous even in flexi-

bility, and every detail in the acting is

capitalized. Much of this, though con-

founding, is really good, and the part

would have been memorable if Mr. Bru-

ning had been able to inform and enrich

its entire substance with the shadings

and undertones of its supernal mo-

ments. No fool is pure fool; Tesman is

a not unlikable, perhaps a not unlovable,

fellow. The blending of the farcical and

the human in certain parts of Mr. Bru-

ning's work was admirable; latterly the

farce gained upon the human nature.

Nothing else calls for particular men-
tion except the unfinished yet appealingly
human portrayals of Miss Tesman by
Miss Augusta Haviland and of Berta by
Miss Ruby Hallier.

I thought the severe but tasteful au-

ditorium congruous with Ibsen, but the

meagre stage seemed encumbered by its

own properties, and the action was left

to pick its way through the lanes in the

furniture. The performance was at times

too rapid for the full grasp of the more

delicate particulars. Ibsen can be prop-

erly acted only by those who share both

the fineness of his insight and the cour-

age of his leisure. For actor and audi-

tor alike Ibsen is a man whose "nectar

crowns the lips of patience"; even spec-

tatorship should be perusal in a sense,

though of course it should be far more

than perusal. For the chisel of Ibsen,

which works slowly, because it works

firmly, I felt that the actors now and then

substituted the hastiness and smudgi-

ness of the brush. I wanted to cry:

"Give me time" ; and I felt that Ibsen, if

present, might have joined in the cry.

0. W. Firkins

Books and the News
Prohibition

THE frequent rumors that war-time

prohibition is about to end, that it

is not to end, that it is really going to

be enforced, that restaurants will con-

tinue to sell light wines, that this is not

violation of the law, that it certainly

is violation, that whiskey called sherry
and sherry called ginger ale may still be

obtained,—all these items in the news
show that the enactment of the prohibi-

tory amendment did not lay the subject

forever on the shelf. Even in the face

of the amendment, a reader may care to

study the subject.

He is offered a choice of books which

may cause him to smile. "A Text Book
of True Temperance," by M. Monahan,
sounds as fair, upon the face of it, as

"The Cyclopedia of Temperance," edited

by Deets Pickett. And so, perhaps, it is.

But as Mr. Monahan's book was pub-
lished by the United States Brewers'

Association, and Mr. Pickett's by the

Methodist Book Concern, readers will

naturally expect to hear the Text-Book

appeal to St. Paul in behalf of wine,
and the Cyclopedia call upon the Prov-

erbs to show that wine is a mocker.

Those who have time to spend upon this

kind of controversial book may enjoy L.

A. Banks' "Ammunition for the Final

Drive on Booze" (Funk, 1917) with its

selections in prose and rhyme on the
order of the sentimental ballad, "The
Bar-Keeper's Wife"; Wilbur F. Craft's

"Why Dry?" (International Reform Bur.

1918); Charles Stelzle's "Why Prohibi-

tion?" (Doran, 1918), a book of smash-

ing argument, rather than sentimental

appeal ; and Richmond P. Hobson's "Alco-

hol and the Human Race" (Revell, 1919),
which even an unsympathetic critic ad-

mits is calm and unimpassioned, though
its arguments are time-worn and likely

to appeal only to those already con-

vinced.

Two books for reference, from their

nature necessarily more impartial, are

Wayne B. Wheeler's "Federal and State

Laws Relating to Intoxicating Liquor"
(American Issue Pub. Co., 1918) and
Lamar T. Beman's compilation, "Selected

Articles on Prohibition . . ." (Wil-

son, 1917). The latter, a "Debater's

Handbook," consists of excerpts from ar-

ticles on both sides.

Alcoholism is studied in George B.

Cutten's "The Psychology of Alcohol-

ism" (Scribner, 1907), T. N. Kelynack's
"The Drink Problem of To-day" (Me-

thuen, 1916), by various British medical

men, and J. Starke's "Alcohol, the Sanc-

tion for its Use" (Putnam, 1910). The
recent work by George Elliot Flint, "The
Whole Truth about Alcohol" (Macmillan,

1919), is a readable and vigorous on-

slaught against the prohibitionists, upon
the text "alcohol is an evil, but . . .

not all evil." Dr. Abraham Jacobi, who
introduced the book, called it a "pro-

test against the outrages of pessimistic

prohibitionists," and the New York
Times characterizes it as "a fair state-

ment." A prohibitionist would undoubt-

edly condemn it as unfair and untrue.

On the prohibitionist side one looks

in vain for any such effort for

truth as in the books issued by the Com-
mittee of Fifty. These volumes, their

authors and promoters, have been at-

tacked, sometimes violently, by prohibi-

tionists. But probably in preference to

any other books named in this article, an

honest investigator should read: F. H.

Wines' and John Koren's "The Liquor
Problem in its Legislative Aspects"

(Houghton, 1897), "The Liquor Prob-

lem; a Summary of Investigation Con-

ducted by the Committee of Fifty"

(Houghton, 1905), John Koren's "Eco-

nomic Aspects of the Liquor Problem"

(Houghton, 1899), and Raymond Cal-

kins' "Substitutes for the Saloon"

(Houghton, 1901). Another book, not

issued by the Committee, but written by

one of its investigators, is John Koren's

"Alcohol and Society" (Holt, 1916). It

is praised by non-partisans, but is repug-

nant to the temperance societies.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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American manhood will fight Bolshevist

dissolution as readily as it fought Prus-
sian militarism.

/°» ONSIDERABLE mystery surrounds^ the release from custody of Robert

Minor, the American Bolshevik who was
arrested and held by the American mili-

tary authorities at Coblenz, charged with

circulating seditious literature among
the American soldiers, in the interest of
the Russian Bolsheviks and the German
Spartacists. This release was made the

subject of inquiry in the Senate, and on
October 23 Secretary Baker made a
statement in regard to it which does not

entirely clear up the matter. It would

appear that the evidence upon which the

case against Minor rested was the testi-

mony of an agent of the Military Intel-

ligence, who had ingratiated himself
with Minor and the Spartacist conspira-

tors, and this evidence alone, without
corroboration by other witnesses, was
regarded by the Judge Advocate-General
as insufficient to convict Minor of the se-

rious charge, although he was personally
convinced of Minor's guilt.

Secretary Baker's explanation gives
rise to several conjectures. It now ap-

pears that immediately following the re-

lease of Minor additional important evi-

dence became available. Nevertheless,
Minor was allowed to depart, and mak-
ing his way to America, to take up,

again his work of Bolshevik agitation
with brazen effrontery. The question

insistently presents itself as to why, in

view of the known facts, he was not de-

tained pending further investigation,
and what was the source and inspiration
of the telegram sent from Paris to sus-

pend action against Minor. Further-

more, it seems strange indeed, in view of

Secretary Baker's statement that on the

day after Minor's release the War De-

partment obtained corroboration of the

charges against him, that no action has
been taken to place him again under ar-

rest and bring him to trial.

'T'HE surprise defeat of the British
"* Cabinet is a symptom of the general
revulsion, noticeable all over Europe,
from that unquestioning submission to

Ministerial dictatorship which the neces-

sity of war had forced on the people's

representatives. From a controlling

body, jealous of its sovereign rights,

Parliament had been degraded to an
obedient flock of followers, and the War
Cabinet, Lloyd George's Government
within the Government, ruled supreme.
The coupon election was an attempt to

create a permanency out of war's make-

shift, and the people, still under the spell

of the glorious victory, were fooled into

renewing the payment of those sovereign

rights with which that glory had been

bought. Several bye-elections which
went against the Government were the
first indications of the people returning
to a normal state of mind. The adverse

vote over a clause in the Alien bill is

even more significant, coming as it does
so soon after Lloyd George's success in

settling the railway strike, which gave
fresh vigor to his popularity. The
breach struck in the Cabinet's position

has, indeed, been patched up, but the

weak spot will be exposed to fresh at-

tacks. The old struggle of parliaments

against autocracy has to be fought anew
in another form in this democratic age.

^PHE part played by the labor members
•*- in this passage at arms between the

Cabinet and Parliament deserves to be

put on record. The question at issue was
an amendment, proposed by the Govern-

ment, and intended to alter the drastic

clause withholding pilotage certificates

from all aliens in favor of a number of

French pilots for whom special provi-
sion had been made in the existing Pi-

lotage act. The opposition against it

was led by the Unionist wing of the

Coalition party, and when the Labor
members became aware of the advantage
they could score by supporting that re-

volt within the Coalition, they voted
with the anti-aliens against the amend-

ment, thus sacrificing to an immediate

party gain the principle of international

brotherhood. We wonder what impres-
sion this will make on the comrades
across the Channel who pilot the ship
of Labor through the cross-currents of

French politics. The French pilots have,

indeed, got their privilege granted, after

all. But they do not owe this satisfac-

tion to the support of British Labor but
to a compromise between the Cabinet
and Parliament, the latter having con-

sented to reconsider the decision in ex-

change for a return to Cabinet respon-

sibility and a promise of more regular
attendance of the Prime Minister in the

House of Commons.

JCH bin cin Pilger, der sein Zeil nicht kennt,
Der Feuer sieht und weiss nicht wo es

brennt,
Ich bin ein Traumer, den ein Lichtschein nam,
Der in dem Sonnenstrahl nach Golde scharrt.

These lines are from a poem by Erich

Muhsam, one of the Spartacist leaders,

who is atoning with long years of in-

carceration for his share in the mad com-
munistic experiment at Munich. Muh-
sam has fallen a martyr to his strained

idealism. The tragedy of his fatal self-

deception is strikingly expressed in these

verses. They are significant not only
of the poet's errantry, but of the aimless

wandering of all his fellow-believers in

latter-day communism. Pilgrims to a
shrine they do not know, led astray by
the glowworms of Utopia into the bog
of national self-destruction, they are

blind leaders of the blind, pitiable for

their deficiency, but criminal for pre-

suming in their blindness to guide their

fellow-sufferers.

rpHE German ex-Crown Prince has ex-
-*- pressed a desire to bring back the old

simplicity of court life, says the Times

correspondent in Holland. The wish is

father to the thought in foolish people.
In the wise it is a child of necessity.

Caricaturists have discovered in Willy
of Wieringen's features a likeness to

wily Reynard the Fox. It now appears
to be more than a superficial resem-

blance. There is vulpine wisdom in the

pretense that grapes, which do not grow
in the inclement air of Wieringen, are

a sour and offensive kind of fruit.

«"DELLA gerant alii, tu felix Austria

•^nube." Let others make war—
thou, happy Austria, make marriages.

By marriage, not by conquest, so ran
the boast of the Hapsburgs, had the Aus-
trian dynasty extended the realm. Hence-
forth this imperialistic abuse of one of

the sacraments will be impossible. By
passing an act abolishing the name of

"German Austria" and substituting the

title "Republic of Austria," the National

Assembly has precluded all possibility of

expansion by matrimonial connections.

The vow before the altar of two crowned
individuals has ceased to have a binding
force for the union of nations. By their

free will only can that union be con-

summated. But the freedom to unite is

not granted to peoples unconditionally.

It is limited by being made subject to

the consent of the comity of nations.

This right of control was, although un-

der protest, recognized by Germany
when she cancelled the clause in the new
Constitution providing for the incorpora-

tion of Austria with the Empire. And
the National Assembly at Vienna, in its

turn, has, under compulsion of the Su-

preme Council, eliminated from the re-

cently adopted Constitution the provision

declaring Austria to be a composite part

of Germany. Bella gerant alii, tu felix

Austria nube. Austria has, none the

less, waged her war, and bitterly atones

for it by this compulsory vow of celibacy.

WHAT one would like to do to a man
who was actively disloyal to his

country in time of war, and what one

can do in all fairness and with due re-

gard to processes of law, are two quite

distinct things. But it is reassuring to

observe that there is at least one place

where such a man is not made welcome—
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the Congress of the United States. Of

course, those whose disloyalty merely
suffered an eclipse, went as it were into

dignified retirement for the duration of

the war, are under no particular dis-

ability. In fact, the forces of law and

order were recently put at the dis-

posal of those who wished to indulge a

long-suppressed taste for German opera.

If the War Depart-
ment now considers

demobilization com-

plete, why, asks the

droughty Review,
should not the ban on

liquor be lifted at

once ? It expresses
the fear that the Ad-
ministration may be

"lending itself to the

expediency of keeping
the country dry until

Constitutional prohi-
bition shall take ef-

fect." This the Re-
view condemns as

"helping to promote
a spirit of lawless-

ness." But it is not

lawless to take the

trouble to read the

law, as the Review

appears not to have
done. War-time pro-
hibition is to end, not

merely with the com-

pletion of demobiliza-

tion, but with the

proclamation of peace
by the President ; and
the Attorney-General
has held that this can
not be until after the

Treaty is ratified. We
supposed that every-

body knew this. Cer-

tainly, the liquor-sell-
ers know it. — The
New York Evening
Post, Oct. 22.

The law—which was quoted verbatim
in an earlier number of the Review-
says nothing about "the proclamation of

peace by the President." The Presi-
dent's view of it was stated as follows in

a cable message to Secretary Tumulty
printed in the newspapers of June 29 :

I am convinced that the Attorney-General
is right in advising me that I have no le?al
power at this time in the matter of the ban
on liquor. ...
The act provides that after' June 30, 1919,

until the conclusion of the present war and
thereafter until the termination of demobil-
ization, tlie date of which shall be determined
and proclaimed by the President, it shall be
unlawful, etc.

This law does not specify that the ban
shall be lifted with the signing of peace, but
with the termination of the demobilization of
the troops, and I cannot say that that has
been accomplished. . . .

When demobilization is terminated, my
power to act without Congressional action will
be exercised.

It will be noticed that the President's

refusal was expressly based on the fact

WHAT
constitutes

demobilization?

This is a question on

which the Adminis-
tration should throw

some light
v
at once. If

war-time prohibition
should be further con-

tinued on the ground
that the conditions of

the bill which made it

operative on July 1

still exist, an authori-

tative statement to

that effect would be

welcome at this time.

Some days ago Rep-
resentative R a i n e y
said that the War De-

partment regarded de-

mobilization as com-

pleted. If this is true,

or even if the public
thinks that it is true,

and if the Adminis-
tration is lending it-

self to the expediency
of keeping the coun-

try dry until Consti-

tutional prohibition
shall take effect, it is

helping to promote a

spirit of lawlessness

at a time when that

spirit is causing much
concern in various

spheres of activity.
—

Tbt Review, Oct. 18.

that he could not say that demobiliza-
tion had been accomplished. The reader
will observe, too, that the Review was
making no demand that 'the ban on

liquor be lifted at once," but only that

the Government make its position clear

to the public.

T'HE crime, however, of being

"droughty" is one which—to use the

language of a famous speech once famil-

iar to every schoolboy—we shall neither

attempt to palliate nor deny. We have

repeatedly declared our conviction that

Constitutional prohibition is a monstros-

ity. War-time prohibition is a matter of

merely passing interest, but Constitu-
tional prohibition is of abiding impor-
tance as related to the principles of guv-
ernment in general, to the spirit of out

own historic union of self-governing

States, to the ideals of individual liberty,
and to the character of personal and so-

cial life. In every one of these respects

except the last, we look upon Constitu-

tional prohibition as a great and unal-

loyed evil. As regards the last, every
man of sense must admit that rigidly en-

forced prohibition will do a great deal of

good ; but that the good will be purchased
at a tremendously great sacrifice, per-
sonal and social, is our profound convic-

tion. To think of drinking as merely the
satisfaction of a morbid or half-morbid

physical craving is to ignore what it has
done to cheer and solace and refresh mil-

lions in all ages, to make a genial social

atmosphere such as nothing else has been
able to produce, to furnish that occa-

sional escape from strain and dullness

which so many of the finest spirits that

the world has ever known have found of

inestimable help and value to them. We
do not believe that the sacrifice ought
to be made, and we are in some measure
doubtful whether even the gain which
we admit it will effect, and which we ad-

mit is very great, will prove in the long
run to be a real one.

In any case, the settling of this ques-
tion in such a way as to place it perma-
nently beyond the control of the people

by any process of statutory legislation is

both juristically and practically a mon-

strosity. The Review would have been

glad to have the opportunity of doing
what little it could to oppose its consum-

mation, had the Review been in existence

before the thing was done. As for the

Evening Post, so far as we can remem-

ber, it confined its expression of judg-
ment to solemnly informing its readers,

from time to time, that if the mora!

sense of the people demanded the amend-
ment the amendment would be passed.

The conclusion to which the Evening
Post was itself impelled, either by its

moral or its intellectual ?ense, was a se-

cret which it kept carefully locked in its

bosom.

HPHE hearty approval of good citizens
*

goes out to Governor Smith in the

vigorous rejoinder he has made to the

abuse long heaped upon him by Hearst's

newspapers. One reason why New
York has suffered so often from unfit of-

ficials has been the supposed necessity

of nominating candidates able and will-

ing to keep the peace with Hearst. His

support during a campaign need not

necessarily condemn a candidate, as it

may be merely a baited hook for the fu-

ture, not compensation in advance for

compliance already guaranteed. But the

well-known record of years past makes
his continued support, after election, a

warrantable ground for suspicion. The

spectacle of a public official under the

domination of such an influence is abhor-

rent. When the Governor asserts tha1»

he could have had Hearst's support by

paying the price, the statement may be

accepted at once as entirely consistent

with all that is known of Hearst meth-

ods. Unfortunately, the necessity of de-

feating Tammany makes it difficult for

voters to express at the polls their ap-

proval of the Governor as against Hearst.

TT should interest any son of Harvard,

•^•during the present movement for in-

crease of endowment, to read over the

address of James Russell Lowell deliv-

ered thirty-three years ago, during the

celebration of the two hundred and fif-

tieth anniversary. Admitting that Har-

vard teachers had not won much distinc-

tion by pushing forward the boundaries

of knowledge, he laid the blame largely

to the fact that the energy which might
have been ample for this higher service

had been consumed on labor which should

not have been exacted from them. "They
have been underpaid, and the balance

made good to them by being over-

worked." But the one thing from Low-
ell's address of thirty-three years ago
which the Harvard of to-day can best

adopt and endeavor to realize is its clean-

cut and lofty definition of what he held

up as the appropriate Harvard ideal.

"Let it be our hope to make a gentleman
of every youth who is put under our

charge; not a conventional gentleman,
but a man of culture, a man of intellec-

tual resource, a man of public spirit, a

man of refinement, with that good taste

which is the conscience of the mind, and
that conscience which is the good taste

of the soul." As the finished product
to be desired, without raising questions
of content of curriculum or method of

instruction, at what point would even

the most modern educational theorist be

willing to attack this definition?
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Now for a Genuine
Conference on Labor
OECRETARY LANE has a happy fac-^

ulty of hitting the nail on the head.

He has never been more successful in

doing so than in his simple statement of

the cause of the breakdown of the Con-
ference at Washington. "The Industrial

Conference," he says, "never really got
started. It died at its birth, because

questions arose which it was not pre-

pared to meet then." That is the truth,

and, so far as the mere fact of failure is

concerned, it comes very near to being
the whole truth. It is easy enough to

contend that if the employers' group had
been more conciliatory, some form of

resolution about collective bargaining

might have been adopted. It is

easy enough to contend that if the labor

group had remained in the Conference,
instead of incontinently bolting when it

failed to have its way, all the groups

might eventually have been brought into

some kind of agreement. But the dif-

ficulty lay, at bottom, neither in the votes,

nor the speeches, nor the personal bear-

ing, of the delegates; it lay in the fact

that there is really a big issue which has

neither been fought out nor thought out,

and which it was chimerical for a hastily

gathered assembly of miscellaneous per-
sons to expect to settle by the adoption
of a mere form of words, however clev-

erly put together.

The resolution upon which the Con-

ference suffered shipwreck may or may
not have meant what the employers'

group—i. e., a majority of that group—
regarded it as meaning. But here is the

dilemma: it either did mean to make a

vital change in the relations at present

existing between the labor unions on the

one hand and employers and non-union
workmen on the other, or it did not. If

it did, the employers' group were not

prepared to yield to the demand; if it

did not, there is no reason why the labor

group should have made its acceptance
the indispensable condition of their wil-

lingness to do anything whatever to im-

prove existing conditions. The fact that

the labor group broke up the Conference
when they failed to get the resolution

adopted—though they displayed a readi-

ness to accept what on the surface looked

like important qualifications to the reso-

lution—seems to show that they looked

upon it as meaning a fundamental gain
in their campaign for universal union-

ization. This does not prove that it was

wrong ; it does prove that the matter was
not one to be disposed of without infi-

nitely more careful consideration of its

real purport, and its probable practical

effect, than the Conference gave to it.

The President's Cabinet has done wise-

ly not to accept this failure as final. Its

present plan, of calling together a new
Conference, "representing the body of

the public and not divided into groups,"
and consisting of "approximately fifteen

of the most prominent Americans," opens
up the possibility of accomplishing re-

sults which the recent Conference, even

if it had held together, was hardly fitted

to achieve. Everything will depend, to

be sure, first upon the choice of the men,
and secondly upon the method they will

adopt. Assuming that the membership
is of the right calibre, the Conference, if

it is to attain any valuable result, will

have to realize that this can be got only
at the cost of a lot of hard thinking about

both the facts and the opinions which
underlie the whole situation. And it will

have to be willing to lay down the out-

come of that thinking in such a form that

the actual practical effect of the recom-

mendations will he patent to all men.
In regard to a great many questions—

questions with which the recent Confer-

ence, too, might have dealt helpfully, had
it not been run on the rocks—this last

requirement will present no special dif-

ficulty. On such subjects as working con-

ditions, profit-sharing, regular contact

and understanding between workers and

management in a given establishment,
automatic adjustment of wages by refer-

ence to an index-number of prices—on

these and many other things, whatever
conclusions the Conference may arrive

at, there will be no special difficulty in

making them plain. These are not the

subject of bitter controversy, and they
involve no principle vitally affecting the

structure of industrial and general life.

It is the questions of the rights and pow-
ers of organized labor that will put both

the wisdom and the courage of the Con-
ference to the test.

The new Conference may arrive at no
definitive result on these questions, and

yet be far from having been a failure.

For it may, without solving the prob-

lems, throw such light on them as will

enormously help the public to take a just
view of specific controversies when they
arise. The indispensable condition of

such helpfulness is that what is said shall

have a real and substantial meaning. A
mystic formula, which may be inter-

preted in any specific instance as meaning
whatever the interpreter chooses, is

worse than nothing. We want to know
what those fifteen eminent Americans

really think about the closed shop—the

province of its legitimate application, the

dangers of its universal prevalence. We
want a clear and firm recognition of cer-

tain rights of organized labor; but we
want also an unmistakable assertion of

the duties corresponding to these rights,

and of the absolute supremacy of law.

We want to have an authoritative

statement of the limitations to which,
in the opinion of the Conference,
the right to strike ought to be sub-

ject, especially in the case of occupations
in which a strike means paralysis of the

essential activities of the community.
We want a statement of the principles
which determine when refusal to arbi-

trate a dispute is to be regarded as an
offense against the public good and

against public morals.

However well this work may be done,
it is idle to expect that it will bring to a

sudden end the age-long controversy over

the "rights of labor." But it is not too

much to hope that it may bring about
real progress, and tend greatly to dimin-

ish the frequency and the duration of

industrial conflicts. To quote Secretary
Lane again, we "want to see a new con-

ference of leading minds that will think

in practical terms, a real council of na-

tional defence against the kind of civil

war which some seem to think another

irrepressible conflict." So far as the

crucial questions of controversy are con-

cerned, to think in practical terms means,
above all, to think in such a way that the

practical intent and working of your con-

clusions shall be fairly evident; the trou-

ble about the resolution offered in the

recent Conference was that it was an at-

tempt to cover by a few smooth words a

difficulty that all men know to be too

deep-seated for such treatment. As un-

derstood by many, perhaps most, of the

delegates, it would make almost no

change in existing relations; but in the

opinion of one of the leading members
of the employers' group Its real purpose
was "to force, if possible, the hundreds
of thousands of employers in industries

throughout the country to recognize the

labor unions whether they will or will

not." In the findings of the new confer-

ence, there must be no possibility of such

confusion of counsel. If it thinks "in

practical terms," it will not only promote
many particular schemes of amelioration,

but will do at least something to clarify

thought, and promote good understand-

ing, even on the most critical of contro-

versial issues.

But the men chosen for this task must

frankly face the fact that its difficulties

are real, and not due merely to wanton

perversity. To ascribe the trouble whol-

ly to the failure of men to look at things

in the right spirit is an error as fatal

as the opposite error of regarding the

trouble as being immovably rooted in

the everlasting nature of things. If the

idea that nothing is possible leads to

paralysis, the idea that everything is

possible leads to futility.
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When thk Public

Strikes

WE are beginning to hear from the

Third Estate—the public. Its gi-

gantic outlines are beginning to define

themselves, the giant's strength is tug-

ging at its hamperings, it gives forth

mutterings indicating that it will shortly

be broad awake. Enceladus is getting

ready to arise. Only now and then in

the history of the world has the usually

good-natured giant cast off his chains.

The rest of the time he is a good deal of

a butt, gladly suffering plausible fools

to an extent that incurs the contempt of

some high-minded people who forget to

praise him for his ultimate wisdom in

refusing to be led to his own destruction.

He has been fooled so often that he has

developed a kind of skeptical caution

that makes him slow to correct abuses,

in the hope that they will somehow cor-

rect themselves, and equally slow to em-

bark upon hopeful experiment lest the

last state prove worse than the first. It

is only in the long run that the public is

either wise or strong.

But the longest run comes some time

to an end. At such rare times in the

past, the public has become effectively

conscious of itself. It has realized that

it exists -by virtue of no mere mythologi-

cal or philosophical license of speech. It

has seen clearly that it is no mere huge

residuum, helpless and unorganized, the

result of an elimination of all small, well-

defined classes that know exactly what

they want and propose to get it. The

public is no such No Man's Land over

which opposing forces contend. It is not

defined by negation—it comprises all

those people who are able and willing to

live a life of their own with a decent re-

gard for the rights of others to do the

same. It has its enemies, and now and

then it feels bound to take notice of

them, to destroy them, usually by some-

what drastically educating them—and

itself.

The public has long recognized its

criminally-minded enemies, and it Is

gradually learning how to deal with

them. It once found its enemies in

kings, and it spent a good deal of effort

toward limiting the harm that kings

could do, even if in the process it has

not yet wholly learned to govern itself.

It again recognized its enemy in ecclesi-

astical oppression and it proceeded to

put the church, if not where it belonged,

at least out of the places where it did

not belong. It recognized an enemy in

human slavery and it destroyed it. The

public does not often strike, but when
it does it strikes hard and at the big and

obvious thing.

With one of these rare crises the pub-
lic is faced to-day. In the struggle be-

tween "capital" and "labor" it is giving
signs that it is no longer minded to play
the disastrous role of innocent bystander.
It has a stake in the game and it pro-

poses to see fair play and some observ-

ance of the rules. In such a contest it

is natural that the public should find it-

self in sympathy with much on both
sides. It is itself composed almost en-

tirely of people who labor—all such nat-

urally wish to see so much general im-

provement of the conditions of life as

may be possible. At the same time, it

realizes that a civilization which may
be broadly defined as "capitalistic" is

the only one that can supply it with a life

that a human being would find tolerable,

furnish it with food and shelter and the

joys of the chase that reside in the pur-
suit of happiness. It values a constitu-

tion which guarantees the right to play
the game, but it would gravely distrust a

constitution which pretended to assure

each individual that he would win it.

Realizing all this, it has for some time

set itself the task of educating "capital."

It has made a good deal of progress,

setting metes and bounds in various di-

rections, and finally inducing in the mind
of "capital" a willingness, an eagerness

almost, to clear away the many remedia-

ble faults that remain. Capital has

grown aware of the existence of a public

and begins to defer to it. But there hat

been as yet no sign that "labor" recog-

nizes the existence of a public. Quite

evidently the public has now in its hands

the task of educating "labor."

Just as the public is very far from

feeling hostility to "capital" as an insti-

tution, finding indeed its sole hope in it

and its objection only to certain practices

and men who take advantage of these

practices to the public's detriment, so it

cannot possibly regard "labor" as in it-

self an enemy, since most of the public

themselves labor. But in certain prac-

tices of "labor" and in certain men wno
turn these practices to public disadvan-

tage it now clearly recognizes its ene-

mies. Its mind is growing clear on sev-

eral points. The Boston police strike

defined in its mind one point beyond
which the right to strike does not ex-

tend. The steel strike convinced it that

it could not afford to tolerate on the part
of a few revolutionary minded leaders an

assertion of power which they did not

possess but hoped out of the resulting

turmoil to obtain. It put up with a

transportation strike in New York for

one day, but to trust to that tolerance

another time would be rash. Toward the

threats of the future it is beginning to

set a very determined face. How is the

game to go on if one little group after

another picks up its toys and goes home?
The public proposes to see that the game
goes on. It is not in the least inclined

to listen to the few who want to get up
a brand-new game.
But how is the public to teach these

very elementary and obvious things to

"labor," or rather how is it going to

maintain an existence while "labor" is

learning them for itself? At first glance
the modern public does not appear very
self-reliant; a too nearly complete spe-
cialization of functions has left it ill able

to take care of itself. The British pub-
lic, however, trained by the rigors of four

years of war, gave a very good account
of itself i.i the recent railway strike.

The public at a pinch stepped in and did

its own transporting. Our own problem
is harder, distributed as we are over dis-

tances that are continental and with less

of war's hardening discipline than has
fallen to the lot of the European peoples.
But the American people may as well

make up their minds now to prepare for

an emergency. It must learn to shift

for itself in a pinch. It must be ready to

mine its own coal, to transport its own
materials, and above all to get along
without those things which the stress of

an emergency will render impossible of

supply. It will be an arduous and costly

business, but it offers the only means of

persuading those who do not yet know
of the existence of a public, or who un-

der bad leadership have defied it, to re-

sume with full consciousness their place
in it. The issues are not less than those

of life and death, and life is worth hav-

ing at the cost of a little sharp discipline

endured with perfect confidence of ulti-

mate success. When the public stands

ready to strike it strikes once and strikes

no more—at least for a very long time.

All its members—and that means almost

everybody in the country—earnestly

hope it will not have to strike at all.

The Treaty Still in

Danger
fTUIE Foreign Relations Committee of
* the Senate has brought in a mass of

reservations bristling with all manner ot

difficulties, many of them breathing a

spirit of hostility to the proposed League
of Nations, and some of them calculated

to rob it of all efficacy. It is of course

impossible to claim for these reservations

what had all along been claimed for those

offered by Republican Senators who had
declared their anxious desire to have the

treaty ratified without subversive change,
and who had shown how this could be

effected while safeguarding our country
against danger or injury. With these

reservations adopted by a majority of
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the Senate, the alleged purpose of either

the Republican leaders or the Adminis-

tration forces to defeat the Treaty by

preventing a two-thirds vote in its favor

might well be regarded as an empty
threat Neither Mr. Lodge and his co-

adjutors on the Republican side, nor Mr.

Hitchcock with the President behind

him, could afford to go before the coun-

try as having wrecked the Treaty when
so fair an opportunity had been pre-

sented of saving it.

Should anything like the Committee's

fourteen reservations be adopted, the

situation will be wholly different. If the

Treaty should then fail for want of a

two-thirds vote, the Democratic Senators

who voted against it would be fully justi-

fied in placing the blame for failure upon
the Republican marplots who had wan-

tonly piled up needless and fatal obsta-

cles to its adoption. And even if the

two-thirds vote were obtained, the Presi-

dent could not be blamed for rejecting

a result the acceptance of which would

be an absolute stultification of his own

rereated declarations.

In the event of such an outcome of

the struggle in the Senate, the group of

Republican Senators known as "mild

reservationists" will be placed in a pitiful

position. They will have failed to carry

out the high purpose which they had

avowed, to fulfil the great responsibility

which clearly rested upon them. The

programme of the Foreign Relations

Committee, even with the amendments

eliminated, flies in the face of all that

Senators like McCumber and Kellogg and

several others have stood for; and the

programme can not be carried out if that

group of Senators stand firm for what

they believe to be right. But if they
mean to stand firm, now is the time for

them to make their intention unmis-

takably known, and thus fore'end all

sorts of possibilities of confusion and
mischief.

The blame for failure, if failure there

is to be, will not rest primarily, however,

upon the' moderate reservationists. It

will rest upon them only in as much as

it has been in their power to comnel suc-

cess in the face of wofully bad policy

both on the Administration and on the

anti-Administration side. Mr. Lodge
has manajred to unite in his leadership
what might be thought the almost in-

compatible faults of indecision and trucu-

lence; he has combined a maximum of

offensiveness with a minimum of definite

purpose. And the Administration side

has shown an utter failure to realize the

necessity of obtaining by a reasonable

spirit of compromise and cooperation tht*

aid of those without whose help it has

been plain from the beginning that suc-

cess was impossible.

Nor should another unfortunate factor

in the case be left out of account. Among
the thick-and-thin supporters of Mr. Wil-

son, opposition to the Covenant has been

represented as inspired solely by partisan
or personal malice, and has been con-

temptuously dismissed as sure to prove
a mere bluff in the end. This has been
as mischievous in its practical effect as

it has been at variance with the truth.

Throughout the country there are many
men as high-minded, as sincere, and as

competent as any advocate of the Cove-

nant, who are profoundly convinced that

it involves dangers that outweigh the

evils which even outright rejection ol

the Treaty would involve. To brand all

its opponents in the Senate as partisan
or malignant is as gross a libel as it

would be to place a like brand upon its

supporters. These tactics have accom-

plished nothing whatever in the way of

breaking down criticism, but have un»

questionably served to intensify resent-

ment and to stiffen opposition. The time

is not yet, however, for casting up ac-

counts; what is wanted at the moment
is action, irrespective of who is to blame
for the difficulties and perplexities of

the situation.

When the Dew is on
the Corn

rPHE Daylight-Saving law, a happy by-
-*

product of the war, was repealed by
the votes of Congressmen who explained
their action as due to pressure from the

farmer. Farm workers of to-day, we are

told, will not be dragged into the fields

while wheat and corn are still dripping
with the dew. How old-time farmers,
lured into city life during the past twenty
or thirty years, must rub their eyes and
look again as they read all this in the

morning paper! The farmer, shivering
at the thought of the dew, unwilling to

set his foot on the grass until sure that

his shoes will not be dampened ! What a

contrast with the time when, as a boy,

you hiked over the pasture-field looking

among clumps of pawpaw bushes for old

Selim, long before rosy-fingered Aurora
shot the hill-tops with her shafts of gold.

If his erratic grazing drew you under

the honey-locusts in the still imperfect

light, you might even have to sit down in

the dew and extract a thorn from your
foot, like the boy who has come down to

us in bronze from some thorny field of

the old Mediterranean world, though
minus his sculptural dignity and plus a

more comprehensive outfit of clothes.

And after you had caught your horse

and curried him, eaten your brc .kfast

and reached the field with the double-

shovel cultivator of that day, there was

still dew enough on the corn to soak

through your shirt and trickle down your
sides as you went back and forth between
the rows. If you had not appeared until

the dew was gone, your neighbors would
have thought something wrong.

In time of hay harvest, in those days,
the ring of whetstone on scythe, or the
clatter of the mowing-machine if your
field was fairly level, was often heard
while the moon still had power to throw
a shadow. If you used the scythe, you
knew how much more easily the stems
were snipped while still soft with the dew
and the larger the amount down at an

early hour, the more you got from the cur-

ing rays of the sun in the heat of the day.
In berrying season, the big and little sis-

ters of the household were out in the

briar-lined gullies as soon as there was
light enough to tell a ripe berry from a

green one, and back in the kitchen with
their pails full for the jam jars, long be-

fore the sun was high enough to draw
the dew either from the berry bushes or

from its secondary lodging in their hair

and dresses. The farm clock of that ear-

lier day could have been adjusted with
little violence to such mild legislation as

has just been repealed. If not a daylight
saver by instinct, it was so by compul-
sion. It was generally well ahead of sun

time, and if not so nicely geared as to run

precisely twenty-four hours to the solar

day, the discrepancy was not usually on

the side of laziness. To its initial handi-

cap allowance was added the fact that the

regular time for the dinner horn was
about the hour of eleven. And if the

housewife wanted to go to town in the

afternoon, it might have emergency aid

in reaching that hour. The attitude of

the old-time farmer and his family to the

time-piece was about as irreverent as

that of the old Roman, who bluntly said,

"My belly is my clock. It tells me when
dinner-time comes."

The question most troublesome to the

farmer visiting his city relatives in the

past was what to do with the seemingly
interminable space between daybreak and

the call to breakfast. Lying awake in

bed so long was an impossibility, de-

veloped from lifelong habit. Nor was he

trained to enjoy sitting in a room and

looking at windows across the street, or

reading the Ladies Home Journal, or

some volume of 0. Henry or H. G. Wells

which he might find on the table. If he

could find his way from bedroom to door

without too much danger of inciting a

burglar alarm, he was more likely to

solve the problem by a stroll through the

streets, with a stop at some all-night res-

taurant, where ham and eggs, or buck-

wheat cakes and sausage, might prepare

the way for "breakfast" two hours later.

But now it is the city clamoring for early
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hours, and restoring by local ordinance

the daylight-saving repealed by Congress
under pressure from the farm, where the

toiler is unwilling to dampen his apparel
with the moisture of dewy morn. Is the

3cene to be reversed? Will the city girl,

on vacation at the farm, be seen soaking
her skirts in the early dew in search of

peaches or berries with which to quiet

the complaints of her stomach until her

country cousins announce the eight-

thirty coffee and rolls? Or will she stay
in her room and try to read the National

Stockman or the Poultry-Breeders' Ga-

zette until the hour when one can be

seen out of bed on the farm without los-

ing social caste?

In early Spring, or "when the frost is

on the pumpkin," the dew is of course a

little chilly. But the old-time farmer sim-

ply threw in a little more physical exer-

tion, racing with his comrades, perhaps,
to see who could put up the most corn-

shocks, ten hills square, before the call

of the dinner horn. The chill of the dew
was met and routed by the steaming
sweat of toil. But the Corn-cutters'

Union would object to that, and it might
be necessary now to keep up a fire at

each end of the field, or furnish each cut-

ter with something like the fur-and-

leather outfit of the aviator, if corn must
be cut in a temperature under forty de-

grees Fahrenheit. Otherwise the horri-

ble sufferings of the tiller of the soil

might bring some Foster from afar to

the rescue with a general strike, and a

demand for a four-hour farm day, be-

ginning at ten o'clock.

We do not know the identity of the

maiden to whom George Darley addressed

his "Morning-song," nearly a century

ago. She was in the country at the "dra-

matic date" of the effusion, as he bids

her "behold how the early lark springs
from the corn"; but no one who knows
the older farm life and reads the verses

through will mistake her for a genuine

country girl. But now that even the

hired hand refuses to wet his toes in the

morning dew, the rural swain may per-

haps fitly appear under the farm-house

window at about 9 A. M., and sing to

her who in an earlier day would have

had the cows milked a good three hours

past, the words of the closing stanza :

Then wake thee, my Lady-love!
Bird of my bower !

The sweetest and sleepiest

Bird at this hour!

In remote spots among the hills, "Dad"

may still get out and pole his lima beans

before sun-up, and the boys jump from

their beds by five o'clock, otherwise if

not voluntarily. "In the by and large,"

however, with both houses of Congress

afraid to ask the farmer to move up his

clock in Summer, for fear of suggesting
his presence in the field while yet the

dew is on the corn, who shall say that

the tiller of the soil is too stolid to

change? At present, in his opposition
to what others regard as a notable

achievement of social progress, his atti-

tude is just a little irritating. But in

abandoning his old-time early rising, due
to centuries of inherited habit, he has

shown his ability to change. In time,

perhaps, he will come the complete cir-

cle, and get back to early hours again

by the route of a culturally implanted de-

sire to get out, if not in his corn-field,

at least in his automobile, and enjoy the

sensuous charms of "incense-breathing
morn." By that time, however, some
other class may discover a grievance in

"daylight-saving," and Congress will fly

the track again. After all, we may be

doomed to find that nothing short of a

world war can unite us all in support of

the easy trick of outwitting our tradi-

tional horology by forcing the helpless

hands of the clock to point to six when
it is really only five.

An Artists' Haven
TV/j"

R. LOUIS TIFFANY has devoted
"•^ his Long Island estate, with a gen-

erous endowment, to be an artists' home.

There is no intention to found a school.

Only residents who already have their

rudiments will be admitted. Confidence

is placed in the value of congenial asso-

ciation, of a dignified and relatively care-

free manner of life, in withdrawal from

confusion, and in access to the founder' 1*

rich collections of decorative art.

As the benefaction of an accomplished
artist who is also a successful man of

affairs, the gift is significant Few liv-

ing artists have touched the whole field

of the arts and crafts at so many points

as Mr. Tiffany. An excellent painter, rn

inventor of iridescent glass, a master

decorator, Mr. Tiffany has had in his

immediate employ famous painters and

sculptors, capable journeyman artisans,

young students, amateurs—everybody
who in any degree can make or choose a

fine object. Probably few men of our

time have had so vividly, concretely, and

continuously before them the whole prob-

lem of the artist in the modern world.

His gift has behind it the weight and

the grace of experience.

One need not be a fanatical Malthusian

to see that social problems thicken with

the mere growth of population. We have

learned sooner to think in millions than

to live wisely in them. Especially has

the mere bigness of the world pressed

on the artist. It has put him at arm's

length from his patron, has necessitated

costly and cumbersome mediation by

dealers, has unhappily isolated the artist

or made him perforce more exceptional

than it is profitable for anyone to be.

It has put him at a long remove from his

patron's purse, taste and comradeship.
It has pretty well done away with the

old citizenship of the artist, with the

mental cooperation between himself and
his neighbors. City life particularly has

become hard for him. To live, he must

charge prices that sadly limit his public,

or he must live otherwise than by hi3

art, in poverty or subsidized dilettant-

ism. It is wholesome for the artist nei-

ther to live in eccentric Bohemias nor

yet to become the financial rival of the

neurologist.

Mr. Tiffany has felt that it is best that

some artists should live out of the city

in the companionship of their own kind,

and in touch with beautiful things. He
intends, we understand, not wholly to

support, but to aid, his guests. He will

do for a group of artists what many are

beginning to do for themselves. The
Macdowell Colony at Peterboro, New
Hampshire, represents an organized
form of a similar endeavor, and, apart
from the innumerable summer colonies

of artists, the year-round settlements at

Taos and New Hope express the same

tendency. Mr. Tiffany's establishment

will have the considerable advantage of

being in the country yet near the city.

There will be little temptation for the

artist to burrow too exclusively within

the bounds of his own idiosyncrasy. The
modern artist must feel the pulse of his

own time, and without being shattered

by its mighty and confused throbbing.

That is his dilemma. Such a haven as

Mr. Tiffany is to provide should help

many an artist to maintain a creative

serenity without losing the sense of the

tumultuous environing sea.
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The Threatened Coal Strike

THE threatened strike among the bi-

tuminous coal miners of the United

States is based oh an entirely new prin-

ciple of economics—an unsound princi-

ple that cannot be applied to any indus-

try, or in any country, which hopes to

advance or even to hold its own. This

principle was given expression in the

testimony of Captain Tetlow, statistician

for the United Mine Workers of Amer-

ica, before the subcommittee of the Sen-

ate Committee on Interstate Commerce,

which, under the direction of Senator

Frelinghuysen as chairman, has been

conducting an investigation of the coal

eituation. It is, in effect, that industry,

and the coal-mining industry in particu-

lar, must furnish steady employment at

all times for the men engaged in it.

When, as is admittedly the case in the

present situation, the number of men on

the payrolls exceeds the number neces-

sary to work the mines steadily for 300

days in the year, or is more than is re-

quired to produce all the coal needed for

this country and for export, the number
of working hours must be reduced so

that each man shall be retained on the

payrolls, and without any reduction in

his monthly or yearly earnings.

The present demand for a six-hour

day and five days a week is predicated

upon the claim that because of broken

time, due chiefly in the early part of the

year to a lessened demand for coal, and

for the last few months to a shortage of

railway cars, the miners have been able

to average only about that amount of

working time and in that time they have

produced all the coal which the market
would absorb or for which the railroads

could supply the cars and the motive

power.
It is true that the need for and the

production of bituminous coal this year
are much below what they were in 1917

or 1918. The production up to Octo-

ber 1, this year is something more
than 100,000,000 tons below what it was
for the same period last year, and con-

sequently the miner has made fewer

working hours and less total earnings
than he did during the period of the

war; but he has not had more broken
time in 1919 than in normal years pre-

ceding the war and he has had the ben-

efit of the increased wages to offset the

increased cost of living equal to those

•f wage earners in most other lines of

•mployment. The miner's vocation is

not feasonal in its character, like that of

the carpenter, the brick-layer, or the

stone-mason, and yet his average work-

ing time in 1916 was 230 days, in 1915,
208 days, in 1914, 195 days, in 1913, 232

days, and in 1912, 223 days. In a period
of twenty-five years preceding the war
the largest number of working days av-

eraged by the bituminous mine workers
was 234 days, made in 1899, 1900, and
1907. Under the abnormal conditions

produced by the war, the average work-

ing time in the bituminous coal mines

was 243 days.

Coupled with the demand for the six-

hour day, five days in the week, is that

for a 60 per cent, advance in wages. The
reason for this demand lies, of course,

in the fact that, with 60 per cent, adde 1.

to a 30-hour week, the earnings would
be the same as those for a 48-hour week,
and a little more than for the 44-hour

week, which is rather more general, for

in most districts Saturday is a half hol-

iday. It is quite evident, therefore, that

it is not because of dissatisfaction with

present earnings that the demands are

made, but in order that the same results

may be accomplished in the way of earn-

ings with 75 per cent, of the labor put
into the winning of them.

It is inconceivable that such extraor-

dinary and unreasonable demands should

be granted. They would increase the cost

to the consumer certainly as much as

$2.00, and possibly as much as $2.50 a

ton, and this in turn would naturally re-

sult in decreased demand for coal. Do-

mestic consumers would exercise greater

economy in its use, while railroads and

other large consumers would turn wher-

ever possible to fuel oil, a commodity
which is already making serious inroads

into the markets for coal.

With the decreased consumption of

coal and further broken time for the mi-

ner, Captain Tetlow's proposal carried to

its logical conclusion would necessitate

the establishment of, say, a 20-hour week

(four hours a day for five days), and
another advance of 50 per cent., and so

on, ad infinitum.

The sinister aspect of the present sit-

uation, and the actual basis of the

threatened strike, as set forth in the

declaration of the miners at Cleveland,
is apparently a determination to force

the nationalization of the coal-mining

industry. Advantage is taken of the

present season of the year on the part
of one party to a tripartite agreement
(the other parties being the operators
and the Federal Government) to abro-

gate that agreement without the con-

sent of the other parties, the agreement
which was made in Washington being
that the existing wage scale should be

effective during the continuance of the

war or until March 31, 1920. The action

of the United Mine Workers in thus re-

pudiating their agreement at a time
when they may believe they have the peo-
ple and the Government by the throat,
gives color to the suspicion, voiced in

some circles, that they have been influ-

enced by, and are acting in collusion

with, representatives of the railroad
brotherhoods in an effort to secure con-
trol of the transportation and the coal-

mining industries upon the plan pro-
posed by Glenn E. Plumb.

It is known that advocates of the
Plumb plan are at the present time
spreading propaganda through the coal-

mining region. There is a possibility, if

not a probability, in the view of many
who are concerned about the present sit-

uation, that the railroad brotherhoods
will join issue with the miners in any
walkout that gives promise of success
and thus add to the paralyzing effect, not

only on the transportation facilities, but
on all industries, and to untold suffering
on the part of the people.
An unfortunate phase of the situation

is that the Railroad Administration itself

cannot escape responsibility for a part
of the present difficulty, for, owing to

differences between the coal companies
and the Railroad Administration as to

the prices the railroads should pay for

their fuel, the transportation companies
have not contracted for their winter sup-

plies to be delivered in advance, but have
been buying almost entirely for imme-
diate requirements ; they find themselves
at this critical juncture with reserve

supplies at a dangerously low level. This

policy of the Railroad Administration
was largely responsible for the reports
of "no market" which were given as the

chief reason for reduced production in

the early months of the coal year ana
which produced in large part the broken
time complained of by the miners.

The railroad companies were not the

only culprits in this regard, however, for

large industrial consumers followed, to a

considerable extent, the same policy;

they have but themselves to blame for

any present shortage in their fuel sup-

plies, and they must share the respon-

sibility for a demand of a 6-hour day.

It would seem that the experience of

1917 should have proved a lesson on the

wisdom of forehandedness, but, if it was,

it has been soon forgotten..

During the last few months the com-

plaints of the bituminous coal-mine op-

erators have been directed at the Rail-

road Administration for failure to pro-'

vide the necessary cars with which even

to keep the mines and miners steadily em-

ployed, and which might enable them to

make up the deficiency caused by the pro-

crastination of the earlier months. The

hardships which the strike will produce

upon industry dependent upon coal must
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prove more serious than upon transpor-

tation, for, in the very nature of things
at such a time, railroads become pre-
ferred customers and may in addition ex-

ercise their powers of confiscation of any
or all coal for locomotive use. Suffering

among the domestic consumers who have

also failed to provide against the rigors

of winter by laying in their supplies in

advance (and this particularly affects

the poorer classes) must necessarily fol-

low. But aside from the mere heating
of the homes, the supply of gas for do-

mestic purposes, now chiefly used for

cooking, is largely dependent upon a

continuous supply of soft coal. The

shortage of bituminous coal would nat-

urally create an unusual demand for

hard coal, and, although the anthracite

miners are pledged by their agreement
of September 29 to remain at work until

March 31, 1920, the mines are unable to

produce anything like enough coal to

make good the deficiency.

The anthracite miners have been much
more wisely led than have their brothers

in the bituminous fields. Without any

display of heroics or blare of trumpets
the Anthracite Mine Workers' Organiza-
tion requested that the supplemental

agreement of November 15, 1918, which

provided certain wage increases as war

bonuses, and which was to "remain in

effect until the declaration of peace or

until March 31, 1920, in case peace is

not declared before that date," should be

extended until March 31, 1920, the date

upon which the present basic wage
agreement made on May 5, 1916, termi-

nates. In response to this request the

representatives of the anthracite oper-
ators and the anthracite miners met in

Philadelphia on September 29, and
continued the agreement. This action

called forth a decided expression of ap-

proval from Senator Frelinghuysen on
the floor of the Senate, in the same

speech in which he condemned the lead-

ers of the bituminous miners for their

unreasonable demands and for their high-
handed action in seeking to compel ac-

ceptance of their terms "without amend-

ment," with the penalty, as an alterna-

tive, of a nation-wide coal strike with all

the paralysis of transportation and in-

dustry, and of the suffering among the

people that such action would entail.

It does not seem possible that John
L. Lewis, acting president of the United
Mine Workers, and his lieutenants will

run the risk of bringing this organiza-
tion under the wrath of public opinion

by carrying their threat to the extreme.

The principal factor in the successful

conduct of a strike which materially af-

fects the people is the sympathy of the

people in the cause for which the strike

is called. In the present case public sym-

pathy is far removed from the workers
in the bituminous coal mines. The pub-
lic knows that the demands are out of

reason, and not an inconsiderable part
of that public realizes that the miners'

leaders are playing a hold-up game. An-
other part believes that the present atti-

tude of the mine workers is one of bluff

and bluster and that, brought face to

face with determination on the part of

the operators, backed by outraged and

indignant public opinion, the miners will

accept the proffered olive branch and

agree to a maintenance of the status quo
until March 31, 1920, as the workers in

the anthracite region have already seen

their way to do.

The writer is inclined to agree with

the editor of the American Coal Journal,

who in a recent review of the situation

stated that personally he did not believe

there would be a strike, although every
indication pointed that way. With him,
the writer is sanguine that in the end

good sense will prevail; that, though
the mines may be shut down for a while

in order that the leaders may save their

faces, a compromise will be effected be-

fore actual suffering begins, and that

bituminous coal will be mined pretty

steadily during the coming winter and

not on a basis of six hours a day, five

days in the week.

Edward W. Parker

The Hungarian Tangle
T^OR over a thousand years Hungary
*- has existed as a national entity. Ar-
mies have swept across the country;
the border states have changed their

boundaries, but the Hungarian bounda-

ries have remained. The reason of this

is geographical. With its rivers, its

plains, its mountains, Hungary was com-

plete and self-sustaining. Socially, the

composition of the state was a curious

survival of feudal times, picturesque per-

haps, but decidedly unpleasant for all ex-

cept members of the ruling class. The

great nobles dominated Hungary. They
were warriors, autocrats, impervious to

modern social ideas. None but members
of this class had any influence in the

Government. Below the nobles existed a

very restricted middle class, including

successful men in the commercial field,

but this class never exerted any impor-
tant influence on the country. The great
mass of people were and are peasants,

without much education and with little

ambition except to own land. The only

supporters of the late unlamented Bol-

shevist regime were parts of the laboring

classes in the cities and the large towns.

Half of the inhabitants of Hungary
are of alien race and this has made

thoughtless people accuse the Magyars of

conquering and then oppressing the in-

habitants of foreign states. That aliens

were oppressed is true, but they came to

Hungary of their own free will and this

colonization has given a queer twist to

the problem of self-determination. If

large numbers of Mexicans crowded into

Texas, settled there, multiplied, and fi-

nally outnumbered the native Americans,

exactly how long would it be before the

United States would be compelled to cede

Texas to Mexico on the plea of self-de-

termination? The problem of Transyl-

vania is precisely the same. The Ruman-
ians settled there, multiplied, grew to

outnumber the Magyars. Now Hungary

must cede that portion of its territory to

Rumania. From the Hungarian point of

view the same situation exists, of course,

with regard to the lands ceded to Czecho-

slovakia. Austria, and Jugoslavia. One
wonders whether the millions of Magyars
in the ceded countries will be less restless

than were the Rumanians and Czechs and
Austrians and Slovenes in Hungarian
territory. The outlook for peace is not

hopeful. The Magyars point out, also,

that in the distribution of their territory

ethnological reasons were given as deci-

sive, but that similar reasons did not hold

in other distributions of territory. Ger-

man Bohemia, for example, was given to

Czechoslovakia for economic and geo-

graphical reasons, although the inhabi-

tants of the territory were overwhelm-

ingly German-speaking. In Transylvania

equally vital geographical and economic

arguments were cast into the discard be-

cause slightly more than fifty per cent,

of the population were Rumanians. In

the Tyrol both economic and ethnological

arguments were ignored in order to give

Italy a better military frontier. "A

peace of violence," say the Magyars, "is

no less a peace of violence because of no-

ble-sounding explanations. Transylvania
is given to Rumania because a slight

majority of the people are Rumanian-

speaking ; Pressburg, overwhelmingly

Magyar, is given to Czechoslovakia be-

cause economically that state needs the

city on the Danube ; West Hungary is al-

lotted to Austria because Vienna needs it

as a market garden. Not a single reason

for the assignment of any particular

scrap of territory seems ever to apply to

Hungary."
Whether or not there is justice in this

claim is a matter for history to decide.

It certainly would have appeared more

straightforward if the Peace Conference

had said quite simply: "You Magyars
have proved yourselves, during centuries,
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aliens under your control. For this rea-

son we intend so to readjust your boun-
daries that these groups shall have an

opportunity of normal development in ac-

cord with their national characteristics."

Such a frank statement could hardly have
been more irritating to the Hungarians
and would have saved the Peace Confer-
ence many difficult explanations. It would
also have made impossible any Hunga-
rian appeal to world sympathy, because
the whole world knows what Magyar
rule, at least until recent years, has
meant.

What the world wants is peace, and no
sentimental consideration for the newly-
created nations or blind confidence in the

omniscience of the hordes of technical

advisers to the Peace Conference ought
to prevent consideration of the problem
as to whether the present "settlement" of

questions in the Danube regions and

present events there are likely to lead to-

ward peace.
The outstanding fact in Hungary to-

day is the Rumanian occupation. A con-

cise resume of what has occurred since

the Armistice is necessary to understand
this situation. Hungary signed the Ar-
mistice terms and apparently in good
faith. A government under Count

Karolyi was formed and continued for

seme months, in spite of the fact that the

boundaries laid down by the Armistice

were repeatedly violated by Rumanians,
Czechs, and Serbs, because Karolyi was
supposed to be on good terms with the

Entente and to be more likely than any
other to save some semblance of the an-

cient state. The Entente considered,

promised, did nothing to restrain the ra-

pacity of its little mid-European Allies,

and in the final crisis Karolyi, discredit-

ed, turned the Government over to the

Bolshevists. Bela Kun ignored the terms
of the Armistice as completely as his

neighbors had ignored it, proceeded to

build up a Red army, and made a very
successful raid in Slovakia. The Peace
Conference ordered him out. He with-

drew his armies and appeared to be con-

centrating them on the Rumanian fron-

tier—a frontier, it may be said, that was
already many miles west of the line pre-
scribed. Exactly what happened at this

point can not be determined. Bela Kun
actually attacked the Rumanians on July
20, but his army was quickly repulsed.

Whether he could have attacked again
had he wished, is not known. His army
had been recruited to save the state. Af-
ter it was formed the Bolshevists stopped

preaching nationalism and talked only
Bolshevist principles. These interested

the majority of the army not at all and,
after the retreat from Slovakia, deser-

tions occurred by the thousands. Such
an army could hardly have been consid-

ered a serious menace to Rumania, but,
on the ground that it was planning far-
ther attacks, the Rumanians prepared to

advance. Things happened with bewil-

dering rapidity. The Bolshevist Govern-
ment fell and was succeeded by a more
moderate but still radical Socialist Gov-
ernment. The Rumanians started toward
Budapest. If, at this critical moment,
Paris had shown determination and re-

source, the situation might have been

saved, but instead the Peace Conference

only warned the new Government to car-

ry out the Armistice terms—already vio-

lated by all concerned—and defined again
the frontier lines beyond which Hunga-
rian troops might not advance. In the
east this line was already imaginary, for
the Rumanians had long since crossed
it in their hot-foot advance on Budapest.
They took the city, almost without oppo-

sition, and on August 6, by a bloodless

coup d'etat, the Archduke Joseph seized

the reigns of government.
In any discussion of this illegal Ruma-

nian invasion it would be unfair to Ru-
mania not to admit, at the outset, that

the Rumanian Government probably had
as little confidence in the ability of the

Peace Conference to restrain the Hunga-
rians as successive Hungarian Govern-
ments had in the promises of the same
Conference to restrain the land hunger
of its Allies. Rumania had watched the

disorders in Hungary for months and
found conditions in August hardly less

chaotic than in March. Rumania saw lit-

tle hope of recovering the supplies car-

ried off by Germans, Austrians, and Hun-
garians after the seizure of Bucharest

during the war. Here was an opportu-

nity, Hungary being prostrate, to get

redress, and to atone for the ignominy
of the German-Hungarian entry into

Bucharest by a Rumanian entrance into

Budapest. However regrettable, such

considerations were so human as to

be almost legitimate. But beyond
the initial excuse there is nothing
to be said for Rumania. The in-

vasion was the most flagrant violation

of the Armistice that had occurred; al-

though practically unopposed, it was
characterized by a brutality that recalls

the German invasion of Belgium and
northern France. Looting and murder
were the order of the day and the people
dared not retaliate, since the Rumanian
Commander had stated that for any Ru-
manian soldier killed five Hungarians
would be executed.

But if little can be said for the Ruma-
nian invasion, no excuse whatever can be

made for the occupation. The Ruma-
nians have flouted the Allied Mission in

Budapest; they have laughed at the

Peace Conference in Paris, justifying all

they have done with true Oriental diplo-

macy. What these things are forms the
most recent chapter of human brutality.
The Rumanians destroyed the railway to

Vienna; they seized all the food they
could find ; they stripped machinery from
the factories, throwing thousands out
of employment; they requisitioned all

livestock; they carried off all medicines
and surgical dressings from the hospitals
in Budapest, leaving the patients in a

deplorable condition; they took all the
shoes from the orphanages, so that the
children will have to go barefoot during
the coming winter—all these things on
the ground of "military necessity" or be-

cause "they had been stolen from Ru-
mania." They seized practically all

the rolling stock of the country. It

is known that up to September 18, 759
locomotives and 18,495 cars had crossed

the Tisza River en route to Rumania.
Since that time they have taken so many
cars "for troop movements" that Hun-
gary has left only 4,500 cars for some
60,000 kilometers of line—and it takes

4,000 cars daily to feed Budapest alone!

These cars have not gone away empty.
Nearly 4,000 contained railroad and war
material and oil tanks; 500 more were
filled with leather; 2,461 were sealed so

that the character of the loot they con-

tained could not be determined. These
cars were all "stolen from Rumania, who
is only taking back her own;" yet large
numbers are cars belonging to the rail-

roads of Austria, Alsace, Czechoslovakia,

Italy, and Jugoslavia. Of course, Ruma-
nia has promised to furnish the Peace

Conference with a list of all requisitions
and to abide by its decisions, but what
this list will contain and how much will

ever be recovered is quite another mat-

ter. Apparently, the Rumanians intend

to remain in Hungary until after the

harvest, since Hungarian corn would be

appreciated in Bucharest. In the mean-

time, Hungary itself has been reduced to

a state of abject misery, with no food,

without materials, without money, with-

out work, without hope.
All this is the material side of the pic-

ture. On the moral and political side it

is no better. The Government of the

Archduke Joseph fell almost immediately

because the Allies, for once, took a firm

stand. The weak Friedrich Government
that succeeded seems, strangely enough,

to have popular approval and confidence,

but it has not been recognized for fear

that it may be "reactionary," and Ruma-
nia is, therefore, able to justify its oc-

cupation on the ground that Hungary is

enemy territory. Rumania offered terms

to Hungary as soon as Budapest fell;

terms involving extensive territorial ces-

sions, close economic union, and military

alliance. So far, the Friedrich Govern-

ment has refused to accept these terms
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and for that reason is hated by the Ru-
manians. But as Paris continues to send
futile remonstrances to Rumania and as

Hungary falls into darker misery, the

opinion is growing that alliance with
Rumania might be the wiser choice be-

tween two evils. Perhaps the Magyars
Who now favor this alliance understand
the real Rumanian plan of forming a

greater Rumania which shall replace the

Hapsburg Empire and in which they will

occupy the dominant position. One thing
is certain, Hungary will not remain long
a vassal of the nation which it despises
most among all nations.

The Rumanians are not only imposing
their independent terms on the Hunga-
rian Government. They are also taking
effective measures to prevent either the

continuance of the present Government
or the establishment of a more stable

government when the time for them to re-

tire finally comes. Anarchy will spring
out of the misery in Budapest as soon as

the Rumanian soldiery withdraws, unless

there is an efficient Hungarian police.

But the Rumanians thwart every effort

to establish such a force. They agree to

the principle and then make its realiza-

tion impossible. This, of course, is a

part of their whole plan to force accept-
ance of their terms on Hungary. If

Bolshevism again gains control, the Ru-
manians expect to come into Hungary
again, this time at the request of the

Allies, and they are sure that a second

occupation will be permanent.
Unfortunately, the Rumanians do not

even confine their requisitions and their

methods of coercion to those parts of

Hungary which will remain Hungarian.
The part of Transylvania which is to be

assigned to Rumania groans under the

exactions of swarms of petty officials

from Bucharest; thousands who will not

immediately take the oath of allegiance
are being deported after all their prop-

erty has been confiscated; even the Ru-
manian inhabitants of the district, people
of higher grade than the Rumanians
from Rumania proper, are crying out

against the tactics of their countrymen.
In Bessarabia the people are praying for

relief from the Rumanian locusts which
are stripping the country bare, carrying
off even the relief food sent from Amer-
ica. If such action is indicative of Ru-
manian plans for the future, it is no

wonder that the Government refused to

sign the Austrian Peace Treaty because

of its provisions for the protection of

minorities.

Peace is the ideal toward which the

world is straining—peace in southeast-

ern Europe as well as in western Europe
and the Americas. In Hungary, war with
all its attendant horrors actually exists,

and it is not a purifying war but one

which will make recrudescence of wars
between Hungary and Rumania almost
certain for years to come. Czechoslova-

kia, in the meanwhile, looks on in disgust,
not for altruistic reasons but because she
can have no share in the plunder. Jugosla-
via may have a certain sympathy for

Hungary, but if so it is because she fears

for herself. The Italians support Ruma-
nia and would like nothing better than
to see her dominant in Hungary as a
menace on the northern border of Ser-

bia. A few months ago Italy supported
Bela Kun for the same reason. Bulgaria,
is sullen and is plotting revenge. All this

looks like war, like a transfer of Balkan

problems and animosities toward Central

Europe. But these are matters for the

future. The immediate issue, and one
that cannot much longer be avoided, is

the settlement of the intolerable situa-

tion in Hungary.
Examiner

Correspondence
Interpreting the Treaty

To the Editors of The Review :

Can we use "reservations" in our rat-

ification of the treaty without, in logic at

least, needing their acceptance by the

other signatories? Isn't interpretation
the only safe term so far proposed ?

Would it not be perfectly practical to

say: We interpret Article X to leave

any people free to complain to the League
that its territory is wrongfully held by
an alien power, and to demand from the

League action for its restoration?

And also, for instance: We interpret
the provisions regarding Shantung to

mean that Japan, in accordance with her

own statements, is to receive the rights

formerly wrongfully held by Germany, as

an intermediary for their return to

China?
At first I favored ratification without

any qualification whatever, but the dis-

cussion has made me in favor of quali-

fying with those two interpretations.
Henry Holt

Burlington, Vermont, October 20

Constitutional Powers of the

President

To the Editors of The Review:

May I suggest that the letter of Mr.

Jessup in your last issue loses sight of

the constitutional powers of the Presi-

dent with regard to the Treaty now be-

fore the Senate. The work of the Amer-
ican negotiators may be over, but the

Executive is far from being functus of-

ficio. The ministerial duty of the State

Department to certify the action of the

Senate under Article 440 of the Treaty
cannot be performed unless the Treaty
is approved by the President. He it is

who, under our Constitution, has the sole

power to make treaties, though two-

thirds of the Senate must concur in their

ratification. If the Senate, whether by
amendments or reservations equivalent

thereto, tries to modify the Treaty, it

thereby creates a new document which
the President is not bound to accept or

present to the Allied Powers. As Op-
penheim points out (2nd Ed. Vol. I, S
517):

It follows from the nature of ratification

as a necessary confirmation of a treaty al-

ready concluded that ratification must be
either given or refused, no conditional or

partial ratification being possible. That oc-

casionally a State tries to modify a treaty
in ratifying it cannot be denied, yet condi-
tional ratification is no ratificatoin at all, but

equivalent to refusal of ratification. Nothing
of course, prevents the other contracting party
from entering into fresh negotiations in re-

gard to such modifications; but it must be

emphasized that such negotiations are nego-
tiations for a new treaty, the old treaty hav-

ing become null and void through its con-
ditional ratification as identical with refusal

of ratification, whereby the treaty falls to the

ground. Thus, for instance, when the United
States Senate on December 20, 1900, in con-

senting to the ratification of the Hay-Paunce-
fote Treaty as regards the Nicaragua Canal,
added modifying amendments, Great Britain
did not accept the amendments and consid-
ered the treaty fallen to the ground.

In a note on the same page, this au-

thority on International Law sets forth

clearly the Presidential function:
It is of importance to emphasize that the

United States Senate, in proposing an amend-
ment to a treaty before its ratification, does
not, strictly speaking, ratify such treaty con-

ditionally, since it is the President, and not
the Senate, who possesses the power of

granting or refusing ratification; see Wil-
loughbv, "The Constitutional Law of the
United States" (1910), I. p. 462, note 14. The
President, however, according to article 2 of
the Constitution, cannot grant ratification

without the consent of the Senate, and the

proposal of an amendment to a treaty on the

part of the Senate, therefore, comprises, in-

directly, the proposal of a new treaty.
The reservations now proposed by the

majority of the Senate Committee would

unquestionably make of the document be-

fore them a new treaty, requiring sub-

mission to the Allied Powers for ratifi-

cation. It would have to be ratified also

by Germany unless the Allies summoned
her again to Versailles and compelled her

acquiescence in the altered instrument.

The President probably knows very
well the futility of thus opening again
the discussions of the Peace Conference
and it may well be questioned whether
the Treaty will not come to a musty end
in the pigeon holes of the State Depart-
ment, if two-thirds of the Senate concur
in the proposed alterations.

William D. Gaillard

New York, October 27
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"Anti-Wilson"

To the Editors of The Review:

rpHE article, "Anti-Wilson," in this
* week's Review, tempts one to elaborate

the theme. Unfortunately, too many
among us have the habit of using words

carelessly and inaccurately. Persons
who express strong disapproval and dis-

trust are accused of hatred by those who
are enamored of rhetoric and glittering

generalities and who resent a comparison
of words with acts, and of contradictory
utterances in the past and present.

"Lest we forget!" is a phrase to be
more highly cherished. The first mile-

stone in the condition of distrust was,
not in 1916, but in 1913, on the occasion

of Mr. Wilson's unwarranted interfer-

ence in the internal affairs of Mexico,

whereby we became responsible for the

state of anarchy afflicting that unhappy
country for the last six years.
A good degree of modesty at the Coun-

cil Table of Europe would, I feel, have
been more fitting than an air, however

veiled, of domination or dictation, which

unquestionably has been resented pri-

vately, even if it has not been resented

publicly.

If the World War was brought on by
an ambitious nation desiring world do-

minion and was ruthlessly waged against
those who were fighting for their own
liberty and freedom, and to preserve civ-

ilization and common decency on the face

of the earth, it should not have taken our

President two and a half years to dis-

cover it and three and a half to decide

really to employ "force to the limit." It

might be well for him to reflect on this

before reproaching the Senate for its

dilatoriness in getting through with

the business of ratifying the Peace

Treaty.
We should have been in the war im-

mediately after the sinking of the Lusi-

tania. Reasonable prudence demanded
that when we saw the greatness of the

war we should have begun to prepare, in

case we should later become involved.

Instead, we entered unprepared at the

eleventh hour, with no more reason than

two years earlier. When we consider the

millions of lives lost, the billions of

money wasted, the agony and suffering

of two long years which our earlier en-

trance into the war would have saved to

Europe, with the resulting condition of

poverty and anarchy, including the Bol-

shevism of Russia, how should we who
shirked our duty so long boast of finish-

ing the war and claim the right to dictate

Peace terms because we were wholly al-

truistic and desired only to see justice

prevail?

Our boast of altruism seems out of

place. Suppose Germany victorious, oc-

cupying half of France, with the Chan-
nel ports, and dominating all of Eastern

Europe, with the route to the Persian
Gulf! Was the prospect pleasing? What
might next have happened to us? It is

stupid to suppose that we had not a vital

interest in the preservation in full

strength of the democratic nations of
Western Europe.
We have had talk of our moral leader-

ship. When did that begin? Not in 1914,
when, instead of a protest on the invasion
of Belgium, we were told to be neutral
in thought. Not when the Lusitania was
sunk or while the years went by, until

the Fourteen Points were developed. Are
these sufficient to make us the moral
leader? In my opinion they have been a
potent factor in the development of the

present unreasoning world agitation.
These Points were never endorsed by
Congress and the election of 1918 showed
clearly that the nation did not desire to

endorse every sentiment of Mr. Wilson.
It showed that the nation was tired of
a dictatorship and that it had no wish
to impose a dictator upon the Peace Con-
ference or for a headship of a League of

Nations, as some of us last November
realized was the expectation and ambi-
tion.

A Peace Treaty might have been made
that would have been accepted by the
Senate six months ago. A League of
Nations should have been a matter of
slow growth and later deliberation.

Lightly bound at first and on a basis of

international law, the nations might
gradually come into better understanding
and closer union. A league in the fram-

ing of which Secretary Lansing and John
Bassett Moore as Democrats, Col. House
as the President's personal representa-

tive, Elihu Root and Taft or Hughes as

Republicans had had a share, and one
which they recommended with unanimity
would have been received by the nation

with far greater confidence than a league
dominated by a single individual, how-
ever idealistic and unpractical.
With the deliberate intertwining of

Peace Treaty with League, careful scru-

tiny should not be cause for complaint,
nor divergence of opinion on so grave
a matter seem unwarranted. It is also

unseemly that we should assume our
leaders and representatives to be abler

or to have more zeal for justice than
those of other nations. To sit at the

Peace Table as counsellors with becom-

ing modesty was a fitting part; to har-

monize, if possible, where divergence ap-

peared, and not by dictation to create

dissension, as in the case of Italy and
Fiume.

Annie S. Peck
New York, September 27

Book Reviews
American Syndicalism

The I. W. W. A Study of American Syn-
dicalism. By Paul Frederick Brissen-
den. New York: Columbia University.
Longmans, Green and Co., Agents.

YyHILE it may be substantially correct
v v

to designate the I. W. W. as a phase
of syndicalism, it is well to point out,
as Doctor Brissenden does, that it was
at first essentially different from French
revolutionary unionism and could justly
boast American nativity, for it was the
child of the Western Federation of
Miners. True, certain Socialists offici-

ated at its birth and strove for a time
to direct its footsteps; but it was a head-

strong infant, and presently the self-im-

posed guardians, and even the parent or-

ganization, left it to its own devices. It

gradually drifted toward syndicalism, es-

pecially after the visits of "Bill" Hay-
wood and William Z. Foster to Europe
in 1908, 1910, and 1911, and the visit

of Tom Mann to America in 1913 ; but it

still differs from the French movement
in several important respects, notably its

decentralized organization and its antag-
onism to other labor unions.

The prime movers of the I. W. W.
were representatives of a few unpros-
perous unions. The American Labor

Union, of which the Western Federation
of Miners was chief partner, met in Chi-

cago in the fall of 1904, soon after the

failure of the notorious Cripple Creek

Strike, and sent a call to about thirty
radical labor leaders and Socialists to

meet in conference for the purpose of

creating a double-barreled organization,
both political and industrial, which
should unite the working people of Amer-
ica on correct revolutionary principles
and conform to the structure of the fu-

ture Socialist society. At the confer-

ence in January, 1905, a Manifesto was
drawn up explaining the principles and

purposes of the new organization, and

calling for a constitutional convention

to meet in Chicago on June 27. The
final draft of the Manifesto was made

by A. M. Simons, editor of the Inter-

national Socialist Magazine, and is an in-

teresting example of the application of

Marxian theory to modern industrial

conditions in that it attributes the fu-

tility of craft unionism to the fact that

the crafts themselves are being destroyed

by the ever increasing use of machinery.
Craft unionism, according to the Mani-

festo, represents divisions perpetuated
from outgrown industrial stages; it fos-

ters jealousy, organized scabbery, and

disintegration; and it plays into the

hands of the capitalists by entangling
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agreements based on the mistaken idea

of harmony of interests between "em-

ploying exploiter and employed slave."

This attack on "old-line unionism" was,
of course, directed against the American
Federation of Labor, which, the I. W.
W. say, is neither American nor a fed-

eration of labor, and richly deserves to

be called the "Separation of Labor." In

place of this, the Manifesto declared,

there should be "one great industrial

union embracing all industries—provid-

ing for craft autonomy locally, indus-

trial autonomy internationally, and

working-class union generally."
As A. M. Simons, a member of the So-

cialist party, was prominent in the Jan-

uary Convention, so Daniel Loeb, alias

De Leon, the "Pope of the Socialist

Labor Party," dominated the June Con-

vention, by which the constitution was

adopted. The preamble, which was the

work of Father T. J. Hagerty, with one

or more collaborators, reads in part as

follows :

The working class and the employing class

have nothing in common. There can be no

peace as long as hunger and want are found

among millions of working people, and the

few, who make up the employing class, have
all the good things of life.

Between these two classes a struggle must

go on until all the toilers come together on
the political as well as on the industrial field,

and take and hold that which they produce
by their labor, through an economic organ-
ization of the working class, without affilia-

tion with any political party.

These sad conditions can be changed and
the interests of the working class upheld only

by an organization formed in such a way that

all its members in any one industry, or in all

industries, if necessary, cease work whenever
a strike or lockout is on in any department
thereof, thus making an injury to one an

injury to all.

One might think from utterances such

as these that the I. W. W. originated
in the brain of doctrinaire Socialists,

whereas it was, at bottom, a labor move-
ment in which the intellectuals had a

voice, but not much control. They were

prominent for a time, by virtue of their

self-confidence, their positive convictions,

and their gift of oratory; but soon the

more radical forces got beyond their

control and had to be allowed to run

their course. Among the promoters of

the movement were Socialists of oppos-

ing factions, like De Leon, Bohn, Si-

mons, Debs, Untermann, and Father

Hagerty; but there was a strong con-

tingent of bitter and determined indus-

trial unionists like Charles H. Moyer,
W. D. Haywood, and Vincent St. John,
of the Western Federation of Miners,
John M, O'Neil, editor of the Miners'

Magazine, Clarence Smith, of the Amer-
ican Labor Union, Charles O. Sherman,
of the United Metal Workers, Frank M.
McCabe and W. L. Hall, of the United

Brotherhood of Railway Employees, W,

E. Trautman, editor of the Brauer Zei-

tung, and "Mother" Mary Jones, a

firebrand of the Cripple Creek Strike—
most of them socialistic, and some de-

cidedly anarchistic in thought and ac-

tion. It was a motley company of secta-

rians, and it is little wonder that they
could not long travel the same road.

Their later history reminds one of the

Kirk of the Marrow so well described

by Crockett, of its successive secessions

and disruptions, and of the final Synod
in which the Moderator and the Clerk,
the sole surviving elders, solemnly ex-

communicated one another.

The first schism in the fellowship of

the I. W. W. occurred at the second Con-

vention, in 1906, when the "beggars,

tramps, and proletarian rabble," under
the leadership of Trautman, De Leon,
and St. John, ousted President Sherman
and abolished the office of president as

savoring of aristocracy. After this pu-

rification, mere Socialists of a moderate

stripe, like Simons and Debs, had no

place in the I. W. W., realizing, as J. M.
O'Neil said, that there was a vast dif-

ference between being class-conscious

and being class-crazy.

The defection of the Amalgamated So-

ciety of Engineers in 1906 was a serious

loss to the I. W. W., but the desertion

of the parent organization, the Western
Federation of Miners, in the following

year, was a staggering blow. The trial

of Moyer, Haywood, and Pettibone was

going on at this time, and, although the

men were acquitted, the Western Fed-

eration was badly discredited and the ex-

treme faction, which had supported the

I. W. W., lost control. Haywood himself

was dismissed by the Federation in

April, 1908, after which he devoted his

talents to the I. W. W. and helped to

pull it through a most critical period.

The Western Federation, on the other

hand, grew more conservative, and in the

year 1911 it was affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor.

By this time yet another fissure was

developing in the I. W. W., between the

doctrinaire Socialists, under De Leon,
and the anarchistic Westerners, follow-

ing St. John and Trautman. Believing

with Marx that the political is but the re-

flection of the economic, De Leon and

his friends had helped to launch the I.

W. W., but when the movement was well

under way they tried to direct it in ac-

cordance with their theoretical precon-

ceptions, fearing, evidently, to trust the

natural order of economic evolution. The

"straight industrialists" of the West, re-

senting this pedantic and inconsistent

domination, debarred De Leon and Led-

ermann from seats in the convention of

September, 1908, with the result that,

after much acrimonious discussion as

to the blackness of pot and kettle, the

great disruption occurred. Since then

there have been two I. W. W.'s—the

Chicago organization, regarded by the

author as the real thing, and the Detroit

I. W. W., which in 1915 changed its name
to the Workers' International Industrial

Union. The Detroit faction is the so-

cialistic, pro-political, industrial union

I. w. W.—the I. W. W. as it started out

to be. The Chicago branch, on the

other hand, which claims to be the orig-

inal and only root, is the direct-action-

ist, or anarcho-syndicalist, or anti-polit-

ical, or red I. W. W.—the "Bummery"
or "Wobblies of the West." It is the I.

W. W. of the Lawrence strike; of the

lumber jacks of Washington and Ore-

gon; of free speech fights at Spokane,

Fresno, and San Diego; of strikes at

Bisbee, Seattle, and Winnipeg; of the

coal-miners strikes at Newcastle, Aus-

tralia; of the Waterside Workers' strike

in New Zealand; of the general strike

in South Africa—the I. W. W. that gath-

ers together the discontented and des-

perate of the world wherever trouble is

to be found or made.

The history of these successive seces-

sions from the I. W. W., as given by
Doctor Brissenden, is of great signifi-

cance as showing the revolutionary tem-

per of a group of irreconcilables who
claim to represent the relatively un-

skilled and unorganized workers, as op-

posed to the aristocracy of the American
Federation of Labor. While they could

hardly be called syndicalists at first, they

have gradually become more syndicalis-

tic in their opposition to doctrinaire So-

cialism and political action, in their talk

about sabotage, the general strike and

other forms of direct action, and in their

efforts to convert the A. F. of L. by

"penetration" or "boring from within,"

rather than by "hammering from with-

out." Even as far back as 1911, William

Z. Foster, who now poses as a regular

unionist among the steel workers, be-

came convinced that the weakness of the

I. W. W. was largely due to its obstinate

"dual unionism," and advised a radical

change of policy. In a letter written to

the Industrial Worker after his visit to

Europe, he said:

I am satisfied from my observations that

the only way for the I. W. W. to have the

workers adopt and practice the principles of

revolutionary unionism is to give up its at-

tempt to create a new labor movement, turn

itself into a propaganda league, get into the

organized labor movement, and revolutionize

those unions even as our French syndicalist

fellow-workers have so successfully done with

theirs.

Doctor Brissenden's excellent book is

packed with information and will long

remain the standard authority on the

I. W. W., yet the profusion of detail

somewhat obscures the view, and per-
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haps the author has too studiously

avoided comment and philosophical in-

terpretation of the manifold phenomena
and the confused issues involved. His

narrative is so impartial as to be almost

colorless, notwithstanding the fact that

he has spent most of his life in the

West and could have added local color

and personal touches here and there that

would have made the picture more vivid,

while not less true. This lack is partly

supplied in the Appendix, which contains

selections from the I. W. W. song book,

"Wobblies," together with some of the

quaint humor and pathos often shown

by those rebellious spirits. One is

tempted to quote at length from this

choice collection, but must refer the

reader to the selections.

Dreams from France

A Lira at Stake. By Marcel Berger. Trans-

lated by Fitzwater Wray. New York:

G. P. Putnam's Sons.

Light. By Henri Barbusse. Translated by
Fitzwater Wray. New York: E. P.

Dutton and Company.
The Heart's Domain. By George Duhamel.

Translated by Eleanor Stimso Brooks.

New York: The Century Company.

UT\ ON'T let us complain," says the
-L-' good Gandolphe at the close of "A

Life at Stake." "As long as the war lasts,

it would be wrong to be happy." He is

comforting himself for the loss of the

domestic happiness which after all his

sufferings has been snatched away; he

is to turn his back on new-won love and

return to the front. But how often that

feeling has been echoed in the romantic

literature of the war—such a feeling as

we used to connect with the "New En-

gland conscience:" that happiness is a

thing right or wrong according to cir-

cumstances, because a thing essentially

selfish. Or at best a thing of chance: I

have it, you have not—and the less said

about it the better. Gandolphe loses his,

Jean Darboise (like the hero of the same

writer's "Ordeal by Fire") has the good
luck to be invalided, and therefore re-

covers the happiness which, like his life,

has been staked on the die of battle. Jean

is personally a better man for his ex-

perience—more of a man, at least. But

it is Gandolphe, with his simple and no-

ble spirit of altruism, who seems to point

the higher moral of the story. It is

with the Gandolphes that the hope of

the future lies. He embodies his dream,

as happens, in the theory of Socialism:

"I could wish there were more affection

and kindness in it. . . . That can be

added. It is under that flag that we shall

make our own new conquests. No more

sectarians—the party is open to all of

good-will. We shall appeal to all men
who are capable of responding to the

sight of human suffering, of surrender-

ing something of their pleasures to re-

lieve that suffering. Liberals, Radicals,
Christians,—there is room for all in our
ranks." The story is less impressive
than "Ordeal by Fire," very likely be-

cause that was one of the earliest pow-
erful fictions produced by the war, a tale

which made no attempt to sentimental-
ize the brutalities of the new fighting,

yet caught glimpses of a France and a
world in some ways purified by that hor-
ror. Its central figure typified the pagan
and individualistic France, devoted to

"L'amour" and "Le sport," but with eyes
averted from the nobler visions of a
France which had not outlived its high
mission.

If in this narrative and its predeces-
sors Marcel Berger lays bare something
of the terror and squalor of the latest

warfare, he finds there neither despair
nor the clear need of grasping some new
and untried way of escape. And there

is always a note of human cheerfulness

which defends him from hysteria. We
recognize in him that grudging, or sav-

ing restraint, that instinctive avoidance

of intellectual or emotional excess which
we are in the habit of identifying not

merely with humor but with "Anglo-
Saxon" humor. And this is the quality
we miss in Henri Barbusse and Georges
Duhamel, the two French writers who
have found a wider fame than Berger's
as interpreters of the war from the

point of view of the individual. "Undei
Fire" shocked and enchanted a France
which after all is never contented with
the flourish of her rhetoric. Let us die,

with a noble gesture, for "la patrie," yes :

but let us acknowledge it in confidence to

be a dingy and dispiriting job! Barbusst
uttered boldly the unhappy thoughts and

experiences and feelings of the poilu at

his day's work; and something like a

sigh of relief went up from thousands

when the dismal familiar facts were at

last put on record by a skilful pen.
France had got that off her chest, at all

events! In like manner the "Civiliza-

tion" of Georges Duhamel gave expres-
sion to the deep pessimism that the spec-

tacle of Europe tearing at her own vitals

roused in so many sensitive breasts. And
again France and a larger world breath-

ed relief that the worst had at last been

admitted. We might now be free to

make a new beginning, somehow, in some

direction, when there should be light

enough, when the heart of man should

have recaptured its own.

And at once these two disillu-

sioned chroniclers of a tormented age
have turned towards such a be-

ginning. As fiction, "Light" is the

tale of another individual "life at stake,"

another Frenchman going to war none

too willingly and faring none too well:

surviving to take up the burden of life

as the war has refashioned it. What has
it all meant, what does it leave him to

hope for? It has freed him from sen-

sualism and egotism and, it seems, from
patriotism as well. It nas revealed to

him the corruption and instability of the

world which has proved capable of such

war, and it brings him a vision of pos-
sible good to come through the rebirth

of society. And this is to come through
the universal triumph of Light, or Truth,
or Affection, for they are all the same

thing: "Affection is the greatest of hu-

man feelings because it is made of re-

spect, of lucidity, and light. To under-
stand the truth and make oneself

equal to it is everything; and to love is

to know everything and to understand.

Affection, which I call also compassion,
because I see no difference between them,
dominates everything by reason of its

clear sight. It is a sentiment as im-

mense as if it were mad. . . ." Is

this generous mysticism, or common-

place, or sheer pretentious balder-

dash? Upon the reader's answer
to this question is likely to hang
his response to the prophet's advo-

cacy of the extreme radical remedy for

the sickness of our time. His prophecy
of "the inevitable advent of the universal

republic" (under which there shall be no

more wrong or self-seeking wars or pov-

erty or unhappiness) closes naturally

with a cry for violence: "0 you people

of the world, you the unwearying van-

quished of History, I appeal to your jus-

tice and I appeal to your anger. Over the

vague quarrels which drench the strands

with blood, over the plunderers of ship-

wrecks, over the jetsam and the reefs,

and the palaces and monuments built

upon the sand, I see the high tide com-

ing. Truth is the only revolutionary by

reason of error's disorder. Revolution

is Order." With which triumphal re-

duction to the absurd a proletarian world

which had finally thrown overboard both

humor and common sense might well be

content.

Neither of these "saving" qualities is

present in "The Heart's Domain." The

book quivers with emotion, with intel-

lectual excitement, with prophetic zeal.

It is full of eloquence, of passionate

yearnings towards happiness for man-

kind. It never lets up for an instant,

and we venture to guess that most "An-

glo-Saxon" readers will be secretly or

openly bored with it before, at the two-

hundredth page, it arrives at the full

stop. The truth is, we like even our

prophets to "keep their hair on." We
hate a scene,, even if nobody is looking

on, and we resent hysteria of the mind

hardly less than of the body. As is cus-
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tomary with prophecies, its subject-mat-
ter is recognizable. M. Duhamel, we
gather, has discovered that mankind was
born to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness. The old civilization is con-

demned: war has shown us its hollow-

ness. To break with it we must seek in-

dividual happiness first of all. That hap-

piness lies in simple living and honest

human relations. The happiness of so-

ciety hangs on our restoring moral and
aesthetic culture as against scientific

and industrial "progress." As for the

question of authority, "there will not be

lacking men of good will who will be

glad to devote themselves to directing
this liberty, to transforming the mean-

ing and the demands of joy, propagating
a culture which, unlike those old errors,

will support education more readily than

instruction—men who will more often

address themselves to the heart than to

the disastrous reason."

H. W. BOYNTON

An Impartial View of the

Irish Difficulty

Ireland and England in the Past and
Present. By Edward Raymond Turner.
New York: The Century Co.

HTHIS is in several respects an ex-
-*

cellent and timely volume. It should
be read by those Irishmen abroad who
still think of the land of their ancestors

as it was fifty or sixty years ago, before
the growth of English liberalism had
softened the harshness of an earlier

regime and inspired the Gladstonian

gospel of reparation. It should be stud-

ied with equal interest by those English-
men who think of Ireland as a country
of ceaseless discontent, upon which gen-
erous kindness is being lavished in vain,
and who—utterly unacquainted as they
often are with the historical roots of

persisting bitterness—need just such a

picture of old horrors as the first part of

this book sets before them. Professor
Turner's book is a valuable corrective

to both sides. Lecky once said that Irish

history is something for Englishmen to

remember and for Irishmen to forget.
Professor Turner, though he has clearly

appreciated the element of wisdom in

this advice, gives one the impression
that he would amend it by urging that

those on the east side of the Channel
should think more of the remoter past
and those on the west side more of the

immediate present.

Quite apart from the value of this

book as casting light on the controversies

of our own day, it is to be highly
commended as an historical summary,
such as it would be hard to find in brief

compass elsewhere, of early Irish devel-

opment, of the literature, customs, sys-
tems of law, achievements of missionary
enterprise which gave old Ireland a dis-

tinction largely unknown to the general
reader. The second part of the book,
entitled "The New Age: Atonement and

Redress," presents in vigorous style
those facts about the land war, the agri-
cultural renaissance, and the nineteenth

century struggle for Home Rule, with a

marshalling of the arguments on both

sides, which cannot fail to help those who
wish to make up their minds upon a

very urgent contemporary situation. The
picture in the concluding part of the

Irish literary revival should be consid-

ered by all who want to understand Sinn
Fein. Prejudice, rhetoric, avoidance of

inconvenient difficulties, have become so

familiar to us in this field that we should

welcome so signal a contribution in quite
another spirit to a controversy still wait-

ing—but unable to wait much longer—
for its settlement.

It is in his treatment of the problem
of "Ulster" that Professor Turner's book
is least satisfactory. He does well, in-

deed, to insist that not all of the truth

lies on either extreme side in that acrid

dispute. He does well to compel his

readers to a calm survey of the reason-

ableness which belongs, in some measure,
to each. Like almost everyone else whose

judgment is worth attending to, Profes-

sor Turner expects and desires some
scheme of Irish Home Rule. But so long
as one continues to wait for a scheme

upon which everyone will agree, the hope
of a decision is quite visionary. To speak
about "No coercion for Ulster," without

regard to what Ulster may choose to de-

mand, is like speaking of "No coercion

for Sinn Fein," with similar recklessness

of what Sinn Fein may insist upon. It

is quite unfair to convey, as Professor

Turner does, that Nationalists and Car-

sonites should be looked upon side by
side as separated by a mere honest dif-

ference of opinion. The contrast is far

deeper than this, and it deserves at the

present moment to have its tremendous

significance pointed out.

On one side we see a constitutional

agitation stretching over at least thirty

years, an agitation that was patient,

forbearing, ready for all compro-
mises which did not sacrifice the

great purpose, frowning upon vio-

lence, encouraging among its support-

ers only such hope as could base itself

upon an effective and a reasoned appeal.

On the other side we have had an orgy
of seditious threats, seeking to terrify

where it could not persuade, scouting all

arrangements which did not mean com-

plete capitulation to its own demand, set-

ting at defiance every restraint by which

British party strife is kept within whole*

some limits, and relying chiefly upon that

advantage which men who will stop at

nothing so often command over those

who will agitate only within the bounds
of public safety. The present reviewer,
who lived in Ireland until 1914, can re-

call how Unionist meetings used to be

held there without tumult or disorder in

such Nationalist cities as Limerick or

Cork. He can also recall seeing the au-

tomobile of a British Cabinet Minister

attacked by a mob in Belfast, a mob
which was no chance collection of irre-

sponsibles, but which had been incited

by Ulster leaders to use physical force

in preventing an address on Home Rule

from being delivered in a public hall

supported from public taxes by one of

the King's Secretaries of State. The
true counterpart to Carsonism is not

Nationalism but Sinn Fein, and to this

crucial fact the great organs of Con-

servative opinion in England, like the

Times and the Observer, have slowly but

at length decisively awakened.

The chief thing that one misses in

Professor Turner's book is a clear real-

ization that settlement can never come
until the acceptance by a minority of

what has been constitutionally decided

upon,' after reasoned argument is en-

forced with impartial rigor. If the

Peace Conference at Paris had waited

until minorities everywhere were cor-

dially satisfied it would be waiting still.

If the Irish difficulty is to remain un-

solved until Sir Edward Carson and Mr.

De Valera coincide in their views, Ire-

land will continue to be the open sore of

British administration. No moral is

just now quite so much needed as the

moral of playing the game by the game's
rules. No other suggestion is quite so

dangerous in a world tormented with

"Bolshevism" as the suggestion that if

a few are prepared to resist "unto the

death" the many can be alarmed into

acquiescence in anything. One may feel

some surprise that Professor Turner's

readers should require quite so ele-

mentary a discipline as his book

has given them in historical facts,

in candor, in recognition that truth

belongs rarely to one disputant alone

We know at the same time that

on this special question such warn-

ings and such guidance were sorely need-

ed, and we are thankful to our author for

having provided them. But his book,

like every other book, has the defect of

its qualities. The danger of a dispas-

sionate treatment is that in excess of

charity, and prolonged balancing, and

zeal for openness of mind, we may lose

the chance of a practical conclusion. Un-

fortunately it is a practical conclusion

which, before all things, is just now urg-

ent. We would remind. Professor Turner
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that in order to be fair and unbiased

it is not necessary to be forever unable

to "choose one's horn in the dilemma."

This is perhaps the besetting sin of an
academic temperament, and a reviewer

who is himself of the professorial class

may be forgiven if he quotes a recent

admonition which that class should lay

to heart. It is in the words of an Ox-

ford don in one of Mr. H. G. Wells's

novels. "We have ideas, we have imagi-

nation, that is our strength. And that

is our weakness. ... All intellectuals

are flimsy and uncertain people. It's not

only that they are critical and fastidious ;

they are weak-handed."

Professor Turner may perhaps reply

that he had to do one thing at a time,

and that the thing he chose to do was a

presenting of facts. He has presented

many at least of his facts well, and wo
are his debtors. But the grim fact of

force struggling for the suppression of

argument is one of the facts he might
have profitably included.

Herbert L. Stewart
i

A Poet's Life of Corneille

Pierre Corneille. Par Auguste Dorchain.
Paris : Gamier Freres.

IT
would seem a priori that Pierre

Corneille of Rouen and Paris, poet,

dramatist, and critic (the masterly
examens attached to his plays certainly

entitle him to the addition of the third

title) , should be well handled by Auguste
Dorchain of Rouen and Paris, poet, dram-

atist, and critic. And in fact the new
biography can not fail to prove a delight

to all lovers of Corneille and of candid,

colorful French. Not in years has a

more readable biography appeared. The
work is scholarly (but why is there no in-

dex?) exhaustive at most points, and ex-

cept for a date or two, apparently careful

and accurate. But most grateful of all,

it is a throbbingly vivid and sympathetic
story of a noble soul and a fine life.

Dorchain is a hero-worshipper, but Cor-

neille has been cried down undeservedly,
and a vigorous eulogy was needed. Most
of us, perhaps, were inclined to agree
with the old playwright himself that his

chief merits were those of a dramatist,
but under the tuition of the eager school-

master Dorchain we begin to see merits
in his lyric verse which escaped us be-

fore, and having sat at his feet for a
few hundred pages, we have fallen into

the spirit of his thesis so thoroughly that

we even accept without gasping the
statement that, with Ronsard and Hugo,
Corneille has the fullest sense of lyric

orchestration which any French poet
has possessed. We had found his occa-

sional lyrics unequal and often tame;
but commented by Dorchain, they really
make fair reading. It is certainly truer
than most of us imagined that there is

often a flexibility, a variety, a gorgeous

color-play in the Cornelian line which
comes a long way towards Victor Hugo.
For Corneille as dramatist, his most

recent biographer has made his point,

beyond a doubt. For breadth, depth,

variety, nobility, and at his best, for

spontaneous beauty, Corneille has no
rival in the French drama. He launched

Moliere in comedy, and it is not certain

that the younger man ever passed "Le
Menteur." Boileau refused to rank

Racine at all with the trio of immortals

comprising Corneille, Moliere, and his

own resplendent self; and whatever may
be true of the comparative merit of the

poet-psychologist Racine and the critic-

dogmatist Boileau, there is no Racinian
heroine quite equal in sheer beauty to

the matchless Pauline of "Polyeucte,"
and no Racinian play quite so admirably
built as the marvelous "Rodogune." This
most original of French playwrights—
for his comedy, his tragedy, his melo-

drama, his dramatic spectacle, were all

innovations, all took with him a definite

form which they had not had before and
which they retained in the hands of later

writers—this Lessing of the French

stage, was also its Schiller, its Shake-

speare, and its Sheridan.

Corneille's relatively quiet career

knew two spectacular interruptions—the

Academy's strictures on the "Cid," and
the rivalry with Racine—both of which
have been currently magnified far be-

yond their real significance. The Acad-

emy had no authority to criticise the

work of a non-member unless it was
specifically submitted for an opinion,
which was never the case with the "Cid" ;

and the Academy's published estimate

was an equal balancing of praise and
blame. After his first extravagances,
Corneille had already been verging to-

wards unity of place as well as of action,

so that the Academy had not much to

say to him. And as to the downfall
which is sometimes asserted to have
come with the contrast of the two ver-

sions of "Berenice"—Corneille's and Ra-
cine's—neither knew beforehand that the

other was handling the same subject, so

that there was no such conscious rivalry
as it would be interesting to read into

the situation. Corneille wrote three

fairly successful plays afterwards, quit-

ting the stage only a year or two before
his young rival, and during the very last

years of his life there was such a renewal
of interest in his dramas as must have
salved whatever wounds the earlier suc-

cesses of the younger man, long since

retired and given over to religious prac-

tices, may once have caused him.
It is true, moreover, and this is the

time to notice it, that Corneille's dramas
are the very essence of his nation's

spirit. Corneille, whatever his exact
rank in the group of the noblest French

poets, is the most French of all. Of his

four sons and sons-in-law who wore the
French colors three died in battle; and
the Cid, Horace, Cinna, are other chil-

dren of his, eager to pour out their life-

blood for their country. Corneille was
no courtier, no blind worshipper of the
"Roi Soleil," but he was the throbbing
heart of that sensitive race who love
their country as no other race ever loved
theirs. Corneille the Titan, and not the
listless decadents of yesterday, is the
real France which we came to know
when we fought beside her against the
Beast. And we who love France should
learn to know Corneille better.

The Run of the Shelves

F)ODD,
MEAD have just issued, in

. an attractive and well-illustrated

octavo, "The Story of Our Merchant Ma-
rine," by Willis J. Abbott, to whose in-

terest in things nautical are due his
"Blue Jackets of '76, of 1812, of '61 and
of '98," also "American Ships and Sail-

ors," all of which testify to his com-
petence. His present contribution to the
literature of the seas is characterized

by great skill in narration and by em-
phasis of points interesting, educational,

suggestive, thrilling, or tragic. Under
separate chapters the work briefly deals

with the birth, growth, and decline of our
merchant navy; the slave trade; whal-

ing; Arctic explorations; the astounding
traffic on the Great Lakes; the develop-
ment and decadence of navigation on the

Mississippi and its tributaries; Ameri-
can shipbuilding during the recent war.
It would be difficult to find elsewhere a

more useful popular compendium of in-

formation on these topics. Its reading
will stimulate a desire to delve more

deeply into the history of any of his sub-

jects. Possibly the concluding chapter
will most forcibly rivet attention, since

in it he discusses the pressing questions
of the future of commerce under the

American flag. He appears to favor sub-

sidies, a form of assistance which, fall-

ing on the taxpayers, is likely to encoun-

ter a considerable opposition.

Arthur Symons's "Studies in the

Elizabethan Drama" (E. P. Dutton &
Co.) consists of papers on ten of Shake-

speare's plays and three additional es-

says on Massinger, Day, and Middleton

and Rowley, respectively. The items

that make up the volume have all been

published before—the earliest of them,

the paper on "Titus Andronicus" (1885),

now upwards of thirty years ago; the

latest—the chapter on Middleton and

Rowley, contributed originally to the

Cambridge History of English Litera-

ture—in 1907. Much the larger part of

the volume was written in the decade
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which closed with 1890, but both the

earlier and later studies are here repro-

duced with no changes, except in matters

of style. It cannot be said that the

Shakespearean papers open up any new
critical vistas in the study of the great
dramatist. The author's interpretations

follow strictly orthodox lines and the

note of laudation is virtually unbroken.

There is no hint here, either, of the his-

torical or comparative methods which are

so strongly emphasized with us.

In general, no serious objection can

be raised to this neglect, for a critic has,

of course, the right to choose his own
line of approach to his subject. There

are times, however, when the prosaic in-

strument of historical research will il-

luminate obscurities that would baffle

mere critical acumen, left to itself for

an indefinite period. This is conspicu-

ously the case with at least one of the

plays, dealt with in the present volume,

viz. "Troilus and Cressida." Symons
interprets this apparently cynical play

as expressing Shakespeare's philosophy
of life in one period of his career—as

a wilful parody on the "tale of Troy di-

vine," determined by that philosophy.

But the studies of Professors Tatlock

and Lawrence have proved that Shake-

speare's conception of the Trojan legend
did not differ, in essentials, from that

which the Elizabethans generally had

inherited from the later Middle Ages—
only, with his marvellous genius, he has

imparted to this degraded tradition an

intense dramatic life.

Two of the Shakespearean papers—
namely, those on "Titus Andronicus" and

"Henry VIII"—are devoted to the prob-
lems concerning Shakespeare's share in

the authorship of these plays; the re-

mainder are occupied primarily with the

analysis of famous Shakespearean char-

acters. Only one of the latter group at-

tains the length of twenty pages, so that

in elaborateness they do not compare
with many recent studies of this kind.

Nevertheless, the analysis, in the most
favorable instances—e. g. Cleopatra and
Juliet—if it does not sound the greatest

depths, shows a fine discrimination in

characterization, and this quality, to-

gether with the uniform finish of style
and frequent felicities of phrase, gives
these essays a certain distinction.

Of more value than the Shakespearean
studies are the concluding chapters on
the dramatists contemporary with Shake-

speare who were named above. In fact,

these chapters offer the best apprecia-
tions that we have of the writers in

question. Particularly happy is the es-

say on Day. Through its delicate sym-
pathy and charm of style this study is

likely to rescue from oblivion a minor

dramatist who stood in need of such

critical assistance.

When one takes in hand Marguer-
ite Wilkinson's "New Voices" (Macmil-
lan) and notes that the critical essays
and cited poems of which its texture is

wrought require four hundred closely

printed pages for their accommodation,
one wonders that so much can still be

said. After inspection, one wonders that

so much can say so little. Not that the

book lacks truth—lacks judgment of a
kind. In a sense the location of Mrs.

Wilkinson's mind in the world of opinion
is desirable. Her windows look sunnily

eastward, and the view is extensive, at

least over those newly plotted suburbs in

the city of literature which, if we may
trust their inhabitants, will shortly be

the heart of the town. Modernity and

good-nature—that is Mrs. Wilkinson.

The outstanding trait in the book is

facility—facile dicta, facile analysis, fa-

cile English. We are not surprised to

hear that the sale has been facile. The

greatest intellectual difficulties cease to

be difficulties, if one has the courage sim-

ply to let them be. Mrs. Wilkinson is not

wanting in that courage. In the long

chapter on organic rhythm the mechan-
ism of free verse, which bristles with

uncertainties and perplexities, is practi-

cally let alone, while Mrs. Wilkinson re-

treats to the shelter of the peaceful gen-

eralization that the rhythm of a poem
should be pre-existent in the poet's soul.

She never liked scansion, and the slighted

anapaests and amphibrachs of her re-

bellious youth have their instant of re-

venge when she cites Mr. Frost's "Some-

thing there is that doesn't love a wall" as

an example of irregularity or relaxation

in blank verse. Her antipathy to the

post-Victorians is intense, yet if they are

what she says they are, they may be said

to have provided a pattern as well as a

target for her criticism. Granting free-

ly that poetry and criticism are distinct

things, it is still curious to observe that

Mrs. Wilkinson's critical habits are the

antithesis of her poetical tastes. She

praises poetry that says things concisely,

finally, concretely, and without didacti-

cism, and she praises it in a criticism

that is diffuse, self-repeating, addicted to

generality, and pedagogic at every turn.

The post-Victorians often uttered just

thought in flawless metre. Mrs. Wilkin-

son often lays down sound principles in

correct English. There is a delicate sug-

gestion in the fact that Mrs. Wilkinson

cannot read the post-Victorians.

Admirable instances of library coop-

eration between Great Britain and the

United States may be seen in two works

of a highly technical character, which

have recently appeared in the field of

thirteenth century British history. These
are "The Great Roll of the Pipe for the

Twenty-sixth Year of the Reign of King
Henry the Third, 1241-1242," prepared
and edited by the late Henry L. Cannon,
of Leland Stanford University, printed
in England by the Arden Press, printers
for the Pipe Roll Society, and published
in America by the Yale Press in its

series of historical publications (1918) ;

and the Leadam and Baldwin "Select

Cases before the King's Council, 1243-

1482," printed at the Harvard University
Press for the Selden Society of Great

Britain and issued as volume xxxvi of

the series of that society (1919). These
two works, designed especially for schol-

ars and making no appeal to the public at

large, are a splendid tribute to Ameri-
can scholarship and to the University

presses that share in their publication.
Here are two contributions to pure

research, characterized by the investi-

gator's love of learning and humility of
demeanor, and completed during years
of mental distraction, which serve to

allay the fears, held in some quarters,
that because of the war, scholarship has
received a blow from which it will not
easily recover. There is no doubt that
present needs and problems are absorb-
ing the time and attention of many who
under more normal conditions might be
concerning themselves with the history
of the past, but the fact that there still

remains a saving remnant, silently en-
gaged in the unselfish task of advancing
knowledge and keeping alight the torch
of learning, is a happy augury for the
future. That two of those concerned
with the editing of the volumes here un-
der consideration—a work self-effacing
at best and bringing no compensation
other than the joy of the doing—should
not have lived to see the fruition of
their labors, adds a pathetic interest.

There must be a very considerable
number of people of the sort who find

pictures of old houses and old gardens
that have been adapted to modern uses

quite irresistible. In these books the
text is nothing, or very little, but the

pictures—well, the present reviewer is

willing to acknowledge that he is unable
to refrain from paging through a volume
like Albert G. Robinson's "Old New Eng-
land Doorways" (Scribner) from cover
to cover. Here the text is more than

usually negligible, but it is also unusual-

ly brief, and the plates photographically
represent portals through which no one
could daily pass without a constant en-

largement of the soul and by which no
one could pass without a glance that

would yield a permanent enrichment to

the treasury of the inward eye.
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Consider Ludendorff and Me

I
WONDER if the world seems as queer
and topsy turvy to you as it does to

Ludendorff and me. Ludendorff and I

are writing pieces for the papers. It's

my regular job. I am used to it. It's

a new game to Ludendorff, but it's his

way and my way of making a living at

the present juncture in the onward march

of civilization. After all the turmoil

and convulsion, after all the rack and

ruin, as the murk clears and the dust

settles down, Ludendorff and I are re-

vealed each at the old typewriter pound-

ing out copy. I am sure there is a great

moral lesson in the spectacle if I could

only formulate it and drag it to light.

The whirligig of chance and the spor-

tive little gods that control men's des-

tinies have never done anything more

comic. When I think of what Luden-

dorff was ! Only a year ago I was hud-

dled in a hole wondering whether he was

going to gobble me up. He was a men-

ace to the world, breathing fire and

slaughter and destruction. His word put

great masses of armed men in motion,

and death and devastation followed in

their track. Now, in our office, his stuff

goes upstairs to the composing room at

night slugged "Heinie" and gets put on

page 4 with the furniture ads.

Ludendorff and I never did agree about

the war. We were on opposite sides.

He was conspicuous and powerful. I

was inconspicuous and feeble. He was

a professional warrior and I wasn't even

a Femi-pro. I was just a Class B amateur.

But, at that, I am not afraid to match

my "war record" against his. I'll con-

cede that I didn't do the Germans as

much harm as Ludendorff did us and our

Allies, but to offset that I didn't do our

side as much harm as Ludendorff did

his side. He just about ruined his own
crowd. The Allied side never took any
hurt from me.

Ludendorff's present occupation is a

symbol, a sign, of the great change that

has come over the world. It is something

as yet hardly realized. It's incredible that

only a year ago millions of men had their

lives put in jeopardy every day by this

man now writing for the newspapers and

trying to justify his past foolishness. Be-

cause I remember those days so vividly

I read his apology and defense with ab-

sorbing interest. He seemed then to be-

stride the world. All our intelligence

and all our skill were devoted to trying
to find out what he had in mind, what
he was going to do next, in what part of

the line he would try to overcome and

kill us. Of course, he had his troubles,

too.

Never were Ludendorff and I so out of

harmony and agreement as on August 8,

last year. "August 8 was the black day
of the German army in the history of
this war," says Ludendorff. "By the early
hours of the forenoon I had already
gained a complete impression of the sit-

uation. It was a very gloomy one," he

adds. It was the gloomiest day of the

war to Ludendorff. It was the brightest,

gayest, and happiest of all days to me.
I was too inveterate a baseball fan not

to know the "break" when I saw it.

Long before the early forenoon of that

joyous day I, too, had already gained
a complete impression of the situation

and it was anything but a gloomy one.

I had a hunch that it was all over, and
that what was to come would be merely

playing out the schedule until the Hun
collapsed.

I began to bet my pay in various

messes that the war would be over before

Christmas. The slightly phosphorescent
trail that marked my happy progress in

London in January after the armistice

was possible because I had cashed my
bets. That is when and that is how in

a moment of high exaltation I bought

my lilac and lavender dressing gown,
which has since intrigued the fancy of

so many beholders. It is not exactly the

sort of thing one would buy except in a

high moment. I look upon it as indirectly

a gift from Ludendorff to me.

I can give you an interesting experi-

ment you can make for yourself in the

mechanics of vision. It will help you see

clearly and understand the present world

we live in that so bristles with odd and

quaint phenomena. Take any man of

the "great" and "mighty"—any of the

temporarily luminous figures who stand

out above their fellows and regard them

long enough and steadily and you will

see just a plain middle-aged man en-

gaged in making a living or trying to

justify some past foolishness. It's easy

enough to do. In the dry white light

of these troublous days the rose tints of

glamour can't be seen. Let's try it with

Ludendorff. As a sort of background to

help induce the proper mental attitude

it might be as well to keep in mind that

a saddle-maker has succeeded the Hohen-
zollerns as head of the German state.

Let's go on with Ludendorff. He is

a significant figure because of what he

was and what he is to-day. August 8

made him a writer for the newspapers.
It's a thing he never dreamed of. It

never entered his Prussian military head

that he would be impelled and compelled
to try to justify himself to common men
at home and abroad for the life he had
lived and the things he had done and

tried to do. He probably needed the

money, too. Consider his background.
All of his life after he ceased to be a

school boy was spent in the German army
worshiping and training brute force. He
was out of the common world of men.
His idea of his fellow men was of infe-

rior creatures who could be taught to

obey blindly, to fight and to kill at a su-

perior's bidding. He helped train mil-

lions to that end. At the end they broke
down on him, because they were human
beings. His present estate and plight
was foreshadowed when we collared a

grimy little German, badly in need of a

shave, near Villers Carbonel, on that long

straight road, the longest and straightest
in France, I think, that runs from
Amiens to Vermand. He had a letter

in the breast pocket of his coat from his

brother in Hamburg. I read it:

My dear Ludwig: The war is going to end
now—is it not so? We have declared that we
would evacuate the occupied territory so that

we could enter upon an armistice and peace
negotiations with the enemy. According to

my opinion, we shall have an armistice this

Thursday. Then, at least, the killing will

cease. It is very clear, anyhow, that we must

finally have peace, inasmuch as we cannot op-

pose such a number of enemies. I pray to

God every day that the Good Lord will pro-
tect you, for if we should soon have peace,
and we should lose you, it would be the finish

of our lives. Therefore, I advise you again—
take good care of yourself, especially in these

last days. I always hope that you may be

captured so that nothing can happen to you
in these last moments. I am always so anxious

and at the same time so happy that the terrible

war is coming to an end. I can scarcely wait

till you come to the German border, for then

at least your life will be safe. We shall soon

have peace. That is certain, for we must

have peace. As I have already told you, you
will be back to us this Christmas to stay-
that is, if nothing should happen to you in those

last days. Take good care, for on this Thurs-

day we will have an armistice; on that you
can depend.

Ludwig was not the only soldier to

receive and obey that sensible advice

from relatives at home, "take good care

of yourself, especially in these last few

days." Ludendorff knew about these let-

ters. He couldn't stop them. Even now
when he writes about those days he gets

furiously enraged. When common sense

began to seep into the German soldier's

head and he saw the jig was up, Luden-

dorff called it "low morale."

Not long before we got Ludwig and

read his brother's letter, we managed to

lay hands on a report of the examination

of American prisoners by the General

Staff of the Seventh German Army. It

was signed "v. Berg, Army Intelligence

Officer." I kept a copy of it which you

may read:

The moral effect of our fire was not able to

stop the advance of the infantry seriously.

The American's nerves have not yet become

worn out.

The troops are in good spirits and full of a

naive confidence.
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The statement of one prisoner is character-

istic, "We kill or are killed."

It was impossible to obtain any information.

The prisoners will give scarcely any informa-

tion as to where they were in line.

Generally speaking, the prisoners make a

good impression and seem wide awake.
At present, they look at the war from the

point of view of the "big brother" who has

come to help his oppressed brothers and sis-

ters, and is everywhere received with friend-

ship. Their feelings, however, have a certain

moral basis. The majority of the prisoners

express themselves with a simplicity which is

comprehensible, and declare that they have
come to Europe to defend their country.

Only a few men are pure Americans by
birth. The majority are the sons of immi-

grants. These half-Americans, however, who
were nearly all born in America and have
never been in Europe, express, without hesi-

tation, the same feelings as the pure-bred
American.

Ludwig's letter and that report is the

secret history of Ludendorff's morning

appearance on the fourth page telling

how it happened. The poor old dear does

not understand yet—and never will. I

think it may be said of him, as the old

phrase ran, that he has "drifted into

journalism."
It's right much interesting and it helps

me to visualize clearly the "period of re-

construction," as it is being called. I

knew things would be somehow different

when I came back home from the wars
and resumed where I left off, but I never

never expected to find old Ludendorff

writing for the newspapers with Frank
Simonds and Walt Mason and William

Allen White and me. It's a queer, queer
world, and something or other happens
to a man every day.

Subaltern

Drama
John Masefield at the

Garrick Theatre

JOHN MASEFIELD'S "Faithful," now
** offered by the Theatre Guild at the

Garrick Theatre, is a story of Japanese
revenge. Modern problems, the breach
between reactionary and liberal, touch
the play only as a shimmer or phospho-
rescence; its core would be grasped by
a Sicilian or Kentuckian to-day. What
Messina or Louisville might fail to un-
derstand is the emphasis on ceremony.
The actors are so much gowned that the

extraction of the dagger from the gown
is a serious undertaking, and, in the

same way, the drama, especially in the

first act, is so swathed in ceremony that

the extrication of the action from its

folds is troublesome to an Occidental.

The high-souled Asano, played with rich

repose and lustrous melancholy by Mr.
Rollo Peters, stabs his enemy, Kira, on
the ground, or at least the pretext, that

Kira has played him false in a pious

formality, and the self-slaughter to

which Asano is unhesitatingly con-

demned avenges, not the small hurt to

Kira, but the insulted ritual. The sin-

gular thing is that these ceremonies,

which are caressed with Oriental solici-

tude, are got through with Occidental

despatch; after all, Mr. Masefield was
not born in Yokohama.
The death of Asano closes the first act,

which -serves as a prologue to the two fol-

lowing acts in which the revenge is

planned and consummated by Asano's

friends. Up to an early point in Act II,

the play, though stirringly acted, has

not really stirred us. It has been too

far off; it has come to us like the dimmed
reverberation of some powerful clang of

the knocker to the occupant of some dis-

tant turret in a great house. In Act II

that door is opened—indeed, it is broken

in—by Mr. Augustine Duncan in the

major part of Kurano. Kurano has been

with us briefly in the first act as Asano's

counselor, a powerful and statesman-like

figure, in whom massiveness and policy

are blended in a fashion that might have

sunk to Mazarin or risen to Cavour. In

Act II the man is superficially trans-

formed. He begins by repudiating his

wife, taking a concubine in her stead

before her face in a curious and delicate

scene in which the wife's part, beauti-

fully taken by Miss Helen Westley, has

the preciousness and speciousness of

ivory. Kurano has really little against

his wife, except the unwifely oversight

of not breaking her neck in a fall. He
rejects her as one part of that frippery
of respectability which he must cast

aside in the slow pursuit of his dissem-

bling and circuitous revenge. He plunges
into drink and riot; no hint of his deadly

purpose shall escape from the mouth to

which the lips of women and the lips

of flagons shall serve as the alternate

seals. Levity in massiveness is dismay-

ing, and solemnity under jest is rather

awful; and both feelings combine in the

heartiness of the auditor's response to

the energy and brilliancy—I do not say
the flawlessness—with which this part is

taken by Mr. Augustine Duncan.

The third act is chilling to our hopes.

The new Kurano had made a new play
for us; in Act III the old Kurano drags
back the old play, and the outflash of

character in the second act contracts to

a resplendent episode. For this shrink-

age Mr. Masefield is responsible. The

revenge that finally comes is debile. Kira
—actuated no doubt by compassion for

the straits of baffled homicides and tired

dramatists—sleeps for a night without

his guards. His enemies sweep down

upon his defenselessness, and numbers
are cheaply victorious. The pitifulness

of this outcome is somewhat glossed over

by lyric and spectacular attractions;

there is a Corybantic exuberance in the

field scene which wtould tell in opera,

and the final tableau serves not inef-

fectively to clinch and rivet an earlier

tableau in the bloody termination of Act

I. The "Faithful," though strong in

parts, is not a great play, but the Theatre

Guild are entitled to high praise for the

skill with which they have husbanded

its force and shielded its infirmities.

The local color, inevitable in a Jap-

anese play of our time, has not been

overdone. Mr. Masefield and his inter-

preters have both been astute in not

suffering the drama to become too mark-

edly "japanned." The play intimates

rather than expounds Japan: its cos-

tumes are sufficiently Eastern or, un-

Western, but do not put the spectator

into the frame of mind in which he in-

spects a cage of macaws and paroquets

in Central Park; the simple but haunting

screen-work was bountiful in the leave

it gave us to divine a country which

it did not ask us to dissect or to peruse.

The palace of Kira was less skilfully con-

ceived; it was impossible to believe that

fear listened or that vengeance crouched

behind those membranous partitions.

0. W. Firkins

Music at the Metro-

politan
rpo the Maplesons and Abbeys of a by-
-*-

gone age, an opera season meant a

great adventure. Things might go right.

Or they might all go wrong. The plans

of managers were built on sand.

But times have changed. And now our

opera managers no longer shudder at the

threat of bankruptcy. They engage their

singers and announce new works with the

assurance that behind them they have

millions. Though they should drop some

money on their season, their backers,

bless them, can well bear the loss. Be-

sides, they will not lose their salaries.

So, anyway, you see, they stand to win.

Thanks to those backers and his sub-

scription list, Mr. Gatti-Casazza, in an-

nouncing his twelfth season at the Met-

ropolitan, can face the future free from

business cares. He knows he can depend

upon society. From floor to roof most

of his seats are sold before his door3

open. And, four times out of six, for

five long months, the opera "fans" will

fill his standing spaces.

On examining Mr. Gatti-Casazza's

twelfth prospectus, we find a little that

may warrant us in believing, or at least

in hoping, that the?e legitimate and nat-

ural expectations will be realized. And,
on the other hand, we fancy we perceive
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some lacks and flaws which are not cheer-

ing. The novelties and revivals which
are promised for the approaching sea-

son include some works which will un-

doubtedly be welcome.

Among them, first and foremost, I may
mention the revival of "Parsifal" in En-

glish, with a new English text supplied

by H. E. Krehbiel. Whatever we may
think of the brash effort of a German en-

terprise to produce opera in German at

the Lexington, no sane American could

seriously object to the performance of

so austere and sweet a masterpiece as

Wagner's "Parsifal," in our own tongue
at the Metropolitan. We may look for-

ward to the re-appearance in the Metro-

politan repertory of that "consecrational

music drama;" first, because it is dig-
nified and very beautiful; and next be-

cause, by the substitution of English
words for German (quite in accordance

with the wish of the composer) its mean-

ing may again be made quite plain to

those who hear it played and sung. It

will afford much satisfaction to the many
thousands who wish to hear all opera,
soon or late, made plain to them in their

own language (a privilege insisted on

by French, German, and Italian "opera-

goers in their respective countries) to

observe that, notwithstanding his old ad-

vocacy of "opera only in the original id-

iom," Mr. Gatti-Casazza has once more
made a concession to our national aspi-

rations. He had done something, as we
know, of the same kind already by pro-

ducing the "St. Elizabeth" of Liszt in

English. Moreover, though apparently
so rigid in his artistic theory, he had

ignored it many times by presenting
"Boris Godounow" and "Le Coq d'Or"

and other Russian works, in Italian,

French, and German; "Prodana Nevesti"

in German and "Orfeo ed Euridice" in

French.

So far, so good. Yet there is reason

for some fear that, while in principle

acceding to the fast-growing wish of

most Americans to enjoy the meanings as

well the music of lyric drama, Mr.
Gatti-Casazza may have omitted to en-

sure a clear rendering of "Parsifal" in

English by selecting artists trained to

sing our language clearly. Unhappily
for himself, as well as us, the present

manager of the Metropolitan, an Italian,

has not found time to master our lan-

guage; and, as a consequence, he cannot

judge how well or ill his singers wrestle

with the art of English diction.

The announcement of Henry Hadley's
one-act opera, "One of Cleopatra's

Nights," inspired by an English text, and
based on Theophile Gautier's well known
story, should, in a measure, also gratify
American opera-goers. I have no knowl-

edge of this work. It may be good or

bad. But it can scarcely be so trivial as

the two operas picked out (why, none
could tell) last season for production as

representative of our dramatic music.

Mr. Hadley is just now much talked of

here and we may hope that with his prom-
ised "Cleopatra" he will do better than

he did some time ago with his "Beata"
and "Azora." Then we shall wait to see

if other men, like Charles M. Loeffler and
John Carpenter, will have a hearing on

the boards of the Metropolitan.
As to the foreign novelties, I see less

cause for praise. "La Juive" of Halevy,

though it may suit the French, is not a

work which will appeal to New York au-

diences. It is as pompous as the most
inflated Meyerbeer opera; inferior in its

own style to "Les Huguenots" and even

to "L'Africaine;" and it is painfully
old-fashioned. The return of Massenet's

"Manon," with the restoration of the vi-

vacious Cours-la-Reine episode, usually

omitted here, would be agreeable to us, if

some one of the type of Edmond Cle-

ment were to appear as the young lover

of the opera and if a really youthful and

more spontaneous artist than the one an-

nounced were to sing the part of the

protagonist. Some are wondering why
- that lovely work of Massenet, "Le Jon-

gleur de Notre-Dame," is still excluded

from Mr. Gatti-Casazza's repertory.

A lyric setting by Albert Wolff of the

most popular (though by no means most

poetic or important) play of Maeterlinck,

"L'Oiseau Bleu," is included among the

novelties. As it has not been heard so

far on any stage, all I will say of it is

that its composer is supposed to have

much talent. But, before paying M. Al-

bert Wolff the compliment of producing

him, Mr. Gatti-Casazza surely might
have remembered that admittedly great

lyric drama, Gustave Charpentier's

"Louise," and that far finer, if less "pop-

ular" and effective, work, the "Pelleas

et Melisande" of Debussy.

"Eugen Onegin," which is also prom-
ised (with an Italian text) might wisely

have been left to its right field, the con-

cert room. Made out of Pushkin's poem,
it rarely moves one, despite the interest

of Tchaikowsky's scores. Though rather

drab and dull as lyric drama, as music

pure and simple it may please. One ep-

isode, at least, has what one needs in

opera—dramatic beauty and contrasted

charm3.
But what on earth induced Mr. Gatti-

Casazza to dig up for New York Ros-

sini's long forgotten opera-buffa, "L'ltal-

iana in Algieri," when twenty mod-
ern works of vital interest screamed for

a hearing. And why should Leonca-

vallo's tawdry "Zaza" have had prece-

dence over a hundred vastly more im-

portant operas? His Italian feeling may,

to some extent, explain both mysteries.
But what in Italy may be quite right,
seems far from right in these United
States. The Metropolitan is not the

Scala, though now and then one might
suppose it was.

Some additions to the Metropolitan
singers are announced. Orville Harrold,
the young tenor who was revealed to us

by the late Mr. Hammerstein, will

strengthen the American contingent.
Two Italian mezzo-soprani of importance,
Gabriella Besanzoni (a South American
favorite) and Carolina Lazzari (formerly
of the Chicago company) are also to sing
for us. But we read nothing in the

twelfth prospectus of Mr. Gatti-Casazza

as to the engagement of the great Paris

tenor, Muratore, who would have lent

dignity and charm to the French reper-

tory. And the most famous of all living

Italian baritones, Galeffi and Titta Ruffo,

have both (for reasons which to some
of us seem sadly obvious) been permitted
to slip away to the Chicago organization.

The omissions, like the suggestions of

the prospectus, show plainly that the

management of the Metropolitan trusts,

as in former years, to the voices of Ca-

ruso, Amato, Geraldine Farrar, Marga-
rete Matzenauer, Didur, and a few more
for the prosperity of its enterprise. A
few of those prized voices may be shop-

worn. But—this season will hear them
all again.

Charles Henry Meltzer

Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning- a few
books which should be useful to the reader

who wishes to go a little further into mat-

ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam.

kig only books which ought to be available,

without much trouble through publisher,

book-shop, or public library. Books obscure

or out of print are avoided, and books in

English are preferred to those in other lan-

guages. These articles are in no sense biblio-

graphies for the specialist, aiming at com-

pleteness, and including magazine or news-

paper articles, but merely brief, impartial,

selected lists of books, new and old, which

may help to make the news of the week more

intelligible. The articles are written by the

Editor of Publications of the New York Pub.
lie Library.]

Armenia
T"l HE proposal for an American expe-
-*-

ditionary force to take Armenia un-

der the protection of this country

arouses a new interest in the land and

the people whose name is synonymous
with martyrdom and sorrow. Writings
about Armenia are, to a large extent,

still in foreign languages, or confined to

articles in periodicals. There ar.e enough
convenient books in English, however,

(Continued on page 548)
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Quality
Production

Quality always has been and always

will be the one and dominating purpose

of the C-W organization.

That is why Crocker-Wheeler Motors

stand first with manufacturers and en-

gineers whose experience has taught

the economy of quality-

Crocker-Wheeler Motors are not made
to meet a price, but to fulfill the definite

purpose to which they are applied with

the maximum of dependability, satis-

faction and service.

^M-r
President

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ampere, N. J.

New York
Boston

Syracuse

Chicago

Cleveland

Birmingham

Pittsburgh

Newark
New Haven
Philadelphia

Baltimosi

San Francisco

Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Silverware Watches Clocks Stationery

Clocks

Hall,Mantei,Desk and Traveling Clocks

PCRCHASES MAY BE MADE BY MAIL

Fifth Avenue &37
t-h Street

NewYork
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ABBEY'S HOLY GRAIL
depicting stirring scenes of the old crusade, symbolizes the victorious crusade of

the great war. As President Poincaire said of our troops, perceiving the appli-
cation of the old legend to our day, 'Your gallant battalions brought with them
the enthusiasm of crusaders leaving for the Holy Land."

These heroic Grail pictures, representing the quest and triumph of right over
evil, speak a great lesson, in a great way, to the youth of our country; and they
make artistic and singularly fitting

Soldier Memorials
For an indoor memorial, where the impression is intimate and direct, nothing

perhaps can equal this splendid series of panels. They are strikingly beautiful

and they are extremely interesting in their significant "story."
To those who welcome back their own, and to those who mourn for soldiers

who made the supreme sacrifice, the Grail pictures have an appeal of matchless

significance and vitality. Also, they make a fine gift to every soldier as a personal
memorial of his service.

Abbey's Grail properly belongs in every home, club, office, school, library,

parish house, public building—in everv. place that had the honor of a starred flag.

These Grail Pictures are an answer to the perplexing question how to select

a memorial that shall be at once appropriate and artistic.

As Lindsay M. Swift has
said in a little monograph on
the subject, "One may well

read this series of Abbey's
Grail panels by the glorious

light which shines on the

present.

"In the Vision one sees a pre-

figuration of modern youth born
into a land which calls for conse-

cration to lofty deeds of patriot-
ism.

"In the Vow of Knighthood the

youth devotes himself to the life

that shall ennoble himself and en-

rich his couptry.

In the Round Table of King
Arthur, Galahad begins to under-

stand the dangers that beset one

who is to take his place among
those who would both serve and
lead.

"In the Conquest of the Seven

ISins
one discerns the youth con-

fronted with foes bent on the ob-
(JAI.AHAD THE DELIVERER,* from Abbey's Holy literaiion of everything that man-

Grail: Prototype of the modern soldier, "he delivered .. ,

r(,cnPrted and preserved.
the country from the wickedness that lay upon It."

kina nas respected ana preserved.

"In his triumphant defeat of these enemies of the human race—Hi:ns, if you will—he

Is able to deliver the imprisoned virtues (the Castles of the Maidens) whose names, in

present parlance are. Personal Liberty, Ttespeet for Just Authority, Decency, Honor,
Sacredness of Obligations—all those threatened heritages, at last made safe for democracy
and by democracy." And so on. Particulars sent on request. Done exclusively in

m^mmm
For 24 years a hallmark of good taste vi pictures.

The Copley Prints may rightly be called flne-art reproductions. They received the

highest award Gold Medal from the French Government.
In addition to the Grail we publish an extensive list of

Distinguished Works of American Art
from the leading museums and private collections

As to their quality, Mr. Abbey said, "I could not wish better."

Mr. Saint-Gaudens said: "I could not believe you could make your large sizes so

good In quality and so well defined." They make
Beautiful Pictures for Gifts and for Your Home

How obtained: Through art stores, or direct from us. We send on approval, prepaid
and with no obligation of purchase, $1.50 to $50.00 and upwards. Special prices on sets

of the Grail In large sizes.

Voor Old Family Portaits reproduced prlvate?y in the Copley Prints, from old daguer-
reotypes, faded photographs, tintypes, kodaks, etc. Make unique gifts to your relatives.

Particulars In Catalogue.

Send 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue
(Stamps accepted.) It is practically a handbook of American Art.

*Copyright by Edwin A. Abbey. From a Copley Print copyright by

CURTIS & CAMERON, 411I
°f
rStst. BOSTON

Salesroom-' Pierce Buildino, Opposite Public Library

(Continued from page 546.)
to give any inquirer some idea of the Ar-

menians, their country, their history,
and the outrageous wrongs they have
suffered.

H. F. B. Lynch's "Armenia; Travels
and Studies" (Longmans, 1901) is an
extensive work in two volumes. Many
readers will prefer a briefer book, like

Noel and Harold Buxton's "Travel and
Politics in Armenia" (Macmillan, 1914),

which, with an introduction by Viscount

Bryce, and some chapters on Armenian

history and culture by Aram Ram,
gives a sketch of conditions before the

great war. Another brief work is Ar-

chag Tchobanian's "The People of Ar-

menia" (Dent, 1914). More compre-
hensive is M. C. Garbrielian's "Armenia:

a Martyr Nation" (Revell, 1918), with

its early history, as well as its chapters

on the events of 1915-17.

Three or four books might be grouped
under the title of one of them: "The
Blackest Page of Modern History"

(Putnam, 1916), by Herbert A. Gib-

bons. These all deal with Armenia and

Turkey during the recent war. The

others are: A. P. Hacobian's "Armenia

and the War" (Doran, 1917?), E. F.

Benson's "Crescent and Iron Cross" (Do-

ran, 1918), Lewis Einstein's "Inside

Constantinople" (Dutton, 1918), and, of

course, "Ambassador Morgenthau's Sto-

ry" (Doubleday, 1918), by Henry Mor-

genthau.
A small book, reviewing the whole his-

tory of the country, is Bertha S. Papa-

zian's "The Tragedy of Armenia" (Pil-

grim Press, 1919), which has been well

received in reviews. A pamphlet of Ar-

nold Toynbee's is called "Armenian

Atrocities; The Murder of a Nation"

(Doran, 1915?); while J. J. Keliher &
Co. are the publishers of a pamphlet,

dated 1917, and called "Germany, Tur-

key, and Armenia," which is drawn from

documentary evidence. The massacres in

the recent war led Helen Davenport Gib-

bons to write "The Red Rugs of Tarsus"

(Century, 1917), a record of the mass-

acre of 1909. Official papers upon this

subject are in "The Treatment of Arme-

nians in the Ottoman Empire" (Hodder,

1916). These were documents presented

to Viscount Grey, and laid before Par-

liament as an official paper.

Edmund Lester Peakson

Books Received
Anonymous. Stuff: An Anthology of

Verse. Four Seas Company. $i net.

Hope, Laurence. India's Love Lyrics.

Lane. $1.50 net.

Macleod, Euphemia. My Rose and Other

Poems. Four Seas Company.
Shaw, Bernard. Heartbreak House, Great

Catherine and Playlets of the War. Bren-

tano's. $1.75 net.
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"V/T ASSACHUSETTS has shown be-

,

A
yond question where the great body

of America's citizenship stands when the
foundations of law and order are threat-

ened. The attitude of the two candidates
for the governorship took the contest

wholly out of the ordinary rut of party
politics. In his handling of the police

strike, Governor Coolidge stood in the

public mind, outside Massachusetts no
less than within, as the champion of or-

der against anarchy. Mr. Long, the
Democratic candidate, could have done
the same. He chose, however, to make
his appeal primarily to the elements sup-
posed to have been offended by Governor

Coolidge's course, depending upon the
radical element in Boston and the manu-
facturing centres to overbalance the loss

which he was sure to suffer in the better

element of his own party. The result is

a plurality of about 125,000 for Coolidge—a figure almost unprecedented in Mas-

sachusetts, and contrasting with his own
plurality of only 17,000 against the same
opponent a year ago. Boston, where
Long's campaign managers were looking

for a majority of over 40,000, gave him
only about 5,000, showing a heavier
Democratic defection than the rest of the
State. Democratic candidates for office

in Massachusetts will perhaps be a little

less eager, in the future, to pick up the
red end of the political poker.

TT is a common error to exaggerate the
*•
significance of a single electoral vic-

tory; but there are times when failure

to recognize such significance argues not
caution but blindness. The Massachu-
setts result is absolutely conclusive, and
on a question far more comprehensive
than the immediate issue upon which it

turned. It is conclusive as to the state
of mind of the American people on the
whole programme of revolutionary rad-

icalism. If our historic form of govern-
ment were on its last legs, if the existing
economic and social order were ready
to be thrown into the scrap-heap, an ap-

peal to the abstract principle of law and
order, however well grounded, could not

possibly evoke such a response. People
who are in a state of revolutionary dis-

content are not in a frame of mind to

draw distinctions. They hit a head when
they see it. No better opportunity could

possibly have been presented than this

contest between Coolidge and Long for

registering a protest against the exist-

ing order. If the people were seething
with the revolutionary spirit, neither the

specific issue of the moment nor party
attachments of the past would have stood

in the way of its expression. But all the

breaking of party lines was of precisely
the opposite character. The Republican
ranks have stood firm, and scores of

thousands of Demorcratic voters have
swelled them. At a single stroke, Mass-
achusetts has disposed of the notion that

the voice either of the soap-box agitator
or of the dilettante revolutionist is the

voice of America.

f\ NLY the transcendent interest of the^ Massachusetts victory puts the result

of the New York city election into sec-

ond place. The overwhelming victory of

Justice Newburger is such a blow as

Tammany has seldom suffered; the res-

cue from its grip of leading posts in the

municipal government is hardly less im-

portant to the public, and is even more
of a disappointment to Tammany's ex-

pectations. That the citizenship of New

York could be aroused to such a pitch
upon local questions, at a time when
bigger troubles so engross the public
mind, is matter for special satisfaction.

It contributes its share, too, toward
showing that the American people are
not so taken up with rainbow-chasing
that the old concerns of ordinary decent

government are regarded by them as of
no consequence. It would be foolish,

however, to regard the outcome of the

campaign as proving anything more
than that there are limits to what Tam-
many can count upon ; the overwhelming
defeat of Mayor Mitchel two years ago—
with Hylan the victor!—will long re-

main a monumental warning of the abys-
mal possibilities of New York City's
vote.

'T'HE President heartily congratulates
*- Governor Coolidge on his victory, and
the country heartily congratulates the
President on his congratulation.

CONGRESS
has shown bad judgment

in refusing to the Air Service, so far,
even a living appropriation, to say noth-

ing of provision for progress. The out-

break of the war found aviation in its

infancy, even in Germany. Speedy prog-
ress was made, in all the more important
countries involved, but it was progress
under the lash of immediate war neces-

sity. The admitted faults that exist in

the planes in use to-day are in no small

degree due to this unavoidable lack of

time for careful tests of each new fea-

ture as it was evolved, and the thorough
working out of underlying principles.
Now that the lash has been removed, the

time has come for the slow and careful

revision of all that was so hastily done,
that structural defects may be removed,
dangers to life and limb minimized, and
the various forms of aircraft be brought
to the highest possible level of efficiency

for the uses of either war or peace. This
work is, of course, going to be done. The
immediate question is whether the Uni-
ted States is going to have any part in

it other than that of standing on the

ground and watching the improved
planes of more enterprising countries as

they glide by.

When once the country realizes the

situation, it will not tolerate a policy so

lacking in national self-respect. But the

loss of a year or two in getting into the
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game would be a very serious misfor-

tune. It will mean at the outset that

many of the most desirable men now in

the service, on both the practical and the

scientific sides, will leave it for other

occupations. The class of air men who
will consent to stay and merely mark
time, in the hope of more liberal support
in some indefinite future, is not the class

from which genuine progress in the art

and science of aviation is to be expected.

The really live men can be held only if

new planes are to be built and ample
laboratory room and equipment provided
for the working out of the scientific

problems still unsolved. It would be en-

tirely unjustifiable to permit this loss

merely because the question is still pend-

ing whether or not to reorganize the Air

Service as a separate Department. Re-

organization will be made none the more
difficult by the existence of something

really worth while to reorganize. The

present session of Congress should not

adjourn without granting at least the

$15,000,000 appropriation for new work
which has already passed the Senate but

was cancelled by the Conference Com-
mittee in deference to the House.

rPHE failure of Yudenitch to take Petro-
* grad brings into relief again the ques-
tion of the blockade of Soviet Russia.

Few topics have been the subject of more
misinformation or more misplaced emo-
tion. On Saturday last the League of

Free Nations Association held a lunch-

eon for discussing it and a large portion
of the meeting was devoted to impas-
sioned appeals to end it. The parlor Bol-

shevik element present was particularly

vigorous in the expression of its feelings.

Such people, however, are not especially
concerned with facts. In the first place,

it is not America's blockade. In the sec-

ond place, the blockade of Soviet Russia

is now the blockade of Petrograd alone,

for active fighting is taking place on all

the remaining frontiers, and the ques-
tion of blockade does not arise on the

fighting line. In the third place, the

lifting of the blockade by the Allies

might rescue the people of Petrograd if

the Bolsheviks would not seize the sup-

plies for themselves and the Red Army,
but they have consistently refused to

permit the bringing in of any supplies
under neutral auspices that would safe-

guard them.
Russia could not be fed from the out-

side even if there were no barrier at

all, for there are a hundred million

mouths and transportation has broken

down. Russia must feed herself, and
she has in her country districts enough
food to do so, but it Is the crowning
crime of the Bolshevik Government that

it has made this impossible. The block-

ade, throughout the period of the armis-

tice, has simply exposed the incompe-
tence and lack of constructive ability of

the fools and criminals who promised
the deluded people a communistic Utopia.
It was not a blockade of a country that

depended on import of food and raw ma-
terials, but of a land abounding in every
natural resource. Had there been in the

Bolshevik leaders the slightest ability to

construct, it would have served as a pow-
erful stimulus to develop the utilization

of these resources, like a high protec-
tive tariff. No better example of this

incompetence need be cited than that of

Petrograd freezing to death and tearing
down its wooden dwellings for fuel,

while surrounded by forests. In reality,

the question of the blockade itself is far

less important than the source and the

purpose of the agitation against it—an

agitation which bears all the marks of

a propaganda to arouse sympathy for the

Bolsheviks and to block the efforts to as-

sist the real Russia.

"CMJGITIVES who have recently es-
-*-

caped from Bolshevik Russia bring
some valuable information as to the de-

velopments there. The Red Army is un-

der iron discipline and the people are

utterly cowed and terrorized. There has

not been the slightest display of con-

structive ability, and production is at a

standstill. It is estimated that more
than forty thousand German soldiers and
five hundred officers are serving in the

Bolshevik armies, and this accounts for

a degree of organization not to have been

expected from the Bolsheviks themselves.

Another phenomenon has been pointed
out by a prominent Moscow industrialist

who has just escaped through the South
after having served a term as a con-

script in the Red Army. This phenome-
non should be of especial interest to the

radicals of the labor movement in this

country who have been lauding the Rus-

sian dictatorship of the proletariat. He
points out that, whereas the revolution

developed in the industrial classes So-

cialistic ideas which led to seizure of

factories by the workmen, voting by
them of their own hours and wages, and
the general disappearance of any ideas

of discipline or authority in industry,
the Bolshevik regime with an iron hand
has absolutely swept these ideas out of

existence. The slightest expression of

dissatisfaction on the part of a laborer

is repressed with ruthless cruelty. Work-

ingmen are shot down in batches for the

least infraction of rules. Industrialists

have feared that reconstruction would be

sadly hampered by the difficulty of deal-

ing with labor under the conditions pro-
duced by revolution and Socialist agita-

tion, but apparently the Soviet tyranny
has destroyed the last vestige of indepen-
dence in the Russian laboring classes.

A CCORDING to cable messages, the
""

gist of Premier Clemenceau's speech

in Strassburg, on Tuesday, may be

summed up in the one word, "work," di-

rected not merely to his own people, but

to the entire world. The loss of four

years of destructive warfare can be made

up by work alone. There had been pre-

dictions that Clemenceau would come out

with a demand for a revision of the

treaty of peace, giving France more am-

ple protection against the possibility of

renewed attack by Germany, but he pre-

fers to trust in the continued friendship

of England and America who, he said,

had not bargained for their blood and

would not grudge help to France. The

necessity of getting back to work, which

the French Premier stressed so heavily,

is the burden of a letter from the John

V. Farwell Company, of Chicago, which

appeared in one of the New York papers

or the same day. The Farwell Company
urges the immediate ratification of the

treaty, with no destructive reservations,

as an imperative necessity if the people

of Europe are to be got back to work,

an end which can be gained only with a

supply of raw materials, machinery, and

credits which will not be given until af-

ter the ratification of the treaty. The

opinion is also expressed that the treaty

delay, by preventing the laboring class

from getting to work, is adding to the

forces of extreme radicalism everywhere,

and that if prolonged it will seriously de-

press all lines of American business.

IN Germany as here, the feeling grows
that the labor class is being U3ed by

strike leaders to bring about a Bolshevis-

tic revolution. This opinion was ex-

pressed the other day by Fritz Neuhaus.

director-general of the Borsig Locomo-

tive and Machine Works, in an interview

with the correspondent of the New York
Times. The Borsig concern, along with

other great metal-working establish-

ments, has granted increase of wages,

with the eight-hour day, and other con-

cessions; but new demands have fol-

lowed repeated concessions, until Direc-

tor Neuhaus is convinced that the lead-

ers are prolonging the present strike not

for the sake of labor but in the hope that

the Government may be overthrown, and

a Spartacan dictatorship put in its place.

He is convinced, however, that their aims

will be thwarted by rebellion among
their own followers, who are unwilling

to continue in enforced idleness and see

their families suffering, with no funds

from which strike pay may be provided,

and no share in the Government allow-

ance to those who are involuntarily un-

employed. The Borsig establishment has

large orders, and would be working day
and night, with an increased force, if

not held up by the strike. Director Neu-
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haus also states that in some industries

the workmen themselves, with the con-

sent of their unions, have gone back to

piece-work and working overtime in or-

der to counteract the disadvantages of

a rigid adherence to the eight-hour rule.

THE economy to be expected from a
A national budget system is something
more fundamental than a mere reduction
in the grand total of Congressional ap-

propriations, which might not be econ-

omy at all. An appropriation of a mil-

lion for some great reclamation project
might conceivably be wasteful, while the

granting of five times as much would
have been true economy. The million

might be so scanty that costly work al-

ready in progress would suffer serious

deterioration through want of funds to

carry it to completion, while the larger
sum would have placed the entire project
in position to yield important economic

advantages to the country. The real

gain from a rightly organized budget
system in our national finances will come
first through securing a fairer distribu-
tion of the total of appropriations among
the varoius Departments. A comprehen-
sive view of the entire field, and the re-

lation of its parts to one another, will

take the place of the present struggle of
rival interests, each seeking all it can

get for itself and none well informed as
to the legitimate claims of the others.

TN an official letter to the Chairman of
^the Senate Military Committee, As-
sistant Secretary of State Philip says
that the United States is maintaining no
"blockade" of Petrograd but is simply
refusing export licenses for shipments
to Russian territory under Bolshevik
control, and clearance papers to Ameri-
can vessels seeking to enter Petrograd,
the only remaining Bolshevik port. This
refusal is placed on two grounds, the de-
clared purpose of the Bolsheviki to carry
revolution into other lands, and the Bol-
shevik "nationalization" of all trade,
which makes it impossible to distribute
even necessities through Petrograd ex-

cept by dealing with the Bolshevik au-
thorities. The stores of American food
placed in Viborg, Finland, by the Ameri-
can Relief Commission, will be taken to

Petrograd "whenever that city may come
under the control of authorities with
whom it is possible to deal." Assistant

Secretary Phillips reminds the Commit-
tee that this action is taken by the Ad-
ministration under its war powers, and
cannot be maintained after the ratifica-

tion of the Peace Treaty without new
legislation. As the opening up of com-
merce with territory under Bolshevik
control would unquestionably furnish
new channels for the inflow of revolu-

tionary propaganda, Congress should at

once enact such empowering legislation
as may seem necessary.

GERMANY
will doubtless accept with-

out a murmur the Allies' bill of dam-
ages on account of the ships-of-war scut-

tled at Scapa Flow. What are a few
millions of marks on top of so many
billions? It was worth the price, this

splendid vindication of the honor of the

High Seas fleet—the very poetry of the
art of sinking. From the point of view
of the Allies, of course, leaving out of

account all question of good manners at

sea, so flagrant a breach of the armistice
terms could not be blinked.

TN the course of his evidence before the
* National Assembly Sub-Committtee
Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg, the German
ex-Chancellor, made a statement which
implied the nation's responsibility for
the relentless submarine warfare. He
had been opposed to that weapon, he de-

clared, but the influence of Admiral von

Tirpitz, General Ludendorff, and Field
Marshal von Hindenburg, was so strong
that the German people were absolutely
convinced of its justification and follow-

ed their military leaders blindly. If pub-
lic opinion in Germany was as futile as

Mr. Wilson supposed in his speech of

April 2, 1917, the submarine warfare
would have needed no sanction of the

people to be carried into effect. The
three criminal fire-eaters would have
started on their wicked course regardless
of any opinion but their own. The chan-
cellor tried to attenuate the guilt with
which he charged the nation by adding
that it followed the triumvirate blindly.
If this is true, as it evidently is, the fault

lies with Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg and
his like, whose clear duty it was to open
the people's eyes. Of this another con-

fession of the Chancellor gives an inter-

esting proof : Having been asked why the
Central Powers made their peace offer on
December 12, 1916, in spite of the fact

that a move for peace by Mr. Wilson had
been suggested to Germany and was
likely to be initiated before the end of

that month, Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg
replied that "in order not to give the

impression of weakness the German
peace offer had to come at a time when
our military successes were at the high-
est. Moreover, it was necessary to show
the German people that the Government
desired peace and was only waging a de-

fensive war." The implication is that

this desire could not be made apparent
when it came to actual negotiations, as

then the peace-loving government of Dr.

von Bethmann-Hollweg would have to

confess that the aim of its defensive war
was the annexation of Belgium. If the

people were really deceived as to the in-

tentions of their rulers, they furnished

an amazing instance of gregarious blind-

ness; but this does not lessen the sin

of the ex-Chancellor and other non-mil-

itary leaders who, in obedience to orders
from army headquarters, took advantage
of the nation's lack of sight for the fur-

therance of Ludendorff's schemes.

TT may be only an omen, and probablyA of no more significance than usually
attaches to omens, that the new list of
Rhodes scholars is headed by the name
of William Dwight Whitney. Some sev-

enty years ago a young scholar of that
name set sail for—Berlin. What he got
there plus what he brought with him
sufficed to make his name one of the

brightest in the bead-roll of American
scholars. Through him and others like

him we acquired something which in

justice both to ourselves and to Germany
should not be forgotten. The horror of
the last five years has far more than can-
celled our debt to Germany; and the fact
that we had allowed the debt to roll up
far higher than it should have been per-
mitted to go tends to encourage a denial
that there was any debt at all. But for
better and worse we got a great deal.

Whatever was good in it, and there was
much that was good, ought by this time
to have been made thoroughly our own.
It should be judged not on grounds of
whence it came but of what it has be-
come. From the original source, how-
ever, we need at present nothing more,
and our young scholars do well to look
elsewhere for new learning to graft upon
the now pretty sturdy American stock.

rpHESE are times which try men's
minds, quite as much as their souls.

The world, as never before, needs head.
It asks for knowledge, not anodynes;
facts, not dreams; light, and not a suf-
fused rosy glow. But light, if it is to

illuminate, must fall on a seeing eye.
People—huge masses of them—are per-
fectly well aware of this. They are

ready, eager, to study, to be informed
where they were content to be ignorant,
to be receptive where they were comfort-

ably indifferent. They know well enough
that salvation comes, if it comes, through
a very considerable lifting of the plane, a
considerable enrichment of the materials,
upon which the world's saving common
sense works. Any single effort to con-
tribute to the satisfaction of this need
must appear small in view of the ends

contemplated. It is only the sum of many
such efforts that begins to look respecta-
ble, but each of many small contributions
shares in the dignity of the sum that de-

pends on them for its existence. It is,

therefore, gratifying to the Review to

feel that its column, "Books and the

News," is successfully serving the limited

though highly practical ends it aims at.
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The Country and the

Miners
rPHE sullen obstinacy of the United
•*~ Mine Workers has been met by the
Administration at Washington with a
manifestation of energy and firmness
never surpassed in a similar emergency.
The President's offer to bring about an
orderly settlement was accompanied by
the clearest possible warning that if

such settlement was refused all the pow-
ers of the Federal Government would be

put into action for the protection of the

rights of the public. The offer was re-

jected and the warning ignored; and
with a swiftness and completeness that

leaves no room for doubt as to the da-

termination behind it, all the machinery
of the law and all the activities of its

thousands of agents have been set in

motion to bring to nought the defiant

attempt of the union to take the country
by the throat and compel acceptance of

its arbitrary and unreasonable demands.
In the struggle before it, whether that

shall prove short or long, the Adminis-
tration has the overwhelming support of

public sentiment. In all the history of

labor struggles, it would be hard to re-

call a single instance in which, from the

very outset of a strike, the public were
so distinctly arrayed against the strik-

ers. Usually it is not until the cause of

the strikers has become discredited by
flagrant acts of violence that the people,

at large are aroused to resentment

against them. In this instance, the in-

herent wrongfulness of the strike has
been sufficient to bring about an instant

alignment of the public against it.

A number of circumstances have com-
bined to create this state of feeling. In

the first place, the odium of refusing to

have their case submitted to fair in-

quiry and arbitration rests squarely upon
the miners. As Attorney-General Pal-

mer says in his official statement of the

Government's position: "The operators,

upon the insistence of the President, in-

dicated their willingness to negotiate and

arbitrate, providing the strike is de-

ferred, while the miners rejected the

President's request for arbitration as a,

means of settlement and refused to defer

the strike." This of itself would be a

heavy weight for the strikers to carry.

But refusal to arbitrate is, in this in.

stance, a thousand-fold more reprehensi-
ble than usual, because what the miners

propose to substitute for inquiry and ar-

bitration is the coercion of the whole

people of the country, through the de-

liberate stoppage of its industrial life.

The fight is not against the operators,
but against the people; if the strike is

won, it will be not because the operator-

yield, but because the people surrender,
and the people don't intend to surrender.

But there is a third factor in the situa-

tion which, we believe, is quite as power-
ful as either of these in arraying the

people of the country against the miners.
It requires no close examination of the
facts to recognize in this strike some-

thing far beyond an ordinary attempt to

better conditions. The question of rec-

ognition of the union is not involved at

all; it is with the union that the opera-
tors have been dealing for years. The
situation as to wages and hours is not

of such a character as to account for

uncompromising insistence on an arbi-

trary and extreme demand, in the face of

repeated appeals by the Government for

a reasonable method of settlement. The
country feels instinctively that the fight

which the miners have thus deliberately

provoked centers about an issue more
vital than any involved in their immedi-
ate demands, unreasonable as these are.

The country realizes that the strike is,

in essence, revolutionary; that it asserts

the right of the workers who at any
given time happen to be engaged in any
essential industry, to absolute control,
and virtual ownership, of that industry.
Thus the alignment that is taking place

upon this strike is at bottom an align-
ment of those who favor, as against
those who oppose, a movement which at-

tacks the very foundations of the exist-

ing order.

The same issue has arisen more
sharply, though not in a field so exten-

sive, in more than one instance within
the past few months. It appeared in a

gross and violent form at Seattle, and
was triumphantly met by Mayor Ole

Hanson, whose splendid conduct in the
crisis instantly made him a national fig-

ure. In a still simpler form—because it

was not in the field of industry, but in

the even more essential province of the

primary functions of government—the
issue was made in the Boston police

strike; and Governor Coolidge met it

with a conclusive and masterly assertion
of the supremacy of law and government.
In each of these instances the man upon
whom the responsibility of government
rested showed himself equal to the occa-

sion; and now, in a case less absolutely

clear-cut, but no less vital, and in its

dimensions infinitely more serious, the
Federal Administration has acquitted it-

self in a manner worthy of Its high
trust. Americans who have feared that
the foundations of their institutions

were in danger may well take heart as

they contemplate the fidelity, and cour-

age, and strength which their public ser-

vants have shown when put to the test.

Even more encouraging is the evi-

dence, to be seen on all hands, of the fun-

damental soundness of spirit of the na-
tion as a whole. In a Congress in which
party division is unusually acute, with a
Senate that has been engaged for months
in a contest of exceptional bitterness be-

tween Administration and anti-Adminis-
tration forces, and with a Presidential

campaign in near prospect, this coal-

strike issue was met, from the moment
it came into view, in a spirit of almost
unanimous harmony. From the start

everybody knew that Congress would
stand behind the President when the
crisis came; and when it did come the

Senate immediately passed a concurrent
resolution giving "the national Adminis-
tration and all others in authority the
assurance of our constant, continuous,
and unqualified support in the use of
such constitutional and lawful means as

may be necessary to meet the present
industrial emergency and in vindicating
the majesty and power of the Govern-
ment in enforcing obedience to and re-

spect for the Constitution and the laws."

There can be no doubt that the attitude

of Congress is a reflection of what is

silently going on in men's minds all over
the country. One interesting indication

of this was given when the Association
of Men Teachers and Principals of the

City of New York, at a special meeting,

unanimously adopted a resolution that

the Board of Education be petitioned to

give the teachers permission to volunteer

for service in the coal fields without loss

of pay. One often has occasion to la-

ment the readiness of Congress to keep
its ear to the ground ; but there are times
when that trait has its uses. Congress
may play to this gallery or that in lesser

matters; but when it comes to an issue

which the whole people feel to be vital,

the gallery it plays to—if it plays to a

gallery at all—is the whole people and
nothing less. For many months the

revolutionaries, professional and ama-
teur, have been occupying a big place on
the stage; they are now being shown
how small a place they fill in the country.

The Strike and the

Law
rpHE Government's case against the
-*- coal strikers rests upon no doubtful
or narrow ground. The facts and cir-

cumstances which Attorney-General Pal-

mer marshals in his public statement of

the Government's position are but the

background of the case, and no one of

them is essential to its validity. The law

invoked by him as the basis of the Gov-

ernment's action is the Food and Fuel

Control act. This act, as the Attorney-
General says, "made it unlawful for any
concerted action, agreement, or arrange-
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ment to be made by two or more persona
to limit the facilities of transportation
and production, or to restrict the supply
and distribution of fuel, or to aid or abet

the doing of any act having this purpose
or effect. Making a strike effective un-

der the circumstances which 1 have de-

scribed amounts to such concerted action

or arrangement." Nor is there the

slightest doubt that this act is still in

full force. The date of its expiration is

unambiguously stated in the act itself,

which declares that it "shall cease to be

in effect when the existing state of war
between the United States and Germany
shall have terminated, and the fact and

date of such termination shall be ascer-

tained and proclaimed by the President."

In the newspapers, while the strike

was incubating, the greatest stress was
laid on the charge that the miners were

flagrantly repudiating a contract obliga-

tion. But neither in the President's let-

ter nor in the Attorney-General's state-

ment does this charge play a prominent

part. On the contrary, while the point

is mentioned in both cases, it is touched

upon with conspicuous gentleness.

Whether the obligation of that agree-

ment, which was to be valid "during the

continuation of the war," should be re-

garded as absolutely binding at this time

is obviously an open question. The min-
ers would have been perfectly justified in

asserting their view that the obligation
no longer holds good. The odium that

rests upon them, in this regard, is not

their assertion of the view, but their as-

sumption of the right to compel its ac-

ceptance by force, instead of submitting
the question to fair and impartial deter-

mination. But the Government's case in

no wise depends on the right or wrong of

this particular claim. The miners cannot

pretend that they have a right to repeal

an act of Congress; and under the Food
and Fuel Control act a strike of the kind

that is now being attempted would be ab-

solutely illegal, even if no contract had
been entered into in regard to wages and

working conditions.

A larger question as to the Govern-

ment's power is raised by a speech made
by ex-President Taft in Massachusetts.

Every one who thinks seriously about

what the strike really means must ask

himself whether our protection against
the disaster which it threatens rests sole-

ly on the accident that peace has not yet
been proclaimed. If the Treaty had been

ratified last month and the proclamation
of peace issued, the condition of the

country would still be essentially what
it is to-day, and the peril in which our

industries and the general welfare would
be placed by the strike would be no less

than it is now. Mr. Taft placed the

right of the Government to protect the

public in such a contingency upon a

basis which ha3 nothing to do with the

existence of a state of war. He said :

In an ordinary strike incidental annoyance
to the public, which is negligible, does not
render the strike illegal. But when enormous
combinations of workingmen deliberately en-
ter upon a country-wide plan to take the

country by the throat and compel the coun-

try to compel the employers in that particular
field of industry to yield to the demands of
the men, they are engaged in an unlawful

conspiracy. The sacredness of their individ-
ual right to labor on such terms as they
choose and to leave their employment when
they will does not protect or justify them in

such a conspiracy.
That is the kind of conspiracy the bitumi-

nous coal miners propose to begin on the

first day of November. Congress has full

power, in the interstate commerce law, to con-
demn such a conspiracy as an offense, if it

has not already done so.

The issue thus brought forward is one
that may well engage the attention of

our highest legislative and juristic au-

thorities. And the public at large must
begin to consider in real earnest the ques-
tion of what power the nation possesses
to defend itself against what is in all es-

sentials an act of war. We cannot afford

to drift along in a state of uncertainty

upon so vital an issue. The specific leg-

islation proposed in the Cummins Rail-

road bill to prevent the possibility of

our means of transportation being par-

alyzed by a strike is bitterly opposed by
organized labor. Still more opposition
will there be to legislation covering dan-

gers of less definite scope, but no less

menacing to the vital interests of the

country. Yet if the future is to be safe,

the power of the national Government to

intervene for the nation's protection
must in one way or another be made
plain. And there is no better time than

the present for facing the issue.

Bessarabia
"C^VER since Rumania, on August 18,
*-'

1916, signed a secret treaty with the

Allies which promised satisfaction of her
claims in Austro-Hungarian territory, in

exchange for her armed intervention on

the side of the Entente, she has caused

her associates more trouble and annoy-
ance than the maintenance of her neu-

trality would have done. Within two

years of that date, on March 5, 1918,

General Averescu was forced to agree to

a preliminary peace with the Central

Powers, which was signed In so-called

permanent form two months later. But
when the fortune of war had turned

against the victors, and after the exit of

Austria-Hungary, she, at the eleventh

hour, resumed her campaign on Novem-
ber 10, 1918, obviously in order to safe-

guard the satisfaction of her territorial

ambitions as promised to her by the se-

cret treaty of 1916. There is no evidence

that the Great Powers have taken the

view that by her incidental peace with

the enemy Rumania had put that treaty
out of operation, but one gets the im-

pression, from the defiant attitude which
M. Bratiano's Government has adopted
towards the Supreme Council, that at

Bucharest the Council is suspected or ac-

tually accused of taking that position.
This would account for Rumania's de-

termination to take the law in her own
hands with regard to the settlement of

affairs in Hungary.
Her claims to Bessarabia have a

stronger foundation than a provision in

a secret treaty whose validity is subject
to doubt. The exit of Russia from the

war gave Rumania an opportunity to

present these claims, which she bases on

historical and ethnical grounds. For
the land between Pruth and Dniester,

until it was annexed by Russia in 1812,

has always formed an integral part of

Moldavia, and at least 50 per cent.—ac-

cording to Rumanian statistics nearly 70

per cent.—of the Bessarabian population
are Moldavian in race and in language.
From 1812 until 1917, except for an in-

terval of twenty years from 1856 to 1877,
the country remained under Russian
rule. But when the revolution led to the

disintegration of the Empire, Bessarabia
was left to her own control. She would
seem to have soon grown tired of au-

tonomy, to judge from the vote which
was passed, some time ago, by the Na-
tional Convention in favor of incorpora-
ation with Rumania. Whether this as-

sembly was truly representative, how-

ever, has been called into question—not,

indeed, by the Rumanian Government,
which naturally bases its recent action

on that majority vote, but from the side

of the Bessarabians themselves. Ru-
manian troops were, at that time, in oc-

cupation of the country, and seeing how
these forces are being used in Hungary
in influencing the political situation,

there may be some truth in the assertion

made by non-Moldavian elements in Bes-

sarabia that the Constitution of the Na-
tional Parliament did not so much re-

flect the opinion of the people as the

temporary predominance of Rumanian
militarism. A plebiscite has been asked
for from the Bessarabian side as a cor-

rective of this impugned majority vote.

But the Rumanian Government objects,

preferring a bird in the hand to two in

the bush ; and in order to tighten its grip
on the catch, it has issued an official

proclamation of the union of Bessarabia

with Rumania.
The helpless inactivity of the Supreme

Council in the Fiume tangle has, no

doubt, encouraged M. Bratiano to pro-
ceed on his successful course of "real-

politik." The moment is auspicious for

Rumania. Her present strength lies in

the weakness of both her friends and her
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enemies: the Entente has greater inter-

ests to protect in the Baltic region than
are involved in the fate of Bessarabia,
Ukraina will not proceed beyond an of-

ficial protest, as General Petlura's troops
are engaged in fighting Denikin's forces,
and Hungary is in a state of semi-sub-

jection to Rumania, which makes her

quite harmless as an opponent. The only

danger for Rumania in thus extending
her territory as far as the Dniester is

in the friction to which it will lead in the

future with whatever Russian regime
may be established after the overthrow
of the Soviet Government. That Brati-

ano faces this risk may be taken as an
indication that, in his opinion, the strug-

gle between the Reds and the anti-revo-

lutionary forces is yet far removed from
that final phase which recent dispatches
had given reason to regard as at last

imminent.

Russia's Plight
TN the Russian situation, the optimism
-Lof a fortnight ago has not been justi-
fied by the event. It seemed indeed for
the moment that the simultaneous move-
ments of the forces of Kolchak, Denikin,
and Yudenitch presaged a speedy fall of
the Bolshevik regime. But these hopes,
at least for the immediate future, seem
doomed to disappointment, and the ela-

tion of loyal Russians, who felt that the
dawn of a new day in their tortured

country was at hand, is replaced by a
certain degree of pessimism. We in

America also have reason to share their

disappointment, for it is certain that as

long as the collapse of the Bolshevik Gov-
ernment is postponed, by just so much
is industrial quiet here and peace in the
world at large delayed.
The failure of the anti-Bolshevik

forces to drive home their victories to a
conclusion does not mean that their op-

ponents have taken on new strength, or
that they will be obliged to desist from
future attempts. Indeed, the latest re-

ports that have come to hand contain a
certain degree of reassurance. They
have suffered too often from disappoint-
ment to allow the latest reverses to af-

fect seriously their fighting morale. The
trouble lies rather in another direction.

The Bolshevik forces, although well dis-

ciplined and possessing interior lines, are
not stronger, but there is exposed in the
anti-Bolshevik forces a weakness in or-

ganization back of the line that grows
more serious as decisive victory is de-

layed.

It now seems evident that Yudenitch,
in undertaking his drive on Petrograd,
counted on cooperation and support from
certain elements and that these failed

him at the critical moment. It is scarcely

probable that he would have attempted

to take the well garrisoned and strongly
fortified city with but a mere handful
of ill-trained troops, unless he had the

assurance that a movement of the Fin-

nish Army from the north would assail

Petrograd from the other side and com-

plete the investment of the city. Fin-

nish assistance, however, was dependent
upon complicated political considerations.

In the first place, Finnish national as-

pirations had to be satisfied. To be sure,

Admiral Kolchak's declaration in this re-

gard was definite and satisfactory. But
the Finns are in a position where they
hesitate to accept at full value promises
whose fulfillment in fact must depend to

some extent on the attitude of future

governments and be subject in some de-

gree to future international adjustments.
Besides this the Finns have recently
made additional demands of a territorial

and financial character that are almost

prohibitive.

Denikin, almost within striking dis-

tance of Moscow, has been obliged to

give ground and lose the impetus of his

remarkable swing to the north. This
does not indicate so much a recrudescence

of Bolshevik power as it does an unsatis-

factory condition back of his own lines.

The same is true of the slowing up, and
even the loss of a considerable stretch of

the railroad, in Kolchak's recent drive.

The conditions that have brought about
this situation on both Siberian and South
Russian fronts deserve examination. The
reader who follows the newspaper ac-

counts notes on the one hand the enthusi-

asm with which the armies of Kolchak
and Denikin were welcomed by the people
whom they liberated from the Bolshevik

yoke, and on the other hand the growing
dissatisfaction and unrest within the lib-

erated territories, and jumps to the con-

clusion that this unrest is due to some

feeling that these leaders represent reac-

tionary sentiment. The truth is that

there is a fundamental difficulty facing
the anti-Bolshevik leaders which is well-

nigh insuperable. In both cases, all ef-

forts have been centred on the front.

The result is that it has not been possible
to reorganize the economic life of the lib-

erated regions and restore to these popu-
lations the civil administration and pros-

perity necessary to their well-being. Had
it been possible to do this, the fronts

would have taken care of themselves.

The case of the Kolchak Government
is especially difficult. Into Omsk poured
thousands of refugees from European
Russia, hosts of them being former petty
officials. They could not be allowed to

starve, and were given administrative po-
sitions for which they were incompetent.

They would not go out into the country
districts and undertake administrative

work, but instead clustered about the

capital engaging in petty intrigues and

devoting themselves to their own selfish

interests. Could there have been a proper
development of production and transpor-
tation in Siberia, the resultant prosper-

ity would have provided a sound basis for

the stability of the Omsk Government.
The failure of the Allies and America to

realize this and to take the necessary
steps to bring it about has been their

greatest sin of omission in dealing with
the Russian problem.
The same is true of the regions occu-

pied by Denikin. Here are perhaps forty
million people occupying a territory in

which are located the bulk of Russia's

immediately available natural resources.

Denikin has not only been unable to re-

store economic life and prosperity to

these regions, but has been obliged to

appoint as Governors of provinces and
districts old generals and officials who
are utterly incompetent to deal with the

problems of administration in an en-

lightened manner, and helpless to meet
the active agitation of Bolshevik agents

among the population. The result is un-

rest and disorganization, one phase of

which is seen in the appearance of nu-

merous bands of outlaws and robbers,

pursuing their depredations in various

parts of the country. If the Allies and
America could but realize that the im-

mediate starting of commercial and in-

dustrial enterprises throughout this re-

gion would stabilize conditions and do
more to restore Russia and bring peace
to the world than the dispatch of a pos-
sible military force, they would certainly
take the necessary steps to encourage
such enterprise.

The anti-Bolshevik campaigns of Kol-

chak and Denikin were undertaken with
the idea of sweeping forward rapidly,

capturing Moscow, and then undertaking
the organization of Russia from the cen-

tre. Consequently, all attention was con-

centrated on the front, and the rear per-
force neglected. But the campaigns have
suffered delay and disappointment, and
the general plans must be revised in con-

sequence. The whole question of whether
the Bolsheviks can be overthrown and
Russia restored by the present move-
ments depends upon whether the leaders

are able to make the readjustments and

organize the occupied territories. There
is a dearth of able and unselfish men for

these tasks, and seeming inability on the

part of the Allies to realize their im-

portance. Meanwhile the sufferings of

the Russian people are increasing to a

point that staggers the imagination. The
time has come for the Allies to adopt a

positive policy—a policy directed to the

relieving of an intolerable situation and

the averting of an unparalleled catas-

trophe.
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Where the Farmer
Draws the Line

TT is not strange that our advance

agents of a "proletariat" revolution

have imagined the American farm to be

good soil for the growth of their propa-

ganda. Imagination ballasted by a

bounteous lack of knowledge is capable
of greater feats than that. But even

people whose mental path keeps nearer

to the ground of fact are sometimes a

little uneasy as to the part which the

farmer might play in the general indus-

trial "hold-up" of organized society
which agitators are continually plotting.

The farmer is not a conservative from

any reasoned-out philosophy of life. He
may occasionally follow a long distance

in the train of enthusiasts concealing de-

structive economic or political vagaries
under the cloak of fine promises, as in

the case of Populism in Kansas a gen-
eration ago, or Townleyism in the North-

west just now. He is not instinctively

averse to class legislation, so long as it

is in favor of his own class; for he

shares the persuasion common to so many
that his class is after all the backbone
of society, and his interests identical

with the public good.
But when agitators of the "whatever

is is wrong" school approach him, a

limit to his possible radicalism is very
soon disclosed. Among the things that

are, in his case, are his farm, paid for

by the sweat of his own brow, or perhaps
his father's, through long years; the

fields of hay and wheat, nearing harvest

after months of toil and waiting; his

wife, whose economies and counsels have

played no small part in the success of

his efforts; his sons and daughters, ei-

ther aiding him on the farm, or away
at college, or holding positions of profit

and responsibility in the neighboring
city, for which they have been fitted by
the income of the farm. Whatever is is

not wrong for him unless it has gone
wrong by some mischance not within the

normal course of life of the industrious

and intelligent American farmer. And
s» when a new regime is proposed to him
which would set a "Mother Jones" or an
Emma Goldman on a higher plane of wo-
manhood than that of his own modest
wife and daughters, and deny to him and
his family any moral right in the ac-

cumulated fruits of their toil and sav-

ing, there is "nothing doing." The life

of the American farm may not be con-

ducive to sustained philosophical think-

ing on such matters, but it does beget
a shrewd common sense. If a farmer
lets the brambles of Bolshevism take

root in his brain, it is a fairly safe guess
that he has first let burdocks and wild

carrots take root in the fields where he

should have been tending beans and
corn—in other words, that he is about
as genuine a farmer as the Bolshevistic

agitator is a laborer. What real farmers
think of the current radical agitation has

just been expressed, with lucidity and

vigor, in the meetings of the Farmers'
National Congress at Hagerstovvn and of

the Illinois Agricultural Association.

Every State in the Union has its tens

of thousands of farmers who own their

own lands and enjoy the comparatively

independent life which the farm secures.

They take pride in the character and
achievements of their sons and daughters
who were born on the farm, were edu-

cated from its income, and, if they have

left it for other fields of endeavor, are

glad on every convenient occasion to

come back to it as their "home." And
so American farmers as a class will spurn

any form of radicalism which strikes

at the fundamentals of family life and

morality, and the right to provide for

one's family in one's own way, through
the legally secured ownership and con-

trol of property honestly accumulated.

And the same is true of a certain pro-

portion of any class of men who earn

their living by the work of their hands.

Whatever may be truthfully said about

American wage conditions, it remains a

fact that thousands of wage earners, in

all important branches of industry, have

found it possible to acquire their own
homes, to furnish them comfortably, and

to bring up in them families of weil-

trained children who have given good ac-

count of themselves in the schools and

colleges and in every walk of life. It

is a safe guess that the knowledge of the

existence of a considerable element of

men of this type is not the least of

the reasons why labor agitators show so

decided a preference for calling strikes

without the formality of free discussion

and a yes or no vote on the part of the

individual workmen concerned.

Facts such as these suggest an im-

portant and promising line of effort to

those who are interested in keeping the

country free from serious danger of

revolution. Congress and the state leg-

islatures should take all proper meas-

ures to encourage agriculture and the

farm-owning habit, not of course by

demagogical class legislation, but by
making ample provision for agricultural

education, agricultural experiment sta-

tions, model farms and other things
which will promote the putting into

practical and general use of the

results of scientific investigation in this

field. But the most important desidera-

tum of all can not be supplied by legis-

lation, and that is to make the life of the

farming community so attractive on its

social side as to hold a larger proportion
of the bright country boys and girls who
so frequently find in high school and col-

lege a pathway to some calling which will

open to them the more entertaining life

of the city. Some of our legislatures, on

advice of incompetent educational theo-

rists, imagine that they can check this

loss by making the country school little

more than a fitting school for the farm.

Such a policy will defeat its own end,

and even increase the evil, by sending the

brighter farm boys and girls out of their

home communities for their elementary

education as well as the higher. There

should be no attempt in America, even

indirectly, to impede the easy passage
from one calling to another. But with

the cheapening of the automobile, the

multiplication of country trolley lines,

the improvement of farm roads, the

invention of cheap and easily man-

aged electric light and power plants

for isolated country homes, the diffusion

of telephones, and the spread of rural

mail delivery, the problem of a more sat-

isfactory social life on the farm, with a

consequent retention of a larger share

of well educated farm-born brains for

farm use, will surely not be given up as

insoluble. Farm houses, In point of com-

fort and appearance, farm household con-

veniences, farm sanitation and hygiene,

are all involved, and all offer fine fields

for those subtler forms of public edu-

cation which cannot be administered

through the schools. A numerous, intel-

ligent and fairly prosperous farm-own-

ing population is so effective a barrier

against the more dangerous forms of

radical agitation that no effort should be

spared to insure its maintenance.
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Labor in the Peace Treaty
CAN democracy in America, function-

ing through the constituted Govern-

ment, operate more efficiently for the so-

cial progress of all the people when un-

hampered by a political and official alli-

ance with the socialistic movements of

Europe, or will it be aided in such efforts

by such an alliance? The question is not

one for academic debate. It springs in-

evitably from the frank consideration of

some new and very definite facts.

Part Thirteen, captioned "LABOR,"
Treaty of Peace with Germany (U. S.

Senate Document No. 49, to be had on

application to your Senator or to the

Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C.), establishes a permanent interna-

tional organization (Article 387) recog-

nized by the Peace Commission as an

"Organization of Labor" (Article 386).

Membership in the League of Nations

carries with it the obligation to appoint

representatives in the labor organization

(Article 387). This permanent organ-

ization of labor is to consist of a Gen-

eral Conference of Representatives of the

nations which are members of the

League, and an International La-

bor Office (Article 388). The Con-

ference will meet at least once in

every year and may be held oftener if

occasion requires. It will be composed of

four delegates from each of the nations

which are members of the League, two of

whom will be Government delegates, ap-

pointed by the Government to represent

the Government'3 and the public's inter-

ests; a third appointed by the Govern-

ment but nominated by the employers,

and a fourth appointed by the Govern-

ment but nominated by the working peo-

ple of the member nation. Provision is

made for advisers to the delegates, and

where women are affected women advis-

ers may be selected. An adviser may
speak in the Conference only upon request

of the delegate whom he or she accompa-
nies and on authorization of the Presi-

dent of the Conference, and may not vote ;

an adviser may be privileged both to

speak and vote, however, if acting in the

capacity of deputy for his or her dele-

gate. Members (nations) "undertake to

nominate non-Government delegates and

advisers chosen in agreement with the

industrial organizations, if such organ-
izations exist, which are most representa-

tive of the employers or work-people, as

the case may be, in their respective coun-

tries" (Article 389).
In order to comprehend the probable

size and make-up of the International

Labor organization of the future, one

should remember that it will be com-

posed of representatives from the origi-

nal members of the League of Nations,

signatories of the Treaty of Peace ; a to-

tal of twenty-seven signatory nations,
with thirteen states invited to become
such, and six that sooner or later will be

invited, a grand total of forty-six, which
means a conference composed of from
one hundred to one hundred and fifty or

more delegates (Annex No. 1 to Part 1

of the Treaty of Peace with Germany).
The meetings of the International La-

bor Conference, with the exception of

the first meeting at Washington, will be

held at the seat of the League of Nations

(Geneva), unless another place be de-

cided upon at a preceding Conference by
a two-thirds majority vote of the dele-

gates present (Article 391). The Inter-

national Labor Office, which is the sec-

ond and administrative half of the In-

ternational Organization of Labor set up
by the League of Nations, will be estab-

lished "at the seat of the League of Na-
tions as part of the organization of the

League" (Article 392). This office will

be controlled by a governing body con-

sisting of twenty-four persons, appointed
as follows: Twelve representing the

Governments, six elected by the dele-

gates to the Conference representing em-

ployers, and six elected by the delegates
to the Conference representing the work-
ers. Eight of the twelve persons ap-

pointed to represent the Governments on
the governing body of the International

Labor Office will be nominated by mem-
ber nations having the greatest indus-

trial importance. If any question arises

as to which of the members excel in

industrial importance, the matter shall

be decided by the Council of the League
of Nations. This governing body will

elect from its members its own chair-

man, will regulate its own procedure, and
will fix its own times of meeting (Article

393). It will appoint a director of the

International Labor Office, who will be

responsible for the official conduct of the
Office and for the performance of such
other duties as may be assigned to him
by the governing body (Article 394).
The director will appoint his own staff

(Article 395) to carry out the functions

of the International Labor Office, which
include the "collection and distribution

of information on all subjects relating
to the international adjustment of condi-

tions in industrial life and labor" and
the preparation of the agenda for the

meetings of the Conference and the edit-

ing and publication in French and in

English, and in other languages if the

governing body thinks desirable, of "a

periodical paper dealing with problems
of industry and employment of interna-

tional interest" (Article 396). The In-

ternational Labor Office will be entitled

to the assistance of the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the League of Nations in any mat-
ter in which it can be given (Article

398). Article 7 of the Treaty of Peace

specifies, among other things, that "rep-
resentatives and members of the League
and officials of the League when engaged
on the business of the League shall enjoy
diplomatic privileges and immunities."
The foregoing summary gives a fair

idea of the scope and the importance of

the proposed International Labor Con-

ference, its close connection with the

League of Nations, its prestige because
of that close connection, and the efficient

machinery that is to be set up to carry
out its proceedings. The Conference
has power only to recommend to mem-
bers of the League of Nations the enact-

ment of legislation or approval of trea-

ties, and these recommendations must
be approved by a majority of two-thirds

of the votes cast by the delegates pres-

ent; however, "each of the members un-

dertakes that it will, within a period of

one year at most from the closing of

the session of the Conference, or

if it is impossible, owing to ex-

ceptional circumstances, to do so

within the period of one year, then

at the earliest practicable moment and
in no case later than eighteen months
from the closing of the session of the

Conference, bring the recommendation
or draft convention before the authority
or authorities within whose competency
the matter lies, for the enactment of leg-

islation or other action"—hence no mem-
ber nation may ignore the recommenda-
tions of the Conference when these

are presented under the terms of the

Treaty (Article 405). Provision is also,

made in the Treaty under Articles 411

and 412 for a Commission of Inquiry to

investigate any neglect on the part of

any member ratifying any of the con-

ventions or recommendations of the Con-

ference to enforce the provisions thereof,

and if found necessary to obtain this en-

forcement the matter may be referred, to

the Permanent Court of International

Justice of the League of Nations (Ar-

ticle 415), the decision of which shall

be final (Article 417).

Any judgment as to the future merits

or dangers of the International Labor

Organization as created by the Treaty

must not be based merely upon the writ-

ten words, clauses, and articles setting it

forth. We must take into considera-

tion, rather, the conditions existing at

the time the Treaty was written, and

again, the present tendency of the va-

rious Governments and their respective

national labor movements to accept the

principle of nationalization of private
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capital and industry, or, In other words,
Socialism and, in some degree at least,

Bolshevism. It is reasonable to assume
that if the tendency is now in this direc-

tion it will be reflected more and more
year by year in the recommendations and

proclamations of the International Labor
Conference. In every country of indus-

trial importance—except the United
States—which is likely to have influential

representation in these Conferences the

trade union movements are strongly So-
cialistic.

In July of this year there met at Am-
sterdam delegates representing the trade
union movements of the various Euro-

pean nations and the United States with
the purpose of reorganizing the Interna-

tional Trade Union Congress. This pur-

pose was effected. On nomination by
Mr. Gompers, President of the Amer^nn
Federation of Labor, Mr. W. A. Apple-
ton, Secretary of the Confederation of

British Trades Unions, was elected Presi-

dent of the International Trade Union

Congress, succeeding Carl Legien, of

Germany, who was President of the Con-

gress at the time of the outbreak of the

World War. According to an historical

survey of the proceedings of the Amster-
dam meeting, published in the Democrat
of London, edited by Mr. Appleton, im-

mediately after the adjournment of the

convention the delegates reassembled

into an international Socialist convention

in which all countries, with the exception
of the United States, were represented

by the same men who made up the Inter-

national Trade Union Congress. Accord-

ing to the same article, the Congress

adopted a resolution, binding upon all

members, which set up as the objective
of the International Labor Conference
to be held under the auspices of the

League of Nations the programme of the

International Trade Union Conference
that had been held early in 1919 at

Berne, Switzerland. In this connection

it is interesting to note that the Ameri-
can Labor Movement was not represented
at the Berne Conference. It is also just
as interesting to note further +hat the

International Trade Union Conferer.ee

of 1919 declared that an International

Parliament of Labor should be set up
by the League of Nations with power and

authority to issue not only international

conventions with the binding force of

law behind them, but also international

laws which, immediately upon adoption,
should have the same force, legally, as

rational laws in all nations.

The so-called labor-capital problem,
said to be the greatest problem now be-

fore the various peoples of the world, is,

in the opinion of the writer, not the ques-

tion at issue at all, for, while there are

some differences between what we call

labor, meaning thereby the manual wage
workers of our country, and so-called

capital, better described as the manage-
ment in industry, few if any of these

differences are irreconcilable, particular-

ly in the United States. The real ques-
tion at issue can be more properly de-

scribed as being the irreconcilable dif-

ference between capitalism and Social-

ism and the more extreme form of So-

cialism commonly described as Bolshev-

ism, which had its genesis in the teach-

ings and doctrines of Socialism. It

therefore appears that the question to be

considered is not a labor-capital que.nton
in the commonly accepted sense. It

might better be put thus: Will the In-

ternational Labor Conference and its ma-

chinery, as a part of the League of Na-

tions, function so as actually to bring
labor and industrial management in

America into a closer understand'ng, as-

suring justice to each without destroying

either, or will it function to advance the

doctrines and the cause of Socialism,

Syndicalism, or even extreme Bolshev-

ism?

We have shown that the Interna-

tional Trade Union Congress, lately

adjourned in Amsterdam, declared for

the Berne programme, one which was
largely Socialistic and inclined in some
matters toward Bolshevism. It might
be helpful to examine the attitude of the

principal Governments toward the most
vital contention made by the Berne
Conference; namely, the right of

the workers in an International Par-
liament to promulgate decrees hav-

ing the force of international law,

binding on all countries members
of the Leajrue of Nations. On June 1 of

this year Acting Secretary of State Long
made public through the press the Ger-
man note on International Labor, to-

gether with the note of the Allied Gov-
ernments in reply, protesting against the

arrangements made by the Peace Com-
mission for an international organiza-
tion of labor under the League of Na-
tions. The German Peace Delegation in

this note said: "In the opinion of the

German Democratic Government the

final decision in questions of labor law
and labor protection belongs to the

workers themselves." In another place

in the same note the delegation said:

"According to the resolutions of the In-

ternational Trade Union Conference at

Berne, the International Parliament of

Labor is to issue not only international

conventions with legal binding force, but

also international laws which, from the

moment of their adoption, are to have

the same effect (legally binding force)

as national laws (Proclamations to the

workers of all countries adopted by the

International Trade Union Conference at

Berne, 1919, at the motion of Jouhaux,
the delegate from France). The draft

of the German Democratic Government
endorses this resolution and makes the

passing of such laws depend on the as-

sent of four-fifths of the nations repre-

sented." [Italics are ours.]

The reply of the Allied and Associated

Governments, dated May 31, and signed

by President Clemenceau of the Peace

Commission, is quite as noteworthy for

its seeming rejection in toto of the con-

tentions of the German Government.

Section 1 of Premier Clemenceau's reply,

which, of course, was approved by our

own representative, President) Wilson

said, in part: "The Allied institutions

hold it to be their duty to collaborate

with labor in the formulation of such

laws, but the laws must be passed upon

by representatives of the whole com-

munity." Further in his note (Section

5) Premier Clemenceau says, however:

"The Labor Commission, moreover, set

up by the Peace Conference envisaged
all of the points mentioned in your let-

ter as coming within the scope of the

Labor Organization." Section 6 of the

same note reads, in part : "It [the La-

bor Commission] also adopted a resolu-

tion (copy annexed) in favor of the or-

ganization being given power as soon as

possible to pass resolutions possessing

the force of international law. Inter-

national labor laws cannot at present be

made operative merely by resolutions

passed at Conferences. The workers of

one country are not prepared to be bound

in all matters by laws imposed on them

by representatives of other countries;

international conventions as provided for

under the Peace Treaty are, therefore,

at present more effective than interna-

tional labor laws, for the enforcement of

which no penal sanctions can be applied."'

In Annex No. 2 of the Allied note here

referred to Premier Clemenceau trans-

mits to the German delegation a copy of

the resolution referred to by him in the

first sentence of Section 6 of his note.

The resolution reads : "The Commission

expresses the hope that as soon as it

may be possible an agreement will be

arrived at between the high contracting

parties with a view to endowing the In-

ternational Labor Conference under the

auspices of the League of Nations with

power to make, under conditions to be

determined, resolutions possessing the

force of international law."

The underscoring of the words "at

present," appearing twice in Section G of

the note quoted, is our own. The repeti-

tion of the words leaves the impression

that probably in the future the princi-

ple adopted at the Berne Conference and

approved by the German Democratic

Government might be brought into full
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acceptance through the League of Na-
tions and its International Labor Confer-

ence. It leaves one to assume that when
the Labor Commission, headed by Mr.

Gompers, whose colleague from America
was Mr. E. N. Hurley, adopted the reso-

lution expressing the hope that the High
Contracting Parties would as soon as

possible endow the International Labor
Conference with power to pass resolu-

tions possessing the force of Interna-

tional Law, they, the Commission, pos-

sibly had some ground for belief that

Messrs. Clemenceau, Wilson, Lloyd

George, and others felt kindly to-

ward their aspirations and hopes on this

point and might be expected to help

toward their realization.

Examination of the social currents in

European nations leads to no other be-

lief than that the trade union movement
of these countries are fast becoming

anti-capital and pro-Socialist. It is

more than probable that a majority of the

delegates elected by and from the va-

rious countries to sit in the International

Conferences of Labor will be tempera-

mentally so constituted. While it is true

that the programme of each meeting of

the Conference is set in advance, and

that any Government may object to

any item of the agenda, it is also true

that the governing body of the In-

ternational Labor Office determines

the agenda from year to year. It

is further true that regardless of

any Government's objection to any
item on the agenda the Conference

may, by two-thirds vote, set the objec-

tion aside and consider the item at an-

other time at their own discretion, in

which case even the protesting Govern-

ment is bound under the treaty obliga-

tions to present any recommendation

which has been adopted to its National

Congress or Parliament. As an example,

British labor has declared for the na-

tionalization of coal mines. The In-

ternational Labor Conference could ar-

range for a discussion of the subject at

a coming meeting, and upon approval of

the principle by two-thirds of the dele-

gates voting in a conference our Gov-

ernment and every other Government

represented in the League would be

forced under the treaty obligations to

place the matter before Congress; and

the full force of all the machinery of the

International Labor Office, with its

world-wide publication, its scores of ex-

pert advisers and statisticians, could be

placed behind the campaign for adoption.

In the same way our Government could

be forced to put before Congress the

question of waiving the right to partici-

pate in the passage of international or

even national labor laws and of confer-

ring all its rights in the matter upon the

International Labor Conference. These
matters not only are important to so-

called capital, but, it may be assumed,
are of vital import to American working
people of all sorts.

One provision of the Treaty in par-
ticular can easily operate to the end that

independent alliances may be formed
among the various groups of labor and

employers which may be in competition
with America for foreign trade and mar-
kets. We refer to Article 407, which

says, "If any convention coming before

the Conference for final consideraticn

fails to secure the support of two-thirds

of the delegates present, it shall never-

theless be within the rights of any of

the members of the permanent organiza-
tion to agree to such conventions among
themselves." Thus would be afforded

ample opportunity for various balances

of industrial power to be struck between
nations contending for trade and eco-

nomic advantages, since nations will al-

ways so contend among themselves. It

must never be forgotten that America
is the richest of all nations and it is hu-

man to be envious of wealth. While it

is true that the League of Nations seeks

through its machinery to prevent politi-

cal combinations of Governments, it

would appear that it is affording an offi-

cial channel through which industrial

and economic combinations may be made
under the guise of social and labor bet-

terments. This aside, it would appear
from the foregoing that a remarkable op-

portunity is furnished by the Treaty
for the dissemination over the surface of

the earth of the doctrines of Socialism.

The documents will be paid for (and

stamped with their implied approval, at

least) by the capitalistic nations of the

world. It would appear that America
must, in the nature of things, be forced
to go Europe's way; it can hardly main-
tain American methods in its search for

reformatory measures.

It is true that the Labor Commission
set up by the Peace Commission did,

with a world of detail, seek to surround
the International Labor Conference with

safeguards and checks that would pre-
vent that which we have described; but
it is equally true, and this is based on
the experience and history of the past,

that any body of men formed into a con-

ference or assembly or parliament or bu-

reau and given certain legislative, ad-

ministrative, or judicial powers seeks

untiringly and unceasingly to develop
and enlarge those powers, and fights bit-

terly any attempt that is made to take

such powers away. The only excuse

America has for entering any such com-
bination is to rescue Europe from a

possible condition of utter chaos. To do

this through the machinery of the Inter-

national Labor Conference will mean
that, despite an overwhelming voting

strength against them, the representa-
tives of our Government and the repre-
sentatives of our employers and of our

labor, totalling four in number, must at

all times lead and direct the other dele-

gates in the American way or else be led

and directed by the European delegates
in the European way. Hence it is not

strange if some Americans think that

we can do more for Europe by acting in-

dependently in such matters and by dem-

onstrating, through our success, the

worth and soundness of our remedies.

Watcher

What Is Happening Around Riga ?

T'HE recent breaking into print of Ger-

man military activities in the Baltic

region of Russia has had for its reason

the spectacular events in the neighbor-
hood of the city of Riga. But these ac-

tivities have their roots much further

back in point of time. General von der

Goltz and his nominally Russian ally, Col-

onel Bermondt, did not suddenly appear
on the scene of their present exploits.

They had been preparing for what they
now attempt to do for months past. The

preparations are so interwoven with all

kinds of intrigue that the whole story
of what has been happening in the Baltic

provinces since the armistice is a mass
of tangled facts and rumors, in which it

is very difficult to find the truth. A great
deal of information, however, from trust-

worthy sources has reached this country
recently, and the details, when pieced to-

gether, are extremely interesting.

The scene of the preparations and of

the present operations of von der Goltz

and Bermondt is the territory which be-

fore the revolution constituted the two
Russian provinces of Livonia and Cour-

land and what is now sometimes called

the Republic of Latvia. The German
troops operating there are not altogether

newcomers, and von der Goltz himself

has been there for a considerable period
of time. The story of his activities is

told somewhat as follows by a Russian

journalist now in Riga.
While the war was still on, large por-

tions of this territory were occupied by
the German troops. The end of the war
found a German army corps in Courland.

This corps was commanded by General

von Katten, with von der Goltz as one of

his officers. The break-up of the Ger-

man armies in the west affected the east-

ern corps somewhat later, but toward the
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end of November its morale also began
to give way, and the corps was apparent-

ly going to pieces. General von Katten

relinquished in despair his attempts to

hold the troops together. He went back
to Germany and left von der Goltz in

command of the corps.
In the meantime, the Letts organized

a Government and declared the inde-

pendence of Latvia. The seat of the Gov-
ernment was Riga. Headed by Ulmanis,
the man who is the Prime Minister of

Latvia to-day, this Government was de-

cidedly anti-Bolshevik. One of its first

purposes was to organize a sufficiently

powerful army to withstand the military
movements of the Lettish Bolsheviki,

who were supported by Moscow. Soon
after the formation of the Ulmanis Gov-
ernment a Red army, numbering nearly

sixty thousand men, besieged Riga and
was successfully advancing on the new
capital of Latvia. Ulmanis appealed to

the Allies for assistance, but instead of

assistance received merely their permis-
sion to negotiate with von der Goltz and
the Germans for aid.

The negotiations were very bitter and

protracted. The Germans were repre-
sented by von der Goltz and a special com-

missary, Winnig, who had been previous-

ly sent from Berlin to spread propaganda
among the German troops in the east.

Winnig explained to the Letts that he

thought it would be possible to get

enough troops together to effect the lib-

eration of Latvia, provided they were

guaranteed the right of colonization in

that country. In other words, the Ger-

mans wanted the Letts to give grants of

land as compensation for services. Ul-

manis was forced to agree to this pro-

posal, but demanded, in return, the recog-
nition of Latvian independence; to this

Winnig agreed.
But while the negotiations were in

progress, on January 3 the Bolsheviki

captured Riga, and the Ulmanis Govern-
ment was forced to flee to Libau.

In the meantime, von der Goltz had no

thought of leaving the Baltic provinces.
On the contrary, he had apparently con-

ceived the idea of creating a German na-

tional centre on the eastern shore of the

Baltic. There were two sources from
which he could draw strength for such

an organization. The first, naturally,
was Germany herself, and the second was
the German aristocracy of the Baltic

provinces of Russia. Von der Goltz con-

centrated his efforts on the first, and
there are indications that he there re-

ceived very considerable support and that

the German Government itself did noth-

ing to discourage the idea. His profes-
sional agitators and recruiting officers

worked hard in various parts of Ger-

many, particularly in East Prussia; the

equipment and the money necessary for

the troops also came from Germany.
Mitau became the centre of von der

Goltz's activity, to which all sorts of Ger-
mans were attracted. Those who were
dissatisfied with the new regime, who
dreamed of the recstablishment of the

old system, and all manner of adventurers

flocked to him. And out of this material

he succeeded in creating a powerful, dis-

ciplined, and well-equipped army.
While primarily occupied with the for-

mation of his military organization, von
der Goltz also lent his support, both moral
and material, to the work that was being
carried on by the German aristocracy of

the Baltic provinces. The form which
this local work took was the organization
of the so-called "Landeswehr," which

played a very important part in the

events that have occurred recently. This
Landeswehr is a completely equipped
military unit of approximately seven

thousand men, every member of which,
from the lowest to the highest, is a Ger-

man aristocrat from the Baltic provinces.
The beginnings of the organization date

back to the period following the armis-

tice, although the work was not really

completed until von der Goltz lent his as-

sistance.

Between the Landeswehr and the Letts

exists a deep-seated hatred, the former

being oppressive, aristocratic landown-

ers ; the latter, including the Lettish Gov-
ernment headed by Ulmanis, being simple

peasants. Von der Goltz was German
enough and a poor enough politician to

support these Germans against their Let-

tish adversaries. In April a successful

conspiracy was engineered by the Landes-

wehr, by which the Ulmanis Government
was overthrown and a new Government

established, headed by a pro-German Let-

tish pastor, Needra. Ulmanis escaped
aboard a ship in the harbor of Libau
under the protection of the Allies, who
refused to recognize Needra and decided

to take up more seriously the question of

the German intrigues in Latvia. The
Needra Government lasted but a short

time, because von der Goltz, frightened

by the attitude of the Allies, withdrew
his support and asserted that he had

nothing to do with the coup d'etat. As a

demonstration of his good faith he of-

fered to clear Riga of the Bolsheviki.

The correspondence concerning his part
in the overthrow of the Ulmanis Gov-

ernment went on for almost two months.

The whole incident finally ended in his

really moving his "Iron Division" against

Riga, capturing the city from the Bol-

sheviki, and relinquishing it to the re-

installed Ulmanis Government. Then his

troops again returned to their post at

Mitau and remained there awaiting fur-

ther developments.
While all this was going on, a new fig-

ure appeared on the scene. For some

time prior to this, Prince Lieven, who
had been an officer under the Czar, was

quietly recruiting an anti-Bolshevist

army in Germany. Ostensibly, Prince

Lieven's troops were recruited from

among the Russian prisoners of war. In

reality, however, it appears that most of

the troops were German soldiers dressed

in Russian uniforms. There is every in-

dication that the recruiting in Germany
was done with the complete assent of the

German Government. It was done very

openly, the chief recruiting offices being
situated at Danzig and Konigsberg.

Prince Lieven's forces were organized

partly in Latvia and partly in Lithuania.

Ostensibly the object of his movement
was to struggle against the Bolsheviki,

but what was really behind it, is impos-
sible to tell. Prince Lieven was in com-
munication with the representatives of

General Yudenitch, as well as with those

of Admiral Kolchak, but at the same time
he was in close contact with both von
der Goltz and the Landeswehr, acting ap-

parently in full accord with them. A
Lettish newspaper, the Lieutuva, gives
the details of a conference between his

emissaries and the German representa-
tives. This conference, says the news-

paper, was devoted to the consideration

of the necessity of complete cooperation
between the German and the Russian
forces in the struggle against the "com-
mon enemy." A complete agreement was
reached on this question and a banquet
was held in honor of the occasion, at

which toasts were drunk in honor of the

future Governments of Germany and
Russia, which were declared to be hence-

forth friendly and allied nations.

It is apparent from this and other simi-

lar reports that the game played by the

Germans in the Baltic provinces is con-

cerned with the insuring in the near fu-

ture of a German grip on Russia; nor
is Prince Lieven's role obscure. On Au-
gust 20, the Supreme Allied Council of

Paris ordered his army disbanded. Lie-

ven himself, with a part of his forces,
has apparently obeyed this order, for,

according to the latest information, his

troops marched north to join General Yu-
denitch and to place themselves at his dis-

posal. The majority of his troops, how-
ever, ignored the order and remained in

Latvia. They constitute the army corps

nominally commanded by Count Keller,
one of Lieven's closest associates and a
former large landowner in the Baltic

provinces. The actual command is in

the hands of Colonel Avalov-Bermondt.

Incidentally, it appears that "Bermondt"
is an assumed name. His real name is

Prince Urussov, and he is a former col-

onel of the Russian Imperial Guards.
The negotiations between Yudenitch

and Avalov-Bermondt, having in view the

latter's submitting to the authority of
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the Northwestern Government, came to

nought, and Avalov-Bermondt continued

to operate independently in the territory

of Latvia. Towards the end of Septem-

ber, difficulties with him were foreseen

by the Lettish Government, and in a con-

versation with a press correspondent the

Lettish Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Meyerovitz, spoke of Avalov-Bermondt's

army as an independent military organ-

ization, operating on Lettish territory

without permission. He said then that

unless Avalov-Bermondt were willing to

proceed northward and join Yudenitch,

whose troops were operating in the terri-

tory of Esthonia, the Lettish Government

would be compelled to take strong mea-

sures. As it appears from the events of

the last few weeks, the aforesaid suspi-

cions were justified, for Avalov-Ber-

mondt, supported by von der Goltz and

his troops, is now fighting against the

Letts. And there is no doubt that he is

fighting on his own initiative, since Yu-

denitch has recently outlawed him and

declared him a traitor.

A very interesting question in connec-

tion with Avalov-Bermondt's activities

is that concerned with the financing of

his troops. His army numbers approxi-

mately forty thousand men, which means

that very considerable sums are needed

for its upkeep and maintenance. The in-

formation received from tne Baltic

speaks of all sorts of rumors current

there on this topic. The most persistent

rumor is that Avalov-Bermondt gets his

money from a recently organized cor-

poration with offices in Berlin on Unter

den Linden. This corporation is backed

by the financial giants of Germany, by
the Krupps, Stienes, Siemens & Schuck-

ert, the Allgemeine Electrizitats-Ge-

sellschaft, and other financial interests.

What obligations Lieven and his lieuten-

ants have assumed in return for this

financial assistance it is impossible to

tell, though some obligations would seem

to be implied.

Thus, it transpires that the German-

led and German-directed forces now

struggling against the Letts consist of

three elements: First, the Germans

themselves, represented openly by von

der Goltz and his staff; second, the nomi-

nally Russian, but actually German, mili-

tary unit of Prince Lieven and Colonel

Bermondt, and third, the military organ-

ization of the German aristocracy in the

Baltic provinces, represented by the

Landeswehr. It is quite possible to ad-

mit that the immediate object of this

whole movement is merely the overthrow

of the anti-German Government in Lat-

via and the substitution for It of a pro-

German Government. But there seems

no doubt that the ultimate aims of the

movement are much larger, the most im-

portant being the establishment in the

Baltic states of a powerful link between
Russia and Germany, which would make
it possible, after political order has been
reestablished in Russia, for Germany to

continue to occupy in Russia just as com-

manding a position as before the war. It

is difficult to suppose that von der Goltz

himself is committed to any such pro-

gramme. Else the German Government
would not be supporting him and his

troops. On the other hand, there is no
doubt that many of his associates have

something like a programme of restora-

tion in mind. But there is no reason for

any apprehension in so far as they are

concerned, unless they actually come to

control von der Goltz's organization.
From the point of view of Russia's

democratic development, the events in

Latvia have a significance similar to that

which they have for the Letts, though not

so immediate. For the Letts the issue is

quite clear. An official of the Lettish

Government expressed it as follows to

the correspondent of a Russian news-
paper :

When I meet a member of the Landeswehr,
my hand involuntarily seeks a revolver. How
I long to send a half-dozen bullets into that

haughty face! If you only knew what they
did to us, how pitilessly they were murder-
ing our troops during the Needra coup d'etat,

how they tortured our officials, how they mal-
treated the peasants ! England and France
demand from us that we preserve internal

peace. And we must obey. But that is no
solution of the problem. The barons have
become so used to authority that they will

not give it up. They still dream of the old

system and of a restoration. But there is only
one solution : Either we or they !

The events of Latvia have now put this

"only solution" to the test of arms. And
on the unfortunate soil of the Baltic

provinces, that have seen so much of the
war during past years, all these strange-

ly mixed struggles are being waged, each
move demanding blood and human life

and new desolation.

Leo Pasvolsky

Correspondence
A Lawyer's View of the

Courts Martial

To the Editors of The Review:

I assume that the reading public has

had its fill of "Courts Martial." I had
resolved not to rush either to the attack

or to the defence, in view of the quantity
of expressed opinions. But George W.
Martin's article in the Review of October

11 drives me to break my resolution. I

should dislike to have the last word spon-

sored by the Review—I hope we are

nearing the end of the controversy—so

obviously illogical and misleading.

At the outset, Mr. Martin admits that

"certain members" of the Judge Advocate

General's Department, for whom he ap-

parently has some little measure of con-

tempt, as being "largely lawyers taken

from civilian life," have "adduced some

cases of obvious miscarriage of justice."

The admission occurs too early in his es-

say for him to have realized, apparently,

its utter inconsistency with his main the-

sis, i. e., that he "never saw a man get

an unfair trial nor one convicted when
he was innocent." It is precisely be-

cause of those cases of "obvious miscar-

riages of justice" which have been "ad-

duced"—I care not by whom—that no

amount of sophistry can justify or ex-

cuse the system which made them possi-

ble. I have seen a man—an officer—con-

victed when I believed that he was as

innocent as I was of the crime with

which he was charged. When I, as Judge
Advocate of the General Court before

whom he was being tried, stated to the

court, at the close of all the evidence,
that I could not conscientiously ask for

his conviction, I was reprimanded by
my superior and told that I was "not to

argue with the court when it wanted to

pursue a certain course." But I had

argued my fool head off in hundreds of

cases for conviction, and had been com-
mended by that same superior authority
for my record of number of convictions.

You couldn't keep that court from "soak-

ing" the defendant. They convicted the

officer just referred to. Why? Because

if they acquitted anyone or didn't punish
as severely as the Commanding General

thought they should, the case came back

"for revision" under that diabolical de-

vice of "revision proceedings," and in

not one case that came under my obser-

vation did the court fail to do exactly

what the endorsement in revision pro-

ceedings dictated should be done. Why?
Because the detail to that particular

court was the most popular assignment
in the A. E. F. after the armistice, and

the members of the court lost their jobs

if they were not intellectually and tem-

peramentally in tune with the Command-

ing Officer's conception of military disci-

pline. Indeed, the court was "packed"

with the proper "temperaments" to be-

gin with.

Mr. Martin strikes most casually and

entirely naively at the very fundamentals

of our whole system of jurisprudence,

when he would do away with "the pro-

fessional lawyer's reverential regard for

the formalities of the rules of law." He

seems to glory in the fact that he has

often "seen men convicted when the con-
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elusion of the court was absolutely im-

possible, without disregarding the rules

of evidence." His instance of the "irate

oid Colonel" tempted to commit murder
when a mere lieutenant ventured to sug-

gest that a conviction was, as a matter
of law, unsupported by the evidence, ap-

parently appeals to Mr. Martin as some-

thing to be pleased and amused about.

The whole system of the law of evidence

means nothing in Mr. Martin's young
life, and the mere fact that a verdict is

not supported by the evidence is a joke.

He finds that the military court is so

interested in the substance that it dis-

regards mere formalities. And then

comes Mr. Martin's justification of heavy
sentences on the ground that the court

has had the opportunity to observe the

demeanor and attitude of the defendant

and of the witnesses. Heavens above!

Isn't that precisely the principle of good
old Anglo-Saxon law that cries out

against the "revision proceedings" re-

ferred to above? And, moreover, shall

we find a man guilty of the crime of

murder or of sleeping on post and send
him to jail for the rest of his life ostensi-

bly for that commission, when in reality

the reason the court didn't like him was
because his star witness seemed a trifle

overbearing on the stand?

An Ex-Majob

'The Astor Fortune and

Single Tax"
To the Editors of The Review :

Your comment on "The Astor For-

tune and Single Tax" shows less than

your usual appreciaton of the actual

point of view of those whom you criti-

cize. Kindly permit me to touch on two
or three out of the many phases of the

issue suggested by your article.

In passing, it may be noted that your
whole attempt to minimize the effect of

land monopoly rests on the assumption
that no fortunes are involved save those

obtained solely by buying land at a low

price and selling it at a high one. The
tentacles of the octopus reach much far-

ther than that. The artficial scarcity of

land, and hence of access to raw mate-

rials, occasioned by the holding of land

out of use, lies at the root of a multitude

of special privileges, and destroys the

normal competition which would check

the rapacity of the large combinations

of capital, and keep their profits at a

just level. The indirect evils of land

speculation are greater than the direct

ones.

It is a gross fallacy to hold that the

aim of the Single Taxers is to mulct the

successful investor, merely because of a

feeling that he is making too much

money. If this were true, your idea

that the unsuccessful investor should be

compensated would have some merit. But
the whole purpose of our movement is

different from your conception of it. The
abolition of race-track gambling was not

undertaken for the purpose of squeezing
the successful gamblers. It is our con-

tention that speculation in land values,
like gambling of other kinds and to an in-

finitely greater degree, is against public

policy, whether the majority of the in-

dividual gamblers win or lose. The pur-

pose of social grants and guarantees of

titles to the private ownership of land is

to stimulate its productive use, which
does not mean merely its agricultural or

manufacturing use, but includes home-

building and all other useful application
of labor to land. Land value is an in-

crement caused entirely by social activ-

ity, and falls on idle as well as on pro-
ductive land. It is, therefore, not confis-

cation in any sense, but simply payment
for service directly rendered, when so-

ciety uses the method of taxation to re-

claim the fruits of its own activity from
the beneficiary. On the other hand, tax-

ation of improvements or other products

of labor is clear confiscation of the fruits

of the toil of the individual himself, and

penalizes the industrious for the bene-

fit of the idle and shiftless. It is this

gross abnormality in taxation which the

Single Taxers seek to cure. When a man

pays for the social service he receives,

he may do what he pleases with his land.

However, it is obvious that, while the

present system favors the idler and the

speculator, the Single Tax would favor

the industrious, since he who used his

land to the best advantage would have

more left after paying his tax; while to-

day he who makes best use of his land

is penalized for his industry and effici-

ency by being forced to pay higher taxes.

James F. Morton, Jr.

New York, October 25

[We are glad that our correspondent

recognizes that the Review is habitually

fair to those whom it criticizes; but we

have to point out that the article in

question was no exception to this rule.

It did not undertake to discuss the sin-

gle-tax theory at all, but merely to point

out the falsity of one impression that is

widely prevalent, and that has been

spread by many single-tax advocates, no-

tably by the late Joseph Fels. "The case

of the single-tax has rested in the gen-

eral mind," we said, "less upon the in-

herent merits of the abstract argument

than upon the effect on the imagination

of a few dramatic examples." If Mr.

Morton understood us to intend by this

to imply that the single-tax argument

has no inherent merit, we gladly assure

him that that was not what we intended

to convey. Henry George's "Progress
and Poverty," in spite of errors which

we regard as fundamental, is, in our

judgment, one of the most powerful

pieces of controversial writing of the

past century.
Eds. The Review]

The Single-Tax Doctrine

To the Editors of The Review:

As a lifelong Single Taxer I wish to

commend the Review for devoting the

best part of a page to a discussion of

the Single Tax movement, even though
that discussion from the point of view of

Single Tax partisans like myself must

appear inadequate and incomplete.

The Review contends that most multi-

millionaires do not accumulate their vast

fortunes by means of speculative invest-

ments in undeveloped lana; that the or-

dinary shrewd business man avoids an

investment in real estate; that land

speculation in hundreds of instances re-

sults not in profit but in loss. Such ob-

jections may answer the extravagant

claims of individual "Single Tax ora-

tors." They do not come within a thou-

sand miles of disposing of the proposi-

tion,
i j

Let it be stated once for all that Single

Taxers denounce and condemn land-value

monopoly as such. Land-jjraDbing and

'land-gambling is a wicked outrage when

practiced by a Prussian Junker or an

Irish Marquis. It is equally vicious when

practiced by the poor but saintly widow

and those spotlessly innocent orphans.

Single Tax does not propose to tax the

rich man's land and exempt the poor

man's land. Single Tax proposes to tax

everybody's land, according to its value;

that is, according to its monopoly-value.

Single Tax does not propose to appro-

priate the gains of land monopoly while

burdening the private individual with

the losses. Single Tax claims for the

public treasury all pure land-values,

gains, losses, and everything else.

But the Review and its readers must

be careful to reject an unduly narrow

definition of "land." "Land" is a steno-

graphic term for "gift of nature or ad-

vantage of location." The advantage of

location is more readily and easily tax-

able; the gift of nature is far more apt

to produce a colossal multi-millionaire.

Water-power, then, is land; a mineral

spring is land; a coal or copper mine is

land; above all and most emphatically of

all, a railroad franchise is land. In fact,

an exclusive utility franchise is the very

quintessence of land, and Single Taxers

fairly yearn to socialize it.

Malcolm C. Burke

Montgomery, Alabama, October 28
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Book Reviews
The United States in World

Trade
American Foreign Trade. By Charles M.

Pepper. New York: The Century Co.

"DICHARD COBDEN, in one of his
-L »' earlier pamphlets, said, "It must be
the part of a wise community to alter the
maxims by which its foreign relations

have in times past been regulated, in con-

formity with the changes that have taken

place over the entire globe." He made
this statement with particular reference
to intervention in the quarrels of other

nations, but Cobden seldom said anything
that did not in some measure

(, usually in

very large measure) connote trade. The
remark is peculiarly applicable to this

country after a lapse of nfty-three years.
It is impossible for us to segregate our-
selves any longer; for good or ill we shall

be obliged to take pot luck with the rest

of the world, and be governed in our ac-

tivities quite as much by their changing
conditions as by our own.

This necessity has not been thrust

upon us by the war, though it has been

greatly increased by it. One after an-
other of our industries had reached the

point of saturation. Foreign markets
had to be found in order that the capital

might be kept fully employed. Our pro-*
tective tariffs had done their work too

well; that is, they had over-stimulated

domestic competition. Then came the

extraordinary demand occasioned by the

war, necessitating a tremendous enlarge-
ment of our industrial plant. The huge
orders of the war period have doubtless

enabled some of this new capital to be

written off, yet enough remains to fee

taken care of out of future earnings to

constitute a serious situation.

These changes have taken place at

home, but we shall miss their point if we
fail to consider them in connection with

equally important changes that have oc-

curred in recent years over the entire

globe. The latter are too numerous to

be set down at length, but certain of

their consequences should be indicated.

Practically every nation, great or small,

except our own, is short of working capi-

tal and is under the necessity of enlarg-

ing its foreign markets to the farthest

limit. This signifies that while we have

emerged from the war as the world's

great reservoir of credit, we have also

emerged with the means, If we care to

exercise them, of dominating world trade.

It is inconceivable that we should en-

large our credits to other nations ma-

terially without at the same time speed-

ing up our exports ; but if this were pos-

sible, we should still be forced, to an
unwonted extent, to familiarize ourselves

with the industrial conditions of the en-

tire globe; for our granting of credits

must be based on our knowledge of the

conditions to which they are to be ap-

plied. But necessity will force us far

beyond that point because the credits

will, for the most part, go out in the

form of goods and services, and, further-

more, we shall want to do more than lend

other lands money and material for the

purpose of putting themselves in position

to compete with us in the world's mar-

ket; we shall want ourselves to sell in

that market in sufficient amount to keep
our greatly enlarged industrial plant

running at full capacity.

A vade mecum of foreign trade would

therefore be an invaluable acquisition. If

Mr. Pepper has not supplied us with one,

it is because the task calls for more pro-

longed and minute investigation than

even he has succeeded in making, which

is stating the case in the strongest terms.

The work before us is informing and

stimulating from cover to cover, and the

author approaches his subject fully con-

scious of the gravity of the situation that

confronts us. The war, he says, proved

to be a tragedy, preluding economic

events whose significance is dimly appre-

hended. Foreign trade for the first

time in their history has come to have a

definite meaning to the American people.

Information concerning the resources,

the industries, and the trade of the sev-

eral sections of the world, the economic

tendencies and fiscal policies of tho na-

tions, is the basis necessary for an intel-

ligent survey of the entire field of for-

eign commerce. This information he has

sought to give, and he has wisely chosen

to do so in the language of ordinary con-

versation rather than in that of the sta-

tistician or the market reporter.

The nature of foreign trade is not

changed by the Grea 4
; War, but the cur-

rents governing this trade are already

greatly changed, and are likely to be in-

finitely more so as time lapses, as a re-

sult of political realignments, groupings

of peoples under changed boundaries, the

birth of new nations, creditor countries

becoming debtor countries, and debtor

countries becoming creditors. The im-

ports of all the countries of the world

taken together are the only measure of

the total commerce. They are at best

defective, yet they approximate a real

standard, for they show the value in

money totals of goods that have crossed

boundary lines, and thus have become

foreign trade. The common error, and

Mr. Pepper confers a positive service in

stressing this fact, is to add imports and

exports. This practice ignores the fact

that the exports of one country are the

imports of another country, thus count-

ing each transaction twice.

Imports and exports are, in other

words, in the same relation to each other
as supply and demand; that is, the one
is measured in the terms of the other.
If we import we must export commen-
surately, in the form of goods or ser-

vices or money, unless we are living on
our principal and are consequently on
the road to bankruptcy. Thus, a survey
of our foreign trade implies an inventory
of the things we have that we can send

abroad, the means and methods we em-
ploy in producing them and getting them
into the hands of foreign customers, and
the resources, the efficiency, and the na-

tional policies of the peoples with whom
we would trade. These, in brief, are the

subjects discussed in the work before us.

American agriculture, for example,
was awakened and vivified by the de-

mands of the war, but it will require
time to find its place in the new adjust-
ments of international trade relations.

The first consideration is that the situa-

tion should be met by an intelligent or-

ganized class of producers who under-

stand the economic basis of the industry
in which they are engaged. The farmer
as a business man is no longer a myth.
The new agriculture, in the attention it

gives to the processes of production and

distribution, fixes the position of farm

products in export commerce. The city

farmer, who sits at the editorial table of

the newspapers and institutes back-to-

the-land movements, and who tells the

farmers on the farm the need of raising

more wheat or milch cows or beef cattle,

or of rotating his crops more systemati-

cally, is not the person best fitted to ad-

vise what should be done. The farmer

will do all these things when he sees a

profit in them, and when he is able to find

the labor required, since his business,

while subject to more uncertainties than

commercial business, nevertheless is

based on growing crops and raising live

stock for profit. There is profit for him

in foreign trade, but he must be con-

vinced that this is so before he will con-

cern himself as to the best methods of

bringing it about that a definite propor-

tion of his products in one form or an-

other finds its way abroad.

There is a plea here for nationalized

efficiency. England's nationalized indus-

trial organization is, we are told, the

world's trade factor of to-morrow; Ger-

many's monarchically socialized system

of production and distribution is the ex-

perience of yesterday; America's indi-

vidualized efficiency is the realization of

yesterday and the prospect of to-morrow;

France's industrial reorganization is the

hope of the future. That the war did

much to promote national efficiency is in-
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contestable, though the real effectiveness

of much that was undertaken has not as

yet been altogether demonstrated.

The raw materials on which all foreign
commerce is based are recapitulated by
Mr. Pepper in a manner not to weary the

reader, in a chapter which gives what

may be called a bird's-eye view of their

distribution over the face of the earth.

Quite as interesting and important is a

chapter on the diplomacy of commerce.
Few persons realize the part played by
treaties and tacit understandings in the

development of foreign trade. The cele-

brated treaty which Lord Methuen nego-
tiated with Portugal in 1703 was the

model of such conventions during the

epoch when commercial enterprise began
to venture abroad, and when it was ex-

pected that benefits would be secured at

the expense of non-participating coun-

tries. Adam Smith contended that the

real purpose of the Methuen Treaty was
to transfer a balance in gold and silver,

of which Portugal had a surplus through
her monopoly of the Brazilian trade, to

England by enabling England to sell

more woolens to Portugal than the

amount of the wines bought from that

country, and that the results were not

commensurate with the concession. "A
direct foreign trade of consumption," he

characteristically observed, "is always
more advantageous than a round-about

one." In modern days Friedrich List

opposed this view, claiming that the Me-
thuen Treaty was a masterpiece of Brit-

ish commercial policy, and that its effect

was ruinous to Portuguese industry.
Whatever may be the truth of this

matter, the fact remains that since Lord
Methuen's day the world has adjusted

itself to the notion that the diplomacy of

commerce consists in something more
than getting the best of a bargain with

another country. It assumes that there

is something to exchange on each side on

the basis of a fair bargain. This re-

mains true despite the Great War, with

its diplomatic dislocations, its nebulous

economic alliances, and its apparent re-

vival of racial bitterness. At first

thought, these startling changes might
seem to dispense with the diplomacy of

commerce. More careful thought of the

vast problems yet to be resolved indicates

that it will have a wider field than ever

before. Its future functions are to be

evolved out of political alliances, pro-

claimed or implied, and in accordance

with new interpretations and new adap-

tations of the principle of favored-nation

treatment in commercial intercourse.

They are to be exercised in the knowl-

edge of newly born nationalistic policies,

of international pacifism seeking to ad-

just itself to international competition,

and to equality in the world's markets

under the restrictions of national eco-

nomic policies. The adjustment of con-

tending interests, the obtaining of mu-
tual advantages, and the ascertainment
of reciprocal equivalents become more
important than in the past. The field is

wider, but the complexities are greater.
This leads of necessity to the discus-

sion of economic alliances and favored

nations, beginning with the Paris pact of

1916. The character of this discussion

may perhaps be gleaned from the fol-

lowing quotation :

If the shades of Adam Smith and his

French compeers, Quesnay and Tureot, hov-
ered over Paris in the summer of 1910, they
must have meditated on the fallibility of hu-
man judgments, for it was they who laid

down the positive principles which were ex-

pected to insure the happiness of the world

by universal free trade. The shade of Ques-
nay, in particular, must have meditated deeply,
for it was he who dreamed of a world-eco-
nomic state, and. with his fellow physiocratists,
traced the outlines of the universal republic
of commerce, starting with the premise that

the merchants of all countries were to be con-

sidered as constituting a single commercial

republic. But they could not have conceived

of the politico-military system that was
evolved in the European state" that became
modern Germany.
Of the League of Nations it is said :

The economic boycott proposed in the

League of Nations is neither the act of a peo-

ple in refusing to buy goods from an ob-

noxious country, nor that of two govern-
ments fighting each other with trade weapons.
Its background is a denial of food and raw
materials to offending nations as much as a

prohibitive refusal to buv thetr goods. It

is essentially a war measure, and, as is usual

with war measures, one in which neutrals

would be made to suffer penalt-es for not be-

coming belligerents. It does not merit fur-

ther discussion in a consideration of world

commerce under peace conditions.

The British Empire and the United

States are to-day, and seem destined to

be to-morrow, the two great world Pow-

ers in international trade, and for this

reason their respective trade policies are

discussed at some length by Mr. Pepper.

Then follows a chapter on the restoration

of American shipping, in which he says

that those who advocate our buying cargo

space wherever we can get it cheapest

"take no notice of the benefit of paving

ocean freights to national instead of to

foreign shipping lines and keeping the

money in circulation at home." As our

author seems to hold the professional eco-

nomists in dubious esteem, we shall not

enter an objection on the part of the

classical school. Something might, how-

ever, be said on the ground of pure util-

ity. The outside world is eager to create

large credits in this country in order to

help pay off existing indebtedness here

and to secure the raw materials of their

industry. If we allow them to do this

in part by selling ocean cargo space to us,

we shall injure no American Industry of

long standing, and shall not depart from

a policy which we have pursued comfort-

ably for half a century.
The larger part of Mr. Pepper's work,

and the part which constitutes it an ex-

ceptionally valuable manual of foreign

trade, is devoted to an inventory of the

trade resources of the different nations

of the earth. It is manifestly impossible
to recapitulate this information. And
this is true also of what Is said about

investments abroad and about the Ameri-
can business man. The importance of

these subjects cannot be overestimated.

The stability of our industrial structure

is contingent in no small measure on our

willingness to export capital, yet of the

rule? governing such a movement we ire

notably ignorant. On the other hand,
the task of acquiring the technique of

foreign markets is still before the Ameri-
can business man.

There must be cooperation of our busi-

ness men among themselves and coordi-

nation with the Government. But we

agree with Mr. Pepper that there must
be recognition that the American busi-

ness character finds its strongest expres-

sion in individual enterprise and initia-

tive. Where other Governments are

tending toward a larger measure of ac-

tual participation in the enterprises of

their nationals, the United States should

remain as the exemplar of individualism

in international business. That is real

democracy.
F. J. Whiting

Humors of Front and Rear

Our Casualty, and Other Stories. By G.

A. Birmingham. New York: George H.

Doran Company.
The Mud Larks. By Crosbie Garstin. New

York: George H. Doran Company.

THESE
two volumes of sketches deal

with the humors of the war, at the

front and in the rear. They contrast as

the work of an applauded if not quite

professional humorist following, with

fair success, his familiar vein, and the

more spontaneous testimony of a healthy

young fighting man to the comic allevi-

ations of a most dreadful business. "G.

A. Birmingham" goes at his job of cheer-

ing us up in his usual leisurely way;
and, to tell the truth, spreads himself

pretty thin. It is pleasant to hear his

voice, and comfortable to know what is

coming next. His title-story laughs sym-
pathetically at certain manoeuvres of a

"home guard" organization, the Bally-

haine Veterans' Corps: "They talk like

soldiers. They have the true military

spirit. There is not a man in the com-

pany under fifty years of age, but if the

Germans attempt a landing on the Bally-

haine beach, by submarine or otherwise,

they will be sorry for themselves after-
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wards—those of them who remain alive."

"Our casualty" is an unfortunate old

gentleman who is faithful to his orders

to lie out in the wet until rescued, is

lost track of by the military, and is fi-

nally brought in for drunk by an un-

imaginative policeman. The absurdities

of military red tape give point to several

other sketches. The best of them is the

yarn about the soldier reported dead by
mistake, in hospital, and duly coffined in

spite of his obvious liveliness: nobody
can find any way of reversing the official

orders for his disposition as a corpse.

After burying him, the padre releases

him from the unfilled grave; officially

dead, he is free of the army.
The best part of the book is the sec-

ond half, the seven or eight stories ex-

pounding the whimsies of Ireland on the

eve of Civil War. "A Gun-Running Ep-

isode," "United Ireland," "Ireland For

Ever," and "Civilized War" all bear

cheerful witness to the difficulty of any

foreigner's (especially Englishman's)

comprehending the quirks and quiddities

of the Irish mind and heart. Perhaps
the author's own interpretation of it all

is well enough summed up in the dia-

logue which moralizes the "Gun-Running
Episode." Two consignments of rifles

and ammunition to the National Volun-

teers and the Ulster Volunteers have got

into the wrong hands by accident. Offi-

cers of both forces meet ceremoniously:

There was a long consultation, and in the
end they settled that it might be risky to

start moving the guns about again, and that

each partv had better stick to what it had got.

. . . When they had that all settled they all

saluted again, and the Governor said some-

thing about hoping to meet O'Connell at

Philippi. I don't know what he meant by
that, but O'Connell seemed tremendously
pleased. Where do you suppose Philippi is?

"Philiopi." I said, "is where somebody—
Julius Caesar, I think, but it doesn't matter—
What your father meant was that he hoped
to have a chance of fighting it out with

O'Connell some day. Not a duel, you know,
but a proper battle. The Ulster volunteers

against the other lot."

"We shall have to wipe out the police first,"

said Sam. "to prevent their interfering. 1

hone I shall be there then. I want to get my
own back out of those fellows who collared

me from behind the day of the last rag. But,
I say, what about the soldiers—the regular

soldiers, I mean? Which side will they be

on?"
"That,"I said, "is the one uncertain factor

in the problem. Nobodv knows."
'The best plan," said Sam, "would be to

take them away altogether, and leave us to

settle the matter ourselves. We'd do it all

ritrht. judging by the way old Dopping and
O'Connell behaved to each other."

Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings.

I should never have suspected Sam of pro-
found political wisdom. But it is quite pos-
sible that his suggestion would meet the case

better than any other.

There are twice as many tales and

sketches in "The Mud Larks;" but they
would average much less than half in

length, and little or nothing less in sub-

stance. One might suggest their quality

by saying that they do for the British

subaltern's life at the front what the

Bairnsfather sketches have done for the

British Tommy's. The author is (or

was) a lieutenant of King Edward's
Horse. The book is inscribed to the mem-
ory of a brother, Captain of Hussars,
who was killed near Archangel a year

ago. This professional soldier has seen

and suffered the war at closest quarters,

and has kept a gay boyish heart through
it all—or at least a mask of gaiety so

plausible as to be "all to the good" for

his beneficiaries. His apology, if you de-

sire it, may be found in the final sketch :

I can readily believe that war as performed
by messieurs, our ancestors, was quite good
fun. You dressed up in feathers and hard-
ware—like something between an Indian

game-cock and a tank—and caracoled about
the country on a cart-horse, kissing your hand
to the balconies and making very liberal ex-

penses out of any fat (and unarmed) bur-

gesses that happened along.
With the first frost you went into winter

quarters, i. e., you turned into the most con-

venient castle and whiled away the dark
months roasting chestnuts at a log fire, enter-

taining the ladies with quips, conundrums and
selections on the harpsichord and vieing with
the jester in the composition of limericks.

The profession of arms in those spacious

days was both tileasant and profitable. Now-
adays it is neither; it is a dreary melange of

mud, blood, boredom and blue-funk. (I speak
for myself.)
Yet even it, miserable calamity that it is (or

was), has produced its piquant situations, its

high moments ; and one manages to squeeze
a sly smile out of it all, here and there, now
and again. ... I have heard the skirl of the

Argyll and Sutherland bagnines in the Bor-

ghese Gardens and seen a Highlander dance

the sworddance before applauding Rome. T

have seen the love-locks of a matinee idol

being trimmed with horse-clinpers (weep, O
ye flappers of Suburbia!') and a Royal Acad-
emician set to whitewash a pigsty. I have
seen American aviators in spurs, Roval
Marines a -horse, and a free-born Australian

eating rabbit.

Not these, but similar matters are

chronicled in the present pages : the jests,

the confidences, the mischief and daring

and comradery and sheer steady pluck

and endurance of a single "officers' mess"

in the mud-zone of recent fame. There

are pretty touches of sentim'VT,t here too

—very little "heart interest" in the vul-

gar sense, but glimpses of the unspoken
love of comrades and the longing of the

exiled for his own place. We are not say-

ing this is a big book; but it is remark-

ably good of its kind. Most of the many
volumes of sketches of the war have pro-

duced an undernote of hysteria. In their

occasional boisterousness, as in their pre-

dominant bloodiness, we feel strains of

the dismay and perturbation of the ci-

vilian facing unknown and unthinkable

horrors. This is a book of courageous

acceptance, the fruit of a quiet spirit

as well as a merry one—the day by day
evidence of "an officer and a gentleman."

H. W. BOYNTON

A Naval Inventor
From Midshipman to Rear-Admiral. By

Rear-Admiral Bradley A. Fiske. New
York. The Century Co.

'U'ATE was kind to Rear-Admiral Fiske,
•*• U. S. Navy, when, but a lad of six-

teen, he entered the Naval Academy and
embarked on a long and highly creditable

career. He is essentially an inventor,
and this step in life opened up to him a

field, the application of science to naval

warfare, then but hardly touched. With
each successive year this field has wid-

ened to greater and more pressing im-

portance, and in its tilling he has borne

an exceptionally large and influential

share.

Doubtless ships will never again pass

through so many radical changes as

marked the period of his active service.

It was his good fortune to learn the rudi-

ments of his profession on board un-

armored wooden sailing shins, even to-

day an excellent training, and to witness

the reluctance with which steam was

gradually accepted by naval officers as the

primary and not the auxiliary motive

power in vessels of war. The use of elec-

tricity in any form was then unknown on

board a ship, and her smooth-bore guns

on wooden carriages were handled by

brawny bluejackets hauling on side and

train tackles. He lived to have under

his command battleships built of steel,

burning oil as fuel, driven by turbines,

with electricity employed for every pur-

pose requiring mechanical power, includ-

ing even propulsion. Before his very

eyes there unfolded a vast panorama de-

picting the steady replacement of guess-

work and the rule of thumb by scientific

processes and delicate instruments of ex-

treme and growing precision. To this

evolution he contributed in large mea-

sure, possibly more than any other one

man. He must have been a thorn in the

side of some of his early commanding of-

ficers, wedded to the old sailing slooo-of-

war and condemning to perdition every-

thing modern, especially the steam en-

gine, that abomination in the sight of the

Lord and Neptune; for Fiske was con-

tent to accept absolutely nothing as in-

capable of improvement. Many a man

can see wherein some particular new de-

vice may be introduced or an old one bet-

tered, but few have that imagination

which enables them to look far into the

future; to evaluate, as in his case, the

development of navigation and naval war-

fare; and to provide in advance for the

wants arising out of this development.

This imagination Fiske possessed to a

superabundant degree; indeed, he could

keep its exercise in check only with the

greatest difficulty. Some of his old-time

skippers must have regarded him with

as much affection as a too attentive mos-
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quito or a persistently elusive fly elicits

on a hot day !

His book is thus primarily the auto-

biography of an inventor and, as may be

supposed, it is replete with accounts of

an inventor's woes, his trials, tribula-

tions, disappointments, and discourage-

ments under the jeers and scorn of the

unbelievers, and his joy and delight when
came success and approbation. The
reader must expect in this work frequent

complaints of indifference or even mulish

opposition to his projects, as well as ex-

pressions of unqualified disgust when
what he knew to be good and praisewor-

thy was condemned as impracticable by
his seniors, ignorant or prejudiced, for

such is the history of all inventors.

The long list of patents and inventions

which bear Fiske's name and are de-

scribed at length in this handsome, well-

printed and illustrated volume demon-
strates an extraordinary catholicity of in-

terest, from lead pencils and typewriters
to machine guns, muskets, electric logs,

wireless telegraphy, turret turning by
steam and later by electricity, the appli-

cation of refined optical Instruments to

range finding and gun sighting, range in-

dicators, engine-room telegraphs, etc.,

etc. The last child of his brain, the tor-

pedo-plane, may yet prove his most im-

portant contribution to naval warfare.

The credit for his labors is very great.

Our navy—all navies in fact—owe much
to him, as no one can deny, but his

friends must regret that he should have

indulged rather too freely in self-lauda-

tion, however justified, and feel that his

reputation could safely rest on the quoted
encomiums of others.

Now this inventor spent many years

afloat, so that woven into the warp of his

inventions are episodes of his experiences
in foreign ports and distant lands, the

telling of which bespeaks a ready and

agreeable use of the pen. Some of these

stories might profitably be omitted, but

not that which recounts Dewey's deeds at

Manila, where Fiske was present. The

chapters dealing with his cruises as cap-

tain make extremely pleasant reading;

they are excellent travelogues.
After a term of sea service as rear-

admiral in command of a division of our

battle fleet, he was called to Washington
and made "aide for operations" by Secre-

tary of the Navy George von L. Meyer,
who shortly afterwards was succeeded by
the present incumbent, Josephus Daniels.

In his new position Fiske was virtually,

but not nominally, Chief of Staff of the

navy. His chapters XXXIV to XL, inclu-

sive, record his persistent and conscien-

tious efforts to induce Mr. Daniels to

realize that our navy was unprepared for

war through lack of a staff, such as others

have, to make plans for mobilization, at-

tack, and defence; for a reserve in of-

ficers, men, munitions, aircraft, etc. ; and
last but not least, that while war with

Germany might not come, its possibility
was too great to be ignored. Had his

pleadings as to aeronautics received due

attention, we should have entered into

hostilities in 1917 with a strong force of

planes and trained aviators, which might
indeed have proved of immediate and de-

cisive value. Whatever may have been
his superior's motives, to all these repre-
sentations of a competent and qualified

expert adviser, Mr. Daniels turned a deaf

ear and actually planned in 1915 to send
a battle fleet to the Pacific. Naturally
this clash of contending principles and
his testimony on the true conditions be-

fore the House Committee on Naval Af-
fairs resulted eventually in Fiske's re-

signing his post as chief military coun-

sellor to the Secretary of the Navy, to

the consternation of the service and to

the detriment of the nation. It can be
but a melancholy satisfaction to him that

the stern pressure of war's demands
forced the adoption of some of the mea-
sures urged by him and rejected by his

chief for reasons which Fiske apparently
believes were political rather than patri-
otic. In his own person, however, he has
had to pay the penalty for telling truths

unwelcome to the Administration. Al-

though he left office under the cloud of

official disapprobation, the whole service,

except, of course, the time-servers whom
Mr. Daniels had gathered round him, ap-

plauded Fiske's action and reverenced the

splendid moral courage displayed in the

crucial test of his character to which this

controversy with his superior had sub-

jected him.

Mr. Daniel's reply to Fiske's temper-
ately worded suggestions of incompetency
will be awaited impatiently by the pub-
lic. That they can be ignored is hardly
conceivable.

Although dealing mainly with purely
technical matters, these seven chapters

will, of necessity, be drawn upon for the

history of events prior and subsequent
to our entering the World War. They
should be read by every one seeking a

just view of the subject, while the whole

book deserves careful study by all inter-

ested in the growth of our navy since

Fiske became a midshipman in 1870. Nor
will this study be without entertainment,
for in his well-told life story the humor-
ous and the grave alternate with pleasing

irregularity.

For his achievements in invention

Fiske has been honored by many scien-

tific bodies, doubtless a consolation un-

der disapprobation which, although of-

ficial, is not shared by his brother of-

ficers. He should also feel that he will

not soon be forgotten by the country he

has served so well in that particular

sphere wherein he stands without rival.

The Run of the Shelves
A FRIEND of literature when litera-" ture most needed a friend, Gustav
Pollak came and went his quiet way
among the thoughts and aspirations of

great writers. An acquaintance with

Goethe and Sainte-Beuve such as few
men to-day possess had filled him with

ideals which made him incapable of con-

fusing the trivial with the lasting; he

had a sure instinct for greatness. After

coming to this country from Vienna as

a very young man, he married into the

Heilprin family, in whose atmosphere of

genuine intellectual achievement his own
talents found a rich opportunity. It was
in this period of his youth that he formed
an intellectual association which in many
ways was the proudest of his life. E.

L. Godkin had founded the Nation, and
to the high standards of this journal
Mr. Pollak turned with enthusiasm and
conviction. He wrote for it even in those

young years, and for half a century it

was such a personal friend and counsel-

lor as few can claim in the flesh. When
in 1915 the Nation celebrated the semi-

centennial of its founding, Mr. Pollak

honored the occasion by publishing the

memorial volume, "Fifty Years of Amer-
ican Idealism," in which he, who had,

year in and year out, bent so lovingly
over the files of this great weekly, ad-

mirably summarized its distinguished
services to the nation from which it took
its name. It was a source of profound
satisfaction to him that he lived to see

the Review safely started, for in the

ideals which conceived it he seemed to

find something of the high purpose that

went into the making of that other

weekly.

Only those who knew Mr. Pollak per-

sonally will quite appreciate how much
he graced this country or what our
democratic institutions may mean to an

incoming European of his fine temper.

In the death of Calvin Thomas, for

upwards of a quarter of a century pro-
fessor of the Germanic languages and
literatures at Columbia University,
America loses one of her ablest and san-

est scholars. Though far from an old

man—he died at sixty-five—and in active

service until the day before his death,
he had been so long a leader that in the

eyes of most of his colleagues and of

all of his students he had become a fig-

ure that might not inappropriately be
called venerable. A rare combination
of sound scholarship and sound sense

admirably fitted him to lead the aca-

demic life, where he could infallibly be
counted on for work of the highest qual-

ity in teaching, in administration, and in

literary production. He held no narrow
view of his field; a lover of German lit-
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erature, he was also a lover of Horace;

a teacher of German, he was at home also

in the literatures of Scandinavia; a pow-

er in his own university, he was a wisely

directive force in the teaching of his

subject throughout the country. When
the war broke out his firmly based

thought was unshaken. Having taught

German as one of the approaches to lit-

erature, having taught it with a view to

promoting as he could the cause of in-

ternational understanding and not at all

that of Kvltur, he had nothing to retract.

The stakes contended for in the war were

perfectly clear to his mind from the be-

ginning and his position added to his

words an authority which availed much
in clearing the minds of some of his

sorely perplexed colleagues in the field

of Germanic studies and in furnishing to

the public mind a wholesome contrast to

the discreditable behavior of still others

It is by virtue of such men, not only in

their work but in the memory they leave

behind them when their work is done,

that universities are great.

William Wingate Sewall, a Maine

guide, tells us in "Bill Sewall's Story of

T. R." (Harper) how long ago a party of

hunters brought to his house "a thin,

pale youngster with bad eyes and a weak

heart." A friend warns Sewall not to let

the boy overdo. "If you should ask him

if he was having a good time he would

tell you he was having a very good time ;

and even if he was tired he would not

tell you so. The first thing you knew he

would be down, because he would go un-

til he fell." Mr. Sewall's summary of

Roosevelt, with whom he was afterwards

associated in a cattle ranch on the Bad

Lands of Dakota, is worded thus: "I

do not think that in nineteen hundred

years there has been any man who had so

many good qualities and knew how to

use them as well as he did."

Mr. Sewall's simple and manly record

proves that, in the total absence of lit-

erary training, he can nevertheless see

and shoot straight when the game is a

fact, no less surely than when it is a

deer or lynx. A rude force in the style

concurs happily with the same qualities

in the substance of his work:

One day as we were passing a very steep,

high bank, we noticed a great boulder, which

looked as if it might fall any minute. We had

scarcely got by when it did fall in. The wave

that it created gave our boat a great lift, but

it did no damage. At another time we passed

for a long distance between very high and

steep banks. Up in the bank, perhaps sev-

enty-five feet from the water, on one side

was a coal vein, which was on fire, and flames

were issuing from various veins on the other

bank. . . . One could hardly imagine a more
desolate region. The bare clay hills, cut up
with numerous washouts, and the brown dry

grass, made a scene of desolation such as we
had never seen before.

"Crime and Criminals" (Holt), by Dr.
Charles Mercier, is the work of a man
who has already written much in Eng-
land in an effort to clear up the psychol-

ogy of crime and insanity which brings
him to conclusions both interesting and
instructive. "With the exception of

logic, there is no subject on which so

much nonsense has been written as this

of criminality and the criminal." Dr.

Mercier himself writes much, but it looks

like sense. In his view a criminal is a

man who yields to temptation, and thus

involves himself in conduct so prepon-

derantly "self-regarding" as to clash

with society's conception of what is

necessary for its own preservation. Each
of us has his breaking point. "The
strain differs in different people and in

the same person is different for different

temptations ; but everyone has his break-

ing strain in one direction or other, and

if in this direction he is tempted beyond
his strength he will fall." The reader

who is attracted to this sturdy and

wholesome point of view will not be dis-

appointed in the survey of the field

which Dr. Mercier develops from it.

Horace in the "Dry'

Light

WITH
absolute Prohibition now upon

.us, it may not, we trust, appear
too whimsical or far-fetched to consider

what will be the attitude of the "dry"

censorial mind towards certain aspects

of literature under the new conditions.

Nobody will deny—not even a member
of the Burns Club—that there is a very

deep relation between the literature and

the social life of a people; in fact, the

one is almost conditioned by the other.

And what piece of wisdom has had more

honor than that speech of brave old

Fletcher of Saltoun: that "he knew a

man who was wont to say he cared not

who should make the laws were he per-

mitted to write the songs of a people"?

The songs, it will be allowed, have been

very "wet" in the past, and they repre-

sent a fearful chorus of opposition to the

present "dry" law.

Indeed, the old classic idea of a poet

was, the greater the soak the better the

poet. The bard's drinking was therefore

regarded with public approval and ad-

miration as inciting him to flights of

genius. Very literally he moistened his

laurels with wine, and appropriately

Anacreon, the bibulous Greek bard—
quite unsurpassed in his peculiar line—
choked to death on a grape-stone. Hor-

ace, also very moist and a nonpareil of

literary excellence, warns us that

Prisco si credis, Maecenas docte, Cratino,

Nulla placere diu nee vivere carmina pos-
sunt

Quae scribuntur aquae potoribus.

Which I may rudely paraphrase:

Take it from me, Maecenas dear,
There's no good song sans wine or beer;
And all that comes from the poet dry,
It scarce shall please, and soon must die.

Well, such were the ancient poets; the
farther we go back the better and the

wetter we find them. How and with
what precautions shall they be read and

enjoyed in the "dry light" which the

Prohibitionist has now made to shine

in our midst? How shall they be

"edited" or expurgated for the in-

genuous youth of a future drink-less

America? And above all, what will the

dry pundits and precisians do with

Horace, that favorite of Bacchus and the

Muses whom once to know in the slight-

est is to hate all dulness and intolerance

forever afterwards. I will wager that

the number of Prohibitionists who could

readily construe the Horatian line

Siccis omnia nam dura deus proposuit—
is very small. What hope is there for

that "heir of all the ages," the child of

Prohibition, who is never to see a sa-

loon or smell a wine-cork, when he reads

in the beautiful tongue of Rome that

"God has made all things hard for the

mere water-drinker," and that not other-

wise than by the gift of the sacred vine

are our heavy sorrows dispersed (Neque
mordaces aliter diffugiunt sollicitudines) .

When he has become learned as to the

nice shades of discrimination betwixt

Falemian and Massic, betwixt Csecuban

and Formian, as well as other Horatian

brands and tipples, will he not be apt to

imagine something stronger than the de-

coctions of the soda-fountain? How
also, I may ask, is Literature to find her

account with this cool-blooded young per-

son? how is he to realize the classic at-

mosphere? Will there be no poetic

madness, no vatic frenzy for him in that

superb Ode of the Second Book where
the poet riots over his friend Pompeius
safe back from the wars (Non ego
sanius bacchabor Edonis), and the

resonant clash of the lines seems to con-

vey to us audibly the battle-shock of the

opposing legions, with the ringing

clang of sword against shield? Was a

great battle ever depicted more tersely

and feelingly
—with a juster economy of

expression, the true stigma of the Latin

genius?

Pompei, meorum prime sodalium!
* * * * *

Tecum Philippos et celerem fugam
Sensi, relicta non bene parmula,
Cum fracta virtus et minaces

Turpe solum tetigere mento.
Sed me per hostis Mercurius celer

Denso paventem sustulit aere;
Te rursus in bellum resorbens
Unda fretis tulit aestuosis.

Which we may depoetize in our pedes-
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trian fashion, as follows:

With you, my Pompey, chosen pal,The rigor of Philippi's fight
I faced—but as the bravest fell,
Alack, I dropped my shield in flight!
Mercury smiled, the bard forgave,And straightway sent a cloud to save:
While you the refluent tide of war
Caught in its eddies whirling far.

Therefore repose your war-worn frame
Under my modest vine and laurel,Nor spare the gifts the Gods provide
In amphora, jug or barrel.
Quick, boy, the ointment and the crowns
The Massic that sad memory drowns.
Let s choose our Master of the revel,And fling discretion to the devil.
The lost one found brings such delight
I will—I will be mad to-night!

Will not our scholastic "dry" youth
be led to believe in the superior virtue
of wine-bred visions when he has
grasped something of the wonder of the
Nineteenth Ode (Lib. Sec.), the opening
lines of which are among the most deeply
poetical that classic antiquity can offer,
conveying the very thrill of paganism:
Bacchum in remotis carmina rupibus
Vidi docentem, credite posteri,
Nymphasque discentes et aures
Capripedum Satyrorum acutas.
Euhoe! recenti mens trepidat metu
Plenoque Bacchi pectore turbidum
Laetatur.

Hear now, ye that are to come,
When we that live must all be dumb:
/ saw Bacchus! gentle, mild,
On the hills remote and wild,
Teaching his songs to nymph and faun,Which they with foot and voice did scan.
/ saw the god! and ah, my breast
Trembles with rapture unexpressed;The while my mind, prey to a fear,
Shudders to think a god was near!
Of a truth this old yet so provokingly

young Horace is an incorrigible wetster,
the laughing father of many generations
of learned topers, the chief author of
the damnable heresy that poetical
genius stands in need of vinous inspira-
tion. Unluckily, the pestilent fellow
wrote so well (whether with the aid of
Bacchus or the Evil One) that many a
poet since has drunk himself to death in
a too ardent compliance with the Hora-
tian precept. Even during his lifetime
the bad poets sotted, as he tells us, from
a desire to ape him (0 imitatores,
servum pecus!) and would stink of the
wine-jug at noon-day. Curiously enough,
while Horace's Muse is often wildly
lyrical, with a divine madness the world
would give something to recapture, she
is never tipsy. I reckon he had always
his desipere in loco well in hand, and
was himself what the Scotch would de-
scribe as a "canny chiel at the drink."
At any rate, we can be sure that, after
the heats of inspiration were past, he
was always cold sober when he revised
his copy and "turned the stilus."
But this consideration may not avail

him with the stern Prohibition censor
who will survey with just horror that
swarm of impudent Bacchanalian ditties
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—those invitations to Tyndaris, Lydia,
Lhloe, Banne, Glycera and other shame-
less baggages, to dine and drink with
him at his Sabine farm—couched, too,
with such infernally seductive art that
the charm of them remains as fresh to
us at it was to Horace's contemporaries
or to the ladies directly concerned them-
selves. Here is a very famous one
which I freely paraphrase by way of
furnishing some useful hints to the new
censorship. Ode XI, Book Fourth, Est
mihi nonum superantis annum.

Phyllis, I have a virgin cask,
lis nine years old and better,And in the garden flowers galoreYour sunny locks to fetter.

Gaily my house with silver shines,The wreathed altar waits the lamb,lne chimney pours its festal smoke,And runs each pleased and busy "fam."*
But you will ask the potent cause
Vi

t
J
les

?,
falr "tes: it is the Ides

Ui April, month to Venus dear,When our festivity betides.

A day to us more sacred far
Than our own birth-day: void of fears,
bince from this light, Maecenas mine
Keckons his flowing count of years.

Cease then to wound your heart in strife
With love ill-matched and jealousy,And come, last of my loves, to grace
Inis day of days for mine and me.

For after you—nay, hear me swear!
Phyllis, no other love shall be.
Learn the new songs—and perish Care
At sound of our sweet melody!

What a snare is such a song for the
ingenuous "dry" youth (arida pubes) of
the next American generation! I fear
me that Master Flaccus will not recog-
nize himself when he comes forth,
pruned and denatured, from the hands
of his moral redactors.

It is not the merit of Horace's poetry
that we are trying to make a point of—
that was tolerably well settled about fif-
teen hundred years before America was
hatched from the egg of discovery. No,we are merely concerned to show, by
means of a jocosa imago, however in-

adequately hit off, that classicism with-
out Horace is impossible, while a "dry"
classicism such as Prohibition seems to
make imminent, is a contradiction in
terms.

It seems tolerably clear from these
samples extracted at random that Hor-
ace in the "original package" is loaded
with offense to the Prohibition type
of mind—which has now become the
ruling power in These States. I have
combed over the Odes pretty carefully
in hope of finding something that might
be offered by way of extenuation, but
my search has yielded nothing worth
while. The trail of the serpent or the
smell of the wine-cask—whichever simile
you prefer—is over them all.

I did get on a wrong scent after the
Ode to the Bandusian Fountain, the first

^Famulus—house slave.

and only time in his poetical career that
Horace seems to have given any consid-
eration to mere water. My thought was
that it might have a placatory effect
upon the "dry" censor and win some re-
mission for the offending bard. But as
might have been expected of that per-
verse bibulist, he merely praises the
fountain as being worthy, if you please,
of a libation of pure wine and
flowers (dulci digne mero non sine flori-
bus) and ventures the remark that its

prattling waters (loquaces lymphae) will
be good for the cattle to drink !

Neither there nor elsewhere does
the poet spare a line or a word
on the hypothetical advantages of
water-drinking for humans. That was
a heresy apparently unknown to the
round and smooth little gentleman of
Tibur (teres atque rotundus).
One can but wish good luck to the

bravest and jauntiest poet of all the
ages, the charmer of all men and all
times with his unequaled blend of san-
ity and genius—really, the one writer of
all the classics who makes himself per-
sonally known, beloved and familiar to
us. Many a hard bout has he had on the
dusty ways of fame since he set out
with his little packet of songs nearly
twenty centuries ago. But gallantly and
safely for the most part has he made the
journey, and his head of gold is still
exalted to the stars. (Sublimi feriam
sidera vertice.) It is well to bear in
mind that, however much the odds may
seem to favor the Prohibitionist at
present, there are those of approved
wisdom who maintain that Horace will
possibly survive America.

Michael Monahan

Land Ownership in

England
TN all sorts of ways the observer of theA English scene to-day perceives the
effect of the war, but nowhere more
clearly than in the land. Never has
there been anything like the transfer of
landed property which is now to be seen.
In the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, when the enclosure of com-
mons occurred, an immense acreage
found its way into individual possession,
the enjoyment of land in common by the
villagers and small holders was trans-
ferred to the landlords. But that move-
ment concerned a particular kind of land ;

it did not have the general character of
the present transfer, which involves
large and small estates, mansions and
parks, home and tenant farms, even
moderate-sized country houses. Three
paramount causes are at work: high tax-
ation, high wages, and high interest
rates. The owners of many estates are
unable to live at their country seats,
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hundreds of properties are burdened
with charges, either for annuities or for

loans. These have to be met and the

margin for expenditure in the hands of

the present proprietors has disappeared.
The high interest obtainable for invest-

ments is equally powerful: many middle

class owners of moderate-sized properties
find that by selling at the high prices

to-day obtainable they have a larger and
securer income. Thus from one end of

England to the other thousands of acres

are every week now changing hands.

Who are the buyers? Of farms, in

many cases they are the occupying ten-

ant farmers; of estates, generally, per-
sons with capital to invest, and often

with a desire for country life, and to

some extent speculative syndicates. It

may be asked why have not the causes

which have produced a tendency to sell

prevented buying? In the case of ten-

ant farmers the desire to purchase re-

sults partly from the necessity, it may
be called, of remaining in the same pur-
suit in the same place, partly from the

fact that the profits of farming have of

late been proportionally greater than the

increased taxation. In the case of

the general buyer two causes are

pretty plain. Large profits have been

made by many commercial persons dur-

ing the war, and they see no better form
of investment for income and for pleas-

ure than the purchase of land. Except
in one particular these transfers do not

indicate any important social or eco-

nomic change. That particular is the

change by farmers from tenancy to own-

ership. One can but wait and see what
economic result will follow; in many in-

stances these farmers must have charged
their properties with loans to enable

them to buy the land, and it is doubtful

if some of them may not be hampered
in the future for want of capital. Polit-

ically, greater conservatism may follow.

In the case of other changes they show

by the keen competition for properties
offered for sale that in the pre-war

period there have been numberless buy-
ers desirous of owning land who have
been unable to get the chance of obtain-

ing it. The change of ownership in this

respect does not indicate any funda-

mental social change. The great wealth

of England, the ineradicable devotion to

the country, to its agriculture, horti-

culture, and sport, will keep the country
life of the kingdom, in the immediate
future at any rate, pretty much the

same under the new as under the old

owners of property. Old families de-

part, new families take up the ancient

tale, and the quiet healthy country life

of the Englishman, with its useful local

duties and its pleasant outdoor occupa-

tions, will still continue much as it did

before the war and its changes.
E. S. ROSCOE

Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks

1 1

Drama
When We Dead Awaken"

THE
story of "When We Dead Awak-

en" can be summarized in two sen-

tences. A sculptor whom middle age,

marriage, and money have debilitated

meets the stricken woman who had been
the model and the inspiration of his

youth. They share passionate retro-

spects, dreams of self-renewal, and the

brief and barren exaltation of a common
death in the snow-whirls of a mountain-

peak. A meaning is readily found. Ib-

sen is the sculptor; Irene—the woman—
is the early poetic and passionate ideal-

ism, afterwards overlaid by "Doll's

Houses" and "Rosmersholms" ; and the

meeting is the belated and partial rever-

sion to beauty or romance by a reaction,

of which "When We Dead Awaken" is

at once the product and the picture. The

change was rather break-up than break-

down in Ibsen; it was less the man and

the artist than the realist who was aging.

The death-throes of an old Ibsen mixed

with the birth-pangs of a new ; but death

and birth were alike incomplete, and the

result was realism shot with poetry.

Now the English players, in the han-

dling of this unusual material, have done

a very bold, very interesting, and very

pardonable, if not strictly legitimate,

thing. They have expelled the realism

at least from the Irene-Rubek pnrts, and

have turned the play into a poetic vision.

As vision its beauty is manifest. Land-

scapes rare and lucent and unearthly,

landscapes that Tennyson might have

coveted as the setting of his Grail leg-

ends, have been provided by the taste of

Mr. Lovel. The great moments in the plaj'

are spectacular. The emergence of Irene

and the Sister of Charity in Act I, white

figure against black, was so handled as

to fire the imagination while it froze the

blood. (I may remark in passing that

three whitenesses, the white sculpture,

the white woman, the white mountain-

peak, unify and solemnize this play.)

More powerful still perhaps, because less

insistent, is the close of the act when,
in the lighted doorway, the half-seen fig-

ure, in black robes of ominous import,
receives the woman on whose lips the

word "died" is still passionately quiver-

ing.

What becomes, under this process, of

the long analytic, rather matter-of-fact

dialogues between Rubek and Irene?

They are not removed, but they are melt-

ed; the contours, the incisions, vanish;

nothing abides but a distilment of their

quality. Miss Kenmore, more fitly cast

as Irene than as Hedda, picturesque, even

marmoreal, in aspect, became a living

type of death, not death in its wormy or

grinning phases, but arctic death, white,

silent, and remote. She spoke indeed,
but the voice was shrouded, and passion
moved beneath its glaze of apathy like a
brook beneath its crust of ice. Mr. Lovel
was too passionless for the warmer mo-
ments of Rubek, and the seductive modu-
lations of his cushioned voice hardly
made up for the shortage of vitality.

The fire had died down both in Irene and

Rubek, but the difference Between Miss
Kenmore and Mr. Lovel in this respect
was the difference between embers and

ash-heap.
In his scenes with Maia, where passion

was not wanted, Mr. Lovel showed not a

little of that minute and changing exact-

ness, that scroll-sawing, if I may so call

it, which is the mark of Ibsen and the

Ibsen actor. This conducts me naturally
to the work of Miss Cicely Barsham and
Mr. A. C. Henderson as Maia and Ulf-

heim. Both these persons acted with

vigor and care, and seemed ready at

times to wrest the leadership from the

principals, with the stealthy collusion of

Ibsen himself, who gave them the lion's

share of the dramatic interest. They did

not finally achieve this substitution,
clever as both were, they could not cope
with Ibsen. They were not to blame if

Maia and Ulfheim eluded their grasp;
Maia and Ulfheim belong to that class

of difficult persons who are the more dif-

ficult because they appear to be simple.
In Ibsen himself they are boldly and

brokenly sketched, and Miss Barsham
and Mr. Henderson, keen for points, but

giving equal sharpness to diverse and

adverse points, finally tore the sketches

into bits.

0. W. Firkins

Books and the News
Reference Books

XfDITORS of newspapers and periodi-

-^cals, librarians, and bookdealers re-

ceive many inquiries about reference

books. Which are the best to own? Are
there "any good inexpensive ones? Or
small ones? Are these reliable?

In general, if you own a good encyclo-

paedia (the "New International" or the

"Encyclopaedia Britannica"), and a good

dictionary (for the one-volume works

either "Webster's New International" or

"The New Standard Dictionary") you

have therein a reference library, apt to

answer all your questions, and excellent

for the information it contains. But

these are large, and not inexpensive.

The "Everyman Encyclopedia" (Dutton)

will take up little room (the volumes

(Continued on page 570)
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The Needs
of the
Electrical
Field

And the problems of electrical

engineering are now, as always,

the paramount consideration and

the unceasing study of the Crock-

er-Wheeler organization.

Linked definitely to these princi-

ples and purposes is the C-W
Product than which there is none

better in the world.

President

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ampere, N. J. *

New York
Boston

Syracuse

Chicago

Cleveland

Birmingham

Pittsburgh

Newark
New Havxn
Philadelphia

Bai.timori

San Francisco

Tiffany & Co.

Jewelry Silverware Watches Clocks Stationery

Antique English Silver

and Reproductions

PCRCHASES MAY BE MADE BY MAIL

Fifth Avenue &37
t-h Street

NewYork

Even the Fastidious,

I

I believe, appreciate an opportunity to

save money on one of the necessities of
life.

Some of my fastidious customers
would no doubt continue to come to me
three or four times a year, if I were on
an expensive block on Fifth Avenue.

Nowadays, however, when the price of

everything is rising, it is a satisfaction
to me to be able to build business suits,
overcoats and evening clothes of the
highest possible grade, at a price that

represents a real saving to my customers.

I am able to do this because my office
is on the sixth floor of an office building,
where the rent has not become impos-
sibly high.

I have many out-of-town customers as
well as New Yorkers.

WM. E. LEONARD
1270 BROADWAY
(near 32d Street)NEW YORK

Telephone: Madison Sq. 7554.
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may be carried in the pocket) and will

cost you much less. It is not absolutely
free from errors—though I have not dis-

covered any very important ones—but it

is an admirable and convenient work,
nevertheless. And for desk use, good,
smaller dictionaries may be found—the
"Students' Edition of a Standard Dic-

tionary" (Funk & Wagnalls), for ex-

ample.
Here are four extremely useful refer-

ence books, which may be acquired at

trifling cost: "The World Almanac and

Encyclopedia" (Press Pub. Co.), for the
current year, with its extraordinary col-

lection of information; the "Statistical

Abstract of the United States" (Govern-
ment Printing Office), an annual, with
tables of figures upon a wide variety of

subjects referring to this country; the
"Official Congressional Directory" (Gov-
ernment Printing Office), with its infor-

mation about the personnel of Congress,
Government departments and commis-

sions, Consular and diplomatic service;
and—for New Yorkers—the "Municipal
Year Book of the City of New York"
(Municipal Reference Library).
Here are some, not so low in price, but

invaluable in their fields. First, "The
Statesman's Year-Book" (Macmillan), a
"statistical and historical annual of the

states of the world," with its brief but
convenient information about all coun-

tries, and good references to further
sources of knowledge. Next, "Who's
Who in America" (Marquis), an honest,

constantly useful, and often highly di-

verting biographical dictionary of living

persons. Its English forerunner is

"Who's Who" (Macmillan), similarly
valuable and international in scope. Add
to these, Whitaker's "Almanack" (more
especially British), "Chambers's Bio-

graphical Dictionary" (Lippincott), for
"the great of all times and nations," dead
as well as living, and the "Scientific

American Reference Book" (Munn), for

handy information about scientific mat-

ters, and you will have a shelf, or half a

shelf, of books which ought to be con-

venient in connection with the news of

the day.
Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received
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tween States of the American Union. Vol-
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James Brown Scott. Publications of Carne-

gie Endowment for International Peace.
Oxford University Press.

Keith, A. B. The Belgian Congo and
the Berlin Act. Oxford Univ. Press.
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Privately printed.
President Wilson's Great Speeches and

Other History Making Documents. Chi-

cago: Stanton & Van Vliet Co.
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Waldron, W. H. Army Physical Training.

Holt. $1.50.
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1919. Henning, Minnesota: Paul Traub.
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'T'HE Mine Workers' leaders have sub-
•* mitted to the law with a promptness
all the more impressive because it was

preceded by a declaration of support for

the miners by the American Federation

of Labor. The lesson that this teaches

was so compactly put in the statement of

the acting President of the union that

comment can add nothing to it:

Gentlemen, we will comply with the man-
date of the court. We do it under protest.
We are Americans. We cannot fight our Gov-
ernment. That is all.

It only remains to put in motion those

agencies for the rational adjudication of

the dispute between the miners and the

operators which should have been ac-

cepted from the start. To this task the

Government applied itself immediately

upon the retirement of the union leaders

from their untenable and intolerable po-

sition. As we have heretofore stated,

the miners have, in our judgment, a

strong case in equity for the invalida-

tion of the terms of the contract into

which they entered for the duration of

the war, whatever may be the technical

merits of this question. The investiga-
tion and arbitration now presumably
about to be entered upon should take a
broad view of all the issues involved, and
should result not only in assigning to

the miners what is fairly due them, but
in introducing a system which shall, so

far as possible, obviate the glaring irreg-
ularities in their employment. It must
not be forgotten, however, that to keep
the miners steadily at work implies no

necessity of keeping at work any speci-
fied number. A given amount of work
subject to long interruptions can be

spread over the whole year, not only by
shortening hours indefinitely, but equally
well by diminishing the number of men
employed.

OENATOR HITCHCOCK must have
^felt a pang of keen regret for the

grievous error of policy which the Ad-
ministration forces have committed,
when it was acutely brought home by a

remark of Senator McCumber's. The
Nebraska Senator was reproached by
Senator Thomas for his failure to sup-

port the reservation which the latter of-

fered as a substitute for the Lodge reser-

vation on Article X, and which was the

same as that proposed some weeks ago

by Senator McCumber himself. At that

time, said Mr. McCumber, he was hoping
to effect a compromise between the two
sides in the treaty fight; and the truth

is that for months it ought to have been

clear to everybody that the only path
of safety for the Administration side was
to assent to just such a compromise as

Mr. McCumber and his associates had

in mind. The Senator added :

But it was not accepted by the minority.

They declined to consider it. In the interest

of coming to an agreement I withdrew it,

and intend now to support the committee res-

ervation. The opportunity for compromise
was rejected by the minority. The blame is

upon them.

Fully as we agree, however, with the

view that the blame for failure to come

to an agreement rests upon the Admin-
istration side, and not upon the group
of moderate reservationists who so long

endeavored to bring about a reasonable

compromise, it is also to be said that

these men themselves failed to rise to the

level of the great opportunity which was

evidently before them. They were mas-

ters of the situation, provided only that

they asserted their position with ade-

quate firmness and resolution. Nobody
could accuse them of being actuated by
any motive other than the desire to do
what in their judgment the good of their

country and of the world dictated. It

was irritating, and indeed grievously try-

ing, for them to find that their endeavors
did not meet with the response which

they had the right to expect; but that

was not a sufficient reason for their

failing to exert a power which, by the

moral strength no less than by the nu-
merical basis of their position, would
have been irresistible if it had but been

unflinchingly asserted. They deserve

credit for their motives, and for the con-

ciliatory temper which they so long dis-

played; but in the face of difficulty and

discouragement they failed to show the

steadfastness which was essential to the

accomplishment of their purpose.

SPHERE are those who profess to see
•* in the arrests of revolutionary agi-

tators, and the proposed deportation of

aliens among them, an attack upon indi-

vidual liberty, and persecution for the

sake of political opinion. This could be

true only if we are to admit that liberty

and anarchy are synonymous, and that

freedom of political opinion carries the

right to put one's opinions into practice

through the violent subversion of existing
law and order. Not one of these men
was arrested for holding or expressing
the belief that the government of the

United States might be, or ought to be,

changed. The framers of our organic
forms of government, from the national

Constitution down to the charters of in-

dividual cities, have always recognized
the possibility of finding something bet-

ter, and have provided orderly methods
for making changes. But they have

wisely insisted that any element wishing
a change shall convince either the people

themselves, or their duly chosen repre-

sentatives, that the change is desirable.

The freedom of individuals or groups to

kick the laws aside is anarchy, and
intolerable even to anarchists themselves.

No anarchist group exists in which dis-

sentient opinion does not rise and is not

suppressed. Majorities are of course

sometimes unwise, and well-organized

governments, including our own, put
Constitutional checks upon their power,
to be altered or removed only by methods
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requiring time for thought and discus-

sion ; but after all, human reason and ex-

perience have developed nothing better

than a regulated majority government,
with a definite and orderly method of

changing the regulations when the com-
mon welfare so directs.

'T'HE revolutionists arrested during the
-*-

past week were for the most part

aliens, having taken no steps to acquire
the rights of citizenship in the country
whose future form of government, or

deprivation of government, they wish to

dictate. They will be punished as crimi-

nals only if they shall be proved to have
committed crimes defined as such under

existing laws. They may be deported to

the country from which they came, if

their conduct has brought them within

existing legal provisions for deportation.
In the quarters where many of the ar-

rests were made have been found large

quantities of incendiary literature, incit-

ing to treason, slaughter, and destruction

of property. When in a storehouse and

distributing centre of this crime-inciting

material the police find a crowd consort-

ing with its purveyors, it is hard to see

how their sworn obligation could be ful-

filled with anything less than holding the

entire number for examination, even

though it is probable that legally incrimi-

nating evidence will be found only

against a few. But the right and duty
to deport certain classes of aliens do not

depend upon the commission and proof
of criminal acts. This country, or any
other, has the right to guard its own
doors against the intrusion of those who
come with the intent to defy its laws, dis-

turb the peaceful current of its life with

violence, or destroy its social and political

institutions. Existing law makes ample
provision for the deportation of such

aliens. And the professed American who
would deny that right, or put obstacles

in the way of its lawful exercise, deserves

not to be heeded, but to be watched. His
trouble may be only aberration of judg-
ment and lack of insight as to the natural

result of his actions; but he is a force

that makes for evil, none the less.

QOME of the Boston police strikers^ made a long jump at the conclusion

that Governor Coolidge, reelected by a

heavy majority just because he had stood

unflinchingly in opposition to their

"crime against civilization," would now
be in so kindly a mood as to permit their

return to the service, if only they would
sever their connection with the Federa-
tion of Labor. To put it briefly, the>
want Governor Coolidge to say, "I have
won the hearty approval of three-fourths

of the people of Massachusetts by stand-

ing up for law and order. I shall now
proceed to get the other fourth, and make

it unanimous, by lying down to anarchy
and disorder."

'"THE collapse of the German effort to
*

bring healing to the world (Am
deutschen Wesen soil die Welt genesen)
does not mean that the case has been

given up. Norman Angell has written a

book to show that a "new social order"

(a euphemism for patients who cannot
stomach the bolus of Bolshevism under
its own name) is the one medicine which
will enable the digestive organs of the
world to dispose successfully of the bur-
den of its war debts. Others have rec-

ommended it as a sure cure for crime,
and still others as an unfailing analgesic
for all forms of social unhappiness. It

only remains for somebody to devise a

method of applying the cure without

danger of the result that we sometimes
hear of in surgery—an absolutely perfect

operation, but with the patient unfor-

tunately dead on the operating table at

its conclusion.

QENATOR LUSK made the statement,^ the other day, that the communist
movement for the overthrow of the Unit-
ed States Government was not started in

Russia but in Germany. "It is safe to

say," he added, "that Germany will not
be distressed by any Bolshevist moves
here." The same issue of the Times
which printed this declaration contained
a despatch from Berlin quoting Gustav
Noske, Minister of Defense, as having
said that "a revolution in America would
mean that millions of people in Germany
would be threatened with death by
starvation." If Senator Lusk's state-

ment were correct, Noske's utterance

could be accounted for only as a very
cheap device for hoodwinking the Ameri-
can authorities. But the situation in

Germany is sufficiently serious to justify
belief in the sincerity of Noske's predic-
tion. The Senator is doubtless right in

saying that the movement started in Ger-

many, but that was the Germany of the

Hohenzollerns, which, shortly before its

downfall, in a spasm of despair, launched
into a policy of supporting Lenin and
his Reds in Russia. But that "Germany
will not be distressed by any Bolshevist

moves here" is not true if it is intended

to imply complicity of Bauer's and
Noske's Government in the present com-
munistic propaganda. It is only a very
small minority in Germany that would
hail revolution here as a German success :

the radical wing of the minority Social-

ists and the Spartacan group, who see in

Noske their arch enemy. For it was he
who suppressed the Communist riots,

and he can hardly be expected to favor
elsewhere revolutions which would

strengthen the revolutionary elements in

his own country.

'TPO one with a memory reaching back
* of 1917, it is rather amusing to find

Count Bernstorff telling the German com-
mittee on responsibility for the war just

why he did not take any part in pro-Ger-
man propaganda. Has his memory gone
blank, or is it possible that he is clear-

ing his conscience on the readily avail-

able technicality that propaganda which
does not propagate is not propaganda at

all?

pHILIP SCHEIDEMANN has made
*- the anniversary of the German revolu-

tion an occasion to make a plea for a

union between Minority and Majority
Socialists. The followers of Haase, who
remember with bitterness how the Ma-

jority leader robbed them of the fruits

of the revolution which they claim to

have been their work, will not easily be

brought to consider his proposals with

much favor, unless cool appreciation of

political advantage outweighs with them
the feelings of jealousy and hatred. And
on the other hand, their dealings with the

Spartacans, who insist that the world's

salvation can only be brought about

through the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat, has made them suspect with th«

Majority comrades, so that a fusion

seems difficult, if not impossible. Scheide-

mann's advocacy of a reconciliation may,
none the less, have a definite result in

sending the right wing of Haase's group
over to the other party, which in that

case would have to break with Noske and

comrades of his conservative type. For
between Noske and Haase there can be

no peace. That Scheidemann has some
such end in view is not unlikely, as he

and Noske are declared antagonists.

Shortly after his return from Switzer-

land Scheidemann opened a bitter cam-

paign in the press against his former

colleague, and his present propaganda
for reunion may be an attempt to fight

his opponent more effectively in a round-

about way.

DR.
DRYANDER, the ex-Kaiser'a

court preacher, still signs himself

Hofprediger, says a correspondent in the

London Spectator. We must admit that

for a man whose business it was, on com-
mand "von allerhochster Stelle," to in-

voke the blessing of "die hoheren

Machte" on His Majesty's affairs, it must
be difficult to think of the power thus

superlatively referred to as dethroned.

rPIIE Public Service Commissions, work-
*

ing in conjunction with the railroads,

have brought it about that in nineteen

States a uniform signal at grade cross-

ings has been adopted. The exact form
of the warning—a white disc with the

letters "RR" in black—is adopted as the

result of protracted experiment. But
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more important than the form is the fact,
now approaching realization, that it will
be uniform throughout the country. The
automobile goes everywhere, and it is a
poor afternoon's run that does not yield
to the children in the back seat, who are
avid in the observing of such things, the
flashing glimpse of licenses from, say,
Ohio, Louisiana, and California to add
to their collection. But now the time is

coming when every motorist, no matter
how far afield a holiday spirit may take
him, will be met at each grade crossing
with a familiar sign, suggestive of home
and its responsibilities. Thus the auto-
mobile, with all its faults, works mightily
towards the consolidation of these United
States.

"PROM the recent deliberations of the*
Royal Society and the Royal Astro-

nomical Society over Professor Einstein's

theory according to which light travels
in a curved and not in a straight line, it

is possible for the man in the street, even
if the scientific bearings of the theory
are quite withheld from him, to draw a
sort of moral. Parallel lines do meet, a
circle is not really circular, the three an-
gles of a triangle do not necessarily equal
two right angles. Heavens above ! Well,
precisely—Heavens above ; it has nothing
at all to do with the earth beneath. In
the strange seas of thought which one
must forever voyage alone, sighting per-
haps a bare dozen of friendly sail in the
course of a lifetime, these things may
sometimes be true. But the thought of
most mortals, which perishes of suffoca-
tion in the thin, cold space that wedges
the stars apart, will continue to breathe
lustily the air of a world in which a cir-

cle, Giotto, is round, and triangles and
parallel lines, Euclid, do most certainly
behave as thou sayest. No carpenter in

his folly will to-day square his timbers
a whit otherwise than before.

Here, then, is the moral. There are
two worlds—the world in which life is

lived, a world of obstacles, of powers not
ourselves making in all sorts of con-
fused directions, a world of motion on
which we are thrown and bidden gain a

footing as we can, and another world in
which thought moves untrammeled save
by some rather rigid rules of its own set-

ting up. These two worlds hold profit-
able commerce with each other. A fe\.

men, in various ages, starting in the
world of everyday with some such trifle

as an apple or a flower, carry it about
with them in the transcendental world,
and, behold! gradually all men, for the
most part wholly ignorant of why it has
come about, begin to think dynamically
and not statically, functionally and not

categorically. The philosophers, even in

the darkest age, have always known that
the earth is round; gradually all men
come to believe it and order their thought

accordingly. But what shall be said of
the man who in the transcendental world,
not of mathematics, but, let us say, of so-
cial organization, has met with a trufh
that flouts the world of "pleasing, anx-
ious being," and who thereupon demands
immediate acceptance of new-found per-
fection everywhere and by all men?—
who would cast aside all social mathe-
matics because somewhere, "pinnacled
dim in the intense inane," parallel lines
do meet and a circle is not really circu-
lar?—who would destroy the profitable
commerce of two worlds by substituting,
with a violence the kingdom of heaven
itself would not suffer, the one world for
the other? Ponder it well, Man in the
Street, for some such moral as this is

about all you will ever get from the ut-
terances of the German mathematician
and his Royal British expounders.

"QONSIDER," said Professor Mac-
Andrew Cantlie, with the cynical

smugness of one who perpetrates an epi-
taph, "the sad fate of Donald MacTavish,
now touring the country with his lec-

tures on the labor problem—as though
it were a sum in arithmetic and not a
conflict of elemental forces, the outcome
of which no man can either predict or
avert. Yet MacTavish from a child was
rooted and grounded in the faith of
John Knox, and once believed that the

ways of men, both the evil and the good,
were foreordained from all eternity. A
man of his gifts might have risen in

the Kirk, but at college he gave himself
to the study of David Hume and Adam
Smith and the two Mills, and presently
felt called to preach the gospel of Politi-

cal Economy. Orthodox as ever, and
with all the zeal of a new convert, he
went so far as to defend a sort of eco
nomic transubstantiation—the comforta-
ble doctrine that all the base elements of
human nature work together for the

glory of God and the good of man. With
this simple faith he might have had a

distinguished academic career, but that

in the course of time he fell under the

spell of Karl Marx, renounced the eco-

nomists and all their works, and em-
braced with the enthusiasm of his Celtic

temperament the profound nonsense of

orthodox socialism. Calvinist at heart,
he gloried in economic determinism, and
when he thought on the social revolution

he saw as in a vision the coming of the

New Jerusalem. For some years he was
a minor prophet of socialism, and did his

part in the way of arousing the prole-
tariat and terrifying the capitalists. Yet
he could not close his mind to the heresy
of revision ; he began to see the mistakes

of Marx; and gradually but surely he

became convinced that not one of the

dogmas of socialism was built upon a

truly scientific foundation. It was as

though the solid ground had crumbled
beneath his feet, with the abyss of an-
archism before him, the precipice of re-

action behind, and no safe middle ground
to right or left. Then the tempter came
and bought Donald MacTavish as 'talent'

for the Chautauqua circuit, and now he
solves the labor problem every night as

any common social reformer might do.

But he is a dogmatist without a creed, a

Samson shorn of his locks, a blind leader
of the blind, an intellectual vagabond and

derelict, and the epitaph which I have se-

lected for his tomb is the ancient prov-
erb: 'As a bird that wandereth from
her nest, so is a man that wandereth
from his place.'

"

Voices in the Air
"I1TITH the signal exception of Gov-
' v ernor Coolidge's phenomenal victory,

the results of last week's election are
about as colorless as possible. But that

very absence of color has in the present
juncture an unmistakable significance.

During a full twelvemonth, the American
people have lived in a state of mental un-
rest such as no previous experience has
even distantly approached; and that

twelvemonth had been preceded by a

year and a half of incubation of this un-
rest. Long before the armistice—indeed

from the moment that our entry into the

war gave the last touch of completeness
to its character of world-wide cataclysm—the notion that the world was to be
made over into something altogether dif-

ferent from what we had known had
become one of the most familiar of pub-
lic commonplaces. And upon the cessa-

tion of hostilities, the school of thinkers

and writers that had most actively spread
this notion displayed an activity, and at-

tained a prominence, which, during the

war, "the instant need of things" had
made impossible. Add to this the discon-

tent automatically generated by the hard-

ships which millions have suffered from

high prices, and it is plain that if an un-

derlying desire for radical change pos-
sessed the people at large, there was
every reason to expect that it would be

manifested in some notable way in the

election.

But one scans the horizon in vain for

any sign of the kind. The people have

been voting everywhere just about as

they have always voted. In New York,
where the old, old issue of Tammany
happened to be accentuated by Murphy's
insolence in the matter of a judgeship

nomination, the voters rose to it with an

eagerness quite incompatible with the

state of mind of a people absorbed in the

prospect of a new-made world. In Mas-

sachusetts, the response which was given
to Governor Coolidge's appeal so far ex-
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ceeded the expectations of his supporters
as to place beyond all question the un-

shaken loyalty of the people to the estab-

lished institutions of the country. In

Nebraska, the movement headed by the

Townleyite Non-Partisan League suf-

fered disastrous defeat. And nowhere,
so far as we have observed, has the bal-

ance of the old parties been disturbed in

favor of either by the intrusion of an

issue or of a candidacy that savored of

Socialism. If some long-absent explorer
had got his first touch of our situation

from reading the election returns and
the current comment upon them, he would
have had no reason to suspect that any-

thing new or unusual had been disturb-

ing the public mind in the past two years.

To infer from this that no great dis-

turbing forces are at work would be the

height of folly. The positive evidence of

such disturbance is too concrete and too

massive to be disposed of by any conclu-

sion that the figures of last week's elec-

tion are capable of furnishing. Yet the

lesson that they do teach is one of first-

rate importance. The more it is true

that things are in a state of flux—the

more it is true that new forces, or forces

formerly negligible, are now to be reck-

oned with as serious factors in our po-
litical and social life—the more is it nec-

essary for us to keep our heads level, and
not to regard as certainties what are in

fact only possibilities. To admit the ex-

istence of strong tendencies is one thing;
to assume that they are sure to prevail,

still more that they are already in full

possession of the field, is quite another.

A people fit for self-government, a peo-

ple equal to grappling with the problems
of a great epoch, must preserve above
all the sentiment that it is the duty of

every man to bear a man's share in de-

ciding what ought to be, not to conform
to some fatalist notion of what will be or

to some hypnotic suggestion of what is.

There is a definite way—crude and im-

perfect, indeed, but substantial and in-

telligible—of ascertaining the voice of

the people; "voices in the air" may be

anything that the wish or the thought of

him who professes to hear them may
prompt him to imagine. If the common-
place character of the recent election

should help to eject from our political

thinking that element of vague prophetic
emotion which has of late played so

prominent a part, it will have been of in-

estimable service to the nation.

It is not only in relation to radical

changes in the economic and social order

that this dangerous leaning upon pro-

phetic emotion has been manifested. To
it must in no small measure be ascribed

the melancholy history of the League of

Nations controversy. The President

chose to regard the issue as one upon
which there was no room for honest dif-

ference of opinion. It wa3 a struggle be-

tween Ormuzd and Ahriman, between the

forces of light and the forces of dark-

ness. Accordingly, opposition was to be

overcome not by argument and persua-

sion, but by denunciation and exhorta-

tion. He had but to stir up the people,

and opposition would crumble under the

manifest decree of public sentiment. Yet

nothing of the kind happened. Neither

in the election returns nor in the conduct

of Senators is it possible to read the

slightest indication that the people have

been stirred to wrath by the refusal of

the Senate to accept the President's po-

sition. The multitude of impassioned

speeches upon which he expended his

powers, with such regrettable effect upon
his own health, has had no appreciable in-

fluence either upon the Senate or upon
the public mind. How different might
the showing have been had he met the

real difficulties of the situation, and con-

centrated his effort upon one or two mas-

terly and comprehensive speeches fairly

grappling with the great argument. The

whole nation would have welcomed such

an appeal to its intelligence; adversaries

and doubters would have been put to the

necessity of squarely meeting what he

said; it would have been impossible for

Lodge, or Knox, or anybody, to put the

issue on that plane of manceuvering for

points on which it has been so distress-

ing to see it; and those Senators who,

while not going all the way with the

President, sought to come as near to his

position as they could, would have been

immeasurably strengthened in their pur-

pose. Above all, the spirit of the situa-

tion—the temper in which the Covenant

was accepted, if it is to be accepted—
would have been infinitely better than

there now seems to be any chance of its

being.

We are living in a stormy time, and

we must not only keep our eyes open but

keep our judgment clear. It is blind-

ness to deny that our institutions, politi-

cal and economic, are being subjected to

an unprecedented strain; but it is folly

to jump to the conclusion that they are

sure to break under the strain. The

revolutionary has no more effective ad-

junct than the spread of the notion that

his object is already all but achieved; for

nobody relishes the thought of being re-

garded as but a lingering survival of an

outworn age. But if we are not to be-

come the victims of this delusion—a delu-

sion which has the lamentable quality of

tending to bring about its own fulfill-

ment—we must firmly eschew the habit

of thinking that great issues of any kind

may rightly be settled by an appeal to

"voices in the air," or to anything but

the mind and conscience of the individual

human beings whose duty it is to pass

judgment upon them.

The Socialist Vote in

New York City
<<T OOKING the whole thing over,""

says the New York Times, "what
reason have the Socialists in New York
City for keeping up their fruitless agi-
tation?" In 1917, says the Times, Mr.

Hillquit got 145,322 votes, while last

week the Socialist candidate for Presi-

dent of the Board of Aldermen got only

126,365 votes; whereas in view of the

addition of the women's vote since 1917

he ought, if the party held its own, to

have polled at least forty per cent, more
than Hillquit did—in other words, more
than 200,000. The New York Evening
Post takes a very different view. "The

Socialists," it says, "have reason to con-

gratulate themselves on their showing
yesterday. Only a year ago they polled

85,000 votes in the city out of a total

of 922,000. Yesterday they scored nearly

125,000 votes out of a total only 5,000

larger. The Socialists have not reached

the Hillquit vote of 1917, which was man-

ifestly a mixed vote, but they can show
an increase of 50 per cent, over last

year, when they received 9 per cent, of

the total vote, against 13 1-2 per cent,

yesterday."
The truth, we take it, lies between

these two extremes ; and what it amounts
to is that in the election last week the

Socialists have shown, so far as can be

judged, neither a loss nor a gain of

strength. It is true that the Hillquit

vote was swelled by elements which had
no real connection with the Socialist

movement. It was largely a pro-Ger-
man and anti-war vote. On the other

hand, it must always be remembered in

considering the Socialist vote, or the vote

of any "third party," that a great many
persons find in such a party a mere me-
dium for the expression of dissatisfac-

tion, and refuse to indulge in that luxury
when by so doing they throw away their

vote as regards some office in the filling

of which they are substantially inter-

ested. The 85,000 votes polled by the

Socialists in 1918, to which the Evening
Post refers, were cast for their candi-

date for Governor, in a contest in which

there was intense public interest. On
that same day their candidate for the

colorless office of Secretary of State

received not 85,000 votes out of 922,000,

but 97,000 votes out of 870,000. To have

advanced from that point to 125,000 out

of 927,000 after a twelvemonth filled

with all manner of hardship, confusion,

and discontent, is certainly no striking

evidence of growth, and offers no ground
whatever for any prognostication of fu-

ture developments.
The Socialists are unquestionably here

to stay, and to stay for a long time. Even
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if the recent election had been as dis-

couraging as the Times represents, it

would make no difference whatever in

this regard. There is a genuine basis

of conviction upon which the movement

rests, and men of conviction do not

forgo their endeavors because victory is

slow to come. What the rest of us have

to do is to look at the facts of their

progress—or the reverse—as they are,

and not as either our wishes or our fears

would have them. There has been in this

country a great growth of the Socialist

vote, and of the Socialist movement in

general, during the past decade. This

is indisputable. That growth has been

more marked in New York City than in

any other great centre of population. It

would not have been at all surprising if

the ferment of the last two years, and

the most extraordinary situation in

which we are at this moment living, had

resulted in a great acceleration of the

process. That nothing of the kind has

happened is a fair inference from the

figures of last week's election. To say

more than this would be to go beyond
warrant ; but this is something quite im-

portant enough to remember. When peo-

ple say that a thing is sure to come, and

that it is coming by leaps and bounds al-

ready, the fact that it failed to show it-

self when it had an exceptionally favor-

able opportunity to do so, may very prop-

erly be used to stop the mouths of confi-

dent visionaries.

Reports that Call Red
Pink

AT a time when the national Govern-

ment is exposing the widespread ac-

tivities of radical forces that plot its

overthrow and the destruction of our

democratic institutions, it is peculiarly

mischievous to spread misleading re-

ports, issued in the interest of the Bol-

shevist propaganda. Such is the charac-

ter of a series of articles by Isaac Don

Levine, a man whose antecedents ana

connections should suffice for warning to

an editor. One of these articles, supplied

with the flaring headine: "Red Terror

Reign a Fiction," was given the leading

place on the front page of the New York

Globe. Its manifest object was to enlist

sympathy for the bloody and tyrannical

rule of the minority that has usurped

power in Russia, by spreading the im-

pression that all that has been said about

the Russian terror is a mass of lies, and

that affairs there are, except for eco-

nomic distress, in a normal and satisfac-

tory state.

The testimony of hundreds of reliable

men, Russians and foreigners alike, who
have recently escaped from Bolshevik

Russia, is unanimous, and if perchance

a few personally conducted correspon-

dents, guests of the Soviet authorities,
and seeing only what it pleases these to

show them, come out with different sto-

ries, it cannot change the verdict. Thus,
as regards the Red Terror: Last year,
in the early autumn, the Extraordinary
Commission against Counter-revolution

put into effect a frightful reign of terror
directed against the bourgeoisie. This
was taken official cognizance of by our
own Government and has been frequently
admitted by the Bolshevik leaders them-
selves. As a matter of fact this partic-
ular terror was designed to arouse the

waning enthusiasm of the proletariat and
to furnish a convenient object upon
which to vent their dissatisfaction at the

unendurable conditions resulting from
Bolshevik rule. But since that time
there has been put into effect another

terror, more horrible and deadly, if less

spectacular. This is the terror whereby
workmen and peasants alike are cowed
into a condition of slavish obedience and
the abrogation of all liberty. No one
can read of the personal experiences of

Mr. H. V. Keeling, the English trade-

unionist, of Mr. David Aronson, who
served for nine months in the Commis-
sariat of Public Constructions, or of Mr.
George Lvov, who served both as an en-

gineer and as a Red Army Soldier, and
who escaped in September, without real-

izing that the Bolshevik leaders, support-
ed by an armed minority but hated by the

masses, are maintaining their ascendancy
only by the application of ruthless terror

and that this terror bears most heavily

upon the laboring classes. A newspaper
charged with the duty of informing
American public opinion in this crisis,

assumes a heavy responsibility in pub-
lishing correspondence whose authentic-

ity and good faith are open to question,
and whose purpose is vicious.

Another instance of somewhat similar

character may be cited. Not long ago,
there appeared in the columns of one of

our leading dailies, a long article de-

scribing the Fair at Nizhni-Novgorod
last summer. It was replete with glow-

ing details concerning the thousands of

merchants that visited the Fair, the vast

amount of goods sold, and the millions

of rubles that these transactions repre-
sented. Of course the whole article was
a hoax, for no such fair was or could be

held in Bolshevik Russia, where trade is

nationalized, and production and trans-

portation are in chaos. The newspaper
in question promptly admitted that it had
been imposed upon and that the whole

article was a fraud. But certain "jour-
nals of opinion" unblushingly published
articles commending the state of affairs

in Bolshevik Russia, quoting the article

in question as an authority, although the

very paper in which it had appeared had

repudiated it as containing not a word of

truth. It is all very well to give the
devil his due, but to give him aid and
comfort to which he has no possible claim
is going a little too far.

Intellectual Arma-

geddon
THE days when everybody had a Mis-
A sion—with a big M—have given place
to the days of propaganda, with a very
small, sly, insinuating, but not silent p.

It will be more tolerable, perhaps, when
we are all grown more thoroughly used
to it. When we are all incorporated into

solemn troops and sweet societies, then
we shall more readily know the precise
rate of discount to be applied to the ut-

terances of each of our rival groups.
When no one speaks except from the

platform of his own intellectual union,
the business of the world will be enor-

mously simplified. Each group casts

its vote, a vote indeed that could be pret-

ty certainly predicted, and the mind of
the world is swiftly made up. Smaller

groups will, perforce, if they are to

survive, combine into larger ones, until

by necessary evolution the whole world
becomes of like mind. About this time

may be expected a spirited and probably
successful revolt under the banner of a
self-reliant individualism.

The present stage of this evolution is

in high degree painful to those who are
still aware of life as a gracious thing,

compounded of such simples as home;
the fearful delights of one's own chil-

dren; the possession of a friend or two
with whom one disagrees often in the
mind but in the heart never; a garden,
maybe, and some books, and an artistic

sense that yields a rich return to the pos-
sessor if not to the world. Such people
are reluctant to heed the summons to

intellectual Armageddon. They had sup-
posed that society was good in propor-
tion to the number of well-disposed and
self-reliant individuals contained in it.

They ardently wished to see the number
of such individuals increased, and were
prepared to adopt any change in the pro-
cedure of life which offered reasonable

promise of so increasing it. They had
thought of life as something to be lived,

and not as an experiment in a laboratory
to be taken down and set up afresh when-
ever it failed to yield at once the desired

results.

Least of all do such people have un-

questioning faith in the efficacy of band-

ing themselves together in societies that
a particular fragment of what looks like

the truth may be made to prevail. A
wise man, and himself something of a
revolul ior^ary in his way, had said it.
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In like manner the reformers summon con-

ventions and vote and resolve in multitudes.

But not so, O friends! will the God deign to

enter and inhabit you, but by a method pre-

cisely the reverse.

Organization, of course, is well enough
where it serves to multiply the force of

the individuals that compose it, but the

organization is not stronger or more

clear-sighted than its members. The or-

ganization that pretends to be so, that

asks as a condition of membership any
considerable abdication of personal sov-

ereignty, that recruits its strength from
those whom it can control but who are

not themselves fit to control it, ends by

wrecking either itself or the world in

which it survives.

Intellectual Armageddon, however, is

on. There is no evading it. Not to or-

ganize is to be destroyed. But to organ-

ize in the wrong way is likewise to court

destruction. The things to be defended,

the things to be made to prevail, are pre-

cisely the things that nobody ever

thought of defending before. An atmos-

phere of assertion, of militancy, of res-

olute objectivity, the atmosphere, in

short, created by talking about them very

much, is the one thing that destroys

them. They are valuable because they
are natural growths and not synthetic

confections. They are valuable because

they are not asserted or proclaimed or

"believed in." Their flavor resides in

the fact of their being taken for grant-

ed; where reticence is impossible, free-

dom becomes a mockery.
"Americanism" supplies an instance.

Americanism is not a thing, it is a

way Americans live. Bolshevism is

a thing; Socialism is a thing. But

nowhere has Bolshevism or Social-

ism been successfully lived. One can,

and one does, multiply oneself into

societies for the establishment of Bol-

shevism or of Socialism. Or one can ex-

citedly watch others so organizing, and

wonder whether the plunge would be as

exhilarating as merely thinking about

the plunge or telling people who are

grossly immersed in mere living what

a good time they are missing. It is not

hard to defend these things with con-

siderable plausibility, because the peo-

ple who defend them are merely defend-

ing a creation of their own. If a weak

spot appears, it is not a difficult matter

to shift the ground. In the same way,
it is not difficult to become deeply in-

structed in the shortcomings of life as

most people live it. Most people do not

make the mistake of expecting too much
of life and bear it no grudge because it

comes this side of perfection. They are,

on the contrary, rather actively, and suc-

cessfully, on the lookout for its redeem-

ing satisfactions. But they hardly know
how to draw up a reasoned defence of

their way of life. Their adversaries are

better weaponed for attack, and occupy
an easier ground to defend. For the

Americanism that is what it is because
it has been lived by increasing numbers
of people these three hundred years,
does it not, the moment you form a so-

ciety to go about actively expressing loy-

alty to it, tend to lose its essential qual-

ity by evaporation?
We would not imply that nothing can

be done somewhat to instruct in that

mode of life which we call American
those among us who do not understand it

and who presumably would value it if

they could learn to make it their own. But
we do mean that such efforts avail little

as compared with the results to be at-

tained if each individual who by habit

and tradition "demonstrates" American-

ism in the life he leads should hencefor-

ward make such demonstration more

convincing. The efforts of those who
would band housewives together in an

attempt to reduce first this item that

makes up the cost of living, then another

and so to end of the list, are pitifully

ill-calculated. Mere taking thought will

not reduce the cost of living item by

item, or as a whole, and in general ;
it is

for the individual to reduce his cost of

living, and the only way this can be done

is to reduce the number of items, or to

substitute for expensive items others

that if embraced in the right spirit will

yield a return valued for its own sake

and not as a mere substitute.

Since, then, intellectual mobilization is

decreed, let the fighting be on ground of

our own choosing and not of the ene-

mies'. It is useless to contend with a

metaphysician in the realm of metaphys-
ics. At best one can set up a rival sys-

tem more to one's taste. But if mean-
while life is to go forward, there is need

now and then of a stout Johnsonian "I

refute it thus!" There are some ques-

tions, in politics, economics, family life,

and individual conduct, as well as in met-

aphysics, that not only admit no imme-

diate settlement; they are theoretically

insoluble; as impossible to resolve as the

impact of irresistible force upon an im-

movable body. Life generally settles

these problems by a slow process of

starving them out, depriving them of nu-

trition until they become dry and unre-

garded husks. It is a costly procedure,

blighting many a fair hope and start-

in}' many a tear, but it is not nearly

so costly as to demand of life that it jus-

tify itself completely at each moment of

time. Something very like this, in the

present stress of things, is being de-

manded of life. And those to whom life

is more precious than any dream of what

it ought to be must set themselves the

hard task of providing in their own lives

that defence by virtue of which alone

life itself continues.

The Public and the

Packers
'T'HE article on "The Big Five and the
*• Problem of Monopoly," contributed to

our columns this week by a highly com-

petent hand, discusses not the effect of

monopolistic practices upon prices, but
the nature and logical consequences of

those practices themselves. Throughout
the entire period of the country's strug-

gle with the Trust problem, a period
now nearing the close of its third decade,
it has been essential, for any just view
of the problem, to distinguish sharply
between the objections to monopoly as

a matter of business relations and of in-

ordinate personal power, and the objec-
tions to it as a means of putting extor-

tionate burdens on the consumer. It is

with the former aspect almost exclusively
that the writer of this article deals in

the case of the Big Five.

That the Federal Trade Commission
has presented a powerful indictment of

the packers—powerful, that is, as to the

substantial character of their monopolis-
tic control in a vast field of production
and distribution, whatever may be its

character as a matter of law—no one can

question who either scans the Commis-
sion's voluminous report or reads the ar-

ticle in the Review. It is unfortunate,

however—to use no harsher term—that

the Commission has in various ways lent

its weight to the strengthening of the

belief, for which there is not, so far as

we know, any respectable foundation,

that this control is responsible for a con-

siderable part of the high prices of meat

products. If the Commission goes into

that question at all, its plain duty is to

go into it thoroughly and judicially; and

in statements intended for publication,

it is further the duty of the Commis-
sion to bring out the real significance of

the figures, instead of throwing them at

the public unexplained, or in a form that

suggests sensational conclusions.

It was at the very height of the ex-

citement over the President's initiation,

three months ago, of a movement to brin?

down prices, that the Commission, in its

letter to him, presented the figures of

the packers' profits as follows:

The packers' profits in 1917 were more
than four times as great as in the average

year before the European war, although
their sales in dollars and cents at even the

inflated prices of last year had barely

doubled. In the war years 1915, 1916, 1917.

four of the five packers made net profits of

$178,000,000.

This—presented, as it was, without any

further analysis or comment—was calcu-

lated to produce upon the mind of the

wayfaring man the impression of out-

rageous "profiteering" on the part of the

packers and of a terrible burden imposed
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on the public. But there is nothing ab-

normal in doubled prices (say) yielding

quadrupled profit; and $60,000,000 a

year, in a group of businesses covering—
as the Commission so strongly insists it

does—a large part of the food supply of

the whole nation, makes no perceptible
addition to the people's cost of living.

But even though there may be little or

no basis for the belief that the big pack-
ers' hold on production and distribution

results in an increase of price to the con-

sumer, the existence of such a state of

things as the Commission describes is

matter for most serious concern. We
cannot view with indifference the indefi-

nite extension of that kind of power in

the hands of a few individuals. Re-

straints must be placed upon it, either in

the shape of direct limitation of its scope

or in the shape of effective regulation by
the Government. If it is practically im-

possible to make the former method ef-

fective, resort must be had to the latter.

The comparative merits of the two are

indicated with fairness in our contribu-

tor's article.

Decentralization in

France
'T'O work! was M. Clemenceau's ap-
*

peal to his audience at Strassburg.
Its impressiveness was not in its origi-

nality, for it echoed what other leading

statesmen, both in victorious and defeat-

ed countries, had been saying with equal

emphasis. But it struck home, all over

the world, as the word of an octogenarian

who, taking his official farewell of

France, might have been excused if he

had dwelt on the otium cum dignitate

that awaited him. He included himself

among the workers to whom he appealed

on behalf of the country's future: "Let

us all work for the greatness and the

glory of France."

In the programme which M. Clemen-

ceau outlined, he mentioned, among other

things, a scheme to make the French

citizen set to work also in the political

administration of his country, a field of

activity in which he has never exerted

himself with much ardor or interest.

Clemenceau advocated decentralization of

the administration, and a transfer of re-

sponsibility for local affairs from the

Chamber of Deputies to local assemblies.

This is not a new departure for M.

Clemenceau. The lessons of the war may
have convinced him of the urgency of

this reform, but, if so, they were

preached to one long since converted. In

the early eighties, when M. Clemenceau

was a prominent figure among the Radi-

cals, decentralization was one of the

planks in the platform of that party,

whose programme was, indeed, identical

with that for which the Republicans had
stood in the days of Napoleon III. "C'est

le drapeau de 1869," said M. Clemenceau
in 1881. The Radicals, it is true, had
embroidered additional slogans on the

banner, such as the abolition of the Presi-

dency and the Senate. For in these, M.
Clemenceau explained in 1881, "the mon-
archical principles, so tenacious of life

in the institutions of France," still sur-

vived. These words of nearly thirty

years ago are no less true at the present

day, which sees the radical who wrote
them at the head of the Government.
The very cause which made him opposed
to the Presidency and the Senate kept
both institutions intact from the on-

slaughts of the Radicals. The French
are better monarchists than republicans.
The political fabric constructed by Na-

poleon on the remains of the foundations

laid by the Ancien Regime owes its solid-

ity and endurance to the people's latent

consciousness that it answers the needs

of the country. The parliamentary sys-

tem is a foreign importation, and half

a century's practice has not been much
to its credit in France, owing to its un-

fortunate grafting on a centralized ad-

ministration of native growth.

In France it is not, as in this country,

the commune that lends its function-

aries to the Government, but the Govern-

ment that imposes its functionaries on

the commune. The defects of such a

power, bad enough when placed in the

hands of one man, are multiplied to ex-

cess by the parliamentary system, as each

delegate belonging to the governmental

majority becomes a co-dispenser of places

in his constituency, and reckons his popu-

larity by the number he can bestow.

Weak men, under this system, easily suc-

cumb to the temptation to promote the

creation of new offices instead of econ-

omy. And M. Clemenceau, whose in-

tegrity has always made him invulner-

able in political combat, is the very man
to remind the nation of its duty to stem

these abuses by taking a more active

part in the administration of the country.

Pessimists hold that any such attempt

is bound to miscarry, as they believe the

people to be temperamentally unfit for

the task. But they do not seem to dis-

criminate between incapacities due to

lack of training, and such as have their

root in inherited nature. That after fifty

years of republicanism the French have

not evinced either a desire or a capacity

for local autonomy is not sure proof of

a native deficiency, but may be due to

that latent survival of the monarchical

tradition which has debarred them from

receiving education in local home-rule.

All that we know of the Frenchman's

temperament seems to give the lie to

that pessimistic doubt. During the war
the centralized administration betrayed

its inefficiency by its lack of organizing
power, and the country was saved

by the personal initiative of the in-

dividual citizens. The average French-
man is a personality, quick to respond
and ready to act at his own risk—the

very reverse of the German, whose initia-

tive needs the stimulant of a superior's
command.
The one great obstacle in the way to-

wards administrative decentralization is

the approval given to the prevailing sys-
tem by that class of moulders of public

opinion which does not take part in poli-

tics—men of letters, men of science, men
of business. To these Paris is France,
and an administration which answers
their notion of the identity of the capital
and the country is the best form of gov-
ernment. This sentiment is the strong-
est ally of the professional politician who,
for reasons of self-interest, is opposed
to any diminution of parliamentary con-

trol of local affairs. To the Frenchman
who cherishes that traditional worship
of Paris which the reign of Le Roi Soleil

inaugurated, M. Clemenceau's plea for

decentralization must seem disloyalty to

the great capital. Arguments are of lit-

tle avail against prejudice. If the Pre-

mier's plan carries the day, it will be

through the dire need of reform arising
from the disrupting forces of the war.

"Germany has at least done France
one service—she has recalled to French-

men their duty towards themselves," M.
Clemenceau said in his peroration. If

the war will bring home to them the

necessity of administrative reform, it

will have done them this other service of

safeguarding their country's future by
defending them against their own love

for an obnoxious survival of the past.
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The Big Five and the Problem

of Monopoly
'T'HE President's obviously hurried at-
*

tempts to make up for lost time have
probably led him to take up arms with
labor against the rising price level. It

has occurred to some that the revival of
the agitation against the packers by the

Department of Justice—after the Fed-
eral Trade Commission's long-continued
attempt to initiate drastic regulatory
legislation against them—may be in part
attributable to this general fight on

prices. Even if this attack is staged
for the political effect which it is cal-

culated to have, it represents an inter-

esting phase in the solution of the mo-
nopoly problem.

There are two ways in which a power-
ful producer or group of producers can
control prices in an industry: (1) by ab-

sorbing all important competitors; (2)

by making peace with them so as to in-

duce them to agree to price mainten-
ance. The first method was rendered il-

legal by the provisions of the Sherman
law and the Clayton act. Combination
under these laws, however, was not real-

ly made impossible because the individ-

ual owners of a business, as individuals,
were allowed to acquire the stock of com-

peting companies. Thus, the original
owners of the old Oil and Tobacco Trusts

practically control the dissolved com-

panies, which are supposed to be inde-

pendent and competing with each other.

There was another obstacle in the way
of combinations of this kind; with eco-

nomic development the business units

which had to be absorbed increased so

in size that one producer or group of

producers, no matter how powerful, often

found great difficulty in stifling compe-
tition. The use of peaceful methods for

influencing your enemies to do what you
want is often as effective as actual con-

quest. Thus, the second method of price
maintenance has come increasingly into

favor because the first involved legal dif-

ficulties and required a large amount
of capital. Both the trade associa-

tion activities and the tactics em-

ployed by the "Big Five" represent
methods of eliminating so-called "cut-

throat competition." In the case of the

Slaughtering and Packing Industry it

might be puzzling to attempt to deter-

mine whose throats are most badly cut.

The harmonious relations which exist

among "the Packers" may have a cer-

tain value, but they are hardly compat-
ible with the fundamental assumptions
of the so-called "Competitive System."
It was shown by the Federal Trade Com-

mission that: (1) Swift, Armour, Morris,
Wilson, and Cudahy agree to divide their
live-stock purchases throughout the
United States according to certain fixed

percentages; (2) these five companies
exchange confidential information which
is not made available to their competi-
tors, and employ jointly paid agents to

secure information which they use to

manipulate and control the live-stock

markets; (3) these five packers through
their buyers act collusively in the pur-
chase of live stock (e. g. by "split ship-
ment" purchases, "part purchases," "wir-

ing on," "making" the daily market) ;

(4) Swift, Armour, Morris, and Wilson
through their subsidiary and controlled

companies in South America combined
with certain other companies to restrict

and control shipments of beef and other
meats from South America to the
United States and other countries; (5)
all the five companies act collusively in

the sale of fresh meat by exchanging in-

formation regarding "margins" realized,

by inspection of one another's stocks of
fresh meats, and by joint action in un-

derselling independent competitors; (6)
there is a joint contribution to funds

expended under their secret control to

influence public opinion and Government
action, and thus maintain the power of
the combination; (7) two or more of the
five interests have joint ownership or

representation in 108 concerns.

The collusive activities of these five

apparently separate legal entities pre-
sent a problem of great difficulty. They
cannot be dissolved, inasmuch as there
is practically no intercompany stock own-
ership. They cannot be made to compete
unless strict measures for the enforce-

ment of competition be resorted to. The
obvious method of restoring competition,
where Trust control has destroyed it, al-

ways seemed to be dissolution. How-
ever, when the Trusts were dissolved the

individual owners of the original Trust
were allowed to own, as individuals,
stocks in the dissolved companies. Thus,
dissolution and even the court's dignified
exhortation that the different companies
should go to and compete did not neces-

sarily effect competition. It is perfectly
evident that producers will fare better

by agreeing than by competing, particu-

larly in the matter of prices, even if

they have had no connection whatever.
When the stockholders of all the domi-
nant companies are the same, as in

the case of the Standard Oil Companies,
it would be palpably absurd to expect

them to compete with each other.

The various bills which have been pro-

posed in the Senate, as a result of the
Federal Trade Commission's report on
the meat industry, attempt to provide
for certain regulations which will en-

courage competition by making it pos-
sible for competitors to live. The bills

give the Secretary of Agriculture ade-

quate power, through a licensing system,
to keep the law enforced. The pro-
visions are of two kinds: those of the

first are little more than mere reiteration

of provisions in acts already on the

statute books; those of the second were

prompted by the Federal Trade Com-
mission's report, which showed that "the

Packers" owe their power to their con-

trol of the stockyards and to their pri-

vate cars.

Section 7 of the Kenyon bill gives the

general prohibitions :

That it shall be unlawful for any licensee,

under section 3 of this Act to— (a) Engage
in any unfair, unjustly discriminatory, or de-

ceptive practice or device in commerce; or

(b) Sell or otherwise transfer to or for any
other such licensee, or buy or otherwise re-

ceive from or for any other such licensee,

any live stock or live-stock products for the

purpose of apportioning the supply between

any such licensees, or unreasonably affecting
the price of or creating a monopoly in the

acquisition of, buying, selling, or dealing in,

live stock or live-stock products, in commerce ;

or (c) Engage or participate in any manner,
either directly or indirectly, in the business
of purchasing, manufacturing, storing, or sell-

ing any foodstuffs other than live-stock prod-
ucts, where the effect of such participation in

such business may be to substantially lessen

competition, or to restrain commerce, or to

tend to create a monopoly in any line of food-

stuffs; or (d) Conspire, combine, agree, or

arrange with any other such licensee to ap-

portion territory for carrying on business, or
to apportion purchases or sales of any live

stock or live-stock products, or to control

prices thereof, in commerce; or (e) Conspire,
combine, agree, or arrange with any other
such licensee to engage in any course of busi-

ness in commerce; or (f) Otherwise act or

refuse, neglect or fail to act, or conspire,

combine, agree, or arrange with any other

person to do or aid or abet the doing of any
act contrary to the provisions of this Act and
the regulation made hereunder.

The provisions of the Kenyon bill

which seem to have been prompted by
the Commission's recommendations are

found in Section 14.

It shall be the duty of every licensee in this

section—(a) To provide and maintain or se-

cure, when necessary and practicable, adequate
railroad connections with his place of busi-

ness; (b) To furnish the services and facil-

ities of his business on fair and reasonable
terms and without unjust discrimination to

persons applying for the same : Provided,
That he shall set aside such portion of the

facilities of his business, as determined by
the Secretary of Agriculture, as may reason-

ably be necessary to accommodate small ship-

pers and local patrons ; (c) To impose only
such charges and rates as are reasonable for

the service or facility afforded; (d) To exer-

cise such care of the live stock, live-stock

products, or perishable foodstuffs handled by
him as may be necessary to prevent nndue
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loss in connection therewith ; (e) To main-
tain sanitary conditions in the conduct of
his business; (f) To refrain from unfairly
discriminatory or deceptive practices or de-
vices in the conduct of his business; (g) To
keep complete and accurate accounts and rec-
ords of his business and to submit reports
when called for in such form as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary; and (h) Otherwise
to conduct his business in such manner as may
be prescribed in regulations issued under this
section by the Secretary to carry out the pur-
poses thereof.

The Federal Trade Commission's rec-

ommendations for regulating "the Pack-
ers" and the proposed legislation in Con-
gress represent considerable advance-
ment over the court decrees of 1911. The
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
and the American Tobacco Company
were two great holding companies that
controlled practically all of the other

powerful companies in the oil and tobac-
co industries by the ownership of con-

trolling interests in their capital stocks.

The dissolution decrees of 1911 merely
transferred the control of the industry
from the original holding company, as a

company, to its stockholders. Although
the owners of the original Tobacco Trust
were not allowed to hold so large a part
in the companies formed at the time of

the dissolution as they had owned in the

original holding company, the control

was never really dispersed. The Com-
mission showed in its report on the price
of gasoline in 1915 that there was no
real competition between the different

companies of the Standard Oil group, es-

pecially in the case of gasoline. Al-

though the Bureau of Corporation's re-

port on the Tobacco Industry was prob-

ably written too soon after the dissolu-

tion to furnish any very satisfactory in-

formation with regard to its effect, there

is little reason to believe that the court

decree brought about greater competi-
tion than had existed before 1911.

Economists will probably realize that

the attack on "the Packers" constitutes

an interesting development in the treat-

ment of the problem of monopoly. It

may be advisable to regulate, but to leave

intact, the large-scale business units that

prove to be efficient because of their size.

The Commission maintained that the

"Big Five" exhibited no exceptional effi-

ciency, but was apparently unable to ad-

duce statistical evidence for the proof of

this contention. The Government-con-
trolled monopoly has come to be recog-
nized as a better solution of the Trust

problem than dissolution and the estab-

lishment of legally separate companies
that have so great a community of inter-

est. The licensing proposed for "the

Packers" and for the other food-produc-

ing companies will undoubtedly seem irk-

some, but American business will have
to become accustomed to supervision.

Investigator

Woman—The Citizen
A FTER a long and arduous struggle,

lasting over seventy years, millions
of women are now voting. What of these

newly enfranchised citizens? What is

the largest opportunity at hand? What
is the greatest and most immediate serv-

ice they can render?
Viewed in the light of reaction from

the political campaign just ended, it

would seem that they are lined up in

two great partisan camps scarcely to be

distinguished from the men. The two
great political parties, with their already
existing powerful partisan machinery,
eagerly reached out and gathered in

every possible woman in sight, and un-
less women had done that impossible and
undesired thing—organize their own po-
litical party—such alignment was inev-

itable. The alignment, however, defi-

nitely disposes of the fear sometimes ex-

pressed by men that the woman vote en
bloc might constitute a menace if con-

trolled by sinister elements. And, for-

tunately, with the winning of the vote

there also disappeared from the situation

that particular type of suffragist who
was wont to tap some unprotected male
on his coat button and say warningly:
"Ah, but we shall change all that when
we have the vote!"

Some of us knew better all the time,

and now—since we have not yet a new
heaven and a new earth, but on the con-

trary are confronted by the greatest men-
ace ever known in our history, with Bol-

shevism seeking to destroy the very fa-

bric of government itself, anarchy let

loose in the ranks of industry, the Red
forces of destruction at the throat of law
and order—what may woman, the citizen,

do, and do most quickly, to steady the

ship of state?

There is one important and necessary

thing to be done at once, done by con-

certed patriotic action without regard to

party lines. We are immediately con-

fronted with the impressive statement

issued by the Senate Committee on Ed-
ucation and Labor that there are more
than ten million persons in the United

States who cannot speak, read, or write

the English language. To meet this sit-

uation it is proposed to appropriate im-

mediately five million dollars for the rest

of the fiscal year, and the sum of twelve

millions annually thereafter to be used

and distributed by the Department of

the Interior to educate illiterates. The

theory of this bill, as outlined by the

Committee, is that this Government rec-

ognition will stimulate the various States

to adopt compulsory teaching of English
to illiterates and foreigners. The need

of this initial step may perhaps be fur-

ther emphasized by the fact that there

are at present fifty-four foreign lan-

guage publications in New York City,

many of them of dangerous Bolshevik or

anarchistic tendency, and a number
known to be financially supported by
wealthy patrons, both men and women.
A truly interesting list, one surmises,
and were the fierce light of publicity to

beat upon it the public might be the

gainer thereby, for it is especially sig-

nificant that a large part of this vicious

propaganda is nurtured in drawing-
rooms of more or less social prominence,
and some of it has the support of per-
sons commanding not a little political

influence.

It is with deep gratification, therefore,

that one turns to such work of coopera-
tion with the Government as the National

Security League and the American De-

fense Society, both nation-wide in scope,

the former with a membership of eighty-
five thousand, and the latter with sixty

thousand, and each with its women mem-
bers running into the thousands and ac-

tively engaged in practical educational

work. The great service rendered by
these two national organizations during
the war will be readily recalled by every

one, and their membership and their ac-

tivity might well be increased by thous-

ands of women who could assist the Gov-
ernment with a patriotism entirely free

from politics and thoroughly construc-

tive in effect. The excellent Americani-
zation work already done by these two
societies is to be carried on in an ex-

tended campaign next year along practi-

cal lines and cooperating fully with the

Government plan, a work in which every

loyal American woman may well have
a share.

Such a great coordinated movement
carries within itself a stabilizing influ-

ence on the present almost chaotic state

of the industrial world, and it is with

deep pleasure that one notes a new but

important organization in the national

field, The National Federation of Busi-

ness and Professional Women's Clubs,
which held its first convention at St.

Louis last July. It is already a signifi-

cant national group, entirely distinct

from the General Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs and the National Women's
Trade Union League, and composed
wholly of independent, Individualistic

women, many of them highly trained and

representing over forty vocations. Just

how timely this particular organization

happens to be may perhaps be indicated

by the fact that although it is known that

the number of such women runs into the

millions, the organizers of the League
were unable to discover, either in the

Library of Congress or in the Council of

National Defense, any lists of business

or professional women's clubs. It was
to remedy this trifling oversight that

special organizers were sent out all over
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the country to locate such clubs and to

organize new ones, with the result that

forty-three States were represented by
delegates at the St. Louis convention.

This league lives up to its name, for a

condition of membership is that the club

must have at least seventy-five per cent,

of business and professional women be-

fore it is eligible for admission. The
Federation is non-political (one is deeply

grateful it does not say "non-partisan")

non-sectarian, and self-supporting. It

proposes to secure a more combined ac-

tion by business and professional women
to gather and distribute information and
to offer channels of activity and service

of national scope.

In the year since the sisming of the

armistice the crisis in the industrial sit-

uation, caused by the destructive forces

that are seeking to annihilate govern-
ment everywhere, has resulted in an

alarming decrease of production. Of di-

rect practical bearing at the moment,
therefore, are two outstanding objects of

the Federation: To raise the standards

of commercial achievement, and to in-

crease production throughout the busi-

ness world. When it is remembered
that these women are already active pro-
ducers and not given to idle words, it is

not surprising to hear that this new or-

ganization has had the cordial approval
of leading men all over the country, while
in some of the Western cities the Feder-

ation will cooperate with chambers of

commerce in important civic work.
Women's activities in patriotic en-

deavor have naturally not kept up with
the pace which was set in their war
work. Yet this is no season for idling.

Women have it in their power by well-

directed organization to aid enormously
in the campaign to defeat the movement
of the Reds in this country. Next year
comes the tercentenary of the landing
of the Pilgrims; the blessings of liberty

which they bestowed upon us are se-

riously threatened. We are challenged
to defend them ; we, too, must do a work
that will last for three hundred years.

Mary C. Francis

Learning the Tricks of the

Revolution
'T'HE United States discovered Western
A

Europe with the war and Eastern Eu-

rope with the armistice. Our tuition in

the problems of Eastern Europe during
the armistice followed as a necessary

consequence of the pouring out of our re-

sources in the cause of the Allies since

the earliest days of the great conflict.

While the European Allies were relaxing
their energies from November 11 on,

the United States was called upon to put
full war energy into the economic factor

of peace-making until the signing of the

peace wtih Germany. The practical sig-

nificance of this was, first, that we were
some three-quarters of a year later than

the European Allies in feeling the ef-

fects of that relaxation of effort that in

Europe followed immediately after the

signing of the armistice; and, second,

that this longer period of war strain en-

abled some thousands of our fellow citi-

zens to observe Europe in her throes of

post-war reorganization, to have some

experience in the handling of social up-

risings, and to learn that much that

passes for revolution is as likely as not

to be simply social hysteria.
I imagine the average citizen looks

upon the American Relief Administra-
tion as simply another of our American
institutions for "doing good" to a needy
and decrepit Europe. An institution for

doing good it indeed was. It was funda-

mental in the rehabilitation of liberated

Europe. But in the present state of

American affairs it is better to consider

this organization as one of the most re-

markable educational enterprises in his-

tory for informing Americans on the

present problems of Europe and on the

impending problems of America.

The American Relief Administration

in Europe numbered about fifteen hun-
dred men. It covered in its field of op-
eration two-thirds of Europe outside of

Russia, an area equal to about the area

east of the Mississippi. In this area the

American Relief Administration served

some seventeen different nationalities, of

a population of one hundred and twenty-
five millions, which were representative
of the four hundred and fifty millions

of Europe as a whole. Over this field

the American Relief Administration

spread like an army. It had its own
lines of communication, its own ports, its

own transportation system; it exercised

"benevolent mandatories" over river

shipping on the Danube and over rail-

roads in Austria; it had its fleet of some
three hundred ships. The general head-

quarters of this relief army was at

Paris; division headquarters were at

Vienna, Warsaw, Trieste, Bucharest, and
elsewhere. Like a true army, however,
the real work was done by the men in the

field. The soldiers of this relief army
were scattered along the fringe of social

unrest in Europe; they were a combined

service of supply for Europe and an in-

telligence department for the Peace Com-
mission in Paris.

Europe was in that abnormal condi-
tion which was the normal result of the

great cataclysm it had passed through.
Nothing could have been more normal, in

the sense of expected, than this state of
unrest in Europe after the war. The
great enclosed area between the active

belligerents in the West and the Russian
border had been subjected to the hunger
pressure. As a measure of war making,
Germany and France had protected their

food supplies. But the great central

area, including the states of old Austria,
new Poland, Rumania, Serbia, and the

Baltic Provinces, being of minor impor-
tance in the fighting, were left with

dwindling resources, and there the first

social results of the hunger pressure
were found. Bolshevism ran a wedge
into Hungary and got a foothold on the

north fringes abutting on Russia. The
Americans pushed bridgeheads into the

chaos; they delivered food; they estab-

lished transportation by rail and river.

Through their advantageous position as

neutrals and friends, they were able to

effect exchanges by which resources were

equalized. Above all, they observed and
studied the ways of revolution under the

pressure of anxiety and diminished re-

sources. They found that under this

mysterious hunger pressure the animosi-

ties of war had been forgotten overnight
and that new animosities of more ele-

mental nature had taken their place. The
district that had nothing had no enemies.

Austria which had been denuded had
some sympathy. But woe to the nation

that had more than its share of railroad

cars, oil, locomotives, or coal. The dis-

tricts of Teschen in Silesia and the Banat
of Temesvar became sore spots on the

map, contended for by all arguments of

sentiment, of language ties, and of geog-

raphy, but coveted for the underlying
reason that one was rich in coal, the

other rich in wheat.

The Americans found that when hun-

ger began to work, there could be a

dozen sides to an argument and every

side could be right. A Relief Adminis-

tration man did not stay in a place a

week without becoming an enthusiastic

partisan of the people with whom he

worked. He understood their problems,

their fears, and their strivings. He
came to see that these people were not

so very different from Americans; that,

in fact, they were the racial brothers of

the Americans with whom he was wont

to work in New York and Chicago and

Pittsburgh.
I am not going to draw the parallel be-

tween Europe after the war and America

after the armistice. We have just come

to the point at which, as the result of the
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pouring out of our resources to Europe,
we, too, are beginning to feel the pinch
of lessening resources. Like Europe, we
are feeling some of the resultant social

reaction. Unlike Europe, our funda-

mental position is sound. We need

only to gird ourselves for the proper ex-

ploitation of our natural powers. But our

problem no longer differs in kind from
that of Europe. It only differs in de-

gree. It was good for Europe to have
Hoover and Gregory and Heinz and Has-
kell and several hundred of their asso-

ciates and subordinates work for the re-

habilitation of Europe. The wisdom and

experience Americans have gained
abroad will not be without their advan-

tages at home.

Partly through the help of the Amer-

icans, hunger was put off in Central Eu-

rope and the trend is now again toward
increased production. The present win-

ter will be a hard one in Austria, only
less hard in Czechoslovakia and Poland;
but the direction is upward. There was
never much danger of Bolshevism in Ru-
mania and Jugoslavia. That danger has

passed for Poland, Bohemia, and German
Austria.

What Americans have done for Europe
they can do for our own country. These
men had to take continually the attitude

that Europe is not "going to the dogs,"
and they had to act on this theory and
lend money on it. Manifestly, it is quite
safe to say that America is not "going
to the dogs."

Thomas H. Dickinson

Correspondence
Ethics and Politics of the

Treaty Wrangle
To the Editors of THE REVIEW:

I read with some amazement in your
last number: "If the treaty should

then fail for want of a two-thirds vote,

the Democratic Senators who voted

against it would be fully justified in

placing the blame for failure upon the

Republican marplots who had wantonly
piled up needless and fatal objections to

its adoption." You will pardon a devoted

reader for saying that this is bad politics

and worse morals. You are justifying
the Democratic minority in assuming to

speak for the Treaty Powers, a purely

diplomatic judgment which is not with-
in the proper purview of the Senate; you
are assuming, contrary to the general

temper of your article, that the Republi-
can reservationists are dishonest and

perverse and liable to discipline by the

Democrats; finally you are sanctioning a

quite ignoble bluff of Senator Hitch-

cock's.

It is not the business of the Senate to

guess how far the Treaty Powers will

accede to American modifications of the

Covenant. That is the President's busi-

ness. If he regards the treaty as fatally

mangled, it is his Constitutional right to

let it die in the files of the State Depart-
ment. He, too, as a matter of judgment,
should be chary of denying to the Treaty
Powers an opportunity to accept the

treaty even if considerably modified.

Nothing is to be gained by treating the

reservationists as mere marplots. Ap-
parently the friends of the Treaty are in

a mood to sacrifice the off chance that the

other Powers will accept the reservations

to the punitive tactics of putting the Re-

publicans in a hole.

I hold no brief for the Republicans,
whose policy has seemed to me stupid in

the extreme, but I cannot admit the prin-

ciple that when a majority of the Senate
has modified a treaty, a smaller majority
is at liberty to wreck it out of spite.

The President is the sole judge whether
the rehandling of a treaty by the Senate
has nullified it or not. For the Senate to

amend and forthwith reject a treaty
would be an evident self-stultification.

There is no straight course except to send
the Treaty with the reservations to the

President and let him exercise his Con-
stitutional discretion.

It is a regret to me to find you most

uncharacteristically countenancing the

small politics that Senator Hitchcock is

willing to play at the world's expense.
Has your zeal for the softest reservations

impaired your usual fairness ? From the

point of view of the honest reservation-

ist, stiff reservations are necessary.
Even in the Senate no one consciously
battles de minimis. When have the

Treaty Powers authorized Mr. Hitchcock

and his Democratic colleagues to speak
for them ? When has the President vest-

ed Mr. Hitchcock with the treaty-quash-

ing power?
Frank Jewett Mather, Jr

Princeton, N. J., November 5

[When Senator Hitchcock was threat-

ening rejection of the Treaty if reason-

able reservations were incorporated in

the act of ratification, we regarded the

threat as a bluff, and said so. Mr. Mather

may be right in his belief that this is

true also of Hitchcock's attitude toward
the Lodge Committee's reservations, but
we see no reason to think so. If he and
the Democratic Senators who follow his

lead do really "regard the Treaty as fa-

tally mangled," it is their "Constitutional

right," as well as the President's, to re-

fuse to put upon it the seal of their ap-

proval. The refusal would in that case

not rest simply upon a guess as to "how
far the Treaty Powers will accede to

American modifications of the Cove-

nant," but quite as much apon the con-

viction that if the League is reduced to

futility as a means of promoting peace
it is undesirable for the United States
to become a member of it at all. Whether,
when finally confronted with the inexor-
able necessity of saying yes or no to an
unalterable proposal, the Democratic Sen-
ators ought not to say yes in spite of all

objections, is a question which we were
not undertaking to settle in the remarks
to which Professor Mather objects.
We have never intended to charge the

Republican reservationists with being
dishonest. If, instead of referring to
their course as wanton, we had spoken
of it as stupid, which Professor Mather
himself does, we should perhaps have
expressed our meaning better. But as
for the other epithet, it is unfortunately
only too true that a man may, without
being dishonest, be very much of a mar-
plot.

Eds. The Review]

Unsympathetic Towards
the President

To the Editors of The Review:
Republicans of the Roosevelt-Root fol-

lowing are generally unsympathetic to-
wards personalities like that of Presi-
dent Wilson, but that is no reason why
they should not protest against the high-
ly improper tone of the utterances of
Mr. Jessup, published in your last issue.
After making allowances for the letter,
saturated with spleen, I am still puz-
zled to understand the insinuation con-
tained in the italicized innuendo in its

last paragraph. It has no relish of an
attack in the open, but looks more like

sniping from behind a tree.

David M. Newbold
Philadelphia, October 30

A Correction
To the Editors of The Review:
A typographical error occurring in one

of the last paragraphs of my article on
"What Is Happening Around Riga?" un-

fortunately makes some of my conclu-
sions rather obscure. I should be very
much obliged if you would insert in a fu-
ture issue the following correction:

In column two of page 560 before the
sentence beginning with the words, "It

is difficult to suppose that von der Goltz,"

etc., the following sentence should be in-

serted :

"On the other hand, some observers are
inclined to believe that the German move-
ment in the Baltic is connected in some
way with a movement for political re-

action in Germany herself."

Leo Pasvolsky
New York, November 10
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Book Reviews
China's Foreign Relations

The International Relations of the Chi-

nese Empire. By H. B. Morse. New
York: Longmans, Green and Company.

FEW countries, even of the West, have

had the history of their foreign rela-

tions so minutely and accurately pre-

sented as China now has since the ap-

pearance of the second and third volumes

of Mr. H. B. Morse's work. Though fill-

ing three substantial volumes, the period

covered is barely three-quarters of a cen-

tury and the account leaves untreated the

years since the overthrow of the Man-

chu Monarchy in 1911 and the establish-

ment of the Republic in its place. These

last eight years will furnish in them-

selves material for another volume, but

in the circumstances it is sure to be even

more discouraging than its predecessors

to those who wish to see China become a

politically prosperous and independent

state. Mr. Morse devotes each of his vol-

umes to a distinct period which, in each

case, he is able to label with a fairly cor-

rect descriptive title. The first period,

from 1834 to 1860, covered by volume

one, he entitles "The Period of Conflict" ;

the second period, from 1861 to 1893,

covered by volume two, is named "The

Period of Submission"; the third period,

from 1894 to 1912, covered by volume

three, is designated as "The Period of

Subjection." If, as is to be hoped, Mr.

Morse is led to prepare a fourth volume

for the years since 1912, he will have to

seek a title that is still more indicative

of China's national humiliation, for

though she has thus far managed to

avoid that "Breakup" which seemed im-

minent in the closing years of the nine-

teenth century, and to escape from the

ranks of monarchies, her political pros-

pects, both international and domestic,

have become steadily worse since she

took the precipitate plunge into the

troubled, if stimulating, waters of de-

mocracy.
It is scarcely possible to comment ex-

cept in very general terms upon the man-

ner in which Mr. Morse has accomplished

his task. It will perhaps be most satis-

factory, therefore, after giving a com-

prehensive estimate of the value and

character of the work as a whole, to de-

vote the space that remains to charac-

terizing in a broad way the manner in

which China has been dealt with by the

Powers which have insisted upon having

relations with her.

Speaking thus generally, it may be

said that Mr. Morse's volumes excel in

the patient and accurate manner in which

the details of China's peculiarly compli-

cated international relations have been

handled, but that they are disappointing
in the larger generalizations and deduc-

tions that might have been founded upon
facts so painstakingly presented. Indeed,
in many places Mr. Morse surrenders

the role of a true historian and is con-

tent to be scarcely more than an annal-

ist. There is also some lack of propor-
tion. For example, the Boxer episode,

important as it was, scarcely deserves the

two hundred pages that are devoted to it,

as compared with the one hundred pages
that are spared for the events from 1901

to 1912, which include, among others, the

important treaties of 1902 and 1903 with

Great Britain, the United States, and

Japan, and the Russo-Japanese war. In

this conflict, China was not a party bel-

ligerent, but it was fought upon her soil

and involved the future status of three

of her Provinces. Then, too, important
as was the work of Sir Robert Hart, as

Inspector-General of the Chinese Mari-

time Customs, undue attention is devoted

by Mr. Morse to him and to his opinions.

At times Mr. Morse, leaving the field of

international relations, enters that of

China's domestic concerns, but no one

will find fault at this for, in the first

place, a knowledge of these concerns, in

at least their broader aspects, is a pre-

requisite to an understanding of China's

foreign affairs ; and, in the second place,

the information which Mr. Morse thus

supplies regarding China's system of

government and administration, her prob-
lems of revenue and taxation, her rail-

way and postal developments, and the

organization and operation of her impe-
rial maritime customs service, is of such

value to students of Far Eastern poli-

tics, and treats of matters regarding
which it is so difficult to obtain accurate

data, that the chapters embodying it

are especially welcome. These and other

topics, it may be remembered, Mr. Morse
had previously treated in his much appre-
ciated volume "The Trade and Adminis-

tration of China," first published in 1907,

and, to a considerable extent, his chap-

ters upon the same subjects in his "In-

ternational Relations" are borrowed from

that book.

Dropping now the role of the reviewer

and assuming that of the inquiring read-

er, it will be of interest to state the gen-

eral impression which one gains from

Mr. Morse's account, of the manner
in which China has been dealt with

by the Powers. One dominating char-

acteristic at once appears: that, almost

uniformly, the Powers have sought their

own commercial and political interests

without primary regard for the inter-

ests of the Chinese people or the wishes

of their Government. In 1842, by the

Treaty of Nanking, China was obliged

to agree that foreigners, trading in

China, should have definite legal rights,

that their foreign consular officials might
be stationed at certain ports and have
extra-territorial jurisdiction over their

respective nationals; and also that the
customs duties on exports and imports
should be made certain and not to ex-
ceed an ad valorem charge of five per
cent. From this exceedingly onerous re-

striction upon her revenue-raising pow-
ers China has never since been able to

escape. By the treaties of 1858 addi-
tional ports were opened to foreign trade

and, for the first time, the right given
to foreign nations to maintain diplomatic
establishments at Peking. At this time

also, rights of inland navigation were
granted, missionaries given greater free-

dom to carry on their work throughout
the Empire, and a passport system pro-
vided for persons desiring to travel in

the interior. From time to time, by
other treaties, new treaty ports have
been opened, until now there are between

seventy and eighty of them; extra-terri-

torial rights have been broadened, and
new "settlements" or "concessions" in the

larger cities created within which the

foreigners practically govern themselves,

maintaining their own police forces and

systems of municipal government.
Still further in derogation of China's

independence of action has been the es-

tablishment of "spheres of interest,"
claimed by the several Powers, which,
while nominally involving only matters
of economic or financial preference, have,
in fact, carried with them political im-

plications of the gravest character. But,
not content with this, in 1898 Germany
demanded of China the lease for ninety-
nine years of the important port of

Tsingtao, together with a certain amount
of surrounding territory, upon terms

which, during the running of the lease,

transferred to Germany the exercise, if

not the actual ownership, of all rights of

sovereignty. This led to a demand for

similar leases upon the part of Great

Britain, Russia, France, and Italy—de-

mands which China was able to refuse

only in the case of Italy. And, to make
matters still worse, in 1900 came the

Boxer troubles, as a result of which

China was obliged to make new conces-

sions, and to promise large pecuniary in-

demnities, for the payment of which she

was forced to pledge her two most cer-

tain and considerable sources of revenue,

the salt taxes (gabelle) and the maritime

customs. Before this, China had al-

ready created a national indebtedness to

meet the indemnity imposed in favor of

Japan by the Treaty of Shimonoseki,

which closed the Sino-Japanese war. As

a result of that disastrous conflict China

had been obliged to renounce all suzerain

rights over Korea, and to cede to her vic-

torious foe the island of Formosa lying

off her southern coast. By the inter-
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vention of Russia, Germany, and France
she was able to retain the Liaotung Pen-
insula with the harbor Port Arthur, buc
soon was compelled to lease this strate-

gical point to Russia and, after the Rus-

so-Japanese war, to consent to the trans-

ference of this lease to Japan, who, in

the meantime, had become dominant in

Korea.

America has never sought for terri-

torial rights in China, has never had or

asked for a special sphere of interest, has
now not a single "concession" or "settle-

ment" of her own in a Chinese city, and
has repeatedly brought to bear all the

moral influence, and political influence

short of war, which she has been able to

exert, in order to preserve China against
dismemberment or the impairment of her

sovereign right to conduct her own do-

mestic affairs free from foreign dictation

or control. As against a regime of com-

mercial, financial, and industrial prefer-
ences and discriminations, the American
Government has sought to establish and
maintain the "open door" of equal oppor-

tunity to the nationals of all the Treaty
Powers. The only valid criticisms that

may be made of the conduct of. the
United States towards China and the
other Powers is that at times she has
not pressed her policies with sufficient

firmness, and that upon one occasion by
her action brought about the defeat of

the very end she had in view. This was
in 1913, when President Wilson informed
American bankers that they could not
count upon the support of the American
Government with regard to certain loans
to China that were then in contempla-
tion, because there were attached to them
conditions that were regarded as in vio-

lation of China's administrative integ-

rity. The result was that the American
bankers withdrew from the Six Power
Consortium and the remaining Powers
were left to negotiate with China free
from whatever restraining influence

America might have exerted. By this act,

instead of gaining "face" with the Chi-

nese, America lost considerable prestige.
It may also be observed that, however
considerate the acts of the American Gov-
ernment toward that of China may have

been, its conduct towards the Chinese in

or entering America has been by no
means one to be proud of. We are obliged
to confess that in at least one instance, by
a Chinese exclusion act of Congress, we
violated a subsisting treaty with China,
and in numerous instances we have not

given to the Chinese residents here that

degree of protection against violence to

which they were entitled, nor have we
effectively punished those who have

wronged them in person and property.
Great Britain first obtained Chinese

territory when, in 1842, the island of

Hong Kong was ceded to her. And since

then she has obtained the Kowloon strip
along the neighboring mainland. She
also holds a lease of the port of Wei-
hai-wei, and has a "sphere of interest'

that includes the valley of the Yangtze
River. But, from the beginning, Hong
Kong has been an "open port," and has
been a great commercial benefit to all na-
tions trading with China as well as to

China herself. Wei-hai-wei was leased
as an offset to the lease of Kiaochow to

Germany; it has never been fortified, no
railway concessions are joined with it,

and Great Britain neither claims nor has
ever exercised any special political or
even commercial privileges in the Prov-
ince of Shantung, in which the leased
area is situated. In her "sphere of

interest," and generally with regard to

the railways constructed under British

auspices, political ambitions, as distin-

guished from commercial and financial

interests, have played no important part.

The same cannot be said of the French
concessions in the South. France has a

"sphere of interest" in the Provinces of
Yunnan and Kwangsi and part of Kwang-
tung, and also has her eyes turned to-

ward the great Szechuan Province, and
her policy of economic penetration in

these regions has been more or less

tinged with a political purpose. At any
rate, the loans which she has made for

the construction of railways have carried

with them forms of control which have
looked not so much to the protection of

the funds invested as to the control of

the operation of the railways. And, how-
ever private) upon their face, French

foreign loans, as is well known, are

strictly controlled by the French Gov-
ernment and made ancillary to for-

eign policies. Yet it cannot be said

that French political ambitions in the

Far East at the present time seriously
threaten the sovereignty or even the ter-

ritorial integrity of China.

Russian ambitions in the Far East, at

least since 1898, have been strongly po-
litical in character. They have not

threatened the independence of China
but they have endangered the continu-

ance of China's control over the vast

Manchurian and Mongolian areas. As a

result of her war with Japan, Russia was
obliged to abandon all efforts to control

Korea and to withdraw from South Man-
churia and the Liaotung peninsula, but

she remained entrenched in North Man-
churia and, until the overthrow of the

Czardom, was rapidly obtaining political

paramountcy in Mongolia.
It is not until we come to consider

the policies which Japan has pursued
that we have to deal with a nation whose

political ambitions are directly danger-
ous to the continued independence and

autonomy of China. This is a topic which
of late has been so much dwelt upon in

American papers in connection with the

Shantung award of the Versailles treaty
that it is not necessary here to rehearse
it.*

There are, however, certain points that
need to be emphasized in order that
the whole situation may be understood.

Japan's political ambitions threaten the
territorial integrity of China if not the

sovereignty of that country. That is to

say, Japan desires, and at times has offi-

cially demanded, not simply special eco-

nomic interests in portions of China—
Manchuria, Eastern Inner Mongolia,
Shantung, and Fukien—but political

paramountcy in those regions. There is

also abundant reason for holding that she
desires to exercise a generally controlling
influence over the national Government at

Peking. Within her several "spheres of
interest" Japan has, to a very consid-

erable extent, refused to recognize the

legitimate political rights of the Chinese
local authorities. Within those same re-

gions Japan has violated the spirit, if not
the letter, of the open door policy, adher-
ence to which she has repeatedly affirmed.

China at the present time is in a po-
litically demoralized condition—a demor-
alization that has steadily increased dur-

ing recent years. There is little hope
that her finances, her currency, her rail-

ways, and her administrative services

generally, can be put upon an effective

working basis, without foreign aid that
will carry with it a considerable amount
of foreign overhead administrative con-
trol. Unless this aid is supplied by the
Western Powers, it is practically certain
that Japanese control, in the interest of

Japan and not, primarily, at least, of

China, will result.

It is well within the right of Japan
to object to the increase in China of for-

eign control that conceivably may at some
time prove a military menace to herself.

To this extent she is entitled to a "Mon-
roe Doctrine." Upon this ground she
was justified in opposing the increase of

Russian influence in Korea, just as the
United States was unwilling that French
troops should remain in Mexico. But this

principle of national self-defence did not

justify the annexation of Korea at a
time when there appeared to be no dan-

ger that, if this were not done, the coun-

try would pass into the possession of an-

other strong military Power; nor does

it furnish any basis for a claim by Japan
to special political or economic interests

in China or elsewhere in Asia.

Finally, in judging the political ambi-
tions of Japan, it is essential, from the

Western point of view; that weight
should be given to the fact that Japan's
Government is strongly monarchical, that

* The writer of this review gave a summary of this

question in the Rez'iew for July, 1919. under the
title, "China, Japan, and the Westers Powers."
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in its operation the militarists and bu-

reaucrats exert great influence, and that

the dominant political philosophy is of

the Prussian type. Japan's imperialistic

policy is centered in the Far East and

looks to the establishment of a true Jap-

anese hegemony in Eastern Asia. The
ambition is even larger than the effective

control of China proper—it includes as

well Mongolia and Siberia as far west

as Lake Baikal. It is with Japan's im-

perialistic desires in the Far East that

her policies and those of America stand

squarely in opposition.
W. W. WlLLOUGHBY

Single Spies
Throttled. By Thomas J. Tunney. Bos-

ton: Small, Maynard and Company.

COMPARED
with what was antici-

pated before America entered the

war, the result of the work of German

spies in this country was almost insig-

nificant. Our final adhesion to the

Allied cause put all Americans on their

guard; enabled us to intern a good part,

if not enough, of those who were sus-

pected ; prevented the wholesale transfer

of German money to America to use in

propaganda; and brought out the en-

thusiastic loyalty of some German-Amer-
icans to their adopted country, and what

might be called the formal or negative

loyalty of the large majority. What-
ever was in their hearts, and it must
often have been sorrow and bitterness,

the great army of Fritzes and Karls

and Johanns failed completely to live up
to the expectation of the Fatherland,
because they did not and would not

strike their adopted fatherland.

It thus comes about that a history of

the German spy activities in America
has to do with a comparatively few men.

This fact is made clear by Inspector

Tunney. He set out to tell a few stories

of the rounding up of German plotters

and succeeded in producing a readable

book. That is about all that can be said

for it. Except for a few details and
the differences in point of view between
a detective and a reporter there is very
little that is new in the book—and, on
the whole, the reporter's point of view
is quite as interesting as the detective's.

More or less unconsciously, however, In-

spector Tunney brings out an interest-

ing psychological fact. The German
spies seem to have been actuated very
much more by desire for cash or for

personal glory than by the much vaunted,

willing self-sacrifice in the cause of the

Fatherland. There is something very
melodramatic or else something very
mean about all these German plotters.
If they fail to draw their pay, they turn
state's evidence. They are full of advice
to others about unremitting service to

Germany, but if they are caught they

willingly involve others and betray their

cause to save themselves; and even in

times of individual success one feels that

they are chiefly concerned with possible
decorations or bonuses.

The preface of the book, by Arthur
Woods, gives a few words of sound
common sense that should be reiterated

again and again. He speaks with au-

thority both on the police force and on
the intelligence service. "We must not

again be caught napping with no ade-

quate national intelligence organization.
The several Federal bureaus should be
welded into one, and that one should be

eternally and comprehensively vigilant."
This has not been accomplished, and it

should be without delay. One feels that

Inspector Tunney, good man that he

evidently is, never had a fair show. He
was a New York policeman, and he had
no authority to arrest a man making
bombs in New Jersey. He should have
been one of a nation-wide, unified Fed-
eral force, acting with intelligence and
with power. In peace as well as in war
we need such a force, and in these days
of unrest more than ever; not an inquis-
itorial force, the tool of any faction of

the people, but a force working for the
whole people. The poor man needs pro-
tection against anarchists as much as
the rich man, and a far-seeing intelli-

gence service would do more than spy
out crime. It would give warning of
the misunderstandings that menace this

nation as they do the nations of Europe
and that, when acted on in time, will

prove only passing shadows across the
real progress of a united and compre-
hending people.

Life's Fitful Fever
Mary Olivier: A Life. By May Sinclair.

New York: The Macmillan Company.

13
the main trouble with our Anglo-

American realism that so much of it is

"uncompromising,"— aggressively and
uneasily opposed to whatever the thing
may be that is not realism? Always
our Georgian joy seems based on scorn.

Life, vaunted tilting-ground for free and
exultant spirits, is always revealing itself

as the same old fiercely-trodden grave-
yard of Victorian shams. We cannot,
like the Latins, go blithely about oui

business. We protest too much. We
strain the point of gaiety because we so

resent the gnawings of conscience, or, as

we prefer to put it, the inhibitions of

hypocrisy. There is something gloomy
and acrid about our outpourings, even
when we fancy them to be flowing clear

and sweet. We are so "sore" about yes-

terday that we cannot freely savor to-

day.
This was true of our ante-bellum twen-

tieth century fiction, certainly; and Miss

Sinclair's latest story, or chronicle, is of
before-the-war substance and quality. It
is explicitly dated—1865-1910. More-
over, ft is most recognizably the kind of

thing which represented the culminating
phase of that period. This is neither for
nor against it; but helps place it. It be-

longs to the age of Wells and Beresford
and Cannan and Mackenzie and Bennett;
an age of restless disclaimers, of fever-
ish self-searching, of darting quest
among men and objects and places fa-
miliar and unfamiliar, like the weaving
search of a clever puppy for its master—
for its own personal possession by that
name. Mary Olivier is an Englishwo-
man of "temperament," extremely con-
scious of self, intensely concerned with
the world as a setting and an arena for
self. The fragmentary jottings or en-

tries in these pages constitute a diary-
like record—partly in the first person,

partly in the third, now in the present
tense, now in the past—of her mental
and emotional life from the first memo-
ries of childhood to that moment when
in middle age she in some sense "finds

herself," or the necessary something
greater than herself, and so brings this

chronicle of pursuit to a natural period.
That is, if you believe that she has really
found or is capable of finding anything
permanently stable and satisfying. Mary
Olivier professes to have found peace,
before we part with her. But a peace
upon which one hurls oneself, in which
one wallows with cries of triumph, may
easily be given another name. "Unquiet"
is the word for this whole school of im-

aginative, or fanciful writing. An im-
mense eagerness, a fierce inquiry, a blaz-

ingly honest intention of getting at "the

truth," at all costs, and an overwhelm-

ing conviction that one's own bootstraps
are the only tools provided by God or

man to that end—this is the note of our
Georgian and early-Wilsonian commen-
tary. Everything but repose, everything
but continence, everything but reliance

upon the mental and moral wisdom of the

ages. What is history but a dull con-

spiracy to conceal from us that we are

alive? What is common sense but a jail

for originality? What is continence but

a fetish of Victorian hypocrisy?
Here am I, Mary Olivier, a person, u

quivering ego, born in England of the

sixties. My father is a ruthless sensual-

ist and domestic tyrant, my mother a

slothful dweller in the harem. Nobody
loves me. I suffer. I am clever, I seize

avidly upon learning. I win distinction

as translator of Euripides. I am versed

in modern philosophy. I am to be known
as a poet. But in my own private life I

grope and wander after I know not what.

I am bound to the foolish woman who is

my mother. Clinging to my conventional

fidelity to her, I feel myself free of other
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conventions. In my late thirties I love

and am loved at last. My lover urges
marriage, but I will not marry him. He
could not be happy with my foolish

mother, and her I cannot leave. At for-

ty-five I willingly become his mistress for

a brief time. But this cannot last, nor
can I marry him. I send him away. At
last my foolish mother dies, and a few

days later I learn that my lover is mar-
ried to one whom he does not profess to

love. I suffer. Then quite suddenly
comes the revelation, the clear discovery
of a truth dimly apprehended in child-

hood but later let slip:

"All her life she had gone wrong about

happiness. She had attached it to cer-

tain things and certain people. . . And
in the end none of these things had

brought her the happiness she had seem-
ed to foresee in them. . . She knew
only one thing about perfect happiness;
it didn't hide; it didn't wait for you be-

hind unknown doors. There were little

happinesses, pleasures that came like

that. . . If you looked back on any
perfect happiness you saw that it had
not come from the people or the things

you thought it had come from, but from
somewhere inside yourself. When you
attached it to people and things they
ceased for that moment to be themselves,
the space they then seemed to inhabit

was not their own space; the time of the
wonderful event was not their time. They
became part of the kingdom of God
within you."

So at last Mary Olivier has found for

herself the way out, through "the Thing-
in-Itself, Reality, God." Not that she

has got any sort of recognizable faith or

religion. The charm and triumph of it

lies precisely in the fact that it is not

the usual kind of thing : "The Christians

got hold of real things and turned them
into something unreal, impossible to be-

lieve. The grace of God was a real thing.
It was that miracle of perfect happiness,
with all its queerness, its divine certainty
and uncertainty. The Christians knew
at least one thing about it; they could

see that it had nothing to do with de-

serving. But it had nothing to do with

believing, either, or with being good
and getting into heaven. It was heaven.

It had to do with beauty, absolutely un-

moral beauty more than anything else."

In such fashion does our brilliant mid-

dle-aged Englishwoman, with her quiver-

ing nerves and vibrating intelligence,

fashion (like Mr. Wells) a God and a

heaven not, perhaps, so strikingly unlike

other people's as she fancies, but with a

gratifying resemblance to her own image
and her own chosen abiding-place. When
the thrill of invention has passed, will

these continue to satisfy our Mary Oli-

vier? Almost in the act of discovery she

herself asks that question: "Supposing

there isn't anything in it? Supposing—
Supposing—" The truth is, at the last as

at the first, we have to do not with char-
acter emerging, but with temperament
coddling itself. This is a creature of

hand-made ecstasies, ecstasies of discov-

ery, of pain, of renunciation. She is the
fruit of a period of spiritual decadence.
We should like Miss Sinclair to tell us

what the war did to her, or for her, a
little later on.

H. W. BOYNTON

The Run of the Shelves

"JV/T
ESSRS. DOUBLEDAY, PAGE have

"^ collected twelve more stories of 0.

Henry and twelve pieces of "Critical and

Biographical Comment" into a volume
that disarms criticism with the modest
and pleasing title, "Waifs and Strays."
The book is entirely "worth while," par-

ticularly in a world in which the "whiles"
of so many people are worth so little.

The stories will not increase O. Henry's
reputation, but no one expects fugitive

pieces to add to an author's fame; they
are generous when they do not subtract.

"Round the Circle" is an earlier and
cruder "Pendulum," and the worth of

the idea in that admirable tale is visible

through the blur of an inferior treat-

ment. The "Dog and the Playlet" is a
rehearsal for the brilliant "Proof of the

Pudding" in "Strictly Business." The
"Proof of the Pudding" is one of those

dazzlingly impossible tales in which na-

ture plays the rhetorician, in which facts

are at the same moment moulded to the

symmetry of an antithesis and sharpened
to the point of an epigram. In the "Dog
and the Playlet" half the artifice has dis-

appeared, taking with it more than half

the interest. In several of the newer

stories, the "Red Roses of Tonia," "Out
of Nazareth," "Hearts and Hands," and

the "Detective Detector," the demands

upon the reader's faith are tantamount

to a run on the bank. Next to "Round
the Circle," familiar in a better version,

perhaps the best of the twelve tales, is

the simplest—the little story of the "Cac-

tus," in which a lie and a love-affair are

both punctured by the spines of that

vindictive plant. That concision was
wisdom for 0. Henry is suggested by
the fact that in the "Snow Man," a pow-

erfully conceived tale of the malignity of

snow, he exceeds his usual limits, and,

in exceeding them, flounders and drifts.

The reminiscences of the tale-teller by

personal friends like Arthur W. Page and

Arthur B. Maurice, are agreeable, though
the secretion of the prodigious 0. Henry
in the merely everyday cleverness of Wil-

liam Sidney Porter is a mystery which

they rather deepen than dissipate. It is

interesting to learn that his lodgings in

New York were all in the Irving Place

and Madison Square district, and that his

hatred of exercise limited his explora-
tions to "a circle of half a mile radius,

with No. 55 [Irving Place] as the cen-

tre." He lived in New York, like a wee-

vil in an apple, restricted in his move-

ments, but gnawing at the core. Mr.

Maurice and Miss (or Mrs.?) Caroline

Frances Richardson trace the particular
stories to their lairs in New York or New
Orleans; the relation of the tales to the

spots was like that of the south wind to

the violets, "stealing and giving odor."

In the ten lists of ten favorite stories, the

diversity is emphasized by the collector;

but this diversity, though interesting,

seems rather less interesting than the

agreement. Nicholas Vachel Lindsay and

Christopher Morley show zest and nim-

bleness in eulogistic verse ; in 0. Henry's

pen Mr. Lindsay sees a sword, Mr. Mor-

ley a pestle. National vanity may ob-

serve with pleasure that the two English

critiques which the volume reproduces
are childish beside the American esti-

mates, but only national folly would see

in such a fact the anchorage for a gen-

erality. One may doubt, however, wheth-

er even American criticism is happy in

calling 0. Henry the Yankee Maupassant ;

Maupassant was a bandit in evening

dress; 0. Henry would not have stooped
to his brigandage, and could not have

risen to his clothes.

Not the least valuable part of the book

is the comprehensive index to the nu-

merous, various, and slippery 0. Henry
stories.

Post-war productions such as Mr. G.

C. Logio's informing book on "Bulgaria
Problems and Politics" (George H. Do-

ran Company) seldom steer clear of the

shoal of after-wisdom. "Bulgaria's in-

tervention, which would have been im-

mediately followed by that of Greece,

would have realized better results than

Italy's, for one such result would have

been Turkey's definite overthrow. No
Bulgarian Government could have with-

stood the outburst of popular feeling in

favor of the Entente which a spontaneous
offer of Macedonia would have provoked
in Bulgaria at that propitious moment."
The assurance of this statement loses

much of its convincing force if it is read,

as it ought to be, in the light of the au-

thor's interesting account of the people's

political immaturity. According to Mr.

Logio "the Bulgarian's sole preoccupa-
tion is how to earn his daily bread. To
him everything else is God's or the Gov-

ernment's business." What outburst of

popular feeling from such a constitu-

tional indifference could have been strong

enough to bend the pro-German Govern-

ment to its will-less guidance?
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It is easy to see how the writer has

stumbled into this self-contradiction.

The tenor of his book is to prove that the

sins of the vicious Government of Rado-
slavov should not be visited on the harm-
less Bulgarian people who, honest earn-

ers of their daily bread as they are, never
dreamt of enriching their country with
the spoils that Germany promised Bul-

garia as a reward for her armed inter-

vention. But the author has yet an-

other case to prove : that Germany's dip-
lomatic success at Sofia was chiefly due to

the disregard with which the Entente
Powers treated Bulgaria's aspirations
towards ethnical unity. That such am-
bitions are in evidence outside the lim-

ited scope of the Bulgarian intelligentsia
seems hardly credible, considering the
author's approval of the following senti-

ment which he quotes from "an elderly
and highly respectable" countryman:
"We Bulgarians are not yet a nation, for
we are still devoid of a national con-

sciousness. We are merely striving to

become a nation, and like a flock of sheep
we are being led goodness knows
whither." But the intelligentsia could

not, in good earnest, urge the application
of the four complementary points of Mr.
Wilson to Bulgaria, if its patriotism were
not shared by the bulk of the nation.

Hence Mr. Logio's attempt, in a subse-

quent chapter, to represent the people as

more emancipated and consciously in

sympathy with the Entente's slogan of
national self-determination than he him-
self has given the Bulgarian nation
credit for.

"Homing with the Birds," by Gene
Stratton-Porter (Doubleday, Page), is a

pleasant, smoothly written record of the
author's life-long experience with birds,

dating from the time when her father
made her a gift of all the feathered crea-
tures on the farm, and running through
maturer years when she had learned to

watch intelligently and to photograph
skilfully. Mrs. Porter is perhaps at her
best in the earlier chapters. The later

ones, dealing with general subjects, are

uneven, and in places her enthusiasm has
outrun her facts. Her belief that hum-
mingbirds and vireos have increased
their nest-building facility and acquired
additional technique and artistry in ex-
terior decoration during the period of her
own lifetime is very alluring but highly
improbable. A few of the more excellent

photographs would have added beauty
and interest to the book, whereas the mul-
titude of poor ones is confusing and de-
tracts from the text.

The three sermons in the little volume.
"What Peace Means" (The "Comrade Se-

ries"; Fleming H. Revell), are described

by their author, Dr. Henry van Dyke, as

"just daily bread discourses," fitted, as

he touchingly says, for "strangers and

pilgrims, in the great city and the trou-

bled world." The three discourses are

written in a quiet, even, trustful key, in-

terrupted only by a passing rebuke to

what the author calls the "silly pacifist."

They re-voice the old faith, the faith in

the soul, in righteousness, in immortal-

ity, in something not strikingly remote
from the old terms. Such avowals grow
more touching as they grow rare and the

circle of their appeal diminishes. They

remind some of us a little of the ineffable

pathos of the last act of Stephen Phil-

lips's "Herod," when Mariamne, dead to

the court, is still alive to the heart and
the hope of the unpersuadable old King.
The religious spirit, after all, may not be

so perishable as Mariamne. Even were
its disappearance final, the fact should
move us to such utterance as Words-
worth's over the extinction of the Vene-
tian republic:

Men are we, and must grieve when even the
shade

Of that which once was great is passed away.

A Spectator at the Industrial Conference

IN
this fair and spacious city of Wash-

ington there dwell a number of per-
sons whose avocation it is to attend hear-

ings and meetings of one sort and an-
other where the discussion is of large
public importance and where prominent
or distinguished or well-known public
firms are on view. Through constant at-

tendance at these proceedings they have
developed a sixth sense which tells them
whether the assemblage or the hearing
will amount to anything or not. They
are the cognoscenti. Another group,
equally expert with the divining rod, and
made up of the Washington correspon-
dents, sit at the press tables.

Both of these groups, I found, during
the first week of the Industrial Confer-

ence, had definitely made up their mind.

They said at once: "Nothing will come
of this. It is not real. These people will

pow-wow here for a while, but they are
not on the level with one another. In a
little while it will blow up." And that,
of course, is exactly what happened. In

the end the Industrial Conference failed

because of its inability to answer the

age-old inquiry made famous by the loud

outcry of the Honorable Webster Flana-

gan: "What are we here for?" That is

what the conference could not find out,

and not being able to find out, it natu-

rally could not settle anything. The as-

semblage never got anywhere because it

never got started; could not get under

way. From the very beginning there was
lacking any sense of direction. The em-

ployers group frankly acknowledged this

after the conference failed, when it said :

It has been demonstrated that failure is in-

evitable where preliminary organization of the
elements composing such a conference is

absent and where no preparation is made
for the orderly presentation of a pro-
gramme which shall include all of the
known factors upon which industrial rela-
tions are based.

But that was not the only difficulty.

The groups were too sharply accentuated,
and they were not well ehosen as to their

personnel in the first place. This was

particularly true of the group that was
supposed to represent the public. It was
all very well for the President in choos-

ing the personnel of the conference to

take a certain number of men from labor

and a certain number of men to repre-
sent employers and another certain num-
ber to represent the public, but a mis-

take was made when the conference or-

ganized and these three groups isolated

themselves, conferring together as units,

discussing the questions that were pre-
sented to them as units, and voting as

units. By this course they sharply ac-

centuated the lack of cohesion. They had
no common meeting ground. They had
no public discussion and presentation of

their several points of view. When any-

thing was brought up that needed to be

threshed out in open debate, this was
never done. Instead, each little group
would scuttle away to its private meeting

place, and there "caucus." Then after a

length of time they would all return to

the hall and solemnly vote as a group

"Aye" or "No."

It was a futile performance to

watch and it turned out in the end

to be futile in performance. The members
of the conference started out by being

class-conscious. As it turned out in the

end, the constituent members of the con-

ference could scarcely have been selected

with less skill. The capitalist group cer-

tainly represented the employers, and the

labor group represented the unions, both

in a sense private interests, and viewed as

such and represented as such by the two

groups. But the third group, the public

group, so-called, was as private as a

tooth brush. The real, unorganized pub-

lic, the ultimate consumer, if you will,

that great middle-class group between

the capitalist on the one hand and the

labor unions on the other, was not rep-

resented at all.

Moreover, the members of the confer-

ence had too much money. Taking Mr.

Rockefeller and Mr. Gary and Mr. Ba-

ruch at one end and Miss Wald, Charles

Edward Russell, and John Spargo at the
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other end, the average income of all the

members of the conference must have

ranged between sixty and seventy-five
thousand dollars a year. It is safe to

say that not a dozen persons sitting in

the three groups had an income of less

than $10,000 a year. I do not mean this

estimate of these incomes as a criticism.

I only report it.

Sitting in the Hall of the Americas day

by day and watching the conference, I

could not perceive that it was affected

with the public interest. At times it

seemed to me for all the world like two

enemy squads in fortified shell-holes,

sniping at one another, while the so-

called public group dodged about between

or lay flat upon the ground while the

shooting was going on. The labor men
knew what they wanted, in definite terms,

and were resolved to get it or leave the

conference. In the end they did not get

it and did leave the conference. The em-

ployers group, too, knew precisely what

they wanted. The public group was sim-

ply whip-sawed between the two.

What was to my mind one of the most

significant incidents of the whole con-

ference never got into the newspapers.
It was a speech made by Fuller Callaway,
of La Grange, Georgia, one of the public

group. His speech was lost in the flood

of resolutions that the newspapers were

obliged to print but it disclosed more

clearly than anything else that was said

in any of the open sessions the gulf that

was never bridged between the capitalist

group and the labor group. Mr. Calla-

way is a capitalist of a rather unusual

sort. He is at the head of a group of

cotton mills at La Grange where about

7,000 operatives are employed. He be-

lieves in a closed shop; that is, closed

against union labor. He has never al-

lowed his people to be unionized. He has

never had any labor difficulties or any
strikes. One afternoon he was called

upon to tell the story of his mills and
how he avoided strikes and labor troubles.

His recital was marked by shrewdness

and common sense and humor. He began

by saying: "I am here to represent the

public—not capital and not labor; and I

want to say that probably between 50

and 75 per cent, of the population of

America consists of individuals who are

not standardized and who do not want
to be standardized by either capital or

labor. They are the great mass of peo-

ple that are the backbone of this country.

In making our rules and regulations here

we must not leave them out, because if

we do they have a way of rising without

any notice and righting themselves and

righting you and righting the country."

Mr. Callaway twice used the cow by
way of illustration. He seemed very
much impressed by the fact that she

could be milked. He told about what they

did at La Grange to educate their mill

operatives. "I took the position that an
educated man was like a cow. When I

buy cows I get good, blooded stock, be-
cause they do not eat any more than
scrubs. I give them a nice house, curry
them, and then rub them on the nose be-

fore milking, and they give four gallons
of cream. And a cow is better for giving
four gallons than letting her go in some-

body's mullein patch, getting full of

ticks, and only giving a pint of milk."

Mr. Callaway was tolerant and kindly
and paternal, but he rasped the nerves
of the labor group. They heard him with

impatience and when he sat down Mr.

Gompers almost snorted: "Mr. Chair-

man, now may we go on with the busi-

ness of this conference?"

Neither the capital nor the labor group
ever once assumed the demeanor of ne-

gotiators. From the beginning they
bore themselves as opposing hostile ele-

ments with nothing in common, but with

deep fundamental differences to be

fought out to a finish. It was the atti-

tude of war. The two groups took it

for granted, seemingly, that a clash could

not be avoided, and they came to the con-

ference as to an arena where after a trial

of strength the "winner" could be named
victor. They were both "bitter enders."

Neither of them proposed a peace with-

out victory. It was a discouraging spec-

tacle. They each sought advantage and

a master hold.

Since the conference broke up various

epitaphs have been pronounced by tnt

participants in confirmation of the im-

pressions of an attentive spetcator, as I

have set them forth here. Franklin K.

Lane, chairman of the conference, said:

"The Industrial Conference never really

got started. . . . We will suffer for

this spasm of hysterical self-assertive-

ness on all sides." Mr. H. B. Endicott

of the public group has said that the

make-up of the groups of the conference

precluded the possibility of accomplish-

ing anything constructive. Judge Gary
has also criticised the make-up of the

Conference. He has said that in the em-

ployers group there were several "some

of whom, at least, should have been in

the labor group." He has also pointed

out that in the public group there was
no representation of hundreds of voca-

tions, professions, or merchants "all of

whom are more or less affected by the

cost of production, the expenses of liv-

ing, and, therefore, the control and con-

ditions of both capital and labor." Mr.

Gary also objected that unorganized la-

bor was not represented in the labor

group; that is, about 85 per cent, of the

workingmen in this country were, he

said, not represented at all.

A Spectator

Montemezzi and His

Music

VERDI
has gone, and Boito, and Leon-

cavallo. Puccini nods at times. Mas-

cagni has spent himself. But there are

still a few to take their places in sunny
Italy. And chiefly two—Zandonai and
Montemezzi.
The youngest of them all is Monte-

mezzi, the beguiling young composer of

a three-act work familiar to frequenters
of the Metropolitan. "L'Amore dei Tre
Re"—a gracious opera; flowing, melodic,

marked by charm and style; with not a

little power at several points; dramatic

to a fault in certain episodes. The work,
no doubt, owed much of its appeal to the

tragedy of that strange, cynical Sem
Benelli which fired the composer—the

Sem Benelli of the later "La Cena delle

Beffe" (Englished as "The Jest") which
has for months spelt fortune to the Ply-
mouth Theatre.

Who is this Montemezzi? What has

he done—before the appearance of his

"L'Amore dei Tre Re" assured his fame
here? Till then he had been little but

a name to most of us, though in Europe
he had been better known. Is he a prom-
ise that will be fulfilled? Or will he, like

Mascagni, leave only one work with a

touch of genius as his legacy to music?

Well, in the nick of time, he has crossed

the seas, the bearer of a new and ambi-

tious opera which will soon be sung. His

latest work, "La Nave," is to be given
at the Chicago Opera House, where
Montemezzi is now busily rehearsing.

Great hopes have been aroused by the

announcement of this effort. D'Annun-
zio has lent it the prestige of his fan-

tastic inspiration.

The libretto of "La Nave" is a con-

densed form of the play by that poet,

arranged to suit the opera boards by Tito

Ricordi, who is the composer's publisher.

So far, despite his undisputed genius,

d'Annunzio has not yet made a particu-

larly good librettist. His "Francesca"

had the makings of an opera in it, but

was marred by the unpractical and tedi-

ous castle scene. "La Nave," we are

told, has safer stuff in it, well suited to

the purposes of a musician. A month or

two from now we shall know more. Ana
so will the composer of the opera.

And even should that work not prove
all we hope of it, we shall still have the

"Tre Re" to win our hearts. At thirty-

seven—the age of Montemezzi—all things

are possible.

On his way West, this recent distin-

guished visitor of ours spent two days
in New York. He made the most

of his brief stay, saw many interviewers,

lunched at the Ritz, supped at the Bilt-

more, and revelled in the Hippodrome.
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There was no opera house for him to go

to; and Mr. Hopkins, I daresay, did not

encourage him to compare the American

"Jest" with the original "Cena." (Both

are excellent, of course. But—they are

different). Introspective, dreamy, full

of his own thoughts, he has a disconcert-

ing way of lapsing suddenly into forget-

fulness of even his near friends. Galef-

fi, the Chicago baritone who arrived with

him, stood at his elbow for five minutes

while we talked, trying to take leave of

him. But all his "Caro maestros" and

"A rivedercis" for a time fell on deaf

ears. He was too rapt in what he was

saying of d'Annunzio just then to care

for other things.

His eyes, brown-yellow, seemed the

homes of dreams. His tall, slight form,

crowned by a poetic head, bespoke a man
ill-fitted for real, modern life. His sensi-

tive mouth, his aquiline nose, and deli-

cate features, confirmed this view of

him. The sweep of his already greying

hair above his forehead completed the

impression. By comparison Puccini,

with his bluff bonhomie, the late Leon-

cavallo, with his paunch and his wee

legs, Zandonai, who is hard and gaunt

of face, and Mascagni, who is worn and

wan with nervousness, might have seemed

commonplace. I could not say that he

suggested greatness. The adjective that

perhaps describes him best is the Italian

"simpatico."
That word would also best describe trie

music that we know of his. It is not

modern, in the same sense as Debussy's

or d'Indy's or Stravinsky's. It is the

antithesis of what some love in the mu-

sic of the astounding Richard Strauss. It

links one safely with the style of Rich-

ard Wagner, but without plagiarism. It

lacks the grandeur and the power of

that composer. Montemezzi (to appraise

him by his "Tre Re" and only that) has

a flow of melody ; he observes the melodic

line, but his invention is limited. One

need not look to him for harmonic au-

dacities and great climaxes. Yet he de-

lights one by his charm and his musi

cianship. He has sentiment and grace

and much besides—a breadth and expres-

sive gift which greater men might envy.

There is no mystery in his art to baffle

one, no subtleties like those one finds in

the "Pelleas" of Debussy and (in another

way) in the "Conchita" of Zandonai.

His music is quite honest and direct. It

stirs one pleasantly.

I was not aware, till Montemezzi en-

lightened me, that he had five operas to

his credit, to say nothing of a cantata

which he wrote eight years ago in honor

of Ponchielli.

"My first attempt," said the composer,
"was an historic opera, 'Giovanni Galu-

refe,' which had much success in Italy.

It was founded on the tale of a Sardinian

hero who fought against the Spanish
domination. My second work was senti-

mental and romantic in character. I

named it 'Hellera.' Besides these, I have

composed a one-act opera, 'Bianca,' a

setting of a libretto written in a dialect ;

my 'L'Amore dei Tre Re,' of which I

need say nothing, and 'La Nave.'

"I studied under Ferroni and Saladini

at the Milan Conservatory. My people
were not rich, by any means, and my
father, who was then engaged in indus-

trial pursuits, did not quite relish the

idea of my trusting to music for a liveli-

hood. But—well, he waived the point.

He himself had been a bit of a musician;

for, when Austria was the ruling Power
in the Veneto, he had been a musician in

a regimental band. As for myself, I am
not an instrumentalist—except as to the

piano. Most that I know of orchestra-

tion, apart from my studies, I have

learned by listening to the instruments

from the gallery of the Scala."

Montemezzi would not acknowledge his

indebtedness to any other composer.
From friends of his I hear, though, that

in his "Giovanni Galurese" he was much
influenced, like most men of his day, by
Richard Wagner. For the modern Rus-

sians he professes a great liking, and he

speaks admiringly of his forerunner,

Catalani. He composes, as he assured

me, rather slowly. But less slowly than

Puccini, who is lazy and too fond at

times of duck-shooting.
"Most of my time," said he, "is lost

in looking for librettos."

And then he launched into a lament

about the dearth of good librettists now-

adays, the difficulty of unearthing a fit

theme, the hardships of adapting one's

libretto, when at last it has been discov-

ered, to the composer's moods.

"It took me quite two years to find 'La

Nave' !" he explained. "To be sure, Puc-

cini lost four years in finding a subject

to succeed his 'La Fanciulla.'

"In Italy to-day we have Adami and

Forzano. Illica, who once did so much

good work, is out of the running, more
or less."

Puccini had often talked to me in the

same strain. In the interval between his

"Fanciulla" ("The Girl of the Golden

West") and his late triplet of operas, he

had toyed with the "Two Little Wooden
Shoes" of Ouida (since made into an

opera as "Lodoletta" by Mascagni) and

meditated over "Hannele."

"Ah, 'Hannele'!" once said Puccini to

me in Paris, "I'd love to compose it.

But—I don't know whether it would suit

my public."

Perhaps it is just as well that the com-

poser of "La Boheme" and "Tosca" did

not touch "Hannele," which of all mod-

ern plays is the most mystical and ex-

quisite.

For ten minutes Montemezzi harped
and harped on this matter of librettos.
And I could not keep from smiling to

myself as I thought how lightly most
Americans regard the unhappy serfs who
inspire great music. Few seem to real-
ize that, lacking librettos of the right
kind of invention, there could be no
operas. But librettists are ignored by
hosts of opera-goers, who seem to treat
them as the most negligible quantities.
They are really the foundations of lyric
drama. The inventors of books for
comic operas and musical comedies grow
fat and rich. The men to whom we owe
"Carmens" and "Aidas" get small
thanks.

How rare they are we now know from
Montemezzi. Can we wonder that Rich-
ard Wagner wrote his own poems, and
that Charpentier and Dukas have fol-

lowed his example?
Charles Henry Meltzer

Drama
j

New Plays by Bernard Shaw
Heartbreak House, Great Catherine, and

Playlets of the War. By Bernard Shaw.
New York: Brentano's.

lyi"
R. SHAW'S latest volume contains

*•" one full-length play, "Heartbreak

House," and five shorter plays, of which
one only, the "Great Catherine," is un-

connected with the recent war. The
things of value in these minor plays arc

the recruiting sketch, "O'Flaherty V. C,"
and the first two of the four scenes of

the "Great Catherine." "O'Flaherty,"

among other anomalies, sets forth a de-

bate in which an impossibly brilliant ru»

tic wins a shamelessly easy victory over

an impossibly stupid general, but it rises

to value through its racy reflex of the

pungencies and lustihoods of Irish peas-

ant life. The first two scenes of the

"Great Catherine" are redolent of a glo-

rious madness, a drunken splendor, which

sweeps the reader with it in its rush ; in

the last two scenes the drama, like other

inebriates, falls down stairs, marking
each tread by a bump and an outcry, and

dropping at last in a formless heap on

the mat at the stair-foot. Of the other

short plays, "Augustus Does His Bit"

and "Annajanska, the Bolshevik Em-

press" are jocularities of a mirthless

type. The "Inca of Perusalem" is bright-

ly introduced, but the German Emperor
whom it dissembles under its fantastic

title is a creature at whom we rather

yawn than gape.
"Heartbreak House" is the record of

six hours in the lives of nine English

folk, herding together in a curious mix-

ture of form and informality like fash-

ionable castaways on a desert island. The
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bustling idleness and vehement but at

bottom good-natured antagonism in

which they live results in a bewildering
abundance of emplacements, displace-

ments, and replacements, of contacts,

clashes, and recoils. The astute manager,
anxious for happenings, might sadly note

that the net result of all this ado is sim-

ply this : the tightening in the second act,

and the dissolution in the third, of an

engagement which even in Act I was not

so much a knot as a loop. He might so-

lace himself by the perception that there

is plenty of very headlong, very extreme,

and very abortive flirtation, and that a

final explosion from German aircraft, to

which nothing in the movement of the

play has contributed, disposes of two

rogues and leaves their associates vibrat-

ing in a condition between ecstasy and

panic.
The title and vague chart of this play

might possibly be a reminiscence of Pea-

cock, in whose "Nightmare Abbey" and

"Crotchet Castle" odd fishes of grotesque
and varied scale swim around and over

each other in a costly aquarium on a

drawing-room centre-table. More se-

rious, however, is the acknowledged debt

to Chekhov. Chekhov's best-known dra-

mas are all, according to Mr. Shaw, pic-

tures of Heartbreak House, which repre-

sents "cultured leisured Europe before

the war." The mixture of stoicism and

frenzy of lethargy and hysteria in Chek-

hov's extraordinary work is only latent or

nascent in Mr. Shaw's thoroughly con-

temptuous, but far from ill-natured, ex-

hibition of this class. They are persons
of radical brain and conservative muscles,

persons who, practically futile, console

themselves by letters, art, and sex for

the ruin into which their futility ip

plunging both their country and them-

selves.

Of the traits which Mr. Shaw intended

to signalize in "Heartbreak House," cul-

ture, leisure, aesthetic distractions, flirta-

tion, inefficiency, how many has he actu

ally brought out? The flirtation he has

unmistakably drawn, and the inefficiency,

if not depicted, is at all events explicitly

declared. But the culture is hardly evi-

dent ; the leisure is the reverse of evident,

and the aesthetic bias reveals itself only

in a quarter of an hour's enforced peru-

sal of a volume of the Temple Shake-

speare by an impatient and preoccupied

young woman. Even the neighborhood
of luxury and peril, which might have

given to Mr. Shaw's England the impres-

siveness of a Lusitania before the shock,

is not conveyed by the homeliness and

disorder of the household he has pic-

tured.

"Heartbreak House" confirms the im-

pression which Mr. Shaw's plays, especi-

ally his later plays, induce and accentuate

in the critic's mind. Mr. Shaw is a real-

ist and a dramatist, but he is not a real-

istic dramatist; he is a realistic thinker
and a fantastic dramatist. Mr. Shaw is

not unaware of this; he calls the first

play in this volume a fantasia and the
last a bravura. Throughout, a curious
romantic masquerade of impersonations,
recognitions, and surprises is employed
in the service of a propaganda whose aim
is the removal of masks from the face of

actuality. So far nothing is wrong; and
if Mr. Shaw had been content to couch
a purely realistic message in a purely
fantastic vehicle, he could have pointed
to Aristophanes's "Peace" and the

"Birds" and to Moliere's "George Dan-
din" as forerunners and supporters of

his work. But this was too simple for

Mr. Shaw. He wanted not only fantasy
but talk, unlimited talk, talk which should

turn "Getting Married" and "Misalli-

ance" and "Heartbreak House" into par-

liaments, and he wanted to give his talk-

ers the clothes and ways of a society the

mere rigging or harness of which was
to be unflinchingly contemporaneous.

Mr. Shaw, then, holding to his realistic

substance, has -been led to express that

substance in a mixed form—a form
that was at once realistic and partially,

fitfully, and unevenly symbolical. This

was the beginning of evil. It is proper
to say that righteousness and peace have

kissed each other, or that Hamlet took

Horatio by the hand. But to say that

righteousness kissed Hamlet, or that Ho-

ratio took peace by the hand is to ignore

and to insult propriety. The present

play is an admirably clear illustration of

this error. Many of the portraits are

real, or, at least, are sincere endeavors

at reality. There are, for instance, the

guardsman, Hector Hushabye, whose de-

structive weapon is his moustaches; the

diplomatist, Randall Utterword, whom
the coquetries of the Foreign Office have

not instructed in the politics of love ; and

the pulling and crawling promoter Man-

gan, whose folly is viewed as the indis-

pensable link between the brains of the

inventor and the brains of the working-
man. But much else is plainly or prob-

ably symbolic. The house—shaped like

a ship—is England; the meals at all

hours are England's shifting and make-

shift statesmanship; the old captain is

the tenacious but receding British man-
liness ; the burglar, whose business is to

get caught as a prelude to getting cos-

seted, may stand for modern tenderness

toward criminals; the final explosion, os-

tensibly Germanic, is abstrusely socialis-

tic or revolutionary. The fault lies nei-

ther with the symbolism nor with the

realism as such, but with the mixture,

and the uncertainty in the composition
of the mixture. Bunyan's allegories and

La Fontaine's fables have a relation to

truth which is distant indeed, but uni-

form and precise, and you can reach

truth through La Fontaine and Bunyan,
just as you can tell the right time by a

watch that is three hours slow, if you
know that it is three hours slow and
that it neither gains nor loses time. Mr.
Shaw's watch is useless, because it va-

ries; it not only needs setting, it needs

regulation.
Mr. Shaw has built up a world in which

nothing is in place nor out of place, and
he has reached a point where he is capa-
ble of the unhesitating and tranquil com-
mission of acts which in another dra-

matist would be lunacies or crimes. For

example, there is in "Heartbreak House"
a young lady called Ellie Dunn who at

six o'clock is all tender innocence, at

eight o'clock all cynical greed, at ten

o'clock all freakish attachment, and at

twelve o'clock all heroic generosity. An-
other consequence of this novel world is

the obliteration, not of the faculty of hu-

mor, but of the conditions which made
that faculty a challenge and a joy. Com-
edy grows largely out of the collision be-

tween nature (or fact and convention),
and Shaw, in disowning convention and

remodeling nature, has pretty near abol-

ished comedy. The abnormal owes its

power to the norm. Lilliput and Brob-

dingnag derive all their point from Gul-

liver. The Dickens world is in its basis

rational and orderly; therefore when the

reader comes upon a queer point in the

Dickens world, he says "Why?" and

laughs; when, in these later times at

least, he comes to a queer point in the

Shaw world, he says "Why not?" and

doesn't laugh.
I have not spared Mr. Shaw's later

dramatic work in the above review; it

is now both a duty and a pleasure to say
that "Heartbreak House" is to me the

most agreeable long play that has ema-
nated from Mr. Shaw since the "Doctor's

Dilemma." Our friend, in his chronic

endeavor to ring the tocsin, has often the

effect of beating a gong. The gong is

audible—painfully audible—in "Heart-

break House," but the appeasements, the

softenings, are multiplied. There is the

quivering title. There is the setting, the

quaint ship-like room, and the dimness
of the tranquil garden. There is the

white-bearded, not unlovable old captain,
who keeps a place for young girls be-

tween the rum and the dynamite in the

hold of his invincible old heart. There
is even here and there (see page 110) a

kind of spirituality, a glowworm spiritu-

ality, the more touching that we scarce-

ly trust its gleam. Last of all, there is

the awe that darkles through the farce,

as the farce twinkles through the awe in

the strange mixture of horror and trans-

port that conducts the drama to its un-

exampled close.

0. W. Firkins
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Books and the News
[Under this heading are presented, from

week to week, articles mentioning a few

books which should be useful to the reader

who wishes to go a little further into mat-

ters of current interest than the newspapers
and periodicals will take him. Attempt is

made to keep the articles practical by nam-

ing only books which ought to be available,

without much trouble through publisher,

book-shop, or public library. Books obscure

or out of print are avoided, and books in

English are preferred to those in other lan-

guages. These articles are in no sense biblio-

graphies for the specialist, aiming at com-

pleteness, and including magazine or news-

paper articles, but merely brief, impartial,
selected lists of books, new and old, which

may help to make the news of the week more
intelligible. The articles are written by the

Editor of Publications of the New York Pub-
lic Library.]

Ireland

I\
the section about the Earl of Essex,

in Sir George Younghusband's re-

cent book on the Tower of London, the

author says that Essex was sent to Ire-

land, in 1599, with instructions to reduce

the rebels. "That was more than three

hundred years ago, and yet might have
been written in a very recent year of

grace." Ireland's resistance to England
has practically never ceased, yet few
readers who wish to study the present
situation will care to go far back into

Irish history. For those who do so care,

there is P. W. Joyce's "A Short History
of Ireland; from the Earliest Times to

1608" (Longman, 1893). Better still,

for an interesting sketch of the past,

from legendary days to those of Paraell,

you may read in an hour or two Justin

McCarthy's "Ireland and Her Story"
(Marshall, 1903).

Now, for the present day. Here are

the writers who sympathize, moderately
or fervently, with the Sinn Fein. Fran-
cis Hackett's "Ireland; a Study of Na-
tionalism" (Huebsch, 1918), is charac-

terized as moderate, and is an account of

contemporary and recent conditions. P.

S. O'Hegarty, author of "Sinn Fein; an
Illumination" (Maunsel, 1919), is a fer-

vent advocate; his work is very brief.

A longer book, also ardent, is Francis P.

Jones's "History of the Sinn Fein Move-
ment and the Irish Rebellion of 1916"

(Kenedy, 1917). George Creel's "Ire-

land's Fight for Freedom" (Harper,

1919), is, according to the New York

Times, a vehement attack upon England,

reciting all the ill she has done, and omit-

ting to mention any of the good. Warre
B. Wells and N. Marlowe have written

two books, "A History of the Irish Re-

bellion of 1916" (Maunsel, 1916) and
"The Irish Convention and Sinn Fein"

(Stokes, 1919). American readers should

not miss Shane Leslie's "The Irish Is-

sue in its American Aspect" (Scribner,

1917), a "brilliant discussion by a mod-
erate Sinn Feiner."

For the other side, a book written from
the British and Unionist point of view
is Philip G. Cambray's "Irish Affairs

and the Home Rule Question" (Murray,
1911). Ian Hay's "The Oppressed En-

glish" (Doubleday, 1917) is an amusing
skit, with much good sense in so far as it

applies to the English. Whether jits

opinions on the Irish question are good
or bad sense opens the whole question in

dispute. As with many other books

written from its point of view, the copy I

examined had been briefly annotated by
an Irish patriot: "Another damned En-

glish lie."

An American, the professor of Eu-

ropean history in the University of Mich-

igan, has tried to write an impartial

study of the whole question. This is

Edward R. Turner, whose "Ireland and

England in the Past and at Present"

(Century, 1919) is your one book, if you
can read but one. He truly says that in

America the question is usually dis-

cussed by extremists and, of course, ex-

tremists will not like his book. It dis-

cusses ancient Ireland, Home Rule, and
recent events, and gives references to

further reading.
A literary woman's comments upon

Irish life and letters during recent

years is Katherine Tynan's "The Years
of the Shadow" (Houghton, 1919). And
if you wish to drop politics, and read of

the land and the people, you have a fas-

cinating choice between Birmingham's

jolly novels, Somerville and Ross's tales,

and James Stephen's poetical romances.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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work and loyal to their employment. . . .

It will not be for you to decide whether or not

you want to work or on what terms you pre-
fer to work. You must work on the terms
which the state in combination with your em-
ployers decides to be just"

The New Republic, however, has an up-
hill task before it. For while every
open-minded person—in other words
every thoroughly illuminated enemy of

"capitalism"—must recognize the accu-

racy of the New Republic's characteriza-

tion of the attitude of "the press, the pol-
iticians and the employing class," the
tactics adopted by this sinister agglom-
eration are such as to deceive all but the

very elect. Take the report, for example,
just issued by the Industrial Committee
of the Merchants' Association of New
York. It is shot through with the spirit

of progress and liberalism. It places the

blame for unsatisfactory conditions quite
as much upon employers as upon em-

ployees. Not a syllable is to be found in

it which indicates hostility, or even un-

friendliness, to labor unions. It proposes
"the limitation of the economic law of

supply and demand as a basis of labor

policy by the utilization of a more human
doctrine." It declares for "the establish-

ment of a recognized and permanent
method of conference between the em-

ployer and his employees," and under
v
his head it says :

The mere willingness of an employer to
meet employees who have grievances is not
sufficient There should be a definite arrange-
ment—satisfactory to both employers and em-
ployees—whereby employees can collectively
take up disputes or matters of common inter-

est with employers.

And, as everybody knows, this is but

one example out of a thousand in which
a similar spirit is being shown. We are

not citing them, however, by way of

showing that the New Republic is

wrong; its complete mastery of the facts

about Bolshevik Russia precludes the

possibility of its being wrong in rela-

tion to what is going on right here at

home. But we do confess some curiosity
as to the precise way in which the New
Republic reconciles the multitude of ap-

parent manifestations of a liberal and

progressive spirit in "the press, the pol-

iticans and the employing class" with its

representation of them as a capitalist

despotism inflexibly arrayed against the

claims of labor.

"M"0 keener personal satisfaction can

come to a man in high public sta-

tion than that which Carter Glass is

entitled to take upon the occasion of his

relinquishment of the Treasury portfolio

to accept a seat in the United States Sen-

ate. When, in the case of one high
office exchanged for another, the only
doubt in the public mind is as to

whether the loss to the old office is coun-

terbalanced by the gain to the new, the

tribute to a man's character and ability
is as complete as can well be imagined.
We have often only too much reason to

fear that public office in our country is

made unattractive to men of excellence

not only by its inherent difficulties and

drawbacks, but also by failure of the pub-
lic adequately to appreciate high quali-
ties and great services. Mr. Glass fur-

nishes at least one example of the rise

of a man into a position of unchallenged

respect and honor throughout the nation

by the sheer merit of his abilities and
services.

i

'T'HE disaster which has overtaken the
* Siberian army, now driven back on

Omsk and perhaps on the point of re-

treating still further eastward, will

greatly rejoice Bolshevik sympathizers
in America, who see in it the extension

of the autocracy that sits in Moscow and

the triumph of their own propaganda
here in America. Prompt aid on the part

of America to the patriotic and construc-

tive forces struggling against Bolshe-

vism in Russia might have saved mil-

lions of lives and heavy cost to civiliza-

tion. Without such aid, Kolchak faced

insuperable difficulties, in attempting to

stem the tide without supplies and with

forces drawn from the scanty population

of the enormous territory of Siberia.

Partly owing to the localism of the Si-

berians, and partly to the arbitrary con-

duct of many of his subordinates, Kol-

chak steadily lost hold on the population,

and his liberal and middle-of-the-road

policy failed to gain the strong support

of either right or left.

The center of gravity now shifts to

South Russia. The outlook for Denikin,

deprived of British support and in the

absence of our own, is not over bright,

although the territory occupied by him
contains the bulk of Russia's natural

resources, which are now open for de-

velopment. His success or non-success

will depend on the degree of economic

well-being brought to the liberated popu-
lation. The Bolshevik power, however,

is not in itself strengthened. It is en-

tirely probable that some sort of internal

revolution will take place at Moscow, for

the few thousand leaders who alone re-

main Bolsheviks are not likely long to

continue to hold the power which they

exercise by terror and by which they are

unable to provide for the needs of the

people. Thousands upon thousands of

Russians are in the Bolshevik service,

first because they are obliged to do so in

order to save their lives, and secondly,

because they feel that they are helping

to build an organization that will main-

tain Russia when the gang of criminals

at Moscow has been overthrown. It

would not be surprising if, when this

takes place, Denikin's forces and the for-

mer Soviet armies should unite under
Russian leadership, actuated alike by the

desire to repel all foreigners and to re-

unite Russia, parcelled out by the Paris

Conference. Of internal struggles for

power there may be many, and the coun-

try may, for a considerable period, be the

scene of lawlessness and disorder, the

natural result of the general demorali-

zation brought about by Soviet rule.

Some strong man will rise to the top and
rule. All talk of constituent assemblies

and popular elections under such condi-

tions will be futile. Russia may indeed

face strong reaction, and if so we, who
failed to give timely aid and thereby win
the right to assist in directing the new
Russia along the paths of liberalism and

democracy, will bear the heaviest share

of responsibility.

WE referred last week to the articles

appearing in the New York "Globe"

from the pen of its correspondent, Isaac

Don Levine. These articles bear the un-

mistakable stamp of Bolshevik inspira-

tion, and the fact that they contain occa-

sional criticisms of Bolshevik rule does

not change their general tenor. They
are widely quoted by the radical press

in America as authority for commenda-

tory comment on the Bolshevik regime
and the situation it has created in

Russia.

The unreliable character of Mr. Le-

vine's correspondence is pointedly exem-

plified in two recent communications.

On November 2nd, he cables from Berlin

as follows:

Rumors circulated abroad about the terror

in Russia are vicious lies.

He cables from Copenhagen on Novem-
ber 10th an account of an interview with

Chertkov, whom he visited in Moscow,
in which the latter says:

It is impossible to work, because I receive so

many appeals every day for help from friends

or persons arrested or condemned to death.

. . . Never before have there been so many
wholesale arrests and prosecutions. Never be-

fore has human life been so cheap.

Further comment on the terror by which

the Bolsheviks maintain their rule would

seem to be superfluous.

rpHE returns of the French elections
-* so far, seem to record a crushing blow

to the organized Socialists, who, by their

tampering with Bolshevism, have invited

defeat. The red terror conjured up by

them drove the moderate parties into

each other's arms. The "Bloc National"

thus formed is an anti-Bolshevist alli-

ance, consisting of heterogeneous ele-

ments held together by no other cement

than this negative formula. But the im-

mediate danger is the first that must be

dealt with, and the absorption of domes-
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tic politics in this one issue of interna-

tional scope was the surest way to deal

with it effectively. Where laws and in-

stitutions are in jeopardy, the nation's

first duty is to defend them. It would
be madness for brothers to be quarreling
over the cost of repairs while incendi-

aries were engaged in laying their

house in ashes.

SINCE
the" issue is thus clear-cut be-

tween Bolshevists and loyal French-

men, the victory of the latter implies the

nation's approval of the Government of

Clemenceau and his energetic conduct of

the war. For within the ranks of the

organized Socialists will be enlisted all

those sinister elements which, all through
the war, were sapping the strength of

France by the spread of defeatism and
the agitation for an untimely peace. The
election of Leon Daudet, the merciless de-

nouncer of Bolo Pasha and Caillaux, and
the defeat, in the Department of Sarthe,
of the latter's supporters, may be taken

as symptoms of the people's verdict. The
Bolshevist Longuet has also failed to win
a seat in the new Chamber, a result which

gains in significance by the fact that

under the new electoral system provision
has been made for minority representa-
tion. That even the leader of the revo-

lutionaries in the section where his ad-

herence was reckoned to be strongest
could not score a victory under such cir-

cumstances does honor to the common
sense and the patriotism of the electo-

rate. The Communists, having sown the

wind which was to blast the fruits of vic-

tory, are reaping the whirlwind that

sweeps themselves off their feet. We
congratulate M. Clemenceau on this

crowning success of his great and glo-

rious career.

WITH the legislative elections, France
has entered on a period of intense

political activity to culminate in the

nomination of the President by the Par-

liament which must assemble, at the

latest, on February 3 of next year. The

precedence given to the legislative elec-

tions, which the Commission on Universal

Suffrage had proposed to be held the very

last, was fixed upon by a vote of the

Chamber of Deputies after M. Clemen-

ceau, in defending it, had put the ques-
tion of confidence. Their meaning and

importance would doubtless have been

lessened and obscured if repeated elec-

tions, municipal, departmental, and Sen-

atorial, had dulled the people's zest for

the chief contest.

TN Italy the results, so far, are much
-Mess disappointing to the Socialists, al-

though they reckoned to seat 120 candi-

dates, trusting to the dissension with-

in the other parties. The pivot on

which the elections turned was not

a question of the future but of

the past. The war has been an emo-
tion too tremendous to be discarded

as a business finished and done with.

Passions are still aflame, and this was an

opportunity for the citizens, long sub-

dued into silence by military discipline
and censorship, to pass sentence on the

men who are responsible for the war
and its conduct. This issue, far removed
from politics, has been the cause of

schisms within the parties and of alli-

ances between opposing factions. The
Liberals especially are hopelessly divided

into supporters and antagonists of the

Government. This dissension was to

bring grist to the mill of the Socialists

whose doctrinairism makes them im-

mune from the dissolving effects of the

war issue.

The incomplete returns show a result

not much different from these pessimis-
tic forecasts. The Socialists have se-

cured a hundred of the 120 seats they
had counted on, and the only party that

can cope with theirs in numbers is the

party of the Catholics. We shall soon

learn whether the latter, with the sup-

port of the liberal groups, will be strong

enough to oppose both the radicalism of

the extreme left and the dangerous chau-

vinism of the militarists who have their

poetic champion in d'Annunzio.

THE returns in the General Election

in Belgium show a Socialist gain at

the cost of the Catholics and the Liberal

party. For many reasons this outcome

had been expected. The Roman Catholic

party has been in power for the last

thirty-five years, and this undisputed
control has left the party machine unfit

for a contest under greatly altered cir-

cumstances. Plural voting has been abol-

ished, and the system of proportional

representation brought into operation on

a more extensive scale, both measures

that could bring no advantage to Liberals

and Catholics. And a3 the present coali-

tion Government consists of members of

the three leading parties, the elections

cannot be manipulated by the Cabinet.

Three of the Ministers in the Cabinet,

Hymans, Renkin and Vandervelde, op-

posed one another in the same "arrondis-

sement," Hymans being the candidate of

the Liberals, Renkin of the Catholics, and

Vandervelde of the Socialists. Another

circumstance which proved fatal to

the Catholics is a split in the party

caused by differences of opinion between

its leaders as to their attitude towards

the Flemish movement. Minister of State

Van de Vijvere and M. Poullet, Presi-

dent of the Chamber, two prominent Ro-

man Catholics, have declared themselves

for concessions to the demands of the

Flamingants, greatly to the indignation

of the Walloon Catholics. The "Schism of

Malines" has been much discussed of late

in Belgium, and has caused no little sat-

isfaction to the Socialists. The Liberal

party, however, needed not fear any de-

composition through the agency of the

Flemish question. Liberals in Belgium
are anti-Flemish, and Flemings art

either Catholics or Socialists.

THE assassin whose shot has proved
fatal to Hugo Haase injured his victim

more by the timing of his attack than

by the shot itself. A good man's memory
may suffer from his passing away at a

moment of decline in reputation. If

Haase had died four years ago, his fame

would have gained a lasting quality by a

well-timed exit from the stage. In those

days his manly stand against the half-

hearted tactics of Scheidemann and his

group, and his defiance of the Govern-

ment, won him esteem both in the Allied

and in neutral countries. The fall of

that Government proved an injury to

Haase's name abroad, as it left him with-

out an opportunity of shining out as the

leader of a hopeless fight against autoc-

racy. In strict adherence to the tenets

of Marxism he now levelled his attacks

against the Majority Socialists in the

new Government who abandoned those

tenets for a compromise with the bour-

geois parties. His prestige in non-Ger-

man countries suffered in the same de-

gree in which the present Government

was deemed superior to those of von

Bethmann-Hollweg and his Imperial suc-

cessors, and when he did not withhold his

party's moral support from the Sparta-

cans, though refusing to join them in

practice, he became an object of suspi-

cion where before he had commanded ad-

miration. The doctrine to which he ad-

hered with praiseworthy consistency

made his political career one of everlast-

ing opposition. He never got a chance

to manifest the possession of those con-

structive talents by which we gauge a

statesman's real worth.

"TWSPATCHES from Mexico City tell

*-^ of the reopening of El Toreo, the fa-

mous bull ring, closed by President Car-

ranza three years ago. There is the mod-

ification, however, that the matadors
have no permission to kill the bulls. In-

asmuch as the bulls have never been sup-

posed to have permission to kill the mat-

adors, the new arrangement may perhaps
be construed not as a renewed authoriza-

tion of cruelty to animals, but as a step

forward in the abolition of class privil-

ege in Mexico. Put on terms of equality,

the bull, a "scrapper" by instinct, may
possibly enjoy the restored festivities

quite as heartily as the matador. An at-

tendance of 17,000 at the first exhibition

indicates that a bloody finale is not nec-

essary to the popularity of the sport.
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Life or Death for

the Treaty?
AS this paper goes to press, the peace

treaty is approaching the crisis which
will decide its fate. How that crisis will
be met by the Democratic Senators, un-
der the lead of Senator Hitchcock, can-
not be known until the President's sealed

letter, now in his hands, shall be opened,
and read to them in conference. How it

will be met by Senator Lodge and his
followers is equally uncertain. One thing
only is clear, but upon that one thing a
substantial hope can be founded. The
moderate reservationists on the Republi-
can side of the Senate are still, as they
have been all along, sincere and earnest
in their desire to save the treaty; and
they still have it in their power to save it.

In saying this, we are assuming that
no compromise will be reached at once,
of a character to insure immediate ratifi-

cation of the treaty by a two-thirds vote
of the Senate. The chance of this is so

slight that no one seems to entertain it

as a practical possibility. It is looked

upon as certain that the ratification reso-

lution, containing all the Lodge reserva-
tions that have not been rejected, will

come immediately to a vote, and that it

will fail to receive the necessary two-
thirds majority.
On the face of things the treaty will

then be dead. But to permit an end so
sudden and so blind to come to all the

struggle of a twelvemonth for a decent
conclusion upon an issue so unspeakably
momentous would be monstrous. There
are surely in the Senate enough men with
a sense for what is right and fitting to
insist upon making such a fiasco impossi-
ble. And even if there were not, the
moment the collapse came—the moment
the country woke up to a realization of
what had happened—a wave of indigna-
tion would sweep over the nation which
would in itself suffice to prevent so lame
and impotent a conclusion from being ac-

cepted as final.

With the treaty, then, once more be-
fore the Senate for final determination,
what may be expected to be the outcome?
What advance has been made toward a
possible solution? The great advance is

that extremes have been eliminated. The
President's fight for acceptance without
reservations is over, and his fight for

keeping the reservations out of the act
of ratification is over. On the other

hand, all overt amendments have been
killed, and t^ose reservations that were
of most subversive character have been
killed, some of them having been de-
feated by majorizes not far from two-
thirds. Thus t>e problem of compromise
has been brought down to narrow limits;
the welter of possibilities in which the

public mind has been floundering is re-

placed by the consideration of two or
three simple points upon which public
interest can be effectively focused.

Upon this foundation the moderate
reservationists are now in a position to
build with confidence. They are no
longer hampered by the necessity of try-
ing to effect a combination with either
side. They demand from neither side

anything which, in the present situation,
could be obstinately rejected without in-

curring the odium of responsibility for
the failure of the treaty. All that they
have to do is to embody a just and ra-
tional compromise in definite form, and
to state in clear and simple terms the

grounds of its propriety and of its neces-

sity. With the fateful result immedi-
ately in sight, and with all extreme ex-

pectations on either side now definitely

abandoned, a solution thus offered would
evoke from the common sense and the

right feeling of the nation an almost
unanimous response.

The opportunity is such as rarely
comes to any man or any group of men
to do an inestimable service to their coun-

try and to the world. The spirit which
the moderate reservationists have mani-
fested all along gives reason to hope that

they will rise to the opportunity. They
have not suffered themselves to be drag-
ged along in the car of their party's

leadership. They have plainly avowed
that they were willing to enter into rela-

tions with the leaders of the opposite

party for the promotion of the great end

they had in view. They may justly

claim, as Senator McCumber did the

other day, that it was the refusal of the

Administration forces to come to any
kind of understanding with them which

compelled them finally to make as good
terms as they could with their own party
leadership. With this clean record be-

hind them, they can now face the nation

with serene confidence that what they

propose will be viewed with a favoring

eye by good citizens throughout the coun-

try, whatever their political affiliations,

who desire to see the best result attained

which is now attainable, and who are lit-

tle concerned with the effect that this

may have upon the prestige of any man
or upon the prospects of any party.

In spite of all that has come and gone,

rejection of the treaty would be a ca-

lamity. It is true that French and Brit-

ish statesmen, French and British jour-

nalists, are now taking a very despon-
dent view of what the participation of

the United States in the League would
amount to, even if the Lodge reserva-

tions were considerably modified. It is

true that the same view is entertained

by many in this country. But what men
may feel in the first shock of realization

that high hopes are doomed to disap-
pointment is no sure index of the state
of mind into which they will settle in
presence of the accomplished fact. On
the one hand, the fact of outright failure
would bring about not only dejection in-

comparably deeper than that which the
sense of disappointment is at present
producing, but also, in all probability, a
widespread commotion among the peo-
ples, as distinguished from the public
men, of the European nations. And on
the other hand, it would require only a
few significant betterments in the scheme
of reservations to allay a great deal of
the adverse feeling which it now arouses.
The mere fact that such changes had

been adopted would be justly accepted as
proof that not hostility to the objects of
the League, but anxiety for the cardinal
interests of America, had dictated our
attitude. This, to be sure, must seem a
sad declension to those who had hailed
the League Covenant as the solution at a
single stroke of the problem of all the
ages. But while the treaty was still in
the making at Versailles, and long before
its final formulation, it had become evi-
dent to all who did not shut their eyes to
facts that the League would at best be
but a very distant approach toward such
an ideal. Its merit consisted not in what
it was, but in what men might cherish
the hope that it would become. That
hope rests on the good will of mankind,
and not on the specific arrangements of
a written document. It may have been
dimmed by what has happened at Wash-
ington, but it has not been extinguished.
It is our duty to do what in us lies to

keep it alive. Few can now be found to
hail the League as the great consumma-
tion which many regarded it six months
ago ; but neither are many so confident of
their own judgment as to deny that it

carries the possibility of great things,
if it be but given time and opportunity.
America will not look with equanimity
upon a verdict which condemns it to
death without a trial.

"The Broken Pledge"
TTHE New Republic scores a point in un-
*
earthing from the Congressional Rec-

ord the following statement made by Sen-
ator Husting of Wisconsin on the floor

of the Senate just before the passage of

the Lever Food and Fuel Control bill:

I am authorized by the Secretary of Labor,
Mr. Wilson, to say that the Administration
does not construe this hi'l as prohibiting
strikes and peaceful picketing and will not so

construe the bill, and that the Department of

Justice does not so construe the bill and will

not so construe the bill.

"We believe," says the New Republic,
"that it reveak a flagrant want of good
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faith towards labor on the part of the
Wilson Administration." In expressing
this belief in its editorial columns, it does
not go beyond the bounds of legitimate
criticism; but when it gives its cover
page over to display of the same quota-
tion in big type under the black-letter
head "The Broken Pledge," it is guilty of
that very kind of incitement of bad feel-

ing upon an inadequate basis of fact
which it is so given to unctuously re-

proving when it discusses the alleged at-
titude of the daily press in relation to
labor controversies. For, though it may
be maintained that the Administration
was seriously compromised by this state-
ment of Senator Husting's, it is going
far beyond the facts to represent that
statement as a solemn pledge, of such
character that no stress of circumstances,
no provocation, no threat of disaster to
the country, could justify action such as
that which was taken in relation to the
coal strike.

Let it be noted, in the first place, that
what we have before us is the oral state-
ment by a Senator of an oral assurance
given to him by the head of one executive
Department as to what the latter said he
had been authorized to state as the posi-
tion of another Department. Anybody
who is familiar with the possibilities of

inaccuracy or error that arise in such a
situation must be aware that there is a
world of difference between a direct
statement by the President or the Attor-

ney General and a statement that has
thus filtered through two intervening
media. The Secretary of Labor, speak-
ing for himself, would have had no more
authority in the matter than the Secre-

tary of the Navy or the Postmaster Gen-
eral; and it may perfectly well be that

Attorney General Gregory either did not

personally express any view on the sub-

ject—in which case Secretary Wilson's
statement would have been based on an
assurance from some subordinate au-

thority in the Department of Justice—or
that if he did he may have used language
different from that which was employed
by the Secretary of Labor, and may have
implied that while the law did not abol-

ish the right to strike, that right could
not be exercised in a manner that would
throttle the whole country and thus de-

feat the entire purpose of the bill.

Let us look, next, at the influence of
Senator Husting's statement upon the

passage of the bill. It is safe to say that
that influence was practically nil. The
vote was taken within an hour or so of

the making of the statement, and the
bill was passed by a vote of 66 to 7—al-

most ten to one. It is doubtful whether
a single vote was cast in its favor on ac-

count of Mr. Husting's statement, and it

is safe to say that at most not more than
a very few votes can have thus been

changed at the last moment. This would

be a safe conclusion on general princi-
ples; it is made quite certain by a read-

ing of the debate that intervened between
the making of the statement and the tak-

ing of the vote. The Senate had passed
an amendment declaring that the bill did
not apply to labor organizations; the
House had rejected that amendment, and
the conference committee had accepted
the verdict of the House. The fact that
under these circumstances the assurance
given by Senator Husting would be a
very slender reliance in case the bill be-
came a law, was brought out with perfect
clearness by Senator Reed; Senator New-
lands, who spoke just before the vote was
taken, and who voted for the bill, de-
clared that he did so in spite of objecting
to the effect he thought it would have in

restricting the right to strike; and not
a single Senator indicated that he at-

tached any importance to Senator Hust-
ing's report of what Secretary Wilson
said. The idea of a "pledge" is that of a
promise made in order to obtain some-
thing in return; in this instance nothing
was obtained, and there was no reason to

imagine that anything could—at that last

moment—be obtained.

But there is one more point, more im-

portant than any other. Every reader of
the New Republic must get the impres-
sion, and must have been meant to get
the impression, that the Administration
had deliberately made this "pledge" in

order to get the bill passed. Yet if the
New Republic had quoted what immedi-
ately preceded the passage which it ex-

tracts from Senator Husting's speech,
such an impression would have been im-

possible. "I was sufficiently interested,"
said Mr. Husting, "in the argument upon
the legal effect of striking out the Hollis

amendment to inquire from those who
will have the administration of this law
in their hands as to what construction

would be placed upon it by them in the

event that it became a law in its present

form;" and then follows the above pass-

age quoted by the New Republic. Thus
it is upon the basis of a statement not

made by the Administration of its own
motion, not made at all by the President

or by the Attorney General, and not made
even by the Secretary of Labor except in

response to a question asked by an indi-

vidual Senator for the purpose of satis-

fying his own mind, that the New Repub-
lic deliberately puts the Administration

into the pillory as an infamous breaker

of a solemn pledge. Such off-hand brand-

ing applied to a Socialist agitator or a

revolutionary labor leader would of

course be an outrage; but since here it

is only the President of the United States

that is accused, and only the passions and

prejudices of the enemies of the existing

order that are inflamed, of course one

need not be so particular.

Lawlessness and
Human Nature

TjiEW things are easier than to cloak a
«- bad lie in a bit of truth. The sharp
outbursts of popular feeling occasioned
by recent criminal aggressions of the I.

W. W. and other lawless organizations
are treated by a certain class among us
as mere exhibitions of mob violence, not

essentially different from anything else
that goes by that rightly odious name.
They are, of course, lawless, and it is

the duty of the officers of the law sternly
to repress them. But it is worth while
to discriminate between things essen-

tially unlike. To be punctiliously orderly
and lawful towards classes pestiferously
disorderly and unlawful is of course the
ideal at which right-thinking citizens
should aim. It is ordinarily impossible
to vindicate law by breaking law, or suc-

cessfully to employ disorder as a
cure for its opposite. If the hu-
man mind and heart were geared to run
with absolute logical precision, we might
perhaps classify all lapses from law and
order as immeasurably bad, and cease
to worry over differences in degree. But
men and deeds are what they are, and
can best be transformed gradually into
what they ought to be by recognizing
them as they are and separating things
that differ.

In the early days of the war, a certain
class of "citizens" persisted in words and
actions which, while just escaping the
limits of criminal illegality, nevertheless

plainly weakened and impeded our pow-
ers of resistance and gave aid and com-
fort to the enemy. If public opinion had
not been outraged by such conduct, that

very fact would have been the outward
evidence of a state of mind incompatible
with successful resistance, and Hohen-
zollern militarism would to-day be ac-

tively dominant over Europe, and po-
tentially so over America as well. But
that indignation the mere absence of
which would be proof that genuine love

of country had rotted from the nation's

heart easily rises beyond the power of

self-control, and personal assault upon the
offenders against our cherished institu-

tions, and those who support them, is the
result. To treat these assaults as mere
outbursts of criminal lawlessness, wax-
ing as indignant against the perpetrators
as against those who were guilty of the
barbarities wreaked upon the non-com-
batants of Belgium, shows a lack of dis-

crimination which the common sense of

mankind instinctively rejects.

This blurring of moral distinctions

during the war is identical with the

spirit of pacifist journalists and radical

extremists in their present attitude to-

wards the current outbursts of public
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feeling against the professed enemies of
this and every other established govern-
ment To these men anything estab-

lished, such as a written law, a court
house, a judge, a title deed to a home, an
official record of marriages or births, a
soldier or policeman, a line fence or a
lock and key, is as irritating as a red rag
to a bull. But to the large majority of
our people these things are absolute pre-
requisites, not only to a comfortable and
happy life now, but to any humanly con-
ceivable improvement in civilization for
the future. Into typical American com-
munities, thoroughly loyal to law and
order as a principle, and to their embodi-
ment, although still imperfect, in their
own governmental institutions, this an-
archistic element has been more and more
persistently thrusting itself, sowing the
seeds of lawlessness and disorder, advo-

cating the overthrow of all government,
preaching sabotage, arson, pillage and
murder, practicing any or all of these
crimes when the opportunity presents it-

self, knifing the Government in the back
when it was facing the foe on the field

of battle, and now shooting down our re-

turned soldiers as they parade the streets
in celebration of the return of peace. A
condition of mind which could look upon
all this without intense indignation, es-

pecially where it is seen right at hand,
as in many parts of the Northwest, would
tell of national rottenness beyond repair.
We wish that this indignation had been

kept within self-control; to wish that it

had not existed would be to wish for

something immeasurably worse morally,
and sure in the end to lead to immeasura-
bly more violent infractions of law.

Of course, the officers of the law should
do their utmost to restrain all illegal

manifestations of such feeling, and in

keeping it within bounds the agencies
of the law should have the heartiest sup-
port of good citizens and of the press.
But their efforts to this end will be only

impeded, not helped, by the course of
men whose perverseness of spirit, or
weakness of understanding, leads them to

charge the wrong only or chiefly against
the one side that is possessed of a funda-
mental love of country and a strong par-

tiality for institutions of law and order
which had their birth in human experi-

ence, feeling its way slowly to a more
satisfactory life. And the vigor of the
law in suppressing these secondary dis-

orders will be not merely useless, but

positively harmful, if it does not go hand
in hand with the utmost vigor in dealing
with the more dangerous primary of-

fenses by which the others are evoked.

Nor should this work be hampered by
false distinctions between men who com-
mit crimes of treason or violence with

their own hands, and those who confine

their efforts to inciting crime in others.

Cutting Down the

Corpse
Q WINGS dismally from a bridge in

~{ Centralia the body of a man. What
does America think of it, her eyes turned
westward? Or are her eyes more re-
gardful of the bodies of four of her sol-
dier sons which lie crumpled in the pub-
lic square of Centralia? You can tell
much concerning the man who will hon-
estly confess to you which spectacle cuts
him most to the heart; you know all you
need to know of the man who believes
that nothing really happened at Centra-
lia beyond a regrettable exhibition of
mob fury.

But the body swinging from the
bridge, later cut down and buried hug-
ger-mugger by four of his accomplices
under guard, is worth a glance. The
man's name is reported to be Wesley Ev-
erett. What the devil, Wesley Everett—the devil whom one-half of your name
worsted in fight and whose existence the
other half denied to his face—what the
devil were you doing in that galley?
Maybe that isn't your name; maybe the
papers got it wrong. Maybe you just
picked it up for convenience. Or maybe
you were a sort of black sheep that the
old folks have got over feeling bad about.
Listen to a few things, Wesley. You are
full of bullet holes and your kicking heels
will never gain footing on the slipping
waters of the Chehalis River. As well
listen to a few things.

Do you know, Wesley, why yon hang
there? You are an anachronism. Hard
to have your neck broken just for being
an anachronism? That same has cost a
wrench to many a fairer neck than that
black swire of yours, Wesley. Just what
you hoped to see, too, wasn't it?—some
of them who go lolling by in their auto-

mobiles, fat with the food that belongs of

right to the workingman. That was the

talk, wasn't it? Revolution—up-so-
downy? That's what proves you were
an anachronism, Wesley.

Did you ever hear, Wesley, of Oliver
Cromwell?—an English country gentle-
man—a farmer, if you like, and no
friend, by the way, to some of your Irish

friends. It was a sad business, Wesley,
a costly business; but what can you do
when you've a king on your hands who
proposes to bend a whole nation to his
own sweet will? Served him right! Sic

semper, in effect? Ah, it's not so simple
as that; but it settled some things, Wes-
ley—that and what came after, down to

and including the business to which an-
other English gentleman set his hand.
Yes—Washington. It was settled, Wes-
ley, once and for all, that the people rule.

And if they change their minds, they

know how to change their rule without
going in for revolution, Wesley. That's
finished, that's out of date, that's an ana-
chronism. Too bad to swing there, Wes-
ley, for being a reactionary.
How did it happen you didn't know

that, Wesley? The fellows—you know
them—that you call "Charlie" and "Jake"
because you don't know what their real
names are and couldn't pronounce 'em
if you did—perhaps they're not so much
to blame. They're raw; they didn't get
these things settled a couple of hundred
years ago ; didn't get it out of their sys-
tems when they were young and could
stand it. If you'd been born a German
or a Russian it would be easier to under-
stand. But how did they rope you in to
help them sow their political wild oats in
a country that had been plowed and
cropped to that harvest before your
great-grandfather was born? Too bad to

swing there, Wesley, for being a fool.

Was there a weak spot in you, Wes-
ley? There is, in some of the best; gives
way most astonishingly sometimes. That
business of Cromwell's—it wasn't fin-

ished to the satisfaction of some. They
wanted more than they got, got more
than it was good for the world to let them
keep. Never heard of the Independents?
No, just Independents, nothing more.
Never heard of the "root and branch"
men? Put it into Latin and you'll under-
stand—Radicals. Or the Fifth Monar-
chy men? Or the Anabaptists? The kind
that want to remake the world from the
bottom up, with themselves on top; the
"lunatic fringe" of Puritanism, and al-

ways coming out strong when Puritan-
ism dominates. It took chiefly a religious
form in the old days, but many things
were lumped under religion then. It's

not the core of the matter, nor the bulk,
but a kind of diffused maggotry. Now-
adays it's as likely to be atheist as re-

ligious; "Bohemian" as Prohibition; or
it might be atheist and Prohibition both
at once ; you never can tell. It's as likely
to be fanatically immoral as fanatically
moral. But it's always fanatic, it always
feels that it must be busy establishing
some new kind of kingdom. That's what's
the trouble with some of your rich

friends, Wesley, who egged you on. It

proved too much for Cromwell, but not

too much for the English people; they
knew how to smother it. But it's always
with us, Wesley; the dregs of Puritanism

working out, and working strong just
now. After all, perhaps you do come

honestly by your name. Too bad, Wes-

ley Everett, to swing there for being a

Puritan.

Little enough time to go into detail,

Wesley. They'll ba along presently to

cut you down—clear you out of the way.
There were some things you honestly had
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•n your heart. Some things that aren't

quite fair. Fewer than there used to be,

Wesley, though more than in good time
there will be. But you went the wrong
way round in your folly, you and your
foreign friends and your rich "intellec-

tual" friends, blasted and unwholesome
buddings of the Puritan stock. There's
a better way, aye and a shorter way, and
the world will take it. It's known you
and your like this many a long year.

They're coming now to cut you down,
Wesley. Forgive the uncivil despatch of

it all. There's the devil in all of us,

who'll come out if he's sufficiently in-

vited. You'll understand, of course, and

forgive. You don't want to swing there

forever, Wesley, blocking the path.

Woman's Chance In

Public Affairs
A NNOUNCEMENT is made that the

-"-National American Woman's Suffrage

party intends shortly to vote itself out

of existence. In line with the action of

the State organizations, the National

Suffrage party is to become the National

League of Women Voters. The fight, in

other words, is over, the victory won, or

almost as good aa won; and the party
militant becomes the party triumphant.

Justice, so far as it was a question of

justice, has been done and Heaven has

not fallen— no sensible person really

expected it would—either in wrathful

destruction or to inaugurate its reign on
earth. The fact, In fine, is accomplished,
and that amounts to saying that it now
begins to be important. Everything hav-

ing been done, everything remains to do.

Three questions very much on the con-

science of the nineteenth century—the

question of slavery, the question of

equality of rights and privileges between

the sexes, and the question of prohibi-
tion—have each in its way passed be-

yond the realm of question into the realm

of fact. In large measure, the three went

together—the mind that was strongly

agitated by one of them was, as a rule,

agitated by all of them. But not one of

them actually made substantial advance

to a settlement on what might roughly
be called moral grounds alone. The

question of slavery was the first of them
to attach itself to a political vehicle in

which it was finally borne to a settle-

ment. Upon the sequel of that settle-

ment, it is not possible to look with un-

alloyed satisfaction; the problem it left

behind is still with us.

The prohibition issue, under stress of

war and fortified by a social habit that

had come somewhat loosely to regard the

question as a factor in "efficiency," has

only just now succeeded in furnishing

itself with a political vehicle that could

carry it out of the realm of morals—of
life as some people think it ought to be—
into the realm of life as it is. And its tri-

umph appears too factitious, involving on
one side a stern elation that may easily
over-reach itself and on the other an easy
assent that may stubbornly reverse itself,

to encourage a belief that the problem
once settled—and it is not even settled

yet—will be anywhere but on our hands.

Far brighter hopes, however, may rea-

sonably be entertained concerning the
third problem—equality of suffrage.

Upon the emancipated slave wa3 prema-
turely laid a task greater than he proved
able to bear. Upon society, prohibition

lays a task the seriousness of whose dif-

ficulties remains to be disclosed. Upon
emancipated woman is laid a task to

which there is every reason to believe she
is equal. Fortunately, it has come upon
her only gradually. Thousands of women
have gone quietly about the business

of demonstrating their ability to enhance
economic productivity in time of peace
and to bear an equal and indispensable
share in the production of society in time
of war. So long as the question was
"Why?", suffrage had no standing in life

as it is; when life as lived by a goodly
number of women was potent to change
the question into "Why not?", suffrage
becomes a fact.

In this case, then, the question is not

whether the new institution will work,
but what it will accomplish. Such a be-

ginning as renounces the notion of the

formation of a separate woman's party,
of any effort to organize and deliver the

votes of women as a whole, points the

course of wisdom. Politically, it seems

to say, women will trust those instincts

which for bel'.er or worse they share

with men, and express them in ways
which men have already found more or

less workable; women will vote as con-

stituent members of mankind and not as

ambassadors from another world, angelic

or what not. Next, it may be taken as

meaning that they will not be too imme-

diately avid of power, as power. Who
through the ages have learned to rule

without seeming to rule will not lightly

cast aside a strength as real as it is

unique for the empty honor of office, im-

potent if it comes too soon. The test of

too sudden political responsibility on a

large scale she may pray to be spared.

Success in this new political experi-

ment rests on the breadth and soundness

of its foundations. Yet there are large

numbers of women in every community
on a sudden endowed with a franchise

which, whether they know how to use it

or not, they do not particularly wish to

use at all. Part of this potential vote its

leaders may exploit; part of it they may
frighten or disgust into permanent in-

activity; all of it, or most of it, they

may, if they move wisely, educate to the

point of recognizing a responsibility
which cannot be evaded, which must be

exercised, and which must, in its exer-

cise, operate for good or very definite

ill. Women may, that is, allow them-
selves to be organized and set up for

sale to political bosses who will bid them
in in exchange for a few offices, or they

may first go quietly about the discharge
of certain specialized political tasks, ex-

ercising their general functions aa well

as they can—they can hardly do worse in

this respect than a great many men do—
and thus hope measurably to alter the

efficient machinery of politico instead

of merely adding to its bulk.

Some of the political functions to

which women are most immediately

adapted, not so much through particular
disabilities on their part as through spe-
cial aptitudes, were ably pointed out in

an article in last week's Review. They
are, in a word, those which vitally affect

the community, such as the education in

seemly American living of the alien res-

ident, the mental and physical health of

the child in the school, order and come-

liness in public places, and the general
enrichment of the civic life. These tasks

should not be contemptuously termed
small because they demand a certain fine-

ness which men have seldom brought to

their execution. They can be valued

highly not only for their own sake but

for the educative opportunity they af-

ford. For unless women eventually edu-

cate themselves to be in some respects

better voters than the men have been,

and educate the men by the way, the

world may be half-inclined to regret that

it ever laid upon them the burden—along
with the privilege—of the ballot box.
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The Two Bolshevisms
A T last the country has awakened to
*"* the Red menace, yet this awakening
is far from being comprehensive and

satisfactory. It is rather that of the

good-natured giant, who, aroused by the

mordant and repulsive activities of a lot

of fleas, strikes about him wildly and

disposes of a certain number of the tiny

pests, without eradicating the nuisance.

Radicals are being rounded up all over

the country, I. W. W. and Bolshevik head-

quarters raided, tons of seditious and in-

flammatory propaganda literature seized,

and in a few instances radical leaders

held for trial. All of this is well as far

as it goes, but it is a very superficial way
of dealing with a serious problem.
The vast majority of the persons ar-

rested are ignorant aliens. Sometimes
their offense is distributing revolution-

ary circulars; sometimes it is attending
radical meetings. In reality they are

more sinned against than sinning. Few
indeed of them would be engaged in such

activities, or subject to the incitement

of vicious agitators, if they had been

given but a slight understanding of what
America and its free institutions really

mean to them. If in their ignorance they
are abandoned to the wiles of unscrupu-
lous leaders who befuddle their childish

minds with Socialistic patter and high-

sounding, hate-inciting phrases about

"capitalism" and "imperialism," the

result is our own, and it is the price that

we must pay for our neglect to take the

necessary and obvious steps to assimilate

this part of our population and establish

their economic well-being.

A large portion, perhaps ninety per
cent, or more, of those who have run

afoul of the authorities are illiterate Rus-

sians. They are, by nature, a simple,

kindly folk, imaginative, idealistic, and

thirsty for education. Practically the

only institutions that have been at work
on them and that have attempted to sat-

isfy this craving for knowledge have been

the well-financed Bolshevik organiza-

tions, together with their skilled propa-

gandists. Given a chance of anything

better, they seize it with avidity. A good
illustration of this is the recently organ-
ized Russian Collegiate Institute. Edu-

cated and intelligent Russians in this

city some time ago recognized the danger
and the menace. They knew that if these

conditions continued, their ignorant com-

patriots would either develop into a bad

element here or, provided they returned

to Russia, would bring with them no en-

lightened understanding of American

institutions, and would constitute a fur-

ther source of disorder. Out of their own

scanty resources they contributed the

funds to start a school. Then the Car-

negie Foundation generously came to

their support. Now they are reaching
thousands of men, women, and children

every week with lectures and night

classes, non-partisan and non-political.
The striking and illuminating thing is

that hundreds of simple Russians who
call themselves Bolsheviks are flocking to

the Institute. This points the way clearly

to the enlightened treatment of one side

of the problem of the Red menace.

But there are two entirely distinct

Bolshevisms, and a confusion between

the two is responsible for much of our

blundering in dealing with a state of

affairs that constitutes the greatest
threat to civilization since the fall of

Rome.

One Bolshevism is that phenomenon
which swept over Russia and which in

various manifestations threatens to en-

gulf the rest of Europe. Theoretically,

it is the putting into practice of Marxian
communism. These doctrines, so im-

practicable that they fall down when
tried out, would have had few followers

had it not been for the war. It was the

mass-psychology resulting from the war

that made whole peoples receptive to their

contagion. Millions of men are taken

from their accustomed surroundings and

for years lead a dreary existence in the

trenches, without the dash and changing
scene of open warfare. The romance is

gone and everywhere is nothing but vio-

lence and suffering. Individuality is

crushed and the primitive instincts come

to the surface. There is sullen resent-

ment at the men at home who enjoyed

security and profiteered. Inequalities of

wealth and position stand forth in hated

relief. The old order has broken down

and a new one must be set up that will

do away with these inequalities. What

a man desires he must take with his own

right arm.

This was the fertile ground into which

the seeds of communistic theory were

scattered. Unrest there was already,

hunger and the breakdown of economic

life had prepared the way. Do not think

of the Bolshevism that followed as merely

disorder and mob rule. It had in the

beginning its idealistic side, for millions

of weary folk believed they saw just

ahead a Utopia, where the workers should

inherit the earth, where drones should

no longer fatten on the toil of others,

where comfort and happiness should be

the lot of all. Such was the vision dan-

gled before the eyes of hungry and des-

perate men by unscrupulous leaders with

their glib phrases about capitalism, im-

perialism, and the exploiting bourgeoisie.

Bitterly were they to repent later, when

the mirage had faded.

The other Bolshevism is something far

different and its true nature is now be-

ginning to appear. It is a plot so gigan-
tic and comprehensive that it staggers
the imagination, a conspiracy to set up a

world-autocracy. When Trotzky explain-

ed his plans to a friend in America some
twelve years ago, they sounded so wild

and improbable as to raise doubts as to

his sanity. Yet to-day they are being
fulfilled to the letter and the insignificant

little soap-box orator and pamphleteer
holds under his sway a hundred million

people, terrorized and inert.

The plan of the plot was cynical and

ruthless to the last degree. All civilized

governments were in turn to be under-

mined, corrupted, and broken down.

Every sort of treachery, deceit, intimida-

tion, bribery, and corruption was to be

employed. Presidents and legislators sub-

servient to them were to be elected and

then to be held in line by blackmail. Pub-

lic taste was to be debauched, and the

universities were to be penetrated with

the teaching of fallacious economic doc-

trines. Strikes were to be fomented and

Socialism was to be spread as a means

of arousing among the workingmen ha-

tred against the bourgeoisie. Russia

would furnish the first opportunity for

seizing power, since a revolution among
this ignorant people would bring chaos.

The war gave them their chance. The

Bolshevism first mentioned was their in-

strument. They had prepared the ground
well beforehand and their thousands of

agents, utterly unscrupulous, adepts at

lying propaganda, and stopping at no

crime, were at work everywhere. Thous-

ands of these flocked into Russia after

the March revolution, and presently they

overturned the Government. Everything

went according to schedule. They made

the poor deluded people believe that a

workingmen's government had been set

up, and proceeded to exterminate all the

bourgeoisie and intelligentsia who would

not take service under them and do their

bidding. Then they boldly seized power

and set up such an autocracy and tyranny

as even Russia had never seen, doing lip

service meanwhile to the Bolshevik for-

mulas, but using a mercenary army and

ruthless terror to exercise absolute power

over the cowed and helpless people. Such

is Bolshevism at Moscow to-day.

But their scheme is not yet complete.

They have created an army under iron

discipline, but they have not been able

to do constructive and productive work.

The rottenness and corruption which they

invoked to achieve power now remain to

curse them. They are threatened on all

sides by armies of loyal Russia. To re-

tain their power and extend it, they must

cause revolution elsewhere, or, failing in

this, they must so disrupt the forces

against them that other nations will per-

force swallow their disgust and make
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peace with them, thus giving them a
breathing space to prepare for the over-
throw of other Governments. Their
weapon as before is propaganda. In the
use of it they are past-masters and in

employing it they shrink from no crime.
This is the Bolshevism that threatens

America. The other sort we can take
care of easily. Just let the I. W. W. and
other radicals start riots and see how
quickly they will be crushed and their

perpetrators punished. Let William Z.
Foster and his kind incite revolutionary
strikes, and the American people will

speak in no uncertain tone. But the
other Bolshevik activities are more in-

sidious and dangerous, and imprisoning
or deporting a few hundred ignorant
aliens will not thwart them. Their agents
are active in all walks of life and many

of their clever schemes are so well
cloaked as to enlist the assistance of
hosts of well-meaning people, who do
not realize that they are being duped.
So, for example, they start an association
for labor legislation, an association
against intervention in Mexico, an asso-
ciation for the liberation of oppressed
peoples, an association for lifting the
blockade against Soviet Russia. They
circulate a mas3 of lies and misrepre-
sentation concerning the situation in
Russia and bring influence to bear on
needy or corrupt politicians and venal
journals. These are the sort of activi-

ties we must trace out and combat if we
are to meet the real Bolshevik danger
and defeat the attempt to establish the
new autocracy.

Jerome Landfield

The Rights of the Senate
pUBLIC interest in the issues immedi-
-*

ately at stake in the contest over the
completion of the Treaty of Versailles
on the part of the United States has been
so great that comparatively little atten-

tion, either official or unofficial, has been
given to the Constitutional aspects of the

struggle. Yet as we irrevocably set our
course upon the sea of world affairs

nothing can be more important than that
our Constitutional point of departure
should be the true one, and that both we
and others should understand the chart

by which we must sail. And the develop-
ments of the last four months have made
plain that it is particularly to be hoped
that both at home and abroad there may
be an intelligent understanding of the
Constitutional position of the Senate in

treaty-making. Concerning no aspect of
this position has misunderstanding been
more general than with reference to the

respective powers and duties of the Pres-
ident and the Senate in the negotiation,
as distinct from the ratification of trea-
ties.

That this misunderstanding has been
shared, and consequently fostered, by
Mr. Wilson may partially explain his fail-

ure to utilize any of the well-recognized
means by which he might have attempted
to secure in advance a reasonable agree-
ment between the Senate and himself,
with reference to the terms of the treaty.
To those who may find it difficult to be-
lieve that so high an authority as a
President of the United States could pos-
sibly err in such a matter, we would cite

the patent and undeniable misunder-

standing of the Senate procedure upon
treaties which Mr. Wilson revealed upon
his second return from Europe as a re-

minder that, after all, no man is infalli-

ble.

Mr. Wilson's conception of the Con-
stitutional position of the Senate in the

negotiation of treaties was revealed by
the remarkable statement which he made
on August 28 in declining to submit to
the Senate Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions the then uncompleted treaties with
Austria and certain other countries. He
wrote :

I am sure that the Committee on Foreign
Relations will appreciate the undesirability of
creatine the precedent which would be created'
by submitting treaties in their draft form. It
wou'd tend to take the function of negotiating
treaties out of the hands of the Executive,
where it is expressly vested by the Constitu-
tion (The italics are the writer's).

That the President should have addressed
this constitutional dictum to Senator
Lodee may be regarded as one of those
coincidences which are not infrequent in

public life. For in 1902, a year far re-
moved from the "partisanship" of to-day,
the Senator from Massachusetts wrote
for Scribrter's Maqazive an admirable es-

say upon this very subject. In this essay
he quoted the Constitutional provision
with reference to appointments to office,

in order to define more clearly the one

relating to treaties:

He (the President) shall have power, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the
Senators present concur; and he shall nom-
inate, and by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, shall appoint ambassadors,
etc.

Mr. Lodge then adds:

It is well to note that the carefully phrased
section gives the President absolute and un-
restricted right to nominate, and the Senate
can only advise and consent to the appoint-
ment of a given person. All right to inter-

fere in the remotest degree with the power
of nomination and the consequent power of
se!ection is wholly taken from the Senate.

Very different is the wording of the treaty
clause. There the words "by and with the
advice and consent of

" come in after the
words "shall have power" and before the

power referred to is defined. The "advice and
consent of the Senate" are therefore coex-
tensive with the "power" conferred upon the

President, which is "to make treaties." and
apply to the entire process of treaty-making.

Senator Lodge concludes that, except for

their want of authority to send or to re-

ceive diplomatic agents, and their con-

sequent inability to initiate a negotia-

tion, the Senate, under the language of

the Constitution and in the intent of the

framers, stands on a perfect eouality
with the President in the making of trea-

ties. The President, not by "express"
grant, but as a part of his powe- to

"make treaties," throuerh his sole right
to send and to receive diplomatic aeents,
and from the very nature of his office is,

indeed, charged with the actual conduct
of all negotiations with foreign Powers.
But in the matter of treaties, the Consti-

tution clearlv provides that he shall netro-

tiate. as well as ratify them, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate.

It is further set forth in Senator

Lodge's essay that after Washington had
found it inexpedient always to consult

the Senate prior to or during the nego-
tiation of treaties, this course has been
followed only occasionally; and, in his

authoritative work on the subject. Sam-
uel B. Crandall cites twelve "exceptional"
cases in which later Executives have fol-

lowed out the clear intention of the

framers of the Constitution, in consult-

ing the Senate nrior to the opening of

negotiations. The fact is that ex-

perience showed both Washington and
the Senate of his day that the

Constitutional plan was impracticable,
and in consecmence formal consultation

concerning negotiations was drcnped at

the time of the Jay treaty. Washington,
however, met both the Constitutional and
the practical needs of the situation by as-

suring himself of Senatorial support
through close cooperation with individual

Senators who actually could speak for the

majority of their colleagues. Most of his

successors have followed his example by
availing themselves of the recognized fa-

cilities for contact offered by the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations. The
Senate, as a rule, has been satisfied with
this arrangement, and its acceptance of
the substance without stickling as to the
form of its prerogative has in no way
vitiated its Constitutional rights and du-
ties in the matter.

Now, if Mr. Wilson really believes,
and there is no reason for doubting his

sincerity, that "the function of negotiat-
ing treaties" is "expressly vested by the
Constitution" in the "hands of the Execu-
tive," his course in practically ignoring
the Senate prior to and during the nego-
tiations at Paris, and his attitude to-

wards Senatorial opposition since his re-

turn to this country become more com-
prehensible than they otherwise are.
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They do not, however, become less inimi-

cal to the present and the future inter-

ests of the United States, or less out of

harmony with the Constitution. The
long struggle which has delayed the con-

summation and jeopardized the very ex-

istence of the Treaty of Peace with Ger-

many, threatened the safety of the world,

and raised doubts in many quarters as to

the good faith and disinterestedness of

the United States is, in large measure,

the result of the President's application

of his theory that the Senate has no Con-

stitutional function in treaty-making
save that of consenting, or refusing to

consent, to the ratification of a completed

agreement. If Mr. Wilson's understand-

ing is to be accented as valid, and it has

been little questioned, it follows that the

makers of the Constitution deliberately

provided a treatv-making process which

is likely at any time to nroduce such dan-

gerous delays and deadlocks. It mu«t be

assumed that they created an inefficient

and defective instrument for the per-

formance of one of the most important

functions of government. To reach this

conclusion, however, one must ignore one

of the fundamental canons of Constitu-

tional construction, and do violence to

the plain laneuage of the treaty clause

in order to obtain a meaninsr less desira-

ble and less in harmony with the rest of

the instrument than that which is de-

rived from a plain readiner of the provi-

sion in question. Such a thing is not to

be done. The framers meant just what

they said when they empowered the

President "by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate, to make treaties."

And there can be no doubt that the obli-

gation imposed by the qualifying phrase

is a legal as well as a moral one.

If the President of the United States

can have so misunderstood the Constitu-

tional rights and duties of his colleagues

in treaty-making, it is not strange that

both American and foreign thought on

the subject should be a bit hazy. Should

the misconception be confirmed, a serious

injury will have been done to one of the

most characteristic of our institutions.

Although they have formally acquiesced

in it, foreigners have never liked, or real-

ly understood, the Constitutional provi-

sion which makes it possible for the Sen-

ate to prevent the ratification of a treaty

which the President has caused to be

signed. Had Mr. Wilson succeeded in

forcing the ratification of the Treaty of

Versailles "without the crossing of a t

or the dotting of an i," his success would

have been accepted abroad, and at home,

too, as the vindication of his conception

of the respective powers and duties of

the President and the Senate with refer-

ence to all treaties. In consequence,

every American diplomat who, in future

negotiations, should attempt to include

or to exclude any provision under plea of

being to some extent under Senatorial

control, would have found the ground
largely cut from under his feet. Not
only would the operation of our peculiar

system of treaty-making have been made
more difficult, but our position in future

diplomatic struggles would have been

materially weakened. As to domestic

politics, the Senate already is at an ob-

vious disadvantage in any contest with
the President, who, if he possess the

qualities of national leadership, is in a

position to override any other depart-
ment of the Government which may op-

pose him—as Mr. Wilson himself pointed
out while still a professor of politics.

Once let it be generally understood that

the President is under no obligation even

to attempt to reach some understanding
with the Senate before signing treaties,

which thereafter can be altered only at

great cost, and not only are many of the

advantages which this country has drawn
from its Constitutional method of treaty-

making gone forever, but the door is

opened either to autocratic executive con-

trol, or to confusion and weakness in the

conduct of our foreign relations.

Thus a Constitutional issue of real im-

portance has been involved in the strug-

gle of the past four months. And the

outcome is, in large extent, on the myriad
laps of the great god Demos. If Sena-

tors can make clear to our own people,

and to those of other nations, the real

nature of the Constitutional responsibili-

ties in .treaty-making which rest upon
them and upon the President, they will

have performed a genuine service to the

nation, no matter what may be the more
immediate result of their action upon the

treaty itself.

Ralston Hayden

Correspondence
Judge Rose on the Reser-

vations
To the Editors of The Review:

Many of the differences over some of

the proposed reservations to the League
Covenant grow out of the fact that the

President of the United States does not

hold office at the will of Congress. This

is especially true as to the reservations

concerning Article X. The Council of

the League seldom can act except by
unanimous consent, that is by the vote

of our representative in it. Foreign edi-

tors are asking why, then, does anyone
wish that before any determination of

the Council shall be even morally binding

upon America it must be approved by

Congress? They do not hear that any-

one in other countries desires anything
of the kind. Why do any of us?

The answer is because the centre of

gravity in our Constitutional system does

not lie where it does in theirs. No Pre-

mier in England, France, or Italy could

keep his place if he instructed or per-

mitted his country's representative in

the Council to vote contrary to the

strongly held convictions of the majority
of his Parliament. He rules his country
so long as he has the political confidence

of his chambers, and no longer.

Our history shows that for nearly half

the time one or both houses of Congress
are controlled by the party opposed to

the Administration for the time being.

In only nineteen of the thirty-three Con-

gresses chosen since the formation of

the Republican party have both branches

been in even nominal accord with the

President. In many of those in which

he and the majority of each chamber be-

long to the same political party he failed

to obtain its approval for some impor-
tant item of his programme; as, for ex-

ample, a Democratic House refused to

assent to Buchanan's recommendation

that Kansas should be admitted under

the Lecompton Constitution, and a Re-

publican Senate refused to ratify Grant's

treaty for annexing San Domingo.

If the recommendations of the League
Council shall be held to have any morally

obligatory force here, it will necessarily

follow that to the extent that they are

binding they will become so by the ap-

proval of the President alone, for he will

appoint and instruct our members of

the Council. Congress will have no

voice in it, except to do what may
be necessary to give effect to an obliga-

tion which we cannot in honor repudiate.

The President of the United States will

exercise a power which no one else in

any of the great nations of the world now

has, the Mikado perhaps excepted.

There are those who believe it is not

well to invest any one man with so great

and so unchecked an authority. They

feel that neither our country nor our

Presidents will be the better for it. On

the other hand, it is hard for the people

of our allies to understand our Constitu-

tional system well enough to put them-

selves in our place. They are puzzled

why some of us, alone among the nations,

are asking for an unlimited right to re-

view the decisions of the League. That

it is possible we shall do so may well

seem to many of them both selfish and in-

solent.

A League which must ask the approval

of the American Congress for every one

of its important judgments will lose not

a little of its prestige, and that is no tri-

fling matter.
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It is not the purpose of this letter to

intimate any opinion as to whether it will

be less dangerous so greatly to increase
the Presidential power than to make the

League seem to many men of many lands

a weak and feeble thing. All that is in-

tended is to point out that we shall do
one or the other.

John C. Rose
New York, November 17

Dr. Beilby Porteus

To the Editors of The Review:

Can you or any of your readers give

any information on the life of Dr. Beilby
Porteus, Bishop of London, 1787 to

1808?
In some way he became deeply in-

debted to one of my ancestors, as is

shown by letters from him which we still

have in the family and by the fact that

he interested himself greatly in the wel-

fare of my grandfather.
There is a tradition in the family that

in his youth he was sent to America as

an indentured prisoner, having been ar-

rested as a sympathizer with the cause
of the young pretender; that his inden-

ture was bought by a Mr. Jennings of

Annapolis, whose daughter had married
one of my forebears in Virginia, and
that he was employed as tutor in the

family of this daughter of Mr. Jennings.
From the short sketch of him given

in the Encyclopaedia Britannica it would
seem that it could hardly be possible that

he ever came to America under such cir-

cumstances as are recited, but there

seems to be an hiatus in his life in that
account from 1731, the date of his birth,
to 1752, and it might of course be pos-
sible.

Any information bearing on this would
be greatly appreciated.

James B. Latimer
547 West Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, November 5

Laurier's Poetic Wcrk
To the Editors of The Review:

While the late Sir Wilfried Laurier
was recognized as an orator of the first

rank, in both French and English, his

speeches, in Parliament and elsewhere,

being marked by deep thought, states-

man-like conceptions, and elegance of

diction, none ever suspected that in

his early days he had actually wooed the

Muses. His public addresses on all man-
ner of subjects are really poems in prose.
Few men of his day, in Canada or else-

where, had so perfect a command of the

English language. Here and there in

his speeches sparkle gems of poetic

thought, but that he ever attempted to

write verse was never suspected. It is

also remarkable that his poems were all

written between 1863 and 1867. It would
seem as if, with the coming of Confeder-
ation and the opening out of a great po-
litical career for this young man, he
abandoned the Muses to devote all his

talents and energies to the achievement
of something more important for his

country and fellow-countrymen. Be that
as it may, the fact remains that his sole

efforts in the line of verse are confined
to that period when his health was poor
and his future was exceedingly uncer-
tain.

Like Thomas D'Arcy McGee, and like

Hon. Joseph Howe, Laurier wrote his

sentiments in verse before launching into

the more rugged career of a politician.

Moreover, his youth was cast in a time
and amongst men whose literary suc-

cesses have shed a glow upon the sky of

Canadian letters—especially French Ca-
nadian literature.

He completed his classical course and
his law studies and began the practice
of his profession in the days of Crema-
zie, Faucher-de-Saint-Maurice, Legendre,
Chapman, Louis Honore Frechette, Pam-
phile Lemay, Garneau the historian, Ar-
thur Buies, Lusignan, and a host of mi-
nor poets and pamphleteers; it was also

the period in which flourished some of

the brightest lights in Canadian jour-
nalism—Dansereau, Trudel, Tasse, Bar-

thelot, and their contemporaries; his

life-long and most intimate friend and

associate, both in law and in letters, was
the present Senator L. 0. David, whose

prolific pen has done more, perhaps, than

any other to embellish the pages of

French Canadian history and traditions.

Breathing the same atmosphere as such

men, living in such surroundings, it is

not at all to be wondered at that young
Laurier should have absorbed some of

that spirit which impells the young man
to court the deities from Olympus.
The following are two of the shorter

poems which the pen of the eminent

statesman traced in those far away days
when life was just commencing for him.

POEME INEDIT

(Le 5 Janvier, 1863)

Comme l'onde qui fuit de rivage en

rivage,

Sans suspendre jamais son cours sur

nulle plage,

Tels pousses du destin qui nous tient

enchaines

Nos jours fuient du berceau vers la

tombe entraines.

Le Temps marche toujours d'une aile in-

fatigable ;

II n'est point de repos pour sa main re-

doutable ;

Elle va, dctruisant, batissant, tour a tour,
Pour batir et detruire encore un autre

jour.

Si quelque eclair de joie illumine ma vie,

En vain je crie au Temps, en vain je le

supplie
De ralentir l'essor de son vol destructeur,
De me laisser jouir d'un instant de bon-

heur.

Comme un gladiateur dans la cite ro-

maine,
Aux cent mille bravos du peuple dan3

l'arene,

Etreint son ennemi de son bras de geant,
L'etouffe, et plein d'orgueil, le rejette

sanglant,

Tel le Temps me saisit dans le sein de ma
joie;

II m'entraine avec lui, comme l'aigle sa

proie;
II m'abandonne enfin, sa main me laisse

aller,

Pour me reprendre, et puis, me laisser

retomber.

A UN PAPILLON
(En mai, 1867)

Doux petit papillon, a peine dans la nuit
Commence de briller ma lampe solitaire,

Comme le plomb fatal qui vers le but

s'enfuit,

Tu tombes palpitant sur la pale lumiere.

Et chaque fois pourtant tes pures ailes

d'or

A la damme brulante ont laisse des

parcelles ;

Quel atroce plaisir peut t'amener encore
Y chercher aujourd'hui des tortures

nouvelles?

Comme toi, papillon, jadis naif enfant,
A gravir du succes l'inaccessible cime,
J'ai verse sans profit le meilleur de mon

sang,
Et de ma folle ardeur suis retombe

victime.

These selections are offered by one who
knew Laurier in 1877, at the dawn of
his political life in Quebec East, and to

whom the dead statesman wrote, on De-
cember 20, last, one month before his

death: "your remarks in your letter of

yesterday are but another confirmation

of our life-long and unclouded friend-

ship." To translate these relics, from
splendid French verse into very halting

English, has been a labor of considerable

difficulty, but, until they appear in book

form, readers of the Review will find en-

joyment in the originals.

J. K. FORAN
Ottawa, Canada, October 2.
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Book Reviews
Queries the World Over

Caesar or Nothing. By Pio Baroja. Trans-
lated iroin Uie Spanish by Louis How.
New "iorK: Allreu A. Knopf.

The biKONGtsT (Les p.us torts.). By Georges
Uemeuceau. New iork: Doubleday, Page
auu Company.

The home and the World. By Sir Rabin-
dranaih Tagore. Translated. New York:
Hie Alacniuian Company.

The Pace Of the World. By Johan Bojer.
Translated lrom the Norwegian by Jessie
Muir. New *ork: Moffat, V ard and Com-
pany.

The r-ALE Horse. By "Ropshin" (Boris
Savinkov). Translated from the Russian
by L. Vengerova. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf.

An ADut'iED Husband (Sono Omokage). A
Translation from the Original Japanese of
Futabatei by Buchachiro Mitsui and Gregg
M. Sinclair. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf.

OO lar as can be made out by the casual

•eader (lor the publishers are singu-

larly noncommittal in their announce-

ments) most of these books, now first put
into English, were written years ago.
None oi tnem alludes to the war, or clear-

ly describes it in the immediate future.

But with singular unanimity they are all

concerned with those conflicting forces

and ideals which, a decade or two decades

ago, already menaced the disruption of

civilization. From Spain, France, Nor-

way, Russia, India, Japan, they bring
their bits of testimony to the struggles,
conscious or unconscious, going on the

world over, in the early years of this cen-

tury, between the individual and the so-

cial ideal, between the strong and the

weak, between convenience and justice,

between "the home and the world"—the

very matters with which the ante-bellum

fiction of England and America were

chiefly concerned.

The author of "The Pale Horse" has
borne his active part in the affairs of

modern Russia. Son of a Russian official,

he became in youth a terrorist; had part
in the killing of Grand Duke Sergius and
von Plehve ; was condemned to death, but

escaped to Switzerland. In the late war
he fought with the French till the Rus-

sian Revolution, when he joined the Rus-

sian Army, later becoming Kerensky's
Minister of War. . . . This is a tale

out of his early experiences as a revolu-

tionary. It does not sentimentalize the

business of intrigue and assassination.

But it helps us comprehend the paradox
of the Russian soul, which, bitterly dis-

trusting itself, yet seeks to destroy what-

ever has the air of being beyond and

above itself. The five or six conspirators
of the story are dreamers, egotists, mys-
tics, sensualists, lovers, and avengers, all

in a jumble. Vania, with his kindly na-

ture and pious heart, is yet sworn to

"the cause"; it is he who slays the Gov-

ernor. So fate wills: "It's impossible
to break the chain," he mourns. "There
is no way out lor me, none whatever. 1

am out to kill, yet 1 believe in tne Word,
I adore Christ. Oh, tne agony of it I"

George, wno professes to have no faith
nor hope nor joy in anything, and is also

out to kill, succeeds in killing only his
mistress's husband, an object of his per-
sonal jealousy—and finally himself, the

object of his supreme contempt. Be-
neath his defiance and despair remains
the unwilling recognition oi that without
which life has no meaning: "I recall:

'He that loveth not, knoweth not God:
for God is love.' 1 do not love, and I do
not know God. Vania knew. . . . Did
he really know?"

"An Adopted Husband" is the work
(some fiiteen years old or more) of one
of the first of Japanese writers to study
and imitate foreign methods in fiction.

The new Japan of the eignties could not
be content with her outworn convention-

al forms of story-telling. "Futabatei"
studied Russian literature, translated

Turgeniev, and turned, with many of his

contemporaries, to naturalism from the
wooden unreality of classical Japanese
fiction. The "adopted husband" of this

story is a weak, well-meaning, ill-fated

victim of conditions and forces with
which he cannot cope. He is victim of

a mechanical marriage, a malicious

mother-in-law, a belated passion, a grad-
ual crushing by the commercialized so-

ciety of which the smug and prosperous
Hamura is exemplar. Hamura "suc-

ceeds" in life; Tetsuya, with his fine if

feeble nature, goes to the wall.

"Caesar or Nothing," is also a tale of

defeated idealism. Why is Pio Baroja, as

certainly peer as contemporary of the

now famous Blasco lbafiez, so little ac-

ceptable, speaking relatively, to English
and American readers? Two important
novels of his have now been for some
time before us in English dress. They
are full of wit, of human nature, of a cool

yet wistful irony. Their persons, their

conversation, have extraordinary veri-

similitude. But they lack the "big bow-
wow" strain, the large impressive ges-

ture, and rotund voice that have made
Blasco Ibanez master of a huge miscel-

laneous audience. Baroja would not be

able to pretend to take that audience

quite seriously. Yet that audience, or

the great majority it hints at, is in a way
his theme, or at least the object of his

solicitude. His Caesar Moncada, like the

young hero of "The City of the Discreet,"

is a Spaniard of uncommonly good mind
and broad education who puts himself

on the side of the people in their dawn-

ing struggle against the tyranny of the

priest-ridden state. The one signalizes

his surrender of his generous youth by

entering the fight for worldly and indi-
vidual success. The other, Caesar, find-

ing it impossible to be himself, that is, to
be useful in his world, becomes frankly
"nothing" : the faintly mocking dilettante
husband of a rich wife; not beneath, or

above, occasional mention by fellow-col-

lectors or in the "society column."
A book that ends with a sigh and a smile
and a shrug offers little comfort to an
ambitious proletariat, and is by no means
framed to take the Great Half-Baked by
storm.

"Les Plus Forts," now rendered

(anonymously) into English, seems to

have been written a good many years
ago, while the Tiger of France was
earning his nickname as a leader
of the Radical forces in French
politics. Admirable as a novel, it

is also an eloquent deposition in the
case of the higher civilization against
what we have learned to call Prussian-
ism. The triumphant bourgeois Harle,
with his insatiable pursuit of money and
power, preaches openly the doctrine of

"the strongest," born to dominate; chal-

lenges the majority to show their supe-
rior power to rule the world—beneficent-

ly. He concedes no rights in the indus-

trial and social fields that are not won in

fair fight. Offset against him is the "fall-

en feudal chieftain," Marquis de Puymau-
fray. Out of his libertine youth he has
rescued one great devotion, which reveals

to him the barrenness of a world ruled

by self-seeking. These two are lifelong
intimates ; and the struggle of creeds cen-

tres in their battle for the soul of the

girl Claudia Harle, who is really the child

of Puymaufray's love. Harle, with his

millions and their attendant luxuries and

pleasures, wins for the time, but we leave

Puymaufray confident that in the end

Claudia, like humanity at large, will per-
ceive that we are all of one body and can

only work out our destiny by loving one

another and helping one another.

"The Home and the World" is of sim-

pler and firmer texture than anything
with the Tagore label thus far composed
or conveyed in English. It lifts a hand of

caution against the perils to the individ-

ual and the family of a loose egotism

which, consciously or unconsciously, pur-
sues license and personal gain in the

name of liberty and humanity. And it

says a word for loyalty to ties upon
which the sacred past has set its seal.

Readers for whom the name Tagore, for

all its recent "vogue," has persistently

connoted a rather musky and enervating

mysticism may find plenty of vigor and

plain human feeling in this story.

"The Face of the World" is similar in

temper, almost in theme, to "The Great

Hunger," which not long since intro-

duced this distinguished Norwegian nov-

elist to readers of English. Peer Holm,
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you recall, having lost everything, having
suffered every malice of fate and his fel-

low men, finds his soul and dauntlessly
bears witness to his faith : "I went and
sowed corn in my enemy's field that God
might exist." So the Howard Mark of
this story seems to have spent himself in

vain. His generous efforts for a new
brotherhood among men, his quiet ser-
vice of a community, alike are flouted
and brought to nothing. . . . "Dreams
are a crime. Realities are money, rob-

bery, police, prison, and war. The rest
is nonsense. You who try to take a share
in everything that happens, you with the

wounded, bleeding world's conscience,
you stretch yourself upon the cross and
bleed like a fool. You help no one. Real-

ity continues its course." Thus speaks
his despair; until, through the window
of the Ninth Symphony, comes a saving
revelation: that Beethoven, the great
dreamer, like all his greater or lesser fel-

low-dreamers, cannot have lived and tes-

tified for naught. Even he, Howard
Mark, has his little place in that great
company: "Dreamers, and yet they are
the torch-bearers in the procession of

mankind; and it is owing to them that
there is not night over the earth."

H. W. BOYNTON

A Symposium on the League
of Nations

The League of Nations, the Principle
and the Practice. Edited by Steph-
en Pierce Duggan. Boston: Atlan-
tic Monthly Press.

pROF. JOHN BASSETT MOORE
•* must have had a jolly time preparing
his contribution to this symposium, and
by the same token, Mr. Duggan must
have been in somewhat of a quandary
when he received his most distinguished
contributor's lucubration. He could

hardly turn it down, but the publication
of it necessitated embodying in this last

grand drive for the Covenant certain un-

sympathetic, not to say rebellious, ele-

ments. Let me quote some samples:
On a certain occasion John Bright . . .

recalled Addison's story of the man who did
a thriving business by selling pills which were
said to be very good for the earthquake.
. . . This story but illustrates the universal
human tendency to be fascinated by mystery,
and to indulge expectations of good in inverse
ratio to actual knowledge of the professed
agencies by which it is to be brought about.

To-day we witness a striking example of
this primitive tendency. At every turn we are
accosted with the inquiry, "Are you in favor
of a League of Nations?" As this inquiry is

made with evident seriousness, we must as-

sume that those who make it are unconscious
of the fact that an affirmative response would
only betray the presence of another would-be
purchaser of seismic pills" (p. 64).

It was occasionally suggested . . . that

this object (the prevention of war) would be
attained by an alliance between the United

States and the Entente Powers. This concep-
tion rested upon the singular assumption that,
if the United States had prior to VjU formed
an alliance with Great Britain, France, and
Russia, nothing would have been done by
other Powers to enlarge and consolidate the
opposition (pp. (J9-7U).

Now, when we come to deal with the ques-
tion whether a League of Nations is desirable,
the answer necessarily must depend upon what
the League contains and what it proposes to
do. Just as an individual's freedom of ac-
tion is constrained by any contract that he
may make, so a nation's freedom of action is

constrained by any league or alliance into
which it may enter. Whether the sacrifice is

desirable, or even justifiable, depends upon
the nature of the object in view and the char-
acter of the engagement by which it is sought
to be attained. Mere engagements, whether
individual or national, are, as such, neither
good nor bad (p. 72).

It by no means follows that, because pre-
ponderant force will end a war, it can be relied
upon to insure peace. ... In il'Ji France,
then threatened with a shortage of food, was
confronted with practically a united Europe,
with the world's greatest maritime Power at
the head of the coalition. And yet, witli the

exception of the brief respite following the
peace of Amiens, the war continued twenty-
two years, and in the end Prance emerged
from the conihct with l.er boundaries scarcely
diminished" (p. 75).

Finally, as one step toward interna-
tional peace, Professor Moore mentions
the necessity of getting rid of "the de-
lusion that one's own motives are always
higher, purer, and more disinterested
than those of other persons, to say noth-

ing of the passion for uniformity that

denies the right to be different" (p. 81).

Despite the repetition inevitable in a
volume planned along the lines of this

one, and also the considerable amount of
matter which current discussion has

pretty well winnowed of its freshness of

interest, the student of the issues in-

volved in the League of Nations will find

several of the chapters here offered well

worth his attention. In Chapter VII,

entitled, International Administration,
Mr. Francis B. Sayre successfully sum-
marizes a previous study of his own
dealing with this interesting and im-

portant topic. Incidentally he touches

upon the much debated Article X of the

Covenant, as follows :

If Article X is to mean more than empty
words—if it is to be clothed with force and

reality
—some means must be had for promptly

and authoritatively determining in each par-
ticular case whether or not specific and ad-

mitted acts have constituted an infringement
of territorial integrity. This may prove an

exceedingly difficult question, depending upon
a determination of just what constitutes "po-
litical independence," what constitutes "ag-

gression" against such "political independence,"
. . . and countless other serious problems
(p. 133).

Apparently Mr. Sayre does not share the

President's conviction that the meaning
of Article X is "plain."

Valuable, too, is Professor Borchard's

discussion (Chapter XI) of the Problem

of Backward Areas and of Colonies. Of
the mandatory system provided by Ar-
ticle XXII of the Covenant—a solution
which he accepts with obvious reserva-
tions—he incisively remarks that it will

furnish us "with one of the best con-
ceivable tests of the sincerity and efficacy
of a league of nations."

In his interesting chapter on the
United States and the Policy of Isolation

(Chapter XV), Mr. Henry F. Munro
pays a notable tribute to the principle
which has hitherto underlain our diplo-

macy and which he would now have us
abandon. He concedes it four main
achievements, "apart from the realization

of its fundamental purpose—the preser-
vation of the national sovereignty."
These are first, "the development of a

high standard of mentality;" second, "the
American doctrine of recognition;" third,
"the adoption of the Open-Door Policy
in China," which "was in all probability
ensured only because of the detachment
of the United States from the alignment
of European diplomacy;" last, "the Mon-
roe Doctrine, which has kept from Latin
America the dangers arising from dif>
lomatic and military interventions. Un-
deniably," he adds, "an excellent record
of genuine achievement." On the other

hand, he charges against this policy our
failure to intervene in behalf of Arme-
nia, and to take our share in the sup-
pression of the African slave trade. But
we did take a share in the latter enter-

prise, and if an insufficient share, the
fact was due to American views on the

subject of impressment, rather than to

the principle of isolation. Then as to

Armenia, it certainly remains to be
shown that we would have acted more
effectively in her behalf had we been
involved in the European system. Cer-

tainly the example of England in this re-

spect hardly supports Mr. Munro's con-
tention.

One or two more general criticisms

may be added. There is altogether too

much talk about the "interdependence of

States," nowadays, without discrimina-
tion as to degrees of such "interdepen-
dence." Again, no consideration seems
to have been given by any of the writers
to the relation between the problem of
a world league and that of maintaining
democratic institutions on a grand scale,

of keeping political parties representa-
tive on domestic issues, of developing a

genuine European federation, and like

matters. For discussions of these fun-
damental problems the reader must turn

elsewhere, for instance, to that excellent

little volume by Seton Watson, Alfred
Zimmern and others, "The War and De-

mocracy."

Edward S. Corwin
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Spanish Literature

Main Currents of Spanish Literature. By
J. D. M. Ford. New York: Henry Holt
and Company.

*p HIS book, by the Smith Professor of
*• French and Spanish Languages in

Harvard University, consists of eight lec-

tures which were delivered in the winter

of 1918 at the Lowell Institute in Bos-

ton. As the title indicates, each chapter

discusses a particular phase of Spanish
literature. The first two are devoted to

the literary embodiments of Spain's he-

roic tradition, the epic and the ballad;

the third to Cervantes; the fourth and

fifth to the two great dramatists, Lope
de Vega and Calderon; the sixth to lyric

poetry ; and the seventh to the novel. The

eighth and last chapter is called "High
Points of Spanish-American Literature."

It is hardly necessary to say, in view

of Professor Ford's eminence as a His-

panist, that his book is scholarly. His

mastery of his subject is especially note-

worthy in the first two chapters, which

contain a careful discussion of the origin

and development of the epic and the bal-

lad, a matter over which much ink has

been spilt. Scholars are still divided into

two camps, those who believe that heroic

ballads antedated the epic poems of the

Middle Ages, the latter being an elabo-

ration of the former, and those who be-

lieve that there were no ballads until the

epics disintegrated into the extant ro-

mances of the fifteenth and later

centuries. It is an interesting and

important question, for its solution

would throw light on the origin

of other mediaeval epics, such as

the "Chanson de Roland" and the "Nibe-

lungenlied," as well as on that of the

"Iliad" and the "Odyssey." But it has

not yet been definitely solved, and Pro-

fessor Ford wisely refrains from taking

sides, contenting himself with presenting
the arguments which have been used in

attempts to prove the one or the other

theory. In this connection it may be

added that the Professor Lang whom
Professor Ford quotes so often as the

champion of the view that ballads ante-

date epics, is Professor Henry R. Lang
of Yale University, the well-known His-

panist: not, as a recent reviewer in the

New York Times seems to think, Andrew

Lang!
As has been said, it is not surprising

that Professor Ford's book is scholarly.

It is a pleasure to add that it possesses

another merit not always to be found in

the company of scholarship. It is

throughout extremely readable. It is in-

structive and interesting at the same
time. This is due not only to the fact

that the author is master of a graceful

style; he also has several habits of ex-

position which are extremely effective.

One of these is his way of throwing light
on Spanish literature by references to

English literature; as when, for instance,
he points out that the authoress Gomez
de Avellaneda anticipated "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" in one of her novels and Wallace's

"Fair God" in another.

Again, he gives a clear idea of the
metrical arrangement of the double oc-

tosyllabic line of the heroic ballads by
quoting from "Hiawatha" and treating
two of Longfellow's short lines as form-
ing one. Such references to familiar
books and poems will make his readers
feel less like strangers in a strange land.
With like effect he often takes occasion
to recall the opinions of English authors
in regard to Spanish literature. It is

interesting to learn that Shelley liked the
"Numancia" of Cervantes, that Fielding
and Scott acknowledged the influence of
the "Novelas Ejemplares," and that Poe,
Bryant, and Longfellow admired the

lyrics of Luis de Leon.

Professor Ford shows especial skill in
his use of translations. There are a great
many scattered through the book, and
they are all happily chosen. Some of

them, such as Longfellow's rendering of
the "Coplas" of Jorga Manrique, or Bry-
ant's translation of Heredia's "Hymn to

Niagara," are well known to American
readers. It is a pleasure to find that there
are many other English translations of

Spanish poems, not so well known, but

hardly less charming. It is too bad, how-
ever, that Professor Ford did not take
the opportunity to include, at the end of

the chapter on lyric poetry, Masefield's

beautiful translations of two of Bec-

quer's most striking poems, those which
the English poet calls "They Closed Her
Eyes" and "The Harp."
The last chapter of the book, called

"High Points of Spanish-American Lit-

erature," is the only one which is not

proof against criticism. It is disappoint-

ing not because of anything it says, but

because of what it does not say. It is

a good account of the past of Spanish-
American literature, but tells us practi-

cally nothing about what is of much
greater interest and importance, its pres-
ent and its future. The sun of Spanish-
American literature is but rising. It is

only during the last quarter of a century
that its writers have begun to show an

individuality which can be called Span-

ish-American, and an initiative which

forecasts a brilliant future. Professor

Ford does no more than hint at these

things. It is obvious that he feels com-

pelled, for lack of space, to concentrate

his attention on four "high points" of the

nineteenth century: Olmedo, Bello, He-

redia, and Andrade. But if a writer on

Spanish-American literature feels that
he can not do justice to the present as

well as to the past, it is the past which
should be sacrificed. It is unfortunate
that all the space available should be

given to writers who throw practically
no light on Spanish-American literature

of to-day and to-morrow, and that none
is given to the discussion of the phenom-
enon of which the Chilean statesman and
novelist Orrego Luco speaks in one of his

recent books: "We Spanish-Americans
have a marked family resemblance; we
have ways of living and thinking entirely

peculiar to ourselves, and which do not

exist in the mother country. This is es-

pecially evident in regard to literary pro-
ductions." Above all, it is disappointing
to find no discussion of the "Modernis-

tas," the school whose leaders were Dario
and Nervo, who died but recently, and

Chocano, who is to-day perhaps the most

conspicuous figure in Spanish-American
literature. Surely a school of poetry
which is not only the first to be Spanish-
American rather than Spanish, but

which also has actually exerted an in-

fluence on Spanish poetry itself, deserves

a place among the "high points" of Span-
ish-American literature.

It is clear, however, that these disap-

pointing features of the last chapter of

Professor Ford's book are far out-

weighed by the excellence of the seven

chapters which constitute its major part.

It is no exaggeration to say that the book

will prove indispensable to all who are

interested in Spanish literature.

Frederick Bliss Luquiens

What is Democracy?
The Powers and Aims of Western Democ-

racy. By William Milligan Sloane. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

"T\EMOCRACY is a word of infelici-

-*-^tous origin to which the lapse of cen-

turies has given an exalted meaning. No
teacher of youth escapes importunate

questioning as to what democracy im-

plies and whither our pursuit of it is

leading us. Professor Sloane during his

long years of experience as an educator

was impressed with the necessity of

answering these questions by an appeal

to the lessons of history, and the present

volume is the result.

The initial chapters of the book are

devoted to a survey of the democratic

concept in its differing shades as it

fought its way down the ages, its begin-

nings in antiquity, its almost total

eclipse during the Middle Ages, its re-

vival during the era of Puritanism in

England, and its formal recognition m
the New World during and after the

American Revolution. Then follows a

study of the philosophy of democracy, its
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formulas and terms, its aims and limi-

tations, with two rather illuminating

chapters on the relation of democracy to

efficiency in the administration of public
affairs.

At this point the author strikes off on

a different tangent and discusses at con-

siderable length the theory and facts of

nationhood in its relation to society and

the individual. Here again there is a

good deal of historical sum. -^rization,

much of it skilful and accurate, although
at times the discussion of institutions

and movements is so general that it

ceases to be very informing. The rela-

tion of democracy to war and peace,

which forms the concluding theme of the

book, is doubtless the topic which will

prove most interesting to the general
run of readers. In these chapters the

author weaves together into a relatively

homogeneous narrative a great many
scattered threads which the student of

political science has hitherto had dang-

ling loose before his eyes.

Professor Sloane is a stanch believer

in the democratic form of government.
He regards it as "the best form of hu-

man association thus far devised" and

he calls upon the history of almost every
country in the world to confirm his con-
viction on this point. Yet he is not un-
mindful of democracy's shortcomings,
chief among which is its tendency to

drift from its moorings and become the

prey of class domination. This drifting,
Dr. Sloane believes, is the most ominous
portent which faces the American peo-
ple to-day. It carries a threat to our-
selves and to posterity.

In substance and in temper the volume
does its author credit. It is the work of
a man who has studied history with

great thoroughness and whose mature
reflections enable him to place many of

to-day's hectic developments in their

proper relation to the past. Here is one

scholar, at least, who has not been stam-

peded by general unrest of our time. He
finds comfort in the fact that at all tran-

sition periods in history there has been

a temporary loss of balance with an in-

evitable shifting back to a stable basis.

His book is not a plea for anything,

therefore, unless it be for soberness of

thought and eternal vigilance as the

only means of keeping democracy secure,

William Bennett Munro

The Run of the Shelves

TV/I" R. WEALE is so well known as a
•"X writer upon Far Eastern affairs that

a new book from his pen ("The Truth
About China and Japan"; Dodd, Mead)
is always welcome. In the present case,

however, it is probable that readers

will not find what they will expect
from the title of the volume—a

comprehensive statement of the re-

lations between China and Japan and
a discussion of the present situation

in the light of Japan's position in Shan-

tung. The boo!: is a brief one, contain-

ing as it does scarcely thirty thousand

words exclusive of appended documents,
and is composed of three essays origi-

nally published in Asia. The first chap-

ter, a third of the text proper, sheds

some light upon the manner in which, in

earlier years, Japan dealt with China and

Korea, but throws little illumination

upon present policies. The remaining
chapters are interesting only as contain-

ing expressions of the personal opinions
of the author. The last chapter is en-

titled "If Japan Refuses?" but the reader

is left to guess what possible refusal Mr.
Weale has in mind. One thing, however,
is clear: Mr. Weale, in common with

all other writers familiar with the whole

Far Eastern situation, sees serious trou-

ble ahead for the world, unless Japan
voluntarily changes her international

policies and methods, or is constrained by
the other Powers to do so. "If there is

justice enough left over after Europw

has settled her own troubles, Eastern

Asia is surely the first claimant. For
unless that precious quality is used in

abundance, the day is not far distant

when the crash will come and men must

fight again." With these words Mr.

Weale closes his book.

In his "Secrets of Animal Life" (Holt)

Prof. J. Arthur Thomson has taken forty

scientific pamphlets or books, written for

the most part in strictly technical lan-

guage by as many leading men of science,

and has translated them into unusually

readable reviews or abstracts, removing
what is recondite, and illuminating what
is obscure. Typical captions are, The
Cawiner of Rooks, The EducabiRty of a

Snail, The Cult of Shells, The Fitne«s of

Right Whales, The Curve of Life, With
Darwin Forwards, and Before the Dawn
of Art. Of the forty chapters, sixteen

are based on the investigations of Ameri-

can scientists. Ten deal with individual

species or small groups, six are general,

ten more treat of development or be-

havior, and fourteen are concerned with

evolutionary concepts and theories. A
subtitle should certainly have been fur-

nished, to indicate the peculiar value

which this volume possesses. If a little

more literary quality had been achieved

by the author, this book would have taken

high place in the year's reading for in-

telligent laymen.

Though the war caused the quarterly

sections of the Oxford Dictionary to ap-

pear less regularly, their publication was

not suspended and now that peace has

come, lost time is being made up. Thus,

two sections have recently arrived in this

country simultaneously, forming over a

hundred pages of volume nine. The mag-
nitude of this lexicographical undertak-

ing of the Clarendon Press is best

brought out perhaps by comparing it

with what has already been done in this

same field. For instance, the number of

words defined by Dr. Johnson in this por-

tion of the alphabet—a part of the letter

S_was 348, in Cassell 1878, and the Cen-

tury 2365, whereas the Oxford treats

4676 words. Dr. Johnson was particularly

proud of his illustrative quotations, and

in the space covered by these two sec-

tions, he so presented 202 words, Cas-

sell 478, Century 624, while the Oxford

again stands first with 3625. In the num-

ber of illustrative quotations, the Ox-

ford makes a still more wonderful show-

ing, having 24,563, to 1,139 for Dr.

Johnson, 972 for Cassell and 1,836 for the

Century.
In the matter of definitions and

etymologies these sections are also

interesting. The facts concerning the

origin of syllabus, here first shown to be

derived from what we would call to-day

a simple typographical error, are given

in brief, but can be found in full in the

London Times Literary Supplement of

February of this year. Full references

are given in the second of these sections

to the literature of sweet singer,—this

curiosity of sectarian nomenclature. The

longest article in the first section is that

on the verb strike,—twenty-nine col-

umns. We are told that "the word pre-

sents an extraordinary diversity of mean-

ings, the mutual relations of which can-

not always be determined with certain-

ty." One interesting point is that the

use of strike in the sense of "to refuse

to work," is "an eighteenth century de-

velonment from the nautical use in 'to

strike a mast.'
" Stunt in the American

college sense, though overlooked bv the

Century (1895) and Webster (1897), is

given here, and straw vote and straxo-

ride both seem to be American inventions.

The French meaning grafted on to sym-
bolism and symbolist is here recorded.

The illustrative quotation under strong-

minded shows what progress the femin-

ist movement has made since 1878, when
Beiant has one of his characters in "By
Celia's Arbour" say: "They had not be-

come strong-minded: they did not sit on

School Boards or sigh for Female Suf-

frage."
So far we see no sign that the publi-

cation of the great Thesaurus Linguae
Lattnae is to be resumed.
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The Financial Situation

fpHE slight increase of discount rates
* which went into effect early this

month at the Federal Reserve banks was
not in itself sufficient to cause all of the

commotion which has followed in the

money and stock markets. Borrowers do
not stand on a half or three-quarters of
one per cent, when they are using funds

profitably, and with wage and price ad-

vances on every hand a moderate ad-

vance of interest rates would be accepted
as a matter of course, provided there was
no curtailment of accommodations. The
new rates of themselves have not dis-

turbed anybody ; it was the fact that the
Reserve Board had indicated its purpose
to stop the further expansion of bank
credit that put interest rates up and the
stock market down.

It was time for the authorities to take
this stand. On the 1st of November,
1918. this country was at war and strain-

ing all its productive forces to the limit.

For more than a year and a half the Gov-
ernment had been in the money market
as a heavy borrower. It was calling on
the banks twice a month to take $500,-
000,000 of Treasury certificates. Indus-

try and trade were at the highest stage
of activity, and the total bill-holdings of
the Federal Reserve banks were $2,123,-
019.000. On the corresponding date of

1919, October SI. nearly a year after
the armistice, with Government disburse-
ments down from $1,664,861,000 in Oc-

tober, 1918, to $576,348,000 in October,
1919. and its borrowings correspondingly
reduced, the bill-holdings of the Federal
Reserve banks aggregated $2,522,902,-
000. The percentage of reserves to net
deposit and note liabilities a year ago
was 49.8 and on November 7, 1919, it was
46 8. The total of loans and discounts
of all national banks on June 30, 1914,
was S6.430.000.000 and on June 30, 1919,
$10 852.000.000, and in addition to the
latter so much of the $2,122,000,000 of
bills held by the Federal Reserve banks
as was passed up to them by national
banks—the greater part.
The Federal Reserve act requires that

each reserve hank shall keep a cash re-
serve against its deposits of not less than
35 per cent, and against its outstanding
note issues of not less than 40 per cent.
The practice in computing reserves is

either to calculate them against the com-
bined deposits and note liabilities, or
first allot the required 35 per cent, to
denosits and then assign the remainder
to the notes. On October 17 last, the re-
serve of the New York bank against the
net combined liabilities was 37.5 per
cent., and after alloting 35 per cent, to
denosits the remainder equalled 39.9 per
cent, of the notes outstanding, or sligktly-.

less than the legal requirement. More-
over, there is reason to believe that the
deficit would have been considerably
larger if the Bank had not sold paper to
other reserve banks.
The Federal Reserve Bulletin for Oc-

tober contains a calculation of the
amount of war obligations of the Gov-
ernment held by all banks on June 30,
1919, including Liberty bonds, Victory
notes, and Treasury certificates owned
outright and held as collateral for loans.
The total is $6,500,000,000. This amount
of bank credit has been manufactured
and put in circulation as purchasing pow-
er. The loans represent bonds purchased
and not yet paid for, or loans made for
other purposes and secured by the pledge
of Government paper. In recent months
there has been a tendency for this class
of paper to increase, owing to the fact
that it has enjoyed a preferred rate, es-

tablished during the bond-selling cam-
paigns to encourage subscriptions.
The Federal Reserve authorities have

felt that owing to the encouragement
given the public to borrow for the pur-
pose of subscribing to the fourth Lib-

erty loan and the Victory loan they were
estopped from raising the discount rates
until one year had elapsed from the date
of the former, but warnings have been
repeatedly given that steps would be
taken then to check further inflation.

It cannot be reasonably claimed that
there was real necessity to use so much
more bank credit in carrying on the bus-
iness of the country in 1919 than was
required in 1918 or in 1914. It is doubt-
ful if the production of the country is

any greater in 1919 than in 1918, and
nobody would be so absurd as to suggest
that it has doubled since 1914.

There are people, however, who say
that the law of supply and demand should

govern, and that wages and prices are
higher than in 1918 and nearly double
what they were in 1914. What is pre-
cisely the point upon which the issue

turns? Most of us have a great deal

of respect for the law of supply and de-

mand, but behind that there are influ-

ences—psychological influences—affect-

ing demand and supply, on which it is

necessary to exercise some degree of
control if inflation is not to run wild.

Everybody knew that inflation was go-

ing on during the war, but it seemed to

be unavoidable. It seemed to be neces-

sary, in order to get labor for the war in-

dustries, to make wages attractive

enough to draw men from other work, and
when the other industries in self-defence
also raised wages a competition was be-

gun which lifted the whole level of costs.

It seemed to be necessary, In order to

place the Government loans, to urge peo-
ple to borrow of the banks in order to

subscribe, and such is the common ignor-
ance of economic principles that many
people thought their duty was done when
they lent the use of their names to
the Government in this manner. They
didn't see any necessity for paying these
loans. They didn't see any reason why
they should deny themselves personal
pleasures or modify their business plans
for the purpose of paying.
The problem and difficulty of war fi-

nance and the mystery of inflation have
centered in the fact that the people fixed
all their attention upon supplying the
Government with purchasing power and
gave no thought to supplying it with the

tangible things that it wanted. They
went cheerfully to the banks and gave
their notes for the purchase of bonds,
and then went into the market and bid

against the Government for the goods
and labor wanted. There was no increase
of productive capacity commensurate
with the increase of purchasing power
in the form of bank credit.

We take credit to ourselves for avoid-

ing the crude methods of the Civil War
Administration, which printed green-
backs by the cartload and paid them out
in settlement of expenses. How could

anybody be so foolish as to think that a

great war could be carried on at no cost

except for the operation of printing
presses? Anybody ought to see that there
would be an inflation of the currency
which would have to be eliminated even-

tually, and that these notes would have
to be paid off and retired! Onlv very
ignorant people are supposed to believe

that it is possible to make something out

of nothing even by Government fiat.

But what difference in principle or re-

sults is there between having the Gov-
ernment create credit and place it in cir-

culation as purchasing power in the form
of its own promissory notes, and having
citizens create credit through the hanks,

by giving their own notes secured by
Government bonds, and turning this cred-

it over to the Government to put in circu-

lation as purchasing power? Isn't the

latter just another variation of the old

effort to beat the inevitable, to give

something and not part with it, and to

carry on a war without cost or sacrifice?

Evidently there is something wrong
with the theory that we need never re-

deem or cancel this vast body of credit

called into use during the war. It was

called out by our efforts to evade, or to

compromise with, the stern economic de-

mand that we should curtail our normal

expenditures and divert our industrial

energies to the war. If such efforts were

successful they would show that there

was a way to beat the economic law.

It may be said that they beat it in the
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Civil War period by refusing to retire

the greenbacks. But they paid the pen-

alty between the close of the war and
the resumption of gold payments, Jan-

uary 1, 1879, and eventually $150,000,-
000 in gold was placed behind the $346,-

000,000 of greenbacks, not to speak of

the hundreds of millions of bonds sold

to replenish the reserve, and the cost of

uncertainty and panics.

So deceptive is this use of credit that
the increase of bank loans is even pointed
to as evidence of a rapid growth of
wealth during the war. Examine what
occurs when a bank makes a loan of

$10,000: The borrower takes credit for
it in his account and the bank's deposits
are increased $10,000. It is quite as

simple as printing greenbacks. And when
this depositor checks out the $10,000 his

checks are deposited in other banks and
this credit will continue to circulate as

purchasing power until somebody actu-

ally earns and saves $10,000, and devotes
it to paying off that loan. Then and not
before is the wealth of the country in-

creased in the sum of $10,000.

Prices are the result of the relation

between the purchasing medium and the

supply of commodities, and the volume
of medium having been inflated without

any corresponding increase in the volume
of commodities, the price level naturally
has risen. People talk helplessly about
the need of more credit to handle an in-

creasing volume of transactions, and
helplessly about the rising prices. The
remedy for both difficulties is in paying
their debts, and reducing the use of
credit to the scale of before the war.

It was stated last spring when the life-

insurance companies were urged to lend

large sums for building operations that
the principal New York companies were
owing $75,000,000 to banks for money
borrowed for the purchase of Liberty
bonds. Recently it has been said that
these loans have been paid off, and this

illustrates what the whole country should
be doing. But the record shows that

the credit which these insurance compa-
nies and others have released by their

payments has been taken up and kept
in circulation by new borrowers, and the
volume of outstanding credit actually in-

creased.

Where the credit released by all those
who have reduced their indebtedness has

gone is not difficult to surmise. Theru
has been a great revival of enterprise
and speculation. The New York Journal

of Commerce, which keeps track of new
companies, reports that in the first eight
months of 1919 the capital started in

these incorporations aggregated $5,948,-

000,000, against $1,989,000,000 in the

corresponding months of 1918. There is

an extensive revival of building opera-

tions, and a great activity in farming

lands, the latter in some sections accom-
panied by an advance in prices which has
tied up a good deal of credit. In Wall
Street there has been a revival in the
stock market with advancing prices.

We have come to the test of the power
of the Federal Reserve system to con-
tract or hold in check a state of inflation.

Its elasticity in expansion has been dem-
onstrated, but elasticity should have the
power of contraction as well as expan-
sion. It is not an easy task to contract
the volume of credit in use, for the level

of prices must be lowered, and it is high-
ly desirable that this be done without an
interruption of industry and trade.

Some people say it cannot be done
without such interruption, but I am not

going to discuss that here. I am simply
going to point out that if the present
price level is permanent tne gold stand-
ard must be abandoned.

Most of the people who talk confidently
about the permanency of the present
price level do not seem to be thinking
about the relation of prices to the stand-
ard of value. The unit of value in this

country is 23.22 grains of fine gold. The
term "dollar" is affixed by law to this

amount of gold, but as a matter of fact

commodity prices have become dissoci-

ated from the gold dollar. The purchas-
ing power of the gold dollar has been di-

luted by the flood of credit dollars. But
this is not a permanent situation. The
mining of gold has become an unprofita-
ble business and gold production is de-

clining. The output in the United States

has fallen from $101,035,000 in 1915 to

$68,000,000 in 1918, and may not ex-

ceed $55,000,000 this year. World pro-
duction fell from $470,466,214 in 191b
to $380,000,000 in 1918, and is falling

lower this year. Moreover, the consump-
tion of gold in jewelry and other man-
ufactures is increasing rapidly. As a

measure of economy, to prevent the melt-

ing of coin, the United States mint serv-

ice sells small gold bars for the use of

manufacturers of jewelry, dental sup-

plies, gold leaf, etc., and the principal es-

tablishment handling this trade is the

United States Assay office in New York.

For the first ten months of 1913 the sales

of such bars by the New York assay office

for consumption in the United States

aggregated $31,523,964 and for the first

ten months of 1919 they aggregated

$48,568,698. Including the sales at the

Philadelphia mint and other offices of

the mint service, and the melting of

coin, which always goes on to some ex-

tent, the consumption of gold in the arts

in the year 1919 probably will not fall

much below $65,000,000. It will exceed

production in this country, and the

United States is one of the principal

gold-producing countries of the world.

Furthermore, with gold bringing only

the mint price, and wages and all mining
costs at the present level, gold production
will cotinue to decline, and the industrial

consumption will draw from year to year

upon the gold stock in bank reserves.

The volume of bank credit must be

kept within certain definite relations to
the amount of gold in the bank reserves.
The Federal Reserve Act specifies what
the relation shall be in the case of the
reserve banks, and the national banking
act and various state banking laws lay
down the requirements for other banks.
The figures given above show how close

the reserve banks are now to the limit
of expansion, and the other banks are as
close. The population of this country
is growing, the volume of business is nat-

urally increasing, and this means that
an increasing amount of credit is nor-

mally required. It is evident, therefore,
that unless the gold reserves are in-

creased there will be a restriction of
credit which will effect a relative reduc-
tion of the amount in use. So long as
the balance of trade is in our favor we
may have gold importations, but when
the balance turns we are likely to have
exportations. There is no escape from
the conclusion that we are either going
to have a restriction of bank credit

within about the present limits, or we
are going to cut loose from the gold
standard.

There are always people who do not
see any use for a standard, who argue
vaguely that the banks cannot lend too

much money so long as the collateral is

good, the value of collateral being deter-

mined by the current price-level. They
would have the ship steered by the light
in its own foretop. Then there are peo-

ple who want to change to some other
: tandard, to alter the compass or adopt
a new star. Some people will say that

we are off the gold standard anyhow and

might as well wash the slate and start

anew. This would mean deliberately to

scale down the entire body of outstand-

ing indebtedness, including the Liberty

bonds, which we have not yet ceased to

acclaim as the most inviolable obligation
and certain investment on earth. To
change the standard of value in order to

avoid reducing the war inflation would
be the most gigantic exploitation of sav-

ings ever committed in the world.

Charles the First's robbery of bank de-

posits and the old time expedient of de-

basing the coins would be only faint sug-

gestions. There was inflation during the

Civil War, and proposals were made to

pay the bonds in greenbacks and never
redeem the greenbacks, but the people

rejected them all. The signs of the times

are that all the fundamental principles

of sound finance will have to be fought
over again.

George E. Roberts
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Drama
Forbes-Robertson and
the "Lost Leader"

SIR
JOHNSTON FORBES-ROBERT-

SON delivered, at the Broadhurst

Theatre, on the afternoons of October

29, November 5, and November 12, three

discourses (he denounces the word "lec-

ture") on Shakespeare and his art, on
the prose of Shakespeare, and on the

Lear, Macbeth, Othello, Hamlet group.

Many passages, sometimes entire scenes,

were read or declaimed to an audience

whose thirst for that vintage was un-

quenchable. "Readings" perhaps would
have been a more diplomatic title than

"lectures" or "discourses." As reader,

Forbes-Robertson could not have been

hurt by the spareness of his commen-

tary; as lecturer, he is set back or put
aside by the predominance of his read-

ings. These readings traverse his dis-

courses like powerful batteries crossing
a fragile bridge; they reach the further

bank in safety, but they leave the fabric

rent or reeling.

One may guess that Forbes-Robertson

has not lectured before, or practised let-

ters long enough to know how closely the

grace of informality is neighbored by
the vice of formlessness. One may also

infer that his own matter, which is part-

ly critical, partly descriptive, partly

anecdotal, has been loosely put together
in the urgencies and stringencies of the

final moment. In a lecture on Shake-

speare's prose Forbes-Robertson is ir-

resistibly moved to recite Mercutio'a

blank-verse speech on Queen Mab. This

would not matter much if Forbes-Robert-

son were not so sure that it did matter,
and did not so bestir himself and veer

and shift in the effort to give it relevance

as finally to convince us, to his own cost,

that irrelevance is a wicked thing.

In the delivery of his lectures, which

apparently he has not been at the pains
to commit either to writing or memory,
Forbes-Robertson shows both a certain

err.barrassment and a certain ease; one

might say that he handles his embarrass-

ment easily. The mind is slow, at least

in the provision of words, and halts the

temperament and the voice, both of

which are rapid. I am reminded of a

cavalry troop delayed in the natural

swiftness of its course by the tardy ar-

rival of indispensable supplies from a

lagging commissariat. The amount of

incidental nervous motion, the prompt-
ing or jogging of the mind by the body,
was noticeably great, especially in the

first lecture. I doubt if he lost anything
by this restlessness; it bridged the in-

terval between himself and his audience.

Nothing charms us in a superior like his

passing need of our indulgence.

It is difficult to imagine a more per-
fect control of a more exquisite voice

than that displayed by Forbes-Robertson
in his delivery of the Shakespearean ex-

tracts. In some points he stands nearly
or quite alone. His transitions are mi-

raculously plastic. Who else can so

abridge a vocal curve without creating a
vocal angle, or, in plainer words, who else

can make the rise to force instantaneous
without making it abrupt? There is

another point in which his subtlety is

marvelous. He can diminish indefinitely
without blurring; his diamond type is

cut like a diamond. All through his

work, which seems a form of weaving,
there is a sort of inter-play and counter-

play, of shuttling back and forth, be-
tween the swift and the slow, the bass
and the tenor, the hairline and the bold

stroke, the conversational and the de-

clamatory. In the last-named point he
fell into an inconsistency which has in-

terest if not significance. He thinks,

rightly perhaps, that Hamlet's speech to
the players should be uttered, metaphori-
cally speaking, from the arm-chair, not
the rostrum; and, on this conversational

basis, he delivered the speech charmingly,
only with a little curbing or chastise-

ment of certain phrases that wanted to

be declaimed and grumbled at his re-

fusal. Later on, he gives the final lines

of Jaques's "Ages of Man" speech in a

very pleasing but highly declamatory
manner. Now, when it is remembered
that Hamlet is, after all, making a

speech, and that Jaques is only beguiling
the interval between dinner-time and din-

ner at a hunters' rustic meal in the art-

lessness of the unbookish forest, it is

rather curious to see Forbes-Robertson

presenting Jaques with the declamation

which he has just denied to Hamlet.

I proceed to an acknowledgment which
I make with some pain and a trace of

diffidence. Even with his noble Hamlet
still vivid in my grateful memory, I did

not feel that Forbes-Robertson, in his

renderings of the great Shakespearean
characters in his lectures, often gave me
the key of their souls. Instead, he kept
me outside, contentedly lingering over

the beauty of the sculptured portal. The

exceptions, if momentous, were also mo-

mentary. A single gesture, for instance,

in Hamlet's dying speech, before the sol-

emn words "The rest is silence"—a ges-
ture of outflung, deprecating hands
which a Frenchman would have accompa-
nied with a shrug and a "Que voulez-

vous?"—found its way to a cell in my
heart which had remained impenetrable
to his elaboration of the terrors and poig-

nancies of the midnight dialogue between
Macbeth and his wife. I spoke just now
of weaving; Forbes-Robertson matches
tones like colors, but the real and beau-

tiful harmony which results is more sug-
gestive of the weaver's carpet than the

painter's canvas; it is rather woof than

picture.

Something must be said, finally, of the
critical opinions which are scattered
rather sparsely through these lectures.

On the sanity of Hamlet—one of the
touchstones of sanity in critics—Forbes-
Robertson is unreservedly on the right,
or sane, side. He approves of the epi-

thet, "impish," in relation to Hamlet.
This is partly acute, partly mistaken;
Hamlet is antic as surely as Iago is bad,
but I shall call Hamlet impish only when
I call Iago naughty. Forbes-Robertson
thinks that Hamlet talks like a man of

forty; the men of forty should be jubi-
lant. He discovers a resemblance be-

tween Macbeth and Hamlet, a happy in-

sight which he largely justifies by point-

ing to their kinship as poets, declaimers,
hesitators. These are some of the bet-

ter opinions; Forbes-Robertson's mind
might be described, on the whole, as

sketchy. Personally I should have
thanked the honored artist if he had for-

borne to corroborate my suspicion that

the intellectual reserves behind intellec-

tual acting are small. This is no ground
for the withdrawal of homage. To be an

agreeable gentleman and a distinguished
artist is to have paid one's score royally
in this queer little inn or post-house of

a world in which most of us have by com-

parison bilked our reckoning. It may
be said that where we cannot pay to so

high a benefactor the honor of praise,

we should grant him the respect of si-

lence. To which it might be replied that

possibly Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson

owed to his own reputation the tribute of

that delicate respect.

I saw on November 13 the "Lost Lead-

er," the Parnell play by Mr. Lennox Rob-

inson, acted at the Greenwich Village

Theatre, with Mr. Frank Conroy in the

major part. As my own rating of this

play does not differ materially from Mr.

William Archer's lucid estimate of the

English presentation in the Review for

July 26, I shall confine my observations

pretty closely to the performance. Mr.

Frank Conroy's portrayal of the hero

was skilful, if you grant him his Lucius

or Parnell. I, for one, was unwilling to

make that grant. Mr. Conroy's Lucius Is

a union of peasant and prophet, with

patriarch as the copula. I found that he

ceased to be dreary only to become au-

gust, and I had no room for either the

dreary or the august in my not too defi-

nite recollections of Charles Stuart Par-

nell. In the first act the character re-

vealed a desolation which in a humble

person would have inspired pity coupled

with an arrogance or some such quality

which in a fortunate man would have

(Continued on page 610)
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Driving
Looms
The dust proof and lint proof

construction of the Crccker-

Wheeler Stop and Start Loom
Motor makes for clean motors

and reduced fire hazard.

The Textile Industry frankly

acknowledges the maiked bene-

fits derived from the intensive ap-

plication of the Crocker-Wheel-
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equipment.
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It is a tale that fascinates and enthralls.—N. Y. Tribune.
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(Continued from page 608)

excited revolt The revolt and pity met
in my heart and canceled each other.

This sounds a little fine-spun, as I write

it down, and it is only fair to Mr. Con-

ray's impersonation to add that an audi-

ence, Hibernian enough to know some-

thing of Parnell, gave no hint of any

participation in my unrest. In the third

act I myself found in his eloquence a

depth and fervency which would have

impressed me in another part or a dif-

ferent play. But here Mr. Robinson

maliciously interposed between me and

my growing, or at least germinating, ap-

preciation of Mr. Conroy. Parnell,

called upon for explanations, explains in

the airiest and the rosiest vein, unfold-

ing to Irishmen on the eve of civil out-

break, a programme which Shelley would

have found too evanescent for his "Re-

volt of Islam" and Sir Thomas More too

abstract for his Utopia.
0. W. Firkins

Books and the News
The Industrial Problem

A READER of the Review, wishing to

stimulate clear thinking on the in-

dustrial problem, is trying to collect a

dozen or fifteen books to that end. He
names, as essential, "Glenn Frank's book

on 'The Politics of Industry,' Professor
John R. Commons's 'History of Labor,'
William L. M. King's 'Industry and Hu-
manity,' Alfred E. Zimmern's 'Nation-

ality and Government,' and F. S. Mar-
vin's 'Progress and History.'

"

He asks the Review for additional ti-

tles. It may be said, first, that books on
the specific subject of strikes were named
in an article printed in this department
on September 6. But for the broader

subject of the industrial problem here
are some suggestions for the reader of

to-day: John A. Hobson's "Work and
Wealth" (Macmillan, 1914) and Carl H.
Mote's "Industrial Arbitration" (Bobbs,
1916). Then there is John R. Commons's
"Industrial Good-Will" (McGraw, 1919),
which has been commended for managers
of plants as well as for students. Syd-
ney J. Chapman is the editor of a sym-
posium by English writers, called "La-

bour and Capital after the War" (Mac-
millan, 1919), while "Mediation, Investi-

gation and Arbitration in Industrial Dis-

putes" (Appleton, 1916), by George E.

Barnett and David McCabe, and a volume

by the Secretary of Commerce, William

C. Redfield, "The New Industrial Day;
a Book for Men Who Employ Men" (Cen-

tury, 1912) are also indicated.

"Management and Men" (Century,

1919) by Meyer Bloomfield, is a compre-
hensive view of English industrial rela-

tions, with an appendix containing many
important documents bearing on current
affairs in Great Britain. Sydney J.

Chapman's "Work and Wages. Part
III. Social Betterment" (Longmans,
1915) is one of the series in continuation

of Earl Brassey's "Work and Wages."
John Leitch is the author of a work
called "Man to Man ; the Story of Indus-

trial Democracy" (Forbes, 1919), while

Fred H. Colvin, in "Labor Turnover,

Loyalty and Output" (McGraw, 1919) at-

tempts to give the workingman's views.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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Let the Country
Speak !

HP HE Senate's rejection of the treaty
of peace was the result of a long

series of unfortunate developments.
It did not express the Senate's judg-
ment on the central issue. It does

not mean that the Senate wishes to

kill the treaty. On the contrary, 80

Senators out of 96 stand clearly re-

corded in favor of the treaty, the

only difference between them being
as to the precise character of the

reservations.

Nevertheless, the treaty is, for the

time being, dead. There is the grav-
est danger that, through a recurrence

of the same kind of game of cross-

purposes that we have so long been

witnessing, it may be killed beyond
the possibility of resurrection. The

surest way to prevent this calamity

js for public opinion to assert itself

in such a manner that its voice shall

be unmistakable.

Hitherto, this has been made al-

most impossible by the confusion and

complexity of the situation. The
situation is now extremely simple.

Practically nobody is asking for

amendments that would be tanta-

mount to rejection of the treaty;

practically nobody is asking for ac-

ceptance of the treaty without sub-

stantial reservations. The difference

between the Lodge reservations and
a set of reservations that would un-

questionably be accepted by the great
bulk of the Democratic Senators is

small. To bridge over this difference

will require only a reasonable mani-

festation of good will and good sense,

and the nation has a right to demand
that it be done.

It is the erlory of our country to

have broueht to a triumphant close

the fncantic war for the rescue of the

world from the German peril. But

the fruits of that victory are not

secure. Hard terms have been im-

posed upon Germany, but it will be

years before they are fulfilled. In

the meanwhile, the world is in an

ominous state of upheaval and dis-

turbance. To prevent Germany's de-

feat from being turned into victory,

and to protect the world—including

our own country—against the dan-

ger of appalling unrest and disaster,

a strong concert of nations is essen-

tial. To make this concert truly ef-

fective, it is essential that our own

country—the richest and most pow-

erful, the most fortunate and the

most trusted of nations—shall bear

her share.

What is at stake, therefore, in the

United States Senate is not the reali-

zation of a dream of perfection, or of

everlasting peace, but the immediate

safety and welfare of the world.

There might have been other ways of

providing for our cooperation to this

end; as a matter of fact, there is

manifestly now only one. If we are

to do our duty to ourselves and to

the world, we must ratify this treaty,

and no other. The Senate has almost

unanimously declared its desire to
serve this great end ; it has split only
upon what, in comparison with it,

are insignificant details.

If the sentiment of the country
were brought to bear on the situa-

tion, the result, we are sure, would
not remain for a moment in doubt.
Let the people of every great com-
munity say to the Senate when it

reassembles :

"Senators of the United States—
we citizens appeal to each one of you
to lay aside all questions of party at-

tachment or personal difference and
to unite in overcoming the minor

difficulty that yet stands in the way
of the great consummation."

T7 ERY few as yet fully realize what we
» owe to the anti-submarine operations

of the British and American navies.

Upon our regular channel of communica-
tion with France and England not one

disastrous submarine raid was executed.

So carefully was this pathway protected
that in proportion to the numbers cross-

ing, the loss of life during the period of

our war operations was less than would

normally have resulted a generation ago
from the ordinary perils of sea travel in

time of peace. In these days, when reck-

less individuals and interests are doing
what they can to arouse ill feeling against

England, we must not forget that of the

millions of Americans who had to cross

the Atlantic on account of the war, a

large number would never have seen their

home shores again but for the aid of the

British navy.

T'HE "freedom of the seas" from the
-*- terror of the marauding submarine,

during the war, necessitated the sowing
of a large part of the North Sea with

many thousands of deadly mines, for the

destruction of the under-seas craft as

they attempted to emerge from the Ger-

man harbors. There is no question that

thousands of lives and a very large num-
ber of supply-laden vessels were saved to

the Allies and to neutrals by these mines.

The North River at New York was en-

livened on Sunday by the arrival of fifty-

nine mine sweepers, the crews of which
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hare spent a large portion of the past

year in removing the mines and clearing
the North Sea once more for the traffic

of peace. More than 50,000 mines were
lifted. The danger of the work is in-

dicated by the fact that in the British

navy only volunteers are so employed,
and a bonus in pay is allowed. The work
was so carefully done by our men, how-

ever, that only one of our mine sweepers
was destroyed in the process. The re-

ception and other honors tendered to the

returning crews on Monday were abun-

dantly deserved.

WILLIAM J. BRYAN, a few days ago,
' *

gave out the following statement

and question: "Press dispatches report
bullion value of gold dollar five cents less

than bullion value of silver dollar. Are
the New York financiers living up to

their claims of honesty that they made so

vociferously in 1896? Or are they pay-

ing their debts in a cheap gold dollar?"

They are both paying their debts, and

receiving the amounts due to them, in

the same dollar that was the standaru

when both classes of obligations were
contracted. If they are distinctly credi-

tors rather than debtors, as Mr. Bryan
has always assumed, the cheap gold dol-

lar is not a source of gain, but of enor-

mous loss, to them. But they are op-

posed to an arbitrary change in the

standard now, in the supposed interest of

a class, as they were opposed to it then,

not for mere selfish reasons but because

they saw in any such change a sure in-

jury to all classes. And on this point,

the judgment of the people was with
them then, as it is with them now. Has
a quarter of a century been insufficient

to clear the fog from Mr. Bryan's brain

in this matter?

THROUGH the gloom of the treaty
A

situation, a unique ray of light comes
from the New York Evening Sun. If

peace cannot come in the usual way, the

Evening Sun's suggestion, which is ap-

parently made without the slightest in-

tention to be funny, is that Con-

gress shall proceed "to reconsider the

resolution by which it declared a state

of war to exist, and lay the same on the

table or kill it by a negativa vote." Con-

gress having thus revoked its decision

that a state of war existed in 1917, it

will of course not exist now. So wholly
original a line of constitutional construc-

tion of the powers of Congress suggests
interesting possibilities of development.
Such action once taken, the status of the
matter would be that war does not exist

now by virtue of not having existed then,
and it would seem to follow that not

having existed then, and not existing
now, it never existed at all. In that case,
the billions spent on a merely imaginary

war could have brought no value in re-

turn, and it would seem to be the duty of
the Department of Justice to proceed to

recover from Secretary Baker and others

through whom these sums were dis-

bursed. Again, this Congressional re-

consideration of the war out of existence

would seem to disprove all those reported
losses of life in battle. Of course this

seems difficult to reconcile with certain

hard facts; but perhaps when Emerson
wrote those cryptic words, "If the red

slayer think he slays, Or if the slain

think he is slain, They know not well the

subtle ways," etc., he had a prevision of

the Evening Sun's new discovery of a

way by which Father Time can whirl
his scythe back of him and snip off at

its very sprouting the thorn tree of war
which seemed to our dull senses to have

grown to maturity. There are many
other lines of speculation opened up by
the Evening Sun's discovery, among them
the Kaiser's apparent ethical right to

resume his throne if Congress shall by
reconsideration annul that part of the

world war which was chiefly responsible
for his present residence in Holland in

private station. But we forbear ; "It is a

great matter, and requires further delib-

eration," as Demipho's legal adviser says
in the Phormio of Terence.

TV/T R. CRAM'S suggestion of an embargo
*" on talk is not wholly fanciful. In

South Dakota delegates to the Presiden-

tial convention are required to file a state-

ment of the issues on which they aspire

to be elected, consisting of not more than

eight words. This is only a beginning,
but it is pointed in the right direction.

It is not easier to say nothing in a sort

of combination epigram and telegram of

eight words than in undammed floods of

speech and ink, but with a little effort

it is possible to say it more effectively.

A rule to apply closure to the cheering
at national conventions is now in order.

TITHILE the Senate has been busy" "
Americanizing the treaty, Congress

as a whole has done painfully little to

forward the work of Americanizing
America. "Undesirables" are rounded up
by the hundred and herded to New York,

where they fall into the hands of the

Immigration Bureau. The hands of the

Bureau seem tied ; whether through kind-

ness, lack of funds, or the absence of

needed authority the public does not

know. It only knows that while a very
few of its enemies are sent back to

Europe most of them remain to plague
us with aggravated violence. Just

enough is done to lend a touch of reality

to the grievances which are food and
drink to the agitator, just enough is done

to enrage his "intellectual" supporters,
themselves apparently immune to the

danger but keenly responsive to the ex-

citement ; and little or nothing is done to

protect the public. Whatever the right
course may be, that so far pursued is

clearly wrong. If the right to conspire
for the destruction of democracy as ex-

pressed in the institutions of America
is to be abridged at all it must be done

effectively; if not effectively, then better

not at all. Either of these courses would
find supporters; a course of uncertainty
and paltering distresses everybody to no

purpose.

TVANNUNZIO is reported to be plan-

^ning an overthrow of the dynasty.
The poet's mind in a fine frenzy rolling
is capable of the maddest acts when he

begins to translate the flights of his

fancy into politics. His descent upon
Fiume, says the Journal des Dcbats, is

now generally admitted to have been an

attempt to force the Nitti Government
to resign, after which the militarists, as

whose willing tool he is acting, would
have taken the control of the country in

hand. But neither the wave of enthusi-

asm that followed his coup nor the re-

cent elections have furthered these chau-

vinistic plans. Disappointment over the

little satisfaction the electorate has given
him may have egged him on to his latest

challenge of the Government. By expos-

ing the helplessness of the Cabinet he

can, indeed, lower the prestige of Signor
Nitti and his colleagues, and if that is

his chief object there is some sense in

his Dalmatian Quixotry. But what could

he and his party gain by an over-

throw of the dynasty? He lacks the

power to establish in its stead the autoc-

racy that would satisfy the militaristic

clique, though it would cost him but little

to set the revolution in motion. The So-

cialists would be the first to lend him a

helping hand, and, when the work of de-

struction was- accomplished, to rob him of

its coveted fruits. D'Annunzio schem-

ing revolution would be like the peasant

blowing hot and cold, aiming at military

dictatorship and bringing in that of the

proletariat.

A NTICIPATING the defeat of Bol-" shevism at the polls, I'Europe Nou-
velle saw no reason to grow enthusiastic

at the prospect. "The results may be ex-

cellent in appearance for the elements of

moderation and conservatism, but in

reality they will be deplorable from the

parliamentary point of view." The paper
foresaw a political debacle because the

bloc national, if it won the elections,

would only form a mock majority, badly

cemented and lacking that cohesion which

only a loyal accord on the solution of the

economic and financial problem could

furnish. On the readjustment of the

financial balance depends the reconstruc-
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tion of the country. Five milliards of

new resources must be found, says the

optimist M. Klotz, Minister of Finance.

Nine milliards, at the least, are needed

according to the financial expert Andre
Lefevre. And the parties constituting

the majority have not yet agreed on a

positive programme of taxation that will

keep their representatives united in the

fulfillment of their legislative task. Un-
less they succeed, at the eleventh hour,

in drawing up a programme of construc-

tive policy, they will have exorcised the

communist spectre for the time being

only. But the French, in the recent

crisis, have evinced an amount of com-
mon sense which may be taken as an

augury that they will not fail, in the

hour of victory, to attend to the warning
voice of cool judgment.

YALE'S
long heralded increase in the

salaries of her professors proves a

little disappointing. An addition of five

hundred dollars to the two-thousand or

twenty-five-hundred dollar salary of an

assistant professor does not restore him
even to the position of affluence that he

enjoyed before the war. An advance of

one thousand dollars in the salaries of

full professors over the former levels of

four and five thousand dollars is some-

what better, especially since it is coupled
with a sort of promise that men of ex-

ceptional ability may now and then hope
for a reward somewhat above the aver-

age. It is well to have it recognized as

desirable that academic life, like the other

professions, should offer a few material

prizes to be striven for. With Harvard
well over the ten million mark, with
Princeton and Cornell actively in the

field for augmenting their resources, with
the State Universities, as always, in a

position to meet the market, the academic
horizon may be said to be brightening.
It is not yet dawn, but there is promise
of a new day which the other universities

and colleges must contrive as they can
to greet. Perhaps, for strict economy,
there are too many colleges. Undoubt-

edly, for the best results, there are too

many college teachers.

AT the recent annual convention in St.

Louis the National Woman's Chris-

tian Temperance Union overwhelmingly
voted down a resolution looking toward
state legislation and even a Constitu-

tional amendment prohibiting the use of

tobacco. It cannot, however, have been
an easy decision to arrive at. In the

present state of both the legislative and
the public mind very substantial suc-

cesses in an anti-tobacco crusade might
be counted on, and complete success

would be a dream not impossible of reali-

zation. But the extending of the lines

necessary for even a partial success

throws at once into jeopardy the gain al-

ready made in the achievement of prohi-

bition, a gain which still remains to be

consolidated. Therefore a policy of slow
and sure carries the convention. In

future any suggestion that a programme
of legislation is in contemplation can be

set down as malicious propaganda on the

part of baffled and enraged "wets"; on
the part, too, of the Tobacco Trust,

which, as everybody knows, seduces the

people into using tobacco, just as the

Clothes Trust lures them into the pernici-
ous habit of wearing clothes, and the

Furniture Trust betrays them into the

vice of putting furniture into their

houses. While the W. C. T. U. is educat-

ing the people along these and other lines,

it is not too soon for the people to begin

educating their representatives. Of the

many ways the matter might be put to

them, we limit ourselves to one which has

something of the logical perfection of the

syllogism, Why is tobacco bad? Every-
body knows : Because "smoking leads to

drinking." But the evil of drink has

been removed. Therefore, a distracted

humanity might safely be left to seek

such solace as it may hope to find amid
clouds of its own compelling.

PROPORTIONAL representation has
* much to recommend it if every citizen

understands the use of his right to be

his duty. But if the majority of the

electorate, as happened in Italy last week,

stays away from the polls the results can-

not furnish a true reflection of the

people's political opinions. There is only
one means of preventing this indifference

from invalidating the benefits of the sys-

tem, and that is to make the vote obliga-

tory. The Dutch Government, when it

introduced proportional representation
two years ago, coupled with it the prin-

ciple of the compulsion to vote. But this

cure for political apathy can only be

effective if the machinery of the law

works sufficiently quickly and efficiently

to inflict speedy punishment on every

shirker, as otherwise the law becomes the

laughing-stock of the country.

THE centrifugal forces of the war have

in most European countries proved
detrimental to liberalism. The radical

elements of the old liberal parties have

drifted towards socialism, and the right

wing, in self-defence against the growth
of radical thought in its midst, has re-

acted by moving back to more conserva-

tive ideas. The political constellation has

thereby assumed a simpler aspect: it is

dominated by the two parties that are

strong by internal discipline and extreme

orthodoxy; the Socialists and the Roman
Catholics. And the country's policy will

be decided in one or the other way by

the minor groups of various political

convictions joining either the extreme

right or the extreme left. In Belgium
and Italy the recent elections have

afforded striking illustrations of this

general tendency in Europe.

DY the conflict between these two inter-
•^ national organizations, the Roman
Catholic Church and the Socialist Inter-

nationale, the destinies of Europe will,

for a long time to come, be dominated.

The Church has the better chances of the

two, so long as Socialism hesitates to

take a decided stand against the tenets

of Bolshevism. To the members of the

third Internationale of Moscow, love of

country is one of those fictions which

capitalism keeps alive to serve its own
selfish ends. Its internationalism seeks

to build on the foundations of anti-na-

tionalism, and to this the majority in

every single country, however radical its

tendencies may be, is bitterly opposed.
"The French bourgeoisie has often shown

great personal intelligence and activity,

but it has lacked collective intelligence,

it has neglected to play its part as a

class." This verdict of Alfred Capus
was published in Figaro about a month
before the elections of November 16 were
to put in question the justice of the

charge. The bourgeoisie of France has
had the collective intelligence to unite

against the anti-national danger. The
situation here was different from that

in Italy and Belgium, since the Roman
Catholics in France are not organized as

a political force. But the people accepted
the challenge of the international prole-
tariat and played its part as a class

with true Gallic verve. Socialism under
the leadership of Jaures could never have

challenged the French bourgeoisie thus.

Jaures was a great writer and a great

orator, and these are gifts which make
a man popular in France, whatever his

political ideas. But above all Jaures be-

longed to France, not to his party only,
and his internationalism was founded on
the belief that in the brotherhood of men
of which he dreamt French culture would
take the lead and fulfill its high vocation.

There was more unity of purpose between
Jaures and Clemenceau, the old radical,

than there could be between the former
Socialist leader and Longuet. Between
men who love their own country best

all political differences vanish when that

which is dearest to them is at stake.

The Church shows its wisdom in respect-

ing the individual Catholic's love of

country. And the "Anti-nationale" of

Moscow defeats its own ends by despis-

ing a feeling firmly rooted in the people's
mind. Tennyson, in his "Hands All

Round," expressed what the masses un-

consciously feel to be the truth:

That man's the best cosmopolite
Who loves his native country best.
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The Chief Cause of

High Prices

MR. GEORGE E. ROBERTS closed his

trenchant article on "The Finan-

cial Situation," in last week's Review,

with this sentence: "The signs of the

times are that all the fundamental prin-

ciples of sound finance will have to be

fought over again."

There has been little difference of

opinion among competent men as to the

chief cause of high prices. But the nat-

ural tendency of the average man is to

lay the blame for his troubles upon some

person whom he can hold guilty, or upon
some thing that is thrust on his immedi-

ate observation; and unfortunately this

tendency has been but little corrected,

and indeed has been in many ways stimu-

lated, by the utterances and the acts of

persons high in authority.

To this statement one highly impor-

tant exception must, indeed, be made.

The essential connection between high

pi ices on the one hand and low productiv-

ity and wasteful consumption on the

other has been insistently pointed out

by our leading public men, as well as by
those of other countries. "Work and

save"—that maxim, if it has not been

adequately followed by our people, has

certainly been adequately preached to

them. Nothing could be better than this

teaching; and, so far as the practice of

individuals in their daily lives is con-

cerned, there is little that could be added

to it. But it falls far short of spreading
a just view of the cause of the trouble;

and furthermore causes which have

played but an insignificant part have been

given a most misleading prominence.

The two most important examples of

this are the hue and cry about specula-

tive hoarding of necessaries, and the

reckless exploitation of the charge of

"profiteering." As regards the former,

some recent experiences are highly illu-

minating. A frantic search was made
some months ago for concealed stores of

sugar and of eggs, and the owners of

these stores were compelled to put them
on the market. These proceedings may
have been entirely proper ; but by no pos-

sibility did they have any perceptible ben-

eficial effect upon the high-price difficulty.

Eggs and sugar have both risen in price

since; and the one thing certain is that

those particular lots of eggs and of sugar
are not now in existence, and therefore

cannot by any possibility ease the present

situation, which possibly they might have
done if they had not been forced on the

market two months ago. Furthermore,
the quantities involved in these seizures,

while represented in figures absolutely

large, were relatively insignificant. Thus
the whole amount of the sugar forced out

of hiding was, at the last accounts we
noticed, about five million pounds, while
the shortage of supply with which the

country is now grappling runs up high
into the hundreds of millions. As an
influence upon prices, storage for profit
has played but a small part—and in all

probability such part as it has played
has been beneficial rather than injurious,
since such storage is based on intelligent
calculation of present and prospective de-

mand. Hoarding for private use is an-

other matter; since the motive for this

is solely the desire for personal comfort
or advantage, guided by no expert calcu-

lation of market prospects, it is conceiv-

able that a great aggregate of supplies

might be withdrawn from use at the

very time when it was most desirable to

have them available.

The case of "profiteering" is less

simple. To begin with, the meaning of

the word is vague in the extreme. If,

for example, a given producer, who has
the advantage of superior facilities, re-

sources, or ability, charges for his pro-
duct precisely the same price as other

producers have to charge in order to be

able to go on with their business, his

profits are of course very much greater
than the average; does this make him a

"profiteer"? Most fair minded persons,
with the case thus plainly stated, will say

no; yet probably the greater part of the

charges of profiteering that have any
basis at all arise out of just such cases.

But whatever the meaning of the term,

profiteering, while it may have taken

place on a grand scale as a consequence
of high prices, has been but in a very
minor degree the cause of them.

A most interesting and important bit

of statistics bearing on the subject is

contained in an address delivered at New
Haven last week by Professor Melvin T.

Copeland, director of the Bureau of Busi-

ness Research of Harvard University.
On the basis of accurate reports in the

business of 197 retail grocery stores

located in all parts of the United States,

and "fully typical" of retail grocery
stores generally, Professor Copeland finds

the following state of facts:

The average cost of doing business in

these retail grocery stores in 1918 was 14

per cent, of net sales. This figure for total

expense included rent, whether the store

was owned or leased, proprietor's salary,
and interest both on owned and borrowed
capital. The average gross profit in these

stores was 16.9 per cent.; the average net

profit was 2.3 per cent, of net sales. The
highest figure for net profit that was shown
by any of the reports received was 9.29 per
cent. On the other hand, a number of

stores showed a loss, the highest net loss

being 6.5 per cent, of net sales.

From this it may be concluded, with

something closely approaching certainty,

that retail "profiteering" has played but

a negligible part in bringing about the

enormous rise in the price of groceries.
It is to the inflation of the monetary

medium that Prof. Copeland, like sub-

stantially every competent authority,

chiefly ascribes the rise of prices. From
1900 to 1914, the amount of currency in

circulation in this country had been "ex-

panding at the rate of about $100,000,000
a year, due to the increase in the world's

output of gold," and in consequence of

even this degree of expansion "prices
were constantly rising." But from 1914
to 1919 "the amount of currency in cir-

culation in this country increased by
$2,440,000,000"; that is, the "currency in

circulation has increased 71 per cent, in

the last five years." "There have been
other contributing influences to cause

high prices," says Prof. Copeland, "but

this inflation of our currency is unques-
tionably the greatest factor." Expansion
of credit was doubtless meant to be in-

cluded, though not explicitly covered by
these words. The point is that the tre-

mendous enlargement of the monetary
medium—whatever its form, whether

gold, circulating notes, or bank credits

transferable by check—is incomparably
the most potent cause of the prevailing

high prices. And Prof. Copeland hopes,
as do others, that the Federal Reserve

Board and the Federal Reserve banks

have at last inaugurated a policy directed

towards deflation.

Just what course can safely be pursued
to promote this object is a question upon
which only the most highly qualified ex-

perts are competent to pass. But it is of

the first importance that the vital char-

acter of the object itself shall be realized

by the public at large, and especially by
the leaders in business, in politics, and in

the ranks of labor. To follow false scents

in such a matter as this is not only a

deplorable waste of energy; it does in-

calculable mischief. The mere raising of

hopes that cannot be fulfilled is itself a

great evil, for exasperation intensified by

disappointment is likely to lead to rash

and mischievous action. But the most

serious harm that is done by following

one will-o'-the-wisp after another in the

hunt for a remedy for high prices is

that it keeps public attention directed

away from the one cause which tran-

scends all others. Whatever possibilities

there may be for instituting a policy of

deflation, there is little hope that such

a policy will be vigorously pursued and

persistently maintained unless there

stands behind it a strong public opinion,

or at least a strong sentiment among
those who have, in such questions, a

powerful influence upon public opinion.

The first requisite for any possibility of

real progress in grappling with the high-

price problem is a clear recognition that

the chief cause of high prices is the enor-

mous expansion of the monetary medium.
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The New Labor
Conference

'T'HERE is more than one vital differ-
* ence between the conference on indus-

trial conditions that is about to assemble

in Washington and the conference which
ended in hopeless failure a month ago.

The difference in organization is obvious ;

the members are not labeled as represent-

ing any particular element in the case—
either labor, capital or the public. But
the significance of this feature, if the

conference is to be more successful than

its predecessor, must be understood at.

going far beyond its immediate implica-

tion. On the face of it, the meaning is

that each member is supposed to say and
do what he himself thinks best and wis-

est. What President Wilson stated in

his Labor Day announcement of the first

conference was that he would bring about

a conference of "authoritative repre-
sentatives of labor and of those who
direct labor"; and the outcome was a

tug-of-war between the forces thus

represented, culminating in deadlock and
the break-up of the conference. Upon
this particular rock the new conference

will not split. But merely to avoid this

danger is to go but a very little way
toward assuring a valuable result. In-

deed, taken in itself, the absence of

representative character in the confer-

ence is a loss, not a gain; the gain can

only come through something else of real

power and import taking the place of

what has been removed.

That something else can be nothing
else than brain-power. Agreements, con-

cessions, compromises—these things may
be arrived at simply as the result of

the interplay of contending forces. But
this coming conference will be in no posi-

tion to effect agreements or arrange con-

cessions or compromises. It will either

have to do a lot of hard thinking, or set

in motion a lot of hard thinking to be
done by other persons, specially chosen
on account of their fitness for the task.

In either case, it is upon the quality of
brain that is to be found in the member-
ship of the conference that the issue of
success or failure will depend. This does
not necessarily imply that it is essential

that all the members shall come up to a

high standard in this regard. But it is

essential that there be a sufficient infu-

sion of men having high mental power,
together with capacity for leadership, to

insure effective guidance for the work of
the conference as a whole. Mere good in-

tentions will go but a very little way.
Whether the requisite combination of

brain-power and capacity for leadership
are to be found in the membership of the

conference remains to be seen.

But there is another vital point of

difference, hardly second in importance
to this. The first conference was as-

sembled with a view to obtaining immedi-
ate results, results that could be promptly
applied to the relief of the grave situa-

tion with which the nation was contend-

ing. In Mr. Wilson's Labor Day an-

nouncement, the proposed conference was
coupled with the measures that had been
initiated by the Government to reduce the
cost of living, both being held out as
reasons why the discontented should not

aggressively press their grievances until

time had been given for these remedial
measures to show their efficacy. Nothing
of the kind is referred to in the present
call. The conference is not expected, says
the President, to "deal directly with any
condition which exists to-day," but his

hope is that it "may lay the foundation
for the development of standards ana
machinery within our industries" which
will result in justice and fair dealing in

the conduct of our industries, encourage-
ment to both workingmen and employers,
and benefit to the general public. To do

anything substantial toward the attain-

ment of these ends is at best a difficult

task, as all know now a little better than

they did before the recent conference

met. But in buckling down to their

problem the new gathering will have an
inestimable advantage over the old one

in the circumstance that they are not

expected to hand out a solution "while

you wait."

The Farmer's Profit
'T'HERE are very widely separated
"

angles from which the question of the

farmer's prosperity may be viewed. If

you remind him that you are paying over

seventeen cents per quart for his milk,

he will quickly remind you that only
about two-fifths of that sum gets back

as far as the railway station to which he

must deliver the milk. Talk to him of

eggs at eighty-seven cents a dozen and

chickens (minus only the feathers, and
not quite all of them) at forty-five cents

a pound, and he tells you first that a large

part of this has never acquired the "back

to the farm" tendency, and secondly that

the chickens must be fed on grain worth

over two dollars a bushel. Allege that

he himself is raising this high-priced

grain, and he demurs that the profit is

eaten out of it by the exorbitant cost of

fertilizers, agricultural machinery, and

farm labor. Switch over to the fancy

prices which the products of his orchards

are bringing on the fruit stands, and he

retorts that winter killing, late frosts,

and the prohibitive price of chemicals

and apparatus for spraying have left him

only an inconsiderable residue of the

small amount which the commission mer-

chants have seen fit to return to him on

his fruit account. He would really feel

tempted to cut the trees down, but for

the outrageously high price of an axe.

Talk of his automobile, and he may inti-

mate that this is a matter of his wife's

desires, not of his own financial re-

sources.

And yet there is ample evidence that

recent years have seen a substantial im-

provement in the financial position of

the American farmer. The mortgage
that represent:! the farmer's simple in-

ability to keep his farm going and sup-

port his family out of its products is far

less common to-day than thirty or twenty
years ago. The bank records of country
towns tell a story of farmers' accumula-
tions in very pleasing contrast with any-
thing that could have been shown then.

The Liberty bonds in their safe-deposit
boxes run into the hundreds of millions.

Better method:* of tillage, improved va-

rieties of grain, fruit and live-stock, bet-

ter roads, a wider diffusion of the results

of agricultural research, a more general
interest in agricultural education, have
all contributed to the financial improve-
ment of the farmer's position.

The fairly prosperous farmer, looking

upon his farm as a home rather more
than as a mere money-making invest-

ment, is an element so steadying to the

state, as well as so necessary, that no

thoughtful person can begrudge him a

handsome profit for his labor. There is

room for such a profit without the con-

sequence of an unendurable cost of liv-

ing for the non-agricultural consumer.

By the elimination of uneconomic meth-
ods of transportation and distribution

much may be done to diminish the mar-

gin between the farmer's return and the

consumer's expenditure. And there is

another large resource for the improve-
ment of the farmer's profits, without

raising prices to the consumer, in im-

proved methods of farming, which will

increase the output per acre and at the

same time reduce the unit cost of pro-
duction. Every indication is that agri-
cultural science, applied by intelligent

and educated farmers, has not reached
the limit in this line of progress, but is

only getting fairly started.

On the whole, the farmer deserves con-

gratulations. If he wants any really

great wealth he must go elsewhere than
to his farm for it; but for the renuncia-

tion of great material wealth there are

many compensating advantages today, as

in Horace's time, to him "who free from

public cares, his own ancestral acres

tills," not "with his own oxen," as in

Horace's day, and with far too many of

Horace's people in the Italy of our own
day, but with his quick-stepping and
well-bred farm horses, and agricul-
tural machinery little less than human in
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its handiness. He will complain today,
as he complained in Horace's time two
thousand years ago, sometimes with good
reason, sometimes from mere habit, and
often as the welling up of a sly humor
which his city cousins are not always
quick-witted enough to detect and ap-

preciate as it is intended. But however
he strikes us we must all cry, Long live

the farmer! For certainly the rest of

us cannot live long without him.

"Not Just Yet"
rpHE woman who fills her husband's
-*- ears with constant assertions that she

has no thought of buying an expensive
silk gown just yet is not as negative in

purpose as in words. She is merely seek-

ing to establish in his sub-conscious mind
the fatalistic impression that some time
or other the gown must surely come.

Professor Thorstein Veblen has been

toying for years with the idea of a new
gown for our modern Goddess of Liberty.

By this time he has passed far beyond
the stage of suggesting that the old gown
is badly worn. Repairs may be at-

tempted, may hide the nakedness of our
civilization temporarily from eyes not yet
wide enough open to see, but sooner or

later the garment is sure to fall in pieces,

and something structurally different,

from head to foot, must take its place.

In a series of articles in the Dial, de-

layed a little but now again in progress,
he enters vigorously into the "not just

yet" stage of the campaign. The general
tone of these articles is well illustrated

by the following words from the first of

them, in which we have employed italics

to call attention to certain phrases that

get their emphasis in the original pre-

cisely from the fact that they are slipped
in so constantly without emphasis :

The Guardians of the Vested Interests in

America are plainly putting things in train
for a capital operation, for which there is no
apparent necessity. It should be evident on
slight reflection that things have not reached
that fateful stage where nothing short of a

capital operation can be counted on to save
the life of the Vested Interests in America;
not yet. And indeed, things need assuredly not
reach such a stage if reasonable measures are
taken to avoid undue alarm and irritation. All
that is needed to keep the underlying popula-
tion of America in a sweet temper is a degree
of patient ambiguity and delay, something af-
ter the British pattern, and all will yet be well
with the vested rights of property and privi-
lege, for some time to come.

On the basis even of these few sen-

tences, and still more with the entire ar-

ticle in view, one might ask just why the
writer speaks, in his title, of the "dan-

ger" of a revolutionary overturn rather
than the "hope." The word was deliber-

ately chosen. He is writing not merely
to the already convinced, with whom "the
Revolution" is an eager hope rather than
a fear-inspiring danger, but still more to

those who are as yet a little doubtful, and

might recoil from too unqualified a dis-

play of revolutionary purpose. It is bet-

ter strategy, "just yet," to treat the Revo-

lution, at least part of the time, as the

alternative in case "the Guardians of the

Vested Interests" will not make desired

concessions. This may effectively fright-
en the conservative, and yet not seriously
trouble the half-way radical, so as to tum-
ble him off the fence on the' conservative

side. And yet it would not do to press
the "danger" side too much. The masses
will not take the leap if the ground on

which they must light seems too rugged.
And so Professor Veblen throws down a

cushion, not in the form of a statement
of his own opinion, which might be sub-

ject to discount as prejudiced, but by
telling the reader that "the Elder States-

men are in position to know, without

much inquiry, that there is no single spot
or corner in civilized Europe or America
where the underlying population would
have anything to lose by such an overturn

of the established order as would cancel

the vested rights of privilege and prop-

erty, whose guardians they are." Of
course these "Guardians of the Vested

Interests" cannot know anything that is

not a fact; and the smooth assumption
that it is a fact, aided by the deft misuse

of the odious word "privilege," is far

more effective than would have been the

mere statement that it was true in the

opinion of Thorstein Veblen, sociologist.

Amid the indefinite "not just yets" that

dot his paragraphs, there is once or twice

a little closer grip with the question of

time. There is an air of immediate pos-

sibility in the statement that "something
of the kind is felt to be due, on the

ground of the accomplished facts."

Again, we are told that "it has been ar-

gued, and it seems not unreasonable to

believe, that the established order of busi-

ness enterprise, vested rights, and com-
mercialized nationalism, is due presently
to go under in a muddle of shame and
confusion." On the whole, he thinks it

quite hazardous to guess, "just yet," how
distant may be "that consummation of

commercial imbecility." Some argue
that it is plainly due within two years,

while others would leave the present sys-

tem a probable duration of several times

that interval. But he feels obliged to

admit that "these latter appear, on the

whole, to be persons who are less inti-

mately acquainted with the facts in the

case." The upshot of the time discus-

sion is that "there is yet something of a

margin to go on ; so much so ,that, bar-

ring accident, there should seem to be no

warrant for counting at all confidently

on a disastrous breakdown of the busi-

ness system within anything like a two-

year period." Let not the "Guardians of

the Vested Interests," however, take too

much comfort from this allowance of two
years plus, for in a previous paragraph
he has shown how extremely easy it is

for "accidents" to occur, and in the sec-

ond article he presses the point at length.
It is as if you had been exposed to the

smallpox. Your doctor reassures you
with the assertion that even if you take

it at all it will be two days at least, and

perhaps considerably longer, before you
do. Enjoy yourself as usual in the mean-
while. And yet you cannot keep from
looking fearfully in the mirror every
half-hour. Such is the state of mind into

which Veblen and his class of revolution-

ists would put the American people, for

in just that unsettled state of mind revo-

lution would find its profit if once it could

be set on foot.

To go back to our figure, what is the
texture of the new gown which Veblen
would have our Goddess of Liberty put
on? It is to be a soviet silk, of Russian

pattern, but with a difference. He real-

izes that a revolution against the present

system would be futile, and followed by
certain reaction, unless there is some
capable agency definitely ready to take
its place in the production of the neces-

saries of modern life. His common sense

tells him that the ordinary workmen can-

not meet this imperative requirement.
As a substitute, then, for the "business

management" against which he is so rab-

idly set in the present order, his hope
lies in a "soviet of technicians." And
since technicians of adequate ability and

experience are not inclined to be revolu-

tionary, but on the contrary are "a harm-
less and docile sort, well fed, on the

whole, and somewhat placidly content

with the full dinner-pail which the lieu-

tenants of the Vested Interests habitually
allow them," the "two years plus" grows
again, unless the technicians can be

sneered or argued or driven out of their

conservative attitude of mind.

But there is a further obstacle, which
Veblen does not recognize. The great

majority of the technicians themselves

are skilled and experienced not in the en-

tire field of their particular industry,

but only in some one of its many divi-

sions. It is absurd to assume, as Profes-

sor Veblen continually does, that the

business management of any successful

industrial concern is virtually unrelated

to, and a mere incubus upon, the work of

its technical personnel. There are ex-

ceptional individuals on either side who
could do the work of the other, but as a

whole each group has its own indispensa-

ble place in the mechanism of the entire

plant, a relation of which both are thor-

oughly aware. And so a soviet of tech-

nicians, to take industry out of the hands

of business managers, is no more likely

than a soviet of business managers to

supplant the technicians; "not just yet."
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A Republic Without

Republicans?

A WRITER in the London Spectator
warns his readers not to believe in

the republicanism of the German people.
Wilhelm von Hohenzollern, it is true, has
lost much sympathy by ignominiously
taking to his heels, and the ex-Crown
Prince is little better liked than his fa-
ther. But "to infer that because the peo-
ple do not care for a particular individual
to reign over them, therefore they are

republicans, is utterly illogical."
These words recall to mind the early

days of the Third Republic, when France
was reproached, in the very same terms,
with dissembling her true nature. "Une
Republique sans Republicans" was a cur-
rent phrase in 1871, and few doubted
that the name hit the mark. The Na-
tional Assembly, though elected by uni-
versal suffrage, was an anti-republican
body, for no French Legislature of the

century had included so many men ot

rank and fortune. The monarchists were
in the majority, and the Radicals, the ad-
vocates of the Republic, far from popu-
lar, in consequence of the excesses of
the Commune in Paris, which had
brought republicanism into discredit.

There was a general belief, both in

France and abroad, that the days of the
new Republic would soon be numbered.
The atrocities of the Commune were sure
to bring about a reaction, and outside
France the impression prevailed that the
nation was too fickle to put up with any
form of government for any great length
of time. What stability could one expect
from a people which, within twenty years
of its Declaration of the Rights of Man
had entrusted its destinies to the despotic

soldier-Emperor whose entire career
made havoc of those noble principles;

which, after the Emperor's fall, had ac-

cepted from its conquerors the heirs of

the old regime, obsolete exponents of the

divine right of kings; had then turned

away from these and chosen a Constitu-

tional monarchy a l'Anglaise; to plunge,

eighteen years later, into new revolution,
and install another Napoleon as guardian
over the Second Republic, which four

years later was again to be changed for
an Empire. Both the experience of the

past and the political constellation of the

present made the long continuance of the

Third Republic seem an impossibility.
But what seemed impossible then

seemed so no longer in 1873. The Mon-
archists, still in the majority in the Na-
tional Assembly, were alarmed at the re-

sults of the legislative elections of April
27 and May 11, which revealed a rapid

growth of the Radical party. The Due
de Broglie, speaking for the 302 signa-
tories of an interpellation addressed to

the Cabinet by the Right, summarized
the interpellation in these words : "What
does the Cabinet stand for? For resist-

ance to the radicals, or for concessions
to that party?" By scrupulously avoid-

ing the two words Monarchy and Repub-
lic he tried to veil from his listeners the
real question at issue. It was not from
radicalism that the Republic had to be

saved, it was from republicanism, thus
made odious by its identification with

radicalism, that the monarchy had to be
rescued. Thiers, in his famous reply on
the following morning, stated that truth
with unsparing directness: "What di-

vides us here is the question of Mon-
archy or Republic; there is no other ques-
tion. Do you know the reason why I,

an old partisan of the Monarchy, have
declared myself for the Republic? Be-

cause, at this juncture, the Monarchy for

you and for me is, in practice, impossi-
ble. I need not tell you why impossible :

there is only one throne, and three to-

gether cannot occupy it."

The old statesman saw better than his

opponents who turned him out, and who
thought to have found a Monk in Marshal
MacMahon. They only ushered in an era
of reactionary incompetence, and each

recurring occasion helped to confirm a

growing conviction that anti-republican-
ism was identical with political inepti-
tude. "Note the blindness of political

passion," writes M. Hanotaux, "the

Conservatives did not see that in turning
out M. Thiers they turned out the last

of the Conservatives." They refused to

inaugurate the Republic and could not

found the Monarchy. So they helped

against their will to bring in the Repub-
lic of the radicals. They would not be-

lieve in the conservatism of Thiers,
which was of the type extolled by the

poet:

That man's the true conservative
Who lops the mouldered branch away,

and, having discarded that true conserva-

tive, clung on to the mouldering branch
that would never blossom again. With
the Septennate of MacMahon the Repub-
lic became established in spite of the

Monarchists, who had hoped to use it as

a bridge which might lead to the Mon-

archy. For nearly half a century the so-

called fickle French nation has remained

loyal to its Republic, and the war has

been the fire in which the metal of that

loyalty was tested, and proved pure gold.

Prophets are telling us now that the

restoration of the German Monarchy is

near at hand. The signs, they say, are

unmistakable. In country churches, pray-

ers are offered up for the Kaiser and

the royal family, the country newspapers
have not changed their policy, von Hin-

denburg is prevented by Pan-German
students from giving evidence before the

War Investigation Committee, and mon-

archists are plotting at Amerongen
against the Government of Herr Ebert.

Conditions, indeed, are different from
those in France forty-eight years ago.

There are no rival houses to split the

Monarchist party into contending fac-

tions, there are no leaders of the talent

of Thiers to point the right way. But

on the other hand there is, instead of

national unity, a variety of local patriot-

isms, Prussian, Bavarian, Saxon, Rhine-

landish, which may prove fatal to the

hopes of the dethroned kings of Prussia.

And there is a strong Social-Democratic

party, far exceeding in power and influ-

ence the Radical party of Gambetta.

We are prone to exaggerate the impor-
tance of current events. Each little dis-

turbance of the normal, an ovation to

Ludendorff, an old pastor found signing

himself Hofprediger, the flying visit of a

"Kaisertreuer" at Amerongen, are deem-

ed shadows projected by the imminent

calamity of a monarchical coup d'etat.

But the history of the birth of the Third

Republic makes one cautious in inter-

preting those alarming symptoms. What-
ever men may scheme, the trend of his-

tory in these days is decided by powers

beyond the control of individuals.

It is an error to imagine that we, be-

wildered readers of the daily newspaper,
can gather from it a foreknowledge of

the course that will be taken. The mul-

titude of facts dims our perception of

the main currents through which the fate

of the world is moving on. Wishing to

know a little of many events, we must be

satisfied not to know much about any-

thing. We touch with our noses the

great canvas of time, to scrutinize the

finesse of the divine artist, but in doing
so lose sight of the picture as a whole,

not knowing whether the landscape is

overcast by the clouds of the thunder-

storm or illumined by the break of a new

day.
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"A Vehicle of Life"

A LMOST every feature of the Treaty" of Peace and League of Nations

Covenant has been exhaustively dis-

cussed, yet one important consideration,

not without its bearing on several dis-

puted points, has been largely overlooked.

The settlement, in Mr. Wilson's phrase,
should have been a "vehicle of life" ; yet
the treaty fails to provide any adequate
method of achieving this ideal, and the

arguments against various territorial

adjustments and obligations are made
possible, or at least are made more valid,

by the absence of any provisions for im-

proving the hasty work of the Paris Con-

ference. If the treaty is a "vehicle of

life," it is slow moving and likely to en-

counter trouble unless it is remodelled.

There is a hint of the truth in the Taft

and Root pronunciamentos, but, from
this standpoint, they are concerned with

the possibilities of Article X rather than

with the general principle.

It is now the fashion to quote Mr. Wil-

son against himself, and in his addresses

are to be found definite expressions of

the ideal that has been since abandoned.

One of the President's speeches in Eng-
land, before the Conference began, ad-

mitted a greater doubt of complete suc-

cess than he has ever hinted at in ad-

dressing Americans. He expressed his

lack of hope that "the individual items

of the settlement we are about to at-

tempt will be altogether satisfactory."
"And yet," he added, amid cheers, "if we
are to make unsatisfactory settlements,

we must see to it that they are rendered
more and more satisfactory by subse-

quent adjustments which are made pos-
sible. So we must provide the machinery
of readjustment in order that we may
have the machinery of good will and

friendship." When he read the first

draft of the Covenant to a plenary ses-

sion of the Conference, Mr. Wilson said

that the Covenant was "not a straight-

jacket," but that "a living thing is born
and we must see to it what clothes we
put on it." Later, still retaining this fig-

ure of speech, the President declared, be-

fore the International Law Association,
that "we must weave out of the old ma-
terials the new garments which it is

necessary that men should wear."
Extreme difficulty, nevertheless, will

be experienced in making the treaty fit

new conditions. With the exception of a
few special arrangements, the obligations

imposed upon Germany—and the other
defeated states—are apparently for all

time. Part II of the treaty, for example,
dealing with the boundaries of Germany,
contains no hint that any revision may
be necessary. Changes could come by the
unanimous agreement of all the signa-

tory Powers, but that would be difficult

and could be achieved only after unpleas-
antness and "scrap of paper" charges.
The secret treaties are sufficient evidence
of the desire of states to insist, at any
price, upon the fulfillment of interna-
tional obligations that are favorable to
them. To be sure, the League Covenant
can be amended, but it will be difficult to
arouse this international sovereign to ac-

tion and even if aroused, it will be incom-
petent to prevent the world from remain-
ing in a strait jacket. Nor does Article
XIX provide an escape. To say that
"The Assembly may from time to time
advise the reconsideration by members
of the League of treaties, which have be-
come inapplicable" is not very helpful.
For example, the veto of France in the
Council is by express provision sufficient

to prevent the union of Austria and Ger-

many. The question of the Polish boun-
daries could be brought before the As-
sembly, but action must be unanimous.
Even if the Council assumed jurisdiction,
and decided unanimously for a revision,
this could accomplish nothing, for there
is no method provided of enforcing the
award. The only stipulation (Article
XV) is that a member of the League may
not go to war with a party which complies
with such a decision, and it is inconceiva-
ble that if the question were then taken
to the Assembly, as is possible under this

Article, and a majority decision were se-

cured, it would be legally valid, since the
concurrence of all members of the Coun-
cil—including France—is required. Even
so, no sanction is provided, and the static

world thus achieved is made the more
certain by Article X.

This consideration was hinted at, al-

though not stressed, by Mr. Root in his

first letter on the League Covenant. To
attempt, he said, "to preserve for all

time unchanged the distribution of power
and territory made in accordance with
the views and exigencies of Allies in

this present juncture of affairs," would
be both futile and mischievous. "Change
and growth are the law of life, and no
generation can impose its will in regard
to the growth of nations and the distri-

bution of power upon succeeding genera-
tions." As the British delegation said,

when the Covenant was first published,
"One generation cannot hope to bind its

successors by written words"; in Lord
Acton's fine phrase, there must be no

"tyranny of the dead over the living."

This, it seems to me, is a much more
powerful argument against Article X
than purely national interests and possi-
bilities of trouble. The extent of Mr.
Wilson's defeat in Paris is in part mea-
sured by the rigidity of this Article, for

the analogous provision in the Presi-
dent's own draft of the Covenant (Arti-
cle III) would have made possible terri-

torial readjustments which became nec-

essary on account of changes in racial

conditions or political relationships, and
declared "without reservation the prin-
ciple that the peace of the world is su-

perior in importance to every question of

political jurisdiction or boundary." Ar-
ticle X, however, would guarantee for all

time the arrangements of the Versailles
treaties—good, bad, and indifferent.

Mr. Root and Mr. Taft, therefore, sug-
gest a time limit i, ,r the obligations of
this Article. But John Stuart Mill—not
a writer who is frequently cited on ques-
tions of international relations—long
ago urged a solution which has, I think,
considerable merit. Writing in 1870
(article on "Treaty Obligations" in the

Fortnightly Review), Mill called atten-
tion to the prevalent disregard of treaty
obligations, chiefly by Russia, and in

some cases justifiable. Congresses had
in 1814 and 1815 agreed upon a set of
treaties which regulated the external,
and some of the internal, affairs of Euro-
pean nations. These treaties were in-

tended to last for all time. Imposed by
the victorious states at the conclusion of
the war—just as treaties are now im-

posed by the victorious Allies—the terms
of the engagements "were regulated by
the interests and relative strength at the
time of the victors and vanquished and
were observed as long as those interests*

and that relative strength remained the
same." Alterations, however, took place
in these elements ; and the Powers began
to refuse to regard such provisions as

were displeasing to them. Public opin-
ion in some cases sustained this action;
in other cases, the violation of the treaty
was not deemed sufficiently serious to

justify a resort to war. "Europe did

not interpose when Russia annihilated

Poland ; when Prussia, Austria, and Rus-
sia extinguished the Republic of Cracow;
or when a second Bonaparte mounted the

throne of France." No one blamed
Prussia and Austria when, in 1813, they
refused to live up to the treaties which
bound them to Napoleon and pledged
them to fight in his ranks. Since Mill

wrote, there have been many additional

illustrations of treaties that were torn

up, without the general disapprobation
of world opinion. In 1886 Russia with-

drew from certain provisions of the

Treaty of Berlin of 1878; only Great

Britain protested. In 1908 Austria an-

nexed Bosnia and Herzegovina and in

1911 Italy declared war against Turkey
in violation of the Treaty of Paris of

March 30, 1856, by which England,

France, Prussia, Russia, and Italy un-

dertook to respect the territorial integ-

rity of the Ottoman Empire. These are

f
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only a few of the many instances that

could be cited and there is no reason to

believe that the agreements made at the

Pari.
-
- Conference will prove any more

satisiactory.

The problem, Mill said, was to recon-

cile, "in the greatest practical degree* the

inviolability of treaties and the sanctity
of national faith, with the undoubted
fact that treaties are not always fit to be

kept, while yet those who have imposed
them upon others weaker than them-
selves are not likely, if they retain confi-

dence in their own strength, to grant a

release from them. To effect this recon-

cilement, so far as it is capable of being

effected, nations should be willing to

abide by two rules. They should abstain

from imposing conditions which, on any

just and reasonable view of human af-

fairs, cannot be expected to be kept. And
they should conclude their treaties as

commercial treaties are usually con-

cluded, only for a term of years."

Mill's first caveat against unwise con-

ditions is a problem in itself; but if the

treaty contains such provisions, it would
seem the more necessary to allow for

their amendment, not to speak of changes
to meet new conditions. That would

make less likely the use of collective

force in order to prevent a disturbance

and compel compliance with regulations

that have become obsolete and whose en-

forcement would be an injustice. One
trouble with previous international set-

tlements is that they did not allow for

any change; they sought to preserve for

all time the then existing international

order. And yet if there had not been

change in international relations, we
should have had no Belgium, no separa-

tion of Norway and Sweden, no united

Germany, no united Italy. Racial prob
lems in the Balkans have always been

known to students; but who ten years

ago would have prophesied that in 1919

we should determine what political recog-

nition is due the Czechs and Slovaks and

Ruthenians and Jugoslavs? The Holy
Alliance did not allow for the forces of

democracy and nationalism; other equal-

ly unforeseen problems will come up in

the future; territorial adjustments will

be necessary; protectorates and vassal

states, created by the Conference, will

he ready to cast off their swaddling

clothes, and there is continually the nec-

«ssity for change in economic arrange-
ments. The truth of this is shown by
the fact that commercial treaties are al-

most always for a definite term of years
or are subject to termination upon twelve

months' notice. The tension and resent-

ment when a treaty comes to an end are

not considered too high a price to pay
for the abandonment of obsolete and
unfair provisions.

It is true, of course, that many treaties

by implication, if not by express provi-
sion, include the clause rebus sic stanti-

bus, and that the contracting parties re-

serve the right to refuse to be bound it

the conditions obtaining at the time the

treaty was negotiated undergo any ma-
terial change. Some publicists deny that
this clause is included in treaties. At
the conference of London in 1871 the
Powers declared that "it is an essential

principle of the law of nations that no
Power can liberate itself from the en-

gagement of a treaty, or modify the stip-
ulations thereof, unless with the consent
of the contracting Powers by means of
an amicable settlement." This would
seem to deny the principle of rebus sic

stantibus, but in any event there is the
serious and delicate question as to

whether such a clause can be implied in

a particular treaty and also as to whether
the conditions have in fact changed.
These questions would be avoided by
frankly recognizing that, like national

constitutions and legislation, interna-

tional enactments are not for all time.
It may be wise to make change difficult

and to be certain that hasty, ignorant
passion is not translated into the public
law of nations. But there should cer-

tainly not be an attempt to put interna-

tional treaties in the same class with the

multiplication table.

We hear much about a League of Na-
tions involving an impairment of sove-

reignty and limiting national action, but
the greatest impairment of sovereignty
is a treaty made for all tinu. Frequently
its existence is forgotten until suddenly,
with no warning, a st-te is confronted by
repudiation or by being held to arrange-
ments that seriously oppose its national

interest. ITor is there anything more
deadening to an intelligent interest in

foreign affairs than a series of treaties

which assume a static world and do not

provide for change. On the other hand
it is difficult to have a greater stimulus

to education than would result from the

possibility of revising all internation-

al agreements. Constitutional changes
achieving popular control of foreign pol-

icy are not all-important. It has been

notorious that peoples have known little

and cared less about international prob-
lems ; and if there is hope for the future

of international society it is dependent
on a well-informed public opinion. In

domestic affairs, through somewhat hard

experiences, the people have learned that

great power without knowledge does not

avail them as much as knowledge with

less power ; and that knowledge is denied

them if the world is put in a strait-

jacket.

The contentions of those who would

have the United States limit its obliga-

tions derive great force from the danger
which exists when permanent treaties

can be appealed to, when injustices are

legalized, when change is made difficult,

and when apathy is encouraged. Obso-
lete treaty provisions are a greater in-

ternational evil than the conflicting in-

terests which would develop at revising
conferences held in the future. Doubts
concerning Shantung, the Saar Basin,
and various boundaries; the objections
of the Left to the punitive features of

the Treaty, and the desire to put a time
limit on America's obligations—all have
the more force because the settlement
is not "a vehicle of life." But Mr. Wil-
son s indispensable ideal should not be
lost sight of, and efforts must be made
to achieve it in the readjustments that

will come when the League begins to

function. International peace is depend-
ent upon international change, and when
it is certain that the dead cannot tyran-
nize over the living, perhaps Americans
will be ready to enter without too many
reservations a world organization.

Lindsay Rogers

England's Disillusion

F)ISILLUSION
in this anniversary

-^week of the Armistice seems to an
observer the most marked national fea-

ture. Throughout the war the encour-

aging idea permeated the mentality of
the English people that, the war over,
men and women would return to the nor-
mal life of 1914. It was suggested b>

foreseeing persons, rather uncertainly
perhaps, that things would not be as they
had been, but in a time of such anxiety
and uncertainty no one cared to analyze
the days to come. So one prevailing com-
fort—that had much to do with the calm-
ness and courage with which the ever

optimistic Englishman endured the dark-
est days—was the vision of the past as

the dream of the future, a future happy
in a new and peaceful fraternity of na-
tions sprung from the fraternization of

the battle-fields; the old order, in short,
in more ideal circumstances.

When at length the war came to an

end, he began to expect his dream to be-

come a reality. But another vision was
before the eyes of the country. The
Government had called on it, over and
over again, for financial help. Millions
were poured into the Exchequer, men of
business and corporations positively ad-

vertised the thousands which they con-

tributed. To the uneducated eye the
wealth of England seemed at once enor-
mous and unlimited. Thousands of per-
sons were in receipt of wages, who had,
before the war, hardly earned a penny,
and the pay of others was doubled and
trebled. If expenses were rising higher,

wages had only to be asked for to be re-

ceived. Disillusion has, however, now
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set in from the war vision and the peace

orgy alike. Probably the first real blow

to both was the rise of six shillings a ton

in coal : it was a high explosive bomb. It

at once struck imagination and common-

sense, and compelled a realization of

facts. But just as Englishmen recovered,

during the war, from shattering and dis-

appointing military disasters, so they

seem to have recovered from the first

blow of peace. The country is perplexed

and suspicious, ready to pounce on vic-

tims, and to be angry at administrative

scandals and financial extravagance. Cir-

cumstances have combined to produce this

atmosphere of disillusion: the books of

military and naval commanders, revela-

tions in Government reports, the slow

progress at Paris, the international de-

bate at Washington, the many social and

economic problems at home which pene-

trate into the household of every citizen.

Yet high prices are beginning to be

accepted as something wholly normal—
disagreeable enough but, like a wet day,

something to be put up with. Enormous

hardship, and even suffering, caused by

high prices is apparent in various sec-

tions of the community, but, taking the

country as a whole, the disappointment

of the peace time is being borne with the

same national composure as the evils of

war time. The social and economic

changes consequent on a probably pro-

longed period of high prices and high

wages are as yet visible only in their

inception—changes in the ownership of

land, of domestic life, of education, of

manners and of dress and among manual

laborers a higher standard of dress and

a larger expenditure on amusement.

Never, for instance, in the history of the

British turf have race courses been so

crowded, largely by the weekly wage
earners, as during the last summer. Yet

the idea of economy is certainly growing,

it is in the voices in the street, and it

will become more universal since the ac-

tual profits of war have ceased and as

abnormal doles to manual workers come

to an end.

Realization that increase of wages
means an increase of cost to the commu-

nity generally is gradually sinking into

the mind of the masses of the nation and

this will be more acutely perceived as the

winter passes. In agricultural districts

the increased wages of laborers will cer-

tainly mean a diminution during the win-

ter in the employment of hands. Already
an increase in the use of tractors for

ploughing is observable in rural England.

Again, both high wages and mechanical

instruments in agriculture are likely to

have a very serious effect on the schemes

for small holdings, which were to be

one of the blesings of the Utopia,

which was—we were told—to succeed the

war.

Englishmen have not, however, been
called a nation of shopkeepers for noth-

ing. The gibe is a tribute to their com-
mon sense, patience, and adaptability.

They will show these characteristics in

the post-war period as they did through-
out the time of hostilities. As in the

war, so in the peace age they are in ad-

vance of the Government and demand
measures of sound finance and of econ -

omy, irrespective of political parties or

political fortunes. A Coalition Govern-

ment, such as now exists in England, can-

not have a strong line of policy on these

points, it must live by opportunism, and

sooner or later the national disillusion

will extend to the whole political situa-

tion, if indeed it has not already begun
to do so.

After the conclusion of the great Eu-
ropean Wars of the Spanish Succession,
when the victories of Marlborough were
closed by the Peace of Utrecht, there

came, opportunely, on the scene a figure

exactly suited to the time and its task.

The English people, in a critical and sub-

dued temper, now look around but they
do not yet see another Walpole.

E. S. Roscoe
London, November 15

An Embargo on Talk
T^HE two fatalities that pursue what
*- we are pleased to call democracy are

talking and legislating. All the evil in

the world comes from talking, and it be-

gan when the devil argued Eve into eat-

ing the forbidden fruit and Eve nagged
Adam into joining with her in defying
the law. Talking and making new laws

will vitiate any scheme of government,
however good, and as for democracy they
are fatal.

A case in point is that of the President

of the United States who apparently has

talked himself to death in defense of a

gross product of too much talking. Our

fighting men won the war and our talk-

ing men lost the peace, and now a great
river of more talk, from Congressmen
and journalists and other orators, must
be deflected from its original bed to cover

the unhonored remains. Society is sick

unto death, and no wonder, for nothing
is immune before torrents of vocal sound,

but what it needs is not words but acts.

It is acts that count, not talk ; that is ont

of the reasons why the soldier is more
honorable than the lawyer, why the monk
does more than the preacher.

There is nothing more grotesquely un-

dignified than the sight of the Chief Mag-
istrate of a great nation careering over

the country and talking all the time, ex-

cept the same practice on his own part

when he was trying to talk the voters

into electing him. It is a fad at present
to amend the Constitution while the

amending is good; let us go further and

pass a new amendment debarring a Pres-

idential candidate from making a public

speech in his own interest, and a Presi-

dent from speaking publicly on any sub-

ject outside the walls of the Capitol.

The world is being talked to death,

just as a perfectly good peace was talked

to death. Instead of hundreds of expert

professional talkers assembling from the

uttermost parts of the earth to argue
and debate and dicker for months while

the devil got in his deadly and most effi-

cient work, the results of which are now
increasingly in evidence, what should
have been done was to lock Marshals
Foch, Joffre, and Haig, Generals Persh-
ing and Diaz, King Albert of Belgium and
Cardinal Mercier, in the Palace of Ver-
sailles, give them good food and better

wines, throw a military guard around the
palace, disconnect the telephones, and al-

low them ten days in which to produce
terms of peace, with a guaranty that they
would be accepted by all the Allies with-
out debate, and enforced on the defeated

enemy without parley.

Had this been done the result would
have been a short, sharp, decisive, intel-

ligent, intelligible document, just, hon-
orable, and righteous; nine months of
peace with something accomplished to-

wards recovery, the confinement of Bol-
shevism within narrow Russian limits

(perhaps even its extinction), and for
ourselves the marked advantage of a very
capable President constantly at work at

his proper job in Washington. Failing
this, we have had the exact reverse in

every particular, with Something un-
leashed throughout the world that may
not be confined again until it has de-

stroyed civilization—or given the whip-
hand to "defeated" Prussia, which
amounts to the same thing.

Parliamentary government has now
conspicuously demonstrated not only its

complete futility but also its grotesque
absurdity. Etymologically the word
should have carried its own warning.
"Parliament," a talkshop. What we want
is not a parliament but a "factament,"
a place where things are done, and with
as few words as possible. We are suffer-

ing from chronic and acute logorrhoea,
the most debilitating disease known (or

unknown) to the pharmacopoea. Who
shall deliver us from the body of this

(logomachical) death?

There was once a superstition that free

speech and plenty of it was a natural

right and the palladium of our liberties;
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that if we all talked long and loud enough
we should, as a nacessary consequence,
elect the right men to office, pass the best

possible laws, insure the most even

handed distribution of justice, and com-

pel our executives to administer the laws

after a holy and impeccable fashion.

What, in the light of the last fifty years
of parliamentary (that is to say talking)

government, is the reaction of intelli-

gence to this interesting theoretical stim-

ulus?

There is occasionally—not always—
much truth in very common sayings. On<i

of the true phrases is "Put up or shut

up I" A very valuable and profound piece

of advice. On the other hand "Talk never

killed a cat" is indefensible in principle;

it may not have actually killed a cat but

it has been the source of untold domestic

misery (beside which the evils of the

demon rum are negligible) ;
it has caused

the death of decads of millions of men,

women, and children, and it has brought
several perfectly good civilizations to an

end in black disaster, besides a number
less admirable, including, incidentally,

our own.

What we need at this juncture is a

moratorium on language, particularly

spoken, though writers (amongst whom
I include myself) are not guiltless. As
concrete measures I suggest that, as

stated above, no candidate for chief ex-

ecutive of any city or State or of the na-

tion should be permitted to argue in pub-
lic for his own election ; that the number
of words allowed a candidate for office

during his campaign should be rigidly

limited by statute, and that he should be

compelled to file a sworn statement of the

actual number of words he has spent;

that words should be rationed, and some-

thing like food cards issued to those who
wish to use them in public ; that proposed
laws should be posted publicly, printed

in the daily papers, and then voted on by
the legislators without debate, and that

the old laws and penalties against "com-

mon scolds" should be revived and made

applicable not only to contentious ladies

but also to males who display similar hab-

its.

Perhaps, after we have returned again

to civilization, something like this may
be reported in the papers as an item of

not extraordinary news :

The Judge (putting on the black cap) :

"Prisoner at the Bar, you have been charged
with the wilful, cruel, and inordinate use of

language, and you have been found guilty by
a jury of your peers. This is the most heinous

offence known in law, and very justly the pen-

alty has been made as severe as the crime is

abominable. It is always the desire of this

Court to temper justice with mercy, but in

this case the jury has found that the evidence

proves you have matched in your prodigal ex-

penditure of language that great verbal mal-

efactor of the last century, William Jennings

Bryan. Under the circumstances, and in the

light of this verdict, the Court has no discre-
tion and is bound to inflict the utmost penalty
of the law. Prisoner at the Bar, you are
sentenced to penal servitude for life in the
Congress of the United States, and may God
have mercy on your soul."

An embargo on talk would play havoc
with law-making, and this would be not
the least of its virtues. In the good old

days the object of government was to find

out what was the accepted custom and
then enforce it. New laws were seldom

needed, and the necessity is but little

greater to-day, yet by some crazy whim
of "social evolution" (the thing known to

philosophers as social degeneration) the
function of a legislative body has come
to be not only the authorizing of supplies
but the proposing of as many new laws
as human ingenuity can devise and the

enacting of as many of these as the hours
in the day will permit and the Star Cham-
ber committees allow to get by. It is

bad enough in the British Parliament,
where there may be four hundred bills

introduced in a single session, but what
shall we say of Washington where this

number is sometimes multiplied by
thirty?

Congress has at last taken up the

vital question of a financial budget and
it will deserve well of history if it

enacts the Good bill, or some other of

similar nature. So will pass the most
ridiculous and inefficient method (with-
out method) of providing for the financial

necessities of Government ever in prac-
tice anywhere or at any time. Ignorance,

self-interest, and a doctrinaire "democ-

racy" that was the negation of real de-

mocracy, intrenched behind almost invin-

cible superstition, have fought the reform

for years, and it is almost a miracle that

the same legislative body that perpetrated
national prohibition should have so far

redeemed itself as to give promise of en-

dorsing this admirable bill.

But the cognate reform cries out with

equal emphasis for enactment. We need

not only a fiscal budget but a legislative

budget as well. Something like the fol-

lowing process should be established by
law.

At the opening of each legislative session,

whether it is municipal, State, or Federal, the

Chief Executive should present a definite pro-

gramme of such legislation as in his opinion

is necessary. This should be in the form of

bills accurately drawn by the proper officei,

and until each such bill has been passed or de-

feated bv the legislature, no private bill could

be introduced. Further, no private bill should

be introduced unless it had the endorsement of

a certain number of legislators, or was sup-

ported by the petition of a certain number of

legal voters.

Perhaps this is the basis for a new

party—an idea in itself not without hu-

mor—the Conservation of Language and

a Legislative Budget.
Ralph Adams Cram

Correspondence
A Letter from General

Petliura

To the Editors of The Review:

This letter from the President of the

Republican Directorate of the Ukraine
has a pathetic interest in view of the

reported capture by Denikin of the
Ukrainian liberator. It is dated at Kame-
nets-Podolsk on the 28th of September
last. It is addressed to M. Jean Pelissier,

the French diplomatic agent who helped
to organize the anti-Bolshevik uprising
in the Ukraine. It has been communi-
cated to the executives of France, Eng-
land, Italy, and the United States. The
accusations against General Denikin are

interesting as revealing the Ukrainian

point of view, but should be regarded
with all reserve. What is likely is that

the monarchist minority supporting both
Petliura and Kolchak have written heavy
"reinsurance" with Germany. The let-

ter illustrates vividly the present plight
of the Ukraine and the difficulties of

harmonizing the anti-Bolshevik factions.

Its noble gravity and eloquence consti-

tute it a historical document of excep-
tional importance.

American
New York, November 22

Mon cher ami Pelissier,

I rejoice at the opportunity of sending
you my ardent salutations and of thanking
you and all the supporters of our just and
sacred cause for the powerful aid which you
give our people in its struggle for lib-

erty. . . .

I should have every reason to rejoice pro-
foundly if the incessant efforts which you
exert for the Ukraine are crowned with
success and if, after having triumphed over
all the obstacles and broken all the bonds,
we should see you in the capital of Ukraina
as representative of the real interests of

your glorious country. . . .

An epoch has passed since I last saw you.
Since then we have undergone many or-

deals, and manj' a white hair marks on our
heads the grievous stages of the road we
have travelled. We have many enemies,
but they make the unity of our national
will and arouse in us the ardent desire to

conquer the sovereignty of our fatherland.
At the present hour, our most dangerous
adversary is General Denikin, who, instead
of fighting the Bolsheviks, has turned
against us the artillery and rifles which he
has received from the Allies and thus has
weakened the anti-Bolshevik front. We
have every reason to believe that Denikin,
while receiving money of the Entente,
also receives some from Germany, and his

officers announce openly that after having
defeated the Ukrainians, their chief will

begin the strife against the Poles and Ru-
manians.

We have had no aid from anyone: nei-

ther munitions nor technical apparatus, nor

sanitary products, nothing. Ah,_ if you
knew, Friend Pelissier, what tragic hours
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we have lived in our abandonment ! It of-

ten happens that our soldiers are without

cartridges. Then they charge with the

bayonet against the Bolsheviks. The ex-

amples of heroism which they give, the

bloody sacrifices which they make, are

unique in military annals.

Three-quarters of our men lack shoes,

clothing, everything; but their esprit is not

impaired. We have no medicines; typhus
decimates our army; many fighters die for

lack of medicines and blankets. Alas, the

Power* of the Entente, which proclaim
such sublime principles, do not even permit
the Red Cross to come to us. We are dy-

ing, the Allies wash their hands like Pilate,

there remains for us only to say, "Morituri

te salutamus." No one knows better than

you, my friend, that apart from political

changes and combinations, there exist cer-

tain immutable principles of humanity and

philanthropy. It is for the accomplish-
ment of these principles that the Red Cross

has been created and works. Their sec-

tions should have come into the Ukraine, to

save the sick and wounded, and thus to

bear witness that pity and love of one'.-

neighbor are checked by no prejudice and

do not divide men into good and bad,

wolves and sheep.

I appeal in this matter through you to

the great French Democracy, that her ac-

tivity and zeal may be doubled. That she

may sound the alarm. That she may force

those who are concerned to obey the hign
laws of love and humanity. That your
Government may suppress the blockade,

and give us the possibility of buying for

our army and our people the medical stores

and remedies which we lack.

We have had rich harvests, and will pay
with grain whatever is necessary to succor

o'.ir people, smitten on the field of battle or

exhausted by epidemics.

I firmly hope that my appeal will not be
a cry in the void and that it will find in the

democratic groups of France a mighty and

sympathetic echo.

Our people have a horror of the Bol-

sheviks; they consider them as mortal ene-

mies, as likewise we treat as enemies the
Bolsheviks of a new sort—those of the

Right, the despotic and ferocious partisans
of Denikin. These last have the same meth-
ods as the Bolsheviks of the Left, and in

some fashion there exists among them a

strategic plan against the Ukraine and the

Ukrainians. Denikin merely leads the wa-
ter to the mill of Bolshevism, of which he
is an accomplice. And the water is supplied

by the Entente. What a deplorable point
of view! It is a veritable political Dalton-
ism. I most ardently hope that the direct-

ing classes of the Entente may be cured of

that malady, and at length may see things
as they are.

In the painful and pathetic condition un-
der which we are compelled to build our
future and continue our war for liberty, we
are consoled by the knowledge that men ex-

ist who, despite the general blindness sur-

rounding them, have a just comprehension
of our situation and break through the re-

straints of prejudice and mistrust. That
permits my friends and myself to bear more
easily the heavy cross which has been

placed on our shoulders by destiny. You,
my friend, are one of those who "sine ira et

studio" plead for justice to our nation, and
have an unconquerable confidence that our

just cause will triumph.

Permettez moi de serrcr cordialement

votre main en temoignage de reconnaissance

pour votre secours moral et pour votre no-

ble labeur.
Votre toujours devoue,

Petliura.

["General" Petliura's interesting letter

bears testimony to the Slavic gift of elo-

quence, regardless of the intrinsic mer-
its of the cause. There is no question
as to the frightful suffering of the hap-
less population of the rich plains of the

Ukraine, torn by civil war and stricken

by epidemic disease. For this sad state

of affairs, French policy is in no small

degree responsible. Despite the patri-

otic periods of Petliura's letter, the fact

remains that he is merely the bold ad-

venturous leader who took advantage 01

the agrarian discontent following tne

successive German, Austrian, and French

occupations, to form an army to cham-

pion an alleged nationalism. That it

combatted the Red forces of Soviet Rus-

sia is to its credit, although it differed

little from them in theory or practice.

The charges of Petliura against Denikin
and his army are but natural. Despite
his accusation, Denikin's army is mak-

ing the reconquest and liberation of Rus-

sia its first objective, while the mass of

Russians regard the separatist campaign
of Petliura and his attack upon their

flanks as treacherous. They do not for

a moment consider the possibility of a

Ukraina separated from Russia. The

charge that Denikin is receiving money
from Germany and playing into the

hands of the Germans requires more

proof than Petliura's word, although
there is no doubt that there are plenty
of Russians with Denikin who feel very
bitter toward the French and regard a

future association with the Germans as

unavoidable.

Eds. The Review.]

Paul Margueritteon Literary

Prizes

To the Editors of The Review:
The other evening, just after putting

down the November issue of Miss Mon-
roe's Poetry, the "Prize-Award Num-
ber," where three young bards are given
cash guerdon and over a score of others

less resounding honorable mentions, I

happened on one of the last letters of

the late Paul Margueritte, of the Gon-

court Academy, who examines this very

question of moneyed recognition of

literary productions—a matter, by the

way, which has its enemies as well as its

friends in both France and America.

Here is what he wrote me:

Personnellement, je ne suis pas tres partisan
des prix en litterature. Mais il faut compter
avec les difficultes, l'absence presque generate
de critique litteraire et la venalite de la Presse.

Le prix Goncourt de cinq mille francs con-

stitue, par son caractere special, une reelle

publicite aux jeunes ecrivains qui l'obtiennent.
En second lieu, ce prix n'a eu nullement

l'inconvenient qu'on aurait pu redoubter—
candidats chercher une maniere destinee a leur
assurer le succes. La variete etonnante des
livres primes est, a ce point de vue, rassurante.

Theodore Stanton
New York, November 20

Who Killed the

Treaty?
WHO killed the Treaty?
'" "Not I," says Lodge.
"Let 'em shift and dodge;
It was they, I say, who killed the Treaty."

Who killed the Treaty?
"Not I," says Hitchcock,

"They made it a spitchcock.*
It was they, I say,
Who killed the Treaty."

Who killed the Treaty?
"Not we," wail the eight.f

"Alas, 'twas too late.

It was they, we say,

Who killed the Treaty."

Who killed the Treaty?
"Which treaty?" says Wilson.
"I killed theirs with its frills on;
But 'twas they, I say,
Who killed the Treaty."

Who'll weep at its funeral?
"Not I," says Borah,
"Jawohl and begorra!
Come lift up the chorus:
The flag still waves o'er us!

let us extol it

With Reed and La Follette!"

"America first!"

Cries Editor Hearst.

"John Bull, are you on, son?"

Says Senator Johnson.

"Da ist eben der Witz!"

Says Heinie and Fritz.

"Are we sorry? Yes—notsky!"

Says Lenin and Trotsky.

And each little Radical takes up the song :

"My country, how I adore thee when
wrong!"

Harry Ayres

•Beds split and cut in pieces for broiling or

frying.

tlf it Is urged that the "mild" reservatlonlst*
numbered no more than seven (and the reason

why the seven Senators were no more than seven
is a very pretty reason), one of the Senators, who
voted on both sides of the question, may not

unjustly be reckoned twice.
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Book Reviews
England's Bit

Fields of Victory. By Mrs. Humphry
Ward. New York: Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons.

T'HERE exists in this country a ten-*
dency more strongly marked in cer-

tain quarters and certain papers than in

others, but far too wide spread to pass
unnoticed and unchallenged, to belittle

the part played by England in bringing
the war to its sudden and successful
close. Howl far this tendency springs
from genuine and not unnatural pride
in our own achievements, how far it is an
artificial product of petty jealousy and
political intrigue is not within the lim-
its of a mere reviewer to inquire. But
there can be no doubt that such a ten-

dency is fraught with grave danger to

that on which the hopes of the world de-

pend, the mutual friendship and hearty
cooperation of the two great branches
of the English-speaking race. To all

who believe in this cooperation and sym-
pathize with every effort to strengthen
this friendship, Mrs. Ward's latest book
is warmly recommended as a frank, but
by no means boastful exposition of Eng-
land's achievements on the western front
in the last phases of the war.

This third and final volume of Mrs.
Ward's record was begun, she tells us,
at the suggestion of Mr. Roosevelt in

1916, at a time when, under the double
influence of ignorance and German
propaganda, misconception and belittle-

ment of England's part in the war were
at their highest pitch in this country.
It is in the form of a series of let-

ters based upon a journey through
the battlefields of France two months af-

ter the armistice, upon the published dis-

patches of Sir Douglas Haig, and upon
conversations with officers of the General

Staff, and soldiers at the War Office.

Mrs. Ward motored some 900 miles in

France, visiting the British and French
fronts, Ypres and Arras, Verdun, Metz,
and Strassburg. It is these fields of vic-

tory that furnish the title of her book.

They are not all English victories, and
Mrs. Ward has words of high praise for
the heroic defenders of Verdun, and for
the "crusading courage" of the conquer-
ors of the Argonne ; but her interest lies

mainly and naturally with the armies of

her own country.
In so far as Mrs. Ward's book is ad-

dressed to this country, and it is evident-

ly written with a view to an American

audience, it is a frank and brave attempt
to protest against the supposed "loss

of English prestige"—the phrase is

that of an American journalist— as

a consequence of the events of the
war. No such loss was admitted by the
British Army, she tells us, which at the
moment of the armistice was conscious
of having risen to the very zenith of its

striking power and military efficiency.

Beginning with the German offensive of
last March, Mrs. Ward points out that
the British retreat, of which we have
heard so much, was in reality a great
defensive battle, long and anxiously fore-

seen as the German forces on the western
front were steadily increased through-
out the winter by the addition of forces

from the east. The British withdrawal
was deeper, their losses in men and guns
far heavier than had been anticipated;
but there was neither rout nor loss of
morale under the impact of doubly su-

perior forces. The enemy obtained nei-

ther of his main objectives, the severance
of the British army from the French nor
the possession of the Channel ports, and
the bloody check inflicted upon the Ger-
mans at Arras and the Vimy ridge, of

which we have heard far less, by the

way, than of the break through near St.

Quentin, effectively crushed their hopes
of victory over the British armies.

During the pause from April till mid-

July, while the German offensive turned
southward upon the French, the British

forces were rapidly built up, their loss In

heavy guns more than repaired, and all

things put in order for the counter-

stroke. One immense gain had been con-

ferred on the Allied armies by the Ger-
man successes in the spring, a gain which
in the end more than outbalanced their

losses, that of unity of command. When
the British turned to attack in July, it

was not an isolated action that they
fought, but a part of a great offensive

conceived and directed by the master-

strategist of the war, the Allied General-

issimo, Foch. The task that he assigned
to the British was perhaps the hardest

of all, no less than the carrying by storm
of the great fortified zone of defense

known as the Hindenburg line. But the

British no longer stood as they had done

in the spring on the outposts of the Hin-

denburg line. Four great battles had to

be fought before the task assigned to

them could even be attempted. They were

fought in rapid succession, and won in

each case with comparatively little loss,

and with immense results in prisoners
and captured guns. The battle of

Amiens, August 8 to 13, carried the line

twelve miles forward; a week later the

battle of Bapaume swept the enemy clear

across the old battlefields of the Som-

me; before this battle was well over

the British First Army fell on the

Germans along the banks of the

Scarpe, and carried the famous Drocourt-

Queant switch of the Hindenburg line

and a little later in the battle of Hav-
rincourt, Haig. stormed the outer de-
fences of this line, and pushed his out-

posts to the banks of the St. Quentin ca-
nal. In these four preliminary engage-
ments the British had recovered all the

territory they had abandoned in the

spring, had taken well over 80,000 pris-
oners and 1,000 cannon, and had shaken
the enemy's morale.
Of the Hindenburg line Mrs. Ward

gives a graphic account. It had been
planned by the best brains and construct-
ed by the best engineers in the German
army. It was from four to seven miles
deep, "line upon line of defenses such
as had never before been imagined; sys-
tem after complicated system of trench-
es, protected with machine-gun positions,
with trench mortars, manned by a highly
trained infantry, and supported by ar-

tillery of all calibres." Yet in a ter-
rific three-day battle this line was shat-
tered to bits. Canadian troops stormed
the heights near Cambrai, the Guards
pierced the centre, the St. Quentin canal
was crossed by troops in life-belts swim-
ming under heavy fire and two American
divisions led the attack near the great
tunnel where the canal passes under-
ground. The whole offensive, in the judg-
ment of no less an authority than Marshal
Foch, was masterly in conception and ex-
ecution. "No attack in the history of the
world was ever better carried out." This
victory practically decided the war.
From that time the Germans only fought
delaying actions; their one hope was to
secure a retreat across the Rhine.

Mrs. Ward's chapters on America in
France show a fine and generous appre-
ciation of our contribution to the great
cause. The coming of the first American
troops did more than anything else to
restore the morale of France in the bit-
ter daj's of 1917. The flood of American
soldiers in 1918 enabled the Allied lead-
ers to take risks that they would not oth-
erwise have dared, and the actual fight-
ing of our men on the Marne, at St.

Mihiel, and through the Argonne con-
tributed essentially first to halt the Ger-
man offensive and then to send the enemy
rushing back in hopeless defeat. The
question whether the Allies could have
won without American aid Mrs. Ward
considers a rather unprofitable specula-
tion: "Thank God," she exclaims, "we
did not win without America. The far-

reaching effect of America's intervention,
of her comradeship in the field of suffer-

ing and sacrifice with the free nations
of old Europe, are only now beginning
to show themselves above the horizon.

They will be actively, and as at least
the men and women of faith among us

believe, beneficently at work, when this

generation has long passed away."
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A Romance of Friendship
The Fortune.

New York:
By Douglas Goldring.

Scott and Seltzer.

GREAT
claims are made by the pub-

lishers for this newest of Britain's

"new novelists" : that he is the right suo
cessor to Messrs. Bennett, Wells and Co.,

that he is "the coming novelist," and so

on. We seem to have heard this sort of

thing before, but hope springs eternal.

Moreover, the "Publisher's Note" which

serves as preface cites and quotes a let-

ter from Romain Rolland of so extraordi-

nary an enthusiasm as to spur one to

the opening of the first page with all

speed possible. The first page does not

greatly enlighten us, nor the first chap-

ter, nor even the first "Part." It ap-

pears to be good stuff of its kind or

school. We are at home with its theme :

the story of the talented and ambitious

youth of the lower middle class with his

way to make and, perhaps, his soul to

find. He is son of an unfrocked parson;
his mother holds the purse-strings ana

the authority of a narrow and unpleasant

family life in an ugly provincial town.

He is clever, shy, impressionable: ht

longs to escape and to "rise." Success in

a small public school gives the necessary

leverage. Oxford, London, authorship,

'life," follow in due course. Once again
our memory of the topography and tra-

ditions of Oxford is brushed up—of the

schoolboy patter and "ragging" and win-

ing and posing of that undergraduate

personality which renews itself with so

little change from generation to genera-
tion. Once again we taste the joys of

the cockney Bohemia, of Grub Street, and

presently of more prosperous regions

among a more presentable elect. Once

again we enter the bosom and share the

fame of that rising young playwright
who appears twenty times in the year's
fiction to once in the year's fact. Once

again we fall in love with the dear girl

of that boy's dreams, and see them prop-

erly wedded. And we are unobtrusively
thankful that if he does not come to her

immaculate there is yet no gross smear
of sex across the past he brings. . . .

This, to be sure, is a "romance of friend-

ship"; his relation to Murdoch is the

dominant influence in Firbank's life.

Petronella, with her self-sacrificing love,

does what a woman may, for his delight
and solace. But Murdoch makes him.

It is in Part II that we see the full

working out of this relation in a manner
and to a climax which will satisfy the

reader according as he acquires, or fails

of, belief in Murdoch and his "philoso-

phy." And here we see where M. Rol-

land's enthusiasm comes in. For the

sake of Murdoch's philosophy, we must
believe, he swallows the unpleasant pill

of Murdoch's personality. Nobody loves

Murdoch but Firbank, and there are mo-
ments when we suspect that even he
would not if he had the spirit of a slight-

ly superior worm. Murdoch is a born in-

subordinate and individualist. He has
a natural distrust for whatever is held
to by the England which surrounds him
and which menaces his personal freedom
and egotism; with a vague and inexpen-
sive leaning towards some wide world
virtue which is about to emerge from
somewhere and vindicate all the little

egos in the act of taking them over for

humanity. He despises the public school

and its product, makes use of Oxford,
without yielding her loyalty, carefully re-

frains from mingling thereafter with any
of the vulgarities of an active maturity.
He has "character enough to do noth-

ing"—a real test. Integer vitae—the

man whom nothing, not love, not busi-

ness, not opinion or duress can budge
from his stance. The Firbanks may be

good fellows, brilliant even, but they are
too ready to take color from their sur-

roundings, to follow the crowd. It is

the Murdochs who represent the hope of

the world. . . .

Such appears to be his author's opin-
ion of Murdoch and his status. Perhaps
it is merely magnanimous of him—a

yielding of a point—to make of Murdoch
a person of disagreeable manner and su-

percilious attitude. In spite of all this,

we are to grant his fine scent for Truth,
his faultless taste in aesthetics, and his

noble dream of a world purged of shams
and shoddy—a world in which all indi-

viduals, freed of external control, shall

miraculously move together towards the

good of the whole. Would the Murdochs
be happy in a cosmos of supermen? There
is nothing to indicate it in their records

to date. With zeal, in the name of man-

kind, they practise those tricks of singu-

larity which mark their superiority to

mankind. Disagreeable is the word for

our Murdoch, since he makes a point of

disagreeing with whatever the ruck of

his fellow-undergraduates or fellow-

countrymen consent about. And pres-

ently the war gives him his beautiful

chance to demonstrate his quality. He
protests against war in general, against

England's going into this war, against

English subjects fighting England's or

anybody else's battle. Meanwhile Fir-

bank drifts with the stream. For once

the influence of patriotism or mob spirit

or hysteria is stronger upon him than

the influence of the mighty friend.

Petronella's influence is, of course, upon
the popular side. She triumphs for once

in the failure of Murdoch, her rival, to

turn Firbank his way. But she laughs
too soon. The chronicler has no notion

of letting the authority of his godling be

flouted. Firbank becomes very much

disgusted with the reality of war. He
disapproves of the sights and sounds at
the front; and as a disillusioned and
temporarily invalided officer is easy game
for the persistent Murdoch. Murdoch's
moment of triumph comes when he calls

to tell Petronella the facts of Firbank's
death. Captain Firbank, on duty during
the Easter Rebellion in Dublin, has be-

trayed his dislike for the whole business
of the soldier, and has been shot by his
men. This is unjust and altogether too

bad, but, as Petronella says, there is no
use in "seeking vengeance against indi-

viduals." This gives Murdoch his cue:

"No," said James. "It isn't the individual,
it's the system. And the system is centuries
behind modern thought, a horrible relic of the
Dark Ages. As soon as the men of the pres-
ent day reconquer their own mental liberty,
the whole thing will fall to pieces. Democ-
racy will then step forth unshackled—like a
youthful giant!"

Peter covered her face with her hands,
while James looked at her impassively out of
his green-gray eyes. He knew what she was
thinking, but he would not let her go until
she had drained the cup which she and Harold
had rejected two years back. . . .

"The saddest thing about Harold's death,"
he continued, "lay in the fact that not only
was he on the wrong side—he knew it."

This, it appears, is not only sad but

comforting to Petronella as well as to

Murdoch. She parts from him with the

promise that her son shall be brought up
to hate all that his father has fought for.

The only thing we miss in the pacifist
Murdoch is the explicit belief in the dis-

organized and incidentally bloody busi-

ness of worldwide Revolution which is to

dispossess our capitalized militarism of

its throne. But the war is still on when
we lose sight of him.

One odd claim the publishers make for

this story: that "the Irish question is

here, for the first time, given adequate
literary expression." Several recent nov-

els have dealt as adequately (and incon-

clusively) with Britain's chronic ail-

ment: for one, the "Changing Winds"
of St. John Ervine, to which the present
novel bears marked resemblance in ma-
terial and personnel, down to the Easter

Rebellion scene with which it closes—and

from which it draws so different a moral.

H. W. Boynton

The Founder of the College
Settlement

Canon Barnett: His Life, Works and
Friends. By Mrs. S. A. Barnett. Two
volumes. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin

Company.

QUOUSQUE
tandem? In this case it

extends to near eight hundred pages,

when a third of that space would have

told us all we need to know about the good
man whose life furnishes the subject, and
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would have left us entertained, perhaps
even edified, instead of vexed with ennui

and contradictions. How long shall bi-

ography in English remain the art of

abusing patience? Canon Barnett, though
a priest and a reformer, was no bore;

why should his wife clothe piety in

the long robes of tedium? For those who
may be unfamiliar with his career it may
be said that Samuel Augustus Barnett

was born at Bristol in 1844, of sound

evangelical stock. At the age of eighteen
he went up to Oxford and was matricu-

lated at Wadham College. He took no

great part in the social life of the uni-

versity, and indeed this part of the nar-

rative (mirabile dictu) is altogether so

brief as to be jejune. Shortly after grad-
uation he traveled in America, with this

result: "Born and nurtured in an atmos-

phere of Toreyism, what I saw and heard

there knocked all the Toreyism out of

me." Returning to Bristol he was or-

dained deacon, then priest, and in 1873

was appointed vicar of St. Jude's, White-

chapel. Meanwhile he had fallen under

the influence of Miss Octavia Hill, an

ardent social reformer, and through his

long service at St. Jude's, indeed for the

rest of his life, he devoted all his strength
and talents, not to say genius, to bringing
wholesome conditions, even religion, into

the sodden existence of the outcast and

the very poor. His great achievement

was the creation of Toynbee Hall, as a

college settlement primarily for Oxford

men in the purlieus of Whitechapel. It

was the first establishment of the kind

(though something very like it had been

foreshadowed in Besant's "All Sorts and

Conditions of Men"), and from it sprang
Hull House and a host of other such cen-

tres in British and American cities. In

1893, being old in deeds if not in years,

he was made Canon of Bristol, and

years later was transferred to West-

minster Abbey. Though relieved from
immediate participation in the life

of the poor, he continued his work of

reform, and as a cathedral preacher
rather irritated some of his more com-

fortable hearers by reiterated insistence

on social questions. He died in 1913.

Canon Barnett's was a life of utter de-

votion. Of his great foundation, the col-

lege settlement, we offer no criticism.

Those who know our city slums are con-

vinced that it has been the means of

bringing something of light and joy into

dark places ; those who know our univer-

sities fear that the slant given to edu-

cation by this intruded ideal of social ser-

vice has not increased either the light or

the joy in those places of supposed illu-

mination. Most things in this tangled
world are mingled of good and evil. In

his methods of dealing with poverty and
crime the Canon was sound and in some

respects even austere. He was a vehe-

ment enemy of promiscuous charity,
and the beggar, as beggar, was ejected

summarily from his gates. Personally he
was one who understood the varieties of

the human heart, and much of his aston-

ishing success was owing to his skill in

penetrating character and setting his as-

sistants to the right task. The callow

graduate worked under him wisely, and
the great men of London always found
time to answer his call for help. It is

a pity that the misguided piety of his

wife and biographer has so overloaded

her pages with repetitions and has con-

structed a story with so little arrange-
ment and selection, that the hero's own
character is half buried in extraneous

matters, like the body of a rag-picker
under his sacks.

Behind the Ranges
New Rivers of the North. By Hulbert Foot-

ner. New York: George H. Doran Com-
pany.

TO plunge into an uncharted wilder-

ness, without guide or reliable infor-

mation, to embark on unknown angry wa-
ters which may break into rapids or cat-

aracts round the next bend is foolhardy,
if the reader please, but the bright eyes
of danger and the whisper that there is

something behind the Ranges are irresis-

tible lures to the true explorer. Such an

adventure was undertaken by Mr. Hul-

bert Footner and his friend, Mr. Auville

Eager, during the hot summer of 1911.

The terra incognita they explored was
the "last West" of Canada, the Peace

River district; their goal was north of

the sixtieth parallel.

From Edmonton they started along the

new railway line westward, with limited

stores of food, a letter of credit and a

collapsible canvas boat christened Blun-

derbuss. Their route ran westward to

the Yellowhead Pass; they covered the

distance by rail and wagon. Once through
the Pass, they entrusted themselves and

their fortunes to their fragile cloth cor-

acle and the turbulent waters of Mother

Fraser. This remarkable river flows

north for several hundred miles beside

the Rockies before turning abruptly to

the south to empty into the Gulf of Geor-

gia. It runs with speed and has drowned

many a man.

After braving the perils of this fierce

stream, they portaged across to the head-

waters of the Parsnip, a river running
north like the Fraser, inside the moun-

tains. Flowing from the north, the Fri-

day meets the Parsnip; their junction

forms the Peace River, which flows

through the mountain pass of the same

name eastward, then north and east, until

it falls into Lake Athabasca.

They followed the course of the Peace

as far as Fort Vermilion, becoming more
and more deeply impressed by the ma-

jesty of that noble river, growing ever

greater through its affluents and falling

through the rich lone land to lose itself

in the inland sea. At Vermilion is a

H. B. C. post. It is the most northerly

point at which crops, vegetables, and

(lowers are grown. From this point, the

explorers transported their boat, their

supplies, and themselves in a northwest-

erly direction across fine park-like

country to the Hay river, which flows

north and empties into the Great Slave

Lake.

Hay River had, up to this time, never

been explored. In 1872, Bishop Bompas
discovered the wonderful cataract in its

course and named it Alexandra Fall3,

after the Princess of Wales. In 1887,

R. G. McConnell, of the Canadian Geo

logical Survey, explored it from the

mouth to the falls. He estimated the

height of the falls to be eighty-five feet

as against the bishop's one hundred and

fifty. They have been formed by the

same conditions as Niagara, hard lime-

stone over soft shales. The supporting
shales are eroded and the limestone

breaks away.
Alexandra Falls was the goal of these

inland voyagers. Information on the

subject was of the vaguest; map they
had none. They could only find it by
going with the current until they were

swept over the brink, or discovered that

the so-called cataract was only a series

of bigger rapids. Down stream they

went, not in Blunderbuss now, but Ser-

pent, a heavy cottonwood dugout, with

scanty supplies, and the season waning.
At last, almost at the end of their tether,

they came upon it.

As at Niagara the bordering cliffs rose per-

pendicularly, as if hewn by a single mighty-
stroke, but here they were of cream-colored
stone instead of gray. Fragments fallen from
above in the course of ages buttressed each
cliff along its base, making a steep and narrow
shore, which supported a line of spruces.
These spruces, protected from the winds of
the world and ceaselessly watered by the spray
of the Falls, grew to a superb height and per-
fection of outline. The dark, rich green of the
branches made a striking and harmonious
mmhination with the creamy-yellow rock be-
hind. Between the walls the brown river went
down, embossed with a rococo design in soapy
foam.

The realifr was more wonderful than
the anticipation. The sudden leap of the

river down the gorge, after the flat

tame country, was dramatic. Under the

spell of the genius loci, the colloquial

style of the narrative takes a higher
turn; and the author's eloquence is jus-
tified by the excellent pictures of the
cataract. Perhaps "Rivers of the North"
will be remembered as the account of the

very last exploration of new ground in

North America.
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The Run of the Shelves

DICKENS
had a capacity for friend-

ship which, by the double test of

range and intensity, is probably unexam-

pled. Sometimes he reminds us of the

gentleman in "Our Mutual Friend" who
described each new acquaintance as the

dearest friend he had in the world with-

out unseating any of the former occu-

pants of that post. Dickens called this

gentleman Veneering; we shall be kinder

and more just toward Dickens. The ef-

fect of warmth is increased by the fact

that all the friends whom Mr. J. T. Ley
marshals through the four hundred pages

of his "Dickens Circle" (Dutton) ap-

propriate the Dickens manner when

Dickens is the topic. He is like a

broad fireplace in one of his own May-

poles or George-and-Dragons, which

makes every pot and pan on which its

light falls retort and reenforce the gen-

erative glow. The odd thing is that Dick-

ens, the creator of diversities, should

seem in these glowing mutualities to

write always of one person and to one

person. Thackeray and Lytton were op-

posites, yet if Dickens had written birth-

day notes to each and interchanged the

envelopes, it is doubtful if he would have

found anything to regret or revise in

either missive.

Of course, these fusions have their in-

conveniences. If you love deeply one per-

son whom you call Thackeray or Lytton

or Macready or Proctor or Stone or

Milnes or Irving or Felton according to

the hat he chances to have on, you may
be upset some day by the jolt of some

unexpected difference. Dickens is rather

prone to misunderstandings, even to

estrangements. He has a difference with

Thackeray—finally brought to an end—
in which Mr. Ley himself concedes that

Thackeray's position was unassailable.

Mr. Ley thinks, nevertheless, that

Thackeray never understood Dickens.

This is a little puzzling. Thackeray

surely was not the least penetrating of

men, and Dickens of all men was appar-

ently the most penetrable. He had a pub-

lic, a shadeless, character; his mind was

a piazza. He is the glorifier of the

hearth, but his homes, bright and sweet

as they are, have no intimacy. He had

friendships in rich, almost in riotous,

abundance, but the friendship which cre-

ates a recess for two people in the pri-

vacy of tacit understandings was perhaps

beyond his grasp, beyond his guess. In

the effort to picture an interior Dickens,

a Dickens alone, the imagination is de-

feated. After all abatements he remains

a rare soul and a precious influence,

though it is curious that he has so largely

lost his spell with a public still eagerly

responsive to the qualities that formed

that spell.

In "The Army Behind the Army"
(Scribners), Major E. Alexander Powell
gives a clear and entertaining account of
all the special services. Thus the Signal
Corps, the Engineers, Chemical Warfare,
Supply, Ordnance, Aviation, Intelligence,
the Tank Corps, the Motor Transport
Corps, and the Hospital Corps receive

perhaps for the first time a comprehen-
sive recognition of their essential con-
tribution toward victory. Many secret
devices are described, among the most
amazing a mechanical coder and decoder
for the telephone or telegraph, which is

to be spy-proof. Major Powell has seen
all the services he describes, and treats
them with knowledge, vivacity, and
humor. He is the chronicler and not the
critic of our military effort. The book,
with its numerous instructive cuts, may
be cordially recommended to all who wish
to learn what military preparedness in-

volves. We could wish that the author
had pointed some obvious lessons as to

our future military duty. Luck and
circumstances hardly receive due recog-
nition as ingredients in our success. An-
other time we might not be able to

improvise a military establishment be-

hind the friendly bayonets and battle-

ships of other powers. That is what
should be read between the lines of

Major Powell's entertaining and inform-

ing chapters.

While Sir Henry Newboldt's little

book, "Submarine and Anti-Submarine,"
published by Messrs. Longmans, Green
& Co., is extremely interesting, the au-

thor (a member of the Council of the

admirable Navy Records Society of

Great Britain) labors under the disad-

vantage of having written it during v,he

war. In consequence, some of the most

important measures against the German
U-boats adopted by the Allies are not

touched upon, doubtless through fear of

"aiding the enemy." For example, no

mention is made of the value, in this con-

nection, of the airplane or the wireless

direction compass. Although telling lit-

tle new, his well-written short stories of

the thrilling operations of British sub-

marines in the Baltic and the Sea of

Marmora; of the work of the merchant

sailor in trawlers, smacks, and drifters;

of the "Q" or "mystery boats," and the

like, make the volume well worth read-

ing and preserving. The German suc-

cesses are yet to be told in authoritative

detail. Until then, it will be difficult to

strike a balance of conservative appre-

ciation. Sir Henry's opening chapter,

"The Spirit of Submarine War," and

his accounts of the inhuman brutality

of the Huns afloat would alone condemn

the latter for generations to come as

wholly undeserving of any sympathy or

forbearance.

What Are My Politics?

AS
a returned soldier, I have recently

tried to do some thinking about my
politics. I want to feel that, politically,
I "belong"—chiefly for my own peace of
mind. I want to have a stake in the coun-

try, and for one thing I am going to go
slow with what radical inclinations I

have until I've got it. There isn't much
glory in being a radical if you haven't

anything to lose, and besides, it doesn't

seem on the level.

I don't know exactly what I want in a

party, but I do know that I want some-

thing on the level. Everybody, of course,
wants something on the level, but person-

ally I never felt the special value of that

quality before I went into the army and
1 believe I feel it now so very strongly
because I have been in the army. Why
is that? Probably because my helpless-

ness under the army rules and regula-
tions made me feel so dependent on the

character and will of my commanding
officer and because a just commanding of-

ficer helped me to preserve my self-re-

spect. You are apt to feel a little down-
trodden in the army, but if your C. 0.

is honestly trying to be square and sensi-

ble in the way he applies the rules, you
feel less down-trodden; you feel that

failure or success is entirely up to you.
That is one reason, I think, why "on the

level" takes on a new meaning. There is

something about the army, too, that

shows men up beyond anything in civil

life; socially the army makes its own
laws, and there is no quality, when you

get right close up, that you count on

more than fairness.

Of course, that brings it down to a

matter of persons more than party. As
far as a "soldier vote" goes, if there is

one after this war, I believe it will be a

matter of persons with the soldier. I

think as a soldier you believe intensely

in the man, probably too much so. That

has been my experience. But, then, you
are so dependent on personality. Just

the same, if this on-the-level thing is a

touchstone of what I want, it can be ap-

plied, I think, to parties and movements

as well as men.

I can't see myself with the Republi-

cans, though I was a great Republican as

a kid. They are too completely for the

wealthy and the "nice people." The vir-

tue about them is that they get things

done, that they don't have an extra lot

of hypocrisy, and that they are regular

fellows, even if sometimes in the worst

sense.

The trouble with the Democrats is that

they are not regular fellows even in the

best sense. They seem to me to have

run the war somewhat as though they

were the Ladies' Aid Society. They
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would say, "That was splendid!" instead

of "Good work!" Most of this feeling
is prejudice, of course, and not worth
much even in a meditation. They do
seem to be the nearest to trying to be on
the level. Only I wish they were simpler
and knew more. I don't believe it would
have made much difference in the army
what party was in power, but since get-

ting out of the army it seems to me that

everywhere I have run against the pub-
lic service it's been so poor and bad-
natured that I have felt I wanted to help
boot the Administration out.

While I believe that Bolshevism Is a

lemon, there are good things in radical-

ism that get condemned along with it.

The trouble is that we are apt to get a

lot of emotion out of a fine Americanism
of long ago, simple and dignified and

truly democratic, that does not exist

now; and this makes us hostile to and
uninterested in the problems of the new-
er Americans who make up so much of

our labor, whom we use but want to

curse out because they don't seem to ap-

preciate the privilege of being Ameri-

cans, when probably we are just as bum
Americans ourselves. We certainly are

that if we haven't got good will and sim-

plicity, but merely rustle for money to

buy fine clothes and cars and give our
children snobbish ideas in place of well-

bred ones.

The thing that gets me so sore, not

only at Bolshevism but at the Radicals

and Socialists, is that I don't think they
have good will or that they have been on

the level about the war. The war seemed
to me a clear-cut issue between decency
and indecency, between a fairly liberal

and well-meaning civilization and a

tyrannous and evilly disposed Power. All

other questions, even the most poignant
social questions within the different

countries, I think, became nothing along-
side of this struggle. Even if there

wasn't this issue, the behavior of Ger-

many in Belgium and France, the carry-

ing off of women and girls, to speak of

nothing else, would suffice to line up
everyone against her on a straight-out
human basis. To blink at an issue like

this and concentrate on militarism or

the rights and wrongs of the working
classes, the freedom of Ireland, or the

revolution in Russia seems to me to indi-

cate that the revolutionaries are class

creatures first and human beings after-

ward. I can't help feeling in their lack

of decent indignation against the German
outrages that the spirit of tyranny is not

uncongenial to them at bottom. As the

war has shown them up I don't believe

they want an even break in life, but want
to impose their order of things autocrati-

cally.

At the same time, I ask myself, Aren't

the big social issues and questions of the

future, the ones that are coming and
may be near, those very questions that
the revolutionaries are so excited about,
even if they have an ugly way of looking
at them. Don't they demand a good deal
of special knowledge as well as intelli-

gence in the men who are to be in power?
Is there any one that we talk about for

office, or is any of the old parties primed
enough with brains to meet these ques-
tions without making fools of them-
selves?

These thoughts bring me—where? I

am sure of one thing: that I should have
to change a lot before internationalism
would seem the right thing, any more
than "inter-familyism." I should like to
see a healthy American solidarity, with
an even-eyed feeling towards the rest of
the world : no idea of holding a lamp aloft
for the peoples—that's trying to put it

over on them—but a good, worldly,
neighborhood feeling with a normal
sense of family privacy. Why isn't that

good business as the basis of a foreign
policy ?

With ourselves, the main thing is to

love justice and to have sense, and I sup-
pose I mean by sense in connection with

government that we can't rip things out
of our life that have our feelings and
beliefs all twined tightly around them,
but we can begin to quit thinking in class

ways, or what comes first, maybe, quit

acting like classes. We can think of
work as the law, as somebody said, and
allow all work its dignity. I don't think
that is capitalist bunk. The French have
that dignity naturally, to judge from
what I saw in the villages : girls wheel-

ing laundry and garden truck in wheel-

barrows with their forearms swollen like

laborers but with their hair done up
daintily and trim-waisted and quick-foot-
ed. They looked at you frankly and

proudly and said, "Bon jour, Monsieur!"
with a bright smile. In the army, too,

you learn that overalls don't make any
difference. You may get a ration detail

or a K. P. job and look like sloppy
weather all day, but you get all flossed

up in the evening and breeze around to

the canteen as good as anybody who
works in the orderly room. To think of

all men as your brothers and to make

your politics like that; not to uplift so

much as to get in with. Look for the

party, I'm telling myself, that has the

most on-the-level spirit of that sort. I

believe there is more real social purpose
in one like that than in all the class or

socializing parties according to formula.

They can't fight and smile. I think it is

a deadly score against them. Maybe the

party I am looking for is the Salvation

Army. Something like their spirit might

get into a political party. It's the kind

of thing the soldier would go for.

A Returned Soldier

Drama
Critic and Manager

The Principles of Playmaking. By Brander
Matthews. New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons.

The Theatre throuch its Stage Door. By
David Belasco. New York: Harper &
Brothers.

I" LIKE Mr. Matthews best in the later
-*- and lighter papers in which he is not

drawing up a charter for drama. Among
the soundest and timeliest of the sixteen

essays is "Shakespearian Stage-Tradi-
tions," a plea for the conservation in writ-

ing of that order of stage-business in

Shakespeare of which tradition—flighty
and shiftless tradition—is now the cura-

tor.
"
'Hamlet' with Hamlet Left Out" is

a bright assemblage of examples of plays
in which the leading personage, like the

monster in Mr. O'Brien's famous story, is

potent but invisible. "Irish Plays and
Irish Playwrights" is a documented and
valuable record of the shyness and hesi-

tancy of Irish dramatists in the grapple
with Irish themes. The "Simplification
of Stage-Scenery" is an admirably judi-
cious summary of an intricate and tantal-

izing situation. In "Matthew Arnold and
the Theatre" the sanity of Arnold's mind,
even in a topic which his genius barely

flicked, is refreshingly evident. In the

final paper, "Memories of Edwin Booth,"
the memories are few but firm ; each fact

is cut like a die; there is none of that

"unnumbered, idle pebble" of trivialities

or that gravel of unassorted reminiscence
into which recitals of this kind are so

prone to deteriorate.

I like Mr. Matthews less as doctrinaire

and legislator in the "Principles of Play-

making" and the ensuing and related es-

says. He shows indeed, here as every-

where, his strong traits, an acquisitive

vigor of the first order, and a faculty for

classifying or coordinating facts of which
the range is as notable as the facility.

He has a mind in which ideas convene;
they find the accommodations liberal. His
mind has a mass and sinew which fits it

for the seizure of dramatic values.

Drama is no meat for invalids or dilet-

tanti. Drama is a bluff, stout, burly, in-

sensitive, half-savage thing, which be-

comes literary, or poetical, or psychologi-

cal, or profound only by a transformation
or subjugation of its own nature. I con-

cur with Mr. Matthews in the virilities of

his judgment, in his emphasis on per-

formance, in his view of the playhouse as

the playwright's academy, in his hatred

of a drama that is merely plastered with
literature. I even agree with him, against
Mr. Archer, with whom I am rather fond
of agreeing, that action, not character, is

primary and basic in drama. But he has
the defects of his qualities. His love for
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certified, solidified, and marshalled facts,

and his removedness from intuitions have

led him greatly to overrate the part

played by disciplined knowledge, and

greatly to minimize the part played by
intuitive perception, in the composition
of successful dramas. He fails to realize

the tremendous part which a mode of

perception, intuitive in its form and
therefore not to be taught, but experien-
tial in its basis and therefore undoubtedly
to be acquired, plays in the dramatist's

constructive process. Drama craves an

educated instinct; Mr. Matthews wants
a code.

In one respect, however, his mind is

self-corrective. His conversation with

the theatre, the playhouse, has been inti-

mate for many years, and he is fortunate

in the ownership of a mind in which the-

ory does not garble observation. He
would like the unqualified generality; he

would say, if he could: "Never keep a

secret from your audience." But as can-

did playgoer he sees that the dramatist

may keep a secret from his audience, to

his profit and their pleasure. Mr. Mat-
thews wanted truths that should be uni-

versal and teachable ; he finds, to his dis-

tress, that the teachabilities are contin-

gent. He will not quite forsake his cher-

ished universals ; he retreats upon the cu-

rious and difficult position that the uni-

versalities, though absolute, are inscruta-

ble. He talks about the "difficulty of per-

ceiving the eternal principles" (page 9),

about "principles of dramatic construc-

tion, whatever they may be" (page 6;
italics mine). Now, right as Mr. Mat-
thews is in broadening the scope of con-

tingency, his recourse, in self-defense, to

an impalpable sovereignty, an anchorite

principle, a principle not to be coaxed out
of its grot or lair, is only temporizing. A
principle, in the con tructive arts if no-
where else, is a utensil, and a utensil that

you can not grasp is an anomaly without

place either in logic or nature.

The meagreness of the teachable ele-

ment in playmaking is evinced in the em-
phasis on commonplaces. Mr. Matthews
finds it instructive to say that dramas
should be fitted to audiences. In a lecture

on babies' food, would he find it instruc-

tive to be told that the food in question
should be adapted to babies, not to hus-
sars or hippopotami ? Is he trying to in-

hibit the closet drama? Mr. Matthews
has a rather peculiar attitude toward the
closet drama, which he despises as if it

were impotent and hates as if it were
powerful. But the closet drama, being
in the closet, will not trouble us. The
prevention of that kind of trouble is ex-

actly what closets are for.

Mr. Belasco's seven essays make up a

frank, informal, interesting book. The
first essay, the "Theatre through its

Stage Door," contains that sort of admo-

nition to actors which is very valuable to

the very ignorant. Toward the movies,
which he rather wittily calls the
"Drama's Flickering Bogy," the author
is benevolently contemptuous. He is

equally contemptuous and less benevolent
toward impressionism in stage-scenery;
Mr. Gordon Craig has done little more
than "ventilate his fantastic theories in

an inexplicable book" (page 234).

Mr. Belasco is far from ignoring the

actor. In the "Problem of the Child

Actor," he has the disinterestedness to

put the good of the child before the good
of the stage, but thinks that the stage is

a better environment for the child than
the environment which it usually re-

places. The man in Mr. Belasco appears
to be unusually kind; only the artist is

merciless. He has much to say of Mrs.
Leslie Carter and Miss Frances Starr.

The charge of dragging Mrs. Carter by
the hair and beating her head against the

furniture he peremptorily denies, but he
is almost self-complacent in his confes-

sion that in the effort to extort an ade-

quate shriek from Miss Starr in the
"Easiest Way" he taunted and goaded her
till she dropped in a swoon. He obtained
his shriek, but sense and humanity both

join Miss Starr in the vehemence of her

outcry. Parrhasius, a Greek painter, in

a once familiar poem by N. P. Willis, tor-

tured a slave in his studio that he might
verify and intensify the muscular contor-

tions on his canvas. Mr. Belasco is per-

haps sufficiently censured in the fact that

his defense would have been available to

Parrhasius. The painter doubtless made
his victim famous.

Mr. Belasco, in "Important Aids to the

Actor's Art" (a diplomatic title), denies

that he is a mere technician. "The use of

color, not for mere adornment but to con-

vey a message to the hearts of audiences,
has become my creed" (page 165). The

sincerity of this is evident, and its truth

is probable. One might ask, indeed, why
Mr. Belasco is so copious on the mechan-
ism and so laconic on the message, why a

mechanism so subtle illustrates a psychol-

ogy so ingenuous. "I set the stage in the

picture of a gaunt bamboo forest, behind

which was a great blood-red sun to sym-
bolize ebbing day" (page 58). The exe-

gesis in the last four words is not wrong,
not dull; it might serve as a beginning;
with Mr. Belasco it is the stopping-place.

Again, when one surveys this elaboration

of spectacle by which Mr. Belasco has al-

most literally dazzled his public, one is

not sure of its necessity. Is the human
heart so impenetrable? Are not the ob-

vious means of penetration more power-
ful than the subtle ones? There is an-

other mechanism available which an ar-

tist even more resolute than Belasco has

perfected through an immeasurably long-

er and more strenuous probation. That

mechanism is the human frame with its

accessories of voice and gesture.
Mr. Belasco does not slight that mech-

anism; on the contrary he loves, values,

studies, fashions it. But I doubt if his

homage, though great, is great in the
measure of its claims, is commensurate
with its real predominance. The points
in voice and gesture which apparently in-

terest him most, are the arduous points,

points like Miss Starr's shriek, difficulties

which nothing less than a campaign will

overcome. They indicate the temper
which loves to triumph even more than
to excel. That temper, in another aspect,
is Mr. Belasco's

. greatness. The papers
on the "Evolution of a Play" and "Devel-

oping the Best in the Actor" have that

very real value which belongs to every
unaffected record of the victories of per-
severance. David Belasco may not have

the elevation of an artist, but he has the

morale of an artist, and morale, in

art or soldiership, is half the battle. The
indomitable is our salvation; on any
plane it is inspiriting; the day will come
when it will climb upstairs.

0. W. Firkins

Books and the News
Children's Books

"D EADERS may care to turn from the
'*' books upon serious problems which

usually are mentioned here, and consider

the purchase of books for Christmas gifts

to children. The children's department
of the New York Public Library has an

exhibition of such books, and the titles

mentioned in this article are chosen from
the exhibition. All of these are of 1919

publication; many of them new books,

the others are holiday editions of old fa-

vorites.

Among the beautifully illustrated

books "The Boyd Smith Mother Goose"

(Putnam) is notable, illustrated in color

and in black and white by the artist who
has made so many delightful books for

children. "A Journey to the Garden
Gate" (Houghton), by Ralph M. Town-

send, with colored pictures by Milo Win-

ter, is fanciful adventure on the order

of Alice in Wonderland. George Mac-

Donald's well-liked story, "At the Back
of the North Wind" (McKay), has been

adorned with pictures by Jessie Willcox

Smith. Translations from the Countess

D'Aulnoy are given in "The Children's

Fairy-Land" (Holt), with silhouettes by

Harriet Olcott. Some amusing rhymes,
similar to Edward Lear's, and good to

read aloud to small children, are "Ink-

lings and Thinklings" (Marshall Jones

Co.), by Susan Hale, with her own pic-

tures. "Czechoslovak Fairy Tales" (Har-

court), retold by Parker Fillmore, are

(Continued on page 630)
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Crocker - Wheeler Motors are

not made to meet a price, but

to fulfill the definite purpose to

which they are applied with the

maximum of dependability and

service.

C-W Motors are a quality prod-

uct first, last and all the time and

solely on this basis are they

offered to motor users.
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NEW BOOKS
THE GLORY OF GOING ON

By Gertrude Pahlow $1.50 net

The story of a delightful, independent girl and her fight
for expression and happiness.

PETER KINDRED
By Robert Nathan $2.00 net

A vivid story of life in a great university and then in

New York.

THE SIAMESE CAT
By Henry M. Rideout $1.50 net

A tale of a Siamese cat, a Chinese ruby and a very at-

tractive American girl.

THE BIRDS OF HEAVEN
By V. Korolenko $1.50 net

Stories by the greatest of living

Russian authors

THE BEST NOVELS OF

Blasco Ibahez
SONNICA

$1.60 net

"Sonnica is to my mind the best novel by Blasco Ibafiez

that has appeared in English."—Chicago Tribune.

THE DEAD COMMAND
$1.75 net

It is a tale that fascinates and enthralls.—N. Y. Tribune.

DUFFIELD & COMPANY
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GOOD BOOKS
r"*S

time to think about Christmas gifts. A book—especially a good book— is alwavs ap

propriate and Abingdon books are sure to please. There are new titles and standard

favorites— books for old and young— described in THE ABINGDON PRESS catalog. A

copy will be sent you on request. The books are for sale near you.

GRANVILLE
Tales and Tail Spins from a Flyer's Diary
The literature of the War will contain many records
of the achievements of our men over seas, but there

will be little told of the brave host of youth, who,
anxious to sacrifice self to a great ideal, spent months
in the training camps of America, drilling, studying,
instructing their fellow soldiers, and bending every
effort toward taking an active part in the fighting.
This unique book tells the story of the making of a

soldier in one branch of the service, and gives an
uncolored, intimate account of the experiences and
thoughts of one of the youth who helped to win
the war over here. "It is edited from his diary and,
in deference to the wishes of the family, is published
anonymously.

inrno. lllus. pp.176. Cloth, Net, $1.25 postpaid.

STAR DUST FROM THE DUGOUTS
A Reconstruction Book
By William L. Stidger

The boy in the trenches heralds the boy at home I

The author, who on the battlefields of France won
the title of The Fighting Parson, has seen a vision,
he is following the gleam, and turns its light into
these pages. A reconstruction book written with
sympathy and authority. Stidger's latest and best.
A challenging interpretation.

itmo. Frontispiece and headpieces, pp. 240. Cloth.

Net, $1.50 postpaid.

THE CHRONICLE OF AN OLD TOWN
By A. B. Cunningham

The underlying idea of The Chronicle of an Old
Town ia the reaction of a leisurely disposition to the
mechanical hurrying tendency of modern life. As
one reads this easy and delightful chronicle it is as
though Hawthorne had come back and sauntered
with us through the old town, making us acquainted

with its interesting folks and ways. The author
refuses to be in haste; his story just grows as he tells

us of the minister and his family, the village people,
and the love affairs of some of them. Quaint philoso-
phy, quiet humor, and close character sketching make
this a book quite out of the ordinary. It has a

style and charm all its own, leisurely to the last

degree, yet never allowing the attention to wander.
unto, pp. 328. Cloth. Net, $1.50 postpaid.

GEORGE WASHINGTON THE CHRIS-
TIAN

By William J. Johnson
A companion volume to Abraham Lincoln the Chris-
tian, The wide interest in Dr. Johnson's first volume
created a demand for a similar book about George
Washington, and here it is. This compilation of doc-
uments from original sources sheds new light on the

sterling character of our first President. It will be
welcomed by all students of biography and history.

iimo. Illus. pp. 300. Cloth. Net, $1.50 postpaid.

THE UTTERMOST STAR
And Other Gleams of Fancy

By F. W. Boreham
Mr. Boreham has for twenty years or more spent
his life among the mountains of Scotland and Aus-
tralia. His books are already well known in England,
and a large number of Americans are daily becoming
acquainted with him. ttis subjecls are of a wide

range, and each one is treated with beauty and dis-

tinction. The happy high-heartedness of him is so

infectious that to read him is a sheer delight. There
are no barbed-wire entanglements of formal rhetoric
or ambitious style about him. Reading his books,
one is in immediate touch with a mind that is mel-

low, quaint, and richly original.

l2tno. pp. 265. Cloth. Net $M5,
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suitably illustrated by Jan Matulka. Hu-
morous rhymes, excellently illustrated,

are in "News from Notown" (Hough-
ton), by Eleanor and Lucy Perkins.

Five good books combine instruction

with amusement. These are, first, two
about airplanes: "The Boys' Airplane
Book" (Stokes), by A. Frederick Collins,

with technical information about mak-
ing planes; and "The Romance of Air-
craft" (Stokes), by Laurence Y. Smith.
The admirable 'Burgess Bird Book for

Children" (Little), by Thornton Burgess,
is written in an attractive style, has been
commended by naturalists for accuracy,
and is further enhanced by Mr. Fuertes's

colored pictures. Maeterlinck's famous
work has been adapted, with colored pic-

tures, as "The Children's Life of the

Bee" (Dodd). A juvenile work on
American government is "The Land of

Fair Play" (Scribner), by Geoffrey Par-

sons.

For longer "story-books," which will

not be read through before bed-time on

Christmas, there is E. F. Benson's "Da-
vid Blaize and the Blue Door" (Doran),
with its imaginary adventure, somewhat
in the manner of Carryl's inimitable

"Davy and the Goblin." Four books

about the war are W. A. Dyer's "Ben, the

Battle Horse" (Holt), Mary Du Bois's

"Comrade Rosalie" (Century), Flavia

Canfield's "The Refugee Family ;
a Story

for Girls" (Harcourt), and Emilie and
Alden Knipe's "Vive la France!" (Cen-

tury). A tale of an earlier era is Alt-

sheler's "The Sun of Quebec" (Apple-

ton). "Wee Ann" (Houghton), by Ethel

Phillips, is "a story for little girls,"

while Joseph Jacobs, in "The Book of

Wonder Voyages" (Putnam), retells

myths and early legends. A kind of new

Jungle Book, but dealing with animals

and children of the North, is Olaf Baker's

"Shasta of the Wolves" (Dodd), with Mr.

Bull's fine pictures. Other children, be-

sides the fortunate ones who first read

them, will enjoy "Theodore Roosevelt's

Letters to His Children" (Scribner). In

"The Book of Bravery" (Scribner), H.

W. Lanier has made a second and excel-

lent collection of true stories of heroism.

Two books, also for older children, are

"Joan cf Arc" (Appleton), by Laura E.

Richards, and "A Childhood in Brittany

Eighty Years Ago" (Century), by Anne

Sedgwick.
Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received
FICTION

McNeil, Everett. Buried Treasure. Duf-

field.

Stories by Vladimir Korolenko. Transl. by

C. A. Manning. Duffield. $1.50 net.

Hergesheimer, Joseph. Linda Condon.

Knopf.
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LANSING'S reply to the Mexicanx

Government's note on the Jenkins
case is a prolix and unimpressive docu-
ment. If our grievance against Mexico
in this affair is no clearer or graver than
appears from this statement, nothing
could be more unfortunate than that this
particular matter should be made the
basis of a serious clash between the two
countries. The tone of the Mexican note
was, indeed, highly objectionable; but
Carranza should not be permitted to
manoeuvre us into the position of mak-
ing a mountain out of a molehill after
years of persistent endeavor to make
molehills out of mountains. If the whole
character of the Mexican situation is

such that the time has at last arrived
when we must take a peremptory stand,

some way should be found to make that
fact patent to all fair-minded men. To
tie the issue up with a quarrel over the
question whether Mr. Jenkins should be
compelled to give $500 bail pending a
trial of the charge against him, or should
be released without bail, would be one
of the worst errors of tactics imaginable.
How to deal with the case, in its present
stage, without compromising the Gov-
ernment's dignity, and yet avoid mak-
ing it the ostensible cause of a breach
between the two countries is a difficult

problem, to be sure; but it is precisely
this kind of problem that diplomacy—as
distinguished from argumentative note-
writing—is under the most imperative
obligation to solve.

'THE indictment of Senator Newberry
and 133 other persons, many of them

prominent citizens of Michigan, for cor-

ruption, fraud, and conspiracy in connec-
tion with the election which put Mr.
Newberry into the Senate, should lead to
a fixed determination on the part of the
public that the legislation of the last two
decades for the prevention of such prac-
tices shall be made effective for that end.

Upon the question of criminality opinion
must, of course, be suspended until the
evidence is in and the case duly decided
by the courts. But that there has been
a scandalous misuse of money, whether
illegal or not, seems hardly doubtful.
Whatever the outcome of the judicial

proceedings, the case must serve as a
warning that, in spite of all that has been
done since the campaign of 1896 centred
the nation's attention on the question, we
are far from having reached the condi-
tion which we have a right to demand in
which we have a right to demand in
the matter of the purity of elections. We
should be much nearer that point, so far
as Congress is concerned, if House and
Senate could be counted on to fulfil in a
judicial spirit the duty that rests upon
them in the case of disputed elections.
The Constitution makes each house "the
judge of the elections, returns, and quali-
fications of its own members." But al-

most every case, especially when there
is a close party division in the house af-

fected, is decided by a partisan vote.
The British House of Commons long

ago discarded this mode of deciding elec-
tion disputes. They are referred to the
courts, and a judicial decision establish-
ing fraud automatically deprives the
member who has profited by it of his
seat. In view of the provision in our own
Constitution, we have to rely on such
pressure as public opinion can bring to
bear for a fair adjudication in Congress—a reliance that has thus far proved a
very feeble one—and upon such deterrent
force as criminal prosecution may afford.
In this last direction there is no reason
why we should not introduce real effec-
tiveness, and the Department of Justice
has a chance in the Newberry case of
showing its mettle. That its exertions
are invoked in behalf of such a ridicu-
lous aspirant to a seat in the Senate as
Mr. Ford is unfortunate, but of course
it has nothing to do with the case.

TN one respect, the Soviet Government
has shown ability, and that is in its

military organization. Its methods of
rule have not changed and there is no
sign of any constructive ability to meet
with production the needs of the mil-
lions who cower under its tyranny.
Word has gone forth from Moscow that
an effort is being made to form a coali-
tion with the Socialist Revolutionaries
and there is implied a promise to make
the government in some sense repre-
sentative. But it is evident on the face
of it that this is merely intended to de-
ceive and cajole the outside world.
The military successes of the Bolshe-

viki should be more disquieting to the
world at large than to Russians. No
matter what the immediate outcome in
Russia itself, there can be little doubt
that sooner or later power will be taken
over by the disillusioned Russians them-
selves. But the rest of Europe is in a
state singularly susceptible to the Red
Plague, and Bolshevik victories in Rus-
sia, joined with the failures of Allied
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policy, are fanning the flames of revolu-

tion in Central and Eastern Europe.

Meanwhile, the Bolshevik campaign of

insinuating and lying propaganda goes

on apace, and we are but slowly appre-

ciating its menace in America and in

Asia. In this connection a paragraph

from "Soviet Russia" is fraught with

sinister meaning:

The Russian workmen and peasants have

overpowered the capitalistic armies of the

whole world, and their Asiatic neighbors are

watching their brilliant victory with astonish-

ment and admiration. They understand well

that in Soviet Russia they cannot behold tne

same black menace as in imperialistic Russia.

They now look on Soviet Russia as on a giant

who may protect them from their European

oppressors and they hold out their hands to-

ward this giant with the cry: We are witn

you! The approachment of Soviet Russia and

Afghanistan is a great event in the history of

Asiatic nations. We are prepared to see in

this approachment the first step toward a new

Euro-Asiatic combination, which may in the

future decide the destinies of the old degen-

erated Europe.

When one realizes that the methods of

the Bolsheviks are those of lying, treach-

ery, bribery and corruption, and that

they stop at no crime to achieve their

end, it is possible to sense the menace

expressed in this paragraph.

EVERYBODY,
here and in England,

seems glad that Lady Astor won her

seat in Parliament. The feeling is gen-

eral that she earned it. Her campaign

gained for her the golden opinion of be-

ing a "reg'lar feller." Speculation now
turns on what she will do with her hat—
a very plain one. If her campaign is

any guarantee of the future she will not

use her hat, as too many legislators of

the other sex have done, as the vehicle

of her oratory. Nor does she seem of

the sort likely to shed tears on any prov-

ocation whatever. The "Plymouth
Mother" should not be long in making a

home for herself in the "Mother of Par-

liaments." The working out of the ex-

periment can for the present, however,
be safely left in her hands.

«rP HE Italian Socialist leaders, after a
-*•

long discussion, passed a resolution

characterizing the Socialist election suc-

cess as an act of complete solidarity with

the Russian Soviet Republic," says a spe-

cial cable to the Christian Science Moni-
tor. The most interesting part of this

bit of news is the fact that a long dis-

cussion was necessary for the leaders to

arrive at this decision. Had the ma-

jority not made up their minds as to

their own relations with the third In-

ternationale of Moscow? Or did the dis-

cussion bear on the advisability of such
a pronunciamento from the point of view
of national politics? Forewarned is fore-

armed. The other parties will only be
the stronger, because more inclined to

cooperate, in the face of this undis-

guised danger.
The French comrades are better tac-

ticians than Machiavelli's countrymen

seem to be. "There need be no fear of

Bolshevism, which now means what radi-

calism meant in 1872," said Leon Blum,

a socialist member of the Chamber of

Deputies, in an interview with the Havas

Agency. The Longuet of to-day is, ap-

parently, an avatar of yesterday's Clem-

enceau. And isn't the Tiger a harmless

animal? Tigers in Paris are not what

tigers are in India. Lenin himself, said

M. Blum, would have acted differently in

France. He would, no doubt, have done

what M. Blum said his party proposes to

do: wait until "the socialist organization

shall have reached the interior of society

and attained a sufficient degree of ma-

turity." The Soviet incubus of Moscow
has evidently failed as an incubator, and,

taught by the Russian experiment, the

French Bolsheviki will employ time in-

stead. In other words, Bolshevist revolu-

tion in France will be evolution, a pro-

cess as imperceptible and gentle as the

maturing of the radical Clemenceau of

1872 into the conservative of 1919.

THE constitution of a Coalition Cabinet

in Hungary is a diplomatic success

for Sir George Clerk, the emissary of the

Supreme Council. The former Premier

Stephan Friedrich, an ardent royalist

and reactionary, has yielded to the ulti-

matum handed him by Sir George on

November 11, in which he was notified

that a Coalition Cabinet must be formed

within forty-eight hours, or he must

retire from the membership. The time

limit was exceeded by twelve days, but

compared to Rumania's tardiness in re-

acting to ultimatums from Paris, this

may be called prompt compliance on Min-

ister Friedrich's part. The new Premier,

Karl Huszar, is a Christian Nationalist,

and has given the majority of the port-

folios to politicians of his own convic-

tion. About a fortnight ago Minister

Friedrich said, in a public speech, that

a majority of the Hungarian people were

royalist and wished their king back on

the throne. The fresh experiment with

communist rule must have converted

many a half-hearted radical to monarch-

ism. Karl Huszar's immediate task will

be to send a delegation to Paris, fully

authorized to sign the peace treaty with

the Entente. His next may be the re-

storation of the monarchy, an event

which is not likely to meet with dis-

approval from the side of France and

England as long as the candidate to the

throne is not King Ferdinand of Ruma-
nia. The constitution of a new Dual Mon-

archy is the ambitious dream of M.

Bratiano, but the military rule of the

Rumanians during their occupation of

Hungary was little calculated to make
the Hungarians favor a political union

with Bucharest.

SOUND
common sense dominated at

the annual meeting of the Inter-

national Farm Congress, as reported in

the November issue of the Agricultural

Review. The Congress grew out of the

consolidation of two earlier organiza-

tions, the Irrigation Congress and the

Dry-Farming Congress. The resolu-

tions, adopted with great enthusiasm and

apparently without opposition, began

with a proud reference to increased farm

production during the war and a pledge

to continue to produce in such measure

as to meet any emergency. While ex-

pressing friendship and good will to-

wards all kinds of labor, they deplored

the turbulent conditions existing in the

ranks of organized labor, and protested

strongly against its attempts to curtail

production, while demanding a more

bountiful food supply of the farmer.

Loyal workingmen are called upon, in

view of generally unsettled conditions

growing out of the war, to join with

loyal farmers in exerting a steadying in-

fluence, nationally and internationally,

and specifically "the calling of strikes in

times like these for any other reason

than a grave emergency" was deplored.

And the farmers at Kansas City further

declared themselves without qualification

as opposed to the unionization of police-

men or other officials in public employ.

THESE
resolutions get their impor-

tance, under present conditions, from

the fact that they are the expression of

the thought of a vast body of men who

do not classify sharply with either the

laborer or the employer, as these two

classes are ordinarily conceived of in our

large cities, or in manufacturing, min-

ing and transportation centres. The

great majority of farmers are both la-

borers with their hands and employers.

In the farmer's case, then, the impres-

sion of present world conditions falls

upon minds not obviously subject by

habit or self-interest either to the capi-

talist's or the laborer's bias. It is re-

assuring to find that in so widely repre-

sentative a convention of men of this

class revolutionary radicalism excites no

reaction but that of repulsion. "If the

conservative and loyal element of organ-

ized labor still possesses the judgment
and foresight heretofore credited to it,"

says the Agricultural Review in its edi-

torial comment, "it will read the signs of

the times correctly, and exert every pos-

sible effort to check the Bolshevistic in-

fluence within its ranks. The resolutions

adopted by the Fourteenth International

Farm Congress constitute a warning

that cannot be misunderstood."
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The "Passion for

Justice
"

TN one of Bernard Shaw's plays a bur-x
glar enters the home of a capitalist

and, when asked what he is after, says he
wants justice. "Justice!" exclaims the
capitalist; "well, you can't have it. Jus-
tice is the last thing in this world that
people get." Mr. Shaw has only added
a touch of cynicism to the common-sense
judgment which has all along known that
this is true. Like "self-determination,"
justice when scrutinized too closely turns
coquette and refuses to reveal her true
self. The great problem for us is to
create conditions in which justice may
feel at home. Unfortunately, even in
this new after-war world of ours, popu-
lar agreement on this score, is far from
achieved. The intellectual radicals are
trying to make a fairy godmother of jus-
tice and are rounding up Cinderellas for
her to work on. To satisfy conservatives
she should be somewhat sterner than
stern Portia. The liberals might imagine
her as a winsome personage of honesty
and tact. Is it any wonder that she has
grown to be all things to all men?
The intellectual radicals have created

the impression that they are the only
group which possesses a passion for jus-
tice. They have discarded the old doc-
trine of "mine and thine"—in which
economics is seen combined with ethics—
for a mystic marriage of economics and
religion. What their system of economics
is it is difficult to determine. The radi-
cals, while careful not to commit them-
selves to the principle of state socialism,
are preoccupied with economic measures
which could operate under no other sys-
tem of government. Intellectually, they
would be more honest if they came out
frankly for state socialism; but by so
doing they would lose many of their glow-
ing adherents, who are stirred by a
programme of reform when it is suffi-

ciently vague.
Whether planted in them by heaven or

by their own temperaments, radicals at
any rate start with the fixed idea that
the "plain people" must govern the earth
and then associate themselves with all
organizations which by any stretch of
the imagination offer them the possi-
bility of a righteous brotherhood of man
That accounts for their tender treatment
of the Bolsheviki. They hold no brief for
these persons, Oh, no. But they say that
cold, naked, starving, dying Russia

clings to an idea, while the Allied Govern-
ments fight that idea with the sword and
the blockade, and the Government of the
United States ostentatiously washes its
hands in the presence of the multitude "
and will endure no harsh criticism of
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them. The steel strike, the coal strike,
the activities of the I. W. W. bring to
their spines the romantic shiver, and the
lyric note bursts forth: "This is the
revolution. We stand in its presence,
understanding not whence it cometh or
whither it goeth."
The real test of the intellectual radicals

must be sought in their more sober
words. If the spirit by which they are
actuated is a passion for real justice, and
not a romantic striving for the unattain-
able, we shall expect to find them deal-
ing truthfully with facts, avoiding in-
ferences which are manifestly false, and
anxious to help a deserving underdog-
even if he happens to be a thorough-
bred.

The New Republic, in a recent edi-
torial advising labor to form a political
party of its own, argues the case of the
workingman with what the writer doubt-
less persuades himself as well as his
readers is the glow of righteous con-
viction. Half truths, under his skilful
handling, shine forth like flaming moral
lessons. The text is the mistreatment
accorded labor since the war, and this is
in effect the argument : Labor cooperated
loyally with the Government during the
war, its representatives sat on important
national commissions, and were even used
as emissaries to Europe. Therefore, or-
ganized labor had a right to expect that
its principles (collective bargaining, the
closed shop), its hours, its wages, would
be immediately adopted, with Govern-
ment help, and that labor in some fash-
ion would acquire a new place in the
control of industry. Nothing is said
about the time and energy given by capi-
talists and clerks to war activities. Only
labor unions are to be rewarded for
loyalty; and they should receive without
discussion the right to impose condi-
tions over which controversy has raged
ever since the advent of the union. We
are told that labor unionists "are the only
important group in America which is

remaining true to the national traditions
of fair play, free discussion and govern-
ment by the consent of the governed"
although Mr. Gompers himself at first
refused to sanction the steel strike be-
cause the majority of the workers were
opposed to it. We hear that the public
is indifferent to the merits of strikes,
though it must be known to New Republic
editors that for decades the tendency
of the public has almost uniformly been
to side with the strikers. The New Re-
public refuses to prejudice the case of the
strikers by admitting that just at pres-
ent, owing to the activities of Reds all
over the country and even in the ranks of
labor, the public has good ground for
alarm over labor's sweeping demands.
The New Republic will not admit that

labor made a tactical mistake by attempt-

ing to inaugurate its semi-revolutionary
programme so soon after the cessation
of hostilities, when the task of getting
back to a sound civil government was
beset with difficulties. It draws the con-
clusion that the Government and the
public have broken faith with labor. The
Nation utters the same- wail: "The
course of the Government . . . serves
to confirm the unfortunate suspicions of
workingmen that in the real test the
Government is the organ of the proper-
tied classes." The New Republic disarms
the reader's possible criticism that labor,
in the present crisis, may be thinking ex-

clusively of its own interest by a sneer at

capitalists: Labor unionists "must be-
ware of following the vicious example
of the employing group, of yielding to
the dangers and tempting psychology of
industrial warfare." Because of the in-

junction brought against the chiefs of
the coal miners, the same paper character-
izes the Clayton act as "the most perfect
example of a gold brick ever passed off

by politicians on a group of credulous
victims." Again not a word about the
vast damage inflicted upon others than
labor unionists by the present war-time
conditions—the brewers, for instance,
who, like the coal miners, are the victims'
ofa technicality, and the whole tribe of
railroad stockholders. The whole article
is instinct with a "passion for justice"
abstract justice to be applied exclusively
to one eroup of individuals ! And yet the
Neio Republic would hotly resent the
charge that it and its kind are doing
more than the "capitalist press" to create
class antagonism.
The Nation has a proud past to fall

back upon, and makes the most of it, for
it has the hardihood to pretend that it
has not departed from the spirit of
the Nation of Godkin's dav. These
tactics began two years aero. In its issue
of December 27, 1917, after insinuating
a strong leaning toward socialism by the
amazing statement that "Denmark is to-
day a more completely socialized state
than Karl Marx dreamed of," and by
other sentences of a similar sort, it coolly
said : "As for the Nation, it sees nothing
in the present situation to cause it to
change its attitude towards socialism"
And then it quoted the following words
of a former editor: "And as for other
questions—we cannot believe that error
will permanently prevail over truth We
are confident that individualism in its
main features, is the policy which has
formed and which must preserve our
institutions. But if we conservatives are
mistaken we cannot but welcome a dis-
cussion which shall open our eves and
set us right. Our attitude towards this
topic, as towards any other which touches
the vitals of our nation, must be that of
readiness to defend our faith in open
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forum, to meet and conquer reason with

reason." To use Hammond Lamont's

declaration of honest warfare as a cover

for the policy of promoting socialism by

everv means short of open avowal—to

try to make two things seem the same

which are as different as possible—is a

kind of thing, in which the present-day

Nation has developed a curious, if in-

effective, expertness.

On November 1, fulminating against

the treaty, the Nation cried out, "no one

shall ever say of The Nation that it con-

sented to its country's dishonor." But

when the Bolsheviki were surrendering

their country to Germany, it burst forth

with the salutation, "All hail, free Rus-

sia!" When the United States, quite with-

in the bounds of well-established inter-

national law, requisitioned the Dutch

ships, it railed, "If we must win this

war by adopting the principle that might

is right, let us prate no more of moral

justifications, let us weep no more tears

for Belgium and Servia." In the dark

days of February, 1918, it placed before

its readers the cheering thought that

famine was "The Only Advancing Gener-

al." At the end of 1917, while admitting

that "Germany's peace terms are a con-

fession that she is at the end of her re-

sources, and knows herself beaten and

humbled," it drew so dark a picture of

the Allied prospects as to justify the

conclusion that "wise statesmen would

be guilty, indeed, if they did not in-

quire if an honorable peace—not a pro-

German one—is possible at the present

time." To urge one's country to balk at

hardships in a conflict as to which there

was no longer any question which side

was in the right, and to blind one's coun-

try to the mammoth distinction between

the requisitioning of the Dutch ships and

Germany's organized frightfulness in

Belgium, are poor ways of safeguarding
the country's honor.

The Dial, which in February, 1918,

suggested as the proper reconstructers of

the world, among others, Lenin and

Trotsky, has in its issue of November
15, 1919, an editorial, prompted by the

anniversary of armistice day, which is

written, one may say, from the point of

view of a cheated Bolshevik. The argu-
ment is as follows: "Guardians of the

Vested Interests," without a thought of

saving humanity from further bloodshed,

negotiated a hasty peace in order "to

avert a collapse of the German military
organization" and the "German Imperial
organization." This would have impaired
the "vested interests of property and
class rule" in the Entente. The Lans-
downe letters—those precious documents
formerly hailed with such delight by
radicals—now prove to have been the
voice of alarmed, organized capitalists.
A further three months of the war would

have left Germany in no position to be a

bulwark against Bolshevism, which is a

"menace to absentee ownership."
Is it any wonder that an alien was im-

pelled to cry out, in the New York Tri-

bune on Thanksgiving Day, about the dis-

crimination against foreign-language

papers? "One of our most radical Yid-

dish newspapers has been translating edi-

torials from 'The Nation,' 'New Repub-
lic,' 'Dial,' and others. A reader who in-

quired of the reason of such a practice

has been answered that the authorities

would not let such articles appear origi-

nally in Yiddish." The alien element, how-

ever, need have little fear that its in-

terests are not being cared for. If the

hordes of Soviet Russia were to camp in

our midst the radical weeklies could be

counted on to exclaim, "Here we have the

spiritual descendants of our ancestors"
—George Washington, for instance. But

they should carefully weigh this ques-

tion : Is not their inverted snobbery help-

ing to establish an evil from which all

good Americans are trying to escape—
class rule: government, in this instance,

by a strongly organized minority of

working people?

The Issue of Free

Speech

THE
New Republic does well to call at-

tention to the dangers which would at-

tend upon the enactment of such a law as

that proposed by Attorney-General Pal-

mer for the purpose of curbing radical

activities. It does well, also, to point out

that no assurance that the law, if enacted,

would be construed reasonably by the

Department of Justice is sufficient pro-

tection against those dangers. A dragnet

law, a law so loose or so sweeping in its

language that it might be made the in-

strument of arbitrary suppression of free

speech, or might be used to terrorize

peaceful citizens in the exercise of other

fundamental rights, is a law that ought
never to be put on the statute books. A
people whose immunity from intimida-

tion is dependent upon the forbearance

of executive officers is not a nation of

freemen. Any law which, so far from

protecting them against the danger of

such invasion of their rights, is itself the

source of that danger is a bad law.

Whatever Mr. Palmer's intent may be,

that would be the actual character of the

law he proposes. Some of the things the

New Republic says about it we most

heartily approve:

The first section of the bill makes it unlaw-

ful, among other things, to commit "any act

of terrorism, hate, revenge, or injury against
the person or property" of any United States

officer, agent, or employee, "with the intent to

. . . cause the change, overthrow, or de-

struction of the Government, or of any of

the laws or authority thereof." The second
section not only makes it unlawful to advise,

advocate, or teach the commission of any
such act, but imposes a penalty of ten years'

imprisonment on any one who "makes, di»-

plays, writes, prints, or circulates any sign,

word, speech, picture, design, argument, or

teaching" which justifies such an act. . . .

An overzealous champion of the Constitution,

goaded to hatred by Attorney-General Palmer's

ruthless campaign against free speech, publish-
es an article attacking the Attorney-General
and demanding the repeal of the Espionage
law. Clearly the publication is an act of hate

against a United States officer, with intent to

change a law of the United States. The editor

of a newspaper publishes an article suggesting
that the vote of the West Virginia electorate

and the attack on Mr. Palmer were justified.

He may go to jail for ten years. . . . The
danger of the Palmer bill does not lie in these

extreme examples. They merely illustrate its

defective draftsmanship. The real menace to

American liberty lies in the less extreme but

more probable applications of the bill.

The bill ought not to be passed, and, un-

less greatly modified, we do not be-

lieve that it has the slightest chance of

being passed.
But it is not upon the efforts of the

New Republic or its kind that the pres-

ervation of the right of free speech, or

of personal liberty, in this country de-

pends. On the contrary, we are con-

vinced that such danger as there may be

of the impairment of those rights is in

large measure due to the irrational way
in which they are advocated by journals

and public speakers of the New Republic

type. In the opening words of this very

article, for example, the New Republic
declares that "Attorney-General Palmer

seems bent on wiping out the last vestige

of freedom of speech and press in the

United States." This is nonsense, and

everybody that keeps his eyes open knows

that it is nonsense. There have been

cases of improper suppression, undoubt-

edly, just as there have been abuses of

every law on the statute books, and

abuses of executive power, from that of

the President in the White House down
to that of the patrolman on his beat ; and

under the stress of war and after-war

conditions there have been more of them

than usual, just as there always are. But

the right of free speech flourishes in our

time to a degree probably never before

known in the United States. Not only do

scores of Socialist newspapers print, day
after day, without molestation, matter

that is distinctly aimed at the destruc-

tion of our existing form of government
and of the institution of property, but the

columns of the "capitalist press" are giv-

en over, with remarkable liberality, to

the dissemination of the utterances of

radicals and revolutionaries whenever

this forms a natural feature of the day's

news. When Rose Pastor Stokes—whose

importance from an intellectual stand-

point is nil, whose standing arises solely

from the accidents of public notoriety—
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thinks fit to free her mind about the Lusk

Committee, her talk is "featured" in the

great metropolitan dailies ; and this with-

out anything in the headlines or the pre-

sentation to break its force. When, at

the annual dinner of the New York Acad-

emy of Political and Social Science, three

speeches are made by men of eminence

on the capitalist side of the railroad ques-

tion, and one on the labor side, it is the

labor man's, and the labor man's only—
imply because it was the most interest-

ing one—that is given in extenso, and

featured in the headlines, in the New
York Times. So far from radical opinion

being suppressed, it enjoys enormous

publicity, without a penny of expense, at

the hands of the most conservative news-

papers of the country. To talk about

"the last vestige of freedom of speech
and press," in this situation, is either un-

scrupulous or childish.

In extenuation of the offense of such

misstatements, gross as they are, it may
be pleaded that they are after all only an

instance of the exaggeration which nat-

urally attends passionate advocacy. But
the trouble with the frantic advocates of

free speech lies deeper. They constantly

exhibit a fundamental want of intelli-

gent understanding of the principle of

free speech itself. What gives that prin-

ciple its high place in the great body of

liberal doctrine is the well-grounded con-

viction that liberty in the expression and
dissemination of opinion is essential to

the ultimate triumph of truth and to the

continuance of human progress. To sup-

press what the current opinion of to-day

regards as error is justly termed big-

etry; it arises from considering as abso-

lute truth that which is merely the ac-

cepted, and possibly erroneous, belief pre-
dominant at a given time, and treating
it as sacrosanct. It has been one of the

great achievements of the liberal thought
of the last two centuries to overcome this

bigotry; it is the distinction of latter-

day radicals to have developed a new kind
•f bigotry, a bigotry of free speech—less

dangerous no doubt, but not more ra-

tional than the bigotry of suppression.
Instead of a noble and rational doctrine

we have a mere blind dogma, every of-

fense against which is undiscriminat-

ingly branded as an outrage.
This degeneration of the doctrine of

free speech into a mere fetich is most
obviously manifested in cases where the
so-called suppression of free speech is

in reality nothing more than an assertion
of the ordinary decencies of life. When
a Bouck White is ejected from a church

upon whose congregation he insists on

inflicting a socialistic harangue, and is

punished for the disturbance he had
made, it may or may not be that the pun-
ishment was justified; but the question
has nothing whatever to do with the prin-

ciple of free speech. The same doctrines
which he thought fit to attempt to pro-
mote by his preposterous antics are

taught every day in scores of publica-

tions, and by hundreds of individuals,
with absolute impunity. Bouck White is

punished for his antics, not for his doc-

trines. Yet the bigots of free speech wax
just as indignant as though some real

source of enlightenment or of discussion
were being choked up and prevented from
spreading its influence in the community.
Half the feeling that underlies such wild
statements as that of the New Republic
about "the last vestige of free speech"
arises from seeing in the punishment of

a Bouck White, or in the breaking up of
some unlicensed red-flag parade by the

police, the same kind of invasion of the

right of free speech as would be com-
mitted by the suppression of a radical

newspaper or the imprisonment of an or-

derly advocate of socialism.

Less obvious, but not less significant,
is the confusion of thought that is shown
in the field of education. One of the most
important outgrowths of the doctrine of
free speech is the principle of academic
freedom. There have been undoubtedly
many deplorable violations of that doc-

trine in this country ; though it should be
noted in passing that so far from these

violations being more frequent in our
time than in the past, they are far less

frequent and far less extreme. Such an
event as the dismissal of Professor Ross
from Leland Stanford University on ac-

count of his opinions in regard to rail-

road corruption in California would be

almost impossible to-day; still more out

of the question would be what happened
to President Andrews of Brown Univer-

sity, at the time of the free-silver cam-

paign, on account of his views on bimetal-

ism. These cases and a few others have

helped to educate the country toward an

understanding of the principle of pro-
fessorial independence, which a genera-
tion ago had hardly obtained even a foot-

ing in American public opinion. But
while the principle of academic freedom
is a legitimate outgrowth of the general
doctrine of free speech, the notion that

the same maxims are applicable to the

case of teachers of children in the pub-
lic schools is a morbid excrescence of it,

the result not of thought but of want
of thought.

That a competent professor, whose re-

lations are with students well advanced

toward manhood and possessing some ma-

turity of thought, should feel that no re-

straint is placed upon him in the exer-

cise and expression of his independent

judgment, both in the class-room and

elsewhere, is essential to the maintenance

of a high level of thought, and to the full

development of the intellectual and moral

possibilities of the nation. No such con-

sideration applies to the case of teachers

whose function it is simply to provide the

children under their charge with the

standard elements of an ordinary educa-

tion. Those children, when the time

comes, will have every reasonable oppor-

tunity of weighing such arguments as

there may be in favor of the destructton

of our form of government, the abolition

of property, or, for that matter, the ex-

tinction of our accepted code of morals.

To insist that their childish minds should

not be deprived of the opportunity of de-

termining for themselves whether the

existing order of society is good or bad,

that they shall be brought up with no

prepossession in favor of the government,
the laws, or the ethics upon which the

community which maintains the school*

is founded, is a notion so absurd that to

discuss it ought to be regarded as a waste

of time. Yet it is only upon the accept-

ance of this notion that the indignation

which our radicals are so ready to vest

at any failure to extend the doctrine of

academic freedom to the kindergarten eaa

be grounded.
We do r.«t deny that in a time like this

there is great danger of violation of the

true principle of free speech. There is

even danger that we may fall into the

habit not only of violating it in particular

cases, but of forgetting its cardinal im-

portance in the abstract. With mischiev-

ous doctrines in the air, and with real

peril to the community not only in sight
but often actually realized, the tempta-
tion to resort to a short-cut to get rid of

the evil is to many minds irresistible.

And the short-cut of suppression will not

only fail to remove the evil, but will cer-

tainly increase it. Bad teachings cannot

be overcome by force ; on the contrary, to

persecute the disseminators of them for

opinion's sake is to give them a hold far

beyond that which in themselves they are

capable of commanding. In large part,

they will run their course by virtue of

the native intelligence and the sound in-

stincts of the people themselves. Every-
thing, too, must be done that can be done

to counteract them by argument and per-
suasion ; but in the face of all temptation
we must hold fast the great principle of

freedom of opinion. But that principle
is not in the keeping of those who in its

name demand either absurdities or im-

possibilities. The plain man's common
sense revolts at the requirement that he
shall tolerate what is offensive to the in-

stinct of decency or of propriety. Pre-

posterous claims urged in the name of

any principle do not elevate the principle
but degrade it. The doctrine of free

speech is a liberal principle; not the least

of the dangers to which it is exposed lies

in the discredit brought upon it by those
who seek to convert it into a fanatical

dogma.
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Justice Holmes's
Dissent

THE dissenting opinion written by Jus-

tice Holmes in the case arising under

the War Espionage act, recently deeded

by the Supreme Court, has been widely

hailed as a reassertion of the right of

free speech. Com.ng from such a source,

it is of the first importance that its exact

character be clearly understood.

Three distinct elements go to the mak-

ing up of this interesting paper. There

is the plea for the principle of free speech

as such, without special reference to the

particular case in hand. There is the

plea that the insignificance of the de-

fendants, and the improbability of their

actions resulting in any great injury to

the Republic, should have protected them

against the infliction either of any pun-
ishment at all, or at all events of any

heavy punishment Finally, there is the

plea that the defendants did not in fact

commit the crime contemplated by the

law under which they were convicted.

We shall take up these three elements in

the reverse order of that in which we
have stated them.

Upon the last point we see no escape
from the conclusion that Justice Holmes
is clearly and palpably wrong, for the

question turns upon the plain meaning
of ordinary words. There were four

counts in the indictment. The decision

•f the Supreme Court sustaining the con-

Tiction of the defendants rests solely on
the third and fourth counts. These
counts deal not with the mere utterance

•f sentiments or opinions, however dis-

loyal or abusive, but with actual incite-

ment to disloyal acts. The question is

whether in the pamphlets issued by the
defendants there was or was not, as the
law requires in order to make their con-
duct criminal, an intent "to cripple or
binder the United States in the prosecu-
tion of the war." The majority opinion
aay3:

The plain purpose of their propaganda was
to excite, at the supreme crisis of the war,
disaffection, sedition, riots, and, as they hoped,
revolution, in this country for the purpose of
embarrassing and if possible defeating the

military plans of the Government in Europe.

The dissenting opinion says:
I do not see how any one can find the in-

lent required by the statute in any of the de-
fendant's words. ... To say that two

Sirases
taken literally might import a sugges-

on of conduct that would have interference
with the war as an indirect and probably un-
desired effect seems to me by no means enough
to ihow an attempt to produce that effect.

About a dozen passages from the pam-
phlets are quoted in the majority opin-
ton. It will be sufficient here to cite two.
The first is one which Judge Holmes ad-
mits does "urge curtailment of produc-
tion of things necessary to the prosecu-

tion of the war within the meaning of the

8ct of May 16, 1917" ; but he denies that

this was done "with intent by such cur-

tailment to cripple or hinder the United

States in the prosecution of the war." It

is as follows:

Workers in the ammunition factories, You
are producing bullets, bayonets, cannon, to

murder not only the Germans, but also your
dearest, best, who are in Russia and are fight-

ing for freedom.

To the second of the passages we have

in mind Judge Holmes makes no express

reference. It is an incitement not to the

mere curtailment of production, but to

insurrectionary violence. Addressed to

"Socialists, Anarchists, Industrial Work-

ers of the World, Socialist Labor party

men, and other revolutionary organiza-

tions" and calling upon them to "unite

for action," it proceeds as follows :

Know, you lovers of freedom, that in order

to save the Russian revolution we must keep

the armies of the Allied countries busy at

home.

As it is impossible to impute to Judge
Holmes any intention to deal otherwise

than sincerely with the facts before him,

one has to take refuge in the hypothesis

that when he speaks of "an indirect and

probably undesired effect," he is confus-

ing the question of motive with the ques-

tion of intent. Interference with the war
was palpably the direct and the desired

effect which these appeals were intended

to produce, though it is entirely possible

that the original desire and primary mo-

tive behind them was something quite

different. To prove motive in a case of

crime may be necessary as part of the

evidence that the crime had been com-

mitted; but in order to prove unlawful

intent it is not in the least necessary to

prove a wicked motive. Eugene Aram
was none the less guilty of murder be-

cause he was animated not by greed for

riches but by the desire to use the old

miser's wealth for the good of his fellow

men. But, whatever the explanation of

Judge Holmes's position, the falsity of

it is evident.

On the second point, that of the partial

or complete immunity which the insig-

nificance of the defendants, or their in-

ability to do great harm, should have

given them, the case is not quite so sim-

ple. A question of expediency is here in-

volved, upon which no absolute rule can

be laid down. It might have been wise,

it might have been politic, it might have
been humane, for the lower court to let

these men off with a trifling punishment.
On the other hand, it is equally possible
that the wisest, the most politic, and even

the most humane course in such a mat-

ter, is by severe punishment to serve no-

tice on all prospective offenders that they
cannot hope to escape terrible conse-

quences if they deliberately defy a law
enacted by the nation for its protection

from internal enemies in time of war.

But though much might be said on both

sides of this question as affecting the de-

cision of the court of first instance—and

still more as affecting the exercise of ex-

ecutive clemency—considerations of this

kind have no place in determing whether

the decision shall be overruled by a court

of appeal. The court below inflicted no

penalty that was not provided in the law

under which it acted. As an obiter dictum

it would have been quite proper for Judge
Holmes to declare his opinion of the un-

wisdom of the sentence imposed. But if

the Supreme Court were to make this

opinion a ground for reversing the judg-
ment of the court below it would erect

into a principle of law that which ought

obviously to be left a matter of judicial

and executive discretion. We can think

of no precedent more harmful, more cal-

culated to rob the law of the vigor es-

sential to its efficacy, than such a de-

cision would establish.

We come now to the last of the three

elements which enter into Judge Holmes's

epinion. He has given impressive and, in

the main, sound expression to the general

principle of free speech. It is of the first

importance fer us all to remember—for

we are many of us prone to forget—that

"we should be eternally vigilant against

attempts to check the expression of opin-

ions that we loathe and believe to be

fraught with death." It is well that we
should be reminded from a high source

that "the best test of truth is the power
of the thought to get itself accepted in

the competition of the market." The un-

fortunate thing about it all is that these

maxims, so essential to the vitality of

liberal institutions, should be cited to

justify that which in no rational view

of the matter falls within their scope.

What these men were punished for is

not the expression of opinions. Their ha-

rangues to their revolutionary brethren

had absolutely nothing to do with any
competition in the market of thought.
The opinions they expressed were at that

same moment being expressed— ex-

pressed openly, with millions for an au-

dience, not circulated merely among those

who were already revolutionists or an-

archists—without let or hindrance. It

is as incitement to action, not as ex-

pressions of opinion, that their pam-
phlets are declared by the Supreme Court

to have brought them under the operation
of the criminal law.

Justice Holmes is a sincere and high-
minded advocate of the principles of

liberty. But a greater than he has had

something to say on the subject. Never
have those principles been stated in a

form more uncompromising than in John
Stuart Mill's great work. No one

will accuse him of making any conces-

sion in the matter of free speech except
such as is the plain demand of sanity and
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common sense. In the essay "On Lib-

erty" there occurs this passage :

No one pretends that actions should be as

free as opinions. On the contrary, even opin-
ions lose their immunity when the circum-

stances in which they are expressed are such

as to constitute their expression a positive in-

stigation to some mischievous act. An opinion
that corn-dealers are starvers of the poor, or

that private property is robbery, ought to be

unmolested when simply circulated through
the press, but may justly incur punishment
when delivered orally to an excited mob as-

sembled before the house of a corn-dealer, or
when handed about among the same mob in the

form of a placard.

It should be particularly noted that

what Mill here points out is that the mere

expression of opinion, without any overt

incitement to action, "may justly incur

punishment" when the circumstances

make that expression equivalent to such

incitement. That punishment may justly
be inflicted for plain incitement, such as

is contained in the seditious pamphlets
passed upon by the Supreme Court, was

evidently to Mill's mind too obvious to

need statement. But our dilettante radi-

cals know better. The New Republic
brands the Supreme Court as sanctioning

by its decision a "barbarous persecution
of opinion." Yet neither the decision nor

anything in the opinion accompanying it

militates in the slightest degree against
freedom of opinion ; it does not conflict in

the least with the broad principles of free

speech asserted by Judge Holmes; it is

in perfect accord with the view stated by
the foremost of modern champions of the

doctrine of liberty. But all this makes
no difference. Somebody has said some-

thing or printed something, and has been

put in prison for it—that is enough and
to spare. What, are we to see a man
suffer for "free speech" and not cry out

upon the persecutors?

Portrait of an Amer-
ican

"DLOOD makes the American no more
-L,than the gentleman. The man to

whom, desperate of definition, we have

lately taken to pointing, saying, "There,
at any rate, is an example of what we
mean by Americanism," was never tired

of analyzing the blood of his veins into

a dozen national elements. The American
is he who has America in his heart.

The children of the first comers, those

who are not conscious of roots reaching
even obscurely into other deep-soiled civ-

ilizations, are Americans only potential-

ly. Every man's experience will furnish
him with an instance of a Russian or
some other who has come to us with
America in his heart, whose feeling for

America puts to blush those who have
worn the name longer with less right.
In such a man or woman America sees

herself more clearly than in those whose
fascinated contemplation of other civil-

izations leads them to give back Amer-
ica chiefly as the reflection of her crude

aspiration to culture or her stupid in-

sensitiveness to it, her want of thrift

and neatness, her slums and shanties,
her negroes and her "foreigners" and
her vulgar rich. To find the American
it is idle to search the heart of such.

A specific instance is best, and a true

one. If you would find the American, let

a New Haven train carry you out of the

city to one of the first villages in which
there is some flavor of New England.
You will find him just across the street

from the station, and he is—an Irish-

man. At least his father was, coming
here shortly after the first wave of im-

migration, say the middle of the last

century. This father of Joe's went to

work on the railroad for seventy-five
cents a day. Raised a family on it, too,

of which Joe in due course came to be

part. For him there was the public
school and at odd times a little reading
of the law, just enough to enable him to

perceive the kinship between it and his

own large common-sense. Meanwhile the

village grows. Estates line the shore,

farm houses are converted into com-
fortable modern residences, the village

people continue to prosper by virtue of a

sort of ancestral momentum, and around
Joe's office—"Real Estate and Notary
Public"—there tumbles and laughs and
chatters and brawls an Italian colony.

Nobody ever told Joe about American-
ization. He was neither the victim nor

the initiator of propaganda. But his

steady eye fell on these turbulent Latins

who had come to fill his Irish father's

place on the railroad. How far did he

consciously phrase to himself the pater-
nal struggle? Why should he be the one

to say to himself, "These people do not

understand"? What was there to make
him perceive that it was not enough to

come to America, that it was necessary
also to be American? Why was his the

hand that went out to the men in greet-

ing and in help?

Behold him clad in the gay stole and

plumed hat of a ranking officer in Lodge
Vittorio Emmanuele III! Not a word
of their "soft bastard Latin"' can he

speak, nor ever will. He is not prying
fascinated into their exotic life. "They
seem to like to get me into this sort of

thing. They are good boys." Votes,

says some one, mindful of many things.

But not at all; Joe holds these many
years no office but that of a Justice of

the Peace. But if there is land to be

bought—and they thrive, these Italians

—Joe does not, like the law, coldly leave

the purchaser to look out for himself.

If there is feud in the quarter, family

or other, Joe compounds it. Was it a sol-

dier absent without leave? Joe searched

him out and sent him back wiser and

less sad. Themis dwells in the quarter,

affably companioning with the poor—
Astraea redux. Or, as a less classical

posterity puts it when pressed for expla-

nation of their devotion, "Joe, he fair."

Here, then, or nowhere is America—
not a matter of time or place, but very

clearly a state of the soul. And that

quality of heart which most disposes it

to be the dwelling place of America is

precisely that which the Americana
whom Joe is making out of his Italians

instinctively recognize in him—fairness.

It can be put with a hard brilliance as

"a career open to talent." It can be put

cynically as "each for himself and devil

take the hindmost." It can be figured

ridiculously as a blindfold justice with

scrupulous scale and unrelenting sword,
which it most emphatically is not. This
fairness of the right American sort is

not incompatible with a certain shrewd-

ness, but it is impossible without a cer-

tain kindness, like Joe's. It cannot exist

apart from the doing of things—big

things, even—but the American is will-

ing—not eager, mark you—to do some
things, and big things, too, that are of
no immediate personal profit to himself;
that's Joe, too. It cherishes a well-nigh
impossible desire to extend excellence
without degrading it ; but it does not aim
to reform the world. If such an impres-
sion has got abroad, then America is un-
fortunate in her spokesmen and their
hearers. Joe, if he could speak and be
heard, would render a different account.

Behold him in the Columbus Day
procession, led by the band—earnest in-

dividualists—with dubious regimentation
everywhere wavering to a rag-tag of
urchins in the rear. And Joe, poised un-
certainly on a lurching float, clad in the

motley of Uncle Sam. Bravo! Nobly
borne! "Cristoforo Colombo we should
have made him, too, but there is only one
Joe! He shall play it next year!" Ev-
viva! Good work! Cristoforo Colombo!
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Leonid Andreyev and the

Bolsheviki

THERE
is no longer any doubt as to

the fact of Leonid Andreyev's death.

Newspapers arriving from the other side

have confirmed the previous report of

his sudden death in Finland. He passed

away almost on the eve of a visit to the

United States, all the plans for which had

already been made. He wanted to come

to the New World in order to tell its peo-

ple what he had already told them so

tragically in his powerful appeal for aid

to perishing Russia. But fate ruled oth-

erwise, and instead of the commanding
figure of a great writer, only the report

of his sudden end has reached America.

Nowadays, whenever a Russian name
is mentioned, the question immediately

arises, "Where does he stand on the mat-

ter of Bolshevism?" In the case of An-

dreyev the reply is clear-cut, for his at-

titude followed inevitably from his politi-

cal credo. Andreyev was a true Russian

patriot, first of all. This means that to

him his Russia was the greatest and the

dearest thing there was. There was no

publicist or writer in Russia more ar-

dently desirous of a victory over Ger-

many than he, for a defeat at her hands
meant the enslavement of Russia and

possibly even destruction. There scarce-

ly was a more bitter opponent of Bolshev-
ism in Russia than he, for to him the Bol-

shevist experiments, whether successful
or not, would inevitably entail the coun-

try's passing through international trea-

son, anarchy, and eventually becoming a

prey to Germany. The Bolsheviki even

attempted to buy him. Shortly before his

death, an emissary from Gorky visited

Andreyev bidding him to help on the Bol-
sheviks* 'literary" work, in which case
two million rubles would be placed at his

disposal for publishing anything he
wanted. Andreyev was starving. But
he spurned this offer, refusing to treat
with Gorky's emissary. Leonid Andre-
yev was not for sale.

Since the beginning of the Russian
revolution Andreyev was invariably on
the side of those who strove to establish
in Russia a free democratic order to open
the way for the country's development
along the lines which were most impera-
tive for her. He consistently opposed,
with all the might of his powerful pen,
all disintegrating elements. Among
the many articles and appeals which he
wrote during those first months of the
Russian revolution, two stand out par-
ticularly. One is entitled, "To Thee,
Soldier!" It is an appeal to the army af-
ter the first defeats caused by propa-
ganda. The second is called, "Ruin and

Destruction." It is an analysis of the

misfortunes which were soon to grow
out of the Bolshevist regime.

Andreyev began his appeal to the sol-

dier of Russia with a recital of what the

army meant in the people's eyes under
the imperial regime:

Under Nicholas the autocrat you were a
slave. And your people dreaded you. To
whom did your gray uniform bring joy? To
whom did your gun and your sharp bayonet
bring peace? Only to the enemies of the

people, the hangmen of the people. When-
ever rows of gray uniforms would appear
in the streets, we all knew what that meant;
death was stalking behind! Death was mov-
ing upon the innocent, the starving, upon
those who longed for a bright life, who dared
to raise their voices of protest against the

tyrant. Death was stalking, and in its wake,
destruction, ruin, tears, and horror. Soldier,
you were terrible then !

Then came the revolution, and the sol-

diers were no longer the enemies of the

people.

Do you remember, O soldier, how the heart
of the whole people quivered when the first

blow of the Cossack sabre descended not on
the head of a brother or a friend, but on that
of a police henchman? How we loved you
then, our soldier! And when . . .

red flags swept and fluttered over the sharp
points of the bayonets, and when, as blood to
the heart, they all flowed towards the Taurida
Palace, and when the music of freedom thun-
dered forth, mingling its triumphant strains
with the last dying whistling of the bullets,
do you remember, O soldier, what you saw
in the streets? Do you remember that black
crowd of citizens, half-frenzied with suffer-

ing and sleepless nights? Do you remember
how those eyes gazed with faith and love
at you, at your gray uniform, at your bay-
onet?

But it was only during the first short

months following the revolution that the

soldier meant all that. With the first test

of morale, in the summer of 1917, there
was a bitter revelation. At the rear the

soldiers, drunken with power and reck-

lessness, were carousing in the streets of

the cities, terrorizing the peaceful popu-
lation. And at the front?

Oh, how you fled from the field of battle,
Russian soldier! The world has never known
or seen such flight, or such hordes of trait-

ors. The world knew a single Judas. And
here tens of thousands of Judases are rushing
along, throwing away their rifles, and boast-

ing of meetings. Whither do they hasten?
They hasten to betray their native land, to
deliver her to the amazed foe.

Andreyev ends his powerful picture
of the betrayal of Russia by her soldiers

who suddenly lost all sense of patriotism
and opened the frontiers of the country
to the inveterate enemy, with a stirring

appeal to the soldiers to awake from their

nightmare.

But this stirring appeal came too late.

Elemental forces had already carried un-
fortunate Russia into the whirlpool. The
army was not the only thing that had
been affected by the poison of disintegra-
tion and the propaganda that finally de-

stroyed Russia. Late in the summer of

1917, Andreyev gave graphic expres-
sion to the condition into which Russia
had fallen in an article which he called

"Ruin and Destruction."

"Our country is in mortal danger," are
the opening words of this article. De-
claring that the time has come for speak-
ing out clearly, when it is the duty
of every citizen to understand what lies

in store for his native land, the author
draws a pen picture of the misfortunes
which he sees coming upon Russia with
the implacability of fate. First, starva-

tion. "It comes on irresistibly." The
peasantry has lost faith in the efficacy

of the revolutionary order and refuses

to cooperate with the city. It starves

the city. Second, the disintegration of

the army. The propaganda of fraterni-

zation, spread by the Germans and the

Bolsheviki, makes it possible for the en-

emy tc transfer his troops to the front

in France. Third, the possibility of sep-
arate peace and the consequent treason

to Russia's Allies. Then, coming on be-

hind, financial bankruptcy, and even the

break-up of Russia herself. Finland and
Ukraina are already talking separation.

Who is next? Who else hates Russia so
much that he would not remain with her a

single moment? Who else demands to be
divorced from dying Russia? Gs and strike

her. Tear her to pieces. Steal whatever you
can. Why should you pity her, when she
does not pity herself? Why should you pre-
serve her and try to save her when she her-
self does not want to save herself, when she
walks straight into the grave and sings her
own funeral march in a thousand voices?

The whole country is lost in a chaos
of party disputes and wranglings. There
is no unity of action or of purpose. What
can save Russia under such circum-

stances ?

I do not condemn anybody, for everybody
is to blame. Who can be punished when all

are at fault?

The storm is coming on. Things are

becoming darker and darker. His elo-

quent appeal to the soldiers ends with a

note of hope. "Ruin and Destruction"

end3 with a note of utter hopelessness:

And perhaps—perhaps there really ought
not be any Russia? Perhaps this is merely
an old-fashioned term it is time to destroy:
If there is to be no "Russia," there will be

something else ; and "at the coffin's portal

young life shall play anew." Does it matter,
after all, whether it is Russian life, or young
German life? The people, too, will not perish.
You cannot destroy at one blow one hundred
million people. They will get used to the new
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conditions. Who knows, perhaps there really
ought not to be any Russia?

The red terror of the Bolshevist

regime drove Andreyev into Finland, and
there he remained until his death. Liv-

ing in poverty, in eternal torment over

the fate of his native land, Andreyev
could write little—only an unfinished

novel, which is still unpublished. The

proposal of the Prinkipo Conference,

however, evoked from the exile his swan
song, "S. 0. S."

The attitude of the Allied Governments
toward Russia is either madness or treason.

This is the question which Andreyev
sets before himself for solution in the

first part of his article. Proving conclu-

sively that it cannot be madness, he

leaves the question there and refrains

from drawing the other conclusion. The
second part of the article addresses to

all civilized nations of the world an ap-

peal for aid to Russia.

Andreyev compares himself to the tele-

graphist on a sinking ship who casts into

the darkness and the storm his frantic

appeal for help. The anguished cry
of "S.O.S." has now gone through the

world. Has it struck the hearts of men?
Has it impelled the bows of the world's

ships of state to turn towards Russia?

In his unpublished novel Andreyev
represents Satan as coming to the earth

to teach men how to lie. But he finds

falsehood so highly developed among
men that his own lies seem childish and

pale. In the chaos of falsehood and dis-

honesty that inundated the world around

him, Andreyev was appealing to the

redeeming qualities of men. Death

engulfed him while the tides of chaos

were still rolling in. But as these tides

subside, appeals such as his will sound

stronger and more triumphant and will

be the guiding music to lead men's wear-
ied feet to a better world that must
•emerge out of the trials of our fearful

days.
Leo Pasvolsky

A Lesson in Inter-

national Leagues
TN all the discussions around and about
-* the League of Nations, and the search
for precedents that might promise suc-

cess or otherwise to the great experi-

ment, we seem to have lost sight of the
fact that for ten years past the United
States and Canada have been giving a

practical demonstration of the possibili-

ties of such an international arrange-
ment. In the International Joint Com-
mission these two neighboring countries

.have what is in effect a League of Na-

tions limited to their common interests.

Admitting differences in degree and com-
plexity, the principles involved in both
the North American League and the
League of Nations are sufficiently alike
to make the very real success of the for-
mer a subject for serious thought.

The International Joint Commission
grew out of the Treaty of January 11,

1909, between the United States and
Great Britain. The preamble of that

treaty sets forth as its objects "to pre-
vent disputes regarding the use of boun-
dary waters and to settle all questions
which are now pending between the
United States and the Dominion of Can-
ada involving the rights, obligations, or
interests <tt either in relation to the other
or to the inhabitants of the other, along
their common frontier, and to make pro-
vision for the adjustment and settlement
of all such questions as may hereafter
arise." Jurisdiction to settle such ques-
tions was vested in a Commission, con-

sisting of three citizens of the United
States appointed by the President and
three Canadian subjects of His Majesty
appointed by the King on the recommen-
dation of the Canadian Government.
The treaty is too intricate to go into

fully, but certain points are worth em-
phasizing. The first article provides that
"the navigation of all navigable boun-

dary waters shall forever continue free

and open for the purposes of commerce
to the inhabitants and to the ships, ves-

sels, and boats of both countries equally."
The same right of navigation is extend-

ed to Lake Michigan and to all canals

connecting boundary waters. By arti-

cle 2 each country reserves its national

jurisdiction and control over the use

and diversion of waters flowing across

the boundary or into boundary waters,

but "any interference with or diver-

sion from their natural channel of such

waters on either side of the boundary
shall give rise to the same rights and

entitle the injured parties to the same

legal remedies as if such injury took

place in the country where such diver-

sion or interference occurs." Canadians

under this article have the right to go
into the United States courts and seek

redress for injury sustained in Canada,
and Americans have similar rights in

Canadian courts. The third and fourth

articles confer direct jurisdiction on the

Commission, and create what is in effect

an international court of appeal for the

settlement of questions involving the use

of boundary waters.

Article 9, on the other hand, makes

the Commission an investigating body,

to enquire into and report upon any

question involving rights, obligations, or

interests "along the common frontier."

The Treaty provides that all such ques-

tions "shall be referred" to the Commis-
sion on the request of either one or other

of the two Governments.

The tenth article goes much farther.

It provides that "any questions or mat-
ters of differences arising between the

High Contracting Parties" involving the

rights, obligations, or interests of the
United States or Canada in relation to

each other or their respective inhabi-

tants, may be referred for decision to

the Commission. There is no limitation

here, either in respect to the character of

the question referred or to the place of
its origin. It is not confined to the com-
mon frontier, nor is it confined to any
particular class of questions. Both par-
ties must consent to the reference to the
Commission. In the case of the United
States it must also be with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and in the
case of Great Britain with the consent
of the Governor-General-in-Council of

Canada, that is to say, the Canadian Gov-
ernment. Under this article the Com-
mission becomes a miniature Hague Tri-
bunal for the final settlement of ques-
tions of any character arising between
the United States and Canada.

This Commission has been in existence

for ten years, carrying on its very im-

portant work so smoothly and unosten-

tatiously that probably most of the in-

habitants of the two countries have never
even heard of it. During that time it

has disposed of a number of questions

involving the use of boundary waters,

principally questions of power develop-
ment and questions affecting navigation
interests, ranging from the St. Croix
River in the east, forming the boundary
between Maine and New Brunswick, to

the Lake of the Woods in the west. It

is at present dealing with a large irri-

gation problem in the Far West affect-

ing the people of Montana, Alberta, and
Saskatchewan. It has investigated and

reported upon several big questions along
the frontier, such as the pollution of

boundary waters; and the two Govern-
ments are now referring to it the very
important problem of developing the St,

Lawrence as an international waterway
from the lakes to the sea. Up to the

present time no questions have been re-

ferred under article 10.

The positive usefulness of this Com-
mission has been repeatedly proved dur-

ing the past ten years, but, as the writer
has said elsewhere, "the true measure
of its usefulness to the people of the

United States and Canada lies not even
so much in its positive as in its nega-
tive qualities, not so much in the cases
it has actually settled as in the infinitely

larger number of cases that never come
before it for consideration, simply be-
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cause the Commission is there, as a sort

of international safety-valve, and there-

fore the sting is taken out of the situa-

tion." There are many pessimists who

are convinced that the League of Nations

can never be of any real service to the

world. There were many ten years ago

who predicted that the International

Joint Commission would do more harm

than good to the United States and Can-

ada. The latter have been proved false

prophets. Possibly the former may

share the same fate.

Poetry
Lavengro

Weary of Shaw and, ye gods, how

weary
Of rediscovering deities with Wells I

Unmoved by Conan Doyle's seances eerie,

And bored with young romance and

wedding bells,

I turn—ah, Brother of the glade and

highway,
How good it is to breathe thy braver

air!

To make thy loitering, devious pathway

my way,
To have but eighteen pence—and not

to care!

Find in a mug of ale seraphic glories

But be content with water from a

spring;
And while inspired postillions tell their

stories

Forget that time—and plots—are on

the wing;

To share thy crusty speech and hearty

laughter,
To dabble with Armenian, Hebrew,
Greek ;

Translate Ab Gwilym 'neath a flitch-hung
rafter

And glean wild Irish in the peat-fire's

reek;

To sit down with thy dusky folk and
hearken

To age-old songs of Romany, rome and
dree;

Drift sleepward when the shadows
stretch and darken

And wander footloose when the sha-

dows flee!

Forever mayst thou weave thy magic
olden,

Thy gypsy glamerie shot through with

gleams
Of pulsing life and moments sunlit,

golden—
Thou Celtic Fielding, Realist of
Dreams !

Edmund Kemper Broadus

The Backwardness of Italian

Farming

ON
the kaleidoscopic play of current

events in Italy, and its relation to

her future progress, one can not write

with any feeling of confidence. The only

certainty is that the boat is rocking too

violently just now for speed towards

any predetermined harbor of safety.

Her prospects are deeply affected, how-

ever, by certain conditions not due to

the war, and not subject to the juris-

diction of the Paris Conference. They
are defects which must be dealt with at

home, and in respect of which the out-

sider may only record observations and

offer friendly suggestion. And yet in

the successful solution of these prob-

lems outsiders have a deep interest, ma-

terial as well as sentimental. Modern
life has knit the civilized nations of the

world into a whole which is sure to

suffer when any single member is seri-

ously ailing, and a derelict Italy would

constitute a drag on American material

prosperity as well as a sense of pain to

the countless Americans who love it for

its many memories of an intensely in-

teresting past, and its varied charms of

to-day.
It was my privilege, during the spring

and early summer of the present year,

to travel through large portions of

Sicily and the Italian peninsula, not fol-

lowing the routes by which the tourist

ordinarily hurries from point to point

of historic or artistic interest, traveling

always in daylight, and keeping my eyes

*pen to conditions of life as well as to

natural scenery. A farmer's son by
birth and always interested in agricul-

tural conditions, it was the life of the

farmer folk of Italy that impressed it-

self most on my attention. And that

impression was in the main a profound
sense of depression.

There are certain features of Italian

life which almost always present them-

selves to American travelers—did so

present themselves to me on an earlier

visit—as simply a part of the delight-

fully interesting novelties of Mediter-

ranean travel. The man and wife with

their donkey cart on one of the great

public piazzas of Palermo, three cows

tied to the rear of the cart and calves

tied to the tails of the cows, waiting

languidly through the forenoon for cus-

tomers to come and buy their pitcherful
of milk; the barefooted, sunburned
old woman, hobbling down some rocky

steep with an immense bag of for-

age on her head for her cow; the

weazened farmer plodding homeward in

the evening towards the high-perched
town, only the head and tail of his

little donkey visible from between the

great bundles of mingled oats and

clover, cut with the sickle of his remote

ancestors, and tied carefully together
and strapped over the donkey's back ; the

yoke of big-bodied, long-horned, slow-

moving oxen, drawing through the

young corn a plow corresponding more
nearly to that described in Virgil's

Georgics than to any cultivator used by
the wide-awake corn grower of to-day—
all this is certainly very interesting to

the traveler, and furnishes excellent

snapshots for his kodak. And if

these were sufficiently isolated cases we
might be contented to let it rest at that.

Many of them can be paralleled more or

less closely in remote parts of our own
land. The trouble is, however, that they
are not isolated, but represent so large

a portion of the present agricultural

life of Italy as to constitute a very heavy
drag on her material prosperity. Italy

has a very dense population, a large

proportion of land either completely or

relatively non-productive, and a heavy
handicap in manufacturing in her lack

of fuel and raw materials. A large part
of her population can live on a very low

plane of existence from the produce of

their little mountain farms and herds.

But it is a plane of existence too low to

bring personal contentment, or social

and political stability. In Sicily and

South Italy it has led to extensive emi-

gration of the more capable and ambi-

tious, the very men and women who are

most sorely needed at home. In north-

ern Italy manufacturing industries re-

tain a larger portion of this element,

but the problems of- successful manu-

facturing are becoming ever more diffi-

cult as the cost of imported fuel and

raw materials steadily grows. It is evi-

dent, then, that the situation calls for a

supply of homegrown food as cheap and

abundant as is possible. The use on a

large scale of electrical energy generated

by water power—white coal, carbons

bianco, as the Italians call it—will do

something to ease the fuel situation.

And the water which generates this

power can in many localities be still

further used for the irrigation of till-

able lands on lower levels.

But all this will not reach the root

of the trouble. The methods of tillage

itself, the tools employed, the mental at-

titude of the tiller towards his work,
must be very materially altered if Italy

is to keep pace with other nations in

modern paths of progress. One may
ride hundreds of miles in Italy, through
the very finest of farm lands as well as

the most forbidding, and see no hoe that

is not far heavier than is needed for its
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work, and few in which the handle is

not so badly fitted as to add mate-

rially to the energy required to wield

it. This worse than useless extra

weight the tiller must lift some thou-

sands of times in a day's labor.

Many of the most profitable triumphs
of modern "efficiency" in great manufac-

turing industries have consisted in de-

tecting and eliminating just such ele-

ments of wasted energy, whether human
or mechanical. What I have said of the

Italian hoe will apply with equal or

greater force to the scythe with which
most of the hay in Italy is cut, a
tool heavier and clumsier than the

bush scythe, or "brush hook," used to

clear the locust sprouts and blackberry
briers from the cow pastures of the

West Virginia mountainsides. I do

not, of course, assert that there is

absolutely no modern agricultural ma-

chinery, or tools, in Italy. I saw two

self-binders, a few years ago, in the

broad wheat fields near Syracuse, but

both very inefficiently drawn by two
or three yoke each of those slow and

awkwardly moving Sicilian oxen. They
are picturesque animals, I admit, and

possibly a justifiable instrument for the

work which you see them doing about

the docks at Messina. But the farmers

of America have long ago learned that

such an "unhastie beaste," as Edmund
Spenser would have put it, will not do

for modern farming. To talk of sup-

planting the Italian ox teams may seem
to some little less than Bolshevistic radi-

calism; but when one passes through
the rich cornfields between Milan and

Turin, with their loose and easily tilled

soil, and sees farmer after farmer plow-

ing the corn one row at a time with two
of those immense oxen drawing the

plow, and often an extra man or woman
at their head, one realizes, or certainly

should realize, what a disastrous waste

it all involves. In a long journey

through that region, I saw just one

fairly sensible outfit for plowing corn:

a plow not more than one generation
back in pattern, drawn by a light-weight,

briskly-stepping horse, with a bright

young woman at the handles. She was

plowing more corn than two of those

lumbering ox-team outfits, and if I had
seen a dozen like her in all Italy, where
I saw hundreds of the other, I should

feel more hopeful for the immediate

future of the Italian farmer.

There is a very serious retarding in-

fluence also in the absence of even a

fair beginning of an adequate system
of country roads. To thousands of

Italian wheat fields even a two-

wheeled cart, to say nothing of a really

efficient two-horse wagon, can not make
its way. Consequently you see the

sheaves of wheat tied together and

slung over the donkey's back to be car-

ried to the stacking place or to the

threshing floor. And then the wheat it-

self must be conveyed in little bits by
the same slow method to the granary.
And when it is sold, a very large amount
of it goes the usually long distance to
the nearest railway by the same con-

veyance. Almost the whole of it, too,
was harvested not with the modern
reaper, even when grown on great level

plains, nor with the "cradle" of a gen-
eration ago, but with the sickle that the
founders of the Roman Republic re-

ceived from their forefathers. I said
to a business man in Palermo with-
out contradiction, "America can take
its wheat as it stands in the fields

of the great Northwest, harvest it,

send it to seaboard by rail, and fi-

nally lay it down on the decks here
in Palermo, at a less cost per bushel,
when estimated in units of human labor,
than it takes to place in your Palermo
markets a very large share of the wheat
grown right here in Sicily."

But, I am told, labor is very cheap,
and the cost in money is not so great
after all. Yes, labor is cheap in Italy,
or was until the abnormal conditions of

the war supervened, and cheap chiefly
for the reason that this retention of in-

effective tools and methods makes it

relatively so unproductive. And be-

cause of this, the most promising young
men of large portions of Italy have

hardly any other ambition than to save

up money enough, by rigorous self-

denial, to purchase passage to North or

South America. I am aware, of course,

that able Italian scientists are giving
their attention to agricultural prob-

lems, under Government patronage, and
I know something of what public-spir-

ited individuals are doing. I have seen

in Italy countless farms and gardens and
orchards so cleanly kept and so abund-

ant in yield that I should be glad to

have them shown as models almost any-
where in the United States. But all this

does not alter the fact, or remove the

economic and social implications of the

fact, that even in most of these very
cases the same amount of physical

energy, with suitable tools and methods,

would have brought a greatly increased

return. I know, of course, that there is

a shameful amount of wasted effort in

our own land, too; but Italy is about

the last great country in the world to

be able to endure safely a conspicuous

amount of wasted effort in this partic-

ular line. If she had a Cavour to resort

to for guidance to-day, I am convinced

that he would look, for the salvation of

his country, not to Dalmatia, or Africa,

or outside expansion in any other direc-

tion. He would turn his attention

rather to the development of Italy's

magnificent potentialities in water

power, so as to remove the costly de-

pendence of her manufacturing indus-

tries upon imported fuel. He would

begin at once a thoroughgoing system of

farm roads, bringing the whole of Italy's

tillable land into connection with mar-

kets, and at the same time furnishing
better avenues for the penetration of

modern enlightenment into all parts of

the realm. And especially would he be

interested—as the Cavour of actual his-

tory was interested, until other pressing

problems took the lead—in the moderni-

zation of Italian agriculture. In these

lines, with the application of scientific

knowledge already in existence, backed

by orderly government and wisely di-

rected state assistance, financed by
American capital where, and only where,
home capital should not prove sufficient,

lies ample and remunerative employ-
ment for all the brawn and brains that

Italy can furnish. Here lies her best

hope of liquidating her crushing in-

debtedness; and schemes of external ex-

pansion, drawing her best blood away,
can only retard that hope and increase

the chances of disaster.

What I have said in these paragraphs
springs from no lack of sympathy for

Italy, no spirit of censoriousness. Af-
fection for her began with my college

days and has increased with every year
that has passed. And my inability
to believe in her "rivendicazioni" fol-

lowing the war, whether embodied in

the formula; of Orlando and his suc-

cessor, or in the wild dreams and

escapades of D'Annunzio, rests upon the

firm conviction that they too, in the

long run, point, not to happiness, pros-

perity and power, but to weakness, ad-

versity, and regret.

W. H. Johnsox

Correspondence
Syllogisms and Presidents

To the Editors of The Review:

In the good old days, in those much-
abused private schools, we learned some-

thing about logic. We learned about the

syllogism, for example—that neat little

logical formula in which the conclusioa

comes out all right if you get your pre-
mises straight. Your premises must fit

perfectly into each other; if one of them
is turned round the wrong way, all is

lost. An approved example was: "All

men are mortal; Socrates was a man;
therefore Socrates was mortal." But if

your minor premise had been stated in

this way: "All men are mortal; Socrates

was mortal; therefore he was a man,"
you were all at sea; for Socrates might
have been a horse or any other animal,
and he would still have been mortal.

Plainly a syllogism does not always hold

logic.

The unconditional admirers of Presi-

dent Wilson have a favorite argument,
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wfrich they have used since 1916. At that

time, indeed, they put it up on posters

in public places. They thought it was

an argument. In syllogistic form it

would have run like this: "All great

men are criticized; President Wilson is

otfticixed; therefore he is a great man."

This sounds very well, and could bear

being turned round almost any way.

Unfortunately, however, there is one ad-

jective too many qualifying the major

premise. To be strictly true it should

have read : "All men are criticized ; Lin-

ooln and Wilson were men; therefore

they were criticized." This may be true,

but it proves nothing further. You and

I are criticized; so are Tom, Dick, and

Harry; hence greatness is really beside

ehe question.
To many minds, however, the fact that

Lincoln was criticized is a perfectly good

argument for Mr. Wilson's greatness;

though you and I and poor old T., D., and

H. have an equal right to avail ourselves

qf it Such are the difficulties of logic.

The case, in fact, is an admirable speci-

men of the efficacy of a single lone argu-
ment for any cause. If they had any
more they might get still further tan-

gled up.

When you come to think of it, however,
there is another argument. It is simply
that all opposition to the Administration

is a play of party politics. This is a

time-worn argument, but it is still good.
You can take it out, like a last year's coat,

and shake it, and wear it in spite of the

odor of tar-camphor. But, as a matter of

fact, it must be taken seriously; for in

these days it amounts to a bitter accusa-

tion.

No earnest, honest man, it would seem
—«ot even if he be deluded—is playing
mere party politics to-day ; unless it turns

out that a question of party politics au-

tomatically resolves itself into a question

of patriotism. If the question is one of

nationalism against internationalism, as

fie terms are popularly understood, you
go at once beyond party lines. Dark
forces threaten on every side; and vistas

of sinister possibilities open up before
us. The question at issue is: What is

'beat for America? As to that, you may
differ; but the man, whoever and wher-

2er
he may be, who is thinking below

e level of that question, can have no
real part in its just settlement.

We may say, as the Villager said a
while ago, that we are beginning to real-

fee that we cannot have a League of Na-
tions and at the same time have nations.
Or we may believe that any kind of

League of Nations is better than none;
or that a properly guarded and qualified

League of Nations is best of all; but in

none of these assumptions are we merely
following party lines. The winds of Des-

toy have blown us out beyond them ; and

the few who may still be huddled to-

gether behind party fences will be shut
out of the real contest. Just one thing
is left to think of, as regards party;
which fence has an open gate into the
broad fields of progress, justice, and wise

provision for the future—which means
genuine idealism? Idealism, to be sure,
is a much-abused word. It may mean
blinding fog or clear vision. The great
men, in the present crisis as in every
other, are those who will see beyond their

own wills and their own fancied in-

terests.

Marion Couthouy Smith
East Orange, N. J., November 29

Rumania in Bessarabia

To the Editors of The Review :

In spite of Russia's enormous sacri-

fices in the war, sacrifices which, in the

judgment of military experts, exercised
a decisive influence on the outcome, there
was throughout the negotiations at Paris
an apparent inclination to disregard her
claims and rights. The Big Five seemed
to consider Russia as a helpless outsider,
to be dismembered and parceled out as if

it were enemy territory. In fact, the sus-

picion has arisen in the minds of Rus-
sians that it is the deliberate policy of

the Allies to take advantage of Russia's

present position to draw her teeth, as it

were, and render her helpless and at

their mercy for years to come.
With this in mind Russians cannot as-

sent entirely to the premises or conclu-

sions of the editorial article entitled

"Bessarabia," in your issue of November
8. In this article you give the impression
that there is some historical and ethnical

justification for Rumania's seizure of

Bessarabia. I trust that you will open
your columns to a discussion of this im-

portant matter, a matter perhaps vital to

future peace in eastern Europe, from
a slightly different point of view.

When we examine the matter close-

ly we find that the historical and ethnical

bases alleged as an excuse are far from
what the Rumanians represent them to

be. Bessarabia was never a part of Ru-
mania. When, in 1812, Russia acquired

Bessarabia, it was ceded to her by Tur-

key by the Treaty of Bucharest. At that

time Rumania did not exist, and the

province in question, a part of Moldavia,
was rescued from the overlordship of

the Sultan, the first of the Christian

provinces of the Balkans to be liberated.

The Treaty of Paris, following the Cri-

mean War, returned a portion of Bessa-

rabia to Turkey, but Russia recovered

this in 1878.

The status of Bessarabia was there-

fore established by regular treaty and
its inclusion in the Russian Empire as

a matter of public right has not been

open to question. Whether or not there

might be an excuse on ethnical ground*
for appealing to the Peace Conference to

raise the issue of taking this territory
from Russia and giving it to Rumania
is an entirely different matter. In this

regard the pronouncement of the Russian
Political Conference at Paris was clear

and unequivocal. Questions concerning
the disposition and future status of na-
tionalities included within the limits of
the Russian Empire of 1914, with the ex-

ception of ethnographical Poland, cam

only be decided with the consent of the
Russian people. While they were ready
to declare that the new Russia would be

disposed to satisfy legitimate desires of

autonomy, and even independence, and to

admit under certain conditions the unit-

ing of a national fragment with a state

of which this people considers itself a
part, no such solution can be adopted un-
til the Russian people are in a position
to manifest freely their will and to par-
ticipate in the settlement of such ques-
tions.

But leaving aside for the moment this

vital consideration of the participation
of the Russian people, what do we find?
The population of Bessarabia is about

2,000,000; of these 45.5 per cent, are

Moldavians, 27.75 per cent, are Russians,
and the remainder divided among Jews,
Bulgarians, Germans, Gypsies, etc. It is

therefore far from homogeneous, and
there is a Moldavian preponderance in

but four districts out of eight.
Rumania claims that the people desire

to be united with her, and base their

claim on the action of the "Sfatul Tseri,"
a revolutionary assembly, growing out
of councils of soldiers and workingmen.
This assembly could not claim to be rep-
resentative and even at that did not de-

clare for annexation to Rumania until

after Bessarabia had been invaded by
Rumanian troops and the assembly was
under their domination, protesting mem-
bers of which had been shot. As a mat-
ter of fact, when the vote was finally
taken only 46 out of 162 members par-

ticipated, and of these 8 voted in the

negative. There is not the least founda-
tion for the claim that the people of Bes-
sarabia desire to be annexed to Rumania,
and there is good evidence that the oppo-
site is the case. No stronger testimony
to this need be adduced than the fact

that the Rumanian Government has de-

clined the proposition to hold a plebiscite
under neutral auspices. Were Rumania
content to leave the question of Bessa-
rabia to be settled on the basis of ascer-

taining the real wishes of the population
and of securing the peaceful consent of

the Russian people, she would avoid

grave perils in the future.

H. Terragbr
Neio York, November 24
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Book Reviews
ATextbook for the

"
Liberal'

*

Thk Remaking of a Mind. By Henry de
Man. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons.

TVHIS is a book that every young "Lib-
* eral" in America should read. His
reaction to it will determine for him
whether he actually possesses that open
mind which he regards so highly or a
mind that resolutely shuts itself to

everything that does not chime happily
with what is in it already. Let him
measure his mind with that of Henry de
Man and decide for himself whether his
own is worth remaking. Henry de Man's
most certainly was.

There was nothing of the parlor play-

boy about De Man, he was no amateur of

revolution, no pathological sensationalist
in the social realm. A Fleming to whom
Belgian nationality made faint appeal,
he had made of himself not so much an
"international" man as a genuinely Euro-
pean man. Germany, France, England,
and even the lesser countries of Europe
were as much his home as Belgium, not
because he had set himself the negative
ideal of not loving one country more than

another, but because he had intimately
led the life of each of these countries,
knew their languages, made his own the
best their several cultures had to offer,
and lived on terms of intellectual com-
radeship. His cosmopolitanism was the
reverse of naive, his hatred of war rea-

soned on firm historical and biological

grounds and not sentimentalized in an
ethical quagmire.

Socialism was the goal of his endeavor,
but Socialism within the realm of act-

mality, something to be striven for meth-
odically and with an alert sense of the

responsibilities involved. The war found
him at the head of the Socialist Young
People's Federation, in a position to take
definite action looking toward its pre-
vention in the company of the German
Socialists, whose organization he had
greatly admired, and of the French, with
whom, like the Germans, he was on an
intimate personal footing. The first

stage in the reeducation of his mind
began, at tense conferences in Brussels
and in Paris, with a realization of the

paralysis that had fallen upon the Ger-
snan and Austrian Socialists. He will

not believe in their duplicity ; lack of per-
sonal courage on their part and a pathet-
ically German confidence in the good in-

tentions of their Governments combined
to produce in them a state of "funk"
when faced by a situation that cried for
initiative.

When De Man bade good-bye to Muller
at the Brussels station on Sunday, Aug-
ust 2, the last link between the Socialists

of Germany and France was severed.
The next day the invasion of Belgium be-
gan and by afternoon he had volunteered
for service in an active infantry regi-
ment. His instinct in so doing—for it

was largely instinct in spite of his ability
to reason clearly about it afterwards—is

excellently illustrative of the soundness
of his mind. Casuistry concerning the
desirable course of action in the event
of a ruffian attack upon one's wife could
not entangle a mind like his. The out-
rage is committed and it makes no dif-
ference whether the victim is your own
wife or somebody else's or nobody's. In
a world that could passively tolerate such
an outrage what hope is there of realiz-

ing the things implied in any theory of
Socialism?

Once in the army the physical activity
and a sustaining sense of having chosen
the right course gave him strength to
wrestle with the lingering doubt, encour-
aged by the arguments of the interna-

tionalists, that this was purely a capital-
ists' war, in which labor everywhere had
no interest save to stop it. The merci-
less self-examination to which he sub-
jected himself during two years served
to tear from his eyes the veil of doc-
trinaireism. The inability to distinguish
between facts and categories, the ten-

dency to apply to actual conditions ab-
stract doctrines derived from quite other

conditions, he came to regard as the fault
of his earlier thinking and of all the

thinking that through various stages
eventuates in Bolshevism. Admitting
with the internationalists that the war
had arisen in an imperialistic and cap-
italistic world, As it undoubtedly did, he
came to be willing, as they did not, to

consider the case on its actual merits,

refusing to find consolation by throwing
the blame for the war upon a purely the-

oretical category—capital— and by pre-

tending that the threatened destruction

of political freedom at the hands of a

Germany at once militaristic and servile

meant nothing to a cause which de-

manded political freedom as the first pre-

requisite to normal development.
De Man deeply and comprehendingly

loved Germany and the German people.
He loves them still. When he remade
his mind he did not remake it in the

image of Chauvin. He is ready to

argue at length against any rigid con-

ception of a national psychology: he

believes that a people like the Germans,
largely of peasant tradition, if they could

be rapidly and successfully exploited in

the interests of militarism, can in not

too great a course of time be success-

fully organized upon some other and bet-

ter basis. De Man is still a Socialist,

but a Socialist, fundamentally, in the

sense in which most thinking men are

Socialists, that is, he dares to believe

that political democracy—in his opinion
American political democracy especially—contains within itself the power to

purge itself of the faults while retaining
the many virtues with which its capital-
istic origins have conditioned it. Toward
this event he will work. But not with
formulas ; he is done with them.

Linda Condon
Linda Condon. By Joseph Hergesheimer.

New York: Alfred A. Knopf.

A MONG the severe or agitated num-
•" bers which dominate the concert of

our after-war fiction a plain tune ol the
old time comes welcome on the ear. In-

deed, so confused and oft cacophonous is

the prevailing ditty that even the more
labored strains of yesterday take on the

artless charm of a milkmaid's song at

dawn. If only we may not have to speak
or listen, this time, in terms of world-
consciousness and so on, ask what you will

of us! We will be good, we promise to

enjoy "The Golden Bowl"; we agree not
to go to sleep over "The Valley of De-
cision." Give us the old safe troubles
of a world we knew, the pleasant distress

of our heroine trying to find her self so
that she may be it, the solid comfort of
our hero fumbling and grumbling along
like any of us, whether towards an under-

standing of his particular job or a defini-

tion of his own soul.

In "Linda Condon" Mr. Hergesheimer
has done what is for him, in a sense, a
"first" novel. Here for the first time he
waves his special magic wand: that of
a conjurer bringing the past to us in

his two hands, a live thing unimpaired
in texture or color or perfume, yet in-

dubitably ensphered in the crystal micro-
cosm of his art. Here he abandons his
chief material assets, the two localisms
in which his fancy has seemed to possess
a natural and in a way proprietary dwell-

ing. One neither hears the rustle of
crinoline nor smells oakum in these

pages. The "black bang" which intro-
duces Linda and her story takes us back
a generation ; but we are to grow up with
Linda, to the very threshold of that house
of war beyond which Mr. Hergesheimer's
imagination has not yet stepped. Our
study of her is uncomplicated by consid-
erations of the direct relation of the in-

dividual to society in the large sense.
This is a study of what Linda Condon is

and means, in herself and as a type. He-
redity plays here an important part, as
in Mr. Hergesheimer's earlier stories.

Linda adores he blowsy, plebeian mother,
born daughter of joy whom only accident
differentiates from the dingiest "profes-
sional" siren of the streets. Her child
Linda adores her. In their wayfaring
hotel life her mother's men and her
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mother's drink and philosophy are alike

acceptable as being her mother's. But as

the child merges into adolescence another

strain in her asserts itself, against all

influences: the blood of her father, the

cold fastidious aristocrat whose momen-

tary madness has yielded even a legal

name for Linda to his passion. She has

never known that father, but he lives

and grows in her. By instinct she chooses

what is decent and comely in dress and

bearing, and arms herself with sheer dis-

taste against the amorous approaches of

the animal man. Then comes the man to

whom her heart answers—a sculptor of

great powers which he has not yet realiz-

ed in marble. She is all his if he will in

that first hour of meeting, but he goes

his way and for a long time they do not

meet. She has taken possession of his

fancy, however, and he returns ; present-

ly to become her accepted lover. But he

is an untamed viking of a man; and be-

fore they can be married shocks Linda

out of love by a burst of the kind of pas-

sion the atmosphere of which has revolted

her throughout her young life. For safe-

ty she marries the honest, devoted, and

by no means stupid Philadelphian cou-

sin who represents her father's point
of view. So there is our triangle : Linda's

romantic love has gone out of her for-

ever towards the sculptor, and her hus-

band's romantic love for her can never

bring it back.

So passes half a generation. Linda
has "everything"; a comfortable place

among her own kind, money enough, a
husband who is also a companion, and
two attractive children. In all outward

ways she is a success as housekeeper,
wife, and mother. But there remains al-

ways something cool and aloof about her.

She seems still to be waiting for some
sort of home-coming or fulfilment. She
Is always something of the alien in her
own house: not even her children touch
her nearly. And always, of course, there
is the sculptor in the background of her
consciousness. He has become famous,
has found himself. And he has vindi-
cated his love for her by founding his
best work upon it. She has been his in-

spiration: he makes no concealment of
the permanence of his feeling for her.
So comes the hour when Linda be-
lieves that she sees her destiny, her way
home. It is the aging, lonely sculptor
who needs her, not the husband to whom,
after all, she has given so much. How
she is disillusioned of this dream and
how later she comes to see that in the
indirect service to beauty through her
influence upon a great maker of beauty
she has fulfilled her own higher destiny,
makes up the moving conclusion of the
tale. "She had been his power. Linda
smiled quietly, in retrospect, at her years
of uncertainty, the feeling of waste that

had robbed her of peace. How complete
her mystification had been !" So we leave

her turning quietly back to life, the de-

cline of life, beside the man who has

really loved her—to "a region without

despair." . . . The performance, as we
hinted at the outset, is of the "sophisti-
cated" order, an affair of nuances and
compunctions; but all, as we perceive at

last, bearing steadily enough towards our
main objective. Linda is the least lovable
of Mr. Hergesheimer's women; but this

is neither her fault nor his. It belongs
to that mad moment of her father's, to

the fastidiousness which that moment be-

trayed, and to the devastating vulgarity
of the mother who choked the garden of
Linda's youth with weeds.
No useful comparison can be made be-

tween this and Mr. Hergesheimer's ear-

lier stories. He is, as always, a careful
artist in a period when few story-tellers
take time or pains to be that.

H. W. Boynton

The Veto Power of

Conscience
Rousseau and Romanticism. By Irving Bab-

bitt. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.

A S Israel had her prophets, so we have"
ours; and Mr. Babbitt is one of

them. Like other prophets, he draws no

flattering picture; his task is one of
admonition and denunciation, tempered a
little by the cool reflection of the scholar.

The chief topic of his book is American
romanticism, Rousseau and other his-

toric figures being the corpora vilia

which reveal the nature of that capital
vice. For we Americans are, as we have
long known, more than anything else ro-

manticists. Mr. Babbitt's message is

new in that he shows how our devotion
to science and mechanical efficiency, as
well as our inordinate cult of sympathy,
are of the same spirit which blossomed in

the emotionalism of Rousseau and the

will-to-power of Nietzsche. All these are

arrayed against the genuine classicism

which counsels spiritual equilibrium.
"A thing is romantic when it is strange
. . . intense . . . unique, etc. A
thing is classical, on the other hand,
when it is not unique, but representative
of a class" (p. 4). The thrilling is the

goal of romanticism, the normal and or-

derly that of classicism; and the thrill

may be of bodily sensation, of emotional

ecstasy, or of financial or political power—but in any case it breathes excess.

Classicism, checking the lust for sensa-

tion, feeling, or power, emphasizes the

denying faculty, the "veto power of con-

science." Socrates and Plato, as well as

Christianity, have stood for this veto

power, while romanticism would abolish

it. Did not Goethe call the devil "the

spirit who always denies"? For the ro-

mantic, inhibition is ever bad, all in-

stincts and impulses are inherently good
and to be given free play. Let the search
for knowledge, pleasure, and power have
no limit! Let science, arrogant from
material successes, apply its criteria of
truth to religion and art; let the instinct
of sympathy construct a state which
shall so care for the interests of the in-

dividual that he will have no need to

guide and control his life. Rousseau cul-

tivated his emotions to the extreme in

solitude; we exhaust ourselves by excess
of social activity. Having failed of hap-
piness in the quest of passion, man seeks

happiness in the quest of action and pow-
er; the one course is as intemperate as
the other. Science, with its universal
law of cause and effect, has no use for

free, responsible choice. Biological and
economic determinism are its last word.
"If a working girl falls from chastity,
for example, do not blame her, blame her
employer. She would have remained a
model of purity if he had only added a
dollar or two a week to her wage" (p.

156). "The upshot of the whole move-
ment is to discredit moral effort on the

part of the individual" (p. 163). Mod-
ern education, laying stress on spon-
taneity, strives simply to unfold the
child's nature, and loses sight of the

negative factor of discipline. But "the

very heart of the classical message, one
cannot repeat too often, is that one
should aim first of all not to be original,
but to be human, and that to be human
one needs to look up to a sound model
and imitate it" (p. 65). Classicism is

thus the only true humanism. But hu-

manism, in turn, cannot live without re-

ligion. In contrast to the self-admiration

of the romanticist—which Mr. Babbitt

finds related to our cult of advertising—
is that humility which admits the need
of guarding impulse and motive, and
which looks up to the great leaders of

the past. Such humility grows only in

the soil of religion. "In the dark situa-

tion that is growing up in the Occident

all genuine humanism and religion,

whether on a traditional or a critical

basis, should be welcome" (p. 379).

All this is brought out in a most in-

teresting way by examples drawn from
the history of romanticism. Mr. Babbitt

traces that history from the initial self-

adoration of the romantic genius to the

bitter fruit, romantic melancholy. Cer-

tainly the essay reads to the American,

consumed with eagerness to advance in-

discriminately the cause of the "op-

pressed," a much needed lesson. One's

only fear is that a certain romantic qual-

ity in the author may weaken the force

of his attack. His utterances do not al-

ways show that impartiality of judgment
which we expect of a classicist. Thus,

his treatment of the love of nature—a ro-
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mantic trait—is quite unfair: he con-

temptuously dubs it "mixing one's self

up with the landscape" and he grants to

it in the economy of life but a recreative

function—"a holiday or week-end view of

existence" (p. 289). Must the humanist
thus make light of the beauties and sub-

limities of nature? Does not morality
become mere asceticism when it denies

serious import to that contemplation of

the lilies of the field to which the author
of Christianity invited us?

Wilmon H. Sheldon

Foolish Old Songs
The Quest of the Ballad. By W. Roy

Mackenzie. Princeton University Press.

TT has been hastily assumed that the
* ballad was a closed book. Long ago
and far away were the folk poems made
which are now so precious even in their

ruins. The art died with the last old

man or old woman who sang or recited

for Walter Scott. Yet the truth is that

the ballad crossed the Atlantic and found
its way into remote nooks of the new
world, and the art of ballad-singing was
practised within living memory. The
latest investigator to light upon such lit-

erary treasure-trove is Professor Roy
Mackenzie, and he has unearthed it in

what Tom Moore called "chill Nova
Scotia's unpromising strand." Lighted
is hardly the word. He sought diligently

till he found it; he digged for it as for

buried gold and his quest has been
crowned with success.

Pictou County is unique in reputation

among the territorial divisions of Can-
ada. In population it is pre-eminently

Scottish; and its ability to furnish brains

for the rest of the Dominion is a family

joke. This, his native county, has been

Professor Mackenzie's happy hunting-

ground. For the last six or seven years
he has been scouring it for ballads and

ballad-singers. His self-imposed task has

not always been free from difficulties and

hardships. Tact, perseverance, powers of

endurance were necessary parts of his

equipment. His quest led him into

strange places and brought him into con-

tact with some fine old crusted charac-

ters. The account of his adventures is

pervaded with quiet humor, and will be

a shock to those people who are always
naively surprised to discover that a pro-
fessor of English can write the language.

Only a portion of his findings is to be

seen in this fascinating volume. Old

favorites like "Little Musgrave and Lady
Barnard," "The Cruel Mother," "Captain
Wedderburn's Courtship" have borne

transplantation to the new world well.

Popular taste is unchanged for these

classics. But Professor Mackenzie im-

presses one as having vast stores of ma-
terial in reserve and displaying only a

few of his choicest discoveries. Not only
did the native ballad-singers treasure up
the old; they had the faculty of invent-

ing new. This investigator has brought
to light ballads on the battle of Waterloo,
the Alma, the Chesapeake and the Shan-
non, and, more interesting still, ballads

on local tragedies like the murders by
the Saladin pirates, dating from 1844.

Perhaps even more important than the

recovery of so much rich material is tne

light Professor Mackenzie is able to

throw on the psychology of ballad-

singers and their audience. He himself
refrains from theories, but all interested

in the ballad will draw certain conclu-

sions from the facts presented in this

book.

There is, in the first place, a distinc-

tion between the song and the ballad.

The oral ballads are always known as

"songs"; only the printed broadsides

(which also prevailed in Pictou County)
were known as "ballats." In tne next

place, ballads and ballad-singing are
under a ban. Here as elsewhere religion
is the enemy. The popular muse was
apt to go rather high-kilted. No doubt
Professor Mackenzie's repertory includes

such ballads as one of Lever's characters

proposed to sing after supper, "that

would give you a cramp in the stomach."

Another enemy is respectability. Ballad-

singing was fashionable in the primitive

community still unblighted by modern

education, newspapers, and magazines.
Now the ballad-singer is looked down on,

and feels the popular contempt. Only
with difficulty could Professor Mac-
kenzie induce rich custodians of tradi-

tion like Easter Ann to part with their

treasures, or even to admit possessing
them. The bar was fear of ridicule. The

songs were "foolish old songs," and the

visitor's object was to make fun of her

for singing them.

Another interesting discovery is the

attitude of the ballad-singer and his audi-

ence towards the ballad. To both the

ballad is not a mere literary recreation;

still less a fiction, as it was to Autolycus.

It is not only true, but intensely real. In

"singing," the singer is carried away by
his feelings. He wishes he had the vil-

lain by the throat; he is ready to weep
for the victim, the unfortunate maid.

The "audience" punctuates the "singing"

with ejaculations or comments which ex-

cite the "singer" to greater efforts to-

wards tragic or pathetic effects. It also

seems a lawful inference that the ballad-

singer transmits only what he believes

to be true and valuable for edification.

The question of correctness receives

severe punctures. It seems that there

cannot be one correct or original form

of any ballad. Unconsciously the singer

introduces variants into his recitation,

even when going over the same material

on different occasions. His attitude to-

wards his song is generally uncritical.

He transmits without rationalizing

strange terms and unaccountable inci-

dents, and he is willing that the auditor

should piece out imperfections, and sol-

der the "holes in the ballat" for himself.

Gummere thought it was "impossible
to watch a ballad in the making; that

merry art is dead." But, in the case of

the Saladin songs, Professor Mackenzie
is able to "demonstrate the relationship
which pretty constantly exists between
the actual ballad and the incident from
which it springs." "Here was a tragedy
known to the community; and the com-

munity forthwith made woful ballads on

it." "Its avowed aim is to present a true

story of an important incident from a

point of view as near as may be to that

incident." While the scholars considered

the merry art of ballad-making dead,
ballads were being made in the good old

fashion about the unpromising strand of

chill Nova Scotia. The Saladin songs are

perhaps the most important discovery of

Professor Mackenzie. No future discus-

sion of the origin of ballads can fail to

notice them. The "Quest" is a valuable

contribution to the study of the elusive

literary form which has engaged the at-

tention of so many scholars and charmed
such diverse natures as Sidney, Addison,
and Scott.

Archibald Mac Mechan

The Run of the Shelves
"IV/TR. MacGregor Jenkins, publisher of

•''-^-the Atlantic Monthly, is a rapid, vi-

vacious, expansive, and fraternizing gen-

tleman, with a strong impulse to flout or

scourge anything that pievents a rueful

world from remaking itself in his own
jovial and cordial image. "Fellow Trav-

elers," the second of two essays in an

exiguous volume, ("Literature with a

Large L"; Houghton Mifflin), is an

agreeable and sanative paper, preaching
fellowship so gaily that the age of the

lesson is counterpoised by the youth of

the style. This is a theme in which dis-

criminations are scarcely called for.

They are called for most emphatically in

the subject of "Literature with a Large
L," in which Mr. Jenkins, who wants lit-

erature to simplify itself, proves conclu-

sively that criticism may simplify itself

too much. So far as the large "L" goes,

Mr. Jenkins's position may be summar-
ized in a word: he is afraid of the cap-

ital, lest it should destroy the interest.

When the magazine he publishes began
to live, its earliest number bore the in-

scription: "A Magazine of Literature,

Art, and Politics" (Literature with a

Large "L"). The spirit that provides

Literature with a large "L" will be all
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the dearer to lovers of vivacity that it

numbers among its good works in our

day the provision of an income for Mr.

MacGregor Jenkins.

The sponsors for that periodical, Low-

ell, Holmes, Longfellow, Emerson, made

no secret of their profound and affec-

tionate respect for the thing called lit-

erature. There is hardly a sentence in

their prose (to mention poetry would be

inhumanity towards Mr. Jenkins) which

does not show that literature was to them

something better than printed speech, a

little dearer than bound journalism. In

«ffect, our author's rough-and-ready crit-

icism would reduce the alternatives in

literature to two—informality and affec-

tation. This is the trend of his philoso-

phy; Mr. Jenkins very possibly neither

sanctions nor perceives that trend. He

says that literature "is not—except in-

directly—an art." This is quite true m
precisely the same sense in which a mar-

ried man is only indirectly a husband.

He was born a bachelor. Literature in

the same way was born, not as literature,

but as speech or communication. Does

that lower, or threaten, its equality as

art?

Criticism of the Jenkins school should

learn to discriminate between four dif-

ferent things : the sincere, which is vital

to all literature; the spontaneous, which

is a largesse of nature to favored per-

sons (including Mr. Jenkins) ; the sim-

ple, which, though a merit, and as such

always desirable, is often rightly ex-

changeable for equal or greater merits;
and the conversational, which is a matter

•of occasion and circumstance, like dan-

cing slippers or tennis shoes. There is no
obvious place for Milton and Burke, for

Tennyson and George Eliot, in Mr. Jen-

kins's literary scheme; on his shelves

they doubtless hold a place. On the sub-

ject of Meredith and Pater he maintains
a politic silence. Indeed, he scarcely
•mentions names ; in the critical war it is

so much safer to attack battalions than
individuals. There is an author whom
towards the end of his essay he does
name with idolatrous homage after tan-

talizing delay. The reader breathlessly
awaits the name of this eminent exem-

plar of literature that is not markedly
or obviously literary, of literature with
a small "L." It is Robert Louis Steven-
son.

The fine critic, A. E. Gallatin, does a

good service in making the handsome
quarto "Art and the Great War" (Dut-
ton). His introductory essay is an au-
thoritative guide through a vast maze.
The hundred cuts give the reader the
chance to judge for himself. It is start-

ling to note how imperfect and inferior

our American record is. From the

fighting front we have little of note save

the painting of S. J. Woolf. It should

be no offence to the competent illustra-

tors officially attached to the A. E. F. to

say that the theme transcended their

powers. They simply couldn't see the

thing with the requisite intensity.

Either no sufficient artistic counsel was
taken in making the appointments, or

else the suitable artists were for one
reason or another unavailable. What
Glackens, Bellows, Sloan, or Luks would
have done with the task is now a matter
of idle and melancholy speculation. The
fact remains that while we have a sheaf

of fair illustrations from France, the

best work was done at home. Here

Luks, for one or two splendid street

scenes, perhaps holds the honors, though
Childe Hassam and George Bellows and

Reuterdahl, each in his kind, are admir-
able.

A surprise is the marvellous showing
of the British. They had the artists,

and they made use of them. Orpen,

Brangwyn, Nevinson, Muirhead Bone,
Eric Kennington have turned out to be

military painters of the first rank.,

D. Y. Cameron, James McBey, Spencer

Pryse, Charles Pears, and P. Wyndham
Lewis are also notable. We had badly
underrated the British in art, as in other

regards. If the war is stirring and visi-

ble to posterity, the thanks will be to

such British artists as we have here

named.
The French were too much occupied

to make any systematic effort at artistic

record. The emergency was such that

an artist was just a bayonet. Except
for the remarkable air pictures of Farre,
the best work was done far from the

front, and chiefly in posters. Here, with

Forain, Steinlen, Willette, and Lucien

Jonas, the French amply maintained
their superiority in the field. Holland,
with Raemaekers, holds a high place

apart. Here if anywhere is the com-

pletest moral record of the war.

A fine taste has made the selections

in this book, and it will be as welcome
to lovers of modern art as to enthusiasts

for the war. Considerations of space
and convenience have crowded out

Russia, Italy, and the new republics of

central Europe. Germany's pictorial

war record would also be interesting to

her conquerors. There must be some-

thing worth preserving in these fields,

and we hope that Mr. Gallatin • will

garner it for a companion volume.

The war is responsible for many un-

expected juxtapositions, among which

may be cited the appointing of an

American journalist and world wanderer
as lieutenant in the Royal Naval Reserve;

assigning him to duty as an official

correspondent with the Great Fleet, and,

later, on the staff of the Allied Commis-
sion charged with carrying out the naval
terms of the armistice. Lieutenant
Lewis R. Freeman's "To Kiel in the

Hercules" (Dodd, Mead) proves how
well he used his trained vision while
thus employed. Visiting soon after the

close of hostilities most of the North
Sea and some of the Baltic ports of

Germany, together with certain aero-

plane and Zeppelin stations, he gained a

first-hand impression of actual condi-

tions. "Starving Germany," so far as he
could see, he pronounces arrant humbug.
As a rule, the Germans with whom he
was thrown were, as might have been

expected, bullies one moment and boot-

licks the next. At some of the commis-
sion's inspections, doubtless where there

was nothing worth contending for, every
assistance was freely offered; at others,
all sorts of delays and subterfuges were
used to hamper the work. It is difficult

to say whether the chief interest in this

fascinating book lies in the writer's ex-

periences and observations, his drawing
aside the veil which has long hid the

bases and methods of hydroplanes and

zeppelins engaged in the atrocious work
of bombing defenceless communities in

Great Britain, or in the confirmation it

affords of the essentially brute nature
of the Hun.

Of the splendid work recently done by
Great Britain's navy fresh accounts ap-

pear at short intervals. The latest to

come to our notice is "The Heroic Record
of the British Navy" by Archibald Hurd
and H. H. Bashford (Doubleday, Page).
Mr. Hurd has long been before the world
as a writer on naval topics. His name
on the title page is a warrant of accur-

acy; one is certain of a good account of

the leading incidents at sea of the Great

War; of Beatty in the Bight of Heligo-

land, Craddock off Coronel, Sturdee at

the Falklands, the anti-submarine cam-

paign, the Battle of Jutland, and so on.

Two defects mar the volume. The first

is the contention that Jutland may be

classed among England's great naval

victories, a contention which is by no

means universally conceded; the second

is a total and unpardonable lack of maps
and plans. Without these, the chapters
on Gallipoli and Zeebrugge make heavy

reading. The style is clear, simple, and

commendable even if falling short of

Bennet Copplestone's elan. The facts as

stated can be accepted unquestioningly
but not the author's views on the naval

strategy and conduct of the war, which

are unduly partisan. As to these sub-

jects, the British Navy and students of

naval warfare are divided into two oppos-

ing schools. The final solution of the

problem must be left to later days and

cooler judgments.
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New Singers in Old

Operas
'T'HE latest opening of the Metropolitan
*•

is always hailed as the most wonder-

ful on record. It matters little who the

singers may have been. It matters less

what work may have been played and

eung. One opening must have outdone

all the rest. And that one must, of

course, have been the latest. But there

was something this year just a trifle

forced, I thought, in the loud paeans of

the loyal daily newspapers. The "chain

gang" of the pressroom (as James Hune-
ker has named the unhappy critics who
keep tab on opera) seemed less convinced.

Their praises here and there seemel

rather strained.

I hate your kill-joys. But I dare not

lie. And truth forbids me to admit that

the first week or two of opera this season

seemed as brilliant as they might—and

should—have been. I could not rave over

the performance, on the first night, of

Puccini's well-worn "Tosca." Nor did

the appearance of the artists in the cast
—which included Scotti, still an incom-

parable Scarpia, Caruso as Caradossi,

and Geraldine Farrar as the protagon-
ista of the story—excite me greatly.

Society was out in force as usual. The
"fans" (and claqueurs who frequent the

standing spaces) clapped and shouted.

But, on the whole, the opening seemed
the least bit dull. So did the programmes
of the first and second week. Too old

and dull. The visit of the Prince was
a delightful incident, a splash of red to

warm a drab-hued background.
As years run on, and no second Ham-

merstein appears to challenge the man-

agement of the Metropolitan, the taste

and judgment of New Yorkers in the

opera house do not improve. The same

stereotyped applause rewards the same

pet "stars" ; while strangers have to fight

their way to fame, though they are gift-

ed, as some are, by art and nature. For

example, Gabriella Besanzoni, a mezzo-

soprano of great charm and Lkill, with a
most lovely voice, aglow with warmth and

feeling and Messed with temperament.
In Buenos Ayres and in other cities

which love opera la Besanzoni is a popu-
lar idol. But on the evening of her
debut here, almost unheralded, as Am-
neris, it took the audience, and some crit-

ics, a long time to realize that they were

listening to an unusual singer and an ex-

ceptional artist. The friends and par-
tisans of this or that Amneris crept into

corners and did their worst, poor dears,
between the acts, to undo the debutante.

To some who heard her, though, she

gave great joy, by the mellow beauty of

her tones in the middle register, by the

fire and vigor which informed her act-

ing, and by the authority with which she
trod the boards, as to the manner born.
She will, I am sure, delight us more and
more, as she grows easy in her new en-

vironment.

The addition of the American tenor,
Orville Harrold, to the company at the

Metropolitan is also welcome. When he
has overcome his tendency to force his

upper notes and when he phrases per-

fectly, Mr. Harrold will do credit to him-
self. We need a first-rate tenor to alter-

nate in the casts with the sublime Caruso.
Martinelli is not always quite ideal in the

parts he sings. In "Aida" he was not a

flawless Radames. Had he offended at

the Scala, as he did here on a certain

night—more especially in his "Celesta
Aida"—he would have heard of it. Here
only a few critics seemed to mind his fre-

quent faults of intonation and betrayals
of the composer's plain intentions.

A fact, of more than incidental inter-

est, has been the appearance at the Met-

ropolitan of Albert Wolff as Pierre Mon-
teux's successor. It would be less than
fair to judge the new French conductor

by one test or by a second test. Mr.
Wolff put spirit into "Faust" and bright-
ened "Carmen." But, like all strangers,
be has still to adjust himself to the vast

spaces of the Metropolitan Opera House.

As for the repertory vouchsafed us in

the first fortnight of the season, with
one exception it was drawn from works
too hackneyed to need comment. We
have made our minds up, in our many
different ways, as to the merits and de-

fects of "Tosca," "Faust," "Aida," "La

Boheme," and "Trovatore," which were

unblushingly all packed into the opening
week. Nor need we waste much space or

time on the discussion of such work as

"Boris Godounow," "L'Oracolo," "Pag-
lia-jci," "Carmen," "Madama Butterfly,"

and (heaven preserve us) our old friend,

"Lucia," which, with "La Forza del Des-

tino," were provided for the second week.

It may be hoped that things will Hot

stick in old ruts long. For that would

mean that the once famous Metropolitan
had lost its position in the world as the

chief home of opera. The Metropolitan
must not stand still. It must go forward
—or it will slip backward. But this is

less apparent to the insiders and fre-

quenters of that opera house, than to

those friendly but unprejudiced outsid-

ers who are not hypnotized by names.

The popularity of the Metropolitan
rests far too largely, as some think (and
I believe), on the prestige of two or three

much vaunted singers. Of these the most

important is Caruso. And though, at

forty-six, he may still charm, it might
be wise not to trust blindly to one mag-
net—even a Caruso. Great opera houses

live, not by stars only, but chiefly if not

wholly by their repertories. This is the

truth, which should not be forgotten,

even when the Metropolitan seems rich

and prosperous. It was through ignor-

ing it that the late Heinrich Conried pro-

voked the fight with the late Oscar Ham-
merstein.

The repertory. What has been added

to it this season? One work, so far, a

revival of "La Juive," the much over-

rated effort of the French Jew, Halevy—
or, to give him his real name, Jacques

Francois Fromental Elie Levi. "La

Juive," composed at a time when Meyer-
beer was idolized in Paris, apes in a way
the Meyerbeerian methods. But Halevy

had not his rival's power, and, though the

theme with which his librettist, Scribe,

supplied him was melodramatic to a point

that approached absurdity, he found it

easier to write music for that theme,

which was more suited to the needs of

opera-comique than to the purposes of

"grand" opera. There is little or no

grandeur in "La Juive" ; and, in its most

tragic-seeming moments, it is only la-

chrymose. The general tendency of Hal-

evy toward bathos, when one expects

poignancy or pathos, soon grows tedious.

And yet the librettist had accom-

plished his part well enough. He had

drawn his characters with no small skill.

His tale was lurid and its end sensational.

A heroine boiled in oil, to please the

Church. A Jew who avenges Israel's

wrongs on a weak Cardinal. The Ghetto

and a Catholic Court at Constance. A
lover who betrays a proud Princess while,

as he fancies, he goes courting a fair

Jewess. The Inquisition and the He-

brew Passover. Love, hate, and doubt,

and jealousy and death. Scribe mixed
these things as he knew how to mix them,

allowing opportunities for thrills, and—
ballets. But Halevy failed to provide the

thrills, and what he invented in the way
of ballet was, let us say, negligible. Yet,

thanks to a few songs for the two tenors

who are prominent in the cast (the Jew
Eleazar and the Christian Leopold) ;

thanks to the florid airs for the Princess,

and a few more airs for Rachel, who, as

the supposed Jewess, is condemned to

death by her real father, the red Cardi-

nal; and thanks, maybe, to the many
chances it allows for pageantry, "La
Juive" has long maintained its place in

opera in France and Germany. For

years it charmed the New Orleans opera-

goers. It was first sung here, in Septem-
ber, sixty years ago, at the Academy of

Music, by what was quaintly called the

"Grand Historical and Romantic French

Opera Company" (under the manage-
ment of Dryane & Company). The Elea-

zar was on that occasion a singer named
Tabardi, while the Rachel was Madame
Faye-Fauschette. In after years "La
Juive" was often given at the Metropoli-

tan, by the Germany company which sang
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there in the '80's. And later still a New
Orleans company revived it—for one

night or more—on Broadway (if I mis-

take not, at the Casino).

With that we could have laid "La

Juive" aside. It was not kind, though it

was clever, of the Italian management at

the Metropolitan to dig up the dead bones

of the old opera and hand them back to

us. The Italians, as we know, play their

own game well in the world of opera ; and

if it does not always suit the French

game, tant pis for France. But, in this

instance, what harms France harms us.

We have been hoping to hear modern

styles in French as in Italian forms of

opera.
Charles Henry Meltzer.

Dr
ii

ama
The Rise of Silas Lapham"

at the Garrick.
r WISH to put together four facts which

.
show the value put upon authors m

dramatic circles. Mr. W. D. Howells is

the author of the novel on which the

"Rise of Silas Lapham," the latest offer-

ing of the Theatre Guild, is based. Mr.
Lee Simonson is the designer of the

scenery and costumes. On the pro-

gramme Mr. Simonson's name appears in

capitals, Mr. Howells's in small type.
The declared object of the undertaking
is the manifestation of respect to Mr.
Howells.

In Mr. Howells's excellent book Tom
Corey and Penelope Lapham, aristocrat

and parvenu, love each other. Both are
in a sense the children of "paint," but
the palette has scruples about the pot.
To the social barrier is added a moral
hesitation. The young man was supposed
to have been courting the girl's sister,
a supposition in which the two girls and
the two families coincided. Another
moral question disturbs the Lapham fam-
ily. The father's fortune is imperiled,
and in the totterings of his fortune his
honor reels. He is offered a large sum
by an ignorant buyer for a worthless

property—an offer which his resurgent
manhood finally rejects. The only real
bond between these two situations in the
book is that the protagonists are father
and daughter. Now Miss Lillian Sabine's

treasure-trove, the fortunate discovery
that creates the play, is the articulation
of these plots by making the father's sur-
render to temptation necessary to the
satisfaction of the daughter's heart. The
ease with which this ligature is made is

proof enough that the failure of Mr.
Howells to make it is wholly voluntary,
but that fact does not hinder Miss Sabine
from scoring as playwright.
The success, however, has its price.

The question of sisterly conscience, dra-

matically and ethically paramount for

Mr. Howells, is almost superfluous for

Miss Sabine. Its deposition from the

primary place almost subverts the novel,

and its retention in the form of prologue
or episode disintegrates and embarrasses

the play. One might call the first two
acts a kind of attic in which Miss Sabine,

leasing a mansion from Mr. Howells, has

stowed away that part of the furniture

and portraits which was useless or ob-

structive to her own purposes. Her
drama is all in the third act: the first two

acts, though bright in parts, are logically

mere introduction; the fourth is after-

piece.

I revert to the main situation. Pene-

lope Lapham is engaged to Tom Corey;
Silas Lapham's fortune totters. Silas

promises Mrs. Corey, the mother of Tom,
that the engagement shall be broken un-

less the fortune is retrieved. The chance

for retrieval presents itself with diaboli-

cal timeliness in the form of a corrupt

bargain. The battle is on between consci-

ence and paternity. To be sure, he might
evade this battle by retracting his pledge
or rather vaunt to Mrs. Corey, and mar-

rying his penniless child to her not un-

prosperous suitor, but the whole sense

and significance of the death-grapple be-

tween honesty and fatherhood rests on

the assumption that his pride is adaman-

tine, that no third exit is available to a

man of Silas Lapham's character.

In the fourth act the impossibility has

become possible. Silas Lapham, reduced

to poverty by honor, telegraphs for Tom
Corey. Pride is not adamant, and the

stringency of the third-act alternative—
in other words, the whole life of the play—vanishes like smoke. When characters

get down from their high horses, plays,

too, become pedestrian. Miss Sabine is

too fond of reconsiderations. Penelope
refuses Tom Corey in Act II; this is un-

done between Acts II and III. She re-

fuses him again between Acts III and IV ;

this is undone in the fourth act. The

Penelope of the Odyssey, it will be re-

membered, always unraveled at night the

web she had woven in the daytime.
The morality of the play (putting

aside the novel) is of two formations, a

new and an old. In the last act Penelope
cries out against sacrifices which one

isn't strong enough to live up to, and ex-

claims, in contempt of tradition, when it

is suggested that her lover may be happy
in her absence: "I hope not." These

rearings and demi-voltes are very much
in the modern vein, very much in the

Howells vein, for on this topic Mr. How-
ells is modern. But nothing can be older

or more cloying than the confectionery
to which the Laphams are treated in the

beginning of the same act as a recom-

pense for their honesty. In real life one

doesn't fall from Golconda into Arcady.

Moreover, the moral screw which the un-

compromising Persis Lapham applies to

the conscience of her husband grates a
little even upon minds to which that ter-

rible old morality is dear. Morality is

inexorable, we grant, but much else be-

sides morality is inexorable. Even the

upright may shrink a little from the nar-
rowness and severity of a point of view
which turns life into a gymnasium for
the conscience.

After all criticisms a value finally in-

heres in the play. Silas Lapham, in the
Howells book, is a sound American type
in a genuine American situation, and
Miss Sabine, whom so many of the deli-

cacies in the novel have eluded, has been
fortunate in the power to arrest and re-

tain this fact of paramount significance.
That suspension between good and evil,

which is perhaps the moral state of the

majority of the men in Silas Lapham's
situation, is scarcely imagined by a pub-
lic by whom extremes of probity and
wickedness are so readily imaginable.
Let us be just to Miss Sabine. Her play
is, artistically, a crude affair, a rough
product of the dilapidation of a strong
novel ; but, after all, it tells us something,
and that is what plays are for.

Mr. James K. Hackett's Silas Lapham
may be described with some qualifications
as successful. He paints the manners of

Silas much better than his passions, and
he is not thoroughly alive to the fact

that the manners of such a character are

designed Hrgely as a muffler for his pas-
sions. It is impossible to believe, for in-

stance, that Silas Lapham would have

spoken three-fourths of Act III in the

vibrant bass, by no means ineffective in

itself, which Mr. Hackett has taken over

from his romantic parts. Miss Marjorie
Vonnegut destroyed Mr. Howells's Pene-

lope at a stroke, and put in her place a

bright, fluttered, attractive creature with
a quaintness that seemed to have crept

upward from her flounces into her face

and voice. Miss Grace Knell was win-

ning as Irene, and Miss Grace Hender-
son put as much life into Persis Lapham
as was able to draw breath within the

chain-mail of her invincible morality.
The very elementary subtlety which Mr.
Walter Howe was able to impart to his

agreeable Bromfield Corey would have

afforded the real Bromfield Corey some

genuinely subtle delectations.

0. W. Firkins

Mr. Eugene Walter's ultra-conserva-

tive labor-play, the "Challenge," is pecu-

liarly fortunate in its entourages. It

remains in Boston presumably long

enough to participate in the triumph of

Governor Coolidge. It returns to New
York in time to pasture its soul on the

arrest, in a single raid, of a thousand

persons by the Lusk committee.
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A
Revolutionary

Idea-

"In 1 886 the individual Motor

Drive was advocated and adopt-

ed by the executives of the

present Crocker-Wheeler Com-

pany and Charles Curtis.

"This was the starting point of

the urge for individual Electric

Motor drive— an idea that is

now applied to the motor driven

vacuum cleaner, washing ma-

chine, sewing machine, etc., with

marked benefits and economies/'

President

Crocker-Wheeler Co.
Ampere, N. J.

New York
Boston

Syracuse

Chicago

Cleveland

Birmingham

Pittsburgh

Newark
New Haven
Philadelphia
Baltimore

San Francisco

Tiffany & Co.
Jewelry Silverware Watches Clocks Stationery

Bronzes by St.Gaudens, MacMonnies

Remington and other American Sculptors

PCRCllASES MAYBE MADE BYMaJL

Fifth Avenue ^Street
NewYork

Review Reprints

"Cutting Down The Corpse"
A pocket-book-size edition, published to meet a demand

for a reprint in a form which one can easilj circulate

among one's associates.

10 copies or less, free on request. Larger quantities at cost.

"The Financial Situation"
This article on THE MENACE OF INFLATION, writ-

ten by George E. Roberts of The National City Bank, for-

merly Director of the Mint, appeared in THE REVIEW
November 22, 1919. Frederick Strauss, of J. & W. Selig-
man & Co., New York, says of it:

"I think that this article ought to have the
widest possible circulation as it is a clear exposi-
tion of the present situation, so simple in form
as to be capable of being understood by anyone
having the slightest knowledge of the subject."

The large demand for copies of this article among
bankers and corporation officials has completely exhausted
the issue of THE REVIEW in which it appeared.

10 copies or less, free on request. Larger quantities at cost.

~
"The Creed"

A well-known educational institution recently sent out

5,000 copies of a folder in which it reprinted "THE
CREED" of THE REVIEW. This creed has now been

reprinted on cards of postcard size.

Up to 500 free on request. Larger quantities at cost.

Address: Print Dept., The Reticw, 140 Nassau Street, N. Y.
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Books and the News
Cift Books

THE old-fashioned gift-book, which no-

body cared to read, and nobody with

taste cared to look at, has vanished. In

its place the publishers offer books which

make pleasing Christmas gifts, with in-

teresting text and suitable illustrations

in color, in line, or in half-tone.

The following books may appeal es-

pecially to motorists who are planning

trips for the summer: Helen W. Hen-

derson's "A Loiterer in New England"

(Doran), John T. Faris's "Seeing Penn-

sylvania" (Lippincott), Robert Shackle-

ton's "The Book of Philadelphia" (Penn
Pub. Co.), Octavia Roberts's "With La-

fayette in America" (Houghton), with

its historic interest; Albert G. Robin-

son's "Old New England Doorways"
(Scribner), mainly a book of plates, and

James R. Simmons's "The Historic Trees

of Massachusetts" (Marshall Jones Co.).

The last should attract tourists, lovers of

historic towns and of arboriculture.

An example of beautiful book making
ia Joseph Pennell's "Etchers and Etch-

ing" (Macmillan). Two -\olumes on
household decoration are: "The Practi-

cal Book of Interior Decoration" (Lip-
pincott), by H. D. Eberlein, and "Color
Schemes for the Home, and Model Inte-

riors" (Lippincott), by H. W. Frohme
and Alice and Bettina Jackson.

For travel or sport in distant countries
there are Leo E. Miller's "In the Wilds of
South America" (Scribner), Wilfred N.
Beaver's "Unexplored New Guinea"
(Lippincott)v and Frederick O'Brien's
•White Shadows in the South Seas"
(Century). All are elaborately illus-

trated. "The Geisha Girl" (Lippincott)
is written with unconscious humor by T.
Fujimoto, and adorned with Japanese
pictures. The title of Warren H. Miller's

"Canoeing, Sailing and Motor Boating"
(Doran) suggests its proper recipients,
while Zane Grey's "Tales of Fishes"
(Harpers) describes adventures with the
big game fish of the Florida coast.

Ernest Peixotto, a captain during the

war, has given an artist's description of

"The American Front" (Scribner). For
the lover of dogs Georgette Maeterlinck
describes "Maeterlinck's Dogs" (Dodd),
and the book is furnished with amusing
pictures. A book of solid reading, of the

most entertaining kind, especially for

men who care for hunting and life out-

doors, is J. G. Millais's "Life of Freder-
ick Courtenay Selous" (Longmans). Se-

lous, the original of Rider Haggard's
"Allan Quatermain," was linked with
America through his friendship and cor-

respondence with Theodore Roosevelt.

Admiral Fiske's autobiography, "From
Midshipman to Rear-Admiral" (Cen-
tury), is another book with an especial

appeal to men. "Rudyard Kipling's
Verse; Inclusive Edition, 1885-1918"

(Doubleday) contains all of his poems I

have ever seen, some which I have never
seen in a book before, and one or two
which are new to me.

Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received
FICTION

Anderson, David. The Blue Moon.
Bobbs-Merrill. $1.60 jiet.

Bertrand, Adrien. Tjie Call of the Soil.
Lane. $1.60 net.

Branch, Stephen. The Burning Secret. New
York: Scott & Seltzer. $1.25 net.

Cannan, Gilbert. Pink Roses. Doian. $1.76
net.

Couperus, Louis. Ecstasy. Dodd, Mead.
$1.50.

Goldring, Douglas. Thel Fortune. New
York: Scott & Seltzer. $1.75 net.

Irwin, I. H. The Happy Years. Holt.

$1.60.

McKenna, Stephen. Sonia. Married. Doran.
$1.75 net.

Raymond, R. L. At a Dollar a Year. Mar-
shall Jones. $1.50 net

Rolland, Romain. Colas Breugnon. Holt.

$i.7S net.

Vaka, D., and Brown, I. In Pawn to a
Throne. Lane. $1.60 net.

Walpole, Jeremy. Doran. $1.75.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS
Cram, R. A. Walled Towns. Marshall

Jones. $1.25.

Grant, Robert. Law and the Family. Scrib-
ner. $1.50.

Middleton, P. H. Industrial Mexico. 1919
Facts and Figures. Dodd, Mead. $2.

The Labor Situation in Great Britain and
France. Dutton. $2.50 net

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
Frank, Waldo. Our America. Boai It

Liveright. $2 net.

Peixotto, Ernest The American Fromt
Scribner. $3.50 net.

Sloane, J. M. The Smiling Hill-Top. Scrik-
ner. $1.50.

POETRY AND DRAMA
Burr, A. J. Hearts Awake. Doran. $1.25

net.

Franc, Miriam: Ibsen in England. Four
Seas Co. $2 net.

Mathers, E. P. Coloured Stars. Ho«ghto»
Mifflin. $1.

Scott, Temple. The Silver Age. New York :

Scott & Seltzer. $1.75 net.

The Social Plays of Arthur Wing Pinero.
Edited by Clayton Hamilton. Dutton. $2.5»
net.

ART
Ferguson, J. C. Outlines of Chinese Art.

Univ. of Chicago Press. $3 net. .

Gallatin, A. E. Art and the Great War.
Dutton. $15 net.

Hoppin, J. C. A Handbook of Attic R«d-
Figured Vases. Vol. II. Harvard Univ.
Press.

Memoirs of the American Academy in

Rome. Vol. I : School of Classical Studies,
1915-1916. Yale University Press.

Van Dyke, J. C. American Painting and Its

Tradition. Scribner. $2.50 net.

EDUCATION
Chancellor, W. E. The Health of the

Teacher. Chicago: Forbes & Co.

Winship, Dr. A. E. Danger Signals for

Teachers. Chicago: Forbes & Co. $1.25 net

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM
Chamberlain, G. A. Not all the King's

Horses. Bobbs-Merrill. $1.75 net.

Ellsworth, W. W. A Golden Age of Au-
thors. Houghton Mifflin. $3.75 net.

Ley, J. W. T. The Dickens Circle. Dutton.

$6 net.

Maeterlinck, Maurice. Mountain Paths.

Dodd, Mead. $1.75.

Winsor, G. McL. Station X. Lippincott.

$1.50 net.

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
Denis, Leon. Life and Destiny. Transl. by-

Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Doran.
Tdeals of America. Prepared for the Chy

Club of Chicago, 1916-1919. McClurg.
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"rpHE Chamber of Commerce of the
•* State of New York, in common with

the businessmen of the whole nation,
believes that as a people we are now
confronted, in the world of morals and
in the world of trade, with a crisis simi-
lar to that which we faced on the 6th
of April, 1917." Such is the opening
sentence of a statement upon the Treaty
situation, which is in every way a model
of what such a statement should be. As
the declaration appears in full in our

advertising columns, it calls for little

comment here except that of unstinted

praise. It makes no effort to adjudicate
blame. It states so impressively the
awful need with which the whole world
is confronted, and brings home so forc-

ibly the duty of the United States in

relation to it, that it is difficult to see
how any man, unless he is radically and
irreconcilably opposed to the Treaty, can
fail to be stirred by the appeal. We

trust that the example of this great body
of New York businessmen will be fol-

lowed in all parts of the country. The
statement closes with these resolutions:

That some form of international cove-

nant which seeks to prevent war is a moral

necessity;
That the differences between the Presi-

dent and the Senate should be composed
without delay by such mutual concessions

regarding reservations as may be neces-

sary in the Treaty to secure ratification.

There can be no doubt that this faithfully

represents the dominant sentiment of

the country ; let no time be lost in trans-

lating that sentiment, as the New York
Chamber of Commerce has for its part

done, into an unmistakable and over-

whelming demand.

PARTICULAR
offense to the pure minds

of Republican Senators has been given
by Lloyd George. Speaking in England

of the need of keeping party politics in the

background until peace was placed on a
solid foundation, he referred in his slap-
dash and indiscreet way to the United
States. There partisan motives had as-

serted themselves, he declared, in an at-

tempt to undo the work of the Peace Con-
ference.—New York Evening Post.

The British Premier may have been

"slap-dash and indiscreet," and it may
also be true, as the Evening Post says,

that his remarks have caused the Re-

publican Senators to "hold up hands of

holy horror." But Lloyd George was
not so slap-dash or so indiscreet as to

undertake to lay the blame of what has

happened exclusively upon one party.

He was talking about the inestimable

advantage which England had derived

from the suspension of party wrangles

during the war, an advantage which had

been attained by means of a coalition

instituted at the very beginning of the

conflict. He was urging the continu-

ance of the party truce until the crisis

was completely over, and was pointing
to the danger that an abandonment of it

would bring on, as exemplified by our

experience here. The implication was
that not the superior virtue of British

public men, as compared with Ameri-

cans, but the actual and formal coop-

eration of all parties in the conduct of

the Government was the secret of the

harmony which had been attained. "We

got the League of Nations through the

House of Commons ... in a single

night," he declared, "while months of

burning and bitter conflict have been

spent upon it in America." And he

pointed to the contrast as "a warning
against the danger of renewing party
conflict." The Review would be the last

to say that the spectacle of party con-

flict that has been witnessed in the Sen-

ate is one that can be thought of with-

out severe censure and bitter regret;

but it would hesitate a good while before

asserting that the blame for it attaches

in any greater degree, all things con-

sidered, to the Republican side than to

the Democratic.

UNDER
our governmental system a

coalition of the character of that

which obtained in England is out of the

question, owing to the separation of ex-

ecutive and legislative powers. But Mr.

Wilson, throughout the war, went to

the extreme limit of possibility in the

opposite direction. He made no attempt
whatever to give Republicans the feeling

that they had any part in the conduct

of affairs. It is possible that the Presi-

dent felt that only in this way could he
attain that efficient control which he

thought necessary to the successful

prosecution of the war. Whether right
or wrong, however, his attitude was ac-

cepted as final by the Republicans, and
from the declaration of war to the ar-

mistice they gave as loyal support to the

President as did the members of his own
party. Without any formal coalition,

there was a virtual suspension of party
conflict for eighteen months. The first

overt break in this understanding was
made by the President himself, in his

memorable appeal to the voters, on the

eve of the elections of last year, to sup-

port his policy by the election of a Dem-
ocratic Congress. But serious as this

break was, it might have involved no

grave continuing consequences had the
President in his dealings with the nego-
tiation of peace manifested any desire to

obtain the cooperation of Republican
leaders—whether in or out of the Sen-
ate—or even in a general way to culti-

vate their good will. And on top of all

this he and his upholders persistently
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ignored the existence of any honest dif-

ference of opinion upon the fundamental

questions involved in our acceptance of

the League of Nations—questions which

involve a radical change in the relation

of America to the rest of the world,

quite unlike anything that England has

had to consider. If men were angels

they might be wholly uninfluenced in

their conduct by the circumstance that

their existence had been steadily over-

looked, and that when at last it was rec-

ognized, everything that they said or did

was incontinently dismissed as either

fatuous or dishonest. But if men were

angels there would be no war, and con-

sequently there would be no trouble

about treaties of peace.

PRESIDENT
WILSON'S admirable

statement of the character of the

Government's proposal to the miners,

and of the reasons for it, has just been

made public. As we go to press, it

seems probable that the mine workers

will accept the proposal; the operators

appear already to have done so. The
exact ground upon which Mr. Garfield's

determination of the wage-advance at

14 per cent, rested is now made entirely

clear to the public, as well as to the

parties most directly concerned. It is

not only that 14 per cent, covers, as

nearly as may be estimated, what re-

mained to be covered in the advance of

the cost of living, but also that the opera-
tors find themselves able to meet this ad-

vance without a rise in the price of coal.

Over and above this, there stands the

offer to have the whole question of mine

operation thoroughly and impartially

investigated. To refuse a temporary
cessation of conflict, with the prospect
of a sound permanent adjustment, at

a time when such obstinacy would mean
unspeakable distress to all the people
of the country, would be such flagrant
defiance of public sentiment as few la-

bor leaders, we imagine, will be willing
to make themselves responsible for.

THE
New York Globe protests in

strong language, but none too

strong, against the action of the Post
Office Department in refusing to the
New York Call the privilege of admis-
sion to the second class of mail matter.
The Department bases its refusal upon
the assertion that the Call is not

a "newspaper or other periodical publica-
tion" within the meaning of the law govern-
ing mailable matter of the second class, it

being in conflict with the act of June 15,
1917, the espionage act as amended by the
act of May 16, 1918, as well as Section 211
of the penal code as amended.

Whether the laws referred to afford jus-
tification for this denial or not, the

cutting off of the usual privileges of cir-

culation of a newspaper by mere admin-
istrative fiat is an outrage not only
against the principle of freedom of the

press but against the elementary instincts

of fair play. If the law does justify it,

it ought to be changed; like more than

one other thing that has happened re-

cently, this is applying to compara-
tively normal conditions what nothing
but the clear necessities of war fur-

nished a real warrant for. It is well to

remember, however, that arbitrary

power in this matter of the second-class

privilege was exercised by the Post

Office Department long before the war.

A notorious instance of it occurred a

dozen or fifteen years ago in the case of

a little Socialist magazine published in

California. It is such sporadic acts of

bureaucratic folly that do more than

anything else to give color to the ex-

travagant charges made by radicals of

the sweeping suppression of free speech.

WITTER
BYNNER, Percy Stickney

Grant, Frederic C. Howe, David

Starr Jordan, Dudley Field Malone,

Glenn E. Plumb, etc.—it's the Com-
mittee of Forty-eight we mean—have

taken the lot of the "plain people" into

their own exclusive hands. The only

thing that is left for the rest of us is

to hope that the "liberals" in their over-

zeal may make the present conditions of

the plain people appear so disreputable

that the plain people will rise up and

smite them.

THE
issue of the closed shop is sharply

joined in the building trades of New
York City. The Structural Iron Work-
ers' Union demands nothing short of a

hundred per cent, union basis in both

the fabrication and the erection of iron

and steel work. Added pressure, under

threat of sympathetic strikes in other

trades, comes from the Building Trades

Employers' Association. The Iron

League Erectors' Association stands

firmly for the traditional open shop,

under which for thirteen years New
York has avoided labor trouble, with

wages, it is claimed, above union rates,

and with increased economy in the cost

of erection amounting to something
like twenty-five per cent. Reports from
cities like Chicago and Cincinnati,

where the closed shop is established,

clearly indicate that whatever may be

gained a good deal is lost through con-

tinual squabbles between the different

trades, between carpenters and iron

workers, plumbers and steamfitters, be-

tween any two, indeed, of the many
groups that must cheerfully cooperate if

a building is to rise. In a business so

organized the closed shop appears at its

worst, giving rise to trouble for which
the responsibility can not be placed nor

effective remedy applied. To judge from
the past, such control as would be exer-

cised by the Iron Workers' Union is not

of the sort that the public may look for-

ward to without misgiving.

DR.
SCHIFFER, the German Minis-

ter of Justice, does not believe that
Prussian influence on the nation should
be curtailed. "It would be an act of in-

justice to destroy Prussia, without
which German thought would not have
blossomed in the past." With all due
reverence to Dr. Schiffer's clear dis-

crimination between just and unjust,

guaranteed by his holding that particu-
lar office, we venture to differ with him
in the appreciation of Prussia's share in

the development of German thought. It

seems more just to say that the failure

of the early blossom to bear its promised
fruit is due to that blasting spirit of

Prussia under which individual think-

ing shriveled. But apart from the ques-
tion whether Dr. Schiffer is right or not,

his statement is a bold disavowal of the

spirit of the new Constitution which, ac-

cording to its maker, Professor Preuss,
contains provisions intended to facili-

tate the formation of new free German
states and thereby to promote the pro-
cess of decomposition of the one Prus-
sian State, whose hegemony proved so

fatal to the nation.

PROFESSOR
PREUSS is no admirer

of what he calls, in characteristic

German jargon, the "einzelstaatlichen

Sondergeist," the particularism of the

individual states. But knowing that

mere legislation can not, by one stroke

of the pen, drive out that spirit from
the minds of the various German races,

he tries to slacken the tension which it

causes between them by creating the

possibility of fresh divisions and com-

binations. Prussian particularism he
holds chiefly responsible for the tena-

cious survival of these interstate ani-

mosities, and he trusts that, as a conse-

quence of Prussia's disintegration, state

particularism will gradually yield to a

general feeling of the oneness of all

German lands. In other words, the chief

obstacle in the way towards the one

and undivided German Republic which

the maker of the Constitution had in

mind, is the continuance of Prussia. It

is strange, therefore, to hear the man
at the head of the Department of Jus-

tice utter thoughts so entirely at vari-

ance with the spirit of the Constitution

for whose maintenance he is responsible.

A STILL more flagrant disavowal of

solemnly pledged obligations is

the statement made by Baron Kurt von

Lersner that "the Germans would never

consent, protocol or no protocol, to give

up the officers accused of war crimes."

If by "the Germans" he simply meant
the people, the remark was uncalled for,

as the head of the German Peace Mis-

sion is only the charge d'affaires of the

German Government and not the spokes-

man of the nation. If he meant to imply
that the Government, in compliance with
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the alleged demand of the people, will

in any case refuse to carry out a pro-
vision of the Treaty which that Govern-
ment itself has duly signed and the

people's representatives have ratified, he
either slandered his mandators or, if he
had authority for his statement, showed
them once more lacking in the sense of

honor. It is not for the German Gov-
ernment to refuse to carry out the obli-

gations of the Treaty on the plea that

the extradition of the officers would stir

the indignant people into revolt. If

there were strong evidence for the jus-
tice of that fear, it might be wise tactics

on the part of the Entente not to insist

on the handing over of those men, but
it could never exonerate the Government
from its duty of compliance. Noske, by
declaring his intention to recommend a

refusal, is evidently trying his hand at

the game which Scheidemann played
without success in the days immediately
preceding the signing of the Peace

Treaty.

INTELLECTUAL
radicals are a cu-

rious tribe. Some of them tried their

best to keep this country out of the war,
and all of them strove to bring about a

negotiated, inconclusive peace. So far

the logic is impeccable, for they sin-

cerely believed that talk could put up a
better fight than arms. But their ad-

vice was not followed, the conflict was
prolonged to a military decision. And
now they, who were constantly saying
that war, the greatest of evils, could not

beget good, are railing because a per-
fect world has not emerged as the result

of it. Their case becomes still more cu-

rious when it is remembered that they
are internationalists to whom the idea

of a nation means nothing, except for

the right to exercise self-determination,
and are at the same time, in their own
conceit, the only element in this great
broad land that is striving to restore the

spirit of "old America." Yet if there is

one thing which was characteristic of old

America it is pride in our achievements
as a self-contained nation.

THE
action of the trustees of Colum-

bia University in declaring what is

apparently a fifty per cent, increase in

salaries beginning July 1, 1920, is re-

markable in several particulars. What-
ever may be the disadvantages of com-

mitting the educational destinies of a

great university to a group largely

composed of businessmen, none but
businessmen would have had the cour-

age, or the vision, to take so long a step
forward. No group of professors, how-
ever underpaid and the reverse of hum-
ble, would have thought of asking for

so much. A scale which starts Assist-

ant Professors at $3,000 and Associate
Professors at $4,500, and according to

which the salaries of Professors range

from $6,000 to $8,000, and even $10,000
in certain cases, is quite sufficient to en-

able them to keep their heads above the

risen tide of prices. If the tide later

subsides the professor will find himself

endowed with that measure of release

from small material worries which, it has

always been granted, is necessary for the

effective discharge of his proper work.
If the added burden to university finances

results in rearrangements of work by
which an increase in the number of stu-

dents will not tend quite so rapidly as

in the past to multiply the number of

professors, that too will be a gain. The
method by which the funds necessary for

the new salaries are to be obtained
seems sound. The student will get full

value for slightly increased tuition fees.

MR.
HENRY C. FRICK'S will forms

a splendid continuation of what
America can unhesitatingly point to as

peculiarly her own tradition in the uses

of great wealth. It was George Pea-

body, more than any other one man,
that made familiar to all the world the

idea of wide philanthropies being the

natural object of the accumulation of

great fortunes, though of course there

had been notable examples before his

time. The scale of this munificence has

been growing by leaps and bounds, but

the devotion of money and art treasures

to an aggregate amount of something
like $120,000,000 in value is still an
event of exceptional moment. Of great-
est interest in New York is the bestowal

upon the public of Mr. Frick's great art

collection; but hardly second to it is the

bequest of $15,000,000 to Princeton

University. The possibilities of this

sudden enlargement of Princeton's en-

dowment, coinciding as it does with the

movement to raise a similar sum by
general subscriptions, is calculated to

fire the imagination. What will Prince-

ton do with it? Mr. Frick appears to

have imposed no restrictions on the use

of the money. What superb results

might flow from putting it all into men—the biggest men that can be got, and
with the fullest opportunity to make
the most of their powers !

THE
"Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten"

reports that "Professor Gustav Eb-
erlein has completed his colossal busts

of Marx, Lassalle and Bebel." Even the

imperial artists, official immortalizers of

the Hohenzollerns, are obeying the new
demand for re-orientation. The wooden,
nail-studdted Hindenburg has been hauled

down from his pedestal, and the red

generals of a former generation are re-

suscitated in white marble. The im-

ages of the defender and the assailants

of monarchism have nothing in common
except their size. The Teutonism which
unites these four can only be expressed
in forms colossal.

The President's Health
and Democratic Duty
THE

visit of Senators Fall and Hitch-

cock at the White House has cleared

the atmosphere. It has set at rest all

question of the President's ability to

fulfil the necessary duties of his office.

There is no longer any doubt that he is

mentally as capable as ever of deciding

any question upon which he may under-

take to pass judgment. All talk of de-

volving his authority upon the Vice

President, or upon any one else, is at

an end. And indeed that question,

though it has been more or less agitated

during the past ten or twelve weeks, has

never reached an acute stage. What
has been gained by the recent interview

with the two Senators is that the coun-

try is, for the time at least, relieved of

the manifold rumors which, in the ab-

sence of authoritative medical informa-

tion, kept springing up, as they were
bound to do. Such information is still

absent; but the Senators' visit has
doubtless been more conclusive, upon
the public mind, than any formal assur-

ance from his medical attendants would
have been.

But the question of Mr. Wilson's

ability to discharge the duties which of

necessity devolve upon him as President
is far from being the whole of the ques-
tion raised by his continued illness. It

is evident—indeed, more evident than
ever—that he can not, except at immi-
nent risk to his health and perhaps his

life, undergo severe or prolonged strain.

This does not make it impossible for
him to continue to exercise the full

authority of President of the United

States; but it does make it impossible
for him to continue to bear, in any real

or proper way, the burden that he had
of his own will assumed, and which until

his physical breakdown he had consist-

ently borne. Throughout the proceed-
ings at Versailles he was the sole re-

pository of his country's power, the sole

arbiter of his country's policy; and since

his return, the action of the representa-
tives of his party in the Senate—with
the exception of a handful of dissenters—has been the faithful reflection of his

will. This state of things has been de-

pendent, of course, not upon the author-

ity inherent in his office, but upon the

voluntary assent of the Democratic
Senators. That assent may have been

wholly creditable to them, or it may not ;

but in any case it must have been sup-
posed to rest upon two assumptions—
first, that the President's judgment was
based upon complete command of the
facts and possibilities of the situation,
and secondly, that as the situation devel-

oped he would be able to exert the full

measure of his personal powers in cop-
ing with its difficulties.
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To allege anything of this kind now

would be manifestly absurd. That re-

sponsibility for their own action which

the Democratic Senators so completely

threw upon the President, they are now

under the clearest possible obligation to

assume themselves. And it is the words

of no other than Mr. Wilson himself

that furnish them with the most impera-

tive reason for assuming it. Nearly

half a year has passed since his return

from Europe. No man's warning of the

dangers of delay in completing the war

settlement was more solemn or more

emphatic than his. Those dangers have

not diminished with time; on the con-

trary, at no moment have they been

more acute than they are to-day. The

condition of Europe is more involved

politically, and more serious econom-

ically, now than it was six months ago.

There is no telling what new trouble

any day may bring forth. Mr. Wilson

would be the last to say that the pro-

longation of unsettlement is a matter

of indifference, or a thing to be looked

upon otherwise than with the gravest

misgiving. The question for the Demo-
cratic Senators—as for all of us—is not

what we might wish had been done a

year ago, or six months ago, but what

can be done now.

The Senate, in the exercise of its un-

questionable Constitutional right, has

refused assent to the Treaty unless ac-

companied by important reservations.

Even if this position were due solely to

perversity or partisanship, it would be

a fact that has to be reckoned with; in

reality, however, the resistance to un-

qualified acceptance owes the great

strength it has manifested to the sup-

port of men as sincere in their estimate

of the dangers of the Covenant as are

its advocates in their estimate of its

benefits. But that is not the point; the

fact that stands out too plain to be dis-

puted is that the only possible way in

which the Treaty can be ratified is

through the acceptance of nearly all of

the Lodge reservations.

It seems plain that the President will

make no move toward a settlement on
this basis. And it must further be ad-

mitted that negotiation for any kind of

compromise is impossible unless there

be some kind of understanding as to

what the President's attitude will be in

the event of the compromise being
adopted by a two-thirds vote of the
Senate. In the face of the prediction
so confidently and defiantly made by ad-

herents of the Administration, in the
face of endless abuse and ridicule, Mr.

Lodge has become master of the situa-

tion—made so by the obstinate refusal

of the Administration forces to respond
to any advances on the part of Repub-
lican moderates. Naturally enough, he
will decline to enter into a parley that

may lead nowhere. But from all this

it does not follow that nothing can be

done. On the contrary, it seems clear

to us that one thing can be done with

great prospect of success; a thing which
demands of the Democratic Senators

only the resumption—than which noth-

ing could be more natural in the cir-

cumstances—of their individual respon-

sibility and their individual functions

as Senators of the United States. Let

them determine, according to their best

judgment, what modifications of the

Lodge resolutions are on the one hand
the least that would make the Presi-

dent's assent reasonably possible, and on

the other hand the most that the ma-

jority of the Republican Senators would
be willing to concede. And then let them

place the situation before the President.

Let them say to him, in effect:

"We have loyally done our best to get

the Treaty ratified without reservations,

as you desired. It has proved to be

impossible. Nor is it now possible to

obtain ratification by means of those

reservations which you yourself, three

months ago, declared to be unobjection-

able, provided they were not made an

integral part of the act of ratification.

It is now certain, beyond peradventure,
not only that reservations must be in-

cluded in the act of ratification, but that

they must be made more drastic than

the ones you then contemplated.

"We have given to the whole question
the most careful consideration. The
reservations we have formulated repre-

sent, we are fully convinced, the utmost

deviation from the Lodge reservations

upon which there is any possibility of

securing a two-thirds vote of the Sen-

ate for the Treaty. We are convinced,

too, that, however they may impair the

force of the Covenant, they still leave

it with great potentialities for good, and

that they will not be objected to by any
of the great Powers with which we were
associated in the war.

"We do not wish to interfere with

your prerogative, or to dictate your de-

cision. We simply lay the facts before

you. It is for you to decide, according
to your own judgment, whether you
think it best to have the Treaty ratified

with these reservations or not to have
it ratified at all. If you decide for the

latter alternative, that ends the matter;
and for this conclusion you will have
assumed full responsibility. If, on the

other hand, you signify your willingness
to accept these reservations rather than

abandon the Treaty altogether, we will

place the proposal before the Republican
Senators, in the confident expectation
that it will command the approval of

enough of them to assure a two-thirds

majority for the Treaty. We believe that

this would be their spontaneous re-

sponse; but if it were not, they would
be impelled to it by the consciousness

that rejection of so reasonable a pro-

posal would bring upon their party the

overwhelming condemnation of the

country."
Is this not the course which a manly

recognition of Senatorial responsibility

clearly dictates? Can there be any rea-

sonable doubt that it would accomplish
the object for which it was designed?
And is it too much to hope that Senators
will at last rise to the level of their duty
and their opportunity?

Money and Prices

AMONG
the comments called forth by

Mr. George E. Roberts's article on
"The Financial Situation," in the Re-
view for November 22, is a criticism by
Prof. J. Laurence Laughlin, who is a
well-known opponent of the quantity

theory of money. His objections to Mr.
Roberts's article, and to the editorial on
the same general subject, which ap-

peared in the next following issue of the

Review, under the title "The Chief

Cause of High Prices," are objections
to that general theory, rather than to

any special points in either of the ar-

ticles upon which he comments. In at-

tempting to meet these objections, there-

fore, it seems best in the first place to

indicate, with such clearness as is pos-

sible in a brief space, what that theory

says and what it does not say.

In its simplest form, the quantity

theory of money asserts that, given the

nature and extent of a country's indus-

tries, and the business methods and hab-

its of its people, the value of money in

that country—that is, the purchasing

power of a unit of that money—varies

inversely as its quantity; that an in-

crease or diminution of the quantity of

money in any proportion, unaccompanied
by a change in the country's productivity
or in its methods of doing business, in-

volves a rise or fall of prices in the

same proportion. In modern conditions

an enormous share of all business trans-

actions is effected not by the direct use

of money—even if we include under

that term not only basic money (gold,

say), but also notes which circulate in

its place
—but through the operation of

the vast system of banking and credit.

Owing to that system, a given number
of dollars in the country's circulating

medium is capable of effecting a far

greater volume of business transactions—as measured in dollars, not in com-

modities—than could be effected with-

out it. Nevertheless, given the state of

development of this mechanism of bank-

ing and credit, a country will require,

upon a given scale of prices, a definite

quantity of money with which to trans-

act its business; and according to the

quantity theory, if the quantity of

money is increased or diminished, other

things remaining unchanged, the gen-

eral level of prices will correspondingly
rise or fall.
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Having thus—briefly and imperfectly,

to be sure—stated what the theory does

say, it will be well to point out some

things that it does not say. It does not

say that the volume of money is the

only thing that affects the level of prices

in a given country. Anything that in-

creases productivity tends to lower

prices, and anything that diminishes

productivity tends to raise them. In so

far, for instance, as productivity today
is less than it was two years ago, or four

years ago, that lessened productivity ac-

counts for the rise of prices in that pe-

riod; no quantity-theory man would

deny that. When any one asserts—as

does Professor Copeland in the remarks
we quoted from him in the editorial

above referred to—that "the inflation of

our currency is unquestionably the

greatest factor" in the causation of high

prices, he does so because in his opinion

there has been no such diminution of

productivity as would account for more
than a minor part of the rise, while in

the volume of the circulation there has

been an increase so great as to account

for most of it.

Another thing that the quantity the-

ory does not say is that when the volume
of money is increased the rise of price

of any particular commodity is caused

simply by that increase. The mere ex-

istence of the money does not raise the

price of the commodity; some specific

demand for it must be brought into

play. At all times there are fluctuations

both in supply and in demand which
tend to raise or to lower the price of

any particular commodity; but when the

volume of the monetary medium (includ-

ing the resources of the banking and
credit system) keeps pace, and no more
than keeps pace, with the volume of pro-
duction and business, the general level

of prices does not rise or fall. When
there is a great fall in the general level

of prices—as in 1873-97—the mone-

tary medium has grown less rapidly
than production; when there is a great
rise—as there has been for the past
dozen years or more—the monetary me-
dium has grown more rapidly than pro-
duction. But whether the general level

of prices be rising, or falling, or sta-

tionary, the price of each particular

commodity is determined by causes af-

fecting the supply and demand of that

commodity as well as by the volume of

the monetary medium. When the Bol-

shevik printing press makes a hundred
rubles grow where one grew before,

everybody sees that it will take a vastly

greater number of rubles to buy any-

thing than it did in the old days; but

if you look at any particular thing you
will find that the reason that thing
fetches the number of rubles it does,

is because there are people willing and
able to pay that price in rubles for all

of it that is forthcoming. But if the

rubles had never been printed, all the

willingness in the world would not have
enabled them to pay it.

Now the essence of Professor Laugh-
lin's criticism is to be found in his in-

sistence that what caused the rise of

prices all round was the raising of the

price of one thing after another, not
because there was more money to be

had, but because the particular thing in

question was in acute demand. Above
all, so far as this country at least is con-

cerned, he finds the raising of wages,
i. e., the price of labor, to have been the

prime cause of much of the general rise

of prices that we have witnessed. Cit-

ing Mr. Roberts's reference to the fact

that the Government set this process in

motion on a great scale in order to at-

tract labor to the war industries, he

says that this is "an admission that
wars directly against his general prin-

ciple," because here "a cause working on

production-costs is admitted to have a
direct effect in raising prices." Un-
questionably it has, but the "production-
costs" here referred to are production-
costs measured in dollars; and nobody
denies that when more dollars are of-

fered either for a commodity or for the

necessary means of producing that com-

modity, the price of the commodity will

be greater than before. It would be

going only a step further than Professor

Laughlin does, if one were to say that

the real cause of the price of anything
being raised is that more money is paid
for it. No contradiction whatever of

Mr. Roberts's general position is in-

volved in the fact—if it be a fact—that

the way in which the greater supply of

dollars was brought to bear upon the

price-level was chiefly through an ad-

vance of wages followed by an advance

of prices of commodities, rather than

the reverse, which Professor Laughlin

says was the order of events in England.
The point is that in whatever way the

rise of prices is initiated, it could not

be maintained, and spread throughout
the whole range of commodities and

services, without something like a cor-

responding expansion of the medium of

payments. In a normal state of the

monetary medium, the limitations set by
its aggregate amount tend to keep the

general level of prices steady, in spite

of possibly very great advances in the

prices of particular commodities; but

no such steadying force exists when that

medium expands indefinitely to meet the

necessities, real or supposed, of the situ-

ation. Whether it was wise or unwise to

bring about the great expansion of the

monetary medium which has taken

place—indeed whether it was possible

or impossible to do otherwise—the fact

that the expansion has taken place af-

fords, from the standpoint of the quan-

tity theory, a sufficient explanation for

the major part of the rise of prices that

has occurred; and whether this expla-

nation is correct or not, there is nothing
in the facts to which Professor Laughlin
refers—and which, as he says, are mat-

ters of common knowledge—that is in

the least contradictory to the quantity-

theory view.

The matter is of course enormously

complicated by the consideration of for-

eign demand. So long as the chief na-

tions with which we were dealing were

strictly on the gold standard, and espe-

cially so long as we were receiving from
them—as we did in the early years of

the European war—great quantities of

gold, this demand was perhaps the most

important of all the influences bearing
upon the rise of our level of prices. It

is impossible here to do more than men-
tion this point, and to make in connec-

tion with it two elementary remarks.
One is that expansion of monetary me-
dium has been taking place in those

countries on an even greater scale than
with us. The other is that under pres-
ent conditions, with none of the great
European nations keeping their currency
redeemable in gold, the United States is

substantially the sole repository of the

gold standard. No one can say abso-

lutely how large a volume of currency
we can maintain in this country and
still keep all of it redeemable in gold;
but so long as that redeemability is

maintained, the expansion of our mone-
tary medium has the same kind of ef-

fect in depressing the value of gold—
its general purchasing power—as would
an addition to the stock of gold itself.

In ordinary times such expansion would
drive gold out of the country; at present
it has but very little tendency to do so.

One source of confusion in dealing
with the whole subject is the ambiguity
of the word "inflation." By some it is

used in a general way to mean any kind
of expansion of the circulating medium,
by others it is confined to such expan-
sion as endangers the parity of the

currency with gold, and still others use
it as covering something more than this
last meaning, but not so much as the
first. When Professor Laughlin refers
to a big rise of prices before "inflation"

appeared in this country, he evidently
does not mean by "inflation" simply an
increase in the monetary medium, for

upon that point he would not need the
assurance which he states that he re-

ceived from "highly competent bank-
ers." The quantity theory of money is

not an exhaustive explanation of all the

phenomena of prices, but its funda-
mental correctness in accounting for the
main facts of such a general rise of

prices as we are now living through, or
such a general fall of prices as came to
an end twenty years ago, is not im-

pugned by any of the considerations
which Professor Laughlin has brought
forward.
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The Parlor Bolsheviki
"Wont you walk into my parlor?

It's sweetly done in pink,
And there we'll talk and talk and talk,

And think we think we think."

MR.
JOHN SPARGO, in the World's

Work for December, makes an in-

teresting effort to penetrate the psy-

chology of the "parlor" Bolsheviki.

Under his analysis several types emerge,

some of which we may briefly indicate

as Victims of a Capital Obsession, Vic-

tims of Religious Hysteria, Earnest Sup-

porters of any Worthy Cause, Intellec-

tualized System-makers, Ascetics, both

Christian and Secular, and Disappointed

Idealists, together with Romantics, Fu-

rious Dissenters, and a vague fringe of

those whose shattered nerves are merely
in search of tonic excitement.

It will not do, however, to dismiss

these people as mad ; for one thing they

quite naturally refuse to be dismissed.

Any fruitful study of them must begin
with the assumption that they are not

so very different from the rest of us.

Their like has always been with us. If

they have defects they have also the

qualities of those defects. They have

greater warmth and range and energy
of thought and expression than your
smug citizen. On many topics they are

better informed. They are more "alive,"

protesting against the tiniest evil, and

promoting even the smallest good, with

an intensity to which the "bourgeois"
in no circumstances rises. They ra-

diate an atmosphere of freedom, of

large views, of fresh and final ap-

proaches. So, at least, they appear to

themselves and to their young imitators.

They have a glowing sense of belonging
to the sort of people by whose virtue

the world moves forward.

In a way they are right. Without
these qualities it would be a sad world,
indeed. The mistake comes in imagin-
ing that a vigorous exhibition of such
virtues in a large and public way proves
the possession of them in any really

supereminent degree. The truth is that

in the great mass of mankind there is

to be found an abundant store of sym-
pathy, of fair play, of a desire for per-
sonal and general betterment. Most
people weave these threads into the va-

ried patterns of their own lives. But
inflamed with a "cause," dieted on a

"grievance," cut off from its natural ex-

pression in living, even a feeble desire

to love good and hate evil, to remove
oppression and establish justice, may ac-

quire a spasmodic energy so great as to

persuade its possessor and some of his

beholders that here is one who has come
not to live life, but to mould it.

The world has had a share of those
who were in sober truth moulders of life,

though not many of them. But what
made these men great was a sense of

responsibility. Responsibility cast aside,

it is not difficult to appear, or to be,

clever; it is not hard to glimpse a per-
fection that contrasts with a world
whose every flaw we have made our-

selves painfully aware of; the plainest
citizen can be a hero in a world of

dreams unvaleted by facts. Anybody
can take an intellectual night off in

Utopia, and many do, returning with a

recognition of their folly and refreshed

dedication to their proper business.

There is much that is amusing about
the parlor Bolshevik, much that is fair

game for satire, but there is also a great
deal that is lamentable. A deplorable
waste and inefficiency is involved in the

withdrawal from a normal relation to

society of a large body of people who
by their means, their intellectual equip-

ment, and their sensitiveness to the

good and the beautiful are precisely the

ones whom society most needs. Their

extravagant behavior brings all pro-

posals for betterment under suspicion,
and they thus do what in them lies to

make reaction seem the only alternative

to revolution. It might indeed be ar-

gued that in America they are the only
serious menace. For nothing can be
done with them directly; they can not

be deported to the land of their dreams;
they can not, while things proceed as

they are going, be "Americanized" into

a different mind. They represent a

permanent and double loss, a loss of

what should have been a gain.
The peculiar menace of the parlor

Bolsheviki resides in the fact that for

the moment there is some sort of recog-
nizable agreement between the world
without and the world as they have fan-

cied it within. For the first time there
is something definite for them to get to-

gether on. For the first time they can

say, "We are the people who recognize
the facts, the great fact of impending
proletarian revolution." Not till the
Russian revolution got under way had

anything so attractive in its complete-
ness and concreteness come into their

ken. Up to that time some of them had
been highly useful members of the com-

munity, others had ardently and suc-

cessively espoused each new cause as it

arose, others were still too young or too

vague to attain to anything resembling
coherence. But old ideas given fresh

expression in the Russian formula came
upon them with stunning force. Never
mind the facts—the idea behind the

facts was better than any dream.
"Dreamers forsooth ! Behold what the
dreamers are doing! Here is a world
into which we too may step forth, hum-
ble the proud, brush aside the dishon-

est, the solemn, the routine, the sordid,
the baffling, the irrational, the unjust,
and start fresh. See now what a dreamer
can do! Thinker, rather! A whirlwind
which I can ride, a storm which I can

direct, more powerful than I, but doing
my will, since its will is mine."
The problem before America, of which

the existence of such a thing as the par-
lor Bolshevik is a pressing reminder, is

one simple to state though difficult

enough to solve. It is to build up in

society a "resistance" to those morbidi-
ties that have produced the parlor Bol-
shevik. There, if one is disposed to

dream, is something worth dreaming
about. Imagine a society in which not

everybody, to be sure, is reasonable, but

enough are reasonable to set a fashion
for the rest; in which there is just as
little excuse for private efforts to regu-
late other people's affairs as for private
warfare or private judicature; in which

everyone gets a fair chance to subdue
for himself so much as he can of life's

wilderness; a society in which individ-

uals count for more than groups of in-

dividuals; a society, in short, in which
an important role is played by some of

the positive virtues possessed by these

same parlor Bolsheviki, but controlled,
as theirs are not, by a sense of respon-

sibility for results. This is a dream be-

side which the revolution cheered on by
the parlor Bolshevik looks like a mere
phantasm born of class jealousy.

European Neutrals
and the League

THE treaty fight in the Senate is fol-

lowed with keen interest in the neu-

tral countries of Europe. Before the

United States went into the war, they
looked upon this country as their spokes-
man and champion in cases where the

right of neutrals had to be vindicated

against arbitrary encroachment by the

belligerents. America's abandonment
of her neutrality, though it gave them

hope of an ultimate removal of the Ger-

man scare, threatened, for the duration

of the war, to weaken still further their

precarious position between the hostile

powers. The Entente's gain of a power-
ful ally was a gain also to them insofar

as the cause for which the Entente stood

had the moral support of most neutral

nations, but that gain involved a tempo-
rary loss of safety. Hence it was with

mixed feelings that America's entrance

into the conflict was commented upon by
the organs of the neutral press, the

event being hailed or lamented accord-

ing to the writer's greater concern for

the future peace of Europe or for the

immediate safety of his own country.
A similar conflict of opinions is notice-

able to-day in their appreciation of the

Senate's treaty proceedings. Hardly
anywhere, outside the Entente countries,

has the Treaty received unqualified

praise, and the coupling of the Covenant
with the Treaty has been sevely criti-

cised, as it seemed to involve, in the

event of their accession to the one, the
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implication of their approving the other.

They lost faith in the sincerity of the

Covenant because of many a perverse

application of its tenets. Still, they
would not hesitate to join the League
of Nations if the United States, of

whose disinterestedness there is no

doubt, would safeguard the high pur-

pose of the League by its own accession.

So the debate in the Senate is the

subject of conflicting criticism in the

neutral press, Mr. Lodge being praised

by those whose disapproval of the Treaty
is stronger than their faith in the effi-

cacy of the Covenant, but finding slight

favor with such as ardently believe in

the latter, however misapplied its prin-

ciples may appear to them in the Treaty
of Peace. But of these two groups the

second is undoubtedly the stronger. The
majority of the neutral nations would

deeply lament America's decision to re-

main outside the League. It would face

them with the difficult question whether
their accession, in such an event, would
not impair rather than insure their

future safety.
It is widely felt that under a League

of Nations with the United States left

out, the after-war Europe will for small

peoples be a worse place to live in than
when her peace was, however imper-

fectly, maintained by the much-abused
balance of power. They would not re-

gret the disturbance of that equilibrium

if, in its stead, a strong League of Na-

tions, with America among its members,
were to maintain the new-won peace and
the principles of international law. But
a league controlled by France and Great
Britain alone would not compensate for

the loss of the balance of power. Brit-

ain's interests, it is declared, lie outside

Europe; she will wash her hands of the

Continent when the situation there has
ceased to threaten her own safety. France
will be left in full control of European
affairs, and the small countries, freed

from the fear of German imperialism,
will live under the obsession of a revival

of ambitions such as actuated the France
of Louis XIV and Napoleon. There may
be little foundation for these apprehen-
sions, but, whether groundless or not,

the fact is that they exist and are bound
to play a part in the decision as to the

attitude to be taken towards a league
which does not include the United States.

Significant of this state of mind is the

interview, in the Amsterdam Telegraaf,
with Mr. J. Limburg, the head of the

Dutch delegation at the Brussels Con-
ference of Promoters of the League of

Nations. This strong advocate of the

League admits that "the entrance of

neutrals depends largely upon the atti-

tude of America. If America does not

j

join, the position of the neutrals will

', become difficult, though I do not contend
' that it would be impossible for them to

(join."

Es ist nicht Wahr
AMONG

the winged words that took

flight in the war few will, no doubt,
survive it longer than the notorious dic-

tum of the ninety-three: Ea ist nicht
wahr. When the charges it denied will

be but vaguely remembered, the curt

phrase in which the denial was couched
will still be quoted as a jocose negative
formula. It will throw a pleasant cover
over the bareness of a straightforward
"No," the surprise at hearing the Ger-
man used by a non-German speaker giv-

ing an additional charm to the device.

An uglier blot on German honor than
even the crimes which the manifesto of
the ninety-three unblushingly denied
was the publication of that document
itself. "It is not true that Germany is

responsible for the War, it is not true
that we wantonly violated Belgium, it

is not true that our soldiers attacked
the life and property of Belgian sub-

jects, it is not true that our soldiers

acted brutally at Louvain." One hears
the bang of the professorial fist on the

desk at every fresh iteration of the
statement. But they were giving volun-

tary evidence on occurrences of which
none of them knew any facts. To believe

implicitly in the integrity of their Gov-
ernment may to the unsophisticated
crowd have seemed a patriotic duty, but
the first duty of science is silence, unless

it is sure of its facts. But these savants
rushed in where they should have feared

to tread, attempting to shout down truth

with no better argument than the au-

thority of their names. Never were

names, honorably won, more dishonor-

ably abused by their own bearers. And
when they learned that what they had
denounced as lies was the truth, they
failed to do what a man of science should

regard as his imperative duty—to make
public confession of his error.

Wer die Wahrheit kennet und saget sie

nicht,
Der ist furwahr ein erbarmlicher Wicht,

says the poet of a students' song which
all these men must have sung in their

younger days.
There were, indeed, a few who sought

to relieve their scientific conscience in

the privacy of a confessional. Profes-

sor Max Planck, of Berlin, writing, says
the Handelsblad of Amsterdam, also in

the name of Adolf Harnack, Walter

Nernst, Wilhelm Waldeyer and Ulrich

von Wilamowitz-Mollendorf, poured out

his guilty heart in a letter to the Dutch
Professor Lorentz of Leyden, disavow-

ing most of the letter and the spirit of

the manifesto. But for men thus pub-

licly disgraced, a private admission of

sin is no rehabilitation. Not until the

world has read it, in black print, and

signed by all the survivors of the ninety-

three will it reconsider its verdict.

Fifteen have gone to the grave with

their name unredeemed. And how the

surviving seventy-eight now feel about

their disloyalty to science we know, not

from their spontaneous confession, but

from an "enquete" undertaken by one

of their colleagues who always con-

demned the war and their vindication of

it—Dr. Hans Wehberg, the famous au-

thority on international law. The re-

sults of his inquiry were published in

the Berliner Tageblatt, and are worth

recording as a precious document of

twentieth-century German culture. Six-

teen, including Siegfried Wagner, the

son of Richard, the historian Eduard

Meyer and the writer Paul Lenz, were

unrepentant sinners. Twenty-three,
neither daring to maintain nor to for-

swear what they signed, refused to reply.

The remaining thirty-nine admitted
that they could no longer vouch for all

the assertions contained in the docu-

ment. Some of them even confessed,
what for a man of science is a still graver
crime than to speak without knowledge
of the facts, that they had signed the

document without a knowledge of its

contents. What a pitiable spectacle:
the man of letters, the appointed cham-

pion of individualism, debased to the

level of the gregarious crowd, joining in

its irresponsible, inarticulate roar. Carl

Hauptmann realized, too late, what obli-

gations his better knowledge involved:

"I feel with horror," he wrote, "my aber-

ration from personal responsibility; and
I am warned for life against the head-

long rush of the herd which throughout
the ages has fooled humanity."

In justice to German professors, it

should be remembered that we have
little information concerning the number
of them who may have refused to sign
the preposterous document; and it is a

special pleasure to be informed that a

protest against it was signed by the man
whose name is associated with one of

the most magnificent achievements in

the history of scientific thought—Dr.

Albert Einstein, a Swiss indeed by na-

tionality and a Jew by blood, but an
honored professor in the University of

Berlin.
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Lest We Forget"

SINCE
President Wilson signed the

Peace Treaty with the League of

Nations woven into it, the attitude of

the Senate and the expression of public

opinion in the United States have given

rise to an amazement abroad which

Americans have been at a loss to under-

stand.

The proceedings in Washington, while

the Peace Treaty was under discussion,

were closely followed all over the world,

and, in some aspect or other, caused dis-

appointment to all, no matter which side

of the various controversies the individ-

ual observer favored. That mistakes

have been made on all sides can hardly

be denied; and that reproaches and re-

criminations have followed is quite

natural. The Treaty of Peace, although

now rejected, will very likely again be

taken up for consideration at the pres-

ent session of Congress, and it would

therefore seem desirable to attempt to

clear up some of the misconceptions

which have arisen, while the facts can

still be easily verified. In this manner
it may be possible to prevent, at least

in a small measure, continued misunder-

standing among the peoples of the world.

The European nations seem grievously

disappointed that this country did not

closely follow the lead of its President.

Even in our own country, some writers

have intimated that our attitude in this

respect has given cause for just resent-

ment. The universal assumption in

Europe that President Wilson voiced

the opinion of America appears to have

spread the belief that there had been
fastened upon this country an obliga-
tion to live up to this misapprehension.

Nothing could be less warranted, nor
less in accordance with the notion of

great masses of the people of this coun-

try, as repeatedly expressed by their con-
stitutional representatives and through
the press. Whoever attempted to ascer-

tain the sentiment of the country, must
have quickly discovered a great lack of

unanimity and a very decided opposition
to the President's views. While during
certain periods of the peace negotiations
the censorship may have prevented the

generalpublicfrom keeping in immediate
touch with all of the currents of thought,
foreign statesmen have at all times had
access to the daily expressions of public
opinion, and should have given consid-
eration to the peculiar provisions of our
Constitution. No blame for their over-

sight can possibly attach to the people
of our country. Americans would be
highly negligent if they permitted any
such misapprehension to gain currency,
because it would obscure a perfectly
clear situation.

In October, 1918, on the eve of elec-

tions to Congress, President Wilson is-

sued an appeal to his countrymen in

which he said:

... If you have approved of my leader-

ship and wish me to continue to be your
unembarrassed spokesman in affairs at
home and abroad, I earnestly beg that you
will express yourselves unmistakably to

that effect by returning a Democratic ma-
jority to both the Senate and the House of

Representatives . . . The return of a

Republican majority to either House of

Congress would, moreover, be interpreta-
tive on the other side of the water as a

repudiation of my leadership. . . .

In November, the country answered this

appeal by overturning the Democratic

majority in both Houses of Congress.
In the President's own language, this

constituted a repudiation of his leader-

ship. It was a clear notice to all the

world that the country did not stand

unitedly behind him in his negotiations
for peace with Germany.
Some weeks thereafter, the President

decided to go to Europe, to assist in the

serious work of the Peace Conference.

In addressing Congress on the subject,
the President said:

. . . the conclusion that it was my
paramount duty to go has been forced upon
me by considerations which I hope will seem
as conclusive to you as they have seemed
to me. . . .

Did the considerations appear as conclu-

sive to the country as they had seemed
to the President? The New York Trib-

une said on December 2, 1918,

. . . the net result of President Wil-
son's "personally conducted" peace pro-
gramme has been to shatter American
unity. . . .

The great conflict of opinion and the lack

of all unity is clearly shown by the ex-

tracts from leading publications which
may be found in the Literary Digest of

December 14, 1918. The case is in no

way weakened by the fact that these are
extracts from newspapers unfavorable
to the President's programme; it is to

them that the foreign observer should
have looked for signs of friction. And
they did, indeed, serve as a true index of

the attitude which later clearly emerged
as that of the Republican party.
Was there any change in the attitude

of Congress and the press after the
President returned from Europe with
the Peace Treaty and the League of Na-
tions in his pocket? Did anything occur
to change the impression which careful

observers of the feeling in this country
should have gathered?
On the eve of his departure from

France, on February 16, 1919, the Presi-
dent sent a message to every member of
the Foreign Relations Committee of the
Senate and to every member of the For-

eign Affairs Committee of the House of

Representatives, in which he said:

. . . Each article was passed only after
the most careful examination by each mem-

ber of the Committee. There is good and
sufficient reason for the phraseology and
substance of each article. I request that
I may be permitted to go over with you,
article by article, the constitution before
this part of the work of the conference is

made the subject of debate in Congress . • .

On February 24, 1919, after his arrival

from France, the President delivered

an address in Boston, in which he said:

. . . Any man who resists the present
tides that run in the world will find himself
thrown upon a shore so high and barren
that it will seem as if he had been sepa-
rated from his human kind forever. . . .

. . . Any man who thinks that America
will take part in giving the world any such
rebuff and disappointment as that does not
know America. I invite him to test the
sentiments of the nation. We set this up
to make men free, and we did not confine
our conception and purpose to America, and
now we will make men free. If we did not
do that, the fame of America would be
gone, and all her powers would be dissi-

pated. She then would have to keep her
power for those narrow, selfish, provincial
purposes which seem so dear to some minds
that have no sweep beyond the nearest
horizon. I should welcome no sweeter chal-

lenge than that. . . .

And on March 4, the President delivered
an address in New York in which he
said:

. . . and when that treaty comes back,
gentlemen on this side will find the cove-
nant not only in it, but so many threads of
the treaty tied to the covenant that you
can not dissect the covenant from the treaty
without destroying the whole vital struc-
ture. . . .

Did the country join in the sentiments
so clearly enunciated, or did a part of

the people accept the challenge? The
answer was promptly delivered. On
March 4, Senator Lodge, on behalf of

thirty-seven Senators, read in the Senate
a resolution to the effect that

. . . it is the sense of the Senate that
while it is their sincere desire that the na-
tions of the world should unite to promote
peace and general disarmament, the consti-
tution of the League of Nations IN THE
FORM NOW PROPOSED to the Peace
Conference should not be accepted by the
United States; and

. . . that the negotiations on the part
of the United States should immediately be
directed to the utmost expedition of the
urgent business of negotiating peace terms
with Germany satisfactory to the United
States and the_ nations with whom the
United States is associated in the war
against the German Government, and that
the proposal for a league of nations to in-
sure the permanent peace of the world
should then be taken up for careful and
serious consideration.

In spite of the fact that the President,
in a speech delivered in New York on
March 4, said:

. . . The first thing that I am going to
tell the people on the other side of the water
is that an overwhelming majority of the
American people is in favor of the League
of Nations . . .

is it too much to say that this announce-
ment by thirty-seven Senators of the

United States was again clear notice

to all the world that the country did not
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stand unitedly behind the President in

his peace negotiations?
The debates in the Senate since that

time have shown the greatest divergence
of opinion. The suggestion that the

people of this country have repudiated

any binding agreement made in their

behalf which other parties to the agree-
ment had a right to rely upon is erro-

neous and mischievous. A lack of under-

standing of our form of government on

the part of foreigners is regrettable,

but not justly chargeable to us. The
President is supreme as far as the nego-
tiation and final disposal of treaties is

concerned, but ratification by the Senate

is essential to make them binding.

While the words in our Constitution

"with the advice and consent of the

Senate" are now rarely construed to

mean that the President is compelled to

seek the advice of the Senate during his

treaty negotiations, they would un-

doubtedly imply that in certain circum-

stances cooperation is necessary. This,

President Wilson has consistently

avoided. Yet the Peace Treaty with

Germany, with the League of Nations

superimposed or intertwined, is the

most ambitious piece of work of its

kind in which this country has ever par-

ticipated.

The feeling of uneasiness regarding
the President's aloofness in this matter,
and the knowledge which gradually

spread over wide circles that he did not

even consult his associates on these very
vital and decisive questions, gradually

developed into resentment, which found

expression, for instance, in an editorial

in the New York Tribune on March 5,

as follows:

... He refused to consult. He would
not appoint members of the Senate as mem-
bers of the Peace Commission. He would
not say in any definite way what he wanted,
making the impossible demand that what-
ever he saw fit to agree to must be accepted
without debate or amendment.

This tactlessness, to use no stronger
word, put the Senate in a suspicious mood.
The Senate, quite as much as the President,
has its duties under the Constitution, and
as he would not consent to a serious inva-
sion of his prerogatives, he ought to know
that the Senate would not consent to ab-
dicate. . . .

There is no need to carry detailed

analysis further. The proceedings in

the Senate since the President submitted
the Treaty are clear in every one's mem-
ory. After that step had been taken, the

Senators had a double duty to perform.

They not only had to conclude whether,
and in what form, the adoption of the

Treaty seemed in their conscientious

judgment desirable, but also had to

guard against an overwhelming en-

croachment by the Executive upon the

legislative branch of the Government.
To what extent each Senator was moved
either by one or the other of these con-

siderations, it is imposible to say and

purposeless to discuss. They did their

duty as they saw it, and the country may
well be grateful that they had the cour-

age to live up to their convictions.

If the system were once approved in

this country that the President, no mat-
ter what his legal rights, could inaugu-
rate or consent to radical departures
from well-known and long accepted poli-

cies, by his refusal to have the most
thorough exchange of views with the

leaders of the coordinate branch of the

Government, then the latter would in-

deed have abdicated in favor of personal

government and of a form of autocracy
not wholly unlike the one which the

war is supposed to have destroyed.

There is no more time-honored maxim
in American political history than this,

that the American Government shall be

"a government of laws and not of men."
Charles Altschul

What Makes High Prices?

Comment Evoked by Mr. Roberts's Article

Enthusiastic Approval

1WAS
so impressed with the article of

George E. Roberts on the "Menace of

Inflation," which I read yesterday, that

I sent for a number of copies of the

Review in order to give them to friends

interested in the subject.
I think that this article ought to have

the widest possible circulation, as it is

a clear exposition of the present situa-

tion, so simple in form as to be capable
of being understood by any one having
the slightest knowledge of the subject.
I hope it will be published in pamphlet
form.

Mr. Roberts might in truth say of

his article what Dryden is supposed to

have said of his "Alexander's Feast"—
that it was the best ode that was ever

written or that ever would be written;
but then Mr. Roberts is too modest to

claim this for his article.

Frederick Strauss

Points About Bank Credit

I
HAVE your letter of November 22,

asking my opinion on the views ex-

pressed by Mr. George E. Roberts in

your issue of that date, in his article

"The Financial Situation." I find my-
self in agreement with his view that di-

minishing gold production and increas-

ing gold consumption should ultimately

bring prices down, but I think he is

overpessimistic about certain phases
of the matter.

For one thing, there is an enormous
difference between Civil War greenback
issues and the present expansion of

bank credit. Greenbacks were non-in-

terest bearing, and were not, in fact, re-

deemable in gold. There was thus no

automatic force to lead to their retire-

ment. Our bank loans, on the other

hand, are interest bearing. When the

Government borrows on short-term

Treasury certificates it does so in antici-

pation of taxes and funding loans which
will retire the Treasury certificates.

When business men borrow at the banks,

they do so for commercial reasons and

pay off their loans when they no longer
need them, to reduce their interest

charges. Moreover, we are on a gold
basis and expansion is checked by dimin-

ishing gold reserves.

The decline of Government borrowing
in the second half of 1919 has, it is true,

not led to a decline in the volume of

bank loans. Mr. Roberts ascribes this

fact to speculation, holding that specu-
lators have taken up the credit which
the Government released.

There is, however, another great fac-

tor which has been responsible for the

pressure on our money market, and
which has prevented the decline of bank
loans and deposits. I refer to our im-

mense export balance of trade which has
been growing so rapidly since the armis-

tice. Somebody has had to pay for this.

Down to June, the export balance was
financed in a very considerable measure

by long time credits granted by the

United States Government to our Euro-

pean Allies. Our Government got these

funds largely by borrowing from Ameri-
can banks on short-term Treasury cer-

tificates. Part of the exports, however,
even during the first half of the year,
went on "open account" and since June
1 virtually all of the exports have gone
in this fashion. There is thus an enor-
mous volume of short-term current un-
funded debt due to the United States

from Europe, and the foreign exchange
rates have broken violently.

This debt is being carried in part by
banks making loans to carry it; in part
by American exporters accepting pay-
ment in foreign currencies which they
have allowed to pile up in European
banks. Also, American exporters have
withheld their exchange from the mar-
ket, allowing open accounts to run ; also,

American speculators and American
business men engaging in speculation
have purchased foreign exchange and
still have it. All of these methods of

meeting the situation tend to expand
bank loans and to make a drain upon the

money market.
The foreign situation, therefore, by

creating a great demand for bank ac-

commodations, has prevented the decline

in bank credit expected. The foreign
situation has, moreover, been the pri-
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mary cause of the great speculation which

we have seen. It has drained our mar-

kets of goods, has prevented a decline in

commodity prices and even forced them

higher—a fact which has led to the be-

lief on the part of many that present

prices are permanent. This belief has

naturally led to speculation in commodi-

ties, stocks, and also in farm lands.

This abnormal export situation must

speedily be corrected. It is impossible

to keep the export balance going at any-

thing like the present rate for very long.

The ominous day-by-day breaks in the

exchange rates are evidence enough on

this point. When our exports and im-

ports come into normal relation, and

when we have goods destined for ex-

port thrown back upon our markets, we
should see commodity prices decline, and

the volume of bank loans and deposits

contract.

I thank you for letting me see Mr.

Roberts's article. I have very high re-

gard for his opinions and am always in-

terested in what he writes. In the case

in hand, I am in full agreement with

him that liquidation must come and that

prices must come down.
Guy Emerson

t

A Dissenting View

IN
the very illuminating study on "The

Financial Situation" by Mr. Roberts,
in your issue of November 22, an
account is given of the expansion of

credit due to borrowing operations by
our Government. This account is clear

and convincing, except in his statement
of the relations between inflations and

prices. On this point every one, of

course, should be ready to find out the

truth; or at least to try to find it. In
the belief that in this article, and in

one on "The Chief Cause of High
Prices," in your issue of November 29,
not all, nor the most important, of the
causes affecting prices have been pre-
sented, I am impelled to suggest that

your readers, in the interest of truth,
should have an opportunity to consider
some other and very practical elements

affecting high prices and the cost of

living.

Mr. Roberts seems to be inconsistent
in different parts of his study. Follow-

ing the stereotyped formula of the the-
orists dating back to Hume and Ricardo,
he says: "Prices are the result of the
relation between the purchasing medium
and the supply of commodities, and the
volume of medium having been inflated
without any corresponding increase in
the volume of commodities, the price
level naturally has risen." Here we
have the error of supposing that demand
is necessarily expressed by the monetary
medium ("whatever its form, whether
gold, circulating notes, or bank credits
transferable by check," as stated in your

article on "The Chief Cause of High
Prices").
A medium of exchange is a means to

an end, that is, to save the inconven-
iences of barter. It is not a cause in

the price-fixing process; for it follows a

preceding price-fixing. For instance, in

the time of scarcity induced by the war,
when the Government fixed the price of

wheat, a carload of wheat at a station

in Iowa was paid for by a medium in the
form of a check to an amount exactly

conforming to the number of bushels

multiplied by the price per bushel al-

ready fixed upon. And, in general, the

great mass of commercial discounts at

our banks arise from notes or bills

drawn on the movement of goods from
dealer to buyer, the figures rising or

falling with the preceding price-fixing
of the goods. Indeed, all bankers recog-
nize the well-known fact that the figures
of our exports and imports, and the

items in our bank accounts, are doubled

merely because prices have been doubled.

Moreover, the combined figures of our
bank clearings can not be used as evi-

dence to show a general increase of de-

mand for goods, since these clearings
arise from offsetting checks on deposits,
due mainly to loans on the movements
of goods. They show only the extent

to which goods (expressed in terms of

money) are exchanged conveniently
against each other. They do not indi-

cate a demand out of the blue for all

goods, but only a result of a shifting of

goods against each other by specific de-

mand and supply. There is, therefore,
much more to the fixing of prices than is

implied in making demand synonymous
with the amount of the medium of ex-

change. Nor is it correct to say that

the price of anything is fixed directly by
the quantity of the medium compared
with the supply of goods; for this

method of stating the matter pays no
heed to forces affecting prices which
are axiomatic to every practical business
man.

Indeed, an admission that wars di-

rectly against his general principle as

laid down above was made by Mr.
Roberts in another part of his article,

when he said: "It seemed to be neces-

sary, in order to get labor for the war
industries, to make wages attractive

enough to draw men from other work,
and when the other industries, in self-

defense, also raised wages a competition
was begun which lifted the whole level

of costs." That is, a cause working on

production-costs is admitted to have a

direct effect on raising prices. This is

obvious to every one. Even the politi-

cians in Washington have been obliged
to show that an ever-increasing rise of

wages for the same or a less labor-effort

must inevitably result in higher prices
and a higher cost of living. The prac-
tical working of such a force was so

clear that the President was compelled
to protest, in the interest of the public,
against any further increase of wages.
Certainly as to the inevitable effect of
the force on prices there can not be any
question. It is not necessary to argue it.

If the operation of this element on
the level of prices is so self-evident,
where do we come out on the main ques-
tion? Without doubt something else

besides the quantity of the medium of

exchange and the market supply of goods
has an influence on the level of prices.
And yet, in your issue of November 29,

you say: "It is to the inflation of the
monetary medium that Professor Cope-
land, like substantially every competent
authority, chiefly ascribes the rise of

prices." As one of the incompetents I

beg to differ. It is not a question as to
the number of authorities for or against
a dogma, but whether it can stand up
against logic and fact, even as to au-

thority. However, one could mention
the leading banking authorities as

against the academic theorists on this

question. But that is not to the pur-
pose. A principle must explain ascer-
tained facts, or be discarded. Price is

the ratio of any article to gold (our
present standard). How about the vari-
ous forms affecting production-costs on
the goods side of the price-ratio?
Of these the outlay for labor, for ma-

terials, and for taxes are the most in

evidence. In my judgment they far out-

weigh any other causes at work in pro-
ducing the high level of prices ; and our
public policy should be shaped accord-

ingly. No one denies that speculation
and abnormal credit can temporarily
raise prices above competitive produc-
tion-costs; but we are faced with condi-
tions which began to show themselves
before inflation appeared in this coun-

try. As practical business men, what
do we know of our own experience as to

the causes leading to higher prices? Mr.
Roberts casually mentioned the cause
which disposes of his own general the-

ory. Long before we entered the war,
long before our credit could have been

unduly expanded (in a time when highly
competent bankers personally assured
me there was no inflation), industries

engaged in making munitions of war for

the Allies had contracts which enabled
them to raise wages for their workers
to a height that drew them from other

employers. The makers of all other

goods had to raise wages correspond-
ingly. That is, in this country (con-

trary to the order of events in Eng-
land) wages rose first and prices after-

wards rose to meet this initial increase

in production-costs. These are facts of

common knowledge. By April, 1917,
when we entered the war, wholesale

prices had risen above the level of 1914

by at least 83 per cent, (see Federal
Reserve Bulletin, June, 1918). Labor
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was scarce and high. Wages, even of

unskilled labor, had risen incredibly.

But war conditions magnified the

effect of high wages. Materials were
not only raised in price by a higher
range of wages, but coal, machinery, and
all materials of manufacture became

scarce, due to the European demand.

Without question, long before the infla-

tion of the medium could possibly have
been brought in as a serious cause, pro-
duction-costs had risen enormously.
Would any one who followed the railway

situation, the passage of the Adamson
act, the increase of wages which added
hundreds of millions to expenses, the

prodigious rise in cost of operation and
maintenance due to the rise in prices of

materials, have ascribed the higher cost

of transportation to the inflation of the

medium? Did high prices of food,

wheat, etc., wait on the rise in the quan-

tity of the medium, when even price-fix-

ing by the Government did not satisfy

farmers? Men could hardly be bribed

to remain on the farms when they could

get five to eight dollars a day in the

war factories. What regulated the price

of cotton? Was it a scarcity of medium
which put it to six cents in 1914, or the

stoppage of the European and domestic

demand? And what led later to its great
rise in price? What caused the rise in

the price of wool? A superabundance
of the medium or a scarcity of shipping
and supplies ? How about the scarcity of

sugar when the European supply was
cut off? And so one might go on indefi-

nitely, dealing with the known facts of

each individual commodity. For out of

the combined quotations of specific goods
the general level of prices is computed.
The causes affecting particular prices

are those which determine the final re-

sult in the general level of prices.

The matter of high importance lies in

the public policy adopted to "un-

scramble" the high cost of living and its

entanglements. It certainly will do "in-

calculable mischief" to "follow false

scents." The concentration of the atten-

tion on the speculative hoarding of

necessaries and on "profiteering" are

not likely to produce much effect on high

prices. They do give the politicians a

satisfying element for convincing the

public that they are "doing something,"
and that strikes should be put off until

their measures for reducing the cost of

living have had time to work. Clearly,

as you say, these are false scents. But

is it not true that the politicians are

shy at hitting upon the one active, direct

cause of high prices and high cost of

living? That cause, apart from scarcity,

is the higher wages paid for the same
or less labor effort than in 1914. If we

accept the appeal of humanity and re-

fuse to lower wages while prices remain

high, what is the remedy? The public

will continue to suffer, unless the high

wages are justified by a greater effi-

ciency of labor, a larger number of
units of coal, materials, and food for the

present high scale of wages. And yet it

is at this very juncture that organized
labor seems to be insistent on shorter
hours and less production. Inflation,

therefore, does not seem to be a very
practical solution for the high cost of

living.

J. Laurence Laughlin

A Neglected Pioneer

AT the tomb of Colonel James I

paused and paid the reverent trib-

ute of a tear. In revery I traced again
his troubled life and the circumstances
of his tragic death. How soon forgot-
ten by an ungrateful world, I reflected,
is the social pioneer! Though the idea

lives, the being who wrought and pro-
claimed it sleeps in an unregarded
grave.

Such a pioneer was Col. Jesse James,
once of the Mississippi hinterland. Mis-

understood, criticized, even reviled dur-

ing his lifetime by persons of influence

and authority, persecution followed him
even to the far recesses in which he
sometimes sought refuge. The Federal

Government, the States, the counties,
and the municipalities pursued him with
armed bands; they urged his capture by
the offer of large monetary rewards, and

finally they compassed his death. He
was ahead of his time, and not until

long after his martyrdom were his the-

ories taken up and embodied in compre-
hensive schemes for social salvation.

Unquestionably he never clearly for-

mulated his social philosophy. He was
not, in the classic sense, a scholar; he
was a man of action. His deeds, how-

ever, which throughout his life were

rigidly consistent, reveal certain fun-

damental principles of belief. Chief

among these are the following:
1. Futility of the ballot.

2. Direct action.

3. Group autonomy.
4. Individual initiative and self-em-

ployment.
5. Forcible expropriation of wealth.

6. Responsibility of society as a
whole for any wrong or unpleasant ac-

tion committed by any one of its mem-
bers; and conversely, responsibility of

each unit of society for the acts of so-

ciety as a whole.

His scorn of the ballot was extreme.

He did not even look to it, as did the

militant suffragettes some time ago, as

an ultimate good to be obtained by burn-

ing houses, smashing windows, and de-

stroying other people's mail. In his

judgment the ballot was slow, cumbrous,
and inefficient. The war-cry of the

I. W. W. and of the Syndicalists, "Strike

at the ballot-box with an axe!" would
have won his judicial approval. His

judgment regarding the ballot fitted con-

sistently with his judgment regarding

democracy, which indeed anticipated, in

a measure, the attitude of the I. W. W.,
the Syndicalists, the Bolshevists, and
their allies of the metropolitan coteries

by many years. Less sophisticated than

his modern disciples, he could hardly
have expressed the formula in terms
now current. Sovereignty is not for the

mass, which is fickle and slow-witted and
blind to its interests, but for the special

few, gifted with the revolutionary vision,

who know best what the mass needs.

And yet, allowing for differences in en-

vironment and cultural development, the

substantial agreement of his own with
the modern view is readily discernible.

He would warmly have sanctioned the

purely political side of the Lenin-Trot-

sky regime, though he would have had
to dissent emphatically from some of

its socio-economic vagaries.
He rejected the collectivist ideal of

social control. The group was his unit

of social organization. He had much
the same ideal as have the Syndicalists
and the Communist-Anarchists; much
the same as that professed by the Bolshe-

viki, but wholly violated by them through
their rigorous and sweeping national-

ism. The group must be autonomous;
its components must determine all ques-
tions of work and recompense that come
before it, uninfluenced by considerations
of other groups or of society as a whole.

These groups might, indeed, be feder-

ated, but only by free consent and for

temporary occasions only.
His theory of recompense was only

partly communistic. He divided the

formula, "From each according to his

ability (or his means), to each accord-

ing to his needs." The first part he en-

dorsed and rigidly carried into practice.
The second part he seems to have re-

jected; among the immediate gleaners
of wealth in his group there appears to

have been usually an equal division of

the product, regardless of real or im-

agined needs. Yet his philosophy was
essentially pragmatic; and understand-

ing the circumstances he could not have

disapproved the Bolshevist amendment
to the formula, "To each according to

his usefulness to the regime."

Society, he held, though in some sense
an organism, is but an aggregation of

units; and the correction of its evils is

to be accomplished by pressure upon
both the individual and the organism.
His views on the mutual responsibility
of society and its components were em-

phatic and brooked no qualification. He
held organized society responsible for

the treatment visited upon him and his

family by Federal soldiers. The harsh
conduct of the Government in attempt-
ing to regulate his mode of industry was
repeatedly answered by the seizure and
rifling of the first express or mail car
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on the railroad nearest at hand. Banks,

too, by reason of their quasi-public

services, were always regarded by him

as a legitimate object for expropriation.

On the other hand, anticipating the

I. \V. W., he held to a strict accountability

such individuals as seemed to him per-

niciously active in the support of the

social system. Perhaps he carried this

principle to an unreasonable extreme,

for it is recorded of him that in a great

number of cases he severely punished
certain persons on the mere suspicion of

their having known, or spoken to, other

persons regarded by him as Government

agents. It must be constantly borne in

mind that he was not a reformer, but a

revolutionist, and that he held, as his

modern disciples hold, that a revolution-

ary act is its own justification.

It can not be said with certainty what
views he would have held on the current

question of sabotage. He believed in

self-employment. The act of sabotage

involves, as a prerequisite, the relation

of wage-earner and capitalist. It is not

likely that any one ever suggested to

Colonel James the constant extension of

the system of wage-employment, and the

unusual and even abnormal mode of em-

ployment which he himself favored and
followed. The probability is, however,
that had the matter been explained to

him, he would have given to the practice
of sabotage his hearty endorsement.

There is nothing in the practice vitally

inconsistent with the principles known
to have been held by him.

As has already been pointed out, Colo-

nel James's philosophy was essentially

pragmatic. This pragmatism, more-

over, was one that prompted to self-ac-

tion and not to counsel. With the vi-

carious pragmatism which satisfies it-

self by urging, through megaphone and
typewriter, the propaganda of the deed
to other men, he can not have been in

strong intellectual accord. Still, he may
have understood. What he would have
said of some of the gentle sybarites who
loudly proclaim his doctrines, but who
hesitate at any overt act, can not be

guessed; and yet it is probable that in

his large charity and tolerance he would
have divined the difficulties of these dis-

ciples and extended his sympathy.
It can not be said that outside of a

limited circle, Colonel James employed
any of his time in propaganda. Among
his immediate followers he enforced his

principles with stern rigor. Outside of
this circle he forbore to proselytize. He
recognized that there were, and would
always be, thousands of men who, indis-

posed themselves to undergo discom-
fort, would yet eagerly espouse the work
of persuading others to do what they
dared not themselves do. He seems to
have realized that even the most flaming
revolutionist may become too preoccu-
pied with chafing at the crumpled rose-

leaves on his couch to take upon himself
the burdens and risks of militancy on
the field. He was therefore content to

live according to his own principles and

precepts and to trust to the slow prog-
ress of civilization for a wider accept-
ance of his beliefs.

How justified was his faith can now
be seen in the many evidences of the

world-wide extension of his theories.

They appear, in one guise or another, in

a score of professed "journals of opin-

ion"; in more uniform guise, frankly
revolutionary, in some ten score other

journals; from a thousand forums they
are fervently preached; in a thousand

places they are assiduously practised.

Perhaps no school accepts them in their

entirety. But everywhere they increas-

ingly permeate the thought and feeling
of our time.

So the world moves. Current reputa-
tions fade into oblivion, and the ma-
ligned of one generation become the

honored and revered of another. It is

an obligation laid upon all of us to see

that honor is given where honor is due;
and in penning this account of the pro-

tagonist of certain current modes of

thought and action I am but seeking to

obtain for him the just recognition
which his principles and his activities

should long ago have received.

W. J. Ghent

Correspondence
The Labor Question in

Japan
To the Editors of The Review:

It will sound as if Japan is still some-

thing like that Land of the Blessed, when
I say that we have no labor movement
yet in the western sense. The strikes

for better wage, of which the war has

produced plenty, are not part of a labor

movement strongly backed by a philo-

sophical insistence on lifting the labor-

ers to an equality with the capitalists.

I think it is perhaps a piece of cyni-
cism that the Western countries ask

Japan to send a representative of her
laborers to Washington, when no labor

union is recognized by the Japanese
Government. It was a piece of innocent

farce that Dr. Iwasaburo Takano was
afterwards elected to represent the Jap-
anese laborers at Washington. But his

conscience and wisdom made him resign
in favor of a certain person, half capi-
talist and half laborer, the engineer-in-
chief and also one of the directors of

a shipbuilding company. Dr. Takano is

a student of the labor question the world
over and a professor in the Imperial Uni-

versity. He would have brought to the

work great knowledge and great sym-
pathy with the laborers. It is fairly

clear that there is some distance between
the point of view of the Government
and the desires of the working class.

Yet the working class in Japan, power-
less and uneducated, was obliged to se-

lect their representative from among the

unsympathetic students.

As a class, compactly amalgamated,
Japanese laborers have no existence; it

is only natural, therefore, that their

strikes, from the lack of organization,

always fail, or succeed half-way under
the Government's kind-hearted interfer-

ence or the employers' humanitarianism.
There are many reasons for Japanese
capitalists to keep up an old custom of

treating workmen as members of the

family of their employers; although it

is doubtless beautiful as a custom, it

is difficult to practise when factories

become large and industries lose their,

personal character. I think that only a
few capitalists in Japan understand how
to use properly their sudden wealth.

And when the laborers are given such

wages as are barely enough to procure
food and clothes, it would be natural for

them to look upon an intermediary
between capital and labor, if there is any,
with indifferent thanks. As a practical

question in Japan, it remains to be seen

how the humanitarianism of the capital-

ists will work, and how the working class

can check their own unrest. Yet it may
not be altogether a dream that Japan
alone may be the country where the Gov-

ernment and capitalists and laborers, all

three of them, will become humanized.
YONE NOGUCHI

Tokio, Japan, November 10

Responsible Representatives
on the League Council

To the Editors of The Review:
Isn't it possible to combine the excel-

lent contributions made by Judge Rose
and Mr. Ralston Hayden to the last

number of the Review on the subjects
of "Treaty Reservations" and "The

Rights of the Senate," and conclude that

our only choice is to have it emphati-

cally understood that our representative
on the League Council must keep in

touch with and be guided by the Senate

through the ready channel provided,
viz: The President and the Senate

Committee on Foreign Relations? In

such an event there need arise no em-

barrassing divergence of action in the

conduct of our affairs under the League.
The Treaty would have been ratified

long ago had the President obeyed the

mandate of last November's elections

and governed his conduct of our for-

eign affairs in accordance with our Con-

stitution, setting thereby a sadly needed

example of cooperation.
W. E. Dean

Pittsburgh, Pa., November 29
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Book Reviews
Industrial Democracy

Man to Man. The Story of Industrial

Democracy. By John Leitch. New
York: The R. C. Forbes Company.

IN
"professional" circles it is common

to disparage salesmanship as a phase
of commercialism—a specious art by
which people are induced to buy what

they do not want—and yet publicity,

preaching, propaganda, and other forms

of salesmanship are needed to overcome

the natural inertia of mankind and to

persuade them to mend their ways. In

this sense clergymen, physicians, law-

yers, statesmen, teachers, artists, writ-

ers, philanthropists, engineers, and all

other "professional" people have some-

thing to sell, and while some decline to

accept remuneration, they are usually

glad to have their wares accepted and

appreciated. Even the Gospel has to be

sold, though without money and with-

out price.

Mr. John Leitch, himself a sort of in-

dustrial engineer, makes no bones about

this matter, but thinks it quite "profes-

sional" to sell the Square Deal—a com-

modity which people could have for

nothing if only they saw its importance
and knew how to use it. He sells the

basic ideas of fair play between man
and man, preaches the gospel of good-
will in business relations; and it must
be confessed that these simple prin-

ciples are much needed and that any
man who should bring about the wide-

spread use of them would do a great
service to the business world. Mr. Leitch

says that we do not secure in manufac-

turing—to say nothing of merchandis-

ing—more than 40 per cent, of our labor

efficiency, and he attributes this great
waste chiefly to the ill-will that pervades
the industrial atmosphere. The mech-

anism of industry has attained a high

degree of technical efficiency, and would
be enormously productive but for this

noxious by-product that poisons the men
who run the machine and makes them
want to injure and even destroy their

very means of livelihood.

In their saner moments both employ-
ers and employees are glad to hear of a

remedy for this condition, for they know
that industrial relations are in a bad

way, and that half measures and palli-

atives no longer serve. Welfare work
and other expressions of benevolent

feudalism are received with suspicion

and ingratitude by the workers, who re-

sent patronage and will not be made ob-

jects of charity. Besides, as Mr. Leitch

says, a policy which abandons profit in

order to give contentment to employees
creates an eleemosynary institution and

not a permanent, going concern, based

on sound business principles. Efficiency

engineering largely fails because of
lack of cooperation on the part of the

workers, who dislike speeding-up and
excessive supervision, and do not wish
to become what G. K. Chesterton calls

"a race of healthy, docile work-horses."
Piece rates are unpopular for similar

reasons, and when cuts are made the

average worker makes a game out of

beating the rates. Profit-sharing, even,
is only moderately successful, as the

workers do not understand the compli-
cated methods of computing profits, the
dividend periods are too remote, and
frequently there is little or no profit to

divide. Indeed, profit-sharing, in the

opinion of Mr. Leitch, is basically un-

sound, because the laborer is not a co-

manager, and profits are not to be mixed
with wages. Stock purchasing also is

ineffective, as the employee can not buy
enough to give him any considerable in-

terest in the business. Nor does trade-

unionism improve matters, for it culti-

vates ill-will, builds upon it, and seeks

to divide employers and employees into

hostile camps, working at cross pur-

poses even when not in open conflict.

To this situation, which in some cases

is almost intolerable, comes Mr. Leitch

with a well-considered plan of industrial

democracy, and when he is given a free

hand he proceeds to put it in operation.

First, he prepares the mind of the em-

ployees by a series of weekly mass-meet-

ings in company time, at which he dis-

courses on the four corner-stones of

the golden rule—justice, cooperation,

economy, and energy—with a final ad-

dress on service, the capstone of all.

Meanwhile, he does personal work

among the members of the force, and
when the time is ripe he launches his

scheme of self-government, which is

modeled after the Constitution of the

United States, and is usually adopted
with enthusiasm. The Cabinet consists

of the executives of the business, with

the president of the company as chair-

man. It is primarily an executive body,

with the power of veto, which in prac-
tice is seldom, if ever, exercised. The
Senate is made up of under-executives,

department heads and sub-foremen, and
has coordinate powers with the House
of Representatives. The House is the

popular body, elected by secret ballot,

with a representative for each depart-
ment of 20 to 40 employees. Meetings
of the Senate and the House are held

weekly and always in company time, but

business is largely transacted through
committees.
As to the powers of the legislative

bodies, the author is not very clear, but

he says that no definite limits to their

jurisdiction should be fixed. Appar-

ently, they are expected to concern

themselves chiefly with the betterment

of conditions within and without the

plant, and the general well-being of the

workers. For example, the employees
of one company drew up a set of rules

for their own guidance, dealing with

such matters as hours and overtime,

holidays, advancements, punctuality,
care of materials and tools, diligence in

work, grievances, use of washrooms,
lockers and library—all showing a fine

spirit of cooperation, with as much re-

gard for the company's interests as

their own. Questions of wages, also,

come within the jurisdiction of the leg-

islative bodies, and their help is of es-

pecial value in the fixing of scientific

piece-rates. In every case the recom-
mendations of the House and Senate
have been approved by the Cabinet. Nor
do the representatives always ask for

higher rates, for in one case the reduc-

tion of a piece-rate from 42 cents to 11

cents was recommended because of cer-

tain labor-saving improvements, with
the result that the workers earned more
at the lower than at the higher rate.

An essential part of Mr. Leitch's plan,
which has doubtless contributed much
to its success, is the bi-weekly division

between management and men of the
"collective economy dividend"—a pay-
ment on top of wages which represents
in money the interest in better work.
This is determined by taking the cost of
a unit of production in the period pre-
ceding the introduction of industrial

democracy as compared with the cost

after the plan has gone into effect. If

there is a saving, one-half is the econ-

omy dividend, and is paid to the work-
ers as an added percentage to wages at

intervals not exceeding two weeks. Such
a payment Mr. Leitch considers much
more just than profit-sharing, on the

ground that the compensation of work-
ers should depend only upon factors
under their control. Of course, many
savings are due to the management, but
Mr. Leitch has found that the majority
of improvements are suggested by em-
ployees, and even where they are sug-
gested by the management the hearty
cooperation of the workers is needed to

put them into operation. The question
might arise as to how dividends should
be calculated in a time of rising costs,
but there is no insuperable difficulty

here, as dividends may be based on rela-

tive savings in cost of production when,
for instance, wages and materials have
risen 50 per cent, over a former period,
while production costs have risen only
30 per cent. It might also be objected
that economies will soon reach their

limit, but Mr. Leitch thinks that it will

be a long time before this occurs, and
if the day ever comes, some other plan
for calculating dividends can be devised.

Mr. Leitch is most enthusiastic over
the success of his plan, which has been
introduced in more than a score of fac-
tories—including the Packard Piano
Company, William Demuth & Company,
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on the railroad nearest at hand. Banks,

too, by reasen of their quasi-public

services, were always regarded by him

as a legitimate object for expropriation.

On the other hand, anticipating the

I. \Y. \\\, he held to a strict accountability

such individuals as seemed to him per-

niciously active in the support of the

social system. Perhaps he carried this

principle to an unreasonable extreme,

for it is recorded of him that in a great

number of cases he severely punished
certain persons on the mere suspicion of

their having known, or spoken to, other

persons regarded by him as Government

agents. It must be constantly borne in

mind that he was not a reformer, but a

revolutionist, and that he held, as his

modern disciples hold, that a revolution-

ary act is its own justification.

It can not be said with certainty what
views he would have held on the current

question of sabotage. He believed in

self-employment. The act of sabotage

involves, as a prerequisite, the relation

of wage-earner and capitalist. It is not

likely that any one ever suggested to

Colonel James the constant extension of

the system of wage-employment, and the

unusual and even abnormal mode of em-

ployment which he himself favored and
followed. The probability is, however,
that had the matter been explained to

him, he would have given to the practice
of sabotage his hearty endorsement.

There is nothing in the practice vitally

inconsistent with the principles known
to have been held by him.

As has already been pointed out, Colo-

nel James's philosophy was essentially

pragmatic This pragmatism, more-
over, was one that prompted to self-ac-

tion and not to counsel. With the vi-

carious pragmatism which satisfies it-

self by urging, through megaphone and
typewriter, the propaganda of the deed
to other men, he can not have been in

strong intellectual accord. Still, he may
have understood. What he would have
said of some of the gentle sybarites who
loudly proclaim his doctrines, but who
hesitate at any overt act, can not be
guessed; and yet it is probable that in

his large charity and tolerance he would
have divined the difficulties of these dis-

ciples and extended his sympathy.
It can not be said that outside of a

limited circle, Colonel James employed
any of his time in propaganda. Among
his immediate followers he enforced his

principles with stern rigor. Outside of
this circle he forbore to proselytize. He
recognized that there were, and would
always be, thousands of men who, indis-

posed themselves to undergo discom-
fort, would yet eagerly espouse the work
of persuading others to do what they
dared not themselves do. He seems to
have realized that even the most flaming
revolutionist may become too preoccu-
pied with chafing at the crumpled rose-

leaves on his couch to take upon himself

the burdens and risks of militancy on
the field. He was therefore content to

live according to his own principles and

precepts and to trust to the slow prog-
ress of civilization for a wider accept-
ance of his beliefs.

How justified was his faith can now
be seen in the many evidences of the

world-wide extension of his theories.

They appear, in one guise or another, in

a score of professed "journals of opin-

ion"; in more uniform guise, frankly

revolutionary, in some ten score other

journals; from a thousand forums they
are fervently preached; in a thousand

places they are assiduously practised.

Perhaps no school accepts them in their

entirety. But everywhere they increas-

ingly permeate the thought and feeling
of our time.

So the world moves. Current reputa-
tions fade into oblivion, and the ma-
ligned of one generation become the
honored and revered of another. It is

an obligation laid upon all of us to see

that honor is given where honor is due;
and in penning this account of the pro-

tagonist of certain current modes of

thought and action I am but seeking to

obtain for him the just recognition
which his principles and his activities

should long ago have received.

W. J. Ghent

Correspondence
The Labor Question in

Japan
To the Editors of The Review:

It will sound as if Japan is still some-

thing like that Land of the Blessed, when
I say that we have no labor movement
yet in the western sense. The strikes

for better wage, of which the war has

produced plenty, are not part of a labor

movement strongly backed by a philo-

sophical insistence on lifting the labor-

ers to an equality with the capitalists.
I think it is perhaps a piece of cyni-

cism that the Western countries ask

Japan to send a representative of her
laborers to Washington, when no labor

union is recognized by the Japanese
Government. It was a piece of innocent

farce that Dr. Iwasaburo Takano was
afterwards elected to represent the Jap-
anese laborers at Washington. But his

conscience and wisdom made him resign
in favor of a certain person, half capi-
talist and half laborer, the engineer-in-
chief and also one of the directors of

a shipbuilding company. Dr. Takano is

a student of the labor question the world
over and a professor in the Imperial Uni-

versity. He would have brought to the

work great knowledge and great sym-
pathy with the laborers. It is fairly

clear that there is some distance between
the point of view of the Government
and the desires of the working class.

Yet the working class in Japan, power-
less and uneducated, was obliged to se-

lect their representative from among the

unsympathetic students.

As a class, compactly amalgamated,
Japanese laborers have no existence; it

is only natural, therefore, that their

strikes, from the lack of organization,

always fail, or succeed half-way under
the Government's kind-hearted interfer-

ence or the employers' humanitarianism.
There are many reasons for Japanese
capitalists to keep up an old custom of

treating workmen as members of the

family of their employers; although it

is doubtless beautiful as a custom, it

is difficult to practise when factories

become large and industries lose their,

personal character. I think that only a

few capitalists in Japan understand how
to use properly their sudden wealth.

And when the laborers are given such

wages as are barely enough to procure
food and clothes, it would be natural for

them to look upon an intermediary
between capital and labor, if there is any,
with indifferent thanks. As a practical

question in Japan, it remains to be seen

how the humanitarianism of the capital-

ists will work, and how the working class

can check their own unrest. Yet it may
not be altogether a dream that Japan
alone may be the country where the Gov-

ernment and capitalists and laborers, all

three of them, will become humanized.
Yone Noguchi

Tokio, Japan, November 10

Responsible Representatives
on the League Council

To the Editors of The Review:
Isn't it possible to combine the excel-

lent contributions made by Judge Rose
and Mr. Ralston Hayden to the last

number of the Review on the subjects
of "Treaty Reservations" and "The

Rights of the Senate," and conclude that

our only choice is to have it emphati-

cally understood that our representative
on the League Council must keep in

touch with and be guided by the Senate

through the ready channel provided,
viz: The President and the Senate

Committee on Foreign Relations? In

such an event there need arise no em-

barrassing divergence of action in the

conduct of our affairs under the League.
The Treaty would have been ratified

long ago had the President obeyed the

mandate of last November's elections

and governed his conduct of our for-

eign affairs in accordance with our Con-

stitution, setting thereby a sadly needed

example of cooperation.
W. E. Dean

Pittsburgh, Pa., November 29
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Book Reviews
Industrial Democracy

Man to Man. The Story of Industrial

Democracy. By John Leitch. New
York: The R. C. Forbes Company.

IN
"professional" circles it is common

to disparage salesmanship as a phase
of commercialism—a specious art by
which people are induced to buy what
they do not want—and yet publicity,

preaching, propaganda, and other forms
of salesmanship are needed to overcome
the natural inertia of mankind and to

persuade them to mend their ways. In

this sense clergymen, physicians, law-

yers, statesmen, teachers, artists, writ-

ers, philanthropists, engineers, and all

other "professional" people have some-

thing to sell, and while some decline to

accept remuneration, they are usually

glad to have their wares accepted and
appreciated. Even the Gospel has to be

sold, though without money and with-
out price.

Mr. John Leitch, himself a sort of in-

dustrial engineer, makes no bones about
this matter, but thinks it quite "profes-
sional" to sell the Square Deal—a com-
modity which people could have for

nothing if only they saw its importance
and knew how to use it. He sells the
basic ideas of fair play between man
and man, preaches the gospel of good-
will in business relations; and it must
be confessed that these simple prin-
ciples are much needed and that any
man who should bring about the wide-

spread use of them would do a great
service to the business world. Mr. Leitch

says that we do not secure in manufac-
turing—to say nothing of merchandis-
ing—more than 40 per cent, of our labor

efficiency, and he attributes this great
waste chiefly to the ill-will that pervades
the industrial atmosphere. The mech-
anism of industry has attained a high
degree of technical efficiency, and would
be enormously productive but for this

noxious by-product that poisons the men
who run the machine and makes them
want to injure and even destroy their

very means of livelihood.

In their saner moments both employ-
ers and employees are glad to hear of a
remedy for this condition, for they know
that industrial relations are in a bad
way, and that half measures and palli-
atives no longer serve. Welfare work
and other expressions of benevolent
feudalism are received with suspicion
and ingratitude by the workers, who re-

sent patronage and will not be made ob-

jects of charity. Besides, as Mr. Leitch
says, a policy which abandons profit in
order to give contentment to employees
creates an eleemosynary institution and
not a permanent, going concern, based
on sound business principles. Efficiency

engineering largely fails because of
lack of cooperation on the part of the
workers, who dislike speeding-up and
excessive supervision, and do not wish
to become what G. K. Chesterton calls
"a race of healthy, docile work-horses."
Piece rates are unpopular for similar

reasons, and when cuts are made the
average worker makes a game out of
beating the rates. Profit-sharing, even,
is only moderately successful, as the
workers do not understand the compli-
cated methods of computing profits, the
dividend periods are too remote, and
frequently there is little or no profit to
divide. Indeed, profit-sharing, in the
opinion of Mr. Leitch, is basically un-
sound, because the laborer is not a co-

manager, and profits are not to be mixed
with wages. Stock purchasing also is

ineffective, as the employee can not buy
enough to give him any considerable in-
terest in the business. Nor does trade-
unionism improve matters, for it culti-

vates ill-will, builds upon it, and seeks
to divide employers and employees into
hostile camps, working at cross pur-
poses even when not in open conflict.

To this situation, which in some cases
is almost intolerable, comes Mr. Leitch
with a well-considered plan of industrial

democracy, and when he is given a free
hand he proceeds to put it in operation.
First, he prepares the mind of the em-
ployees by a series of weekly mass-meet-
ings in company time, at which he dis-
courses on the four corner-stones of
the golden rule—justice, cooperation,
economy, and energy—with a final ad-
dress on service, the capstone of all.

Meanwhile, he does personal work
among the members of the force, and
when the time is ripe he launches his
scheme of self-government, which is

modeled after the Constitution of the
United States, and is usually adopted
with enthusiasm. The Cabinet consists
of the executives of the business, with
the president of the company as chair-
man. It is primarily an executive body,
with the power of veto, which in prac-
tice is seldom, if ever, exercised. The
Senate is made up of under-executives,
department heads and sub-foremen, and
has coordinate powers with the House
of Representatives. The House is the

popular body, elected by secret ballot,
with a representative for each depart-
ment of 20 to 40 employees. Meetings
of the Senate and the House are held

weekly and always in company time, but
business is largely transacted through
committees.
As to the powers of the legislative

bodies, the author is not very clear, but
he says that no definite limits to their

jurisdiction should be fixed. Appar-
ently, they are expected to concern
themselves chiefly with the betterment
of conditions within and without the

plant, and the general well-being of the

workers. For example, the employees
of one company drew up a set of rules
for their own guidance, dealing with
such matters as hours and overtime,
holidays, advancements, punctuality,
care of materials and tools, diligence in

work, grievances, use of washrooms,
lockers and library—all showing a fina

spirit of cooperation, with as much re-

gard for the company's interests as
their own. Questions of wages, also,
come within the jurisdiction of the leg-
islative bodies, and their help is of es-

pecial value in the fixing of scientific

piece-rates. In every case the recom-
mendations of the House and Senate
have been approved by the Cabinet. Nor
do the representatives always ask for
higher rates, for in one case the reduc-
tion of a piece-rate from 42 cents to 11
cents was recommended because of cer-
tain labor-saving improvements, with
the result that the workers earned more
at the lower than at the higher rate.
An essential part of Mr. Leitch's plan,

which has doubtless contributed much
to its success, is the bi-weekly division
between management and men of the
"collective economy dividend"—a pay-
ment on top of wages which represents
in money the interest in better work.
This is determined by taking the cost of
a unit of production in the period pre-
ceding the introduction of industrial
democracy as compared with the cost
after the plan has gone into effect. If
there is a saving, one-half is the econ-
omy dividend, and is paid to the work-
ers as an added percentage to wages at
intervals not exceeding two weeks. Such
a payment Mr. Leitch considers much
more just than profit-sharing, on the
ground that the compensation of work-
ers should depend only upon factors
under their control. Of course, many
savings are due to the management, but
Mr. Leitch has found that the majority
of improvements are suggested by em-
ployees, and even where they are sug-
gested by the management the hearty
cooperation of the workers is needed to
put them into operation. The question
might arise as to how dividends should
be calculated in a time of rising costs,
but there is no insuperable difficulty
here, as dividends may be based on rela-
tive savings in cost of production when,
for instance, wages and materials have
risen 50 per cent, over a former period,
while production costs have risen only
30 per cent. It might also be objected
that economies will soon reach their
limit, but Mr. Leitch thinks that it will
be a long time before this occurs, and
if the day ever comes, some other plan
for calculating dividends can be devised.

Mr. Leitch is most enthusiastic over
the success of his plan, which has been
introduced in more than a score of fac-

tories—including the Packard Piano
Company, William Demuth & Company,
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the Printz-Biederman Company, and

Sidney Blumenthal & Company, of the

Shelton Looms—and given up by only

two. Everywhere there has been a grat-

ifying decrease in the cost of produc-

tion, a notable reduction in the labor

turnover, a marked improvement in the

morale of the force, and highly satisfac-

tory dividends, ranging from 5 per

cent, to 17 V2 per cent, of the bi-weekly

pay checks.

"

Among the other benefits

may be mentioned immunity from

strikes and other labor troubles, aboli-

tion of the petty tyranny of foremen,

increase in wages, reduction of hours,

increased production without speeding,

improved quality of output, and elimina-

tion of soldiering through the social

pressure of the workers themselves. In

general, there seems to be a fine spirit

among the employees, who have come to

regard the factory and the interests of

the employers in perfect harmony with

their own. This spirit affects not only

internal relations but the quality of the

product and the reputation of the com-

pany. As Mr. Bond, president of the

Packard Piano Company, puts it, "If

there is no harmony in the factory, there

will be none in the piano."

Of course, there is little that is new
in all of this. Yet Mr. Leitch's plan of

workers' representation seems to have

antedated the British Whitley Councils,

and he has made a contribution toward
the solution of the labor problem by the

particular combination which he has

suggested and by making himself one of

the chief prophets or evangelists of in-

dustrial democracy. In all conscience,

both employers and employees need the

gospel of the square deal, but how shall

they hear without a preacher? Social-

ists, syndicalists, and anarchists have
done their best to spread the doctrines

of class hatred and social revolution, and
it is high time that those who believe in

the possibility of industrial harmony
and good-will should have a propaganda
of their own.

Perhaps Mr. Leitch is a trifle too

optimistic about the experiments which
he has inaugurated. The good results

which he reports may have been due
as much to the stimulus of the war
as to the scheme of representative gov-
ernment and economy bonuses. Pos-
sibly, too, the bonuses may have to be
reduced when competition reduces prof-
it* to the pre-war basis, especially in
the case of the less prosperous or mar-
ginal firms. The author says that there
has never been a strike under his sys-
tem, but the recent experience of Will-
iam Demuth & Company shows that
strikes are possible in the best regu-
lated businesses. Hitherto the workers
have been satisfied with very limited
powers, their House of Representatives
being obviously subordinate to the Sen-
ate and the Cabinet, but the time may

come when they will ask for more, and
even interfere seriously with the man-
agement, as some of the Whitley Coun-
cils are said to have already done.

These and other objections may occur
to the reader of this most interesting
and suggestive book, but the fact re-

mains that bad feeling between employ-
ers and employees has markedly in-

creased in recent years, and that if

something is not done very soon to

bring about a better understanding,
there may be disintegration in the mo-
rale of the industrial army with far-

reaching and disastrous results.

J. E. Le Rossignol

Notes on the New Girl

Helena. By Mrs. Humphry Ward. New
York: Dodd, Mead and Company.

The Ground-Swell. By Mary Hallock
Foote. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin

Company.

ALL contemporary fiction is more or

less a note on her. As our own
unique creature she holds the centre

perhaps not of the action but certainly
of the scene. Where'er she walks, men
crowd into the shade. The spotlight
gloats upon her, she adores herself, and
there is no doubt that the young male,
her playmate, accepts her delightedly.
Whether she wears well as a spouse is

a matter still to be tabulated, but the

young fellows seem unafraid. ... It

is the old fellows, or perhaps rather the

middle-aged fellows and their enslaved
females who are afraid, or bored, or

enraged, by this new protagonist of

change. The enslaved females take the

phenomenon more coolly, on the whole—
whether as a fashion that has a right to
its day, or as something inevitable and
therefore acceptable, might perhaps be
argued. Both views are represented in

these two novels by well-known women
writers of the older generation. The new
girl has been edging into the foreground
with Mrs. Ward for some time. Like
many of her contemporaries, this ob-
server has had it borne in upon her,

slowly but firmly, that there is such a

person as the new girl—a being actually
existent outside the works of Mr. Wells
and the plays of Mr. Shaw and the man-
ifestoes of a noisy feminist minority.
Some years have passed since the author
of "Robert Elsmere" first yielded her
heroine a cigarette, as a special privi-
lege. Now that young person wears it

(according to the novelists) as a matter
of principle.
And so do her sisters and her cousins

and her aunts; it is a point of breeding
with the fastidious Buntingford of this

story never to smoke in a woman's pres-
ence without offering her (as Pope
might have called it) the frail nicotian
lure. Other manners. . . .

And yet how far, with all her honest

effort, does Mrs. Ward really get away
from her comfortable feminine Victo-
rian heroine! Comfortable is not the

word, since the Marcias and Lady Roses
were always quiveringly on edge about

something or other—uncomfortable va-
riants from a comfortable type, let us

say. Go to, she says, I know not gladly,
but too well, what has been happening in

the world since Victoria died. This new
girl—I face her bravely, in all her out-

rageousness and all her charm. I see

how these years of war have suddenly
forced her growth, given her at once
the freedom and power she has craved.
But I do not and can not see that these

things are of much use to her or, for
that matter, are of too much real impor-
tance to her in her own deeper con-
sciousness. Here is our Helena, beauti-

ful, nineteen, with a year or two of am-
bulance-driving to her credit and a flock

of advanced theories flitting about in

her highly ornamental belfry. The war
ends, her mother dies, leaving her in

the hands of a middle-aged lord with a

mysterious past and a hidden sorrow.
Helena consents (at her mother's death-

bed) that Buntingford shall be her
guardian for two years, and prepares to

be a handful in his hands. She must,
she assures him, be free while living
under his roof to follow her own code
and receive her chosen companions. A
tussle comes at once over the reception
as her week-end guest of a notorious
man about London (also a lord of the
wicked kind). Buntingford wins, Hel-
ena expeditiously succumbs to his con-

quering generosity, and we seem well
on the way to the revival of a very an-
cient performance. This, we believe, is

really what Mrs. Ward would have liked

to bring off. But she sees that it won't
do. Just half way through, we get
warning from the lips of the officially

cynical Home: "Isn't it one of the
stock situations?—this situation of

guardian and ward?—romantic situ-

ations, I mean?"
No—it won't do; middle age with a

past may no longer fitly mate with glo-
rious youth. Wherefore the mutual at-

traction of Buntingford and Helena is

checked in time, and young Geoffrey
French has the older man to thank for

having turned the new girl into a fairly

recognizable relative of the old one.

Buntingford goes not unrewarded by his

maker, being paired off with an old girl
of his own generation. On the whole,
the old girl "has it"; and for all Mrs.
Ward's attempt to be impartial, she

plainly enough sees the new girl only
as a phenomenon or a phase which time
will take care of very comfortably. Some
years ago, if we remember rightly, Mrs.
Deland expressed much the same view
of her in "The Rising Tide"—where,
however, she actually married the mid-

dle-aged guardian, or his equivalent.
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Mrs. Foote takes her, one may say,

both less to heart and more seriously.

Her musing chronicle, "The Ground-

Swell," is supposed to be written by a

mother of brilliant mind and broad

sympathies, wife of an American officer

retired from active service early in

1914. The elderly, not yet aged pair
have arrears of comfort and independ-
ence to make up, and set forth with
zest upon the pursuit of happiness in a

remote and carefully chosen corner of

the Pacific coast. They camp, they plan
to build the house of their dreams, and
to be at home at last. But the mother's

thoughts are much with her three grown
daughters. Two are married, the first

to a rich and dissolute Californian, the

second to an average man with whom
average happiness seems to be in store

for her. What we hear of these two is

not notably to their or our advantage.

They are types endlessly harped upon in

recent American fiction. And we do not

see that Mrs. Foote's handling of the

rich waster and his emotional wife is su-

perior to that which, say, Kathleen Nor-
ris would give them. One episode drops
to plumbless depths of melodrama. The
book's value, apart from its merits of

style, lies in its study of the third

daughter, Katherine, the "new girl,"

who is so pathetically a changeling in

her own household, and yet, for all we
know, the legitimate daughter of these

times. Her mother, like Helena's, looks

with distrust and fear upon the revo-

lutionary currents among which Kath-
erine's bark exultantly dances. She
wants her child for an everyday com-

panion.
But being a daughter at home is not

remotely within the plans of Katherine.

She is full of the doctrines of freedom
and self-expression and economic inde-

pendence and the rest. She will "live

her own life" in the thick of the biggest

city she can find. In despair the mother
tries to entangle her in love for a man,
the romantic youth whom Providence
has placed at hand, there on the Califor-

nian shore. In spite of herself Kathe-
rine takes the bait. It is her natural

mating-time and she hears the call.

But she is not a Helena. The spirit of

the new-girl cult is in control. She has
no notion of giving up herself, her work,
to the dubious business of marriage. So
it is as a "bachelor girl," laboring with a
sort of violence among the poor of New
York, and later as a nurse in France,
flinging herself at death, that she lives

out her brief span. "It is best to let

things rest; but it grieves me to know
there will never be wife or child for

Tony": such is her mother's epitaph
upon her. The honesty and ardor of the

young creature, her Diana-like beauty
and flaming egotism, are conveyed with
uncommon vividness. Death snuffs her
out unconquered by love. . . . The ep-

itaph is a good one. And good is that

glint of comment on the whole sex-de-

fiant, or, if you will, marriage-defiant
movement, the bachelor menage wherein
Katherine and her room-mate can think
of no better names for each other than
"husband" and "wife."

H. W. BOYNTON

Literary Paris
The Paris of the Novelists. By Arthur

Bartlett Maurice. New York: Double-
day, Page and Company.

The France I Know. By Winifred
Stephens. New York: E. P. Dutton
and Company.

MISS
STEPHENS and Mr. Maurice

both know their Paris well. The
latter says in his Introduction that
"this book has been in my mind and in

hand for many years. The writer first

saw France as a boy of eight. He was
there many times in the course of the

impressionable 'teens. It was when he
was in the early twenties that the liter-

ary associations began to take hold of

him." Miss Stephens's book is more
ambitious and she has not had Mr.
Maurice's long preparation for her task—"this book tells among other things
of seven visits to France in War-time,"
she says in the Foreword. Both have
fallen under the irresistible charm of

France and its capital, and though we
may not always agree with some of their

comments and conclusions, may dis-

cover a slip here and an omission there,

these defects are rare and not serious

and only slightly mar two books worth
the reading even by old stagers of Euro-

pean travel.

Mr. Maurice has a chapter on Zola's

Paris. He takes us to many of the

haunts and lodgings of the "Father of

Naturalism," but when he comes to the

fatal night in 1902, all we are told is

that "the sudden and tragic end came
in an apartment of the Rue de Brux-

elles." Here Mr. Maurice lost an oppor-

tunity to give us an interesting picture

of the last home of Zola, in a rather

pretentious old hotel in a quarter full

of residences of the Louis Philippe

period. He might have described the

little waiting room on the left of the

big entrance door hung round with

framed color prints; he might have

said a word of the main staircase lit-

tered with old wood carvings and bric-a-

brac, of the dining-room and billiard-

room on the second floor cluttered with

large pieces of antique furniture and

showy porcelain, but with nothing very

choice or artistic about them.

What Mr. Maurice says of Henri Bar-

busse and "the questionable but power-
ful 'Le Feu'

" would have been strength-

ened if he had informed us that this

one-time hard-pushed reporter of the

Matin now lives on the top floor of a

modern house in a new street in the

rather uninteresting quarter behind the

War School, and that when you get up
to the top of the staircase and enter his

cosy little flat you find there not only a

tall, willowy man, cordial and sympa-
thetic, but also a pretty, attractive blond

wife, the daughter of that leonine-

headed Catulle Mendes, the once-famous

litterateur of the Boulevards. Mr. Mau-
rice might have stated, too, that one of

the first veterans to recognize this ris-

ing young writer was this same Catulle

Mendes who praised in print a thin

volume of poems, the only time that Bar-

busse has courted the Muses; and then,
if he could have satisfied our curiosity
as to whether this praise led up to the

marriage or whether it was in conse-

quence thereof, his two lines on the au-

thor of "Clart6" could have been ex-

panded into two or three delightful and
instructive pages.
Mr. Maurice tells how one day in the

streets of Paris, Victor Hugo was
pointed out to him riding on the top of

one of the old two-horse omnibuses;
but he says he always remains skepti-
cal as to whether he had seen the real

Victor Hugo. If it was on the imperiale
of one of the horse tramways of that

time, it was most certainly the poet, for

he preferred the tramway to the omni-

bus, and shared a very general habit of

those days for seeing Paris for three

sous from a high seat. One of Mr. Mau-
rice's most unfortunate lost opportuni-
ties is also in connection with Victor

Hugo, when he mentions the modest
little house in which the poet spent the

last years of his life and where he died.

There were so many things to say of

this spot! He could have told us of the

side entrance through the other little

hotel which stood next to it on the south,
on whose site rises to-day a towering
maison de rapport. Here dwelt the

deputy and ex-minister Edouard Lock-

roy, the stepfather of Victor Hugo's two

grandchildren. And if you wished to

get a peek, without any fuss and

feathers, at the great man, M. Lockroy
would take you in through the door
which joined the two houses, where, in

the little drawing-room, after lunch or

dinner, you would find Victor Hugo
standing up with his back to the mantel-

piece, allowing himself to be courted,
and now and then vouchsafing an Olym-
pian utterance.

And think of Mr. Maurice mentioning
Maeterlinck and never taking his readers

into that quaint old residence in the Rue
Raynouard, on the heights of Passy,
where the sturdy peasant-like Belgian
lived in and around 1900. This odd-

looking hotel, cut in two by a colon-

nade, with its sloping garden, its wide
view over Grenelle, the Champ de Mars,
and the hills beyond, would have been
a fine subject for Mr. Maurice's pen.
And why, while presenting us to Tur-
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geniev did he not take us to the Viardot

house in the Rue Pigalle, lead us up to

the study on the second floor, where,

back in the eighties, we should have

found this superb Russian, superb in

thought and stature; Berlioz, Alfred

de Musset—both at one time habituis of

the hotel—these and so many other ce-

lebrities would have come upon the

scene?

One of Miss Stephens' sins of omis-

sion is so flagrant and unjust to a noble

Frenchman that we can not refrain from

pointing it out. She says that Mau-

rice Barres, in 1915, in the Chamber
of Deputies, was first to propose a na-

tional holiday in honor of Joan of Arc,

whereas the real author of this move-

ment was the late Senator Joseph Fabre,

who brought up the question in the

French Senate in the summer of 1894,

after having agitated the subject many
months before in the Chamber of Depu-
ties. M. Fabre, who was one of the au-

thorities in France on everything per-

taining to the Maid of Orleans, called

his proposed innovation "a patriotic

fete," but M. Barres and his friends

have belittled the idea, and to-day this

celebration on the second Sunday in

May, the anniversary of the deliverance

of Orleans, has really degenerated into

an attack by ultra-catholicism on mod-
ern republicanism.

Theodore Stanton

The Run ofthe Shelves

MRS.
CLEMENT SCOTT has sprayed

with ink some of the leading char-

acters in Bohemian London—that tem-

pered Bohemia which culminates in

knighthoods and dines at the Savoy.
Her subjects are usually, her facts

sometimes, interesting; but her work,
like other works of its class, makes one
realize how little the memory holds, how
little even the perception grasps, of re-

cordable interest in interesting people.
Mrs. Scott spares no pains to animate
her subject. She writes a vivacious

style, a girlish style, a style with crisp-

ing, crinkling paragraphs, and a frou-

frou of exclamatory phrases. Expressions
like "awful come-down" and "perfect
scream" furnish proof enough that Bo-
hemia does not truckle to Oxford. She
can rise to seriousness, however: "The
adamantine hand of Death gripped him
in his icy clutches." This would congeal
any reader. In her dedication, which,
though ungrammatical, is rather good,
she complains that her friends do not
understand her—a remissness for which
every reader of her book will admit that
her friends are inexcusable.

The little notes that Mrs. Scott has
wisely saved often tell us more than the

glancing, but shredded narrative. Here
is one from Ellen Terry:

I send this, which wants no answer, to

say I much hope you are not going away
because you are really ill, and to wish you
every good thing on your journey. Will

you take me to Japan?!!! Oh! I want to

go there! By Jingo! You'll be missed
here. I may chance to see you before you
start, but, if not, I pray God be with you,
and God bless you.

Yours affectionately,
Ellen Terry

The mixture of fermentation, affec-

tion, piety, and swagger in this curvet-

ting little note is human, feminine, his-

trionic, and Ellen-Terryish—the four

things that a note from Ellen Terry
ought to be.

There is a good deal, naturally, about
the dramatic critic himself. The writer
of this comment does not know a great
deal about Clement Scott; he has always
felt that Clement Scott was a person
about whom he could wait to be in-

formed. This book offers no basis for

a final judgment; the tentative impres-
sion that it leaves is that Clement Scott

was a Triton of the minnows, a dictator

of the revels, taking his own work with
a seriousness which he required every-

body else to share. Mr. Bernard Shaw's

undoubtedly sincere opinion that Clem-
ent Scott was sensitive to art in acting
should be set down to the credit of the

critic's insight and the author's liberal-

ity. It is curious that in the satire of

Mr. Shaw's alleged portrait of Clement
Scott in the "Philanderer," the man
should be more likable than in the

apotheosis to which he is exalted by his

wife.

When Dr. Solf, Colonial Secretary
under the Imperial Government, was in

charge of the Foreign Office after the

revolution, he allowed Dr. Johannes Lep-
sius to examine all the documents in the

archives relating to the Armenian atroc-

ities. The results of his investigation
are contained in a volume of over 500

pages, entitled "Deutschland und Ar-

menien, 1914-1918, Sammlung Diplo-
matischer Aktenstiicke" (Potsdam:
Tempelverlag) . The author does not
shrink from admitting the terrible ex-

tent to which the Turks have carried

their wholesale massacre of a subject
nation. He reckons that of the 1,845,450
Armenians living in Turkey before the

war, about a million succumbed under
the sufferings inflicted on them by per-

secution, murder, disease and starva-

tion. Of the surviving 845,000 about

200,000 are left in their own homes.
An equal number are scattered, 250,000
have fled to the Caucasus, and 200,000
are living or starving in concentration

camps, where they have to pay for their

shelter with the renunciation of their

creed. Dr. Lepsius has the less reason
for concealing or extenuating these facts

as the documents which he prints bring
convincing proof, as he believes, that
the German Government was not guilty
of complicity in this systematic exter-

mination of a whole people. He has

printed long notes and remonstrances
addressed to the Sublime Porte by the

German Ambassador, Freiherr von

Wangenheim, and his successors, which
were invariably answered with the ex-

cuse that the Armenian question was a

purely internal affair, which should be

exempt from interference by a foreign
Government. Dr. Lepsius' clemency is

all too readily extended to the Imperial

ally of the Sultanate. It may be pleaded,
in extenuation of the German Govern-
ment's guilt, that it could not have sub-

stituted coercion for remonstrance with-

out risking a breach of the alliance, but
that very excuse implies the confession

that Germany was willing to pay the

Armenian blood-money for the continu-

ance of Turkey's support. And, though
officially, as these documents printed by
Dr. Lepsius prove, the Germans have
done their diplomatic best to stop the

cruelties, they have individually been

accomplices of the Turks by connivance

and commission. Though Dr. Lepsius
had been able to multiply his official

material a hundredfold, the German
Government would still stand condemned

by the evidence of four German eye-
witnesses of the massacres, all teach-

ers at the "Deutsche Realschule" in

Aleppo. That evidence is contained in

a moving appeal addressed by them to

the Foreign Office at Berlin, dated from

Aleppo, October 8, 1915. One of them,
Dr. Graeter, wrote: "The Germans,
with rare and laudable exceptions, look

passively on, excusing their inactivity

by saying: 'We need the Turks.' I also

know that an official of the German
Bagdad Railway had orders from his

superiors not to assist the Armenians,
and that German officers brought com-

plaints against the German Consul at

Aleppo for showing sympathy with the

wretches." And when the Armenians
of Urfa refused to evacuate their town,
"the German commander, Count Wolf
von Wolfskehl, ordered the place to be

bombarded, and a thousand male inhabi-

tants who had surrendered themselves

were shot at his command." This act-

ive cooperation with the murderers in

a "purely internal Turkish question"
shows to what limitations the argu-
ment for non-interference was subject.

Most persons believe that clouds get

the bulk of the moisture for rainfall from
the ocean. In reality they get more of it

from the forests, which absorb and

evaporate incredible quantities of water.

"The largest steam boiler in use, kept

constantly boiling, could not evaporate
more water than one large elm would

in the same time," says Inez N. McFee,
the author of "The Tree Book"

(Stokes). There she has brought to-

gether a number of facts which will

(Continued on page 668)
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(Continued from page 666)

make the reader regard with greater in-

terest the largest forms of vegetation

which seem, like the elephant and the

hippopotamus, survivals of ages when it

was fashionable to be gigantic Fruit

trees are not included in the author's

scheme, but she has chapters on oaks,

maples, elms, willows and poplars,

beeches, walnuts, and a number of other

tree families, whose life stories are told

in simple style, for both children and

adults.

"L'ltaliana in Algeri"
TC7HEN, in the Metropolitan pros-W pectus a few weeks ago, Mr. Gatti-

Casazza, the director of that house, an-

nounced "L'ltaliana in Algeri," a few, if

not most, opera-goers smiled and scoffed.

I confess that I was one of them.

"Why," they commented, "should so

archaic an example of opera-buffa be un-

earthed at this late day, when modern

operas, of much greater fame, shrieked

for production at the Metropolitan?"
And they were right enough, at least in

theory, in preferring modern operas to

opera-buffa.

But, after hearing (and, above all,

after seeing) this particular work, like

many, I felt grateful, not incensed.

There is no harm in this "L'ltaliana in

Algeri." Indeed there is a great deal

to admire in it—a sprightliness of style,

a melodic grace, a touch of sentiment

and humor of a brand which, though
now ancient, still has power to make
us smile and even laugh. Apart from its

own worth, which is quite real, it has
historic interest. Rossini wrote it at

the early age of twenty. And, though
in places it showed Mozart's gracious

influence, it had enough merit of its own
to be almost a miracle.

The story which it tells is an inven-

tion of the librettist, Angelo Anelli, who
did not care how much he strained

plausibilities to devise a comic scene or
situation. The heroine, Isabella, has
been shipwrecked on the Algerian coast.

There, with her middle-aged and unwel-
come suitor, Taddeo, she is captured by
a pirate, known as Haly. He has been
ordered by Mustafa, Bey of Algiers (or
some province in the neighborhood), to

bring him an Italian for his harem. The
former favorite of the Bey, Elvira,

appears to have palled on him and he
has commanded her to wed his slave,
Lindoro.

Mustafa, though a tyrant, has good
points. He has an eye for beauty and
a pretty wit, which Taddeo fails to see
when the Bey threatens him with im-
palement for disturbing him with the
heroine. In Lindoro, Isabella finds a
lover whom she had lost and mourned in

Italy as dead. From that moment she

sets all her wit to work to beguile the

Bey into releasing his three captives.
The way in which at last she gains

her end need not be told. It has the

guileless imbecility which marks most

opera-buffa. The Italian wife at last

persuades her heathen master to allow

her to return to her own land with
Taddeo and Lindoro, while Mustafa,
slightly fuddled, soon consoles himself
with his despised Elvira.

The plot allows the singers opportuni-
ties for quips and cranks, for grotesque
invention and at times for serious love-

making. Except at moments, in the

long recitatives, with piano accompani-
ments, the music, though old-fashioned,
seldom tires. The orchestration here
and there is less perfunctory than one

might have feared it would be. One pas-

sage (for French horn) is Weberesque.
And the finales at two points are quite

inspiriting.
A ballet, introduced in the third act,

will charm the uncritical, although it

may distress some by the antics which

pass muster at the Metropolitan as ex-

amples of African dances. For the

musical there is the much talked of

Rossini "crescendo," which the composer
had already used in his first opera, "Tan-
credi." It is worth noting that in

"L'ltaliana," as in other works, Rossini

made his heroine a contralto. For at the

beginning of the nineteenth century, as

we have read, the high solo pa^ts in

some Italian operas were still sung by
male sopranos.

"L'ltaliana" should do very well in-

deed here, for a season or two. It gives
rare chances for the florid style of sing-

ing which was once so popular. And, of

the artists in the cast, a few are equal—
or at least not quite unequal—to the

calls upon them. If less successful in

this frivolous kind of work than in the

sustained dramatic music of "Aida," Ga-
briella Besanzoni (Isabella) has ease and

vivacity, marred now and then by a

slight lack of the distinction one expects
in the chief characters of even opera-
buffa. Adamo Didur, as Mustafa, has
the grotesquerie permitted by the part.

His Bey has been inspired by Bolm's ex-

hilarating Czar in "Le Coq d'Or." The
Lindoro of the young American tenor,

Francis Hackett, has much grace; and,
as Taddeo, de Luca again proves himself
an accomplished baritone. Rosina Galli;

no doubt, does the very best she can
with the absurdities of her "Algerian"
dances.

But the most admirable features of

this revival of the old Rossini opera Tiave

been contributed by the scene-painters
and costumers of the Metropolitan. The
Mauresque interiors, some of which are

really beautiful, delight the eye; while
the picture of the shipwreck charms by
its strangeness and its brave barbaric

color. The costumes, on the other hand,

enchant one by their artistic vividness.

The blues and grey blues of one group
of dances, more especially, are exquis-
ite. And in arranging certain tones of

rose and saffron, worn by the Bey's
eunuchs, the costumers and designers
of the opera house have shown rare

taste.

There is nothing in Rossini's score to

worry the skilled Metropolitan orches-

tra; and the conductor, Mr. Papi, was
quite easy in his direction of the musi-
cians.

To what mocking critics have de-

nounced as "date hounds," it may seem
worth mention that "L'ltaliana in Al-

geri" was produced at the Venetian
Fenice in 1813. It was performed for

the first time here at the old Richmond
Hill Theatre, in 1832, and revived in

1844 at what was known as Palmo's

Opera House. The last revival of this

pleasing work took place at the Academy,
sixty-one years ago. Since then "L'ltal-

iana" had been very comfortably laid

away in lavender.

Charles Henry Meltzer

Books and the News
American Books of 1919

THE question was: Will you name
about fifty representative American

books of 1919, or books published ap-

proximately within the past twelve-

month ? The answer, as I give it, names
a few less than fifty, in order not to re-

peat juvenile books and gift-books pre-

viously mentioned here. This list

should be useful in selecting gifts, but

it consists of books chosen primarily
for their contents rather than as fine

editions.

In biography: "The Education of

Henry Adams" (Houghton), which
antedates 1919 slightly; W. R. Thayer's
"Theodore Roosevelt" (Houghton) ;

Seitz's "Life of Artemus Ward" (Har-

per) ;
Ellsworth's "A Golden Age of Au-

thors" (Houghton) ; Admiral Fiske's

"From Midshipman to Rear Admiral"

(Century) ; Beveridge's "Life of John

Marshall," Vols. 3-4 (Houghton).
It has not been a good year in Amer-

ican fiction. Among the best books are:

Hergesheimer's "Java Head" (Knopf) ;

Alice Brown's "The Black Drop" (Mac-
millan) ; Mary Watts's "From Father to

Son" (Macmillan) ; Tarkington's "Ram-
sey Milholland" (Doubleday) ; Black's

"The Great Desire" (Harper) ;
Zane

Grey's "The Desert of Wheat" (Har-

per), and Van Loan's "Taking the

Count" (Doran).
For the stage, and dramatic criticism:

Mayorga's "Representative One - Act

Plays by American Authors" (Little) ;

Belasco's "The Theatre Through Its

Stage Door" (Harper) ; Brander Mat-
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thews's "Principles of Play Making"
(Scribner) ;

Nathan's "Comedians All"

(Knopf), and Baker's "Dramatic Tech-

nique" (Houghton).
Four volumes of poetry and its criti-

cism: "Starved Rock" (Macmillan), by
Masters; "Pictures of the Floating
World" (Macmillan), by Amy Lowell;
"The New Era in American Poetry"

(Holt), by Untermeyer and "New
Voices" (Macmillan), by Marguerite
Wilkinson.

In art and architecture: Van Dyke's
"American Painting and Its Tradition"

(Scribner), and "Architectural Styles
for Country Houses" (McBride), by H.

H. Saylor. In history and politics are
some important titles: Rhodes's "His-

tory of the United States From Hayes to

McKinley" (Macmillan) ; Charles Ed-
ward Russell's "Bolshevism and the
United States" (Bobbs) ; Glenn Frank's
"Politics and Industry" (Century) ;

Professor Sloane's "Powers and Aims of
Western Democracy" (Scribner) ; Ed-
ward A. Ross's "What Is America?"
(Century) ; John Spargo's "Bolshevism"

(Harper), and Judge Grant's "Law
and the Family" (Scribner). Our part
in the war is described in Brand Whit-
lock's "Belgium" (Appleton) ; Freder-
ick Palmer's "Our Greatest Battle"

(Dodd) ;
Powell's "The Army Behind

the Army" (Scribner); Simonds's "His-

tory of the World War," Vol. 4 (Dou-
bleday), and Woollcott's "The Command
is Forward!" (Century).

Essays and miscellany include:

Charles S. Brooks's "Chimney Pot Pa-

pers" (Yale Press) ; "Mr. Dooley on

Making a Will" (Scribner); E. W.
Howe's "Ventures in Common Sense"

(Knopf); Dreiser's "Twelve Men"
(Boni) ; Mencken's "The American
Language" (Knopf) ; W. L. Phelps's

"Reading the Bible" (Macmillan), and
William Beebe's "Jungle Peace" (Holt).

Edmund Lester Pearson

[SECOND EDITION]

THE, STE,E,L STRIKE

CONTENTS

A special reconstruction number of the Survey which

THROWS A SHAFT OF LIGHT
into a situation in which there is much heat.

It is based on first-hand field reports
—a piece of

journalistic research comparable to the work of Ida M.
Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens, Ray Stannard Baker in the

early days of McClure.
It is easy to damn Gary or

Frick, Foster or Fitzpatrick;
but to cut through the husk of

distortion and propaganda to

the truth of a complex situa-

tion is not so easy.
It is easy to please either

section in a great industrial

dispute, by arguing on the

side of their prejudices ;
but

to get recognition as sure-

footed witnesses and con-

tributors from straight-seeing
men on both sides of the in-

dustrial cleavage is not so

easy.

Says a mill-town minister

of the steel strike number of

The Survey:
"I can't properly express my

appreciation of this number of
the Survey. It is the first re-

sponsible and impartial report on
steel strike conditions that has
reached me."

Says an official of one of
the steel companies :

"That number is a wonder. Con-
gratulations."

Says a strike leader:

"Compared with their clear and
concise summary of the situation
and the causes producing it, the

report of the Senate Investigating
Committee is altogether con-
temptible. Thank you for the fair

hearing your publication has given
our strike."

i is e. i9th st. THE, SURVEY

From the president of a national trade union affected by
the strike:

"They are the fairest and most comprehensive articles that have
as yet appeared in print, at least, coming under my observation
and I have endeavored to read as much published matter as pos-
sible in order to get all sides of the contention and strike.

"It is such fair and unbiased articles that will help to bring
about democracy in industry thus perpetuating political democracy

in our country and save and main-
tain our present institutions."

THE STEEL STRIKE
The Closed Shop

John A. Fitch, Author of

"The Steel Workers"
An Interpretation of the Industrial

Issues of the Strike.

Judge Gary on the Closed Shop

Closed Towns S. Adele Shaw
Intimidation as it is Practiced in the

Pittsburgh Steel District—The Con-
trast in Ohio.

At Gary Graham Taylor
Some Impressions and Interviews

How the Steel Strike Was Organized
David J. Saposs

Industrial Investigator for the Divi-

sion of Industrial and Economic

Amalgamation, Carnegie Americani-

zation Study.

25 cents a copy of the publishers or free

with a year's subscription to the illustrated

monthly Reconstruction issues a.t $2.

In 1907 and 1908 The Sur-

vey carried out the Pittsburgh
Survey; an interpretation of
life and labor in the steel dis-

trict. The findings were later

published in six volumes. The
Survey applied the same tech-

nique in an appraisal of the
facts in the present strike;
members of the staff visited

Pittsburgh, Gary, Youngs-
town, Steubenville, Cleveland,
Newcastle, McKeesport, Du-
quesne, Homestead and the
other towns which figure in

the date lines of the press dis-

patches. They interviewed
mill officials, strike leaders,

county and borough public
officials. The first drafts of
the articles were submitted
for criticism in advance to the

parties concerned, data was

again checked up at sources

and the articles stand a

graphic, dependable record of
an intensely human situation,

the essential facts of which
should be known to every in-

telligent American.

New York
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A Servant of Reality

By Phyllis Bottome
"A brilliant piece of fictional writ-

faf."—Tht N. Y. Timet.

^Uustrated. P"ce $1.75

The Messenger
By Elizabeth Robins

"Far superior as a literary effort to

any spy-story yet published, —Iht
Philadelphia Public Ledger.

Illustrated. Pne* *17S

The Querrils
By SUcy Aumonier
"An extremely fine thesis, worked

out in a splendidly rounded book, full

of the poetry of fine prose. —The N. r.

Times Prut $1.60

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS
By FREDERICK O'BRIEN

This is a fascinating record of the author's residence among the beautiful, simple,

friendly Caucasian cannibals of the Marquesas Islands in the far South Seas.

"Written with keen observation and a rare sense of humor."—iV. Y. Tribune.

"Presented with a charm that no one can resist."—New York World.

"Buy 'White Shadows in the South Seas.' Not one such comes in a decade."—Richmond
News-Leader.

"The kind of book that will make any normal reader long to throw a few things into

a bag and book a passage right away to these islands of enchantment."—Boston Post.

Profusely Illustrated from Photographs. Price $4.00

OUT OF THE RUINS THE NEW MAP of ASIA
By George B. Ford

A graphic description of the ex-

tent of the frightful devastation

caused by the Germans in France,

and an authoritative review of the

overwhelming problem of reconstruc-

tion, by a former officer of the Ameri-

can Red Cross. Illustrated from

photographs. Price $2.00

THE HEART'S
DOMAIN

By Georges Duhamel

Author of "Civilisation," etc.

A new "Simple Life" by the famous
French poet, philosopher, surgeon and

soldier. Price $1.50

By HERBERT ADAMS GIBBONS

A discussion on the working out of European Emi-
nent Domain in the continent of Asia during the fifteen

years before the war and the five years of the war.

The book comes up to the Treaty of Versailles, and dis-

cusses the attitude of the Peace Conference towards
Asiatic subject races, and towards Persia, Afghanistan,
Siam and China. The role of Japan and the relations

between Japan and China are fully discussed. The
Shantung question is explained with the endeavor to

present both sides of the question of Japanese inter-

vention in China.

"The New Map of Asia," together with the author's

two earlier books, "The New Map of Africa" and "The
New Map of Europe," present, impartially, the history
of the rivalry of the Great Powers and their colonial

extension in Africa and Asia, since 1900.

Uniformly Bound
with Maps

Price $2.50
each

IRELAND AND
ENGLAND

By Prof. Edward R. Turner

"American readers should tender
a welcome to this book, which honest-

ly seeks to clarify the fundamental
issues, and to divorce these issues

from the trammels of racial and re-

ligious prejudice. An interesting
volume from cover to cover."—The
Atlantic Monthly. Price $3.00

THE COMMAND IS

FORWARD
By Alexander Woollcott

The best of the battle field stories

that appeared in "The Stars and
Stripes."

Illustrated by C. Le Roy Bald-

ridge. Price $1.75

FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO REAR-ADMIRAL
By REAR-ADMIRAL BRADLEY A. FISKE, U. S. N.

A remarkable account of forty-nine years in the U. S. Navy.
"A notable record of personal experience and a historical document of permanent value."—Philadelphia North American.
"Admiral Fiske's book may be commended for a certain lightness of touch, which, coupled with a keen sense of humor, makes

the work entertaining from beginning to end."—The Springfield Republican.
"Will be long treasured and will be of very great historical value."—Army and Navy Journal.

Illustrated. Price $6.00

A CHILDHOOD IN BRITTANY EIGHTY YEARS
AGO

By ANNE DOUGLAS SEDGWICK
In this "little sheaf of childish memories," the author of "Tante" has set down the

recollections of an old French friend.

"It is like an old brocade with the sun shining suddenly and warmly upon it, bringing
out the many colored silk threads and the intricate pattern woven into an exquisite whole."—
The Dial.

Charmingly illustrated from Sketches by Paul de Leslie. Price $2.50

WHEN THE WORKMEN HELP YOU MANAGE
By WILLIAM R. BASSET

This book strikes the keynote to the ultimate settlement of the feud between capital
and labor. "I am particularly impressed with Mr. Basset's illuminating analysis of the point
of view of the working man," writes Mr. George E. Vincent. Price $2.00

At all Bookstores

Published by

The Century Co.

353 Fourth Avenue
New York City

A postcard request to The

Century Co., 353 Fourth Ave-

nue, New York City, will bring

their new illustrated holiday

catalogue of books.
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CAN
anyone point to a word or act of

President Wilson's from November
11, 1918, to the present day, that was de-

signed to gain the good will of the mem-
bers of the majority party in that body
whose consent is necessary for the rati-

fication of treaties?

WE ask this question not with a view
to fixing upon the President the

blame for the present deadlock. As has
been well said, there is blame enough to

go round. The one thing for which the

Review is anxious, and which all along

it has done its little best to promote, is

that all sides should get together in a rea-

sonable spirit and effect speedily as good
a settlement as is obtainable. But there

are at the present moment two things
which bring acutely to the front this

particular aspect of the treaty story.

Dispatches from France have brought
expression after expression of the feel-

ing there that America has failed to live

up to what Europe had every right to

expect. Thus Monsieur Lausanne, editor

of Le Matin, says :

The man who landed upon our shores a

year ago, escorted by a great fleet of battle-

ships and accompanied by a sumptuous
staff of Generals and experts, was the

President, elected and in full power, of the
United States. We could not consider him
as other than the representative of the
American people. And when outside of the

mysterious chamber where he closeted him-
self with his two partners to shape the fate
of the world the President of the United
States spoke to us, we were bound by all the
laws of international decency to listen to

his advice and to take account of it. We
have not the right, we French, to interpret

your elections, to shape your affairs nor to

arbitrate between your political parties.

Now it may be urged, and perhaps justly

urged, in behalf of Mr. Wilson's course,

that it was only by representing himself

as the unchallenged spokesman of his

country that he could hope to play an

effective part in the shaping of the terms

of peace and of the character of the

Covenant. But if it was necessary for

him to assume that role in his dealings

with the representatives of foreign

Powers, the assumption clearly carried

with it the correlative duty of making
sure by every means within his power
that the expectations which he thus in-

evitably aroused would not be disap-

pointed. Whether the French knew it

or not, he himself knew that without the

assent of the Senate he could do nothing,

and that that assent was not to be

counted upon as a matter of course. Yet

it would be difficult to name a single

movement on his part—whether in the

choice of his associates, in the announce-

ments of his purposes, or in his rela-

tions with the members of what had be-

come the majority party in the country—that was calculated to secure that co-

operation upon which the fulfillment of

the great engagement that he had taken

upon himself necessarily depended.

THE
other thing that compels atten-

tion to this phase of Mr. Wilson's
relation to the treaty is the authorita-
tive statement given out from the White
House in which it is declared that the
President intends "that the Republican
leaders of the Senate shall continue to

bear the undivided responsibility for the
fate of the treaty, and the present con-
dition of the world in consequence of

that fate." This may be merely a stra-

tegic move; but it is bad strategy, and
the sooner it is abandoned the better.

The primary responsibility for the fate

of the treaty is upon the President him-
self. It would be so even if his endeav-
ors to promote its acceptance had been
of ideal excellence. It is doubly so in

view of his having failed to take those
measures which the accepted rules of

human intercourse prescribe as neces-

sary for responsible statesmen. Plenty
of blame rests upon others, it is true;
but his own share, so far from being
removed, is immeasurably emphasized
by the adoption, at this crucial stage of

the country's need and the world's, of an
attitude of defiant aloofness. It was not

necessary for him to make any public

statement; if he did make one, it should
have been directed towards the promo-
tion of friendliness, not hostility. Fortu-

nately, the hope is not precluded of a

movement on the part of the Democratic
Senators to bring about a settlement

which, though not instigated by the

President, may command his approval.
His words do not explicitly shut out such
a conclusion. But if he means more
than he says, if he really stands in the

way of the only possible solution of the

difficulty, let him not imagine that there

will be any possible escape from the

awful responsibility for failure which

his mistaken self-confidence will have
concentrated upon him.

AMERICANISM
is a good thing, but

not everything is good that is said

or done in its name. Silly and mis-
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chievous are the adjectives that come

most readily to hand when one reads of

the pledge that it is proposed to require

the children in the public schools of New
York City to take as a protection against

revolution. "I will actively oppose all

revolutionary movements such as Bol-

shevism, anarchism, I. W. W.-ism, or

any movement antagonistic to the laws

of the United States, or tending to sub-

vert the Constitution of the United

States." A child whose parents are good
Americans does not need to take the

pledge, and a child whose parents are

the other way will, in nine cases out of

ten, be a liar and a hypocrite if he takes

it—supposing, of course, that he under-

stand what it means at all. We know of

no better way to make patriotism odious

than to force this sort of pill down the

throats of little children.

IT
is much to be hoped that Princeton's

campaign for funds, which opens
this week, will take no harm from the

announcement, fust, that Mr. Frick had

bequeathed fifteen millions to the Uni-

versity and, later, that this splendid gift

would be very considerably reduced

through the operation of the tax laws.

Just how much will eventually come to

Princeton does not yet appear. The best

thing she can do is to leave wholly out

of consideration for the present Mr.

Frick's nobly generous intention, go out

for the whole sum that she may need in

order to continue her usefulness, and get

it She deserves it.

SOMETHING
of that spirit which,

until the treaty tangle got us all to

quarreling, most Americans hoped would

emerge directly after the war is to ani-

mate the exposition next week at the

Grand Central Palace in this city.

There, beginning Monday, the Commun-
ity Recreation Associates, in coopera-
tion with 146 public-spirited organiza-

tions, will point the way, by a great di-

versity of exhibits and activities, to the

realization of a neighborly feeling to-

wards our fellowmen and to the possi-

bility of revivifying American life in

accordance with its sound traditions.

The common sacrifices of the war and
the fine spirit of cooperation which they

generated make the task seem not im-

possible of perpetuating beyond its spe-
cial season at least a modicum of the
Christmas cheer. At this exposition, as

at the Armory of the Seventy-first Regi-
ment under the auspices of the Liberty
Chorus, there will be entertainments for

thousands of children of poor families,
with professional clowns to caper in their

midst; and, in more sober ways, young,
aspiring America will see manifold out-

lets leading to good citizenship.
One of the most important features

at the Grand Central Palace will be the
American Central Committee for Rus-
sian Relief. With such persons in

charge as Charles W. Eliot, Elihu Root,
Princess Cantacuzene, Mrs. Rockhill, and
Mrs. McAllister Smith, one may be cer-

tain that the relief contemplated is sober
and solid. The multiplicity of demands
upon our sympathies should not blind
us to the fact that by helping Russia

now, under wise direction, we may be

shaping the course of events in a momen-
tous degree.

TT was to be expected that there should
be some falling off in the country's

response to the Red Cross Roll Call,

which, it was planned, should come to

an end on Armistice Day, but which in

many localities has been continued until

Christmas. The Red Cross, in a process
of transition from a war basis to a peace
basis, was scarcely able to make its most
effective appeal to a country which was
inclined to excuse its very natural lassi-

tude on the ground that the war was
over. The falling off, however, which

may prove to be very small indeed, will

still leave the Red Cross, with upwards
of twenty million members, an organiza-
tion of tremendous power, and as it gets
into the full stride of its peace work
more and more may be expected to re-

spond to its appeal for universal mem-
bership, such an appeal as no other or-

ganization would dare to make. The
Red Cross is faced with the problem of

making good in time of peace, as it tri-

umphantly made good in the war, not

merely by speedy response to great and
sudden calamity, but by steady construc-

tive work in upbuilding the health and

well-being of the community. With its

tradition and its experience behind it

there can be no doubt of the issue.

MR.
HOWELLS is entitled to a full

share of the fun that arises from a

blunder in the circulation department—
or was it clever publicity?—which sent

to his address a circular offering to

teach the art of the short story in forty
lessons. They are amusing, these mod-
ern sophists who will teach anything for

a price, and no money down at that. It

would be pathetic if they were merely

exploiting the human desire to be wise,

to be beautiful, to be skilled in the arts,

to receive greetings in the market place.

Such desires are honorable to their pos-

sessors, and it is a pity to have them

destroyed. But the lure held out, the

lure which brings in the business, is the

cash value that will accrue to the pos-
sessor of all these teachable commodi-
ties. On this basis a large part of the

people is apparently willing to be fooled

a large part of the time, and hardly de-

serves much sympathy.

UNDER
the pressure of economic

needs in Germany, the right of self-

determination is in danger of being per-
verted by the voters into a means of es-

caping from their duty as taxpayers.
The Danish Government is faced by the
difficult problem how to prevent the crea-
tion of a German irredenta on the coun-

try's southern frontier. This is a queer
world. Germany began the war, her
rulers professed, to safeguard German
soil against foreign aggression, and now
that the war is lost that German soil

is not too precious to be bartered for a

lighter income tax.

TO
the dead who have not died in vain,

Maurice Maeterlinck has dedicated
some beautiful pages in his latest book,
"Les Sentiers dans la Montagne." "Far
from being a loss, those dead are our
treasures, because they reveal and adorn
the national conscience, and because, in

order to attain to them, to equal them,
we must rise, we must lift ourselves
without ceasing. There are dead whom
the living could not replace, and the

thought of whom achieves things which
their bodies could not accomplish. There
are dead whose clan overcomes death
and recovers life; and nearly all of us
are at this hour the mandatories of a

being more great and noble and grave
and wise and living than we."

TF to the making of books there is no

end, there seem to be very definite

limits to the public's willingness to buy
books. These limits are set less by con-

siderations of quantity than by con-

siderations of season. Most people, ap-

parently, buy books in December. Does
that mean that they buy them only to

give them away? A dangerous practice
in these days, when every man as never
before needs brains and the wisdom born
of experience. Books are distilled

brains; books are condensed experience;
books are not merely pretty gifts, they
are the necessary equipment of the big

game we all have to sit in, willy-nilly.

Or is it at this season that people make
literary provision for a sort of desert

isle betwixt Christmas and summer?
This, too, is a practice not unattended

with danger. Events move with greater

rapidity than before, and books as never

before keep pace with them. The world

of January and February is not the

world of December, and the books of

January and February teach us what
December did not know. Teach us, if

one insists, what March and April will

prove to have been but inadequate

knowledge; but no one ever said that

these were easy and comfortable times.

Yet they are times with a challenge

which the vigorous mind rejoices to ac-

cept, times in which only the vigorous

mind, the mind willing at some effort

to keep itself informed, can hope for ef-

fective survival. So much depends on

the willingness and the ability of great
numbers of people to think straight and

to some end. Books offer at once the

guidance and the materials.
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AN aftermath of the abortive Indus-
-i*- trial Conference of October was the
gathering of representatives of more
than a hundred labor unions, including
the four railroad Brotherhoods, which
met at Washington last week upon the
call of Mr. Gompers. The result of the
meeting is embodied in two pronounce-
ments of widely different character. The
country has received with a warm wel-
come the short and emphatic resolutions
which "repudiate and condemn the pol-
icy of Bolshevism and I. W. W.-ism as

being destructive to American ideals
and impracticable in application." This
satisfaction is lessened but not destroyed
by an examination of the voluminous
"bill of rights" issued at the same
time, although in it there are many
things which will not stand examination,
from the standpoint either of American
principles or of sound economic thought.
In such a document—for the term "bill
of rights" is a misnomer—one expects to
find some crude and extravagant asser-

tions, both of principle and of fact.
Taken as a whole, the declaration does
not impress us as manifesting an ex-
treme or bitter spirit.

In particular, it should be noted that
what is said about the relation between
the cost of living and the rate of wages
is essentially sound and reasonable.

Protesting against the "belief that
wages should be fixed on a cost-of-living
basis," the declaration says:

This idea is pernicious and intolerable.
It means putting progress in chains and
liberty in fetters. It means fixing a stand-
ard of living and a standard of liberty
which must remain fixed. America's work-
ers can not accept that proposition.

Labor has a perfect right to aim at as
high a standard of living as it can, by
a legitimate use of the opportunities
which industrial conditions present, ac-

quire for itself. While the belief thus
protested against may not be so wide-
spread as the declaration implies, there
are no doubt a great many people who
imagine that some kind of natural equity
fixes the remuneration of labor at about
its accustomed level.

With another protest against a cur-
rent opinion on the connection between
wages and cost of living, we are also
largely in sympathy. The labor men re-
fuse to accept primary responsibility for
the present high cost of living, and,
though they commit the corresponding
error of ascribing it in undue measure
to profiteering and the like, they justly
give the first place in the process of
causation to the "inflation of money and
credit." They do not mention—what is

nevertheless notoriously true—that many
large classes of workingmen are in the
enjoyment of wages advanced upon a
scale far beyond that of the cost of liv-

ing; but in saying that "labor has been

compelled to struggle desperately to keep
wages in some measure up to the cost of
living,' they are right, provided it be
understood that this applies not to all
of "labor," but to a large part of it.

Of very different character, however,
are the declarations relating to more
fundamental questions. The demand
'that the judges of our Federal courts
shall be elected by the people for terms
not exceeding six years," and the denun-
ciation of the power exercised by those
courts to pass upon the constitutionality
of acts of Congress as a usurpation of
authority, are in essence a demand that
the Constitution, instead of being modi-
fied, if necessary, by an orderly process,
shall be warped in the special interest of
a class. The proposal that control over
credit "should be invested in a public
agency, able to administer this power as
a public trust in the interest of all the
people," is a wild project for which the
only excuse is that its proponents have
little idea of what it really means. The
sweeping accusations against the forces
of "reaction" which "seek to reduce
wages and thus lower the standard of
living," are largely the product of an in-
flamed imagination.
But the most important, as well as the

worst, of the objectionable features of
the declaration, is the stand it takes in
relation to the right to strike. There
might possibly be some doubt as to the
absoluteness with which that right is as-
serted, were it not for the declaration
that the right of persons employed "in
national, State, and municipal service
... to organize and affiliate with the
American Federation of Labor, must at
all times be fully safeguarded." It is

absolutely essential to the vitality of
government that its command over those
directly engaged in public service be
complete and unchallenged. No one is

compelled to enter the public service,
and if he does, he must accept the con-
ditions upon which alone that service
can be made to perform the functions for
which it is instituted. Nor can there be
any doubt that some restriction will have
to be placed upon the right to strike in
services the paralyzing of which is al-

most as destructive of the public weal as
that of the Government itself. Yet
no glimmer of recognition of this prin-
ciple is to be found in the declaration.

It would be idle to deny that capital-
ists and employers have in the past shown
a deplorable blindness in ignoring the
rights both of labor and of the public.
But it is equally undeniable that they
have now been brought to a better mind.
The signs of it are all round us; and
the part of wisdom for labor is to rec-

ognize what has been gained and make
the most of it, rather than to perpetuate
antagonism, and to alienate public sym-
pathy by an unreasonable attitude. In
a "Statement of Principles Which
Should Govern the Employment Rela-

tion in Industry," submitted by the em-
ployer group to the Industrial Confer-
ence at Washington in October, there is
clear evidence of a liberal spirit. Thus
on the subject of the open shop:
The principles of individual liberty and

freedom of contract upon which our insti-
tutions are fundamentally based require
that there should be no interference with
the open shop," that is, the shop in which
membership and non-membership in any
association is not made a condition of em-
ployment. While fair argument and per-
suasion are permissible, coercive methods
aimed at turning the "open shop" into a
closed union shop" or "closed non-union

shop should not be tolerated.

The statement also recognizes the need
that "each establishment should develop
contact and full opportunity for inter-
change of view between management and
men, through individual or collective
dealing, or a combination of both, or by
some other effective method ;" and it rec-
ommends the study of plans "for adding
to the fixed wage of the worker" by
such plans as "bonus premiums, profit-
sharing, and stock ownership." We are
living in a plastic time, and it should be
the endeavor of all who realize how much
depends on the right use of its opportu-
nities to find whatever is good on both
sides, and thus bring about a real ad-
vance in the whole industrial situation—
an advance which shall rest both upon
good will and upon a genuine under-
standing of economic facts.

The Truth and the

Newspapers
TPON no subject has the New Repub-

+-J lie been more passionate in its ex-
hortations than upon that of the alleged
suppression of freedom of opinion in this
country. In a recent issue it referred
to the danger that a particular bill—
which, in our judgment, it justly op-
posed—would "wipe out the last vestige
of freedom of speech and press in the
United States." In that same issue, an
editorial under the head "The Call to
Toleration," closed with a warning to

^American educators and lawyers" that
"if they begin by sacrificing freedom
of speech to what is supposed to be the
safety of Constitutional government,
they will end by sacrificing Constitu-
tional government to the dictatorship of
a class." Surely, if the Nero Republic is
right m its diagnosis of the situation
the matter is about as serious as any-
thing can be.

It is a little disconcerting, therefore,
to find one of the leading editors of theNew Republic declaring that the issue
of freedom of opinion is but "a sub-
sidiary phase of the whole matter"-
that, so long as people are "content to
argue about the privileges and immuni-
ties of opinion," they are "missing the
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point and trying to make bricks without

straw." We hasten to add that in Mr.

Walter Lippman's articles in the At-

lantic, from which these quotations are

made, there is nothing that is inconsist-

ent with the position of the New Repub-

lic; the point we are making is one of

psychology rather than of logic: if the

state of things about suppression of

opinion is half so bad as the New Re-

public represents, it is a little difficult

to imagine any one in the thick of the

fray calmly referring to it as "a subsid-

iary phase of the whole matter," and

turning his mind to quite another phase

of it as being the only one worthy of

really serious attention.

We are far from saying that the

trouble to which Mr. Lippman draws at-

tention is not a real one; and indeed,

except in a few statements scattered here

and there through the articles, he hardly

exaggerates it. The difficulty of finding

out the truth, in the endless maze which

the complexities of present-day news

presents, is no less than he represents

it And, since "true opinions can pre-

vail only if the facts to which they refer

are known," the great thing to do, ac-

cording to Mr. Lippman, is to go "behind

opinion to the information which it ex-

ploits"; to make "the validity of the

news our ideal."

So far, so good, but how are we to go
about it? Has Mr. Lippman anything
to offer which gives fair promise of

meeting what he represents as so desper-

ate a need? If liberty is really in dan-

ger; if the problem that he poses is,

as the title of his first article puts it,

"The Basic Problem of Democracy"; if

"everything else depends upon it"; if,

furthermore, as the New Republic is

constantly telling us, we are in imminent

danger of losing even such poor liberties

as we have enjoyed in the past; then the

great question is, by what means is that

protection to liberty to be obtained which
is thus seen to be doubly indispensable
to the continued working of democracy?

All that Mr. Lippman says about this

is interesting, and much of it is per-

fectly sensible; but it gets nowhere.
And it gets nowhere because, with a

superficial appearance of dealing with
the practical difficulties of the problem,
it misses the very heart of the diffi-

culty. Mr. Lippman wants better trained

journalists; he wants men who have had
a genuine discipline in the weighing of

evidence, so that they may distinguish
between what is trustworthy and what
is doubtful or incredible; he wants men
who will exercise a due sense of propor-
tion; he wants impartiality in the pres-
entation of news. We all want that;
and though some of us think we are

getting it in a far greater degree than
he thinks we are, we all admit that we
are not getting it so completely as is

to be desired. The chief point, we take

it, at which the man who really knows

the nature of the difficulty will diverge
from Mr. Lippman relates to the possi-

bility of its being removed either by
training, or good intentions, or system-
atic precautions. All these things may
help; but they will leave the main dif-

ficulty just about where it was.

Let us glance at one or two of the

requirements that Mr. Lippman lays
down for the ideal reporting which is his

aim. "Closely akin to an education in

the tests of credibility is rigorous dis-

cipline in the use of words. . . . Just
so long as big words like Bolshevism,
Americanism, patriotism, pro-German-
ism are used by reporters to cover any-
thing and anybody that the biggest fool

at large wishes to include, just so long
shall we be seeking our course through
a fog so dense that we can not tell

whether we fly upside-down or right-

side-up." Now it is very rarely that re-

porters talk about Americanism, or pa-

triotism, or the rest of it, on their own
hook. They use these words, either in

direct quotation or otherwise, in stating
the views of public characters of one
kind or another. Are people in general
to abstain from the use of these terms
until an accurate definition of them has
been arrived at and has commanded gen-
eral assent? The history of any of

the moral sciences affords impressive

warning of what may be looked for in

this direction. With the best will in

the world, and with a vast amount of

the keenest intelligence and the most
sincere effort, economists, for example,
have been unable to agree upon the defi-

nition of those terms upon which half

the controversies of economic sciences

have turned. But the difficulties in this

case are as nothing in comparison with

those that affect terms so wrapped up
with emotional content as are such

words as Americanism or patriotism.
Desirable as it undoubtedly is that we
should all of us, from the President of

the United States down to the cub re-

porter, use words more definitely than

we do, it may be set down as certain

that if our ability to tell whether we
are upside-down or right-side-up de-

pends on our getting rid of that fog, we
shall have to go on in this state of un-

certainty to the end of the chapter.
Mr. Lippman also wants the reporter

not only to desire to tell the truth, and
to be equipped with such a sense for

evidence, and such an accurate command
of words, as to enable him to do so, but
to have that kind of insight which is

necessary for the detection of the true

significance of news. So say we all of

us; and in point of fact the most suc-

cessful and most sought-after reporters
of to-day owe their prominence to their

possession, in one way or another, of this

faculty. The trouble is that any man's
estimate of the significance of news is

essentially dependent upon that man's
own point of view. Mr. Lippman, for

example, is sternly and honestly anxious
to have the news reported without bias;
yet this is his ultimate formulation of
the ideal reporter's attitude:

While the reporter will serve no cause,
he will possess a steady sense that the chief
purpose of "news" is to enable mankind to
live successfully towards the future. He
will know that the world is a process, not
by any means always onward and upward,
but never quite the same. As the observer
of the signs of change, his value to society
depends upon the prophetic discrimination
with which he selects those signs to place
before his readers.

Is it quite certain that the world will

get a more accurate representation of
what is going on in it by trusting to the

"prophetic discrimination" of gifted

super-reporters than it manages to ex-
tract out of the mass of mere ordinary
reporting which the instinct of the news-
gatherer now provides?

Mr. Lippman does make one practical

suggestion which may quite possibly
bear important fruit. He is fully con-
scious that the reform for which he
is pleading can not come about through
mere exhortation, and he proposes a
definite method of compelling it:

Change will come only in the drastic

competition of those whose interests are
not represented in the existing news-or-
ganization. It will come only if organized
labor and militant liberalism set a pace
which can not be ignored. Our sanity and,
therefore, our safety depend upon this com-
petition, upon fearless and relentless ex-

posure conducted by self-conscious groups
that are now in a minority. It is for these

groups to understand that the satisfaction
of advertising a pet theory is as nothing
compared to the publication of the news.
And having realized it, it is for them to

combine their resources and their talent
for the development of an authentic news-
service which is invincible because it sup-
plies what the community is begging for
and can not get.

That such a news-service as is here indi-

cated would have to be reckoned with,
and that it might contribute much to the

public knowledge of vital facts, may
be admitted. But the idea that "or-

ganized labor and militant liberalism,"

acting through the agency of reporters
whose highest function it would be to

"select" the signs of the times with "pro-

phetic discrimination," would supply an

absolutely "authentic news-service" is a

notion whose naivete makes criticism

superfluous.
The trouble about getting at the truth

lies deeper than reporting, and deeper
than anything connected with the or-

ganization of the newspaper press. To

try to improve these is a worthy and

important task; but fortunately it is

not true that the preservation of liberty

or democracy is dependent on any such

improvement as Mr. Lippman contem-

plates, since that improvement is out of

the question in any foreseeable time.

We do have to fumble our way through
a vast mass of meaningless and mislead-

ing reports and assertions; but though
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this impedes progress, no fatal damage
will befall us through the presence of

this obstacle.

The direction in which important bet-

terment may most reasonably be looked

for is that of the ascertainment of

facts quite different in character from
those which Mr. Lippman seems to

have chiefly in mind—the specific facts

which affect our daily life. To deal

with these things demands no superla-
tive insight and no prophetic discrim-

ination; but it does involve enormous

difficulty, and the means of grappling
with the difficulty are exceedingly

meagre. In spite of all the vast appa-
ratus of statistical bureaus, it is almost

impossible to get the vital facts involved

in any economic controversy. So simple
a matter as the cause of the high price
of milk or eggs is involved in endless

doubt, not because the papers do not

want to tell the truth about it, but be-

cause apparently nobody knows. When
the Government tells us about the prac-
tices of the big packers, the public is

left altogether in the dark as to the de-

gree in which those practises have caused

the high prices of meat, or whether they
have had any part at all in causing it.

When a great strike occurs, it is next to

impossible to find out the vital facts

about comparative wages on which, if

known, the public would make up their

mind as to its merits. The "high cost

of living" has been with us a dozen years
or more, and yet hardly anybody knows
whether it is really high cost of living

or merely high prices—or even knows
that the two things are to be discrimi-

nated, one from the other.

We believe it would be possible to or-

ganize some kind of bureau of informa-
tion whose business it would be to give
out illuminating bulletins on all such

questions. We do not believe that the

world will perish without it; and we are

fully aware that it will be an extremely
difficult thing to institute it, and when
instituted, to conduct it as it should be
conducted. But it would be a very real

and great contribution to public enlight-
enment—a preventive of many hysterical
and futile agitations and a help towards
the prosecution of genuine measures of

improvement. It would need the serv-

ice of a small staff of men of extremely
high personal and scientific qualifications
and of course of a considerable body of

trained subordinates. It ought to be or-

ganized by private initiative, and its au-

thority would have to rest entirely upon
the character of the men who were placed
at the head of the work. It would not be
a panacea, but it would be a mighty help
towards clearing out a portion of the

jungle. And its example might even af-

ford some help towards substantial im-

provement in the wider and more peril-

ous field of general political and social

news, over whose sad condition Mr. Lipp-
man is so painfully concerned.

Alden Weir
THE

late Alden Weir carried into

American painting a quality of aes-

thetic conscience akin to that of Mr.
Howells, and Henry James in his early
phase. To make a precise and delicate
record of observation was his aim.
Whether his theme were a New England
factory village, a bunch of roses, or a
finely bred American girl, he sought to
tell the true truth of the matter. While
insisting on its main characteristics, he
neglected none of its shades and over-
tones. Thus his painting, while techni-

cally austere, was mentally very rich.

He saw more than most painters, and he
saw better. While he had the best train-

ing of the Paris schools, there never was
a more American spirit, but American in

a peculiar and limited sense. From the
new America of immigration and quan-
tity production he stood quite apart.

His task was to fix the survivals of
an older America. His little towns that
nestle quietly in their river valleys,
amid maples, are such as Thoreau loved
to sketch in prose or Whittier in verse.

They have a frail, intense charm. Simi-
lar is the character of that notable gal-

lery of young girls. They are fine and
earnest, trained in scruple and nicety of

thought and conduct. They are the de-

scendants of Miss Catherine Sedgwick's
heroines, and of Mrs. Harriet Beecher
Stowe's—as rare in their somewhat
brittle perfection as a Colonial meeting-
house rising amid blast furnaces of yes-

terday. An observer of any imagination
will ask: Will their daughters be like

them ? or are they the last wintry flowers

of a summer forever past?
Alden Weir was too much the artist,

too good an eye and too fastidious a

mind, to obtrude such legitimately senti-

mental considerations. These things are

implied rather than underlined in his

painting, but they are always there. And
they give to his art a quality of race,

which makes it unique. No one not an

old American can understand the ele-

ment of delicate truthfulness in his por-

traiture whether of persons or places.

To express this vision he made the

fullest and most discreet use of all the

resources of the new impressionism.
Born May 30, 1852, at West Point, he

had his first training from his father, an

excellent painter and instructor in draw-

ing at the Military Academy. Alden

Weir early followed the new current to

Paris. From 1872 his talent and his ex-

traordinary masculine beauty, as of an

athlete by Polyclitus, soon made him a

marked personage. He worked under

the best of the academic teachers, Ge-

rome, and soon attained a style of great

ease. In the age of the morceau Men

fait, few could handle the brush with

more elegance. Occasional flower and

game pieces survive to show that Alden

Weir could have rivalled Chase in the

creation of lovely surfaces and textures.

But there was something to express that

could not be compassed in that fashion-

able mode.

Returning to America in 1876, Alden
Weir undertook the long task of reshap-

ing an established style in the light of

the new luminism. His mature pictures
are built in an infinity of strokes and
tones. The surface constitutes a re-

strained iridescence between the ob-

server and the object. Unlike the Pa-
risian luminists, he never forsook the
determined contour and the well calcu-

lated pattern. His method was often

unfavorably criticized. People com-
plained of the kneaded and dissociated

quality of his textures. The same objec-
tion was made to the very similar technic
of George Frederick Watts, who in the

decorative, as Weir in the luministic

field, built up his pictures by insensible

increments reflecting his own thought-
fulness. Current criticism never is

quite just to pictures that to attain their
end must be much thought over and
worked over. All the world loves a jug-
gler, in whatever art.

To Alden Weir came a slow and solid

recognition. The National Academy
made him an associate in 1885, and a
member in 1886. He was a leading fig-

ure in the Society of American Artists,
and later in the Ten American Painters.
He was for several years President of
the National Academy. While his prac-
tice was early crystallized, his taste

remained liberal. He was unafraid of the
new experiments and eccentricities, hav-

ing a quiet confidence that in the long
run the more excellent methods would
prevail. Probably no artist of our day
in America was more generally respected
or more genuinely admired by both con-
servatives and radicals.

Among his peers he was at once an im-

posing and a winning personality—
strong, sensitive, resolutely honest,
courteous without affectation or com-
promise. His pictures are in the Lux-
embourg and our best American galleries.
He had full and deserved meed of honor,
and regarded it modestly as merely an
incentive to new endeavor. Even in his

latter invalidism, he retained much of
that classic beauty which is perpetuated
by Orrin Warner in one of the greatest
of American portrait busts.

It is too early to appraise Alden
Weir's accomplishments justly. No one
but his friend Twachtman has expressed
so well certain evanescent appearances
in our American landscape. His scries

of women's portraits breathe training
and discipline in pictorial intimations
which are paradoxically precise and
subtle. Whatever his final position as
a painter, he has been immensely sig-
nificant to us of older America. It is

not likely that he will be neglected by the
new America which is about to fulfill or

supersede us.
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The Russian National

Movement

THE
energetic correspondent of the

New York "Times," Mr. Walter Du-

ranty, has recently communicated much

interesting information concerning af-

fairs in the Baltic, but it is unfortunate

that from that isolated point of obser-

vation he should also have indulged in

generalizations concerning the national

movement in other parts of Russia. If

these generalizations were to be ac-

cepted as true, it would appear that the

campaigns led by Kolchak and Denikin

were attempts to restore a Tsarist re-

gime in Russia and were not based upon

popular support, whereas exactly the

contrary is true.

No one can trace the history of these

two great movements of the constructive

forces in Russia to restore the national

Russian state without feeling a thrill of

admiration at what has been accom-

plished in the face of almost insurmount-

able obstacles. Admiral Kolchak raised

an array out of the sparse population of

Siberia, drove back beyond the Urals

Red forces that outnumbered his own at

least three to one, and only succumbed

when his troops found themselves almost

entirely without munitions and supplies.

There is a double tragedy in this, in that

the Allies and America, entirely satis-

fied with his liberal policy and aims, had

promised him support, and this support
was not forthcoming. The result has

been the overrunning of all Western Si-

beria by the Bolsheviks, and all that

that means of suffering and degradation
for the Russian people. In the South,
a little body of but four hundred men,
led by the indomitable Alexeiev and his

successor, Denikin, kept alive the strug-

gle against the Bolsheviks. Out of this

nucleus grew the Volunteer Army, which
suffered incredible hardships, cut off

from all support, until finally it won
through to the Black Sea after the ar-

mistice and then, for the first time,
learned of Germany's defeat. Receiving
substantial aid from England, this force

grew rapidly, and, by its remarkable

campaign of last summer, swept north

and liberated some thirty million people
from the clutches of the Soviet Govern-
ment. The enthusiasm with which the

Russian people welcomed them may be

judged from the fact that on the freeing
of Kiev, over 19,000 volunteers from that

city joined Denikin's colors. But Deni-
kin is dependent upon an area of terri-

tory that is utterly disorganized and in-

capable of furnishing military supplies,
whereas the Bolshevik power has at its

disposal the vast reserves of munitions
left from the war, and has not had to

manufacture any.
That either of these two branches of

the Russian national movement is in any
•ense an attempt to restore the old re-

gime is entirely false. It is undoubtedly
true that among the supporters both of

Denikin and of Kolchak are many con-

servatives and reactionaries, but they
do not in any way direct the policy, nor
are they indeed so numerous as the offi-

cials and supporters of the old regime
that are to be found in the ranks of the
Bolshevik forces.

It is important to us in America to

know the probable effect of a failure of

these national movements. The Bolshe-
vik experiment has entirely failed to ob-

tain popular support in Russia, and rules

by terror. It has likewise brought eco-

nomic ruin and put an end to production.
It has, however, built up a strong mili-

tary machine, which, according to the

best available information, now has at

least 450,000 soldiers of the line. Not
more than 100,000 of these, and at that

the least efficient, are engaged on the

northwestern front. Although much
has been made in the press of the prow-
ess of the Letts, Esthonians, and Poles,

the real work of detaining the main body
of the Bolshevik army has been done by
the poorly equipped but devoted forces

of Denikin and Kolchak, and this in the

face of disappointment and discourage-
ment. If these movements fail and the

Soviet Government is able to dispose of

an army of nearly half a million men for

the purpose of spreading the Bolshevik

revolution by force of arms into Eastern

Europe, the outlook is indeed dark.

There is no force in Poland or Czecho-

slovakia that could withstand the on-

slaught, and Germany, cherishing bitter

resentment toward the Allies, and in

desperation over her own situation,

would welcome a coalition with such a

formidable military force. Indeed, the

preliminary steps for such a develop-
ment have undoubtedly already been
taken by Krasin, the pro-German Com-
missar of Trade and Industry, and by
the host of German officers serving in

the Bolshevik army.
The question arises as to whether we

have, at such a terrible cost, defeated

German Kaiserism only to fall victims

to a still more dangerous imperialism.

Kaiserism, hateful as it was, did not pur-

pose the destruction of culture, whereas
the new imperialism threatens the very
foundations of our civilization. In its

present form, the question is primarily
one of military force. Common sense

says that if we can sustain effectively

the liberal Russian national movements
until the autocracy at Moscow shall have

collapsed or have been overthrown from
the inside, we may thereby, at no human
cost to ourselves, avert the menace of a

still greater war than the one brought
to a close a year ago. Strong and speedy
support of the Russian people in their

present crisis may save Europe from the

conditions of the Thirty Years War and

spare us enormous sacrifices in the fu-

ture.

The Peace With
Bulgaria

WHEN the peace terms, which Pre-
mier Stambuliski, a fortnight ago,

signed at Neuilly, were presented to Bul-

garia, we gave as our comment at the
time that their most striking feature
was their lack of finality, as the ques-
tions how to dispose of the Dobrudja
and of Western Thrace were left unset-
tled. The difficulty that faced the con-
ference was chiefly that the only enemy
of the Entente in the Balkans was also

the most promising among the States.

Bulgaria had to be punished for her

complicity with the Central Powers, but
also she had to be spared as the chief

importer of Western culture in those un-
tutored parts. A liberal educational sys-
tem has carried the Bulgarian far ahead
of his Serbian and Rumanian neighbors.
Punishment without clemency would
have sacrificed the future.

The United States representatives
were the advocates of the lenient policy.
The upshot of the deliberations was un-

avoidably a compromise, but the com-

promise is of the worst nature: a de-

cision not to settle the most vexed issues.

The Dobrudja was taken from Bulgaria
by way of punishment, but not straight-

away ceded to Rumania, as there seemed
to be ethnical reasons for assigning at

least part of it to Bulgaria after alL This
half-hearted procedure was repeated
with regard to Western Thrace. It was
not given to Greece, but the principal
Allied and Associated Powers reserved

to themselves the right to dispose of it

at some future date by transferring part
of it to Greece and incorporating the

remainder with Eastern Thrace as an
international state or by returning all

or part of the territory to Bulgaria.
This scrupulous avoidance of a deci-

sion will, in its effects, be more disas-

trous even than the cocksure handling
of the same material by the Conference
of Berlin in 1878. The indefinite

status of those two contested territories

will prove the source of new unrest and
war. This is the more regrettable as

the present conjuncture offered a unique

opportunity for arriving at something
like a definitive settlement. Of the four

principal factors that made for war in

the past, three have lost, temporarily at

least, their power for evil : Turkish mis-

rule, Austrian distrust of Russian Pan-

Slavism, and Germany's "Drang nach

Osten." It is only the rivalry between
the Balkan States themselves that has

survived the conflagration. It should

have been felt as an imperative duty by
the Great Powers assembled through
their representatives at Paris, to quench
that smouldering fire by the vigorous
exercise of their power definitely to pre-

scribe the future boundaries.

In one instance, indeed, they have
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done so : by assigning to Serbia the Stru-

mitza district of Macedonia, a measure

evidently destined to safeguard the Sa-

loniki railroad from a Bulgarian attack.

But this strategic gain is obtained at

the cost of something more precious:
the good neighborship of Bulgarians and

Serbs, between whom the Macedonian

question has been a bone of contention,

since the Treaty of Berlin provided that

Bosnia and Herzegovina should be occu-

pied and administered by Austria. From
that time on, Serbia, balked of her hope
to achieve a union with those Serbian

lands, sought to make up for the disap-

pointment by extending the limits of

Serbian nationality to the south. In

1889 Serbia even concluded a treaty with

Austria under which she waived her

claims to Bosnia and Herzegovina in ex-

change for Austria's support to Serbia

in penetrating the valley of the Vardar.

The world war, however, has realized the

Serbian aspirations towards a union of

all Serbian and Croatian nationalities,

and thus removed the chief cause of dis-

cord between Serbia and Bulgaria. But
the Peace Treaty of Neuilly, in establish-

ing Serbia's right to part of Bulgarian

Macedonia, threatens to keep the old con-

flict alive.

Even more dangerous than this deci-

sion on strategic instead of on ethnical

grounds is the postponement of a deci-

sion as to the fate of Southern Dobrudja,
Western Thrace, and what is left of

European Turkey. The Dobrudja was
forced upon Rumania in 1878, as com-

pensation for that part of Bessarabia

which the Berlin Conference assigned
to Russia. The Bulgarians hold that

since Rumania has annexed the whole

of Bessarabia, the Dobrudja should re-

vert to its former owners. The southern

part, the district between Silistria and

the sea, is unquestionably a Bulgarian

land, and the Powers, by leaving its fate

uncertain, furnish the Bulgarians with

food for anti-Rumanian agitation. Nor
is the animosity between Greeks and

Bulgarians likely to subside as a result

of the peace of Neuilly. The Greeks

have a strong claim to the whole of

Thrace and, on historical grounds, to the

city of Constantinople, and if they were
allowed to expand their territory at the

expense of the hated Turk, both in Eu-

rope and along the Greek coast of Asia

Minor, their gain would bring a two-

fold advantage—it would rid Europe both

of her Asiatic intruder, and of Greco-

Bulgarian hostilities. The redemption
of their brethren under Turkish rule

would reconcile the Greeks to the Bul-

garians receiving a corridor to the

Aegean Sea, as promised them under the

Neuilly Treaty. But the Powers have
made this promise without at the same
time creating the conditions which
alone can prevent its execution from

arousing fresh animosity and strife. The
Thracian question, together with that of

Constantinople, has been left pending in

the apparently ill-founded expectation
that the United States would accept a
mandate for the city, and an area of
some extent outside.

The difficulty of dispensing justice all

round is no sufficient excuse for this fail-

ure to arrive at a definite settlement.
The great Powers together formed an

imposing alliance which could have pre-
scribed its will to all the rival states.

The creation of a fixed status, even at

the risk of injuring here or there some
national susceptibilities, would have
been preferable to this continuance of

uncertainty which keeps ambitions hope-
ful of their satisfaction, and rivals en-

vious and suspicious of each other.

A French View of the

Treaty

M GABRIEL HANOTAUX, the

. French historian and former
Minister of Foreign Affairs, appears to

have exercised great influence on the

conduct of affairs during the war as an
unofficial adviser of the Government. In

a recent book on the Treaty of Versailles

he has printed a memorandum submit-
ted by him to the French Headquarters
on November 11, 1918, in which he un-

folded his ideas as to the course that

should be taken. "As a necessary prem-
ise," he wrote, "be it stated that we
must conclude a 'grand' peace. A 'grand'

peace implies the organization of Eu-

rope. In order to bring about that or-

ganization we must first of all form a

nucleus of closely allied nations, three

Powers on a similar level of culture.

That will constitute a certain ascendancy
over the other allies, and also a certain

disjunction from the United States. It

would be a great danger if we put Amer-
ica out of temper. We owe her our

gratitude for the help she has given us

in evil days, and she represents a great

power which can counterbalance the

power of others, and can form a court

of arbitration. In her, also, is embodied

the ideal and the democratic principle.

But that does not alter the fact that it

is the Powers of Europe that are espe-

cially concerned in European questions.

Those affairs are our proper domain."

The meeting in London of M. Clemen-

ceau, Mr. Lloyd George and the Foreign
Minister of Italy seems the beginning
of that nucleus which M. Hanotaux

had in mind when he addressed him-

self to the French Headquarters.
America's voluntary disjunction from

Europe has, from M. Hanotaux's stand-

point, the beneficent effect of impressing
the Governments of the three great En-

tente Powers with the need of removing
all disruptive matter that may thwart

its growth. The Fiume tangle seems

to be nearing a settlement, thanks to this

renewed consolidation of the signatories

of the Treaty of London. If recent dis-

patches from Italy present the situation

correctly, the United States will be con-

fronted with a fait accompli, France and

Great Britain having given their sanc-

tion to the annexation of the city by Sig-

nor Nitti's Government. Europe is tak-

ing the management of her affairs into

her own hands, and, unhampered by
American interference, sets out to re-

store her domestic peace herself. Thus

indirectly Mr. Lodge, by his opposition
to the peace of Mr. Wilson's making, ap-

pears to become the pacificator of Eu-

rope in the manner M. Hanotaux would

like to see it pacified.

From the French point of view, this

development of events has certainly much
to recommend it. Domestic peace is best

secured where the master of the house

has undivided control. But the difficulty

is that the European family will not rec-

ognize France as its master. It wants a

League of Nations in which each member
of the family has a voice which safe-

guards the national right of self-control,

it does not want to be controlled by a

League of Conquerors. For to that the

Alliance amounts which M. Hanotaux
would charge with the organization of

Europe. By its present authority it

doubtless can pacify Europe more effect-

ively than the cumbrous machinery of

the League of Nations could, but its tem-

porary efficiency in the curing of present
evils does not prove that the lasting wel-

fare of Europe, and the world at large,

would be best secured by the continu-

ance of this tripartite government. It

may answer its purpose as a maker of

peace in the present emergency; if it

were to become permanent it would tend

to the undoing of its own work. Ger-

many having recuperated her strength
would never brook its control. The neu-

tral nations, though powerless to resist

it, would resent their enforced obedience

to its rulings. No peace can be lasting
which is not the object of the joint con-

trol of all its participants. A triple Al-

liance for the organization of Europe can
not fulfill the function of an interna-

tional League, with the United States as

a disinterested partner, for the peaceful
maintenance of a Europe thus organized.
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Labor Not a Commodity
What might be toward, that this sweaty

haste . , u.

Doth make the night joint-labourer with

the day,
Who is't that can inform me?

WHEN
Marcellus thus queried as to

the bustle in the war industries

of the Danes, he gave a simile of the

union of labor and capital of our time.

They are in essence as different as night

from day, and yet are as irrevocably

bound together as are night and day by

the rotation of the earth. Labor is the

effort of human beings in industry;

while capital is the outcome of an absti-

nence from consumption of past produc-

tion, in order to have a fund with which

to enlarge the efficiency of labor—pro-

vided they can work together coopera-

tively. Impersonal capital is transfer-

able at a price by its owner to another's

use, as when a farmer hires out his

horse: but labor can not be detached

from its personal author, and is offered

at a price only in company with the la-

borer himself. Thus, these two factors

of production belong in entirely different

categories ; they are entirely different in

kind; but both are absolutely necessary

to the common end. Therefore, we are

apt to be led into some confusion when
we pass on to the question of the rela-

tive remuneration for their services to

production.

Wages are paid for human effort; yet
the laborer remains a freeman; he does

not sell himself, but he sells his mental

or physical qualities during a specified

time, for wages. If a drainage ditch is

to be dug and there are legions of un-

employed men ready to work, the phys-
ical labor required is certain to be of-

fered in competition at a less price than
if men were scarce. This truth is dem-
onstrated every day, in many a country.
What else keeps wages low in India, or

in China? On the other hand, if war
sucks up men into the army and carries

them off to France, taking away machin-
ists and hired men at will from shop and

farm, a feverish demand for a dimin-
ished number of workers sends up their

price. This is a matter of common
knowledge. We can not escape the facts

of our every-day life. Moreover, trade
unions are formed on the very assump-
tion that wages can be raised by a limi-

tation of competitors. Still further, the
main reason for the higher remunera-
tion of skilled workers is that they are,

by the very fact of possessing superior
skill, less numerous relatively to the de-
mand for them than the unskilled. That
relative scarcity or abundance affects

the rate of wages does not imply that
human beings are like commodities, but
only that human effort at any given time
or place may vary in supply and conse-

quently in price. Doctors of philosophy
were at one time so numerous in Ger-

many before the war that they com-
manded little more than starvation

wages. Therefore, to rant about the

crime of treating labor as a commodity
is like making a crime out of the law of

gravity. And for employers (as was

recently proposed) in the give and take

of the industrial conflict to grant that

labor is not a commodity is like trying
to get credit for a compromise by admit-

ting that gasoline will never run an en-

gine. Whatever our casual words, the

forces of nature go on just the same.

This new philosophy of labor, how-

ever, goes farther. It proposes to put
labor on "a new footing." Sitting in his

chair of state King Canute forbids the

waves of the sea from rising up the

beach. Observing that natural forces

prevent unskilled labor from getting the

rewards of monopoly it is valiantly pro-

posed to make a thing so by saying that

it is so. With our itch for overcoming

nature, and the imperfections of human
beings, by legal enactments, in the Clay-
ton Act of 1914, Congress, at the behoof

of Labor leaders, announced "that the

labor of a human being is not a com-

modity or article of commerce." Did

that law make it so? Certainly it did,

but only in the purely legalistic, not in

the economic, sense. For legalistic pur-

poses it was intended to exclude combi-

nations of labor from the provisions of

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. That is,

illegal combinations organized to deal

with impersonal goods were forbidden;
but organizations dealing with human
labor were supposed not to be engaged
in trade. Of course, organizations of

labor had not been, and could not be,

forbidden; and even now, if unions or

any other combinations violate the law,

they can be indicted.

This theory that labor is not a com-

modity, however, is being pushed for

reasons quite other than legalistic ones.

To obtain sympathy for a cause, an ap-

peal to sentiment, when argument fails,

is generally effective. Covered by the

catchword that labor is not to be treated

as merchandise, is the intent to insist

that the wages of labor should not be
affected by the operation of a relative

abundance or scarcity of labor; that is,

that wages should be paid without any
regard to scarcity or abundance of labor

relatively to the existing demand for it.

It follows as a corollary that skilled la-

bor, occupying a position of relative

scarcity over unskilled labor, has no
claim to higher wages. There is, after

that, only one short step to equality of

wages for all men, that is, to commu-
nism. The descent t6 Avernus is easy.
If the wages of labor are not to be re-

garded as affected by its abundance or

scarcity, by what supplanting principle
is it to be regulated when on its new
footing? Nothing definite has been pro-
posed on this point. When pounding the
table of Senator Kenyon's committee,
Fitzpatrick roared only for "justice, de-

cent justice."
But it is unfair to expect the builders

of the new social order, while so busy in

tearing down the old fabric, to have had
time and gray matter to give to so un-

important a question as the principle reg-

ulating wages.
In a large and vague way, however, it

has been proposed to keep wages as high
as ever, even if goods fall in price, or
to demand a share in the control of in-

dustry. Thus, if seated at the head of

the table as carver of the roast, labor

could determine the size of its own slice

and leave the bone to the other partners.
And why not? Has not capital been giv-

ing labor only the bone in the past? In

the new order there is to be a change
in the president of the feast. In such
a proposal they are reckoning without
the cook and the provider. Where did

the roast come from, anyway? To
claim that labor produced it all, is to

talk unadulterated Marxian socialism;
that labor is the sole cause of value. By
way of a trial marriage, let labor and
risk try out living together alone, leav-

ing despised capital to a silent solitude.

As soon as they find they can not get on

without shelter and furniture, without

factory and machinery—to say nothing
of daily bread and materials out of

which to fashion the product to be

placed on the table before the carver—
they break out with a tirade on the ex-

isting social system; that the rights of

property are the main cause of crime;
and that capitalists are robbers, whose

savings should be taken over by the

state, so that the unthrifty may share

the results of thrift. That way madness
and Russia lies.

Partnership and a share in the con-

trol of industry, of course, can come only

by an arrangement through which the

possessors of factories and equipment
voluntarily agree upon cooperative ac-

tion with labor and expert management,
and a full understanding as to where the

risk of success and failure falls. Some
of the clamor for a solution of the labor

problem by granting a share in the con-

trol of industry is probably intended by
a few honest minds to place the labor

contingent in a position where they can

see for themselves in competitive indus-

tries that there are not excess profits to

share. Certainly, for one instance, the

railway Brotherhoods know they could

not enlarge their wages out of the prof-
its of the railways; hence their demands
on the Government that will lay the in-

crease on the weary taxpayer.

Nevertheless, apart from a justifiable
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desire to have a voice as to working con-

ditions, the main demand for a share in

the control of industry—when it is not

purely revolutionary socialism—is based
on a hope to create a form of productive
cooperation. Such a form of industry is

easily obtainable, where labor itself can
furnish the capital and management.

But it is asking the impossible, when
labor can not provide the capital and
management, to ask those in established
industries who possess these essential

factors, to agree to grant their results
to those who have them not, and who
are relieved from all risk of success or
failure.

J. Laurence Laughlin

The Ukrainian Kaleidoscope

IT
is indicative of the confusion of

Eastern European affairs and of the

size of the problems presented by them
that a vast territory containing perhaps
the richest agricultural lands and natu-

ral resources of Europe, and inhabited

by some twenty-five million people,

should constitute for us a veritable terra

incognita at the present moment. There

is, indeed, less accurate information

coming out to us concerning what is

taking place in the region known as the

Ukraine than from Soviet Russia. Yet

this region and its problems can not but

exert an enormous influence on the set-

tlement of European affairs, and indeed

it may be asserted that the restoration

of agricultural and industrial production

in the Ukraine is a fundamental neces-

sity for the resumption of normal eco-

nomic life in other parts of Europe.
The situation is confused for many

reasons. There are cross currents, po-

litical, social, and economic, and various

intermixtures of all three, so that it is

impossible to draw general conclusions

based upon developments in any one field.

There are, however, certain basic facts

upon which must rest any analysis by
which it is hoped to clarify the present

situation.

The basic problem of the Ukraine is

and has been the economic problem as

related to the land, in other words, the

agrarian question. The people of the

Ukraine constitute simply a branch of

the Russian stock. The Malo-Russ dia-

lect is, to be sure, slightly different from

the Great Russian, but there is not con-

nected with this, in the minds of the

mass of the people, the slightest sense

of nationalism or any feeling of separat-

ism. If you ask a Ukrainian peasant his

nationality, he very likely will say: "I

am a peasant." The word "Ukraina"

simply means "border-land" or "fron-

tier region," and while the region in-

cludes the earliest Cossack settlements,

the mass of the peasant population is

perhaps more purely Russian in descent

than the Great Russians themselves.

It is necessary to bear this clearly in

mind as a corrective to the extensive

propaganda carried on for a number of

years in the attempt to develop a na-

tionalist and separatist Little Russian

movement. This propaganda was in ac-

cord with the policy laid down by Bis-

marck, looking to the weakening and dis-

memberment of Russia, and it was vig-
orously pursued by Austria for at least

two decades preceding the war. There
are in the Ukraine three general classes :

the peasants, and among them the in-

dustrial laborers; the land-owners and
public officials, and the intelligentsia, or

professional classes. As stated above,
there was among the peasant class, which
forms the bulk of the population, abso-

lutely no separatist feeling; their eco-

nomic interests bound them closely to

Russia. The land-owning class, like the

officials, were Russian in their sympa-
thies. It was the small class of intel-

ligentsia upon whom the Austrians

worked, and who saw in Ukrainian

independence an opportunity to satisfy
their political ambitions.

The revolution of March, 1917, was
welcomed by the Ukrainians with the

same general rejoicing as by the rest

of Russia, and was regarded by them as

an action in common for the winning
of democratic liberty. Not much time

passed, however, before a group was
formed of the intelligentsia which car-

ried on an active agitation to secure

from the Provisional Government Ukrai-

nian autonomy. The Rada fell under

the influence of this group, and when
the Provisional Government decided that

the question of autonomy must be left

to the Constituent Assembly, this Rada,
on June 24, 1917, itself proclaimed Ukrai-

nian autonomy. As a result, the Pro-

visional Government consented to es-

tablish a special ministry for Ukrainian

affairs, under Vinnichenko, and made
concessions to the Rada which, in gen-

eral, encouraged the forces that made
for separation. In spite of this, it must

be noted that the movement for inde-

pendence was entirely artificial, and

that Ukrainian opinion was in favor of

autonomy within a united Russia, as was

definitely shown when a Pan-Ukrainian

Congress of peasants' delegates at Kiev,

in September, 1917, adopted a resolution

to this effect. The proponents of inde-

pendence, however, were not satisfied,

and started an agitation among the other

nationalities, calling a Congress later in

September, composed of representatives

of the Ukrainians, Tatars, Georgians,

Cossacks of the Don, Lithuanians, Jews,

and Letts. This Congress, while not

declaring in favor of independence, re-

solved that Russia should become a Fed-
erated Democratic Republic, and that

the Russian delegation at the future

Peace Conference should contain repre-
sentatives of the nationalities interested,

that the Russian army should be reor-

ganized on nationalistic lines, and that

separate national legislative assemblies
should be convoked in order to deter-

mine the relations of the different mem-
bers of the Federation to the Central
Government.

It was while this agitation was going
on that the Bolshevik coup d'itat took

place at Petrograd, and this changed the
situation materially. Immediately the
Rada proclaimed the Ukraine an inde-

pendent republic and chose Golubovich
as premier president.
Two dangers threatened the Ukraine:

on the one hand, the spread of Bolshe-

vism, and on the other, an invasion on
the part of Germany. It so happened
that the Rada, in order to rid itself of

the pro-Russian, land-owning and offi-

cial class, had encouraged the peasants
in the seizure of estates. Now they saw
before them the prospect of a coalescence

of their own population with the Bolshe-
vik movement in Russia. Their fear

was heightened because of the forma-
tion in industrial centres of workmen's
and soldiers' Soviets. When they them-
selves entered the negotiations at Brest-

Litovsk, they found themselves con-

fronted by the delegation from the So-

viets, contesting their right to represent
the Ukraine.

Presently the Soviet authorities drove
them out of Kiev, and Golubovich called

in German assistance. It was, of course,
the expectation of the German-controlled
Rada that the Germans were there to

back them up in the dismemberment of

Russia, and only too late did they real-

ize that the chief object of Germany was
to secure food. To this end the Ger-

mans, first of all, started to restore the
land-owners as a means of increasing
the food supply. This naturally alien-

ated and infuriated the peasants, ana
the Rada found itself between the upper
and the nether millstone, hated by the

land-owners, against whom they had
abetted the peasants, and hated by the

peasants for bringing in the Germans.
The feelings of the peasant class may
be realized when it is remarked that by
a clause of the agreement with the Ger-
mans the Ukraine promised to furnish

576,000 tons of wheat before the next
harvest. As a matter of fact, they ob-

tained, up to the time of the armistice,
but 64,000 tpns. Golubovich was obliged
to resign, and the law and order crowd
gathered around Skoropadski, who, in

April, 1918, was proclaimed Hetman.
This choice met with the approval of

the Germans, and Skoropadski became
their willing co-worker. Although he
carried out harsh measures for the res-
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toration of order and for the elimina-

tion of the local authorities that had

been chosen in the towns and in the

country districts, Skoropadski did not

show any particular capacity for govern-

ment, and conditions did not improve.

It must be remarked, however, that in

spite of their requisitions, the Germans

handled the local food situation with

skill, and the inhabitants were far bet-

ter provided for than under later ad-

ministrations.

With the defeat of the Central Pow-

ers, another quick change took place.

Skoropadski endeavored to shift quickly

to a pro-Entente orientation, but did not

§ucceed in winning the confidence and

support of the Allies, although he went

so far as to publish, on November 14, a

declaration of federation with Russia.

Shortly afterwards a revolution broke

out against him, and there is little

doubt that the leaders of the German

occupation played an important part in

inciting it. At this time, Petlura was

under arrest in Kiev. These military

chiefs demanded and secured Petlura's

release, and presently he made his way
to Belaia Tserkov, where he placed him-

self at the head of a regiment of Ukrain-

ian troops, some eight hundred in num-

ber. This movement, which had in real-

ity been carefully prepared in advance,

grew rapidly, and presently succeeded

in overthrowing Skoropadski and taking

possession of the capital. A Directory

of five members was formed, and on

December 17 took up its headquarters
at Kiev. The assumption of power by
the Directory was accompanied by a

mass of arrests and executions, and

stringent orders were issued forbidding
all agitation and propaganda unfavor-

able to the new Government.
Meanwhile Petlura and the Directory

found considerable difficulty in dealing
with the Bolsheviks in their midst, who
carried on an active agitation in the

army. A number of these agitators were

shot, and Petlura telegraphed to Deni-

kin, proposing a programme of common
action against Bolshevism. The Soviet

Government, however, pretended that
it was ready to recognize the inde-

pendence of the Ukraine, and Petlura,
deceived by their friendly words, en-

tered into agreement whereby in re-

turn the Directory legalized the exist-

ence of a Bolshevik party in the Ukraine
and authorized its propaganda, provided
it were not directed against the rule of
the Directory. This was a fatal mis-

take, and in a short time the clever and
lying propaganda of the Bolsheviks de-

veloped serious difficulties for the Gov-
ernment throughout the entire extent of
the country.
While Petlura professed the doctrines

of the Social Democratic party, and
sought their support, it must be said
that in general, in the absence of any
popular support, his actual programme

and policy differentiated him but little

from the Bolsheviki of Russia. He suc-

ceeded, indeed, in putting down the Bol-

sheviks within his borders, and carried

on war against Bolshevik Russia, but
there was little to choose between them.

It soon became evident that he was in

reality only an adventurer, taking ad-

vantage of the unrest and disorders aris-

ing from the agrarian situation, to lead

a horde of Ukrainian marauders against
a similar crowd of Russians.

On December 11, 1918, he succeeded

in occupying Odessa, a city entirely Rus-

sian in its sympathies and relations,

which could not properly be connected

with any purely Ukrainian movement,
but Odessa and its surrounding territory

had been occupied only a week when a

detachment of the Volunteer Army, sup-

ported by the French and other Allied

troops, reoccupied it. The disgraceful

story of the French occupation, with its

profiteering in foodstuffs, its machina-

tions against Denikin, and its shameful

evacuation of the city to the Bolsheviks,

forms a black chapter.
Petlura's subsequent movements and

changes of policy are difficult to follow.

The only part of the Ukraine which has

had any real interest in separatism and

independence is Galicia, and Petlura

himself is of Galician origin. Naturally,

he counted most of all upon the support
of the agrarian populations, and played

up their desires to seize land and retain

the properties that they had taken from
the land-owners. He looked with jeal-

ousy upon the rapid successes of Den-

ikin and the Volunteer Army, because he

knew that this meant the reuniting of

Russia. Under these conditions, it was
not possible to find a basis for common
action against the Bolsheviks, and the

further advance of Denikin led to open
conflict with Petlura's troops. Common
action would very likely have resulted

in the crushing of the Soviet power, but

Petlura, as an ambitious adventurer,
must needs play his own hand and ap-

peal to a factitious nationalism in the

Ukraine. Of the latest developments
definite news is lacking. Apparently,

however, Petlura's forces are disinte-

grating, and only Denikin's difficulties in

his struggle against Soviet Russia pre-
vent his bringing the whole Ukraine
under the South Russian Government.
That one day the Ukraine must again

become part of a united Russia, albeit

with proper reservations as to autonomy,
seems unavoidable, both because there is

no real desire for independence on the

part of the people, and because it is com-

pletely bound up with Great Russia by
economic ties. The natural course of ac-

tion to restore peace and prosperity in

the Ukraine, with all that this means to

troubled Europe, is the support of the

forces led by Denikin in their struggle
for the Russian national state.

Jerome Landfield

Old Worlds and

Young Doughboys
IT

was actually a new world that opened
its arms to us who were fortunate

enough to be sent across in 1917 and
1918—a new world not in the sense in

which we usually apply the term to our

bristling western hemisphere, but new to

everyone of us who had either forgotten
or never known its quality. The grey
age of its port towns, the hoary Brittany
buildings, the gnarled trees grotesquely
pruned of their branches to provide the

meagre maximum of firewood, the long
white roads lined with poplars and syca-

mores, all these aged things were new
to us. New also was Paris, beautiful

beyond describing, though it was cen-

turies old when our land was still un-
born. And newest of all, behind and be-

yond the loveliness which man had
created to adorn the land, was the

rhythm of a great spirit, a spirit drawing
strength from millions of past lives well

lived, a spirit which is the real France,
which upheld and inspired all the Allied

peoples through those dark days of wait-

ing after August, 1914.

With all this new atmosphere to sense
and experience, with the gates of Europe
open as never before to two million

young, eager, and observing Americans,
it is curious that the great lessons of life

that were to be learned have not yet
been more clearly understood, though it

is perhaps too soon to appraise the ef-

fect of France and England on the mi-

gratory A. E. F. The things of the spirit

are not always easily evaluated and un-

consciously much has doubtless been
tasted that has not yet been perfectly

digested. It seemed the opinion, how-

ever, of practically all Americans, that

even the tiniest suburb outside Newark
or Chicago was preferable to the roman-
tic though unsanitary villages and cities

of France. Of course, over there every-

body was thinking mainly of getting
home—that is something to our credit—
and so it is perhaps not wholly fair to

say that we have permanently failed to

get at the meaning of France and Eng-
land.

However that may be, it was an almost

unanimous verdict that was handed

down, for little was favorably commented

upon that had real worth. To be sure,

everyone wanted to see Paris, Notre

Dame, the Louvre, the Eiffel Tower, the

Arc de Triomphe, and Nice; all wanted
to visit London. But seeing rather than

understanding and interpreting was the

dominant desire, just as sending a post-
card from the other side of the border

of Spain or Italy seemed far more im-

portant to the average doughboy than

visiting the ruins of Frejus, or the old

town of St. Jean Pied du Port. The
American wished to see the France he

had heard of in America, not France as
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she could reveal herself to those whose
eyes were clear. The France of beauty
and art, of cathedral and chateau, of
homely peasant life, the land of deep
family devotion and loyalty, yes, even
in the grip of war, the land of peace of
the spirit, was judged by the standards
of America.
We sailed from New York, giant vic-

tory of modern technical skill, and landed
at Brest or Bordeaux, grey and twisted,
with their ancient streets and their thou-
sand years of history and tradition. Of
course, there was no heat in any of the
buildings, there was no such thing as
plumbing, the people evidently did not
bathe, the streets were badly cobbled and
dirty, the tram lines were archaic and
we did not quite understand the idea of
having the manure pile in the front
yard. The contrast with America was
very marked, for we had to change the
dynamic of the new world for the sub-
tlety of the old, and we were all far too
sure of our own superiority. To leave
America and land in some half-broken
old village in three weeks was a severe
shock to the average doughboy, and the
loss of every vestige of material comfort
rather closed what might otherwise have
been an open eye.
The truth is, we did not go over to

learn. We went over to help finish up a
nasty mess in our usual vigorous and
speedy way, and incidentally to show the
Britisher and the poilu what America
could do. The tragedy of the war is that
we did show them, because just when
the scales were balanced, when both sides
were panting and worn, we poured in
three hundred thousand fresh reserves
a month, the pick of a nation of one hun-
dred and ten million, and, of course,
"we won the war" ! And in doing so we
were unfortunately confirmed in our
original idea of American superiority;
we came back without any conscious
sense of our failure to read England as
she is to the English or France as she
is to the French.
And yet, now that we are back, many

of us feel a tremendous sense of unrest,
for we are back in an atmosphere that
has somehow become strange to us. Un-
consciously the sense of perfection, the

simplicity, the beauty, the lingering at-

mosphere of past ages, the spiritual halo
that hovers over France and England,
all those subtle, charming, and gracious
qualities of life have become a part of
our new experience, and though we can
not define it, we feel uneasy in our tense
American cities. We do not know just
what is wrong with us, but somehow
life's values seem inverted. Are quantity
production, speed, complexity, and the

amassing of wealth the things really
worth living and dying for, we ask?
And we wonder if our vague national al-

truism can ever really spiritualize these
material things.

It must be admitted that three cen-

turies of Puritan ancestry and thirty
years of Boston upbringing and Harvard
training were perhaps not the ideal prep-
aration for an appreciation of France,
except possibly by contrast. For there
is not much over there that suggests
anything of the type of thought digni-
fied for years in this country by the title
of New England puritanism. However,
it is certain to me, as never before, that
the French with all their unattractive
though necessary thriftiness, their some-
what childish acceptance of old theories,
their readiness to say "it never has been,
therefore it can't be done," have come
nearer the answer to life than any other
western people, save, in their equally
distinctive though different way, the
British.

The French do not care for speed or
great factories, though they were forced
to accept the latter by the pressure of
war. They do not care for the dazzling
recreation of our Broadway. They are
simple in their tastes, find delight in real

conversation, devoted to their families,
gracious in hospitality. On the faces of
the refugees fleeing from their burning
villages with their few heirlooms piled
high on the ox-cart, was written the
depth of tragedy; but to see them re-

turning to their pile of crumbled stone
and charred wood, as soon as the invader
was again driven back, was to realize
the true heart of France, devoted till

death to the ancestral hearth.
We thought they were provincial, un-

traveled, unacquainted with all our
modern marvels. We thought them fool-

ish not to want such things for them-
selves. Perhaps they are. But we too
were very provincial in our own way.
Most of us failed to see the real charm
of the life of France, its depth of feel-

ing and emotion, its simplicity, its gra-
ciousness, which in living deeply far out-

balances express elevators and plumbing.
But those who did sense the heart of

France, who drew close to its charm, its

peace, its beauty, are now filled with a
desire to go back. It is not that we love

America less than before our participa-
tion in the war, but because we love

life more. We want to see these real

things a part of our own culture and

tradition, and we want our fellow coun-

trymen to appreciate and love those

things we felt in France, and to graft
them into the scheme of life. Because
we have begun to realize and to believe

that they are really worth living for, be-

cause we know there is a way of life

more gracious and charming and pleas-
ant which can not be found amid rush
and noise and muddle, and because we
deeply need and desire that same peace
of spirit and that sense of the true

values of living which we found in those

lands which have learned that in beauty
and simplicity one touches life at the

source.

Karl Springer Cate

Correspondence
Mexico and the League

To the Editors of The Review:
What makes the Mexicans behave so?

Is it just pure devilishness, or is there
some outside influence egging them on?
There may be some truth in both sug-
gestions, but it is very far from being
the whole story. The bottom fact is

that they hate us and fear us—hate us
because they fear us.

But why should they hate us? We
don't mean them any harm. It would
seem as if that were evident from the
almost pusillanimous treatment they
have received from us ever since the fall
of Diaz. Haven't we borne with hu-
miliating patience insults and injuries
that we would not have endured for a mo-
ment from a nation of our own size?

Very true. But we do queer things
to Mexico which the Mexicans re-

gard as harm to them, and which we
should regard as harm to us, if we were
Mexicans. And we mean them as much
in peace as in war. Most of us mean
them, without knowing it.

How so? Just this; we feel that,
not only there should be sufficient law
and order in Mexico so that our citizens
on the frontier shall be secure in their
lives and property, but also that they
should be free to go and come in Mex-
ico, and to take their part in the devel-
opment of its natural resources. There
is where the shoe pinches. For what
does this development of natural re-
sources mean to the Mexican? Servi-
tude, does it not? They will inevitably
become the subordinates, the employees,
while the Gringoes buy up the land and
own the country. Nor will these Grin-
goes, Americans mostly, be of the type
of which we are most proud. Few will
go into Mexico, except on the chance of
making "big money." Consideration for
the rights and aspirations of the "Da-
goes" and "Greasers" will not be their
prime characteristic.
On the other hand, of course, the

Mexicans do not want war with us.

They realize well enough that war means
not only defeat, but something like per-
manent occupation. It is the same fate
they see before them whether it be
peace or war. Is it any wonder they
do not like us?
What they really want is that we shall

keep out, and leave them alone; so, more
or less of set purpose, they are making
it as hot as possible for all foreigners
who try to do business in their country.
So far as I can judge, about every con-
ceivable method has been tried to this
end.

But, how about our side of it? Can
we continue to permit border raids, and
the maltreatment of our citizens in Mex-
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ico, even if it be under the forms of law?

Evidently not
But do we want to go in there with

a big army of occupation and hold the

country in subjection for an indefinite

number of years in order to secure the

advantages named? Evidently that is

what would be involved. Undoubtedly
we could do it, but it isn't altogether an

attractive prospect
We have many real grievances; but

it doesn't look quite right that we
should constitute ourselves the com-

plaining witness, prosecuting attorney,

judge, jury, executioner, and residuary

legatee all in one. We might go in with

the highest motives; but the rest of the

world would never believe it, and after

a while the residuary legatee end of the

business would loom large in the minds
of many of us. The rest of the world
would never have any doubt of it from
the beginning. In particular, all Latin

America would regard us with fierce ha-

tred, not likely to die out for many gen-
erations. They would say: "So this is

what the Monroe Doctrine means. It is

just what we have known for some time,
and here is the proof of it." And the
other Latin nations of the world would
chime in, Italy doubtless with a jeer or

two about Fiume, and a suggestion
about straining at gnats, and the rest.

France would remind us that we ob-

jected pretty strongly when she tried

something of the same kind. Japan
would certainly feel aggrieved, and
England would not like it any too well,

though she might in some measure un-
derstand our attitude.

Then some one would be sure to say,
"So this

is_ why you wouldn't join the

League of Nations." Of course it

wouldn't be true as to most of those who
have opposed the League, but it would
look unpleasantly like it. Provided the
Senate continues to make it impossible
for us to join it, there would seem to be
a rather unfortunate coincidence. Some
might even go so far as to compare the
case of Mr. Jenkins with that of the
Crown Prince of Austria at Serajevo.
It wouldn't be fair, of course, but there
would be something almost devilish in
the parallel.

So, if we went into Mexico, we should
have to be on our guard against most of
the other nations of the world, and we
should have to keep it up as long as we
were in there. Doubtless we can "lick
all creation," but the prospect of being
ready to do so at all times for many
years to come isn't altogether to our
minds. We are good fighters, but we
don't enjoy perpetual military disci-

pline. It goes against the grain, and the
cost is enormous.

Is there then no other solution of the
difficulty? Why should all these other na-
tions turn against us, when all we want
is to protect our frontiers and the rights

of our citizens? Does not the main
source of the difficulty lie in our consti-

tuting ourselves judge, jury, and all the

rest, in our own cause? Civilization

got beyond that method with regard to

individuals many centuries ago. It

worked badly. Several centuries later

it got beyond that method as between
barons and other subordinate poten-
tates. Now it has begun to look askance
at it even between sovereign states.

This was really one of the issues of the
Great War, when we come to think of

it. The fact that other nations did not
like the way Austria proposed to settle

her difficulties with Serbia, was what
began the trouble, and the question was
not altogether lost sight of up to the
end. And it is we who have done much
to bring the world to this conclusion. It

is not only that we fought in France,
but we have been pretty strenuous ad-

vocates of international arbitration for
some time past.

Would it not then be well for us to

obtain judgment, before we proceed to

execution? "But the case is absolutely

clear," will be the reply. Even so, a

judgment from some one not directly
interested would be of value. But the
case is not altogether so clear in every
respect, as we have seen. There is no
doubt about the grievance, but there is

grave doubt and difficulty about the ap-
plication of the remedy. It is because of

Mexico's very weakness that any appli-
cation of force is so difficult a proceed-
ing, and of this Mexico herself is well
aware. If there were no alternative we
must sooner or later brave all these

troubles; but there is. The League of
Nations has been constituted partly to
meet just such circumstances. Its

judgment would preclude interference
and unfair condemnation of us on the

part of other nations. It is conceivable
that it might even bring home to the
Mexicans a sense of the intolerable na-
ture of their conduct, and it would at
least warn them that they must not count
on the sympathy of other nations if

there is no improvement in the lot of

foreigners in their country. The judg-
ment of a court in which members of
Latin nations took part would have
weight with them. It is quite possible
that means of some sort could be pro-
vided that would bring her to terms
without the necessity of an American
occupation.

Theodore D. Bacon
Salem, Massachusetts, December 3

A New French Periodical

To the Editors of The Review:
We are on the point of carrying

through a project which I have had at
heart for some time. Our best-known
writers, the most distinguished profes-

sors at the Sorbonne and even our more
educated public men are anxious to see

prevail in France one of the most neces-

sary things among all free peoples—a
true and thorough knowledge of foreign
lands. In order to help bring this about,
our plan is to found an organ which will

instruct and address itself to the grand
mass of the French public and to all

those foreigners who read our language.
For many years, too many in fact, our lit-

erary publications have, because of a sort
of intellectual flaccidity— your late

President Roosevelt would have called it

mollycoddleness, I think—been taking
no interest in trying to enlighten and
instruct their readers. In these periodi-
cals history, geography, customs, morals,
laws, ideas are all ignored, and we are
told nothing of the feelings and aspira-
tions of other generations and other peo-
ples. In a word, everything is neglected
that has made and still makes the world
about us, the result being that the
France of to-day does not sufficiently
understand anything beyond its own
borders. Nor is this ignorance confined
to my own countrymen. The discussions
at the Peace Conference showed how
poorly informed was even the intellectual

and political elite of the present day in

all parts of the globe. Consequently, it

is the desire of the best minds of French

university circles to create a review
which will present in an entertaining
and varied form, illuminating and attrac-

tive at one and the same time, the com-
mon results of universal erudition to a
vast public which asks nothing better

than to be instructed, provided it is done
in a pleasing fashion. I may add that

among our stockholders is a member of

the French Academy as well as a great
manufacturer, which shows how our idea

appeals to various classes of our society.
Leon Charpentier

Formerly Editor of the Revue Hebdom-
adaire and the Revue Mondiale

Paris, November 30

The American Philological

Association

To the Editors of The Review:

The usual joint meeting of the Amer-
ican Philological Association and the

Archaeological Institute of America will

be held this year, December 29-31, at

the University of Pittsburgh, and not
at the University of Toronto as original-

ly planned. A large gathering of repre-
sentative college men, from both Canada
and the United States, is expected. The
Philological Association celebrates this

year the fiftieth anniversary of its foun-

dation, and a programme of unusual in-

terest has been prepared to honor the

occasion.

G. M. Whicher
New York, December 10
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Book Reviews
The Human Side of the

Labor Problem
Industrial Goodwill. By John R. Com-

mons. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company.

THE writings of Professor Commons
upon questions relating to labor al-

ways command attention. They do so
for a variety of reasons, chief of which
is an earnest desire of the author to

clarify the discussion for the man in

the street by presenting both the theory
and the practice of the matter in as sim-

ple and direct a fashion as possible.
His latest book is no exception to the

rule. There is nothing in it that the
least gifted of intelligent persons can not
understand. There is in it, also, a wealth
of common sense and clear thinking.
The labor problem as it exists to-day

may be discussed either from the point
of view of the practical man who finds

his evidence in actual experience or from
the point of view of the theorist; a view
that may be really more practical than
that of the practical man, but neverthe-
less a view that is based upon a study
of the problem in a detached, scientific

way as an interested spectator rather
than as an actual actor. Carnegie's

"Triumphant Democracy" is an example
of the first view; Commons's "Industrial

Goodwill" of the second.

The first three chapters of "Industrial

Goodwill" are devoted to an abbreviated
but lucid discussion of the various the-

ories respecting labor which have held

sway in the United States since we be-

came a manufacturing nation. There is

the commodity theory, determined sole-

ly by demand and supply without refer-

ence to outside factors of any kind ; there

is the machinery theory in which labor

is not a commodity—its value deter-

mined by demand and supply—but each

laborer is a machine, the value of which
is determined by the quantity of its

product. This is the so-called scientific

management theory, brought into such

prominence a few years ago by Mr. F.

W. Taylor. As Professor Commons
points out, the commodity theory is the

merchant's theory of buying and sell-

ing. The machinery theory is the engi-
neer's theory of economy and output.
Man is, after all, the most marvelous
and productive of all forces of Nature.

He is a mechanism of unknown possi-

bilities. Treated as a commodity, he is

finished and ready for sale. Treated

as a machine, he is an operating organ-
ism to be economized. But is that all?

To organize the needs of industry in ac-

cordance with either or both of these

theories leaves to the laborer a bleak

outlook of hazardous, unremitting toil

such as even the most ignorant might
recuse to tolerate. And it indicates to

the employer that, having organized
along the foregoing lines, nothing fur-
ther need be expected in the way of re-

ducing costs, cutting labor turnover, and
avoiding the general dislocation of the
business household when machine-made
human nature suddenly reverts to type
and starts smashing the industrial
furniture. Now the trouble with both
these theories is not that they are false
but that they are incomplete. They do
not tell the whole story. It is perfect-
ly true that you can not alter absolutely
the law of supply and demand. You can-
not afford nor do you care to give up
the lower costs that come from improved
machinery and economy of manual op-
eration. But you can modify these laws
and these theories so that they will fit

not only the cases which you devise but
a greater number of cases of which per-
haps you have never thought. If you
consistently underpay labor, if you al-

ways consider the worker as a machine
fit for your endless number of time and
motion experiments, you will make
profits so long as no outside conditions
arise. Buch such conditions often do
arise. Prosperity comes, labor is in more
demand and becomes correspondingly
more aggressive. The cloud of griev-
ances, unknown and unaccounted for in

your scheme of things, finally settles

down upon you. It bursts, and the strike

deluge swirls through your labor ranks
with devastating effect. When the storm
is over you view the wreckage with
amazement. Your theories collapse and
all and more than all which has been

gained in the days gone by is lost as a
result of this sudden, mystifying be-

havior of your workers.

For what reason was this behavior so

mystifying? Because the goodwill the-

ory of labor had been overlooked. Prac-

tical-minded employers will be inclined

to scoff at this theory. It is intangible,
it operates unseen, it can not be cut,

dried, measured and sold. Yet its force

is greater than any other pertaining to

labor and its wilful disregard hastens

disaster with remarkable regularity.

Why? Because the goodwill theory of

labor is based upon a study of the mo-
tives and feelings of men. And there

are no forces in human nature that re-

act quicker upon men's actions than those

forces which govern their instincts and
their desires. Thwart them—and trouble

begins to brew. Give them free play—
those, of course, which are worthy—
and hidden abilities of incalculable

strength are loosened to come to your
aid. So it is that the goodwill theory
of labor assumes its position along with

the commodity and machinery theory.

It is not complete in itself. Neither are

they. It supplements them and, with its

aid as with their aid, we are enabled

to meet the labor situation in a broader

way, a more scientific way and ultimate-

ly, therefore, a more profitable way.

The problem of industrial goodwill is

not alone concerned with the laborer. It

is a matter of public importance as well.

It permeates our whole social structure
and touches the lives of each of us. Our
national Government recognizes this

fact, as shown by its creation of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, a body organ-
ized to help eliminate unfair competition
and thus safeguard commercial goodwill.
State governments recognize it also by
the passage of many goodwill measures,
such as workmen's compensation, limit-

ing the working hours for women, aboli-

tion of child labor. Legislation supple-
ments goodwill and the goodwill of

enlightened employers blazes the path for

legislation.

This is, in brief, Professor Commons's
explanation of the goodwill theory as it

affects the laborer and the public. The
rest of his book, excluding the last two
chapters, is devoted to an explanation of

goodwill as it affects the thoughts and
acts of employers, and its practical ap-
plication by them in their industrial
relations.

For instance, if, as employers, we ac-

cept this theory, we immediately con-
cern ourselves with the question of un-

employment. Recognizing the value of a
trained force we do everything possible
to keep this force intact in bad times as
well as good. We make an intensive study
of the labor market and lend a hand
towards helping any concerted move-
ment that has for its aim the employ-
ment of the full labor resources of our
community. In addition, we seriously
consider and adopt, if possible, such
beneficent plans as the insurance of our
employees against the four great hazards
of industry, death, disability, disease,
and old age. We establish courses for
our employees to make them better
Americans and better workmen. We lis-

ten to their grievances and act upon
them if they are just. We try to buy
their loyalty and their enthusiasm, not

by pretentious-looking, paternalistically
endowed libraries and hospitals, but by
genuine every-day fair play. In short,
we treat them not as things, but as men.
There is one more step to be taken

in discussing the goodwill theory. It

is the way in which our nation itself is

concerned in its application. To quote
Professor Commons:
"No nation hereafter, not even Amer-

ica, can live to itself alone. America
has come out of the war the one great
industrial power of the world. Other
nations are bankrupt. America is their
creditor. America has the capital, the

resources, the shipping, the man-power.
America may use its power as Germany
tried to do. It may subsidize its capi-
talists and trusts and make a science of

dumping. It may make other nations

eventually its enemies. Or it may sub-
mit its excessive power to be regulated
in partnership and equality with other
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free nations. The struggles of the fu-

ture are industrial. The world may be

governed by supply and demand, and

America will win by superior control

over supply. Or the world may be gov-

erned in partnership and America will

take an equal chance of winning in the

face of international goodwill."

This book does not pretend to be an

exhaustive treatise of the subject. It

merely points the way. But in spite of

its brevity it proves with conviction that

goodwill in industry, as indeed in every

other walk of life, is a factor of first

magnitude. The religious maxim of

"Peace on earth, goodwill to men" is

not only good morals, it is good business.

Nothing releases the surging forces that

struggle for expression in each man's

heart so effectively as the feeling that

each separate bundle of cares, desires,

and abilities are being properly recog-

nized and dealt with. And a release

of these forces into the proper channels,

a study of the creative ability of each

individual means more work, better

work, loyalty and enthusiasm beyond
measure.

The President's Methods at

the Peace Conference

What Wilson Dm At Paris. By Ray
Stannard Baker. New York: Double-

day, Page & Co.

MR.
BAKER has the distinction of

outliving Colonel House in the in-

timacy of the President, being, at the

close of the Peace Conference, the most
eminent American who remained in his

confidence. The American journalist,

after Colonel House fell into disfavor,

played repeatedly the part of Councillor

of the President, as well as that of emis-

sary from and to the American and
other newspaper correspondents, and
sometimes to and from statesmen.

Mr. Baker had a remarkable position :

he was in charge of the American Press
Bureau. He had access at all times to

the American Delegation at their head-

quarters at the Hotel Crillon, and he
visited the President once or twice a

day. As one of the correspondents who
dealt with Mr. Baker daily (I repre-
sented the New York Tribune), it gives
me pleasure to record his eminent fair-

ness and generosity. He and his assist-

ant, Arthur Sweetser, never failed to

treat the correspondents liberally. But
while I hold Mr. Baker in high personal
esteem, I can not regard his statement of
the case of the Peace Conference as

just.

For example, it is known that the Al-
lied statesmen, after President Wilson
left Paris to visit the United States for
a month in February, were alarmed at
the attitude of the Republican Senators,
and persuaded Colonel House to agree
to a preliminary treaty with Germany

which excluded the League of Nations

Covenant. Colonel House took the docu-

ment and agreements down to Brest

when he met President Wilson on March
18. After that day, the fact that Colonel

House was no longer in the confidence

of the President was fully realized in a

certain inner circle in Paris. Mr. Baker

says :

He (President Wilson) had been absent
from the deliberations for exactly one
month. When he arrived in Paris on March
14 he discovered to his amazement the im-

pression everywhere prevailing that a pre-

liminary peace with Germany would soon

be made which would contain no reference

to the League of Nations. Certain news-

papers, and all the opponents of the League,
were saying quite openly that the League
was dead; for they well knew that if it

were left for discussion to some future con-

ference, after all the essential questions in

the war with Germany had been settled, it

would come to nothing; it would be talked

to death. These opponents of the League
were jubilant over the prospect. . . .

When President Wilson found out what
the situation really was he acted with

stunning directness and audacity. On
March 15, just twenty-four hours after

he set foot in Paris, he authorized the press
bureau of the Peace Conference, of which

I was director, to issue at once the follow-

ing statement:
"The President said to-day that the de-

cision made at the Peace Conference in its

Plenary Session January 25, 1919, to the

effect that the establishment of a League
of Nations should be made an integral part

of the Treaty of Peace is of final force

and that there is no basis whatever for

the reports that a change in this decision

was contemplated." , .

This bold act fell like a bombshell in

Paris; and in Europe. A shot from Big
Bertha could not have caused greater con-

sternation.

Mr. Baker does not, can not, of course,

give all the facts. He does not say that

the President took this action apparently

without consulting the Allied statesmen

or even informing them, nor does he say

that Colonel House was dropped because

he came to sympathize with the points

of view of many of the European di-

plomatists, against whom the President

had determinedly set himself in his

fight, as it was put, for his Fourteen

Points.

Mr. Baker says nothing of the fact

that scores of members of the Presi-

dent's Peace Commission, for one rea-

son or another, turned against him and

that at the conclusion of the Conference

he had no man of the four he had per-

sonally selected as delegates who was

willing or whom he would permit to re-

main in Paris as his representative. The

President could not or would not delegate

Colonel House, nor Mr. Lansing, nor Mr.

White, nor General Bliss, but had to

come back to America and send Mr.

Polk to take his place—though he with-

held authority from him to make serious

decisions. It was a sorry situation when

the formerly crowded Hotel Crillon was

deserted by dozens at a time of the hun-

dreds of men who had come to Paris

six months earlier in the highest hopes.
With radicals like Bullitt and conserva-
tives like Lansing the situation was the
same. Mr. Baker, obviously, could not

put any of this information into "What
Wilson Did at Paris," holding this, as
he does, a great victory.
The last paragraphs of Chapter 7,

dealing with the President's threat to
leave the Conference, are characteristi-

cally graphic:

But in spite of his illness—and a terrible
kind of aloneness, for it seemed at that time
that everyone in the world was against
him!—he would not give in. His physical
illness seemed only to harden his determina-
tion. I went to see him the first day that
he was up. I found him in his study, fully
dressed, but looking thin and somewhat
pale. A slight hollowness of the cheeks
emphasized the extraordinary size and lu-

minosity of his eyes. It was clear, from
what he said, that a crisis had been reached,
and that he was determined now to stop
further delay and bring the questions in
the Conference to a final issue. The Allies
had agreed among themselves and agreed
with Germany upon certain general princi-
ples of justice to be observed in the settle-

ment, and the whole course of the Conference
up to that time had been made up of a series
of attempts to break over these agreements,
to impose harder terms, get territory, levy
impossible indemnities. The time had now
arrived when there had to be a decision
as between the two struggling purposes of
the Conference.
He was very quiet in expressing his final

decision, but gave an impression of un-
alterable determination. I felt, at the mo-
ment, that nothing but a supreme faith
in Almighty God and in the Tightness of
his course, could have sustained him at that
moment.
And when he has made up his mind, he

can strike—as he did a number of times
at Paris—with stunning boldness, audacity.
On April 7 he acted—and the action fell

like a thunderbolt. It was so unexpected,
so challenging, so final, that half the news-
papers would not at first believe it. He
ordered the George Washington, which was
then under repair at Brooklyn, to sail im-

mediately for Brest. Our Press Bureau
was directed to make the bare announce-
ment without explanation. But no explana-
tion was necessary; it was clear to everyone
that the President had reached the extreme
limit of his patience and that he was de-

manding a showdown. It was no bluff;
either the settlement was to be on the prin-
ciples laid down, or else he was prepared to

sail for home. . . .

And this statement symbolized a turning
point in the Conference. There was an
immediate toning down of the demands, and
a new effort on every hand to get together.
Above all, there was a marked change in

the attitude of the press towards the Presi-

dent. His bold gesture had cleared the

air, and from that moment forward the

progress was much more rapid and decisive.

A week later, on April 14, so advanced was
the work on the Treaty that the Germans
were summoned to Versailles.

From the final paragraph it would ap-

pear that the capitulations were made

mostly by the Allies, but, as a matter of

fact, they had come pretty nearly to the

end of their concession-making, and it

was really the President who made most,

indeed a formidable series, of surren-

ders. The President and the American
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Delegation had tried for a long time to
make it appear that he was the great
new world knight-errant battling against
cunning and selfish opponents. There
was all too much of this, an amazing
amount of it, given the correspondents
daily. It was hoped and expected that
when the President tacitly gave his ul-

timatum to Lloyd George and Clemen-
ceau, they would capitulate and all

America would rise behind the Presi-
dent. But neither of these things hap-
pened. Stocks did not fall in New York
and, as one prominent paper stated edi-

torially, the President couldn't expect
America either to back him or repudiate
his action, because America did not know
what he was definitely contending for
in the interpretation of his indefinite

Fourteen Points.

Mr. Baker makes it appear that the
loss of point one, "Open covenants open-
ly arrived at," was due to the European
practice of diplomacy behind closed

doors. But there was no reason why
the President, who the author correctly

says was a tower of courage, should not
have caused Mr. Baker to deal in com-
plete confidence with the American press
instead of doling out, as he says, capsules
of information. And the President was
even less considerate of Congress, which
he had promised to keep informed. Mr.
Baker attempts a hopeless task in trying
to whitewash the President on "open
diplomacy." Frequently Colonel House
and Mr. Lansing did not know exactly
what he was doing.
The book criticizes the French press

and a part of the British (that which is

not called "Liberal") for its veiled and
unveiled attacks on the President. Mr.
Baker appears to have forgotten the
merciless attacks, in which he partici-

pated, that were daily launched, to the
end of the President's stay, by most of
the Americans against the French, the

British, the Italians, and others. In one
or two places in the book the work of
the Germans is denounced. So it was
at the Hotel Crillon—once in a while.

Most of the time, however, one or other
of the Allies, particularly the French,
was the enemy of the towering repre-
sentative of America and the new world
order of things.
The book has apology in places for

the failure of its hero to accomplish the
full measure of his ideals. But consider
what the situation in Europe would be

to-day if Woodrow Wilson had succeeded
in forcing his ideas on the hundred or

more of the ablest statesmen in the world
who were gathered there in Paris. There
can be little doubt that the peace would
have been a German and a Bolshevik

peace. The blockade of Germany would
have been lifted immediately, though it

is still a necessary instrument in bring-

ing Germany to terms. The President

sought that on his first arrival in Paris.

Germany would have been left intact if
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the President had had his way, and would
have incorporated Austria, making the
German "block" the largest national fac-
tor on the European Continent, especial-
ly menacing to France and Italy since
the destruction of Russia as a military
factor. Germany would have had a place
at the peace conference had Mr. Wilson's
desires prevailed, participating in the
early discussions of the numerous settle-
ments that had to be made.
He struggled to get the Bolsheviki

recognized in fact, if indirectly, and to
have negotiations started between the
Allies and them—although on his return
to this country he argued in various
speeches in the West that unless the
treaty was ratified promptly, Bolshevism
would be a serious menace.

Mr. Baker speaks of the ceaseless la-

bor of the President, who strove to get
at the bottom of all questions, and of his
numerous engagements and how he met
all sorts of people. On one occasion,
while on the same day having some
twenty meetings and conferences, and
composing a message to Congress, the
President found time to receive two
peasants from the frontiers of Poland,
clad in sheepskins and distinctly odorous.
Had the President's practices been fun-

damentally sound, he would never have
attempted to perform such a mass of
work himself, but would have chosen the
ablest staff of assistants that America
could produce, instead of an oddly mixed
group with serious disagreements at its

very top, between Colonel House and
Mr. Lansing and the President, for ex-

ample, and radical differences of view
between its so-called Liberal elements
and the serious-minded men of experi-
ence. On one occasion early in the peace
negotiations at Paris, a leading Eng-
lish statesman, who seemed to have no
doubt of the President's personal ambi-

tions, said quite frankly, "We have

enough of the President's dictations here

in Paris and do not want to inflict our-

selves with a perpetuation of them."

A man willing to labor with, instead of

against, experienced and honest diplo-

mats (American and Allied), could have

had a practical, effective league of na-

tions now in operation; instead of which

the whole international cause has cer-

tainly been seriously impaired by Mr.

Wilson's personal methods.

The treaty which President Wilson

brought back from Paris is by no means

a Wilson peace. Most of the treaty is

sound because able Europeans had a hand

in its drafting. It was serious work
those men had to perform—to bring Mr.

Wilson to terms against his will : to risk

antagonizing America, from whom their

countries need so much assistance; and

at the same time to lead their own people,

through their newspapers, to skip light-

ly over the dangerous doctrines which

the President and his agents (notably

Mr. Creel) had sought to propagate. It

was no mean work that they had to per-
form. But Mr. Baker gives them credit
for scarcely anything but sinister, de-

signing motives.

Frederick Moore

"Troubles of Our Own"
All Roads Lead to Calvary. By Jerome

K. Jerome. New York: Dodd, Mead &
Company.

Polly Masson. By William H. Moore.
New York: E. P. Dutton & Company.

THE
unhandiest thing about the late

slump in civilization is that all the
troubles of the world seem suddenly to

have become "troubles of our own." Our
more ambitious fiction of the hour is

trying to help us reckon what all these
troubles come to, lumped together, and
how we are to deal with them. We
must, it is clear, be up and on our way,
but whither?—in pursuit of what,—
grail of faith, or star of personal des-

tiny, or one's nose of self-interest, or
cross of service, or banner of some new
regime, or perfumed taper of aesthetic

response?—or will-o'-wisp of sensual-
ism?
Here are two sober and thoughtful at-

tempts to see things as they are and
have been and will be in these forcing
years. "All Roads Lead to Calvary" is

written in the mood of "The Passing of
the Third Floor Back." But the earlier

story sprang from the period of stag-
nant, yet uneasy calm which preceded the

great storm. The note of it was, What
are we, and what is going to happen to

us, without Love? The note of the later

story is, "What has happened to us, and
how are we to rise from it, without
Love?" ... It is odd that though Mr.
Jerome is older than the group or school

of novelists whom we recognize as more
than anything else "Wellsian," though
he came into the Victorian world some
years earlier than Mr. Wells himself,
and found it a far more congenial place,

he has gradually acquired the Wellsian
or Georgian method. A chief trait of

this method is that it produces the nar-
rative as a sort of informal talk issuing,
for our benefit, from the inner conscious-

ness of the protagonist, who is theoret-

ically not the author. The Britling book
is one continuous emission of impres-
sions; so, in its more trifling vein, was
the Mr. Polly book, long since. So, with
the girl Joan as recorder, is "All Roads
Lead to Calvary." Our opening situation

is purely Wellsian: the modern girl who
has cut away from her stodgy, dissenting
provincial household (Liverpool or there-

abouts), and gained foothold as a jour-
nalist in London. She is Girton-equipped,
of course; beautiful, intelligent, and
with ears attuned to almost every zephyr
of modernism. She plans to reform the

world, falls in love with a married man,
plays suffragette, says farewell to love;
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"carries on." . . . We can see Messrs.

Wells and Company dealing with these

materials. Joan would promptly and al-

most carelessly come to terms of phys-

ical mating with her man. After a while

the connection might prove worth elop-

ing for, or might cease to seem of any

particular importance, and thus quietly

lapse with no harm done to either party
or his wife. Mr. Jerome does not "see

it that way." He has a very different

idea of what a Joan is. It does not occur

as necessary to create either a Woman
or a God in his own image, in order to

feel at home with them. He has no spe-

cial scunner against marriage or other

sacraments. He does not see the world

saved by theory or law or the most in-

genious and latest of specifics with the

Wellsian trademark. He is, we confess,

reactionary and sentimental; and as well

content to make the breast swell with hu-

man kindness and the eye dim with pity

as ever was the absurd and deathless car-

icaturist Dickens, or the notorious sen-

timentalist Thackeray.
However, like the other novel before

us, it is chiefly interesting as a story
which in some degree embodies the

spectacle of our time. Through Joan's

eyes we behold the confusion and hys-
teria and manifold "unrest" that pref-
aced the war; madness of self-seeking
and madness of world-propaganda:

They were to be found on every corner:
the reformers who could not reform them-
selves. The believers in universal brother-
hood who hated half the people. The de-
nouncers of tyranny demanding lamp-posts
for their opponents. The bloodthirsty
preachers of peace. The moralists who
had persuaded themselves that every wrong
was justified provided they were fighting
for the right. The deaf shouters of jus-
tice. . . .

This Joan is, after all, safe in the con-

fusion, with her old-fashioned amulets
of conscience and right feeling. She re-

mains clean of body and soul, she suffers

and serves; and her journey is not in

vain : "The road to Calvary ! It was the
road to life. By the giving up of self we
gained God."
The meretricious feature of "Polly

Masson" is its title. The book is clumsy
and inert in so far as its "heart interest"
is concerned, and very much alive in
other respects. Polly herself is hardly
more than a suggestive sketch of a rec-

ognizable type. We don't quite believe
in the part she is supposed to play in the
development of the action. That action
is slight and loose-knit, despite the au-
thor's evident wish to concede his read-
ers their due commodity of "plot." But
many of the people in the book and all

the ideas are singularly alive. The egre-
gious Benjamin Body with his schemes
for world-domination by the "Anglo-
Saxon" may be a fantastic and almost
farcical figure. But Lamed is a credible
and interesting person in himself, as
well as an illuminating commentator.

The most salient and not the least influ-

ential figure upon the scene, however, is

the "Man With the Sponge," the old

farmer, whom, with Lamed, we meet
but once as if by chance, on a train, but
who is more genuinely than Polly Mas-
son an awakening influence for Larned.

Throughout the book we feel the spirit
of the old enthusiast hovering, and not
in vain.

The time is supposed to be the near
future, with the war well behind, and
the special disturbances following the
war safely weathered. Nationalism still

exists, old issues of private rights and
public welfare are still being fought out,
the no-race, no-class millennium is still

appreciably beyond the horizon. In Can-
ada, our immediate scene, the old antag-
onisms of farmer and manufacturer, of

capital and labor, of the two racial

stocks, of the national and the imperial
ideas, are still unadjusted. In Larned's
conversion from the role of practical pol-
itician, rising steadily on the tide of per-
sonal and party advancement, to that of
humble and honest seeker for truth
and justice, we see a hopeful omen. His
star has set as a figure of public au-
thority and power, but his day of real
service has dawned. To two special
causes he has given his allegiance, the
rights of the French-Canadian, and the
rights of the farmer. He is convinced
also of the beneficent uses of capital, of
the competitive system, and of free
trade.

And as the basis of his creed he has
adopted the article urged upon him by
the old "Man with the Sponge": that
the State is sick under the politicians'
inoculations of privilege. Special privi-
leges cast as sops to capital, or labor, or
agriculture, are alike breeders of dis-
ease. Especially deadly to the workers
on the land are the special privileges
wrested from the State by organized
labor; yet upon the land all stable so-

ciety must rest. The matter is summed
up in Larned's reply to the deputation
of strikers who are threatening to para-
lyze industry if their arbitrary demands
for privilege are not at once granted by
the Government:

The hundred-acre farm is the foundation
of all our industry. You of the shop can-
not compete with the men of the shop else-
where. At present, fully thirty per cent of
your wages is not earned out of your
product; it is contributed by men in unpro-
tected industries under laws passed in the
belief that diversified industry is in the gen-
eral interest of the State. But is any Gov-
ernment justified in compelling men who
work ten hours and twelve hours a day to
hand over a part of their earnings to men
who refuse to work more than eight hours a
day?

A pregnant question, surely, for the
radical American of our own latitude
and period to answer for himself, in all

candor.

H. W. BOYNTON

The Run ofthe Shelves

MR.
PUNCH'S History of the Great

War" (Stokes) contains 170 car-
toons and the best occasional verse and
prose from the war issues. Of the Brit-
ish spirit this is a significant document.
There could be no more resolute and
successful endeavor to smile down grief
and care. In morale Punch must have
been a potent factor. Bernard Part-
ridge maintains the tradition of the
serious political cartoon with distinction.
"Ghosts at Versailles" is worthy of
Tenniel himself. For the more intimate
humors of the struggle Raven Hill is

an admirable interpreter. Bateman,
relatively a newcomer, is capital in bur-
lesque and fertile in invention. Nothing
better shows the imperturbability of Mr.
Punch than that the intervention of the
United States passes almost unnoticed.
Britain had grown too used to doing for
herself to waste words on a new ally.
It is precisely the absence of the inter-

national mind, a pretty cheap commodity
at present, which makes this album re-

freshing. It will be doing an intelligent

guest a good turn to put it on the guest-
room table.

"When I Come Back" (Houghton Mif-

flin) is the brief record of the military
life of a young American soldier, a law-

yer of infirm physique, sensitive appe-
tite and shrinking habits, who, after a
few months of arduous drill and a few
weeks of manly service, died from the
sliver of a flying shell on November 1

in the Argonne. The story is quiet and
the man taciturn, and it requires some
art and a great deal of feeling on the

part of Henry Sydnor Harrison, the nar-

rator, to make this opacity transparent
and this silence articulate. Mr. Harri-

son, whose command of English and of

better things than English is unques-
tionable, has done his work with an art

which can not hide his tenderness, and
which his tenderness veils but does not
hide. One would like to have been the
author of such a book; one would like to

have been its theme.
Stories of this kind are valuable to us

at the present moment; they rescue the
war. We have seen what negotiators and
Prime Ministers and Senators have made
of the fruits of other men's unstinted

sacrifice; it is good to get back to the

simple valor of the trenches. What
would the knapsack have thought of the

green bag? The question is not one to

be hastily or rashly answered. Perhaps
men like this young lawyer, who faced

the terrors of the work without flinch-

ing, would have faced with serenity the

imperfections of the result. The deduc-

tions which human nature is sure to

make from the just rewards of sacrifice

are one of the things by which sacrifice is
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intensified and ennobled. We pay twice

for liberty. We pay in blood at York-
town and Gettysburg, at Chateau-

Thierry and St. Mihiel. We pay in fu-

tilities, procrastinations, relapses, and

bickerings at the conferences of diplo-

matists and the sessions of Legislatures.

After all, what choice have we? What
if the price paid on the Meuse and in

the Argonne be terrible, if the price paid
on the Quai d'Orsay and in the Senate

chamber be ignominious? Liberty is

worth them both.

Mr. Frederick Fairchild Sherman's

eight essays in "American Painters of

Yesterday and To-day" are an agree-
able by-product of his editorship of

Art in America. Mr. Sherman is

not an analytical, hence not a very

penetrating critic, but he has the grace
of good taste and trained enthusiasm.

In particular he has a knack in the choice

of a subject, and often brings out neg-
lected aspects of his themes which are

worth while. He treats, for example,
the delightful miniature landscapes by
Francis Murphy and Winslow Homer's

early figure pieces which have a quality
of color often lacking in his marines.

A sketch of Dwight Tryon carries one

from the Cazin-like solidity of his be-

ginnings to his later evanescent style.

George Fuller, Wyatt Eaton, Arthur B.

Davies, Harry W. Watrous, and the pa-
triarch Benjamin West are similarly hit

off with brevity and discretion. The
book is fastidiously made at Mr. Sher-

man's own press, has thirty-one collo-

type illustrations, and the edition is

limited to five hundred copies.

A believer in reincarnation and multi-

ple personality might well imagine that

the souls of Nietzsche, Ignatius Donnelly,
and the evangelist Moody had formed an
entente cordiale in the person of Mr.
Snell Smith, the author of "America's

Tomorrow" (Britton Publishing Com-
pany). Mr. Smith sets up a theory of

mechanical expansion for nations. After

just three hundred years of preparation,

every great power will have reached an
ambition which can only be satisfied by
conquest. Its dominion will reach to

precisely three hundred years when it

in turn will give way to the next. This

is a providential process which can be

proved out of history. America's climax

will come in 1938. If shortly thereafter

she manages to create a world state, in-

ternationally governed, she may avoid

her otherwise inevitable decline. All this

is demonstrated out of the book of

"Revelations," by skilful inference from
"the number of the east," etc. Amateurs
of this sort of prophecy and cosmology
will doubtless find the book stimulating.

To doubters it will merely seem raw and

extravagant.

The Established
Church of England

IT
is difficult to turn from the absorb-

ing political and economical events of
the day to the less urgent subject of the
Established Church of England. Yet,
if one would keep in view the entire

field of contemporary English life one
must—for the moment, at any rate—in-

clude in a survey, however cursory, cer-

tain suggestive movements in the Estab-
lished Church. To put it shortly, there
is now before Parliament a measure
popularly termed the Enabling Bill. Be-
fore these notes are printed it may have
become a statute, for it has already
passed the House of Lords, and it has
been read a second time in the House of

Commons. The object of this legisla-
tion is to establish a representative
Church Assembly, and also some smaller

local bodies. To the first is transferred

many of the powers of Parliament itself

in relation to the Church of England.
Those who are in favor of the Bill urge
that the change will increase the effi-

ciency of the Church of England as an

organization, those who are opposed to it

regard it as the beginning of the separa-
tion of Church and State—a dangerous,
from their point of view, thin end of a

wedge. Be that as it may, one thing
is clear, that the proposed enactment is

a clear recognition by the Church of its

own present inefficiency as an organized

body, a fact which has been clear for a

long time to impartial observers. That
it has been out of touch with national

feeling has also been apparent, never

more so than during the Great War.
But this Bill, though it may improve or-

ganization, is in no sense an attempt by
the Church to enlarge its influence as

a spiritual force. The hostility of great
numbers of the English people to the

Established Church, which was a notice-

able feature of much of the Victorian

age, has almost disappeared.
In this survey one should not omit

to notice that the change has occurred,

chiefly, because the Church of England
has now but little share in the elemen-

tary education of the country, whether

in towns or rural districts, whilst at

Oxford and Cambridge its influence is

very slight. Nonconformist grievances,

whether in regard to elementary schools

or the ancient universities, have been

remedied, with a consequent decrease

in the influence of the Established

Church. If the Church is no longer

attacked it is also no longer defended.

The Oxford movement has become only

an historical event, and the tendencies

of the High Church party towards

Romanism no longer drive many good

people into a panic nor produce bitter

religious strife. Evolution which was

so disturbing a factor in the last cen-

tury is accepted as something almost

commonplace and only stimulates ingeni-

ous preachers to show how it can be

reconciled with revealed religion. The
Established Church thus exists to-day
tolerated good-naturedly by the nation as

a whole, which maintains that it per-

forms useful social and moral functions,

and regards it as part of the English pol-

ity just as the ancient cathedral and the

mediaeval parish church is a feature of

the English landscape.
The truth is that a national Estab-

lished Church is a complete anachronism.

The Church of England has had its day
and can not be resuscitated as a national

Church. It is, if we regard it from the

point of view of the work it does and
of its religious influence, already dis-

established in fact. Bishops and other

high ecclesiastical functionaries are ap-

pointed by the Crown. No one objects
because the practice hurts no one. It

is not yet disestablished because for the

most part its revenues are provided by
owners of land only and so to the great
mass of the nation its maintenance is no
financial burden. If those revenues were
diverted from the Church they would be
transferred to other public purposes,
so that those who support the Church

compulsorily have no practical reason to

agitate for a change. It remains in

relation to the national welfare a minor
beneficent force, to-day characterized by
the lack of enthusiasm which was so re-

markable in the eighteenth century. It

produces no great divines, such as War-
burton and his predecessors of the seven-

teenth century, who, whatever might
be the value of their forcibly expressed

opinions, gave an intellectual lustre to

the Established Church. Nor has it the

simple emotionalism which is the chief

support of the Nonconformist Churches,
nor the simple-minded and unquestion-

ing devotion of the Roman Catholic

Church to its faith and to its purpose.
The Church of England appeals now,
whole-heartedly, neither to reason or

feeling; it has neither an intellectual

nor an emotional influence.

The system which is created by the

Enabling Bill may possibly make the

Church, as an organization, more effi-

cient, but by removing Church legisla-

tion from Parliament, it greatly weak-

ens, if it does not unknowingly destroy,
the nexus which binds together Church
and State, and it makes of the Estab-
lished Church a body more sectarian and
less national. It is pretty obvious that

if the Established Church becomes nar-
rower and more sectarian, yet retains

advantages, financial and social, from a
connection with the State, it may under
these circumstances arouse the resent-

ment of unendowed religious bodies and
the hostility of those who would regard
its resources as better employed for
secular purposes.

E. S. RoscOE
London, England, November 27
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Drama
Somerset Maugham at the

Liberty Theatre

IN
"Csesar's Wife," in which Miss Billie

Burke is now starring at the Liberty

Theatre, Mr. Somerset Maugham has

moved from London to Cairo. He has

likewise made a second migration—from

fashionable cynicism to emotional inter-

est. There is a great deal of London in

his Cairo, and there is a great deal of

fashionable cynicism in his emotional

play. The smartness, impartially di-

vided between the gowns and the repar-

tees, is all that one could wish. Indeed,

the Maughamisms, if I may coin a word

for those pleasantries which resemble

scimitars in their brightness, their

sharpness, and the symmetry of their

expanding curves, are almost exceptional

in their goodness. It is to the serious

and pathetic Mr. Maugham that the

spectator is troubled to adjust himself.

Sir Arthur Little, a ripe diplomatist,

brings to the British consular agency in

Cairo a very young and very recent wife.

He has a young secretary, and youth
beckons to youth. The story is simple.

The wife is open; the husband is con-

siderate; the lover is fickle, and the wife,

who has sinned only in heart, is cured,

or convalescent, as the curtain falls. One

goes away quite out of patience with the

ridiculous fuss that is made over these

small embarrassments in common plays

and common life. Husbands are so rarely

diplomatists.
The suitor-husband is often irresist-

ible. He charmed us, a little wag-

gishly, in Sardou's and de Najac's "Di-

vorcons," more gravely in Augier's "Ga-

brielle." But Sir Arthur Little is too

magnanimous to be charming—to be

even tolerable. The Foreign Office is

recalling the young secretary to Paris;
Sir Arthur obtains a revocation of this

order. The motive is patriotic. When
people like Mr. Maugham, to whom hu-

man nature appears brittle or base, at-

tempt to make it sublime, they make it

inhuman. Sir Arthur can rise still fur-

ther. He says to his wife: "I want you
to look on your love as a thing of beauty."
This is too much. It may be gentlemanly
in husbands to release, to pardon, to

compassionate their wives, but the hus-
band who slobbers over his wife's pas-
sion for somebody else is reptilian. The
animal may exist; the human "Zoo" is

extensive; but, if existent, I venture to

say that he is not a Briton with twenty
years of diplomatic triumphs in the con-
sular service at his back.
The wife, Violet, is a nestling crea-

ture, and the closing scene, in which she
sinks back with half affectionate, half in-

different, placidity into her husband's
arms, is pretty enough. After all, why
not the husband? Men to Violet are

mostly cushions, and the difference in

cushions, though appreciable, is not

heart-breaking. The Violet whom Mr.
Somerset Maugham presented to Miss
Billie Burke was an attenuated creature,
and the attenuation was carried still fur-

ther in the Violet whom Miss Billie

Burke handed over to the audience. It

was impossible to be angry with a young
person whose attitude toward her own
oversight (it seemed hardly more) was
so prettily regretful. Mr. Norman Tre-

vor as Sir Arthur Little showed us the

British oak—not to say the American

pine—in a native sturdiness which di-

plomacy had failed to plane or varnish.

In this simplified version of his part he
was agreeable, and perhaps it was not

amiss that the character should receive

back as a gift from Mr. Trevor a part of

the manliness of which it had been un-

fairly despoiled by Mr. Maugham. The
only break in the symmetry of a rounded

performance was the part of the young
secretary. There are persons who have
more power than the moral law itself to

make adultery inexcusable. The actor of

Roland Parry belonged, for the moment,
to that class.

The scenery was magnificent. There
were two electrical moments when the

dull-orange panes of the two windows
were successively drawn aside, and the

glories and rarities of Egypt, as Mr.

Joseph Urban dared to picture them, in-

vaded and possessed the scene. Ruskin,
in the opening of the "Stones of Ven-

ice," contemplating the city's image in

the mirage of the lagoon, declared that

it was hard to tell which was the city

and which was the shadow. At the Lib-

erty Theatre, with Mr. Urban, not only

beautiful, but movingly dramatic, in his

scenery, and Miss Billie Burke so purely
decorative in the enactment of the hero-

ine, it was difficult to tell which was the

setting and which was the play.

Lord Dunsany and the Quin-
teros at the Neighborhood

Playhouse

ONE
Saturday evening of last month,

the "Queen's Enemies," by Lord Dun-

sany, and a "Sunny Morning," by Sera-

fin and Joaquin Alvarez-Quintero, were

given by the Neighborhood Players, at

their playhouse on Grand Street. The
point in the "Queen's Enemies," a one-

act Oriental play, appears to be the union
in the same character of the infantile

and the ferocious—a combination which,
however remote from nature and ad-

verse to beauty, undoubtedly has point.
The queen invites her enemies to dine

with her in a subterranean vault in

Egypt; she beguiles them with suavities

and puerilities and whimperings until

the moment when her command closes

the doors and opens the sluices, and
buries her victims under the inrushing

waters of the Nile. A dinner in a vault
is an actual and serious discomfort to

the imagination, and nothing could ob-

viate this effect but a dignity and im-

pressiveness in the setting which the

Neighborhood Players, very naturally
and excusably, were unable to supply.

They were much more successful in the

presentation of the little Spanish play,
a "Sunny Morning," in which two aged
lovers, long since separated, meet each
other by chance in a park in Madrid. It

is one of the bitter-sweet plays—.a cup
with syrup on the top for the thoughtless,
and aloes at the bottom for those whom
life has taught and disillusioned. The
acting was good. Miss Alice Lewisohn,
who in the unnatural part of the queen
hardly got beyond a querulous and stilted

palaver, appeared to real advantage in

Dona Laura.

O. W. Firkins

"Salome" and "Mon-
sieur Beaucaire"

AMERICAN
composers need encour-

agement. And one of them, at least,

seems to be getting it at last from his

own countrymen. The happy exception
to a rule which has obtained too long is

Henry Hadley, whose "Cleopatra" will

be heard, some time this season, at the

Metropolitan, and whose "Salome" was
performed the other day by the New
Symphony Orchestra.

Just why this composer should be fa-

vored as he is, I do not know. Mr. Had-

ley has undoubtedly much talent. But
there are others who can boast of even
more. For instance, Charles M. Loeff-

ler, a musician of the very highest rank,

who, up till now, has failed to break into

the opera field. There is a tide, though,
in the affairs of men. And Mr. Hadley
somehow has not missed it.

As a conductor, Mr. Hadley has his

failings. He hardly leads—he follows-

his musicians. But this does not de-

tract much from the interest of his set-

ting of "Salome." He wrote that tone-

poem, it appears, at Munich some months
before or after the production of the

work of the same name by Richard

Strauss. Before this there had been two
other efforts—indeed, three—in France,
to set music to the story briefly first told

in Holy Writ, and later on retold (with

strange "embellishments") by Oscar

Wilde.
In his "Herodiade," as we know, Jules

Massenet (who abhorred the name of

Jules) had dealt with Salome. The li-

bretto of "Herodiade," however, had

only a vague relationship to the original

narrative of the Evangelist. At the be-

ginning of this century, again, a French
naval officer named Mariotte—or was it

Marriotte?—produced an effective, and

in some passages most expressive, "Sa-

(Continued on page 690)
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The
"Perfected
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The initial product (1888) of

the Crocker-Wheeler Company
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"
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placed a tag stating that they
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buy.
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lome," which, strange to say, though in

a crude and tentative way, may have sug-

gested much to Richard Strauss.

heard it a few years ago in Paris, at

the GaitS-Lyrique, where it was often

sung. And, earlier still, a tragic pan-

tomime, with a scenario by the late Ar-

mand Silvestre and—myself, had been

set to music by the composer Gabriel

Piern6, and played with some success at

the theatre now known as the Athenee,

with Loie Fuller in the character of the

"heroine."

Mr. Hadley's able arrangement of the

story, in symphonic form, is often elo-

quent enough to dispense with words and

to evoke hot Eastern pictures without

scenery. It could not, to be sure, be

called a masterpiece. Nor would the

American's best friends be well-advised

if they provoked comparisons. But, as

a suggestion of the languorous, lustful

drama of the Irish poet, it serves its pur-

pose. The famous "Dance of the Seven

Veils" is scored with skill. It has vo-

luptuous charm and not a little fancy.

Moreover, in this tone-poem we are

spared the atrocious horror of that final

episode which, in the days of Mr. Hein-

rich Conried's management, caused the

expulsion of "Salome" from the Metro-

politan.
Since Strauss and Henry Hadley

wrote their works, two more "Salomes"

have been heard, here and abroad—one

the much-talked-of "Vision of Salome,"
in which Maud Allen made such a sensa-

tion in London, and the other, Florent

Schmitt's symphonic drama.

To most Broadway music-lovers, tone-

poems and symphonies appeal less po-

tently than light operas. For one man
or one woman in New York who heard

"Salome" played by the New Symphony
Orchestra, twenty will have been drawn
to the New Amsterdam by the new op-
eretta—styled on the bills "romantic

opera" of Andre Messager.
The name of this engaging work it-

self attracts. "Monsieur Beaucaire." It

recalls to us the short story of Booth

Tarkington and the successful little play
which was produced here with so much
success by Mansfield. The name of Mr.

Messager is also a real asset. The com-

poser has a well-earned reputation, due
to two earlier light operas from his pen,
lis "La Basoche" and "Veronique." The
etter of them has been long forgotten
r most New York playgoers. But it will

ortly be revived in Paris at the Opera
mique, of which Mr. Messager is now,
• the second time, the musical director.

Tie libretto which Frederick Lonsdale
hewn out of the novel of Booth Tar-
ton might be improved on. It

ed me less than several very pretty
i by Adrian Ross which grace that

Hwk. In this operetta (for it is

an operetta, and not an opera,
i on the French stage it might

rank as an opera comique), much that
amused us in the play and in the book
has of necessity been omitted. We hear
some reference now and then to the

French barber who shaved fops and wits

in Bath. But it is not as what was once
called a tonsorial artist, but as the

keeper of a select gambling house, that

the disguised Prince is introduced to us

in the Prologue—and, exposition—by
the librettist. In his gambling house,
Monsieur Beaucaire reveals his love for

his "red English rose," the Lady Mary,
and traps the villainous Duke of Win-
terset, his rival. In the first act Mon-
sieur Beaucaire, masquerading as the

Due de Chateau-Rien, is presented to her

ladyship and fights a duel. In the sec-

ond, and by far the most impressive, of

the three—or, counting the Prologue,
the four—episodes in the story, he is

denounced by Winterset and attacked by
his accomplices. While in the third and
last act he resumes his proper dignity
and discomfits his enemies.

There are touches, here and there, of

humor and sentiment in the dialogue,
and once or twice we have a flash of wit.

The most admirable feature of the li-

bretto, beyond doubt, is the finale of the

second act—in which the supposed (and
now exposed) "Monsieur Beaucaire"
sinks back, supported by his friends, and
the red rose which has been given him
by his sweetheart is dyed doubly red in

his warm blood. That incident to some
will seem more worthy of the French

composer's talent than the preceding
scenes. It charms one by its genuine
grace and art.

It seems a pity that, to suit the taste

of London (for which "Monsieur Beau-
caire" was written), Mr. Messager
should have allowed himself to be be-

guiled into occasional efforts to repeat
Sir Arthur Sullivan. His French art

does not suit the English style. And it

rather pained (as well as startled some of

us) to catch echoes, as it were, of more
than one of Sir Arthur's ditties in his

music.
There are various light and graceful

airs and duos, trios and ensembles, in

the score of "Monsieur Beaucaire." "The
Red Rose" song should surely please the

general. So may some other numbers.
But if "Monsieur Beaucaire" should

make a hit here, as it did in London, it

will be thanks less to the dainty though
not very striking music of Mr. Mes-

sager, and its interpretation by the

principals in the cast, than to the set-

ting of the work, the delightful costumes
of the beaux and belles of Bath, and the

stage pictures, which have been provided
by the producers. For these and other

things we are indebted to Mr. Gilbert

Miller and to Mr. Erlanger.
The chief characters in the operetta

are entrusted to Marion Greene (Mon-
sieur Beaucaire), Mr. Robert Parker

(the Duke of Winterset), Mr. Lennox

Pawle (Frederick Bantison), Mr. Rob-
ert Cunningham (Beau Nash), Marjorie
Burgess (Lucy) and Blanche Tomlin

(Lady Mary). In London Maggie Teyte
appeared as the heroine.

Charles Henry Meltzer

Books and the News
English Books of 1919

SUPPLEMENTING
other lists which

have appeared in this place, and con-

sidering suitability as gifts, the follow-

ing books are named. They are by Eng-
lish or Irish writers, are of the present

year, most of them are inexpensive, and
all should be easily obtainable before

Christmas, in view of the fact that they
come from American publishing houses.

For the novels, the lover of Dickens

may like Sir Harry Johnston's "The Gay-
Dombeys" (Macmillan), but he who
cares for a story of English politics and

society is almost sure to enjoy it.

Compton Mackenzie's "Sylvia and Mi-
chael" (Harper) appeals primarily to

readers interested in a certain set of

characters, but should interest almost

anyone for its curious picture of life in

the Balkan states during the war. Lovers
of Conrad need only the mention of "The
Arrow of Gold" (Doubleday), just as the

name of William De Morgan is to many
persons enough recommendation for his

"The Old Madhouse" (Holt). May Sin-

clair's "Mary Olivier" (Macmillan) is

highly praised. Hugh Walpole's "Jere-

my" (Doran) is an admirable story of

a little boy, while Aumonier's "The Quer-
rils" (Century) contains both incident

and psychological study, more success-

fully balanced than is usual in the aver-

age novel. Three novels of adventure
are: Stacpoole's "The Beach of Dreams"

(Lane), Anthony Hope's "The Secret of

the Tower" (Appleton) and Oppenheim's
"The Box With Broken Seals" (Little).

For a few important books about the

war, Viscount French's "1914" (Hough-
ton) is partly controversial, but wholly

interesting. G. M. Trevelyan writes

"Scenes From Italy's War" (Houghton)
and Lord Dunsany is the author of some
sketches called "Unhappy Far Off

Things" (Little). General Sir Freder-

ick Maurice's "The Last Four Months:
How the War Was Won" (Little), with

its splendid tributes to America's fight-

ing achievement, is good reading for

every American, and should be prescribed
for malignant England-haters, of what-

ever nation. The lighter side of the

war is excellently treated in "Mr.

Punch's History of the Great War"
(Stokes), in which the illustrations are

the chief feature. In the same field is

"A Last Diary of the Great Warr"

(Lane), by "Saml. Pepys, Jr." Ian

Hay's "The Last Million" (Houghton)
is another appreciation of America's
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army. Mrs. Humphry Ward, in "Fields

of Victory" (Scribner) continues her

writings on this subject.

Undoubtedly, the most amusing Eng-
lish book of the year is Daisy Ashford's

"The Young Visiters" (Doran), which

skeptics of the never-say-die breed still

attribute to Sir James Barrie. Another
humorous book is Garstin's "The Mud
Larks" (Doran), stories of the trenches,

originally printed in Punch. Readers

little addicted to hunting have thorough-

ly enjoyed Masefteld's "Reynard the Fox"

(Macmillan), a ballad of the chase, but

I am rather less at sea on a ship than on

a horse, and would choose Miss C. Fox
Smith's rattling nautical poems, in

"Sailor Town" (Doran). New York has

seen, this week, Drinkwater's "Abra-
ham Lincoln; a Play" (Houghton).
Other dramatic works are Pinero's "So-

cial Plays" (Dutton), Shaw's "Heart-

break House" (Brentano), and Gordon

Craig's "The Theatre Advancing" (Lit-

tle).

Ralph Nevill's "Life and Letters of

Lady Dorothy Nevill" (Dutton) could

not fail to be enjoyable, especially if it

resulted in sending any reader, who has

not had that pleasure, to Lady Dorothy's
own books. If the essays in "Leaves in

the Wind" (Dutton) are equal to Mr.
H. M. Brock's illustrations for them,
then the author, "Alpha of the Plough,"
is one of England's most brilliant essay-

ists. "The Book of a Naturalist" (Do-
ran), by W. H. Hudson, is varied and
pleasing. Sir George Younghusband re-

lates many historical romances in "The
Tower of London From Within"
(Doran).

Edmund Lester Pearson

Books Received

FICTION

Benson, E. F. Up and Down. Doran.
Bojer, Johan. The Face of the World.

Moffat, Yard. $1.75 net.

Blythe, S. G. Hunkins. Doran. $1.75 net.

Comstock, Harriet T. Unbroken Lines.

Doubleday, Page.
Graeve, Oscar. Youth Goes Seeking. Dodd,

Mead.

Jerome, J. K. All Roads Lead to Calvary.
Dodd, Mead. $1.75.

Marshall, Archibald. Sir Harry. Dodd.
Mead. $1.75.

Morris, Gouverneur. The Wild Goose.
Scribner. $1.75 net.

Oppenheim, G. P. The Box With Broken
Seals. Little, Brown. $1.75 net.

Polly Masson. By the author of "The
Clash." Dutton. $1.75.

Richmond, Grace S. Red and Black.

Doubleday, Page.
Steiner, E. A. Sanctus Spiritus and Com-

pany. Doran.

Ward, Mrs. Humphry. Helena. Dodd,
Mead. $1.75.

Willsie, Honore. The Forbidden Trail.

Stokes. $1.60 net.

BIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
Scott, Mrs. Clement. Old Days in Bohe-

mian London. Stokes.

Williams, A. R. Lenin. The Man and His
Work. N. Y. : Scott & Seltzer. $1.35 net.

DRAMA AND POETRY
Keler, Charles. Sequoia Sonnets. Berkeley :

The Live Oak Publ. Co.

ESSAYS AND CRITICISM
Beers, H. A. Four Americans. Yale. $1.

Hendrick, Ellwood. Percolator Papers.
Harper. $1.75 net.

Rose, R. S. and Bacon, L. The Lay of the
Cid. Berkeley: University of California
Press.

GIFT BOOKS
Burgess, T. W. The Burgess Bird Book for

Children. Little, Brown. $2.50 net.

Hudson, W. H. The Book of a Naturalist.

Doran.

Stevenson, Robert Louis. Child's Garden
of Verses. Stories All Children Love Series.

Lippincott. $1.50 net.

Twain, Mark. Saint Joan of Arc. Harper.

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMICS
Bullitt, W. C. The Bullitt Mission to Rus-

sia. Huebsch. 50 cents.

Fiske, A. K. The Modern Bank. New re-

vised edition. Appleton. $2.25 net.

Oakesmkh, John. Race and Nationality.
Stokes. $4 net.

Rai, Lapat. The Political Future of India.

Huebsch. $1.50.

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
Buckham, J. W, Progressive Religious

Thought in America. Houghton Mifflin. $2.

Where is Christ ? A Question for Christians.

Bv an Anglican Priest in China. Houghton
Mifflin. $1.25.
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Yourself
To promote community interest in

public-spirited activities ; to secure

expert organizers and volunteers in

all lines of worth-while service ; to
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Christmas IsUponYou

IN
these days of high prices you will find

no similar expenditure which will bring

more satisfaction than a REVIEW subscrip-

tion. Among the many reasons for this

selection consider six:

1. You can easily procure this gift even if you have

delayed until "the last minute."

2. Your friends will thank you for introducing them to

THE REVIEW.

3. The fact that your friends will also be reading THE
REVIEW will give you another common interest.

4. A gift of THE REVIEW means not one, but fifty-two

remembrances.

5. The purchase of THE REVIEW is not ill-advised

spending, such as Christmas often precipitates.

6. Many persons consider that, during the present intel-

lectual stampede, it is a public service to support this

journal.

THE REVIEW
The Organ of sane American progress

THE REVIEW, 140 Nassau Street, N. Y.

Please send THE REVIEW for one year to

Name

Address

The price of THE REVIEW is $5 a year

The Counting Room

'To-be-Continued'
'

Readers of THE REVIEW are aware
that its editorial policies are continuous :

(a) Nearly every issue has contained
authoritative matter in regard to con-
ditions in Russia, the political disease
centre of the world;

(6) The fundamentals of current
American politics are considered every
week;

(c) A series of articles written by a

woman indicate to the woman voter her
new and great responsibilities and op-

portunities for service.

(d) The subject of music is regu-

larly treated by an authority.

(e) THE REVIEW continues to

promote constructive measures instead

of destructive experiments; and in re-

sponse to a public demand, exposes the

false positions of its radical contem-

poraries.

(/) The underlying problems of

finance are the subject of important
articles.

Books, old and new, on timely topics
are listed every week by Mr. Pearson
of the New York Public Library. In

this department he has given valuable

bibliographies on the following subjects:

Strikes, Mexico, China, Treaties, Crime,

Foreign Visitors, American Government,
Prohibition, Armenia, Reference Books,

Ireland, The Industrial Problem, Chil-

dren's Books, Gift Books. Single copies
of THE REVIEW containing these lists

are available.

These are among the strands woven
into the fibre of THE REVIEW as it

comes from the press each week.

Bringing the World into the

Classroom
The desire to link teaching with current

events—to bring the outside world into the
classroom—is the mark of the modern
educator. The Department of English,

Wellesley; the Department of History,

Haverford; the Department of English,

University of North Carolina; Department
of Political Science, Western Reserve Uni-

versity; Department of English, University
of Wisconsin; Department of Higher Jour-

nalism, University of South California; and

Department of English, Vassar; are among
the progressive educational organizations
which are prescribing the reading of THE
REVIEW by their students.

James Main Dixon, Professor of Higher
Journalism, University of Southern Cali-

fornia, makes this statement:

"My reasons for using THE REVIEW
as a 'required' in the class I conduct in

the Higher Journalism, is the need I recog-
nize for a capable weekly digest of the

political and literary situation. . . .

Careful paragraphs, summing up the

situation, well-balanced leading articles,

just and incisive reviews; such matter, read

steadily, from week to week, makes the

very best kind of training."
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IT
is welcome news, if true, that Gen-

eral Wood intends to resign from the

army at an early date. It had apparently
been his intention to retain his commis-
sion until the choice of the Republican
National Convention for President had
been made. But this is no time for the
American people to buy a pig in a poke.
General Wood's record as an administra-

tor in Cuba, and the dominant part he

played in organizing our preparedness
for participation in the Great War, con-

stitute a definite and substantial basis

for his aspiration to the Presidency. His
association in the public mind with ac-

tion at once vigorous and restrained in

meeting conditions of internal disturb-

ance is another legitimate factor in his

campaign. But the issues of the time
are too large, and the influence of the

Chief Executive in dealing with them is

too overwhelmingly important, to per-
mit mere conjecture as to any candidate's

attitude towards them to take the place
of knowledge. This does not mean, of

course, that a candidate should state

exactly what his course would be in

regard to each particular problem, or
even each problem of the first impor-
tance. But some opportunity to take
his measure as a statesman, and to judge
of the spirit in which he would deal with
the main issues that will confront the

country, is essential to the formation of

an intelligent public estimate of any
candidate. Such opportunity General
Wood can not furnish so long as he holds

a commission in the Army. With that
restraint removed, it is to be hoped that
he will satisfy every reasonable require-
ment in this regard.

CONSPIRACY
to violate the draft act

by urging men to refuse to register,

and three other violations of laws enacted

for the successful conduct of the war,
were the acts charged against the 27

I. W. W. plotters convicted and sentenced

the other day at Kansas City. A more
shocking example of the evils of the law's

delay can hardly be conceived. The pen-
alties imposed upon these men are no
doubt the just consequence of their acts;

and no one can say how vitally the suc-

cess of the draft, for instance, may have

depended upon the knowledge that such

punishment would be imposed. But
there is something ghastly about the

judgment being pronounced some two

years after the commission of the offense,

and at a time when the draft itself has

almost been forgotten. Thousands of

people who would have recognized the

action of the law as both just and neces-

sary had it taken place at its natural

time are now confused in their minds,
and divided in their feelings, when they
read the news. Court and jury at Kansas

City have doubtless done their simple

duty; but their act has been robbed of

nine-tenths of its efficacy. What defect

is it in our national make-up that pre-
vents us from administering the crimi-

nal law with that promptness which is

as essential to its proper working as is

justice itself?

TTARVEY'S WEEKLY makes definite
-fj. and serious charges of misconduct

against Norman Hapgood, our Minister
to Denmark. Their truth or falsehood

ought to be established beyond doubt,
and this at the earliest possible moment.
In the meanwhile, without passing any
judgment upon them, it is not amiss to

note with approval what his predecessor,
Mr. Egan, says on the subject of Hap-
good's appointment. Minister Egan
"can not believe it possible that any
diplomatic officer of America" could have
acted as Mr. Hapgood is charged with
having done; but he states that at the
time of the appointment he advised Hap-
good not to accept it "for two important
reasons": First, because "he was unpre-
pared by experience and training" for

diplomatic duties which at this time
are of peculiar delicacy, and secondly,
because his chief object, of which he
made no secret, in accepting the post,
was "to make a careful study of Bolshev-

ism, believing that Lenin and Trotsky
were grossly misrepresented in this

country and that he wanted to correct
the prevailing American impression of
the Russian radicals." From any point
of view, the President's choice was a
queer one; in the light of what Mr.
Egan says, it appears to have been even
more clearly improper than it was on
its face.

IT
is not likely that many were misled

by the charge that the deplorable dis-

orders of last October in Phillips County,
Arkansas, were due to an organized
negro plot of extermination against the
whites. It was abundantly proved, dur-

ing the period of slavery, that the negro
population of the South does not furnish
promising soil for deeply laid plotting.
In a recent number of the Nation, Wal-
ter F. White, of the Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, throws
some light on the Phillips County situa-

tion, though the facts concerning the
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actual outbreak of violence are still un-

certain. Mr. White, we think, success-

fully defends the Phillips County "Pro-

gressive Farmers and Household Union"

against the charge of being a seditious

organization. It was duly chartered un-

der the laws of Arkansas, with the spe-

cial purpose of securing protection to

negro tenant farmers against abuses of

the "share-cropping" system, combined

with the furnishing of supplies to the

tenant on credit, through some desig-

nated agent of the landowner. The

shameless robbery of tenants under this

system, by unscrupulous landlords, has

been acknowledged and severely con-

demned by representative newspapers of

the South, and it is to be hoped that pub-

lic opinion will force the Governor and

Legislature of the State to devise some

adequate means by which the evil may
be controlled.

THERE
is nothing epoch-making in

Mr. F. H. La Guardia's appointment

of a woman to serve as his secretary;

the Presidents of the New York Board

of Aldermen have had women secretaries

before. But the appointment of a

woman like Miss Charlotte Delafield,

who could be a woman of leisure if she

chose to be, but who has instead

equipped herself by hard work to be a

highly useful public servant, is a good

example of the special kind of service

which the woman citizen can give. Miss

Delafield does not take the office for its

modest salary, but she would be either

more or less than human if she did not

receive it with a sense of deep satisfac-

tion at having herself done a good job,

and at having given to the community
more than it would otherwise be in a

position to buy.

THE
struggles of New York City over

its projected new courthouse make
a long and depressing story, but the

latest turn in it involves a matter of

principle that may be said to be of na-

tional interest. Upon the plea that fur-

ther delay would be intolerable, it has
been contrived—or at least it is sought
to be contrived—that the Art Commis-
sion of New York shall have no oppor-

tunity to pass upon the plan recently
selected. Not only in New York, but in

our cities generally, the power of the
Art Commission to veto undesirable ar-

chitectural or decorative projects has in

the last twenty years been of inestimable

value. In the present instance, there

seems to be no reason to suppose that
the Commission would object to the plan,
or that its examination of it would cause

any appreciable delay. If the plan is

unobjectionable, as there is every reason
to suppose it to be, the Commission
would doubtless promptly make a favor-
able report; if it is objectionable, the

public ought to have a chance to be in-

formed of this by the body which has so

often stood its protector against both

errors and waste. The new courthouse

is the greatest architectural project that

the city has undertaken in many years,
and the violation of principle involved

in this case would be of seriously bad
effect for the future, both in New York
and elsewhere.

"17VERY thoughtful man must admit
-I-j that wealth is power, and that

therefore liberty and such an inequality
in the distribution of wealth as now ex-

ists can not permanently endure to-

gether." These words, with their air of

logical inevitability, emanate from the

Committee of 48, which recently met in

St. Louis to lay the foundations of a

new political party. The statement as-

sumes the major premise that inequality
of power in the individuals of whom the

state is composed is per se destructive

of liberty. But education is also power,
and with equal logical validity might be

substituted for wealth in the statement

above quoted. If the Committee of 48

should accept the formula thus altered

as equally true, and not damaging to its

argument, we may go a step further

back and substitute inborn intelligence,

which is surely power of a very high de-

gree, and no less unequally distributed

than wealth, in society as it now exists.

Now as inequality of intelligence, with

the vast inequality of power which it

entails, comes by birth itself, in accord-

ance with biological laws which the Com-
mittee of 48 and its new political party
are hardly competent to alter or repeal,

we are driven by the Committee's per-

emptory logical formula to the some-

what dismal conclusion that our aspira-
tions for liberty are merely an idle

dream, inherently impossible of realiza-

tion. But when we shake off the spell

of the Committee's logic, we are con-

fronted with the historical fact that

such measure of human liberty as man-
kind has at any time and place enjoyed
from the beginning of history to the

present date has always coexisted with

striking inequalities, not only of the

power of wealth, but of many other

kinds of power. That is to say, the sup-

pressed major premise on which the

Committee's conclusion rests has never

been true of the growth of liberty in

the past, and no proof has been adduced
that it will be true in the development
of liberty in the future.

IT
is true, of course, that the "liberty"

which we ordinarily have in mind in

political discussions assumes equality of

power in certain respects, as for in-

stance in the power to participate in the

government under which one lives, and
to secure the equal protection of its laws.

But when it comes to those kinds of

power which spring from inborn quali-

ties, and are increased by education and

self-control, the existence of liberty does

not demand the suppression of inequal-

ity. On the contrary, in many phases
of life liberty tends to the development
of inequality and is itself distinctly the

gainer thereby. As for inequality of

wealth, the ability to acquire and the

disposition to save are and must always
be vastly unequal, the one from qualities

inborn, the other from traits of charac-
ter developed as life goes on. With these
natural or unavoidably acquired inequal-
ities at the foundation, equality in re-

sults could come only by such an arbi-

trary control from without as would be

wholly inconsistent with any true con-

ception of personal liberty. Of course,
the power of wealth can be abused, but
the assumption of the Committee of 48
that it has been so abused as to make
what are known as the laboring classes

progressively poorer, and to threaten the
extinction of liberty, is no less careless

of fact than of logic. The dangers which
threaten liberty are not to be found
in the free development of the differing
natural powers and aptitudes of the in-

dividual in legitimate fields of endeavor.
The weakness of the position of the
Committee of 48 lies in its attack upon
inequality of wealth as an evil in itself,

and not merely in its abuse. We may
all hope and work for a material im-

provement in the pecuniary condition of

the man who toils ; but we shall make no
advance in that direction by yielding to

the idea that the accumulation of for-

tunes by able leaders in commerce and
industry is incompatible with this im-

provement.

THERE
has been much moralizing in

the newspapers over the relative

showing of public-school boys and pri-
vate-school boys at college, as stated in

statistics summarized and commented on
in the current issue of the Harvard
Graduates' Magazine. It appears that of

the public-school boys, 2.5 per cent, ob-

tained their degree at Harvard summa
cum laude, as against only 0.5 per cent,

of the boys from private schools; and
that likewise the percentages in the

magna cum laude class were 11.8 and

4.3, respectively. But the conclusion

drawn from these figures, that the pub-
lic-school training was better than that

of the private schools, turns on one of

the most familiar of statistical falla-

cies. Nearly all of the boys who go to

the great private schools are sent to col-

lege, while among the public-school boys
there is a sharp selection on the score

not only of native ability, but also of

inclination to study. In the one case we
are dealing with substantially all the

boys of certain families or of certain

social classes, in the other case we have

to do largely with a picked lot. More-

over, few of the public-school boys
are sent to college simply to have a good

time, or even desirable cultural sur-

roundings; they are sent because they
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are anxious to accomplish something se-

rious and because they have shown the

ability to do it. The public-school train-

ing may, indeed, be better, either in pro-

moting habits of study, or in its direct

intellectual discipline, or both, than the

private schools, but the figures cited are

entirely inconclusive on the subject.

They show that if you take at random
a public-school boy who is sent to col-

lege and a private-school boy who is sent

to college, the chances are that you will

pick a better scholar if you choose the

former. But they don't show at all that

if you send a given boy to public school

he is more likely to prove a good scholar

at college than if you had sent him to

private school.

BUT
the fact that college men who

hail from public schools do better,

on the whole, than those who hail from

private schools, does have a moral, and
an important one. The moral is not

that your boy will do better at college

if you send him to public school. Your
boy has a certain given endowment of

intelligence. Placing him in the cate-

gory of public - school - boys - who - go-

to-college will not increase that endow-

ment, and the figures above referred to

leave the question of educational advan-

tage open. The moral is rather that if

you are looking for a boy (or girl) to

send to college (whether you are an in-

dividual, an association, or the state),

you will do well to look for him in the

public schools. Not all, not more than a

very small proportion, of the exceptional

public-school boys and girls are able to

go to college; there are others among
them, just as capable of earning their

summa cum laude and of winning dis-

tinction in after life, who long for a col-

lege education, and would be incalcu-

lably helped by it, but can not get it.

Few tasks would be more rewarding than

that of discovering such students, al-

ready highly endowed by nature, at an

early age, and providing them with the

sort of education that any rich man's

child obtains as a matter of course.

AT
the solemn stroke of twelve in the

Christmas night, according to a

widespread superstition of mediaeval

Europe, all running water turned into

precious wine. For a human being to

drink of it would have been certain

death. An inquisitive woman of Lower

Brittany went, at that miraculous hour,

to the well for water, and heard a voice

that said:

Toute l'eau se tourne en vin

Et tu es proche de ta fin.

Every age has its own superstitions.

Ours believes in a mystic connection of

wine with the Anti-Christ, and works its

own miracle by turning it all into water.

But the poetic belief is lost that to

drink of the miraculous liquid would
desecrate the Christmas Feast.

The Deportation
THE

law forbidding immigration of

anarchists into this country, and

providing for the deportation of such as

may have entered in spite of it, was not

enacted yesterday. It was not the prod-
uct of hysterical fear, nor the outcome
of the disturbed conditions brought on

by the Great War. It has been on the

statute books a score of years and more.

Some thought its enactment unwise, or

futile; but there was never the slight-

est ground for questioning the principle

upon which it is justified. Every coun-

try has a right to state upon what terms
it will admit outsiders to its borders,
and what classes of immigrants it thinks

fit to exclude.

All true Americans must feel an in-

stinctive reluctance to depart in any in-

stance from their country's tradition as

a refuge for the oppressed and a land

of opportunity for the unfortunate. But
fine as is the spirit of that catholic

hospitality which we so long exercised,
it can not be invoked to set aside the

obligations of a higher duty. The first

duty of America is to preserve its own
character. If that be really threatened

by a flood of alien immigration, such as

the crowded hundreds of millions of

China made possible, it is not only our

right but our duty to take such meas-
ures as are necessary to prevent it. If

it be threatened by destructive agitation
at the hands of alien revolutionists, it is

our right and our duty to prevent that.

The deportation of 249 Russian revo-

lutionaries last Sunday marked not the

beginning of a period of frantic perse-

cution, but the end of a period of long-

suffering and good-natured patience.

Anarchist plotters, most of them aliens,

have been with us for several decades.

During nearly all of this time we have

wisely refrained from putting the law

into vigorous operation against them.

The time has at last come when every
sensible person must understand that if

we mean anything at all by the law, we
must put it into action. It is a cheap
and easy thing to say, as the Rev. Percy

Stickney Grant is quoted as saying, that

"to send three hundred or three million

men away and try to stop the growth of

ideas is not going to be successful." If

anybody expects to stop the growth of

anarchistic or socialistic ideas by de-

porting their alien advocates he is un-

questionably doomed to disappointment.
It is not the growth of ideas, but the

specific activities of one class of agita-

tors that is aimed at in the laws against

alien revolutionists.

Whatever causes there may be within

our own country that tend to breed dis-

content or revolution would continue to

operate though every alien in the Union
were deported. But it is no accident

that so large a part of the worst and

most violent forms which revolutionary

discontent has taken in this country has

been identified with the activities of

alien agitators. It is absurd to ignore
the fact that we have among us millions

of ignorant, though for the most part
well-intentioned immigrants, whose

presence in our body politic can be re-

garded with complacency only upon con-

dition that we may expect them grad-

ually to grow into a realization of the

essentials of our institutions. And this

condition can not be fulfilled if their de-

fenceless minds are subjected to the on-

slaughts of agitators whose only relation

to our institutions is that of venomous

hostility. By deporting a few hundred
of them we not only get rid of these in-

dividuals, but give effective notice to

thousands of others that this alien war-
fare against America can no longer be

conducted under the protection of Amer-
ican law and with the advantages of

American well-being.
It is doubtless the opinion of many

that even for this immediate purpose
the enactment and execution of proscrip-
tive laws is bound to be a failure. No
thoughtful person can fail to recognize
that the cry of persecution, whether

well-grounded or not, is a powerful fac-

tor on the other side. But the easy-

going assumption that every act of sup-

pression, however just, is sure to help
more than to hurt the cause against
which it is directed has no basis either

in reason or in experience. A most im-

pressive instance to the contrary is to

be found in the history of the Chicago
anarchists of thirty years ago. For
years there had been going on in that

city, and perfectly known to everybody,
an organized anarchist agitation. A
newspaper was regularly published in

its interest. Its adherents held regular
meetings for purposes of systematic
training. It was a wise policy that per-
mitted all this to go on without serious

check until it culminated in the bomb-
throwing massacre of policemen at the

Haymarket. Then, after due trial, and
after an appeal most carefully consid-

ered by the Supreme Court of Illinois,

four of the leaders were hanged and
several others sentenced to long terms
of imprisonment. Did this fan the flame
of anarchism in Chicago? Did ten an-
archists spring up where one had been
before? On the contrary, year after

year, and decade after decade, one heard

nothing more of Chicago anarchism ex-

cept a pretty pilgrimage made every year—and quite undisturbed by the police—
to put flowers on the graves of the four
men who had forfeited their lives to the
stern requirements of the law.

It is worth while to pause for a mo-
ment and think, not so much of the

criminality as of the unspeakable inso-

lence and effrontery of these foreign re-

formers of America. They came over
not when Russia had undertaken to

light mankind to the new heaven ef Bol-
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shevism, but years ago when their coun-

try was in the black night of Tsarist

tyranny. Were we not so accustomed to

the phenomenon, we should feel that for

them to come here not to learn but to

teach, not to help but to destroy, was a

thing which only the inhabitants of Bed-

lam could look upon as normal or permis-

sible. In their own minds, they may be

idealists of the purest water; and so

is many a poor inmate of the insane

asylum. They are not insane, however,

except as any man is insane who does

not recognize the limitations which de-

cency or modesty places upon his acts as

a member of the society which enter-

tains him. Our country falls short, to

be sure, of its own ideals; and in many
points it falls short of standards that

other countries have attained. But these

very people chose it because on the whole

it is the best that mankind has thus far

found itself able to beget; and it has

been the very fount and origin of the

liberal ideas that have gradually been

overspreading the world, and the ab-

sence of which from their own country

was the source of their revolt. It is a

mawkish sentimentality that admires the

morbid idealism of these creatures'

thought and is blind to the naked in-

decency of their conduct.

Japan Reconsiders

THE
cabled report of the statement of

Lloyd George in Parliament last

Thursday on certain features of Allied

policy arrived at in the recent confer-

ence in London, is tantalizing in its

brevity and paraphrasing. It is a pity
that his reply to Sir Donald Maclean's

question was not transmitted verbatim,
for it is not always safe to draw conclu-

sions from the remarks of the elusive

Welshman when filtered through a re-

porter; this is a task of sufficient diffi-

culty when you have his own words. Two
points, however, stand forth with some
clearness; both are reassuring, and one
is provocative of considerable curiosity.

In the first place, while reiterating
that he had passed to a policy of non-
interference in Russia, he apparently set

at rest the fears, and disposed of the

persistent rumors, that he was inclined

to grant recognition to the Soviet Gov-
ernment. It was easy for him to say:
"If the Bolsheviki want to speak for

Russia, they can do so by summoning a
National Assembly, freely elected," for
he knew that this was the last thing they
would agree to do. But even at that he
was begging the whole question, because
he is perfectly aware that such an
elected assembly under present condi-
tions would be a fantastic absurdity.
There is reason to believe that powerful
and unscrupulous financial interests have
brought strong pressure to bear upon
him to secure the recognition of the

Soviet Government in order that they
might take advantage of Lenin's prof-
fered concessions. And there is no doubt
that there lurks in his mind the idea

that it is to England's interest that the

future Russia be hobbled.

His second point gives rise to inter-

esting conjectures. What did he mean
by saying that discussions were proceed-

ing between the United States and

Japan concerning future action should

the Bolshevist advance reach to any con-

siderable degree eastward? Certainly
our own Government has given us no in-

dication that any such negotiations were

taking place, and we have been under
the general impression that our imme-
diate policy was that of nagging at

Japan because of her unwillingness to

include Manchuria and Inner Mongolia
within the field covered by the Consor-

tium, and that further we were far from

being in agreement with her with refer-

ence to the question of the Siberian

Railway and the functions of our re-

spective military forces in Eastern Si-

beria.

In view of the decided change in Japa-
nese policy towards Siberia during the

past few months, the statement of Lloyd
George is definitely reassuring. It is

not too much to say that this change
makes possible a degree of cooperation
with Japan that has hitherto seemed out

of the question, and may perhaps be the

basis of a relationship that shall set at

rest once and for all the misunderstand-

ings and jealousies that might have
threatened a future war in the Orient.

When the Bolsheviks first occupied

Siberia, Japan was slow to realize the

wider significance of the Bolshevik

movement. Rather did this occupation
and the overturn of the Bolsheviks which
followed the Czechoslovak struggle pre-
sent themselves to the imperialistic

group in Japan as opportunities for an

actual domination of Siberia. Diplo-

matically they expressed themselves as

ready to undertake the restoration of

order by military force, provided they
were properly compensated by special

rights and concessions. Their policy
was directed toward keeping Siberia in

political turmoil and preventing the

establishment of a strong and unified

Russian Government. The object seemed
to be the acquisition of economic domi-
nation during a period of weakness.

Within the past few months, however,
Japanese policy has undergone a com-

plete change. The reasons are twofold.

First, Japan has come to fear the men-
ace of the spread of Bolshevism to China,
and secondly, her statesmen now realize

that the conquest of the good will of

the Russians by economic reconstruction

along lines mutually beneficial and

profitable is a far better guaranty of

Japan's future welfare than any forcible

domination could be.

The danger of Bolshevism is very real.

Japan knows the susceptibility of the
millions of China to movements of that

sort, and she has also experienced among
her own people disquieting develop-

ments, for Bolshevik propagandists have
been extremely active all over the
Orient.

Her analysis of the present situation

from a politico-economic standpoint is

highly illuminating. Japan sees before
her the possibility of a conflict with
America. She analyzes the situation

cold-bloodedly. America raised an enor-
mous army for the World War. Japan
observes with alarm the increase of our
Pacific fleet and the construction of a

great naval base in Hawaii. Taking
stock of her own position, she notes that

her lack of coal and iron places her at

the mercy of the United States, and that

an embargo on steel, without any decla-

ration of war on our part, would quickly
bring her to her knees. To extricate

herself from this situation she must se-

cure raw materials from the Asiatic

mainland. The best way to do this is

in cooperation and alliance with the fu-

ture Russia, and not by violence or

compulsion.
It is the lesson of the Twenty-one

Points over again. More flies are caught
by molasses than by vinegar. There-

fore, instead of alienating the Russians
and by arrogant and arbitrary conduct

making of them a potential enemy, the

Japanese now see that by undertaking
economic enterprise in Siberia in such
a way that the Russians themselves shall

participate and appear to take the lead,

they can secure all the material benefits

and at the same time lay the basis of

strong national friendship. It is per-

haps true that in making this change
of policy they are but following the Ger-
man plans for the penetration of Euro-

pean Russia, but it is a wise change and
there is nothing to hinder American co-

operation and the allaying of irritation

between the two countries.

It may very well be a fact that Japan
is now ready to send large additional

forces into Siberia to prevent the Reds
from penetrating east of Baikal, but it

seems equally certain that if this is

done, it will not be with the idea of ac-

quiring Siberian territory or imposing
economic domination by force. Rather
will every effort be made to conciliate

the Russians and assist them in the re-

construction of their own industrial life

through silent Japanese participation.
It would be well if, on our part, we

should realize the significance of this

striking change of Japanese policy and
take the necessary steps towards co-

operation. In this way we can quickly

put an end to the bickerings in Siberia

itself and reassure Japan as to our own
intentions. The path seems open to the

kind of economic cooperation that is the

best antidote to dangerous political sus-

picion and irritation.
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Rhode Island's Protest

THERE
may be reasons which the Su-

preme Court will regard as valid

grounds for declaring that the Eigh-
teenth Amendment has not been duly

adopted and made part of the Constitu-

tion of the United States. There are

questions of procedure—in particular
the question of what constitutes the vote

of "two-thirds of both houses" of Con-

gress, and the question of ratification by
the Legislature when a State Constitu-

tion requires the approval of such rati-

fication by popular vote—upon which
the Supreme Court may possibly decide

adversely to the amendment. But it is

safe to say that the amendment will not

be pronounced invalid on the ground
that it is in its nature beyond the scope
of Article V of the Constitution.

Apart from a limitation that expired
in 1808, there is no restriction upon
the power of amendment by the process
laid down in Article V, except that which
declares that "no State, without its con-

sent, shall be deprived of its equal suf-

frage in the Senate." Reference has been

made to the Tenth Amendment, which
declares that "the powers not delegated
to the United States by the Constitu-

tion, nor prohibited by it to the States,

are reserved to the States respectively,

or to the people"; but this is of no avail

as against an amendment of the Consti-

tution adopted in accordance with the

prescribed procedure. Such an amend-

ment, it is declared in Article V, "shall

be valid to all intents and purposes, as

part of this Constitution"; if the Tenth
Amendment had been designed to pre-
vent any future delegation of power to

the United States, it would have so de-

clared in plain terms. "The powers not

delegated to the United States by the

Constitution" means powers not dele-

gated by the Constitution, either as

originally made or as subsequently
amended ; such a power was granted, for

instance, in the Sixteenth Amendment,
authorizing a Federal income tax. Nor
is there any weight in arguments based

on the general notion of a "republican
form of government"; for a judicial

body to declare the prohibition amend-
ment void because it is destructive of a

republican form of government would
be an assumption of authority too fan-

tastic to be seriously considered.

Nevertheless, Rhode Island's manful

protest against the fundamental wrong
which the Eighteenth Amendment has

done to our institutions should be of pro-
found interest to every American. Little

Rhody puts her bigger sisters to the

blush. She declares, in her brief to the

Supreme Court, that the people of Rhode
Island have always enjoyed "full powers
of self-government in all matters relat-

ing to the internal affairs of said State,"

and asserts that her police power in that

domain can not be "bargained away, sur-

rendered, yielded, or transferred effect-

ually to bind the people of said State and
their posterity, if at all, without an 'ex-

plicit and authentic act of the whole'

people of said State." Whatever the le-

gal validity of this plea, the fact to

which it refers is stated none too

strongly. What the Legislature of State

after State has blithely done—has done
with less real deliberation than is usu-

ally expended upon a paltry bit of every-

day legislation—has precisely the char-

acter that Rhode Island declares. They
have "bargained away and surrendered"
fundamental State powers, which, until

a few years ago, nobody thought of ques-
tioning; and they have done it in such a

way as "to bind the people of the State
and their posterity," beyond the pos-

sibility of future reclamation by any
action within their power.
Not since the formation of the Union

has so gross an injury been done to the

character of American institutions. For
the injury has been threefold. It has
struck a blow at the very life of the
idea of State autonomy in State affairs,

and has made easy the path of every
agitation that may arise in the future
for the concentration at Washington of

power over any matter of local concern
which the itch for regulation may seize

upon as its next victim. It has swept
away whatever was left of authority in

the idea of the liberty of the individual

to lead his own life in his own way, sub-

ject to respect for the right of others to

do likewise. And last but not least, it

has immeasurably lowered the standing
of the Constitution of the United States

by imbedding into its substance a mere
police regulation, and entrenching it be-

hind those safeguards which were de-

signed for the preservation of the nation

and the protection of the essentials of

liberty.

If Rhode Island's protest should help
to awaken the nation to a sense of what
the prohibition amendment means, it

will not have been made in vain, even

if it accomplishes no juristic result.

And the same thing is true of the great

popular vote recorded against the Eigh-
teenth Amendment in Ohio. It is not

many years since it was regarded as a

truism by most Americans that prohibi-

tion, if justified at all, was justified only
in case it had behind it an overwhelming
sentiment in the community immediately
affected. The spectacle of a rural ma-

jority imposing its will upon great ur-

ban communities, even within the limits

of a given State, offended our instincts

as freemen. It is good to see, in such a

State as Ohio, a full half of all the voters

condemning the iron rule that has been

laid upon them and their children's chil-

dren by the Eighteenth Amendment.
Additional point is given to this result

by a circumstance which was made much
of by the prohibitionists when the early

returns indicated a big victory for them.

It was claimed that the Ohio result was
more significant than the "wet" victory
in New Jersey, because Ohio had found
out by experience what the "dry" regime
was like; now the tables are turned on
those who made that claim. And nu-

merous town elections in New England,
giving "wet" majorities, tell the same
story.

It is certain that the people opposed
to prohibition in many of our States are

either a majority, or a minority falling

little short of a majority. Yet upon
millions of people there has been forced

a regulation of their daily life which it

is beyond the power of any majority in

a single State, or of the combined ma-
jorities of thirty-five out of our forty-

eight States, to abolish or relax. To
fasten this kind of bond on the American

people, and enforce it by the constant

exertion of Federal power, can not fail

to have a debilitating effect upon the

political character of the American peo-

ple. But if it can not be thrown off, it is

at least something that it should be re-

sented. The State of Rhode Island, the

people of Ohio, and the anti-prohibition
voters in the New England town-elec-

tions have done an important service in

at least showing the country that the

Eighteenth Amendment is not being
accepted without serious protest.

Winter's for Books
"A candle by the ingle-nook,

The swaying shadow faintly double;
With fire, glass, and pipe, and book,
Heigh ho to care and trouble!"

WINTER'S
for books. Not a doubt

of it. The garden is bleak, with
no more wish to be looked at than a

lady in curl papers. The sea can man-
age but a wan smile at best. A brook

running black between shores of jagged
ice may set off the brightness of a brief
walk at noonday. More venturesome,
"all shod with steel," one may, like

Wordsworth, in early evening "cut
across the reflex of a star." Of a morn-
ing the motor turns over reluctantly,
stiff in the joints, poor thing, as its

owner will be too, if he insists on shar-

ing the rutted road with a busy wind.
The best of life is within doors. A clear

fire. And a book.

A pretty picture, is it not? made up-—who said it?—very largely of what in

these days we briefly dismiss as "bunk."
There is nothing in the glass. The fire

is a purring and spitting monstrosity of

gilt. No one would think of reading by
candle-light. A pear of light, energized
by God knows how many volts or watts
or horsepower, blazes under the "art"
shade at elbow. And there, perhaps, lies

the trouble. Light. When man took

Divinity at his word and turned on the
electric switch, what a change was
there! Copernicus when he shifted our
celestial centre of motion from earth
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to sun did no more. Seated betwixt the

crossing shadows of hickory fire and of

tallow dip, man was the centre of the uni-

verse. Encircling night soothed and

sustained. And by magic virtue of the

volume on his knee, into what a world

he stepped—he, the all-seeing, watcher

alike of beginning and of end, confidant

of the great and the small, of the evil

and of the good ! But in a world whose

night is riven a thousand ways by elec-

tric light, how shut out this world that

we may gain another? Like Strassburg

geese we must be up and feeding. Like

moths we must be giddily dancing.

With so much light abroad there must

be something to see. Let us go out at

once lest we miss it.

"Much have I travelled in the realms

of gold," sang Keats, when he had never

journeyed beyond the suburbs of London.

Is it because they lie so adjacent to us

that we do not visit them oftener? Is

it because entrance is so easy that it

does not seem worth the trouble? Hap-

pening to live next door to some splen-

did monument that all the world comes

to see, do we put off a glance at it to

a time that never comes? Does it ask

a little courage, the plunge? Most cer-

tainly everything else asks courage, and

is there anything that gives so much in

return? Enter where you will; there

are a thousand gates. Be sure that in

the time given to the reading of a book

many times its price would otherwise

have gone to the purchase of far less

valuable merchandise.

"Books delight us, when prosperity
smiles upon us; they comfort us in-

separably when stormy fortune frowns
on us. They lend validity to human
compacts, and no serious judgments are

propounded without their help. Arts
and sciences, all the advantages of which
no mind can enumerate, consist in books.

How highly must we estimate the won-
drous power of books, since through
them we survey the utmost bounds of

the world and of time, and contemplate
the things that are as well as those that

are not, as in the mirror of eternity."
It is almost six hundred years since the

good Bishop and Chancellor, Richard of

Bury, penned those words, and the

world's point of view may have shifted

a little. A book was hard to come at in

those days; perhaps the more cherished

for that very reason. We are less satis-

fied than he that everything worth

knowing is to be found in books. There
is much virtue, we are sure, in doing.
And we are not sure that the books are

always right.
For all that, books are still the most

comfortable of teachers. "Consider,"
says Richard again in his "Love of

Books," "what pleasantness of teaching
there is in books, how easy, how secret!
How safely we lay bare the poverty of
human ignorance to books without feel-

ing any shame! They are masters who

instruct us without rod or ferule, with-

out angry words, without gifts of

clothes or money. If you come to them

they are not asleep; if you ask and en-

quire of them they do not withdraw

themselves; they do not chide if you
make mistakes; they do not laugh if

you are ignorant." Where else, indeed,

can experience be bought at a rate less

dear? Where else find such convenient

summations and epitomes of experience

which, for the best of us, is inevitably

something scattered and not a little per-

plexed ?

It is said that there have been in the

world only three really interesting

events, the Trojan War, the French
Revolution—and these days of ours.

And for an understanding of the last we
are as dependent on books as in the

case of the other two. Gradually,

through the reading of many books we
shall come to know something of the

war through which we have passed.

Gradually we shall grow able to reckon

with the tremendous forces that are

seeking equilibrium. In the novelists

and the poets we can see prophetically
the form and pressure which this age
of ours will present to our descendants.

Do not scorn these last without at least

reading them; do not neglect them with-

out being sure of the way to something
that seems better; and do not at the

other extreme leave the dead past—per-

haps more surely alive than the pres2nt—to bury its books unread in libraries.

"In books," says Richard yet again,
"I find the dead as if they were alive . . .

All things are corrupted and decay in

time ... all the glory of the world would
be buried in oblivion unless God had

provided mortals with the remedy of

books." Not only the dead as if they
were alive—Troy unburned, Rome un-

fallen, the song of the troubadour un-

stilled, the walls of the Globe Theatre

yet echoing to Shakespeare's words, Dr.

Johnson still talking immortally, all

the poets still singing as if they never
would grow old—not only this, but those

who have never died, the friends whom
we made years ago in the happy inti-

macy of long winter evenings, are still

there waiting for us. We may grow old,

but not they. Our friends in the flesh

may disappoint us or leave us; nothing
in the shifting world may present to us

the familiar face of old. But the people
with whom we have lived through the

pages of a book are unchanging and im-
mortal. "Now," said Balzac, returning
from a crowded company to the solitude

of his own library, "now for some real

people." And it can not be said that

Balzac did not know the world. Viewed,
then, either as a refuge from the present
or as a means of conquering it, as a
refreshment or as a weapon, books are
the one thing in these spare days that
we can not go without. And winter's
for books.

Kautsky's Exposure
KARL

MARX taught that the course
of history is not decided by indi-

vidual persons and institutions, but in

the last instance by economic forces.

Capitalism creates everywhere imperial-
ism, the desire for violent expansion of

territory. In capitalism, therefore, the
Socialists see the cause of the War. It

is this doctrinaire way of judging the

history of the last five years which has
made international Socialism seem in

league with the imperialism of Germany.
Public opinion, both in neutral and En-
tente countries, found instinctively the
truth to which the Socialists were
blinded by their theories. It knew that
the War had been made in Germany, and
held the ex-Kaiser and his counsellors

responsible for it. And now that the
criminals are beaten, the chief exponent
of Marxism in Germany, the historian
Karl Kautsky, has come forward with
an indictment of them more crushing
than any enemy or neutral could pro-
duce, as neither hatred nor moral in-

dignation, but the cool reasoning of a
disbeliever in individual responsibility
for the world's destinies, has dictated
the verdict. "A Marxist," says Kautsky,
"who would argue that imperialism
would in any case have led to war, what-
ever Germany's policy might have been,
acts like a man taking the part of little

rascals who have played at throwing
burning matches into a barrel of pow-
der. But the Berlin boys knew that
the powder was there ; they had, in fact,

deposited the bulk ofs it themselves."
Extracts from Kautsky's book have

appeared in the papers, but it is only
from a perusal of the whole work, both
the documents and the commentary, that
one gains the full impression of its ter-

rible importance. For the first time,
irrefutable evidence is produced of the
ex-Kaiser's full complicity with his crim-
inal advisers. The book disposes for

good of the legend, faithfully spread by
loyal subjects of the War Lord since

fate and the world began to turn against
him, that his ministers had confided in

him only in so far as it might serve
their own aggressive ends. Prince Lich-

nowsky's famous memorandum was, un-
til recently, the only authority for the

story of Von Tschirschky, the German
Ambassador at Vienna, having received
a reprimand for reporting that he had
advised the Government in Vienna to

adopt greater moderation towards Ser-
bia. Kautsky produces the report in

question, together with the marginal
notes of Von Tschirschky's Imperial
master, the contents of which bear out

Lichnowsky's almost incredible state-

ment.
"I often hear the desire expressed,

even by serious people," the Ambassador
wrote, "that the Serbians might be
scored off once for all (Now or never! is
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the Emperor's comment). First, they

say, we must confront them with a
series of demands, and when they re-

fuse to comply with these, we must pro-
ceed by forcible means. On all such
occasions I take care quietly, but em-
phatically and earnestly, to warn against
precipitation." (Who has given him au-

thority for that? is the comment. That
is very stupid! It is no concern of his

at all, as it is exclusively for Austria to

decide what is to be done. It will be said

afterwards, if matters go wrong, that

Germany backed out. Tschirschky must
please stop this nonsense! With the

Serbians accounts must be settled, and
the sooner the better.) This document,
with the notes in the margin, was re-

turned to the Foreign Office on July 4,

nineteen days before the Austrian ulti-

matum was delivered at Belgrade. The
Kaiser's comments on the subsequent de-

velopment of affairs as described in the

reports of the Ambassador in "Vienna,

show him impatient of delay. Not until

July 14 could Tschirschky report that the

Hungarian Government had given its

full approval to the criminal scheme.

On July 23, the fatal note was deliv-

ered at Belgrade by the Austrian Minis-

ter. In a telegram to Vienna he re-

ferred to it as an "ultimatum," but an
immediate reprimand was the reply to

this tactless designation, the note, it

was explained to him, being only "a

time-limited step" (eine befristete De-

marche), as its refusal would not in-

stantly be answered with a declaration

of war, but only with the breaking off

of the diplomatic relations. The German
Government has always professed not to

have known the contents of this noto-

rious document until it was officially

brought to the knowledge of all the

Powers. Even if this denial of com-

plicity be taken to refer to the verbal

text only, and not to its general tenor

as agreed upon in Berlin on July 6, it

is proved to be a falsehood by the evi-

dence that Kautsky produces from the

archives. A copy of the note, despatched

by Von Tschirschky, was received at

the Foreign Office in Berlin in the after-

noon of July 22, two full days earlier

than it was made known to the other

Powers, and certainly a sufficient time

before the handing of the original at

Belgrade for the German Government to

have prevented that decisive step if such

had been the wish of the statesmen at

Berlin. Serbia's unexpected compliance

with the exorbitant conditions of the

befristete Demarche made it extremely

difficult for Germany to play the double

part of seeming, in the eyes of the

world, honestly solicitous to preserve

peace and of secretly backing up Austria

in getting her war with Serbia. The

British proposals for mediation could not

flatly be declined, "as that would make
us stand condemned before the whole

world as responsible for the conflagra-

tion, and as the real instigators of the
War. This would also make our own
position in the country impossible, which
must be brought to believe that we were
forced into the War." Thus wrote Von
Bethmann-Hollweg in a despatch to Von
Tschirschky of July 27.

The Emperor's marginal comments of

the last days of July do not betray the

slightest hesitancy or agitation at the
certain approach of the great war.
Sir Edward Grey's prediction, quoted by
Prince Lichnowsky, that "the war would
bring in its train revolutionary move-
ments as in 1848 in consequence of lan-

guishing commerce" is waived by the

imperial amateur-statesman with an in-

credulous exclamation mark. Sir Ed-
ward's offer to insist, jointly with Ger-

many, on an extension by Austria of the
time limit for Serbia's reply is discarded
with a peremptory needless. The possi-

bility hinted at by Grey that Austria

might bleed to death as a consequence
of a protracted war is made light of with
a sneering nonsense! The greater is his

disappointment and his rage when, four

days later, on July 29, he receives Sir

Edward's warning, passed on by Lich-

nowsky, that England, though willing to

act as a mediator between Austria, Ser-

bia, and Russia, would not engage to

maintain her neutrality in the event of

a war between Germany and France. In

a spasm of fury he fills the margin with

vituperative language against the mean
cheat (meaning Sir Edward Grey),
whose policy is so thoroughly vile and

mephistophelian, but typically English.
But if Germany, through England's

treachery, is to bleed to death, she shall

be revenged by causing England to lose

British India! Our consuls in Turkey
and India, our agents, etc., must rouse

the entire Mohammedan world into a

wild revolt against this hated, lying, un-

scrupulous race of grocers. He is re-

signed to the prospect of his country

bleeding to death if only England be

hurled with it into the maelsti-om !

On the Chancellor and the Foreign

Office, on the other hand, the British

outspokenness had a sobering effect.

From July 29 on, Berlin honestly worked
to avoid the war which, without Italy's

aid and with Great Britain as an oppo-

nent, was bound to lead to Germany's
destruction. But this belated action for

peace was thwarted by Austria's refusal

to enter into negotiations with Russia

and the insistence of the German Gen-

eral Staff on the necessity of striking

the first blow. Since the German diplo-

mats had brought the country to the

verge of war, it had become the duty of

the military authorities to carry it

through the war as quickly and at as

little cost as possible. And this imme-
diate preparedness required mobiliza-

tion, which, according to the conception

of the General Staff, meant war. Von
Bethmann had lost control over the

spirits which he himself had called up.

The military leaders assumed command,
and the Chancellor became the obedient

executant of their orders. They began
the war against Russia and France and

left it to Bethmann to make the world

believe that those countries were the

aggressors. In a memorandum of Au-

gust 5, Von Moltke, Chief of the Gen-
eral Staff, prescribes to the Chancellor

the policy that must be followed: Re-

volts must be stirred up among the Poles

against Russia, in Egypt and India

against the British, in Morocco and Al-

giers against the French. Influential

German-Americans must manipulate the

American press in Germany's favor.

"Perhaps the United States can be per-
suaded to undertake an action at sea

against England, for which Canada will

be its reward." When the United States

can not be won over to the German side,

Mexico is approached and offered some
of the States of the Union as a bait. At
the same time the General Staff makes
a bid for the aid of the insurgents in

Ireland, the anarchists in Italy, the dy-
namiters in America, and, ultimately, of

the Bolsheviki in Russia. "Lenin and

Trotsky," writes Kautsky, "were not the

first, as one sees, to try to rescue their

cause from an impossible situation by
letting their emissaries stir up a world-

revolution. But it is a superstition—
which many advocates of the world-

revolution share with the shortsighted
German politicians—that revolutions can
be called forth ad libitum by skillful, ac-

tive and well-moneyed agents."

Kautsky has done a good work in the

publication of these documents and his

clear and searching commentary. The
world, and the German nation first of

all, owes him a debt of gratitude for his

unsparing revelation of the truth. The
book may bring a change in the long-

stagnant question of the ex-Kaiser's

trial. It exposes him as a reckless crim-

inal bent on war, the chief conspirator

against the peace of the world. Does
not this discovery of his real character

make it incumbent on Germany herself

to bring him to trial for the crime which

brought this endless woe upon the na-

tion?
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What Will the Radicals Eat?

I
AM wondering how the American

Bolshevists, red and pink, are plan-

ning to handle the food problem. I

hold no brief for the present social

order. Society argues its own briefs

without regard to you and me. But I

am struck with certain inconveniences

in the evening-up process as revealed by

Europe's experience in feeding herself

after the war. There too they have

tried to destroy human institutions, and

the net result so far discernible is that

several millions of the best people are

dead and the rest are very irregular at

their meals.

However much the army of the Left

may differ from other armies, it must be

like them in this, that it, too, marches

on its stomach. Was not one of the first

steps of the Soviets in Russia and the

Hungary House in Budapest to increase

the ration of the faithful? New York,

in which swarm radicals of all shades,

finds its machinery severely tested to

keep itself fed. What are the Bolshevists

of the Boulevards planning to do when
for the present severely tried order they

have substituted one of their own? This

matter of food supply is not without its

perplexities when you and I and our

brothers insist upon living in a large

city far away from where the green

things grow. The capitalistic order has

arranged a machinery whereby food

comes to all with some regularity. Week
in and week out New York eats its 10,000

tons of grain, its 8,000 tons of meat,
its 40,000 tons, more or less, of other

foodstuffs. There is nothing to indicate

that New York will eat less under the

coming dispensation. Certainly then as

now there will be needed the thousands
of cars, the miles of multiple tracks to

transport the foodstuffs, and the compli-
cated financial structure of banking, to

carry New York's hundred-million-dol-

lar-a-week kitchen bill. For my part I

do not care so much that capitalism shall

do this as that it shall continue to be
done.

There are only two ways of keeping
up your food supply. If you are a true

individualist with no capitalistic taint,

you can raise it yourself with a sharp
stick. But if you live with your fellows

you are very likely to use some of soci-

ety's machinery in a rudimentary or de-

veloped form. If you live in New York,
or some other large city, the form is

likely to be very intricate indeed and to

depend very much upon accumulated

capital. It may be handled by a magni-
fied form of communism if a commune
can learn the technique; but the prin-
ciple will be capitalism just the same.

Capital will be required to transport
your food, to store it, and to pay the
fanner for it upon delivery some months
before you pay for it at your grocer's.

I have no record of any member of

any of the more radical groups raising
his food for himself. Believers in

"direct action" with regard to man's
accumulated stocks and organized insti-

tutions, they take no direct action with

respect to nature. Assuming some
credit for courage in calling a spade a

spade, they do not often use one. Much
as he attacks capital, your radical re-

former is always found where capital is.

He takes his place in the great city or

at a mine. He does not appear on the

farms. It is a mistake to say that the

Bolshevists took Russia and Hungary.
The Bolshevists took Petrograd and

Budapest, and held them just as long as

the country behind could or would pro-
vide food. Your American Bolshevist

lives in New York, Chicago, or some
other large city. He is as likely as not

to belong to the leisure classes, whose
income was long ago guaranteed, or to

be an artist or a poet to whom "society
owes a living."

In order that you and I, as city dwell-

ers, shall be fed, two things are neces-

sary. First, an internal economic ma-

chinery of distribution; second, a system
of values so that the producer may be

immediately compensated for his work
and encouraged to continue it. What
the attitude of our Bolshevist is toward
the capital which stands at the basis of

banking, transportation, and storage, we
know. It is to enjoy the fruits of capital

and organization and to strike at their

roots of efficiency and power to be of

service. Even more insidious still is

his attack on values by which the food

producer is compensated for his labor.

Reduced to its simplest term, the trade

between the farmer who produces the

food and the city man who eats it is a

trade between foodstuffs and the manu-
factured goods the farmer needs. Says
a British statesman, "In the main a

country's agricultural produce is ex-

changed against manufactured articles.

If industry is not producing, the farmer
can not exchange his products against
these articles, and, on the other hand,
the industrial community has no pur-

chasing power. It can only offer a cur-

rency which is rapidly depreciating and
which the farmer will therefore refuse."

The farmer accepts money, of course,

but the money stands for a parity of

value between the foodstuffs and the

manufactured goods. This parity the

Bolshevist would vitiate, has indeed

vitiated in Russia and Hungary, by issu-

ing superfluous money, and has tried to

vitiate in America by reducing the pro-
duction of manufactured goods while

accepting an ever-increasing supply of

foodstuffs. He would create by social

fiat a standard of exchange to impose
upon the farmer who produces by indi-

vidual labor. He continues to eat and
demand more from the soil and the tiller

of the soil, while giving less labor for
fewer hours. He demands more value
in wheat, corn, and pork, for less value
in machinery, coal, and clothing. He ex-

pects by manipulation of money to

change the relationships between what
the farmer grows and what the city man
manufactures.

Fortunately for your farmer but un-

fortunately for your city man, the
farmer has the last word on this. The
farmer knows that he is the producer
of the commodities of first necessity.
His mind is never confused by money.
For true value he looks to things or

land, and he will not surrender his food-

stuffs except for true value. When
money becomes useless, the farmer turns

away from money entirely and begins
to hoard and barter. For a time after

the Civil War in America, things were

cheap and money was dear. That was
a time of overproduction from the land.

Such times do not promise soon to re-

turn. Money is so cheap in some parts
of Europe to-day that it has practically
lost value. If you want to get a goose
in Hungary you have to take a pair of

boots out into the country and barter

directly with the farmer who needs

boots.

As long as we are not all willing to

work the soil, we must pay for our food

a coin acceptable to the man who does

work the soil. And that can not be done

by the fiat of reform, by the changing
of social order, the destruction of eco-

nomic machinery, the issuing of more

money, or the reduction in production
of manufactured goods. It can be done

only by work which will create some-

thing the farmer will accept for his

produce. Lord Robert Cecil is authority
for the statement that before the war
four hundred million Europeans just

managed to feed, clothe, and shelter

themselves, and to amass six months'

capital on which to live. Now that

capital has vanished; Europe is to all

intents and purposes on a non-capital
basis. Is there anything in this to

encourage the farmer to grow produce
for the great mass of people who have
no contact with the land? Hungary
had its chance to prove the contention

of the communists. But the farmers re-

fused to exchange their produce for the

useless scrip of the Soviets, and at a

breath of outside influence Bela Kun fell.

He and his followers were underfed and
thousands of his unfortunate fellow-

citizens were dead of starvation in an

agricultural country. The cry that is

going up to-day against the blockade on

Russia adds no strength to the radical

cause. Under normal conditions Russia

does not need to import foodstuffs. She
is an exporting nation. The demand
that food from America shall now sup-

port the Soviets at Petrograd is simply
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the demand that capital shall support
abroad an order that is subversive of its

strength to be of service to society.

Capital is too much burdened at home
to seek abroad such destructive philan-
thropy.
The answer to the difficulties does not

lie in an impossible and parasitic com-
munism. It lies in the demand that all

groups of society play their part in the

support of that order that must stand
on a league of the agricultural with the

industrial, or sink altogether to the agri-
cultural. It lies not in putting greater
burdens on the producers of foodstuffs,
for these producers can easily cease to

carry their burdens. It lies in adjusting
the burdens between the producers of

manufactured goods and the producers
of foodstuffs.

If that is not done we shall have a
reconstruction of society by rules more
fundamental than those of the reform-

ers, a reconstruction which has started

in Europe and which is proceeding by
two processes : first, the reduction of the

population by starvation; second, a radi-

cal change of base by large groups of

society back to the soil.

If our radical groups sincerely wish
to see the order of urban life with all

its advantages maintained and strength-
ened, let them take heed of the words
of one who has much sympathy with the

wrongs of labor and wishes to put labor

in its proper place in the social order,
a man moreover who knows how the

pinch of hunger twinges in the stomachs
of a hundred million people. The words
were spoken of Europe, but they have
no less application to America. Herbert
Hoover writes, "No economic policy will

bring food to those stomachs or fuel to

those hearths that does not secure the
maximum production. There is no use
of tears over raising prices; they are
to a great degree a visualization of in-

sufficient production."
Thomas H. Dickinson

Impressions from Hungary
CORRESPONDENCE

received from
well-informed sources in Hungary

indicates something of the full measure
which that country is paying for its

share in the war. The Rumanians have

pillaged and requisitioned to an extent

unbelievable unless seen. Not only has
the greater portion of the transporta-

tion, both of the railroads and of private

individuals, in the form of automobiles,

trucks, wagons, etc., been taken to Ru-

mania, but also the majority of the

cattle and crops, the last to such an ex-

tent that the seed for next year is lack-

ing. They have, by their requisitioning
and theft, put some 200,000 industrial

workers and their families in dire dis-

tress, and have likewise prevented the

payment of any indemnity to the En-
tente by Hungary.
As a consequence, the country is in a

state of utter disorganization. It takes

ten days for a letter to go from one
section of Budapest to another, writes

another of our informants. One may
guess from this what the communication
will be between distant parts of the

country. The population is starving and

entirely dependent on sustenance from
abroad. The American Relief Adminis-
tration European Children's Fund is

doing all it can to save the rising gen-
eration from becoming lost to the fu-

ture. Mr. Gardner Richardson, who has

organized the relief work at Budapest,
arrived there on October 7, and in con-

sultation with the Government began
immediately to prepare for the opening
of children's kitchens. Nearly a hun-
dred of these desperately needed relief

stations are running now full blast, and

giving one meal every day to 100,000

children. The people's recognition of

our good services finds expression in the

esteem shown to the Stars and Stripes.
The little American flag on the door of

a freight car, or an automobile, or pasted
on a parcel, or a piece of baggage, is a

surer means of protection than police-
men or armed soldiers are.

The Hungarian Government of Mr.
Friedrich has cooperated with the

Americans in a splendid spirit. An ap-

propriation of 5,000,000 kronen was con-

tributed towards the defrayal of the ex-

penses of organization and administra-

tion of the relief. But far more is

needed. The programme so far outlined

will demand close to $1,000,000, in addi-

tion to the funds already secured, and
this money is being raised chiefly among
Americans of Hungarian extraction, on
whom the responsibility for this relief

work rests. The writer warns emphatic-

ally against sending money over to Hun-

gary. It is worthless there, as there is

nothing to buy.
The Hungarian has never been known

as a hard worker, and under the present

trying conditions he has the business

ability of a child. Yet, economically,

Hungary can be made self-sustaining;

since for the population of the reduced

territory, amounting to about ten mil-

lion, there is sufficient agricultural land,

coal mines, and iron mines remaining
to them. Foreign aid, however, is needed

to make these natural resources produc-
tive. Owing to the depreciation of the

krone, the chances for investment of for-

eign capital are extremely good, in the

first place because of the relatively small

investment necessary to be made in for-

eign security or money; secondly, be-

cause of the great need of capital for

practically every concern in Hungary.
The Italians have already purchased the

Wood Bank and a number of properties.
The English have likewise invested to a
considerable degree, and are now nego-

tiating for a loan of about one hundred
million pounds against the railroads of

the country. The United States is handi-

capped both because of its distance, and
the lack of any governmental or com-
mercial agents in the country. The atti-

tude of the Hungarian towards Ameri-
cans is such that they prefer them to

everyone except, perhaps, the British.

They are not desirous of doing business
with either the French or the Italians. Of
their feelings towards the Germans and
the resumption of the peaceful penetra-
tion of the country by German influences

the same correspondent gives some in-

teresting details. The former ally is

already marketing her commodities in

Hungary at a ridiculously low rate and
giving two-year credits, and, unquestion-
ably repulsive as the idea is to the Hun-
garian, the country will again become
dependent upon Germany. She alone

supplies the countries of the old Dual
Monarchy with food, clothing, raw mate-
rials, and manufactured products on a
credit basis acceptable to them. Ger-
many, to the writer's positive knowledge,
is the only country on the Continent
where the supply of fuel is adequate and
the factories are working day and night.
One example of their cleverness is that
in their replacements in Belgium of ma-
chinery carried away during the occu-

pation, they have sent brand-new Ger-
man machinery so that all spare parts
for such plant will hereafter have to
come from the same German factories.

It would appear that the German dream
of a "Mittel Europa" is nearer realiza-

tion to-day than ever before.

Hungary has, indeed, some industries
of her own. The largest factory is the
metal fabrication plant of Manfred
Weiss, situated at Colpel, in the neigh-
borhood of Budapest. This plant nor-

mally employs 36,000 workmen, and dur-

ing the war this number was increased
to 50,000. At Gyor are the plants of the
Skoda Cannon Factory and a large car

shop. At the smaller factories beet

sugar and agricultural implements are
mainly manufactured, of the latter about
60 per cent, of the national need. From
the industrial workers in these factories
the Social Democratic Party recruits
most of its members, being three per
cent, of the ten million people inhabiting
the new Hungary. Their recent experi-
ence of Bolshevism has sobered both the

working and the governing classes. The
Social Democrats have agreed to remove
from their platform the elimination of
class distinction, and the Government,
which has always opposed any labor or-

ganization, is beginning to realize that
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it is better to utilize labor than to

fight it

All things considered, Hungary, in

spite of Bolshevist rule and Rumanian

pillage, seems to be in a much better

condition than her sister-state Austria.

To American business the country offers

a wide field for enterprise. The writer

would rather favor an investment of

capital than the purchase of anything

for export, and if importation were con-

templated, it would of course be neces-

sary to grant extended credit, as the

Germans do. There is also an oppor-

tunity for the establishment of a bank

to take the place of the Trans-Atlantic

Trust Company, in view of the fact that

there are about two million Hungarians
in the United States, all of whom con-

tinually send remittances to Hungary.
The people would view an initiative

in this line from the American side

with enthusiasm. The splendid organ-

ization set up by Mr. Hoover's repre-

sentatives and now utilized by Captain
Richardson for his relief work, and the

energetic mannner in which the United

States General H. H. Bandholtz, of

Philippine fame, has dealt with the

Rumanian invaders, have made the

Americans very popular among all classes

in Hungary.

Sir Robert Borden

THE
somewhat unexpected retirement*

of Sir Robert Borden from the

Canadian Premiership is calculated to

affect the political situation in the

Dominion to a degree that leaves the

immediate consequences very much in

the realm of speculation. Until the an-

nouncement of his determination to

withdraw from the high office which he
held since 1911, few realized the im-

portance of the man and of the posi-
tion that he occupied in the eyes of

the country. His disappearance from
the scene was considered to be so remote
that scarcely any person calculated the
results—especially as they might affect

the political future of Canada. Now,
however, that he has made the momen-
tous announcement, everything has been
cast into such a state of confusion that

only time can draw any semblance of

order out of the chaotic outlook. It is

certainly now opportune to glance back
over the recent years and briefly esti-

mate the importance of the part played
by Sir Robert Borden in the country's
affairs during the most trying period
of her history since the time of the Con-
federation.

Unlike Sir John A. Macdonald, Bor-

•This article, contributed by our special
Canadian correspondent, is of sufficient in-
terest to stand, in spite of the news, received
at the last moment, that Sir Robert Borden
intends to retain his office while taking an
extended vacation.

den was not a keen and wily politician

possessed of that peculiar magnetism
which draws men irresistibly to his fol-

lowing; unlike Sir Wilfrid Laurier, he
was not a polished orator, in both lan-

guages; but he possessed other and very

important qualifications for leadership,

which, if slow in development, became
more and more manifest as circum-

stances of increasing national impor-
tance arose. In the public life of the

Dominion he has, since 1896, come slowly
to be recognized as a man of exceptional

parts. When he entered the Federal field

the Conservative party was fresh from
an overwhelming defeat, without co-

hesion in its ranks, and without a leader

of any prominence. The choice, despite

grave opposition, fell upon the new
member from Halifax. Even after he
became leader of the Opposition, and

consequently of the Conservative party,
there was a considerable amount of fric-

tion between the members of his fol-

lowing ; and, after the defeat of the Con-
servatives at the polls in 1900, there was
a threat of replacing him in the leader-

ship. Once again his party was defeated,
but so able was his management during
succeeding sessions that his qualities of

leadership became more apparent. At
last, the suddenly called election of 1911

swept him into power. It was unex-

pected, even by the most sanguine of

Conservatives; consequently all the more
to the credit of Borden.
He assumed the Premiership under

peculiar circumstances; the prestige of

the recent victory was a source of great

encouragement; the lack of a defined

policy, of experience on the part of his

new Ministry, and of absolute unanimity
on certain issues militated against him.

During three years Sir Robert Borden
worked night and day and brought every
means of fortifying his Government into

play. It was a huge task; and, as it

progressed, he displayed an ever increas-

ing energy, keen-sightedness, and tact.

Yet, all this was in the purely domestic

sphere; outside of Canada little was
known of the political situation, and the
Dominion's foreign relations were so

restricted that there was no real oppor-
tunity for him to display any of the

qualities that have since dawned upon
the public. Had old conditions con-

tinued, it is quite possible that Borden
would have held the Premiership of

Canada for a number of years, and have

relinquished the position leaving behind
him the reputation of an able lawyer and
a conscientious administrator, with a

great willingness to devote his whole
attention to the improvement of the
Dominion's prospects.
The year 1914 brought the war. With

a keenness of vision for which few had
given him credit, and with a determina-
tion far beyond what was suspected to

exist in his character, before the British
Government had declared war on Ger-

many, Borden had cabled to England the
offer of Canada's entire cooperation in

the event of a struggle. From that hour
until the end of the war, through all the

political vicissitudes that marked those
four years, despite every adverse criti-

cism that naturally arose, he never once
wavered nor relinquished the helm.
Others might hesitate, others might
turn back, others might halt in presence
of unforeseen obstacles; but he never
once lost sight of the beacon on the far
summit which he had set there for his

own guidance and for the guidance of

Canada.
This is not the time to attempt any

appreciation of Sir Robert Borden's
course and activities at the Peace Con-

ference, nor their effect upon the de-

cisions of the Allies or upon the pros-

pects of Canada; we are yet too near
those events to be able to judge them
with impartiality or to gauge their ulti-

mate bearing upon the near future of
the Dominion. The student of the com-

ing years will be better able to appraise
them, and to assign to Sir Robert Bor-
den the place which he must occupy in

the Pantheon of Canadian statesman-

ship. For the present all that can be
done is to express regret that the over-

strain of duty has considerably, though
not, it may be hoped, permanently, im-

paired his health and has led to an im-
mediate retirement from public life. The
consequences of his relinquishing the

Premiership at this time and they will

be many and great in Canada—are of

minor consideration compared to the

premature ending of a public career that,
if slow in its earlier developments, cer-

tainly was marked by ability, energy,

determination, patriotism, and world-
wide sympathies.

Personally, Sir Robert Borden is a
man of fine education, a very deep-read

lawyer, possessing an even and cordial

disposition, devoted to art, letters, and
to warm human attachments. He has
never been an extremist, either in poli-

tics or religion. He had his strong con-

victions, but he conceded the right to all

his fellow-countrymen to enjoy their

respective views and opinions. He had
a great dislike for all that tended to

awaken prejudices in the minds of the

people. It was his misfortune, at times,
to be under the necessity of surrounding
himself with colleagues who did not

fully share his broad-mindedness. In

the last year but one of the war he
made a stupendous effort to strengthen
his ministry by inviting members of

the Opposition to join him in his task. To
a certain degree he succeeded; his course

therein may be estimated in different

ways, according as it is observed from
one critical angle or from another, but

it clearly demonstrated that he was not

a hidebound politician.

J.K.F.
Ottawa, Canada
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Correspondence
The Present Situation in

Alsace-Lorraine

To the Editors of The Review:
A few months ago I had the honor of

being presented to Mr. Wilson. During
the audience I asked the President to be
kind enough to write his name on the

margin of a volume where were formu-
lated his Fourteen Points. Very obliging-
ly the distinguished statesman penned
his initials alongside of these words of
the eighth point: "The wrong done to

France in the matter of Alsace-Lorraine
should be righted." Here again Mr. Wil-
son recognized the fact that the logical
and just conclusion of the war could

only be reached by restoring to France
Alsace-Lorraine. The President, as well

as the whole generous American nation,
saw this from the first moment, and we
shall always be eternally thankful to

them for this.

When Germany annexed these Prov-

inces, she never asked the population how
they felt in the matter, nor did she pay
any attention to the Bordeaux Protest

of 1871. And, again, when in 1874 the

then recently elected Alsace-Lorraine
members of the Reichstag requested that

the Provinces be given an opportunity
to vote on the question, the proposal was
greeted with derisive laughter. Dur-

ing the forty-four years which followed,
the Germans constantly refused to sanc-

tion by a popular ballot what they held

simply by the right of conquest. More
than this—they never ceased to persecute
the people of Alsace-Lorraine because

the latter continued to protest against
a domination forced upon them. But

to-day, rather late it must be admitted,
the authorities at Berlin are beginning
to pronounce as stupid the policy of

heartless repression which their prede-
cessors pursued in the Provinces, and
which conclusively showed that, after

forty-four years of tranquil possession,

Germany had not learned how to win the

affection or even the esteem of this peo-

ple who continued to repudiate their

rule. Bismarck's remark was quite true,

when he said, evidently with a feeling of

pride, that "the Prussian does not know
how to make himself liked." France,
on the other hand, has always succeeded

in awakening warm affection in those

who have come to her, the latest proof
of which was seen repeatedly in the re-

cent war. Consequently it is not sur-

prising that Alsace-Lorraine, torn by
force from a nation to which she was so

warmly attached, and placed under the

domination of unsympathetic masters,

has throughout this long exile always

ardently desired to return to the land

of her preference.
Before 1914, some people doubted

whether the Provinces, "momentarily ab-
sent from their home," were still faith-

ful in their love for France. This ques-
tioning was largely due to a most active
German propaganda which never wearied
in spreading statements to this effect.

But the events which quickly followed

easily overturned this fragile edifice

founded on falsehoods. When the French
and American troops entered Alsace-

Lorraine, they were welcomed, as I know
from having seen it myself, with trans-

ports of joy by the whole population.
When were more flags unfurled and
garlands displayed by a people delirious

with enthusiasm? How true were the

words of President Poincare pronounced
at Strassburg: "The plebiscite has been
taken!" Yes, it was taken, and how de-

cisive and overwhelming it was. In a

word, the Provinces threw themselves
into the arms of France. The long
martyrdom was at last at an end.

During the forty-four years of their

servitude, the people of Alsace-Lorraine
had never ceased to ask for autonomy
within the German Empire. But to this

very reasonable demand Berlin always
replied with a No. So now these Ger-

mans, who imagine themselves shrewd,
asked themselves if the moment had not

come to satisfy this desire and so pre-
vent the Provinces from becoming once
more a part of France, "one and indi-

visible." A few days before the armis-

tice, the Berlin Government appointed a
Stadtholder and an Alsatian Secretary
of State whose mission it was to elabo-

rate, in accord with the Strassburg
Parliament, a new and liberal consti-

tution, even it it had to be republican.
But these eleventh-hour concessions were

outstripped by the onrush of events. If

they had been offered before 1914, they

might have satisfied the nation, but in

1918, an Alsace-Lorraine, sure of becom-

ing a part of France again, would of

course not listen to them. The Lower
House at Strassburg overturned the new
Government, declared itself a National

Assembly and in a resolution which was
carried unanimously stated that it was
the wish of the people to return to

France.
But even then the Germans did not

abandon their efforts to prevent the

disaster. An "emergency committee"

was established at Baden-Baden, an un-

limited amount of money was put at its

disposal and Alsace-Lorraine was inun-

dated with tracts, manifestoes and pam-

phlets, in which the neutralization plan

was advocated. In the meantime France

took possession of the country and at

first acted very leniently towards these

propagandists. Only Government em-

ployees who had compromised themselves

were expelled, while 350,000 Germans,
who were, of course, heart and soul with

Germany, were left in the country. For a

moment Berlin thought her efforts had

been crowned with success. "We have tri-

umphed," shouted the three musketeers

of Baden-Baden. But they were destined

to be disappointed. After a long period
of tolerance, the Strassburg police de-

cided one fine morning to take measures
to check the chief "neutralists," and the

agitation ceased without having affected

even superficially the attachment of Al-

sace-Lorraine to France.

But during the first months of French
rule some grave but inevitable mistakes

were made. Though Alsatian adminis-

trative ways differ radically from those

which prevail in other parts of France,
the new French officials thoughtlessly

began to substitute the latter for the

former and consequently produced con-

siderable discontent; whereupon the Ger-
mans imagined, mistakenly as was their

custom, that this dissatisfaction was ad-

dressed to France, the Liberator, instead

of to stupid officials who meant well

but were blunderers. As soon as it was

perceived at Paris that France was on
the wrong track in Alsace-Lorraine, M.
Clemenceau made haste to confide the

administration of the Provinces to a

first-class official, M. Alexandre Mil-

lerand, a leading member of the Paris

bar, who had been associated with M.
Clemenceau both as a journalist and a

minister; and he also carried through
the Chambers a bill which maintained

provisionally in these territories the local

self-government practices peculiar to

them. These measures sufficed to quiet
the public mind, which had been momen-
tarily excited.

If Germany is still blind in this mat-

ter, her eyes must have been opened by
the results of the general elections which
occurred in the middle of last month,
which, by the way, were favorable to the

moderates, but in which even the social-

ists declared their satisfaction at be-

coming French once more. In this matter

of nationality, and this is the point that

especially interests me here, all the can-

didates stood on the same platform. Not
one neutralist or autonomist showed him-
self on the hustings. M. Poincare's re-

mark was again to the point—"the

plebiscite has been made." All the vot-

ers of Alsace-Lorraine approved the

Treaty of Versailles, and Germany sees

these Provinces permanently lost to her,

for we are French and we shall remain

French, under the protection of the

powerful Allies of France, to whom we
express, with all our heart, our pro-
foundest gratitude.

Emile Wetterle
Chamber of Deputies, Paris, December 1.

[Abbe Wetterle, a Catholic priest, was
born at Colmar in 1861, and before the war
was one of the Alsatian members of the
German Reichstag. In 1914 he escaped
to France, where, during five years, he ar-

dently supported, with voice and pen, the
cause of the Allies. At the recent general
elections he was chosen a member of the

French Chamber of Deputies for the De-

partment of the Upper Rhine, of which
Colmar is the capital.]
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Book Reviews
"Vir Vere Christianus"

A Labrador Doctor. The Autobiography
of Wilfred Thomason Grenfell, M.D.

Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.

IF
Wilfred Grenfell in the second year

of his medical course had not turned

into an Evangelistic meeting conducted

by Moody and Sankey on a certain night

in the year 1885, the whole course of

his after life would have been different.

He would have become a distinguished

physician with an aristocratic connec-

tion. Wealth and honors would have

been his; and he would have enjoyed the

athletic outdoor sports, shooting, fishing,

yachting so dear to the heart of the

English gentleman. It would have been

an exemplary and irreproachable career.

But that night he made a choice as radi-

cal as Saul of Tarsus. It drove him to a

life of hardship and service at the ends

of the earth. Honor unsought has come

to him in no stinted measure. More

precious still must be the gratitude of

the thousands into whose life he has

brought healing and the admiration of

troops of friends who know how to value

a man and a man's work.

Now he has written his autobiog-

raphy; but he tells us surprisingly little

about himself. He belongs to the fa-

mous Cornwall Grenfells, a fighting clan

whose record is writ large in the annals

of England's army and fleet from the

days of Elizabeth to the Great War just

ended. A curious mark of the English
aristocrat is that he not only meets

danger adequately when it comes; he

goes out of his way to seek it; he courts

it like a mistress. The love of adventure

is in the Grenfell blood. As a mere

child, young Wilfred was allowed to

roam at will upon the dangerous Sands
of Dee with his gun, wild-fowling, and

retrieving the birds he shot by swim-

ming into the icy pools after them. Ad-
venture has always been the breath of

his nostrils. Whether it was fighting
half a dozen blackguards who were try-

ing to bully him in a "pub," or manoeu-

vring a capsized boat to land in the dark,
or drifting with freezing hands and feet

on an ice-pan in Arctic seas, peril to life

and limb has always fired, not chilled,

his ardent temperament. Christianity
itself appeals to him as the greatest ad-

venture of all.

Wilfred Thomason Grenfell was born
at Parkgate, Chester, on February 28,
1865. His father was a brilliant gradu-
ate of Oxford, a clergyman and the head
of an excellent private school. At the

age of fourteen, young Grenfell was
sent to Marlborough College ; four years
later he was ripe for the university, and
was offered his choice of Oxford, or a
medical course at London university.
He chose the latter. At the age of

twenty-one, he had satisfied the easy re-

quirements of that time for a medical

degree. In hospital he had seen much
of the North Sea fishermen, and soon

undertook medical, philanthropic, and

religious work among them. At the

suggestion of his chief, Sir Frederic

Treves, he went to sea in January to

take a look over his "field." He found
the twenty thousand men in England's

fishing fleets of the breed of Peggotty
and Ham. Their rough, hard life had

plenty of surgical cases as by-products.

Floating traders in liquor demoralized

them in slack times of fishing. There
was no attempt to relieve suffering or

supply medical attendance. The amelio-

ration Grenfell was able to bring into

their lives can not easily be calculated.

He does not mention it in his book, but

his work among the North Sea fisher-

men was the subject of an admiring ar-

ticle by James Runciman in one of the

leading reviews.

Soon he became interested in the con-

dition of the fishermen of the North At-

lantic, and in June, 1892, he and two
others sailed a ketch with only three

feet freeboard across to Newfoundland.

They made St. Johns the very time of

the third great fire. From that day to

this, he has labored with the ardor of

a zealot and the cool practicality of a
common-sense Englishman to better the

lot of perhaps the hardest-driven white

population in the world. The fishermen

of the Labrador wring a scanty living
from the cruellest of seas. Starvation is

never far away. They shelter in hovels

to which an Irish peasant's cabin is lux-

urious. Till Grenfell came among them,
there was absolutely no relief from dis-

ease. Yet they have all the primitive

virtues; courage, daring, fortitude, re-

source are all in the day's work; mutual

helpfulness is a matter of course; the

hospitality of the poor, which means
sharing the last crust, is "f way of t'

coast." Having himself the qualities of

the sailor, Grenfell was particularly
fitted to deal with this race of seafarers.

For twenty years, he has striven to bet-

ter their conditions and afford them aid

of every kind, medical, religious, educa-

tional. He has aimed at nothing less

than the transformation of the entire

population, to lift the whole dead weight
to a higher level of civilization. Here in

the United States he has found his most
effective support, and has enlisted an

army of generous helpers. It has not
been all plain sailing. Losses, dis-

appointments, failures have come with

success; but the net result is incalcu-

lable improvement in the lot of a brave,

hardy, laborious race. That such a work
should ever be allowed to lapse is incon-
ceivable.

Another philosopher descanting on
"Varieties of Religious Experience"
could draw a fresh illustration from this

volume. He would find a case of "conver-

sion," as authentic as Bunyan's. He
could point to a type of fervent evan-

gelical Christianity coupled with an ad-

ministrative ability which would have
raised the possessor to eminence in the
business world. He could show principle
of the most uncompromising kind joined
with a joy in living, a love of adventure,
athletics, sport, and sheer fun, sup-

posedly "pagan." He could hardly find

a better instance of practical religion,

nearly creedless but concerned chiefly in

following in the footsteps of the Teacher,
who "went about doing good."

The Work of an Interpreter
The Amazing City. By John F. Mac-

donald. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott
Co.

ALL
one nation ever really knows of

another is a caricature. To Amer-
icans, England is John Bull; to Eng-
land, America is Uncle Sam. A common
language and common institutions,
backed by the most determined good
will, cannot bridge the chasm of misun-

derstanding which yawns between these

kindred peoples. Men of genius, like

Emerson and Hawthorne, strove to in-

terpret the English to Americans; and,
in our own time, Price Collier built upon
their classic foundations. But how slight
is the result! Some progress towards
mutual understanding was made during
the great war; but already a reaction

has set in. In the case of a country like

France, with a different language and
alien institutions, the difficulties of com-

prehension are doubled or trebled. In

spite of America's gratitude to Lafay-
ette, Rochambeau, and de Grasse, in

spite of Pershing's epigram and the sin-

cere and widespread sentiment it stood

for, actual contact with the French and
France left Americans considerably dis-

illusioned.

It is perhaps the very difficulty of in-

terpreting one nation to another which
makes the task so attractive. There is

certainly no lack of effort to break down
the ethnic barriers which delay the

march of mankind to the federation of

the world. The latest and not least suc-

cessful attempt to overcome racial preju-
dice is represented by this collection of

John F. Macdonald's scattered papers,
which have been edited by his widow.
"The Amazing City" is Paris, and Paris

is the heart of France. Macdonald's

qualifications for the work were many:
long residence in Paris, sympathy, fair-

ness, patience, love of truth, the gift of

style. A Scot is better fitted than an

Englishman to understand the French.

Scotland and France are old allies; and

long-established intercourse between

them has left its mark on the dialect.

Written at different times for differ-

ent periodicals, these scattered papers
are animated by a single purpose—"to

counteract the wrong-headed reports of
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French and English antipathies by which
two sympathetic neighbor-peoples are be-

ing estranged and exasperated." The
author's sole aim is to report accurately
what has come under his own eyes. Plan-

less as the book may seem, it covers

nearly all events in every domain of Pa-
risian life between 1907 and 1913. Im-

plicitly it contradicts the facile assump-
tion that the war created a new, serious,

earnest Paris. Paris is one and indivis-

ible.

Perhaps the most illuminating paper
of the collection is the account of Ma-
dame Steinheil's trial for the murder of

her husband and her mother. From this

side of the Atlantic the whole transaction

was veiled in mystery; Macdonald's nar-

rative lifts the veil. He was one of the

favored few admitted to the court-room,
and he takes the reader with him. There,
in the prisoner's dock, is the "tragic

widow," otherwise the "black panther,"
dressed in mourning. There is the

"Judge," really the public prosecutor, ac-

cusing, bullying, torturing the wretched

woman; and, at every fresh accusation,

she leaps from her chair to deny it with a

passion, a voice, and an energy that Bern-
hardt might have envied. His account of

Jules Guerin, the furious Anti-Semite

propagandist, who edited his paper
L'Anti-Juif in a study bristling with
loaded revolvers—in La Ville Lumiere,
not the Texas or California of romantic

fiction—is most picturesque and convinc-

ing. The defence of Fort Chabrol by this

militant journalist in 1899 is like an epi-

sode in the wars of the Guelfs and the

Ghibellines. For weeks he defied Paris,
till level-headed Paris put a period to

the siege and to him. And yet this fe-

rocious editor, who wanted to hang the

Jews at the lamp-posts, lost his life as a

result of helping his neighbors in the

Seine floods.

Equally brilliant is his characteriza-

tion of Henri Rochefort. "It was only
his snowy white hair, brushed upwards,
that made him picturesque. Pale, steely

blue eyes, that lit up cruelly, evilly at

times; a face seamed, sallow, and horse-

like in shape; a harsh, guttural voice;

large, yellowish hands, with long, pointed

finger-nails." When Macdonald went to

interview him, he found him in dressing-

gown and slippers, in his own apartment
amidst pictures, flowers, and frail china.

He was playing with a little toy lamb,
which could be made to jump by press-

ing a bulb at the end of a rubber tube.

Rochefort the terrible was all amiability.

He complimented his visitor on his un-

likeness to the traditional Englishman
of French caricatures, saw him to the

garden gate, and plucked a rose for him.

In his very next article, Rochefort de-

scribed Macdonald as a "sinister brigand
in the pay of the Jews; in fact, one of

those diabolical bandits who are devas-

tating our beloved France." Rochefort

was, indeed, "a mass of contradictions."

The same man, who, as a medical stu-

dent, denounced the iniquities of vivi-

section, demanded that walnut-shells

containing long, hairy spiders should be
strapped on Captain Dreyfus' eyes.

All Paris passes in review through
these pages. The life of the streets,

underground shops where worn-out
finery is exposed for sale, picnics of the
honest "cits," the strike of the electri-

cians, the comedy and tragedy of the
Latin Quarter, royal visits to Paris, the
peculiarities of French Presidents, are
a few of the themes treated with sin-

gular point and breadth. The section
devoted to explaining Bourget's dramatic
activity and the French attitude 'to-

wards such plays as "Notre Jeunesse"
and "La Deserteuse," is particularly
helpful to the bewildered outsider. Mac-
donald was among the fortunate beings
who actually witnessed the first per-
formance of "Chantecler." His descrip-
tive interpretation would almost per-
suade the sympathetic reader that he too
was present at that gallant and spirit-

moving play.

Macdonald is an accomplished crafts-

man. He has drawn his pictures with
his eye on the object, his hand is re-

strained by Scottish fear of excess, and
he has learned not a little from the mas-
ters of French prose. Though he treats

topics of the day, his method is not

ephemeral. It must be a very subtle

critic who can distinguish journalism of

this type from literature. The general
reader will be eager to know the other
two works on the same theme by an
observer so just and so sincere.

National "Atmosphere"
Race and Nationality. By John Oake-

smith. New York: Frederick A.
Stokes Company.

THE question of race and nationality

is indeed as delicate as any question
now confronting mankind. On what
basis shall the world be recast—of race

or nationality or internationalism? This

question can be answered—if indeed any
answer is possible

—only by first defining
these three terms. The meaning at-

tached to them in the past has been

vague. Men have grouped themselves

instinctively, and, so far as can be

judged, for the most part advanta-

geously. Can better results be expected
in the future from factitious modifica-

tions of the grouping achieved in the

past? Can group determinations be

regulated, and in case of fancied need

prohibited, as public utilities are regu-

lated or liquor prohibited? Is the science

of community formation and develop-

ment sufficiently exact to speak with an

authoritative voice; in short, have we
sufficiently analyzed the concepts "race,"

"nationality," "internationalism" to

know their meanings?
In "Race and Nationality" Mr. John

Oakesmith attempts to discover the most

pregnant fact of modern political evolu-

tion. The book, though appearing only

recently, was written as a whole before
the war broke out, and the author says
that if he had been one of those "who
foresaw the early outbreak of a univer-

sal war in which the triumph or defeat
of the principle of nationality was to be
the dominating issue, his treatment of

the subject would probably have been

wanting in a certain boldness which per-

haps now marks it, even if he had had
the courage to enter upon it at all." It

is this boldness that gives the work its

character. "The principle of nation-

ality has defied definition and even anal-

ysis," said J. A. R. Marriott more than
two years ago. Yet the task is inviting
and largely because in the past it has
not been undertaken in a genuine scien-

tific spirit. Nothing could be more true
than a statement which Lord Esher
made in 1918, in a letter on "The Mean-
ing of Patriotism": "With a new world

opening before us, it is just the moment
to take stock of words and phrases in

common use, and to give them precision
and directness." This is Mr. Oake-
smith's aim, the sub-title of his work
being "An Inquiry into the Origin and
Growth of Patriotism."
We are habituated to the idea that

blood is thicker than water. No one,

however, can read the work before us
without a suspicion that atmosphere is

of more account than blood in the devel-

opment of nationality and patriotism.
The author, dissenting from Chamber-
lain's conception of race and Robertson's
deduction of internationalism, adheres
to the notion of nationality, which he

defines, in a phrase of his own coining,
as the principle of "organic continuity
of common interest." If at the start

this sounds like catchwords, we speedily
discover that the expression epitomizes
a clearly defined, admirably conceived,
and forcibly presented philosophy of

political evolution, in the light of which
manifold problems occasioned by the
war may be profitably studied.

Mr. Oakesmith's formula has three
terms which require preliminary defini-

tion. First, Interest. By this is not
meant interest in the purely personal and
selfish sense. The interests of a man
are everything in which he is interested :

his physical, intellectual, moral, and ar-

tistic powers and all their manifold ac-

tivities in the sphere of human life. The
common interests of a group of people
are their common material, intellectual,

moral, and artistic possessions, their

social institutions and their economic

relations, and their common sympathy
in the proper use of these in the world
of experience. Secondly: There is not

only community of interest, but con-

tinuity of interest. The forces which
mould nationality, if there be any such

thing as nationality, are of necessity his-
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torical forces, since every generation is

the inheritor of the social tradition and

culture of its predecessor, however

much it may modify or improve the her-

itage before handing it down to its suc-

cessor. Neither Rome nor any other

nation was built in a day. National

sympathy looks backward and forward

as well as to the immediate present. The

natural qualities possessed by all men,

as men, are manifested quite differently

in different communities, according to

the special tradition or culture which

has been gradually formed through gen-

erations of continuous national exist-

ence. But not only is nationality based

on common interest; and on continuity

of common interest: the continuity of

interest is, thirdly, organic. That is to

say, nationality, like every other evolu-

tionary organism, has developed ma-

chinery for entering into relationships

of action and passion with its environ-

ment; and, being a human organism, it

is endowed, as part of that machinery,
with intelligence, the last fine product
of natural evolution, which is capable of

diverting the lower forces of natural

evolution to its own special human pur-

poses. Under the pressure of surround-

ing phenomena, this organizing intelli-

gence has developed a powerful and

elaborate apparatus for the accomplish-
ment of distinctively national ends. Na-

tionality, therefore, is community of in-

terest developed in course of time into

a characteristic traditional culture which

gradually creates for itself machinery,

legislative, administrative, and other,

for effecting its ends in the world of

human action. Nationality, to repeat,

is the organic continuity of common in-

terest.

But an organism is not only an active

phenomenon—it is capable not only of

effecting its purposes, more or less suc-

cessfully, in the external world, but it

is the objective recipient of influences

from all the external world. Mr. Oake-
smith has not omitted, in its proper
place, to deal with the possibility of a

progressive national development in

communities isolated from foreign influ-

ences ; but he has not been able to ignore
the fact that a main agent of national

development, paradoxical as the state-

ment may appear, is to be found in the

operation of external causes; not as
forces dominating the national organism—for how in such a case Gould national-

ity exist?—but as moulding and being
moulded by the national forces in a co-

operative movement. The phrase which
is suggested by the author to describe
this process is, "The commingling of

atmospheres." He errs in thinking that
it may be a clumsy phrase; on the con-

trary, it is singularly felicitous.

The work before us is devoted to de-

monstrating and illustrating the opera-
tion of this principle of sociological
evolution. He supports his theory by a

critical examination of the contradictions

and absurdities involved in the racial

theories current in historical and polit-
ical writers of the present day. The
essence of the racial theory, especially as

exhibited by writers of the school of

Houston Stewart Chamberlain, is, we are

told, profoundly immoral, as well as un-
natural and irrational. It asserts that,

by virtue of belonging to a certain

"race," every individual member of it

possesses qualities which inevitably des-

tine him to the realization of certain

ends. This conception has been the root-

cause of that diseased national egotism
whose exhibition during the war has
been at once the scorn and the horror of

the civilized world.

The view advocated by Mr. Oakesmith
is that "race" as a constituent element
in nationality is a purely subjective emo-
tion. It is not an hereditary force, as

is proved by the fact that strangers
admitted into the bosom of a community
soon participate in all the emotions of

patriotic interest felt by the native in-

habitants. The practical value of "race"
is as purely subjective as the emotion of

the soldier who is proud of his regi-
ment's history, not because he is de-

scended from its earliest members, but
because he feels that he belongs to the

same regiment as they did; organic
community of common interest is the
basis of the life of a regiment, as of

all forms of social development. "Com-
munity of race" obtains its force, not
from any objective value as a scientific

factor in national life, but from the fact

that it is a belief imbibed from so many
sentimental sources in history, litera-

ture, and tradition. Race as an ideal

conception has become part of an

environing tradition that moulds na-
tional character. The belief in it as an

objective influence transmitted in the
blood is an interesting but perverted
recognition of continuity of common
interest as an effective force that pro-
duces nationality. The danger is that it

should be perverted so as to endeavor to

force into common national organiza-
tions peoples claimed as belonging to

the same race, but separated by different

institutions, different laws and customs,
different hopes and fears, different sym-
pathies, and different hatreds. One
sees the force of this last statement the
moment one turns one's eyes to the Bal-

kans.

Of course this whole discussion re-

lates itself to the war and to post-war
conditions; it is largely that fact that

gives it its value. The two concluding
chapters, in particular, deal with such

pressing modern problems as the rela-

tionship of nationality to peace and war
and to the League of Nations. It is here

suggested that war will be made impos-
sible, and universal and lasting peace be

secured, not by the sudden imposition of

hastily manufactured machinery, but by

the gradual extension from national life

to international life of the principle of

organic community of interest which
has already established harmony within
the separate national boundaries. Is not

this, however, what we all fondly sup-
posed up to the middle of 1914?

F. J. Whiting

The Note of Yesterday
Sir Harry: A Love Story. By Archibald

Marshall. New York: Dodd, Mead
and Company.

Consequences. By E. M. Delafield. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf.

Deadham Hard: A Romance. By Lucas
Malet. New York: Dodd, Mead and
Company.

MR. MARSHALL, according to the

publisher, thinks this the best novel
he has written. History indicates that
it is as idle to reason why in such case
as in the case of the cat and her favorite

kitten. The chronicler tries here to slip
out of his Trollopean mantle and to

prophesy of another world. He does
what various admirers have been asking
him to do and—well, they asked for it!

The imagination of most artists under
the highest rank (and of some in it)

of narrow habitat. A place, a time, an
atmosphere—it is there they chiefly live ;

elsewhere they are little more at ease
than the rest of us. The comfortable

England of County society, the England
of safe privilege and apparently un-
shakable class divisions, the England of

property as vested in her gentry, is the

home of Mr. Marshall's fancy. In his

Preface to "Abington Abbey" (or was it

"The Graftons"?) published in war-time,
he showed a little uneasiness about his

continued treatment of that old settled

England now so patently breaking up.
His defence, as we recall it, was that the

present is too close and confused for in-

terpretation, that it is a useful solace to

glance back, out of our turmoil, to those

untroubled days and ways, and that

there, at all events, his own field lay.

Now, in stepping from it, or in swing-
ing its gate open to the present, he finds

himself confronted by a choice. Two
unfamiliar paths lie before him: the tur-

bulent road of social and political change,

along which he and his gentlefolk must
be sadly jostled and may be put alto-

gether out of countenance, and (close

alongside and changeless and in its way
safe) the flowery way of emotional

romance. His subtitle is the rose he

wears in his coat as symbol of his choice.

We are to take that step with him,
for the opening of the story finds us

strolling in the old plaisance, with the

old companions. Royd Castle with its

young heir, its stately dowager, its old

family servants, its statellite vicar and

tutor, its supremely complacent snob-

bishness and reclusion—all this exhales

the atmosphere in which Mr. Marshall,

like his master, has seemed to breathe

most contentedly, but something uncom-
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mon is up. The young heir, fruit of a

misalliance, is carefully reared at home
by the dowager-grandmother. He comes
to the verge of manhood a child-hearted

dreamer. At the fit hour, arrives his

meeting with the maid who though
apparently of low degree is as beautiful

and as miraculously innocent as himself.

Ferdinand and Miranda, Richard and
Lucy—to such a plane, from his well-

bred country-house wooings of the past,
Mr. Marshall essays to rise. Perhaps
the first and last word is that we feel

it to be an essay: "The melting sweet-
ness of her gaze filled him with trembling
rapture. The secret of life and all its

beauty, which he thought he had divined,
now seemed to have depths beyond
depths of meaning. . . ." There is

much of this, the real old story, elo-

quently told; brought to us, however, as

a familiar thing and not as in any way
a revelation. And with the first idyllic

episode, we have had the best of it.

Thereafter the plot develops a strained

mechanism such as serves the craft of

a Stephen McKenna or a Mrs. Victor

Rickard. Sir Henry goes to war and
learns the brutality of life, and returns

to marry a Viola who turns out to be
of as good blood as his own—the County
touch thus proving too strong for our

author, after all.

"Consequences" returns to the period
and the materials of "Zella Sees Her-
self." After the somewhat tedious bril-

liancy of "The Pelicans," it is honest

reading. But in the end we seem to

have been spending our time over a sort

of inferior and hopeless "Zella." Alex
Clare has the restless self-consciousness,

the awkward egotism, the pathetic long-

ing for recognition and love, that be-

longed to Zella. But she is not destined,
like Zella, to see herself to any purpose,
so far as either her happiness or her use-

fulness is concerned. It is the piteous

story of a human failure too drab to be

tragic. Interwoven with it is that ele-

ment of conventual routine, religious
ardor and repression, dogma and comedy,
which is so prominent in this writer's

earlier stories. An autobiographical
foundation for this guesses itself . . .

Alex's lack of charm belongs to her lack

of self-respect; she affronts love by
grovelling for it, and there is nothing
in life for her but humiliation and suf-

fering. Her only act of strength is the

act of self-destruction which rids the

world of her encumbering presence.

Alex, we may say, might have found
work and some sort of happiness in the

enlarged sphere for woman of our own
day. But in no world, however ideal,

could there be much need of Alexes.

There is a vague aroma of Miss Aus-
ten and the Brontes about these novels

of "E. M. Delafield." Lucas Malet's

flavor is more "mid-Victorian." A crude

suggestion of her style would be as a

blend of George Eliot and Henry James

—which is a sufficiently quaint attribu-
tion for the daughter of Charles Kings-
ley! The tale is very long and, to put
it with mildness, leisurely beyond all

requirements. There is a comparatively
simple story to be told about a nice Eng-
lish girl and her parentage, and her
home, and her love-affairs, and the Voice
that Breathes over her and her elderly
Colonel Sahib in the end. But it is

elaborated and embroidered to the length
of five hundred black pages. The dia-

logue is often ponderous beyond belief.

The medical pundit who prescribes for
General Frayling is by no means a "char-
acter" part. He speaks the tongue of
his book-mates: "The medical proper-
ties of the springs—particularly those
of La Nonnette—meet our patient's case

excellently. ... I have reason to know
that other agreeable people are going to
Cotteret shortly. Not the rank and file.

For such the place does not pretend to

cater. There the lucrative stock-broker,
or lucrative Jew, is still a rara avis.

Long may he continue to be so, and
Cotteret continue to pride itself on its

exclusiveness ! 'In that particular it

will admirably suit you, Mrs. Frayling.'
. . . To a compliment so nicely

turned," the narrative proceeds, "Henri-
etta could not remain insensible. Be-
fore the destined train bore Dr. Stewart-
Walker back to his more legitimate zone
of practice, she saw herself committed
to an early striking of camp, with this

obscure, if select, ville d'eaux as her
destination."

Already someone has compared this

story and De Morgan's narratives; but
its total lack of humor puts it upon quite
another plane. One must take its in-

volved trivialities as seriously as they
take themselves. It is for the more
abandoned addicts of the Victorian Ne-

penthe.
H. W. BOYNTON

An Original Novel of

Old Cairo

ALBERT
ADES and Albert Josipovici

are fortunate indeed! Maeterlinck

considered their last book, "Les In-

quiets," the most remarkable literary

debut of the day ; and Mirbeau, comment-

ing on the manuscript of their new work,

proclaimed it "une des plus grandioses
manifestations de la pensee!" This is

high praise for Ades and Josipovici; it

is less flattering for literature and

thought. We must surely have fallen

upon evil times if the mind has produced

nothing more "grandiose" than "Le
Livre de Goha le Simple."

I do not mean, however, that this is

not a good book; it is well written and

entertaining; and it gives us something
new in the exotic novel of recent years.

Other writers, such as Loti, Mille, and

the Tharauds, have written of Mohamme-

dan civilization; but these authors are

Frenchmen; and whether they are

flooded with emotion by the muezzin's

call to prayer as it sifts down upon the

harems of old Stamboul, or smile at the

founding of a shrine over the body of

a dead donkey, or, yet again, are puzzled

by the ideals of a people whose prophet
announced his love of women, perfume,
and prayer, they all look upon the Mo-
hammedan world as foreigners, from the

outside. Ades and Josipovici are Egyp-
tians, writing of old Cairo as natives,

from the inside; and although I feel by
no means sure that their Western train-

ing has not influenced their ideas, their

attitude has lent a certain originality
to their book.

A father exercises the right to put his

daughter to death for conjugal infidelity,

students kiss the hands of their teacher

as he goes through the streets, a vulture

steals meat from a vendor's tray, a go-be-
tween is the agent of a perfectly respect-
able citizen, a spirit is supposed to have

strangled a woman—these things, as

well as many other matters of daily life,

custom, or belief, the authors take for

granted, using them, incidentally and
without emphasis, as pertinent acces-

sories to their story. Similarly they
take for granted also, as men treating of

familiar things, the characters of their

heroes. Thus, instead of the usual

generalizing and desultory glimpses at

Mohammedan peculiarities, "Goha le

Simple" gives us the pleasure of a

novelty; a book of the East dealing solely
with the steady, continuous development
of two main characters.

Cheik-el-Zaki is a learned expounder
of the Koran. About his column in the
El-Azhar court gather the elite of Mo-
hammedan youth; "their long necks are
marked with heavy veins, their shoulders
are narrow and angular, their fingers,

tapering." But El-Zaki is not happy. He
is tired of fighting the opposition of

those who maintain unchanged the tradi-

tional doctrines of Islam. He turns for
satisfaction to the realities of life and
thus it is that he descends from the in-

tellectual to the material and the instinc-

tive; and thus it is also that his path
crosses that of Goha who is progressing
in the opposite direction.

The development of Goha is from our

point of view more striking. The Mo-
hammedans have, so the Tharauds tell

us, a certain religious veneration for the

half-witted; if the innocent and feeble-

minded are different from us, it is be-
cause Allah has withheld a part of their

brains in order that he may keep in

secret communication with them. Goha's
cerebral deficiency meets with more than
Christian charity from El-Zaki, from
his nurse Hawa, from El-Zaki's disquiet-

ing second wife, Nour-el-Ein, and from
the widow who at the end of the story
is smitten with his person as he passes
stark naked under her window !
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Goha has his trials, however, and they

are bitter. At the age of twenty-two,

he has the mentality of a child of twelve.

As the result of the favor or favors

(according to the sex) of the persons

just mentioned and also because of his

interest in a newly unearthed statue of

Isis, found as he wandered idly one day
on the further bank of the Nile, a change
takes place gradually within him. His

sensibilities are awakened, and with

their awakening has dawned upon his

clouded but iridescent consciousness a

sense of his own person. His mind is,

to be sure, scarcely more lucid now than

formerly; witness the following passage

representing the accumulated fruits of

many experiences:

The genie that walks with beings (the
shadow), I see it and no one else sees it.

I know how men are steeped in oil, I have
heard it with my own ears. I know how
beans are bartered for sheep and if any one
wants to learn, it is to me that he must
come. I have seen negresses become white
at night, I have seen the desert change into

precious stones, and stars fall down upon
the djinns.

His life has supplied him with nothing
but sensations, images, and desires; but
these have been sufficient to impress him
with the reality of man as a living being
and his heart swells with tenderness
towards every one—yes, even towards

Sayed, the orange vendor who with the

children, the merchants, and the hetaerae
has mocked him most cruelly in the

public streets. Unfortunately with the

capacity for affection has come also an

awakening to suffering. Goha is soon
bereft of all that he most cherished and
all those who have been good to him are

pursued, so it seems to him, by a malevo-
lent Fate. A great, compelling revolt

slowly rises within him and when at

last he leaves the city to wander fasting
in the desert, there is blood, the blood
of his own child, upon his hands.

It is an act of kindness that restores
him to his former composure. El-Zaki
receives him in his house; feeds, clothes,
and rests him; and it is as he leaves the
savant that the widowed but unconsoled
Nazli-Hamen offers him marriage, a
home, and wealth.

Goha paused. His eyes filled with
dreams. The feeling that had budded within
him out there under the tamarisks of
Gezira and which had blossomed at the
warm touch of Nour-el-Ein, now fell upon
the woman before him. Like three villages
along a river bank, the figures of the

f)ddess,
of the daughter of Melek (Nour-el-

in) and of Nazli stood beside the course
of his single and ever-growing love. . . .

Nazli's voice was sweet as honey, her skin
was white as the lily floating upon the
water between two green leaves. As he
listened, and looked at her, Goha felt that
sometninz was altered within him. He had
a desire lor caim. He had become a man.

Is it surprising that he accepted the
good things offered him?
From a material point of view, the

troubles of Goha have not, in my opinion,

come to an end. I have grave misgiv-
ings, for instance, as to his ability to
handle the business affairs which Nazli
means to entrust to his care. But when
dealing with a civilization in which facts

themselves, or so it seems, are success-

fully poised upon the fumes of reverie,

why not end with an optimistic ab-

surdity? Ades and Josipovici, as their

style and language show, have learned

many things from the French; no one
can deny their right to subtle irony.
After all, the merit of their life of Goha
le Simple lies primarily in its suggestion
of human truth; and "qui de nous," if I

may be allowed to twist a familiar saying
of the tongue they know so well, "qui de
nous n'a son grain de—Goha?"

A. G. H. Spiers

The Run ofthe Shelves

THE
Index of the Review for the

issues from May 17 to December 27
will accompany the issue of January 3.

DR.
PAGET TOYNBEE'S "Supple-

ment to the Letters of Horace Wal-
pole" (Oxford University Press) con-
tains 258 letters (or parts of letters).
Of these, 110 are now printed for the
first time, twenty-three are now first

printed in full, and 125 are reprinted
from various sources, some of which
have only recently become available."

The object, apparently, is to place all the
discoverable correspondence within the
hands of anybody who owns both the

Toynbee edition and the "Supplement."
The new material is of interest, and the
new editor has done his duty with a con-

scientiousness which, like conscience in

so many aspects, is admirable and for-

midable. His notes are judicious, but
he should not have interrupted and dis-

figured the text of the letters in Volume
I by untimely and unlovely references to

additions and corrections in the second
volume.

Horace Walpole remains a sort of

mystery, though a mystery in his com-

fortable, sociable disposition seems
about as misplaced as a Gothic castle

on Strawberry Hill. The reader says

peevishly to Horace: "What right have

you to puzzle me?" To which Walpole
would doubtless answer: "None what-

ever, my dear Sir. I beg you to forgive
the indiscretion." And the mystery
would tantalizingly reassert itself in the

inconclusiveness of that urbane reply.

What is there to explain in an agreeable,
harmless gentleman who gave himself to

the collection of rarities in marble or

bronze or black-letter and to the compo-
sition of letters in which rarities in fact

or hearsay were similarly enshrined?
The trouble may lie in the fact that Hor-
ace's mind was larger than its quarters,

yet why larger or how much larger, it is

very difficult to say. He curls himself

up, if the expression may be risked, with
the utmost complacence in his narrow
room, and we are perversely vexed with
him for not being uncomfortable.

Walpole himself modestly calls his col-

lections "a baby-house full of playthings
for my second childhood" (II, 40). He
is equally humble about his "shallow lit-

erary mint" (id.). He is variously ami-
able. He had not only the art of obli-

ging, but the art of being obliged, so

often the subtlest form of obliging. His
concern for Horace Mann's health is al-

most tender. When a poor man in Ven-
ice is beheaded for stealing a cup from
a church, he can "not sleep for thinking
of the unhappy creature" (I, 38). He
calls a worthy man of mean birth "one of

the plainest simple good men you ever
saw" (11,33), a phrase which embellishes

Horace more than his earldom. The lat-

est letters are particularly engaging. As
an exhibit of feeling they are perfect,
but it occurs to the reader that, if they
were less perfect as exhibit, they might
be more satisfying as evidence. The in-

nuendo is shabby, yet such innuendoes
are the vengeance which the mind in-

stinctively takes on a man whom lovable

traits do not render lovable.

The venerable Henry Vignaud, the Co-

lumbus scholar and probably the doyen
of the American diplomatic service,

writes in a recent letter from his home
near Paris :

My physical infirmities are such that I can-

not go out and so I live confined in my li-

brary, where I am engaged on a most impor-
tant work for which I have been collecting
notes and documents for many years. It is

a Historical and Critical Catalogue of all the

old maps, showing the gradual progress of

the discovery of the world from the mention
of Paradise, in the Bible, to 1600. It will be

the work of my life, and as it is nearly fin-

ished I hope to put it through before I pass

away, which may happen at any time, as I am
now ninety! Though I am disabled physically,

fortunately, I don't feel any depression intel-

lectually, and I can work all day. Perhaps I

may add that I was recently elected membre
correspondant de l'lnstitut, a very distin-

guished honor, and that my last work, "Ves-

pucius," was given a prize by the Institute.

In recognition of what he has done for

the Allies, M. Joseph Iorga, professor of

history at the University of Bucharest,

Rumania, was recently made a command-
er of the French Legion of Honor. M.

Iorga is also a member of the Rumanian

Academy and of Parliament. During the

war he brought out at Jassy a daily news-

paper which vigorously opposed German
interests, and two pamphlets—"Histoire

des Relations Anglo-Roumaines" and

"Relations des Roumaines avec les Al-

lies." Both the journal and the pam-
phlets were written in French, "which
well illustrates," he wrote recently, "the

important role which the French lan-

guage and literature play outside of

France. The new Balkan literature, like
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that of modern Greece, which is a crea-
tion of the eighteenth century and exer-
cises an influence not limited to the Greek
people, owes much to the classical litera-

ture of France. The young Serbian lit-

erature, however, has been more influ-

enced by German letters, while Bulgarian
writers are little else than popularizers,
and have come on the scene at a much
more recent date. The French romantic
movement gave an impulsion to the new
school of Eumanian poetry, which, how-
ever, was from the very start subjected
to influences of a native popular nature.
About the year 1870 French influence
weakened in our country, but only to start

up again with renewed force recently in
certain circles."

In Partibus Infidelium

ll/fY friends wonder why I should
J-'J- choose to live in Japan—a trip is
another matter. I wonder at those maps.
Maps of South America, of course. Al-
most every New York business man on
whom I call seems to have a map of
South America below the glass top of
his desk or hung kakemcno-like behind
his arm-chair.

The map attracts my attention because
I want to talk to him about Asia. When
I point out with the deference due from
a literary man speaking to a business
man on a business matter that, if it's

customers he is after, there are twenty
times more Asiatics than South Ameri-
cans, that in fact there are nearly twice
as many people under the flag of Japan
as in South America, he will say in a
final manner, "But the buying power,
my boy, the buying power." "On the

contrary," I reply, "last year, an excep-
tional year no doubt, the trade between
America and Asia was worth something
like $400,000,000 more than the trade
with South America, and every working
day of the year there are four and a half
million dollars worth of goods crossing
the Pacific between the United States
and Asia." "Devote yourself to South
America in reason, of course," I go on,

"but, after all, Asia exists." The other

day when I met an executive who had
no map of South America I was so sur-

prised that I asked what he meant by it.

He said that his firm had been working
in South America for thirty years and
had done more business in Asia in ten.

He might have added "and without any
bother of translations into Spanish and

Portuguese." English carries practically

everywhere in Asia. I know, because

when I started a periodical in Japan I

imagined it to be necessary to run thirty

pages of Japanese. I soon dropped them.

The head of every firm in the Orient
worth reaching or some of his assistants

can read enough English to read an ad-

vertisement. English, as Japanese keep
saying, is the second language of Japan.
And what language can compete with
English in China, let alone India, the
Philippines, and Malaya?
But about my going to live in Japan

and returning—at 54—to the journalism
from which I had escaped. I can only ask
whether it is not important both to
the Orient and the Occident that there
should be an attempt to perform for the
East the duty which the great monthlies
of America, England, and France perform
for their peoples and those who are in-
terested in them? The last great review
which remains to be founded in the world
is an Asiatic review, for in the largest
and most populated continent there is

the last great unoccupied field. The po-
litical, moral, and mercantile possibilities
of Asia stir the imagination, excite the
sympathy, and arouse the anxiety of
a few students and of the statesmen who
understand that nowhere in the world
has the war had more far-reaching re-
sults than in Asia.

The historian of the future will say
that there was not in our times any duty
more pressing than the duty of bringing
about a better interpretation of the East
to the West, and of the West to the East.
The barrier between East and West is

the more grave because the physical bar-
rier is breaking down so much more
quickly than the mental. Within five

years, air communication between Eu-
rope and Asia, America and Asia, Aus-
tralia and Asia, and to and from the
different parts of Asia will be a com-
monplace. But merely to land in other
countries is not to understand them.
Thousands of people visit Asia, but to

their mentality little of the spirit of
Asia penetrates. We know the cocksure
talk on steamships and the bromidic au-

thorship which has worse confounded the

confusion of mind which exists about the

East. And the knowledge of the West
which the East has so laboriously, so

pitifully obtained for itself is in a very
large degree merely the knowledge which
makes it possible to walk on ground so

full of unsuspected holes as to threaten
disaster all the time. The real barrier be-

tween the East and the West is a distrust

of each other's morality and the delusion

that the distrust is on one side only.
How shall it be broken down?

"It is not by wounding prejudices,"
writes John Fiske, "that the cause of

truth is most efficiently served. Men
do not give up their false or inadequate
beliefs by hearing them harshly criti-

cised: they give them up only when they
have been taught truths with which the

false or inadequate beliefs are incom-

patible. The objects of the scientific,

therefore, will be to extend the bounda-

ries of knowledge." The boundaries of

the knowledge of the West about the
East and of the East about the West can
be extended most practically by the pub-
lication in Asia of an authoritative,
outspoken, incorruptible, readable, and
comely review, which shall reflect to the
East the best in the traditions, the ideals,
and the practice of the West; and, by its

abundant sympathy with and studious
attitude of mind towards the Continent
which rocked the cradle of the world and
taught it all its faiths, shall unveil the
thinking and the hopes of the Asiatic
peoples and set forth their achievement
and their circumstances, at once pa-
thetic and heroical, depressing and stim-
ulating.

"Nobody beginning," says Pepys in
one of his immortal passages, "I did."

Brought into journalism by that arch-
preaching friar of the profession, W. T.

Stead, I devoted myself ardently in my
younger days to the popularizing of for-

eign and colonial politics. My first leader
in a London daily was about Korea, my
first book a plea for a better understand-
ing of China. When Liberal Imperialism
culminated in the disillusionment of the
Boer war, the Quaker upbringing got up-
permost and I fled from Fleet Street to

Arcady and preached in the Quarterly,
the Nineteenth Century, and the Times,
in a serial article which ran through one
of the monthlies for twelve years with-
out a break, and in eight or nine books,
that not oversea alone but in a healthy
and prosperous countryside was the
strength of the commonwealth. At the
outbreak of the war I was in Japan try-
ing to write (at a cost of ten times
more than I should get for it) a book
which should not only picture accurately
the amazing peasant proprietary system
of the Far East but get it into the mind
of Anglo-Saxondom that in dealing polit-

ically with Japan, for example, we were
dealing with a people who were, four out
of five, on the land and only incidentally
militarists and "curio" collectors.

But when in 1916 the Japanese exhib-
ited a natural unacquaintance with the
rights and wrongs of a war at the other
end of the earth, the habits of my work-
ing life asserted themselves. I fell to

war pamphleteering and published two
books in Japanese. Eventually I pro-
duced a periodical. In the last issues of
that temporary publication there were
six pages of extracts from letters from
every part of Asia—Nepal, the Shan
States, and Java, for instance—regret-

ting the stoppage of a monthly which
had had some measure of success in mak-
ing the problems and the life of the Far
East interesting and vital. That and
the confidence of Far Eastern notables
that had been gained were pleasant
enough, but offers of capital from five

nationalities in order to found a review
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for the whole of Asia, which should be

written in Asia and in considerable

measure by Asiatics, were much more

arresting.

It is idle to pretend that, profound

though his interest in Asia may be, life

in Japan is not exile for the Western

man, much more the Western woman.
Existence in New York is a good thing.

Fresh books and access to the press of

the world, the kindly intercourse of the

clubs, the invigoration one seems to get
from being whizzed to thirtieth and for-

tieth stories and lunching with aero-

plane views, the accessibility and infor-

mality of the master workers, the brisk,

decisive way in which things are done,
the feel of democracy which, however

perverted in some of its phases, is real

and refreshing; the friendship of free-

women, the pictures, the music, and from
time to time the drama, not to speak of

days and nights passed on a rock sur-

rounded by the ocean water and open to

its breezes—these indeed "is goot gifts."
Here—was the phrase Emerson's or

Holmes'?—here one's top hums. Here,
back once more from the Orient, one

may say thankfully, "life is sweet,
brother."

But "the signification of this gift of

life, that we should leave a better world
for our successors, is being understood,
as Meredith said. One must do one's

bit And what is the use of spending a
lifetime to learn a craft and then, as the
old farmer said to me of his farming—
he was seventy!—"leaving it just as one
seems to have got the knack" ?

The situation is grave in the Far East
and not only in the Far East but through-
out Asia. A little careful and patient la-

bor in the work of mutual interpretation
may help to avoid a great conflagration
on which, if it be allowed to happen, an-
other Lord Haldane may write, as the
British ex-Lord Chancellor writes in that
fine article in the Atlantic—I have mere-
ly substituted dots for "Germany" and
"Germans" and inserted the word "Asia"
for the word "world":

There is room for reproach to us Anglo-
Saxons . . . was quite intelligent enough
to listen to reason and besides, she had the
prospect of becoming the dominating indus-
trial and commercial power in Asia by dint

merely of peaceful penetration. It is possible
that, if her relations with her Western neigh-
bors haa Deen more intimate, she might have
been saved from a great blunder. Her hubris
was in part, at all events, the result of ig-
norance. Neither did we know enough of
the . . . nor did the . . . know enough
about us. And they realized little how tremen-
dously great moral issues could stir and unite
democracies. We, on the other hand, knew
almost nothing of their tradition, their litera-
ture or their rhilosophy. We were deficient
in "the international mind." A sustained and
strenuous search after fuller mutual knowl-
edge was required.

J. W. Robertson Scott

Drama
John Drinkwater's
"Abraham Lincoln"

Abraham Lincoln: A Play. By John
Drinkwater. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company. First representation in
America at the Cort Theatre, Dec. 15,
1919.

JOHN
DRINKWATER, in his "Abra-

ham Lincoln," has written a play
of great ability, of a daring straightfor-

wardness, and of a rare and moving sin-

cerity, which all but raises it to the level

of its theme. The form is chronicle-

play, but a chronicle-play so altered from
its Elizabethan type that it is character,
not events, which supplies the motive
and receives the stress. Fiction dealing
with certified events—events brought to

its door by history—is in the equivocal
and harassing position of a man disci-

plining his neighbor's unruly children.

In character the materials are more
tractable, and in "Abraham Lincoln"
John Drinkwater is after a character and
nothing else. His art is sound, and its

delicacy is evinced in the scope and
daring of its relinquishments. Where
events are not architecture but portrai-

ture, there is no harm in their want of

logical coherence. Wisdom is further
shown in the centralization of interest

in one figure. Lincoln is all-in-all; other

persons are suitably distinguished, but
also suitably diminished, in portrayal.

Shakespeare's "Henry IV," a chronicle-

play of mixed type, is momentous and
memorable on the side of charateriza-

tion. But "Henry IV" as fabric is

clumsy, because its great characters are
not one, but several; and, speaking
broadly, as one must when one speaks
briefly, the only thing that can unify
several characters is a plot. Mr. Drink-
water's is the sounder method.

I delight in plots myself, and their

departure in a body from the stage
would leave me inconsolable; but there
is something that astonishes, that al-

most disconcerts, in the extent to which
in this play problems are simplified, mis-
takes diminished, and difficulties avoided

by the simple expedient of throwing
plot overboard. A good play, with a
plot on its hands, blunders almost inevi-

tably; in this play there are practically
no blunders. So naturally do difficulties

and the mistakes which are their off-

spring arise from the imposition on the

copy of life of a structure that is foreign
to life itself. The critic finds himself

inactive, finds himself superfluous, in the
face of Mr. Drinkwater's equable and
serene, though firm and vigorous, pur-
suit of the exposition of a character.
The play would not succeed without
Lincoln; it would not succeed without

Drinkwater; but, given Lincoln and
Drinkwater, it has the effect of writing

itself. The main events, the announce-
ment of Lincoln's nomination, a confer-
ence on Sumter, an afternoon tea, a
conference on emancipation, a visit of
Lincoln to Appomattox, his assassination
in the theatre, are timed and spaced with
an address in which history, obliging
for once, has acted as collaborator and
prompter.
The moderation of the portrayal is

astonishing. To the strong superficial

appeals in Lincoln's character the re-

sponse of Mr. Drinkwater is tepid or

wanting. We see little of the obvious
contrasts between humor and melan-

choly, between statesmanship and rail-

splitting, between the elastic policy and
the granite will. Even the physique is

not stressed. Mr. Drinkwater has the

presumption to think that the supreme
question about a man on whom a nation
leaned in its hour of anguish is not
whether his inches outran the normal
measure or whether his figure would
have satisfied Praxiteles. The author
is peculiar in his indifference to pecu-
liarity. Lincoln wears a greenish and
crumpled hat in the excellent first act,

and is permitted to say of the self-re-

specting Susan: "May the devil smudge
that girl." This sounds auspicious, but
Mr. Drinkwater's Abraham is so hope-
lessly, so brazenly, a gentleman that the
author soon ceases to bother with the

pretence that he is anything else. Lin-
coln is for Mr. Drinkwater primarily the
man who reached greatness by referring
all questions in entire simplicity to his
own mind and conscience, and by refer-

ring his own answers, in equal simplic-

ity, to the mind and conscience of his

fellow-man. Jesus or Socrates could not
have found a more obvious path to the

extraordinary. Last of all, psychology
is not conspicuous; Lincoln is seen

mostly on official or social occasions
which commonly trammel the psycholo-
gist by their dingy or dazzling opacity.
His talk is characteristic, copious, and
flawless in the modeling of its phrases.
Its continuity in perfection is possibly
a little overdone; nature rarely permits
a chiseled style to be fluid.

So much for the book. The perform-
ance at the Cort was received with accla-

mations by the New York press, and in

the region of the house where I sat the

public did not measure its superlatives.
This lays upon me two duties: First, to

record that unanimity, as a protection to

my readers; second, to express as tren-

chantly as I can the grounds for my dis-

sent from that opinion. I thought it a

performance without light, without un-

derstanding. Failure, of course, was

difficult; the producer and the actors

very nearly surmounted that difficulty.

They did not quite surmount it; effects

would creep in, leak in, as it were, in

spite of the most scrupulous endeavors

to keep the drama water-tight. The so-

called "chronicler" was no bad speaker,
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but in six fatiguing recitations he en-

forced and reenforced his superfluity.

Mr. Frank McGlynn's Lincoln may be

defined thus. There are three Lincolns.

The historical Lincoln was a deep man
with superficial pungencies—grotesquer-
ies and whimsicalities. Mr. Drink-

water's Lincoln retained the depths, but

discarded the pungencies. Mr. Mc-

Glynn's Lincoln removed the depths
without restoring the pungencies. There

is no more savor, no more resin, in his

Lincoln than in Mr. Drinkwater's, and

there is far less reality and force. His

physique is his strong point, he is best

when he trusts to its support. In his

energy he is sophomorical; in quietness

he is acceptable; in silence he is occa-

sionally impressive. His memory is

stored with the facile climaxes of the

high-school declamation platform, and

the freedom with which he scatters these

juvenilities over Lincoln's talk is suici-

dal. He makes Lincoln emotional in a

business conversation with a messenger;
he makes Lincoln imperious to Hay.
These two flagrancies are not two min-

utes apart. Lincoln sometimes mouths

his words. When he said: "If ever I

get a chance to hit that thing, I'll hit it

hard," the performance, at any rate,

reeled under the blow. If he made a

point by his pose, he unmade it by his

voice. At the close of episode four, the

tired man, merely as tired man, was
natural and affecting; but two minutes

later he was pronouncing the "dreams

are made of" passage in a tone that

abolished at a stroke all the difference

between Abraham Lincoln and—let us

say, a Harvard professor or an English
archdeacon. L*;t me say more explicitly

what I have already hinted—that his

Lincoln in repose had a dignity and

serenity, an eminent decency, which was
not without its value and attraction.

The rest of the performance, though

good in bits, was unsifted, undisciplined.

The same taste that made Lincoln tumid

added swagger to Grant. It is hard to

imagine anything better fitted to make a

death at once gaudy and shabby than

the final episode in Ford's Theatre.

0. W. Firkins

Teachers' Salaries in

the Sixth Century

ONE
of the advantages or disadvan-

tages of a classical scholar is that he

is forever reminding us that there is lit-

tle or nothing new under the sun, and that

situations in human society are con-

stantly repeating themselves. How much
benefit accrues from these reflections is

very much a question. Certainly teachers

and professors can not derive any too

great satisfaction from the thought that

they belong to a profession that from

earliest times has not received adequate

compensation; indeed, such a thought
may be entirely disappointing, since blas-

phemers will say that if the world has for
a thousand years or more been able to se-

cure men and women who will teach at

absurdly low salaries, it is probable that
the world can get along in the future
without worrying too much about the jus-
tice or even the expediency of proper
compensation. Probably, in Ian Hay's
phrase, the teacher's calling will be for

many years to come "the most responsi-
ble, the least advertised, the worst paid,
and the most richly rewarded profession
in the world."

It is also probable that there will al-

ways be men in public life who see clearly
the irony of the situation and who make
strenuous efforts to improve it. If after

all the college drives and publicity there
are anywhere in the United States men
who are still reactionaries on this point,
I would commend to them the words of

King Athalaric to the Senate of the City
of Rome written shortly before his death,
which took place October 2, A. D. 534.

He begins his letter in a manner familiar
to all those who have had reason to ad-

dress Boards of Education, school com-

mittees, or college trustees: "You who
are called Fathers should be interested in

all that concerns the education of your
sons." He then goes on to say what
might be repeated to-day in New York
or Boston : "We hear by certain whisper-
ings that the teachers of eloquence at

Rome are not receiving their proper re-

ward." And this is followed naturally

enough by praise of what the school ac-

complishes. (The common school is the

bulwark of American institutions.)

"Other nations have arms, the lords of the

Romans alone have eloquence." Accord-

ingly, the king lays it down that the sen-

ate should support with its full authority
and with generosity the teacher of rhet-

oric and grammar "if he be found suit-

able for his work and obey the decrees

of the Prefect of the city." (Were there

Bolshevists lying loose about the Forum,
discontented by reason of poor pay, one

asks?) Apparently in those days not

only were teachers poorly compensated
but they had also sometimes to wait for

their pay. And so the king with fine in-

sight writes: "The Grammarian is a man
to whom every hour unemployed is misery
and it is a shame that such a man should

have to await the caprice of a public func-

tionary before he gets his pay." But
the most interesting parallel follows: we
are reminded of "train the mind and

mind the train" when we read further:

"If we provide generously salaries for

the play-actors who minister only to the

amusement of the public, and take pains

to pay these who are not really necessary,

how much more should we look after those

who are the moulders of the style and

character of our youth!"

Athalaric concludes with the argument,
now so familiar, that teachers cannot do

their work if they have to worry too much
about their salaries: "therefore let them
not have to try the philosophical problem
of thinking about two things at once; but

with their minds at ease about their sub-

sistence, devote themselves with all their

might to the teaching of liberal arts."

This whole letter of Athalaric, grand-
son of Theodoric the Great, from which

these extracts are taken is well worth the

study of those who are advocating more

pay for teachers ; and we are grateful to

Cassiodorus for preserving it for us. For

if the grandson of a Goth could write so

intelligently, have we a right to pride
ourselves too much on our distance from
the dark night of Gothic ignorance, if

the same problems still confront us and if

we are no less stupid in their solution?

Kenneth C. M. Sills

Books and the News
Russia

ALL
hope of impartiality abandon,

who enter upon this controverted

subject. At least, all hope of recogniz-

ing which book is impartial, which is

true, and which is special pleading. One
set of critics will not grant writers upon
the other side knowledge, sincerity, or

even an ability to write English. Bad
faith, the willingness to falsify original

sources, are freely charged.
For a background, before entering

upon the controversial books of the past
two years, what book shall be read?

Once, it was the custom to point to Sir

Donald Wallace's "Russia" (Holt, 1905),
but the modern reader will perhaps pre-

fer the scholarly work of Charles R.

Beazley and others, "Russia from the

Varangians to the Bolsheviks" (Oxford,

1919). The work of a Russian writer

is also indicated: Alexander Kornilov's

"Modern Russian History from Catha-

rine the Great to the Present" (2 vols.

Knopf, 1916-17), of which the later

chapters are by the translator. A book

by the President of the Czechoslovak Re-

public, Thomas G. Masaryk, is especially

valuable, "The Spirit of Russia: Studies

in History, Literature and Philosophy''

(2 vols. Macmillan).
E. H. Wilcox's "Russia's Ruin" (Scrib-

ner, 1919) appears to be free enough
from bias to be praised by critics of

both camps, and Professor E. A. Ross,

who will not believe the worst of Lenin,
has written a useful book in "Russia in

Upheaval" (Century, 1918).

"Russian Revolution Aspects" (Dut-

ton, 1919), by R. E. C. Long, is a good
recital of events. Kerensky's "Prelude

to Bolshevism" (Dodd, 1919) is tough

reading, but it contains important mate-

rial. I have not seen Mrs. Harold Wil-
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liams's "History of the Russian Revolu-

tion" (Macmillan), and believe I am cor-

rect in saying that it is not yet pub-
lished. From what I learn of the writer,

and her opportunities for observation,

the book should be added to the list.

Arthur Ransome, in "Russia in 1919"

(Huebsch, 1919), favors the Soviet gov-

ernment, and writes, as almost everyone

agrees, in an attractive style. Of John
Reed's "Ten Days that Shook the World"

(Boni, 1919), it is enough to say that

readers with a tender spot in their

hearts for Bolshevism like it well; and
that Charles Edward Russell thinks that

Reed loves a revolution as a boy loves

the Fourth of July, for its big bangs.
Admirers of Mr. Trotsky and Mr.

Lenin disapprove profoundly of John

Spargo's "Bolshevism" (Harper, 1919),
and they reject with pitying contempt,
as "superficial," Ackerman's "Trailing
the Bolsheviki" (Scribner, 1919), Steb-

bing's "From Czar to Bolsheviki" (Lane,
1919), and "Bolshevik Aims and Ideals"

(Macmillan, 1919), whose author is not
disclosed. I think that they shake their

heads over "The Russian Pendulum"
(Macmillan, 1919), by Arthur Bullard.

Edmund Lester Pearson
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